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Our Need of It.

his pipe in the village ale-house, the laborer says

OVER
tively what
disease."

At

very

Pai'liament should do about the " foot and

posi-

moutb

the farmer's market-table his master makes the glasses
fist, he emphasizes the assertion that he did not get

with his

jingle as,
half enough compensation for his slaughtered beasts during the cattleOn a matter affecting the
plague. These are not hesitating ojrinions.

was during the Anti-Corn-Law
you heard that the nation would
be ruined if the lightly-taxed foreigner was allowed to compete in our
markets with the heavily-taxed Englishman a proposition held to be
agricultural interest, it is still as it
agitation, when, in every rural circle,

:

so self-evident that dissent from

implied either stupidity or knavery.
Now, as then, may be daily heard, among other classes, opinions
By men called educated,
just as decided and just as unwarranted.
it

the old plea for extravagant expenditure, that "

it is

good

for trade,"

continually urged with full belief in its sufficiency.
Scarcely
any decrease is observable in the fallacy that whatever gives employment is beneficial no regard being had to the value for ulterior

is still

purposes of that which the labor produces no question being asked
what would have resulted had the capital which paid for the labor
taken some other channel and paid for some other labor. Neither
;

criticism nor explanation appreciably modifies these beliefs.
When
is again an
opening for them, they are expressed with undiminished confidence. Along with these delusions go whole families

there

People who think that the relations between expenditure
and production are so simple, naturally assume simplicity in other
relations among social phenomena.
Is there distress somewhere ?
They suppose nothing more is required than to subscribe money for
of others.
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On the one hand, they never trace the reactive effects
relieving it.
which charitable donations work on bank-accounts, on the surplus
have to lend, ou the productive activity which the
abstracted would have set up, on the number of laborers
would have received wages and who now go without wages;

capital bankers

now

capital

who

they do not perceive that certain necessaries of life have been withheld from one man who would have exchanged useful work for them,
and given to another who perhaps persistently evades working. Nor,
on the other hand, do they look beyond the immediate mitigation of

but deliberately shut their eyes to the fact that as fast as you
increase the provision for those who live without labor, so fast do you
increase the number of those who live without labor ; and that, with

misery

;

an ever-increasing distribution of alms, there comes an ever-increasing
outcry for more alms. Similarly throughout all their political thinking.
Proximate causes and proximate results are alone contemplated; and
there is scarcely any consciousness that the original causes are often
numerous and widely different from the apparent cause, and that beyond each immediate result there will be multitudinous remote results,
most of them quite incalculable.
Minds in which the conceptions of social actions are thus rudimentary, are also minds ready to harbor wild hopes of benefits to be
achieved by administrative agencies. In each such mind there seems
to be the unexpressed postulate that every evil in a society admits of
cure and that the cure lies within the reach of law. " Why is not
there a better inspection of the mercantile marine?" asked a corre;

spondent of the Times the other day; apparently forgetting that
within the preceding twelve months the power he invoked had lost two
c<
of its own vessels, and barely saved a third.
Ugly buildings are
eyesores, and should not be allowed," urges one who is anxious for
and, meanwhile, from the agent
good taste, there have come monuments and public
the less said the better, and its chosen design for
"
curs almost universal
did
aesthetic culture

;

which

is

to foster

buildings of which
the Law-Courts in-

those in authority
condemnation.
"Why
"
allow such defective sanitary arrangements ? was everywhere asked,
after the fevers at Lord Londesborough's ; and this question you heard
repeated, regardless of the fact that sanitary arrangements, having
such results in this and other cases, were themselves the outcome of

appointed sanitary administrations regardless of the fact that the
authorized system had itself been the means of introducing foul gases
into houses.
"The State should purchase the l-ailways," is confident1

Of various testimonies to this, one of the most striking was that given by Mr.
Charles Mayo, M. B., of New College, Oxford, who, having had to examine the drainage
of Windsor, found that, " in a previous visitation of typhoid fever, the poorest and lowest
part of the town had entirely escaped, while the epidemic had been very fatal in good
1

houses.

The

difference

was

this, that,

while the better houses were

sewers, the poor part of the town had no drains, but
dens.
And tnis is by no means an isolated instance."

all

made use of

connected with the

cesspools in the gar-
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by those who, every morning, read of chaos at the Admiwretched army organiza-

ralty, or cross-purposes in the dock-yards, or

diplomatic bungling that endangers peace, or frustration of

tion, or

justice

by

and costs and delays

all without having their
should msure better
Acts
Building
small houses," says one who either never knew or has

technicalities

"

confidence in officialism shaken.
ventilation in

&

forgotten that, after Messrs. Reid
Barry had spent 200,000 in failing to ventilate the Houses of Parliament, the First Commissioner of
Works proposed that " the House should get some competent engineer, above suspicion of partiality, to let them see what ought to be

done."

*

And

similarly there are continually cropping out in the press,
and in conversations, such notions as that the State
"
"
might provide cheap capital by some financial sleight of hand ; that
" there
" 2 that
to
be
bread-overseers
ought
appointed by Government ;

and

"

at meetings,

the duty of

it is

Government

to provide a suitable national

for the reception of all illegitimate children."
less thought by some, as it is in France
by

And

3

here

it

is

asylum
doubt-

M. de Lagevenais, that

Government, by supplying good music, should exclude the bad, such
4
We smile on reading of that French princess,

as that of Offenbach.

wonder that people should starve when
was so simple a remedy. But why should we smile ? A great

celebrated for her innocent
there

part of the current political thought evinces notions of practicability
not much more rational

That connections among social phenomena should be so little understood need not surprise us, if we note the ideas which prevail respecting the connections among much simpler phenomena. Minds
ignorant of physical causation are unlikely to appreciate clearly,
if at all, that
causation, so much more subtle and complex, which runs
through the actions of incorporated men. In almost every house, serleft

vants, and those who employ them, alike believe that a poker leaned
up in front of the bars, or across them, makes the fire burn ; and

you

be told, very positively, that experience proves the
efficacy of the
device the experience being that the poker has been
repeatedly so
placed and the fire has repeatedly burned ; and no comparison having
been made with cases in which the poker was absent, and all other
conditions as before.
In the same circles the old prejudice against
will

sitting

down

thirteen to dinner

still

survives

:

there actually exists,

who have been at finishing-schools of the highest character, and among some gentlemen who pass as intelligent, the conviction that adding or
subtracting one, from a number of people who eat
among

ladies

together will affect the fates of some among: them.
1

2

8

4

And

Debates, Times, February 12, 1852.
Letter in Daily News, November 28, 1851.
Recommendation of a Coroner's Jury, Times, March 26, 1850.
Revue des Deux Mondes, February
15, 1872.

this state
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Soagain displayed at the card-table, by the opinion that
at work which,
always lucky or unlucky that influences are
on the average, determine more good cards to one person than to

of

mind

and-so

is

is

of causation in
Clearly, those, in whom the consciousness
these simple cases is so vague, may be expected to have the wildest
notions of social causation. Whoever even entertains the supposition
across the fire can make it burn, proves himself to
that a

another.

poker put

have neither a qualitative nor a quantitative idea of physical causation ;
and if, during his life, his experiences of material objects and actions
have failed to give him an idea so accessible and so simple, it is not
him ideas of the qualitative and quantitalikely that they have given
tive relations of cause and effect holding throughout society.
Hence,
there is nothing to exclude irrational interpretations and disproportioned hopes.
Where other superstitions flourish, political superstitions will take
consciousness in which there lives the idea that spilling salt
root.
some evil, obviously allied as it is to the consciouswill be followed

A

by

ness of the savage filled with belief in omens and charms, gives a
home to other beliefs like those of the savage. It may not have faith
in the potency of medicine-bags and idols, and may even wonder how

any being can reverence a thing shaped with his own hands and yet
in those
readily entertains subtler forms of the same feelings. For,
whose modes of thought we have been contemplating, there is a tacit
effisupposition that a government moulded by themselves has some
;

it

ciency beyond that naturally possessed
subsidized by the rest of the citizens.

by

a certain group of citizens

True, if you ask them, they
that
a
assert
not
legislative and administrative appadeliberately
may
ratus can exert power, either mental or material, beyond the power

proceeding from the nation itself. They are compelled to admit, when
cross-examined, that the energies moving a governmental machine are
furenergies which would cease were citizens to cease working and
unan
the
their
But, nevertheless,
projects imply
supplies.
nishing
expressed belief in some store of force that is not measured by taxes.

When
for

there arises the question
does not Government do this
does not
there is not the accompanying thought

Why

Why

us?

Government put

hands

our pockets, and, with the proceeds, pay
officials to do this, instead of leaving us to do it ourselves ; but the
accompanying thought is Why does not Government, out of its inits

in

exhaustible resources, yield us this benefit ?
Such modes of political thinking, then, naturally go along with
such conceptions of physical phenomena as are current. Just as the

perpetual-motion schemer hopes, by a cunning arrangement of parts,
to get from one end of his machine more energy than he puts in at
the other ; so the ordinary political schemer is convinced that out of a
legislative apparatus, properly devised and worked with due dexterity,
may be had beneficial State-action without some corresponding detri-
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mental reaction.
of intelligence,
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expects to get out of a stupid people the effects
inferior citizens superior conduct.

and to evolve from

But, while the prevalence of crude political opinions,

among

those

whose conceptions about simple matters are so crude, might be anticipated, it is somewhat surprising that the class specially disciplined byscientific culture

methods but

should bring to the interpretation of social phenomena
advance of those used by others. Now that the

little in

transformation and equivalence of forces is seen by men of science to
hold not only throughout all inorganic actions, but throughout all organic actions; now that even mental changes are recognized as the

which also conform to this principle
and now that there must be admitted the corollary that all actions
going on in a society are measured by certain antecedent energies,
which disappear in effecting them, while they themselves become actual
or potential energies, from which subsequent actions arise it is strange
that thei-e should not have arisen the consciousness that these highest
phenomena are to be studied as lower phenomena have been studied
not, of course, after the same physical methods, but in pursuance of
the same principles. And yet scientific men rarely display such a concorrelatives of cerebral changes,

;

;

sciousness.

A mathematician, who

had agreed or disagreed with the view of

Prof. Tait respecting the value of Quaternions for pursuing researches
in Physics, would listen with raised eyebrows were one without mathe-

matical culture to express a decided opinion on the matter.
Or, if the
discussed
the
of
was
doctrine
that
Helmholtz,
subject
hypothetical
beings, occupying space of two dimensions, might be so conditioned
that the axioms of our geometry would prove untrue, the mathematician

would marvel

if

an affirmation or a negation came from a

man

who knew no more

of the properties of space than is to be gained
by
converse
with
daily
things around, and no more of the principles of
reasoning than the course of business taught him. And yet, were we

members of the Mathematical Society, who, having severally
devoted themselves to the laws of quantitative relations, know that,

to take

simple as these are intrinsically, a

life's
study is required for the full
of
them
were
we
to
ask
each of these his opinion on
comprehension
some point of social policy, the readiness with which he answered

would seem to imply that in these cases, where the factors of the phenomenon are so numerous and so much involved, a general survey of
men and things gives data for trustworthy judgment.
Or, to contrast more fully the mode of reaching a conclusion which
the man of science uses in his own department, with that which he
regards as satisfactory in the department of politics, let us take a case
from a concrete science say, the question, What are the solar
spots,

and what constitution of the Sun
answers to this question there

is

is first

implied

by them

?

Wilson's, adopted

Of
by

tentative

Sir

William
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Herschel, that the visible surface of the Sun is a luminous envelope,
within which there are cloudy envelopes covering a dark central body
and that, when by some disturbance the luminous envelope is broken
through, portions of the cloudy envelope and of the dark central body
;

visible as the penumbra and umbra respectively.
pothesis, at one time received with favor mainly because it

become

This hy-

seemed to
permit that teleological interpretation which required that the Sun
should be habitable, accounted tolerably well for certain of the appearances more especially the appearance of concavity which the spots
have when near the limb of the Sun. But, though Sir John Herschel
supported his father's hypothesis, pointing out that cyclonic action
would account for local dispersions of the photosphere, there has of

become more and more manifest the fatal objection that the
of
genesis
light and heat remained unexplained, and that no supposition
of auroral dischai-ges did more than remove the difficulty a step back ;
since, \inless light and heat could be perpetually generated out of nothlate years

ing, there

must be a

store of force perpetually being

expended

in pro-

ducing them.

A

counter-hypothesis, following naturally from the hypothesis of
nebular origin, is that the mass of the Sun must be incandescent ; that
its incandescence has been produced, and is maintained, by progressing
aggregation of its once widely-diffused matter and that surrounding its
;

molten surface there

an atmosphere of metallic gases continually
to
form
the visible photosphere, and thence precipirising, condensing
in
this
What,
case, are the solar spots ?
Kirchhoff, proceedtating.
the
ing upon
hypothesis just indicated, which had been set forth before
is

he made his discoveries by the aid of the spectroscope, contended that
the solar spots are simply clouds, formed of these condensed metallic
and he endeavored to acgases, so large as to be relatively opaque
;

count for their changing forms as the Sun's rotation carries them away,
in correspondence with this view.
But the appearances as known to
observers are quite irreconcilable with the belief that the spots are
simply drifting clouds. Do these appearances, then, conform to the
supposition of M. Faye, that the photosphere encloses matter which is
wholly gaseous and non-luminous and that the spots are produced
when occasional up-rushes from the interior burst through the photo;

sphere

?

This supposition, while it may be held to account for certain
and to be justified by the observed fact that there

traits of the spots,

are up-rushes of gas, presents difficulties not readily disposed of. It
does not explain the manifest rotation of many spots and, indeed, it
;

does not seem really to account for that darkness which constitutes
them spots ; since a non-luminous gaseous nucleus would be permeable
by light from the remoter side of the photosphere, and hence holes
through the near side of the photosphere would not look dark.

There
the facts.

however, another hypothesis which more nearly reconciles
Assuming: the incandescent molten surface, the ascending

is,
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and the formation of a photosphere at that outer limit
where the gases condense; accepting the suggestion of Sir John
Herschel, so amply supported by evidence, that zones north and south
of the Sun's equator are subject to violent cyclones this hypothesis
metallic gases,

;

a cyclone occurs within the atmosphere of metallic gases
between the molten sui'face and the photosphere, its vortex will beis,

that

if

come a region of

rarefaction, of refrigeration,

and therefore of

precipi-

There will be formed in it a dense cloud extending- far down
toward the body of the sun, and obstructing the greater part of the
Here we have an adequate cause for the
light radiating from below.
formation of an opaque vaporous mass a cause which also accounts
for the frequently-observed vortical motion
for the greater blackness
of the central part of the umbra; for the formation of a penumbra
by the drawing in of the adjacent photosphere for the elongation of
the luminous masses forming the photosphere, and the turning of their
longer axes toward the centre of the spot and for the occasional drifting of them over the spot toward the centre. Still, there is the difficulty that vortical motion is by no means always observable and it
remains to be considered whether its non-visibility in many cases is
reconcilable with the hypothesis.
At present none of the interpretations can be regarded as established.
tation.

;

;

;

;

Here are sundry suppositions which the man of science severally
by observations and necessary inferences. In this, as in other

tests

cases, he rejects such as unquestionably disagree with unquestionable
truths.
Continually excluding untenable hypotheses, he waits to de-

cide

among

the

more tenable ones

until further evidence discloses fur-

ther congruities or incongruities.
Checking every statement of fact
and every conclusion drawn, he keeps his judgment suspended until

no anomaly remains unexplained. Not only is he thus careful to shut
out all possible error from inadequacy in the number and variety of
data, but he is careful to shut out all possible error caused by idiosyncrasy in himself. Though not perhaps in astronomical observations
such as those above implied, yet in all astronomical observations where
the element of time is important, he makes allowance for the intervals

To fix the exact moment at which a
his
occurred,
change
perception of it has to be corrected for
the "personal equation."
As the speed of the nervous discharge
varies, according to the constitution, from thirty to ninety metres per
occupied by his nervous actions.

certain

is somewhat greater in summer than in winter
and as, between seeing a change and registering it with the finger, there is an
interval which is thus appreciably different in different
persons the
particular amount of this error in the particular observer has to be

second, and

;

;

taken into account.

Suppose now, that, to a man of science, thus careful in testing all
and excluding all possible sources of error, we put
a sociological question
say, whether some proposed institution will

possible hypotheses
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An

answer, and often a very decided one, is forth*
not thought needful, proceeding by deliberate
coming
to
ascertain
what has happened in each nation where an
induction,
identical institution, or an institution of allied kind, has been estab-

be beneficial

?

at once.

lished.

It is

It is

not thought needful to look back in our own history to
what they were expected to

see whether kindred agencies have done
do.
It is not thought needful to ask the

more general question how
and in all times, have justi-

far institutions at large, among all nations
fied the theories of those who set them up.

Nor

is it

thought needful

to infer, from analogous cases, what is likely to happen if the proposed
appliance is not set up to ascertain, inductively, whether in its ab-

sence some equivalent appliance will arise. And still less is it thought
needful to inquire what will be the indirect actions and reactions of
the proposed organization how far it will retard other social agencies,

and how far
like ends.

it

growth of agencies having
that none of these questions are recognized
but I mean that no attempts are made after

will prevent the spontaneous

I do not

mean

as questions to be asked ;
a scientific manner to get together materials for answering them.

True, some data have been gathered from newspapers, periodicals,
foreign correspondence, books of travel ; and there have been read
histories, which, besides copious accounts of royal misdemeanminute details of every military campaign, and careful
contain
ors,
disentanglings of diplomatic trickeries. And on information thus ac-

sundry

quired a confident opinion is based.
Most remarkable of all, however,

is the fact that no allowance is
In political observations and judgments, the qualities of the individual, natural and acquired, are by far
the most important factors. The bias of education, the bias of classrelationships, the bias of nationality, the political bias, the theological

made

for the personal equation.

these, added to the constitutional sympathies and antipathies,
have much greater influence in determining beliefs on social questions
than has the small amount of evidence collected. Yet, though, in his
search after a physical truth, the man of science allows for minute
errors of perception due to his own nature, he makes no allowance for
the enormous errors which his own nature, variously modified and dis-

bias

torted

by

life, is sure to introduce into his perceptions
Here, where correction for the personal equation is
does not occur to him that there is any personal equa

his conditions of

of political truth.
all-essential, it

tion to

be allowed

for.

This immense incongruity between the attitude in which the most
disciplined minds appi-oach other orders of natural phenomena, and the
attitude in which they approach the phenomena presented by societies,
The material
will be best illustrated by a series of antithesis thus
:

media, through which

we

see things, always more or less falsify the
facts: making, for example, the apparent direction of a star slightly
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different from its real direction, and sometimes, as when a fish is seen
in the water, its apparent place is so far from its real place, that great
misconception results unless large allowance is made for refraction ; but

sociological observations are not thus falsified
light
it

is

comes without any bending of
easy to

make allowance

for

through the daily press
and in studying past ages
the refraction due to the historic
:

its rays,

medium.

The motions of gases, though they conform to mechanical laws
which are well understood, are nevertheless so involved, that the art
of controlling currents of air in a house is not yet mastered but the
waves and currents of feeling running through a society, and the consequent directions and amounts of social activities, may be readily
;

known beforehand.
of inorganic substances are very simple, yet prorequired to understand their modes of behavior to one
another, and even the most instructed frequently meet with interactions
of them producing consequences they never anticipated but, where

Though molecules

longed study

is

;

the interacting bodies are not molecules but living beings of highlycomplex natures, it is easy to foresee all results which will arise.

Physical phenomena are so connected that, between seeming probability and actual truth, there is apt to be a wide difference, even where

but two bodies are acting instance the natural supposition that during
our northern summer the Earth is nearer to the Sun than during the
winter, which is just the reverse of the fact but among sociological
:

;

phenomena, where the bodies are so multitudinous, and the forces by
which they a* on one another so many, and so multiform, and so
variable, the probability and the actuality will naturally correspond.
Matter often behaves paradoxically, as when two cold liquids added
together become boiling hot, as when the mixing of two clear liquids
produces an opaque mud, or as when water immersed in sulphurous
acid freezes on a hot iron plate but what we distinguish as Mind,
especially when massed together in the way which causes social action,
evolves no paradoxical results always such results come from it as
seem likely to come.
.,

;

The acceptance

of contradictions like these, tacitly implied in the

beliefs of the scientifically cultivated, is the

consider

more remarkable when we

are the proofs that human nature is difficult to
that methods apparently the most rational disappoint

how abundant

manipulate

;

and that the best results frequently arise from courses
which common-sense thinks unpractical.
Even individual human
nature shows us these startling anomalies. A man of leisure is the
man naturally fixed upon, if something has to be done but your man
of leisure cannot find time, and the man to be trusted to do what is
expectation

;

;

man who

is already busy.
The boy who studies longand a man will become wise in proportion as
he reads much, are propositions which look true but are quite untrue

wanted,

is

the

est will learn the most,
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nowadays finding out in the one case, and as HoVbes
out
in the other.
How obvious it appears that, when
found
long ago
minds go deranged, there is no remedy but replacing the weak internal
Yet the " non-restraint system "
control by a strong external control
has had far more success than the system of strait-waistcoats. Dr
Tuke, a physician of much experience in treating the insane, has lately
as teachers are

!

great when locks and keys are
when
but
almost
used,
they are disused. And in further
disappears
evidence of the mischief often done by measures supposed to be curative, here is Dr. Maudsley, also an authority on such questions, speak"
ing of asylum-made lunatics." Again, is it not clear that the represtestified that the desire to escape is

sion of crime will be effectual in proportion as the punishment is
severe? Yet the great amelioration in our penal code, initiated by

Romilly, has not been followed by increased criminality, but by
decreased criminality; and the testimonies of those who have had
most experience Maconochie in Norfolk Island, Dickson in Western
Australia, Obermier in Germany, Montesinos in Spain unite to show
that, in proportion as the criminal is left to suffer no other penalty than

that of maintaining himself under such restraints only as are needful
for social safety, the reformation is great: exceeding, indeed, all antici-

French school-masters, never questioning the belief that boys
can be made to behave well only by rigid discipline and spies to aid in
carrying it out, are astonished on visiting England to find how much
better boys behave when they are less governed nay, among English
schools themselves, Dr. Arnold has shown that more trust is followed
by improved conduct. Similarly with the anomalies of incorporated
pation.

human

nature.

We

habitually accept the assumption that only

by

legal restraints are men to be kept from aggressing on their neighbors ;
and yet there are facts which should lead us to qualify this assumption.

So-called debts of honor, for the non-payment of which there is no
legal penalty, are held more sacred than debts that can be legally

enforced ; and on the Stock-Exchange, where only pencil memoranda in
the respective note-books of two brokers guarantee the sale and purchase
of many thousands, contracts are far safer than those which, in the
outside world, are formally registered in signed and sealed parchments.

Multitudes of cases might be accumulated showing how, in other
and feelings produce kinds of conduct which,

directions, men's thoughts

a

priori,

would be judged very improbable.

And,

if,

going beyond

own society and our own time, we observe what has happened
among other races, and among the earlier generations of our own
race, we meet, at every step, workings-out of human nature utterly
unlike those which we assume when making political forecasts. Who,

our

generalizing the experiences of his daily

life,

would suppose that men,

to please their gods, would swing for hours from hooks drawn through
the muscles of their backs, or let their nails grow through the palms
of their clinched hands, or roll over and over hundreds of miles to
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Who would have thought it possible that a public
force of custom might be such that a man should
a
sentiment and
on
one who insulted him by disembowelling himself,
himself
revenge
and so forcing the insulter to do the like ? Or to take historical cases
more nearly concerning ourselves Who foresaw that the beliefs in
would cause the lapse of one-third
purgatory and priestly intercession
of the Church ? Or who foresaw
hands
into
the
or more of England
that a flaw in the law of mortmain might lead to bequests of large
visit

a shrine?

Who

could have imagined that
estates consecrated as graveyards ?
robber-kings and bandit-barons, with vassals to match, would, generation after generation, have traversed all Europe through hardships

and dangers to risk their lives in getting possession of the reputed
burial-place of one whose injunction was to turn the left cheek when
the right was smitten ? Or who, again, would have anticipated that,
when, in Jerusalem, this same teacher disclaimed political aims, and
repudiated political instrumentalities, the professed successors of his
disciples would by-and-by become rulers dominating over all the kings
of Europe ? Such a result could be as little foreseen as
foreseen that an instrument of torture used by the Jews

it

could be

would give
Christian temples throughout Europe; and as

the ground-plans to
as it could be foreseen that the process of this torture, recounted
in Christian narratives, might come to be mistaken for a Christian
little

was by the Malay chief who, being expostulated with
some rebels, replied that he was following "the English
" their sacred books."
practice," which he read in
Look where we will at the genesis of social phenomena, and we
shall similarly find that, while the particular ends contemplated and
arranged for have commonly not been more than temporarily attained,
if attained at all, the changes actually brought about have arisen from
causes of which the very existence was unknown.
How, indeed, can any man, and how more especially can any man
institution, as it

for crucifying

'

of scientific culture, think special results of special political acts can
be calculated, when he contemplates the incalculable complexity of
the influences under which each individual, and a fortiori each society,
develops, lives, and decays?

The

multiplicity of these factors

is

man's body. Every
one, who watches closely the course of things, must have observed
that at a single meal he may take in bread made from Russian wheat,
beef from Scotland, potatoes from the midland counties, sugar from
the Mauritius, salt from Cheshire, pepper from Jamaica, curry-powder
from India, wine from France or Germany, currants from Greece,
oranges from Spain, as well as various spices and condiments from
other places; and if he considers whence came the draught of water
he swallows, tracing it back from the reservoir through the stream and
the brook and the rill, to the separate
rain-drops which fell wide apart,

illustrated even in the material composition of a

l

Boyle'3 "Borneo," p. 116.
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and these again

to the

eddying vapors which had been mingling and

parting in endless ways as they drifted over the Atlantic, he sees that
this single mouthful of water contains molecules which, a little time
ago, were dispersed over hundreds of square miles of ocean-swell
Similarly tracing back the history of each solid he has eaten, he finds
that his body is made up of elements which have lately come from all
parts of the Earth's surface.
And what thus holds of the substance of the body, holds no less
of the influences, physical and moral, which modify its actions. You
break your tooth with a small pebble among the currants, because the

A

industrial organization in Zante is so imperfect.
derangement of
your digestion goes back for its cause to the bungling management in

a vineyard on the Rhine several years ago or to the dishonesty of
the merchants at Cette, where imitation wines are produced. Because
there happened a squabble between a consul and a king in Abyssinia,
;

an increased income-tax obliges you to abridge your autumn holiday ;
"
or, because slave-owners in North America try to extend the
peculiar
institution" farther west, there results here a party dissension which
perhaps entails on you loss of friends. If from these remote causes
you turn to causes at home, you find that your doings are controlled
by a plexus of influences too involved to be traced beyond their first
meshes. Your hours of business are predetermined by the general
habits of the community, which have been slowly established no one
knows how. Your meals have to be taken at intervals which do not
but under existing social arrangements you must
suit your health
;

Such intercourse with friends as you can get is at hours and
under regulations which everybody adopts, but for which nobody is
responsible and you have to yield to a ceremonial which substitutes
trouble for pleasure.
Your opinions, political and religious, are ready
moulded for you; and, unless your individuality is very decided, your
submit.

;

social surroundings will prove too strong for it.
Nay, even such an
insignificant event as the coming of age of grouse affects your goings

and comings throughout

For has not the dissolution of ParliaAugust? and does not the dissolution end the London season ? and does not the London season determine the times for business and l-elaxation, and so affect the making

ment

life.

direct reference to the 12th of

of arrangements throughout the year ? If from coexisting influences
turn to influences that have been working through past time, the
same general truth becomes still more conspicuous. Ask how it happens that men in England do no work every seventh day, and you have
to seek through thousands of past years to find the initial cause.
Ask

we

England, and still more in Scotland, there is not only a cessafrom work, which the creed interdicts, but also a cessation from
amusement, which it does not interdict and for an explanation you
must go back to successive waves of ascetic fanaticism in generations
long dead. And what thus holds of religious ideas and usages, holds

why

in

tion

;
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industrial activities are

often permanently turned out of their normal directions by social
as witness what has happened
states that passed away many ages ago
in Italy, where towns and villages are still
or
the
East,
throughout
chosen for defensive purposes in turperched on hills and eminences
lives
of the inhabitants are now made
the
where
and
bulent times,
and all the necessaries
themselves
to
laborious
carry
having daily
;

by

from a low level to a high level.
The extreme complexity of social actions, and the transcendent
arises of counting on special results, will be still
difficulty which hence
the factors which determine one simple
if
enumerate
we
seen
better
manufaca commodity say, cotton.
of
as
the
price
phenomenon,
turer of calicoes has to decide whether he will increase his stock of raw
Before doing this, he must ascertain, as
material at its current price.
well as he can, the following data whether the stocks of calico in the
hands of manufacturers and wholesalers at home are large or small
whether by recent prices retailers have been led to lay in stocks or
not whether the colonial and foreign markets are glutted or otherwise and what is now, and is likely to be, the production of calico by
foreign manufacturers.
Having formed some idea of the probable dehas
to ask what other manufacturers have done,
he
for
mand
calico,
and are doing, as buyers of cotton whether they have been waiting
of

life

A

:

;

;

;

for the price to fall, or have been
From cotton-brokers' circulars he

buying in anticipation of a
has to judge what

is

rise.

the state of

are large or small,
speculation at Liverpool whether the stocks there
their
are
on
few
or
and whether many
way. The stocks and
cargoes
at Xew Orleans, and other cotton-ports throughout the world,
prices

have also to be taken note of; and then there come questions respectin Egypt, and
ing forthcoming crops in the Southern States, in India,
elsewhere.
Here are sufficiently numerous factors, but these are by
no means all. The consumption of calico, and therefore the consumption of cotton, and therefore the price of cotton, depends in part on the

and prices of other textile fabrics. If, as happened during the
American Civil War, calico rises in price because its raw material becomes scarce, linen comes into more general use, and so a further rise
in price is checked.
Woollen fabrics, also, may to some extent com-

supplies

And, besides the competition caused by relative prices, there
the competition caused by fashion, which may or may not presently change.
Surely the factors are now all enumerated ? By no

pete.
is

There is the estimation of mercantile opinion. The views
of buyers and sellers respecting future prices, never more than approximations to the truth, often diverge from it very widely. Waves of
opinion, now in excess, now in defect of the fact, rise and fall daily,

means.

and larger ones weekly and monthly, tending, every now and then, to
run into mania or panic for it is a mong men of business as among
other men, that they stand hesitating until some one sets the example,
;

,
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and then rush

all

one way, like a flock of sheep after a leader.

These

human

nature, leading to these perturbations, the
far-seeing buyer takes into account judging how far existing influences have made opinion deviate from the truth, and how far impending
characteristics in

do it. Nor has be got to the end of the matter
even when he has considered all these things. He has still to ask
what are the general mercantile conditions of the country, and what
the immediate future of the money market will be since the course of
speculation in every commodity must be affected by the rate of discount.
See, then, the enormous complication of causes which deterinfluences are likely to

;

mine

so simple a thing as the rise or
cotton some months hence

of a farthing per pound in

fall

!

phenomena is so involved in cases like this,
produced has no concrete persistence but very soon
dissipates, judge what it must be where there is produced something
which continues thereafter to be an increasing agency, capable of
If the genesis of social

where the

effect

Not only has a society, as a whole, a power of
growth and development, but each institution set up in it has the like
draws to itself units of the society and nutriment for them, and
tends ever to multiply and ramify. Indeed, the instinct of self-preservation in each institution soon becomes dominant over every thing
and maintains it when it performs some quite other function than
else
that intended, or no function at all.
See, for instance, what has come
of the " Society of Jesus," Loyola set up or see what grew out of the
self-propagation.

;

;

company

of traders

who

got a footing on the coast of Hindostan.

To such considerations as these, set down to show the inconsistency
who think that prevision of social phenomena is possible
without much study, though much study is needed for prevision of

of those

other phenomena, it will doubtless be replied that time does not
allow of systematic inquiry. From the scientific, as from the unscienthe plea that, in his capacity of citizen, each man
tific, there will come

must vote, and must decide before he votes ; must con;
clude, to the best of his ability, on such information as he has.
In this plea there is some truth, mingled with a good deal more
"
that looks like truth. It is a product of that " must-do-something
has to act

impulse which is the origin of much mischief, individual and social.
An amiable anxiety to undo or neutralize an evil often prompts to
rash courses, as you may see in the hurry with which one who has
fallen

is

danger

snatched up by those at hand just as though there were
letting him lie, which there is not, and no danger in
;

in

incautiously raising him, which there is.
Always you nnd among
people, in proportion as they are ignorant, a belief in specifics, and a
great confidence in pressing the adoption of them. Has some one a

pain in the side, or in the chest, or in the bowels ? Then, before any
careful inquiry as to its probable cause, there comes an urgent recom-
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ol a never-failing remedy, joined probably with the remark
no good, it can do no harm. There still prevails in the
does
that, if it
a large amount of the fetishistic conception clearly
mind
average
shown by a butler to some friends of mine, who, having been found

mendation

to drain the half-emptied medicine-bottles, explained that he thought
it a pity good physic should be wasted, and that what benefited

would benefit him. But, as fast as crude conceptions of
and remedial measures grow up into Pathology and Thera-

his master

diseases

peutics, we find increasing caution,
evil is often done instead of good.

along with increasing proof that
This contrast is traceable not only
as we pass from popular ignorance to professional knowledge, but as
we pass from the smaller professional knowledge of early times to

The question with
the greater professional knowledge of our own.
shall the treatment
the modern physician is not as with the ancient
cathartics, or shall diaphoretics be given ? or
be administered ? But there rises the previous questhere be any treatment beyond a healthy regimen ? And

be bloodletting

? shall

shall mercurials

tion

shall

even among existing physicians

judgment

is

it

most cultivated, there

happens that, in proportion as the
is

" mustthe least yielding to the

"

do-something impulse.
Is it not possible, then

is it

not even probable

that this supposed

necessity for immediate action, which is put in as an excuse for
drawing quick conclusions from few data, is the concomitant of
deficient knowledge ?
Is it not probable that, as in Biology so in

Sociology, the accumulation of more facts, the more critical comparison of them, and the drawing of conclusions on scientific methods,

be accompanied by increasing doubt about the benefits to be
and increasing fear of the mischiefs which may be worked ?
Is it not probable that what in the individual organism is improperly,
though conveniently, called the vis medicatrix naturae, may be found
to have its analogue in the social organism ? and will there not very
will

secured,

likely come, along with the recognition of this, the consciousness
that in both cases the one thing needful is to maintain the condi-

may have fair play ? Such a
from increased knowledge, will diprompt decision after little inquiry ;
since it will check this tendency to think of a remedial measure as
one that may do good and cannot do harm. Nay, more, the study of
Sociology, scientifically carried on by tracing back proximate causes
to remote ones, and
tracing down primary effects to secondary and
effects
which
tertiary
multiply as they diffuse, will dissipate the current illusion that social evils admit of radical cures.
Given an
average defect of nature among the units of a society, and no skilful
manipulation of them will prevent that defect from producing its
It is possible to change the form of these
equivalent of bad results.
bad results ; it is possible to change the places at which they are

tions under which the natural actions

consciousness, to be anticipated
minish the force of this plea for
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but it is not possible to get rid of tbem. The belief,
;
that faulty character can so organize itself socially as to get out of
itself a conduct which is not proportionately faulty, is an utterly
baseless belief.
You may alter the incidence of the mischief, but
manifested

the amount of

must inevitably be borne somewhere. Very generally
simply thrust out of one form into another as when, in
Austria, improvident marriages being prevented, there come more
numerous illegitimate children or as when, to mitigate the misery
of foundlings, hospitals are provided for them, and there is an increase
or as when, to insure the
in the number of infants abandoned
a
Act
of
houses,
Building
prescribes a structure which,
stability
small
houses
unremunerative, prevents due multiplication of
making
them, and so causes overcrowding or as when a Lodging-House Act
forbids this overcrowding, and vagrants have to sleep under the
Adelphi-arches, or in the Parks, or even, for warmth's sake, on the
dung-heaps in mews. Where the evil does not, as in cases like these,
it

it

is

;

;

;

;

reappear in another place or form, it is necessarily felt in the shape
of a diffused privation. For, suppose that by some official instrumentality you actually suppress an evil, instead of thrusting it from one
spot into another suppose you thus successfully deal with a number
of such evils

by

a

number

of such instrumentalities

these evils have disappeared absolutely ?
you have but to ask, Whence comes the

defrays the cost of working
life

to its

members through

all

To

do you think
have not,

see that they

official appai'atus ?
What
supplies the necessaries of
their gradations of rank ?
There is no

it ?

Who

other source but the labor of peasants and artisans. When, as in
France, the administrative agencies occupy some 600,000 to 700,000

men, who are taken from industrial pursuits, and, with their families,
supported in more than average comfort, it becomes clear enough
The
that heavy extra work is entailed on the producing classes.
his
has
hour
wife
to
laborer
has
to
additional
toil
an
already-tired
;

help in the fields as well as to suckle her infant his children are
still more scantily fed than they would otherwise be
and, beyond a
decreased share of returns from increased labor, there is a diminished
;

;

time and energy for such small enjoyments as the life, pitiable at the
How, then, can it be supposed that the evils have
best, permits.
been extinguished or escaped ?
The repressive action has had its
reaction
of intenser evils here and there,
instead
and,
corresponding
;

or

now and

When

then,

you have got an

evil that is constant

and universal.

thus seen that the evils are not got rid of, but, at best,
only redistributed, and that the question in any case is, whether
redistribution, even if practicable, is desirable, it will be seen that
There
the " must-do-something " plea is a quite insufficient one.
is ample reason to believe that, in proportion as scientific men
methods
carry into this most involved class of phenomena the
with
other
have
classes, they will see
successfully adopted
they
it is
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even less in this class than in other classes, are conclusions to
be drawn and action to be taken without prolonged and critical investhat,

tigation.

same plea under other forms. " Political
" We must
conduct must be matter of compromise."
adapt our measbe
deterred
cannot
and
immediate
to
ures
by remote conexigencies,
" The data for
scientific
siderations."
judgments are not to
forming
be had most of them are unrecorded, and those which are recorded
Still

there will recur the

:

are difficult to find as well as doubtful

when found."

" Life

is

too

short, and the demands upon our energies too great, to permit any
such elaborate study as seems required.
must, therefore, guide
ourselves by common-sense as best we may."

We

And then, behind the more scientifically-minded who give this
answer, there are those who hold, tacitly or overtly, that guidance of
the kind indicated is not possible, even after any amount of inquiry.
They do not believe in any ascertainable order among social phenomena

we

there

is

no such thing as a social science.

This proposition

will discuss in the next chapter.

-THE RECENT ECLIPSE OF THE SUN.
By

R. A.

eclipse of the sun
to

THE
was looked forward

PEOCTOE, B.A.,

F. E. A. S.

which took place on December 12th last
by astronomers with some anxiety, because

many months must

pass before they will have any similar opportunity
of studying the sun's surroundings. Year after year, for four years in
succession, there have been total eclipses of the sun in each year one

and each eclipse has taught us much that has been worth knowing ;
but during the present year there will be no total solar eclipse worth
observing; there will be none in 18*73, only one (and not a very important one) in 1874, while during the total eclipse of 1875 the moon's

shadow

will traverse a

path very inconveniently situated for intending

observers.

Besides, the inquiries and discussions of astronomers had reached a

A

sort of
very interesting stage before the recent eclipse occurred.
contest though, of course, a friendly and philosophic contest had
been waged over the sun's corona, the halo or glory which is seen
around the black disk of the moon when the sun is totally concealed ;

and, though, in the opinion of most astronomers, the contest had really
been decided by the observations made during the total eclipse of De-

cember, 1870, some slight doubts
2

still

existed in the minds of a few.

1
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and the hope would appear to have been justified that
few
would be finally removed.
late
the
eclipse these doubts
during
weeks must elapse even after the present paper appears, and five or
six from the present time of writing, before the sun-painted pictures,
which are to decide the question, can be in the hands of the judges.
has already reached us, we can
But, from the description which
little doubt as to the nature of the decision which will be
feel

It

was hoped

A

very

arrived

at.

A

brief sketch of the progress of the inquiry into the subject
of the solar corona will serve to exhibit the nature of the doubts
to the Indian seas were intended to
which the recent

expeditions

remove.

known that when the sun's disk
early ages it had been
of light starts into view, renis
wholly concealed by the moon, a glory
less striking, than it
dering the scene less terrible, though scarcely
to
darkness
total
would be were
prevail.

From very

Now, gradually, it began to be recognized that this glory around
In the first place, quite
the sun consisted of several distinct portions.
close to the moon's black body, a very narrow ring of light had been
astronomers were led to believe that
that
so

many
observed,
bright
the sun was not in reality totally concealed, but that a ring of sunlight
remained even at the moment of central eclipse. This excessively
if (as many accounts
bright ring of light is not, however, always seen,
of
it is to be distinguished from the bright inner corona
suggest)
we
the
recent
to
eclipses
which I shall presently have
speak. During
have had no clear evidence respecting this brilliant but very narrow
and it is just possible that the accounts derived from earlier
ring
eclipses have been a little exaggerated.
of the black
Then, secondly, a red border is seen around portions
serrated
a
has
border
edge, and has
disk of the moon. This
commonly
a range of
for
name
a
well-known
from
the
called
been
;

sierra,

Spanish

thus resembles a chain of rose-colored mountains,
red projections which have been called the
certain
to
spring
appear
Their general appearance during eclipse may be
solar prominences.
inferred from the description given by those who first observed them,
the moon's disk surrounded by these glowing
who
in

hills.

From what

1842,
compared
round with garnets. But it is now
objects to a black brooch set
known that such names as prominences and protuberances are not
red objects, and that the word sierra is
properly applicable to these
rim
of colored light beneath the red projecthe
to
equally inapplicable
as
as the sierra (for, however unsuitable,
well
The
tions.
prominences

the names continue in use) are in reality formed of glowing gas, hybut other elements being
drogen being their chief constituent element,

not run away
Only, the reader must
are more
of
which
some
red
these
that
notion
with the
masses,
great
of
our gasnature
of
the
in
are
miles
thousand
hundred
a
than
height,

also present in a gaseous form.
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are not, properly speaking, flames at all, but masses of
1
with
intensity of heat.
gas glowing
Many of the most important discoveries recently made respecting
the sun relate to these wonderful objects ; but in this place I shall
refrain from speaking more about them than seems necessary to illusflames.

They

trate the subject of the corona ; for, as a matter of fact, the observers
during the late eclipse turned scarcely a thought to the colored promiis it likely that any thing new
respecting them will ever
be learned during total eclipses of the sun.
Outside the sierra and the prominences, the true corona is seen.
To ordinary vision, and probably also even under the scrutiny of pow-

nences, nor

erful telescopes, it appears to be
is in the first
place an inner

divided into two distinct portions.

and brighter region, extending apto
a
distance
from
the
sun
equal to about one-fifth of his
parently
diameter. The outline of this inner corona is uneven but not radiated,
There

and, though not sharply defined, appears yet to be very definitely
indicated by the rapid falling off of lustre beyond its limits. The inner
corona has been described as of a white, pearly lustre by some observers

;

but under the most favorable conditions
have a somewhat ruddy hue.

it

appears,

when

care-

fully observed, to

Extending much farther from the sun, how
is

the radiated corona.

It is

far is not as yet

known,

much

fainter than the inner corona, and
fainter with distance from the sun, until

grows fainter and
view on the dark but not black background of the sky.
Through this faint and softly-graduated corona extend radiations of
somewhat greater brightness. It is between these radiations that
those dark gaps or rifts appear, which have figured so much in the
narratives of recent eclipse observations.
The dark gaps are, indeed,
more striking features than the radiations which form them but it
must be remembered, nevertheless, that the radiations are the only
its light

lost to

;

positive features in this case, the gaps being merely regions
there are no radiations.

where

We

may typically represent the corona, as it had been revealed to
us during former eclipses, by the accompanying sketch from a photograph taken by Mr. Brothers at Syracuse during the eclipse of December, 1870.

Only,

it

must be remembered that the photograph

may

not

represent the full extent of the corona, while many details of its structure are too delicate to be shown in a
figure so small as is here given.
It will be understood further that the inner
part, marked r, is much

brighter than the whole of the outer part, marked c, and that this outer part shades off
gradually into the dark background of the sky.
1

In a gas-flame there is (as our meters tell
us) a continual supply of gas, which mixes
with the oxygen of the air, and
undergoes what is called combustion. But in the sun's
colored prominences the
hydrogen enters into no chemical combination, at least none
such as we are familiar with.
it
the intense heat to which it is
just as iron glows

when

it is

Simply by
heated sufficiently.

exposed

glows,

zo
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Now, the question which Las agitated astronomy during the past
few years has been simply whether the glory of light seen around the
sun is in reality a solar appendage, or may not be due wholly or in
own atmosphere or of some other
part to the illumination either of our
matter (not necessarily atmospheric) lying much nearer to us than the
sun does. If we consider the figure, we can see at once that if we
have here a real solar appendage that is, matter which exists all
around the sun's globe it is an appendage of the most amazing exThe black disk which forms the centre of the figure is of course
tent.
intended to represent the moon, whose diameter we know is about
2,200 miles, and if for a moment we suppose the corona c and R surrounds the moon, we see that it must extend on one side to about
5,000 miles, and elsewhere to about 2,800 miles. But exactly behind
the moon lies the sun, a little more than concealed by the moon and
the sun's diameter is about 850,000 miles. So that, if the corona is
;

something which surrounds the sun, it extends, as the picture shows, to
at least 2,000,000 miles on one side, and elsewhere to about 1,200,000
miles.
Neglecting the dark rifts for the moment, and regarding
the whole corona as shaped like a globe, and having a diameter four
times as great as the sun's, we should have to regard its volume as exceeding his not four times, nor sixteen times, but sixty-four times.
And when we are reminded that the sun's own volume exceeds that of
this earth on which we live some 1,200,000 times, we see what a stupendous conclusion we must arrive at, if we regard the corona as a
Of course, we need not imagine that the corona has
solar appendage.

a continuous substance completely filling a space some 77,000,000
times larger than the earth. It may be made up of multitudes of
minute bodies, with vacant spaces between. But the conclusion remains that a region of space, exceeding our earth's volume so many
millions of times, is thus occupied by matter of some sort.
Nor is the conclusion rendered a whit less surprising if we take the
dark rifts into account. Nay, we obtain an enhanced idea of the

wonderful nature of the corona, regarded as a solar appendage, when
we consider that it possesses so remarkable a structure that, as seen
from our distant stand-point, it shows well-defined gaps or rifts. For
unquestionably it is not to be regarded as something flat or planeits picture, or a decoration
(which in appearance it often
It must extend on all sides from the sun (if it
strikingly resembles).
is indeed a solar appendage), and not merely from the sides of the disk

shaped, like

he turns toward us at the time of an eclipse ; and it can easily be seen
that its shape, in length and breadth and thickness, must be strange,
If we take an
to account for such rifts as are shown in the figure.

orange to represent the sun, and, boring holes

all

over

it,

stick spills

in these holes to represent the region occupied by the corona, we shall
find that, in order that our spillikined orange may exhibit a rifted
corona in whatever position it is placed, we must either leave several
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its surface without spills, or that the spills over
many
such parts must be very short. "When this consideration is attended
to, the spillikin corona will be found to have a very complex and re-

large parts of

markable

figure.

not to be wondered at that, so soon as the corona began to be
thought about at all, astronomers were led to believe that it is not of
the nature of a solar appendage, but either a sort of halo in our own
It is

atmosphere, or else an appendage belonging in some

way to the moon.
Kepler and Halley and Newton, to say nothing of a host of other astronomers who considered the question during the infancy of modern
astronomy, were led to different conclusions, by the comparatively imWe may pass over the arguperfect evidence available in their day.
ments adduced in favor of the three several theories which were in
Suffice it that, gradually, it was admitted more and more
generally that the corona must be some appendage surrounding the
sun ; and, in comparatively recent times a quarter of a centuary ago,

question.

or thereabouts

the opinion began to prevail that the corona is in fact
the sun's atmosphere.
But quite recently discoveries were made which seemed to throw
great doubt upon this opinion. By means of the instrument called the
spectroscope, astronomers have learned not only how to study the sun's
colored prominences when the sun is shining in full
splendor, but also
to determine to some extent the condition of the
glowing gas of which
those prominences are formed. When this was done, it did not

ap-

pear that the density of the glowing gas even close by the sun's body
was so great as might be expected if the corona were an atmosphere
properly so called. Some prominences are shown in the figure ; and
if we consider the pressure to which
objects so placed must be subjected, supposing them to lie at the bottom of an atmosphere more
than a million miles in height, we shall at once see that the
pressure
of our own air at the sea-level would be a mere
nothing by compariIt is supposed that our air
son.
may be two or three hundred miles
in depth, but, even if we suppose it to be ten times as
deep as this, the
times
depth of the imagined solar atmosphere would be

many

And

greater.

then the pressure of our air is caused by the earth's attraction,
and would be greater if the earth exerted a greater attraction. But
the attractive energy of the sun (at his
surface) exceeds the force of

the earth's gravity about twenty-seven times.
"We may safely infer,
then, that an atmosphere such as the corona was supposed to be, would

cause a pressure exceeding the atmospheric
pressure we experience
some thousands of times. The gas forming the
prominences would
be correspondingly compressed under these circumstances. But as a
matter of fact the pressure at the
very base of the colored prominences appears to be a mere fraction of that which our own air exerts
ftt the sea-level.

Accordingly, Mr. Lockyer,

who had

taken a prominent part in

es-
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led to express the opinion
tablishing this very interesting result, was
that the sun's atmosphere has no such extent as had been imagined,
"
and that the corona is an appearance (only) in our own air, an atof
the
sun's
the
"due
to
effect merely,"
rays
passage

mospheric
through our own atmosphere."
This conclusion was, however, not very generally accepted. Sev
eral astronomers at once pointed out that the air which lies toward
the place on the heavens where the corona is seen, is not illuminated
at all

by the

sun's rays during total eclipse.

I also pointed out that

whatever light that particular part of the air receives during totality
not direct sunlight, but light from the prominences, and so much of
the corona as might be admitted to be solar would extend over the
sides
very place of the moon, and gradually increase thence on all
This
the
corona.
as
with
instead of gradually diminishing,
happens
would not be the place to exhibit the reasoning by which these results
can be demonstrated for mathematical considerations, not altogether
matter. Let it
simple, are involved in the complete discussion of the
suffice to say, as respects the air between the observer and the moon,
inner
that, since the observer can see the colored prominences and the
all around him (toward the
air
the
corona
bright
during totality,
moon as well as elsewhere) must be lit up by their light. And as
respects the gradual increase of brightness on all sides of the place
;

consider that, if, at any time
is, let the reader
from the
a
bird
to
were
fly (with enormous rapidity)
during totality,
observer's station directly toward the moon's centre, that bird would
remain in the moon's shadow as he so flew ; but if he flew in any other

where the eclipsed sun

direction he would presently pass out of the shadow that is, he would
reach a place where the air is illuminated. And he would so much
the more quickly reach the illuminated air, as he flew more directly
from the moon's place on the sky. So that, putting the line of the observer's sight instead of the swiftly-flying bird,

will so

much

we

see that this line

according as it is turned
on the heavens. Thus the air

the sooner reach illuminated

air,

farther from the place of the moon
toward the place of the moon, though illuminated, is less brightly
illuminated than that lying toward any other part of the sky; and the

atmospheric illumination must gradually increase the farther we turn
our eyes from the moon's place.
So matters stood when preparations were being made for the expeditions to view the eclipse of 1870.
Evidence had, indeed, been ob-

show
it
and
enough
gaseous
singularly
appeared as though this substance, whatever it might be, shone with a
But those who regarded
light resembling that of the aurora borealis.
the corona as a mere glare in our own atmosphere, rejected these re" bizarre and
sults because they seemed
perplexing in the extreme."
The American astronomers, however, were not willing to have their
tained during the eclipse of 1869 in America, which seemed to

that the substance of the corona

is

;
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observations rejected in this summary fashion ; and they, therefore,
crossed the Atlantic in great force to observe the Mediterranean eclipse
of December, 1870.
It

was with some little regret, I must confess, that, as the eclipse
drew near, I found many of the intending observers proposing

of 1870

to direct their chief attention to the question whether the corona is a
solar appendage or a mere glare in our own atmosphere. It seemed to

me clear that the atmospheric theory was completely disposed of by
the evidence, while a host of interesting questions remained to be answered respecting the nature of the amazing solar appendage thus
shown to exist. "I think I have not erred," I wrote in October, 1870,
" in
insisting that we have ample evidence to prove that the corona is
a solar appendage ; but what sort of appendage it may be, remains
Observations directed to show whether it is or not
yet to be shown.
a solar appendage will, I apprehend, be a total waste of time ; and it is

meetings of the Astronomical Society
and elsewhere, deprecated all such observations." (Preface to second
edition of " Other Worlds.")
Nay, I fear I even offended one or two
by the zeal with which I urged the importance of endeavoring to determine, not whether the corona is a solar appendage, but what sort
for this reason that I have, at the

of solar appendage it may be.
However, the observations were made, photographs and sketches
were taken, and the general conclusion drawn from the work of 1870

was that which

Sir

John Herschel, only

six

weeks before

his

lamented

decease, enunciated in the following terms in a letter addressed to my" The corona is
felf
certainly extra-terrestrial and ultra-lunar."
Even then, however, some doubts still remained in a few minds.
:

The question of the corona was still mooted in essays and lectures
nay, the atmospheric theory was so successfully defended before the
British Association last August, as to lead Prof. Tait to remark that,
in his opinion, it was in the main true
while the president of the
;

Thompson even expressed the opinion that the special observations made last December
proved that the greater part
of the corona was a mere phenomenon of our own atmosphere.
It

meeting

Prof.

must be pointed
cians, that

out, however, in justice to these eminent mathemationly one side of the question had been adequately presented

to them.

Thus another year had passed, and the subject of the corona stood
almost exactly as in the autumn of 1870. Well-appointed expeditions
were again about to set forth to view an important eclipse, and again
the question which the observers had before them was the worn-out
problem whether the corona

But much more

is

or

is

not a solar appendage.

was placed in photography than had been the
case in 1870.
Then, men doubted whether photography could give
good pictures of the. corona. The colored prominences had been photographed repeatedly; but the finest telescopes had failed to bring the
faith
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corona fairly on to the glass.

showed how

this difficulty

Mr. Brothers, of Manchester, however,

was to be surmounted.

He

discarded the

The retelescope and employed the ordinary photographic camera.
The eclipsed sun was indeed partially
sults were most satisfactory.
hidden by clouds during all but the last few seconds of totality ; but
and the result was,
for eight seconds the camera was fairly at work
" the corona as it had never been seen on
before."
glass
;

THE Btm's CORONA.
E, the inner or ring-formed corona

;

C, the outer radiated corona.

During the late eclipse, Mr. Brothers's plan was adopted at several
and most successfully, by all the photographing parties
whose accounts have yet reached Europe. For many weeks, however,

stations,

these photographs will not be available for examination.
The great
them is this that they show
those taken at the beginning

point which we know already respecting
an extensive corona, with persistent rifts

:

of totality differing from those taken at the end only as respects parts
of the corona very far from the sun. All those doubts, which had been
based on the circumstance that Mr. Brothers's best photograph was
taken nearly at the close of totality, are therefore removed by the

photographs taken on the present occasion.
But, the corona was so favorably seen even with the naked eye,
during the recent eclipse, as to dispose of all the doubts formerly enIn an interesting letter in the Daily News, an eye-witness
tertained.
at Bekul, describing Mr. Lockyer's observations, says that so soon as
the totality began the corona appeared, rigid in the heavens, like a
magnificent decoration, suggesting by

its fixity

the idea of perfect rest
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It

was marked with
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radial streaks of great

and extending all
round the upper and lower parts of the moon's circumference, but less
conspicuous (or altogether wanting the account is not very clear on
This observation is of great interest, because
this point) at the sides.
the upper and lower parts of the sun's circumference at the moment of
brilliancy, separated

by

relatively dark furrows,

observation corresponded to the sun's equatorial regions, while the
Mr. Lockyer's
6ides corresponded to the position of the solar poles.
account thus seems to support a theory lately urged, according to

which the corona is caused by radial emanations chiefly from the neighborhood of the solar equator. It is clear, however, from the rifts (especially as shown in the figure), that such emanations cannot be continuous, but must take place locally, and, as it were, fitfully.
But the most important account which has yet reached Europe is
that contained in a letter from M. Janssen, the eminent spectroscopist,
to M. Faye, the president of the French Academy of Sciences.
It
should be noted, in the

first

place, that in a letter to the secretary of

" I have
just observed the eclipse, only a
Academy Janssen says
few moments ago, with an admirable sky and, while still under the
emotion occasioned by the splendid phenomenon which I have but now
witnessed, I send you a few lines by the Bombay Courier. The result
of my observations at Sholoor indicates, without any doubt, the solar
region of the corona and the existence of material substances (matures)

the

:

;

outside the sierra." Then follows his letter to the president, which
" I have seen the corona as I could not in
1868, when I gavo
myself wholly to the prominences. Nothing could be more beautiful

runs thus

:

and there were definite forms which exclude all possian origin in our own atmosphere." He proceeds to describe
the coronal spectrum, confirming the Ameidcan observations with one
notable exception he recognized the solar dark lines in the spectrum
of the corona, a proof that no inconsiderable portion of its light is reThen he draws his letter to a conclusion with these
flected sunlight.
decisive words: "I conceive that the question whether the corona is
due to our own atmosphere is disposed of (tranchee), and we have beor

more

brilliant

;

bility of

:

fore us in perspective the study of the regions lying outside the sun,
which must needs be most interesting and fruitful." I could wish that

the same opinion had been received when it was advocated twenty-two
CasselVs Magazine.
months ago in almost the same words.
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SCIENCE
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HE

who

AND IMMORTALITY.
Eev. T.

W. FOWLE.

pretends to have any thing

new

ject as the immortality of the soul,

to say upon so old a submust expect to arouse cer-

Nevertheless, this at least
tainly opposition, and probably contempt.
of
which
has powerfully affected
that
the
science,
certain,
tendency

is

every domain of thought in new and unexpected ways, cannot but place
the old doctrine of immortality under new and, it may be, unexj)ected
lights, abolishing old arguments, and suggesting new ones that have
not yet obtained the consideration they deserve. My object in this
paper is to endeavor, by the aid of all-victorious analysis, to throw
some little light upon the relations of the belief in immortality with
scientific

thought

to affirm that

it is

and, at the outset, I wish distinctly and positively
not my intention to construct any argument for the

;

belief against science, but merely to explain the conditions under which,
as it seems to me, the question must be debated.
Those conditions,

though in themselves plain and simple, are, I believe, very imperfectly
understood, and much bewildering nonsense is talked upon both sides
of the question by men who have not clearly realized the nature of
evidence, the amount of proof required, or the sources from which that
proof must be derived. I think it possible to lay down a series of
propositions with which, in principle at any rate, most reasonable minds
would agree, and which would have the effect of defining the area of
debate and the true point of conflict. This may sound presumptuous
whether it be really so or not, the event alone can prove.
Now, the first demand of science is for an accurate definition of the
object of discussion, that is, that both religious and scientific thinkers
should be quite sure that they are discussing the same thing. Immortality is bound up in the minds of religious people with a vast
amount of beautiful and endearing associations, which form no part of
the hard, dry fact itself. The definition of immortality, viewed scien;

tifically, is, I

take

it,

something of

this sort

:

the existence of a think-

ing, self-conscious personality after death, that is, after the bodily functions have ceased to operate.
This personality may or may not exist
forever ; it may or may not be responsible for the past ; it may or may

not be capable of rest, joy, and love ; it may or may not be joined to
its old body or to a new body.
These, and a hundred similar beliefs
with which religion has clothed the mere fact of existence after death,

form no essential part, I must again affirm, of the fact itself. And
throughout the argument, this, and no other than this, will be the sense
in which I use the word immortality
because it is the only one that I
have a right to expect that the scientific mind will accept.
It may be well, also, before going further, to make it clear to our;
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selves in

what sense we use the word

very much ashamed

of themselves

if

religion.
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Men who would

they were detected using

be

scientific

words inaccurately, do, nevertheless, attribute meanings to the word
which it is difficult to hear with patience. I have heard an
eminent scientific man upon a public occasion, and in a serious manner,
define religion to be duty, making a mere idle play upon the original
meaning of the word. Without, however, entering into verbal discus-

religion,

enough to define religion as a practical belief
God and immortality ; and, as the latter is
now absolutely essential to the idea of religion as a motive moral
power, and as, moreover, it includes, or at any rate necessitates the
belief in the existence of God, we may fairly conclude that, for all
repractical purposes, and certainly for the purpose of this argument,
sions, it will be, surely,

in,

and consciousness

of,

synonymous with a belief in immortality.
mankind does at any time cease to believe in

is

ligion

reason,

And
its

if,

for

any

own immortal-

then religion will also have ceased to exist as a part of the conTo clear up, therefore, the relations between
sciousness of humanity.

ity,

immortality and science becomes a matter of the utmost importance
It will be well next to analyze briefly the effect which science has upon
the nature of the proofs by which this, like all other facts, must be
demonstrated. Let us, for convenience' sake, regard the world as a
vast jury, before which the various advocates of many truths, and of
still more numerous errors, plead the cause of their respective clients.

However much

a

man may wrap

himself

up

in the consciousness of

ascertained truth, and affirm that it makes no matter to him what the
many believe, yet Nature is in the long-run too powerful for him, and
the instinct of humanity excites him to plead the cause of what he

mourn in his heart and be sore vexed if men
Truth is ever generous and hopeful, though at the same time
she longs to make converts, but does not
patient and long-suffering
to her convictions if converts refuse to
or
turn
traitress
herself
deny
be made. There is a sense, indeed, in which it may be said that truth
only becomes actual and vital by becoming subjective through receiving the assent of men. What, then, must the advocate for the fact

knows
reject

to be truth, and to

it.

;

of the immortality of the soul expect that science will require of hitn
when he pleads before the tribunal of the world for that truth which,
because it is dear to himself, he wishes to enforce on others ?
The alterations in the minds of men, which the tendency of modem

thought has effected in respect of evidence, may be summed up undei
two heads First, the nature of the evidence required is altogethei
altered, and a great many arguments, that would in former days have
gone to the jury, are now summarily suppressed. Fact can only be
:

are subfacts, that is, by events, instances, things, which
mitted to experience and observation, and are confirmed by experiment and reason. And, secondly, the minds of the jury are subject to
a priori, and, on the whole, perfectly reasonable prepossessions before

proved by
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the trial begins.

The

and orderly march of

existence of changeless law, the regular, natural,
life, the numerous cases in which what seemed

to be the effect of chance or miracle have been brought within the.
limits of ascertained causation; all these things predispose the mind

against pleadings for the supernatural or the divine. Most true, ot
course, it is, that there are most powerful prepossessions on the other

but the difference is, that these are as old as man him;
while the former have only been of later times imported into the
debate, and, if they have not been originated, have at least received
side as well
self,

their definite

aim and vivid impulse from the

results of scientific

research.

Now,
what

the

first result

which flows from these alterations

startling one, that all the

arguments

is

the some-

for immortality derived

from

natural religion (so called) are, in the estimation of science, absolutely
futile.
To put this point in the strongest form, all the hopes, wishes,
and convictions of all the men that ever lived, could not and cannot

convince one single mind that disbelieves in its own immortality.
Unless the advocates of religion clearly apprehend this truth, they are,
it seems to me, quite disabled from entering into the discussion upon
conditions which their opponents,

cannot but demand.

by the very law

It is true, indeed, that this

of this opposition,
temper of mind is

confined at present to a comparatively few persons, as in the last
century it belonged to the philosophers and to their immediate
But then it is as clear as the day that, as science is getting
followers.

a more and more practical hold upon men's minds by a thousand
them by a series of brilliant successes, this

avenues, and mastering

temper is rapidly passing from the few into the popular mind that
it is becoming part of the furniture of the human intellect, and is
powerfully influencing the very conditions of human nature. Sooner
or later we shall have to face a disposition in the minds of men to
accept nothing as fact, but what facts can prove, or the senses bear
witness to. In vain will witness after witness be called to prove the
;

prerogative, the intuitional convictions, the universal
the
sentimental longings, the moral necessity, all which
aspirations,
have existed in the heart of man since man was. Nor will the science
of religion help us in the hour of need. There can be a science of
inalienable

All that
religion exactly as there can be a science of alchemy.
have ever thought or believed about the transmutation of metals

men
may

be brought together, classified as facts, and form a valuable addition
to our knowledge of the history of the human mind, but it would not
thereby prove that the transmutation had taken place, or that the
desire for it was any thing more than man's childlike strivings after
that which could only be really revealed by the methods of natural
science. So also the science of religion can prove what men have held,
and suggest what they ought to hold. It can show that they have
believed certain things to be true, it is utterly powerless to prove that
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It can strengthen the principle of faith in those who do
not require positive demonstration for their beliefs; it cannot even
cross swords with those, soon to be the majority of thinking men, to
whom positive demonstration has become as necessary to their minds

they are true.

as food to their bodies.

Nay, they

will resent rather than

welcome

the attempt to put a multitude of hopes and myriads of wishes in the
place of one solid fact, and will soon confirm themselves in their
opinions, by the obvious argument that these hopes and wishes are
peculiar to the childhood of the race, and form only one out of many
proofs, that man is liable to perpetual self-deception until he confronts
fact and law.
Not indeed that they will indulge in the equally un-

statement that there

scientific

attitude of

mind which they

is

no such thing as immortality. The
assume will be that of knowing

will

nothing, and of having no reasonable hope of ever discovering any
And while they will think it good
thing, about man's future destiny.
that man, or at any rate that some men, should allow themselves to

hope for

after death, yet they will steadily oppose any assertion
hopes ought to guide men's conduct, influence their
motives, or form their character. Now, if this be true, it is difficult
to overrate the importance of
thoroughly and distinctly realizing it.
That the evidence for the truths of natural religion is overwhelming.
is one of the statements that are
accepted as truisms, at the very
life

that these

moment

is slowly
leavening the human intellect with the
such evidence is scientifically worthless. Neveropposite idea has taken firm hold of the religious mind,
the basis of many an eloquent refutation of the "
preassurance " and " illogical obstinacy " of modern
thought.
have smiled to hear themselves alternately refuted and

that science

conviction that
theless the

and forms
sumptuous

Men must

all

rebuked by controversialists who did not understand the tone of mind
against which they were arguing, or who assumed as true the very
things which their opponents resolved to know nothing about, either
in the

way

of belief or rejection.
It is very certain, however, that
not yield to the mere statement that it is an error, and

this error will

go on to examine a little more minutely the various
which
men seek to prove the doctrine of immortality
arguments by
These are mainly fourfold
1. That it is an
original intuition, and arising from this,
2. That it is a universal belief.
3. That it follows
necessarily from the existence of God.
4. That it is essential as a motive for human
morality.
1. I take the statement of this
argument from the words of one
than whom no man has a better
right to be heard on such a subject.
"
Prof. Max Muller, in his
preface to the first volume of his
Chips from
therefore I will

:

a

German Workshop," writes as follows " An intuition of God, a
human weakness and dependence, a belief in a Divine govern:

sense of

ment of the world, a distinction between
good and

evil,

and a hope of
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radical elements of all religions.
.
.
life, these are the
Unless they had formed part of the original dowry of the human soul,
religion itself would have remained an impossibility." Now, I am not
quite sure that I understand in what sense the writer means to assert
that these intuitions, which, for practical purposes, may be limited to
.

and immortality, are part of the original dowry of the
it is meant that there was a
special creation of the
soul, furnished from the beginning with these three intuitions,
then science will resolutely refuse to admit the fact. There can be no
mistake about the position held by the bulk of scientific men, and little
three, God, sin,

human
human

soul.

If

doubt, I should think, as to its reasonableness. If there is any thing
that is in ultimate analysis incomprehensible, or any fact that cannot
be accounted for by natural causes, then the possibility of special crea-

and original intuitions must be candidly allowed, but not otherThere is just a chance, for instance, that the difference between
the brains of the lowest man and the highest animal may
ultimately
be regarded as a fact inexplicable upon any theory of evolution; more,
however, from a lack of evidence than from any other cause. Be this
tion

wise.

as it may, the possibility of special creation finds a distinct foothold in
the acknowledged fact that the connection between thought and the
brain of animals, as well as of man, is an ultimate
incomprehensibility,
a mystery which the law of man's intelligence prevents his ever even
"
attempting or hoping to understand. The famous saying
cogito
ergo sum" the foundation of all modern metaphysics, may come to be

a formula under which religion, philosophy, and science, may all take
shelter, and approach each other without ever actually meeting.
But the three intuitions of God, sin, and immortality, can all be
accounted for by the growth of human experience, as every one
knows who has at all studied the subject. At some period of the
world's history, science will answer, an ape-like creature first recognized that it or he had offended against the good of some other creature and so became conscious of sin, or was created as a moral being.

Thus much Mr. Darwin has affirmed, but (speaking from memory) I
do not think he has called very special attention to that still greater
epoch (or was it the same ?) in man's history, when this ape-like crea"I
ture, seeing one of its own species lying dead, recognized as a fact
shall die."
This is what we may term the creation of man as an im-

mortal being, for in the very conflict of the two facts one, the reflecting being, the self-conscious I the other, death, the seeming destroyer
lie embedded all man's future
And
spiritual cravings for eternity.
;

the idea of

God would come
which

in the order of Nature, before either of

upon the source of its own
and recognized a " tendency in things which it could not
understand." This is, in brief, the scientific account of man's creation,
and of the growth of the ideas of natural religion within his mind
and we may remark in passing that it must be a singularly uncandid
these, to the creature

first reflected

existence,

;
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and prejudiced mind which does not recognize that the book of Genesis, which, upon any theory, contains man's earliest thoughts about
himself, expresses in allegorical fashion exactly the same views.
The same views are also apparently expressed by Prof. Max

Miiller,

very beautiful passage in the article on Semitic Monotheism, in the

in a

same volume

:

" The
primitive intuition of God and the ineradicable feeling of dependence
upon God could only have been the result of a primitive revelation in the
truest sense of that

word.

Man, who owed

his existence to

God, and whose

being centred and rested in God, saw and felt God as the only source of his
own and all other existence. By the very act of the creation God had revealed
Himself.
Here He was, manifested in His works in all His majesty and power
before the face of those to
into

whose

nostrils

whom He

He had

had given eyes to see and ears to hear, and
breathed the breath of life, even the Spirit of

God."

The

first impression made
by this passage may be, that, in speak" revelation in the truest
of
a
ing
sense," it affords an instance of that
hateful habit of using religious words in a non-natural sense.
But a

deeper consideration will show that no possible definition of a
by miracles, can exclude the
man who thought. In fact, we
have here a description of creation, which science, with possibly a little
suspiciousness at some of the phrases, may accept, while, at the same
little

revelation, accompanied and attested
revelation made by Nature to the first

time, natural religion is carried to its utmost and highest limits, and
a*ong with this a foundation is laid for a truer theory of the miraculous.
But, while gladly admitting all this, the fact remains that these
intuitions, following

upon a revelation

in

which Nature herself was the

plainly only the expressions of man's inward experiences, and that, however old, and venerable, and exalted, they are still
only hopes, wishes, and aspirations, which may or may not be true,
miracle, are

still

but which are incapable of proving the actual facts toward which
they
soar. It is open, therefore, to
any man, accustomed to look for positive
demonstration, to dismiss them as dreams of the infancy of man, or to
relegate them into the prison-house of the incomprehensibilities, or to
content himself with a purely natural theory of human life which re-

and dislikes the theological.
But when we come to inquire how far these primary intuitions
have been universal, and whether they can be fairly called ineradicaThe dictum -naa SoKet
ble, we are met by some very startling facts.
tovto alvai (pa/xev is so reasonable in itself that no serious
attempt
would be made to question a belief that even approached to being universal, even if it could not be shown to be part of the original furniture of the mind.
But the real difficulty lies in finding (apart from
beliefs
of which this universality can be predicated, and
morals) any
jects

2.

assuredly the immortality of the soul is not one of them. The mind
of man at its lowest seems
incapable of grasping the idea, and the
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mind of man at its highest has striven to emancipate itself from it
The evidence for this statement lies within the reach of
altogether.
I
will
but
all,
just adduce three names whose very juxtaposition, by
the sense of incongruous oddity stirred up, may make their joint testimony the more important. I mean Moses, Buddha, and Julius Csesar,
all of whom, though widely separated in time, race, and character,
representing absolutely different types of human nature, approaching
the subject from widely different points of view, do, nevertheless, agree
in this, that the consciousness of immortality formed no part of the
furniture of their minds.

Moses lived one of the most exalted

lives,

whether regarded from

the religious or political side, that has ever been lived on earth, ana
there is not a shadow of a trace to prove that he
yet, as is well known,

was moved by the hope of a reward after death, or that the idea of exHe
istence after death was ever consciously presented to his mind.
may be, on the whole, claimed by modern science (the miraculous element being by it excluded) as an example of those who perform the
the mystery
greatest practical duties, and are content to stand before
of the Unknowable without inquiry and without alarm, so far as the
doctrine of man's immortality is concerned. Here is another of those
strange links that unite the earliest thinker and legislator with so
much of the spirit of modern thought and law. Buddha, on the conif it be true that his original teaching is lost to
as
one who did not realize the possibility of life
be
cannot
quoted
us),
after death, nor is any scheme of philosophy that is practically Pantheistic inconsistent with immortality, if we limit the word to the bare
idea of existing somehow after death. But I rather quote him as one

trary (or his disciples,

who show that the very consciousness of undying personal
of a self-reflecting ego, which gives all its shape and
existence
the
life,
force to the desire for life after death, may come to be regarded as a
evil, and painless extinction be maintained as the ultimate
of those

positive

And the
He is one of

hope and destiny of man.
still.

respects, stronger
and he lived at a time

when men

case of Julius Caesar

is,

in

some

the world's crowning intellects,
such as he were the heirs of all the

in which, for generaages, the possessors of the treasures of thought
tions past, the greatest men had elaborated doctrines concerning reAnd he represents the views of those whom
ligion, duty, and life.

the truest voice of science now repudiates as running into unscientilio
extremes. With him non-existence after death was a matter of pracIt colored his opinions upon politics, as really as Cromtical belief.

He spoke against the infliction of the
because
penalty of death upon the conspirators in Catiline's case,
mortal
miseriec
from
all
solved
a
because
it
death was
sorrows,
refuge
and left place for neither care nor joy. And Cato expressly applaud-

well's religion affected his.

ed his sentiments, though with a touch of reaction from popular theology, which sounds strangely modern. To this, then, all the original
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human mind, all the glowing aspirations enshrined in
Greek poetry, legend, and art, all the natural theology contained in
the works of Socrates and Plato, had come at last. Will any reasonable man affirm that an age, which breathes the very air of materialism, and whose children suck in the notions of changeless law with
their mother's milk, will arrive at any thing better if it has no facts
tvpon which to rely as proofs that its hopes are not unfounded ? And
how can that be called a truth of human nature, or be allowed to exercise a real influence upon men's minds, which is capable of being
intuitions of the

either entirely suppressed, or earnestly striven against, or contemptu-

ously rejected

?

The remaining two arguments need not detain us long

3.

have mentioned them, were

;

indeed,

not that very eminent
divines have based the belief in immortality upon the existence of

I should not

God

or the necessities of man.

Let

it

it

once be granted that

we

are

the creatures of a personal, loving, and sustaining God, concerning

whom it is possible to form adequate conceptions, and then doubts
as to our immortality would be vain indeed.
But the rejoinder from
the scientific view is plain enough. This, it wr ould be said, is a mere
obscurum per obscurius.

The

belief in

God

is

simply the working

striving to account for the beginning of its own
existence, exactly as the belief in immortality is the result of the
attempt to think about the end thereof. If the definition of God be

human mind

of the

a stream or tendency of things that we cannot otherwise account for,
then it will not help us to a belief in immortality. It is surprising

how the plain conditions of the case are evaded by
enthusiastic controversialists ; and I am almost ashamed of being
indeed to see

obliged to make statements that have an inevitable air of being the
baldest truisms.
4. The idea that
immortality is essential to the moral development
of man, and that therefore it is demonstrably true, seems to receive
some little countenance from Prof. Max Muller in the close of his

article

on Buddhism,

in

which he thinks

it

improbable that

of India, the teacher of so perfect a code of morality, ....
away one of the most powerful weapons in the hands of every
religious teacher, the belief in a future life, and should not have seen that, if the
life was sooner or later to end in
nothing, it was hardly worth the trouble which

"The reformer

should have thrown

he took himself, or the sacrifices which he imposed

The

true bearing, in

all

its

upon

his disciples."

immense importance, of man's morality

immortality will have to be considered hereafter;
it is at once seen to belong to the
class of arguments from final causes which science resolutely rejects.
A much more fatal answer, however, is found in a simple appeal to
history, from which it will be found that, in Mr. Froude's words, no
doctrine whatever, even of immortality, has a mere "mechanical

upon
but,

his belief in

when used

as a demonstration,

3
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upon men's hearts and consciences, and that noble lives may
be lived and exalted characters formed by those who are brave enough
to disregard it.
Nay, what is worse, immortality may be a powerful
for good, if it chime in with a perverted nature.
as
for
evil
weapon
The Pharaoh before whom Moses stood believed it, and we know
effect

with what results. Only that, once more will science retort, which
can be proved to be true upon sufficient evidence, can be positively
known to be useful.
To sum up, then, what has been said, we have seen that, however

may be

strong

to his nature

the wishes of

and true to

man

however ennobling

for immortality,

his instincts the belief in

it

may

be, there is

nothing in natural religion to answer the demands of modern thought
for actual proof,

and nothing therefore to impugn the wisdom or refute

the morality of that class of persons, representing, as they do, a
growing tendency in the human mind, who take refuge in a suspense
of thought and

judgment upon matters which they declare are too

high for them. Occasionally we may suspect that the garb of human
weakness does but conceal the workings of human pride, never perhaps
so subtle

and so sweet as when human nature meekly resolves to be

contented with its own imperfections, and to bow down before its own
but denunciations of moral turpitude only harden the hearts
frailty
of men who ask for the bread of evidence and receive stones in the
;

shape of insults.
turn next to consider the effects of modern thought upon the
And here the
evidence for immortality derived from Revelation.

We

what seem to me obvious
be transferred from the advocates of religion to those
Nevertheless, I maintain an invincible conviction that it is
state the terms of debate in propositions which commend
difficulty of obtaining assent to

truths will

of science.
possible to

themselves

and which do not, as I have said, pretend to solve the
but
controversy,
merely to define its conditions.
Now, the first proposition is That the Resurrection of Jesus Christ,
if assumed to be true, does
present actual scientific evidence for
to candid minds,

:

immortality. An illustration will make my meaning clear. Whether
or not life can be evolved from non-living matter is a subject of
debate ; but it is admitted on all hands that, if a single living creature

can be produced under conditions that exclude the presence of living
germs, then the controversy is settled, and therefore Dr. Bastian sets
himself to work with the necessary apparatus to prove his case. So,
in the

if any man known to be dead and buried did rise
moment is assumed to be the case), and did think and
His own proper personality, then immortality (in the

same way,

again (as for the
act and speak in

scientific sense of the

who wish

word)

is

thereby proved.

Accordingly, those

to prove their case, betake themselves to
history for the
required evidence, which they may or may not find, but which, such as
It is, must be allowed to
go to the jury. Science may refuse to listen
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to arguments for facts derived from men's hopes and beliefs ; it ceases
to be science if it refuses to listen to arguments which profess to rely
upon facts also. Were there to happen now an event purporting to

resemble the Resurrection, it would be necessary to examine the
evidence exactly as men are commissioned to investigate any unusual
occurrence, say, for instance, the supposed discovery of fertile land at
the North Pole. All this is plain enough, and leads to no very important conclusions, but it is, nevertheless, necessary that it should be
stated clearly, and distinctly apprehended.

Two other propositions may also be laid down as to the nature of
the evidence for the Resurrection, both of them once more sufficiently
obvious, but still not without their value in leading to a fair and
reasonable estimation of the exact state of the case, and tending also,

we shall see presently, in one direction. It may be taken for
granted, in the first place, that nothing can be alleged against the
moral character of the witnesses, or against the morality which
accompanied and was founded upon the preaching of the Resurrecas

Mistaken they may have been, but not dishonest ; enthusiasts,
but not impostors. Furthermore, the deeper insight into character,
which is one of the results of the modern critical spirit, enables us to
tion.

see that they

numbered among

moral and intellectual,

their ranks

who combined

in

men
a

of singular gifts, both
r
the

w onderful degree

faculty of receiving what was, op what they thought to be, a miraculous revelation, and the power of setting it forth in a sober and measured manner. All this is candidly admitted by the best representatives of

modern thought.

Again, it may safely be asserted that, judged by the critical
standards of historical science, the evidence is abundantly sufficient
Let us suppose
to prove any event not claiming to be miraculous.
such an event as an extraordinary escape from prison related in the

same way, though I admit that

it requires a considerable intellectual
to eliminate, even in imagination, the supernatural from
the narrative. It is not going too far to say that no real question as to

tow deforce

truth would in that case ever be raised at the bar of history, even
though a powerful party were interested in maintaining the contrary.
A strictly scientific investigation, for instance, has brought out in our
own days the absolute accuracy and consequent evidential value of
the account of St. Paul's voyage to Malta.
On the whole, then, we

its

conclude that the testimony is really evidence in the case, that
proceeds from honest and capable men, and that no one, apart from

may
it

the existence

of the supernatural element, would care to deny its truthwould turn all history into a mass

fulness, except upon grounds that
of fables and confusion.

There remains, then, the old argument, that it is more easy to
believe the witnesses to be mistaken than the fact itself to be true,
and that we cannot believe a miracle unless it be more miraculous to
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disbelieve

it.

To

this

argument I avow

my

deliberate conviction,

thought I can give the subject, that no answer can be
of view, and subject
given regarded from a merely intellectual point
to the conditions which modern thought not only prescribes, but is
name of Hume, because he
strong enough to enforce. It goes by the
was the first to formulate it, but it is not so much an argument as a
All men who, from the days
simple statement of common experience.
in
disbelieved
of St. Thomas, have
miracles, have done so practically

after the best

And

"

"

doubting Apostle maybe safely
" It is much more
attributed the first use of the now famous formula,
should be mistaken than that He should
likely that you, my friends,
have risen." Now, to such a state of mind, what answer short of
another miracle could be given then, or can be given now ? True,

upon

this ground.

to the

you may point out the moral defects in the mind of Thomas which
him to disbelieve, but these are immediately counterbalanced by
a reference to the intellectual defects of Mary Magdalene, which
prompted her to accept the miracle. There is no real room for
weighing the evidence on both sides, and pronouncing for that which
led

has the greatest probability, when your opponent, by a simple asserOnce more let
to zero.
tion, reduces all the evidence on one side
one ask Christian apologists to realize this, and having realized it,
no matter at what cost to the fears and prejudices of theology, let us

then proceed the more calmly to examine what

and to what conclusions

We

observe,

first,

it

it

precisely

means

leads us.

that this argument

is

derived not from the

first

in which, as we saw, science influences belief, namely,
by altering the nature of the evidence required, but from the second,
namely, by predisposing the minds of men against belief upon any

of the

two ways

"We have seen that the evidence

attainable evidence whatever.

is

that of honest men, that it is scientifically to the point, and sufficient
More than this cannot be
to prove ordinary historical events.
demanded in the case of events which do not come under law or personal observation.

But the minds of men

are

so

predisposed

by

their experience of unchanging order to reject the miraculous, that,
in other cases ;
first, they demand more and more clear evidence than

and, secondly, they have recourse at once to the many considerations
which weaken the force of evidence for things supernatural, and
account for men's mistakes without impugning their veracity. Any
one who reads Hume's essay will be struck at once with the, so to
speak, subjectivity of the argument. Upon this very point he says,
When any one tells me he saw a dead man restored to life, I imme"
ask then, at once, To
diately consider within myself" etc., etc..
whom is it more likely that evidence of a miracle should be false than
that the miracle should be true " and the answer must of course

*'

We

?

be,

" Those
who, rightly or wrongly, are predisposed in that direction, by
their experience of a changeless law, growing ever wider and more
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Paley's answer, which assumes the existence

of God, at all available as against Hume, who, in his next section, puts
into the mouth of an imaginary Epicurus all the arguments against
such a belief. But it is a most just and reasonable remark that this

does not exist in the case of those who again rightly
predisposition
or wrongly are wishing to know God and hoping to live after death.
It is at this point that natural and revealed religion, weak when

by combination. The Resurrection would
if it did not fall like a spark upon a mass
believed
be
never
certainly
of wishes and aspirations which are immediately kindled into life.
Granted a man (and this is no supposition, but a fact), whose whole
nature craves not to die, and whose mind is occupied by the standing
miracle of its own immortality, and then the Resurrection, so far
divided, becomes strong

from being improbable, will be the very thing which gives life to his
him facts
hopes. The more he sees that natural religion cannot give
as proofs, the more he will welcome Revelation which does, just
because it will satisfy the rational desire which science is creating in
And just as there is no answer to Hume's arguthe human mind.
ment for one predisposed as Hume was, so is there none to one predisposed as this supposed (but very actual) man is. The one is as
Hume and Paley do
incapable of disbelief as the other of assent.
not really grapple with each other, but move in parallel lines that

As Hume himself said of Berkeley, "His arguments
admit of no answer and produce no conviction," so might each of the
two say of the other. On the one hand, we have all the results of

never meet.

experience, a severe standard of intellectual virtue, a morality
itself to its duties toward humanity, and the power

human

which confines

of being able not to think about ultimate incomprehensibilities. On
the other hand, we have intense longings after the infinite, which
science, admitting, as it does, the existence of the Unknowable, cannot possibly deny to be legitimate in those who feel them sincerely ;
also a body of evidence, sufficient to prove ordinary events, for a fact
that gives certainty and power to all these longings ; a morality,
which has reference to a Supreme Judge, and an absolute incapacity
for life

and duty

until

some

sort of conclusion has been arrived at

concerning the mysteries of our being and destiny. Both of these
at
represent tendencies of human nature with which the world could
this stage
badly dispense ; both may have their use and their

very

true, but both cannot, for the Resurrecjustification; either
tion either did or did not happen.
From this account of things some very important considerations

maybe

endeavor to sum up in three heads. The
if there is to be any vital
and practical religion at all, will, I hope, have been sufficiently indi-

follow, a

few of which

scientific

value of Revelation as a necessity,

cated already
1.

The

I will

:

lines of a

long and, perhaps, never-ending conflict between
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the spirit of Religion and what, for want of a better word, I will call
Neither of the two being
the spirit of Rationalism, are here defined.
able by mere argument to convince the othei', they must rely upon

gradually leavening the minds of men with prepossessions in the
The time may come when
direction which each respectively favors.
Rationalism will have so far prevailed that a belief in the miraculous
will

have disappeared

;

the time

may

also

come when the Christian

Revelation, historically accepted, will everywhere be
account to man of ultimate incomprehensibilities.

adopted as God's
Surely, no man

ever fairly examined his own consciousness can deny that
elements leading to either of these two conclusions exist within his
own mind. He must be a very hardened believer to whom the doubt,
" never
" Is the miraculous
suggested itself. And he
really possible ?

who has

must

in turn be a

very unscientific Rationalist who has never caught
all, the Resurrection did not take

himself wondering whether, after
place.

Nor, so far as we

may

at this

epoch discern the probable

direction of the contest, is it possible to estimate very accurately the
On the one hand, it will
influence which science will exercise upon it.
certainly bring within the mental grasp of common men that view of
law and causation which, in Hume's time, was confined to philosophers
and their followers, and was attained rather by intellectual conceptions
than by such common experiences of every-day life and thought as we
have at present. On the other hand, it will purge religion of its more
monstrous dogmas, and further, by calling attention to the necessity
cf proving fact by fact, and again, by clearing up the laws of evidence, will tend to deepen in the minds of religious people the value
and meaning of Revelation
while, at the same time, by its frank
admission of hopeless ignorance, it will concede to faith a place in the
realm of fact. Every man will have his own views as to the issue of
the conflict for the present it is sufficient for him, if he can be fully
satisfied in his own mind.
2. The predisposition in men's minds in favor, whether of Religion
or Rationalism, will be created and sustained solely by moral means.
This is the conclusion toward which I have been steadily working
from the beginning of this paper to the end of it. The intellect of
both Christian and Rationalist will have its part to play but that
part will consist in presenting, teaching, and enforcing each its own
morality upon the minds of men. I need not say that I use the word
morality as expressing in the widest sense all that is proper for and
worthy of humanity, and not merely in the narrower sense of individ;

:

;

ual goodness.
Rationalism will approach mankind rather upon the
side of the virtues of the intellect.
It will uphold the need of caution
in our assent, the

duty of absolute conviction, the self-sufficiency of
men, the beauty of law, the glory of working for posterity, and the
true humility of being content to be ignorant where knowledge is
impossible.
Religion will appeal to man's hopes and wishes recorded
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Nature and

in history, to his yearnings for affection, to his sense of
his
sin, to
passion for life and duty, which death cuts short. And that
in

one of the two which is truest to humanity, which lays down the best
code of duty, and creates the strongest capacity for accomplishing it,
the long-run, prevail; a conclusion which science, so far as it
man, and religion, so far as it believes in God, must adopt.

will, in

believes in

Here, once more, it is well nigh impossible to discern the immediate
direction of the conflict, whatever may be our views as to its ultimate
decision.

Science

is

almost creating a

new class

of virtues

;

it is

laying-

finger with unerring accuracy upon the faults of the old morality ;
But then
is calling into existence a passion for intellectual truth.

its
it

Religion has always given the strongest proofs of her vitality

by her

power of assimilating (however slowly) new truths, and of rejecting
how tardily) old falsehoods, at the demands of reason and dis(alas
!

covery.

A religious man can always

say that Christians, and not Chris-

what goes amiss. It is because religious
has
is at this moment almost less than ever,
never
and
been,
practice
to
the
standard
of
what
religious theory exacts, that we may have
up
confidence in gradual improvement and advance, until that standard,
tianity, are responsible for

toward the formation of which science will have largely contributed,
be attained.
3. Closely connected w ith the above, follows the proposition that
"
"
all attempts on the part of religion to confute the
skeptic
by purely
intellectual methods are worse than useless.
There is no intellectual
short cut to the Christian faith it must be built up in the minds of
r

;

men by

setting forth a morality that satisfies their nature, consecrates
humanity, and establishes society. It is not because men love the
truth, but because they hate their enemies, that in things religious they
desire to have what they can call an overwhelming preponderance of

argument on their side of the question, the possession of which enables
them to treat their opponents as knaves or fools or both. Religion
may have been the first to set this pernicious example, but, judging
from the tone of much modern writing, Rationalism has somewhat
bettered her instructions. No doubt it is a tempting thing to mount
a big pulpit, and then and there, with much intellectual pomp, to slay
the absent infidel absent no less from the preacher's argument than
from his audience. Delightful it may be, but all the more dangerous,
because it plunges men at once into that error, so hateful to modern
thought, of affirming that intellectual mistakes are moral delinquencies.

No

one, least of all science, denies that men are responsible for the
consequences of their belief, provided these consequences are limited
to such as are capable of being recognized and foreseen, and are not
extended to comprehend endless perdition in a future state an idea

which

is

supposed, rightly or wrongly, to lurk beneath the preacher's

logical utterances, and which religion has done next to nothing to disavow. And so we come to this conclusion : to build up by precept
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and example a sound and sufficient morality to share in all the hopes
and aspirations of humanity to be foremost in practical reforms to
find what the instincts of mankind blindly search for by reference to
the character of God finally revealed in Christ, and to the hope of immortality which His Resurrection brought to light to endeavor to
clear religion from the reproach of credulity, narrowness, timidity, and
bitter sectarian zeal these are, as our Master Himself assured us, the
only means of engendering in the hearts of men that moral quality
which we call Faith for " he that is of the truth heaketh my
;

;

;

;

;

:

voice."
In a future paper I hope to show, by reference to the facts of man's
nature, how this faith in immortality is being, and is to be, so far
into his mind as to form a predisposition toward a belief in
the Christian doctrine of the Resurrection of Christ as a proof of that

wrought

which he cannot help but desire to

believe.

Contemporary Review.

THE SOURCE OF LABOR.
has taught us that the processes going on around us are
annihilations and creations.
With the eye of
knowledge, we see the candle slowly turning into invisible gases, nor
doubt for an instant that the matter of which the candle was composed

SCIENCE
but changes, not

still existing, ready to reappear in other forms.
But this fact is
true not only of matter itself, but also of all the influences that work
on matter.
wind up the spring of a clock, and, for a whole week,
the labor thus stored up is slowly expended in keeping the clock going.
is

We

Or, again, we spend five minutes of hard labor in raising the hammer
of a pile-driver, which, in its fall, exerts all that accumulated labor in

In these instances, we easily see that we store up
we put a dozen sovereigns in a purse, and none of
we can take a dozen sovereigns out again. So in labor,

a single instant.
labor.
Now, if

them be
if

lost,

no labor be

lost, as science asserts

for the inertia of matter, its

very deadness, so to speak, which renders it incapable of spontaneously
producing work, also prevents its destroying work when involved in it

we
labor

should be able to obtain back without deduction

when we

all

our invested

please.

Imagine a mountain-stream turning an overshot wheel. It thug
from a higher to a lower level. A certain amount of labor would
be required to raise the water from the lower level to the
higher; just
this amount of labor the water
gives out in its fall, and invests, as it
falls

were, in the wheel
If, however, when arrived at the lower level, the
water were to demand of the wheel to be pumped up again, the
Highest trial would show that it would ask more than it could obtain,

THE SOURCE OF LABOR.
though not more than
the cause of

it

its inability,

had given.
must reply

The wheel,

if

41

questioned as to
it has

have done, that

as others

shut up part of the labor in investments which it cannot realize. The
has destroyed part of the
reason, as commonly stated, is, that friction

The labor is not, however, destroyed. Science has shown that
heat and labor are connected; labor may be turned into heat, and
heat into labor. The labor absorbed by friction, is but turned into
heat.
however, we try to extract labor from the heat thus diffused

labor.

If,

make it available,
through the different parts of the water-wheel, and
we find ourselves quite at a loss. The heat gradually diffuses itself
the
through surrounding bodies, and, so far as we are concerned,
is wasted, though it still exist, like Cleopatra's pearl dissolved in the
cup of vinegar.
The labor we exert
If no labor is lost, so neither is any created.
is but the expenditure of labor stored up in our frames, just as the

labor

labor invested in the wound-up spring keeps the clock going.
Whence,
see the waste how is
then, does all this labor originally come ?
made ? The answer is simple and easy to give. All the

We

compensation
labor done under the sun is really done by it. The light and heat which
the sun supplies are turned into labor by the organizations which exist
upon the earth. These organizations may be roughly divided into two
the collectors and the expenders of the sun's labor. The first
classes

merely collect the sun's labor, so as to make

it

available for the other

while, just as the steam-engine is the medium
steam gives motion, so this second class is the medium

class

;

sun's heat
Still,

is

by which the
by which the

turned into actual labor.

work only through organized labor: his
very great. With the moon the only

the sun does not

mere mechanical influence

is

second post he deigns to fill he produces the tides by his attraction
on the sea. But for the friction of the earth and sea, the tides, once set
in motion, would rise and fall without any further effort but the work
done in overcoming the friction is, though due to the sun and moon,
not extracted from them, but by them from the earth. For it would
take a vast effort to cause the earth to cease rotating. All this effort
;

were, stored up in the revolving earth. As the tidal waters,
rub
then,
along the bed of the sea, or the waters on which they rest
and the adjacent coasts, this friction tends to make the earth move
is,

as

it

faster or slower, according: to the direction in

which the

tidal flow

is.

however, that the friction of the tides makes the
earth revolve more slowly in other words, that part of the energy of
rotation of the earth, so to speak, is consumed in rubbing against the
tidal waters.
All the work, therefore, that the tides do in undermining
our cliffs, and washing away our beaches, is extracted by the sun and

The general

effect is,

;

the work stored up in the rotation of the earth. The
diminution of rotation, indeed, is so small as scarcely to be perceived
by the most refined observation, but the reality of it is now gener-

moon from

{
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will apparently go on till th&
ally recognized ; and this process, too,
earth ceases to rotate on its axis, and presents one face constantly to

the sun.

Thus we

see that the destruction of the land

by the

sea, so inter-

due to the sun's action.
Not only is he the source of the light and heat we enjoy, but he aids
in forming the vast sedimentary beds that form so large a part of the
crust of the earth, mixing the ingredients of our fields, and moulding
esting in a geological point of view, is partly

our globe.

By heating the air, the sun produces winds, and some of the labor
thus expended is made use of by man in turning his windmills, and
carrying his wares across the sea. But there is another expenditure
of the sun's heat more immediately useful to man. By evaporating
the sea and other bodies of water, he loads the air with moisture,
which, when in contact with cold mountain-peaks or cold masses of air,
Thus the
loses its heat, and, being condensed, falls as rain or snow.
rivers are replenished, which for a long time supplied the greater part
of the labor employed in manufactures, though the invention of the
steam-engine is fast reducing relatively the value of this supply of
labor.

But vast
man,

power thus exerted

as the sun's
in

it is

importance by

is,

and useful

as

it

is

to

his labor exerted

through organsurpassed
The above-named agents have one defect on the whole,
ized beings.
they are incapable of being stored up to any great degree we must employ them as Nature gives them to us. Organized existence, however,
:

;

power of storing up labor to a very high degree. The
adopts are not mechanical, but chemical. The formation of

possesses the

means

it

chemical compounds
as

we have

attended with the giving out of heat, which,

is

said before,

is

equivalent to labor, and,

if

of sufficient

intensity, can by us be made available as labor, as in the steam-engine.
Now, we take iron-ore, consisting of iron in combination with other

substances.

By means

ing-furnace.

The

taken in

all this heat.

the influence of the

denly expose

it

it

free

air,

reduce

it

to very fine powder,

and then sud-

by the force of natural affinity, it will absorb
and in so doing give out the heat before required

to the air,

the oxygen of the
to set

of great heat, the iron is set free in the smeltchange of form has, as it were,
If, now, we take this iron, and, keeping it from

iron, then, in its

air,

from the oxygen

;

and

if

the iron be in small enough por
we may see the iron grow

tions, so that the process is sufficiently rapid,

red-hot with the heat thus disengaged.
Now, plants and trees, by the aid of the solar light and heat, re
move various substances, carbon especially, from what seem to be theii
more natural combinations, and in other combinations store them up
in their structures.

Take a young oak-tree with

its first

tender leaves

;

deprived of the sun's light and heat, its growth would be stayed,
and its life die out. But, with the aid of the sun's rays, it absorbs

if
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carbon from the gases iu the air, each particle of carbon absorbed being absorbed by the power of the sun through the agency of the plant,
and with each particle of carbon stored up is also, as it were, stored
up the labor of the sun by which that particle was set free from its
former fetters. The sap of the plant, thus enriched, returns in its
course, and by some mysterious process is curdled into cells and hardened into wood. But the work by which all this was accomplished
lies hid in the wood, and not only is it there, but it is there in a
greatly-condensed state. To form a little ring of wood round the tree, not
an eighth of an inch across it, took the sunshine of a long summer,
falliug on the myriad leaves of the oak.

Lemuel

was astonished by seeing a philosopher
from
cucumbers. Had he but rightly
aiming
considered the thing, he would have wondered at any one's troubling
to make a science of it.
The thing has always been done. From
Adam and Eve in the garden of Eden eating sweet fruits, through the
Gulliver, at Laputa,
at extracting sunbeams

onion-eating builders of the pyramids,. down to the flesh-eating myriads
of our land, this process has always been going on.
The active life of
reasoning man, and his limitless powers of invention, need for their
full development a vast supply of labor.
By means of the vegetable
kingdom, the sun's work is stored up in a number of organic substances.
Man takes these into his system, and in the vessels and fibres of his
body they resume their original combinations, and the labor of the
sun is given out as muscular action and animal heat. To allow a
larger supply of labor for man's intellect to work with, Providence
created the herbivorous races.
Some of these further condense the
work of the sun involved in plants, by taking these plants into their
systems, and storing up the work in them, in their flesh and fat, which,
after some preparation, are fit to be received into the frame of man,
there, as the simpler vegetable substances, to simply heat and labor.
Others, extracting work from the vegetable kingdom, just as man
does, and mostly from parts of the vegetable kingdom that are not

suited to the organs of man, are valuable to man as sources of labor,
since they have no power to invent modes of employing this labor to
their own advantage.
Man might have been gifted with a vastei
frame, and so with greater power of labor in himself, but such a plan

had been destitute of elasticity, and, while the savage would have
basked in the sun in a more extended idleness, the civilized man had
still lacked means to execute his
So that Good Providence
plans.
which formed man devised a further means for supplying his wants.
Instead of placing him at once on a new-formed planet, it first let the
sun spend its labor for countless ages upon our world. Age by age,
much of this labor was stored up in vast vegetable growths. Accumulated in the abysses of the sea, or sunk to a great depth by the
collapse of supporting strata, the formation of a later age pressed and

compacted

this

mass of organic matter.

The beds thus formed were
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and at last raised to within the
purified by water, and even by heat,
reach of man by subterranean movements. From this reservoir of

man now draws rapidly, driving away the frost of to-day with
the sunshine of a million years ago, and thrashing this year's harvest
with the power that came to our earth before corn grew upon it.
labor,

Such are the processes by which the sun's power is collected and
stored up by the vegetable kingdom in a form sufficiently condensed
to be available for working the machinery of the bodies of men and
It is
beasts, and also to assist man in vaster expenditures of labor.
most interesting to trace stxch processes, and not only interesting, but
also instructive, for it shows us in what direction we are to look for
our sources of labor, and will at once expose many common delusions.
One hears, perhaps, that something will be found to supplant steam.
Galvanism may be named yet galvanism is generated by certain
first to be
decompositions of metal, for instance and this metal had
cau
in
its
of
and
give out
coal,
decomposition
prepared by the agency
no more labor than the coal before invested in it. It is as if one
should buy a steam-engine to pump up water to keep his mill-wheel
;

We

The
make much

cannot immediately
source of all labor is the sun.
use of his rays for the purposes of work ; they are not
The vegetable world alone
intense enough ; they must be condensed.
at present seems capable of doing this ; and its past results of coal,
of wood and food, are ultipeat, petroleum, etc., and present results
look
have
to
all
we
to.
mately
going.

man will
work, may be

ever be dependent upon the vegetable world
considered bold, but there is certainly great
for all his
reason to believe it. The sun's labor being supplied in such a diluted
form, each small quantity continually supplied must be packed in a

To say

that

very small space.
the mass.

The

stant

Now, man can only

subject matter to influences in

inparticle of carbon that the plant frees each
The machinery he could make would not be
his ken.
little

is beyond
enough it would be like trying to tie an artery with the biggest
cable on board the Great Eastern.
Organized existence possesses
machinery fine enough to effect these small results, and to avail itself
of these little instalments of labor. At present, this machinery is be*
yond our corapi-ehension, and possibly will ever remain so. Nature
of the kitchen, and not pry
prefers that her children should keep out
into her pots and pans, but eat in thankfulness the meal she provides.
Some interesting: results follow from what has been stated above

fine

:

we are consuming not only our present allowance of the
but
also a great deal more, unless the formation of coal in
sun's labor,
our age equals its consumption, which is not probable. Mother Earth
Such a
will certainly, so far as we can see, some day be bankrupt.
The sun's
consummation is pointed to, however, in other quarters.
One

is,

that

heat, unless miraculously replenished, must gradually be dissipated
must
through space. There are reasons for thinking that the planets
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These things, however, possess to us no

into the sun.

Such countless ages must elapse ere they
practical physical interest.
affect man's material condition upon earth, that we hardly can gravely
consider them as impending. The chief interest they excite is moral.
Like the man's hand that appeared to the revelling king, they write
"Mene, Mene, Tekel, Upharsin" (Weighed, measured, limited, doomed)
on our material world, and dimly point to some power that stands, as
" that
it were, hidden from our view behind the screen of matter,
Chambers's Journal.
shall make all things new."

-+++-

QUETELET ON THE SCIENCE OF MAN.
By

E. B.

1

TYLOK.

Man, of the highest moAnthropology as in practical Ethics

lines of research into the Science of

TWO
ment

as well in theoretical

both to be always associated with the name of Quetelet,
discussed at large in his Social Physics and Anthropometry.
The two great generalizations which the veteran Belgian astronomer
has brought to bear on physiological and mental science, and which it

and
are

Politics,

now

proposed to describe popularly here, may be briefly defined First,
he has been for many years the prime mover in introducing the doctrine that human actions, even those usually considered most arbitrary,
are in fact subordinate to general laws of human nature this doctrine,
is

:

;

maintained in previous publications, especially

in the earlier edition of

work some thirty-seven years ago, is now put forth in
form.
Second, he has succeeded in bringing the idea
completest
of a biological type or specific form, whether in bodily structure or
mental faculty, to a distinct calculable conception, which is likely to
the first-named
its

impress on future arguments a definiteness not previously approached.
The doctrine of the regularity and causality of human actions was

powerfully stated some fifteen years ago by Mr. Buckle in the introduction to his " History of Civilization." Buckle is here essentially
the exponent of Quetelet's evidence, from which, indeed, as a speculative philosopher, he draws inferences more extreme than those of hie

To Quetelet is due the argument from the aston
from
ishing regularity
year to year in the recurrences of murders and
suicides, a regularity extending even to the means or instruments by
which these violent acts are committed his inference being broadly
that " it is society which prepares the crime, the criminal being only

statistical teacher.

;

1
Physique Sociale, ou Essai sur
Ad. Quetelet. (Brussels, 1869.)

le

Developpement des Facultes de l'Homme.

Anthropometric, ou Mesure des differentes Facultes de l'Homme.
(Brussels, 1870.)

Pai

Par Ad. Quetelet
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the instrument which executes it." From various other sources Buckle
brought together other pieces of evidence, especially one which is now
quoted by all who discuss the subject, the regularity from year to
year of letters posted, whose writers forget to direct them. It may
by this time be taken as proved by such facts that each particular
class of human actions may be estimated, and, to a great extent, even
predicted, as a regular product of a definite social body under definite
To quote another luminous instance of this regularity of
conditions.

M. Quetelet gives a table of the ages of marriage in Belgium
("Phys. Soc," i., p. 275). Here the numbers of what may be called
normal marriages, those between men under 45 with women under 30,
as well as of the less usual unions where the women are between 30
and 45, show the sort of general regularity which one would expect
from mere consideration of the circumstances. The astonishing: feaaction,

is the regularity of the unusual marriages.
Disreand
the
numbers
in
whole
decimals,
calculating
approximate
garding
their proportion to 10,000 marriages, the table shows, in each of five

ture of the table

from 1841 to 1865, 6 men aged from 30 to 45 who
60 or more, and 1 to 2 men aged 30 or less who
60 or more. M. Quetelet may well speak of this
as the most curious and su^o-estive statistical document he has met
These young husbands had their liberty of choice, yet. their
with.
sexagenarian brides brought them up one after the other in periodical

five-year periods

married
married

women aged
women aged

succession, as sacrifices to the occult tendencies of the social system.
The statistician's comment is " It is curious to see man, proudly en:

titling himself

King

of Nature, and fancying himself controlling

all

his free-will, yet submitting, unknown to himself, more
rigorously than any other being in creation, to the laws he is under subThese laws are coordinated with such wisdom that
jection to.

things

by

they

even escape

his attention."

The admission

of evidence like this, however,

is

not always followed

by the same philosophical explanation of it. Buckle finds his solution
"
by simply discarding the idea that human action depends on some
capricious and personal principle peculiar to each man, as free-will oi
" on the
" the
the like
contrary, he asserts
great truth that the actions of men, being guided by their antecedents, are in
reality never
;

however capricious they may appear, only form part
of one vast scheme of universal order, of which we, in the
present
state of knowledge, can barely see the outline."
M. Quetelet's argument from the same evidence differs
from this. His exinconsistent, but,

remarkably

pedient for accounting for the regularity of social events, without
throwing over the notion of arbitrary action, is to admit the existence
of free-will, but to confine its effects within
very narrow bounds. He
holds that arbitrary will does not act beyond the limits at which science begins, and that its effects, though
apparently so great, may, if
taken collectively, be reckoned as null,
experience proving that indi-
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(p.

100).

Free-will, though of sufficient power to prevent our predicting the actions of the individual, disappears in the collective action of large

bodies of men, which results from general social laws, which can accordingly be predicted like other results regulated by natural laws.
may perhaps apprehend the meaning of Quetelet's views more
clearly from another passage, where, to show how apparently isolated

We

events

may be really connected under some wide law, he compares
number

single

which seem not related to one another till the observer, commanding a view of a series of them from a
distance, loses sight of their little accidents of arrangement, and at the
same time perceives that they are really arranged along a connecting
Then the writer goes on to imagine, still more suggestively, that
curve.
these points might actually be tiny animated creatures, capable of free
action within a very narrow range, while nevertheless their spontaneous
movements would not be discernible from a distance (p. 94), where only
M. Quetelet can thus contheir laws of mutual relation would appear.
facts to a

of scattered points,

ciliate received opinions by recognizing the doctrine of arbitrary volition,
1
His defence of the existwhile depriving it of its injurious power.
ence of free-will is perhaps too much like the famous excuse of the

who was blamed for going out shooting on the day he had
received the news of his father's death, and who defended himself on
the ground that he only shot very small birds.
But it is evident that
personage

the statistics of social regularity have driven the popular notion of
free-will into the narrow space included between Quetelet's restriction

In fact, no one who studies the temper
it.
of our time will deny the increasing prevalence of the tendency of the
scientific world to reject the use of the term free-will in its
vulgar

and Buckle's abolition of

sense

age

that of unmotived spontaneous election and even to discouruse in any other sense as apt to mislead, while its defenders
their weapons not so much from observation of facts as from

its

draw

speculative and dogmatic philosophy.
To those who accept the extreme principle that similar men under
similar circumstances must necessarily do similar acts ; and to those,
also, who adopt the notion of free-will as a small disturbing cause

which disappears in the large result of social law, the regularity of
own explanation. Society is roughly homogeneous from year to year. Individuals are born, pass on through
stage after stage of life, and die but at each move one drops into
another's place, and the shifting of individuals
only brings change
into the social system, so far as those
great general causes have been
at work which difference one
age from another the introduction of
civilized life carries its

;

different
trial
1

knowledge, different principles, different

materials and outlets.

The modern

arts, different indus-

sociologist,

whatever his

In regard to the relation of statistics to the doctrine of fatalism, see Dr. Farre'B
"
Report on the Programme of the Fourth Session of the Statistical Congress."
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metaphysical prepossessions, looks at society as a system amenable to
direct cause and effect.
To a great extent his accurate reckonings
serve to give more force and point to the conclusions of rough expeto a great extent, also, they correct old ideas and introduce
aspects of social law. What gives to the statistical method its

rience

new

;

greatest scope and

power

is,

that

its

evidence and proof of law applies

indiscriminately to what we call physical, biological, and ethical products of society, these various effects acting and reacting on one
few instances may be given to show the existence of the
another.

A

relations in question, without attempting to show their precise nature,
or to trace the operation of other determining causes.

Thus, for instance, the

mode

of

life affects its

show that the mortality of the very poor

is

length.

about half as

Statistics

much again

as the mortality of the very rich ; while, as to the influence of professions, it appears that, in Germany, only 24 doctors reach the age of

The propensity to
70 as against 32 military men and 42 theologians.
theft bears a distinct relation to age ; thus the French criminal statisestimate the propensity to theft between the ages of 21 and 25

tics

The
as being five-thirds as much as between the ages of 35 and 40.
amount of criminality in a country bears a relation, indirect and as
yet obscure, but unmistakable, to its education, or rather to its want
In France, in 1828-'31, the constant percentage of
of education.
accused persons was about as follows could not read or write, 61 ;
:

imperfectly, 27; well, 12.
with those taken lately in

The comparison of this group of numbers
England shows a great change of propor-

tion, evidently resulting from the wider diffusion of education ; but
the limitation of crime to the less-educated classes is even more strik-

cannot read or write, 36 imperfectly, 61 ; well, 3. Again, for
an example of connection of physical conditions with moral actions,
we may notice a table showing how the hours of the day influence
people who hang themselves (" Phys. Soc," ii., 240). The maximum
of such cases, 135, occurred between six and eight in the morning;
the number decreased slightly till noon, and then suddenly dropped
there being 123 cases between ten and twelve
to the minimum
The numo'clock, against only 32 between twelve and two o'clock.
ber rose in the afternoon to 104 cases between four and six, dropping
to an average of about 70 through the night, the second minimum,
Here it is
45, being between two and four o'clock in the morning.
ing

:

;

;

We

impossible to mistake the influences of the periods of the day.
can fancy we see the poor wretches rising in the morning to a life of

wdiich the misery is beyond bearing, or can only be borne till evening
closes in ; while the temporary relief of the midnight sleep and the

mid-clay meal are marked in holding back the longing to self-destrucMadness varies with the season of the year: the maximum
tion.
being in summer, and the minimum in winter (p. 187) ; a state of

things which seems intelligible enough.

Again,

it

is

well

known

in
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current opinion that more children are born in the night than in the
day ; in fact, there are about five night-born against four day-born,
the maximum being about midnight, the minimum a little before
this is, no one yet knows; it is a case of
(i., p. 208).
unexplained law. But another not less curious law relating to births
seems to have been at last successfully unravelled. In Europe about
106 boys are born to every 100 girls. The explanation appears to
depend on the husband being older than the wife ; which difference
again is regulated by prudential considerations, a man not marrying

Why

noon

till

In connection with this argument,

he can maintain a wife.

must be noticed that

illegitimate births

show

a

much

it

less excess of

Here, then (if this explanation may be
a
that
law, which has been supposed to be due
appears
accepted),
to purely physiological causes, is traceable to an ultimate origin in

male children

(p.

168).

it

political

economy.

The examples brought forward by Quetelet, which thus show the
intimate relation between biological and ethical phenomena, should
be pondered by all who take an interest in that great movement of
our time the introduction of scientific evidence into problems
over which theologians and moralists have long claimed exclusive
This scientific invasion consists mainly in application
jurisdiction.
of exact evidence in place of inexact evidence, and of proof in place
of sentiment and authority.
Already the result of the introduction of
statistics into inquiries of this kind appears in new adjustments of the
frontier line between right and wrong, as measured under our modern
Take, for instance, the case of foundling hospitals,
a
which provide "tour," or other means, for the secret reception of inIt has seemed, and still seems, to
fants abandoned by their parents.

social conditions.

estimable persons, an act of benevolence to found and maintain
such institutions. But, when their operation comes to be studied by
statisticians, they are found to produce an enormous increase in the

many

number

of exposed illegitimate children (" Phys. Soc,"

i.,

p.

84).

In

fact, thus to facilitate the safe and secret abandonment of children is
to set a powerful engine at work to demoralize society.
Here, then, a
particular class of charitable actions has been removed, by the statis-

from the category of virtuous into that of
even more important transition of the same kind
is
taking place in the estimation of alms-giving from the ethical point
of view. Until modern ages, through all the countries of higher civilization, men have been urged by their teachers of morality to give to
the poor, worthy or unworthy the state of public opinion being well
" from its
"
original
exemplified by the narrowing of the word
charity
sense to denote the distribution of doles.
the statistics of
when
Yet,
pauperism were collected and studied, it was shown that indiscriminate alms-giving is an action rather evil than good, its tendency being
not only to maintain, but actually to produce, idle and miserable pau4

tical

study of

its

vicious actions.

effects,

An

;
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In our time a large proportion of the public and private funds,
among the poor, is spent in actually diminishing their inYet the evil of indiscriminate
dustry, frugality, and self-reliance.
pers.

distributed

alms-giving is diminishing under the influence of sounder knowledge
of social laws, and genuine charity is more and more directed by careful study of the means by which wealth may be spent for the distinct
Such examples as these show clearly the imperfecbenefit of society.

and untrustworthiness of traditional, or what is called intuitive
morality, in deciding on questions of right and wrong, and the necestion

sity of appealing in all cases to the best attainable information of sodecide what actions are really for or against the general

cial science to

good, and are therefore to be classed as virtuous or vicious.
Moreover, it is not too much to say that the comparatively small
advance which moral science has made, since barbaric ages, has been
due to the repugnance of moralists to admit, in human action, the
regular causality which is the admitted principle of other parts of the
The idea of the influence of arbitrary will in
action of the universe.
the individual man has checked and opposed the calculations which

now
One
its

display the paramount action of society as an organized whole.
point in M. Quetelet's doctrine of society requires a mention for
There has seemed to some to be an
practical bearing on morals.

immoral tendency in his principle that virtuous and vicious acts are
products, not merely of the individual who does them, but of the society in which they take place, as though the tendency of this view were
to weaken individual responsibility, and to discourage individual effort.

more strong
good and against
evil, than the theory which refers the individual's action more exM. Quetelet's inference from the regular proclusively to himself.
duction of a certain amount of crime year by year, from a society
in a certain condition, is embodied in his maxim that society prepares
This should be read with
the crime and the criminal executes it.
" I were to take
"
a comment of the author's.
If," he says,
up

Yet,

when properly understood,

and

definite

impulse to the

this principle offers a

effort of society for

the pavement before my house, should I be astonished to hear in
the morning that people had fallen and hurt themselves, and could
I lay the blame on the sufferers, inasmuch as they were free to go

Thus every member of society who offers a
commission of crime, or does not endeavor to hinder
It is absurd to
commission, is, in a degree, responsible for it.

there or elsewhere?"
facility to the
its

suppose that the crimes in great cities are attributable altogether to
the free agency of the poor wretches who are transported or hung
The nation which can and does not prevent the existfor them.
ence of a criminal class is responsible collectively for the evil done
by this class. This we can see plainly enough, although the exact
distribution of the responsibility among the different members of
society

may be

impossible to determine.

Such a theory, of course,
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easts aside the revenge-theory of criminal law, assimilating the treatto the operation of a surgeon healing a diseased

ment of criminals
part of the body,

if

possible, or, if not, rendering

harmless or

it

re-

moving it.
The wealthy and educated
selves as free from moral

may

classes, whose lives seem to themblame as they are from legal punishment,

at first hear with no pleas-

ant surprise a theory which inculpates them as sharers in the

crimes necessarily resulting from
the state of society which they
Yet
are influential in shaping.

by no means
one of mere hopeless regret, for
coupled with it is the knowledge
that it is in their power, by adopting certain educational and reformatory measures, so to alter the present moral status of society as to reduce the annual budget of crime to
a fraction of its present amount. Thus the doctrine that .the nation
this consideration is

participates in

and

is

responsible for the acts of

its

individual

members

one which widens the range of duty to the utmost. The labors of
M. Quetelet, in reducing to absolute calculation this doctrine of the
is

human society, entitle him to a place among those great
thinkers whose efforts perceptibly raise that society to a higher intellectual and moral level.
Here, as everywhere, the larger comprehensolidarity of

sion of the laws of

Nature works for good and not for

evil in the his-

tory of the world.
Some slight account has

now to be given of M. Quetelet's docof typical forms, as displayed in the "homme moyen," or
"mean man," of a particular nation or race. This is no new theo" in
1835,
ry; but, since the publication of the "Physique Sociale
trine

at work extending and systematizing it, his
being shown in the present works. First, it must be
"
"
pointed out that the term homme moyen is not intended to indicate
what would be popularly meant by an " average man." An average
or arithmetical mean of a number of objects may be a mere imaginary
entity, having no real representative.
Thus, an average chessman,
computed as to height from the different pieces on the board, might
not correspond to any one of the actual pieces. But the " homme
"
moyen or central type of a population really exists more than this,
the class he belongs to exceeds in number any other class, and the less

the author has been
last results

;

nearly any other class approaches to his standard the less numerous
that class is, the decrease in the number of individuals as they depart
from the central type conforming to a calculable numerical law. The
" mean man "
(the term may probably be adopted in future research
es,

and when technically used

its

popular meaning will cease to

inter*

;
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" mean man " thus stands as a
with this special one) the
representative of the whole population, individuals as they differ from him
being considered as forms varying from his specific type.
To realize a conception which even among anthropologists has
fere

scarcely yet become familiar, it is desirable to show by what actual
observations M. Quetelet was led to the discovery of his principle.
When a large number of men of a practically homogeneous population
are measured, and arranged in groups accordingly, it becomes evident
that the individuals are related to one another by a law of distribution
central type is represented by the most numerous group, the adjoin-

A

in both directions.
Thus,
ing groups becoming less and less numerous
on classifying the measured heights of some 26,000 American soldiers
of the Northern army during the late war, the proportionate number

men

of
i.,

to each height
"

p. 131

was ascertained

Anthropom.,"

;

Height, inches
No. of men in 1,000....

Height, inches

men

No. of

in 1,000....

p. 259)

60

61

1

1

69

70
121

140

to be as follows (" Phys. Soc,"

:

62
2

63
20

64
48

65
75

71

72
57

73

74

26

13

80

66

117

67
134

75
5

76
2

68
157

Here it is seen that the mean man is a little under 5 ft. 8 in. in height,
the numbers of men shorter and taller diminishing with evident regu-

down to the few representatives of the very short men of 5 ft.
and under, and the very tall men of 6 ft. 4 in. and over. The law of
larity,

relation of height to numerical strength is shown graphically by the
binomial curve figured above, where the abscissae (measured from an

the ordinates
origin on the left) represent the heights of the men, and
to
each
numbers
of
men
relative
the
height. The maxicorresponding

= about
number of mean men, is at
on both sides diminishing almost to nothing as
they reach the dwarfish and gigantic limits d and g, and vanishing
beyond.
Again, measurement around the chest, applied to the soldiers of
the Potomac Army, shows a similar law of grouping ("Phys. Soc,"

mum
5

ft.

ii.,

m

ordinate, representing the

8 in., the ordinates
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"

;

Kound

Anthropom.,"
chest, inches

No. of men in 1,000

Round

chest, inches

No. of men in 1,000

p. 289)

:

28

29
3

30
11

31
36

32

1

67

33
119

34
160

36
166

37
119

38
68

39
28

40

41

42

13

4

1

35
204

Here the mean man measures about 35 in. round the chest, the numbers
diminishing both ways till we reach the few extremely narrow-chested
men of 28 in., and the few extremely broad-chested men of 42 in.
These two examples may represent the more symmetrical cases of distribution of individuals on both sides of a central type, as worked out
by M. Quetelet from various physical measurements applied to large
numbers of individuals. Here the tendency to vary is approximately
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Where

the tendency to vary is perceptibly
the
curve loses its symmetry, as in the
directions,
the
of
women at different ages (" Anthroweights
figures representing
pom.," p. 349), and the number of marriages of men and women at
different in the

two

Phys. Soc," i., 272). The actual series of numbers
are placed beside series computed according to
observation
given by
the law of the expanded binomial, the same which is applied in the
different ages ("

theory of probabilities to such calculations as that of the proportionate distribution of less probable events on each side of a most proba-

maximum term, the distribution of errors of observation of a sinIt is the closeness
gle object, and of accidental variations in general.
of approximation between the observed and calculated series of variable

computed not only as to the dimensions, but the actions of man,
which gives to M. Quetelet's theory its remarkable definiteness and
tions,

precision.

The diagram of statures here figured, which may be looked upon
as representing a nation measured in one particular way, at once impresses on the mind a conception of a race-type materially differing
from the vague notions hitherto current. It is seen that individual

men

of different statures are required to constitute a nation, but they
are required in less and less proportion as they depart in excess or
The nation is not even complete without
defect from the central type.

dwarfs and giants. In fact, if all the monstrously short and tall
of a particular country were put out of sight, and the census of
the population taken according to stature, the national formula thence
deduced would enable a statistician to reckon with considerable accuracy how many dwarfs and giants of each size had been removed.
M. Quetelet's investigations further prove, or tend to prove, that
similar laws of variation from the central type govern the distribution
its

men

of individuals classed according to other bodily dimensions, and also
according to physical qualities such as weight and strength, it being
in mind that the particular expressions with their descriptive
curves differ for the various qualities or faculties of man, being also
in some cases much less symmetrical than in others.
An absolute

borne

the series of observed facts with the numerical law
chosen to express them would be too much to expect it is a great
deal to obtain even a rough coincidence.
For instance, when the
strength of a number of men is estimated by a dynamometer, the
maximum number showed 140 to 150 degrees on the scale, the number
of weaker and stronger men being both fewer from this point, groups
coincidence of

;

following approximately the proportions of the coefficients of a binomial of the sixth order ; the numbers are reduced as follows from the
table ("

Anthropom.,"

Renal force, degrees
No. of men in 64
Binom. coeff

p.

365)

:

18

90

100-110

1

6

120-130
14
15

140-150
20
20

160-170
15
15
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Eenal force, degrees.
No. of men in 64
Binom. coeff

.

180-190

.

200

6

1

6

1

In the various numerical examples here given, the element of age is
not introduced, the ages of the individuals being calculated or taken
as uniform.
The problem of variation of numerical distribution of a
population at different ages is treated by M. Quetelet in a comparaHere a curve approxitively simple case, that of the stature-curve.
the
of
man
from birth onward
to
a
is
laid
down,
ages
mating
parabola

being measured along its axis each double ordinate of this curve
forms the base on which a binomial curve is erected perpendicularly,
the vertices of these curves forming 'a curve of mean stature, of the
nature of a curve of mortality (" Anthropom.," p. 264). How far JM.
Quetelet may succeed in his contemplated purpose of carrying his
method from the physical into the intellectual and moral nature of man,
;

it is

premature to judge.

Without entering into the more intricate and difficult problems
opened by this theory of central types, it is evident that the bearing of
its main conception on the
problems of anthropology and biology in
general is highly important. Some able anthropologists have accepted the theory of the mean, or central standard, as a basis for the comIn M.
parison of races, but this line of research is still in its infancy.
Quetelet's last volume, a principle is worked out which serves as a
bridge between the old and new methods. His experience is that, in a

well-marked population, no extraordinary number of observations is
required for the determination of the mean man. In former ages, one
result of the national type being so preponderant in number and so
easily recognizable was, that the bodily measurements of any man of
ordinary stature and proportions could be trusted to give, with reason-

able accuracy, the standard measures of the nation, such as the foot,
In the same manner M. Quetelet finds a small
cubit, fathom, etc.
number of selected individuals sufficient for ascertaining the standard

national proportions of the human body, male and female, from year
to year of growth ; his tables, founded for the most part on Belgian
models, are given in an appendix. This method is applicable to the

purposes of general anthropology. Thus a traveller, studying some
African or American race, has to select by mere inspection a moderate
of typical men and women, by comparison of whose accurateadmeasured
ly
proportions he may approximate very closely to a central race-type.
It is not
necessary to dwell on the obvious difficulties

number

1

Thus General Lefroy's measurements of thirty-three Chippewa Indians (" Journal
*f the Ethnological Society," vol. ii., p. 44, 1870) are sufficient to determine the stature
of the mean man as about 5 ft. 1 in., the number of individuals in this maximum group
1

It is even possible to guess from this small number of measurements the nubeing 8.
merical law of variation in the tribe, the series of groups from five ft. 3 in. to 5 ft. 11 in

being as follows

:

1, 1-J,

U,

6, 8,

4,

4 J,

3, 1.
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of connecting the standard types of mixed nations with the races comof England differs visibly in proporposing them. The stature-curve
tions from that of Italy, the measurements of Scotch and American
soldiers show very different mean and extreme terms, and the problems
of race underlying these differences are of a most complex character,
the more so when the consideration is introduced of the race-type
varying within itself from century to century. M. Quetelet is naturalin an exordium or a peroration, to
ly apt, when expressing his views

good deal on the anticipated future results of his admirable
method; but in judging of the value of his doctrine of central types,
draw

a

the best criterion

is

his actual success in reducing the

The

of Nature to numerical calculation.
will
tral

future

observed facts

must show how

far

it

be possible to apply to the theory of species the definition of censpecific forms, from which varieties calculably diminish in numbers
Nature.

as they depart in type.
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DISINFECTION

AND DISINFECTANTS.

By WILLIAM EASSIE,

C. E.

are certain rules to be promulgated respecting the protechuman life from contagion, or from the injurious effects

THERE
tion of

of decomposing organic matters, which may be gleaned from the experience of ages, and which as yet have never been laid down with
sufficient clearness.

A writer in

a medical journal, the other day, pointed out, from the
" of
Homer, the great solicitude of Ulysses for the purification
of his house with sulphur, and the history of purgation could go still

"

Odyssey

farther back, and bring to light

many other interesting memorabilia.
This, however, hardly comes within the scope of these short papers ;
neither, as I said before, would any attempt to explain the cause of
would only be a repetition of wise things said before.
the
Happily, too,
grim dwellers of the threshold are now watched with
eye of lynx and nerve of steel, and their newer thrusts at poor mankind

disease, for

it

met or

Names like those of Drs. Parkes and Sanderson, in
parried.
this respect, are fast
becoming household words. For the purposes of
this chapter, however, I cannot forbear from
the remarks
condensing

of Dr.

Angus Smith, with

respect to disease generally.
According to
this authority, the classes of disease
be
caused
may
firstly, by gases
easily diffused in air, such as carbonic acid, nitrogen, marsh-gas, and
others secondly, by vapors
in fogs,
in cold air and. taken
;
falling
up
volatile bodies in fact, that concentrate in cool
temperatures,

to be classed with
gases

;

thirdly,

by

and not

putrid or decomposing substances,
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that include, with the hurtful gases named under the first head, many
organic forms which, transferred to a suitable soil, are capable of
working havoc with life and health ; and, fourthly, by those more or-

ganized bodies in various stages and ferments that have a definite ex-

and that multiply the diseases to which they are most allied,
whenever they meet with suitable fields for propagation.
Disinfection is practised by fits and starts. With u& it has been

istence,

mainly a summer practice, when our nostrils encounter the smell off
offensive matters.
Contagion seizes a house, or a town, and for a time
the sanitaiw inspectors, and the awakened people themselves, distribute
even the most noxious disinfectants without system, and with the inevitable result of expending the most money with the least possible
good result. The destruction of valuable property, a senseless panic,
and a relapse into the indulgence of time-honored abuses, are the com-

mon

results of outbreaks of typhus or typhoid fevers, of small-pox,
cholera, or any other of the many diseases by which we are punished
for grave derelictions of duty.
cannot neglect with impunity the
maintenance of personal and household cleanliness ventilation, and an

We

abundant supply of pure water. Soap and soda are the simplest expedients at our disposal for cleansing purposes. Experience teaches
us that ancient cities, and even modern human dwellings, are admirably
suited to act as reservoirs of contagion, and are constantly polluted by
the excreta of the healthy as well as of the sick.

been compelled to resort to disinfection.

We have,

therefore,
short-

But such has been our

sightedness in the matter, that the employment of any agent to destroy
infection is too often evaded, and has usually been rendered most dis-

A

and even painful.
nauseous coating has been put upon this
poor woman is sent to the oil-shop for a little
very simple pill.
chloride of lime
a foul room is thereby rendered unbearable, the place
has to be thrown open, disinfection is not attained, and the maximum
of discomfort is attended with a minimum of benefit.
Some medical men are, I fear, blamable for not estimating with
tasteful

A

;

greater precision the real benefits derived from the use of volatile disThey are all irritating and of bad odor, and a popular belief has arisen that, unless
they are foul and caustic, they can do no
infectants.

A distinguished

chemist, Mr. J. A. Wanklyn, has very
constitution of a poisoned atmosphere cannot
be modified even in a small dwelling by an expenditure of material that

good

service.

recently

shown that the

woiild be certainly beyond the means of a wealthy person. To diminish the evils of a malign atmosphere, he says, " ventilate," and, while
admitting the correctness of this, I shall humbly attempt to show that

means may be employed

for fixing the poisonous particles floating in a
fever-chamber without rendering the air of that chamber irrespirable,
or without killing a patient by draughts of cold air.

Disinfectants are employed as deodorizers and as contagion-de
Such agents as carbolic acid prevent the decomposition of

stroyers.
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organic matter, and therefore favor a state of atmospheric purity ; but
It makes, but it does not absorb or
is not a deodorizer.
it is for this reason that M. Lemaire and
and
fetid
vapors
destroy,
carbolic acid

:

others have

sulphate

recommended the use of

carbolic acid in conjunction with
and so on.

of zinc, salts of iron, chloride of lime,

There is indisputable similarity between the working of putrid
germs and of the seeds of the most virulent plagues. Fevers were
classed of old as putrid diseases, and any one who has witnessed the
prompt decomposition and the foul emanations of fever-stricken beings,
whether human or brute, can readily understand that it was no very
India-rubber-like stretch of the imagination that led our forefathers to

confound contagion with putrescence.
It is, however, necessary to learn that, in practising Disinfection,
we have to neutralize the products of, or check the decay of healthy
matter separated from living plants or animals, and that we have likewise to destroy specific elements of contagion, elements which differ
in the various maladies that are known to be transmissible from the
In order to illustrate this, let us take the case of
sick to the healthy.
sewage. The excreta of healthy human beings decompose, and the
sewer-gases belong to the class of irrespirable gases which cannot be
absorbed into the system without producing serious ill effects, and even

symptoms such

as characterize a putrid fever
fetid diarrhoea,

lowed by prolonged stupor

sults are apparently undistinguishable

vomiting faintness foland even death. The re-

from typhus fever.

The

line of

demarcation, between a malignant fever produced under such circumstances and fevers due to a specific virus, has not yet been satisfactorily
established.

The foregoing symptoms result also from decomposing matters passing into the blood otherwise than by the lungs, and whole hecatombs of
slain, through the instrumentality of hospital gangrene, pyaemia, puerperal fever, and allied diseases, testify to the great dangers arising from
the diffusion of solid or fluid matters in a state of decomposition. In

dealing with the excreta of the sick, it is not the volatile elements and
simple gases that we have to fear, but the materials that adhere to any
thing and every thing on and around the sick, and, if ever we allow

them
If

from the sick-room, it is quite impossible to control them.
them pass in any quantity from room to room or house
atmospheric currents, we cannot trace them until they have

to pass

we even

to house in

let

victimized fresh subjects susceptible to their pernicious influences.
For our purpose it may be accepted as proved that successful

dis-

must aim at preventing decomposition in simple putrescible
or
must aim at attacking fever-germs as soon as discharged
matters,
infection

by the

It is desirable that a disinfectant should be an anti
patient.
septic
viz., an agent that arrests chemical change in animal or vegetable matters, and it must be a
deodorizer, or capable of fixing the

most noxious gases evolved.

It

has been erroneously believed that
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the principal deleterious gas which disinfectthe worst kind of vermin to ferret out. Prof.
Way, however, asserts that the gaseous elements that are usually foul
smelling and hurtful are ammoniacal.
The best disinfectant to deal with sulphuretted hydrogen, such as

sulphuretted hydrogen
ants have to encounter

is

evolved in the emptying of a foul ash-pit, would be salts of iron or
Salts of iron and copper are antiseptics and very
active deodorizers, and would have been used even more extensively

is

chloride of zinc.

But the iron-salts
than they have been, had they been harmless.
stain all they come iuto contact with, and copper salts are injurious to
A disinfectant,
Zinc-salts are also inimical in this latter way.
life.
to be available in the homes I am endeavoring to depict, must necesuntil quite recently it was not easy to find
sarily be harmless, and
alkaline
The
such an agent.
permanganates have been extolled as
in
are
disinfectants.
many instances admirable deodorizers, but
They
the fact that permanganates are sparingly soluble in water renders
their employment very difficult, except in dealing with small accumuThe use is too limited to enable us to rely
lations of putrid matter.

on them for systematic disinfection.
There is one volatile deodorizer and disinfectant that has been
recommended very strongly in some cases by Dr. B. W. Richardson
and Mr. Spencer Wells, and that is iodine. In some virulent diseases
attended with fetid discharges, a little iodine placed in a box, with a
little muslin to confine it, is sufficient to render the room tolerable to
the attendants upon the sick. For similar purposes, peat, sea-weed,
wood, or animal charcoal, have been recommended, owing to the avidof decomposition within their
ity with which they condense the gases

For some years, Prof. Gamgee has used charcoal charged with
the use
sulphurous acid as an active antiseptic, and he now suggests
as
he
of
chloride
mixed
with
of charcoal
aluminium, or,
popularly calls
renders
air
The
acid
chloralum.
irrespirable, but chlorasulphurous
it,
pores.

lum, which

is

a deliquescent chloride of aluminium, attracts and neu-

tralizes the noxious elements of a poisoned atmosphere.
Having attempted to show that disinfection must be

practice in the household,

and that

disinfectants

an every-day

must necessarily be

harmless antiseptic deodorizers, it is not difficult to establish a code
There is a caution that
of rules of almost universal application.
Servants cannot be exshould be given at all times in a household
can
pected to understand the use of disinfectants any more than they
be trusted to carry out a system of ventilation. Disinfection and ven
tilation, therefore, shoidd, to a large extent, be automatic processes
:

and, happily, such things are to be found.
fusion of the two processes of disinfection and ventilation has
been tried, of late, in the following manner The space occupied by a

A

:

up with a piece of metal which slants from
the bottom upward, and the top is rounded in shape and perforated.

top pane of glass

is fitted
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Inside this wedge-shaped ventilator are two shelves, pierced with
holes, the top one being made to carry a box of charcoal and the bot-

tom one a piece of sponge. By this double contrivance the inventor
and patentee, Dr. Howard, of St. John's, Canada, claims not only to
absorb the watery vapor of the incoming air by the sponge, and dis-

by means of the charcoal,
by the amount of friction it has to undergo in its ingress through the body of a ventilator which is already
somewhat heated by the warmth of the room. If the wind blows too
strongly upon the outside mouth of the ventilator, Dr. Howard proposes a sliding valve to work up and down inside the pane occupied
infect

foul air that

any

but also to

by

warm

seek entrance

may

the cold air

I cannot but regard such a contrivance as a clumsy
be said to stand in the same relationship to either per

the apparatus.

one.

It

may

feet ventilation or perfect disinfection that spurious freemasonry doe?
to what is called the pure craft masonry, or certain litharges to good

white lead. There
such a manner.

no necessity,

is

either, to filter the air of a

There can, however, be a strong case made out
closet pans of a house should be disinfected, and I

room

ic

why the wateram able to point

out an apparatus which fulfils every requirement for that purpose. It is exhibited in the

diagram, both in section and elevation, and

known

Brown's patent self-acting disobject is to deliver at every
of
the
handle a certain portion of
upheaval
is

as

infector.

The

a fluid disinfectant

;

formerly

sively Condy's fluid,

The construction

is

now

it

it

was

is

chloralum.

exclu-

the essence of simplici-

In a metal, glass, or earthenware vesty.
sel, holding a gallon of disinfecting fluid, a
metal siphon is fixed, and the bottom is

and has a small inlet as shown, by
which means the siphon fills itself. When the closet-handle is raised,
the water rushing down the supply-pipe to flush the basin causes a
vacuum in the disinfecting siphon, and its contents are blended with
coiled

By this means a portion of the deodorizing fluid is retained in the trap or basin where it has no sineenre of work to perform. The siphon refills in a few seconds, and, as only a certain quantity is discharged, a pint of disinfecting fluid, costing one shilling,
the water.

mixed with

sufficient water to make up the gallon, will serve about
140 distinct actions of the closet. The cost of the apparatus is about
ten shillings, and it can be fixed in an hour to any patterned water-

The vessel containing the fluid is usually fixed upon
a bracket in a corner above the seat. This kind of apparatus can be
fixed to a tap in the stable, or anywhere else, and water containing a
closet whatever.

percentage of the medicated fluid drawn off into buckets, or run off
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the

into

pavement-drains.

They can be obtained

at the

The Exchange, Southwark.

depot,

5fl

A

Such disinfectors are not new, but the above is the simplest.
patent automatic apparatus of a similar kind was introduced some lit
It is also worked by the handle of the
tie time ago by Mr. Spencer.
the seat, but it is too dependent
above
the
and
fixed
on
wall
closet,

upon a complicated action of wires and cranks

its

cost

is,

moreover,

thirty shillings. Similar contrivances are sold, adaptable for the earthclosets now in use.
Whether it be true or not that the partisans of
first drew attention to the disinfection of the excreta,
do not know, but at all events they were not far behind. I have
already given an example of these as applied to the earth or ash closet.
As a matter of course, they are chiefly powdered disinfectants. Mr.
Bannehr, in his improved ash-closet, uses a simple carbonaceous powder, chiefly as an absorbing medium.
Nothing could be more wearisome than wading through the history of disinfectants, and yet an occasional smile would be sure to
Who would propose to burn incense to the God of
light up the way.

the earth-closet
I

Stinks at various times throughout the day, in the shape of patent pasOr
tils, composed chiefly of charcoal, sulphur, and nitrate of potass ?

who

could be brought to look, Hindoo-fashion, on his patrimonial open
drain or sewer as a river Ganges, and with religious punctuality set
adrift upon the water there a sacred vessel which would admit a certain portion of such water, and also containing a phosphuret which
in contact with the water, the gas and flame thus
evolved being understood to neutralize the evaporating poison of Siva,

would decompose

? And yet men have paid for leave to rivet such absurd"
upon us, and the cry is, Still they come." Since the time of
in
claimed
to discover and patented not less than
1849,
Legras, who,
twelve disinfectants (three liquids and nine powders), what have
hu' rc ,ehoHers not had to endure ?
Apsjft from the many simpler disinfectants, such as earth, ashes,
charcoal, peat, salt, sulphur, gypsum, alum, vinegai', and tar-water,

the destroyer
ities

etc.,

M

suitable for the coarser purposes of a farm, the disinfectants for
now in commerce may be reckoned on the fingers of one

the house

hand.

I

have already given a general indication of the action of each,

will only add that these useful agents have now been brought to
such a state of perfection, that the person who chooses to make up his

and

own

mixtures, puts himself in the position of an ague-patient, who,
ignoring the labors of chemistry, prefers the powdered Peruvian bark
to the sulphate of quinine.

The

disinfectant used in a household ought certainly to be a non-

poisonous one. Fortunately, or unfortunately, there is not any choice,
for the only one of this description is chloralum, now adopted by the
Board of Trade. This is the popular name bestowed upon it by its inIt contains 1,500 grains of hydrated chloride
ventor, Prof. Gamgee.
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of aluminium to the pint, or about 15 grains to the ounce, and is sold in
a fluid and solid state. Slightly diluted, the former will disinfect secretions in the utensils of a sick-room ; and, exposed in a saucer in
its concentrated form, I have found it to remove even the smell which

given off by a newly-painted room. In its powdered state it may be
sprinkled in cellars, larders, dust-bins, ash-pits, stables, piggeries, poulIn the deotry-houses, and wherever a smell is continually arising.

is

dorization of sewage, while being pumped over the garden, one gallon
of the fluid, or three pounds of the powder, will suffice for 150 gallons
of sewage.

As

regards the disinfection of clothing in the laundry, Mrs. Mere-

Discharged Female Prisoners' Aid Society,
Standard newspaper as under

dith, the patroness of the

lately wrote to the

"The

:

taken in for the wash are fairly sprinkled with chl or alum-powder; they are then packed in sacks, in which they remain for about two hours,
wlien they arrive at the wash-house. They are then unpacked and shaken
articles

After this they are put in a large tank, where a great quantity of water
flows over and through them. In this way they rest for at least twelve hours.
They are then wrung out, and undergo the ordinary process of washing. It is
highly satisfactory to add that not the least deterioration of texture or color
singly.

results."

At the wash-houses referred to by this lady, a great number of
women are employed, and nothing but the washing of the sick is carried on.
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THE NATUKAL HISTOKT OF

MAK

A COURSE OF LECTURES AT THE IMPERIAL ASYLUM OF
VINCENNES.
By

A.

DE QUATEEFAGES,

MEMBER OF THE INSTITUTE OP FRANCE, PROFESSOR AT THE MUSEUM,

TBAN6LATED BY ELIZA

The Unity of

7".

ENTLEMEN" Each

the

ETC.

A. YOTTMANS.

Human

Species.

my fellow-laborers in science comes here
you; they each select the subject which habitually
occupies them. Some tell you of the heavens, the earth, the waters;
from others you get the history of vegetables and animals. As I am
Professor of the Natural History of Man at the Museum, I ask
myself
why I should not speak to you of man.
There is evidently as much interest for us in our own species as in
the history of animals, even of those most useful to us.
Indeed, at this
time, the mind is drawn toward this study by an irresistible movef~^\

VJ

:

to lecture to

of
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ment. Formerly, Anthropology, the natural history of man, was not
represented in philosophical bodies, nor by the periodical press. Now,
in Paris alone there are two Philosophical Societies occupied exclusively
with this science, and two large publications equally devoted to it.
At the Museum the teaching of anthropology is older. It is there

aided by a collection which is still the best in the world.
I do not hesitate to say that it is one of the glories of France to

have given by these methods an example to the entire world an
example followed to-day in America as well as in Europe. And I
wish to make you take a part in this movement, by giving you some

human family.
much more difficult for me than for my
lectures we are to speak of only a single

serious notion of the ensemble of the

This, gentlemen,

In

ates.

man.

much

all

these

is

associ-

being,

Consequently, there will be an intimate union between them, so
so that any person who should miss a lecture would find difficulty

To remove this diffiin thoroughly understanding those that follow.
teaching so that each lecture will form as
culty, I mean to shape

my

whole as possible. Then, at the commencement of each
lecture, I shall endeavor to give, in a few words, a resum'e of the preIn this way I hope to carry you to the end without ceasing
ceding.
to be understood.
Each lecture, then, will be a sort of chapter of what we might call
definite a

Popular Anthropology.
By-and-by I hope that these lectures will be collected into a
volume, and I shall be very proud if one day they merit the adjective I have employed if, in reality, they become popular among
you.

Let us enter, then, upon our first chapter.
ject of our discourse, we must first ask what he
ing, I ought to enter into some explanation.
or

Since
is.

man

is

the sub

But, before answer-

This question has been often asked, but generally by theologians
by philosophers. Theologians have answei-ed in the name of dog-

ma and

philosophers in the name of metaphysics and abstracbe well understood between us that I shall take neither
of these grounds, but shall avoid, with great care, both that of theology and that of philosophy. Before I became professor at the Museum,
religion

Let

tion.

;

it

was occupied with the study of animals I was a naturalist. It is as
a naturalist that I have taken my chair at the Institute. At the Museum I remain what I was, and nothing else. I shall continue the

I

same

at Vincennes, leaving to theologians
theology, to philosophers
in
the
name
of
philosophy, limiting myself
science, and, above all, in
the name of natural science.

Let us

man

now return

to the question I

was about to put

:

"What

is

?

It is evidently useless to insist that

vegetable

that he

is

man

is

neither a mineral nor a

neither a stone nor a plant.

But

is

he an animal

?
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which exists in
indeed, especially when we take into account all
all
in
that
this
sure
am
I
And
him.
agree with me.
respect you
with cattle that
to
be
wish
would
of
none
compared
you
Certainly
Nor would you wish to
ruminate, with hogs that wallow in the mire.
be classed with the dog, notwithstanding all the qualities which make
him the friend and companion of man nor with the horse, though it

No

;

should be with Gladiator,
Man is not an animal.

He

is

widely distinguished from animals by
I shall here only
different sorts.

numerous and important characters of

which belongs articulate speech,
has
its
so that each people
special language ; writing, which permits
the reproduction of this language the fine arts, by the aid of which
he conveys, and, in some sort, materializes the conceptions of his imagiBut he is distinguished from all animals by two fundamental
nation.
characters which pertain only to him. Man is the only one among orrefer to his intellectual superiority, to

;

and
ganized and living beings who has the abstract sentiment of good
evil ; in him alone, consequently, exists moral sense.
He is also alone in the belief that there will be something after this
of a Supreme Being, who can influence his
life, and in the recognition
life

for

good or

for evil.

It is

upon

this double idea that the great fact

of religion rests.
By-and-by these two questions of morals and religion will turn up
shall, I repeat, examine them, not as theologians, but
again.
I will only say for the present that man, everyas
naturalists.
simply

We

where, however savage he may be, shows some signs of morality and
of religion that we never find among animals.

Hence man

a being apart, separated from animals by two great
characters, which, I repeat, distinguish him yet more than his incontestable intellectual superiority.
is

But here the

So far as the body is concerned,
differences end.
an animal, nothing more, nothing less. Except some differences
of form and disposition, he is the equal, only the equal, of the superior
animals that surround him.
If we take, for terms of comparison, the species that approach us
nearest in general form, anatomy shows us that our organs are exactly
the same as theirs. We can trace in them, almost muscle by muscle
and nerve by nerve, those which we find in man himself.
Physiology, in its turn, shows us, in the body of man, the organs,

man

is

muscles, nerves, performing exactly the same functions as in the animal. This is a capital fact which daily profits us, both from a purely

and from a practical point of view. We cannot experiment
upon man we can upon animals. Human physiology has employed
this means to discover the functions of our organs.
Physicians go

scientific

still
they bring to the sick-bed the fruit of experiments made
upon animals. Anthropology also, as we have just seen, applies to
these inferior creatures for very important instruction.

further

;
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But Anthropology should descend much lower than the animals
when it would enlighten us completely. Vegetables are not animals,
any more than animals are man. But men, animals, and vegetables,
are all organized and living beings. They are distinguished from minnor the other, by certain general
erals, which are neither the one
facts

common

to

all.

All organized beings have a limited duration

and feeble

;

during part of their existence, all

;

all

are born small

grow and strengthen,

energy and vitality, sometimes also in size finally
Throughout life, all organized and living beings need nourishment. Before death, all reproduce their kind by a seed or an egg (we
speak here of species, not of individuals), and this is true even of those
which seem to come directly from a bud, from a layer, from a graft,
for from bud to bud, from layer to layer, from graft to graft, we
etc.
then decrease

in

;

all die.

;

can

rise to

the seed and to the egg. Finally, then,
have had a father and a mother.

all

organized and

living beings

These grand phenomena, common to

all

living beings,

and conse-

quently to man, imply general laws which control them, and which

must therefore govern man as well as the plant.
Science every day confirms this conclusion, which might have been
reached by reason alone, but which may now be regarded as a fact
of experience. And I believe I need not dwell here, to make you
understand the magnificence of this result.
As for me, I find it admirable that man and the lowest insect, that
the king of the earth and the lowliest of the mosses, are so linked together that the entire living world forms but one whole where all harmonizes in the .closest mutual dependence.

From

this

community in certain phenomena, from this subjection
common, results a consequence of the highest
Whatever questions concerning man you may have to

to certain laws equally

importance.
examine, if they touch upon any of these properties, of these phenomena common to all organized and living beings, you must interrogate
not only animals, but vegetables also, if you would reach the truth.

When one of these questions is put and answered, to make the
answer good, to make it true, you must bring man under all the general laws which rule other organized and living beings.
If the solution tends to make man an exception to general laws, you
may affirm that it is bad and false.
But also, when you have resolved the question so as to include
man in these great general laws, you may be certain that the solution
is good, that it is true, and really scientific.
With these data, and these alone, we will now consider the second
question of Anthropology, and here it is
:

Are there
several races

To be

several species of men, or

is

there but one, including

?

understood, this question requires some explanation.
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Look at the drawings I have hung at the bottom of the hall.
These figures are part of those I employ in the course at the Jardin
des Plantes.
I have brought but a small number, but they suffice to give an
You
idea of the principal varieties which the human type presents.

have here individuals taken from nearly every part of the world ;
and this I regard as a very important point. You see that they differ
considerably fi om each other in color, often also in hair, sometimes in
proportions, sometimes in features.
Well, our question is, whether the differences presented by the
human groups from which these designs were taken are differences
-

of species, or if they indicate only differences
and the same species.

among

races that belong

to one

this question, we must begin by getting a clear idea of
meant by the words species and race. In fact, the whole discussion turns on these two words.
Unhappily, they have been often taken one for the other, or else
they have been badly defined. The discussions which have hence
arisen would very quickly cease, if we would study them a little more

To answer

what

is

closely.

Let us see

if

we cannot

get precise ideas without going into details

impossible here.

Certainly none of you would ever confound an ass with a horse :
not even when a horse is small, and there are horses no larger than a

Newfoundland dog

;

nor when an ass attains the

size

of an ordinary

You say immehorse, as, for example, our large asses of Poitou.
a little horse.
and
are
here
is
a
ass
different
:
diately, they
big
species

And you say the same on seeing, side by side, a dog and a wolf.
On the other hand, all of you here would give the single name

of

dog to animals which differ from each other, as do the bull-dog and
water-spaniel, the greyhound and the lapdog, the Newfoundland dog
and the King-Charles and you are right.
However, judging by sight alone, even after detailed observation,
you see, between the dogs I have just named, differences of size, of
proportion, of color, much greater than those which separate the horse
from the ass. An ass and a horse of the same size certainly resemble
each other much more than the types of dog I have just named.
Further, if you place side by side a black and a white water;

you will not designate them bv different names. You will
them both water-spaniels, although one is black and the other

spaniel,
call

white.

A

In the case of vegetables you do exactly the same thing.
red
and a white rose are equally roses ; a pear is always a pear,
whether you buy two for a sous in the street, or pay three francs at
Chevet.
decision is exactly like that of the
Well, without doubt,
rose

your

5
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You have

answered, just as they do, the question of
a question that at first appears very complicated,
because of the confusion before referred to. Here, then, is one more
naturalists.

species and race

example to prove that, under many circumstances, popular observaand good sense go straight 'to the mark, as well as the labors of

tion

science.

Indeed, let us translate into general scientific language what I have
and I am very sure not to be mistaken with

just said of your views,
regard to them.

The meaning

may

of this

judgment is, that an animal or a vegetable
The dog remains a dog, whatever its

vary within certain limits.

its size, its hair ; the pear remains a pear, whatever its
savor, the color of its skin.
From these facts, which I simply allude to, it results that these
You all know
variations may be transmitted by way of generation.

general form,
size, its

that the union of two water-spaniels will produce water-spaniels
the union of two bull-dogs gives bull-dogs.

;

that

It results, finally, in a more general way, that individuals of the
same species may cease to resemble each other in an absolute manner,
may sometimes even take very different characters, without becoming
isolated and forming different species.
As we have just said, the dog
remains a dog, whatever its modifications.
Well, these groups, formed by individuals which have departed
from the primitive type, and have formed distinct secondary groups,

are precisely the ones that naturalists call races.
You understand why we constantly speak of races of cattle, horses,
There is, in fact, but one species of domestic cattle, which has
etc.

given birth to the race hretonne, as well as to the great cattle of Uri,
with their savage aspect, and to the peaceful Durham.
have,
again, but one species of domestic horse, and this species has given
birth to the little Shetland pony, of which I spoke just now, and to

We

those enormous brewers' horses that we see in the streets of London.
Finally, the various races of sheep, goats, etc., have arisen from one

and the same species.
We must give more precision to our ideas on this point, because
the least vagueness here will make very serious inconvenience.
I
will cite some further examples taken from
Vegetables and animals,
being careful to choose such as are entirely familiar.
You all know the seed of the coffee-tree. Permit
history.

You

will see that

it is

me

to give its

instructive.

The coffee-tree came originally from Africa, where from time immemorial it has been cultivated on the declivities of Abyssinia that
About the fifteenth century, something
elope toward the Red Sea.
like four hundred years ago, the coffee-tree crossed this sea and
penetrated into Arabia, where it has since been cultivated, and whence
especially we get the famous coffee of Mocha.
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coffee spread

very early and with great rapidity

much more

and

was

67
in the

taken
France at Marseilles.
The seeds which furnished
Coffee was first drunk in Paris in 1667.
it were brought in small quantity by a French traveller named Thevenot.
Two years afterward, in 1669, Soliman Aga, ambassador of the
Sublime Porte in the time of Louis XIV., induced the courtesans of
Howthat great king to taste it, and they found it very agreeable.
It. was not until the
ever, its use did not spread for a long time.
eighteenth century that it began to be generally used.
You see that coffee has not been very long in circulation. In fact,
it is scarcely a century and a half since it became an article of general
East.

It

penetrated Europe

slowly,

it

first

in

consumption by the people of Europe.
Well, during many years Europe remained tributary to Arabia for
this commodity. All the coffee consumed in Europe came from Arabia,
Toward the commencement of the
and particularly from Mocha.
the
Dutch
attempted to import it into Batavia, one
eighteenth century
of their colonies in the Indian Archipelago.
They succeeded very
From Batavia some stalks were taken to Holland and put in a
well.
One of these stalks
hot-house, where they succeeded equally well.
was brought to France toward 1710, and was placed in the conservatory of the Jardin des Plantes, and there also it prospered and gave
birth to a certain

number of

sprouts.

have not been able to find the precise date), an
officer of the French Navy, Captain Desclieux, thought that, since Holland had cultivated coffee at Batavia, he might also acclimate it in our
When embarking for Martinique, he
colonies of the Gulf of Mexico.
took from the Jardin des Plantes three stalks of coffee, and carried
them with him. The voyage was long and difficult, by reason of conThe supply of water proving insufficient, it was necestrary winds.
sary to put the crew on rations.
Captain Desclieux, like the others,
had but a small quantity of water to drink each day. He divided it
with his coffee-plants. Notwithstanding all his care, two died on the
passage only one arrived safe and sound at Martinique. Put at once
into the earth, it prospered so much and so well that from it have descended all the coffee-trees now spread over the Antilles and tropical
In 1720 or 1725

(I

;

Twenty years after, our Western colonies exported millions
of pounds of coffee.
You see the coffee-tree, starting from Africa, has reached the ex-

America.

tremity of Asia on the east and America on the west. Hence, it has
nearly travelled round the world. Now, in this long voyage, coffee has

become modified.
Passing by the tree, of which we know little, let us consider the
need not be grocers to know the different qualities of coffees and their different
production. Nobody would confound Mocha
with Bourbon, Rio Janeiro with Martinique. Each of these seeds car-

seed.

We
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lies in its form, in its proportions, in its
say, of its birth.

aroma, the

certificate, so

t<S

Whence came these changes ? "We cannot know with certainty
and explain the why and the how, and follow rigorously the filiation
of cause and effect ; but, considering the phenomena as a whole, it
becomes evident that it is to differences of temperature, of climate, of
culture, that all these modifications are due.

This example, taken from vegetables, shows that if we transport to
distances different specimens of the same vegetable,
in
different conditions of cultivation, we obtain different
them
placing
considerable

Tea transpoi'ted some years ago into tropical America would
present us with like facts.
Take, now, an example from animals. You all know the turkey
but, perhaps, some of you do not know that it came from America.
races.

Its introduction into

of existence,

it

is

Europe

In America the turkey
presents

is

quite recent.

wild

;

and there,

in its natural conditions

characters which distinguish it from our
The wild-turkey is a very beautiful bird,

many

domesticated individuals.
of a deep-brown color, very iridescent, presenting reflections of blue,
copper, and gold, which make it truly ornamental. It was because of
In the beits fine plumage that it was first introduced into France.

ginning no one thought of the turkey as food ; and the first turkey
served at table in France was in 1570, at the wedding of Charles IX.,

two hundred and ninety-seven years ago.

As soon

as one has tasted the turkey, one finds that he is too good
He passes from the park to the poultry-yard,
at.

to be merely looked

from the poultry-yard to the farm, and from one farm to another, east,
west, north, and south. At present, in almost all France, turkeys are
raised and are a considerable object of commerce.
But, in going from farm to farm, in travelling all over our country,
this bird has encountered different conditions of existence, differences
of nourishment and temperature, and never the primitive conditions
that it had naturally in America. As a consequence of all this, the
turkey has also varied, and, to-day, not a turkey in France resembles
the wild stock.

preserved

its

Generally,

it

deep plumage

it

has become much smaller when it has
has become darker and duller ; but some
;

have become fawn-colored, others are more or less white, and others
again are spotted with white, gray, or fawn-color.
In a word, almost all the localities to which the turkey has become
addicted have given birth to new varieties which have been transformed into races.
Now, in spite of these changes, and although they do not resemble
their first parents in America, and do not resemble each other, are our
French turkeys less the children of the wild-turkey of America ? Or
Have they
if you like that better, are they less brothers and sisters ?
ceased to be part of the same species ? Evidently not.
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I have just said of the turkey might also be said of the rabwild-rabbit lives all around us in our downs, in our woods

and he does not resemble, or resembles but little, our domestic rabThese, you know, are both great and small, with short hair, and
with silky hair that they are black and white, yellow and gray,
In a word, this species comprehends a
spotted and of uniform color.
great number of different races, all constituting one and the same species with the wild stock which still lives around us.
From these facts, that could be multiplied, we have to draw an important consequence, to which I call your attention
A pair of rabbits, left in a plain where they would encounter no
enemies, in a few years would fill it with their descendants, and, in a
little while, all France would be easily
peopled. "We have just seen
that a single stalk of coffee gave birth to all the coffee-trees now found
bit.

;

:

in

America.

The wild-turkeys and

their domestic offspring, the wild-rabbits and
may then be considered by the naturalist as

their captive descendants,

equally arising from a primitive pair.
Gentlemen, this is the stamp of a species. Whenever you see a
greater or less number of individuals, or groups of animals, or vegetables, if, for one reason or another, you can look upon them as descendants of a single primitive pair, you may say you have before you a
species y if from group to
the races of that species.

group there are

differences,

you say these are

Observe carefully, gentlemen, that, in thus expressing myself, I
have not stated for certain the existence of this primitive pair of the
stock of rabbits or of the stock of
I affirm no such thing,
turkeys.
because neither experiment nor observation the two guides we should
always follow in science can aid us on this point. I only say to you,
every thing is as if they had been derived from a single pair.

You

question of species and of race is not very
comprehend, nor even very difficult to settle when we know
the wild type, when we have the historic data which enable us to connect with this type the more or less different
groups which domesticasee, after all, the

difficult to

tion has detached.

But when we do not know the wild type, when the

historic data are lost, the question, on the
contrary, becomes extremely
difficult at the first
step, because differences that we encounter from in-

dividual to individual, and, above
considered as specific differences.

all,

from group to group, might be

We

encounter here
Happily, Physiology comes now to our relief.
one of those great and beautiful
which
the establaws
general
upon
lished order
depends, and which we admire more the more we study.
This is the law of
cross-breeding a law which governs animals as
well as vegetables, and
is, of course, applicable to man himself.

You know what
all

is

meant by the word

crossing.

We

mean by

it

marriage occurring between animals that belong either to two

Sfi*
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different species or to two different races.
Well, the results of these
marriages obey the following laws, which are
When this union takes place between two animals belonging to
that is, when we attempt hybridization in the imdifferent species
:

mense majority of cases the marriage is sterile. Thus, for example, it
has been tried thousands of times and in all the world, to unite rabbits
and hares. It is said that they have succeeded twice. But these two
quoted facts are much more doubtful than the results of experiments

made by
menting, and who
recently

man of true talent, skilled in the art of experibelieves in the possibility of these unions, who has
Although he furnished the best conditions for suc-

a

completely failed.
cess, he was not more fortunate in his results than Buffon, and the two
Geoffroy Saint-Hilaires before him.
So the rabbit and the hare are of such a nature that, although presenting in appearance a great conformity, they cannot reproduce together.

Such
In

is

the general result of crossing two different species.
cases, the union of two individuals of different species

many

is

For example, I refer you
fertile, but the offspring cannot reproduce.
This union produces the mule. All
to the union of the ass and horse.
the mules in the world are offspring of the jackass and the mare.
Now, these animals are numerous, for in Spain and in tropical America
they are much preferred for work to horses, because of their resistance
The hinny, less in demand, because less robust than the
to fatigue.
result
of an inverse cross it is the offspring of the horse
is
the
mule,
and the ass. The hinny, like the mule, cannot reproduce its kind.
When we wish for either, we must have recourse to the two species.
;

Finally, in extremely rare exceptions, the fertility persists in the
It diminishes still more in the
offspring, but it is much diminished.

grandchildren, and
This
at the most.

it

is

is extinguished in the third or fourth generation
the case when we unite the canary-bird with the

goldfinch.
I might here accumulate a mass of analogous facts and details.
But over them all would appear a great general fact including them,
which is the expression of a law and here is this fact notwithstanding
observations reaching back for thousands of years, and made on hundreds of species, we do not yet know a single example of intermediate
:

;

species

obtained by the crossing of animals belonging to different

species.

This general fact explains
living creation.

If

it

how

order

is

maintained in the present

had been otherwise, the animal world and the

vegetable world would be filled with intermediate groups, passing into
each other by insensible shades, and, in the midst of this confusion, it
would be impossible for even naturalists to discriminate.

The general conclusion from all this is, that infertility
when animals of different species unite (Hybridization).

is the lart
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When, on

the contrary, individuals which are only of different
hut
of
the
same species, are Drought together, that is to say,
races,
when we produce a mongrel, is the result the same ? No, it is exactly
contrary.

These crossings are always fertile, and sometimes more so than the
union of animals of the same race. But especially the children and
grandchildren are also as fertile as the parents and grandparents so
;

much

so that they propagate their kind indefinitely.
here is not to procure mixed races y the difficulty is,

The difficulty
when we have

pure races that we desire to preserve, to keep strange blood from modifying them.
Races thrive by crossing that is, by the union of different races
of the same species, they multiply abundantly around us

;

such are our

street-dogs, our roof-cats, our coach-horses, all our animals where the
race is indistinct ; because of cross-breeding in all directions, the differ-

becoming confounded.
from experiencing difficulty in obtaining offspring from races,
the men who are occupied with cattle, with sheep, with horses, amateurs in dogs, in pigeons, know with what watchful care they must
ential characters

So

far

protect their favorite race.
Here, then, is a general fact, and from this fact it results that
fertility is the law of union between animals belonging to different
races

(Mixed Beeeding).

Here, gentlemen, you see the great distinction, the fundamental
distinction, between species and race.
And, it is all the more important

and record this distinction, as it facilitates experiment.
you have two different vegetables, or two different animals,
and wish to know whether they belong to two distinct species, or only
to two races of the same species, marry them.
If the union proves immediately fertile, if the fertility is propagated and persists, you may
affirm that, notwithstanding the differences which separate them, these
vegetables and these animals are only races of the same species. If,
to recognize

When

on the contrary, you see the fertility disappear completely or diminish
notably at the first union, if you see it decreasing, and go on diminishing, to disappear at the end of a few generations, you may without
hesitation affirm that these vegetables and these animals belong to
distinct species.

Gentlemen, I have discoursed at length of vegetables and animals,
of the coffee-tree, of the
turkey, of the rabbit, of the dog, of the cat,
of cattle, etc., and
you may think that I am forgetting man. On the
contrary, I have not ceased to think of him.

What

is

our question concerning

man

?

Distinctly this.

Look once more at these designs. They show you differences,
marked enough, between the human groups, although less considerable
than at

first

appears.

Now, we do not know
human groups.

the type or the primitive types of these
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Even when we encounter one
we cannot

acters of these types,

or several men, presenting the charidentify them, for lack of historical

Consequently, if we judge by the looks.
subject.
take account only of the men themselves, we cannot decide
whether the diiferences they present are differences of race or differences of species y whether man is to be considered as arising from a

documents upon the

if

we

single primitive stock, or whether
tive stocks.

we ought

to suppose several primi-

said, and we again repeat, that man is an
being
; and, as such, he obeys all the general laws
living

But we have already
03'ganized

and

all organized and living beings": he consequently obeys
the laws of crossing.
These, then, we must interrogate, to find out
whether there is one or several species of men.
Take, for example, the two most distinct types, those which, more

which govern

than any others, seem separated by profound differences

the white

man and

the ne^ro.
these types

If
really constitute distinct species, their union
ought to bear the stamp we have found to characterize the unions
In the great
between animals and vegetables of different species.
infertile
in
of
cases
should
be
all
the
remainder,
slightly
majority
they
fertile
the fertility should soon disappear, and they should not be
able to form intermediate groups between the negro and the white.
;

;

two men are only races of one and the same species, their
on
the contrary, should be very fertile ; the fertility should oe
union,
kept up by their descendants, and intermediate races ought to be

If these

formed.

Well, gentlemen, the facts here are decisive, and admit of no hesiIt is scarcely three centuries since the white man par excellence
the European made, so to say, the conquest of the world ; he
has gone everywhere, and everywhere he has found local races, human

tation.

groups that do not resemble him everywhere he has crossed with
them, and the unions have been very fertile, sometimes very sensibly
more fertile than those of the indigenous people themselves.
;

And

further, in consequence of a detestable institution, which haphas
never sullied the soil of France, in consequence of slavery,
pily
the white has taken the negro everywhere, everywhere he has crossed
with his slaves, and everywhere a mulatto papulation has been formed.
Everywhere, also, the negro has crossed with the local groups, and

everywhere there have sprung up intermediate races, which, by their
The white, finally, has
characters, proclaim this double origin.
crossed with these mixed breeds, and hence has resulted in certain
parts of the globe, and notably in America, an inextricable mass of
mixed peoples, perfectly comparable with our street- dogs and roofcats.

The rapidity with which these mixed races
truly remarkable.

It is

cross and multiply is
hardly three centuries, about twelve genera-
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tions, since the European spread over all parts of the world. Well, we
estimate that already one-seventieth of the total population of the
globe are mixtures, resulting from the cross of the whites with indige

nous peoples.
In certain states of South America where the mixture began earlier
where the European arrived in the first days of discovery, a quarter of
the population

proportion

is

is composed of
more than half.

and

cross-breeds,

in

some regions the

You see, our experience is to-day as complete as possible. Unless
we deny all modern science, unless we would make man a solitary exception in the midst of organic and living beings, we must admit that
all men form only one and the same
species, composed of a certain
number of different races we must, therefore, admit that all men may
;

be considered as descended from a single primitive pair.
You see, gentlemen, we have reached this conclusion, outside of

all

6pecies of dogmatic or theological consideration, outside of all species
of philosophical or metaphysical consideration.
Observation and ex-

periment alone, applied to the animal and vegetable kingdom, science, in
a word, leads us logically to this conclusion
there exists but one species of men.
This result, I do not fear to say, is of great and serious importance,
:

for

it

gives to the thought of universal brotherhood the only foundamany people now recognize, that of science and reason.

tion that

I hope, gentlemen, that
demonstration has convinced you.
However, I am not unaware of the fact, and you doubtless also know,

my

all
anthropologists are not agreed. There are among my fellowlaborers a certain number of men, even of great men, who believe in
the plurality of the human species. Perhaps you may have come in

that

contact with them.

Well, listen, then, with attention to the reasons
they bring in support of their view. You easily see that all these
reasons may be summed up in this There is too much difference between the negro and the white man to permit them to belong to the
:

same

species.

Then you reply

Between the white or black water-spaniel and the

:

greyhound, between the bull-dog and the lapdog, there is much more
difference than between the European and the inhabitant of Africa,
and yet the greyhound and the water-spaniel, the bull-dog and the
lap-

dog, are equally dogs.

They will perhaps add How could the same primitive man, whatever his characters might be, give birth to the white man and the
:

negro

?

You

answer How has the wild-turkey, of which we know the
which we know the grandparents, how has the wild-rabbit,
which we find still among us, how have
they been able to give birth
will

:

origin, of
to all

our domestic' races

We cannot,

?

I repeat,
explain rigorously the

how and

the

why; but
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this we know, the fact exists, and we find its general explanation in
the conditions of existence, in the conditions of the environment.
Now, man, who has progressed upon the earth a much longer time

than the turkey or the rabbit, who has been upon the globe for thousands of years, living under the most diverse, the most opposite conditions, multiplying further the causes of modification by his manners,
his habits, his kind of life, by the more or less care he takes of himself
man, I say, is certainly found in conditions of variation much more

marked than those which have been encountered by the animals we
cited. It is not, then, surprising that men, from one group to another, present differences of which we here see the specimens. If there
is any thing in them to astonish us, it is that these differences are not

have

more

considerable.

In your turn you ask of the polygenesists for this is the name
given to the philosophers who believe in the multiplicity of the human
species how is it that when the white man comes to any country whatever, at the antipodes, in America, in Polynesia how is it, I say, that
everywhere he crosses with human groups that differ most completely

from him that these unions are always fertile, and that everywhere
he has left traces of his passage in producing a mixed population ?
;

If you press your interlocutor a little, he will quite often deny the
reality of species ; he will thus put himself in contradiction with all
with all the
naturalists without exception, botanists or zoologists

eminent minds who, following Buffon, Tournefort, Jussieu, Cuvier,
Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire, have studied vegetables and animals, outside of
all discussion, and without thought of man.
In thus dealing with the question, the polygenesist falls into disagreement with the best-established science.
Sometimes, also, you will hear him declare that man is an exception, that he has his particular laws, that the arguments taken from
Answer him, then, in
plants and animals are not applicable to him.
the name of physiology, in the name of all the natural sciences, that he
certainly mistaken.
It is quite as impossible that an organized and living body should
escape the laws of organization and life as that material substances
is

should escape the laws that govern inorganic matter.
Therefore,
man, an organized and living being, obeys, as such, all general laws,
and those of crossing like the rest. The conclusion we have drawn is
then legitimate, and the nature of the arguments employed to combat
it is

a further proof in

its

favor.

Gentlemen, the subject of this lecture, which has occupied about an
hour, at the Museum took up an entire course. The exposition has
But I hope you have seen reasons strong
necessarily been brief.

enough

to

make you accept

my

view.

If doubts remain, try to come to
lectures. Some of you will be
I sometimes see working-men on the seats of
leeable, perhaps.

my

my
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ture-room, and I can testify to the attention of some among them. I
I was happy to see the attention they gave to these exalted ques-

own

tions.

It

would give me great pleasure to see

Plantes some of

at the

Jardin dea

audience at Vincennes.

my
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be compared to the physical strength.
inconvenience carry a certain

digestive power may
THE
Every individual can without

weight, while any addition to it is accompanied by a proportionate
sense of oppression. In the same way, what is called indigestion is
The amount of food which each man
often simply a result of excess.
has
ease
with
of
is capable
always a limit. This limit bears
digesting
relation to his age, constitution, state of health, and habits.

For undisturbed digestion two conditions are essential a proper
and a healthy state of
the organs themselves. The first is generally within direct control
as frebut, obviously, with the second, this is not the case and when,
in
the
same
fulfilled
are
both
conditions
imperfectly
quently happens,
ensues.
more
or
less
dyspepsia
person,
Bearing in mind these general views, let us examine the influence
of particular causes and first, as regards age. Appetite, or the natural
:

relation of the aliment to the digestive organs,

;

;

;

refeeling that food is wanted, indicates that the waste of the body
the
income.
to
exceed
that
the
to
be
outlay begins
quires
replenished
From birth to the moment of dissolution, waste and supply are in

The infant, in consequence of its rapid growth, reactive operation.
quires food at short intervals, and the energy of the wasting process
shown by the activity of his excreting organs. So long as growth
continues, the same conditions may be observed, but in a lessening
the
degree. When the stature and form of the body are matured,
demands for nutrition are less urgent, and, after middle age, are diminished still more. The practical inference is, that the man of advanced
years does not require, and should not take, as much food as the young

is

man.

How
Cicero's

was recognized by a profound thinker, may be read in
"Essay on Old Age." He expresses himself gratefully that,
this

while advancing years increased his desire for conversation, they had
diminished the necessity for food and drink. But such reflections are
seldom made, and still more rarely acted upon. At all stages of adult
over-stimulated
dfe, but particularly during its decline, the appetite is
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by condiments, and tempted

to excess

by

culinary refinements.

1

Dys-

Gout, and still more serious
pepsia is not the worst result of this.
maladies connected with an impure state of blood, closely follow.
Infringements of the laws of digestion are constantly and in many

One man digests with ease an
instances unconsciously committed.
be
%tal
to
the comfort of another. Aniamount of food which would
by some persons twice, or even three times
more than once, it is sure to induce
others
taken
by
daily while,
diet
of persons associated together is apt
the
Nevertheless,
suffering.
to be the same, and a sufficient individuality in matters of eating and
mal food

is

easily digested
if

;

drinking

is

seldom observed.

When

the general health is impaired from any cause, digestion inIn many instances it is sought to prop up the one by
suffers.
fallibly
overtaxing the powers of the other, and dyspepsia is often thus perma"
nently added to the old disorder. The proverb, Custom is second
Health
constitution.
the
human
to
may be maintained,
nature," applies
be disastrous to
would
which
under
circumstances
by gradual usage,

In this country, great faults are committed in the relative
Breakfast frequently consists of tea
This allays
or coffee, with a small proportion of plain bread or toast.
the appetite, but is insufficient for the supply of bodily waste during
the long interval between breakfast and a late dinner ; during which,
the novice.

amount and

distribution of meals.

many instances, no luncheon is taken. It also often happens that
no solid food is taken from dinner-time until the following morning,
which is an additional reason for a more substantial breakfast.
Experience shows that the delicate stomach suffers severely from
in

In some instances, the long-unemployed organ secretes
suffian excess of mucus, which greatly interferes with digestion.
cient amount of food at breakfast has a direct influence on the digestion of dinner in which process, large quantities of gastric juice a
must be suddenly
fluid charged with nitrogenous and other materials
extracted from the blood. No argument is needed to prove that the
blood will be better fitted for these demands upon it, if replenished by

these causes.

A

;

the absorption of a substantial breakfast.

If gastric juice, insufficient

quality, be supplied, the appetite for dinner exceeds the digestive power, and another material cause of dyspepsia
arises.
Long: abstinence thus causes the amount of food taken at

in quantity or of

bad

dinner to be relatively, as well as absolutely, in excess. When a suffi
cient quantity of nutriment has been taken in the morning, less will be
requisite at a later period, and less will be desired.
The distribution of meals in point of time is by

many regarded as
comes
as
has
been
late, quickly
Dinner,
said,
quite unimportant.
followed by tea, and sometimes by supper also. This approximation
1

"
Abernethy, in his peculiar style, insists that civilized man eats and drinks an enorHe fills his stomach and
deal more than is necessary for his wants or welfare.

mous

bowels with food which actually putrefies in those organs."
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is pernicious, for the human stomach was unquestionably intended to have intervals of rest. The organ should be allowed to act
on its contents en masse ; to eat constantly like a ruminant animal is

of meals

altogether unnatural.

The

health of any individual would speedily

break down, were even the proper amount of food taken in equally
divided portions at very short intervals.
Continual alteration of the time of meals is anothei great mistake.
Every hour of the day for dinner, from one to eight, will sometimes
be ranged through in the course of a single week. Such irregularities
may long be endured by the robust stomach, but are very injurious to
the weakened organ. In relation to time, all our functions are singuDigestion, therefore, will be best performed
larly influenced by habit.
at the period when the stomach, from habit, expects employment.
The kind and quality of food are essential considerations and these
Adulteration of food is with
subjects will be considered elsewhere.
out doubt a cause of dyspepsia. Inferior articles of diet, such as tough
meat or coarse fish, may, in those unaccustomed to them, produce
serious inconvenience; and the impurities of water are well known
;

to disorder digestion.
Man inhabits every part of the globe where external influences can

be successfully

resisted, and, in effecting this,

food

is

an important

The colder the climate the more animal food and
the warmer, the more vegetable diet is
stances are requisite
element.

;

oily subsuitable.

Whale-blubber to the warmly-clothed Esquimaux, and rice to the naked
Negro, are not more necessities of locality than they would be matters
The same indications exist even within European limits.
of choice.
in
diet
Thus,
England and in Italy is essentially different.
The effects of universal communication are nowhere more obvious
than on the luxurious table. To furnish the refined cuisine, all climates,
both sea and land, are laid under contribution and the stomach is
;

expected to digest every thing that is put into it. Huddling together
such various products, and neglect of the relation between climate and
food, are active causes of dyspepsia.

The

substantial dishes of this

country accord badly with the thermometer at ninety degrees ; thus,
among the English in India, inflexibility in regulating the kind and
quantity of food taken is the cause of much ill health.
Under the head of the relation of food to the organs may be placed
the effects of insufficient mastication.

It

is

a fruitful source of dys-

pepsia, and is more frequently caused by haste or carelessness, than
The great prevalence of dyspepsia
inevitable from the want of teeth.

United States has been attributed to the rapid and charactermanner in which meals are there dispatched. In some employments the insufficient time allowed for meals is, for the same reason,
a cause of disturbed digestion, and too often gives rise to permanent

in the
istic

Besides actual loss, soreness of the teeth or of the gums,
eometimes attended by fetid secretions, greatly interferes with mastica-

disease.
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solid food should

be duly prepared,
stomach
and
it is also
important
by
that the starchy elements of food be sufficiently submitted to the
action of pure saliva.
There are numerous other causes which affect the digestive organs
It has been assumed by some
less directly, but no less injuriously.
tion.

It is

most important that

chewing, for the action of the

;

writers that the conditions of civilization are incompatible with the
But there is every reason to believe that
of health.
highest

degree

dyspepsia affects all races. The Laplander is especially subject
water-brash ; the Maories of New Zealand suffer much from dyspepsia ;
and the use of bitter substances to promote digestion is known to
many savage tribes. The extremes of abstinence and repletion comto

savages, their precarious mode of existence, their fits of
complete indolence, followed by exhausting fatigue, must cause them
a full share of digestive trouble.
The relative superiority in physical strength of civilized over sav-

mon with

age nations has been sufficiently proved. Refined and settled habits
But it
are not necessarily attended by any physical disadvantages.
is observable that those who live in towns are most affected by dysThere it is that the mental powers are most overtasked and
pepsia.
the relation between mind and body, as well as their mutual reactions,
disregarded or forgotten. Too large a share of the nervous energy,
so necessary for digestion, is expended in mental toil or business
In many cases, attention to the commonest physical wants
anxieties.
the appetite for food is disreis neglected in monotonous pursuits
is either not taken at all, or
exercise
exists
until
no
it
longer
garded
;

;

;

fitful and unseasonable ; ventilation is neglected, and a close and
of the
polluted atmosphei-e is breathed. Such is no overdrawn picture
from
more
or
numbers
life
of
vast
who
town
less,
suffer,
dyspepsia.
is

Two habits, smoking and taking snuff, require special notice as
causes of dyspepsia. Excessive smoking produces a depressed condition of the system, and a great waste of saliva if the habit of spitting
I have met some severe cases of dyspepsia clearly reis encouraged.
Some individuals.are unable to acquire the
sulting from these causes.
habit of smoking even moderately. Deadly paleness, nausea, vomiting,
intermittency of pulse, with great depression of the circulation, come
on whenever

attempted. But this incapacity is exceptional, and
the desire for tobacco, that it seems as if some want of
supplied by its use. Smoking has been attacked and

it is

so universal

is

the system

is

defended with much

zeal.
Its adversaries have strongly urged that
the practice is a potent cause of dyspepsia. The late Sir Benjamin
Brodie was a great enemy to tobacco. But, as one of his biographers
has observed, he appeared in this instance to have departed from the
rule by which he was generally guided, to weigh impartially all the

Other names of eminence might
facts bearing on an argument.
cited in the ranks of those who aie strong opponents of smoking.

be

On
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the other hand, tohacco stands in no want of facts or of able advocates
in its favor.
It has been proved, beyond question, that, where men have been
exposed to the combined influences of cold and want of food, those
who smoked displayed m9st endurance. Dr. Hammond states that
smoking in moderation, if the food be at the same time sufficient,
1
The author of a clever work on
increases the weight of the body.
assists his digesphysiology states that a cigar after dinner notably
2
I am often told by patients that the sense of oppression felt after
tion.
meals is relieved by smoking. The explanation depends on the strong

sympathy which

exists

between the stomach and the salivary glands.

One proof of this dependence is that sickness of stomach is commonly
attended by salivation. This makes it probable that, when the salivary
glands are stimulated by smoking, the gastric glands, in obedience to
a sympathetic action, pour out their secretion more freely.
But, if a
is
induced
nervous
effect
on
the
by smoking too
system
depressing

much, digestion is certain to be impeded. On the whole, smoking is
the cause of more harm than good to digestion. That kind of chronic
nervous depression which belongs to hard and inveterate smokers is
always accompanied by dyspepsia.
taking snuff are more insidious, as no warning is given
Great snuff-takers are often sufferers
in the stomach. .In addition to the specific effects of tobacco, the continued stimulating and mechanical action of snuff on the mucous mem-

The

effects of

by immediate bad consequences.

brane of the nose

is

injurious.

Irritation

is

directly transmitted from

the nasal surface to that of the stomach, with which it is continuous.
Dry snuffs are more hurtful than moist, as they penetrate farther.

The difficulty of breaking off or even moderating this habit is well
known, and the following plan, practised with success by an inveterate
Instead of pure snuff, he kept in his box
snuff-taker, is worth mention
a mixture in equal parts of snuff and powdered valerian-root. His
:

theory was, that the valerian repaired the ravages of the snuff upon his
nerves, but the more probable explanation of the benefit is, that he consumed much less of the disagreeable compound than he did of pure
snuff.

Persons engaged in offices are exposed to a directly-exciting cause
The stooping posture in which they write, mechanically
I have even traced well-marked
interferes with the stomach's action.
dyspepsia to sitting immediately after dinner in a low arm-chair, so
that the body was curved forward and the stomach compressed. In
of indigestion.

some

trades, the pressure of certain implements upon the pit of the
stomach, as in the case of curriers, bootmakers, and weavers, produces
severe dyspepsia.
Many bad cases, attended with water-brash, occur
the
weavers of Spitalfields.
among
1

"
"

Philadelphia, 1863.
Physiological Memoirs." By W. Hammond, M. D.
The Physiology of Common Li re." By G. H. Lewes, M. D.
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Self-indulgent, luxurious habits, are highly injurious to healthy digestion ; but on this threadbare subject it would be mere waste of time
to enlarge.
Idleness, and the want of a definite pursuit in life, must

To preserve the general health,
also rank high in this class of causes.
for
the
active
mind as exercise is for the
as
is
necessary
occupation
vigorous body.

The importance in the system of the reproductive functions is such
that their exhaustion must, sooner or later, react on the functions of
Lamentable instances of the results of sexual excess are
nutrition.
But
occasionally met, and dyspepsia is almost invariably one of these.
the injurious effects of a free indulgence of the sexual instincts have
been highly colored. Unprincipled men, who prey on the young and
the inexperienced, magnify and distort the significance of certain ailments, the treatment of which, in too many instances, passes out of the

hands of the regular

practitioner.

In youth, the sensations are quickest, and the impressions most fresh
and vivid ; so that it might be supposed life would be always then

most keenly enjoyed.

An

But

its

earlier years are frequently clouded.

change and excitement often destroys present
and, when the desired excitement is unattainable, ennui and

aching desire for

happiness
a hopeless indolence ensue. Experience convinces me that this condition of mind is but a frequent result of a feeble state of health.
This
can be often traced to an overstrain of the mental powers a strain
;

daily increased among men by a spirit of emulation, fostered and rewarded by the competitive system to an extent formerly unknown.
Accomplishments also among girls are made objects of relentless perseverance. In both sexes, at a time when growth is incomplete, and

new

functions are springing into existence, the mental are developed
at the expense of the bodily powers.
Nutrition suffers because appetite and digestion are impaired, and the
power of the mind itself is

Over-exertion of mind fatigues equally with that of the
can therefore be entertained that thinking
is the result of a
in the brain.
In what may be for conaction
physical
venience termed secretion of thought, demands are made on nutrition

weakened.
body.

No reasonable doubt

It has been often observed that great
just as in bodily exercise.
thinkers, if healthy, are usually large eaters.
The state of the air we breathe is highly important in relation to

We live at the bottom of an elastic medium, presenting
everywhere the same general composition, and exactly adapted to the
exigencies of animal life. Any accidental impurity of the atmosphere
tends to disturb the balance of health. Oxygenation of blood is the
object of respiration and its replenishment is the object of digestion.
dyspepsia.

;

On

the other hand, the digestive secretions, as well as the nervous
energy by which they are governed, depend for their perfection upon
the perfect state of the blood.
For this reason ill- ventilated

workshops
and crowded sleeping-rooms among the poor, and the overheated and
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impure atmosphere of assemblies and public places of amusement among
the better classes, are constantly-acting causes of dyspepsia.
Many invalids are affected by changes of weather, especially

if

Even in the healthy a general feeling
these changes occur suddenly.
of discomfort is caused by easterly winds ; and various disorders are
greatly aggravated by them. Rheumatic patients are especially susand many dyspeptics
ceptible of bad effects from damp or cold winds,
are hardly less so ; an unusually dry atmosphere is equally injurious
to others.
change of climate, the quantity and kind of food
much
influenced
are
by season and temperature, and the agency
required
of these in causing dyspepsia is, therefore, not to be wondered at.
Some dyspeptics are always better in summer than in autumn or win-

As

in the case of a

while a great many tell us they suffer more in
other
season.
than
at
spring
any
Our bodies are at all times pervaded by electricity, the condition
The clear, serene atmosphere is
of which often completely changes.
and this, by induction, causes
with
electricity,
positive
charged
usually
our bodies, as well as the earth itself, to be negative. In wet or
stormy weather the opposite of this state of things is usual the atmosare unable in
phere is negative while our bodies are positive.
health to detect these electrical changes but we might reasonably
look for their effects when disease had rendered the body less capable
ter,

others the reverse

;

;

We

;

The probable effects of electricity,
of resisting external impressions.
health is susceptible, Mill be again referred to.
have still to consider instances in which, although the food

when the

We

suitable, and the digestive organs healthy, dyspepsia may be
induced by an immediate and accidental effect upon the organs,
through the influence of the nerves. There are certain sensations, of
which nausea is a remarkable instance, not obviously assignable to any

may be

and all these sensations seem capable of being exare all conscious that the stomach is
influence.
mental
by
a region of sympathy and here Van Helmont places the seat of the
soul itself.
With the stomach, or with the bowels, easily confounded
with it, various passions as joy, sorrow, compassion, and indignation
have been in all times associated.
of the five senses

;

We

cited

;

It is universally known that bad news received at or preceding a
meal will spoil the best appetite. A disagreeable mental impression
sometimes even produces severe dyspepsia, with epigastric pain and

The intimate nervous consense of oppression, nausea, or vomiting.
nection between the stomach and the brain leaves us at no loss to
explain this ; and probably an arrest of the secretion of gastric juice
is the immediate cause ; for in the same way the mouth will become

dry from a diminished secretion of saliva. Dyspepsia is also produced
or aggravated by severe mental exertion immediately after meals, because of the untimely expenditure of nervous power.
6
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Violent bodily exercise when the stomach is full is a well-known
cause of disturbed digestion ; and in this case the disturbance seems
mechanical.

The motions

on while

contents are tossed about

body

;

for

its

we know

it is

of the stomach cannot be favorably carried
by rapid movements of the

essential to the

due solution of food that

it

turn brought into contact with the stomach's surface
cold bath after a full meal will frequently disturb digestion ;
and a hot bath either of water or air will do so with still more cer-

should be

all in

A

Dyspepsia from warm and cold bathing occurs, in each case,
on the same principle, but for opposite reasons. It has been proved,
from observations on Alexis St. Martin, that congestion of the stomach is most unfavorable to the secretion of gastric juice. Now, the
shock of cold bathing produces congestion, by driving the blood from
the surface of the body to the viscera on the other hand, a certain
flow of blood to the stomach is equally indispensable, and that would
be interfered with by the hot bath, because it draws the blood from
Free bloodletting soon after a meal is
the viscera to the surface.
commonly succeeded by vomiting, and this affords another example of
the effect of sudden withdrawal of blood from the digestive organs.
tainty.

;

Dyspepsia has the widest range of

all

diseases because

it

forcns a

part of almost every other and some, as pulmonary consumption, are
in many instances preceded by it.
In such cases, early attention to
;

the defects of nutrition would often avert a fatal issue. The gravest
forms of dyspepsia accompany organic changes in the alimentary tube
It cannot be affirmed that
itself, as cancer and ulcer of the stomach.
simple dyspepsia does not sometimes shorten life, by producing another disease, or even prove fatal of itself; yet it is certain that digestion

may be performed with

difficulty for

many

years without more

serious results than proverbial suffering and discomfort.
Treatment of Imperfect Digestion, new edition.
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not improbable that the present remarkable phase in woman's
its appearance,
partly at least, through reaction against the very common
opinion that the male is the superior
sex.
This idea, offensive as it is to all feminine sentiment, receives
is

IT history may have made

best illustration in the old fable,
according to which, various parts
of the body, each being necessary to the
rest, put in a claim, each, to
The truth is that in the sexes, as in the members, there
superiority.

its
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is neither superiority nor inferiority ; but it does not therefore follow,
No two things
as has been hastily assumed, that there is equality.
can be pronounced equal or unequal, superior or inferior, unless there
is

some common standard by which they can be measured.

The

color

not equal nor inferior, nor superior to the color yellow ; and the
is produced by the mixture of the two, owes no more to
which
green,
one than to the other. In the same way, humanity is perpetuated
blue

is

coexistence of male and female; and, if the functions of either
one sex or other were radically changed or perverted, humanity itself

by the

would cease to exist.
The most vital point

in

my

present argument

is

that

woman must

be regarded as woman, not as a nondescript animal, with a greater or
The question, regarded from a
less capacity for assimilation to man.
scientific point of view, is not how far the female intellect can be
trained to imitate the male but what it may be shown to be from observation, or inferred to be from correlations of physical structure.
The argument, from observation, which would be considered sufficient
by most men of science, is controverted on the ground that human
laws have been stronger than the laws of Nature. It is said that man
has oppressed woman by his superior muscular power, and has impeded the natural development of her intellect. If this be true, and if
mere strength of body can thus get the better of mind, it is certainly
strange that horses and elephants have not become the masters of
;

men

and hardly less strange that the stalwart Negro should long
have been the slave of the more intellectual, but not more muscular,
white man.
But, as it is useless to prove the relations which have
existed, to those who preach of relations which ought to exist, between the two sexes, it becomes necessary to investigate the matter
from the point of view of physical structure and its correlated func;

tions.

,

other and better-known features distinguishing the female
sex from the male, are the smallness of the brain-case, the width of the

Among

pelvis,

and the tendency to deposit adipose

cular fibre.

tissue, rather

than mus-

To

the rule, of course, there are exceptions ; there are
masculine women just as there are effeminate men, and those exceptions I propose to consider before concluding, but they

ought not to
broad general treatment of the subject. To these and other
differences of structure, correspond numerous differences of function.
Both the capacity and the desire for muscular exertion are less in the
female than in the male the strength of the system develops itself
in another direction.
So also the desire, if not the capacity, for the
prolonged study of abstruse subjects, is less in the female than in the
male and mental activity pursues another course. It does not follow
that, because a man can lift a greater weight on the average than a
woman, he is therefore her superior, any more than that he is her
Nor is
inferior because she can bear children and he cannot.

affect the

;

;
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woman man's

inferior because she

has never devised a system of

philosophy, any more than she is his superior because he lacks all
her wealth of maternal tenderness, and some of her ready powers of
expression.

Much

has been said of the difference of weight in the male and
and it has been argued that the female intellect must,
;

female brain

for that reason,

be necessarily

inferior to the male.

But

apart,

from

the difficulty of finding a common measure for the two, there is great
uncertainty concerning the relation of mental activity to the contents

The average stature of women is less than that of men
and therefore the absolute difference of weight cannot be a fact of any
He would
value, unless the various mental functions are localized.
be a very bold man who ventured to pronounce that the brain has no
of the skull.

;

influence over the muscles of voluntary motion, or even over those
which are beyond the control of volition. And when inferior stature
is

found

combination with

in

less

development of the muscular

sys-

say how far these conditions may be the correlates of
some condition of the brain ? It may be, and probably is, true that

tem,

who can

the brain

is

manifestations

intimately connected with intellectual and emotional
but it is probably no less true that the brain is con;

and, until we have deterand the quantity of cerebral matter necessary for combined muscular movements, we have no means of
determining the quantity or the position of that which is necessary
I am aware that many attempts to localize
for thought and feeling.
the various functions have already been made but the mere fact,
that the various inquirers and experimenters have arrived at various
and contradictory conclusions, is in itself enough to prove that the
Contents of the skull have not yet been correctly mapped.

nected with

mined the

all

manifestations of volition

;

relative position

;

Women of all nations are, I believe, generally considered to possess
not only more emotional characters, but greater powers of observation
than men. If this be true, it follows, I think, that their senses must
be more strongly developed than those of the male sex, and that
their memories must be equally if not more retentive.
It matters
little that the objects which they observe are not the objects observed
by men. It is as great an effort for the eyes and mind to see and
remember all the colors and all the forms in a room full of human
beings, as to define the position of the earth's strata, and assign every
fossil to its place.
But women, on the average, prefer millinery to
geology, and men, on the average, applaud the preference. The matters with which attention is occupied must, to a great extent, depend

The man who has
capabilities of each individual.
limbs cannot scale mountains, and the blind man cannot
paint ; but the energies of either may flow in a direction suitable to
his circumstances, and each may distinguish himself in some field of
upon the bodily
lost

his

thought.
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woman may be more

room or the nursery, than

in the field

at home in the
drawingof battle or the seventh heaven

of metaphysics, her walk in life may exhibit qualities as high, and
energies as well directed, as those of the chemist, the engineer, the
philologist, or even the philosopher.
Nothing can be more ungenerous

than to flout her with her domestic cares, or to depreciate her efforts
to please.
If her form is more susceptible of adornment than
man's,
it is but natural that she should be more anxious to adorn it.
If it is
a privilege of her organization that she can become a mother, the wish
to deprive her of it is not consistent with the teachings of
science,
with manliness of character, or with common-sense. If her maternity

upon her the consideration of minute details which are unobserved by men, or have no interest for them, the tendencies of her
mind are not a fit subject for detraction, unless that detraction be inforces

tended, as it commonly is, for maternity itself,
The elements of the female mind (to regard the mind alone, for a
moment) are probably, as the champions of women's rights assert,

male and the inference which some perdraw is that the mind itself ought not to be different.
No one would seriously deny that woman possesses emotions, will,
or that man's mind is susceptible of precisely
senses, and intellect

identical with those of the

;

sons would

;

the same division. It does not, however, require even a
knowledge
of chemistry to discover that combinations of the same elements, in
different proportions, will produce compounds of different
qualities.
But chemistry, perhaps, illustrates the subject better than any other

Not only may

the same elements, mingled in different quansubstances
of different properties but the same eletities, produce
ments, even in the same proportions, may, under different circumscience.

;

Not only do the ethers differ from
stances, yield dissimilar products.
the alcohols, and each alcohol and each ether from its namesake,
though
different

of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen, in
but
alanine
and sarcosine
which are both
proportions;

all

are

compounded

compounded of carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen, in exactly the
same proportions have properties entirely different from each other.
If, therefore, it could be shown that the male and female minds are,
in the
language of chemistry, isomeric, it would not follow, according
to any natural law, that
they should be identical in character still
less if they
merely possess the same elements without being isomeric.
And it would surely be not more unscientific to preach the conversion
of all ether into alcohol, and all sarcosine into alanine, than to insist
that the feminine mind should undertake all the functions of the
;

male.

While the senses, and the faculty of retaining impressions, are as
strong in women as in men, and perhaps stronger, it will hardly be
denied that in all ages and in all climates women are and have been
more prone to the display of emotion than of
pure reason.

Rachel
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weeping for her children, Sappho burning with desire, Iphigenia grieving, not to die, but to die unwedded, Aspasia brilliant with wit and
cruel in hate, the girl who, as Horace says, lied gloriously to save her

woman prodigal of her ointment upon the Saviour's head,
Cleopatra, too proud to live when she could not captivate her conqueror, are immortal types of what is good and what may be bad in
feminine nature. It is not out of such qualities that statesmanship can
lover, the

be developed or science advanced but science and statesmanship are
not the only good things in the world, and the world may enjoy
enough of them without calling in the assistance of women. If man's
;

highest prerogative

is

to think,

woman's noblest function

is

to love

;

not a metaphysical dogma, nor even a generalization from the history of mankind, but is an inference from the relative
position of the sexes throughout the whole of that class of animals to

and

this assertion

is

The maternal instinct, as it is commonly
by the females of all the mammalia, from the tigress

which mankind belongs.
called, is shared

and is not, as might be inferred from certain teachings,
the sad consequence of iniquitous legislation.
The skull of the female gorilla differs from the skull of the male,
And
just as the skull of the woman differs from the skull of the man.

to the gorilla,

has not been caused by centuries of oppression ; it
merely gives evidence of the healthy operation of that natural law by
which structure corresponds more or less to function. In some respects the skull of the female gorilla is more human in its form than
that of the male and so, also, in some respects the skull of the woman
exhibits, in a more striking manner, the attributes of humanity than
that of the man.
Nor are these skull differences restricted to a few
extend
species they
throughout almost the whole of the vertebrate
are
family they
accompanied by differences of muscular development,
which are no less constant and the whole of these physical differences
are correlated with a psychical difference which is indisputable
the
Congreater pugnacity of the male as compared with the female.
sidered, then, apart from individual peculiarities, the diversities of
male and female capacities may be seen to have arisen from the widespread action of natural laws, and are not to be annihilated by a
merely human decree. It is not the fault of the male human being
that he possesses more, than the female, of that combativeness which
is necessary, not
only in political life, but even in the ordinary strugfor
existence.
It is his privilege to protect, and hers to be progles
this difference

;

;

;

;

tected.
It may be suspected that the advocates of a sexual revolution have
been unfoi'tunate in their experience of the sex opposed to their own.
There is no doubt that, century after century, women have shown a

preference for men possessing the qualities which seemed to them disand that men have wished their wives to possess
tinctively masculine
;

the virtues which are considered distinctively feminine.

In other
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words, the intellect of either sex has found pleasure in association witb
something dissimilar to itself, not because one is better or worse than
the other, but simply because the two are different. There is no more
reason for the assertion that a woman's brain is an undeveloped man's
which requires cultivation, than for the assertion that a man's pelvis is

an undeveloped woman's which requires to be expanded, or that some
of his muscles should be converted into fat. To him it is not, as a rule,
given to express himself so rapidly as a woman to her it is not, as a
But she often sees what is
rule, given to think so deeply as a man.
and he is often indebted to her
lost to him during a fit of abstraction
for the materials upon which his reflection may work.
Genius, it has
often been said, is of both sexes at once and the saying well indicates
Each has powers
the true relation of the male and female intellects.
and beauties of its own each may profit by contact with the other,
and it is not until some resemblance to a combination of the two has
been effected that men recognize that highest mental development to
which they give the name of genius.
There are few subjects interesting to man in which clever women
do not sometimes also take an interest and from this fact it has been
hastily inferred that women might, with profit, devote the same attention as men to any and every branch of study.
Such an inference
leaves out of sight the fact that women rarely look at any subject from
the same point of view as men their opinions often have the value
which is to be found in the observations of an intelligent spectator
when persons, whose whole attention is absorbed in any pursuit, fail to
perceive what most concerns them. The best critic is not always a
good author or composer and excellent suggestions are frequently
made by those who are not fitted by Nature to carry their own ideas
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

This is especially the case with women, who, if they
into operation.
were to devote their whole energies to science or to politics, would do

The prolonged effort which is
violence to their physical organization.
in
order
to
out
work
necessary
any great scheme, to make any great
discovery, to colligate any vast mass of materials by a great generalization, is a heavier strain on the vital powers than any merely physiIt is, like military service, inconsistent with that bodily
cal exertion.
is adapted to maternity, and all that maternity imseem possible that by any process of selection, either
natural or human, this difficulty can be overcome.
The change in woman's nature must (if effected at all) be effected either in one generation
or more if in one, humanity nmst immediately cease to exist if in
more, humanity would only be extinguished by degrees but the diversion of woman's vital powers, from the course which they take by
And
nature, is neither more nor less than the abolition of motherhood.
this, either wholly or in part, either directly or indirectly, is what some

constitution which
plies

;

nor does

it

;

;

;

earnest

men

are preaching in the name of sexual equality.
to deprive woman of her womanliness belong

The modern attempts
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to the metaphysical school of thought, as much as any dogma of a
mediseval schoolman.
They start from the assumption that living

women

either conform, or should he forced to conform, to

some a priori

woman, evolved from the inner consciousness of a human
They ignore all the ascertained facts of anatomy and physiolThey are directed not toward the perfection of womanhood in

definition of

being.

ogy.

hut toward the transformation of woman into something
They suggest not the study of natural laws, nor the
observation of facts in Nature, but the worthlessness of all facts, and
all laws, in comparison with a dictum issued from the study.
It is
not wonderful that ignorant enthusiasts should have placed woman
all its functions,

different.

through their inability to comprehend their own
is
but
it
religion,
perhaps the strangest feature of the nineteenth cenof persons advocate a still more unnatural revothat
thousands
tury
lution of the sexes in blind obedience to a purely metaphysical propoin a false position

sition.

The stages

into

which Auguste Comte divided the progress of hu-

man thought

are admirably illustrated by modern attempts to alter
Seventeen hundred years ago she was a
the position of woman.
stumbling-block in the way of the religious enthusiasts to the meta;

physicians of to-day she is no more than an abstraction. The early
fathers of the Christian Church regarded her physically as a temptation
to sin ; some modern philanthropists regard her intellectually as the

equal of man.

but

it is

It is possible that there may be truth in both opinions,
certain that the whole truth is not to be found in either.
The

religious doctrine is intelligible enough at first sight, but the metaphysical doctrine takes us back to the middle ages, to the conflict between
the realists and the nominalists, to the verbal quibbling in which great

minds, for want of better occupation, frequently expended all their enThe woman for whom a vote is demanded is not, when careergies.
fully inspected, a woman of flesh and blood, but an abstract or archetypal idea for which the realists of the nineteenth century claim a positive existence.

The process by which such ideas were arrived at in former times,
and by which, in all probability, they are arrived at now, is of the fol.owing character: Men and women possess certain attributes, or a
certain attribute, in common, and to this attribute, or to these attributes collectively, may be given the name of humanity. All points of
difference are by the very nature of the process disregarded, or drawn
or in technical language abstracted or rather the point of resemis abstracted from the point of difference.
Now, when humanity
and similar abstract terms had been thus invented by men who per
ceived their value as a species of mental short-hand, they were invested
off,

blance

with a substantial existence by Plato and many of his mediseval folThe " humanity " which is reached by this mental operation
lowers.
is,

of course, divested of sex along with

all

other differences.

If the
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human beings who

are actually born into the world could in reality, or
even in imagination, be made to conform to this sexless archetype,
there could be no objection to voters on the score of sex. Thus much
may be safely admitted but it would then be in the power of any hu;

word as " mammality," or " animality," or to
"
the old word
entity," to assert the existence of a substance corresponding to each word, and so to destroy not only the dis-

man being to
make use of

coin such a

between man and brute, but between organic and inorganic
matter. In short, the very same argument which would introduce
woman to man's occupations on the ground of her humanity, would
introduce whales on the ground of their mammality, or stocks and
stones on the ground of their entity.
I trust that I shall not be considered guilty of any disrespect in reducing some well-known arguments of some jxistly influential thinkers
ad absurdum. I no more mean to show disrespect by my treatment
tinction

of the subject, than to deny the sincere philanthropy of many who advocate woman's rights, when I say that it savors not a little of

Just as the metaphysical stage of thought bears a great
resemblance to the religious, so the attempt to carry a philosophical
doctrine into execution is by no means unlike the attempt to impose a
creed.
Every ideal form of government which has hitherto been conceived has had innumerable elements in common with the Church of
the middle ages. From the time of Plato to our own, philosophers
have always presented themselves upon the domestic hearth to dictate
priestcraft.

the relations between husband and wife

all

;

who

are acquainted with

the early books of penance will remember that the priest took upon
himself the same office, even to the minutest details. In all the mediaeval

works which touch upon science

it

will

be found that the

final

authority upon every controverted point is not the evidence which may
be discovered, but the doctrine of the Church ; so neither Plato nor

Malthus, nor the followers of either, appeal fairly to physiological
would repress the very instincts of human nature

facts or laws, but

wherever they are opposed to the philosophical idea.
The apostles of all religious and all metaphysical doctrines have
commonly been not only energetic but thoroughly honest men. They
would direct all thought and all action into the groove worn by their
own minds, not from an innate love of tyranny, but from an enthusiasm
which cannot admit the possibility that persons of a different opinion
may be in the right. In the apostle there is always much to admire,
but it happens only too often that his priestly successor inherits his
faults without his virtues.
The present may be called the apostolic
age of the doctrine of equal humanity and many followers will be
won through respect for the character of the apostles, rather than from
;

conviction after sober consideration.

something
benefit of

positive in science,

mankind, there

is

But, to the student

who

desires

and who would use that science for the

sad discouragement in the spectacle of a
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an idea. To this there are only two po&
on the one hand, complete failure on the other hand,
government by a metaphysical priesthood which will not even spare
sex in its efforts to crush out all individual preeminence.
It may, perhaps, be thought that the Anthropologist who endeavors to assign woman her true position according to the laws of Nature is practically not less tyrannical toward her than the reformer
who would have her modelled according to rules of his own. There
In
are, however, two most important distinctions to be borne in mind
the first place, the man of science knows from observation and experi-

new

intellectual crusade for

sible issues

;

:

ence that when structure is healthily developed, and function of every
kind unimpeded, there results the nearest approach to happiness of
which any individual is capable. But the Utopian of the a priori
school gives no pledge for happiness except a general proposition, or a
series of general propositions, well enough suited to the days of Plato,
but wholly without value in the days of Darwin. In the second place,
the propounders of new schemes make no provision for exceptional
cases, but would reduce all mankind to one dead level, while variation
is admitted, and the efforts of remarkable individuals are watched with
The latter, conscious that they
interest by the observers of Nature.
are not yet masters of the universe, would allow fair play to all alike,

hope of learning something new ; the former, tacitly assuming
that the apex of knowledge is reached, would issue edicts, from their
metaphysical Olympus, for the reconstruction of humanity.
in the

There cannot be a doubt that human beings exist who, thousrh not
of the male sex, have more masculine intellects than many men, and
others whose muscular development and power of enduring fatigue
are far superior to those of many a conscript. Had conquerors pos-

Utopian minds, they would long ago have declared the fitfor military service, for which they are adapted just as
well as for political life. But it is only in such a work as the " Re"
that we find a plea for the application of the same
public of Plato
physical training to both sexes. In that treatise an objector is made
to suggest that the spectators would begin to laugh if men and women
were seen struggling together in the same arena. The philosopher,
whose ideal republic would have possessed an hermaphroditic army,
could not see the point of the joke, and expressed a profound contempt
for the sneers of the unphilosophic.
It is, however, worthy of remark
that, although he would gladly have seen women converted into wrestlers, boxers, and soldiers, and even thought of giving them a share in
the government of the state, he declared them to be in all things weakei
than man. The idea of absolute equality is of quite modern growth,
and has probably been suggested by the undeniable success of the
sessed

ness of

women

'

female intellect in

To

many

fields of literature.

write ingenious novels, and even successful dramas, to paint
1

Book

v., cc. iii.

to

vi.

;

see, also, the

"

Laws," book

vi., c. xxiii.
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from Nature, to interpret the works of the greatest musical composers,
to act with taste aud discrimination all these, and a thousand similar
accomplishments, each requiring an effort of intellect, are now within
the range of women who are no more exceptional than the front rank
Such distinctions may be attained by
of men in every generation.

women who lose none

of the charms of

womanhood

;

and even a knowl-

edge of the latest discoveries in science is in no way incompatible with
any of the feminine graces. But a little consideration will lead to the
conclusion that all this mental activity is but the evidence of human
progress in general, and that its root, as well as its most perfect development, is to be found in the domestic life. Long before the in-

vention of printing, mothers amused their children with nursery-tales,
them to sleep with songs, and imparted to them the rudiments
of such knowledge as the world possessed ; maidens and wives could
lulled

enough to deceive husbands or attract lovers in the days
or even of the patriarchs. And many of those beautiful
stories
which constitute the mythology of all imperfectly
poetical
civilized nations bear the stamp of woman's imagination, and
have often been narrated to excite or to soothe the terrors of the
act well

of

Homer

young.

however, with intellects truly masculine, are, and have
always been, even more rare than women with a masculine development of muscles. There are few, if any, distinctively masculine purthere is no great law
suits in which any women have ever succeeded
of Nature, no great mechanical invention, no great legal code, nor even
"
any great metaphysical system, of which any woman can say, Of this
reason for this fact is to be
the world owes the knowledge to me."
discovered not in the inferior quality of the feminine mind, but in the

Women,

;

A

character of the objects to which woman's physical organization natu-

The practice of medicine, which is now berally directs her attention.
feminine
as
a
occupation in America, suggests at
coming recognized
once that instinct for nursing, which every one admits to be the special gift of woman, and which is, in fact, a correlate of her pow er to
become a mother. In short, if there be any truth in science, the intellect of woman not only has, but must have, a certain relation to her
T

structure ; and, if it could be shown that there exists no difference between the male and female minds, there would be an end of anthroT
pology. But the directions in w hich clever women have developed
their mental activity afford the best possible illustrations of the scientific

view of woman's position, and show how the long-inherited inmatures itself according to the ti-uly feminine type. All the

stinct

different lines,

when traced back, converge through

the nurse upoD

the mother.

should not, however, be forgotten that there may be individual peculiarities of structure, caused by circumstances either antecedent or subsequent to birth, that the constitution of society may
It
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impede the natural development of function, and that there may b.e a
number of women in every age whose case demands special consideration.

Though

the births of males are slightly in excess of the births
life exceed the males in number,

of females, the females in the prime of

male afford to marry,
be some women husbandless. The difficulty which
here meets us is only one among many of those which appear irremediable not only to statesmen, but to men of science it is no more prob
able that the body social will ever be so constituted as to secure the
happiness of every individual, than that the human frame will cease
There is, indeed, no doubt that the science
to be subject to disease.
of health and the science of politics are closely allied, and that each

and

it

follows, therefore, that, even could every

there would

still

;

must be imperfect without the other. The end of both is the extinction of mental and bodily pain, but that end seems to be unattainable.
Anatomists and physiologists know only too well that, had freedom
from disorder been the object with which our organs are constructed,
the means would have been lamentably ill adapted to the end, that
every malady is easily induced, and with difficulty checked, and that
the greater part of mankind start in the career of life with some inIt is true that much has been done toward the
herited weakness.
mitigation of epidemic diseases, and it is possible that something may
be done toward the alleviation of social grievances but the success
which has been achieved in one case affords a very instructive lesson
toward the mode of proceeding in the other. Epidemics have been
;

deprived of their worst sting, not by any political theories, nor by a
(statement of human rights, nor by a definition of man or woman, nor
by a refusal to consider our physical organization, nor by any attempt

but by a careful study of the facts of Nature, and by placing humanity, such as it is, in a more favorable condition toward the
outer world, such as it is.
How the woman who cannot marry may be most favorably placed
is a problem which can hardly be solved in general terms, and which
must be answered according to the exigencies of each particular case.
But it may be safely asserted that the gift of votes to the whole female
sex would not in any way improve the condition of old maids wherever keenness of observation and a retentive memory are of service,
there is a good prospect of success for a cultivated female intellect
to alter

it,

;

In proportion as the instincts of sex are suppressed, the range of acqui
sition may be widened.
Woman naturally loves to teach the young,
is
she
when
without
and,
husband, home, or children, she may well
succeed in teaching more than children can learn. She naturally loves
to tend the sick of her family, and, when she is without family ties, she
may, perhaps with advantage, add a knowledge of medicine to hei
other gifts, and bring comfort to the bedside of strangers. In short,
she may exercise her feminine capacities in a more extended field of
action than that of her own house; but, should she ever enter fairly

WOMAN AND
into competition with
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have ceased to be

woman, though she will not have become man. The experiment,
could it really be made on a small scale, would not be without its interest to the students of science, though, from the conditions of the
problem, it could never be made to illustrate any theory of the origin
of species. To the unwomanly woman it is a virtue to be childless.

A state with an hermaphroditic form of government, if even

it

could

exist for a generation, is by Nature doomed to extinction ; it may, however, be worth while to consider what kind of being a woman would

become who should take an
tive.

active part in the election of a representa-

As an

fight the

could not

energetic memter of his committee she would have to
she
battle, foot by foot, with his opponents of either sex
always sit at home and restrict herself to the use of a voting;

paper, because she would then tacitly admit her unfitness for political
with all its hard work and its turmoil of speech-making; she

life

would be

like a foreigner

giving a vote from a distance, without a
It
requisite for success in Parliament.

knowledge of the qualities
would be necessary for her

to be thoroughly prepared for the fray
breeched instead of petticoated, with a voice hoarse from shouting,
with her hair cropped close to her head, with her deltoid muscles
developed at the expense of her bust, prepared with syllogisms instead
of smiles, and more ready to plant a blow than to shed a tear.
She
hurries from her husbandless, childless hearth to make a speech on the
hustings; with hard biceps and harder elbows she forces her way
through the election mob her powerful intellect fully appreciates all
the ribald jests and obscene gestures of the British " rough ; " she
knows the art of conciliating rude natures, and can exchange "chaff"
with a foul-mouthed costermonger or, if necessary, she can defend
She has learned all
herself, and blacken the eye of a drunken bargee.
the catechism of politics, and when she mounts the platform she can
glibly recite her duty to the world according to the side she has chosen.
Experience has taught her the value of invectives, and she denounces
her opponents with a choice selection of the strongest epithets at first
she speaks loud in a tone of contentment and self-satisfaction; she
ends by losing her temper and bawling at the top of her voice. The
crowd, never very indulgent, has no mind to respect a sex which makes
no claim and has forfeited all right to forbearance. The hardened
lines of her face are battered with
apples, brick-bats, and rotten eggs
;

;

;

the recognized weapons of political warfare.
Perhaps the very place
where she stands is the mark of a storming-party ; and, after enjoying
the glory of an encounter with a prize-fighter (it may be of her own
sex), she is at last brought to the ground by superior skill and strength.

Then probably she

retires to her

home

;

but

I,

for one,

had rather not

follow her thither, or into that House of Parliament of which she
destined one day to become an ornament.

Such a description,

I

am

i8

aware, could only be applied to an election-
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eering woman in modern Britain, and not to an inhabitant of Utopia.
In that, or some other republic of the future, not only is woman to be
different, but man also; the sexes are to lose their characteristic distinctions not simply by the conversion of
partial conversion of man into woman.

woman
As soon

into

man, but by the

as this sexual

com

promise has been effected, by means not clearly described, the world
will enjoy what enthusiastic heathens used to call the golden age, and
what modern enthusiasts of another school now call the millennium.

Envy, hatred, malice, and all uncharitableness, will disappear there
be neither wars nrr rumors of wars, and an angelic pop ilation
will know its own place and limit itself to its own number.
Mankind
will then have developed itself into a species of gigantic trade-union,
in which women and their accomplices will infallibly be " rattened "
if they create too much competition among men.
A state of society in which humanity shall no longer be human, in
which not only sex, but intellect and emotion, shall have been remodelled, and the aspect of the outer world changed by a new and meta,

will

physical cosmogony, is, like the doctrine of abstract right, beyond the
grasp of the humble Anthropologist. His occupation will be gone as
soon as that era shall commence. But, until then, until murder, theft,
and villany of every kind, shall have been extinguished, until that

struggle for existence, which pervades

all

Nature and constitutes the

only healthy check upon population, shall have been abolished, until
every evil passion shall have been rooted out, he may perhaps be permitted to raise his feeble protest against innovations which would not
only subvert man's civilized customs but contradict Nature's first lesIf statesmanship can amend the laws which press hard upon
sons.
some unfortunate and exceptional women, if ingenuity can devise
harmless occupations for mothers whom prosperity or adversity has
deprived of their maternal cares, in short, if any grievance can be met
with a remedy which is not opposed to the teachings of science, every
human being will have cause for gratitude. If men have met with
women who prefer political to domestic life, and despise all conceptions
but those which are purely mental, let them in the name of liberty cultivate their acquaintances but let them also, in the name of liberty
and in the name of Nature, permit other men and other women to
choose for themselves. If they have but little liking for women who
;

if they care
nothing for the conversation and the tone of
thought which are most in accordance with woman's voice, and mouth,
and brain, if they are unable to realize that pleasure which either sex
may derive from the sense of intellectual difference, let them by all
means endeavor to gratify themselves, according to their own constitution, but let them not, Vandal-like, attempt to destroy those beauties
which they do not appreciate. Anthropological Review

are womanly,
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the earlier ages of mankind, when the knowledge of Nature was
confined to priests and sages, their explanations were

INsmall, and

received with a simple childlike faith by the people, who cared not, or,
These exif they cared, dared not to question or inquire further.
planations were, for the most part, mere fanciful and arbitrary guesses,
founded, not upon ascertained facts, but on the simplest conceptions
arising from the consciousness of some supreme power or powers,

which governed the universe, and accommodated to the religious theories of the time.
All the mysteries of Nature were solved by the supof
innumerable
position
supernatural agents, according to whose caprice mankind were injured or benefited, punished or rewarded.
Medicine was consequently intimately associated with religion
among the more barbarous nations, the priest and the medicine-man
were identical and, among the more civilized, the recognized practice
;

;

of

it

was confined

to the sacerdotal orders until the thirteenth or four-

teenth century. Neither the priests nor the people of the superstitious
%
age could understand invariable laws.

dragon was supposed to have
an earthquake occurred, or a volcano burst
some subterraneous demon was presumed to be at work. When
tilence raged, the invisible arrows of an offended deity struck
If a solar eclipse took place, a

lowed up the sun

the victims.
a deaf one.

;

if

swalforth,

a pes-

down

A man who lost speech or hearing had a dumb devil or
We see the same condition of mind exemplified now in

the fetichism of barbarous nations, and the belief in charms and sorcery which still obtains among the vulgar, even in this country. But
at no period was it more conspicuous than in the middle ages, when
the belief in magic and witchcraft gave rise to the terrible atrocities

which were perpetrated

in the

punishment of those who were supposed

to plot evil against their fellows by direct compact with and assistance
from the devil. If a man suffered from pain in the region of the heart,

or in the head, a witch inflicted these tortures by secretly sticking pins
into the corresponding portion of a wax image representing the sufferer, and thousands of unfortunates were burnt for causing disease and

death by their unholy incantations. The dancing mania, which arose
Flanders and Germany during the fourteenth century, was regarded
as a display of satanic
power, and the popular reason assigned was
that the boots with pointed toes, which had been lately introduced,
were peculiarly offensive to the Almighty
With the belief in witchcraft and sorcery, prevailed also the belief

in

!

astrology, and that so universally, even among the more highlyeducated, that, although occasionally some daring minds raised their

in
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voices against the delusion, the storm of obloquy and contempt which
was showered on them served to show the strength and popularity of

the superstition. The heavens were divided, by the most educated
men of the time, into houses of life and of death, of riches, marriage,
or religion, and the particular planet which chanced to be in any one
house at the time, was denominated the lord of the house, in power

over the destinies of mankind, unless a greater than he reigned
where.

else-

While this firm belief in magic, and this disposition to refer all
diseases to the direct interposition of supernatural agencies, continued
to prevail, the science of medicine necessarily remained almost stationary, or rather could hardly come into existence. Few ever thought
of trying to find out how sorcerers, demons, and planets did their
work and the Church terribly punished all who dared to attempt

the investigation. As magic a mysterious power which man could
not understand, but thoroughly believed in caused diseases, so a

kind of magic was trusted to cure them. The efficacy of relics and
The efforts of physicians
charms was universally acknowledged.
were directed to the invention of nostrums and counter-charms not
to the investigation of the causes of disease, the careful observation of their phenomena, or the mode of action of the remedies pre-

scribed for them., Galen had, indeed, made important discoveries in
anatomy in the second century, and Mondino and others had added to

knowledge was rude and imperfect, and their deby the most absurd physiological dogmas. When
had
a few broad and simple facts in anatomy,, they
discovered
they
rested from their labors, well content
and founded theories, supunfounded
but
became articles of faith,
which
by
assumptions,
ported
them; but

their

ductions vitiated

;

received without question by their successors in the study.
Galen,
for example, assumed that the arteries carried the purest blood from
left ventricle of the heart, to the higher and more refined organs,
the brain and lungs while the veins conveyed that of inferior quality
from the right ventricle to the grosser organs, the liver and spleen.
He chose, moreover, to affirm that the venous blood was not fit for its
office, unless some portion of the essence or spirit, and of the arterial

the

;

were infused into it. Now, these
each
heart,
containing the different quality of
blood above mentioned, are separated by a partition, through which
there is no aperture whatever.
Holes of communication were, however, required by Galen to support his theory, and, therefore, in the
He
true spirit of the time, holes were accordingly seen by him.

blood contained

in the left ventricle,

two chambers of the

squared his facts to suit his theory. And, stranger still, although the
heart was frequently examined afterward, so paramount was the authority of Galen, that these imaginary holes were seen by a succession of anatomists for fourteen

hundred years,

dared to declare that he could not find them.

until, at last,

Vesalius
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This profound reverence for authority, this belief in supernatural
agencies, and this stagnation of true science, was the condition
which prevailed at the beginning of the sixteenth century.
But
education gradually spread, and at this time thinkers arose, who,

mere assumptions, or the baseless dicta of previous
at the rudiments of the science which
authorities,
had hitherto rested on such imperfect foundations.
dissatisfied with

commenced working

Protestantism broke forth, marking the commencement of the age
of free inquiry, the spirit of which had so often been quenched in
blood to burst forth again irrepressibly, and henceforth to continue

and spread abroad with

little

interruption.

The

Italians

and more

appear to have been peculiarly
especially the republican Venetians
free from the prejudice against the dissection of human bodies
which generally prevailed the study of anatomy was warmly en;

couraged at Padua and Bologna; and, owing to this liberal spirit,
Mondino, in the fourteenth century, was enabled to demonstrate
human anatomy by actual dissection. But he was so trammelled by
tradition and the authority of Galen, that he perpetuated numberless
errors, which would have been patent enough to an unprejudiced
mind. So powerful were these influences, even two hundred years
later, that Berenger, who boasted of having dissected one hundred
subjects at Bologna, and who added largely to anatomical knowledge,
ventured to dispute or correct but few of the propositions of his pred-

To Vesalius belongs the credit of daring to
ecessors in the study.
errors
of
the
Galenian system.
the
expose
Fleming by birth, he

A

early migrated to Yenetia, and lectured with immense success at
So prominently does
Padua, and afterward at Bologna and Pisa.
his simple

exhibit

adherence to facts and disregard of tradition and prejudice,
as superior to the more servile workers in the science of

him

medicine before his time, who were in reality mere commentators on
Hippocrates and Galen, that he has been called the father of human
anatomy. He elaborated a comprehensive system, which, although
necessarily incomplete, contained few mistakes, and he exposed and
corrected a vast

number

of errors, which,

received without question.
The beginning of the sixteenth

up to that time, had been

century,

when Luther

nailed

his ninety-five propositions to the gates of Wittenberg, marked the
commencement of a new era in science, as well as in religion. The

of Protestantism influenced the study of medicine, and Vesalius
did not stand alone. Linacre, who had studied at Padua before the
time of Vesalius, had just 'established the College of Physicians in
London, thus emancipating medicine to a great extent from priestly
spirit

Hitherto the power of approving and licensing practihad been committed to the bishops in their several dioceses,
and the practice of physic was accordingly engrossed by illiterate
monks and other ignorant empirics, who, as the charter of the
influence.

tioners

V
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college expresses it, "boldly and accustomably took upon them great
cures, to the high displeasure of God, the great infamy of the faculty,
and the grievous hurt of his Majesty's liege people." Physicians had

gradually become distinct from the sacerdotal order on the Continent,
and as early as the beginning of the fourteenth century we find that

monks were expelled from the

hospitals

by the University of Vienna

lor their " insatiate avidity, and flagrant incompetency," and the care
of the sick poor given into the hands of the laity.
The monks re-

venged themselves by procuring an order from the Pope, prohibiting
physicians from visiting their patients a second time, without summoning a priest to attend also
From the Protestant era, original investigation and the accumulation of facts from accurate observation proceeded with a rapidity and
certainty beyond all previous experience. Their progress was, nevertheless, impeded, and the value of the results produced depreciated by
!

several opposing influences.

The Romish Church, ever

intolerant of novelties which did not
viewed with apprehension and hatred all scientific discoveries, since they were subversive of dogmas which infallibility had sanctioned and approved.
Roger Bacon was persecuted by
a priesthood said to be so ignorant that they knew no property of the
and the cry of sorcery or
circle, except that of keeping out the devil
heresy was raised against succeeding explorers of Nature to the time
of Galileo.
It is terrible to think how many great lights must have
been extinguished, how many great discoveries nipped in the bud, by
the rigorous stamping out of heresy and unholy pursuits, carried on
by the Inquisition. And Protestantism, which had its origin in a sim-

emanate from

herself,

of inquiry, deprecated with almost equal bigotry, though
power, every conclusion which seemed contrary to her own
God had afflicted Job with horriinterpretation of the word of God.
ble diseases, and the history of the demoniacs proved that devils could
derange bodily functions ; therefore to doubt these causes was to imilar spirit
with less

pugn the veracity of the Bible.
As late as the year 1699, the Royal Society was attacked by

theo-

logians soon after its foundation, on the ground that the society neglected the wiser and more discerning ancient philosophers, and depended too much on their own unassisted powers that, by admitting

men

of

all

religions

and

all

countries, they endangered the stability of

the Established Church

and, more than all, that a philosophy, founded
likely to lead to the overthrow of the Christian

on experiment, was
And
religion, and even to a formal denial of the existence of God.
ibout this time, the orthodox and devout Willis, who gave all his
Sunday fees in charity, who procured a special early service daily at a
church in St. Martin's Lane, in order that he might be able to attend
before he visited his patients, and dedicated his treatise, " De Anima
Brutorum," to the Archbishop of Canterbury, was condemned by the
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theologians of the day as tainted with heresy, because he ventured on
some speculations not sanctioned by the verdict of antiquity.
The Humoral Pathology had been established as a simple explanation of ordinary diseases, which the more educated people had begun
to think might be owing to natural causes but the pestilences which
ravaged nations, and indeed any strange and unaccountable malady,
were still unhesitatingly referred to some unpropitious conjunction of
;

the planets, or the machinations of the devil. This Humoral Pathology assumed the existence of four humors in the body, viz., blood,

melancholy, choler, and phlegm. Blood was supposed to be formed
by the liver, melancholy by the spleen, choler by the gall-bladder, and
phlegm by the stomach. The temperament of each individual was
termed sanguine, melancholy, choleric, or phlegmatic, according to the
humor naturally predominant in his constitution, and one fluid prevail-

ing with abnormal excess over the others gave rise to morbid condiThe faculty still held to the doctrine of " signatures," as it was
tions.
called, as the basis of therapeutics ; wdrich doctrine assumed certain
remedies to be potent in certain diseases, because there was some ex-

between the two. Thus,
were a cure for scarlet fever, measles, or any disease with a red eruption on the skin, and the grandfather of Maria
Theresa died of small-pox, wrapped, by order of his physicians, in
The yellow powder turmeric was
twenty yards of scarlet broadcloth
ternal resemblance or fanciful connection
scarlet bed-curtains

!

a remedy for jaundice, the lung of the long-winded fox a cure for
asthma and shortness of breath the heart of a nightingale was prescribed for loss of memory ; the royal touch was a specific for scrofula
;

or king's evil; and we find John Brown, chirurgeon-in-ordinary to
Charles II., writing a treatise on the "Royal Gift of Healing Strumses

by Imposition of Hands," with a description of the proper and efficacious manner of conducting the ceremony. This delusion actually held
its ground until the eighteenth century, when the great Dr. Johnson
was touched by Queen Anne.
As late as 1623, Sir Kenelm Digby, the Admirable Crichton of his
time, produced a sympathetic powder which was to cure wounds even
when the patient was out of sight. This powder had extraordinary
success, and its efficacy was almost universally acknowledged.
The more advanced minds were, in truth, not yet in the condition
most favorable to the development of the sciences. Men of the most
daring and original minds were tainted with superstition and credulity.
Luther believed that the devil tormented him with earache he emphatically enforced the duty of burning witches, and earnestly recommended some anxious parents to destroy their son, whom he declared
to be possessed by an evil spirit
The belief in witchcraft was still
the
and
last
witch
was
not burnt until 1722.
universal,
Bishops,
and
learned
magistrates,
judges,
men, all agreed in crediting the
reality of sorcery and the efficacy of astrology.
;

!

.
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Men wasted their time and energies in discussing whether a spirit
could live in a vacuum, and whether, in that case, the vacuum would
be complete and whether Adam and Eve, not being born in the
;

natural manner, possessed the umbilical mark. They theorized concerning the nature or essence of vital principles and other mysterious

and heaped hypothesis on hypothesis,

careless of their foundaimmortalized by the discovery of the
gases, adopted as an established fact a theory which he founded on
entities,

tions.

Van Helmont, who

is

" archseus " or
The archseus
the hypothetical
entity of Paracelsus.
beiDg an immaterial force or spiritual agent, Van Helmont believed
that each member of the body had its own particular archseus, subor-

dinate to the central or principal archseus, which he localized in the
stomach ; and, as he found that nauseating medicines impaired mental

Thus,
vigor, he assigned to the stomach the seat of the intellect also.
although he made great discoveries in chemistry, his physiology was
wildly imaginary and unwarrantably assumptive, and detracts from
the fame which his valuable researches in chemistry conferred upon
him.
The matter-of-fact Vesalius, too, who had dared to fail in seeing
the openings through the septum of the heart, which Galen had
declared to exist, did not dream of disputing the theory of that
authority concerning the distribution of the blood, which required
that the blood from the two ventricles should intermingle, and thereit distilled
through the pores of the unbroken and
impermeable partition and, contrary to what seems to have been his
general temper, he steadily denied the existence of valves in the veins,
which had been observed by others, although he might have verified
Sertheir statements had he been in this instance open to conviction.
vetus, also, the victim of Calvin, who burnt him and his works together at
Geneva, when he had discovered the pulmonary circulation, and almost
grasped the great secret afterward found out by Harvey the complete
circulation of the blood instead of proceeding with the investigation,
assumed all other errors except the one he had disproved, and describes
how the air passes from the nose into the ventricles of the brain, and
The spirit
speculates how the devil takes the same route to the soul.
of the age continued eminently unpractical, and men took interest
in facts only as they could be bent to the support of preconceived

fore imagined that

;

"

" like the
spinning," as Lord Bacon says,
spider, the thread
of speculative doctrine from within themselves," and regarding the
perfection and symmetry of their production, rather than its truth and
theories,

certainty.

Abstract

from

Fortnightly Review.

PREHISTORIC TIMES.

PREHISTORIC TIMES.
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passing at present through a phase from which older

The new views with reference to the
sciences have safely emerged.
antiquity of man are still looked upon by some persons with distrust
and apprehension. Yet, says the distinguished author, of whose re-

some account, these new views " will, I
few years, be regarded with as little disquietude as are
now those discoveries in astronomy and geology which at one time
excited even greater opposition." It is now pretty generally admitted
that the first appearance of Man in Europe dates from a period so remote, that neither history, nor even tradition, can throw any light on
his origin, or mode of life. Under these circumstances, some have supposed that the past is hidden from the present by a veil, which time
Thus our prehistoric
will probably thicken, but never can remove.
antiquities have been valued as monuments of ancient skill and persesearches

we

doubt not,

are about to give

in a

verance, not regarded as pages of ancient history ; recognized as interesting vignettes, not as historical pictures. Some writers have assured
us that, in the words of Palgrave, " we must give it up, that speechless past ; whether fact or chronology, doctrine or mythology ;

whether in Europe, Asia, Africa, or America at Thebes or Palenque,
on Lycian shore or Salisbury Plain lost is lost gone is gone for;

:

;

ever."

Of late years, however, a new Science has been born among us
which deals with times and events far more ancient than any Which
have yet fallen within the province of the archaeologist. The geolothe whole six thousand years,
gist reckons not by days or by years
which were until lately looked on as the sum of the world's existence,
are to him but one unit of measurement in the long succession of past
;

ages.

Our knowledge of geology is, of course, very incomplete ; on some
questions we shall, no doubt, see reason to change our opinion, but, on
the whole, the conclusions to which it points are as definite as those of
aoology, chemistry, or any of the kindred sciences. Nor does there
appear to be any reason why those methods of examination which
have proved so successful in geology, should not also be used to throw
Archaeology forms,
light on the history of man in prehistoric times.
in fact, the link between geology and history.
But, while other
animals leave only teeth and bones behind them, the men of the earliest ages are to be studied principally by their works
they have left
;

"

Prehistoric Tiroes as illustrated by Ancient Remains, and the Manners and Customs of Modern Savages
By Sir John Lubbock, Bart,, M. P., Vice-President of the
Royal Society," etc., etc. 8vo, pp. 640. New York D. Appleton & Co.
1

:
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behind them houses, tombs, fortifications, temples, implements for
and ornaments for decoration.
From the careful study of these remains, it would appear that

pre-

be divided into four great epochs
That of the Drift where man shared the possession of Europe

historic archaeology
1.

use,

may

:

;

with the Mammoth, the Cave bear, the woolly-haired rhinoceros, and
"
"
other extinct animals. This we may call the Palaeolithic
period.
Stone
a
or
characterized
later
2. The
Age;
polished
period
by
beautiful weapons and instruments made of flint and other kinds of
stone ; in which, however, we find no trace of the knowledge of any
metal, excepting gold, which seems to have been sometimes used for
"
"
ornaments. This we may call the Neolithic period.
3. The Bronze Age, in which bronze was used for armr and cutting
instruments of all kinds.
4. The Iron Age, in which that metal had superseded bronze for
arms, axes, knives, etc. ; bronze, however, still being in common use
for ornaments, and frequently also for the handles oi swords and other

arms, though never for the blades.

The

three different types of Celts, and the

manner

in

which they are supposed to hare been handled.

Without attempting a laborious classification of the records of
we will speak first of some of the records of the " Bronze
The commonest and, perhaps, the most characteristic objects
Age.
belonging to this age are the so-called "celts," which were probably
used for chisels, hoes, war-axes, and a variety of other purposes.
Bronze celts are generally plain, but sometimes ornamented with
More than two
ridges, dots, or lines, as in the accompanying figures.
thousand specimens of them are known to exist in the different Irish
these epochs,
1'

collections, of which the great Museum belonging to the Royal Irish
Academy at Dublin contained in the year 1860 no less than six hun-

dred and eighty-eight, no two of which were cast in the same mould.
That they were
length.
is proved by the presence
of moulds. It is difficult to understand why the celt-makers never cast
their axes as we do ours, with a transverse hole, through which the

They vary in size from an inch to a foot in
made in the countries where they are found,
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handle might pass. No bronze implements of this description have
been yet found in Great Britain, though a few have occurred in Denmark, where they are of great beauty and highly decorated.
The swords of the Bronze Age are always more or less leaf-like in
shape, double-edged, sharp-pointed, and intended for stabbing and
thrusting, rather than for cutting.
Fish-hooks, knives, bracelets, pins, and rings, of the same era, are
also discovered in great

numbers

Bracelets

.

in various parts of

Europe.

They

Switzerland.

Bronze Hair-pins.

Switzerland.

are well cast, and show considerable skill in metallurgy ; ana the
beauty of their form and ornamentation indicates no little development of the artistic faculties.

We should hardly have hoped to ascertain much of the manner in
which the people of the Bronze Age were dressed. Considering how
perishable are the materials out of which clothes are formed, it is wonderful that any fragments of them should have remained to the present
day yet, in addition to traces of linen tissue, and of the skins of animals used in this period, we possess the whole dress of a chief belonging to the Bronze Age.
;
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On

a farm occupied by M. Dahls, near Elbe in Jutland, are four
tumuli, known as Great Kongeboi, Little Kongehoi, Guldhoi, and TreThis last was examined in 1861. Near its centre were found
enhoi.

Comb.

Woollen Caps, from Tumulus.

wooden coffins, two of full size, and one evidently intended for
The contents of the larger were partially j)reserved, and very
interesting caps, a comb, two woollen shawls, traces of leather, some
black hair, and the brain, remained, when all of the bones had changed
three

a child.

:

Implements of bronze accompanied these
seems
no
doubt that they dated from a prehistoric
and
there
remains,
into a kind of blue powder.

antiquity.

Many of the dwellings in use during the Bronze Age were no
doubt subterranean or semi-subterranean. On almost all large tracts
of uncultivated land, ancient villages of this character may still be
A pit was dug, and the earth which was thrown out formed
traced.
a circular wall, the whole being then probably covered over with
The " Penpits," near Gillingham, in Wiltshire, are of this
boughs.
and
indicate a populous settlement.
In Anglesea, similar
character,
hut-circles exist.
On Dartmoor and elsewhere, where large blocks of
stone abounded, the natives saved themselves the trouble of excavatIn other cases, probing, and simply built up circular walls of stone.
ably when concealment was an object, the dwellings were entirely
Such ancient dwellings are in Scotland known as
subterranean.
"
"
from
weems,"
Uamha," a cave. In one of these at Monzie, in
Such underground chamPerthshire, a bronze sword was discovered.
bers, however, appear to have been used in Scotland as dwellings, or
at least as places of concealment,

down

to the time of the

Romans

;

for

weem

described by Lord Rosehill was constructed partly of stones
showing the diagonal and diamond markings peculiar to Roman work-

a

manship.

Sir

John Lubbock believes that Stonehenge

also belongs to

the Bronze Age.
From the independent statements of

Homer and in the book of
the
word
is
mistranslated
Kings (where
brass) we find that bronze was
abundant in the East no less than three thousand years ago. Bronze
is composed of about nine parts of
copper to one of tin and copper is
:

found in so

many

countries that

we cannot

as yet tell

whence the
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it.
But, unless the ancients had some source of
with which we are unacquainted, it seems to be well established
that the Phoenician tin was mainly derived from Cornwall, and conse-

Phoenicians obtained

tin

quently that even at this early period a considerable commerce had
been organized, and very distant countries brought into connection
with one another. "We are justified in concluding that, between b. c.
1500 and b. c. 1200, the Phoenicians were already acquainted with the
mineral fields of Spain and of Britain.
Of the still earlier Age of Stone no less than 30,000
the shape of implements, are preserved in the Danish

relics,

mainly in

museums

alone.

enough evidence to justify us in believing that there was a
when
society was in so barbarous a state that sticks or stones
period
must add horns and bones) were the only implements
which
we
(to
There

is

how

with which men knew

to furnish themselves.

of this ancient period is derived principally from
namely, the tumuli, or ancient burial-mounds ; the Lake

Our knowledge
four sources

:

habitations of Switzerland
caves.

There

are, indeed,

shell-mounds of Denmark and the Bonemany other remains of great interest, such,
;

;

"
" castles " and "
for example, as the ancient fortifications, the
camps
which crown so many English hill-tops, and the great lines of embankcircles and the vestiges of
of these belong, however, in all
probability, to a later period and at any rate, in the present state of
our knowledge, we cannot say which, or how many of them, are referable to the Stone Age.

ment; there are the
ancient habitations.

so-called Druidical

The majority
;

Flint appears to have been the stone most frequently used in Europe, and it has had a much more important influence on our civilization than

is

hardness and

generally supposed. Savages value it on account of its
mode of fracture, which is such that, with practice, a

good sound block can be chipped into almost any form that may be
required.

In many cases block and pebbles of flint, picked up on the surface
of the ground, were used in the manufacture of implements ; but in
other cases much labor was spent to obtain flint of good quality.

A

good

illustration of this is afforded

by the

so-called Grime's Graves,

near Brandon, one of which has recently been explored by Mr. GreenThese turned out to be excavations made for the purpose of
obtaining flint. The end of an ancient gallery was exposed to view.

well.

The

flint

had been hollowed out

in three places,

and

in front of

two of

these recesses, pointing toward the half-excavated stone, were two
deer-horn picks, lying just as they had been left, still coated with
chalk-dust, on which was in one place plainly visible the print of the
workman's hand. They had evidently been left at the close of a day's
work ; during the night the gallery had fallen in, and they had never
been recovered.

The

flint

knives, or

"
flakes," simple

as their forms

appear, are
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always the work of man.

To make

one, the flint must he held firmly,
either by pressure or hy

and then a considerable force must he applied,

blows, repeated three or four times, but at least three, and given in
certain slightly different directions, with a certain definite force; these
conditions could scarcely occur by accident, so that, simple as it may
seem to the untrained eye, a flint flake is to the antiquary as sure a
trace of man as the footprint in the sand was to Robinson Crusoe.
To us, accustomed as we are to the use of metals, it seems difficult

to believe that such things were ever made use of; we know, however,
that many savages of the present day have no better tools. Yet, with

axes such as these, and generally with the assistance of fire, they will
cut down large trees, and hollow them out into canoes. The piles used
in the Swiss Stone Age Lake habitations were evidently, from the
mai'ks of the cuts on them, prepared with the help of stone axes. The
great similarity of arrow-heads, even from the most distant localities,

be seen in the accompanying figures, which represent specimens
from France, North America, and Tierra del Fuego, respectively.

may

-

ysj

Tierra del Fuego.

France.

'

'I

North America.

Of monuments and tumuli belonging to this

epoch, there is no lack ;
throughout the world, they are scattered camps, dikes, fortifications,
cromlechs, or stone circles. In the Orkneys, more than 2,000 of the
smaller tumuli still remain. In Denmark, they are still more abundant.
They are found all over Europe, from the shores of the Atlantic to the
Ural Mountains in Asia, they are scattered over the great steppes,
from the borders of Russia to the Pacific Ocean, and from the plains
of Siberia to those of Hindostan the entire plain of Jelalabad, says
"
Masson, is literally covered with tumuli and mounds." In America,
they are to be numbered by thousands and tens of thousands ; nor are
;

;
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they wanting in Africa, where the Pyramids themselves exhibit the
most magnificent development of the same idea indeed, the whole
world is studded with the burial-places of the dead. Tumuli or barrows are much more numerous and more widely distributed than stone
circles.
No doubt the great majority of them are burial-mounds, bat
some also were erected as memorials, like the " heap of witness "
;

Danish Dolmen.

by Laban and Jacob, or the mound heaped up by the ten
thousand in their celebrated retreat, when they obtained their first
view of the sea.
erected

One

of the most curious habits of the prehistoric European was
upon piles above the surface of the

that of constructing his dwellings

Sepulchral Stone Circle.

water.

The

vestiges of

many

Swiss buildings of this sort are not unby Herodotus.

like those of the Pseonians, described

" Their
" are contrived after this manner
dwellings," he says,
planks fitted on lofty piles are placed in the middle of the lake, with a

narrow entrance from the main-land by a single bridge.
that support the planks,

public charge

;

These

piles,

the citizens anciently placed there at the
but afterward they established a law to the following
all

whenever a man marries, for each wife he sinks three piles,
bringing wood from a mountain called Orbelus but every man has
effect

:

:
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They live in the following manner on the plants
has a hut, in which he dwells, with a trap-door closely fitted
in the planks, and leading down to the lake.
They tie the young chil
dren with a cord round the foot, fearing lest they should fall into the
several wives.

every

:

man

To

and beasts of burden they give fish for
such an abundance, that, when a man has
opened his trap-door, he lets down an empty basket by a cord into the
lake, and, after waiting a short time, draws it up full of fish."
And certain savage or semi-savage tribes live in the same manner,
even at the present day. The fishermen of Lake Prasias still inhabit
wooden cottages built over the water, as in the time of Herodotus.
lake beneath.

fodder

;

their horses

of which there

is

In most of the large Swiss lakes these habitations have been discovered,
numbering over 200 at the present date. M. Troyon has endeavored
to make a retrospective census of those early times.
The settlement
is one of the largest in the Lake of Geneva, is 1,200
and 150 broad, giving a surface of 180,000 square feet. Allowing the huts to have been fifteen feet in diameter, and supposing
that they occupied half the surface, leaving the rest for gangways, he
estimates the number of cabins at 311
and supposing again that, on
an average, each was inhabited by four persons, he obtains for the
whole a population of 1,244. Sixty-eight villages belonging to the
Bronze Age are supposed to have contained 42,500 persons while
for the preceding epoch, by the same process of reasoning, he es-

at Morges, which
feet long

;

;

timates the population at 31,875.
Abundant animal remains are found in these lake-dwellings, no
less, indeed, than 70 species, of which 10 are fishes, four reptiles,
26 birds, and the remainder quadrupeds. The dog, pig, horse, goat,

and sheep, are recognized, and at least two varieties of oxen. Remains of the horse are extremely rare.
Three varieties of wheat
were cultivated by the lake-dwellers, who also possessed two kinds of
Of these the most ancient and most imporbarley, and two of millet.
tant were the small six-rowed barley and small " lake-dwellers' "
wheat. The discovery of Egyptian wheat at Wangen and Robenhausen is particularly interesting. Oats were cultivated during the
Bronze Age, but are absent from all the Stone Age villages. Rye
also was unknown.
Altogether 115 species of plants have been determined. It is evident that the nourishment of the dwellers in the pileworks consisted of corn and wild fruits, of fish, and the flesh of wild
and domestic animals. Doubtless, also, milk was an important article
of their diet.

Much as still remains to be made out, respecting the men of the
Stone period, the facts already ascertained, like a few strokes by a
clever draughtsman, supply us with the elements of an outline sketch.
Carrying our imagination back into the past, we see before us, on the
low shores of the Danish Archipelago, a race of small men, with heavy,
overhanging brows, round heads, and faces probably much

like those
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of the present Laplanders. As they must evidently have had some
protection from the weather, it is most probable that they lived in
The total absence of metal indicates that they
tents made of skins.

had not yet any weapons except those made of wood, stone, horn, and
Their principal food must have consisted of shell-fish, but they
were able to catch fish, and often varied their diet by game caught in
bone.

hunting. It is, perhaps, not uncharitable to conclude that, when their
hunters were unusually successful, the whole community gorged itself

many savage races at the present time.
marrow was considered a great delicacy, for every
single bone which contained any was split open in the manner best
adapted to extract the precious morsel. As to the date, however, of
with food, as

is

the case with

It is evident that

remote savage life, it is as yet impossible to speak with confidence,
except to say that it was, in all probability, thousands of years earlier
than any historic record.
Our knowledge of North American archaeology is derived mainly
this

from the reseai'ches of Messrs. Atwater, Squier, Davis, Lapham, and
Haven. These remains differ less in kind than in degree from others
concerning which history has not been entirely silent. They are more
numerous, more concentrated, and in some particulars oil a larger scale
of labor, than the works which approach them on their several borders, and with whose various characters they are blended. Their great
numbers may be the result of frequent changes of residence by a comparatively limited population, in accordance with a superstitious trait
of the Indian nature, leading to the abandonment of places where any
great calamity has been suffered. The contents of the Indian mounds
are very various and interesting.
They show that the art of pottery
had been brought to a considerable degree of perfection. Various
ornamental articles abound in the tumuli, such as beads, shells, neckEarthworks for defence are also numerous, eslaces, bracelets, etc.
pecially in the central parts of the States, and the remains of ancient
mud-huts have occasionally been found.
The so-called "Sacrificial Mounds" are a class of ancient monuments altogether peculiar to the New World, and highly illustrative
of the rites and customs of the ancient races of the mounds. These
remarkable mounds have been very carefully explored. Their most

noticeable characteristics are, their almost invariable occurrence withiD
enclosures; their regular construction in uniform layers of gravel,
earth, and sand, disposed alternately in strata, conformable to the

mound ; and their covering, a symmetrical altar of burnt
or
on which are deposited numerous relics, in all instances
stone,
clay
exhibiting traces, more or less abundant, of their having been exposed
shape of the

to the action of fire. The so-called "altar" is a basin, or table of
burnt clay, carefully moulded into a symmetrical form, but varying
much both in shape and size. Some are round, some elliptical, and
others squares or parallelograms, while in size they vary from 2 feet to
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50 feet,

by

12 or 15.

The usual dimensions, however,

are from 5 to 8

feet.

Not the least remarkable of the American antiquities are the Animal Hounds, which are principally, though not exclusively, found in
In this district thousands of examples occur of gigantic
men, beasts, birds, and reptiles, all wrought with persevering labor on the surface of the soil, while enclosures and works
of defence are almost entirely wanting, the ancient city of Azfcalan
being, as is supposed, the only example of the former class.
One remarkable group in Dale County, close to the Great Indian
War-path, consists of a man with extended arms, seven more or less

"Wisconsin.

basso-rilievos of

elongated mounds, one tumulus, and six quadrupeds. The length of
the human figure is 125 feet, and it is 140 feet from the extremity of

one arm to that of the other.

The quadrupeds vary from 90

to 126

feet in length.

" the
most remarkable collection of
But," says Mr. Lapham,
lizards and turtles yet discovered is on the school section about a mile
and a half southeast from the village of Pewaukee. This consists of

"

seven turtles, two lizards, four oblong mounds, and one of the remark
able excavations before alluded to. One of the turtle-mounds, partially obliterated by the road, has a length of 450 feet, being nearly
double the usual dimensions. Three of them are remarkable for their
curved tails, a feature here first observed."
When, why, or by whom these remarkable works were erected, as
yet we know not. The present Indians, though they look upon them
with reverence, can throw no light upon their origin. Nor do the contents of the mounds themselves assist us in this inquiry.
Several of
them have been opened, and, in making the streets of Milwaukee,
many of the mounds have been entirely removed but the only result
has been to show that they are not sepulchral, and that, excepting by
;

accident, they contain no implements or ornaments.
Many computations have been made in respect to the actual antiquity of the various prehistoric remains that we have described.
Sir Charles Lyell, one of the most cautious of geologists, thinks that
100,000 years is a moderate estimate of the time that has been re-

quired to form the alluvial delta of the Mississippi ; and he considers
that the alluvium of the Somme, containing flint implements and the

mammoth and hyena, is no less ancient.
astronomical and climatic proofs are found of the extreme
antiquity of the globe ; and all geologists, indeed, are now prepared to
admit that man has existed on our earth for a much longer period than

remains of the

Many

was until recently supposed to have been the case.
But it may be doubted whether even geologists yet realize the great
antiquity of our race. Sir Charles Lyell himself thinks that we may
expect to find the remains of man in the pliocene strata, but there he
draws the line, and says that in miocene time, " had some other ration-

m
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al being, representing man, then flourished, some signs of his existence
could hardly have escaped unnoticed, in the shape of implements of
stone or metal, more frequent and more durable than the osseous re-

mains of any of the mammalia."
It is true that few of our existing species, or even genera, have as
yet been found in miocene strata but if man constitutes a separate
family of mammalia, as he does in the opinion of the highest authorities, then, according to all paleontological analogies, he must have had
We need not, however, expect to
representatives in miocene times.
our nearest relatives in the animal kingdom
find the proofs in Europe
are confined to hot, almost to tropical climates, and it is in such countries that we are most likely to find the earliest traces of the human
;

;

race.

M. Morlot has made some interesting calculations respecting the
The torrent of the
age of geological formations in SAvitzerland.
Tiniere, at the point where it falls into the Lake of Geneva, near Villeneuve, has gradually built up a cone of gravel and alluvium. In the
formation of the railway this cone has been bisected for a length of
1,000 feet, and to a depth, in the central part, of about 32 feet 6
inches above the level of the railway. The section of the cone thus obtained shows a very regular structure, which proves that its formation
was gradual.

It is composed of the same materials (sand, gravel, and
large blocks) as those which are even now brought down by the stream.
The amount of detritus does, indeed, differ considerably from year to

year, but in the long-run the differences compensate for one another,
so that, when considering long periods, and the structure of the whole
mass, the influences of the temporary variations, which arise from me-

teorological causes, altogether disappear, and need not, therefore, be
taken into account. M. Morlot's estimates assign about 6,000 years

lower layer of vegetable soil, and 10,000
years for that of the whole existing cone. But above this cone is
another, which was formed when the lake stood at a higher level
than at present, and which M. Morlot refers to the period of the
for the formation of the

river-drift gravels.

to

This drift-age cone

is

about twelve times as large

now

forming, and would appear, therefore, on the same data,
indicate an antiquity of more than 100,000 years.
Again, it will be remembered that, side by side with the remains

as that

of Arctic animals, have been found others indicating a warm climate,
such for instance as the hippopotamus. This fact, which has always
hitherto been felt as a difficulty, is at once explained by the suggestion
of a change every 10,000 or 11,000 years, from a high to a low tem-

But a period of 10,000 years, long as
perature, and vice versa.
appear to us, is very little from a geological point of view.

it

We

how

may
can

the remains of the hippopotamus and the bones
of the musk-ox come to be found together in England and in France.
The very same geological conditions which fitted our valleys for the

thus understand
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one, would, at an interval of 10,000 years, render them suitable for the
That man existed in Europe during the period of the mammoth,
no longer, apparently, admits of a doubt. " When speculations on the
long series of events which occurred in the glacial and post-glacial pe"
the imagination is apt to
riods are indulged in," says Sir C. Lyell,
take alarm at the immensity of the time required to interpret the monuother.

ments of these ages,

all

referable to the era of existing species.

In

order to abridge the number of centuries which would otherwise be
indispensable, a disposition is shown by many to magnify the rate of
change in prehistoric times, by investing the causes which have modified the

animate and the inanimate world with extraordinary and exces-

We

of the living generation, when called upon to make
.
sive energy.
grants of thousands of centuries in order to explain the events of what
.

.

called the modern period, shrink naturally at first from making what
seems so lavish an expenditure of past time."
To the geologist, however, these large figures have no appearance
of improbability. All the facts of geology tend to indicate an antiquity
of which we are but begining to form a dim idea.
Take, for instance,
one single formation our well-known chalk. This consists entirely
of shells and fragments of shells deposited at the bottom of an ancient
Such a progress as this must be
sea, far away from any continent.
very slow probably Ave should be much above the mark if we were to
assume a rate of deposition of ten inches in a century. Now the chalk
is more than a thousand feet in thickness, and would have required,
The fossiliferous
therefore, more than 120,000 years for its formation.
beds of Great Britain, as a whole, are more than 70,000 feet in thickness, and many which there measure only a few inches, on the Continent expand into strata of immense depth while others, of great

is

:

;

impoi'tance elsewhere, are wholly wanting there, for it is evident that,
during all the different periods in which Great Britain has been dry
land, strata have been forming (as is, for example, the case now) else-

where, and not with us.' Moreover, we must remember that many of
the strata now existing have been formed at the expense of older ones;
thus, all the flint-gravels in the southeast of England have been pro-

duced by the destruction of chalk. This, again, is a very slow process.
It has been estimated that a cliff 500 feet high will be worn away at
the rate of an inch in a century. This may seem a low rate, but we
must bear in mind that along any line of coast there are comparatively
few points which are suffering at one time, and that even on those,

when a

fall of cliff has taken
place, the fragments serve as a protection
to the coast, until they have been gradually removed by the waves
The Wealden Valley is 22 miles in breadth, and on these data it

has been calculated that the denudation of the
required more than 150,000,000 of years.

Weald must have
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EDITOR'S TABLE.
PURPOSE AND PLAN OF OUR
ENTERPRISE.
Popular Science Monthly has
started to help on the work

THE
been

of sound public education, by supplying
instructive articles on the leading subjects of scientific inquiry.

It will con-

and selected, on a
wide range of subjects, from the ablest
tain papers, original

scientific

men

plaining their

of different countries, exviews to non-scientific

A

magazine is needed here,
be devoted to this purpose,
although much is done by the gen-

people.

which
for,

shall

eral press in scattering light articles and
shreds of information, yet many scientific

discussions of merit

and moment

are passed by. It is, therefore, thought
best to bring this class of contributions

together for the benefit of all who are
interested in the advance of ideas and
the diffusion of valuable knowledge.

The increasing interest in science,
and principles, its practical

ion, is

and

its

undeniable

;

By

it is

science

is

now

regarded as not applying

to this or that class of objects, but to
the whole of Nature as being, in fact, a

method of the mind, a quality or character of knowledge upon all subjects of
which we can think or know.
What some call the progress of
and others

science,

call its

encroach-

ments, is undoubtedly the great fact
of modern thought, and it implies a

more critical method of inquiry applied
to subjects not before dealt with in so
a manner.

strict

that

many

The

effect

has been,
widely

subjects, formerly

separated from the recognized sciences,
have been brought nearer to them, and
have passed more or less completely
under the influence of the scientific

method of

Whatever
investigation.
subjects involve accessible and observable phenomena, one causing another, or
in

any way related to another, belong
properly to science for investigation. In-

and, with this aug-

tellect, feeling,

menting interest, there is growing up a
new and enlarged meaning of the term

which

science

bearings upon opin-

in its facts

applications,

than was at first suspected; and
the inquiry into it has led to sphere
after sphere of new investigation, until
sive

important for us to notice.
now meant the most ac-

is

human

action, language,

education, history, morals, religion, law,
commerce, and all social relations and
activities,

has

its

answer to this condition each
which is the legit;

basis of fact,

curate knowledge that can be obtained
of the order of the universe by which

imate subject-matter of

man

that observatory-watching, laboratorywork, or the dredging of the sea for

is surrounded, and of which he is
This order was at first pera part.
ceived in simple physical things, and
the tracing of it out in these gave origin

to the physical sciences.

In

its earlier

therefore, science pertained to certain branches of knowledge,
and to many the term science still im-

development,

physical science.
But this is an erroneous conception

plies

of

its

real scope.

The growth of science

involves a widening as well as a proThe ascertainable order of
gression,
things proves to be

8

much more

exten-

quiry.

Those, therefore,

specimens to be
is

to science,

scientific

who

there

classified, is all

make

in-

consider

a serious mistake.

Science truly means continuous

intelli-

gent observation of the characters of
men, as well as of the characters of
It means the analysis of mine
as well as that of chemical substances

insects.

It

means the scrutiny of evidence,

in re-

gard to political theories, as inexorable
as that
It

applied to theories of comets.

means the tracing of cause

and

human

con-

effect in the

sequences of
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duct

as

well as in the sequences of

tical,

which have agitated the minds of

men for generations. Whoever carea
inductive inquiry as to how society has to know whither inquiry is tending, or
come to he what it is, as well as how how opinion is changing, what old ideas
the rocky systems have come to be are perishing, and what new ones are
atmospheric change.

what they

It

means

strict

In short, science

are.

is

not

rising into acceptance

briefly,

who-

the mystery of a class, but the common
interest of rational beings, in whom

ever desires to be intelligent as to contemporary movements in the world of

thinking determines action, and whose
highest concern it is that thought shall

thought

be brought into the exactest harmony
with things and this is the supreme
purpose of education.
If, in this statement of the scope and
work of science, we have not laid stress
upon those great achievements by which
it has given man power over the material

world, it
value them.

is

not because

we

under-

They are noble results,
but they are abundantly eulogized, and
their very splendor has operated to dim
the view of other conquests, less conspicuous, but even more important.

must give attention to the
course of scientific inquiry. Believing
that there are many such in this coun-

and that they are certain to become
more numerous in future, The Popular
Science Monthly has been commenced

try,

with the intention of meeting their
wants more perfectly than any other
periodical they can get.
The work of creating science has

been organized for centuries.
Royal
societies and scientific academies are
hundreds of years old. Men of science
have their journals, in all departments,
in which they report to each the results

Telegraphs, steam-engines, and the thousand devices to which science has led,

of original work, describe their pro-

are great things ; but what, after all, is
their value compared with the emanci-

cultivate a special literature in the interests of sciertific advancement.

pation of the human spirit from the
thraldom of ignorance, which the world

owes
ciate

to this agency ? Eightly to apprescience has accomplished for

what

humanity, we must remember not only
that it has raised men to the understanding and enjoyment of the beautiful
order of Nature, but that it has put an
end to the baneful superstitions by

cesses,

engage in mutual criticism, and

The work of

diffusing science

is,

however, as yet, but very imperfectly
organized, although it is clearly the next
great task of civilization.

The

signs,

Schools of
however, are promising.
science are springing up in all enlightened countries, and old educational establishments are yielding to the refor-

matory

spirit,

modifying and modernThere

which, for ages, men's lives were darkened, to the sufferings of witchcraft,

izing their systems of study.

and the terrors of the untaught imagination which filled the world with malig-

part of

nant agencies.

teaching, and an increasing readiness
to cooperate in undertakings that shall

immense extension of the
conception of science, in which all the
It is this

is,

besides, a

growing sympathy, on the

men

of science of the highest
work of popular

character, with the

promote

it.

There

is,

in fact,

growing up

higher subjects of human interest are
now included, that gives it an ever-

a valuable literature of popular science
not the trash that caters to public

increasing claim on the attention of the
Besides its indispensable use
public.

ignorance, wonder, and prejudice, but
able and instructive essays and lectures
from men who are authorities upon the

in all avocations,

and

its

constant appli-

cation in the sphere of dafly
also

circle of questions,

life, it is

whole
speculative and prac-

profoundly affecting

the

subjects
task of

which they

treat.

But the

systematically disseminating
these valuable productions is as yet but
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imperfectly executed, and
to contribute what we can to

propose
in the

it

the son of the Eev. Jedediah Morse, the
first

He was

American geographer.

born in

present publication.
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Massachusetts, in 1791,

and

The Popular Science Monthly will
make its appeal, not to the illiterate,

graduated at

but to the generally-educated classes.
The universities, colleges, academies, and

graph, like the inventor of the steam-

numhigh-schools of this country are
bered by hundreds, and their graduates
by hundreds of thousands. Their culgenerally literary, with but a
small portion of elementary science ; but

ture

is

they are active-minded, and competent
to follow connected thought in untechnical English, even if it be sometimes a

Our pages

little close.

will

be adapted

to the wants of these, and will enable

them

to carry

on the work of

self-in-

The present undertaking

is

experi-

We

propose to give it a fair
trial; but it will be for the public to
decide whether the publication shall be
continued.

with

its

All

who

are in sympathy

aims are invited to do what

thev can to extend

boat,

College in 1810.
American inventor of the tele-

was

at first

an

artist,

and

distin-

guished himself both in painting and
He studied abroad, and resculpture.
ceived the gold medal from the Adelphi
Society of Arts for his first attempt in

Returning to this country,
sculpture.
he was engaged, by the corporation of

New York

City, to paint the portrait
of Lafayette; he assisted in founding
the National Academy of Design, was
its first president, and gave the first

course of lectures ever delivered on art
in this country.

struction in science.

mental.

The

Yale

its circulation.

THE WORK OF PROF. MORSE.

In college, young Morse had paid
some attention to chemistry and physics,
but did not afterward specially pursue
them. He took up the subject of electricity

much

as Franklin did, through

the influence of others, and with reference to utilitarian ends. The invention
of the Leyden jar, in 1746, set all Europe to experimenting, and the next year
Peter Collinson, of London, sent a box

Prof. Morse has completed his career, and taken his place in the past.
He belongs now to memory and to
fame, and his name and work will help
to save our age from oblivion in the
After a few thousand
distant future.

of glass tubes, and other things for experimenting, to his friend Franklin, at
Philadelphia, who took the electric fe-

years, when the inferior races of men
shall have disappeared from the earth,

So, while

fine arts, his friend Prof.

except perhaps a few samples preserved

was lecturing

as antiquarian specimens when civilization has overspread the world, and the
telegraph system has become so univer-

was thus drawn to the subject. Tim
was in 1826-27, when much was said

;

sal

and perfected that any individual

ver and went enthusiastically to work,
giving the world the lightning-rod in

he began to investigate.
Morse was lecturing on the

five years after

G. F.

Dana

same institution
on electro-magnetism, and his attention

of the

in the

many and

brilliant discoveries in

will be able to put himself into instan-

these sciences.

taneous communication with any other
individual upon the globe, then will
the name of Morse, one of the great

Prof. Morse's

founders of the system, be more eminent
than any upon whom we now look back

actly the age of Franklin when he received his instruments from Collinson,

&a the illustrious of ancient times.

and entered upon the study of

Prof.

Morse

illustrated the

law of

the hereditary descent of talent, being

The conception of the telegraph in
mind dates from 1832,
when he was forty-one years old ex-

city.

It

was

in a conversation

electri-

on

elec-

tro-magnetism on board the packet-ship

1
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Sully that the idea of instantaneous communication of intelligence by means of

an insulated wire occurred

to

him,

"

and, before the completion of the voyage, he had not only worked out in his

own

mind, but had committed to paper,
the general plan of the invention with
his name is indissolubly connectHis main object was to effect a
communication, by means of the elec-

were published in the
proceedings of the French Academy in
1737.
The next fifteen years was the
most productive period in the develop-

his researches

ment of Motional

electricity, and ended
with the invention of the lightning-rod
in 1752.
In 1790, a new form of elec-

which

tricity

ed.

then came a period of seventeen years

tro-magnet, that would leave a permanent record by signs answering for an
alphabet, and which, though carried
to any distance, would communicate

was discovered by Galvani, and

which the phenomena were rapidly
developed, ending with Davy's grand

in

experiments in electrical decomposition
with the galvanic battery in 1807. In
1820, Oersted announced electro-mag-

with any place through which the line
might pass. His first idea was to use
a strip of paper, saturated with some
chemical preparation that would be

netism, and then followed a brilliant
course of discoveries again, for seventeen

decomposed when brought in connection with the wire, along which the
electric current was passing, and thus

in 1837

by a

that the time

chemical marks, varying
in width and number for the different
series of

letters of

the alphabet, record the message without separating the wire at
each point of communication."

Three years were now consumed in
experimenting, and in 1835 he had so
far perfected his instrument as to be
able to

show

it

and send

to his friends,

years, terminating in the patenting of

the electro-magnetic telegraph by Morse
exactly a century from the
publication of the memoirs of Du Fay.
It is

not to be forgotten, however,

had come

for the electric

telegraph, and other men were working
at the problem as well as Morse.
He
sailed for

Europe in 1838, to get

assist-

ance in carrying out his project, and
to obtain patents in foreign countries.

In this he

failed,

because of rival con-

trivances already in the field.
Cooke
and Wheatstone in England, and Stein-

receive an answer through the same
wire.
Two years later, his plan was so

Munich, had been at work for
years on the same problem.
The latter had patented an electric telegraph in 1836, and the former in 1837.

matured that he could telegraph to a
and he
distance, and receive replies
then exhibited it to hundreds of people

Of Prof. Morse's difficulties in carrying out his great and beneficent invention, the lack of sympathy and apprecia-

a message to the distance of half
a mile but, at this time, he could not

by

it

;

;

New

York, where
photograph of a
human countenance was taken by Dr.
in the University of
Boon after the first

J. "W.

Draper.

It is interesting to

note the equality
of the rhythms of mental movement in
the development of electrical science.
If

we

start

with

Du

Fay, the greatest

electrician of the last century,

heil in

several

tion on the part of the public, the faithlessness of capitalists,

obstacles,

its

afterward positive and nega-

we may assume

that he

age, to

and who
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introduced the conception of the
two kinds of electricity, vitreous and
tive

and lived to a ripe old

enjoy in munificent measure the rewards
and the applause of his generation.

first

resinous

and the stupidity

of the American Congress, little need
be said, as it is but the old story over
Yet he triumphed over all these
again.

first laid

secure foundation as a science, and

The
is

the

first article

first

of our

first

number

instalment of a series of

essays on the study of society in a
methodical way, or sociology. But few
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can now be found who will question
that the author of these articles is the
highest authority of our age upon the

concerning it, which will je outside of
the philosophical system, and independent of it. Those who have familiarized

To deal with any thing so vast
Bubject.
and complex as society, by an original
method, so as to bring out the natural
laws of its constitution, requires rare
powers and attainments on the part of
him who undertakes it. He must have

themselves with the former parts of his
system, are not as the stars of heaven
in

number

who

nor are those

;

under-

stand the nature and claims of sociological science as the sands of the sea.

The term

social science has

indeed come

mind, as well as the various states and
phases of man's social condition. To

have
assumed it but, as thus applied, it fails
to connote any distinctive or coherent
body of principles such as are necessary

encyclopaedic knowledge, there must be

to constitute a science.

an accurate and extensive acquaintance
with the higher sciences of life and

added originality, independence, and a
broad grasp of principles and details.
That Mr. Spencer possesses these in an
eminent degree, we are assured by authorities who are both competent to
judge and cautious in the expression
of their judgment such men as Mill,
Hooker, Lewes, Darwin, Morell, WalIn the
lace, Huxley, Masson, McOosh.
last number of the Contemporary Review is an article by the acute essayist,

"Henry Holbeach,"

referring to

what

Mr. Spencer has already written on
public and social questions, in which he
"
is spoken of as
holding the unique and
very eminent place as a great thinker,
which he does, in fact, hold," and these

phy."
Mr. Spencer has now been engaged
twelve years on his life-work, a system
of Synthetic Philosophy, based on the
doctrine of evolution. Five volumes of
this

work

will be completed next au-

which the foundations are
tumn,
deeply laid in the sciences of life and
mind for the third great discussion
in

the Principles of Sociology, in three
volumes, treating of the development
of society in all its elements in accordance with the theory of evolution.

Before entering upon this part of
his undertaking, the author has thought
it expedient to make some observations

associations

;

In this state of things, and before

proceeding to the systematic work of
developing the science itself, Mr. Spenits claims as an object
of study, its subject matter, its method
of investigation, scope, and limits. The

cer will consider

article

which

is

now

published pre-

need of the study, and the
next will answer the question, " Is there
a social science ? " The paper we now
sents the

publish tells

its

own

story,

sequent ones will not
interest

fall

and the subbelow it in

and instructiveness.
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Instinct

writings are referred to as containing
" an arsenal of
argument and illustration

never surpassed for range and force, if
ever equalled in the history of pliUoso-

and large

into vogue,

:

its

Office in the Animal King-

dom, and its Relation to the Higher
Powers in Man. By P. A. Chadbourne,
LL. D. George P. Putnam & Sons.

This is a very interesting volume on a
Dr. Chadbourne ia
fascinating subject.
well known as an able student of natural

which he has long cultivated both
by independent observation and in a philosophic spirit, and in this little book he gives

history,

the results of

much study

of instinctive ac-

tion as displayed in the lower animals,

of

much

mental and

on

aud

bearings upon the
moral nature of man. Con-

reflection

its

ceding fully man's close relation to the
forms of life below him, Dr. Chadbourne
recognizes the scientific necessity of investigating the lower to get a true interpretation of the higher; or of tracing out the
workings of instinctive impulse in the simpler creatures, in order to understand the

springs of

movement

in our

own more

coin-
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The volume is full of
plex mental nature.
fresh and suggestive facts, and the author
discusses the doctrines put forth by some
of the recent biologists in the most liberal
as
temper. Natural selection is recognized
a true principle of Nature, producing real
effects

but

;

it is

held insufficient to account

We

A

Dictionary of English Etymology, by
Maemillan & Co.

Hensleigh Wedgewood.

This is a painstaking and exhaustive
work on the derivation of English words
from other languages, and the origin and
It has passed
history of their meanings.
to a second edition, and the author has had

cor-

the assistance of Mr. George P. Marsh in

breadth
dially indorse his claim for greater

making its thorough revision. We took it
up in utter innocence, supposing it to be
sound and safe, and never for a moment

for

much

that

is

attributed to

it.

of culture as indispensable to a true understanding of the science of human nature
:

" It

with a deep conviction of the need of
the hearty cooperation of the cultivators of

dreaming of any thing wrong or dangerous
between its honest-looking lids. But what

different fields of science, especially of Nat-

was our astonishment

is

and Mental Philosophers,

uralists

in the full

study of man, that these Lectures are presented to the public. Broad culture as a
foundation for scientific attainments, respect
for other sciences than our own, and inter-

course with those
jects

who view

the same sub-

from other stand-points than our own,

are absolutely essential for safe generalizations in those complex sciences that relate to

animal and rational

life."

or, the Future
Life according to Science. By Louis
Roberts Brothers.
Figuier.

The To-morrow of Death

In

this

little

;

book the great French

compiler turns religious romancer, as he has
But
a perfect right to do if it suits him.
the pretence that his childish vagaries are
"according to science" is in the last de-

gree absurd.

A

great deal of talk about

sci-

mixed up with the most preposter-

ence

is

ous

speculations

the

concerning

super-

natural, until the reader is puzzled to decide
whether the writer is wag, fanatic, or fool.

If honest,

it

is

a case of emotion upsetting

The author begins by propound-

intellect.

ing to the reader the safe induction that he
must die. He then says that he lost a be-

loved son, and, falling into great

grief,

he at

once began to speculate about the future
life and the spiritual world, and came to the
conclusions that light and heat are emanations of soul-substance

;

that

some human

souls migrate into the bodies of new-born
children and that the sun is the home of
;

human

souls after death.

The book

is

not

worth reading, and would not be worth mena sort of reputioning, but that the writer has
tation

which

may

mislead

many

character of his performance.

as to the

tilent

doctrine

thrusting itself

to find that the pes-

"

Darwinism," that
into every place where it
of

is

is

not welcome, and taking away the peace of
so many worthy people, had got in here
also.

Darwinism, rank and outright, in an
It seems that

arid etymological dictionary
the author could not escape

!

it.

Etymology

opens the question of the origin of words
It goes back to beginand language.
concerned to
nings, and is fundamentally
know by what law or method language has
been formed. As language is an attribute

of man, it links itself at once to the quesWere man and
tion of the origin of man.
at first, and has
created
perfect
language
their onward course been a movement of
or did they begin low and imand has the movement been a gradan evolution ? This is more
ual unfolding

degeneracy

;

perfect,

it inthan a mere speculative question
volves the interpretation that shall be given
;

If man and language
have come to be what they are through a
and gradual evolution, our
principle of slow

to the facts before us.

mode of regarding them

will

be very

ent from that which must be adopted

came by an opposite method.

And

differif

they

so the

author prefixes to the second edition of his

volume an elaborate essay on the origin of
the old and
language, in which he rejects
still current view, and declares for the doctrine of evolution.

We
" If

extract a portion

man

can anyhow
have stumbled into speech under the guidance of his ordinary intelligence, it will be
absurd to suppose that he was helped over
of his statement

:

first steps of his progress by some sueither of
pernatural go-cart, in the shape
to the
direct
or, what comes

the

same

inspiration,
an instinct

thing, of

unknown

to us at
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the present day, but lent for a while to
Primitive Man in order to enable hirn to

of events, notwithstanding

communicate with his fellows, and then
withdrawn when its purpose was accom-

barism and misery occasionally caused by
have witnessed
violence and warfare.

plished.

a notable advance in the conveniences of

"

Perhaps, after

will

all, it

be found that

the apparent

stagnation of particular races, and the bar-

We

in

life

we look back as
we find our ances-

our own time, and, when

the principal obstacle to belief in the rational origin of Language is an excusable

far as history will reach,

repugnance to think of Man as having ever
been in so brutish a condition of life as is

Beyond the reach of any written records we
have evidence that the country was inhab-

implied in the want of speech. Imagination
has always delighted to place the cradle of
our race in a golden age of innocent enjoy-

genitors or not) who sheltered in caves, and
carried on their warfare with the wild beasts

the course of

ment, and the more rational views of what
life must have been before the

with the rudest weapons of chipped flint.
Whether the owners of these earliest relics

race had acquired the use of significant
speech, or had elaborated for themselves

not,

the most necessary arts of subsistence, are

Language

felt

by unreflecting

the dignity of

piety as derogatory to

Man and

the character of a

But this is a dangerous line of thought, and the only safe rule

beneficent Creator.

tors in the condition of rude barbarians.

by a race of hunters (whether our pro-

ited

human race were speaking men or
who shall say ? It is certain only that

of the

our race

not the innate inheritance of

is

that

;

it

must have begun

;

highly-social kinds of animals, as elephants,

on the possible dispensations
of Providence (as has been well pointed out
by Mr. Farrar) is the observation of the

for instance, or beavers, live in

various conditions in which

our

in speculating

allotted to

Man

is

it

actually

(without any choice of his

to be

acquired by some definite generation in the
pedigree of Man and as many intelligent and

harmony

without the aid of this great convenience of
social life, there is no apparent reason why

own

race should not have led their

on earth for an

life

indefinite period before they

own)

to carry on his life.
What is actually
allowed to happen to any family of Man

acquired the use of speech whether before
that epoch the progenitors of the race ought

cannot be incompatible either with the
goodness of God or with His views of the

to be called by the

And God is no
dignity of the human race.
However
respecter of persons or of races.
hard or degrading the life of the Fuegian or

back

the

Bushman may appear 'to

us,

it

impeachment of the Divine love
that our

own

can be no

to suppose

progenitors were exposed to

a similar struggle.
"
We have only the choice of two
natives.

We

was created

must

alter-

either suppose that

in a civilized state,

Man

ready

in-

structed in the arts necessary for the conduct of life, and was permitted to fall back
into the degraded condition

ness

which we

wit-

;

"

name

of

Man

or not.

Geologists, however, universally look
to a period when the earth was peo-

pled only by animal races, without a trace
of human existence and the mere absence
;

of

Man among

world

is

felt

an animal population of the
by no one as repugnant to a

thorough belief in the providential rule of
the Creator. Why, then, should such a
feeling be

roused by the complementary

theory which bridges over the interval to
the appearance of Man, and supposes that
one of the races of the purely animal period

was gradually raised in the scale of intelligence, by the laws of variation affecting all

tribes
or else, that he
from the lowest grade, and rose
toward a higher state of being, by the accumulated acquisitions in arts and knowl-

procreative kinds of being, until the progeny, in the course of generations, attained

edge of generation after generation, and by
the advantage constantly given to superior
capacity in the struggle for life. Of these

motives

which embodies the notion
of continued progress is most in accordance

duct of finding enjoyment or pain in the
applause or reprobation of their fellows, or
of their own reflected thoughts ; and, soonei

among savage

;

started

alternatives, that

vith

all

our experience of the general course

to so enlarged an understanding as to become capable of appreciating each other's

of being moved to admiration and
by the exhibition of loving courage, or
indignation and hate by malignant con;

love
to

;
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or later, of using imitative

signs for the

purpose of

bringing absent things to the
"
thoughts of another mind ?

Thk First Book of Botany. By Eliza A.
Youmans. New edition. D. Appleton &
Company.

A
be
to

school-book which declares

little

else

something

itself to

than a finger-board, pointing
be studied, and which

else to

method that a

sible

child can

employ

in

We

gaining a real knowledge of principles.
may, of course and we usually do cram
him with those intellectual boluses called
definitions

that

but

and

we

hope and

belief

will digest

them ;

rules, in the

some time or other he
also very

and here ia the

commonly

absurdity of our plan leave /his prccesa
of mental digestion to chance, instead of regarding it as the end to be secured by the

Thousands of

designed to avoid lesson-learning and to
break up school-routine, is certainly something unusual in the educational world, and
we might suppose from all analogy that it

training of the teacher.

would meet with little favor. Yet such are
the character and object of the "First Book

and appropriated by the mental system, it
is after school-life is
over, and the youth
takes his education into his own hands and

is

of Botany." It was prepared, not to enable
the pupil to memorize a certain amount of

information about the vegetable kingdom,
but to put him in the way of training his

their school-life

book of guidance

mass of them

in the

work of observa-

an encouraging sign of improvement in methods of instruction that a book
thoroughly constructed on this plan
should still not be a day ahead of the time.
so

prompt and extensive adoption by the
Boards of Education in many cities is an
Its

encouraging evidence of progress in the art
of elementary teaching.
The work has

been reprinted in England, and is reviewed
in the Pall Mall Gazette by Prof. Payne, of
the College of Preceptors, under the title of
"
Botany as a Fourth Fundamental Branch

of Study." He says
" This book is so
remarkably distinguished from the ordinary run of school:

books that no apology

necessary for calling the attention, not only of teachers, but
of all who are interested in education, to its
is

pretensions and merits.

Too many

school-

books, professedly compiled for the use of
only to be hand-books
for the teacher or the adult scientific stu-

children, are really

dent.

fit

Abounding with

definitions

and ab-

stractions which presuppose a knowledge of
the facts on which they are founded, they

tend to quench rather than quicken the
dawning intelligence of the child. These
abstractions, though called principia or beginnings, are, in fact, such only to the mind

Induction, on
already trained in deduction.
the other hand, appears to be the only pos-

and,

if it is

ever assimilated

and trying school-books generally by
we cannot but pronounce the great

pupil,

It is

;

begins it anew.
Holding, then, as we do,
that the primary aim of all teaching should
be the quickening of intellectual life in the

observing powers by the actual, systematic
study of plants themselves. It is a handtion.

chil-

dren carry about with them this crude, undigested matter, throughout the whole of

this test,

to be hinderances rather than

helps to the object in view.
They are hinderances and not helps, whenever they supersede the action of the pupil's own mind on

the facts which they describe.
In mattera
of science especially, the facts, the concrete
things, are the true teachers,

and should be

allowed to impress their lessons by direct
contact without any foreign intervention

on the mind of the learner.

These lessons

gained by the authoritative teaching of facts
will necessarily be productive of
clear, definite,

and permanent impressions, and must,
more valuable than those

therefore, be far

given by the conventional bookmaker on his

We

own

authority.
go further, and maintain that the principle we have suggested
furnishes a true test of the suitability of any

given subject for
which, as

we

elementary instruction,
be confined in

believe, should

its earliest stages to those
subjects in which
the pupil can gain his knowledge at first
hand from facts within his own cognizance.
If,

therefore, as has been declared

authorities on

the subject,

that

by good
kind of

teaching alone is effective which makes the
pupil teach himself, it is obvious that ele-

mentary education should consist

in elicit-

ing the native powers of the child, and
make him take an active share in the process by which knowledge is acquired in set;

ting

him

forth, in short,

however young, on

LITERARY NOTICES.
the path of investigation.

The

implicit re-

ception of truths gained by the observation
and experiments of others is, as things are,
often unavoidable in the case of the adult

man, presumed

to be already educated, but

antagonistic to educational training, which
consists in the development and direction of
is

the native intellectual forces of the child.
"
This conception of the nature and power of education has been firmly grasped and
exhibited with remarkable skill by the au-

thor of the

little

book now under

notice,

pupil

I2i

trained not only to observe the sen-

is

sible facts, but constantly to
put them in
those relations of thought by which

they
become organized knowledge.' It is obvious that a course of instruction which secures such results as these, and which

ia

applicable to the most elementary education, involving not merely the acquisition

of sound

knowledge, but the systematic
mind as a preparation for

training of the

subsequent studies, literary as well as sciena very valuable contribution to our

tific, is

expressly designed to

make

the

educational

earliest instruction of children a

mental

dis-

exact and solid study of some portion of
inductive knowledge ' which is pointed out
'
by Dr. Whewell (lecture On Intellectual

which

is

Miss Youmans, of New York, prework the ripe results of edu-

cipline.

sents in her

experience reduced to

cational

a system.

Wisely conceiving that all education even
the most elementary should be regarded

resources.

by enabling

most suitable materials

of mere words.'

for this discipline in

study, according to her just notions on the
subject, is to be fundamentally based on the

exercise of the pupil's own powers of obHe is to see and examine the

servation.

properties of plants and

flowers at

supplies 'that

Education,' delivered at the Royal Institution) as a want in education, and which
would end in a real discipline for the mind

as a discipline of the mental powers, and
that the facts of external Nature supply the

the case of children, she has applied that
This
principle to the study of botany.

It

dom and

to

it

illusion

'

escape from the thralwhich reign in the world
The knowledge of which
'

'

he adds, must be a knowledge
of things, and not merely of names of
an acquaintance with the operathings
I

speak,'

;

and productions of Nature, as they appear to the eye, not merely an acquaintance with what has been said about them j
tions

first

a knowledge of the laws of Nature, seen in

hand, not merely to be informed of what
others have seen and examined.
His own

and observations, before they are conceived in general terms ; a

observation, resulting in the perception for
himself of form, color, interrelation of parts,

knowledge of the types of natural forms
gathered from individual cases already made

likeness

and unlikeness,

primum

mobile of his whole course of learn-

ing.

is

etc.,

to

be the

His own examination and investiga-

phenomena, his own reasoning and
judgment on discovered relations, are to
constitute the process by which he learns
not only the tacts and pnenomena of botany,
tion of

special experiments

familiar.'

"

The desideratum here indicated

is,

we

by Miss
Youmans's plan of teaching botany, which

repeat, supplied for the first time
'

she accordingly proposes as a fourth fundamental branch of study, which shall af-

Inasmuch, moreover, as the phenomena that
he observes are coordinated in Nature, the

ford a systematic training of the observing
Some may of course question
powers.'
the pretensions of botany to the position
here claimed ; but it will be found more

process becomes one not only for acquiring
separate facts but organized knowledge,
and, therefore, a systematic training in the

easy to object than to propose a substitute.
" It
may, however, with better reason, be
objected that the study of a descriptive

but also the use of his

art of observation.

mans remarks,

'

first

'

mental

faculties.

This plan,' Miss Yousupplies the long-rec-

ognized deficiency of object

-

teaching by

reducing it to a method, and connecting it
with an established branch of school-study.
Instead of desultory practice in noting the
disconnected properties of casual objects,
the exercises are

made

systematic, and the

is founded essenon observation, fails to elicit the inventive and constructive faculties of the
child, and to secure that training in the experimental knowledge of the action and reaction of forces, cause and effect, etc., which

science like botany, which

tially

constitutes the
gation.

We

method of

scientific investi-

should, therefore, suggest, aj
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equally, or almost equally, suitable for ele'

mentary instruction (see Edgeworth's Practical Education,' and 'Harry and
Lucy'),
a collateral or supplementary training, similar in spirit

and plan

to Miss

Youmans's in
on the

experimental mechanics founded
phenomena of mechanical action.

Botany

for observation, mechanics for experiment,

would complete that foundation of nature
and fact on which technical education, if it
to be a reality

is

lye

and not a pretence, must

ultimately based."

when

the world

came

to megatheriums, let

us say, then it must stop. They could not
conceive the possibility of such a being as
man. But at this point we join the theologians again in accepting a metaphysical element, in forming conceptions of things of
which we can have no positive knowledge.

way we may be said to worship Nabut only in a very limited sense.
look upon our being, not as perfect, but as
In this

We

ture,

becoming perfect, and we are here to-night
and at all times have it as our object to
improve these defects of Nature, and to endeavor to perfect the human frame.
Respecting the object we work for
organism of ours one great ad-
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this living

DISEASE. BY SIB WM.
GULL, BABT., M. D., E.B.S. 1

TEE NATURE OF
W.

In addressing you this evening, gentlemen, I have in some sort to throw myself
on the forbearance of the Society, for, though
I have been able to bring certain ideas to-

gether on the subject on which I desire to
speak, I have not, for want of time, been
able to adopt a form of words such as I
would have liked. In some sense I am the

spokesman of the Society

as its President,
laying before the public
the objects of the Society as I would now
in

especial

when

do.

We,

in

our

calling,

from some

differ

theologians in one important respect they
look on this world as a decaying world, as
:

much worse than it once was we, as students of Nature, are opposed to this view,
for, if we look to the history of Nature, we
see we are ever advancing toward perfec;

tion,

even

if

we

are not likely to reach

it.

an improving world, and we are met
to advance that idea.
We believe that this

This

is

world has something better in store for all
than any thing which has yet been seen,

and are

like to the convalescent, whose last
day should always be the very best he has
Some men are apt to think
ever spent.
that science has certain limits set to it, be-

yond which no man may go but we believe
that knowledge extends far beyond the
strictly scientific limit.
Doubtless, were
the early lower animals assembled together
in conclave, they would conceive it quite

We

vance has of late been made.

are ac-

quiring a physiological notion of disease.
Disease is no entity it is but a modifica;

tion of health

process

a perverted physiological
and this must at all times be in-

;

Were

sisted upon.

not that

it

we

feai

death, and dislike pain, we should not look
upon disease as any thing abnormal in the
life-process,

but to be as part and parcel of
a definition

Few would now venture on

it.

of disease

;

for in reality

it is

but the course

of Nature in a living thing which is not
In health the balance of function
health.
it to either side, and there
That being so, just as the lifeprocess constitutes an individual and put3
him apart from his fellows, so must any alteration in it be individual, and not general.
But to the ignorant disease is an entity an
evil spirit which attacks us and seizes us.
Hence arises the word "seizure," which,
though in a somewhat different way, we still

is

even

is

disease.

incline

;

To the

use, but with a protest.

charlatan,

a set of symptoms to be attacked
by a variety of drugs a drug for each
symptom. To us, disease is a life-process
disease

is

of a perverted kind.

Many

states are not

now

called diseases

which used to be, and there are still some
to be expunged.
Some people are alway?
Some have feeble stability, and tc
ailing.

;

impossible to transcend their status; that

Bemarks

before the Clinical Society of London.

them

it is

as natural to be

others to be well
So, too,

;

but this

aged persons get

ill

ill

is
;

b

as

it

is

to

not disease.
it this is

not

natural change
simulating disease, and, when we try to cure
such, we use all the farrago of the chemist's
disease

in

reality,

it

is

shop to prevent the sun setting.

So syohi
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us at last ceases in the system to be syphi-

and becomes an early decay.

'is,

It

to consider

curious

is

the various

morbific agents at work within our bodies,
the lines in which they work, and their

These as yet have been but

seats of action.

and deserve attention.

"

123
"

I said.

Why,"

you have been trying

to

put a quart into a pint pot. You cannot
make her strong, and never will."

when a new instrument or mechanimeans of diagnosis is introduced, we
must try to make ourselves masters of it, so
So,

cal

Thus,
very doubtful if scarlatina begins in the
blood, as we should all be apt to say, rather

as to be able to use

than

Let it be
in any other tissue or fluid.
our object to find out where all these begin

thus acquired too early to practice.
Thus,
as regards the thermometer, doubtless it

within the body, and how they enter the
body. In future, I hope, comparative pa-

yields us most valuable information, but we
must beware of using it as a guide to our treatment until we have a more complete knowl-

little

studied,

it is

which

thology,

is

teach us

ied, will

just beginning to be studmuch; for in our bodies

we men have many organs which

are of

or no use to us, and are only relics of a
former state of being. What, for instance,
is

the

comparative

Were

make

I to

would put tonsils
such like organs,

anatomy of

tonsils

V

a man, I do not think I

Yet

in him.
in

and

these,

accordance with the

general law, are more prone to disease than
are the others which are of real use in the

remember the case of a man

I

system.

who had a permanent vitelline duct. He
had been out on a cold day, and the motion
of the intestines twisted them in a mass
round this persistent duct, and he died. I

aright,

But

its

own

individual

and

life

pathology, whether it be immediately required or not only, if not required, it is
;

more prone

to disease than if

were.

it

I

could, for instance, suppose a foetus of four
months going to the doctor and saying " I
:

am

wrong my Wolffian bodies are
disappearing, and kidneys are coming in
their stead."
Yet that is as much a condition of disease as some of those conditions
of which I speak.
going

all

;

It is of the

utmost possible importance,
then, to be able to tell what we have and
what we have not to cure. How often do

we

find people trying to

sible

!

do what

is

Some women have no more

impos-

vital ca-

pacity than a canary-bird
they are constantly ill, and it is useless to attempt to
;

make them
"

well.

A man came

to me, and

know what to do with Sohave given her every thing I
eould think of, and she will not get strong."
said

:

and-so.

I

don't

I

vital

know

weighing or measuring can give you

only

A

man has pneumonia that
experience.
what are the dynamics
is a too vague fact
;

of the disease

One man with a pneumonia

?

will get rapidly well

and be right again

few days, whereas another

man

in

a

not get
well at all.
So, in different individuals, a
form of disease apparently the same may be
will

from the beginning, and this we
make out in our diagnosis,

different

cannot always
eases

and has

we

exactly what
is the condition of each part of the
system ;
but to what is the wrong due ? That no
It is well to

especially in internal disease.

alive,

only

comes the

after the physical

diagnosis.

made a preparation of

the duct, and wrote
" Cui vitam
atque mortem dedit
diverticulum." Every part of the body is

;

edge of the condition of bodily temperature.

under

it,

even though

must beware of applying the knowledge

lit-

tle

it

troublesome to ourselves

this is

we can do

In skin-dis-

better.

During the last week I had been called
most of you know, to form a diag-

on, as

nosis of the workings of the mind.

the break-down

may be

the

first

diseased condition, just as

it

Here

sign of the

may be

in

heart-disease, peritonitis, and a score of
other diseases.
man, after racing up a
hill, finds himself breathless and spitting

A

He comes

blood.

heart-disease.

It

to you,

does not

and you

mean

find

that the

heart-disease was produced by running up
the hill it only means that an organ, equal
to its ordinary duties, failed when unusual
;

stress

came

to

be

laid

upon

So

it.

is

peri

tonitis often the result of disease previously
latent,

but brought on by exposure to cold,

Some men say that
such cases as those of doubtful sanitj

or

some such agency.

should not be taken up by us

nary men are quite as well
out the truth as
ing.

If so,

to us that

all I

it is

we

say

so.

are, with all
is,

that ordi

fitted for finding

that

it is

our train-

no honoi
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Now, therapeutics is the end, though
the study of diseased conditions might be
are somepleasant enough by itself.

We

times twitted with letting Nature alone to
do her work.
do not. And here, again,

We

chains

an immense

lies

valley, drained

by

the Youkon, a river nearly as large as the
Mississippi, and which Dr. Dall has well described in his

work on Alaska.

These moun-

we

with their numerous branching chains
and foot-hills, cover the whole country with

say,

impassable barriers.

not

during the few days of summer, some vegetation can be seen, and it is
here that the natives live sometimes, how-

join issue with the theologians.
They
" If
>t is God's will that a man die, so
be it." But, say we, " God's will is to be
found out it is not a mere fate."
are

We

;

ignorant worshippers of Nature, and,
whether a man is doomed to die or no, we

know

only by the result.

We

are connec-

We

tains,

Among them

lie

many

valleys, where,

;

ever, a glacier will encroach

upon the

valley,

or an avalanche of snow and rocks from the

have to adjust and correct.
the tendency to recurrence to the
equilibrium that is, health and we en-

neighboring

deavor to assist in adjusting this balance in
each individual.

seems to spring up in the peat-bogs, which
are found everywhere except on the mounIn these bogs, when sheltered from
tains.

tive agents.

We

know

In fever, for instance, two things are

promptly at work

destructive changes, and
In such dis-

it up, or in spring a
In these inhabitable spots
but little soil ; all the vegetation

hills

flood overflow

there

is

the winds,

fill

it.

many

kinds of trees will grow,
Grass

changes tending to recovery.

but they are almost totally worthless.

eases there are certain superficial accidents
to notice.
In fever there

grows very rapidly during the warni?r days
of summer, and sometimes attains a height
For agricultural purposes the
of five feet.

which we are apt

are often complications but these are really
part of the fever-process, and are not to be
interfered with by themselves.
Our study
;

must

how

best to bring the condition to
a safe ending ; for a patient in fever may
be,

get well of the fever, and yet die of a bedBore.

In conclusion,

if I

have spoken more as

regards medicine than as regards surgery, I
think the surgeons ought to be indebted to

me

for hints

toward the extirpation of super-

a grand prospect for the surgeons of the future. British Medical Jourfluous organs

nal.

territory

The following statements are from a pa" Medical
Notes on Alaska," by
per entitled
W. T. Wythe, M. D., read before the Sacramento Society for Medical Improvement,
and published in the Pacific MedicalJournal :
very mountainous ; lofty
peaks, clad with snow throughout the year,
One mountainbeing everywhere visible.
is

Nevada and

Coast Range of California, extends along the
Alaskan Peninsula and

coast, through the

the Aleutian Islands

;

another chain, the con-

Rocky Mountain system,

interior of

Alaska

ia

Along

the coast the average temperature is about
40 Fahr. during the year, while on the other
side of the mountains it is many degrees
The coast is very foggy and damp.
lower.
rainfalls are very frequent, and it is
At
subject to very severe storms of wind.
Sitka, it is said that for a number of years
past tne number of days during the yeai

The

when

it

did not rain or snow, has been thir
In the interior the climate is very

cold in winter, and in summer somewhat
warmer than on the coast. There is but lit-

SOUTHERN ALASKA.

chain, identical with the Sierra

worthless.

very different from that of the coast.

ty-five.

The country

is

The climate of the

tle

rain or fog.

Snow

falls to

a great depth,

have seen the ground frozen thirteen
inches below the surface in midsummer. The
cause of this peculiar climate, and of the

and

I

difference of average

coast and the interior,
ifies

temperature on the
is

the

same that mod
The Japan

the whole Pacific coast.

current, which brings the

warm

the southeast shores of Asia,

is

waters of

undoubtedly

the principal agent in controlling the climate
of the northwest coast of America. From

the Aleutian Islands to Sitka the whole coast
" Pacific Gulf Stream."

tends across the country to Behring's Strait,
and, passing under the sea, is said to reap-

bathed by this
In addition to this current, the winds havo
a share in influencing the climate.
Along

Between these two mountain-

the coast the prevailing winds are from the

tinuation of the

pear in Asia,

ex-

is

MISCELLANY.
southwest, and are decidedly warmer than
from any other quarter, having been warmed
in

passing over the Japan current.
There are four principal tribes in Alaska,

each having distinct manners and customs
1. The Koloshians, who dwe 1 along the south
coast, and are found as far north as Cook's
:

They are tall and powerful men, very
during the Russian
savage and warlike
Inlet.

;

government they were very troublesome, and
even now are the terror of the northwest
coast.
2. The Aleutians, who live on the
islands, are short of stature

;

almond

their

The

^

diseases of the northwest coast are

modified by, and in many cases owe their
origin to, the peculiar topography of the
place and its climate, whether it is that of
the coast or interior.
In the damp, cold cli-

mate along the ocean, where the winds blow
the greater portion of the time with great
violence directly from the sea, disorders of
the respiratory organs are the most fre-

quent. Bronchitis is never absent catarrh is
seen at every change of weather. Sudden
;

changes, when they are severe, often produce a catarrha. fever or influenza, with more

eyes and peculiar features proclaim their
origin.
They are fishermen, and

or less bronchitis.

Mongolian

and seemed

travel long distances in their skin bydarks
or canoes.
Among the many facts which

typhoid type.

prove their Tartar descent, is the remarkable one that the inhabitants of Attou, the

pneumonia made

most westerly of the Aleutian

Islands, speak

a language so nearly like that of the Corrile
Islands on the Asiatic coast, that they need
no interpreter between them. 3. The Ke-

who live on the main-land, are tall
and powerful men, nearly as white as Europeans. They are hunters, and live by trad-

naians,

ally

warm

in

Pneumonia often occurs,

sporadic cases to assume a
During a few days of unusu-

weather, an epidemic of bilious

appearance at Kodiak,

its

The
attacking about fifty of the natives.
treatment consisted in opening their door3
and windows so as

to

admit

air,

attention to

houses, and quinine.
Rheumatism is very obstinate, and occurs
very often, and generally takes the articular
the police of

form.

their

Tuberculous diseases are very comboth natives and whites, and oc-

mon among

They are peaceful, but not cowardly,
as the Alutes are, and are able to defend
themselves from the Koloshians.
4. The

cur most frequently among the half-breeds.
Phthisis pulmonalis runs a fearfully rapid

Esquimaux are found on the north

quent than

ing.

Many

coast.

of the Aleutians, who have been parby the Russians, live in log

tially civilized

and clothe themselves as white people
do the majority, however, dress in skins,
and live in holes which they dig in the ground,
and cover with a sort of hut of logs. Civilhuts,
;

ized and uncivilized,

all

display great inge-

nuity in making their houses air-tight ; every
crevice through which the cold wind could
enter

is

closed,

and the walls are

lined with

In these huts, not more than ten feet
long and ten wide, half a dozen people will
live; day and night they keep up a large

moss.

fire,

until the heat

white

man can

houses

is

and odor are more than a

endure.

The

filth

of these

indescribable.

During the Russian
administration the natives were
obliged to
bathe once a week in the steam-bath, which

was erected

in every village.
Uncle Sam's
advent put an end to this tyranny, and now

each

man

he pleases.
in the sun,

bread and

is free,

and remains as dirty as

The food consists of fish dried
and, when they can get it, black
tea.

cially,

much more

Skin-diseases are

course.

in

the interior

;

fre-

eczema, espe-

often seen, but yields readily to

is

Syphilis, in all its forms, seems
to be found everywhere on the coast, and,

treatment.

most of

in

all,

places

have traded longest
killing

all

;

where the whites
slowly but surely
of the northwest

it is

the natives

coast.

tis

In the interior, rheumatism and bronchito be the prevailing diseases.
On

seem

Cook's Inlet

I

met with a number of cases
all occurred on a

of intermittent fever
7

hundred

:

above the sea, and
where the houses were exposed to a strong
breeze directly from the inlet. These casea
were among white people, and might have
been contracted elsewhere but, happening
after a sea-voyage of forty days, and in per
blufi several

feet

;

sons previously in good health, I attributed
to the locality.
Scurvy also appears frequently in the interior, caused by lack of

it

vegetables and fresh meat, and faulty hyThe long nights of that high latitude,
giene.
the excessive cold and deep snow, and the
lack of antiscorbutics, rend*"" it difficult to
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keep large bodies of men

entirely free

from

this disease.

The value of the country may be summed
up thus Its fur-bearing animals are numer:

There are large and valuable banks of codfish among the islands, and
St. Paul and St. George Islands contain furous and valuable.

coming decomposed, must cause poisonous
emanations, destructive to those who, living
The drainage and
above, must breathe it.
other pipes laid in this soil are extremely
be entered by these poisons, and

liable to

thus they are conducted into houses directFrequent sweeping and washing are

ly.

seals enough to give to the monopoly having
possession the control of the market for that
article throughout the world.
Beyond this,

necessary in every house. Dust is not alone
unpleasant, but it is a fruitful source of dis-

nothing valuable has been found as yet.

and other colored
substances, consisting of organic and coloring matter, being swallowed with the food
and inhaled, causes many a doctor's visit.

perhaps the most

ease

The dust of

so.

curtains, carpets, papers,

HINTS ON HO USE-B UILDING.
The

great object of sanitary legislation
to secure for each individual the
greatest
fresh air, pure water, sunshine,
Public sanitation in
dryness of soil

Every house should have a kitchen and
wash-room distinct from the dwelling-rooms.
The latter should be large enough to allow

towns should provide for width of streets,
paving, the removal of fluid and solid nui-

of each inhabitant obtaining 10- cubic feet
of fresh air per hour, when doors and win-

sances, open places for the circulation of air,
and recreative resorts for the inhabitants.

dows are shut. Each house should have
abundance of good water for drinking, cookfive to
ing, and washing, including bathing

is

amount of
and

The width of streets
to the height

is important in relation
of the houses. The width

should never be less than the height.
healthiest

sites

The

for

dwelling-houses are
known to be those on trap, granite, and

:

per day should be allowed for
drinking, at least 18 gallons for washing,
and eight to 10 should be used daily to flush
six

pints

the sewers.

Sick people require more from
Water-closets condaily.
:

metamorphic rocks, where water readily
escapes, and the soil, and consequently

40 to 50 gallons

the

construction.

air,

is

Cholera

dry.

is

rare

in

sume various

quantities, according to their

The nature of the

closet and

Permeable sandstone, gravel, and chalk, if unmixed with
Sands which conclay, are also healthy.
tain organic matter, clay, and alluvial soils,

the method of removing the contents have
become one of the most important questions

are

always to be suspected.
Thorough
draining, both subsoil and surface, is a ne-

to large towns ; it suits private houses of
the rich or jails well.
The Goux system is

cessary preliminary to building.
Dampness
of ground necessitates dampness of air and

equally unsuitable. The water system, where
there is a plentiful supply of water, is infi-

of the walls.

nitely the best

houses on such

sites.

This causes chemical altera-

tion in the organic materials in the houses,

with absorption of oxygen and discharge of
other gases it favors, too, the growth of
low animal and vegetable organisms, which
poison the air of the dwellings, and produce
;

disease.
The decomposition of the organic
contents of the soil is hastened by its damp-

ness,

and especially by rapid alterations of

its

hygrometric state.
best; some sandstone

though dry to-day,

it

Calcareous stone
is

so porous

may be soaked

is

The large amount of organic matter
it, which is freely exposed to
the action of the air and moisture, becontained in

A sufficient

worthy of human beings, is a necessary duty of the state, and a noble work for the
These necessary conditions
philanthropist.
may be advantageously supplemented by a
little comfort and elegance.
A little garden
is

a civilizer of great power.

TJie

Builder

CONCERNING CROOKES.

with

Houses should never be
built on ground filled up with ashes and other

and the cheapest.

of ground can nearly always be obtained.
The improvement of the dwelling-house and
the establishment of comfortable homes,

fall

that,

damp to-morrow.
debris.

which advancing civilization has created.
sj stem is quite inapplicable

The dry-earth

As

relates to the claims of this

man

as a

a writer in the E>g\

scientific discoverer,

ncering and Mining Jottrnal says :
"Mr. Crookes, whose accounts of ex

periments with the

'

Psychic Fo^ce

'

have

MISCELLANY.
criticised at

been severely

home and

Carpenter in a pamphlet which is attached
to the last number of the Quarterly Journal

of Science of which Mr. Crookes

is

editor.

Carpenter's article (published in the
Quarterly Review) was certainly a savage
assault and the style of Mr. Crookes's reDr.

;

A

"3.

in this

country, replies to a personal attack by Dr.

127
year or t)ro

and

lurgy,'

duced a

later,

Mr. Crookes

a translation of Kerl's

published

on

in the chapter

'Metal-

silver intro-

flattering description of Crookes's

No alluSodium-Amalgamation Process.
sion whatever is made to Prof. Wurtz in
This

book.

the

brazen enough

is

A letter in

worse remains behind.

but

;

the San

ply is calculated to win the sympathy of
have not entered the dethe reader.

Francisco Mining and Scientific Press ; an
address by Prof. Silliman before the Na-

bate upon Psychic Force, and we do not
care to express an opinion concerning the
furious personalities into which it has de-

tional

But we lost confidence in
generated
Crookes a good while ago and in this
vindication of himself he has repeated
offence which dishonored him then in

per

We

;

eyes of

all

These we
"

who were

Mr.
last

the

the

familiar with the facts.

shall briefly recapitulate

of Science at Washington

;

and an account of experiments in
Colorado, given in this paper (then the
American Journal of Mining), are all quoted
;

as referring to Crookes's process, whereas
they all referred to the process patented in
this

:

Academy

an account of experiments at Tulare County,
California, published in a San Francisco pa-

Some

Wurtz.

country by Prof.

of

The discovery of sodium-amalgam
and its uses by Prof. Henry Wurtz, of this
city, and his application for a patent for the
invention was swiftly followed by a similar
invention by Mr. Crookes, in London, which

documents, indeed, contained his
name, which Mr. Crooke3 deliberately
avoided quoting.
" 4. We branded this
of dishon-

led to a discussion of the question of pri-

and we have never seen or heard
ago
of any
vindication
from Mr. Crookes.

ority
"

1.

and

piece

esty as

it

deserved,

all

the dates of

announcement, application, issuance of patent in fact, the whole of the circumstantial

more than three years

;

'

'

originality.

In this discussion,

2.

these

And

now, in his reply to Dr. Carpenter,

he

proudly alludes to his discovery of sodiumamalgam, extensively used in Australia,

evidence

were in favor of the American

California, etc., as

chemist.

Mr. Crookes was on the defensive

The psychic
respect of scientific men.
force of a lie, well stuck to,' is proverbi-

throughout

;

he never breathed the sugges-

Wurtz got the

tion that Prof.

idea from

him ; on the contrary, he attempted to
move the very natural suspicion that he
it,

We

will

not work in this case, across
We do not accept any

statements whatever, on the authority of
Mr. Crookes, until he has confessed and
atoned for the outrage we have now for the

repeat that Mr. Crookes
declaration that

own solemn

was not the case with the sodiumamalgam patent that the instance was one

this

;

of independent, simultaneous discovery, not
unknown in the history of science. This

was accepted,

it

re-

at least,

declaration of Mr. Crookes

but

the Atlantic Ocean.

(according to the lovely British law) by the
'introducer' without reference to original
authorship.
rested on his

'

al.;

re-

from the
American Patent-Office, through some one
of the spies, who, it is well known, make a
business of sending to England information
of new discoveries to be patented there

ceived the hint of

one of his claims to the

in

view of his respectable standing, as con-

second time exposed.
" It is
quite immaterial whether he did
really discover

sodium-amalgam

in general use

is

im-

anywhere, and has long been

in this country.

'

;

rectly his conception of truthfulness

honor, his

claims

to

and

belief as a witness

and to respect as a man. According to our
notions of the brotherhood of science, its

members always

papers filed at Washington, by Prof. Wurtz,
were ranked as accidental.

cannot be trusted so far

;

it

Our charge is
not against the originality or the value of
'
Mr. Crookes's
invention
it affects diabandoned

and certain curious coincidences
between his specifications and the earliest
clusive

;

material that the discovery is of no great
practical value, and that the process is not

sincerity

member."

confide in one

and good

faith.
is,

A

another's

person

who

ipso facto, not a
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NOTES.
Mechanism of Thought. An important
paper was read at the last meeting of the
Medico-Chirurgical Society of London on
this interesting but very complicated subject,
by Dr. Broadbent. His theory was based
partly on the results of his own dissections,
partly on remarkable cases of loss of speech
and paralysis that either came under his
own notice or have been recorded by others.
The chain of physical actions which he
claims to be implicated in the process of
thinking, can only be followed in detail
by the anatomist but the general sequence
of events on this theory is the formation
of ideas in the marginal convolutions at the
;

:

summit of the sensory tract the employment of these in trains of thought in the
;

convolutions withdrawn from immediate relation with the outer world the propagation
of excitations to the third left frontal convolution, leading to the selection of certain
sound-groups the coordination in the corpus striatum of the muscular movements required to produce those sounds ; and, finally,
the transmission of impulses from the several nuclei of the medulla oblongata to each
;

;

individual muscle required
into play.
Academy.

Aerial Navigation.

to

be brought

Dupuy de Lome

gives a brief account of an aerial journey
made by the author in company with fourteen others in a newly-constructed air-bal-

and machinery for imparting to this
balloon and the car thereto attached any
desired direction or motion, independent of
that which the wind or air-currents will
The experiment has
give to the balloon.
proved a complete success in every respect
a speed of 50 kilometres (31.065 English
miles) per hour could be readily obtained.
loon,

;

Prof. Ehrenberg, who has published from
time to time the results of his examination
of those microscopic bodies that are carried
by the atmosphere and deposited as substances of a red color, has collected all the
observations on this subject made by him
between the years 1847 and 1870. This important memoir, consisting of 150 pages, two
tables, and two plates, will appear in the
forthcoming volume of the Transactions of
the Berlin Academy for 1871. He enumerates all the instances of this phenomenon
which have been placed on record the earliest being a case of dust-shower which fell for
ten days in the Chinese province Honan, in
the year 1154 b. c.
As his examination was
directed chiefly to organisms contained in
the showers, the analysis was entirely microThe number of analscopical, not chemical.
yses made by himself is altogether 70, and
he was able to distinguish not less than 460
distinct forms of organic life.
Academy.
;

If there were any reasonable question of
the value of vaccination as a preventive of
small-pox, strong evidence in its support ia
furnished by the circumstance of an epidemic now prevailing in the Island of Jersey.
It appears that, of 39 persons comprising
all who were attacked with small-pox in the
small town of Gorey, but five had ever been
vaccinated.
Six of the 39 died, and but one
of these had ever been vaccinated. At last
accounts, the epidemic was rapidly spreading, and under very favorable conditions
it would
seem, for investigation has shown
that at least one-third of the children under
15 years of age in the whole island are un-

vaccinated.

Nitrate of Ammonia in Respiration.
Dr. Struve states that, by breathing for
some moments in a large-sized beaker-glass
previously moistened with water, and next
rinsing the glass with some pure distilled
water, this liquid will be found, by the usual
tests, to contain ammonia and nitric acid.
This formation of nitrate of ammonia is
stated to become increased after dinner has
been taken. The author is of opinion that

atmospheric nitrogen is not entirely passive
in the process of respiration, but it should
be observed that this opinion is contradicted
by the direct experiments of Drs. Regnault
and Reiset.
Chemical News.
Dr. Livingstone's safety is not yet despaired of by his brother, Mr. Charles Livingstone, her Majesty's consul at Fernando Po.
This gentleman is no stranger to Africa, having been long resident ou the west coast, and
travelled much about that portion of the continent.
He is stated to be confident that
the doctor will, in the course of a few
months, reach the seaboard at or near Zanzibar, and to hold the fact of the opening
up of a new river on the west coast, between
Opobo and New Calabar, to be a proof that
Africa, even there,
Lancet.

is

only imperfectly known.

Since attention has been directed to the
subject, cases of lead-poisoning, traceable to
the use of hair-preparations containing lead,
are found to be very frequent.
A case of
this sort was recently reported in the medical journals, which was at first mistaken for
muscular rheumatism, and treated as such,
with but slight amendment.
Paralysis of
the extensor muscles of the fingers and hands,

"
with " wrist-drop
coming on, the true nature of the affection was seen, and its cause
readily found in the frequent use of a hairrenewer containing a large proportion of sugar of lead. No lines were seen upon the
gums, but attacks of colic had been frequent.
Discontinuance of the hair-dressing, and a
resort to the ordinary remedies, soon effected a cure.
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ON THE AKTIFICIAL PRODUCTION OF STUPIDITY
IN SCHOOLS.
is

related of a learned judge, that he once praised a retiring wit" You are entitled to
sir.

ITness in the following words
You must have

taken

:

infinite pains

with yourself.

great credit,
could nat-

No man

urally be so stupid."

We cite this well-worn

anecdote because

it

contains, probably, the

earliest public recognition of the principle which the title of our article
is intended to convey.
Existing in all ages of the world, in all condi-

tions of

life,

stupidity

is

and described by a copious vocabulary
something which

it

in every language,
has never been possible to ignore or to

The fact of its all-pervading presence, its vitality in the most
forget.
different climates and scenes, has tended to convince mankind of the
necessity of an evil which they have never failed to perceive ; and
which has served, from time immemorial, as a subject for the lamentation of the wise, and a basis for the calculations of the designing.
lessons of proverbial wisdom, the results of hasty generalization,

The
and

point out, or seem to point out, that
is
from
the
existence of the human race ; and
stupidity
inseparable
that it must appear, not in every individual, but in many individuals

the daily experiences of

of every community.

nomenon

life,

all

It follows that the persons in

whom

the phe-

most conspicuously manifested are regarded with something of the compassion which attaches to physical infirmity; and
enjoy, in a certain degree, the power of blundering, with the privilege
of being exempt from punishment.
We have long entertained a conviction that this passive acquiescence in stupidity, as an ultimate fact of human nature, and this conis

fident expectation of its unmitigated recurrence in each succeeding
generation, are founded upon errors of considerable practical imporattention to causes that are remote, they induce
tance.
"
By directing

9

i
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forgetfuluess of those wliich lie at every man's door ; and, by bringing
into prominence the stupidity which is irremediable, they lead us to
neglect examination of that which may be prevented.

In truth, the varieties of hebetude are numerous. It must be admitted that some of them are displayed by persons whose intellects
are obscured by organic defect, " native and to the manner born," in
the nervous apparatus by continuing deficiency, or excess, in the
composition or quantity of the circulating fluid ; and it is probable
that, in many cases of this nature, the scalpel, or the microscope and

would fail to disclose the cause of the infirmity. Inherited
diathesis, or hereditary disease, may doubless weaken the faculties of
the mind, as they evidently weaken the physical powers of the body,
test-tube,

and may produce

effects varying in degree from idiocy to mere dulness of apprehension.
are far from saying that in these instances
stupidity can neither be alleviated by judicious, nor confirmed by im-

We

proper treatment ; but we indicate them as affording a substratum of
truth to popular prejudices touching the general invincibility of the
state in question, and as giving evidence of its centric rather than
eccentric origin.

But leaving this subdivision of the stupid entirely out of considerand remarking, by-the-way, that the word stupidity is misapplied when used to denote the mere absence of brilliant talent, we
would call attention to the large class of persons who are dull and
obtuse, not by reason of any probable congenital deficiency, nor by an
ation,

unfair comparison with great wits or geniuses, but by comparison with
what the individuals themselves clearly ought to be with what they

would have been had

been developed in the right way.
comparison
may appear ; for the simhuman
reason
the
do
not
that
greatly depart, save in
capabilities
ple
from
the
standard
of
cases,
Among a score of
mediocrity.
exceptional
men taken at random, but approaching to equality in point of conformation, we may observe that physical strength or endurance will vary
only within very narrow limits there being perhaps a single athlete,
or a single weakling, and a remainder composed of individuals whose
powers are not precisely on a level, but nearly so.
Let us suppose, however, that among the twenty men there were a
certain number who had been employed from their early years in pursuits calculated to produce muscular vigor and hardihood, and who
had observed all rules and precautions likely to insure to such purIt is certain that, whatever differsuits their most favorable effects.
ences might exist among themselves, these -men would surpass all their
competitors. Bendigo, the champion of the prize-ring, was one of a

And

this

their faculties

is

not so

difficult as it

:

in which, by
triple birth, and was the weakliest child of the family
reason of diligent training, he became the strongest man.
So universally has this principle been recognized and acted upon,
that in every barbarous or half-civilized community, or under all cir-
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oumstances which give an unquestioned superiority to bodily strength,

we may find evidences of special care to foster and increase it. The
"
"games obligatory upon the little Spartans, the exercises of "gentle
"
youth during the age of chivalry, the description given by Mr. Catlin

of the early training of the American aborigines, are all instances
and all show the recognition, under circumstances widely
;

in point

dissimilar, of the principle that the powers of the human organism are
to be developed by culture, or to dwin-

bestowed only in possibility
dle under neglect.

The state of physiological knowledge permits us to lay it down as
an axiom that what is true of one system or apparatus, among those
given to man, must also be true, mutatis mutandis (the necessary
changes being made), of the

rest.

Without

in the least degree failing

to perceive the dependence of the higher faculties upon a spiritual
nature, we must also perceive their dependence, during this life, upon

the qualities of their material organs, the nervous centres ; and the
dependence of these qualities upon the laws which regulate nutrition
are therefore entitled to assume, a priori, that,
and cell-growth.
precisely as the methods of the trainer raise the physical powers of his

We

disciples to the highest point attainable by each organism, so analogous methods would raise the intellectual powers in the same manner

and degree. The conclusion which may be formed by reasoning is
not unsupported by experience ; but the masters of the art are few,
and the examples of their skill are rare.
In an age of bodily repose, with nearly all locomotion artificial,
with money as the principal purveyor, it is not surprising that men are
careless about their physical powers, and think them hardly worth the
trouble which their full cultivation would entail.

Under circumstances

which strength of arm and fleetness of foot have afforded the chief
sources of security, or have opened the most direct paths to renown,
there has never been an approach to indifference about the means by
which these qualities might be attained. If physical education be now

in

almost wholly neglected, it is because the utility of
been diminished by the progress of civilization.

But

its results

has

age of bodily sloth and weakness is also, it must be
remembered, an age of intellectual activity and strength. The wide
diffusion of knowledge, the facilities for travel, and the application of
philosophy to the comforts and conveniences of life, have increased
a thousand-fold the value, to each possessor, and to the whole human
race, of the perceptive and conceptive faculties of the mind.
Every
one who observes the facts within his sphere, and reflects upon them,
this

find the key to some, as yet, unopened door in the temple of
Nature, or may excogitate results calculated to increase the happiness
of man. The career that offers itself to the intellect surpasses immeasurably all that has ever been offered to the corporeal powers ;

may

and

it

might, therefore, reasonably be

expected that intellectual

i

3z
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development would be the subject of the same foresight now, which
the development of the corporeal powers was wont to call forth ir
former days. It might be expected (although strength and activity oi
left to come of themselves, under the unaided influence oi
that playful restlessness of the young which provides against muscular
atrophy) that the training of the higher faculties of the mind into

limb are

due vigor and perfect symmetry would be carefully studied as a
It might be expected
science, and diligently practised as an art.
that the mechanism of observation and of thought, the nature and
order of the processes by which, chiefly, wealth, and power, and fame
are to be acquired, would be the subjects of an attention corresponding
to the degree in which wealth, and power, and fame are prized.
It
might be expected that every one the poor man to the extent of his
means, and the rich man to the extent of his knowledge would seek
to confirm and strengthen in his offspring the qualities by which the
world is ruled.
That the endeavor would not be fruitless, we have abundant evidence. Reasoning from an analogy which cannot fail, we find that
the human organism scarcely ever approaches, under the influence of
casual impressions or spontaneous acts, to any thing like the full measThe average athlete is but the corporeal perfection
its powers.
of the average man a perfection the result of labor, and which the

ure of

of youth or pursuits of manhood are insufficient to produce or to maintain. The most striking example upon record of the
physical predominance of one class of men over all others with whom

common games

they came in contact, was furnished by the Roman legionaries, in the
days of the Roman conquests. It may be explained by the system
which trained each legionary like a gladiator ; and it disappeared as
that system was relaxed and abandoned. The citizens of Rome, as
such, could possess no natural superiority over, and in some cases not
even an equality with, the inhabitants of the countries they subdued ;

but the citizens of

Rome were

trained to the exercises and formed to

the discipline of war. Their physical powers were improved to the
utmost, and they were inured to every variety of labor, fatigue, and
hardship. The world has not witnessed a school of mental education

upon a method so excellent, or upon a scale so grand ; but the proverbial sagacity of the Jesuits, and the proverbial erudition of the Benedictines, may be cited to show that the mind will respond, always in some
degree, and often vigorously, to a stimulus greater than that which is
supplied by the usual events of life. It has been well said that Nature

throws forth her able men as a salmon does its spawn, but produces
her great ones as a lioness does her cub singly, and at rare intervals.
Whenever the want of an able man is felt and acknowledged, it is
almost invariably supplied from among a limited circle of lookers-on,
one of whom will find in the occasion a means of at once discovering
and developing capabilities formerly dormant.
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duties have required them to undertake
phenomena of physical science have

original investigations into the

nearly always exhibited a remarkable intellectual growth as one reward of their exertions. They have become more cautious, more sagaand there is not the slightest reason
cious, more diffident than before
;

to suppose that they were, in the majority of instances, men of excepOn the contrary, the parallel facts connected
tional natural powers.
with the muscular system, and the remarkable uniformity with which

the faculties of reflection and judgment expand and strengthen under
proper use, may conjointly be taken to prove that the ordinary life of

Europe does not develop either body or mind in a degree at
commensurate with their capacities for action. The cricket-field
and the boating-club produce a certain amount of vigor and hardihood but their most ardent votaries would be exhausted by the pastimes of a savage, or by the daily drill and duty of a soldier of old
Rome. From the universities, and from schools of the first order,
issue many men unquestionably of high attainments, and some of great
and cultivated parts but the aggregate of both classes may be said
to have a point of resemblance to Brummel's finished cravat, and to
"
"
suggest that a large number of failures have been quietly conveyed
civilized
all

;

;

down-stairs.

In schools of an inferior kind, the attainments of the pupils are less
conspicuous; and the existing state of mental education may be

summed up in the earnest and weighty words of Prof. Faraday, who
declares that, " in physical matters, multitudes are ready to draw
conclusions who have little or no power of judgment in the cases; that
the same
ally,

is

true of other departments of knowledge; and that, generis willing to leave the faculties which relate to
judgment

mankind

almost entirely uneducated, and their decisions at the mercy of ignorance, prepossessions, the passions, or even accident." The same
"
authority says again, that
society, speaking generally, is not only
as
education
of the judgment, but is also ignorant of
ignorant
respects
its

ignorance."

must be conceded, we apprehend, that in the present day no
called upon to undergo a course of severe physical training, or
to exercise the muscular system to the acme of its powers.
But it
must also be conceded that there have been conditions of society
which rendered such training the duty of every one, and in which it
was enforced by a public opinion of the most rigid kind. We think
that, in the times in which we live, the duty of mental cultivation is at
least equally binding, and that its
performance requires to be prompted
by the same incentive.
For we are convinced that a very large proportion of the stuIt

man

is

pidity

now

existing in the world

influences, educational
growing brain, either

and

is

the direct result of a variety of

which operate to the prejudice of the
by checking its development altogether, or by
social,

i
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anduly stimulating the sensorium at the expense of the intelligence*
In the former case, general obtuseness is the result
and, in the latter
;

subjugation of the reasoning powers to the sensations or emotions.
are entitled to think these conditions strictly artificial ; and to look

We

upon them

as distortions, analogous, in
Hindoo fakirism.

some

respects, to the physical

distortions of

influence which, more than any other, is concerned
producing them, appears to us to be due to confusion of thought on
the subject of those very distinct realities called knowledge and wis-

The educational

in

While the prevailing weaknesses of the human mind those
apparent to the philosopher, and those also which are manifest to the
vulgar are alike due to want of wisdom, the efforts of ordinary instructors and the general current of the events of life are chiefly valued
as they appear calculated to impart knowledge. It is not surprising
that such should be the case, a great impulse having been given to
education in this country at a time when the operations of the mind
were not sufficiently understood to allow of a just discrimination
dom.

between them.
Moreover, learning was a thing apparent and undeniable, easily
perceptible to many who were unable to fathom its depths ; while
wisdom could only be recognized by the kindred wise, or in a fruition
not always directly traceable to its causes. Hence, and in a manner
not difficult to comprehend, arose a general impression that the
acquisition of knowledge was the principal, or even the only, means of
and this impression was confirmed by experience of
gaining wisdom
;

the fact that mental development is frequently coincident with efforts
to learn. The exact relation between the two is not easy to define,
even with all the aid afforded by recent advances in psychology ; but,
in former times, it was the opinion of the most advanced educationists,
that a certain routine of teaching afforded the best discipline for the
growing brain, and that this routine, when aided by good abilities,
was certain to produce the highest attainable results so that men of
"a
moderate or inferior performance, who had received
good educaand
not
of the precepof
be
failures
the
Nature,
tion," were considered to
tor. The hypothesis was most comfortable, serving to shift responsibility
from tutors and professors, and to place it where it was borne without
a murmur, while the necessary interval between the schools and life

was

sufficient to

render obscure any possible connection between bad

teaching and eventual stupidity.
During the universal prevalence of such principles as these, commenced a movement which was formerly described as " the march of

but which was, more correctly, a march of schooling. Men
of various calibre, and various degrees of learning, were cordially
united in an attempt to elevate the masses by education. For this
they organized a scheme by which to pour forth knowledge

intellect,"

purpose

like water, and, in carrying

it

into practice, they spared neither age
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nor sex. Cheap publications explained every thing in a manner to
be comprehended by everybody. The fathers of England were taught
of their daily duties ; the mothers, of
(with diagrams) the philosophy
Even
avocations.
household
their
unhappy little children, struggling
were
of
the
sands
school,
caught and engulfed by the advanthrough
cing wave. The great and good promoters of the original measure
were overwhelmed by the cooperation of innumerable amateurs, who
expected to make learning universal, by addressing, to the untaught,
condensed statements of scientific results, and who looted forward to
a time when the intellectual vigor of the community would be gauged

by the reports of the Society for the Confusion of Useless Knowledge,
or by the sale of illustrated penny serials, as the material prosperity
The
is at present by the quarterly returns of the Registrar-General.
idea seemed to be, that the diffusion of knowledge would act as a stimulant upon all minds of sufficient natural power, and would call forth

would set them thinking, comparing, judging ; and
their energies
that the rest of mankind, those not vitalized by the potent influence,
were to be regarded as unworthy of consideration in a philosophical
in point of numbers.
the
great and sudden illumination to which we
Notwithstanding
have referred, there is no evidence of any remarkable advancement,

sense,

however formidable

at all commensurate with the pains bestowed, in that culmind by which alone knowledge can be applied or rendered
The words (already quoted) of Prof. Faraday may be taken as

any increase
tivation of
useful.

conclusive that the reasoning faculties, in all classes of the community,
are very imperfectly and insufficiently developed imperfectly as com-

pared with their natural capabilities insufficiently when considered
with reference to the extent and variety of information with which
are compelled to seek for the
they are called upon to deal.

We

deficiency in an educational system that makes no
adequate provision for mental training; and we think that a brief
review of the relations between the nervous centres and the im-

causes of this

pressions that form the basis of knowledge will enable us to point
out the precise nature of the chief errors in existing practice, and
to define the principles

by adherence

to which those errors

might

be obviated.
point to which we would call attention is the existence, in
of the human species, of a distinctly duplex educability,
depending upon distinct functions of the brain. It may be taken as
conceded, we apprehend, by all physiologists, that the encephalon of

The

the

first

young

man

differs from that of other mammalia chiefly by the super-addition
of parts whose office it is to control the succession of ideas, and to
determine the course of conduct. The powers of re-collection, compari-

son, reflection,

and

volition, are attributes essentially

human,

or, at

least, are possessed by men in common with higher intelligences alone.
The powers of sensation, ideation, and spontaneous remembrance, are

i
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possessed also "by the lower animals, and are sufficient to explain
the particulars of their conduct.

all

may he conand to the extent, in which it is possible to
educate a horse, a dog, or an elephant, without necessarily trenching
upon or at all arousing any faculty that is distinctly human in its
The child, moreover, possesses an endowment, of a purely
nature.
It is manifest, therefore, that the education of a child

ducted, in the direction,

sensational or animal kind, in wdrich brutes are deficient, namely, the
power (subsidiary to the gift of language) to remember a great num
so that, just to the
ber of sounds, and to imitate them with facility
extent of this power, the sensational educability of the human race
exceeds that of the lower animals.
It should be remembered, moreover, that the functional activity of
the sensorial tract of the encephalon is an absolute necessity of
animal existence ; and that, in men and brutes alike, it is provided for
by an energetic tendency to spontaneous development under tbe
In what may be termed the
influence of its appropriate excitants.
;

natural

life,

a blind submission to the

promptings of sensations,

present or remembered, would in all ordinary cases supply the wants,
or gratify the passions of man. It is only in life modified by human

aggregation that these promptings require to be controlled by an
exercise of will, guided by a prior exercise of judgment
and, therefore, while Divine Providence has endowed the human race with sensa;

by daily wants or
that the higher
observe
from
we
without,
may
by physical impressions
cannot be main
of
of
a
the
instances,
mind,
powers
great majority

tional faculties that are called into vigorous action

tured excepting by assiduous cultivation.
In this respect, however, there is probably a considerable original
diversity between individuals ; and we are much inclined to think that
herein consists the chief cause of gradations of ability among persons
who neither greatly surpass an average standard nor fall greatly short
of it.
Observation teaches that it is far more easy in some children

than in others to carry instruction beyond the sense-perceptions, and
to call the intellect into activity ; but, it teaches, also, that the supposed difficulty often arises from an improper selection or application
of the means employed, and is simply a failure to open a lock with a

the
key. The apparently dull child not unfrequently receives
necessary stimulus from a trivial circumstance, from a conversation, a
book, or a pursuit, and may grow into a gifted man ; while a parallel
transformation may be accomplished much later in life, under the

wrong

some new opportunity for action. It is possible that, in
minds of the highest order, the intellectual faculties may possess the
character of spontaneity which is commonly limited to the sensorial

influence of

in
tract; but, in all ordinary cases, these faculties require to be excited
the pupil by their presence and their activity in the teacher.

The

sensational

and

intellectual functions of the

human

brain are
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not only distinct, but also in some degree antagonistic, through the
application of the ordinary law of nutrition to their respective organs.
The portions of the encephalon that are most employed will receive the
largest supply of blood, and will be the seats of the most vigorous cellgrowth, precisely as the same rule will apply to the development of

muscle

;
while, on the other hand, a certain duration of disuse, or of
restricted use, will occasion atrophic changes, and will be followed by
that functional impah-ment which is a natural result of structural

degeneration. It follows that men of the highest intellectual activity
are often somewhat inattentive to impressions made upon their senses ;

and

also that

cost of

great sensational acuteness is often purchased at the
as regards the operations of the judgment.

some torpor

Upon testing the educational customs of the present day by even
the most elementary principles of psychology, it becomes apparent
that a very large number of children receive precisely the kind of
training which has been bestowed upon a learned pig. There are scarcely any teachers who have in the least degree studied the operations
or the development of the mind (indeed, it is only within a very few

years that this study has borne any fruit of great practical utility),
and those who have not done so cannot realize the existence of a kind

of learning which is sensational alone. Indeed, it is more in accordance
with ordinary preconceptions to refer brute actions to a process of
reasoning, than to consider that any human actions are automatic.

The truth

is, however, that the first impressions made upon the
consciousness of a child have a strong natural tendency to expend
themselves through the sensorium ; and usually do so, unless directed
higher by the manner in which they are produced or maintained. For

the purpose of such direction, time is an element of the first importance,
and the idea which would be grasped by the intelligence after a certain

period of undisturbed attention, will excite the sensational faculties
alone if that attention be diverted by the premature intrusion of

something else that solicits notice. And while in almost every child
the power of intelligent attention may be aroused by care, and
perfected by perseverance, the natural inclination is toward a rapid
succession of thoughts, variously associated, and remembered in their
order without being understood. The faculty of comprehension, like
all others, is a source of pleasure to the
possessor, even in the
feeble attempts to bring it into exercise ; and hence, as well as
the impulse given to nutrition, when once a habit of

first

from

endeavoring to

comprehend has been formed, although in very young children, it is
not readily relinquished, but, on the contrary, is applied to the most
unpromising materials.
In schools, however, under the stern pressure of the
popular demand for knowledge, it is an extremely common practice to accumulate
new impressions with greater rapidity than they can be received even
by children who have enjoyed the inestimable advantage of early

i
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domestic training toward the right employment of their higher facThe work laid down can often only be accomplished by means
of the promptitude that is a chief characteristic of instinctive action.

ulties.

The

child

who

uses his sensorium to master the sounds of his task,

uses an instrument perfected for him by the Great Artificer. The
child who uses his intelligence must perfect the instrument for himself,

must grope

must puzzle, must catch at stray gleams of
mind can embrace the whole of any but the simplest

in the dark,

light, before his

The former brings out his result, such as it is, immediately
by slow degrees often first giving utterance to the steps by
which he is reaching it. The former is commonly thought quick and
question.

;

the latter,

;

clever; the latter, slow and stupid: and the educational treatment of
each is based upon this assumption, widely as it is often at variance

with the facts. The child whose tendency is to sensational activity
should be held back, and be made to master the meaning of every thing
he is allowed to learn. He is usually encouraged to remember sounds,
is pushed forward, is crammed with words to the exclusion of knowledge, and

is

The

who

taught to consider himself a prodigy of youthful talent.
tries to understand his lessons should be encouraged,
praised, supplied with food for thought of a kind suited to his capacity,
and aided by a helping hand over the chief difficulties in his path. He
child

usually snubbed as a dunce, punished for his slowness, forced into
sensational learning as his only escape from disgrace.
The master,
in many cases, has little option in the matter.
Children are expected
is

know more than they have time to learn parents and examiners
must have show and surface, things only to be purchased at the
expense of solidity and strength. A discreet teacher may often feel
to

;

synrpathy with the difficulties of a pupil but the half-hour allotted to
the class is passing away, the next subject is treading upon the heels
of the present one, the child must complete his task like the rest, and
so a budding intellect may be sacrificed to the demands of custom.
;

Among
domestic

the children of the educated classes, the circumstances of
usually afford to the intelligence an amount of stimulus

life

not of the best possible kind, is at least sufficient to comsome degree, for the sensational work of school. The easy
nursery-lessons of the prescholastic age, the story-books of childhood,
which,

if

pensate, in

the talk of parents and friends, all furnish food for leisurely reflection,
all serve to
suggest those strange questions that are one chief evidence
of thoughtfulness in the young. Minds thus prepared may often
flourish in spite of

nine-tenths of

subsequent excessive teaching ; and, by forgetting
find it possible to under-

what has been learned, may

stand the rest.
In what are called " elementary schools," however, those aided by
the nation for the instruction of the children of the poor, we do not
find this accidental provision against the paralyzing effects of the prescribed routine.

For the most

part, the children

have grown up

like
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wild animals, excepting for the advantage of an occasional beating,
their nervous centres have received few impressions unconnected

and

with the simplest wants of existence. Coincidently with an entire
absence of intellectual cultivation, they usually display a degree of sensational acuteness not often found in the nurseries of the wealthy, and
arising from that habitual shifting for themselves in small matters
which is forced upon them by the absence of the tender and refined
affection that loves to anticipate the wants of infancy.
school for a brief period, and the master strives to cram

They go
them with

to

as

much knowledge

as possible.
They learn easily, but they learn only
and
seldom
know
that
it is
sounds,
possible to learn any thing more.
In many cottages there are children who, as they phrase it, " repeat a
"
piece at the half-yearly examination. "We say, from frequent experiments, that they will learn for this purpose a passage in any foreign

language as easily as in English ; or, that they will learn an English
paragraph backward way, if told to do so and that, in neither case,
will any curiosity be excited about the meaning of the composition.
In ordinary practice, the master explains what they repeat, saying this
means so-and-so ; and the pupils have sufficient sensational acuteness
to remember the sounds he utters, and to reproduce them when called
upon.
They do not usually understand what "meaning" is. An
urchin may be able to say correctly that a word pointed out to him is
an adverb or a pronoun, may proceed to give a definition of either,
;

and examples of instances of

its occurrence, and may produce an impression that he understands all this, when the truth is that he has
only learned to make certain noises in a particular order, and when he
is unable to say
any thing intelligible about the matter in language of

Or he may repeat the multiplication-table, and even work
saying that 7x8=56, without knowing what 56 is or what 7
times 8 means. He knows all about 7 or 8, not from schooling, but
from the lessons of life, from having had 7 nuts or 8 marbles ; but of
the 56 which is beyond his experience he knows nothing. The nature
his

own.

by

it,

of the mental operations of such children is perhaps as little known to
the teacher, to the vicar of the parish, or the kind ladies who take an
interest in the school, as the nature of the mental operations of the in-

The adults distinctly understand a thing which
they feel to be very easy, and do not know that any children can talk
about it correctly without attaching an idea to their words. They often think the teaching satisfactory which enables the pupil to explain
habitants of Saturn.

They do not realize the possibility that the
explanation may be as little understood as the statement which it
explains that it may be like the tortoise in the Hindoo myth, which

things in set phrases.

supports the elephant, but which, requh-ing support itself, only removes
the difficulty by a single step that it may be a second unknown quantity balancing the first in the equation cc=y.
Such, however, instead
of bare possibilities, are too frequently actual results.

We

have

i
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already referred incidentally to a learned pig, and to the parallelism
"between its training and some kinds of human education. Persons
familiar with the tricks taught to animals are aware that these may all
be described as muscular actions performed each consecutively to its

proper signal. On hearing the finger-nails of the master click together,
the animal does something in obedience to the sensation ; nods its
head, or shakes its head, or stands erect, as the case may be. It has
no idea that the nod is an affirmation, or the shake a negation, and
probably has no thirst for knowledge about the matter, being content
to play its part correctly, and to escape the whip.
In the case of chilthe
medium
of
communication
is
and
the kind of redren,
different,

sponse

is different

;

but the faculty in action is commonly the same. The

words of the pig's master are mere by-play, intended to amuse the
audience, and the signal is conveyed by other sounds. The words of

human teacher or examiner, his questions, for instance, are the sig
nals to the child, each requiring its appropriate answer ; but, like the
signals to the pig, they are aural sensations, capable, as such, of prothe

ducing muscular action through the medium of the sensorium alone.
of the child are in words that is to say, in sounds that
he has been taught, and that he remembers, but of which he need not
understand one iota in order to repeat them, any more than the pig
need understand the affirmative or negative character of its nod or
In the human species, articulate speech is an act precisely
shake.
analogous to locomotion, requiring the combined and harmonious working of several muscles, and the guidance of sense, but in no way essentially connected with the intelligence ; and the child may make the
right noises in the right order, just as the pig does not nod its head
when the signal requires it to be shaken.
general idea of the facts, which we have endeavored to s*tate,
was conveyed to the public many years age by a phrase now almost

The responses

A

Educationists found, by experience, that children managed
forgotten.
to retain sounds without meaning, and they called the process "learn-

Books, pamphlets, and speeches, bore witness to the
and were full of suggestions for
improving upon it. But these suggestions, to the best of our recollection of them, did not go to the root of the matter, and were mainly
based on the assumption that learning by rote was characterized by
some sort of deficiency only, and not by a radical error in the kind of
impression made upon the pupil. It was not distinctly stated, or commonly conceded (although often implied in phraseology), that the action of the child's mind was of a nature essentially distinct from that
which it would be the object of a wise instructor to excite and the

ing

by

rote."

practical inutility of such learning,

;

cause of the error was mainly sought in teaching not carried far
enough to be beneficial, or not continued sufficiently long to produce
conceive that the recent development of nerpermanent results.

We

vous physiology

entitles us to

maintain that learning by rote

is

at once
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the effect and the evidence of operations limited to the sensorial ganhave no tendency, however they may
glia ; and that such operations
be complicated or prolonged, to excite those functions of the cerebrum

which are the peculiar attributes of humanity.
Our brief remaining space must be devoted to an examination of
the effects of sensational learning, both as it exists in most schools for
the poor, and also in the form, more or less modified, which may be
found in other institutions.
Physiologically speaking, the effect of purely sensational learning
be to stimulate the nutrition and increase the vigor of the senAs we
sorial tract at the expense of neighboring and related organs.

will

have seen, the sensorium has a natural tendency to predominance in
the encephalon; and this tendency will be increased in every way,
absolutely by direct excitation, and relatively by neglect of the intel-

and volition. The sensations by which the stimulus has been
given will not be long remembered, being superseded by fresh ones
arising out of events, as the apparatus of the gymnasium would be
superseded by the instruments of actual conflict. With the exception
of being, perhaps, able to read with labor, and to write with difficulty,
the pupils must not be expected, six months after leaving school, to
" education "
beyond an invigorated sensopossess any traces of their
lect

rium and a stunted

intelligence.

remembered that present sensations are the source
of the least exalted kinds of animal gratification, and that sensations,
either present, or remembered, or conceived, when combined with a

Now, when

it is

feeling of pleasure or pain, constitute the emotions which so powerfully influence human conduct, it must be admitted that the sensorium

the seat of development of those passions and propensities
which society, for its own good, is compelled to keep in check, and
which every consideration of right teaches individuals to subdue.
When, therefore, we reflect upon the operation of predominant emotions in producing, among other evils, chorea, hysteria, epilepsy, and
is at least

when we consider the aggregate of misery produced,
especially among the lower orders, by the unbridled indulgence of
various appetites, we cannot altogether concur in the propriety of a

insanity, or

system of education which has a direct tendency to raise the source
of these emotions and appetites to an undue and unnatural prominence
In our own experience we have met with so many
in the organism.
of
what
examples
may be called habitual non-reflection in young people
who had been six months before among the most glib and fluent pupils
at a sensational school, that we fancy that we can recognize a kind of
stupidity thus induced, and that we can readily distinguish it from
at all similar that is purely natural.
should be disposed, on the whole, to seek the rationale of
many educational failures rather in a partial and misdirected training of the intelligence, than in its complete suppression. The pupils

any thing

We

l
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mix

intellectual and sensational acts, not in their proper relations with
each other, but in a jumble. Comprehension is brought to bear upon
every thing that is easy ; while a difficulty of any kind is committed
to the safe keeping of the sense perceptions, and the explanation of it
is only remembered.
Hence arise a habit of resting upon imperfect
knowledge, and a habit of loading the memory by the aid of faulty

associations
lively

;

and these

habits, in their turn, are the sources of the
stupidity which is so common among the better

superficial
The sufferers

from it form that great public to whom are
addressed the Morisonian system of pathology and therapeutics, and
the elaborately argued advertisements of Norton's Camomile Pills.
"
"
Every thing that follows because is to their minds an explanation ;
that
has
an
antecedent
is to their minds an effect.
Their
every thing
creed is, that all questions lie in a nutshell ; and, according to Prof.
classes.

"

Faraday, their shibboleth is it stands to reason." On this ground
they would placidly maintain against Owen the existence of the seaFor their especial behoof bubble companies are formed ; and
serpent.
their
weaknesses innumerable imposters thrive. Their deficiency
upon
is chiefly this
that, having been permitted from childhood to do many
things superficially and with inexactness, they have forfeited the power
of arranging their ideas with precision, or of comparing them with
caution.
They can therefore scarcely be said to possess any assured
convictions, or rooted principles of conduct but, nevertheless, they
;

are ready to decide in all controversies ; and are " wiser in their
conceit than seven men who can render a reason."

own

The cause of such educational errors we should express in the sinword empiricism. For successive ages teachers had no guide
but experience and the results of this experience appeared to defy
The almost self-evident proposition, that the training
generalization.
of the mind should be guided by an analysis of its powers, was brought
into early disrepute by the conditions under which such analysis was
attempted. The men engaged in it, learned, patient, laborious, profound, reached the limit of discovery by the method of reflection long
before the method of observation was disclosed to them.
Too exclusively metaphysical, they wanted a link to connect them with the
gle

;

material world. Like the children of Israel, they were wandering in a
wilderness before they entered the promised land. Their advanced

messengers had not yet returned, bringing of the fruits that were hereafter to reward their labor.
Foiled in their advance by a barrier that
seemed impassable, they were tempted to waste their energies in the
invention of technicalities and the multiplying of verbal distinctions.
Under such circumstances the science and its professors were too

broad a mark to escape the shafts of
present day, there are scars to

satire
and thus, even
show the wounds which those
;

at the

shafts

have made.

During the

last

few years, however, the dark portions of

this

much-
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contemned pursuit have received unexpected illumination from the

The painstaking researches of Bell,
study of the nervous centres.
Marshall Hall, and less conspicuous fellow-lahorers, endowed with
value and stamped with currency by the lofty generalizations of the
living philosopher who has so long been facile princeps (the admitted
the functions of the nervous system,
chief) among all inquirers into
have already produced a psychology that is available for practical purin importance.
In the mean
poses, and that promises to increase daily
while education has spread enormously, but educators persist in traversing the broad old road. The larger the field for their efforts, the
more conspicuous becomes the poverty of their results. At one time,
learning by rote was the great obstacle and they attacked, as the last
first aspect of a Proteus.
At
difficulty in their path, what was but the
present (with the scheme of national education all but a confessed and
palpable failure with numerous individuals in all ranks displaying
;

;

powers developed late in life by circumstances, but never suspected
before and with a waste of the national intellect that may possibly be
;

equivalent to the daily loss of a century's progress), the office of preceptor is still confided to persons who have never bestowed a single
thought upon the faculties, or the mechanism of the mind, and who

cannot distinguish between sensational and intellectual action,
former be veiled by the smallest complexity.

if

the

Toward

the carrying out of any improvement in education, the first
must be to demand from teachers, either a knowledge of mental
philosophy, or, at least, of a scholastic art founded upon the principles
which mental philosophy would inculcate. We believe this demand
must inevitably be made in process of time but we feel also that it
would be greatly promoted if the medical profession would recognize,
and strive to impress, the distinct bearing of physiology upon the destep

;

velopment of the mind, as well as upon that of the body.
The practical difficulties, which it is easy to foresee,

all

resolve

themselves, pretty clearly, into one. An inquiry after intelligent and
intelligible teaching has not yet issued from the public.
They are

content with something

else.

"Whenever

this

contentment ceases, tha

means of supply will spring out of the want. And, until then, we
would urge upon individual parents that they may accomplish much
by encouraging in their little ones a spirit of curiosity, and a habit
of comprehension. Whether the fire of intellect shall blaze, or smoulder, will depend in many cases upon the manner in which it is kindled and this kindling is among the things that can be done, most
;

effectually,

under the mild influences of home.

Psychological Medicine.

London Journal of
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THE SPOTS ON THE

SUE".

By THE EDITOE.
the

Eye

SHALL
orb of celestial

of the Universe suffer from ophthalmia ? Shall the
fire in the incorruptible heavens
type of purity

and perfection noblest symbol of God be stained and blackened
with impurities? Such were the questions indignantly asked when
it began to be whispered about that there are
spots of darkness on the
face of the sun.

Yet again what was thought impious and impossible proved true
and again it was demonstrated that the cherished opinions of thousands
of years were not only erroneous, but were in flat contradiction to the
truth.
Not only were spots, which it was thought profane even to
suspect, shown to be realities, but they have turned out to be the
such knowledge as we
principal means of letting us into a knowledge
have of the solar constitution.
:

It is now upward of 250 years since the invention of the spy-glass
led to the revelation of the solar spots, which has been variously attributed to Fabricius, Galileo, and Scheiner, the Jesuit astronomer.
It is said of Scheiner,

and

it

well illustrates the spirit of his age, that

he dared not publish his discovery, and at first confided it to only a
few of his most intimate pupils. After repeated observations that
removed all doubt as to their existence, he consulted the provincial
father of his order, who refused to believe in any thing of the kind ;
"
"
For," said he, has not Aristotle said that the sun is all over shinI have several times," he sagely observed, " read
ing with light ?
all
Aristotle
through from beginning to end, and I can assure
my
that
he
mentions
not a syllable about it. Go, my son, make youryou
self easy, and take it for certain that what you suppose to be spots on
the sun, are nothing but specks in your eyes or flaws in your glasses."
Scheiner obeyed, admitting that his eyes must be in the wrong, and
Aristotle in the right, for he lived in an age of credulous faith and
blind authority.
doubting pupil of his, however, wrote to Galileo,
who replied " Scheiner's eyes are as good as need be ; I have myself
watched those spots for some time past."
Scheiner at first considered these dark specks to be minute planets
travelling round the sun close to his surface, but Galileo more shrewdly concluded that they were part of the sun itself, perhaps floating
scum or scoria, and he saw their importance in astronomy. For not
only do they prove the revolution of the sun on its axis, but tbey
afford the only means of ascertaining the time of that revolution, the
Galiposition of the solar axis and its inclination to the earth's orbit.
leo therefore watched the spots with an interest and assiduity so

A

:

great that

it

finally cost

him

his eyesight.
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When we

look at the sun through clouds, or through a darkened
glass,
appears as a uniform disk of light. But, when we look at it
through a telescope of moderate magnifying power, the uniformity of
it

Fig.

Tie Changes

in the

surface disappears, and
known as solar spots.

1.

Appearance of a Spot, caused by the Rotation of the Snn.

we

see

These

it

irregularly sprinkled with dark points
however, not always seen ; some-

are,

times the solar disk is perfectly clear. It has heen found that for a
period of ten years, from 1840 to 1850, out' of a total number of 1,982
10
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days when the sun was observed, there were only 372 days when spots
were not seen.
The spots vary in size and number: sometimes but a single one apNor are they
pears, and as many as 80 have been visible at one time.
equally distributed over the solar surface. The region of the spots
generally confined to the part of the sun within about 30 of its

is

beyond which they are rarely seen.
The photosphere is the name given to the

equator,

silver sea of light

by

which the spots are surrounded, and in which they seem to swim it is
the immediate source of illumination, and, viewed through a glass of
low power, it appears flat and smooth, and of a uniform whiteness.
;

But,

when

sun, its aspect

a telescope of high magnifying power is directed to the
is greatly changed
the spots lose their simplicity, and
:

the photosphere its uniformity, and in both there are a revelation of
structure, a diversity of parts, and a variety of changes, which at once
provoke questions in the mind of the observer, as to the causes of this
diversified appearance,

and the constitution of the body which presents
Fig.

Solar Spots, showing

2.

Furrows

in the

Penumbra.

them. The hypotheses put forth are ingenious ; but, while the facts of
observation are rapidly increasing, and there is a growing agreement
on many points, there is still profound uncertainty as to the interpretation to be given to the leading phenomena.
Spots upon the sun's surface have been frequently seen with the
naked eye. Galileo saw one at sunrise. It was the observation of a
solar spot with unassisted vision that so impressed Sir William Herschel as to determine his attention to the physical nature of the sun.

The eminent observer Schwabe has

also seen

many without

the aid

of the telescope.
Solar spots, therefore, are discernible without glasses
at a distance of 91,000,000 of miles; but Lockyer says that the finest
telescope enables us to see the sun as we should do with the naked

eye at a distance of 186,000 miles, that

is,

52,000 miles nearer than the

moon. The sun is about 62,000,000 times larger than the moon, and
Brande states that the smallest space that can be discovered in the
eun's disk must subtend an angle of one second, which is equal to
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These facts give us some idea of the mighty scale

of solar phenomena.

The solar spots have a general movement with the surface of
the revolving sun, and they have also minor movements of displacement. They always make their first appearance on the same side
of it they travel across it in from twelve to fourteen days, and then
disappear on the other side. The form of a spot in its first appear;

that of a small, dark streak, the length of which is much
the breadth. Its motion appears slow at first it afterthan
greater
ward increases, then slowly diminishes, until again assuming the form
of a narrow streak. Fig. 1, from Dr. Schellen's finely-illustrated work

ance

is

;

on Spectrum Analysis (as are all the illustrations of the present artiof a spot as it emerges,
cle), represents this change of appearance
and
Of course, its relative
field
of
across
the
view,
disappears.
passes
size, as

here shown,

is

enormously exaggerated.

The

solar spot consists principally of a dark, almost black, central
Mr. Dawes has
portion, generally irregular in form, called the umbra.
shown that, within this part of a spot, one or more still blacker spots

may

generally be observed, to which he gives the

The term

name

of nucleus.

however, as applied to an object on the sun, is to be
taken with caution, and means merely a diminished intensity of solar
light, which, by contrast, appears black. Zollner states that the black
umbra of a spot emits four thousand times as much light as that derived from an equal area of the full moon; and Sir John Herschel says
that the Drummond light, which is so bright that the eye can hardly
endure it, when projected on the sun, appears as a black spot
black,

!

Surrounding the umbra is a tract less dark, usually more regular in
form, and of a fringe-like aspect, called the penumbra. Its appearance
is illustrated in Fig. 2, and is
represented by the half-tints around the
darker umbra in all the accompanying delineations. But, before we
can understand the structure of the penumbra, it will be necessary to

what is known of the surrounding bright solar surface.
Viewed by a telescope of moderate power, the photosphere loses
uniform aspect, and exhibits a coarsely mottled appearance. But, if

refer to

its

an instrument of the highest grade is used, the photosphere is seen to
have a far more definite structure, and exhibits appearances which are
Sir William Herschel
variously described by different observers.
calls these

"

corrugations." They are small points of unequal light, imperfectly separated from each other by rows of minute
dark spots called pores; the intervals between them being extremely
small, and occupied by a substance decidedly less luminous than the
general surface. Some call them "rice-grains;" Mr. Huggins names
them " granules," and his representation of them is given in Fig. 3.

appearances

The photosphere

is

again described as resembling a net of bright

meshes interwoven with dark threads.
Certain portions of the photosphere are

much

brighter than others

;
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these are termed faculm, and are, in fact, the opposites of the solar
spots.
They are devious, undulating, shining ridges, like irregular
of
ranges
snowy mountains, and are represented as from 1,000 to

40,000 miles long, and from 1,000 to 4,000 miles in breadth. They are
frequent near the sun's edge, and often accompany the coming and goBut they are generally the attendants of the spots,
ing of the spots.
and often appear at points where spots are about to break out. Their
bright, concentrated, tortuous appearance in the neighborhood of a

spot

is

represented in Fig.

4.

Another remarkable appearance of the
Fig.

"

Granules,"

"

"
Pores," or Eice-Grains,"

sun's surface consists of

3.

shown upon

the Sun's Surface, by the Telescope.

"
the " slashed straws of Dawes, or the " wilNasmyth. These, says Sir John Herschel, cover the
whole disk of the sun (except the spaces occupied by the spots) in

streaks or blades of light
low-leaves " of

countless millions, and

lie crossing each other in every imaginable
Mr. Dawes denies that they are so general, but they are
universally recognized in the vicinity of t he solar spots, taking a radial
direction around the penumbra, and giving it a jagged or coarsely" I
would compare them
thatched appearance. Father Secchi says
masses
cotton
of
of
to elongated
every possible form, sometimes en-

direction.

:
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tangled with one another, sometimes neatly truncated, or again spread
Their head is generally turned
out with no distinct termination.
toward the centre of the nucleus. They are not unlike strokes of color
laid on with a painting-brush, very white near the head, and gradually

toward the tail." Fig. 5 represents a group of solar spots,
this closely-meshed appearance of the ovoid bodies is impressively presented; and in Fig. 6 we see the willow-leaf structure

less brilliant

in

which

stretching completely across the umbra and forming bridges of light.
The dimensions of solar spots are as variable as their forms. Some
are very small, appearing under the highest magnifying power like

mere specks others are of enormous magnitude. Many have been
observed which measure from 30,000 to 100,000 miles in diameter, so
that, if they are truly chasms and gulfs in the luminous envelope of
the sun, our entire globe, as Guillemin remarks, would appear in their
depths no larger than a fragment of a rock rolled into the crater of a
;

volcano

!

The changes which

these bodies undergo are extraordinary. They
seem to have an order of development. Proctor says the formation of
a spot is usually preceded by the appearance of facuke. Then a dark
point makes its appearance, which increases in size, the penumbra!
fringe being presently recognized around it, and the distinction between the umbra and the penumbra being well defined. But, when

about to diminish, the edges lose their sharpness as if
veil
capes and promontories jut out, and
bridges of light are formed. Lockyer says sometimes changes are
noticed even within an hour. Their periods are most variable the

the spot
screened

is

by a luminous

;

;

and disappear, lasting a mere fraction of the
The larger live frequently during two rotaand Schwabe saw one which returned eight times, continuing

smallest merely appear
time of solar rotation.
tions,

200 days.
The remarkable changes that sometimes occur are well illustrated

which represents four drawings of the large spot that apOctober
7, 1865, and which was more than 46,000 square
peared
miles in area.
The drawings are numbered in the order of date.
No. 1 exhibits the oblong, fore-shortened view presented when it first
appeared on the edge of the sun. No. 2 represents its aspect three
days afterward. No. 3 shows its appearance four days later, and No.
4 is a view of it on October 16th.
Sometimes spots exhibit a rotatory or whirlpool appearance, as if the
solar envelope were subject to tremendous tornadoes.
Fig. 8 represents
a spot seen and drawn by Secchi at Rome,
May 5, 1857, which represents a vortex, into which the substance of the
photosphere is rushing
with an eddying motion. De La Rue took two
photographic pictures
of the same spot at an interval of two
days, and, when these are placed
together and looked at through the stereoscope, the spot exhibits a
in Fig. 7,

funnel-like concavity with remarkable exactness.

There

is

other evi-
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dence that the sun-spots are of the nature of depressions or openings
in the photosphere.
Both Herschels claim to have observed a notch
in the sun's edge as a spot is disappearing ; and the order in which
the parts of a spot appear and disappear at the solar border is not

what it would be if the spot were even with the surface, but is just
what it would be if it were a rent or opening.
The question before its is one of solar meteorology. Spectrum
analysis proves that matter exists upon the sun in a gaseous form.
The great mobility of its envelope, and the rapidity and extent of ita
changes, imply an atmosphere of extreme complexity, and probably of
great depth. The appearances of the solar atmosphere are believed to
Fig.

4.

hi
Faculse to the Neighborhood of a Spot.

(Chacornac.)

be due to masses of the nature of clouds. But, while our clouds are
watery, or are formed by precipitated aqueous vapor, the solar clouds
are inferred to be more or less metallic, or to be composed of particles

and other substances

of various metals

in

a state of intense heat.

Metallic vapors, at any rate, are proved to exist on the surface of the
sun.

The first hypothesis of the solar constitution, which professed to
account for the spots, was put forth in the last century by a Scotch
astronomer, Alexander Wilson, and was accepted with modifications
by Bode and Herschel, and continued to prevail until within a few
It was formed under the old anyears, being accepted by Arago.
thropocentriv bias

;

that

is,

the notion that

man

is

the central object of
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the universe, which has been built around him and for him, and with
This led to the belief in the
reference to him as the supreme object.
if
stars
and
of
worlds
for,
;
planets were not for man to
inhabitability
for
And, hence, solar theories were so
might be possibxe to conceive of the sun as the dwellThe nucleus or body of the sun was assumed to be
ing-place of man.
had a solid shell correspondopaque and solid, or, at all events, that it
live on,

what can they be good

framed that

!

it

the spherical nucleus at a cering to the earth's crust. Surrounding
tain distance above it, there was supposed to be a first atmosphere
which may be compared to the earth's atmosphere when the latter is

occupied by a continuous layer of opaque, reflecting clouds. Above
this first layer, and more or less distant from it, there was held to be a
is luminous, and answers to the photosphere,
or the visible periphery of the solar orb.
On this view a solar spot resxilts from a rent in the atmospheric
nucleus becomes visible, forming the umbra.
layers, by which the dark

second atmosphere which

The rupture of the two atmospheres, it was supposed, might be caused
"
by volcanic action, or by gaseous matter formed from time to time
dark nucleus, the high temperature of which
" It
may happen that the
deflagration." Again it was said
opening is wider in the cloudy atmosphere than in the luminous envelope or photosphere, in which case the dark nucleus alone would be
at the surface of the

causes

its

:

and we should have a spot without a penumbra. Or the rupture
first gray envelope becoming closed before that of the photosphere, would have for effect to shut out the view of the dark globe,
and we should have a penumbra without a nucleus."
The later tendency is to abandon the notion of a dark nucleus. Indeed, the explanations of the spots now most in favor recall that of

seen,

of the

Galileo: he suggested a floating scum, while all the late physicists
hold that the spots are due to the agency of precipitated clouds.
Kirchhoff, whose honor it is to have first applied spectrum analysis
to the study of the sun, and discovered its chemical elements, maintains that the visible portion of the sun, the surface which constitutes
the photosphere, is a solid or liquid sphere in a state of incandescence.

temperature is very high, and it is surrounded by a dense atmosphere formed of the elements which constitute the incandescent globe
itself, whose extremely high temperature maintains them in a state of

Its

vapor or gas.

The

lines of the solar spectrum, instead of

being bright

and variously colored, are dark, which proves that the light has passed
through a medium of absorption. Kirchhoff's view is, that the light
emanates from the solid or liquid photosphere, and is filtered of its
colors or has its lines reversed in passing through the sun's atmos-

phere.

He explains the spots by supposing that, from some unknown cause,
certain parts of the sun's surface undergo a
temporary cooling, by
which clouds are condensed above that intercept the
and then ap
rays
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pear as an opaque layer
in this

manner

A cloud once formed
spots.
toward the higher regions ; hence a
those regions also, and the formation oi

the

umbras of

acts as a screen

secondary cooling effect in
another cloudy layer, less dense

the penumbra.
Fig.

5.

The speculations of M. Faye upon this subject have also attracted
some attention. He assumes the sun to be still in a gaseous state.
The photosphere he regards as consisting of clouds which are the simple consequence of cooling, and looks upon it, in fact, as the limit which
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separates the intense heat of the interior portions of the sun from the
He holds to powerful ascending and descendcold surrounding space.
result
here and there in breaks and dispersions by
which
currents,
ing

which openings are made to the gaseous interior, giving the appearance of spots to which Kirchhoff replies that an incandescent interior,
at so high a temperature, would certainly be luminous.
In 1858, before the views of either Kirchhoff or Faye were announced, or spectrum analysis had been applied to the subject, Mr.
Herbert Spencer published an article on " Recent Astronomy and the
Nebular Hypothesis," in which he anticipated some of the most imporHe took the
tant results that have been arrived at since by others.
;

ground that the sun is still passing through that incandescent stage
which all the planets have long ago passed through, the lateness of his
cooling being due to the immensely greater ratio of his mass to his
He supposes the sun to have now reached the state of a molsurface.
ten shell with a gaseous nucleus ; and that this shell is ever radiating
its heat, but is sustained at its high
temperature by the progressive
condensation of the sun's total mass.

As

respects the solar atmosphere, Mr. Spencer said in 1858

" If

we

what must have been the

:

here when the
round the still molten surface of the sun, there probably
dense aeriform matter, made
up of sublimed metals and metallic compounds, and above this a stratum of
comparative rare medium analogous to air. What now will happen with these
two strata? Did they both consist of permanent gases, they could not remain
separate according to a well-known law, they would eventually form a homogeneous mixture. But this will by no means happen when the lower stratum
consider

surface of the earth

state of things

was molten, we

shall see that,
exists a stratum of

:

consists

Given

of matters that are gaseous only at excessively high temperatures.
from a molten surface, ascending, expanding, and cooling, these will

off

presently reach a limit of elevation above which they cannot exist as vapor, but
must condense and precipitate. Meanwhile, the upper stratum, habitually
charged with its quantum of these denser matters, as our air with its quantum

of water, and ready to deposit them on any depression of
temperature, must be
habitually unable to take up any more of the lower stratum; and therefore this

lower stratum will remain quite distinct from it. We conclude, then, that there
will be two concentric atmospheres, having a definite limit or
separation."

This view was sustained in the most remarkable manner,
by the
subsequent discoveries, through spectrum analysis, of the metals iron,
calcium, magnesium, sodium, chromium, and nickel, in a gaseous state
atmosphere of the sun.

in the

As respects the solar spots, in the article above quoted, Mr. Spencer suggested that they were due to
cyclonic action. He has subsequently developed this view, which is now regarded as the most
rational explanation we have of the cause of solar
In the latest
spots.
edition of " The Heavens," by
last
Guillemin, published
year, translated by Lockyer, and edited
by Proctor, after a review of the subject,

and an examination of

all

the theories that

have been pro-
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is presented last, as more in
conformity
After showing how the hypothesis of M.
Faye is discredited by the spectroscopic observations of Lockyer, Hug" It follows
conclusively that the spots are
gins, and Secchi, they say :
This
accords
increased
with Mr. Herbert Spenof
absorption.
regions
cer's theory, with which also the observations of Mr. De La Rue and

posed, the view of Mr. Spencer

to the facts than

any

other.

Dr. Balfour Stewart are in satisfactory agreement. Let us now," say
"
present the theory of Mr. Spencer, whose suggestions as to the
they,
possible causes of solar spots are very valuable.
" Mr.
Spencer, basing his reasoning on terrestrial analogies, thus
accounts for the spots ' The central region of a cyclone must be a
region of rarefaction, and consequently a region of refrigeration. In
:

an atmosphere of metallic gases rising from a molten surface, and
reaching a limit at which condensation takes place, the molecular

Solar Spot, with Three Bridges of Light.

(Nasmyth.)

toward its upper part, must be such that a moderate
diminution of density and fall of temperature will cause precipitation ;
that is to say, the rarefied interior of a solar cyclone will be filled with
cloud ; condensation, instead of taking place only at the level of the
state, especially

photosphere, will here extend to a great depth below it? It will be seen
that Mr. Spencer, as opposed to Kirchhoff, not only accounts for the
formation of a cloud, but places it where the objections made to
Kirchhoff's clouds do not hold good. He next shows that a cloud thus

occupying the interior of a cyclone will have a rotary motion, and this
accords with observation. Being funnel-shaped, as analogy warrants
us in assuming, its central parts will be much deeper than its peripheral parts, and therefore more opaque.
This, too, cori-esponds with
Nor are we, on this hypothesis, without some interpretaobservation.
tion of the penumbrse.

If

we may suppose

the so-called

'

willow*
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to be the tops of the currents
things on the sun
of appearance are the}
what
sun's
from
the
changes
body,
ascending
of
a cyclone ? For some disin
the
to
neighborhood
undergo
likely
tance round a cyclone there will be a drawing-in of the superficial
of more transparent
gases toward the vortex. All the luminous spaces
be
will
the
changed in shape by
clouds, forming
adjacent photosphere,
these centripetal currents they will be greatly elongated, and those
will so be produced."
peculiar aspects which the penumbra presents
Mr. Spencer, however, in his article in the former number of The
Popular Science Monthly, says that at present none of the intercan be regarded as established.
pretations of the solar spots
" All this
no
doubt,
is,
very curious, but it is very remote and unWhat have the solar spots to do with me, or I with the
practical.
" exclaims some
solar spots ?
impatient reader. But suppose it turns
out that the spots on the sun do have a very close connection with
earthly affairs what then? The story of these strange appearances is

leaves

'

'

'

the

;

incomplete

till

this point also is noticed.

The view which connects the
firmed
tions,

by the now demonstrated
whose influence

is

spots with cyclonic action is conthey are mighty solar agita-

fact that

felt in distant planets.

Schwabe has

discov-

ered that the spots, instead of being uniform in number and intensity
from year to year, have a periodicity increasing to a maximum, and then
declining to a minimum in a course of years. The variations consisted
in the number of days in the year in which spots were visible, and in
the number of groups observed. The indomitable perseverance of this

astronomer is something wonderful. The president of the English Astronomical Society, in awarding him its gold medal, said: " For thirty
years, never has the sun exhibited his disk above the horizon of Dessau,
without being confronted by Schwabe's imperturbable telescope, and
that appears to have happened about 300 days in a yeai\ So that,
supposing he observed but once a day, he has made 9,000 observations,

which he has discovered 4,700 groups." In these
complete oscillations from maximum
frequency, through minimum back to maximum again. The period
assigned by Schwabe was about ten years, although Prof. Wolf, of
Zurich, has showed that 11.11 years (or the ninth part of a century)

in the course of

observations, he traced three

is

indicated rather than a ten-yearly period.
It has been established that there is a coincidence between this

sun-spot period and magnetic disturbances on the earth. In every
part of the earth the magnetic needle has at any given time a certain
definite position, about which,

during the day.

"Each

Proctor says

under normal conditions,

it

will oscillate

:

the needle

oscillates gently about its position of rest, the oscilday
lation corresponding to a very slight
tendency, on the part of that end of the
needle which lies nearest to the sun, to direct itself toward his place. The daily
oscillation is itself variable in a systematic
with the progress
not

manner,

only

i

5
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of the year, but with that of the lunar month. The daily oscillation also varies
at times in a sudden and irregular manner.
The needle has been exhibiting, for
several weeks, the most perfect uniformity of oscillation. Day after day the
careful observation of the needle's progress has revealed a steady swaying to and
fro,

such as

may be

seen in the masts of a stately ship at anchor on the scarceSuddenly a change is noted irregular movements

heaving breast of the ocean.

;

Fig.

7.
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Changes of Appearance of the Great Sun-Spot of

1S65.

totally distinct from the regular periodic oscillastorm is in progress, and its progress does not affect only
the place of observation, but widely-extended regions of tlie earth and in some
well- authenticated instances these magnetic vibrations thrill in one moment
the whole frame of the earth."

become perceptible which are
tions.

A magnetic

;
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in 1850, was the first to announce that thesa
attain
a maximum of frequency in about ten
disturbances
magnetic
Two
Sabine,
Wolf, and Gautier, noticed the coinlater,
years
years.
cidence of this period with that of the solar spots. And this coinci-

Lamont, of Munich,

dence was more than general. There was a coincidence of maximum
spot-frequency with maximum of magnetic disturbance, and of minimum with minimum, which compelled them to assert a causal connecWolf subsequently proved that the
tion between the two periods.
period of magnetic disturbance has the length of 11.11 years.
But there is still more striking!; evidence of this connection. On

September 1, 1859, Mr. Carrington, an eminent English astronomer,
happened to be intently engaged in observing and mapping a group
of spots, when a sudden and most extraordinary outburst occurred, of
so startling a nature that, having noted the exact moment by his chronometer, he hastily ran to call some one to see the exhibition with him ;
Fig.

8.

Spiral Solar Spot, or Cyclone, observed

by Secchi.

when upon

returning, within 60 seconds, the whole spectacle had dis" The
spots had travelled considerably from their first poand
vanished
as two rapidly-fading dots of white
In the
sition,
light.
interval of five minutes, the two spots transvered a
space of about
35,000 miles." He likens the appearance to that of a sudden conflagra-

appeared.

This was also independently seen at the same moment
tion.
by Mr.
" I was
Hodgson, who says
suddenly surprised at the appearance of
a very brilliant star of light, much brighter than the sun's
surface, and
most dazzling to the protected eye. It lasted some five
and
:

minutes,
disappeared instantaneously."
At the moment when the sun was thus disturbed, the magnetic
instruments at Kew exhibited the signs of
great magnetic disturbance.
" It was
"
found," says Dr. Balfour Stewart, that a magnetic storm had
broken out at the very moment when this
singular appearance had
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A

been observed." Nor was this all.
magnetic storm never rages
On this occasion
without various signs of electrical disturbance.
vivid auroras were seen, not only in both hemispheres, but in latitudes
where auroras are very seldom witnessed. They were conspicuous, on
the nights following this observation, in Cuba, Rome, South America,

and Australia at Melbourne greater than was ever witnessed there
before.
Sir John Herschel says
:

"These auroras were accompanied with unusually great electro-magnetic
disturbances in every part of the world. In many places, the telegraphic wires
struck work. They had too many private messages of their own to convey.
At Washington and Philadelphia, in America, the telegraphic signal-men received severe electric shocks.
tus

was

set fire to

;

and

At

Norway, the telegraphic apparaNorth America, a flame of fire followed

a station in

at Boston, in

the pen of Bain's electric telegraph."

The establishment of

so important a fact as the periodicity of the
of
solar
phenomenon
spots, and a corresponding periodicity in the
action of one of the most subtle of the terrestrial forces, was an event

of great moment in the scientific world. For, as the physical forces
are correlated and convertible, if any one of them be implicated
there arises the presumption that others also may be involved, and a
new branch of inquiry is thus opened. Wolf, of Zurich, impressed by

the import of the case, addressed himself to the Herculean task of
exploring the whole history of past observations of the sun-spots. He

overhauled the unknown and forgotten records of old observations,
collating the results found in some eleven hundred volumes of print
and manuscript, and consulting double that number, which did not
pay for the trouble of unearthing them from the dust in which they
were buried. His data enable him to give the annual course of the
phenomena of spots from 1*750 to 1860, that is, for more than a hundred
For one-half of that time he can make a monthly statement
years.
and is able to trace the maxima and minima with sufficient exactness
during the past 140 years. The data procured by Prof. Wolf in this
protracted investigation comprehended observations in the seventeenth
century on 2,113 days; in the eighteenth century on 5,490 days in
;

;

the nineteenth century on 14,860 days, or a total of 22,463 days. The
old observers little suspected the ultimate meanings that were to be

drawn from what they were doing.

But in science nothing is lost
thought trivial, become at length significant, and
serve to establish the most comprehensive views.
It follows from these discoveries that, in the system of the uniHow
verse, there is reason to rank the sun with the variable stars.
far the phenomena of his spots are linked with planetary influences, is
an interesting question to which astronomers are directing their attenobservations at

;

first

tion.
They are also investigating the relations of the sun's spots to
the temperature of the earth, and other terrestrial conditions, with

results

which we have no space

left to consider.
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THE STUDY OF SOCIOLOGY.
By HEEBEKT SPENCEK.
II.

Is there

every autumn

ALMOST
ter
coming, for
is

may

a Social Science?

be heard the remark that a hard winand haws are abundant the

that the hips

intending to send

:

much

frost

and snow,

that God,
implied belief being
has provided a large supply of food for the birds. Interpretations of
Not many weeks since,
this kind, tacit or avowed, prevail widely.
one who had received the usual amount of culture said, in my hearing,
that the swarm of lady-birds which overspread the country some sum-

mers ago had been providentially designed to save the crop of hops
from the destroying aphides. Of course this theory of the divine govif at
ernment, extended to natural occurrences bearing but indirectly,
occurto
confidence
still
with
is
human
on
greater
welfare,
applied
all,
rences that directly affect us individually and socially. It is a theory
carried out with logical consistency by the Methodist who, before
his Bible, and,
going on a journey or removing to another house, opens
in the first passage his eye rests upon, finds an intimation of approval
or disapproval from Heaven. And in its political applications it yields

such appropriate beliefs as that the welfare of England, in comparison
with Continental States, has been a reward for better observance of
the Sunday, or that an invasion of cholera was consequent on the omis-

Dei gratia from an issue of coins.
The interpretation of historical events in general after this same
method accompanies such interpretations of less important events
sion of

;

Those to

and, indeed, outlives them.

whom the

natural genesis of simi-

phenomena has been made manifest by increasing knowledge, still
believe in the supernatural genesis of phenomena that are very much
involved, and cannot have their causes readily traced. The attitude
lar

mind which, in an official dispatch, prompts the statement that "it
has pleased Almighty God to vouchsafe to the British arms the most
successful issue to the extensive combinations rendered necessary for
'
the purpose of effecting the passage of the Chenaub," is an attitude
of

of mind which, in the records of the past, everywhere sees interpositions of the Deity to bring about results that appear to the interpreter the most desirable.
Thus, for example, Mr. Schomberg
writes
"

:

seemed good to the All-beneficent Disposer of human events, to overand through His instrument, William of Normandy, to
3
expurgate the evils of the land and to resuscitate its dying powers."
It

rule every obstacle

;

;

1

s

Daily paper, January 22, 1849.
The " Theocratic Philosophy of English History," vol.

i.,

p. 49.
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And

elsewhere

"The time

liad

:

now

when

arrived

the Almighty Governor, after having

severely punished the whole nation, was intending to raise its drooping head
to give a more rapid impulse to its prosperity, and to cause it to stand forth
more prominently as an Exemplar State. For this end, He raised up an indi-

vidual eminently fitted for the intended

And

again

work [Henry

'

VII.].."

:

"

As if to mark this epoch of history with greater distinctness, it was closed
by the death of George III., the Geeat and the Good, who had been raised up
as the grand instrument of its accomplishment."

a

The late catastrophes on the Continent are similarly explained by
a French writer who, like the English writer just quoted, professes to
have looked behind the veil of things and who tells us what have
been the intentions of God in castigating his chosen people, the French.
For it is to be observed in passing that, just as the evangelicals among
ourselves think we are divinely blessed because we have preserved the
" La 3Iain de
purity of the faith, so it is obvious to the author of
F Homme et le Doigt de Dieu" as to other Frenchmen, that France is
;

still to be, as it has hitherto been, the leader of the world.
This writer, in chapters entitled " Causes providentielles de nos mal" Les Prussiens et les fieaux de
"
heurs,"
Dieu," and Justification de la

hereafter

Providence," carries out his interpretations in ways we need not here
follow, and then closes his "Epilogue" with these sentences
:

"

The moderate Revolution, characterized by ability, sagacity, Macbiavelism,
wisdom, was vanquished and confounded by Divine Justice in the per-

diabolical

son and government of Napoleon III.
" The advanced
Revolution, full of fervor and headlong audacity, was vanquished and confounded by Divine Justice in the persons and successive governments of Gambetta, Felix Pyat, etc.
" Human
wisdom, now everywhere applauded and triumphant, personified
M.
by
Thiers, will quickly be vanquished and confounded by this same Revolution, which, though twice laid low, still is ever springing up again, ever aggressive.

" This is no
prophecy 'tis the foresight of Christian philosophy and faith.
" Then will it be the
opportunity of the Most High for God and his Son
:

;

must reign through His Gospel and through His Church.
" Frenchmen and Christians
Pray, work, suffer, and have confidence
"We are near to the end. "When all shall appear to be lost, then shall all be
!

!

truly saved.

" If France could have

known how to profit by the disasters she has suffered,
God would have bestowed on her His chiefest favors. But she is stiff-necked
Let us be assured that God will save her in spite of herself,
in error and vice.
regenerating her by water and by fire. When man is powerless, then it is that
God's wisdom is displayed. But oh the tribulations, the anguish! Happy
1

*

The

"

Theocratic Philosophy of English History," vol.
ii., p. 681.

Ibid., vol.

i.,

p. 289.
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shall live

through

all this distress,

and who then
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shall share in the

and
triumph of God, and of His holy Church, catholic, apostolic,

Eoman."

1

Conceptions of this kind are not limited to historians whose names
have dropped out of remembrance, and to men who, while the drama
of contemporary revolution is going on, play the part of a Greek
chorus, telling the world of spectators what has been the divine purand what are the divine intentions ; but we have lately had a
pose

identical in
professor of history setting forth conceptions essentially
nature. Here are his words :
"
(of Teutons against Eomans)
?
a
If
could
without
not
be won without the mind of
general
Trafalgar
"fought
a Nelson, or Waterloo without the mind of a "Wellington, was there no one

"

And now, gentlemen, was this vast campaign

mind

on whose success depended the future
Did no one marshal them in that impregnable confrom the Euxine to the North Sea? No one guide them to the two

to lead those innumerable armies

of the whole

vex

front,

human

race?

great strategic centres of the Black Forest and Trieste ? No one cause them,
blind barbarians without maps or science, to follow those rules of war without

which victory

in a protracted struggle is impossible ; and, by the pressure of the
force on their flagging myriads to an enterprise which their simBelieve it who will
plicity fancied at first beyond the powers of mortal men ?
but I cannot. I may be told that they gravitated into their places, as stones

Huns behind,

:

and mud do. Be it so. They obeyed natural laws, of course, as all things do
on earth, when they obeyed the laws of war those, too, are natural laws, exBut while I believe that not a
plicable on simple mathematical principles.
stone or a handful of mud gravitates into its 'place without the will of God that
:

;

was ordained, ages since, into what particular spot each grain of gold should
be washed down from an Australian quartz-reef, that a certain man might find
it

at a certain moment and crisis of his life
if I be superstitious enough (as,
thank God, I am !) to hold that creed, shall I not believe that, though this great
war had no general upon earth, it may have had a general in heaven? and that,
it

;

in spite of all their sins, the hosts of our forefathers

were the hosts of God."

2

It does

not concern us here to seek a reconciliation of the seemingly incongruous ideas bracketed together in this paragraph to ask
how the results of gravitation, which acts with such uniformity that
under given conditions its effect is calculable with
can at the

certainty,
as the results of will, which we class apart bein our experience, it is so
irregular ; or to ask how, if

same time be regarded
cause, as

known
human

the course of

changes

are,

any

affairs is divinely

distinction

is

to be

predetermined just as material

drawn between that prevision of
physical science and historical pre-

material changes which constitutes
vision the reader
may be left to evolve the obvious conclusion that
either the current idea of
physical causation has to be abandoned, or
the current idea of will has to be abandoned. All which I need here
:

call attention to, as
indicating the
1

"

general character of such historical

The Hand of Man and the Finger of God

in the Misfortunes of France."

ex-chaplain in the auxiliary army.
9 "
The Roman and the Teuton," pp.
339, 340.

11

By

J. C.,
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interpretations,

is,

the remarkable

title

of the chapter containing thia

"

The Strategy of Providence."
passage
In common with some others, I have often wondered how the uni" The Master
verse looks to those who use such names for its cause as
" and
" The Great
think
that the
or
to
who seem
Artificer;
Builder,"
cause of the Universe is made more marvellous by comparing its operations to those of a skilled mechanic.
But really the expression,
"

Strategy of Providence," reveals a conception of this cause which is
some respects more puzzling. Such a title as " The Great Artificer,"

in

while suggesting simply the process of shaping a preexisting material,
and leaving the question whence this material came untouched, may at
any rate be said not to negative the assumption that the material is
The phrase, " Stratalso created by the Great Artificer who shapes it.

egy of Providence," however, necessarily implies difficulties to be overcome. The Divine Strategist must have a skilful antagonist to make
strategy possible. So that we are inevitably introduced to the conception of a cause of the universe continually impeded by some hidependent cause which has to be outgeneralled. It is not every one
who would thank God for a belief, the implication of which is that
God is obliged to overcome opposition by subtle devices.
The disguises which piety puts on are, indeed, not unfrequently
suggestive of that which some would describe by a quite opposite
name.

To study

the Universe as

it is

manifested to us

to ascertain

;

patient observation the order of the manifestations to discover
that the manifestations are connected with one another after a regular
way in time and space ; and, after repeated failures, to give up as

by

;

futile the

attempt to understand the power manifested

;

is

condemned

And meanwhile

the character of religious is claimed by
those who figure to themselves a Creator moved by motives like their
own; conceive themselves as discovering his designs ; and even speak
as irreligious.

him

though he laid plans to outwit the devil.
This, however, by the way. The foregoing extracts and comments
are intended to indicate the mental attitude of those for whom there,
can be no such thing as Sociology, properly so called. That mode of
"
conceiving human affairs which is implied alike by the D. V." of a
of
and
the
Emperor William's
phrases
missionary-meeting placard
by
late dispatches, where thanks to God come next to enumerations of
the thousands slain, is one to which the idea of a social science is entirely alien, and indeed repugnant.

of

as

An
ena

allied class, equally unprepared to interpret sociological phenomscientifically, is the class which sees in the course of civilization

than a record of remarkable persons and their doings. One
" As I take
conspicuous as the exponent of this view writes
universal history, the history of what man has accomplished in this

little else

who
it,

is

world

:

is

at

bottom the history of the great men who have worked
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And

this, not perhaps distinctly formulated, but everywhere
the belief in which nearly all men are brought up. Let us
glance at the genesis of it.
Round their camp-fire assembled savages tell the events of the
day's chase ; and he among them who has done some feat of skill or
On a return from the war-path, the sagacity
agility is duly lauded.

here."

implied,

is

of the chief, and the strength or courage of this or that warrior, are the
When the day, or the immediate past, affords
all-absorbing themes.

no remarkable deed, the topic is the achievement of some noted leader
lately dead, or some traditional founder of the tribe accompanied, it
may be, with a dance dramatically representing those victories which
the chant recites. Such narratives, concerning as they do the prosperity and indeed the very existence of the tribe, are of the intensest interest and in them we have the common root of music, of the drama,
of poetry, of biography, of history, and of literature in general.
Savage life furnishes little else worthy of note and the chronicles of
tribes contain scarcely any thing more to be remembered.
Early historic races show us the same thing.
The Egyptian frescoes and the
:

;

;

wall-sculptures of the Assyrians represent the deeds of their chief
men ; and inscriptions such as that on the Moabite stone tell of noth-

ing more than royal achievements: only by implication do these
pictorial, hieroglyphic, or written, convey any thing else.

records,

And

similarly from the Greek epic
though we gather incidentally
that there were towns, and war-vessels, and war-chariots, and sailors,
and soldiers to be led and slain, yet the direct intention is to set forth
the triumphs of Achilles, the prowess of Ajax, the wisdom of Ulysses,

and the

:

The

like.

lessons given to every civilized child tacitly imply,
and semi-civilized, that through-

like the traditions of the uncivilized

out the past of the human race the doings of the leading persons have
been the only things worthy to be chronicled. How Abraham girded
up his loins and gat him to this place or that how Samuel conveyed
divine injunctions which Saul disobeyed; how David recounted his
adventures as a shepherd, and was reproached for his misdeeds as a
king these, and personalities akin to these, are the facts about which
the juvenile reader of the Bible is interested and
respecting which he
is catechised
such indications of Jewish institutions as have unavoidably got into the narrative being regarded neither by him nor by his
teacher as of moment. So too,
when, with hands behind him, he stands
to say his lesson out of "
Pinnock," we see that the things set down
for him to learn are when and
by whom England was invaded what
rulers opposed the invasions and how
they were killed what Alfred
did and what Canute said who
fought at Agincourt and who conquered at Flodden which king abdicated and which usurped, etc.
and if by some chance it comes out that there were serfs in those days,
that barons were local
rulers, some vassals of others, that subordination of them to a central rule took
place gradually, these are facts
;

:

;

;

;

;

;
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treated as relatively unimportant. Nay, the like happens when the
boy passes into the hands of his classical master, at home or elsewhere.
"Arms and the man" form the end of the story as they form its beginAfter the mythology, which of course is all-essential, come the
ning.
achievements of rulers and soldiers from Agamemnon down to Csesar
what knowledge is gained of social organization, manners, ideas, mor:

being such only as the biographical statements involved. And the
value of the knowledge is so ranked that while it would be a disgrace
to be wrong about the amours of Zeus, and while ignorance concerning
the battle of Marathon would be discreditable, it is excusable to know
als,

little

or nothing of the social arrangements that preceded Lycurgus or

the origin and functions of the Areopagus.
Thus the great-man theory of history finds everywhere a readyprepared conception is, indeed, but the definite expression of that

which is latent in the thoughts of the savage, tacitly asserted in all
early traditions, and taught to every child by multitudinous illustra-

The glad acceptance

it meets with has
sundry more special
this
universal
love
of
is, first,
personalities, which,
active in the aboriginal man, dominates still a love seen in the child

tions.

There

causes.

which asks you to

tell it a story, meaning, thereby, somebody's ada love gratified in adults by police-reports, court-news,
divorce-cases, accounts of accidents, and lists of births, marriages, and
deaths a love displayed even by conversations in the streets, where

ventures

;

;

fragments of dialogue, heard in passing, prove that mostly between
men, and always between women, the personal pronouns recur every
If you want roughly to estimate any one's mental calibre,
instant.
you cannot do it better than by observing the ratio of generalities
to personalities in his talk how far simple truths about individuals
are replaced by truths abstracted from numerous experiences of man
and things. And, when you have thus measured many, you find but
a scattered few likely to take any thing more than a biographical view
of

human

affairs.

In the second place, this great-man theory commends itself as promising instruction along with gratification.
Being already fond of hearing about people's sayings and doings, it is pleasant news that, to

understand the course of civilization, you have only to read diligently
the lives of conspicuous men. What can be a more acceptable doctrine
than that while you are satisfying an instinct not very remotely allied
to that of the village gossip while you are receiving through print,
instead of orally, l'emarkable facts concerning notable persons you are

gaining that knowledge which will make clear to you why things have
happened thus or thus in the world, and will prepare you for forming
a right opinion on each question coming before you as a citizen ?
And then, in the third place, the interpretation of things thus given
so beautifully simple seems so easy to comprehend. Providing you
ere content with conceptions that are out of focus, as most people's

is
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conceptions are, the solutions it yields appear quite satisfactory.
Just as that theory of the Solar System, which supposes the planets
to have been launched into their orbits by the hand of the Almighty,
looks quite feasible so long as you do not insist on knowing exactly
is meant by the hand of the Almighty ; and just as the special
creation of plants and animals seems a satisfactory hypothesis until

what

you try and picture to yourself definitely the process by which one of
them is brought into existence so the genesis of social phenomena
;

through the agency of great
so long

men may be very

resting in general notions,

as,

But now,

if,

dissatisfied

comfortably believed

you do not ask

for particulars.

we demand that our ideas
and exactly defined, we discover the

with vagueness,

should be brought into focus
hypothesis to be utterly incoherent.

If,

not stopping at the explana-

due to the great man, we go back a step
and ask whence comes the great man, we find that the theory breaks
tion of social progress as

down

completely.

The question has two conceivable answers:

supernatural, or
origin
Then he is a deputy-god,
is

it

is

natural.

his

Is his origin supernatural ?

and we have Theocracy once removed

or,

at all; for we must then agree with Mr. Schomberg, quoted above, that "the determination of Ccesar to invade
"
" was
Britain
George
divinely inspired, and that from him, down to
III., the Great and the Good," the successive rulers were appointed
rather, not

removed

Is this an unacceptable solution ?
to carry out successive designs.
Then the origin of the great man is natural ; and immediately he is

thus recognized he must be classed with all other phenomena in the
Along
society that gave him birth, as a product of its antecedents.
with the whole generation of which he forms a minute part along
with its institutions, language, knowledge, manners, and its multitudinous arts and appliances, he is a resultant of an enormous aggregate
of causes that have been cooperating for ages.

True, if you please to
by physiology, teaches
if you assume that two European parents may produce a Negro child,
or that from woolly-haired prognathous Papuans may come a fair,
straight-haired infant of Caucasian type
you may assume that the
advent of the great man can occur anywhere and under any condiignore

all

that

common

observation, verified

If, disregarding those accumulated results of experience which
current proverbs and the generalizations of psychologists alike express,
you suppose that a Newton might be born in a Hottentot family, that

tions.

a Milton might spring up

among

the Andamanese, that a

Howard

or a

Clarkson might have Fiji parents, then you may proceed with facility
to explain social progress as caused by the actions of the great man.

But

if all

that

by no

biological science, enforcing all popular belief, convinces you
possibility will an Aristotle come from a father and mother

with facial angles of fifty degrees, and that out of a tribe of cannibals,
whose chorus in preparation for a feast of human flesh is a kind of
rhythmical roaring, there

is

not the remotest chance of a Beethoven
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arising then you must admit that the genesis of the great man depends on the long series of complex influences which has produced the
race in which he appears, and the social state into which that race has
slowly grown. If it he a fact that the great man may modify his
;

its structure and actions, it is also a fact that there must
have been those antecedent modifications constituting national progress before he could be evolved.
Before he can remake his society,
his society must make him.
So that all those changes of which he is
the proximate initiator have their chief causes in the generations
which gave him birth. If there is to be any thing like a real explanation of these chancres, it must be sought in that as-oregate of conditions out of which both he and they have arisen.
Even were we to grant the absurd supposition that the genesis of
the great man does not depend on the antecedents furnished by the
society he is born in, there would still be the quite-sufficient facts that
he is powerless in the absence of the material and mental accumulations which his society inherits from the past, and that he is powerless

nation in

in the absence of the coexisting population, character, intelligence,

and

social arrangements.
Given a Shakespeare, and what dramas
could he have written without the multitudinous traditions of civilized
life
without the various experiences which, descending to him from

the past, gave wealth to his thought, and without the language which
a hundred generations had developed and enriched by use? Suppose

a Watt, with all his inventive power, living in a tribe ignorant of iron,
or in a tribe that could get only as much iron as a fire blown by handor suppose him born among ourselves before lathes
what chance would there have been of the steam-engine?

bellows will smelt
existed;

;

Imagine a Laplace unaided by that slowly-developed system of Mathematics which we trace back to its beginnings among the Egyptians
how far would he have got with the " Mecanique Celeste? " Nay, the
like questions may be put and have like answers, even if we limit ourselves to those classes of great men on whose doings hero-worshippers
more particularly dwell the conquering rulers and generals. Xenophon could not have achieved his celebrated feat had his Ten Thousand
been feeble, or cowardly, or insubordinate. Csesar would never have
;

made

his conquests

without disciplined troops inheriting their prestige

and organization from the Romans who lived before them.
And, to take a recent instance, the strategical genius of Moltke would
have gained no great campaigns had there not been a nation of some
forty millions to supply soldiers, and had not those soldiers been men
of strong bodies, sturdy characters, obedient natures, and capable of
and

tactics

carrying out orders intelligently.
Were any one to marvel over the potency of a grain of detonating
powder, which explodes a cannon, propels the shell, and sinks a vessel
hit
were he to enlarge on the transcendent virtues of this detonating

powder, not mentioning the ignited charge, the

shell,

the cannon, and
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by which these have severbeen
produced, detonating powder included, we should not regard
ally
But it would fairly compare in
his interpretation as very rational.
rationality with this interpretation of social phenomena which, dwelling on the important changes which the great man works, ignores that
immense preexisting supply of latent power which he unlocks, and that
immeasurable accumulation of antecedents to which both he and this
all

that enormous aggregate of appliances

power are

due.

Recognizing what truth there is in the great-man theory of history,
we may say that, if limited to early societies, the histories of which
are histories of little else than endeavors to destroy or subjugate one
another, it approximately expresses the fact in representing the capable leader as all-important though even here it leaves out of sight too
much the number and the quality of his followers. But its immense
;

error lies in the assumption that what was once true is true forever ;
and that a relation of ruler and ruled which was possible and good at
one time is possible and good for all time. Just as fast as this preda-

tory activity of early tribes diminishes, just as fast as larger aggregates are formed by conquest or otherwise, just as fast as war ceases
to be the business of the whole male population, so fast do societies
begin to develop, to show traces of structures and functions not before
possible, to acquire increasing complexity along with increasing size,
to give origin to new institutions, new activities, new ideas, sentiments,
and habits all of which unobtrusively make their appearance without
:

the thought of any king or legislator. And if you wish to understand
these phenomena of social evolution, you will not do it though you
should read yourself blind over the biographies of all the great rulers

on record, down to Frederick the Greedy and Napoleon the Treacherous.

In addition to that passive denial of a Social Science implied by
two allied doctrines, one or other of which is held by nine men
out of ten, there comes from a few an active denial of it either entire

these

or partial.
sible.

The

Reasons are given for the belief that no such thing is posessential invalidity of these reasons can be shown only

after the essential nature of Social
Science, overlooked by those who
make them, has been pointed out and to point this out here would be
to forestall the
argument. Some minor criticisms, may, however, fitly
;

precede the major criticism.

up by Mr. Froude

Let us consider

first

the positions taken

:

"
When natural causes are liable to be set aside and neutralized by what is
called volition, the word Science is out of
place. If it is free to a man tochoosG
what he will do or not do, there is no adequate science of him. If there is a
science of him, there is no free
choice, and the praise or blame with which we

regard one another
1

is

impertinent and out of place."

"Short Studies on Great Subjects,"

1

vol. L, p. 11.
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"It is in this marvellous power to do wrong .... that the impossibility
stands of forming scientific calculations of what men will do before the fact, o~
1
scientific explanations of what they have done after the fact."
Mr. Buckle " would deliver himself from the eccentricities of this and that

by a doctrine of averages. . . Unfortunately, the average of one
generation need not be the average of the next. . . . No two generations are
individual

alike."

.

s

There we
(in history) "the phenomena never repeat themselves.
are dependent wholly on the record of things said to have happened once, but
which never happen or can happen a second time. There no experiment is pos-

"There"

sible

;

tures."

we

can watch for no recurring fact to test the worth of our conjec-

3

Here Mr. Froucle chooses, as the ground on which to join issue, the
old battle-ground of free-will versus necessity declaring a Social Science to be incompatible with free-will. The first extract implies, not
"
simply that individual volition is incalculable that there is no ade"
quate science of man, no science of Psychology but it also asserts,
:

;

implication, that there are no causal relations among his states of
mind: the volition by which "natural causes are liable to be set

by

aside," being put in antithesis to natural, must be supernatural. Hence
we are, in fact, carried back to that primitive form of interpretation

contemplated at the outset.

A further comment is, that because volitions of some kinds cannot
be foreseen, Mr. Froude concludes that no volitions can be foreseen
ignoring the fact that the simple volitions determining ordinary conduct are so regular that prevision having a high degree of probability
is easy.
If, in crossing a street, a man sees a carriage coming upon
him, you may safely assert that, in nine hundred and ninety-nine cases
out of a thousand, he will try to get out of the way. If, being pressed
to catch a train, he knows that by one route it is a mile to the station
and by another two miles, you may conclude with considerable confidence that he will take the one-mile route ; and, should he be aware
:

that losing the train will lose him a fortune, it is pretty certain that, if
he has but ten minutes to do the mile in, he will either run or call a

commodity of daily consumption betend of the town, we may affirm that,
him and
if he does not buy next door, some
special relation between
cab.

ter

If he can

buy next door

and cheaper than

a

at the other

the remoter shopkeeper furnishes a strong reason for taking a worse
commodity at greater cost of money and trouble. And though, if he
has an estate to dispose of, it is within the limits of possibility that he

A

it to
for
2,000 for it yet the
1,000 though B has offered
unusual motives leading to such an act need scarcely be taken into account as qualifying the generalization that a man will habitually sell

will sell

;

to the highest bidder.
Now, since the predominant activities of citizens are determined by motives of this degree of regidarity, there
1

2

" Short
Studies on Great Subjects," vol.
Ibid., vol. L, p. 22.

3

Ibid., vol.

i.,

i.,

p. 24.

p v15.
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must "be resulting social phenomena that have corresponding degrees
of regularity greater degrees, in fact ; since in them the effects of exlost in the effects of the aggregate of ordiceptional motives become
nary motives.
be added. Mr. Froude exaggerates the anAnother comment

may

he draws by using a conception of science which is far too narrow a conception seemingly limited to exact science. Scientific preand quantitative, have various degrees of
visions, both qualitative
because
definiteness ; and,
among certain classes of phenomena the previsions are but approximate, it is not, therefore, to be said that there
tithesis

no science of those phenomena if there is some prevision, there is
some science. Take, for example, Meteorology. The Derby has been
run in a snow-storm, and you may occasionally want a fire in July
but such anomalies do not prevent us from being perfectly certain that
is

:

;

summer

the coming

will be

warmer than the past

winter.

Our

south-

come late, may
westerly gales in the autumn may come early or may
be violent or moderate, at one time or at intervals ; but that winds
be in excess from that quarter at that part of the year we may be
and similarly with the northeasterly winds during the
quite sure
The like holds with the relations of rain
and
early summer.
spring
and dry weather to the quantity of water in the air and the weight of
the atmospheric column though exactly true predictions cannot be
made, approximately true ones can. So that, even were there not
among social phenomena more definite relations than these (and the
all-important ones are far more definite), there would still be a Social

will

:

:

Science.

Once more, Mr. Froude contends that the facts presented in history
do not furnish subject-matter for science, because they " never repeat
themselves," because "we can watch for no recurring fact to test
the worth of our conjectures." I will not meet this assertion by the
counter-assertion often made, that historic phenomena do repeat themselves ; but, admitting that Mr. Froude here touches on one of the
great difficulties of the Social Science (that social phenomena are in so
considerable a degree different in each case from what they were in

preceding cases), I still find a sufficient reply. For in no concrete science is there any absolute repetition ; and in some concrete sciences
the repetition is no more specific than in Sociology. Even in the most
exact of them, Astronomy, the combinations are never the same twice
over the repetitions are but approximate. And on turning to Geol:

we find that, though the processes of denudation, deposition, upheaval, subsidence, have been ever going on in conformity with laws
more or less clearly generalized, the effects have been always new in
ogy,

and arrangements ; though not so completely new as
to forbid comparisons, consequent deductions, and approximate pretheir proportions

visions based on them.

Were

there no such replies as these to Mr. Froude's reasons, there

i
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would
tory

;

"be

still

the reply furnished by his own interpretations of hisit clear that his denial must he understood as hut a

which make

qualified one.

Against

his professed

theory

may

he

set his

actual

practice, which, as it seems to me, tacitly asserts that explanations of
some social phenomena in terms of cause and effect are possible, if not
all social phenomena.
Thus, respecting the Vagrancy
which made a slave of a confirmed vagrant, Mr. Froude
" In the condition of
things which was now commencing ....

explanations of

Act

of 1547,

says
neither this nor any other penal act against idleness could be practil
That is to say, the operation of an agency brought
cally enforced."
:

was neutralized by the operation of natural causes coexistAgain, respecting the enclosure of commons and amalgamation
ing.
of farms, etc., Mr. Froude writes " Under the late reign these tendeninto play

:

with great difficulty, been held partially in check, but on the
a
death of Henry they acquired new force and activity."
Or, in other
social
certain
certain
forces
other
words,
previously antagonized by
forces produced their natural effects when the antagonism ceased. Yet
"
"
(debased curagain, Mr. Froude explains that unhappily, two causes
"
rency and an alteration of the farming system) were operating to pro3
And throughout Mr. Froude's " History of
duce the rise of prices."
" there
I
need
are,
scarcely say, other cases in which he asEngland
cribes social changes to causes rooted in human nature though, in the
"
lecture from which I have quoted, he alleges the
impossibility of
cies had,

;

forming

what men will do before the
what they have done after the fact."

scientific calculations of

scientific explanations of

fact, or

Another writer who denies the

possibility of a Social Science, or
as
a science that has its relations of
only
any
influences that it does not
so
traversed
by
providential
phenomena

who

rate admits

at

it

In
definition of a science, is Canon Kingsley.
"
on the " Limits of Exact Science as appled to History he

come within the proper
his address

says:
of

"You
human

say that, as the laws of matter are inevitable, so probably are tbe laws
life?
Be it so: but in what sense are the laws of matter inevitable?

Potentially or actually? Even in the seemingly most uniform and universal
law, where do we find the inevitable or the irresistible ? Is there not in Nature

a perpetual competition of law against law, force against force, producing the
most endless and unexpected variety of results ? Cannot each law be interfered
with at any moment by some other law, so that the first law, though it may
The
struggle for the mastery, shall be for an indefinite time utterly defeated ?
law of gravity is immutable enough but do all stones veritably fall to the
ground? Certainly not, if I choose to catch one, and keep it in my hand. It
remains there by laws and the law of gravity is there, too, making it feel
heavy in my hand but it has not fallen to the ground, and will not, till I let it.
So much for the inevitable action of the laws of gravity, as of others. Poten*
but actually, it can be conquered by other laws."
tially, it is immutable
:

;

:

;

1

*

"

History of England," vol.
Ibid., vol. v., p. 109

v., p. "70.

2

4

Ibid., vol. v., p. 108.
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This passage, severely criticised, if I remember rightly, when the
address was originally published, it would be scarcely fair to quote,
were ib not that Canon Kingsley has repeated it at a later date in his
"
work, The Roman and the Teuton." The very unusual renderings
of scientific ideas which it contains need here be only enumerated.
Mr. Kingsley differs profoundly from philosophers and men of science,
in regarding a law as itself a power or force, and so in thinking of one
law as " conquered by other laws ; " whereas the accepted conception
of law is that of an established order, to which the manifestations of a
power or force conform. He enunciates, too, a quite exceptional view
of gravitation. As conceived by astronomers and physicists, gravitation is a universal and ever-acting force, which portions of matter exand the law of this
ercise on one another when at sensible distances
force is that it varies inversely as the square of the distance.
Mr.
Kingsley's view, however, appears to be that the law of gravitation is
" defeated " if a stone is
prevented from falling to the ground that
the law " struggles" (not the force), and that because it no longer pro;

duces motion, the " inevitable action of the laws of gravity " (not of
gravity) is suspended: the truth being that neither the force nor its
law is in the slightest degree modified. Further, the theory of natural processes
when two or

there

is

which Mr. Kingsley has arrived at seems to be, that
more forces (or laws, if he prefers it) come into play,

a partial or complete suspension of one by another.
by men of science is, that the forces are

the doctrine held

Whereas,
all in full

operation, and the effect is their resultant ; so that, for example, when a
shot is fired horizontally from a cannon, the force impressed on it pro-

duces in a given time just the same amount of horizontal motion as
though gravity were absent, while gravity produces in that same time
a fall just equal to that which it would have produced had the shot
been dropped from the mouth of the cannon. Of course, holding these
peculiar views of causation as displayed among simple physical phe-

nomena, Canon Kingsley is consistent in denying historical sequence
and in saying that, " as long as man has the mysterious power of breaking the laws of his own being, such a sequence not only cannot be disl
At the same time it is manifest that,
covered, but it cannot exist."
until he comes to some agreement with men of science respecting conceptions of forces, of their laws, and of the modes in which phenomena
produced by compositions of forces are interpretable in terms of compound laws, no discussion of the question at issue can be carried on
with profit.
Without waiting for such an agreement, however, which is probably somewhat remote, Canon Kingsley's argument may be met by
putting side by side with it some of his own conclusions set forth elsewhere. In an edition of "Alton Locke" published since the delivery
of the address above quoted from, there is a new preface, containing,
;

among

others, the following passages
1

Page

:
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"The

progress toward institutions more and more popular may be slow, buc
Whenever any class has conceived the hope of being fairly represented, it is certain to fulfil its own hopes, unless it employs or provokes,

it is

sure.

The thing will be 1 ...
"If any young gentlemen look forward .... to a Conservative reaction of any other kind than this .... to even the least stoppage of What
the world calls progress which I should define as the putting in practice the
then do they, like King Picrochole in Eabelais,
results of inductive science
look for a kingdom which shall be restored to them at the coming of the
violence, impossible in England.

.

2

Cocqcigrues."

And
edition,

in a preface addressed to
lie

says

working-men, contained in an earlier

:

"If you are better oflf than you were in 1848, you owe it principally to those
laws of political economy (as they are called) which I call the brute natural
accidents of supply and demand, etc."

3

Which passages offer explanations of changes now gone by as having
been wrought out by natural forces in conformity with natural laws,
and also predictions of changes which social forces at present in action
W ill work out. That is to say, by the help of generalized experiences
there is an interpretation of past phenomena and a prevision of future
phenomena. There is an implicit recognition of that Social Science
which is explicitly denied.
reply to these criticisms may be imagined. In looking for whatever reconciliation seems possible between these positions, which seem
so incongruous, we must suppose the intended assertion to be, that
general interpretations and previsions only can be made, not those
which are special. Bearing in mind Mr. Froude's occasional explanations of historical phenomena as naturally caused, we must conclude
T

A

that he believes certain classes of sociological facts (as the politicoeconomical) to be scientifically explicable, while other classes are not ;
if this be his view, it is not clear how, if the results of men's

though,

separate or aggregated, are incalculable, politico-economical
actions can be dealt wdth scientifically, since, equally with other social

wills,

wills.
Similarly, Canon
actions, they are determined by aggregated
economical laws, and enunciatKingsley, recognizing no less distinctly
ing also certain laws of progress nay, even warning his hearers
against the belief that he denies the applicability of the inductive
must be assumed to think that the applimethod to social

phenomena

but

partial.
Citing the title of
cability of scientific methods is here
his address, he will possibly hold its implication to be merely that
there are limits to the explanation of social facts in precise ways;

this position does not seem really reconcilable with the doctrine that social laws are liable to be at any time suspended, provi-

though

dentially or otherwise.
1

*

" Alton
Locke,"

new

edition, preface, p. xxi.

Ibid., preface (1854), p. xxvii.

s

Ibid., pp. xxiii., xxiv.
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But, merely hinting these collateral criticisms, this replj is to be
met by the demurrer that it is beside the question. If the sole thing
meant is that sociological previsions can be approximate only if the
thing denied is the possibility of reducing Sociology to the form
of an exact science then the rejoinder is, that the thing denied is a
thing which no one has affirmed. Only a moiety of science is exact
science
only phenomena of certain orders have had their relations
developed from the qualitative form into the quantitative form. Of
the remaining orders there are some produced by factors so numerous
and so difficult to measure, that development of their relations into
the quantitative form is extremely improbable, if not impossible. But
these orders of phenomena are not therefore excluded from the conception of Science. In Geology, in Biology, in Psychology, most of
the previsions are qualitative only and where they are quantitative
;

their quantitativeness, never quite definite, is mostly very indefinite.
Nevertheless we unhesitatingly class these previsions as scientific.
Similarly with Sociology. The phenomena it presents, involved in a

higher degree than all others, are less than all other capable of precise
treatment such of them as can be generalized, can be generalized only
within wide limits of variation as to time and amount ; and there
:

much that cannot be generalized. But, so far as there can be
generalization, and so far as there can be interpretation based on it, so
far there can be science.
Whoever expresses political opinions whoremains

ever asserts that such or such public arrangements will be beneficial or
detrimental, tacitly expresses a belief in Social Science ; for he asserts, by implication, that there is a natural sequence among social

and that, as the sequence is natural, results may be foreseen.
Reduced to a more concrete form, the case may be put thus Mr.
Froude and Canon Kingsley both believe to a considerable extent in
actions,

:

the efficiency of legislation probably to a greater extent than it is
believed in by some of those who assert the existence of a Social Sci-

To believe in the efficiency of legislation is to believe that
certain prospective penalties or rewards will act as deterrents or
incentives will modify individual conduct, and therefore modify soence.

be impossible to say that a given law will
on a particular person, yet no doubt is felt
that it will produce a foreseen effect on the mass of persons. Though
Mr. Froude, when arguing against Mr. Buckle, says that he " would
deliver himself from the eccentricities of this and that individual by a
doctrine of averages," but that " unfortunately, the average of one
"
generation need not be the average of the next
yet Mr. Froude
cial action.

Though

produce a foreseen

it

may

effect

;

himself so far believes in the doctrine of averages as to hold that learislative interdicts, with threats of death or
imprisonment behind them,
will restrain the great majority of men in
ways which can be predicted.
While he contends that the results of individual will are incalculable,
yet,

by approving

certain laws

and condemning

others, he tacitly
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affirms that the results of the aggregate of wills are calculable.
And,
if this he asserted of the aggregate of wills as affected by legislation,
it

must be asserted of the aggregate of wills as

affected

by

social influ-

ences at large. If it be held that the desire to avoid punishment will
so act on the average of men as to produce an average foreseen

then it must also be held that, on the average of men, the
;
desire to get the greatest return for labor, the desire to rise into a
higher rank of life, the desire to gain applause, and so forth, will each
of them produce a certain average result. And to hold this is to hold
result

that there can be prevision of social phenomena, and therefore Social
Science.

the alternative positions are these
On the one
no natural causation throughout the actions of incorporated humanity, government and legislation are absurd. Acts of
Parliament may, as well as not, be made to depend on the drawing
of lots or the tossing of a coin or rather there may as well be none at
all
social sequences having no ascertainable order, no effect can be
counted upon every thing is anarchic. On the other hand, if there
is such natural causation, then the combination of forces, by which

In

hand,

brief, then,

if

there

:

is

;

:

every effect or combination of effects is produced, produces them in
conformity with the laws of the forces. And if so, it behooves us to
use

all

laws,

diligence in ascertaining what the forces are,
in which they cooperate.

what are

their

and what are the ways

Such further elucidation as is possible will be gained by discussing
the question to which we now address ourselves the Nature of the
Social Science.
Along with a definite idea of this, will come a perception that the denial of a Social Science has arisen

of two essentially different classes of
sent the one class, almost ignored

from the confusing

phenomena which

societies pre-

by historians, constituting the
of
Social
and
the other class, almost excluScience,
subject-matter
sively occupying them, admitting of scientific coordination in a very
small degree, if at

all.

-
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works, I entered another room which conAre these really by the same hand? I

asked myself on first inspecting them ; or have they suffered in any
way? On examining them, however, more closely, a question presented itself to my mind which was to me a subject of interesting
"

"Was the great change, which made the painter of Cross" Shade and Dark" afterward
Brook
the
produce such pictures as
ing
disturbance ? Researches into
ness," caused by an ocular or cerebral
answer to this question. All
an
afford
could
not
the life of Turner
diagnosis.

that I could learn was, that during the last five years of his life his
In no way, howpower of vision as well as his intellect had suffered.
did this account for the changes which began to manifest them-

ever,
The question could thereselves about fifteen years before that time.
his
of
direct
fore only be answered by a
pictures from a purely
study
artistic point of view.
or
an
aesthetic
from
not
at
all
and
scientific,

purpose pictures belonging to the middle of the
I
consider
which
pathological, i. e., not quite healthy, and
period
analyzed them in all their details, with regard to color, drawing, and
distribution of lio;ht and shade.
I chose for this

It was particularly important to ascertain if the anomaly of the
whole picture could be deduced from a regularly-recurring fault in its
This fault is a vertical streakiness, which is caused by every
details.
The elonilluminated point having been changed into a vertical line.

gation is, generally speaking, in exact proportion to the brightness of
that is to say, the more intense the light which diffuses
the light
itself from the illuminated point in Nature, the longer becomes the line
which represents it on the picture. Thus, for instance, there proceeds
;

from the sun in the centre of a picture a vertical yellow streak, dividing it into two entirely distinct halves, which are not connected by

any horizontal

line.

In Turner's earlier pictures, the disk of the sun

is

even
clearly defined, the light equally radiating to all parts; and,
where through the reflection of water a vertical streak is produced,
there appears, distinctly marked through the vertical streak of light,
the line of the horizon, the demarcation of the land in the foreground,
and the outline of the waves in an horizontal direction. In the pictures,
however, of which I am now speaking, the tracing of any detail is perfectly effaced

when

it falls

in the vertical streak of light.

Even

less

illuminated objects, like houses or figures, form considerably elongated
streaks of light. In this manner, therefore, houses that stand near the

water, or people in a boat, blend so entirely with the reflection in the
water, that the horizontal line of demarcation between house and
water or boat and water entirely disappears, and all becomes a conglomeration of vertical lines. Every thing that is abnormal in the

shape of objects, in the drawing, and even in the coloring of the pictures of this period, can be explained by this vertical diffusion of light.
How and at what time did this anomaly develop itself?
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In 1831 a change in the coloring
Till the year 1830 all is normal.
becomes for the first time perceptible, which gives to the works of
Turner a peculiar character not found in any other master. Optically

caused by an increased intensity of the diffused light proceeding
from the most illuminated parts of the landscape. This light forms a
haze of a bluish color -which contrasts too much with the surrounding
portion in shadow. From the year 1833 this diffusion of light becomes more and more vertical. It gradually increases during the following years. At first it can only be perceived by a careful examination of the picture, but from the year 1839 the regular vertical streaks
become apparent to every one. This increases subsequently to such a
this is

degree that, when the pictures are closely examined, they appear as if
they had been wilfully destroyed by vertical strokes of the brush before they were dry, and it is only from a considerable distance that
the object and the meaning of the picture can be comprehended. During the last years of Turner's life, this peculiarity became so extreme
that his pictures can hardly be understood at all.
It is a generally-received opinion that Turner adopted a peculiar
manner, that he exaggerated it more and more, and that his last works
are the result of a deranged intellect. I am convinced of the incormight almost say of the injustice, of this opinion. The

rectness, I

a very vague meaning. In general we undersomething which has been arbitrarily assumed by the arIt may be the result of study, of reflection, of a development of
tist.
of a chance observation, of an experiprinciple, or the consequence
ment, or of an occasional success. Nothing of all this applies to what
has been called Turner's manner. Nothing in him is arbitrary, as-

word "manner" has
stand

by

it

sumed, or of set purpose.

According to

my

opinion, his

manner

is

exclusively the result of a change in his eyes, which developed itself
during the last twenty years of his life. In consequence of it the
aspect of Nature gradually changed for him, while he continued in an
unconscious, I might almost say in a naive manner, to reproduce what

And he reproduced it so faithfully and accurately, that he
enables us distinctly to recognize the nature of the disease of his eyes,
to follow its development step by step, and to prove by an optical
contrivance the correctness of our diagnosis. By the aid of this conhe saw.

trivance

sented

we can see Nature under the same
With the same we can also, as

it.

aspect as he saw and repreprove to you by an

I shall

of
experiment, give to Turner's early pictures the appearance of those
the later period.
After he had reached the age of fifty-five, the crystalline lenses of

Turner's eyes became rather dim, and dispersed the light more stronga bluish mist over illuminated objects.
ly, and in consequence threw
increase
of an optical effect, the existence of
a
is
This
pathological
in
normal
be proved by the following experithe
can
even
eye,
which,

ment

:
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which hangs between two windows, you
distinctly, as it will be, so to speak, veiled by
a grayish haze. But, if you hold your hands before your eyes so as to
shade them from the light of the windows, the veiling mist disappears,
and the picture becomes clearly visible. The disturbing light had
been diffused by the refracting media of the eye, and had fallen on the
same part of the retina on which the picture was formed. If we examine the eye by an illumination resembling that by means of which
Prof. Tyndall, in his brilliant experiments, demonstrated to you the
imperfect transparency of water, we find that even the clearest and
most beautiful eye is not so perfectly transparent as we would supIf

you look

at a picture

be able to see

will not

The older
pose.
cially of the lens.

it

we get

the more the transparency decreases, espeBut, to produce an effect equal to that visible in
Turner's pictures after the year 1831, pathological conditions are reIn the years that followed, as often happens in such cases, a
quired.
clearly-defined opacity was formed in the slight and diffuse dimness
of the crystalline lens. In consequence of this the light was no longer
evenly diffused in all directions, but principally dispersed in a vertical

At this period the alteration offers, in the case of a painter,
the peculiarity that it only affects the appearance of natural objects,
where the light is strong enough to produce this disturbing effect,
direction.

while the light of his painting is too feeble to do so therefore, the
aspect of Nature is altered that of his picture correct.
Only within
the last years of Turner's life, the dimness had increased so much,
:

;

prevented him from seeing even his pictures correctly. This
sufficiently accounts for the strange appearance of his last pictures,
without its being necessary to take into account the state of his mind.
It may seem hazardous to designate a period as diseased, the begin-

that

it

ning of which art-critics and connoisseurs have considered as his
I do not think that the two opinions are in decided contraclimax.
diction to each other.
To be physiologically normal is not at all a
fundamental condition in art and we cannot deny the legitimacy of
the taste which regards that which is entirely sound and healthy as
;

commonplace,
fascinated

by

goes beyond

trivial, and uninteresting, and which on the contrary is
that which approaches the border of disease and even,

it.

of the best musicians, for instance, and some of the greatest
admirers of Beethoven, prefer his latest works, and consider them the

Many

most

interesting, although the influence of his deafness upon them is
apparent to others.
In poetry, we rank some
poems among the highest productions of
art, in which the imagination of the poet goes far beyond the normal
region of the mind :
" The
poet's eye, in a fine frenzy rolling,
Doth glance from heaven to earth, from earth to heaven."

Thus

it

seems to

me

perfectly natural that the peculiar poetical
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haze which is produced by the diffusion of light in Turner's pictures
after 1831 should have a particular attraction for many of Turner's
On the other hand, passing over the faults, we discover in
admirers.
these pictures peculiar merits, and we recognize that the great artist
continued in many ways to improve, even at a time of his life when
to deprive his works of general faA or. I
defend
the
cannot, however,
opinion of those who are enraptured with
Turner's pictures belonging to a still later period who consider a
his failing

r

sight began

picture beautiful which, in consequence of this optical defect,

is
entirely
disfigured and defaced, and who, calling this Turner's style, would
like to form it into a school and imitate it.
They resemble the porter
of a certain dealer in works of art, who one day, when he had to

Venus at a gentleman's house, answered the
expressed his astonishment that his master should
have bought a thing without head, arms, or legs, " You don't understand ; that's just the beauty of it."
deliver the torso of a
servant,

I

who had

show you here

first

a picture which

is

copied from an oil-painting

South-Kensington Museum. This picture was not exhibited till
the year 1833, but it was painted some time before, and from sketches
in the

taken in Venice previous to any change in Turner's sight. I shall
now try so to change this picture, by an optical contrivance, as to
make it resemble the pictures he painted after 1839. You must, of
course, not expect to see in this rough representation, which a large
theatre necessitates, any thing of the real beauty of Turner's pictures.

Our

object is to analyze their faults.
In order to show you in a single object what you have already
observed in the general aspect of a picture, I choose purposely a tree,
because there are no trees in the "Venice" you have just seen, and

more

particularly because after the year 1833 Turner painted trees
that were unknown to any botanist, had never been seen in Nature,

nor been painted by any other artist. I do not think it likely that
it seems to me more
Turner invented a tree he had never seen
he saw them so in
he
such
trees
because
that
probable
painted
Nature. I searched for them with the aid of the lens, and soon
discovered them. Here is a common tree ; the glass changes it into a
Turner tree.
Let us now turn from the individual case of a great artist to a
whole category of cases, in which the works of painters are modified
;

by anomalies

in their vision

I

mean

cases of irregularities in the

refraction of the eye.
The optical apparatus of the eye forms, like
In order to be
the apparatus of a photographer, inverted images.

seen distinctly, these images must fall exactly upon the retina. The
capacity of the eye to accommodate itself to different consecutive
distances, so as to receive on the retina distinct images of objects, is
This faculty depends upon the power of the
called accommodation.
lens
to
crystalline
change its foi'm. The accommodation is at its
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It is, on
if we adapt our eye to the nearest point.
greatest tension
the contrary, in complete repose if we adapt it to the farthest point.
The optical state of the eye during its adaptation for the farthest

point, when every
called its refraction.

effort of

accommodation

is

completely suspended,

is

There are three different kinds of refraction: firstly, that of the
normal eye secondly, oi the short-sighted eye ; thirdly, of the over;

sighted eye

:

The normal

1.

eye,
is

when

the activity of its accommodation is
adjusted for the infinite distance; that is to

perfectly suspended,
the retina parallel rays of light.
say, it unites upon
2. The short-sighted eye has, in consequence of an extension of its
retina
axis, a stronger refraction, and unites, therefore, in front of the
the rays of light which proceed from infinite distance. In order to
be united upon the retina itself, the rays of light must be divergent ;

that

is

to say, they

must come from a nearer point.

The more

short-

sighted the eye is, the stronger must be the divergence ; such an eye,
in order to see distinctly distant objects, must make the rays from a
deterdistant object more divergent, by aid of a concave glass.

We

mine the degree of short-sightedness by the power of the weakest
concave glass that enables the eye to see distinctly at a great distance.
3. The over-sighted, or hypermeti'opic eye, on the contrary, has too

weak a

it unites convergent rays of light upon the retina ;
or
divergent rays of light it unites behind the retina, unless
parallel
an effort of accommodation is made. The degree of hypermetropy,
or over-sightedness, is determined by the focal distance of the strongest

refraction

:

convex glass with which objects can

still

be distinctly seen at a great

distance.

Hypermetropy has no essential influence upon painting ; it only
reduces the power of application, and must therefore be corrected by
wearing convex glasses. This can never be avoided if the hypermetropy is so great as to diminish the distinctness of vision. Shortsightedness, on the contrary, generally influences the choice of the
As a very
subject of the artist and also the manner of its execution.

an indication of short-sightedness, so we find that
and finish the details with great
minuteness, and with fine touches of the brush, are mostly shortsmall handwriting
artists

who

is

paint small pictures,

sighted.

Sometimes the shape of the eye diverges from

its normal spherical
called astigmatism. This has only been closely investigated since Airy discovered it in his own eye. Figure to yourself
meridians drawn on the eye as on a globe, so that one pole is placed in

form, and this

is

then you can define astigmatism as a difference in the curvature
of two meridians, which may, for instance, stand
perpendicularly upon
each other; the consequence of which is a difference in the power of

front

:

refraction of the eye in the direction of the

two meridians.

An eye may,

l8o
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for instance,

have a normal refraction in

its

horizontal meridian, and be

Small differences of this kind
short-sighted in its vertical meridian.
are found in almost every eye, but are not perceived.
Higher degrees
of astigmatism, which decidedly disturb vision, are, however, not uncommon, and are, therefore, also found among painters. I have had
occasion to examine the eyes of several distinguished artists which

presented such an anomaly, and

it

interested

me much

to discover

had upon their works. The diversity depends in part upon the degree and nature of the optical anomaly, but
its effect shows itself in different ways, according to the subjects the
what influence

this defect

An example will explain this better. I know a landa portrait-painter who have both the same kind of
and
scape-painter
artist paints.

astigmatism

;

that

is,

the refraction of the vertical meridian differs

from the refraction of the horizontal one. The consequence is, that
their sight is normal for vertical lines, but for hoi'izontal lines they are
Fig.
Fia.

2.

1.

Upon the landscape-painter this has hardly
slightly short-sighted.
In painting distant views, sharp outlines are
influence.
any disturbing
not requisite, but rather undefined and blending tones of color. His
eye is sufficiently normal to see these. I was struck, however, by the

foreground of his pictures, which generally represents
water with gently-moving waves,, was not painted with the same
truthfulness to Nature" as the middle and background. There I found
short horizontal strokes of the brush In different colors, which did not
seem to belong to the water. I therefore examined the picture with a
glass, which, when added to my eye, produced the same degree of
astigmatism as existed in the painter's eye, and the whole picture

fact that the

appeared much more beautiful, the foreground being now as perfect as
the middle and background. In consequence of this artificially-produced astigmatism, I saw the horizontal strokes of the brush indistinctly,
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and so mixed together that through them the color and transparency of
the water were most exquisitely rendered.
Upon the portrait-painter astigmatism had a very different influ-

He was

held in high esteem in Paris, on account of his exceland intellectual individuality. His admirers
considered even the material resemblance of his portraits as perfect ;
most people, however, thought he had intentionally neglected the
ence.

lent grasp of character

in an indistinct and vague manner the
and the forms. A careful analysis of the picture
shows that this indistinctness was not at all intentional, but simply the
consequence of astigmatism. Within the last few years, the portraits
of this painter have become considerably worse, because the former inThe neck
distinctness has grown into positively false proportions.
and oval of the face appear in all his portraits considerably elongated,
and all details are in the same manner distorted. What is the cause

material likeness

by rendering

details of the features

Fig.

4.

Tig

Has the degree of his astigmatism increased ? No ; this
does not often happen but the effect of astigmatism has doubled, and
this has happened in the following manner
An eye which is normal

of this ?

:

:

as regards the vision of vertical
lines, but short-sighted for horizontal
the
lines, sees the objects elongated in a vertical direction.
time of life arrives that the normal
not
but
becomes
far-sighted,
eye

When

yet the short-sighted eye, this astigmatic eye will at short distance see
the vertical lines
and,
indistinctly, but horizontal lines still distinctly
in an horizontal direction.
therefore, near objects will be
;

elongated
The portrait-painter, in whom a slight degree of astigmatism manifested
itself at first only by the indistinctness of the horizontal
lines, has now

become far-sighted

for vertical lines,

and therefore

sees

a distant

person elongated in a vertical direction ; his picture, on the contrary,
being at a short distance, is seen by him enlai-ged in an horizontal
direction, and is thus painted still more elongated than the subject is

I
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seen

:

so the fault

is

doubled.

by experiments.
The vertical and

I shall

be able to show this more clearly

horizontal lines of the diagram (Fig. 1) are reupon the screen by the spherical appa-

flected with equal distinctness
ratus.

Those among

my audience who have

a decided form of astigmatisn

them

Those whose sight is norma
differently.
observe a difference after I have added a cylindrical lens to

will, nevertheless, see

will only
this apparatus,

and thus made it astigmatical (Fig. 2). Ordinary specworked by a rotating movement on the surface of a
sphere ; cylindrical lenses are worked by moving the glass backward
and forward upon a cylindrical surface. Such glasses produce an optical effect only in one direction.
If instead of white lines I make the
tacle-glasses are

experiment with colored lines, it will show the mixing of colors produced by astigmatism and if I now turn the axis of the lens, you will
observe the effect of different forms of astigmatism.
I show you
a square (Fig. 3) if I add a cylindrical concave glass, with its axis
placed horizontally, the square becomes an oblong.
In order now to show you how it is possible that the same eye may
see an object at too great a distance elongated in a vertical direction,
and, on the contrary, one that is too near enlarged in an horizontal
direction, I need only place this cylindrical glass before or behind the
focus of the apparatus without turning the axis, and you will then see
;

:

the square,

enlarged in

first elongated in a vertical direction
(Fig.
an horizontal direction.

4),

and then

Lastly, I show you a portrait.
Imagine to yourself that it represents the person whom the astigmatical painter is painting ; then,
by
aid of the cylindrical glass, you can form an idea how the painter sees
this person.
If I alter the position of the glass, the portrait assumes the form in
which the painter sees his own painting on the canvas. This will

explain to you

why

he paints the portrait

still

longer than he sees the

person.

With regard to an anomaly of sight, which seems almost foreign
to the subject of painting I mean color-blindness I will also say a
few words here, as the subject seems to be regarded with particular
interest in England.
What we call color-blindness is a congenital defect of vision,
is

of color.

The

which

the absence of one of the three primary sensations
primary sensations of color are red, green, and violet,

characterized

by

according to Thomas Young and Helmholtz ; or red, green, and blue,
according to Maxwell. When, as may easily happen, to this defect is
joined a decided talent for painting, drawing alone ought to be attempted, because so absolute a defect will soon assert itself. But we
meet with slighter degrees of color-blindness, where the perception of

red

is

not entirely wanting, but only considerably diminished

;

so
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that, for instance, an intense or strongly illuminated red can be perceived as such, while a less intense red appears green. This moderate

degree of color-blindness does not always deter people from painting.
this I saw at the last year's Exhibition, in a picture which
The roofs of the surrounding houses
represented a cattle-market.
were all painted "red on the sunny side, green in the shadow; but
what particularly struck me the oxen also were red in the sun, green

A proof of

in the shadow.

an

The

slighter degrees of this anomaly, in the form of
have probably been the real cause

insufficient perception of colors,

several great artists, who have become famous on account of the
beauty of their drawing and the richness of their compositions, have
failed to attain an equal degree of perfection in coloring.
In opposition to these isolated cases, I have to draw your attention
to other cases which happen more frequently, and in advanced age, in
consequence of a change in the perception of colors. They do not
arise from a deficient function of the nervous apparatus of the eye, but

why

in consequence of a change in the color of the lens.
The lens always gets rather yellow at an advanced age,

and with

many people the intensity of the discoloration is considerable. This,
however, does not essentially diminish the power of vision. In order
to get a distinct idea of the effect of this discoloration, it is best to
make experiments with yellow glasses of the corresponding shade.

Only, the experiment must be continued for some time, because at first
every thing looks yellow to us. But the eye gets soon accustomed to
the color, or rather it becomes dulled with regard to it, and then
things appear again in their true light and color. This is at least the
case with all objects of a somewhat bright and deep color.
careful

A

examination, however, shows that a pale blue, or rather a certain small
quantity of blue, cannot be perceived even after a very prolonged experiment, and after the eye has long got accustomed to the yellow
This must, of
color, because the yellow glass really excludes it.
course, exercise a considerable influence when looking at pictures, on
account of the great difference which necessarily exists between real

and their representation in pictures.
These differences are many and great, as has been so
thoroughly
explained by Helmholtz. Let us for a moment waive the consideration of the difference
produced by transmitting an object seen as a
body on to a simple flat surface, and consider only the intensity of
The intensity of light proceeding from the sun and
light and color.
reflected by objects is so
infinitely greater than the strongest light reflected from a picture, that the
in numbers is far
objects

proportion expressed

beyond our comprehension. There is also so great a difference between the color of light, or of an illuminated
object, and the pigments
employed in painting, that it appears wonderful that the art of painting can, by the use of them, produce such perfect optical delusions.
It can, of course,

ODly produce optical delusions, never a real optical

1
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that is to say, the image which is traced in our eye by rea,
identical with the image produced in our eye by the pictnot
objects
ure. This is best observed by changing the light. Whoever paints in
little
London has but too frequent opportunities of observing this.
more or less fog, the reflection of a cloud, illuminated by the sun, suf-

identity

;

is

A

the coloring of the picture, while the coloring of
natural objects is not changed in the same manner.
Let us now return to our experiment with the yellow glass, and we

fices to alter entirely

our eye very much in the same way as a yellow
and therefore modifies natural objects in quite a difIf we continue the experiment for a conferent degree from pictures.
siderable time, the difference becomes more and more essential. As I
said before, the eye becomes dulled with regard to the yellow light,
and thus sees Nature again in its normal coloring. The small quantity
of blue light which is excluded by the yellow glass produces no senshall find that

it

aflect6

tint in the light,

by a diminution of sension
the contrary, there is
the
to
In
with
picture,
regard
yellow.
bility
found in many places only as nmch blue as is perfectly absorbed by
the yellow glass, and this,, therefore, can never be perceived, however
sible difference, as the difference is equalized

long we continue the experiment. Even for those parts of the picture
which have been painted with the most intense blue the painter could
produce, the quantity of blue excluded by the yellow glass will make
itself felt, because its power is not so small with regard to pigments as
with regard to the blue in Nature.
Imagine, now, that, in the course of years, one of the transparent
media in the eye of a painter had gradually become yellowish, and
that this yellow had by degrees considerably increased in intensity,
and you will easily understand the influence it must exercise upon his
work. He will see in Nature almost every thing correctly but in his
;

he
picture every thing will appear to him yellowish, and consequently
he
Does
himself?
this
Does
he
it
too
blue.
not
will paint
perceive
not believe it if told of it ? Were this the case, it would be easy for

him

to correct the fault, since an artist can paint in a yellower or
These are two questions which are easily

bluer tone, as he chooses.

answered by psychological experience. He does not perceive it himremember that he formerly saw in a different
self, because he does not
with regard to opinions, sensations, percepOur
remembrance
way.
become
have
which
gradually modified in the course of
tions, etc.,
or sudden impression, but by a
influence
external
not
by any
years
is almost
gradual change in our own physical or mental individuality
nil.

He

does not believe

recognizes what others

it

tell

I would not say because an artist rarely
him with regard to his works, but because

the impressions received through his
own eye have a stronger power of conviction than any thing else.
"
" Senen
is believing "), says the old adage.
geht vor Sagen
(" Seeing

with him, as with every one

else,
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We

are almost always conscious of indistinct vision, be it in conor insufficient power of sight,
sequence of incorrect accommodation
especially if
is

it is

extremely

not congenital, but has gradually appeared. But it
and in many cases impossible to convince those

difficult

who suffer from incorrect vision as to form and color.
conscious of it themselves, even if it is not conbecome
never
They
most
the
and
enlightened and intelligent among them remain
genital,
incredulous, or become even angry and offended, when told of it. InIf
correct perception of form may, however, easily be demonstrated.
of their defect

in consequence of astigmatism a square appears oblong to any one,
he can measure the sides with a compass ; or, what is more simple
still,

he can turn

it

so

that the horizontal lines are changed into

own

sight will convince him
demonstrate whether a person sees colors correctly or not. Such glaring mistakes as those
produced by color-blindness can be easily recognized, but faults
produced by a diminished sensation of small differences in the shades
of color can only be recognized as such by the fact that the majority
of persons with normal vision declare them to be faults.
Such, for
an
incorrect
are
deviations
perception of pigproduced by
instance,
vertical ones,
of his error.

and
It

vice versa,

is

more

and

his

difficult

to

ments, which in painting makes itself
plus or

felt

by a

constantly-recurring

single color in the whole picture. It
small faults in the rendering of every color.

minus of a

may

also

show

In discussing
this subject with artists, they at once declare these anomalies to represent a school, a taste, a manner, which may be arbitrarily changed.
They most unwillingly concede that peculiarities of sight have any
thing to do with it. It seems to me sometimes as if they considered
itself

it

by

in a certain

influenced

measure a degradation of their art that it should be
sense, and not depend entirely upon free

by an organ of

choice, intelligence, imagination,
Thus, to return to the point

whose

and talent.
from which we started

:

if

a painter

becomes yellower begins to paint in a bluer tone, it is said
that he has changed his style. The painter himself vehemently prolens

tests against this opinion

;

he thinks that he

still

paints in his old

His eai'lier
style, and that he has only improved the tone of his color.
works appear to him too brown. To convince him of his error, it
would be necessary to remove his lens suddenly. Then every thing
would appear to him too blue, and his paintings far too blue. This is
no hypothesis, but a fact. Patients on whom I have operated for
often spontaneously declared, immediately after the
operation, that they saw every thing blue ; in these cases I invariably
found their crystalline lens to be of an intense yellow color. In
cataract, very

pictures painted after the artists were considerably over sixty, the
yellow lens can often be studied. To me their pictures
have so characteristic a tone of color, tnat I could easily point them
effect of the

out while passing through a picture-gallery.

As

a striking example,

1
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I will only mention Mulready.

It is

advanced age he painted too purple.

generally stated that in his

A careful

examination

sIioavp

that the peculiarity of the colors of his later pictures is produced by
an addition of blue. Thus, for instance, the shadows on the flesh are

he painted most unnatupainted in pure ultramarine. Blue drapery
became purple. If you look at these pictures
rally blue. Red of course
through a yellow glass, all these faults disappear: what formerly
the violet
appeared unnatural and displeasing is at once corrected ;
color of the face shows a natural red; the blue shades become gray;
the unnatural glaring blue of the drapery is softened. To make the
correction perfect, the glass must not be of a bright gold-color, but
rather of the color of pale sherry. It must be gradually darkened in
accordance with the advancing age of the painter, and will then cor-

respond exactly with the color of his lens. The best proof of the
correctness of this statement is, that the yellow glass not only modifies
the blue in Mulready's pictures, but gives truthfulness to all the other
To make the proof complete, it would be necescolors he employed.
sary to show that by the aid of yellow glass we saw Mulready's pictIt
ures as he saw them with the naked eye ; and this can be proved.
first in
twice
same
the
has
that
subject
painted
Mulready
happens
1836,

when he was 50

years of age and his lens was in a normal
when he was 71, and the yellow discoloration

state, and
had considerably advanced. The first picture was called "Brother
" the second was called " The
and Sister or Pinching the Ear
Young
Brother." In both pictures a girl, whose back only is visible, is car-

again in 1857,

;

;

A

young peasant, in a blue smock-frock, stands
rying a little child.
to the right and seizes the ear of the child. The background is formed
by a cloudy sky and part of a tree. Both pictures are in the Kensirfgton Museum. The identity of the composition makes the difference in
the coloring more striking. If we look at the second picture through
a yellow glass, the difference between the two almost entirely disapThe smock-frock
pears, as the glass corrects the faults of the picture.
of the boy no longer appears of that intense blue which we may see

but never in the smock-frock of a peasant. It
The
the
natural
tint which we find in the first picture.
into
changes
The shades on
purple face of the boy also becomes of a natural color.

in a lady's silk dress,

the neck of the girl and the arms of the child, which are painted in a
pure blue, look now gray, and so do the blue shadows in the clouds.
The
trunk of the tree becomes brown. Surprising is the effect

gray

upon the yellowish-green

of
foliage, which, instead

appearing

still

more

same tone of
yellow, is restored to its natural color, and shows the
is most imlast
fact
This
in
the
the
earlier
color as
picture.
foliage
to
endeavor
of
to
the
correctness
my supposition.
prove
portant
it became the starting-point of a series of investigations to
explain
ascertain the optical qualities of the pigments used in painting, and
thus to enable us to recognize them by optical contrivances, whrn the

My
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vision of the

naked eye does not

suffice to
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analyze the colors of a

picture.

When

had the pleasure of showing this experiment with Multo the fact
ready's pictures to Prof. Tyndall, he drew my attention
that one single color, namely, the blue of the sky, was not affected by
the yellow glass. The blue of the sky was almost the same in both
I

I could not at once explain the cause of this, but I disafterward. The fact is, it is impossible to change the skyblue of the first picture so as to form a color that looks like it when
pictures.

covered

it

seen through a yellow glass.

If

more white

is

added, the sky becomes

too pale ; if a deeper blue is used, it becomes too dark. Mulready
was thus forced to content himself by giving to the sky in his later
pictures the same color as in the earlier ones.
If we look at Mulready's earlier works through the
glass,

they

lose considerably in

beauty of coloring

:

same yellow

the tone appears

too weak; the shadows brown; the green, dark and colorless;

we

see

them as he saw them, and understand why he became dissatisfied with
them and changed his coloring.
It would be more important to correct the abnormal vision of the
artist, than to make a normal eye see as the artist saw when his sight
had suffered. This, unfortunately, can only be done to a certain extent.
If

the dispersion of light which, as in Turner's case, alters the
perception of Nature, it can be partly rectified by a kind of diaphragm
with a small opening (Donders's sthenopeical spectacles).
it is

In cases of astigmatism, the use of cylindrical glasses will completely correct the aspect of Natui-e, as well as of the picture. Certain
anomalies in the sensation of color
may also be counteracted to some
extent

by the use of colored glasses ; for instance, by a blue glass,
the lens has become yellow, as in
Mulready's case.
If science aims at proving that certain works of art offend
against

when

physiological laws, artists and art-critics ought not to think that, by
being subjected to the material analysis of physiological investigation,
that which is noble, beautiful, and
intellectual, will be dragged

purely

into the dust.

They ought, on the

these investigations their own.
obtain an explanation of the

contrary, to

In this

way

make

the results of

art-critics

will

often

development of the artist, while artists
will avoid the inward
struggles and disappointments which often arise
through the difference between their own perceptions and those of the
Never will science be an impediment to the
majority of the public.
creations of genius.

Macmillari's Magazine.
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DARWINISM AND DIVINITY.
By

WE

L. S.

are going through that change in regard to Mr. Darwin's

speculations which has occurred so often in regard to scientific
When first propounded, divines regarded them with horror,
theories.

and declared them to be radically opposed not only to the book of
Genesis, but to all the religious beliefs which elevate us above the
The opinions have gained wider acceptance and, whatever
brutes.
;

be the ultimate verdict as to their soundness, it certainly cannot
be doubted that they are destined profoundly to modify the future
current of thought.
As Darwinism has won its way to respectability,

may

as

it

and

has ceased to be the rash conjecture of some hasty speculator,
received with all the honors of grave scientific discussion,

is

come to look upon it with different eyes. They
up toward the object which at first struck them
as so dark and portentous a phenomenon, and discovered that after all
Its breath
it is not of so diabolic a nature as they had imagined.
does not wither up every lofty aspiration, and every worthy concepdivines have naturally
have gradually sidled

Darwinists are not necessarily
tion of the destiny of humanity.
hoofed and horned monsters, but are occasionally of pacific habits, and
may even be detected in the act of going to church. Room may be

made

by a little
the
old
literal
of
Some
and
rearrangement.
judicious crowding
interpretations of the Scriptures must perhaps be abandoned, but after
all they were in far too precarious a position already to be worth
much lamentation. It would be entirely unfair to accuse persons, who
have gone through this change, of the smallest conscious insincerity.
for their tenets alongside of the Thirty-nine Articles,

They are not merely endeavoring to curry favor with an adversary
because he has become too formidable to be openly encountered.
They have simply found out, in all honesty and sincerity, that the
object of their terror has been invested with half his terrible attributes
by their own hasty imagination. They are exemplifying once more
the truth conveyed in an old story. A man hangs on to the edge of a
precipice through the dark hours of the night, believing that if his grasp
fails him he will be instantly dashed to a thousand fragments ; at

no longer, and he

falls
only to
the time within a couple of inches
of the ground
The precipice was a creation of his fancy, and the
long agony entirely thrown away. So we may believe that a good

length his strength will bear
discover that his feet had been

it

all

!

divines have resigned themselves to the inevitable plunge,
and are astonished to find all their vital functions continuing to operate
pretty nearly as well after as before the catastrophe. Perhaps they feel
rather foolish, though of course they do not say so. One could wish,

many sound
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less uneasiness
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under these circumstances they would betray a little
and that the discovery that the doctrine is harmless

might precede by a rather longer interval the admission that it is true.
Thei*e would be less room for unkindly cavils.
However, it is being
discovered, in one
these discussions.

way

or other, that religion

is

really not interested in

We

have lately seen, for example, in a very orthodox Romanist organ, that theology has nothing, or next to nothing, to
say to Mr. Darwin's theories. It is permissible to believe either that

man was made by

a single act of the creative energy, or that a pair of
apes was selected and improved gradually into humanity, as, if the
comparison be admissible, human processes may gradually form the
must, indeed, hold that
carrier-pigeon out of his wild congeners.
the operation was miraculous and as the tendency of scientific inquiry

We

;

to banish the miraculous, we may say that there is still a fundamental opposition between the teaching of the Church and Mr. DarWhen we consider how easily the word " miraculous " may
win.
is

be rarefied until no particular meaning is left, we may doubt
the verdict of science as
this opposition may not be removed
to the mode in Avhich the phenomena succeeded each other might be
itself

whether

;

accepted, though there would be a difference of opinion as to the
efficient cause of the change, and thus a kind of compromise might be

between the rival forces.
Meanwhile, whatever the validity of this and similar artifices, it
may be worth while to consider a little more closely what is the prospect before us. Let us suppose that Darwinism is triumphant at every
point.
Imagine it to be demonstrated that the long line of our
genealogy can be traced back to the lowest organisms suppose that
our descent from the ape is conclusively proved, and the ape's descent
from the tidal animal, and the tidal animal's descent from some ultimate monad, in whom all the vital functions are reduced to the merest
effected

;

rudiments.
Or, if we will, let us suppose that a still further step has
been taken, and the origin of life itself discovered, so that, by putting
a certain mixture in an hermetically-sealed bottle, we can create our
own ancestors over again. When we endeavor firmly to grasp that
conception, we are, of course, sensible of a certain shock. We have a
prejudice or two derived from the Zoological Gardens and elsewhere,
but when we have fairly
which, as it were, causes our gorge to rise
allowed the conception to sink into our minds, when we have brought
our other theories into harmony with it, and have lost that uncomfortable sense of friction and distortion which is
always produced by the
intrusion of a new set of ideas, what is the final result of it all ? What
is it that we have lost, and what have we
acquired in its place ? It is
surely worth while to face the question boldly, and look into the worst
fears that can be conjured up
by these terrible discoverers. Probably,
;

after such an inspection, the thought that will occur to
any reasonable
man will be : What does it matter ? What possible difference can it
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make

to

me whether

I

am

sprung from an ape or an angel

?

The one

or other, I am here. How I came here may
be a very interesting question to speculative persons, but my thoughts
and sensations and faculties are the same on any hypothesis. Sunlighi

main

fact is that,

somehow

is just as bright if the sun was once a nebulous mass.
The convenience of our arms and legs is not in the slightest degree affected by the
consideration that our great-great-grandfathers were nothing better

than more or

less movable stomachs.
The poet's imagination and
the philosopher's reason are none the worse because the only sign
of life given by their ancestors was some sort of vague contractility

in

a shapeless jelly.

Our own personal

history, if

we

choose to

enough back, has taken us through a series of changes
almost equally extensive, and we do not think any the worse of ourselves on that account.
Our affections and our intellectual faculties

trace

it

far

are in existence.

long as

we

They

are the primary data of the problem,

we need
exist by some

are conscious of their existence

and as

not worry our-

by asking whether they began to
abrupt change
or gradually rose into existence through a sei'ies of changes. There is
still quite as much room as ever for the loftiest dreams that visit the
selves

imaginations of saints or poets. The mode in which we express
ourselves must, of course, be slightly altered; but, so long as the same
instincts exist which sought gratification in the old lang-uas-e, we need

not doubt but they will frame a

new one

out of the changed materials

of thought. The fact that religion exists is sufficient demonstration
that men feel the need of loving each other, of elevating the future

and the past above the present, of rising above the purely sensual
wants of our nature, and so on the need will exist just as much,
whether we take one view or other of a set of facts which, on any
hypothesis, happened many thousands of years before we were born,
and in regard to which a contented ignorance is far from being an
impossible frame of mind. One can understand, after a little trouble,
how it was that at a particular period of history people fancied that
disinterested love would leave the world, and a moral chaos be produced, if it should be made to appear that it was not literally true that
we are all descended from a man who was turned out of a garden for
eating an apple. The infidels who assailed, and the orthodox who
defended that dogma, really believed that it was an essential corner;

all religion, which, once removed, nothing
but a universal crash could follow. Even the statement that it might
possibly be an allegory instead of an historical record nearly frightened
our prosaic ancestors out of their wits. Remove one brick from the
cunningly-adjusted fabric of orthodoxy, prove that a line of the
Hebrew Scriptures was erroneous, and God would vanish from the
world, heaven and hell become empty names, all motives for doing
good be removed, and the earth become a blank and dreary wilderness.
In remote country towns and small clerical coteries some vestiges of

stone in the foundations of
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Most men have grown beyond it,
and have found some broader basis for their hopes and aspirations.
And yet, when one comes to think about it, is not the alarm which has
been caused by the statement that Adam was the great-grandson of
an ape equally preposterous ? Why should it have so fluttered the
dove-cotes of the Church ? If science could have proved divines to be
have been some ground for vexation ;
apes themselves, there would
but that was obviously out of the question, and their alarm would only
unwarrantable inferences, or
prove that they were drawing some very
unable
to distinguish between
become
ideas
had
of
association
else by
this cheerful opinion still linger.

the essence and the remotest accidental accompaniments of the faith.
What interest can the highest part of our nature really take in a
facts did or did not occur many ages
dispute as to whether certain
The prima-facie presumption is, certainly, that any change in

ago?

our opinions would affect rather the external imagery than the faith
One would say at first sight that religion is no
it embodies.
more likely to leave the world because we have new views as to the
mode in which the world began, than poetry to vanish as soon as we

which

have ceased

to believe in the historical

siege of Troy.
it is

to

produce

Man

accuracy of the account of the

possesses certain spiritual organs,

religion.

ing the organs, and not

whose function

Religion could only be destroyed by remov-

by supplying them with

slightly different

food.

The

precise nature of the fears entertained by the orthodox is
by the arguments generally brought to bear against the new
There is, for example, what may be called the metaphysical
doctrine.

revealed

argument, which, in one form or another, seems to be regarded as imIt is substantially an attempt to prove that the gap between
the brute and the human mind is so wide that we cannot imagine it to
be filled up by any continuous series. It is argued at great length
that instinct differs from reason not in degree but in kind, or that
brutes do not possess even the rudiments of what we call a moral
The argument has Ions: been more or less familiar. Animals
sense.
have always been regarded with a certain dislike by theological
arrogance. It has been held to be a conclusive objection to the
portant.

validity of certain arguments for the immortality of the soul, that they
would open the path to heaven to our dogs as well as to ourselves. It

does not seem very easy to give any satisfactory reason for the extreme abhorrence with which such a consummation is regarded, or to
say why we should claim a monopoly in another world which we do
not enjoy in this. Philosophers, indeed, have gone further, and denied
to animals even the most moderate share of our own capacities, and
have set them down as nothing better than machines. One is really
rather glad to see the poor beasts getting their revenge in public opin-

and being recognized as our relations after having been almost
repudiated as fellow-creatures. The distinctions, indeed, which have

ion,
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been drawn seem to us to rest upon no better foundation than a great
many other metaphysical distinctions that is, the assumption that,
because you can give two things different names, they must therefore
have different natures. It is difficult to understand how anybody who
has ever kept a dog, or seen an elephant, can have any doubts as to ai
:

animal's

power of performing the

We have been

essential processes of
reasoning.

men are
saying
is a man, therefore Socrates is mortal.
The elephant
reasons All boys are bun-giving animals ; that biped is a boy therefore I will hold out my trunk to him.
philosopher says, The
mortal

in

thousands of treatises on logic, All

Socrates

:

:

:

A

barometer is rising, and therefore we shall have fine weather his dog
says, My master is putting on his hat, and therefore I am going to
have a walk.
dog equals a detective in the sharpness with which
he infers general objectionableness from ragged clothes. A clever
dog draws more refined inferences. If he is not up to enough simple
arithmetic to count seven, he can at least say, Everybody is looking
so gloomy that it must be Sunday morning.
If he is a sheep-dog, he
is
probably more capable of finding his way over hills than most
;

A

members

of the Alpine Club, and capable of combining his actions
with a view to making the sheep whose reasoning powers are limited
He can found judgments on cautious
follow the right track.
as
will
admit who has seen a dog testing the
anybody
experiment,
strength of a plank which he has to cross, or measuring the height of
a jump.
In fact, a dog is constantly performing rudimentary acts of
can only be distinguished from our own by the fact that
which
reason,
he cannot put them into words. He can understand a few simple
words and, though he cannot articulate, he can make sounds indicative of his wants and emotions, which are to words what the embryo
is to the perfect organism.
He cannot put together a sentence but
to found a distinction of kind between his intellectual performances
and those of man upon that circumstance, seems to be as unreasonable
as to make a similar distinction between the intellect of the savage
who cannot count five, and that of the philosopher who can use mathe
matical symbols. The power of abstraction has been carried a step,
and a very important step, farther in each case; but there is no more
cause to suspect the introduction of an entirely new element in one
case than the other.
The condemnation of the poor brutes as non-moral (if we may use
such a word) seems to be still more monstrous. We need not speak
of exceptional stories, such as the legend in a recent French newspaper of the sensitive dog who committed suicide when deserted by
but who can doubt that his dog has something which
his friends
serves as a very fair substitute for a sense of duty ? Could any thing
be more like human heroism than the conduct of the poor collie who
drove home her master's sheep, leaving her new-born puppies by the
side of the road ?
Or, to avoid particular instances, is there a barris;

;

;
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ter in

lg3

England who can blush half so expressively

in

sharp practice
cable to the dog's

as a dog found out
blushing, of course, being taken in a sense applitail ?
Whether wild animals have such a sense of

more than we know but w ild anishow at least the maternal instinct.
young belongs, one would say, to the

the value of any positive laws is
down to the lowest orders,

mals,

The devotion

of beasts to their

highest order of moral beauty

r

;

except that

it

extends too low

down

to please some people.
Yet we may presume that the most hard-hearted of metaphysicians would find it hard
to suppress an emotion of sympathy and approval at the sight of a

among animated beings

bird overcoming its timidity to fight for its little puff-balls of children.
It is a more pathetic if not a more sublime sight than those
starry

we are so
by which it

heavens with which

often bored.

physical quibbling,

is

There is a bit of metaendeavored to evade the obvious in-

It seems to come to this, when
analyzed, that, though the
bird performs an heroic action, it has never framed the general propoThat is undeniable but
sition, Mothers ought to love their young.

ference.

,

;

surely the bird is on the high-road to it.
Light up its feeble brain
with a little more intelligence, and it will have no trouble in fitting its

with the proper strait-waistcoats of formula. To deny virtue
would be to deny it equally to the savage, who has movements of generosity and self-devotion, though it has never occurred to
him to speculate on moral philosophy. There is, of course, a difference
between the virtue which merely results from the spontaneous play of
instincts

to the bird

unselfish instincts,

and that which includes a certain

fist

of definite

But
propositions on the subject formed by reflection and observation.
where the first is present, even in a high degree, it is not difficult to
account for the gradual development of the second.

The argument, however, has another fatal weakness, if it is intended to raise a presumption against the possible passage from
apehood
to manhood.
Assume, if you please, that the difference is as wide as
possible.
Suppose that reason and the moral sense are as different
from the rudimentary thoughts and passions that animate the feeble
brute-brain as water from fire or as mind from matter.
That will not
raise any presumption that there must be a sudden
in
the chain of
gap
animated beings, unless you can prove that the new element, whatever
it may be called, must
If reason be
enter, as it were, at one bound.
radically different from instinct, yet reason may be present in some
creatures in a merely
rudimentary form. The question, indeed, does
not admit of argument.
always have before our eyes a perfect
and uninterrupted series. The child of six months old is less intelligent than a full-grown dog and if we would imagine the development
of man from monkey, we have only to
suppose the first monkey to be
the equal of an average baby
of
one year old, the monkey's son
(say)
to be equal to a baby of a year and a
may thus
day, and so on.

We
;

We

proceed by perfectly imperceptible stages, and in the course of three
13

i
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or four thousand generations
in intelligence to the

we

shall get a man-monkey fully equal
Thence upward we cannot
Hottentot.
average

development without heterodoxy. In short,
number of terms we may form an ideal,
which, for any thing we can say, may be an actual series ending with
the man and beginning with the inferior animals, in which there shall
not be a single violent transition. The question whether reason is or
In one
is not specially distinct from instinct is simply irrelevant.

deny the

by

possibility of

interpolating a sufficient

case

we must suppose

that

it

begins

by entering

in homoeopathic

in the other, that it is simply the development of certain lower
faculties ; in either case the animal will shade into the human intellect

doses

;

by degrees
dawn.

as imperceptible as those by which night changes into
it is
impossible to see why except from fear of

Indeed,

certain conclusions, which is not a logical ground for dissent the
possibility of a passage from brute to man should ever have been de-

nied on a priori grounds. Whether the theory is confirmed or conby observation is an entirely open question ; but it is strange
that it should be pronounced impossible when we are ready to admit

futed

If you can imagine a monkey to have
been developed from a sea-anemone, an animal from a plant, or living
from inorganic matter and none of these changes, however little
reason we have to believe in their actual occurrence, are supposed to
be obnoxious to any insurmountable objection a priori why can we
not admit that a monkey may possibly become a nian ?
infinitely greater changes.

come upon the confusion already noticed.
from mixing metaphysical inquiries about the what? with

It is here that .we

sults
tific

inquiries into the

how?

A

man

It re-

scien-

of science says (possibly he

makes a mistake, but that is not to the purpose), Mix such and such
elements under such and such conditions, and a living organism will
make its appearance. The theologian sometimes meets this statement
as if it were equivalent to an assertion that life is nothing but an arrangement of matter. He has really said nothing of the kind: he
does not know what is the essence of life or of matter he has merely
to do with the order in which phenomena occur and has absolutely
no concern with the occult substratum in which they are supposed to
inhere.
The utmost that he can ever say if he can ever say so much
would come to this Bring together a set of the phenomena which
we call molecules, and there will result a series of the phenomena
which we call vital but what molecules are, or what life is, is a ques;

;

:

;

beyond his competence. Similarly, when he proceeds a step far
ther and traces the origin of our moral sense to some dumb instinct in

tion

the animal world, he is not really speaking treason against the dignity
and importance of morality. Mr. Browning, in one of his poems,
speaks of some contemptible French author who explained the origin
of

modesty by

refer, to

the

could
referring, as only a very free-speaking person
in which the sexual instinct operated upon savage

mode
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Frenchman meant to infer that the modesty of a
better than the semi-bestial instincts of a manno
civilized being:
he
as
was
contemptible as the poet could wish, but Le was also
ape,
His observation merely went to show by what
grossly illogical.
means one of the most essential of social instincts was originally
generated in the world and it is not the less essential because in its
first origin it partook of the grossness of the animal in which it was
implanted. Mr. MacLennan has written a very interesting book tendnatures.

If that

is

;

ing to show that the original rnamage ceremony was everywhere like
that which survives in Australia to this clay, where the wild human
being knocks down his beloved with a club, and drags her off to his

own

den.

Suppose

this to

be true, would

it

follow that marriage in

the most refined and purest societies was no better than forcible abduction as practised in the Australian bush ? Surely it would follow
no more than the development of a man from a monkey would prove
that men still have tails, or that the brain of a Newton is no better
than that which directs a chimpanzee in its search for nuts. In short,
it is sufficiently plain that we do not diminish the value of any human
accomplishments by tracing them back to their remote origin in the
That shudder which runs through
brute, or even the insect creation.
us when we are invited to recognize our poor relations in the Regent's
Park is gratuitous. The philosopher may have thrown more light
upon the process by which we came to be what we are but he does
not, for he obviously cannot, argue that we are other than we are.
Whether in pursuing our genealogy Ave stop short at " who was the
son of Adam," or carry it back through a vast series of links to " who
was the son of a monkey," the fact of our present existence, with our
;

present instincts, aspirations, and endowments, remains precisely what
was. The prospect, indeed, is improved for our remote descendants,
" far on in summers that
we shall not see ; " but for us poor creatures

it

living and moving in this nineteenth century after Christ, the circumstances remain unaltered.
Turn it as you will, we are the base from

which the

line is measured, and not the indeterminate
point to be discovered by a process of trigonometry.
Is, then, the alarm which has been excited in men's minds totally
unreasonable ? In one sense it would seem to be so. The speculations
of which we have been
speaking are absolutely harmless to any one
who holds as surely every sincere believer ought to hold that religion depends upon certain instincts whose existence cannot be explained
away by any possible account of the mode by which they came into
existence.
Property is not less sacred in the eyes of a reasonable man
because it may have originated in mere
physical force ; nor religion
because it first dawned upon mankind in the
of some

vague guesses
torpid brain, which fancied that a bigger Caliban was moving the stars
and rolling the thunder. But it
may be true that the new theories will
transform the mode in which men
interpret the universe to themselves,
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and

will therefore destroy

some of the old formulae which involved

dif-

To those who have succeeded in persuading themferent perceptions.
selves that any set of Articles constructed some centuries ago were to
and indestructible expressions of truth, the prospect may cerThere may, indeed, be no positive logical irreconbetween
cilability
orthodoxy and Darwinism. A little more straining
of a few phrases which have proved themselves to be sufficiently elasThe first chapter
tic, and the first obvious difficulty may be removed.
of Genesis has survived Sir Charles Lyell it may be stretched suffiBut in questions of this kind there is
ciently to include Mr. Darwin.
a kind of logical instinct which outruns the immediate application of
the new theories. The mere change of perspective does much. When
the sun was finally placed in the centre of the heavens instead of the
earth, the few texts which apparently opposed were easily adapted to

be

final

tainly be distressing.

;

new

But there was a further change of
importance, which, though not so easily embodied
the

theories.

infinitely greater

in direct logical

When people
issues, profoundly modified all theological conceptions.
in
to
realize
the
fact
that
live
a
we
wretched
little
atom of a
began
planet dancing about the sun, instead of being the whole universe, with
a few stars to save candle-light, the ancient orthodoxy was shaken to
its base.

It is impossible to

read the controversies which marked the

great intellectual revolt of the last century without seeing

how much

men's minds were influenced by the simple consideration that Christians were a small numerical minority of the human race, and the habitation of the race a mere grain of dust in the universe. The facts were
more or less known before, and were not capable of furnishing syllogisms absolutely incompatible with any orthodox dogma. And yet
the mere change in the point of view, working rather upon the imagination than the reason, gradually made the old positions untenable.
similar change is being brought about by the application of that

A

is at present the most conspicuous exthe
ample. Possibly
change may be of even greater importance.
it
is
of
far
too
Certainly
great importance to be more than dimly indicated here. Briefly it may be described as the substitution of a be-

method of which Darwinism

lief in

gradual evolution for a belief in spasmodic action and occasional

outbursts of creative energy ; of the acceptance of the corollary that
we must seek for the explanation of facts or ideas by tracing their history instead of accounting for them by some short a priori method ;

and thus of the adoption of the historical method in all manner of inand political, and religious problems which
were formerly solved by a much more summary, if not more satisfacvestigations into social,

tory method.
It is curious to remark

how the influence of new methods penetrates
who would most strenuously repudiate some of the
results to which they lead. We may illustrate the point by an analogy
drawn from the theory of which we have been speaking. Mr. Walthe minds of those
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what he

calls protective

resemblances.
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butterfly

suits the palates of certain birds would be speedily exIt cleverly passes
if it were not for an ingenious device.

which precisely

terminated
itself off under false colors by imitating the external shape of some
other butterfly, which the bird considers as disgusting. So oysters, if

they were quick enough, might evade the onslaught of human appevery simiby taking the external resemblance of periwinkles.
lar variety of protective resemblance may be detected in the history
of opinions. The old-fashioned doctrine remains essentially the same,
but it changes its phraseology so as to look exactly like its intrusive
"We have already given an instance. It is permissible, it aprival.
orthodox Catholics to hold that the series of facts alleged by
for
pears,
Mr. Darwin actually occurred, and that the ape changed by slow degrees into the man only they must save themselves by calling the
process miraculous, and thus, for a time at least, the old theory may
be preserved. Perhaps it will strike people, in the course of years, that

A

tites

;

the phenomena conform to the law established by philosophers, it
rather absurd to say that they do not conform in virtue of the law,
but in virtue of a specific interference of Divine power. Still the inif all

is

genuity of the artifice is obvious, and it affords an instructive example
of the method of reconciling old things and new. In the same way,
the theological doctrine of development mimics the historical accounts
of the process by which opinions have actually been formed. Just as
the skeptic rashly fancies that he has brought matters to a conclusive
theologian evades his grasp by putting on the external form
of the very doctrines which he has been opposing.
"
"
Thus, for example, Dr. Newman argues in the Grammar of Assent

issue, the

Atonement, on the ground (among others) that
found to exist in all barbarous nations. It may seem
strange, he goes on to say, that he should take his ideas of natural religion from the initial and not from the final stage of human development. His " answer is obvious," and it comes shortly to this, that our
" so-called civilization " is a one-sided
development of man's nature,
favoring the intellect, but neglecting the conscience and that, there" no wonder that the
fore, it is
religion in which it issues has no symwith
the
and
fears
of the awakened soul, or with those
pathy
hopes
are
which
frightful presentiments
expressed in the worship and the traditions of the heathen." In simpler times the resemblances between
the heathen and the orthodox religion would have been indignantly
for the doctrine of the

a similar belief

is

;

denied, or regarded as diabolic parodies. Now, the Catholic divine is
as ready as the philosopher to trace out the analogy, though he puts a
different interpretation upon it.
The philosopher, that is, regards the
Catholic religion as preserving the remains of older forms of thought

which are gradually expiring under the influence of free inquiry. The
divine accepts just the same facts, but he regards the old barbarous
superstition as a dim reflection of revealed troths, while a satisfactory
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reason

is

found for putting the civilized

intellect out of court alto-

gether. The verdict of the stupid, ferocious savage, who makes an
idol out of a bit of wood and a red rag, and then pacifies its spite by-

slaughtering fowls or prisoners in
to that of the

modern philosopher

honor, is not at first sight superior
but the philosopher is " one-sided."

its
;

beside the point. It is clear that modern tendencies
have penetrated into the hostile camp. It is the much-abused philosopher who has taught us to take a new interest in the lower religions of
This, however,

is

the world instead of summarily rejecting them as the work of devils.
The mere fact that we have risen to such a conception as that of a

comparative study of religion is certainly not sufficient by itself to confute the pretensions of what claims to be an exclusive revelation.
It
is possible to adapt the old to the new beliefs by the methods of which
Dr.

Newman's argument

is

an example.

After Mr. Darwin and his

followers have traced out the resemblance between

with the utmost

men and monkeys

always possible for a dogmasome good reason why the transition should have
In the same way, the analogies
required a miraculous intervention.
which the philosopher may discover between the various religions of
the world will never convince him that his own special creed is not of
supernatural origin, though the others which resemble it so strangely

tist

j)ossible clearness,

it is

to discover

A

are traceable to the spontaneous working of the human intellect.
very little dexterity is required to raise the resemblance to that point
at which it becomes an argument for the reasonableness of the sup-

posed revelation, and is yet no argument against its supernatural charAdmit your naked savage to prove that man has a need for
the belief in Atonement, but do not let him be produced as evidence
that the belief finds its most congenial element and grows to the
largest dimensions in a debased and torpid intellect.
By such logical
manipulation as this, the accumulation of uncomfortable facts may
long be rendered harmless. It all depends upon the way in which you
look at things. The acute thinkers who have helped to elaborate any
ancient system of thought have always provided a proper set of pigeonholes in which inconvenient facts may be stowed away. It is long before the facts become weighty enough to break down the framework.
But no agent is so powerful in bringing about the change as the subtle
and penetrating influence of a new method. It may not follow logically that because catastrophes have been banished from geology, and
the series of animated beings has been proved to be continuous, therefore the same conceptions should be applied to the religious beliefs of
mankind. And yet nobody can doubt that in practice the influence
would be unmistakable. The burden of proof would be shifted, and
that in itself makes an amazing difference. The popular belief has
hitherto been that, unless you could prove the contrary, it would be
reasonable to suppose that the transition from monkey to man involved
a sudden leap. If it came to be the popular belief that, unless you
acter.
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could prove the contrary, men must be supposed to have developed
out of monkeys by the forces now at work, the imagination would
It would be assumed that a religion was the
outrun the reason.

growth of that stage of development at which the human intellect had
Chrisarrived, and not the work of a series of sudden interferences.
like
to
be
studied
others
the
a
invesbe
would
by
phenomenon
tianity
under
which
it arose, and the advocates of a
conditions
the
of
tigation
theory of supernatural intervention would have to encounter a set of
established beliefs instead of finding them in their favor. This is the
imperceptible intellectual influence which gradually permeates and
transforms the prevalent conceptions by a process which is as irresist-

by accurate formula?. Religious instincts,
rightly say, are indestructible but the forms in which they may
be embodied are indefinitely variable, and no one can say how fast and
how far the influence of a change worked in one department of thought
ible as it is difficult to define

we

;

may

gradually spread

moved from

by a

silent

contagion to others apparently

re-

it.

Thus, admitting to the fullest extent that Darwinism not only does
not threaten, but does not even tend to threaten, the really valuable
elements of our religious opinions, it is quite consistent to maintain that

may change the conceptions in which they are at present embodied to
an extent to which it is impossible to assign any limits. Darwinism,
for example, does not make it more difficult to believe in a God.
On
the contrary, it may be fairly urged that any theory which tends to
it

bring any sort of order out of the confused chaos of facts which we
have before us, makes it so far more easy to maintain a rational theism
such as is now possible. It helps lis to form some dim guess of whence

we

coming and of whither we are going

to see, as it were, an arc of
revolving, instead of behm- limited
to an infinitesimal element, lost at each extremity in hopeless darkness.
But it is true that it weakens that conception of the Creator which sup-

are

the vast orbit in which the world

is

poses him to intervene at stated periods, in order to give an impulse to the
machinery. How deeply that change may affect all manner of theological

conceptions

it

is

There is another doctrine
and probably, though we seldom
this tendency which is really the

unnecessary to consider.

which seems to be more nearly affected

;

give open expression to our fears, it is
animating cause of the alarm which is obviously felt. Does not the
new theory make it difficult to believe in immortal souls ? If we
admit that the difference between men and monkeys is merely a difference of degree, can we continue to hold that
monkeys will disappear
at their death like a bubble, and that men will rise from their ashes ?
So vast a difference in the ultimate fate and the intrinsic nature of the
two links should surely correspond to a wide
in the chain.

gap

We

are too proud to admit a gorilla or a
chimpanzee to a future world, and
if
are
lower
forms
of
yet,
they
only
humanity, we do not quite see our
way to exclude them. The difficulty in one shape or another has long
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"
says Voltaire, of giving an immortal soul
;
why should you give one any the more to an elephant, or a
or
monkey,
my Champagne valet, or a village steward, who has a trifle
more instinct than my valet ? " The difficulty of drawing the line is

been

felt.

"

Nobody thinks,"

to a flea

enhanced to the imagination when we assume that the flea is the revillage steward, and believe that one has melted
by imperceptible degrees into the other. The orthodox may be excused for trembling when they see that central article of their faith
assailed, and are in danger of being deprived of the great consolations
of their religion heaven and hell. It would be preposterous to at-

mote ancestor of the

tempt to argue so vast a question in our space. This much, however,
may perhaps be said without offence Whatever reasons may be drawn
from our consciousness for the belief that man is not merely a cunning
bit of chemistry
a product of so much oxygen, hydrogen, and carbon
must remain in full force. We may doubt how far the belief ever
rested on metaphysical arguments, and, indeed, it seems to be the orthodox opinion that it must be accepted on the strength of revelation.
It would therefore only be affected so far as Darwinism and the methods to which it gives rise tend to explain the origin and growth of a
faith to which all believers cling so fondly.
And, whatever the result
may be, it is at least natural to suppose that it would rather tend to
modify than to destroy the belief, to set bounds to the dogmatic confidence with which we have ventured to define the nature of the soul
than to uproot our belief in its existence. After all, it would not be a
very terrible result if we should be driven to the conclusion that some
kind of rudimentary soul may be found even in the lower animals.
The Spectator, which is a very amiable and reasonably orthodox journal, has lately been asking whether we have any excuse for refusing
immortality to well-conducted cats, or to that admirable and fortunately authentic dog which watched for ten years upon its master's
grave. Poor beast we should be willing to hope that he has found
admission to the equal sky; but without jesting on so awful a subject,
or venturing into mysteries where the boldest metaphysician walks
with uncertain tread, we would simply say that we can see no reason
:

!

our new conceptions of the facts assuming that they establish
themselves should not be accommodated to a spiritual form of belief.
After all, it will be hard to convince men that because thought and

why

feeling arise from certain combinations of matter, therefore they are
made of matter. But we pause at the threshold of such sjieculations.

There

is,

however, one other thing to be

After
plainly and without irreverence.
mortality so essential to the happiness of

all,

said,

why

and

is

mankind ?

it

may be

said

the 'belief in imIt is not because

necessary that a place should be provided where the virtuous may receive an interminable pension for their
good deeds, and the bad be tormented to the end of time. Some

we, as virtuous people, think

people,

it is

true, ask for a

it

kind of penal settlement in another world,
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But that doctrine, though it
in order to save our police-rates in this.
has been preached with amazing emphasis, has not been found to be,
on the whole, very edifying. It may serve to remind us that even a
belief in immortality may be made as degrading as the grossest forms
It may convert religion into a specially clever form
of selfishness, and take the grace out of the Christian character. The
who call themselves spiritualists in the present day sometimes

of materialism.

persons
claim to be providing an excellent substitute for our old superstitions.
The objection which one really feels to them is not so much that they
are misled by a contemptible juggle, but that they encourage a kind

What they
of prurient religiosity which is inexpressibly revolting.
has
a soul which may be eleman
not
that
us
to
is,
persuade
really try
vated far above our earthly wants and longings, but that there is a
beings Avho walk about this world playing tricks with
and talking nonsense, to which the twaddle of the Yankee
"
"
young ladies in Martin Chuzzlewit is refined and elevating. Their
so-called spirits are of the earth, earthy and it would be more satisfacof the ocean and the
tory to believe that at death we became parts
from
material
of
the
raw
formed
we
that
air
which, in the course
part
of the ages, new sentient and thinking beings may be evolved, than
set of invisible

tables

;

that

we sank

into the likeness of a set of stupid hobgoblins, playing

as some such docconjuring tricks for the amusement of fools. Gross
Men are
trines may be, they may also be cited for another purpose.
Is not this
it is sometimes said, because they believe in hell.
an inversion of the proper order of thought ? Should we not rather
say that men have believed in hell because they were virtuous ? There
has been so general a belief that vice was degrading, and was to be
discouraged by the strongest possible motives, that even the material
part of mankind have exhausted their fancy in devising the most elaborate sentiments to express the horror with which they regarded it.
It is painful to dwell upon the pictures of hideous anguish which the
perturbed imaginations of past generations have conjured up and regarded as the penalties which the merciful Creator had in store for
impei-fect creatures placed in a state where their imperfections could
not fail to lead them into error; but there is this much of comfort
about it, that at least those ghastly images were the reflections of the
horror with which all that was best in them revolted against moral
It is needless to say how easily those
evil.
conceptions might be turned
to the worst purposes, and religion itself be made an instrument not
only for restraining the intellects, but for lowering the consciences of
mankind. For our present purpose, it is enough to remark that a
Bimilar reflection may convince us that, whatever changes of opinion
may be in store for us, we need not fear that any scientific conclusions
can permanently lower our views of man's duty here. The belief in
immortality, diffused throughout the world, was not, more than any
other belief, valuable simply on its own account. It was valuable be-

virtuous,
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cause it enabled men to rise above the selfishness and the sensuality
which otherwise threatened to choke the higher impulses of our nature.
But it was the existence of those impulses which gave it its strength,
and not any of the metaphysical arguments which can only appeal to
a very few exceptional minds. Religions thrive by a kind of natural
selection those which do not provide expression for our best feelings
crush out their rivals, not those which are inferred by a process of abTo be permanent, they must bear the test of reason
stract reasoning.
but they do not owe to it their capacity for attracting the hearts of
The inference, therefore, from the universality of any creed is
men.
not that it is true, for that would prove Buddhism or Mohammedanism as well as Christianity but that it satisfies more or less completeAnd, therefore, we may be cerly the spiritual needs of its believers.
tain that, if the various tendencies which we have summed up in the
name of Darwinism should ultimately become triumphant, they must
find some means, though it is given to nobody as yet to define them,
of reconciling those instincts of which the belief in immortality was a
product. The form may change we cannot say how widely but the
;

;

;

essence, as every progress in the scientific study of religions goes to
show, must be indestructible. When a new doctrine cuts away some

we fancy that it must destroy the vital beliefs to
which they served as scaffolding. Doubtless it has that effect for a
time in those minds with whom the association has become indissoluThat is the penalty we pay for progress. But we may be sure
ble.
that it will not take root till in some shape or other it has provided the
of our old dogmas,

necessary envelopes for the deepest instincts of our nature. If Darwinism demonstrates that men have been evolved out of brutes, the
religion which takes it into account will also have to help men to bear
Fraser^s Magazine.
in mind that they are now different from brutes.

ACTION OF DARK RADIATIONS.
By PEOF. TYNDALL.

VTTE

now

V V what

enter

upon another

inquiry.

"We have

to learn definitely

the meaning of solar light and solar heat ; in what way
make
themselves
known to our senses ; by what means they get
they
from the sun to the earth, and how, when there, they produce the
is

clouds of our atmosphere, and thus originate our rivers and our glaciers.

room you close your eyes and press the eyelid with
circle of light will be seen opposite to the point
a
your finger-nail,
a
while
sharp blow upon, the eye produces the impression of a
pressed,
If in a dark
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There is a nerve specially devoted to the purposes of
from the brain to the back of the eye, and there
comes
vision which
divides into fine filaments, which are woven together to a kind of screen
called the retina. The retina can be excited in various ways so as to
it may, as we have seen, be excited
produce the consciousness of light
of
a
blow
action
imparted to the eye.
by the rude mechanical
flash of light.

:

no spontaneous creation of light by the healthy eye. To
must be affected by something coming from
without. What is that something ? In some way or other luminous
bodies have the power of affecting the retina but how ?
It was long supposed that from such bodies issued, with inconceivable rapidity, an inconceivably fine matter, which flew through space,

There

is

excite vision the retina

humors

of the

the
eye,
passed through the pores supposed to exist
reached the retina behind, and, by their shock against the retina, aroused
This theory, which was supported by the greatthe sensation of light.
est men, among others by Sir Isaac Newton, was found competent to
not
explain a great number of the phenomena of light, but it was
found competent to explain a?? the phenomena. As the skill and knowledge of experimenters increased, large classes of facts were revealed
in

which could only be explained by assuming that light was produced,
not by a fine matter flying through space and hitting the retina, but
by the shock of minute waves against the retina.
Dip your finger into a basin of water, and cause it to quiver rapidly
to and fro. From the point of disturbance issue small ripples which
are carried forward by the water, and which finally strike the basin.
Here, in the vibrating finger, you have a source of agitation in the
water you have a vehicle through which the finger's motion is transmitted, and you have finally the side of the basin which receives the
shock of the little waves.
In like manner, according to the wave-theory of light, you have a
;

source of agitation in the vibrating atoms, or smallest particles, of the
luminous body ; you have a vehicle of transmission in a substance which
is

supposed to

fill

all

space,

and to be

diffused through the

humors of

the eye ; and, finally, you have the retina, which receives the successive
shocks of the waves. These shocks are supposed to produce the sen-

We

most part, with supposihave never seen the atoms of a
luminous body, nor their motions. We have never seen the medium
which transmits their motions, nor the waves of that medium. How,
then, do we come to assume their existence ?
Before such an idea could have taken any real root in the human
mind, it must have been well disciplined and prepared by observations
and calculations of ordinary wave - motion. It was necessary to
know how both water-waves and sound-waves are formed and propagated. It was, above all things, necessary to know how waves, passing through the same medium, act upon each other. Thus disciplined,
sation of light.

tions

are her^ dealing, for the

and assumptions merely.

We
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the mind was prepared to detect any resemblance presenting itself between the action of light and that of waves. Great classes of optical
phenomena accordingly appeared which could be accounted for in the
most complete and satisfactory manner by assuming them to be produced by waves, and which could not be otherwise accounted for. It is

because of

its

scientific

now

men.

me

Let

all the phenomena of
light that
receives universal accejjtance on the part of

competence to explain

the wave-theory

use an illustration.

We

infer

from the

flint

implements

recently found in such profusion all over England and in other countries, that they were produced by men, and also that the pyramids of
Egypt were built by men, because, as far as our experience goes, noth-

men

could form such implements or build such pyramids. In
manner, we infer from the phenomena of light the agency of waves,
because, as far as our experience goes, no other agency could produce

ing but
like

the phenomena.
Thus, in a general way, I have given you the conception and the
grounds of the conception, which regards light as the product of wave-

motion but we must go further than this, and follow the conception
into some of its details.
"We have all seen the waves of water, and we
know they are of different sizes different in length and different in
When, therefore, you are told that the atoms of the sun, and
height.
of almost all other luminous bodies, vibrate at different rates, and produce waves of different sizes, your experience of water-Avaves will enable you to form a tolerably clear notion of what is meant.
As observed above, we have never seen the light-waves, but we
judge of their presence, their position, and their magnitude, by their
Their lengths have been thus determined, and found to vary
effects.
from about 3o ^ ffo th to 60 ^ 00 th of an inch.
But, besides those which produce light, the sun sends forth incessantly a multitude of waves which produce no light. The largest
waves which the sun sends forth are of this non-luminous character,
;

-

though they possess the highest heating power. A common sunbeam
contains waves of all kinds, but it is possible to sift or Jitter the beam
so as to intercept all its light, and to allow its obscure heat to pass unimpeded. For substances have been discovered which, while intensely
opaque to the light-waves, are almost perfectly transparent to the

On the other hand, it is possible, by the choice of proper subto
stances,
intercept, in a great degree, the pure heat-waves, and to
allow the pure light-waves free transmission. This last separation is,
others.

however, not so perfect as the

first.

We

shall learn presently how to detach the one class of waves from
the other class, and to prove that waves competent to light a fire, fuse

metal, or burn the

hand

like a

hot solid,

may

exist in a perfectly

dark

place.

Supposing, then, that

we withdraw,

in the first instance, the large
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heat-waves, and allow the light-waves alone to pass. These may be
concentrated by suitable lenses and sent into watei without sensibly
warming it. Let the light-waves now be withdrawn, and the larger
heat-waves concentrated in the same manner ; they may be caused to
to boil the water almost instantaneously.
This is the point to which I wished to lead you,

due preparation could not be understood.

and which without

You now

these large clarkness-waves,

portant part played by
term, in the work of evaporation.

perceive the imI may use the

if

AVhen they plunge into seas, lakes,
they are intercepted close to the surface, and they heat the
water at the surface, thus causing it to evaporate the light-waves at
the same time entering to great depths without sensibly heating the
water through which they pass. Not only, therefore, is it the sun's fire
which produces evaporation, but a particular constituent of that fire,
the existence of which you probably were not aware of.
and

rivers,

;

Further, it is these self-same lightless waves which, falling upon the
glaciers of the Alps, melt the ice and produce all the rivers flowing

from the glaciers; for I shall prove to you presently that the lightwaves, even when concentrated to the uttermost, are unable to melt
the most delicate hoar-frost ; much less would they be able to produce
the copious liquefaction observed upon the glaciers.
These large lightless waves of the sun, as well as the heat-waves
issuing from non-luminous hot bodies, are frequently called obscure or
invisible heat.

We have here an example

of the

manner

in

which phenomena, ap-

parently remote, are connected together in this wonderful system of
things that we call Nature. You cannot study a snow-flake profoundly

without being led back by it step by step to the constitution of the
It is thus throughout Nature.
sun.
All its parts are interdependent,
and the study of any one part completely would really involve the

study of

all.

Heat issuing from any source not

visibly red cannot be concentrated
so as to produce the intense effects just referred to.
To produce these
it is
to
the
obscure
heat
of
a
raised
to the high
employ
necessary
body
est possible state of incandescence.
The sun is such a body,
dark heat is therefore suitable for experiments of this nature.

and its
But in

the atmosphere of London, and for experiments such as ours, the heatwaves emitted by coke, raised to intense whiteness by a current of electricity, are

much more manageable than

the sun's waves.

The

electric

light has also the

advantage that its dark radiation embraces a larger
proportion of the total radiation than the dark heat of the sun. In fact,
the force or energy, if I may use the term, of the dark waves of the
electric light is fully seven times that of its
light-waves. The electric
demonstrations.
light, therefore, shall be employed in our

From
vealing

experimental
powerful beam is sent through the room, retrack by the motes floating in the air of the room for, were

its

this source a

;
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the motes entirely absent, the beam would be unseen.
It falls upon a
concave mirror (a glass one silvered behind will answer), and is gathered up by the mirror into a cone of reflected rays the luminous
apex of the cone, which is the focus of the mirror, being about fifteen
inches distant from its reflecting surface.
Let us mark the focus
;

a pointer.
us place in the path of the beam a substance pei-fectly
to
This substance is iodine dissolved in a liquid called
light.
opaque
bisulphide of carbon. The light at the focus instantly vanishes when

accurately

by

And now

let

is introduced.
But the solution is intensely transparent to the dark waves, and a focus of such waves remains in the
air of the room after the light has been abolished.
You may feel the

the dark solution

heat of these waves with your hand ; you may let them fall upon a
thermometer, and thus prove their presence ; or, best of all, you may
cause them to produce a current of electricity, which deflects a large
magnetic needle. The magnitude of the deflection is a measure of the
heat.

Our

object

now

is,

by the use of a more powerful lamp, and a

bet-

ter mirror (one silvered in front and with a shorter focal distance), to
As before, the focus is
intensify the action here rendered so sensible.

rendered strikingly visible by the intense illumination of the dust-parwill first filter the beam so as to intercept its dark waves,
ticles.
and then permit the purely luminous waves to exert their utmost
power on a small bundle of gun-cotton placed at the focus.

We

No

effect

there for a

beam

whatever

is

produced.

The gun-cotton might remain

Let us now permit the unfiltered
ignition.
the cotton. It is instantly dissipated in an explosive

week without

to act

upon

This experiment proves that the light-waves are incompetent
to explode the cotton, while the waves of the full beam are competent
to do so hence we may conclude that the dark waves are the real
agents in the explosion. But this conclusion would be only probable ;
for it might be urged that the mixture of the dark waves and the lightwaves is necessary to produce the result. Let us, then, by means of
our opaque solution, isolate our dark waves and converge them on the
Hence it is the dark waves, and they
cotton.
It explodes as before.
flash.

;

only, that are concerned in the ignition of the cotton.
At the same dark focus sheets of platinum are raised to vivid

redness

zinc is burnt up ; paper instantly blazes ; magnesium wire is
charcoal
within a receiver containing oxygen is set burning;
ignited;
a diamond similarly placed is caused to glow like a star, being after;

ward gradually dissipated. And all this while the air at the focus
remains as cool as in any other part of the room.

To

obtain the light-waves we employ a clear solution of alum in
water; to obtain the dark-waves we employ the solution of iodine
above referred to. But, as before stated, the alum is not so perfect a
filter as

the iodine; for

it

transmits a portion of the obscure heat.
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the light-waves here prove their incompetence to ignite guncotton, they are able to burn up black paper; or, indeed, to explode
the cotton when it is blackened. The white cotton does not absorb

Though

the light, and without absorption we have no heating. The blackened
cotton absorbs, is heated, and explodes.
Instead of a solution of alum, we will employ for our next expericell of pure water, through which the light passes without
At the focus is placed a test-tube also containing
sensible absorption.
water, the full force of the light being concentrated upon it. The

ment a

We

now
not sensibly warmed by the concentrated waves.
cell of water; no change is visible in the beam, but the
water contained in the test-tube now boils.
The light-waves being thus proved ineffectual, and the full beam
water

is

remove the

effectual,

heating.
filter.

we may infer that it is the dark waves that do the work of
But we clinch our inference by employing our opaque iodine

Placing

on the path of the beam, the light

it

stopped, but the water boils exactly as
fell

upon

it

did

when

is

the

entirely

full

beam

it.

with regard to the melting of ice. On the surface of a
mixture we obtain a thick fur of hoar-frost.
Sending the beam through a water-cell its luminous waves are concen-

And now

flask containing a freezing;

trated upon the surface of the flask. Not a spicula of the frost is disnow remove the water-cell, and in a moment a patch of
solved.

We

the frozen fur as large as half a crown is melted. Hence, inasmuch as
the full beam produces this effect, and the luminous part of the beam

does not produce
frost.

As

we fix upon the dark portion the melting of the
we clinch this inference by concentrating the dark

it,

before,

waves alone upon the
by the full beam.

flask.

The

frost is dissipated exactly as it

was

These effects are rendered strikingly visible by darkening with ink
the freezing mixture within the flask. When the hoar-frost is removed,
the blackness of the surface from which it had been melted comes out

When

in strong contrast with the adjacent
the
snowy whiteness.
flask itself, instead of the freezing mixture, is blackened, the
purely

luminous waves, being absorbed by the glass, warm it
the glass
reacts upon the frost, and melts it.
Hence the wisdom of darkening,
instead of the flask itself, the mixture within the flask.
This experiment proves to demonstration that it is the dark waves
of the sun that melt the mountain snow and ice, and originate all the
rivers derived from glaciers.
There are writers who seem to regard science as an aggregate of
facts, and hence doubt its efficacy as an exercise of the reasoning powBut all that I have here taught you is the result of reason, taking
ers.
;

its

stand, however,

And

upon the sure basis of observation and experiment.
which our further studies are to be pursued.

this is the spirit in
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THE NATURAL HISTOEY OF MAN.
A COURSE OF LECTURES BY
TKANSLATED BY
II.

A.

ELIZA. A.

BE QUA TREEAGES.
TOUMAXS.

The Antiquity of Man.

I shall to-day continue the Natural History of
Those of you

QENTLEMEN:
Man, which I have undertaken to give you entire.
who were

present at our first lecture know that it was devoted to the
examination of a fundamental question. "We inquired if all the men

upon earth, however they may differ among themselves, are of
one and the same species; that is, if they are to be regarded as descended from a single primitive pair.
To answer this question, we appealed to science alone.
started
with the principle that, so far as the body is concerned, man is an aniliving

We

mal

nothing more, nothing less ; that, consequently, all the general
laws to which animals are subject bear upon him, and he cannot evade
their dominion.
"We then asked, not only of animals, but also of plants, "What is
meant by the word species f and we were led to distinguish species
from race.
"Without going into the details I then gave, this distinction is
easily established.

"When two individuals of

different species \mite,

almost always infertile, and, if the first union is fertile, the
offspring, either immediately or at the end of a few generations, will
T
reproduce no more. So that, between two species, w e cannot establish
a third series of individuals, starting at first with a father and a
mother taken from two distinct species. The examples I gave are
known to you all. "When we unite a jackass with a mare, an ass with
a stallion, we obtain a mule or a hinny, and never a horse or an ass ;

the union

is

and, to get mules,
and a mare.

it is

always necessary to have recourse to a jackass

"When, on the contrary,

same

we take two

individuals of

two

different

whatever their differences of exterior conformation, the resulting individual is fertile, and may give birth to an intermediate series of individuals between the two races.
As examples, I took the different races of dogs, of sheep, of cattle.
"Whatever the skin, the color, the form, the proportions of the dog, he
remains a dog whatever the proportions, the figure, the color of
horses or of oxen, they remain horses and oxen. So, when we cross a
water-spaniel with a greyhound, a lap-dog with a Havana dog, the
offspring are fertile, and we get what are called fertile mixed races.
Now, when human beings unite with each other, whatever their
exterior differences, whether they are white, or black, or yellow, these
marriages are fertile. From this fact, verified a thousand times, we
races of the

;

species,
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draw the conclusion that there is but one species of men, and that the
differences existing between them are only differences of race.
Again
I say, in reaching this conclusion, we have never gone beyond science.
I repeat this declaration, because, in all that I shall say to you, I wish
you distinctly to understand that I never put foot outside the domain

of science, where alone the scientific

The unity of the human

man can

speak with. authority.

species once demonstrated,

many problems

arise before us.

The

first is

Have men been always
that of the antiquity of man.
Did they appear at the same time with the other

upon the earth ?
species of animals

?

Are they very ancient on the globe ?

Such are

questions which present themselves to our minds.
Throughout all time have men lived on the earth ? Many of you,

the

first

Fig.

1.

Extinct Elephant, or

Mammoth.

doubtless, are already able to answer me.
My brother professors of
geology and paleontology have probably addressed you on these quesI shall
only recall to

tions.

you the general

facts bearing

upon the

case.

You

know what is the action of heat upon certain bodies. For
all know that water heated to a certain
degree vapor-

all

example, you

that if this vapor loses a certain
;
quantity of heat, it is liquefied ;
that in losing still more, it forms a solid
body ice. This ice may
become so solid, that in St.
have been able to conizes

Petersburg they

struct

it

fired.

You

into palaces,

and have made cannons of

can understand that a

ice that

have been

quantity of heat will reduce all bodies to vapor, and that sufficient cold will
solidify them.
Now, the facts of astronomy seem to prove that, of old, our earth,

14

sufficient
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and all the materials that compose it, began as a
It was a globe of vapor.
diffused in space.
mass
vast, vaporous
When the process of cooling set in, this mass became liquid, and, during periods of time which we cannot compute, it was only a vast mass
of rocks and of matter melted by fire.
It is needless to insist on the fact that, at this epoch, on the surface
of our globe, there were no living beings, and consequently no men.
The cooling progressing, there is formed a pellicle on the surface of
the globe, and this pellicle goes on increasing in thickness. This is what
with

all it

contains,

On this primitive earth, during a long
primitive earth.
in
a
could
not
exist
water
liquid state, and consequently there
period,
were as yet upon our globe no living beings, for all these beings need
water and, of course, no men.
But the process of cooling continued. The water which was vaporized in the atmosphere fell in torrents on this crust which enveloped
the globe chemical reactions, of a violence of which we can form no
At this moment began the formation of what we
idea, were produced.
call the earth of transport, and the globe entered upon what is called
we will call the

;

;

the Secondary epoch.
Strictly we may say that, from the moment the waters rested
in a liquid state upon the surface of the earth, life might begin to
manifest itself. In certain thermal waters of high temperature, we

microscopic vegetables which are already organized
and living. But no animal could yet live in this medium, for the heat
would coagulate its albumen. Later, the cooling always pi*ogressing
and the sea enveloping the greater part of the globe, more complex
vegetables appeared. Soon animals, chiefly aquatic, made their appearance, and among them I would mention those gigantic reptiles you
have sometimes seen represented in certain book announcements on

find conferva?

Mammals man could not yet inhabit our globe.
the cooling progressed, continents were formed by the upturnings of Nature. The time came when true mammals and birds, analogous to living species, appeared in their turn. This was the commencethe walls of Paris.

As

ment of the Tertiary epoch.

We

Then, very probably, man might have
he did not exist, at least in

shall presently have to ask if
the latter part of this period.

lived.

The
dug the

dislocation of the crust of the globe elevated the mountains,
sank the seas, formed the continents, and, toward the

valleys,

end of the Tertiary period, the globe presented a surface much resemHere commences the Quaternary period.
bling what we see now.
This quaternary period presents to us a very remarkable phenomenon.

Up

to this time, putting out of account the slight oscillations that

have occurred, the globe seems to have cooled in a nearly uniform
manner, from the time when it formed only a mass of vapor, down to
the Tertiary epoch.

With

the Quaternary period came a

moment
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wherein a cooling, perhaps sudden, but in any case very marked,
itself and then disappeared.
At this moment, a part of the globe at least, and Europe in parhave proof of this in the
ticular, was much colder than it is now.
of
Instead
at
the
of
the
stopping
Alps.
place where they do
glaciers
now, these glaciers filled most of the Swiss valleys, descending even in
the valley of the Rhone and from one end to the other of these valof rock were transported by the glaciers, and
leys enormous blocks

showed

We

;

Fig.

Fig.

2.

3.

mdUS.

>jv

!

*.;.:

Section,
Arrow-shaped Flint Implements.

left

on the

spot.

It is these

which now constitute what we

call erratic

blocks.

During the Quaternary epoch, there lived in France very different
animals from those which we find now. Among them I may refer to
the great cave-bears, which were remarkable for their size and for their
bulging foreheads. I will also mention the hyena. You know that
now we have no hyenas, and that they are only found in countries
much warmer than France. To the preceding species I will add the
rhinoceros.
is

I call attention particularly to an elephant, of

the picture (Fig.

1),

and which we

call the

which

mammoth. This

this

elephant,
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you

see, is easily

for it is

recurved tusks

;

of the elephants

long

distinguished from species

now living by its
;

larger than they; then by the form of

much

size, firsl^

its

remarkably
in place of the naked skin
finally and chiefly because,
we know, he was covered with a thick wool and very

hairs.

all this we are certain ; for this elephant has been found preserved whole, with his skin and his hairs. At different times they
have discovered in the frozen earth of Siberia the dead bodies of these
That country contains in such great numbers the tusks of
animals.
these antediluvian elephants, to employ a vulgar expression, that the
commerce in fossil ivory constitutes a considerable source of revenue,

Of

and the state reserves a monopoly of

it.

I call special attention to this elephant, and

we

shall presently see

why.

The Quaternary period ended as those that preceded it and then
began the present period. Since the time of its commencement, the
continents, the flora, and the faunse, have not undergone any consider;

able modifications.

Nobody has ever questioned the existence of man at the beginning
of the present period, and some have even considered his appearance
But did man exist before ?
as the characteristic feature of this period.
To employ the common expression, were there antediluvian men? In
other words, and to return to scientific language, is man the contemporary of those animal species among which appears the mammoth ?
May he be found, like the mammoth, in a fossil state ?
Such is the question that has been often put, and which was long
answered in the negative. Down to these later times, the most emi-

men in Natural History, in Geology, in Paleontology, were all
agreed on this point, and I need only state that Cuvier, in particular,
never admitted the existence of fossil man.
To-day we are led by many well-ascertained facts to answer this
are forced to admit that fossil man
question very differently.
does really exist, and that man was contemporary with those species of
animals I have been speaking of, especially with the mammoth.
This is certainly one of the mot beautiful discoveries of modern
The ground for it was laid by the establishment of a certain
times
number of facts observed in England, in Germany, in France. But
the honor of having brought decisive proofs, which convince everybody,
belongs incontestably to two Frenchmen to M. Boucher de Perthes,
nent

We

!

and to M. Edouard Lartet.
M. Boucher de Perthes, the eminent archaeologist of Abbeville,
while inspecting the excavations made in the earth around his native
village, at Menchecourt, and at Moulin-Qnignon, discovered stones fash,
ioned in a peculiar manner, and the same form was constantly reproduced.

It

was soon evident

to

cidental, but that these stones

him that this circumstance was not acowed their form to human industry.
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these polished flints (Figs. 2 and 3), Jiese stone hatchets (Figs. 4
and 5), were found in the earth associated with the bones of elephants
whence he concluded that the men who had fashioned them lived at
the same epoch with those great mammifers long since extinct.
This conclusion, drawn by M. Boucher de Perthes, was at first vig
In particular, some of the men whose decisions
orously contested.
have justly the highest authority on questions relating to the history
of the earth, thought that the chipped flints and the bones of elephants

Kow,

;

Fig. 4.

Fig. 5

Flint Hatchets.

were found together in the same bed because this bed had been altered.
said A first bed was formed which enclosed the bones of eleOn this bed, during the present period, men lived and have
phants.

They

:

these chipped flints as a trace of their presence. Then came a
mighty tempest, which rolled and confounded together the hatchets

left

and the elephants' bones. Hence we now find them side by side,
although the bed to which they belong contains the remains of two
perfectly distinct epochs.
It will be apparent to

you that, if, in our day, men were buried in
bed of Menchecourt and of Moulin-Quignon, and, if a great storm
should come and mingle these modern bones with the hatchets and
bones of elephants, our grandchildren would find them all mixed
together, and yet the men of to-day are not contemporaneous with
this

the hatchets

The
have

you

see before you.

objection was all the stronger for having been advanced, as I
by the highest authorities in Geology. This is why I attach

said,
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trie facts, for which we are indebted to M. Lartet,
and which entirely refute these conjectures.

euch importance to

M. Lartet studied at Aurignac, in the south of France, a burialIt is a grotto excavated in the side of a
place of these remote times.
attained by water-courses analogous to
not
is
hill, at a height which
those of which we find the trace in the neighborhood of Abbeville.
This sepulchral grotto at the time of discovery was closed by a slab
taken from a bed of rocks at some distance from this point. In the
were found the bones of seventeen persons, men, women, and
children and before the entrance were found the well-attested remains of a fireplace. There were traces of funeral repasts that the
first inhabitants of our country were in the habit of making, and such

interior

;

find in our own day among certain European peoIn the ashes of this fireplace were found bones bearing the
trace of fire, and excrements of wild animals. These bones, scorched
by the fire, bearing traces of the hand of man, were the bones of the
bear and of the rhinoceros. The excrements were those of a species

as

we sometimes

ples.

of hyena contemporaneous with the preceding animals. Here, consein question ; as making his
quently, man appears as eating the animals

with
repast of those very animals whose contemporaneousness

him

had been disputed.
M. Lartet crowned these beautiful researches by discovering in a
cave, in the centre of France, a piece of ivory on which was unmistakcalled
ably represented the very mammoth (Fig. 6) to which I have just
could
that
this
is
evident
It
only be
picture
very
your attention.
made by a man who lived at the same time with this elephant.
In view of M. Lartet's discoveries, we must admit the existence of
fossil

man, that

is

to say, the coexistence of our species with the lost
which I have spoken.

species of animals of

we have not only found traces of these
but
of jawbones, and entire crania.
debris
primitive industries,
Hence we can judge of the characters which distinguished our first
ancestors. Strange to tell, we find that these men who, even in France,
warred with stone weapons such as I have shown you, against the elephant and the rhinoceros, have still at the present day in Europe deSince this epoch, besides,

scendants presenting the same characters.
So man lived in the Quaternary epoch. May we go further, and
admit that he also existed during the Tertiary epoch ? Was'he con-

temporaneous, not only with the rhinoceros and
have spoken, but also with earlier mammals ?

mammoth,

of which I

perhaps still premature. Some facts seem to indibut in such matters it is better to adjourn conviction
than to admit opinions that are yet in doubt. Consequently, we shall
regard the debate as remaining open.
After demonstrating that man goes back in geologic time to an

The question
cate that it is so

is

;

epoch much anterior to that in which we formerly believed, we are

MAN
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if it is possible to estimate in figures this antiquity
naturally led to ask
are obliged up to the present time to answer, No.
of our species.

We

Fig. 6.

Sketch of Fossil

Mammoth on

We can perfectly establish
the

number

ivory,

found among Cave Relics.

relative epochs

;

but

we

cannot judge of

of years that each of these epochs represents.
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From calculations of th6
This, however, has been attempted.
time required to form a bed of peat, some have attempted to compute
the duration of certain periods of the age of stone, of the age of
bronze, and of the age of iron.
But the results have been so discordant as to throw doubt

upon

the method. Then the accumulations of debris thrown up by torrents
of the Alps have been studied, and, in particular, an accumulation

A

of this kind known under the name of the cone of Tinniere.
railroad has cut through these materials, which have probably been accumulating ever since the commencement of the present epoch, and in
the cut there have been found debris reaching back in one case to the
Gallo-Pvoman epoch, in others to the Roman epoch these to the epoch
of iron, those to that of bronze, and, finally, to the epoch of stone.
As we know the duration of some of these periods, it has been

thought possible by a simple proportion, taking account of the thickness of the beds, to go back to the epoch of the first formation of the
But here again, I repeat, the results are so uncertain that we
cone.
cannot give them any serious confidence.
cannot, then, give precise figures. Yet, from all these researches, and from archeeologic facts not less demonstrated, it results that it
is necessary to go back much farther than we have been accustomed
to, to look for the advent of man upon the earth. Let me cite you just
one of these proofs.

We

You were

at the Universal Exposition

Egyptian Temple.

saw a

statue

probably you entered the

At the bottom

that of

King

of the hall, facing the entrance, you
Cephren. This statue goes back some-

thousand years before our era. Consequently, it was
sculptured about six thousand years ago. Now, you may know that
the work was very difficult, for the stone of which it is made is very
The statue is remarkably perfect. From this, as well as from
hard.
other data, we learn that in Egypt, six thousand years ago, civilization
was already much advanced. We must, therefore, date back the oriBut we shall
gii of the Egyptians more than six thousand years.
thing

like four

presently see that Egypt was not the first inhabited country. Man
must have come there from his original home. Consequently, his first
appearance on the globe will be found much more remote in time.
So we are now certain of the existence of Quaternary man ; we

already suspect the existence of Tertiary man, and it is precisely in
our country that the discoveries which led to these conclusions were

made.
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the other day, a juror in one of the "VVestfield suits refused
damages against the steamboat company, on the

WHEN",
to award

ground that the disaster could have happened only by the direct will
and was simply an inscrutable Providence, the community
heard him with a suppressed titter, which, if it implied tolerance for
For it
his convictions, implied equal contempt for his understanding.
was patent to every mind but his own that a worn-out boiler must
of God,

explode at the very instant when

all

conditions favored that catas-

trophe, and that the men who knew that that instant was imminent,
yet hourly solicited travellers to a possible death, were morally guilty,
not only of criminal neglect and deceit, but of murder.

But many candid men, who saw clearly the accountability of the
Westfield owners and managers, shake their heads just now over what
seems to them a really mysterious visitation of God the Persian
famine. And because all great and inexplicable calamities pain loving
and sadden, if they do not obscure the faith of many souls, it
seems worth while to look a moment at this subject of Inscrutable

hearts,

Providences.

Here is this case of the Persian famine. For unknown years the
Persians have been cutting off their trees, and diminishing their rainfall
thereby.
Nay, not only has the removal of the forests decreased
the supply, but it has wasted whatever rain fell. For the roots of the
and of all the innumerable shrubs and bushes and vines and ferns
that thrive in their shadow, kept the ground open and held the water
in countless natural wells for the use of the soil in
droughts. But all
trees,

the undergrowth dying when its protecting forests were felled, the
scanty showers percolated into the streams at once, causing rare floods
and frequent droughts. The droughts yielded no harvests, and no
harvests were followed by pestilence, famine, and death.
Now, for
three years no rain has fallen on the blistered fields, and a nation

apdying. The very first drought was the kindly warning of
Heaven against the violation of natural laws. Men were too heedless
or too ignorant to
accept it ; and the sins of the fathers are to-day
visited on the children, not in the
vengeance of an awful Power, but
in iu; discipline of relentless law. Is not this a Providence
so scrutable
that he who runs
read ?

parently

is

may

When,

in

Chicago, a night's fire undid a generation's toil, spreading
misery and death broadcast, was that horror in the least degree inexplicable ? Every man who, within thirty years, had
put up a wooden
house in a city whose familiar breezes were
and Avhose

were hurricanes,

gales,

solicited that rain of

fire.

They who, hasting

gales
to be

the snare of
cheap and dangerous building, digged, every
a
for
his neighbor's feet as well as for his own.
man,
pit
The inscru-

rich, fell into
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table aspect of the calamity was that it had not come years before.
the providential lesson would seem to be that laws of matter are

And

laws of God, and cannot be violated with impunity.
"When the earthquake wellnigh swallowed up Peru, five or six
years ago, men stood aghast at the mysterious dispensation. But
Heaven has not only always declared that tropical countries are liable
to earthquakes, but had taught the Peruvians through hundreds of
years to expect two earthquakes in a century, travelling in cycles from
The citizens of Africa have not only this
forty to sixty years apart.
general instruction, but that special warning which Nature always
gives.

A great light appeared to the

Hollow sounds were

southeast.

The

dogs, the goats, even the swine, foresaw the evil, and hid
themselves. But the simple men passed on and were punished.
Before the Alpine freshets come, the streams are coffee-colored.
Even the tornadoes of the tropics, which are instantaneous in their
heard.

swoop, so plainly announce themselves to old sailors, that they reef
sails and save ship and life, while only the heedless perish.
The
simoom gives such certain and invariable warnings that the caravan is
safe if it be wary.
Herculaneum and Pompeii were built too far up the mountain.

And

knew quite as well as the excavators of the
ruins
it now.
But they chose to take the risk. And
know
splendid
to-day their cheerful compatriots gather their heedless vintage and sit
beneath their perilous vines still nearer to the deadly crater. St.
that the builders

Petersburg has been three times inundated, and after each most fatal
calamity processions filled the streets and masses were said to propiPeter the Great, who built the
tiate the mysterious anger of God.
He ordered the Gulf of Kronstadt
city, was the successor of Canute.
to retire, and then set down his capital in the swamps of the verge of
the Neva. Whenever the river breaks up with the spring-floods, the
trembling citizens are at sea in a bowl. Only three times has the
bowl broken, so much money and skill have been expended upon it.
But when a March gale shall drive the tide back upon the river, swollen and terrible with drifting ice,
pendant for burned Chicago.

drowned

St.

Petersburg will be the

Modern science has brought the world a fifth gospel. In it we
read that God commands us to give him our whole heads as well as
our whole hearts, for that we cannot know him nor obey him till we
discern him in every minutest fact, and every immutable law of the
physical universe, as in every fact and law of the moral. It is barely
two hundred years since the great Cotton Mather preached a famous

sermon called " Burnings Bewailed," wherein he attributed a terrible
conflagration to the wrath of God kindled against Sabbath-breaking
and the accursed fashion of monstrous periwigs
For years after his
!

time the Puritan colonies held

for mildew, for small-pox, for caterfor
for
loss
of
cattle by cold and visitation of
pillars,
grasshoppers,
fat-ts
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Inscrutable Providence in all these things. But,
When their children had learned a better husbandry and better sanitary
" ceased.
"
conditions, the visitations
In the perfect providence of God there are no surprises. If there
be taken unawares.
it is that we have suffered ourselves to
seem to

They saw an

God.

be,

must work out our own salvation. The book of natural phenomena is opened wide before every man, and -he is set to learn it for his
own good. If he will not study it through reverence and love, he is
But the pain itself is the beneficence of a
taught it through pain.
and it is a constant testimony to the goodness and tender-

We

perfect law,
ness of God that calamity

Providence.

not less than prosperity
Christian Union.

is

a Scrutable

-<>-

THE PHYSIOLOGICAL POSITION OF ALCOHOL.
By

B.

W. BICIIAKDSON, M.

D., F. E. S.

may be passed into the living body to
are
of
modification
physical action, the changes it excites
amount
the
other
required
things being equal,
remarkably uniform, and,
to induce the changes is also uniform.
Thus, I have found, by many
to the pound
researches, that the proportion of sixty grains of alcohol
whatever mode alcohol

IN" produce

weight of the animal body
treme effect.

is

the quantity capable of producing an ex-

manner, singularly uniway through all classes of animals

The order of the changes induced
form, and extends

in a

methodical

is,

in like

be subjected to the influence; and, as the details of this part
subject are the facts that concern us most, I shall expend some
time in their narration.
The first
of moment that attracts attention, after alcohol

that

of

may

my

symptom

has commenced to take effect on the animal body, is what may be called
vascular excitement in other words, over-action of the heart and arterial vessels.
The heart beats more quickly, and thereupon the pulse
There may be some other symptoms of a subjective kind symprises.
toms felt by the person or animal under the alcohol but this one
;

symptom

of vascular excitement

is

the

first

objective

symptom, or that

I endeavored in one research to
pi'esented to the observer.
determine from observations on inferior animals what was the actual

which

is

degree of vascular excitement induced by alcohol, and my results were
full of interest.
They have, however, been entirely superseded by the
observations made on the human subject by Dr. Parkes and Count

Wollowicz.
These observers conducted their inquiries on the young and healthy
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They counted the beats of the heart, first at regular inter*
during what were called water periods, that is to say, during
periods when the subject under observation drank nothing but water;
adult man.
vals,

and next, taking still the same subject, they counted the beats of the
heart during successive periods in which alcohol was taken in increasing quantities thus step by step they measured the precise action of
alcohol on the heart, and thereby the precise primary influence induced
;

by

alcohol.

Their results were

as' follows

:

The average number of beats of the heart in 24 hours (as calculated
from eight observations made in 14 hours), during the first or water
period, was 106,000 in the alcoholic period it was 127,000, or about
21,000 more; and in the brandy period it was 131,000, or 25,000
;

more.

means of the pulse observed during the
but on this day two observations are
The next highest daily mean was 77 beats.
deficient.
If, instead of the mean of the eight days, or 73.57, we compare the

The highest

of the daily

or water period

first

was

77.5

;

mean

of this one day,' viz., 77 beats per minute, with the alcoholic days,
so as to be sure not to over-estimate the action of the alcohol, we
find

:

On

the 9th day, with one fluidounce of alcohol, the heart beat 430
times more.
On the 10th day, with two fluidounces, 1,872 times more.
On the 11th day, with four fluidounces, 12,960 times more.
On the 12th day, with six fluidounces, 30,672 times more.

On
On

the 13th day, with eight fluidounces, 23,904 times more.
the 14th day, with eight fluidounces, 25,488 times more.
But as there was ephemeral fever on the 12th day, it is right to make
a deduction, and to estimate the number of beats in that day as mid-

way between

the 11th and 13th days, or 18,432. Adopting this, the
daily excess of beats during the alcoholic days was 14,492, or an
increase of rather more than 13 per cent.

mean

The first day of alcohol gave an excess of 4 per cent., and the last
of 23 per cent. ; and the mean of these two gives almost the same percentage of excess as the mean of the six days.
Admitting that each beat of the heart was as strong during the
alcoholic period as in the water jDeriod (and it was really more powerone-fifth more
ful), the heart on the last two days of alcohol was doing

work.

Adopting the lowest estimate which has been given of the daily

work done by

the heart, viz., as equal to 122 tons lifted one foot, the
heart, during the alcoholic period, did daily work in excess equal to
to the
lifting 158 tons one foot, and in the last two days did extra work

amount of 24 tons
The period of

lifted as far.

was shortened, though, perhaps,
not to such an extent as would be inferred from the number of beats
rest for the heart
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for each contraction

was sooner

The

over.
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heart, on the fifth

and

at the time when
sixth days after alcohol was left off, and apparently
in the sphygmoshowed
the last traces of alcohol were eliminated,
feebleness ; and, perhaps, in conseunusual
of
graphic tracings signs
the heart again, the traquence of this, when the brandy quickened
showed a more rapid contraction of the ventricles, but less power,

cings

than in the alcoholic period. The brandy acted, in
whose nutrition had not been perfectly restored.
It is difficult, at first glance, to realize

performed by
is it that,

fact,

imposed upon

it

work
wonder

the excessive amount of

the heart under this extreme excitement.

after the labor

on a heart

by

Little

six ounces of alcohol, the

heart should flag ; still less wonder that the brain and muscles which
should be languid for
depend upon the heart for their blood-supply
of
rest
the
long sleep for renovation.
hours, and should require

many

hard physical work, in short, to fight against alcohol harder than
or
rowing, walking, wrestling, carrying heavy weights, coal-heaving,
It is

;

the tread-wheel itself.
While the heart is thus laboring under the action of alcoholic stimthat circu*
ulation, a change is observable in the extreme circulation
in
of
color
shades
blood
which
of
lation
exposed parts of the
by varying

The peripheral circulation
body, such as the cheek, is visible to the eye.
see this usually in persons under
is quickened, the vessels distended.
the influence of wine in the early stage, and we speak of it as the flush

We

produced by wine.
in definite terms

"

:

The authors I have already quoted report upon it
The peripheral circulation (during alcoholic excite-

effect
ment) was accelerated, and the vessels were enlarged, and the
was so marked as to show that this is an important influence for good

when

alcohol is used."
observation the flush seen on the cheek during the
nrst stage of alcoholic excitation is supposed to extend merely to the
It cannot, however, be too forcibly impressed on
parts actually seen.
the mind of the reader that the condition is universal in the body. If
the lungs could be seen, they, too, would be found with their vessels in-

or for evil

By common

the brain and spinal cord could be laid open to view, they
in the same condition ; if the stomach, the liver,
the spleen, the kidneys, or any other vascular organs or parts could be
laid open to the eye, the vascular enlargement would be equally manijected

;

if

would be discovered

fest.

In course of time, in persons accustomed to alcohol, the vascular
changes, temporary only in the novitiate, become confirmed and permanent. The bloom on the nose which characterizes the genial toper
is the established sign of alcoholic action on vascular structure.

Recently some new physiological inquiries have served to explain
the reason why, under alcohol, the heart at first beats so quickly and
why the pulses rise. At one time it was imagined that the alcohol
acted immediately upon the heart, stimulating

it

to increased action,

'
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and from
alcohol,

false idea, I should say
of the primary action of
erroneous conclusions have been drawn.
have now

this idea

many

We

chemical bodies which act directly by
producing a paralysis of the organic nervous supply of the vessels
which constitute the ruinate vascular circuit. These minute vessels
learned that there exist

when paralyzed

many

^inceto the stroke of the heart,
liberated, like the mainspring of a clock from which
the resistance has been removed, quickens in action, dilating the mioffer inefficient i\

;

and the heart thus

nute and feebly-acting vessels, and giving evidence really not of
creased but of wasted power.

in-

The phenomena noticed above constitute the first stage of alcoholic
body we may call it the stage of excitement it correS])onds with a similar stage or degree caused by chloroform.
If the action of alcohol be carried further, a new set of changes is
action on the

;

;

induced in another part of the nervous system the spinal system.
Whether this change be due simply to the modification of the circulalation in the spinal cord, or to the direct action of the alcohol

upon the

not yet known, but the fact of change of function is
well marked, and it consists of deficient power of coordination of muscular movement. The nervous control of certain of the muscles is lost,

nervous matter,

is

and the nervous stimulus

is

more or

less enfeebled.

The muscles

of

then the
lip in the human subject usually fail first of all,
muscles of the lower limbs, and it is worthy of remark that the flexor

the lower

muscles give way earlier than the extensors. The muscles themselves
this time are also failing in power ; they respond more feebly than

by

natural to the galvanic stimulus they, too, are coming under the
depressing influence of the paralyzing agent, their structure temporaThis
rily changed, and their contractile power everywhere reduced.
is

;

modification of the animal functions under alcohol marks the second

degree of its action.

In this degree, in young subjects, there

is

usually

vomiting, and in birds this symptom is invariable. Under chloroform
there is produced a degree or stage of action holding the same place in
the order of phenomena.
The influence of the alcohol continued still longer, the upper portions of the cerebral mass, or larger brain, become implicated.
These
are the centres of thought and volition, and as they become unbalanced
and thrown into chaos, the mind loses equilibrium, and the rational
part of the nature of the man gives way before the emotional, pasThe reason now is off duty, or is fooling
sional, or mere organic part.
with duty, and all the mere animal instincts and sentiments are laid
atrociously bare. The coward shows up more craven, the braggart
more braggart, the bold more bold, the cruel more cruel, the ignorant
more ignorant, the untruthful more untruthful, the carnal more carnal.
" In vino Veritas "
expresses faithfully, indeed even to physiological
The spirits of the emotions are all in
accuracy, a true condition.
over each other in wild disorder;
to
rattle
revel, and are prepared
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foolish sentimentality, extending to tears, grotesque and meaningless
laughter absurd promises and asseverations, inane threats or childish
until at last there is failure of the senses,
predictions impel the tongue,
distortion of the objective realities of life, obscurity, sleep, insensibility,
This constitutes the third stage of aland utter muscular

prostration.
coholic intoxication. It is the stage of insensibility under chloroform
his painless task.
in the action of the nervous

when the surgeon performs
While these changes

system are in

modification proceeding in respect to the
progress there is a peculiar
a little time the external or surface
For
the
of
body.

temperature
in those parts that are unduly
temperature is increased, especially
blood. But it is to be observed that in rewith
flushed
and
charged
the body the tendency is to a fall of temperature.
spect to the mass of
In the progress toward complete intoxication under alcohol, however,
The first
there are, as we have already seen, three degrees or stages.
is a stage of simple exhilaration, the second of excitement, the third
of rambling insensibility, and the fourth of entire unconsciousness,
with muscular prostration. The duration of these stages can be modified in the most remarkable manner by the mode of administration ;
but whether they are developed or recovered from in an hour or a day,
of alcohol
they are always present except in cases where the quantity
administered is in such excess that life instantly is endangered or deIn the first or exhilarative stage the temperature undergoes
stroyed.
increase ; in birds a degree Fahrenheit, in mammals half a dea
slight

In the second degree, during which there is vomiting in birds,
or attempts at vomiting, the temperature comes back to its natural
destandard, but soon begins to fall and during the third degree the

gree.

;

The third degree fully established, the temperature
falls to its first minimum, and in birds comes down from five and a
half to six degrees in rabbits from two and a half to three degrees.
cline continues.

;

In this condition the animal temperature often remains until there are
signs of recovery, viz., conscious or semi-conscious movements, upon
may be a second fall of temperature of two or even three
degrees in birds. In this course of recovery I have seen, for instance,

which there

the temperature of a pigeon which had a natural standard of 110
Fahr. reduced to 102. Usually with this depression of force there is
a desire for sleep, and with perfect rest in a warm air there is a return
of animal heat ; but the return is very slow, the space of time required
to bring back the natural heat being from three to four times longer
than that which was required to reduce it to the minimum.

In these fluctuations of temperature the ordinary influences of the
external air play an important part as regards duration of the fluctuation, and to some extent as regards extremes of fluctuation.

These facts respecting fall of temperature of the animal body under
alcohol were derived from observations originally taken from the inferior

animals

;

they have been confirmed since by other observers,
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Dr. De Marmon, of King's Bridge, New
from the human subject.
this
fact in some instances of poisoning byhas
York,
specially proved
In
one of these examples the temperature
in
children.
young
whiskey
of the body fell from the natural standard of 9S Fahr. to 94, in

another to

93-J

.

the three stages noticed in the above, the decline of
animal heat is a steadily-progressing phenomenon. It is true that in
the first stage the heat of the flushed parts of the body is for a brief
time raised, but this is due to greater distribution of blood and increased radiation, not to an actual increment of heat within the body.
The mass of the body is cooling, in fact, while the surfaces are more
briskly radiating, and soon, as the supply of heat-motion fails, there is
a fall becoming more decided from
fall of surface temperature also

Through

all

;

hour to hour up to the occurrence of the fourth and final stage, of
which I have now to treat.
The fourth degree of alcoholic intoxication is one of collapse of the
volitional nervous centres, of the muscular organs under the control of
those centres, and of some of the organic or mere animal centres. It
is true that, while the body lies prostrate under alcohol, there are observed certain curious movements of.the limbs, but these are not stimulated from the centres of volition, nor are they reflected motions
derived from any external stimulus
they are strange automatic
in
cord
there
if
the
were some life, and they
as
still
spinal
movements,
continue irregularly nearly to the end of the chapter, even when the
;

end

is

death.

this last stage two centres remain longest
true to their duty, the centre that calls into play the respiratory action, and the centre that stimulates the heart. There is then an interval

Through the whole of

during which there are no movements whatever, save these of the dia-

phragm and the

heart, and,

the breathing-muscle

The leading

:

when

these

fail,

the primary failure

is

in

to the last the heart continues in action.

peculiarity of the action of alcohol

is

the slowness with

which the two centres that supply the heart and the great respiratory
muscle are affected. In this lies the comparative safety of alcohol
acting evenly and slowly, the different systems of organs die after each
other, or together, gently, with the exception of those two on which
the continuance of mere animal life depends. But for this provision,
every deeply-intoxicated animal would inevitably die.
It happens usually, nevertheless, that under favorable circumstances the intoxicated live the temperature of the body sinks two or
:

:

three degrees lower, but the alcohol diffusing through all the tissues,
and escaping by diffusion and elimination, the living centres are slowly

and so there is slow return of power. If death actually
occurs, the cause of it is condensation of fluid on the bronchial surfaces and ai*rest of respiration from this purely mechanical cause. The
animal is literally drowned in his own secretion. Such are the stages
relieved,
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or degrees of alcoholic narcotism, from the
add two or three observations.

In the

first place,

we gather

first

that this agent

to the last.

is

a narcotic.
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Let
I

me

have

throughout to chloroform, and the comparison is good in
compared
all respects save one, viz., that alcohol is less fatal than chloroform as
it

an immediate destroyer.

The well-proven fact that alcohol, when it is taken into the "body,
reduces the animal temperature, is full of the most important suggesIt shows that alcohol does not in any sense act as a supplier of
tions.
vital heat, as is so commonly supposed, and that it does not prevent
" who take
the loss of heat, as those imagine
just a drop to keej) out
the cold." It shows, on the contrary, that cold and alcohol in their
effects

on the body run closely together, an opinion most fully con-

firmed

by the experience

of those

who

live or travel in cold regions

of the earth.

The

conclusive evidence

into the animal

bodv

now

in our possession that alcohol taken

sets free the heart, so as to cause the excess of

motion of which the record has been given above, is proof that the
heart, under the frequent influence of alcohol, must undergo deleterious
change of structure. It may, indeed, be admitted in proper fairness,

when the heart is passing through this rapid movement it is
working under less pressure than when its movements are slow and
natural and this allowance must needs be made, or the inference would
be that the organ ought to stop at once in function by the excess of
that

;

strain put upon
I cannot, by

it.

any argument yet presented to me, admit the alcohols

sign that should distinguish them from other chemical substances of the exciting and depressing narcotic class.
When it is

by any

physiologically understood that what is called stimulation or exciteis, in absolute fact, a relaxation, I had nearly said a paralysis,
of one of the most important mechanisms in the animal body the

ment

minute, resisting, compensating circulation we grasp quickly the
error, in respect to the action of stimulants, in which we have been
educated, and obtain a clear solution of the well-known experience
that all excitement, all
passion, leaves, after its departure, lowness
of heart, depression of mind, sadness of
In the scientific
spirit.
education of the people no fact is more deserving of special comment

than this fact, that excitement is wasted force, the running down
of the animal mechanism before it has served out its time of motion.

be said that alcohol cheers the weary, and that to take a
wine for the stomach's sake is one of those lessons that come

It will
little

from the deep recesses of human nature. I am not so obstinate as to
deny this argument. There are times in the life of man when the heart
is oppressed, when the resistance to its motion is
excessive, and when
blood flows languidly to the centres of life, nervous and muscular.
15
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In these moments alcohol cheers.

It lets loose the

heart from

its

op-

flow a brisker current of blood into the failing organs ;
pression,
it aids nutritive changes, and altogether is of
temporary service to
it lets

man. So far alcohol is good, and if its use could be limited to this
one action, this one purpose, it would be among the most excellent
of the gifts of Nature to mankind.
It is assumed by most persons that alcohol gives strength, and we
hear feeble persons saying daily that they are being kept up by stimuThis means actually that they are being kept down, but the
lants.
sensation they derive from the immediate action of the stimulant deceives them and leads them to attribute lasting good to what, in the
large majority of cases, is persistent evil. The evidence is all-perfect
that alcohol gives no potential power to brain or muscle. During
first stage of its action it may enable a wearied or feeble organism
do brisk work for a short time it may make the mind briefly
brilliant
it
may excite muscle to quick action, but it does nothing

the
to

;

;

own

at its

cost,

fills

up nothing

it

has destroyed as

it

leads to destruc-

tion.

On
ence

is

the muscular force the very slightest excess of alcoholic influI find, by measuring the power of muscle for contracinjurious.

and under alcohol, that, so soon as there is a
muscular disturbance, there is also indication of

tion in the natural state
distinct indication of

muscular

and

failure,

work the most

if I

wished,

scientific

by

experiment, to spoil

perfect specimen of a

working animal, say a horse,
without inflicting mechanical injury, I coidd choose no better agent for
the purpose of the experiment than alcohol. But alas the readiness
with which strong, well-built men slip into general paralysis under the
for

!

continued influence of this false support, attests

how

unnecessary

were to put a lower animal to the proof of an experiment.
periment is a custom, and man is the subject.
It

may

and yet

be urged that

live

;

men

take alcohol, nevertheless, take

The
it

it

ex-

freely

Swede drinks his average cup of twentyper year, and yet remains on the face of the

that the adult

five gallons of alcohol
I admit force even in this
earth.

argument, for I

know

that under the

persistent use of alcohol there is a secondary provision for the continuance of life. In the confirmed alcoholic, the alcohol is in a certain
sense so disposed of that it fits, as it were, the body for a long season,

nay, becomes part of it; and yet it is silently doing its fatal work; all
the organs of the body are slowly being brought into a state of adaptation to receive it and to dispose of it
but in that very preparation
they are themselves undergoing physical changes tending to the
destruction of their function and to perversion of their structure.
Thus, the origin of alcoholic phthisis, of cirrhosis of the liver, of degeneration of the kidney, of disease of the membranes of the brain,
of disease of the substance of the brain and spinal cord, of degenera;

tion of the heart,

and of

all

those varied modifications of organic parts
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which the dissector of the human subject so soon learns to observe
almost without concern, and certainly without any thing more than

commonplace curiosity as the devastations incident to
Condensed from the Popular Science Review.

alcoholic in-

dulgence.

-v-

YESUYIUS.
say there are some two hundred volcanoes on the
of these one is situated on the continent
Vesuvius. This mountain has had a remarkable history,

aEOGRAPHERS
surface of the earth
of Europe

;

is now an object of renewed interest, as it has been again in
profound convulsion.
Vesuvius stands about 10 miles southeast of Naples, in Southern
Seen from the city it is a mountain with two summits. That
Italy.
on the left is the peak of Somma, 3,747 feet above the sea the peak on
the right being the volcano itself, about 200 feet higher.
Between the
two summits is a valley at the entrance to which, on a plateau, is situated the Hermitage and the Observatory. The mountain stands on the

and

;

and has a base of some 30 miles in circumference.
Vesuvius was an active volcano in very ancient times, and then was
in a state of repose for a long period.
This is inferred from the fact
that writers before the Christian era never alluded to it as in eruption,
but do refer to the igneous character of its rocks, and to its " many
signs of having been burning in ancient times." It awoke to great activity a. d. 79, and from that time to the present has been the scene
of about sixty grand eruptions.
plain of Campania,

The sides of the mountain, as described by Strabo, were clothed
with gardens and vineyards filled with luxuriant vegetation beautiful
farms and rich woods extended to its top, which was flat, barren, and
;

slaggy. Its dangerous character was hot suspected villas were scattered over the sloping landscape ; the cities of Herculaneum,
Pompeii,
:

and

were planted at its base, and were fashionable resorts for
Romans.
wealthy
A premonition of what was coming occurred in the year A. D. 63,
in the form of a violent
earthquake, which overthrew many houses
but its significance was of course not
understood, and the houses were
Stabias,

;

rebuilt.

The first great recorded eruption of Mt. Vesuvius occurred August
24th, in the year 79, and has been described by the younger Pliny in
a letter to Tacitus. His uncle, the elder
Pliny, was at the time in command of the Roman fleet at
and his
was Avith him.
Misenum,

From

this point

nephew

they first descried the eruption. Rising from the top
of the mountain
they saw what appeared like a column of dense, black
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smoke, but which was in reality a mass of dust, ashes, stones, and vapors, the form of which was likened by Pliny to a tall pine-tree throwing out great branches at its top.
Struck with surprise at the new phenomenon, the elder Pliny, a man
of philosophical mind, hastened to the shore, that he might examine it
more closely. He disembai*ked at Stabire, and went to the house of his
Here he remained till evening, gazing at the
friend Pomponianus.
The
to
and
quiet the fears of those around him.
trying
spectacle,
streaks of fire on the mountain he attributed to the burning of the
woods and villages, and when he became weary of the spectacle retired

bed and

fell asleep.
Meanwhile the shower of stones increased fast
and began to fill the streets and the courts of the villa.
Pliny's servants became alarmed and aroused their master, who joined
his friend Pomponianus and his assembled family.
"What follows is
best described in the graphic words of the younger Pliny

to

in Stabise,

:

"They took counsel together as to whether they should shut themselves in
the house, or whether they should betake themselves to the fields, for the houses
were so shaken by the violent tremblings of the earth, which followed each
other in quick succession, that they seemed to be torn from their foundations,
turned to every point of the compass, and then brought back to their places.
On the other hand, they feared outside of the city the falling stones, though

they were light and dried up by the heat. Of these two perils they chose the
With my uncle the strongest reason prevailed over the weakest. In

latter.

the minds of those who summoned him, one fear prevailed over another. They
fastened pillows around their heads as a sort of shield against the falling stones.
Day was breaking elsewhere, but around them the darkest night reigned,

though lighted up by the conflagration, and all kinds of fires.
"They approached the shore in order to attempt to escape by the sea, but
There my uncle lay down upon a blanket and
it was stormy and contrary.
asked for some cold water, of which he drank twice. Very soon the flames,
and a sulphurous smell which preceded them, put every one to flight, and forced
my uncle to get up. He rose, supported by two young slaves, and instantly fell
dead. I suppose that the thick smoke arrested respiration and suffocated him.
He had a naturally narrow, weak chest, often panting for breath.
" When the
three days after the last that had shone for
light reappeared
my uncle his body was found uninjured, the clothing undisturbed, and his attitude

was rather that

of sleep than of death."

The materials ejected from the mountain consisted of scoriae and
The shower of
ashes, and their quantity far exceeded its own bulk.
ashes, dust, pumice,

days, accompanied

and

by

stones, continued to fall for eight successive
torrents of rain, and the cities of Stabiae, Hercu-

\aneum, and Pompeii, were entirely buried.
Pompeii was situated
several miles farther from the crater than Herculaneum, and was
buried only in ashes and loose stones while Herculaneum was entombed
;

deeper,
plastic,

mud.

and in a much more consistent substance, which was evidently
and appears to be composed of volcanic ashes cemented by
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rested 124 years; the second eruption taking

third, which was much more violent, occurred
;
%
2G9 years later, in the year 472. On this occasion the ashes fell over
were transported to Constantinople,
nearly the whole of Europe ; they
In
1036 there occurred a violent erupand
and even to
Syria.

place

A. d.
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and the

Egypt

during which lava was for the first time ejected.
The eruption of Vesuvius in 1631 was of extreme violence, and was
over the villages
accompanied hy great currents of lava, which flowed
There were at the same
at its base on the side of the Bay of Naples.
tion,

time thrown out immense torrents of hot water, which wrought great
desolation.

The eruption of 1779 is described by Sir "William Hamilton as
among the grandest and most terrible of these phenomena. White
in piles four times as
sulphurous smoke like heaps of cotton rose up
high as the mountain, and spread about it to a proportional extent.
Into these clouds, stones, scoriae, and ashes, were projected to the height
On subsequent days columns of fire shot forth
of at least 2,000 feet.
Masses of rock of
to full three times the height of the mountain.

108
great size were projected out of the crater, one of which measured
Ponton says the jets of
feet in circumference and 17 feet in height.
lava were thrown up to a prodigious height.
portion of the ashes and

A

was drifted away to some distance but the greater proportion
of these, and nearly all the lava, still red-hot and liquid, fell upon the
cone, on part of Monte Somma, and into the valley between them.
The whole mass which thus fell, still vividly glowing, formed a continuous fiery expanse about two and a half miles in breadth, which,
with the lofty column of fire issuing from the top, presented a magniThe heat, radiating from this vast
ficent but very terrific spectacle.
stones

glowing surface,

;

is

said to have been perceptible at a distance of six

miles all around.

In June, 1794, occurred a terrible eruption, which destroyed the
town of Torre del Greco.
single stream of lava was estimated by
vent
Breislak as containing more than 46,000,000 cubic feet.
and
237
in
feet
near
the
the
bottom
of
2,375
length
mountain,
opened
feet in breadth, which became filled with lava, and on the hardening

A

A

of this presented a dike in every respect similar to the ancient basaltic dikes.

The eruption

up the whole top of the mountain, and
three miles in circumference, and
chasm
about
elliptical
supposed to be 2,000 feet deep. The principal cone tumbled in, with a
terrible crash, on October 22d, and the following evening there began
an eruption which lasted 12 days. The internal detonations of the
mountain were described as terrific, while the ashes and dust were so
great as to produce at noon in the neighboring villages a darkness
of 1822 broke

formed an

deeper than midnight.
The eruption of 1855 presented a most imposing spectacle.

"We
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have referred to the vailey or ravine between the two mountains, the
first descent to which on the side of Vesuvius is a sheer precipice.
A
great stream of lava, about 200 feet in width, issuing from the crater,
took the direction of this ravine, and on arriving at the edge of the
precipice fell heavily over it, forming a magnificent fiery cascade about

On reaching the valley beneath, it wended its
the
woods,
consuming the trees in its course, and deway through
several
grander sight
villages
through which it flowed.
stroying
1,000 feet in height.

A

than this cascade of
the

human mind

fire

must have presented,

it

would be

difficult for

to imagine.

Monnier says that, "since 1850, springs of lava have opened near
the base of the cone in the ravine which separates the two mountains ;
they are seen springing from the lava much as the water of rivers
flows from a glacier. In 1855 and 1858 it rolled slowly through the
ravine like the Thames in flames. To be really startling, the lava
must be seen, not from above, but coming directly toward the specta-

saw it in 1855. Then it was no longer a river, but a burning,
This wall was at least a mile wide and 20 feet
moving rampart.
It came slowly, irresistibly, covering the ground, burning the
high.
trees and houses
you could walk backward before it as a captain
tor, as I

;

does before his company.
"

The

lava, as it issues from the crater of Vesuvius, is perfectly
and glows with an intense white brilliancy, like that of molten
silver; but, as it descends, it begins to cool at the top, and a quantity
of broken slag is formed on the surface of the stream, becoming ere
long a continuous coating. The speed of the current, very rapid at
from the
first, gradually slackens, until, on the level at some distance
liquid,

mountain, its progress is scarcely perceptible."
Vesuvius is much more active in modern times than in ancient ;
several grand eruptions having taken place within the present generaThe recent convulsion has been marked by the usual impressive
tion.
features, but comparisons with former eruptions must be accepted

with hesitation, for, where the imagination is so powerfully affected,
and the data are so uncertain, the judgment may be much at fault.
The following description of the present display was telegraphed from
Naples, April 29th

"The view

of

:

Mount Vesuvius from

this city is

now

the grandest

that has been witnessed since the year 1631. Many persons have
taken advantage of the panic among the people of the towns which
were threatened with destruction, to take whatever goods they could

and the government has been compelled to order troops to those
places to prevent the stealing of abandoned property. In this city the
Bourse has closed, and business is almost entirely suspended. The
ashes.
people use umbrellas to protect themselves from the falling
" A sound as of thunder
accompanies the discharges. The wind
was blowing in this direction this morning, carrying dense clouds of

find,
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smoke and ashes over the city. The ashes were falling in the streets
The rumbling
or three inches.
snow, and reached a depth of two
inside the volcano continued, hut no fresh craters have opened, and
like

the lava has ceased flowing.
" Showers of sand have succeeded the rain of ashes which
in g this

morning.

The eruption

is

now accompanied by

was

fall-

fearful electric

summit of the volphenomena. Lightning darts incessantly from the
cano and the quakings of the mountain are more violent and frequent.
The thunder is continuous. Burning cinders, stones, and scoria?, are
fallino- fast and thick in the town of Massa di Somma, which is entirely deserted."

<*+

SIR

CHARLES LYELL

SIRdegree in Oxford, in

CHARLES LYELL.
is

now

1821, and

He took his
seventy-five years old.
commenced the study of law, but,

His
it for that of geology.
were published in 1826, and the
first volume of his great work, the "Principles of Geology," was issued in 1830. He came to the United States in 1841, and again in
1845, and visited many localities for the purpose of scientific observaHe became president of the Geological Society in 1836, and
tion.
again in 1850, and was honored with knighthood, for his success in
influenced by Dr. Buckland, he soon left

first

original papers on

this subject

science, in 1848.
Sir Charles Lyell not

only ranks as the first of living geologists,
but his name will always be closely linked with one of the most important stages in the development of the science. He has been a careful

and extensive observer, but he has

cast of mind, leading

accordingly done

also eminently a philosophic
to the elucidation of principles, and he has
to place this great science upon the sound

him

much

basis of inductive philosophy.
Of the extent of his labors in the various special departments of geological observation, it is unnecessary

here to speak, but there are one or two great doctrines with the introduction of which into the science of geology his name will be connected, and to which it will be desirable here to refer.
In an able lecture before the Geological Society, in 1869, Prof.
Huxley recognized three great systems of geological thought, which

he denominates Catastrophism, Uniformitarianism, and EvolutionThe first phase of thought historically was that of catastroism.
phism.

Prof.

Huxley

defines

it

as- follows:

"By

catastrophism, I

mean any form of geological speculation, which, in order to account
for the phenomena of
geology, supposes the operation of forces different in their nature, or immeasurably different in
power, from those we
at present see in action in the universe.
The doctrine of violent up-

*
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heavals and cataclysms in general' is catastrophic so far as it assumes
that these were brought about by causes which have now no parallel."
This was the earliest system of doctrine in geology, and was inevi-

and false ideas concerning past time.
Observation accumulated evidences of vast changes in the earth's
crust it was held that the world is but a few thousand years old it
was therefore concluded that the changes must have been on a stupendous scale, of which we have at present no experience.
There are geologists who still hold to this view, as there were those
table because of the narrow

;

;

in the early history of the science who believed in vast time and slow
changes. Hutton, in his theory of the earth, in 1795, put forth this
advanced principle " I take things such as I find them at present, and
:

from these

I reason to that

which must have been."

It,

however, be-

came the work

of Sir Charles Lyell to elucidate and establish this docextensive and critical investigations, as a broad and fundamen-

trine, by
tal generalization of geological science.

ZTniformitarianism, or the
theory which extends the present rate of terrestrial changes into the
past, is a problem of geological dynamics, and involves the study of
the totality of forces by which the earth's crust has been altered, and
the rocky systems formed.
To work out so vast a subject on the basis of observation and immediate physical data was enough to task the largest capacity, and it
is not surprising that Sir Charles
Lyell was little disposed to venture
into the

more speculative questions of the

gists early insisted

science.

Indeed, geolo-

on the necessity of limiting inquiry to the changes

that have taken place since the formation of the earliest stratified rocks,
and crucifying the propensity to pry into the more distant origin of the
world.

The English Geological Society

tacitly forbade these specula-

"
tions, and of this procedure Mr. Huxley says:
Uniformitarianism, as
we have seen, tends to ignore geological speculation in this sense altoThe one point the catastrophists and the uniformitarianists
gether.
agreed upon, when this Society was founded, was to ignore it. And
you will find, if you look back into our records, that our revered
fathers in geology plumed themselves a good deal upon the practical
sense and wisdom of this proceeding. As a temporary measure, I do

not presume to challenge its wisdom ; but in all organized bodies temporary changes are apt to produce permanent effects ; and, as time
has slipped by, altering all the conditions which may have made such
mortification of the scientific flesh desirable, I think the effect of the
stream of cold water, which has steadily flowed over geological speculation within these walls, has been of doubtful beneficence."

Mr. Huxley, in

common with many

other scientists,

the progress of geological thought must carry us
rianism into evolutionism.

But

now

holds that

beyond uniformita-

Sir Charles Lyell is the farthest possible from being a narrowHis career offers one of the noblest examples of

jninded partisan.

Silt
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candor and sincerity, in abandoning old ground and embracing newthat is afforded in the whole history of science. In the earlier

views,
editions of his works he accepted the current opinions in regard to
organic species and the past course of life upon earth, but, after a halfhe became satisfied that these views
century's study of the question,
"
are untenable, and in the tenth edition of his Principles of Geology,"
he gave them up, and adopted the general view reppublished in 1867,

This great work he has again revised, and
All the later queshas
th% eleventh edition
just made its appearance.
most ably and
found
be
there
will
most
this
of
tions
interesting subject
discussed.
subjoin the notice of the work just published by
resented

by Mr. Darwin.

We

fully

the Saturday Review

:

of Sir Charles Lyell has too long and too authorias a classic in the literature of science to call for,
tatively held its place
or even to admit, the expression of any estimate of its value. The

The great work

editions it has gone through may be taken as sufficiently atconcurrence of public taste and conviction with the apprethe
testing
ciative opinion of the more critical class of readers at home and abroad.
be hoped that the wide and increasing circulation of so valuable
It

number of

may

a work has had, and is long destined to have, the effect of leavening the
mass of educated thought with its sound, careful, and conscientious
views of physical truth. While congratulating both the writer and
'
reader upon the issue of the eleventh edition of the Principles of
Geology,'

we

feel that

our notice of

its

contents

is

almost of necessity

restricted to those portions of the work in which the author has seen
reason to amplify, to remodel, or to correct, what he had advanced in

former impressions.

Within the last five years special attention lias been drawn to the
geological proofs of strongly-marked changes in the terrestrial climate
In face of the additional facts and
during long periods of time.
corresponding theories which have thus divided the minds of geological
inquirers, Sir Charles Lyell has seen fit to recast those chapters of his

work which treated

of the meteorology and climatic history of the
view especially to insist upon the paramount in-

earth's surface, with a

by the relative distribution and height
of the land at successive periods. The balance of argument and research has been such in the mean while as to confirm him more and

fluence exerted in this direction

more in his conviction of the agreement and continuity of the forces at
work through all the vicissitudes of the earth's surface, from the earliest to the most recent geological ages.
It is hardly necessary, perhaps,
to go further back, for the pedigree of the organic forms which for the
most part chronicle and attest the laws of succession, than to that Miocene period in whose organic deposits the flora and fauna of all subsequent ages seem to have their ground and root. A superficial view of
the local changes of climate which are proved to have taken place
might have, and indeed has, induced the belief that causes no longer
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work in remoter times. The existence of a subMiocene
flora
near, and probably up to, the North Pole, with
tropical
remains of the mastodon, elephant, rhinoceros, and cognate mammals
as far north as the icy circle, might be taken to point to a revolution of
a terrestrial, if not of a cosmical, kind from higher conditions of temperaoperative had been at

On

the other hand, the dispersion in a southern direction of erby ice-action, and striated or polished by
a
of
a cold climate extending much farther
was
friction,
glacial
proof
south than that of the present time, invading. even the subtropical lati-

ture.

ratic blocks, evidently carried

Now, there can be absolutely no room for the hypothesis of any
appreciable change, within Miocene times at least, in the total temperature of the earth, either from the sudden outburst of subterranean fires

tudes.

on the one hand, or from general cooling of the earth's mass on the other.
At the same time, a large body of both organic and inorganic evidence
supports the view that the climate of earlier geological periods, from
whatever cause, had over wide regions been in excess of what it now
is.
Not only in the greater part of the Miocene and Eocene epoch?
did a vegetation like that of Central Europe in our day extend into the
Arctic regions as far as they have been explored, and probably to the
Pole itself, but in the Secondary or Mesozoic ages the prevalent types
of vertebrate life indicate a warm climate and an absence of frost between latitude 40 north and the Pole, a large ichthyosaurus having
been found in latitude 77 10' north. Carrying our retrospect back to
the Primary or Palaeozoic ages, we find an assemblage of plants which
implies that a warm, humid, and equable climate extended from the
30th parallel of north latitude to within a few degrees of the Pole,
older flora, the Devonian, leads to a similar inference.
Such, moreover, is the general resemblance between the whole invertebrate fauna of the Devonian, Silurian, and Cambrian rocks and that of

while a

still

the Carboniferous, Permian, and Triassic series, as to make it clear
that a similarity of conditions as regards temperature prevailed
throughout the whole of these six periods.
The idea of possible variations in the temperature of space trav-

by our globe, started by Poisson, is promptly set aside by conNor is there much
siderations long ago advanced by Mr. Hopkins.
greater force, as Sir Charles Lyell amply shows, in the effect attributed
ersed

The latest calothers to variation in the obliquity of the ecliptic.
John Herschel conveyed in a letter to our author, in
October, 1866, admit the possibility of a deviation of the earth's axis to

by

culations of Sir

the extent of three, or even four, degrees on either side of the mean.
The sun's rays would thus be disseminated at intervals over a far

broader zone than at present, around the Arctic and Antarctic Poles,
with a corresponding shortening of the Polar night, and a diffusion of
more genial warmth. Yet, on the other hand, a large deduction must
be made, as Mr. Meech has shown, for the increased length of path,

and the greater amount of atmosphere through which the

calorific raya
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must pass in very high latitudes, not to speak of the greater prevalence
truer cause of climatic change
of cloud in reo ions round the Pole.

A

-

to he sought in the effect of precession of the equinoxes, the revolution of the apsides, and, above all, the eccentricity of the earth's orbit.
The great cycle of change due to precession would cause the different
Is

seasons of the Northern and Southern Hemispheres to coincide in turn,
within 25,868 years, with all the points through which the earth passes
in its. orbit round the sun.
Combining with this movement, that of
"
the revolution of the apsides or motion of the aphelion," as Herschel
named it, reduces this term of years to about twenty-one thousand.
Sir C. Lyell's explanation, aided
clear the effects which would be

by

a

new diagram,

renders sufficiently
by the succes-

produced upon climate

when combined with increased ecThe difference between winter in

sive phases of precession, especially
centricity or distance from the sun.

aphelion and perihelion the range of eccentricity extending, as he has
shown, to 14,000,000 miles at some periods, instead of 3,000,000, as now
is set down by Mr. Croll as not less than one-fifth of the entire heat

received from the sun.

Some

slight

change

in this direction since the

year 1248 a. d. has been thought capable of actual proof by M. d'Adhemar, and of being verified by the observations of M. Venetz upon the
decrease of Swiss glaciers prior to the tenth century, and their subsequent increase. An admirable table compiled by Mr. Stone shows the
variations in eccentricity for a million years before 1800 a. d., with the

number

would be added to winter by its occurrence in
has
been
followed up for a million years more by Mr.
which
aphelion,
Croll and Mr. Carrick Moore. From these figures there might appear
to be a possibility of approximating to a date for the Glacial epoch
and Sir C. Lyell holds it " far from startling " that 200,000 years back
might be fixed upon as about the period of greatest cold, when the exof days which

;

cess of winter days

amounted to

27.7.

He had

in his tenth edition

speculated upon 800,000 or 1,000,000 years as nearer the Glacial epoch,
but he feels compelled to narrow the time within the limit at which the
principal geographical features of the continents and oceanic basins
were approximately assuming their present form. "Were the astronomical theory, however, to be relied upon as the basis for the solution of

the problem, we ought to meet in the course of palreontological research
with a series of Glacial periods perpetually recurring in the Northern

Temperate Zone supposing a large .eccentricity by itself sufficient
apart from the cooperation of terrestrial causes, to intensify the cold
of high latitudes. But no such evidence of violent revolutions is to be
found in the flora and fauna of earlier periods. The continuity of forms,
in the class of reptiles, from the Carboniferous to the Creparticularly
;

taceous period,
glacial epochs.

is

an obvious fact opposed to the intercalation of intense

Another

fact

must have been gone through
ous period, in which no break

that many great cycles of eccentricity
in the long centuries of the Carbonifer*
in the order of life is manifested,

is,
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The exhaustion of all other means of solution, joined to the masg
of positive evidence accumulated by recent science, throws us more
and more conclusively upon the idea to which Sir Charles Lyell has
firmly held from the first, and which may be taken as the culminating
point of his latest achievements in geology, that the predominant cause

of the great changes in climate is to be found in the distribution and
elevation of the land.
The Glacial period may be traced to an exces-

and abnormal accumulation of land around the Pole. There is
absolutely no limit to the alternations which the surface of our globe
may have, or indeed has gone through. There is hardly a spot of what
is now land which has not been covered
by the sea, probably not a
space now covered by the ocean which has not been at some time, if not
many times, dry land. In one epoch the land may have been chiefly
sive

equatorial, at another polar or circumpolar. At "present we
divide the globe into two equal parts, the land hemisphere

may readily
and the wa-

ter hemisphere ; the former of which exhibits almost as much land aa
water, or as 1 to 1.106 ; while in the latter the proportion of land to

made out by Mr. Trelawny Saunders, is only as 1 to 7.988.
The general proportion of land to sea may be taken throughout the
Were the land, by the action of subterranean forces,
globe as 1 to 1\.
its total amount
being unchanged, now gathered together in masses
water, as

along the equator and around the Poles alternately, such geographical
changes would amply suffice, as Sir C. Lyell makes it his task to show,
to explain the utmost vicissitudes which the climate of the earth has
undergone. This course of reasoning by no means precludes such aid
as may be brought in by independent verce causce, by the concurrence
of the cold period induced by excessive piling of land around the Pole
with wintering in aphelion, or at a period when the earth's axis was

abnormally inclined. These causes, especially in combination, would
greatly intensify what, after all, must remain the ruling and inherent
We have only to look at the present
principle of climatic revolutions.
aspect of Greenland to satisfy ourselves what might become the state
of the British Isles by a mere substitution of other local conditions
under the same parallel of latitude. Were the Gulf Stream done away
with, the equatorial continents which now form vast reservoirs of heat
transferred to the Northern regions, and their snow-clad frozen surface
swept by Polar currents, how far south would the ice-sheet cover the

unsubmerged
of the sea ?

tracts of land, and the glaciers come down to the level
of facts and reasonings by which Sir Charles-

The chain

Lyell binds together the phenomena which science and discovery contribute to this intricate problem forms one of the most characteristic
features of his book.

Every new

link,

and every additional degree of

tenacity given to his argument, enhances the value of this standard
work as a steadfast, clear-sighted, and consistent witness to the great

law of unifonnity and continuity in Nature.

The

latest information acquired

by

deep-sea dredging has been

SIB CHARLES LYELL.
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incorporated by Sir C. Lyell into his remarks upon the temperature
and shape of the bed of the ocean and its living inhabitants. In his
chapter on ocean-currents he has also considered the latest-known re-

and observations made by Dr. Carpenter, Prof.
and
Captains Spratt and Nares, upon the currents
Wyville Thompson,

sults of experiments

of the Straits of Gibraltar.

The space

allotted to this survey

is

not

or critical discussion of the arguments for and against
the existence of a permanent indraught. The balance of proof, how-

adequate to a

full

ever, is felt by Sir Charles to support his previously-expressed conviction that the inflowing movement is no permanent undercurrent caused

by
as

evaporation, but the result of the Mediterranean tide, which, slight
runs alternately from east to west for several hours, its action

it is,

being found more regular in the depths of the straits, where it is less
The difference of no
affected either by winds or by the surface inflow.
less than twenty degrees between the temperature of the Mediterra-

nean and the Atlantic, as well as the difference of four degrees between
the deep-sea soundings of the western and central basins of the Mediterranean and of the Greek Archipelago, is explained by the existence
of high submarine crests or barriers of rock bounding the sea to the
west, and again dividing it into sections, as shown by the diagram in
the present edition. Proceeding to the wider problem of ocean circulation arising out of the extreme cold found at great depths both in temperate and tropical regions, Sir Charles disputes the notion of these low
temperatures being due to mere depth, the Mediterranean soundings
of 13,800 feet having failed to reach a degree of cold below 55 Fahr.
Yet the soundings taken at Aden, whither the cold water can only
come from the Southern Hemisphere, lead to the belief that the whole
of the equatorial abysses of the ocean are traversed, in some parts at
That
least, by a continuous mass of water not much above 32 Fahr.
solar heat

in

some way or other the primary cause of

this great disthe
in
from
the
change
specific gravity
placement, through
cooling of
water toward the polar zones, counterbalanced by a return, however
is

slowly, of water from the equator to the Poles, may well take the place of
more recondite theories, such as that exploded by Herschel, that the

expansion of water by heat in the equatorial zone raises the level of the
sea, and causes a flow down a gently-inclined plane toward the Poles.
In the absence, however, of more extensive and accurate knowledge of
the state of the ocean at great depths, or of its local direction and
quantity of motion, in relation to the utter stillness found generally by
the sounding-line to prevail in its great abysses, Sir Charles Lyell is
too cautious and patient a reasoner to think the time ripe for a positive
solution.
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EDITOR'S TABLE.
LOOSE AND ACCURATE KNOWLEDGE.
explaining -what we understand byscience, in the first number of this

IN

monthly,

it

was stated to

consist in

accurate as contrasted with lax and
"We had not then
careless thinking.

space to show how a great deal of the
knowledge that is truly recognized as
scientific may be still so loose and imperfect as to be misleading. Let us,
therefore, briefly consider this aspect

of the case.

There are two stages in the history
science, and two states of mind
among so-called educated people, which
correspond to them. The first stage of
of

science consisted simply in recognizing the properties of bodies so as to

was only determined with the
development of quantitative chemistry.
It is a quality of animals that they exof soda

hale carbonic-acid gas in respiration, but,
when this was known, it became ne-

cessary to know the rates of exhalation
in the different tribes, and the varia
tions of these rates in sex, age, activity,
It is a quality of
sleep, and disease.
ideas that they cohere with each other,

forming groups and trains by which
thinking becomes a connected and
but it is also a fact
orderly process
;

that these cohesions are of unequal degrees of strength, and this gives rise to
a kind of quantitative psychology, which
only imperfect because we lack the

is

means of exact measurement.

Now,

all

The characters were
which distinguished this
thing from that, and one kind of effect
from another. The first thing was to
determine the qualities of objects, and
this was the work in the early or qualiidentify

made

tative

them.

out

stage in the progress of each
But, qualities being ascer-

science.

qualitative information

is

the

indispensable step in the growth
of knowledge, and is just as truly "sci-

first

ence"
but

it

as the

knowledge of quantities;

not the whole of science.

is

Qualitative chemistry must precede
and underlie quantitative chemistry,
and so with other departments. But,
to suppose that a mere knowledge of
qualities may pass for science is an error

tained, the next and inevitable step
was to bring them under the operation
of mathematics, which deals with the

leading to the worst practical conse-

laws of quantity. First, it was asked,
What are the properties or effects ? and
next, "What are their degrees, or what

tive sort.

quantities are involved in given results ?
This implies exact measurement, and is
known as the quantitative stage of sci-

same reason. This is one of the things
that is meant in saying that people
think vaguely and loosely, and reason
wildly, upon subjects in which science
is involved.
For every thing in practical and applied science turns at last on
the question, lTow much? It is not

ence.

For example, bodies, which burn
and produce heat, have the property
but the next question
heat will different bodies

of combustibility
is,

How much

;

produce in burning? It is a quality
of vinegar to unite with soda, and this

was ascertained

in the qualitative inhow much vin-

fancy of chemistry, but

egar will combine with a given amount

quences.

Current

however,

is

very

As

it

scientific

knowledge,

much

of this qualitawas first in the order

of development, because
it is

also

most widely

it is simplest,
diffused for the

enough to know that a given substance
we must
produce a given effect
know the degree or amount of effect
will

;

we

can build upon it. It is this
smattering with qualitative
notions that exposes people to all forms
before

scientific

EDITOR'S TABLE.
of

plausible imposture.
knave, with his new process

on

right, practises

The

skilful

and patent-

this half-knowledge

of the community, and enriches himHe
self at the expense of his victims.

them

have
very candid, and would
take nothing on trust. He will bring
his idea to the test of experiment.

is

shall

They

see

for themselves,

and

need take nobody's word. "This areffect.
rangement will produce such an
I don't ask you to accept my statement,
" and with an
I will demonstrate it
and much
of
fixtures,
impressive parade
scientific talk, the alleged wonderful
are done. With those who have
;

things
not thoroughly learned that every thiug

depends not upon

effects

produced, but

their quantities, the next step of
the unscrupulous patent-agent is easy.
established himself in his cus-
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mixed water and

oil in it,

he could heat a

common

cooking-stove red-hot in five minThe proportions were four gallons

utes.

oil to five gallons of water, and with this
quantity the inventor declared that he could
run a steam-engine for thirty days, heat

of

twelve furnaces, or light a whole city with
The oil was worth 50 cents a barrel,

gas.

and cooking, heating, and

lighting,

A

to cost almost nothing.

were thus

stock

company
was started to push the enterprise, and it
was found that by the aid of twelve gallons of oil two gallons of water could be
'

It didn't promise overwhelmevaporated.'
The corporation disembodied
dividends.
ing
itself as fast as possible,

and the inventor,

packing up his gas-pipes and
Peoria, to enlighten

oil-cans, left

and warm some other

region.

How

upon

true this statement jmay hap-

we do

not

know

but

we do

pen to

be,

Having

know

that analogous cases are abun-

tomer's confidence, he does the rest
by profuse asseveration and persistent
" The facts are
proved it is a
lying.

dant.

discovery; it will revolutionize
the business, and somebody is going to

A

;

new

make enormous profits you had better
have some of the stock." But the skilful speculator

may go

still

further.

If

econsharply met by the question of
is gained by
much
how
or
exactly
omy,
his process, he may proceed to prove
his claim on the spot. He may demon-

experimentally and completely

strate

that his operation has the advantage
by many per-cent. over those in use,

while the project

and

is

still

a worthless

possible in a small way,
with careful experiments, to pro-

fraud

:

for

it is

duce quantitative results which cannot
be realized on the manufacturing scale.
There is no end to the schemes that
are palmed oif upon the public in this
way. A morning paper that has just
come to hand has the following item

;

These consequences are a natural
result of superficial scientific teaching.
little science is now dispensed in all

but it is generally the qualitative rudiments that are easiest taught,
schools

;

and which serve only to make pedants
of the pupils. A mass of the simpler
facts are memorized as mere sensational acquisition, and there is very
little

training in principles, or scientific
It is not to be expected that

method.

in general education students will possess themselves of all the higher qualitative data of science, so as to be able
to

meet any emergency with ready and

accurate information.

But,

for proas we

from such impositions

tection

have here noticed, there should be
such a cultivation of the scientific judg-

ment

guard against the grosser
put forth by unscrupulous pro-

as will

fallacies

jectors.

:

" Will water burn

And, if so, can
burning water be used at a moderate cost
for fuel ?

The public mind of

Peoria, 111.,
exercised upon these
stranger and a Yankee came

has been of late

A

TEE QUESTION OF STIMULATION.

?

much

questions.
to the city and claimed

that,

by burning

The

article in

our present number,

on the physiological position of alDr. Richardson, an eminent
cohol,

by

is the freshest exphysician of London,
Its
offered.
position of the subject yet
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author has made narcotics and anaestheta matter of special

ics

scientific

study

and physiological experiment and, alhis hypothesis of a "nervous
;

though
ether"

regarded as

is

statement of the

way

fanciful, yet his

alcohol influences

independent of that speculation, and will be found instructive.
the system

The
and to

is

evils that arise to individuals

society,

through the agency of

alcoholic drinks, are universally admitted, but the question what is to be done

to

remedy them proves most

difficult.

has been asked in this country and
in England, for half a century, without
It

any satisfactory reply, and the
same question is being now very seriously proposed by the French. There
seems to have been an enormous ineliciting

crease in the consumption of spirits in
France, a great reduction of cost, and

a deterioration of quality.
In 1820,
there were consumed 7,700,000 gallons
of alcoholic drink in 1869, it had risen
to 21,500,000 gallons. In 1850, ninetenths came from the distillation of the
;

products of the vine, while in 1869 the
vine furnished only three-tenths of it
the remainder coming from beet-root

and grain. So a gallon of liquor, which
1850 cost nine francs, sells to-day
for two and a half francs.
It is alleged
that suicides and insanity have inin

creased during this period in a rapid
ratio.

To arrest this tendency of things,
the French are fertile in projects. They
would tax cheap liquors, they would ex-

er liquors of such beverages as coffee,

native wines, cider, and beer.
It is not to be disguised that the

problem here proposed, and with which
civilization is now confronted, is one
of the most refractory that philanthropy
has yet encountered.
Slavery was a
local and anomalous institution, based

upon

legislation, and,

moral suasion

when

war proved

stones of

the turf of

failed to dislodge

it,

the

But

effectual.

the evil of intemperance cannot be ter-

minated by burning gunpowder. The
craving for stimulation and for stimulants, in one or another of their innumerable forms, is not a local, unusual,
or

arbitrary,

but a

statutory thing,

rooted and universal passion of human
nature. It is not confined to special
communities, but pervades alike the

and uncivilized races

civilized

the world

all

over

varying in different types of
but
common to all. Some
humanity,
races take to opium, others to hashish,
;

others to alcohol.

It is this

deep basis

of the propensity in human nature that
gives to the subject its mystery and its
perplexity.
The rationale of stimulation is in-

deed not so puzzling. Food builds up
and maintains the vital activity of the
whole animate creation in its working
state, but that is not enough for man.
He leads a life of high and complex
feeling, subject to wide fluctuations,
while his intellect furnishes him with
the means of influencing his emotional
states.

He

therefore seeks those agen-

tirpate the vine, they

would make public drunkenness criminal, they would
pledge men to total abstinence from

cies

ever setting foot in a cafe.

but incapable of realizing
adequately the distant pain, the habit
is formed, and use runs into abuse.

But, what

more

to the purpose,
a society has been organized in Paris,
embracing a large number of physicians

and

scientists,

is

who

propose to instruct

the people by the press and lectures as
to the evils which flow from the habitual use of alcoholic drinks. They will

which act to arouse pleasurable
emotion, and these are stimulants.
Capable of appreciating the immediate
pleasure,

What, then,

is

to be done?

Here

logic is soon at fault, for the headlong
reformer, who fixes his attention upon

some special phase of the evil, and
would eradicate it root and branch, is

on teetotalism or prohibition,

soon found to be himself involved in

but urge the substitution for the strong-

something not very unlike what ho so

not

insist

LITERARY NOTICES.
he, too, is an
zealously condemns
One
object of reformatory solicitude.
thunders against the whole tribe of

alcoholic stimulants, from ethereal wine
acrid whiskey, and never touches,
the pipe will
tastes, or handles them
to

do for

Another counter-blasts

him.

content with abundance of
strong coffee. Another decries all these
together, inspired by the stimulus of

tobacco

concentrated potions of tea. Still anotber ingests perhaps only vegetables
and water, and fulminates from the pulpit or platform against all these gross
material indulgences, yet is lifted into
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nature and the true conditions of

its

unfolding, and begin to regard the subject with a more sacred respect, in proportion, we will venture to say, to the

growth of a

will

scientific conscience,

man become

a higher law to himself,
and the grosser vices of conduct mav

be expected gradually to disappear.

LITERARY NOTICES.
Corals and Coral Islands. By James D.
Dana, LL. D. Dodd & Mead.
not

the seventh heaven of enjoyment by
the stimulating incense of flattery and

This book will be widely welcomed,
only for the interest of its matter and
elegance of its form, but because of
gratifying assurance it will afford to

applause which comes up from admir-

numerous

au-

ing auditors, and without which

thor that, although in shattered health, he
still retains that wonderful power of versa-

would be

"flat, stale,

life

and unprofitable."

labor

friends of its accomplished

by which he has been

the
the
the

distin-

Others get from music, pictures, thea-

tile

tres, fashion, novels, newspapers, or
travel, a quieter fonn of excitement,

guished in the world of science for the last
25 years. Prof. Dana went round the world,

which, though often running into dissipation, is less harmful than ordinary
narcotic stimulation. How far the ball-

room, the

political

campaign, or the

religious revival, may be the equivalent
of a drinking spree, we will not pretend

to say, but that they are all

a

common

character

marked by

stimulation of

pleasurable feeling carried to a pitch
of excitement which ends in reaction

more or

less

exhausting

is

not to be

from 1838 to 1842, with the Wilkes Expedition, as geologist in the scientific corps.

elaborate study of the zoophytes, and treated at length of corals, coral animals, and
His reports upon these subcoral reefs.
jects were, of course, designed mainly for
of science, but in the present volume

men

he has recast the statement, with the view
In his prefto its more general usefulness.
ace the author says

"
:

The

object in view,
been to

denied.

in the preparation of this work, has

As regards relief from the mischiefs
of over-stimulation, alcoholic or other-

present a popular account of

wise, we have no reformatory nostrum
to propose. And, when they are proposed, we shall do well to remember

precision, or,

that the evil does not exist alone; it is
part of the general imperfection of our
nature, and the social state which accompanies it. Nor is it to be remedied

alone; the evils that result from the
craving for stimulants, and the gratification of

it by dangerous drugs, will
probably only be removed with the slow and
general improvement of character and

amelioration of social conditions.

soon as people

know
16

better their

In

extended exploration, in addition to his
geological work, he made a special and
this

'

corals

and

coral islands,' without sacrifice of scientific

Dry

details

on the main topic, of fulness.
and technicalities' have been

avoided as far as was compatible with this
restriction

;

explanations

in

simple form

have been freely added, and numerous

illus-

trations introduced in order that the subject

may have

its

natural attractiveness to

both classes of readers."

The

object pro-

posed has been very completely attained,
and a volume produced which will be alike
valuable to

men

of science and entertaining

and instructive to general readers. Its illustrations are many and fine, and its manu-

As

facture

own

We

is

a credit to the publishers.

have no room here to treat of the
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contents of Prof. Dana's volume, but mean
to do so in a future number
yet we cannot

work, which has been so eagerly looked fo
by those who desire a popular and authori-

forbear quoting a pleasant passage referring
to a man of whom much is now vehemently

has

;

both in praise and disparagement
" Our cruise led us
partly along the
:

said,

course followed by Mr. Charles Darwin
during the years 1831 to 1836, in the voy-

tative exposition of this beautiful subject

now

appeared, and

is

republished in

this country at half the English price.

able writer

m

the

London

An

Spectator thuA

;

speaks of it
In the whole history of science there
is nothing more wonderful than the discov-

and, where it diverged from his route, it
took us over scenes, similar to his, of coral

ery or invention (it would be difficult to say
which is the more correct term) of spectrum

islands.
Soon after reaching
Sydney, Australia, in 1839, a brief statement was found in the papers of Mr. Dar-

new method

age of the Beagle, under Captain Fitzroy

and volcanic

:

analysis,

position,

win's theory with respect to the origin of
The
the atoll and barrier forms of reefs.

inquiry.

paragraph threw a flood of light over the
subject, and called forth feelings of peculiar

or

satisfaction,

win, which

and of gratefulness to Mr. Darcome up afresh whenever

still

the subject of coral islands is mentioned.
The Gambier Islands in the Paumotus, which

gave him the key to the theory, I had not
but on reaching the Feejees, six
seen
;

months later, in 1840, I found there similar
facts on a still grander scale and of more
diversified character, so that I was afterto speak of his

ward enabled

established with

more

theory as

positiveness than he

himself, in his philosophic caution,

had been

and the sudden advance of the
of research into a foremost

among all the modes of scientific
If we take up at random any re-

cent scientific work, whether on astronomy,
nay, even
chemistry, or meteorology
though it treat of subjects like entomolo-

gy, botany, and conchology, which seem as
far as possible removed from optical prob-

we cannot turn over

lems

its

pages with-

out finding more or less copious reference
to the prismatic analysis of light.
Yet,
thirteen years ago, spectrum analysis had
no existence whatever as a mode of scienIt was a subject for research,
tific inquiry.
not a method of research, and there were

who regarded it as a subject altogether intractable, while scarcely any believed that it would become the means of
not a few

advancing our knowledge to any important

ready to adopt."

extent.

SpECTRrjM Analysis, in its Application to
Terrestrial Substances, and the Physical
Constitution of the Heavenly Bodies.
Familiarly explained by Dr. H. Schellen, Director der Realschule I. 0. CoTranslated from the second enlogne.
larged and revised German edition, by
Jane and Caroline Lassell. Edited, with
Notes, by William Huggins, LL. D. With
numerous Woodcuts, Colored Plates, and
Portraits also, Angstrom's and Kirch455 pages, 8vo. D. Aphoff s Maps.
;

'

pleton

& Company.

In his late work on the sun, Mr. R. A.
"
Other Worlds than
Proctor, author of
"

Ours," says

:

fuller details

The reader

than there

to Dr. Schellen's

is

is

referred, for

here space

for,

work on Spectrum Analy'

the English edition of which is now
preparing for publication under the able
sis,'

supervision

of

Dr.

Huggins.

This work

The history of the sudden advance of
this great

problem into the position of a

great solver of problems

Not

is full

of interest.

years had passed from the day
Kirchhoff announced the true mean-

five

when

ing of the dark lines in the solar spectrum,
before Huggins and Miller were telling astronomers of the terrestrial elements exist-

Then the great secret of
ing in the stars.
the gaseous nebulas was revealed by Huggins, and soon after the structure of comets
began to be interpreted. Nor had chemists
been idle in the mean time. In 1861, Bunsen and Crookes, by means of the new
analysis, had detected three hitherto un-

known elements, ciesium, rubidium, and
thallium, and, in 1863, Reich and Richter
had discovered a fourth new element, indium.
The importance of the new mode,

'

will

be specially worthy of very careful

matters relating to the spectral
This long-expected
Analysis of the sun."

study in

all

of research in

all

problems of chemical

analysis, as a delicate test for determining

the presence of poisons, as a means of

ini-

LITERARY NOTICES.
proving

many

and as an aid

processes of manufacture,
in almost every branch of

became each year more

scientific inquiry,

clearly recognized.

We

have seen Sorby

analyzing by its means the coloring-matter
of plants, and the entomologist comparing
the spectrum of the glow-worm and the
fire-fly, or discussing the absorption-bands
The mipeculiar to the fluids of insects.
croscopist employs the powers ot the new
analysis to solve problems which the magnifying powers of his instruments would be
Nothing,
altogether unable to cope with.
in fine, seems too vast or too minute, too
distant or too near at hand, for this wonderful instrument of research,

which deals

as readily with the mass of Sinus, a thousand times larger and a million times farther

away than our

sun, as with the

ten-thou-

sandth part of a grain of matter in a flame
within a few inches of the spectroscopic tube.
perhaps, not the least wonderful
circumstance about the new analysis that it
has already been made the subject of many
It

is,

volumes of

A

goodly librawith the printed matter

scientific lore.

ry might be filled
which has been devoted to spectroscopic
analysis, either in works definitely directed

to the subject, or else in chapters set apart
for its treatment in works on other subjects.

But the general public has undoubtedly not
had occasion to complain, as yet, that the
analysis has been too fully

them.

It

expounded

to

cannot be denied, indeed, that

vaguest possible ideas have
been entertained by many respecting the
most powerful mode of scientific research
yet devised by man. The work of the telehitherto the

scope or of the microscope all men can at
once understand, even though the principles

on which these instruments are constructed
may not be thoroughly understood save by
a few. But the case is very different with
the

work of the

When

spectroscope.

the

astronomer says that with a telescope magnifying so many times he can see such and
such features in Mars or Venus or Jupiter,
every one knows what he means

;

but,

when

It

2 43

was to remove

this difficulty that the

present volume was originally written. Of
its value in this respect we can have no

higher evidence than the fact that Dr. Huggins named it to the two ladies who have
translated the present edition as

elementary work

The translators

on

spectrum

'

the best

analysis.'

the Misses Lassell (daughwho has just

ters of the eminent astronomer

vacated the presidential chair of the Astro-

nomical Society) remark that the interest
they derived from the perusal of this work
the

'suggested
translation.'

the volume

;

idea

of

undertaking

Dr. Huggins

its

agreed to edit

we

and, accordingly,

find ap-

pended to the valuable text of Dr. Schellen
(in some cases absolutely
indispensable) notes by the English master
of the subject.

many important

The work thus translated
second German edition, which
much larger than the first, but

is
is

is

from the
not only

improved

by the correction or omission of several
It consists of three parts.
faulty passages.
The first describes the various artificial

sources of high degrees of heat and light.
relates to the application of the

The second

These
analysis to terrestrial substances.
portions of the work are extremely important, and, on the whole, they are well arbut, to say the truth, they are rather
Fortunately for the general reader,
they occupy together little more than onethird part of the work, the remainder being

ranged

;

dry.

occupied by the description of the application of spectrum analysis to the heavenly
bodies.

In

this,

the third

section of the

we have

four hundred pages full of
the most interesting matter.
The investiga-

book,

tions of astronomers into the nature of the

sun's globe, and of those wonderful envelopes which surround him, are described
with great fulness of detail, and illustrated

by a

The colored

fine series of drawings.

prominences as seen
by Zollner, Respighi, and Young, are especially interesting and suggestive, more particularly when the reader's attention has been
plates, representing the

the spectroscopist says that his instrument
shows certain bright lines in the spectrum

directed to the scale of miles

of a nebula, or certain dark lines in the
spectrum of a planet, the general reader has

Respighi, indeed, rejects mile-measurement

to accept

on such

on trust the interpretation placed

results

by the

observer.

thousands of miles

altogether,

and can be

satisfied only

scale of terrestrial diameters

stead of showing

or rather of

placed under each.

how many

by a

so that, inthousands of
;
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miles would correspond to the height of the
colored prominences, his scale tells us how

the events of Nature, and trains the human
mind in the careful weighing of evidence, it

globes as large as our earth could be
placed one above another, so as barely to
reach to the summit of the solar flames.

enables investigators to turn backward and
gather a knowledge, which was before impos-

many

The

sections on the stars

and nebula?

are full of interest, though Dr. Schellen is
disposed to place somewhat more reliance

on the researches of
stellar spectra

than

Secchi

F.

is

into the

entertained by our

On

dealing with
meteors and their spectra Dr. Schellen lays
a well-deserved stress on the labors of

leading spectroscopists.

Schiaparelli, to

whom

science owes the rec-

We

of the ancient order of things.
to science, therefore, a history of man
which is earlier than books of civilizations
sible,

owe

which rose and passed away with no
ture to preserve its

litera-

memory.

and most incomplete

Fragmentary
assuredly is, and a

it

host of questions arise in the inquirer's mind
to which no answers can be given ; yet a
vast and constantly-increasing mass of facts
is

known, from which many valid conclu-

ognition of the strange fact that meteoric
Nearly
rings are associated with comets.

sions are deduced of interest to the students

ten years have passed since Schiaparelli announced that 'the comet of 1862, No. III.'

Archaeology, or the science of antiquities,
searches for all the vestiges of human ac-

(a large and bright object) is no other than
the remains of the comet out of which the

tion

meteoric ring of the 10th of Augifst has
Rebeen formed in the course of time.'

carvings, inscriptions, coins, medals, heraldic symbols, workmen's tools, articles of use

ceived with doubt for

many months, this
bold assertion gradually commended itself
more and more to the attention of those

and ornament, and whatever can serve to
throw light upon the state of man and society when they were produced. It matters

who

nothing

'

studied meteoric phenomena, until in
1866 the recognition of a corresponding
agreement between the November meteorring and Temple's comet of that year removed all doubt as to the reality of the

On February

relation.

9th of the present

medal of the Astronomical
Society was awarded to Schiaparelli in recyear, the gold

ognition of this important contribution to

our knowledge.

The editorial work of Dr. Huggins adds
considerably to

the value

of

Schellen's

In places, the author apportions
somewhat incorrectly the merit due to vari-

treatise.

ous workers
research

;

the field of spectroscopic
so that some of the notes in which
in

Dr. Huggins refers to these points are, in
But the work of
reality, very necessary.
the editor is yet more important in removing
errors and explaining difficulties relating to
Bcientific details.

of Nature and of Man.

in the distant past

architectural

;

the remains of

structures, of public

works,

how apparently trivial are the relics
of by-gone ages they have interest for the
archaeologist because they are the results
;

of art, industry, intelligence, and social or
ganization, and become the measures of

these conditions.

The book before us
interesting

treats of the

most

departments of American arIts author published a volume

chaeology.
in 1869 on the prehistoric nations, and now
follows it with a popular compendious state-

ment of what is known of the ancient monuments of North and South America, and
the inferences they warrant as to the condition of the early inhabitants of our conti-

For, whatever theory is adopted
regarding the origin and career and relationship of the American races of men, one

nent.

thing is certain this continent was formerly
the theatre of a people greatly superior to
the Indian tribes.
Many of the works that
:

remain give evidence of high, though of

Ancient Amkrica

on American
Archaeology. By John D. Baldwin, A. M.
Harper & Brothers.

which remain to us

One

the mound-structures

:

in Notes

course, indefinite antiquity.

One of the phases of ancient works

of the great results of modern science is the power it confers of aniving at
true interpretations of the past.
Just in

them being

proportion as

Valley

it

discloses orderly relations in

ers.

known

in great
;

abundance

is

the people who made
as the mound-build-

These are numerous

in the Mississippi

there being 10,000 of them in Ohio

MISCELLANY.
alone. One, in "West Virginia,

and 1,000

is

70 feet high,

feet in circumference.

They are

24?

article from the advanced-sheets, which will
give an idea of the lucid simplicity of the

which it is written. Prof. Tyndall
throws his statements into the direct collo-

truncated, and their summits are supposed
to have been occupied by edifices
proba-

style in

bly temples which have disappeared. Lines
of artificial embankments remain which en-

quial form, as if he were talking to a

from 100 to 400

close

acres,

and evince a

considerable degree of geometrical knowledge in their plans. Many articles, as vuses,
pottery, fragments of cloth,

and copper im-

plements, have been found in them, indiThere
cating considerable industrial skill.
is

evidence that, since they were built, the

rivers

have changed their courses, and

it is

also a significant fact regarding their anti-

quity that the

human

skeletons found with-

them

advanced
soon as
Skeletons found elsewhere, and
touched.
known to be 2,000 years old, are still compact, and comparatively well preserved. An
are in a state of decay so
that they crumble to pieces as
in

interesting fact in regard to these aborigines
In
is, that they knew something of mining.

the copper-mines of Lake Superior, old excavations for the extraction of the metal, 30
feet deep,

have been discovered.

Mining
implements were found in the cavern, and
trees 400 or 500 years old (as ascertained by

art here as well as science

and lead-mines.
The indications of civilization
America, Mexico, and Peru, are
perfect.

The author

in Central
still

more

states that the great

Peruvian roads of stone, lime, and cement,
25 feet wide, and with a strong wall on each
side, and carried over rivers, marshes, and
mountains, and as long as both our Pacific
Railroads, make these boasted works of the
nineteenth century dwindle into
insignificance.

manipulation of language as of his scientific apparatus, and he sets his successors
in

International

the

which

it

will

Series

ously illustrated, and

is

it

neatly and copihas the excellent

defect of being too brief.

PROF.
first

TYNDALDS NEW BOOK.
volume of the " International
"

be by Prof. Tyndall,
on the " Forms of Water," and will treat of
the mutations of this element in the great
Scientific Series

will

operations of Nature, especially in the phenomena of glaciers.
publish a short

We

an example

be not easy for them to imi-

tate.

While speaking of Prof. Tyndall, it may
be proper to add that he intends visiting
the United States in the autumn, perhaps
early in October.

He

will

come

to see his

friends (and he will find them numerous),
and to get acquainted with our people but
;

not his purpose to exploit the country
as a lecturer.
He may probably give a few
it

is

lectures, but he will embarrass himself by
no previous engagements.

MISCELLANY.
CONCERNING ATOMS.
Dr. S. D. Tillman publishes in the
American Chemist an able paper on " Atoms
and Molecules," in which he reviews the
present state of the question, and gives the
reasons

why we

should

still

hold by the

atom, notwithstanding the attempts made
to get rid of it.
Both sides of the question

were early taken, on

purely speculative

The ancient philosophers, in their
reasonings on the constitution of Na-

grounds.
subtle

ture, asserted the existence of ultimate in-

destructible material atoms.

Mr. Baldwin's book

The

the art of for-

presentation by which
words become pictorial to the imagination.
Prof. Tyndall is as skilful in his
cible, effective, vivid

counting their annual rings) stood upon the
debris.
Prof. Newberry, Geologist of the
State of Ohio, informs us that he has found
evidence of the ancient working of oil-wells

young

student beside him, and showing him the
There is true
things he is talking about.

Others, and

notably Boscovich, at a later day denied the
material atoms, and substituted for them

what he termed centres of

force.

Modern

chemistry, however, approached the subject
It was
from a different point of view.

proved that the interior changes and reactions of matter are governed by definite
mathematical laws, and

it

was

inferred that

material substances must therefore be

made

up of ultimate material units. The assumption was made, because it best explained
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the laws of chemical change.
Still the tendency to resolve matter into force continues

with many,

who

of course abandon the con-

ception of atoms, and the theory that implies

them.

Dr. Tillman shows that the facts of

in-

weight which experiment estab-

variable
lishes, of

equal or multiple gaseous volumes,
of specific capacities for heat, of the equilibrium of chemical forces, of isomeric transformations, and of uniformity, homogeneity,
and constancy of structure, in the constitution of material substances, are

all

expli-

cable only by the conception of indivisible
and indestructible atoms.

Royal Observatory of Florence, which appeared in the Evening Post in full, and of
which the following is the substance He
:

astronomer has recently

seen a large comet, and affirms that none at
As for
all are visible at the present time.

new

comets, no astronomer can

they will or

will

not appear.

tell

As

whether

to periodi-

comets, that of Biela, which completes
its circuit round the sun in six years and
nine month?, is due next August.
The

it

From

has not been see*

1826, the time of

its dis-

covery, to 1852, it appeared regularly. In
1846 the comet presented a most extraorInstead of appearing
dinary appearance.
single, as

was the case on

all

preceding oc-

appeared double that is, composed of two parts, separated by a distance
of more than 100,000 miles. When it apcasions,

it

peared in 1852, the separation was

more complete, the

still

interval

amounting to
1,200,000 miles. Its non-appearance in 1858
was attributed by some to its immersion in
the solar rays
but in 1866 it should have
;

reappeared in a position so far from the

would have been visible at
was impossible to discover it.
Nor is the comet of Biela the only one
which has failed to appear when due. That
discovered by Prof. De Vico at Rome in
1814, and which should return every five
and a half years, has never since been seen.
What becomes of them ? Kepler held that
tbey may be dissipated, and said that as
the silk-worm consumes itself while spinning
its cocoon, so comets may consume themselves, and die while generating their long,
and Newton thought
interminable tails
that

night

Prof. G. B. Donati, whose name is already famous in connection with comets, has
just issued a paper on this subject from the

that any

nine months,

since 1852.

sun,

WHAT BECOMES OF COMETS t

denies

and

;

but

it

it

;

cal

that they might

fall

directly into the sun.

earth and the comet of Biela travel different

But Donati conjectures that the material of
Biela's comet has already fallen in part,
and is still falling upon our planet. Prof.

ways, and their paths cross each other at a
A collision is, therefore, not
certain point.

medal of the London Astronomical Society

The comet and the earth have,

for his study of comets, maintains that they

however, hitherto passed the point in question at very different periods. Should Biela's

are resolved into shooting-stars meteors
which traverse the earth's atmosphere. It

impossible.

comet

arrive,

it

would traverse the

terres-

on August 26th but on that day
the earth would be distant from the comet
trial orbit

;

almost half as far again as

it

is

distant

from the sun. As to whether any other
comet may encounter the earth, Prof. Donati holds it to be possible, but infinite-

Schiaparelli,

who has

just

got the

gold

is well known that on August 10th and November 13th many such falling stars are
and this is explained by supposing
seen
that the earth passes through two great
belts or bracelets of meteoric matter, and
draws some of the fragments or corpuscles
;

toward

itself.

Prof. Schiaparelli

has de-

" The
comets," he says, "monstrated that there are several comets
y improbable.
"have masses so small that, if one of them which move round the sun, in the direction
and Prof.
were to approach to within even a short of these meteoric bracelets
distance from the earth, the latter perhaps
D'Arest has noticed that every year, on
would have nothing to fear, and, in all December 5th, shooting-stars are seen that
irradiate from that part of the celestial
probability, in such an event, the comet
would become a satellite of the earth." As dome in which the comet of Biela would
for the comet of Biela, he says there is
appear, if it came at all. It seems probable
that the comet of Biela forms part of a
great probability that it no longer exists
although it should appear every six years bracelet of cometic corpuscles which move
;

;

MISCELLANY.
round the sun.

It

may have

here been

exposed to a mechanical influence, which
broke it into two parts, and it is quite possible that

many

may have

other breakings

taken place, reducing it to fragments so
small as not to be visible, except as falling
meteors.

FISH AS FOOD.
Those fish are most digestible which
have least of the oily element in their comRich or fatty fish are apt to disturb the stomach, and prove stimulant to
the general system.
Thirst and an uneasy
position.

feeling are frequently

247

cooking, and eaten thus
ductive of much evil.

sometimes pro-

is

If lobsters and crabs are
fresh, well
cooked, and eaten in reasonable quantity,
they agree with most stomachs,
less

though

digestible than fish.

They sometimes, how-

produce violent

ever,

colic,

nausea, giddithese ef-

ness, depression, and nettle-rash
fects depending upon some

;

peculiar suscep-

tibility of particular persons.
Lobsters
are frequently sold insufficiently
boiled, and
in this state are not
nearly so wholesome as

when thoroughly cooked.
Of all bivalves that are

eaten, oyster3

produced by them,
and it is this, doubtless, that has led to the
practice of drinking spirits with this class

most easily digested, and the most
nutritious and they are more digestible raw

of food.

than cooked.

Hence, the proverb, "Brandy

the Latin for fish."

It is well, therefore, in

selecting fish, to choose

and are

dry,

sooner a

those that cook

from

freest

fish is

is

The

oily matter.

cooked, after being taken

from the water, the better

it will

be.

There

a popular notion that, like butchers'-meat,
fish is improved by
being kept awhile beis

fore

it is

take.

fitted for

the table.

This

is

a mis-

There

is a white
curdy matter, plainly
between the flakes of freshly-boiled
which adds much to the flavor, and

visible
fish,
is

highly nutritious.

This

is

really a film

of albumen, produced by the coagulation
of the serous juices, contained in the musIf the fish is kept
cles.
long before cooking, a large share of this is lost, and the flafish
correspondingly

vor of the

impaired.

Fishermen themselves say that fish, taken
directly from the net to the kettle, are as
different, in
ties,

from

flavor

and nourishing proper-

fish one, two, or three

days

old,

such as are purchased in our
markets, as
" chalk is

from cheese."

By drying, salting, smoking, and
the digestibility of fish

though

in

some cases

tive properties

its

is

pickling,

greatly injured,

savory and nutri-

may be improved. The

flesh

of fish is more digestible boiled than
fried,
and for invalids should always be cooked in
this way.
That of the male fish is in most
cases better eating than that of the female
and, in either case, it is at its greatest perfection for food at the period of the
ripening
of the milt or roe.
After
fish

ilesh

spawning-time
appear to get out of condition, their

becomes

has a bluj3h

soft

and flabby,

loses flavor

semi-transparent look

after

are the

;

Cooking coagulates and hardens the albumen, and corrugates the
fibrine,
causing both to be less easily dissolved by
the juices of the stomach.
Raw oysters
rarely disagree even with invalids or dysPersons of a gouty habit, howpeptics.
if they have
dyspepsia, are
sometimes violently disordered by them
and they have beeu known to bring on con-

ever, particularly

;

when eaten by women soon

vulsions

after

confinement.

Many

of the sauces eaten with fish are

very indigestible compositions, and often
the fish itself is charged with ill-effects

which are solely due

to the sauce.

Oysterso badly, that both
sauce and oysters are unfit for food.

sauce

is

too often

made

Fish is less satisfying to the appetite
than meat, poultry, or game, and, as it contains a larger proportion of water, is obvi-

On the other hand,
ously less nourishing.
many persons pass through the season of
Lent on a diet composed almost wholly
diminution of
fish, without apparent

of

strength

on the

;

and whole villages may be found
where fish almost entirely

coast,

takes the place of butchers'-meat, the inhabitants at the same time being noted for
their health

and vigor.

TEMPERATURE OF THE BODY IN
nEALTIT.

human adult, the body
and the temperature of the
surrounding atmosphere about 60 Fahr.,
In the healthy

being at

rest,

the average temperature in the axilla is 9S.in the rectum 99.4 and that under the

4,

tongue

is

intermediate, or about 98.9.

The
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not abso-

is

average healthy temperature

but

lutely identical in every individual,

vary from 97.75

to

99.

It

is

may

slightly

higher in infancy and old age than in adoIn the same individual
lescents and adults.
also there are certain slight variations in

the temperature consistent with health, some
of which deserve to be mentioned. In the
first place,

It is also to be noted that
young children and persons of advanced
age have less power than adults of resisting

with health.

external cold the temperature of the body
being more easily and considerably reduced
by it in the former case than* in the la<

Murchison.

ter.

IMPURITIES OF WATERS.

there are diurnal variations of

temperature constantly occurring in healthy
persons, which must be kept in mind in
reference to the diurnal variations so com-

mon

in

daily

minimum

tween 2 and 8

As

diseases.

febrile

a rule, the

about daybreak, or beAfter this a rise bem.

is

a.

and continues until late in the afterThese
noon, or to between 4 and 9 p. m.
in
daily fluctuations are somewhat greater

There are

certain abnormal conditions

of waters, arising from natural or artificial
causes, that are not very clearly understood, and which present interesting feaThe
tures for study and investigation.

water of Jamaica Pond, near Boston, afsomewhat remarkable illustration

gins,

fords a

children than in adults

of such changed condition, or sickness from
natural causes, at the present time.
This pond, which is situated at a com-

rarely exceed 1
in excess of this

;

Fahr.,

but in any case they

and any variation

very transient. Secondthat muscular exercise
ly, it is well known
increases the heat of the body, while repose
tends to

is

reduction.

its

The

differences,

however, resulting from this cause, are
The
chiefly observed in the extremities.
temperature, in health, of the hands and
trunk
feet, is often much below that of the

and internal parts. There may be a difference of 20 Fahr. or more between the temperature of the feet and that under the

The effect of exercise is to raise
tongue.
the temperature of the extremities to that
of the trunk.

It

little

produces

not more than an elevation of

1

change

Fahr. in the

one small

has

elevation,

paratively high

feeding-stream, and an equally small outit receives no artificial drainage, and
let
;

is

not in a thickly-settled

Its

locality.

supplied, through pipes, to
citizens, and also to the neighboring
ter

of Brookline and

West Roxbury.

wa-

many

is still

towns

During

the winter of 1866, after two seasons of
drought, this water first exhibited the peculiar condition which it presents again this
also after

winter,

two seasons of severe

drought.

The water

is

not perfectly clear, ani

does not become so

by standing

it

;

is

its color and taste
cloudy, but not colored
are decidedly offensive, resembling water con;

temperature of internal parts, as, for example, under the tongue, and even this eleva-

taining putrefying animal matter these conditions are more evident when the water is

on the cessation of exertion.
food causes a

heated, and are retained after evaporation
to a small volume. Ordinary analysis shows

The

the difference between the

tion ceases

Thirdly,

the

ingestion of

slight rise of temperature.

meal

full

rise,

tion

is

to hasten the

effect

of a

normal diurnal

or to postpone its fall but the elevaof temperature resulting from food

rarely

;

amounts to

1

Fahr.

tion of this water
state to

and

be as follows

Brown-Sequard
surrounding atmosphere.
found a rise of atmospheric temperature
from 46.4 to 85.1 Fahr., to raise the bodtemperature from 97.9 to 100.22 Fahr.
the temperature of the atmosphere

common

condi-

its
:

present peculiar
one United States

gallon of each contains

Fourthly, the

temperature of the human body is influenced to the extent of 1 or 2 by that of the

ily

;

Nokmat..

Organic matter
Mineral matter

1.S6 grains.
"
2.41

Total weight of impurities 3.77

"

Abnormal.
2.33 grains.
"
2.56
4.S9

"

through paper, the water beand brilliant, the odor and taste
and it
of the filtered water being natural

By

filtration,

comes

clear

;

exceeds that of the normal standard of the
human body, the temperature of the body

way, to separate the
offensive matter from the water and retain
This substance, which
it for examination.

occasionally exceeds the range compatible

gives odor, taste, and additional weight to

When

is

possible, in

this
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and
impurities, consists of organized
with the
vegetating bodies, which, as seen
lens, are short, white threads, somewhat
like conferva in form, but the threads are

empty

very short and perfectly white, differing in

My

these respects from the green or brown confervoid growth of the summer months.

cases of a similar nature, but to none where
the cause and effect were so marked as in

the

The water of

pond at present exbetween the animal and vegetable life below the surface,
this

hibits the natural balance

ale barrels

attention has been called to

this well, the

ous, hard,
S.

of a low order of organized forms, emitting
a repulsive odor.

The cause of this change

in a large

body

of potable water, hitherto one of the purest,
be found in the excessive and pro-

may

tracted droughts of the two past seasons,
modifyiug the growth of subaqueous vegetation, and allowing an offensive kind to

And
predominate.
doubtedly, recover

the

water

will,

un-

normal condition,
with the change of seasons and an increased flow from the deep springs affordits

ing supplies to the pond, as it did in the
spring of 1866 after the former disturbance.

An
by

instance of peculiar condition, caused
means, is that of the water in a

artificial

manufacturer's well, yielding an abundant
supply, but situated about three hundred

below a brewery, on a

feet

case, after the

hill-side.

brewery had been

In this

in opera-

many

other

water being naturally calcare-

and free from organic matter.

Dana Hayes,

Crustaceous anidisturbed or destroyed.
malculse, common in the water usually, are

not to be found, while there is an extraordinary growth of subaqueous vegetation,

were washed and steamed

before being refilled, and where the drainage was not perfect, although the entire
floor was paved with bricks laid in mortar

American Chemist.

in

A MARKED MAN.

A

man has

lately turned up in Europe,
whose attainments, both lingual and dermal,
are exciting no small amount of wonder.

Linguistically considered, he

numerous

equals, though

it is

perhaps has
said that, be-

sides Greek, his native tongue, he speaks
Arabic and Persian fluently, French, Spanvariish, Italian, German, and English, with

ous degrees of ease aud accuracy. But his
other attractions are truly extraordinary,

though chiefly for their showy superficiality
in which respect, after all, he doesn't differ
so very much from a good many other famous people. The man is tattooed from
;

head to

not being a square inch

foot, there

of skin on the whole surface of his body
His
that is not covered with tattoo-marks.
story
self

is,

that tattooing

and two others

in

was

inflicted

on him-

Chinese Tartary, as a

punishment for acts against the government; that one of his companions died;
the other was made blind, and is now living
in Hong-Kong, while he had succeeded in

The man has a

two years, this well-water, quite unexpectedly, developed a fungous growth of

making

enormous

whole body were closely enveloped in a
Closer
richly-woven web of Turkish stuff.

tion for

size

and quantity.

I took

from

the water in the well several individual

his

escape.

physique, and, stripped, appears as

fine

if his

which were found floating on the
were each literally nearly as
large as a man's head, and, in the month of
August, they increased so rapidly as to

inspection, however, resolves this appearance into a great variety of figures, mostly
of plants and animals, that have been

close the large iron outlet pipe,
having a
diameter of six inches.

red.

plants,

surface, that

These
alcoholic

creased in

when placed in a dilute
solution, in a warm room, infungi,

size,

producing acetic acid rap-

pricked into the skin in colors of blue and
Altogether there are some 384 such
figures,

representing apes, leopards, cats,

tigers, eagles, storks,

elephants,
snails,

lions,

swans, men, women,

crocodiles,

snakes,

fish,

leaves, flowers, etc., while on
are certain inscriptions, said by

fruit,

idly,

and were true vinegar-plants (moth-

the hands

er)

they evolved

a very offensive odor
and soon rendered the

Prof. Miiller to belong to the language of
The marking appears to have
Burmah.

The source of the
germs of these plants was traced directly
*o that part of the brewery where returned

been done with the juices of plants, as there
are no traces of enlarged lymphatics, such

;

when

decaying,
well-water unfit for use.

as are

often produced

when

tattooing

is
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done with pulverized charcoal, or gunpowder.
Then the instrument with which this

man was

tattooed,

away with him,
the

and which he brought
like a steel pen at

is split

so that fluid substances could easily

tip,

be taken up by

it.

CONSANGUINEOUS MARRIAGES AND
IDIOCY.

more than three parts by weight of drj
mineral matter, or one part by weight of
dry organic matter, in 100,000 parts by
weight of the liquid.

Any

2.

liquid

in

containing

solution

more than two parts by weight of organic
carbon, 1, or .03 by weight of organic nitrogen, in 100,000 parts by weight of the
liquid.

Dr. Mitchell, of the Edinburgh College
of Physicians, says of idiocy and its relations

3.

Any

liquid

a distinct color,

which exhibits by daylight

when a stratum

of

it 1

inch

to marriages of consanguinity, that in more
than sixty per cent, of the cases of idiocy

deep is placed in a white porcelain
earthenware vessel.

occurring in the British Isles the condition
is acquired, not
congenital, and is due to

4. Any liquid
in 100,000 parts

one or other of the numerous accidents to
which children are liable. He disapproves

parts

of unions of near relations, but states that

proof

is

them

is

wanting that any evil resulting from
dependent on a mysterious influence

intrinsic in the consanguinity itself.

His

objections to marriages of blood-relations
proceed rather from a consideration of the

increased risk in such unions of the trans-

mission of morbid peculiarities. Thus, if a
is married to a person in
posses-

deaf-mute

sion of the faculties of speech and hearing,
the chances of having a deaf-mute child

be as

will

1 to

135

;

but,

if

deaf-mutes inter-

or

which contains a solution,

by weight, more than two

by weight of any metal except calcium,
magnesium, potassium, and sodium.
5.

Any

liquid which, in

100,000 parts

contains, whether in solution or
suspension, in chemical combination or

by weight,

otherwise, more than .05 part
metallic arsenic.

by weight of

6. Any liquid which, after acidification
with sulphuric acid, contains, in 100,000
parts by weight, more than one part by

weight of free chlorine.
7.

parts

Any

liquid

which contains,

in 100,000

by weight, more than one part by

weight of sulphur,

in the condition either of

marry, the chances of having a deaf-mute

sulphuretted hydrogen or of a soluble sul-

child rise to 1 in 20.

phuret.

Speaking of the causes which produce
idiocy after birth, Dr. Mitchell points out
that purely intellectual exercise, in excess,

more detrimental to children than purely
emotional exercise in excess, but the reverse
holds true in the case of adults. In chilis

dren as well as in grown-up persons, disorder of the moral faculty, as a rule, precedes

and overteaching of
apparent in change of characProlific causes of idiocy are scarlet

intellectual disorder,

pupils
ter.

whooping-cough, and measles, diseases to which thirty per cent, of all the
idiots and imbeciles in Great Britain are
due.

TESTS OF IMPURE WATER.
its

sumers a

provisions for securing to consupply of pure water, the

sufficient

public health bill, now before the English
Parliament, thus defines what will be considered as polluting liquids
:

1.

acid to 1,000 parts by weight of distilled
water; or
9. Any liquid possessing an alkalinity
greater than that produced by adding one
part by weight of dry caustic soda to 1,000

parts

by weight of

distilled water.

is first

fever,

In

8. Any liquid
possessing an acidity
greater than that which is produced by adding two parts by weight of real muriatic

Any

liquid containing in suspension

PERMANENT PHOTOGRAPHS
The

difficulty

they fade

with photographs

the desideratum

is,

that

them
Mr. W. H. Sherman, of Milwau
stability.
kee, has been experimenting for some time
past with a view to this object, and claims
to have reached the result sought.
Hia
object was to introduce an unchangeable
pigment of some kind into the print by
deposition from solution, and he succeeds
;

is

to give

with the bisulphide of mercury (vermilion).
The process and its explanation are as fol"
lows
solution is prepared, composed
:

A

MISCELLANY.
of hyposulphite of soda and a mercurial
compound in such proportions that the bisulphide of mercury is slowly deposited, the
deposition being almost entirely suspended
until the print containing the unreduced
chloride of silver

is

added

to the solution.

The withdrawal of hyposulphite

to dissolve

the chloride causes the deposition of the
bisulphide to take place in the print." Pict-
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public invitation, with the permission of the
civil
authority.
They could not discuss

among themselves scientific questions, no
matter how unconnected with the political
and national questions of the day. Add to
this that other fact, that, if I

am

not mis-

taken, it was only in 1861, at the Congress
of Naturalists at Spires, that the names of

the Austrian

members could be made pub-

Sherman has been experimenting a good
deal on the precipitation of vermilion, and

and then we can appreciate the tremendous change that has been brought about in
Vaterland." In the same address Dr. Virchow pays a well-earned tribute of honor to
French savants. He opposes also the suggestion that has been made by certain Ger-

finds the color of the

man

ures obtained in this manner resist strong
reagents in a way that gives promise of
great permanence, while they have a rich
Mr.
tone, and a novel and fine effect.

product powerfully

affected by light.

THE SUN'S ATMOSPHERE.

lic,

professors, that brevets, or honorary
memberships of French Academies, etc.,
held by German scientific men, should be

sent back, for the

reason that a

distin-

Dr. Janssen, the French astronomer, in
a letter to Prof. Newton, of Yale College,

guished French botanist had recently declined the honor of being made an asso-

an extract from which is published in the
American Journal of Science and Arts, says

ciate of the Natural Science

of the sun's atmosphere

"
:

My

observations

prove that, independently of the cosmical
matter which should be found near the sun,

body an atmosphere
of great extent, exceedingly rare, and with
a hydrogen base. This atmosphere, which
doubtless forms the last gaseous envelope
of the sun, is fed from the matter of the
protuberances which is shot up with great
violence from the interior of the photothere exists about the

But it is distinguished from the
chromosphere and the protuberances by a
sphere.

much

smaller density, a lower temperature,
and perhaps by the presence of certain dif-

Janssen proposes to call
the "coronal atmosphere," as he con-

ferent
this

siders

gases."

it

to

produce a large portion of the

phenomena of the
SCIENTIFIC!

ADVANCE IN GERMANY.

Prof. Virchow, in his address before

German Naturalists, states
some facts which show what progress freedom of discussion has made in Germany
since the beginning of the present
century.
" Not
perhaps at the dead of night, but still

of secrecy, a kandful of
savants assembled for the first time at
LeipBic,

ACTION OF SEWAGE- GAS ON LEAD
PIPES.
Dr.

Andrew Fergus

pipes are often found

states that lead soil-

corroded and even

perforated in positions which justify the belief that the destructive agent is sewer-gas.

The corroding action always takes place
from within, and

is generally confined to
the upper surface of the pipe most frequently in those situations where it lies in an hori-

zontal position, though vertical pipes and
the upper surfaces of bends are sometimes
affected.

Among

the diseases he has ob-

served as resulting from this state of things,

typhoid fever, diphtheria, scarlet fever, and
diarrhoea, are mentioned.

solar corona.

the Congress of

beneath the

Academy of

Leipsic.

veil

at the invitation of Oken.

In

fact, in

1822, no considerable body of men could
come together in Germany, in answer to a

COOLING AND VENTILATION OF RAILWAY-CARRIAGES.

An ingenious contrivance for excluding
dust and cooling the air of railway-carriages
in hot countries is described in a late number of Engineering. It consists of an ar.
rangement attached to the under side of
the carriage, into which air

made

is

admitted and

pass between layers of material
that are kept constantly wet by a supply
to

of water from above, and

that present a

means all
large evaporating surface. By this
dust is arrested in the chamber, and the ail
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cooled before

it

enters the interior of the

The windows of the car

carnage.

are so

arranged that thorough ventilation is secured and the accumulation of moisture

The appliance

prevented.

now

is

in use

on

several railways in India, and is found to be
of great value. The average reduction of

animal species are preserved with great
nicety and fidelity. The flowers retain their
calix and corolla, and some of the stamena

have their anthers.

still

M. Munier exhibit?

some which
and

are yet buds, others just blown,
others with their petals all gone, and

still

temperature secured by it is about 15 Fahr.,
with an evaporation of six gallons of water

nothing left but the ovary. We may still
observe the soft appearance of the insect
larvae, and can even discern the nerves of

With a larger amount of water
said that a reduction of 30 may be

the budding wings of the nymphaa. Among
the insects M. Munier recognizes a familiar

per hour.
it is

readily obtained.

CONSCIOUSNESS AFTER DECAPITATION.
M. Heindrich, who

headsman

in

Paris

the office of

filled

for

-four years,
cutting off the

fifty

has lately died, after officially
heads of 139 criminals. He appears to have

been a man of some cultivation

;

sufficient interest in his business,

Without giving a direct reply, he related
several instances which went to support an

On one

at

him

;

occasion he said
effort to spit

and he also spoke of violent con-

tortions occurring in the muscles of Orsini's
a phenomenon that has been obface

served in the faces of others
after decapitation.

It is

immediately
the opinion of the

Lancet that these movements are

not at

all

of a conscious nature.

tails

of the masticatory apparatus.

A PHOSPHORUS- LAMP.
The

said,

improvements in the construction of the
A visitor once asked him if he
guillotine.
thought the separated head retained consciousness after it had fallen into the basket.

a woman's head made a faint

the Crustacea, he has found a new species,
in which we may study the minutest de-

and had
it is

to attend the lectures of Velpeau, in order
to obtain a knowledge of the exact position
of the "vital joint." He also made various

affirmative answer.

domestic bug, in which may be seen the
glands which secrete the mal-odorous liquid
peculiar to those insects. Finally, among

and
They are

reflex,

Paris, in
terial

Pour

in

sufficient to

produce perfect un-

consciousness.

FOSSIL

FLOWERS AND

sects,

He
and

exhibited before

Crustacea, in-

it

flowers, in a wonderful state of

preservation.

The minutest

details of the

delicate organization cf these vegetable

some

olive-oil,

it

heated to the boilingis

two-thirds

up hermetically.

full,

To use

it,

and
re-

the cork, allowing the air to enter the
The whole empty
phial, and then recork it.
space in the bottle will then become lumi-

nous, and the light obtained will be ecmal to
that of a feeble lamp.
As soon as the light
its power can be increased by
uncorking the phial, and allowing a fresh
supply of air to enter. Thus prepared, the
phial may be used for six months.

grows weak,

EFFECTS OF TRAINING.
"
train
Lancet, in a short article on

its risks," d propos of the recent
"
could menuniversity boat-race, says
tion numerous cases in which the reserve
:

We

force of the system has been so forestalled
by amateur oarsmen that not only specific

vascular disease, but physical decrepitude,
has declared itself long before the meridian

INSECTS.

A fauna and flora of the Eocene period
have been dug out of the rocks by M. Munier-Chalmar, of the French Geological Society.

oblong phial of the

move

ing and

would be

An

clearest

then seal

The mere blow
gives rise to convulsions.
must stun, and, before recovery takes place,
large vessels

:

and

point, until the phial

The

many

a description of a safe

glass, containing a
piece of phosphorus about the size of a pea

here, as elsewhere,

the flow of blood from so

stored

is

whitest

is

employed by the watchmen of
all magazines where
explosive ma-

ty-lamp,

probably due to the sudden loss of a large

amount of blood, which

following

and

of

life.

seen a

Within the

last

few days we have

of cases in which, besides premature ill-heajth, even death itself was induced
list

by the constant practice of rowing, followed
by the tremendous final struggle. It is not
only that the transition from customary to
athletic regimen,

and

vice versa,

has evils of

MISCELLANY.
own, even in the case of professional
watermen, but such evils are aggravated
for the university amateur, who has so often
its

proceed from hard rowing to hard read-

to

PHYSIOLOGICAL ACTION OF CAFFEINE.
According to

Aubert's estimate,
roasted coffee contains only about one-fourth
Prof.

per cent, caffeine and, if so, it is not easy to
account for the exciting effect of the infusion.
;

The action of

caffeine

upon the

spinal cord

analogous to that of strychnine, but far
It notably augments palpitation
weaker.
is

of the heart.

mortal

effects.

Artificial respiration arrests its

infusion of coffee is to be attributed, not to
the caffeine alone, but to empyreumatic matter.

THE DEEPEST WELL.
The Germans claim the deepest

hole

ever yet been bored into the
It is situated near a small village

that has

about twenty-five miles from Berlin.
boring was

commenced

year, at

last

ARROW-HEADS IN NEW JERSEY.
Dr. Charles G. Abbott, writing in the
American Naturalist on the " Stone Age in

New

Jersey," states that stone arrow-points
of every variety are found at numerous
points throughout the State, and that a ref-

erence to the drawings of arrow-points in
Nilsson's " Stone Age in Scandanavia," and

"

Lubbock's Prehistoric Times," shows that
whatever they have illustrated, either from
the north of Europe or Terra del Fuego, is
also to be

met with

in

New

Jersey.

These

arrow-heads are shaped from a great, variety
of minerals, but those made of various forms
of quartz are the most abundant.

Caffeine also produces tran-

sitory paralysis of the pneumogastric nerve.
Dr. Nasse supposes that the action of the

earth.
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The

and stopped
a depth of 4,170 feet.
The
in 1867,

diameter of the hole at the top is 15 \ inches.
For the first 281 feetthe drill passed through

HONORS TO PROF. DANA.
At

the meeting of the Geological Society
of London, for February 16th, the president,

Mr. Joseph Prestwich, presented for transmission to Prof. Dana, of New Haven, what
is regarded as the
highest honor the Society

can confer, namely, the Wollaston gold
medal, which had previously been voted by
the council to this distinguished scientist.
Prof. Dana's labors were

spoken of

in the

highest terms his numerous important contributions to almost every branch of geological science being characterized as re;

markable, both for learning and

skill

of

gypsum, when a bed of quite pure rocksalt was struck, the under side of which had
not been reached when the boring ceased.

presentation,

Careful observations of the temperature at
various depths are now being made, which

Besides its wide-spread diffusion in the
inorganic world, copper is also a frequent
constituent of plants and animals.
It is

solid

will

be placed before the public when com-

pleted.

PHYSICAL CONDITION OF CENTENARIANS.

COPPER IN ORGANIZED STRUCTURES.

almost constantly found in flour, straw, hay,
meat, eggs, cheese, and other articles of
In the animal
food, and also in sea-weed.

In a paper lately read before the Lon-

kingdom, it occurs in the blood of certain
mollusks and crustaceans, and is likewise

don Anthropological Society on the physical
condition of centenarians, Sir Duncan Gibb
gives an interesting account of the examina-

the higher animals in proportionally large
quantity in the liver and kidneys.

tion of six persons who had
severally reached
the age of one hundred years. He found
the organs of circulation and respiration in

more approaching to the prime
than old age. None of those changes
which usually mark the age of seventy
were observed ; and, in nearly all, the spea condition

of

life

were unimpaired, and the intelligence perfect, which shows at least tie
complete integrity of the nervous system.
cial senses

found

in the

blood and tissues of

M. Duclaux has
cacao-beans.

many

lately discovered

The proportion

it

of

in

greatest in
the outer covering or husk, although the
inner parts, of which chocolate is made,
is

also contain a notable quantity.

of the

Dr. Craig,

Medical Museum, Washington,
has quite recently found traces of copper in
oysters not in sufficient amount, however,

Army
;

to account for the green color which they

sometimes present.
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MAGNETIC VARIATIONS.
The

last

word about

even

by Carl Horustein, of Prague, who,
summing up the results of an immense numuttered

ber of observations, says that the variations
of each of the three elements of terrestrial

magnetic force, declination, inclination, and
horizontal intensity, have a period of about

26

days.

This periodicity can hardly be
by the influence of the

explained, except
sun.

cold of winter

is

said

of the silk-worm.

Academy

His researches in this

certained to the greatest possible degree of
exactitude.

NOTES.
A remarkable

case of reproduction of
the elbow-joint after resection is given by the
The subject was
British Medical Journal.
a weakly girl, aged 13, whose elbow had become fixed in a faulty position, after inflamOn account of this, and of disease
mation.
of the bone, resection or removal of the
The piece of bone rejoint was performed.
moved was one and a third inch long in
front, and two and a half inches behind
the articular portions of the bones of both
arm and forearm being thus taken away.
The child recovered, with power of moving
the elbow between the angles of 60 and 113
;

;

Two and

rotation, however, was impossible.
a half years after the operation,

the child died, and, on examination, a new
elbow-joint was found, having its articular
surfaces covered with cartilage, and provided
with a synovial membrane.

TnE Engineer
light has not

case.

A

around the forearm, just below the
elbow, or around the leg below the knee.
If the patient still lives, the subcutaneous
veins become inflated, swollen, and bluish
under the skin but, if life is extinct, there
will be no
change iu the appearance of these
etc.,

veins.

matter he proposes to continue and to extend, so that the effects of cold may be as-

degrees

economy were proved

simple mode of distinguishing with
certainty between apparent and real death
is given by Dr.
Ars-Drouet, of the Paris
Academy of Medicine. It consists in fastening a bandage, handkerchief, or cravat,

by M. Du-

of Sciences, to
be necessary for the germination of certain
vegetable grains, and for hatching the eggs
claux, of the Paris

the alleged

;

COLD IN GERMINATION.
The

if

which has never been the
solar influence is

says that the oxyhydric

proved a success

in Paris,

and

has been discontinued in the public lamps
on the Boulevard des Italiens. It is not

it

generally known that a carburating apparatus is always employed in conjunction with
oxygen, which adds to the complication of
the appai itus as well as the cost of the light.
There are but few, remarks Le Gaz, who
will consent to have installed in their houses
two meters, two regulators, a carburator, and
two distinct systems of pipes. For this reason alone the system was certain to fail,

From a statement made by Dr. Giinther,
January number of the Magazine of

in the

Natural History,

it would appeal' that the
national collection which in the year 1858
contained 480 species of snakes, represented

by 3,990 examples, possesses now 920 speThe
represented by 5,500 examples.

cies,

number of typical specimens is 366, the total number of species of snakes known at
present being calculated at about 1,100.

The perfect fossil skeleton of a man has
just been discovered in a cavern near Meudon, France, by Dr. Riviere, who sends a
communication on the subject to the French
The skeleton was in an
Geological Society.
inclined position, and in the attitude of repose the legs were partially bent, and the
one rested on the other. A necklace made
of shells and perforated teeth was found
:

upon

it.

Experiments with petroleum as a fuel in
the puddling-furnace are said to have been
attended with great success in France. The
experiments were made under many varying
conditions, and were conducted by practical

and

reliable

men.

It is

asserted that, for

convenience, efficiency, and, above all, for
the superior quality of iron produced, there
is nothing that equals petroleum in this
manufacture.
before the Iron and
of England, Mr. J. Head
states that, while there is as much heatingpower in a pound of average coal as is
necessary to procuce IV pounds of puddled
bar-iron, there are few furnaces where more
than one pound of iron is brought out to
one pound of coal consumed.

In a paper

Steel

react

Institute

a sailing-ship be provided with a
propeller, the latter will revolve
when the ship makes way and it is proposed to apply the power thus obtained to
operating a magnetic apparatus, which would
furnish a far brighter signal-light than any
If

screw

-

;

oil-lamp.

NOTES.
The tannate of quinine has been substituted for the sulphate by Dr. Listach, of
the tanBona, Algeria. Having employed
nate in numerous cases, he found that it
produced neither headache, nor deafness,
nor singing in the ears, ordinarily produced
it
by the sulphate. Unlike the latter ,_ also,
does it cause
possesses no bitter taste, nor
over-excitement in nervous females.
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An aching tooth has been extracted
from the jaw of a member of the British
the dental canal
the decayed portion cut
away and then the tooth was replaced in
its socket, as in the case of artificial teeth.
In two weeks, it is said, the tooth was ser-

Odontological
cleansed,

Society,

and

;

viceable.

M. Smith has written a paper, for the
French Geological Society, on the carcasses
of mammoths found in Siberia, with their
He mainflesh and integument preserved.
tains that these animals were essentially
the musk-ox), that they found a
arctic

M. Barety, member of the Biological
Society of Paris, describes an interesting
case of sweating, confined to the right side
of the face. The curious phenomenon occurred at the outset of a fatal meningitis (inflammation of membranes covering brain
and spinal cord), and lasted an hour.

and that they
grave in their native home,
were not drifted to Siberia by currents, as
some have thought.

During the last ten years, 2,778 photographs of the sun have been taken at the

(like

new process

for water-proofing leather
consists in the exhaustion of the air from
the pores of the leather, and then filling
them up with a substance which unites with

A'

and adheres to the fibre, thereby strengthenof the
ing without impairing the elasticity
renmaterial, while at the same time it is
dered impervious to moisture.
In 1804, when Sir
but twenty-six years

Humphrey Davy was

It is now announced
Observatory.
that the almost continuous photographic
record of the state of the sun's disk thus
obtained is soon to be brought to a close.

Kew

Hallwachs has found that both green
and red colored carpetings frequently contain arsenic.

dark-red

He

colors,

asserts that the brilliant
so popular, contain

now

enormous quantities of

this poisonous sub-

the blue flame

Dr. Dalton, the
famed originator of the atomic theory, conmode
of preparing
sulted him as to the best
his lectures, and afterward described him
" a
and
as

stance,

burning with

arsenic,

and giving

intelligent young
very agreeable
man, the principal failing in whose character as a philosopher is that he does not

to

smoke."

the increased development given by gym-

old,

distinguish benzole, which
of coal-tar, from benzine, which

To

is

is

made
made

petroleum, Brandberg recommends
that a small portion of the substance under
examination be poured upon a little piece of
pitch in a test-tube, when, if the liquid is
benzole, it will immediately dissolve the
pitch to a tar-like mass, while benzine will

from

Bcarcely be colored.

A

distinguished physiologist makes the
assertion that about the heaviest tax on the
memory is that imposed by the profession
of the pianist.
Rubenstein lately played by
heart a piece which, according to actual
count, contained but ten less than sixty-three

thousand notes

!

lic

its

of

characteristic gar-

odor.

It has been found that the clothes fitted
recruits in the English army soon
become too small across the chest, and too
tight around the neck, owing, it is stated, to

new

nastic

and military exercises.

Lithofracteur

is rapidly replacing powder as a means of removing obstructing
wrecks. Two charges of fifty pounds each
recently accomplished on a sunken wreck
what would have required tons of gunpow-

and much

der,

difficult labor.

In Smith America are found earthworms
that oftentimes attain a length of 40 inches,
and which have a circulatory system of great
perfection. They are found to possess hearts
composed, like those of the higher animals,
of a soft auricle and of a very muscular ventricle.

The

fossil horse is found among the terand quaternary formations in Ecuador,
showing that this continent possessed that
animal previous to the Spanish settlement,
though he became extinct.

tiary

Bread made with sea-water is recommended for patients suffering from dyspepThose who have
sia, phthisis, and scrofula.
tried

ant

"'

it

testify that it is

"

extremely pleas-

to the taste.

England, there is a man
regularly refuses to have his children
The
vaccinated, and will not pay the fines.
Anti-Vaccination Society support his wife
and family while he is in prison.

At Chatham,

who
The use of

anaesthetics in veterinary
highly spoken of by an experienced veterinary surgeon of London.

practice

is
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The Popular Science Monthly
received

by the

press,

and the project

following extracts will show
"

We

think it is not too much to say
is the best first number of any
magazine ever published in America." New
York World.

" This is
just the publication needed at
the present day, when people are beginning
to -wake up to the importance of knowing
something of the grand and beautiful processes of Nature, and of the thousand -departments of scientific knowledge, the study
of which strengthens and elevates the faculties, and opens up so many new sources of
"

The new journal

Montreal

Gazette.

meet with a deserved popular success, for the field is an
open one, and The Popular Science Monthly
is equal to the occasion
it is beyond comwill

;

parison the best attempt at journalism of
the kind ever made in this country."
Home
Journal.
"

The

number

cordially

commended,

as the

:

that this

intellectual enjoyment."

is

has been well

"A journal which promises to be of eminent value to the cause of popular education
It is to be hoped that an
in this country.
experiment of such unquestionable public
utility will meet with support in accordance
New York Tribune.
with its merits."
"

We

have not met a new acquaintance
world which we can welcome
more heartily than we do this new monthly.
It meets a want which has long been felt by
in the literary

the friends of popular learning in our country.
Lockport {N. Y.) Daily Union.
" The
articles selected from the leading
foreign periodicals are of great value
particularly Mons. A. De Quatrefages's instructive and suggestive lecture on the Natural
History of Man. The success of this peri-

much needed and so well edited,
may be taken for granted." Philadelphia
odical, so

Press.

" This

new

enterprise appeals to

all intel-

admirably constituted.
It opens fittingly with a paper by
Mr. Herbert Spencer which we commend
most earnestly to all thoughtful men. With
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and gardens in the depths of the sea. Stately,
structures inextricably branched, and a multitudinous
shrubbery, delicate in form, and crowned with brilliant perennial blossoms, constitute a world of life and beauty in the obscurities of the
are forests

THEEE
tree-like

ocean, where the eye of man but rarely penetrates.
But what kind of life is that which produces such wonderful

The similarity of the appearances to a garden was too
striking not to suggest an answer, for what but vegetal forces can produce growing branches covered with flowers ? And so Theophrastus,

growths?

the old Greek botanist, described these sea-structures as of vegetal
It began at length
origin, and this opinion prevailed for 2,000 years.
to be suspected that the old notion was wrong, and in 1*751 Peyssonnel
sent to the Eoyal Society an elaborate memoir, in which he maintained

that these ocean-forests are really formed by little animals. This, as
a matter of course, was indignantly disputed, and was pronounced by
the great Reaumur too absurd to be discussed. To ascribe to " poor,
"
the skill and power necessary to build
little, helpless, jelly-like animals

such stately and beautiful structures, looked like a wanton appeal to
human credulity, and the point was hence warmly controverted. LinHe would admit the animal,
naeus, however, proposed a compromise.
but would not deny the vegetable He therefore assumed that these
of the sea were of an intermediate nature, and named them
But the coral-polype is now known to be
zoophytes, animal-plants.
as truly an animal as a cat or a
dog. The apparent flower is a little
sac-like creature, and the wreath of colored
tenpetals its arms or

little toilers

These are arranged around its circular mouth to seize and
upon which it lives and grows, while the structures
which it produces are not perishable wood but enduring stone.

tacles.

draw

in the food

17
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But, lowly organized and apparently insignificant as these animals
they play in the operations of Nature is in the highest degree imposing. Not only do they produce these exquisite arborescent
forms, but they build gigantic structures with caverns, grottoes, and
are, the part

mighty arch-work, and

raise rocky walls, which rival in extent and
massive grandeur the noblest mountain scenery upon the land. Though
these constructions proceed but slowly, yet in numbers that are inconceivable, and through ages that are incalculable these tiny beings have
been engaged in the work of rock-manufacture, until they now rank

with earthquakes, the rising and sinking of continents, and other stupendous agencies by which the crust of the globe has been shaped.
Multitudes of islands, hundreds and thousands of feet above the surface of the sea, and multitudes of others sunk thousands of feet below
it
stony reefs, along which the navigator sails hundreds of miles the
;

;

6heet of rock through which Niagara is slowly cutting its way, and
extensive beds of limestone scattered over the continents all have a

common

have been extracted from sea-water and secreted
and chiefly by these jelly-form polypes,
many kinds of which are so minute as to be hardly visible to the naked
Living, working, multiplying, and dying like ourselves, building
eye.
origin

by animals low

all

in structure,

blindly but grandly in the final result, perhaps here also not unlike
ourselves, these humble creatures illustrate
Fig. 1.

the method of Nature, and their works and
ways are of inexhaustible interest. Their
instructive story has just been told by Mr.
Dana, with the fascination of romance and

the fidelity of science, in his charming book
on " Corals and Coral Islands." In the
present brief presentation of some of the
facts of the subject we shall chiefly follow
Prof. Dana, and we are indebted to the

courtesy of his publishers for the accompanying illustrations from his work.

The animal kingdom

is

divided into

several sub-kingdoms, one of which comprises numerous species of animals termed
Fresh-water Ilydra.

Radiates, because their parts are arranged
One division of
radially round a centre.

is known as polypes, and
they have the faculty of secreting a stony frame or skeleton, which is termed coral. The polypes
are the most important coral-making animals, but this substance is pro-

the radiates

duced also by other radiates, by some of the lowest tribes of mollusks,
and a kind of coral is made by lime-secreting sea-weeds.
There is a group of radiates termed Hydroids. One of- these, the
fresh-water hydra, is represented in Fig. 1, as it
tached to the under surface of a floating leaf. Prof.

is

often seen at" It is
says

Dana

:
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seldom over half an inch long it has the form of a polype, with long,
slender tentacles, but no special organs except a mouth and tubular
stomach. Like the fabled hydra, if its head be cut off, another will
in the course of a short time, beout, and any fragment will,
;

grow
come a

or whatever
perfect hydra, supplying head or tail,
and hence the name given to the genus by Linnaeus."
Fig.

is

wanting,

2.

Plumularia; a Coral Sprig made by Hydroids, not more than the

fiftieth

of an inch long.

Some of the hydroids are coral-makers. Fig. 2 represents the
kind of work done by one of them. It certainly looks like a plant,
and, in allusion to its delicate plumes, it is called Plumularia. Along
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the branches are minute cells (indicated by the fine dots in the woodcut), each of which was the seat of one of the little hydra-like animals
(in this case not more than the fourth of a line long), and usually with
short tentacles spread out star-like.
"
will now pass to the true polypes.
These may be divided
into those which secrete coral and those which do not.
The latter

We

Fig.

A

3.

Fig.

Coral from the

n Horizontal Section of a Polype showing
the Internal Arrangement of tiie Folds and
Compartments.

West

4.

Indies,

showing the Structure

of the Cells.

soft, leathery bodies, and live attached to stones and other
substances upon the sea-bottom, by a basal, sucker-like disk. They
have the power of locomotion by contraction and expansion of the

have

muscles of the disk.

But the coral-making polypes are

fixed

to

the stone which they create, and which is part of themselves.
The
polype is the living part of the coral, the gelatinous mass which
Fig.

Multiplication of Polypes

fills

5.

by Spontaneous

Fission.

the radiating cells upon the coralline surface.

It consists of a sac

An

or stomach, and an enveloping membrane.
opening from the
stomach outward is the animal's mouth. This is surrounded by
their motion aid in bringing to it currents of water
tentacles, which

by

in

which

its

calcareous skeleton."

with

its

floats its food,

and of the

solid matters of

which

it

constructs

In the polype, the stomach or digestive sac,
Into the stomach
appendages, constitutes the whole animal.
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the sea-water passes freely, and carries the digested food through the
There is no other circulation of fluids/
internal cavities.
from the upper to the lower end
or
folds
partitions extend
Fleshy
the
appearance of a little balloon
of the animal, and give to the polype
folds in the animal's structradial
These
of tissue-paper crumpled up.
is an ideal sectional
which
in
ure are illustrated
Fig. 3, page 260,
view of one of this class of animals. The radiating partitions or folds

In the coral-secreting polypes these
are seen to be arranged in pairs.
The space between
of six or five.
pairs are six or five, or multiples
at the top of
tentacle
tubular
into
the
each of these partitions opens
and
with conthe
of
the animal. The tentacles
polypes moving freely
Fig.

G.

Coral from the Feejees, called Astrccce, from the Star-shaped Cells.

siderable muscular strength, seem sufficient to supply the animal's
wants, but it has a formidable armature in the stinging barbs which

cover its tentacles, mouth, and stomach, and which produce torpor and
death in any small animal brought in contact with them. These are
The cells in which the lasso or barbs are located
called lasso-cells.

%-J^ of an inch in length. From
projected, inflicting, in some species, upon even a
hand, painful and serious injury.
Owing to this peculiarity of

measure from

-g-tg

these the lasso

human

of an iuch to

is

certain jelly-fishes, they have been appropriately named sea-nettles.
Between the fleshy partitions of the polype's body are thin, stony

These, with the other hard portions, make up the coral skeleton, and are wholly secreted by the polype.
Fig. 4, page 260, represents a group of polypes (Phyllangia Americana) from the West Indies, and illustrates well the radial structure of the cells.
The secretions occur around and underneath the polype, never in its
plates.

interior,

skeleton

which would

by

interfere with its functions.

secretion, as

an oyster does

its shell,

It

constructs

its

or as the tissues of a
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vertebrate animal do

its

bones

;

an act wholly involuntary in both

cases.

when we speak of the labors or architecture of the coral
we do not imply outside mechanical work as the bee in con-

Therefore,

animal,

"
This
structing its comb, but simply the operation of a vital function.
"
is
of
of
Prof.
one
the
first
and
most
secretion,"
Dana,
says
process

common

of those that belong to living tissues.
It belongs eminently
life.
These are the best stone-makers, for in their

to the lowest kinds of

simplicity of structure they may be almost all stone,
the processes of nutrition and growth."

and

still

carry on

The young polype in the reef-building species arises by a process of
budding from the parent animal. It was from this curious operation
that early observers strengthened their argument in favor of the vege" The
"
table nature of corals.
bud," says Dana, commences as a slight
Fig.

7.

Brain -coral.

The prominence enlarges, a
opens, a circle of tentacles grows out around it, and increase
continues until the young finally equals the parent in size. Since in
these species the young do not separate from the parent, this budding
prominence on the side of the parent.

mouth

produces a compound group."
From this it is obvious that, while the polypes exist as individuals,
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tissues which form a
they are nevertheless connected by intervening
thin sheet of animal matter covering the surface of the coral, and
through which fluids circulate. This sheet of animal matter unites the
The budding process
their individuality.
polypes, but does not destroy
Fig.

Porites from the Feejees

takes place in some species
So that in the same
polype.

;

8.

Cells exceedingly small.

by a spontaneous
cell

a

division of the parent
side by side with

new polype forms

the old one (Fig. 5, page 260), and
begins an individual
sults are essentially the same.

life,

but the

re-
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The

reef-building corals comprise

all

those with a stony skeleton,

yet the great work is carried on mainly by a few of the principal
Of these the following are the most conspicuous and familiar
groups.

:

Astrazas, so called from their star-shaped cells (Fig. 6, page 261).
grow in huge hemispherical masses, often twenty feet or more in

The

They

The

brain-coral, covered with meandering furrows and ridges
convolutions (Fig. 1, page 282). The masses are
cerebral
resembling
are
and
shaped like the astraea. The Forties, often branched,large,

diameter.

Fig. 9.

Millipores

;

Coral secreted by Jelly-fish (Aealephs).

sometimes massive and covered with exceedingly minute cells, are represented in Fig. 8, page 263. Other species are branching or lamellar, as the MilUpores (Fig. 9), which contribute largely to the material of the West-India reefs.
The animal, however, in this case, is not
a true polype, but belongs to the group of aealephs, or jelly-fishes.

Then

there are the beautifully branched, tree-like Itfadrepores (Fig. 10,
page 205). Fig. 11, page 266, represents one of the most beautiful of
the corals produced by the aleyonoid polypes.
Almost all of these are
flexible,

and sway with the moving waters.

Some kinds

are too flexi-

ble to stand erect, and they hang from the coral ledges, as in the
All
coral caves, in gorgeous clusters of scarlet, yellow, and crimson.

these corals are covered with

cells,

and each represents the dwelling
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In some of these the diameter of the
place of an individual polype.
of
the
or
tentacles
polype is about one-eighth of an inch ;
expanded rays
the astraea, nearly an inch. The rays, when expanded,
of flowers, and coral flowers is, with many
closely resemble the petals
than " rays," and equally expressive. The
term
familiar
a
more
persons,
astrasas have sometimes nearly a hundred petals or tentacles to a single
in others, as

animal.

Others, as madrepores and porites, have twelve rays each

;

in

Fig. 10.

Madrepore;

branching- from Lateral Buds.

still other species a larger or smaller number is found.
The rays or
tentacles readily fold inward over and into the animal's
mouth, and
tentacles close, and all
upon a slight jar of a mass of coral the

waving

motion or evidence of life disappears from

A

its surface.

The number of polype-cells upon some species
dome of astrsea, twelve feet in diameter, with a

of coral
cell to

is

immense.

each half-inch

of its surface, would contain 100,000 individuals.
Prof. Dana remarks
that a porites of the same size would number
5,500,000 polypes. But
Agassiz states that he has estimated 14,000,000 individuals in a mass

more than twelve feet in diameter.
Notwithstanding the enormous mass of some coral formations, they
are dead and deserted throughout,
excepting a thin crust upon the

of porites not

This, in different species, may vary in thickness from \ or -fe
of an inch to half an inch, and constitutes the
living portion of the

surface.
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where the work of growth goes on. The inner or dead portions
constitute the stony mass on which new material is secreted, but is no
more essential for that purjiose than a rock or a sandy shore. Prof.
coral

Dana

observes that,

the living portion could be separated, it would
about half an inch thick. As the higher
orders of trees increase in size by additions of new wood at the outer

form a hemispherical

margin
is

alive

of the trunk,

if

shell

long after the beart-wood

and grows only on

It is

is

dead, so the coral

its surface.

obvious that the increase of the coral will continue without
Fig. 11.

Alcyonokl Polypes; "gayest and most

delicate of coral shrubs."

limit except from surrounding conditions.
the surface of the water, the polypes die,

Thus,

if

the

dome

reaches

and growth ceases in that
direction but it may increase in diameter, forming some remarkable
But, if the coralline mass
structures, which we will presently notice.
land on which it rests,
the
a
of
subsidence
be continually sinking by
the conditions of growth continue, and reefs of tremendous mass
;

and thickness are formed.
The dead coral is always more or less porous, until the pores and
infiltration of
polype-cells are filled by comminuted substance or the
mass
becomes solid
Aided
chemical
the
lime.
of
carbonate
by
changes,
traces
few
with
and
coral-rock,
finally compact limestone,
remaining of
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In many of the branching, tree-like corals the
the coral structure.
stems are formed nearly solid as they grow, and are of great strength.
In some of the massive species the surface cells occupied by the living
animals are very shallow, measuring from one-sixteenth to one-fourth

Underneath the polype is a floor or partition of
of an inch in depth.
and which separates the new from the old
the
animal,
by
cell.
Hence many corals, when split vertically, show a coarse cellular
coral secreted

In the life-and-death process of the polypes, animal matters
in the old cells.

structure.

remain confined

As the coral masses increase in size, it is evident that there must
have occurred a simultaneous increase in the number of polypes. This
interesting, when it is known that a great coral dome
arisen from a few, or perhaps from a single parent indiDuring the long period of its growth, reaching through thou-

fact is the

more

may have
vidual.

sands of years,
lived and died

The

how enormous

is

the

number of builders of

it

that have

!

an interesting question, but not
A single mass standing
than corals in a reef. If
at the rate of an inch in six years, a dome 20 feet in diameter would
Some species seem to grow more rapidly
require about 1,400 years.
than this, but the increase of reefs is slower, notwithstanding addiOn a coral-plantation, as a reef
tions from shells and other sources.
may be called, a portion is always unproductive. There ai'e barren
areas on the reef where sands or sediment destroy the polypes, and retard
rate at

which corals grow

is

fully determined, for want of sufficient data.
in clear water would increase more rapidly

its

growth.

cate a

The

investigations of Prof. Agassiz, at Key West, indi" If we allow
six inches in 100 years. He says

growth of about

:

twice that rate of growth, not less than 7,000 years would be required
for the formation of the great reef at that place, and hundreds of
thousands of years for the coral growths which form the peninsula of
Florida."

After a careful estimate, Prof. Dana concludes that the growth of
to -^ of an inch
from increase of their corals, may be from

^

reefs,

" whatever the uncertainties of
calculation,
per year, and adds that,
It is a
is is evident that a reef increases with extreme slowness."

reasonable calculation that more than 1,000,000 years have elapsed
since the foundations were laid of some of the great Pacific reefs.
An opinion prevailed formerly that the different species of corals
occur in a reef in a uniform order of superposition that each flourishes

The
at certain depths of water, and not above or below that plane.
is known that no
fact
coral
important reef-building
grows at a
general
depth greater than 120
architecture

is

different corals in

At

Above that plane, all the work of coral
Prof. Agassiz supposes that the range of
in part limited by pressure of the waters.

feet.

carried on.

depth

is

32 feet depth, the animal is under a pressure of two atmospheres,
and of more than four atmospheres at 120 feet. In this connection he
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states that the astroeas occur at the

bottom of the

reef.

Next

in order,

the brain-coral, pontes, madrepores, and on the surface the light,
branching varieties which are the shrubbery of the coral world. This

arrangement may occur where the bottom on which the reef stands is
immovable, or has remained without change of level since the reef
commenced. But how it could occur in a coral mass 2,000 feet thick,
growth being limited to a depth of 120 feet, is not entirely obvious. In
order to explain the enormous depth of coral-reefs upon the submerged
lands of the Pacific,

it is necessary to consider the further well-estabsuggested by Charles Darwin, that the lands and oceanbed have gradually subsided. The subsidence has been often at the same
slow rate that coral-reefs have increased by upward growth. It seems

lished fact,

first

w ork on the upper portions
the work of elevation can go

inevitable from this that the builders are at

of the reef; certainly

it

is

here only that

T

Dana says " Reef-building corals
of the different groups grow together promiscuously at different depths
up to low-tide level. The largest astrseas, mseandrines (brain-coral),
porites, and other kinds, have been seen by the author, constituting the
on.

Summing up

this subject, Prof.

:

reef."
The coral polype flourishes only in
temwaters which lies in and near the tropics.
perature lower than 68 Fahrenheit is fatal to them. The great reefs
abound and grow w ith greatest vigor in the zone of greatest heat.

upper part of the growing

warm

the belt of

A

r

Surrounding most of the tropical islands are two principal

reefs,

one

the other, called the barrier-reef, lying seaward,
sometimes more than 15 miles from the land. The intervening space
fringing the shore
is

;

often filled with minor reefs and a gorgeous wealth of coral vegeta-

tion.

Here

lie

immense

platform-reefs, a shell of coral covering the bottomThese together make up the coral-reef

beneath the shallow waters.

island.
West of the two larger Feejee Islands are 3,000
square miles of reef-ground. New Caledonia has a reef along its western
shores a distance of 250 miles. The great Australian barrier, lying east
and northeast of that island, forms a broken reef, 250 miles in length. On

ground of the

these outer reefs the waves forever break, and here, where the plunge of
the surf is most furious and persistent, the polypes flourish with greatest vigor, and open their many-colored petals to the life-giving waters,
as do thirsty flowers to the welcome rain.
On every dead space deli-

cate moss-like and lichen-like corals quickly form their thin, hard
crusts.

Outside the reefs there occurs, in many places, a coral growth alike
curious and interesting. In isolated patches are found immense mushroom-shaped masses called coral-heads. One is described by Whipple,
in water 50 feet deep, near Turk's Island.
about 15 feet in diameter, supporting a tabular mass
100 feet in diameter, the top being bare at low tide. When these
corals reach the surface, growth in that direction ceases, but may

cited
Its

by Dana, standing

trunk

is
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continue indefinitely around the margins.
Thus, in many places, the
have joined together, forming a coral floor
tops of adjacent trunks
built without axe or sound of hammer.
resting upon arches and pillars
In some parts of the reef-region, such united coral-heads cover large
magnificent scene would be presented should the waters reareas.
"
cede and leave bare these arches and columns. The ruins which sen" would not rival them in
To
thread
their
tinel the desert
grandeur.
of
be
labor
a
the
aisles
would
lifetime.
avenues and sounding

A

12, after a sketch by Prof. C. F. Hartt,
is of an area of the sea off that coast,
of
Brazil,"
Geology
" The
corals,"
abounding in coral-heads similar to those described.
"
40 or 50
in
and
often
rise
the open sea,
grow
says Prof. Hartt,
natives call cJiapeiroes (signifying big hats ')
feet, and form what the

The

in his

illustration, Fig.

"

'

#

Fig. 12.

Coral-headi oil the Brazilian Coast.

abundant on one part of the coast over an area of 40 square
running on the top of one of these chapeiroes w ould
remain perched like a weathercock on the top of a tower, to the great
amazement of the captain who finds deep water all around." Inside
the outer or barrier reef the water is smooth as in an inland bay. If
free from sediment, and not freshened by discharge from rivers, it is

They

are

miles.

A vessel

r

the paradise of the smaller corals.
merable shells upon the bottom.
clusters, and,

amid

their delicate

The beautiful fungia lie with innuThe feathery and fan corals grow in
plumes, fishes, which rival them in

gayety, glide through the transparent water.
It is a peculiarity of coral-reefs that the outer side is usually nearly
T
The cause
perpendicular, w hile the inner side is a gentle declivity.

we

follow the development of
a
shore
of sand or rock, and
beginning.
Upon
at a depth of less than 120 feet, the reef-builders attach themselves

of this

may

be better understood

the reef from

its

if
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The reef rises, but, as before remarked,
and commence to grow.
corals grow most rapidly in the purest waters, and thus it is that reefs
often seem to crowd against the waves without and assume a wall-like
But, owing to the wash of the land within, and the discharge
aspect.
of streams in some instances, the polypes are less healthy and their
growth more precarious. These causes modify the form of the reef.
But, however modified, the reef fringes or encircles the land (Fig.
We have already remarked that coral-reefs can attain no
13).
greater thickness than about 120 feet, unless there occurs with their
growth a simultaneous subsidence of the land on which they rest ; but,
with that coincidence, the growth of the reef may continue so long as

the subsidence goes on.
It is obvious that, with this sinking of the land, the area of the island must diminish, the sea and its accompanying corals gradually en-

At last the land disappears. Then we
croaching upon its shores.
have a lake or lagoon over its former site, surrounded by coral-reefs-- for the builders have not been at rest. All the features of coral growth

its wealth of vegetation is buried. A coral
This is the history of hundreds, perhaps
formed over it.
thousands of former islands in the Pacific alone and the great reefs,
from which the surf sends up an incessant wail, are the monuments of

continue, but the land with

floor has

;

this ocean-cemetery.
Fig. 18.

High

The

Island, with Barrier

and Fringing Beef.

encircling reefs, with the lagoon, are called an atoll, which is
name for a coral-island. This effect is well shown in Fig.

only another
14,

page 271.

Moreover, the force of waves and lifting-power of water have broken
fragments of coral and coral-rocks, and thrown them upon the reef.
The mass may have been already weakened by the perforations of innumerable boring worms and mollusks which burrow in the reefs.
Thus in places beaches have been formed 10 or 12 feet in elevation
above the ocean.
They are composed of coral sand made fine and
drifted by waves and winds, fragments of shells, bones of fishes, and
other matters drifted thither by the sea.
The beauty of the completed atoll must be given in Prof. Dana's
words " When first seen from the deck of a vessel, only a series of
dark points is descried just above the horizon. Shortly after, the points
:
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of cocoa-nut trees, and a line of green, inenlarge into the plumed tops
the water's surface. Approachterrupted at intervals, is traced along
of
verdure are spread out before
belt
its
and
lake
the
ing still nearer,
the eye, and a scene of more interest can scarcely be imagined. The
the margin of the reef, presents a
surf, beating loud and heavy along
strange contrast to the prospect beyond. There lie the white coralits embosomed lake with its
beach, the massy foliage of the grove, and
of
the
color
lagoon-water is often blue as the ocean,
tiny islets. The
but 10 or 20 fathoms deep, yet shades of green and yel-

although

In some instances there is a ship-channel
the
into
reefs
the
lagoon, in others only a shallow passage, in
through
others none at all.

low are intermingled."

Fig. 14.

Coral Island, or Atoll.

By a series of soundings, we have some idea of the depth of water
near the ocean-side of many of the great reefs.
Seven miles from Clermont Tonnerre, of the Panmotus group, botFrom another point of the same islfrom
and, only 1,500 yards
shore, the lead touched at 2,100 feet, then
from
a projecting coral), and descended 3,600
off
dropped
(probably
feet without finding bottom.
In another instance, about a cable's
length from the island of Ahii (Peacock Island), in the same group,
the lead struck at 900 feet, fell off and touched bottom at 1,800 feet.
Off Whitsunday, 500 feet from the shore, no bottom was found at 1,500
feet.
Deep soundings in the immediate vicinity of coral-islands is almost universal.
Should these submerged islands of the Pacific be
again elevated until their gigantic coral crowns should be lifted above
the waves, an immense area of the Pacific would be converted again
into an archipelago, not indeed of verdure-covered land as before, but
of hills and mountains of coral-rock, bristling with
crags, sublime with
precipices and stupendous walls.
tom was not found

at 6,870 feet.

The great coral-bearing area of the Pacific is about 12,000,000 square
miles in extent, nearly as large as the continent of Africa, or of Europe
and North America combined. It extends from the southern side of the
Hawaiian Islands to Pitcairn's Island to the southeast, thence 2,000 miles
broad and 6,000 miles in length to the Pelew Islands, north of New
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Guinea

in the

Polynesian

seas.

In this area are 204 islands, very few

of which are high or with land still above the sea.
Southward of this
area are many mountainous islands, or with highlands, surrounded with

evidently beyond the line of greatest subsidence.
is satisfactory that the depressed area has
gone down,
in comparatively recent geologic time, many thousands of feet, and yet
the subsidence may have been less than the elevation of lands elsewhere ; for we have the elevation of the Rocky Mountains, Andes,

reefs,

The evidence

Alps, and Himalayas, modern events in geologic history. It is more
than probable that great subsidence in one section is correlated by elevations elsewhere. And the depression of the Pacific area may correspond to the elevation of northern lands which probably caused the
cold and glaciers of the glacial age. The movement wr as one of tho?e
great secular changes of the earth's crust which dates far back in its
history.

There is evidence that the Pacific subsidence has ceased, or nearly
and that local elevations have I0112; since commenced. In about 40
instances, Pacific coral-islands have been elevated since reefs were
formed upon them. Many of these elevations are a few feet only, othas many as 600 feet in one or two instances.
"ers, a few hundred feet
These elevated masses of coral-rock have the perpendicular walls and
Metia, or Aurora Island (Fig. 15), is
configuration before described.
one of the Panmotu group; its walls of coral-limestone are 250 feet
high, and resemble the Palisades on the Hudson.
so,

;

Fig. 15.

'''''^'h^^i-ip^^^^lS^i

Metia, or Aurora Island.

Along the outer margins of the elevated islands are deep caverns,
showing, by their contour, the wearing and wasting action of waves.
The Bermudas are remarkable for their caverns the coral-made land
;

being in places 260 feet above the level of
Oahu, the Rev. John "Williams entered one
wandered a mile in one of its branches.
sented themselves on all sides. The roof,
rock, 15 feet

hung with

the sea.

by

On

the island of

a descent of 20 feet, and

Innumerable openings prea superb stratum of coralwas
stalactitic
thick,
supported by
columns, and thickly

stalactites.
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We

cannot dismiss this subject without considering the coralcompleted atoll, in its relations to life. Upon an area so
limited and so uniform, there may be much beauty, but little variety.
On many of them there are less than a dozen species of plants, and not
island, or

an animal higher in the scale than fishes, except a few migratory birds.
Twenty-nine species of plants were found upon one island. There, as
The germs
elsewhere, on the dry rocks, black lichens grow in patches.
of this class of plants seem to be present everywhere within the geo-

On some

of the more favored islands are some
and mice, and perhaps other animals introThe drift of the sea may convey to it various organic

graphical limits of

life.

tropical birds, a few rats

duced by man.
germs.

The coral-made land is ocean-born its palm-groves were planted by
the waves; and here too is man, savage, swarthy, unclothed, filthy, barWith him degradation is an inheritance, and physical condibarous.
;

tions hold

him with

relentless grasp.

With

occasional surfeit, he

is

in

danger daily of starvation. He is driven to infanticide in self-defence.
The taste which adorns our New-England landscapes can never develop here. In the land of the elm and the oak, rather than beneath
the shade of the pandanus and the cocoa-nut palm, we must look
for the conditions which mould manhood in the common struo-ode
for

life.

We quote

A

from Prof. Dana's work "
coralcondition, is but a miserable place for
human development, physical, mental, and moral. There is poetry
in every feature, but the natives find this a
poor substitute for
the bread-fruit and yams of more favored lands. How
many of the
island,

again,

even in

its

and

lastly,

:

best

various arts of civilized

life could exist in a land where shells are the
instruments
fresh water barely enough for household
only cutting
purposes no streams, nor mountains, nor hills ? How much of the poetry
and literature of Europe would be intelligible to persons whose ideas
had expanded only to the limits of a coral-island, who had never conceived of a surface of land above half a mile in breadth of a
slope
higher than a beach, or of change in seasons beyond a variation in the
"
prevalence of rain ?

Such are coral-islands beautiful gems of the ocean
delightful as
a subject of study, equally in their
aspects and development, their geological importance and in their relations to life.
;
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THE PHYSIOLOGY OF EMOTION.
By GEOEGE FIELDING BLANDFORD, M. D.,
IEOTUREK ON PSYCHOLOGY AT

of this paper

object
THE
ments of mental

is,

ST.

GEORGE' S

HOSPITAL.

to examine the physical accompani-

action, and, chiefly, to discuss the nature of the

feelings or emotions which accompany the various conditions of body
and mind ; in fact, to lay down the theory that feeling (or emotion,

another name for high and complex feeling) is the state which
accompanies the excitation of a nerve centre or centres, being pleasant
or painful according to the condition of the centre, or the intensity of

which

is

the excitation.
this view to be correct, there is no need to allot one
in
the
brain
to the intellectual and another to the emotional porplace
The intellectual
tion of the mind, neither can we discuss them apart.

Supposing

or idea function, the thinking and working function of the mind, may
be supposed to depend on the intercommunication of the nerve cells
or centres of the entire hemispheres, carried on by means of the nervefibres, this interaction being accompanied by a feeling or emotion
peculiar to the centres acting, but which varies according to their

physical state at the
excitation itself.

moment

of excitation, or that produced by the

which in their aggregation make up what we call
nerve-centres, vary immensely in their endowments and qualities, is a
fact which probably few will dispute.
We have centres of vision, centres of hearing, centres of taste and smell: the'nerve-cells which form
the intellectual centres of one who comes of a Ions: line of educated
and cultivated forefathers will differ from those of a descendant of
Bushmen, even before they have been submitted to the influence of
education.
But, besides the special quality or endowment which each
cell possesses, that quality which constitutes one a cell and centre of
vision, as distinguished from another which is a centre of hearing,
there is in each a varying state or condition on which depends its
efficiency, its power of perceiving more or less accurately that which
is presented to it, or of communicating with other centres of idea or
motion. This condition will be influenced by a number of circumstances by due nutrition, by heat or cold, rest or fatigue but, ac-

That the

cells,

;

cording to it will be the efficiency or non-efficiency of the cell-function
by it, moreover, will be regulated, as I conceive, the pleasure or pain
experienced when the cells are called into action. When the condition
:

sound and healthy, the function of the cells will be duly performed,
and, in the due performance, pleasure, not pain, will be experienced.
In other words, the supply of nerve-force being ample, the cells will
or
energize pleasantly when the nerve-force is insufficiently produced,
is

:
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exhausted, the energizing will be attended with propor-

tionate pain.
It

may

be a question whether "nerve-force"

is

the best term to

It is one which opens up the
apply to the condition I have spoken of.
have
and
which
controversies
existed, as to. the nature of
exist,
many

force, the relations of the various physical forces,
which we see at work in living animals.

and of these to the

While, on the one
hand, some shrink away from the very name of force, and will none of
to be relegated to the schoolmen along with
it, as a metaphysical entity
forces

"
"
that other metaphysical entity, the mind
itself, on the other, it is to
be feared that men have imagined that the study of mental phenomena
to the rank of the exact sciences, because they
ha^s, at length, attained

have placed nerve-force
light, heat, gravity, and

same category and correlated group as
" Animal
combustion," says Mr.
electricity.

in the

" maintains nervous
power, or a certain flow of the influence circulating through the nerves, which circulation of influence, besides

Bain,

reacting on the other animal processes, muscular, glandular, etc., has,
The extension of the
for its distinguishing: concomitant, the mind.
correlation of force to mind, if at all competent, must be made through

the nerve-force, a genuine

member of the correlated group." It may
way another distinguished philosopher

be interesting to see in what

connects the forces of purely physical phenomena with those of life
and animal movement. In his work on Heat (p. 499), Prof. Tyndall
writes

"

The grand

permanent throughout all these consideraWe can make no movement which is
not accounted for by the contemporaneous extinction of some other
movement. And, how complicated soever the motions of animals may
be, whatever may be the change which the molecules of our food
undergo within our bodies, the whole energy of animal life consists in
the falling of the atoms of carbon and hydrogen and nitrogen from
the high level which they occupy in the food to the low level which
they occupy when they quit the body. But what has enabled the
carbon and the hydrogen to fall ? What first raised them to the level
which rendered the fall possible ? We have already learned that it is
the sun. It is at his cost that animal heat is produced and animal mo:

tions, is

that nothing

point,

is created.

tion accomplished."
When I speak of there being in each nerve cell or centre a condition, varying within certain limits, according to which it is capable of

energizing more or less readily and pleasantly, I am far from intending
to convey a not ion of any metaphysical entity, even if I use the term
" nerve-force." It is not
possible to separate this force in kind from
that which is the special property of the cell.
Each cell, as it lives
its life in our bodily organization, as it
grows to maturity, and fades

and selects from the blood, by a moleculnr metamorphosis, that which it requires for its function as an idea-cell, a
hearing, or a sight cell, but it separates it in varying quantity and

in its decay, separates
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quality, and,

having separated it, parts with it again, according to the
So this force, specialized by the various porit.

demands made upon
tions of the

human

less degree,

and upon the condition of

and centre, in greater or
existence depends, it would
seem, the pleasure or pain experienced when the part is called upon
brain, exists in every cell
its

to act.

A

cell,

when

it

sets in action other cells, or other

organs of the

body, appears to deprive itself of this force, and in time to become
exhausted, so that rest and repose are necessary for its renewal. If it
be too metaphysical to talk of the conversion of bodily heat into force,
and of force into muscular motion, it is, nevertheless, a fact of observation that a nerve-centre becomes exhausted by over-excitation and
over-action, and, being exhausted, becomes incapable of energizing till
In the following obserits power or force is renewed by rest or food.

vations I shall try to illustrate the theory that a nerve-cell is called
by stimulation applied to it from without, and that, according to its special quality, it will then energize and act upon other cells

into action

The amount

or structures.

of action, and the feeling attending it,
it is at the time.
And this con-

depend on the condition in which

and heat, and also
and the length of time

dition will vary' in proportion to its rest, nutrition,
in proportion to the strength of the stimulation
during which it is carried on.

question is, By what method are we to gain any informathese
points ? Absolute proof of what I have asserted is
upon
not to be expected ; were it forthcoming, we should have learned it

The

first

tion

long ago.

We

shall

have to apply the methods of observation and

We

can
experiment, and, of these, observation will aid us most.
observe the phenomena of Feeling in infants from the commencement
of life, in children, in adults, in the aged. From mere sensations we
can trace the dawn of what are called Emotions, or, to use an older
can observe them also in the lower
terminology, Passions.

We

animals, and in the varieties, so to speak, of man in the savage, the
And, in observing the feelings, we are compelled
insane, the idiot.
also to observe the

outcome of them in the shape of bodily and

facial

often the only evidence of their existence.
Also, we
shall observe the same individual under the various conditions of

motion, which

hunger and

is

repletion, of sleep or want of sleep, of cold or heat, of
And we shall see how all the phenomena, which

health or disease.

our inductive observation can collect, agree or disagree with the laws
down by those who have by experiment investigated the physi-

laid

ology of the nervoiis system. From one method dissection of the
actual brain we shall not learn much. When the action is over and
the force departed, the actual structure teaches us little about the
working. The greatest discoveries have been made by experimenting

on living animals.
If we observe the

life

of an infant,

we

find

it

spent chiefly in sleep
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waking-time being principally occupied in feeding, in
the
material for its structural and functional growth.
accumulating
Its acts consist of sucking, crying, and kicking, and of using to some
extent its eyes and ears. It does not at first see any thing as an
ing, its short

object
retina

it

;

merely undergoes the subjective sensation of light

;

its

and sensory ganglia are stimulated by light and, if the light
be too bright and the stimulation too strong, it testifies the pain
On the other
experienced, by contracting the eyelids and crying.
hand,

;

it is

pleased

by being brought before a lighted candle or other
The acts very soon indicate pleasure or the

gently-stimulating light.
reverse,
it

can

and we know whether the child

tell us.

It is

is pleased or not long before
or
cold
hunger or bodily suffering, by
pained by
a loud or harsh sound, as it shows by crying, by

a too vivid light, by
of its body

movement

and facial muscles. Its pleasure is denoted by
laughing, kicking, and corresponding movement and expression of face.
It derives pleasure also from excitation of its centres of motion, from
being tossed, dandled, and rocked, while rough and violent movements
cause no less pain and discomfort. "We see, then, in such a child,
manifestations of a very considerable amount of feeling feeling which
at this stage entirely bodily, or at the
exercise of the senses.

is

A little

and we

most sensory, arising from the

between
mother or nurse and those of a stranger,
deriving pleasure from the one and pain from the other, and evincing
memory. It remembers what it sees and hears, and what it experiences
and as the original events were pleasant or painful, so are the
recollections of them, as we learn from the manifestations it exhibits.
"We know nothing of a child's inner life except from these manifestaAll we learn is from its facta., its acts
tions, for it tells us nothing.
later,

the voice and face of

find that the child can discriminate

its

;

;

does not yet talk, and, when it commences, its talk is only of concrete objects.
It has no abstract terms or generalizations in its vocabit

ulary.
If we trace the

development of this child, we see how its pleasures
which at first are entirely corporeal, merge by barely perceptible degrees into mental feelings, and how these expand from mere

and

pains,

Its feeling is being perpetufeelings into the emotions of adult life.
ally evoked by every thing that it sees and hears. By turns it displays

anger, fear, pain, or delight, and the feeling called up by one object is
only to be allayed by the substitution of another, which, stimulating

by such stimulation rouse another feeling. If we
of
three
boy
years, healthy and strong, whose sleep and
appetite are good, and whose nerve-centres are full of force, we see
that his whole waking-time is employed in the keen
enjoyment of
another centre, will

look at a

spending his nerve-force in incessant motion and play. There
in him his life is all active amusement, emotive movement.

work

:

is

no

He

exhibits rage, terror, jealousy, wonder, vanity, love, the desire for
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action

;

and these emotions are fully developed and unmistakably
Here, then, we have the emotional part of our nature

exhibited.

apparently full-grown, while the intellectual is yet in its early infancy.
know that it is in vain to reason with such a child we control
and manage him. These feelings are all expansions of the self-feeling

We

:

which

is

tion.

The

plainly seen to be the feeling of the entire bodily organizachild at first derives pleasure or pain from that which
affects its bodily sensations, from the light or the color which pleases
its

sense of sight, from the song which gratifies its ear, from the
is grateful to its skin, from the food which satisfies its

warmth which
stomach

;

and

minister to

its

it

extends

comfort,

its

likings to those persons or things which
to such as cause it discomfort, and

its dislike

it
displays its love, its hate and fear. These feelings are all reflected
upon and through the medium of the body in facial and other moveAs the nerve-centres in which this self-feeling resides are
ments.
roused and excited, so, according to the centre stimulated and according to the degree of stimulation, we have a corresponding series of
movements as the result. There is a direct outcome of action, a direct
conversion of force into motion, so to speak without this we should
not know that such stimulation had taken place.
How motion immediately follows the application of a stimulus to
the centres is especially shown at this time of life. There is no
the action, the demonstration of joy, or sorrow,
deliberation, no delay
or resentment, or approval, is instantaneous.
The motor centres re-

so

;

;

spond to the stimulus as immediately as the pupil responds to the light,
and the reflex action of the one is as purely physicial as that of the
A child at this age possesses ideas formed from the memories
other.
of sensations and their associations, but its ideas are few, and it does
not link them into chains of reasoning. Its intellectual processes are
scanty, and so it comes to pass that the excitants of its nerve-centres
are for the most part external events and sights', which at once result
in bodily or facial demonstration rather than in internal mental action.
If mankind had stopped at the level of a child, if the higher and
more complex emotions did not exist, it is not likely that various seats

would have been mapped out in the brain. Emotion in
and animals is manifestly so much more a bodily excitation,
the bodily movement follows so immediately as the result, that we do
not confine it to a mental phenomenon as we do the higher emotions
of man. But physiologically there seems to be no line of demarcation
between simple feelings and the highest emotions. Befoi*e we examine
the adult as we see him in the educated and refined inhabitant of the
cities of Europe, we may pause and consider the various intermediate
There
stages which carry on the succession from the child upward.
is the savage of all grades of savagery, from the Earthman to the
stoical brave of North America who scorns to exhibit emotion of any
of emotion

children

kind.

Manv

travellers

have told us

how

like the tribes of

Africa are
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to children, how they display emotion in a similar manner, how they
instantaneously respond to a stimulus, whether it call forth joy, anger,
or grief. Then there is the uneducated and unenlightened pauper of
many an agricultural district of our own land, and there is the idiot,

and the insane, whose
centred in

self,

as

self-feeling is predominant, whose whole life is
If after these we consider
as is the child's.

much

adult and educated man,

we

shall see that his sensations, feelings, and
fact, which is called up in his brain,

emotions, each mental state, in

may

be,

and

for the

most part

are,

attended with muscular movement

voluntary or involuntary, indicating the pleasure or pain which accomof movement will often
panies the mental stimulation. The amount
be the measure of the amount of force extricated and emitted from the
centre on the application of a stimulus.

The first thing we notice is that most of the emotions of man are
the same in kind as those of children, or even the inferior animals,
the same in kind, though varying in complexity and specialty, according to the infinite variety of the acquirements of the human brain.

The emotion of admiration, awe, and wonder, which fills our breast on
seeing some marvellous spectacle or hearing some great news, what is
it but the wonder which we see depicted in the animal when it sees for
the first time something entirely novel and strange ? I once saw a
leveret meet face to face a young dog in a covert.
Probably neither
had previously encountered such an object. They stood for a moment
transfixed with surprise

;

this,

changing

in the hare to fear, caused

it

to

turn and fly ; the dog, not quite so timorous, pursued, his wonder being
converted, by the leveret's flight, into the emotion of pursuit. The
animal's emotions we recognize by its motions ; we could not otherwise
assert that

it

experienced emotions at

all.

Its brain,

when

stimulated,

we

strictly analyze the
shall find that here also action or

at once converts its force into motion.

And,

if

and emotions of man, we
motion of some kind is almost invariably the concomitant of emotion

feelings
at

ful.

rate, when this is at all intense, or, as we rightly say, 2?owerWith regard to many of our feelings and emotions, this is at once

any

If some sudden disaster occurs to a man, his countenance,
probably his limbs, will denote his terror, grief, or anger. He is said
to be devoid of feeling, if this be not the case.
His mode of speech,
his tone of voice, is affected by it, and he may be led into immediate and

apparent.

violent action, so involuntary that

it
may almost be called automatic.
the other hand, pleasant sights and news will produce corresponding traits in countenance and movements of limbs. The latter will be
less marked than those set in motion by pain or grief, inasmuch as a

On

pleasant stimulus will set up less violent action than one that is painful.
When we look at the simple emotions and feelings of man, we find
him exactly on a par with the child or the animal.
violent stimulus

A

produces at once violent, or at any rate manifest, action, facial or
There is a conversion of nerve-force into muscular movement,
other.
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be one exciting bodily
directly following a stimulus, whether this
pain, as a blow, or mental, as a shocking sight or piece of news
But,

when we examine

the

mind

of

man

in its highest

development

find in the highly-intellectual individual certain emotions, which
are clearly the feelings corresponding to the very complex ideas ac-

we

We

read of
quired and organized by years of culture and training.
the Ethical Emotion, or moral sense of the ^Esthetic Emotion ; of
other emotions arising out of the Intellect. But all these appear to
;

illustrated by what I have said concerning the simHere, instead of a single and simple idea-centre which,
when excited, at once responds in outward bodily movement, we have
an extremely complex chain of ideas. The training and preparation
of years, as well as previous organization, are required to bring about
in the brain that complex series of ideas which represents a knowledge

illustrate

and to be

ple emotions.

of the tine arts, and which is presupposed when we speak of experiencing aesthetic emotion. Instead of a single and lowly-endowed cen-

such as we may find in children or animals, we have a coordinated
and complex chain of high centres, which, when excited, respond not
in immediate bodily movement accompanied by bodily feeling, but in
tre,

deliberate action, the result of reflection

;

in intellectual, rather than

activity of thought must be due to a stimbodily movement.
ulus applied to the intellectual centres, no less than the activity of
body and not only the activity of thought, but action in thought, the

For the

:

desire for action of

body which would become

action, did not

some

other reflection intervene, must also be set down as an outcome of
nerve-force emitted by some centre or centres, which have been set in

motion by a stimulus. Repressed action, whether in thought alone,
or in the clinched hands and quivering lips of suppressed passion,
must be taken as an emission of force. The complex coordination of
ideas arrived at after years of study and experience, which causes the
connoisseur the keen delight experienced when he gazes at a rare
Rembrandt etching or a matchless coin, must include within itself the
The uninitiated cannot feel the delight, befeelings belonging to it.
cause he possesses not the ideas. We cannot suppose that the feeling
rather
resides in one part of the brain, and the ideas in another
;

would

appear that the stimulation of the ideas by the sight of the
the feeling. The ideas exist in the brain as knowledge,
causes
object
but when called into action we have the feeling of pleasure or pain
which is special and appropriate to such a group of ideas, in addition
It may be said that
to the knowledge and the ideas themselves.
it

emotions are so varied that they must require a special organization ;
that the emotion of delight just named is something totally different
from such a feeling as self-denial. But we must remember that ideas

mind into large and complex groups
associated ideas, as they are called and that these act as units, just
as groups of muscles always act together; and the association of the
are formed in the educated
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one, when established, cannot be disjoined, any more than that of the
other.
Consequently, stimulation of such a group of ideas calls it

and then arises its special feeling, depending in degree
upon the amount of the stimulation and the nerve-force extricated in
the process. And these very complex emotions may be reduced by
into action,

to feelings of self-advantage or selfanalysis to much simpler feelings
detriment, the pleasure or pain which is at the bottom of all feeling,
of all stimulation of the nervous system strong enough to cause feeling
to come into consciousness.
Looking upon the whole conscious brain

from self-good to self-ill its various and
of
nerve-cells and nerve-centres, being stimuspecial portions, groups
lated into special feelings which are yet all of them resolvable into the
simple elements. If we look at the phenomena of insanity we shall
as

self, its

feeling varies

see this illustrated

by the

;

fact that the feelings

and delusions of the

insane always have reference to self.
I have traced the higher emotions up from the mere bodily feelings, nay, even from the sensations of the special senses, and have
affirmed that they all vary according to the amount of stimulation
which each centre receives, while their quality depends on the special
The phenomena of two of the
properties of the centre or centres.

One person hears a sound
because the centre of hearing in the
deaf person is not sufficiently stimulated by a sound, the vibrations of
which are too slow for him, though not too slow for the other to perceive.
Similarly, some people cannot recognize redness as a color.
On analyzing the color red, we find it to be the color at one end of the
spectrum, an inch of which gives the smallest number of waves of
any rate, confirm
which another cannot. This

senses, at

this view.

is

amount of stimulation some eyes are insensible, just
men are insensible to the rays beyond red, which we
discover by the galvanometer, though they do not excite our optic
centres as light. As no two persons feel alike, so no two see or hear
The centres of sight and hearing of one man are stimulated by
alike.
There may be colors
vibrations which fail to excite those of another.
and there may be harmonies all around us in the universe, of which we
know nothing, but of which the more sensitive organs of what are
called the lower animals may be keenly conscious.
It may be that

light,

and to

this

as the eyes of all

these animals are only

by

us called

dumb

because

we

ourselves are

deaf.

The stimuli, then, which excite the nerve-centres of man, produce
various feelings and emotions according to the quality and properties
of the centre excited. But, as I have said, the feeling will vary
according not only to the quality of the centre, but also according to
the condition it may happen to be in at the time, or that to which it

may be brought by
we must
and

their functions.

it experiences.
To elucidate this,
of the physiology of nerve-structures

the stimulation

consider what

we know
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"When studying the physiology of nerve-action as we

see it in

animals, children, and men, and the pathology as we see it in various
nervous disorders, as acute insanity, delirium tremens, and the like,
we soon become aware of the fact that the well-being of the entire

nervous system depends mainly on its renovation during a state of
repose and that for the higher portion of the brain, at any rate, this
Round
state of repose and rest is synonymous with healthy sleep.
;

sleep, and its causes and conditions, are grouped
of
the
problems which have to be solved by the physiologist
many
who has to investigate the action of the nerve-centres, and the physi-

the

phenomena of

to cure their disorders.
The state or condition of a
which I have called the force, will be dependent upon
the amount of rest and sleep which it enjoys, supplemented by two
other restorers of force, food and warmth ; which must also be taken

cian

who has

nerve-centre,

into consideration.

Observation teaches us that all animals sleep after a certain period
of bodily fatigue, which varies according to the individual, the young
requiring sleep more quickly than the old, and a larger amount. If
the fatigue be great, nothing can keep a child or even a man awake.

When

refreshed

by

when

sleep,

the force

again accumulated in the

is

brain, we wake spontaneously, or are awakened by trifling stimuli,
This alternation of sleep and waking is the normal
as sounds or light.
state of health, and absence of sleep is something abnormal it is a
:

disorder, and must lead

to further disorder

if

"prolonged.

Sleep

is

not

necessary for the renewal of force in every centre. In very severe
muscular exercise mere cessation for a time recruits our force, and
euables us to begin again

;

but for the higher work of the brain sleep
and indeed life itself, must cease,

indispensable, and all brain- work,
unless by this the force is renewed.

is

So much does observation teach us of the reparation of the force
of the brain during sleep. Experiment, however, enables us to state
the physiological condition of the brain in sleep, and so to analyze
further the production and expenditure of this nerve-force. In sleep,
as we have seen, it is produced and accumulated ; in active waking

hours

it is

expended.

In sleep, the arterial circulation of the brain

a certain point, and metamorphosis consequently is reduced to
a minimum. When the brain is acting, evfen in dreams, the blood-flow

falls to

increases both in arteries

and

veins.

To promote

diminish this arterial current; until this

is

sleep,

we

seek to

done, sleep comes

not.

The two things which chiefly produce sleep in a healthy man or animal are fatigue and food. After a hearty meal, or after great fatigue
endured for many waking hours, it will be difficult to rouse him from
sleep, and when roused he will be torpid and inactive, and will fall
back into sleep easily. His brain will be emptied of blood, and ordinary stimuli, as light, sound, and movement of others, will not bring
back the blood to his brain: moreover, his blood will contain less
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hours have been passed in sleep, slight stim-

wake him, such as a trilling noise or a light nay, he
uli are enough
The blood returns
to wake "of his own accord."
or
seem
wake
may
to the brain highly oxygenized, and the brain is alive and energetic,
to

;

ready to expend in action the force
of

it

has accumulated in the period

its rest.

Now, be it observed, this force is accumulated by the brain in sleep,
when the blood-supply is at its minimum and contains the least
Oxidation of brain, then, implies expenditure, not accumulaoxyo-en.
Stimulation of brain increases the blood-flow and
tion of force.

But this activity cannot go on long,
activity, ubi stimulus ibifluxus.
and material for new work cannot be provided, unless the blood-flowbe reduced to the sleeping-point, and the oxygen in the blood cease to
be consumed.
In the creation and restoration of nerve-force, food and heat are to
without all these the
sleep both the supplement and the complement
full energy of brain-life cannot manifest itself, except for a very limited
are
time, and each will vary in amount according as the other two
;

supplied in greater or less quantities. To resist the cold of a northern
climate, the Esquimaux consumes at a meal that which would feed a
Hindoo for a month. If he did not, the bitter winter would bring to

him, no less than to the animals hybernating around him, sleep from
The intense desire for sleep felt by
which he would not wake again.
cold
is closely akin to that produced by overto
great
exposed
persons

whelming fatigue: the whole nerve-force is consumed in either case
and cannot be replaced. In those suffering from cold, the loss may be
met by warmth or by food in those worn out by fatigue, sleep alone
;

How

completely the brain is upset by cold we may
1
learn from the striking narrative of the Arctic voyager Dr. Kane, who
mean
a
tells us, after a journey of eighty or ninety miles over the ice at
"
and
had
ceased
of
minus
2
delirious
41.
were
quite
temperature
is

the restorer.

We

:

to entertain a sane apprehension of the circumstances about us."
" Our
strength failed us, and we began to lose our self-control.
fell half-sleeping on the snow.
I could not prevent it.
Strange
.

.

We

upon the experiment myself, makend of three minutes ; and I felt so much
I timed the men in the same way.
They sat on
the runners of the sledge, fell asleep instantly, and were forced to
wakefulness when their three minutes were out."
The fact, that pleasure and pain depend on fatigue and the consumption of this nerve-force, is closely connected with two other

to say,

it

I ventured

refreshed us.

ing Riley wake me
benefited by it that

at the

phenomena one, that the stimulation of any nerve-centre, if repeated,
loses somewhat of its effect the other, that the same stimulus, if pro:

;

longed

or

intensified,
1

may

cause

every variety of feeling

"Arctic Explorations,"

L, 198.

from
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pleasure to extreme pain. The first phenomenon is expressed in the
language of every-day life,' when we say there is nothing that we
"
get used to sights, to sounds, to tastes,
may not get used to."
It may be stated as an
to smells, to the endurance of bodily pain.

We

almost constant fact that the same thing repeated, the centre again
stimulated with the same stimulus, always loses somewhat of its
endure the
effect, and consequently less force is expended.

We

If by any
excitation better and feel less fatigued, whatever it be.
chance, however, through illness or other cause, our stock of force

becomes lessened, we find that we cannot so well endure our habitual
Our feelings,
stimuli, and they become painful instead of pleasant.
of
the
amount
are
stimulation,
theii,
partly by the
regulated partly by
condition in which our centres are when stimulated ; and that which
applies to

pain applies also to pleasure.
lose their charm, or they

when repeated

Pleasurable excitations
fail

to

please us

when

a disordered liver or a headache makes us dismal.

The second phenomenon

different.

is

Although an excitation

yet an excitation prolonged without cessation
passes from pleasure to pain without this process ever being reversed.
There is no voluntary action, whether mental or bodily, which

repeated loses

its effect,

does not in time cause fatigue; but it will be found that actions
Almost all
accompanied with direct emotion fatigue the soonest.
bodily or mental processes are accompanied by some amount of feeling or emotion. They are pleasant to us or distasteful ; we may be

wearied of doing them, or wearied by doing them, according as the
mind or the body is fatigued. In either case the process is the same,
though the centre which experiences the discomfort is different. The
pleasantest occupations or amusements may cause such sheer bodily
fatigue that we can do them no longer, and to attempt it causes pain.

would appear that every thing carried to this point to the extent
of exhausting the nerve-force of the centre stimulated causes discomfort or pain, which is only to be removed by cessation of the
particular stimulus, and the substitution of another, stimulating other

It

This brings me
centres, or by the rest of the whole nervous system.
to the consideration of another point, namely, that violent stimulation
of a centre exhausts the nerve-force, not of that centre only, but of

A

the whole nervous system.
nerve-force that the individual

terrible

falls

shock

may

senseless, or,

so use

up the

short of this, he

yet be so paralyzed with fear or grief that he loses all muscular
power, or he may be so violently moved that the great exertions
all know that
which he makes only last for a short time.

may

We

a long-sustained muscular effort the mind must be tranquil,
and free from emotion, and the muscular movements must be regular

for

and even, and free from spasmodic and violent action. How it is
that the nerve-force of the whole system is poured out in this or that
form of emotion, or idea, we see, but cannot trace the process.
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two great displays of force cannot coand intense thought cannot go on
or stands, abstracted, motionless.
The

a fact that

violent muscular exertion

together; the thinker sits,
is rowing or running a race cannot

command his thoughts
mind, but he cannot keep up a conHis force is being expended on
tinuous current of mental work.

man who
ideas

come and go through

;

his

bodily movement.
What is the answer to those

who

say they believe that emotions

We

or that part of the brain?
may object, first,
that every attempt to locate emotions has signally failed, from
the days of Gall, Spurzheim, and Combe, to those of Schroder
reside in

this

Some have separated the seat of emotion from
consciousness thereof, and have placed the latter
in the sensory ganglia.
Others have placed emotions in the hemiand
so
would
alone,
spheres
deny every thing of the kind to those
beings which have no cerebral hemispheres yet we see considerable
van der Kolk.
the

seat

of the

;

emotional feeling manifested by such creatures as the ant and the bee.
Secondly, by an analysis of emotions we may perceive that there
is no real line of demarcation between them and mere
feelings of a

much lower
of the

order, and that one and the other belong to the action
moment, and not to any past or future time. If we are

watching, say, a splendid sunset, we experience a feeling of intense
The following
delight as the heavens are lit in gorgeous color.
we
recall
the
but
do
we
not
feel
the
day
scene,
may
pleasure.
remember the pleasure, but it remains, like the scene, only as an

We

idea, it is not now a feeling.
Now, few, I presume, would assert that
the perception of this sight resides in one part of the brain, and the*
If this were so, we ought to be able
feeling attending it in another.
to excite the feeling by means of the idea preserved in the memory ;
but this we cannot do. The original stimulation causes the pleasure,

and

this vanishes, never again to return.
It is only in complexity
that the highest emotions differ from this simple feeling they involve
more ideas, more acquisitions, previously laid up, but the effect of the
;

immediate stimulation

is

the same

;

this

it

is

which, according to

The same
intensity, causes the pleasure or pain.
experienced ; we may recall the memory of it,

may

its

be said of pain

but this

is not the
even the memory may be distressing and saddening, but
this is different from the acute
pang which we suffer at the first shock.
The brain is a sealed book far more than some of the other organs
of the body, as the lungs and heart but, if we could inspect it at
work, it is not probable that we should be able to note those molecular
changes, which, nevertheless, we believe to take place when mental
action is going on. What we should see, however, would be alterations
in the circulation of the blood.
We should see that the whole circulation, or portions of it, would be affected by mental excitation, by
the stimulation of the various cells or groups of cells, which we call

same thing

;

;
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"We should see that a piece of news, a disaster, an
impending trouble or difficulty, causes a man to lay awake at night,
and we should know that he lies awake because his brain circulation,
nerve-centres.

either through the .whole or in
higher than admits of sleep.

is

parts of his cerebral hemispheres,
There is an extrication of force

going on in the shape of thought, there is a flow of blood going to
the excited part. We cannot see all this, however, but we can and
do see how emotion causes the face to flush and the pulse to quicken,
how those who lie awake suffer from heat of head and suffusion of
eyes, how emotion increases the lachrymal secretion, the lacteal,
and others. And when we say that emotion does these things, we
merely mean that something or other has stimulated the brain into
producing these phenomena, and that along with the stimulus the
feeling of grief or shame or anger coexists.
If all this be true, it may perchance throw

some

light

upon many

of the phenomena of disordered mind and brain it may help us \o
understand why, with almost the same delusion, e. g., that the newspapers are writing about him, one man will be exultant, another
angry, another depressed ; it may explain why the same man is at
:

Lack of force may
one time maniacal, at another melancholic.
account for the wretched feeling of the hypochondriac and the
are
hysterical, for the mental pain which many feel when they
into
it
convert
to
and
a
to
with
below par
force,
proneness
part
:

action,

may be

the condition of the centres of those

who

are excitable

and impulsive, a condition analogous to that brought about
centres

by such drugs

'convulsions, or evidenced

by

in certain

diseases as epilepsy and
such an affection as stammering. Fort-

as strychnia,

by such

nightly Heview.

-A GIANT PLANET.
By EICHAED

A.

PEOGTOE,

F. E. A. 8.

the
propose to give a brief sketch of what is known respecting
noble planet Jupiter. He is the giant of the solar system, himself the primary of a scheme of orbs whose movements resemble in
Much has been
regularity the motions of the planets round the sun.
discovered during the last few years nay, even during the last few

WE
months

to render such a sketch interesting.

We must, in the

first place, dispossess ourselves of the notion, not
that Jupiter is one of a family of orbs, nearly
entertained,
uncommonly
and Venus,
equal in dignity and importance, and comprising the Earth

Mars and Mercury, among

its

members.

This idea

still

prevails, be-
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we commonly

see a set of concentric

cause in our books on astronomy

circles at regularly-increasing distances, assigned as the paths of the
And besides, there yet remains, in
of the solar system.
several

planets

modern teaching of astronomy, a perceptible trace of the ancient
astronomical systems, in which Saturn and Jupiter, Mars, Venus, and

the

Mercury, played parts of equal importance.
Let it be carefully remembered, then, that the four planets which
the family of which our earth is a member
circle nearest the sun
differ in all their characteristics from the outer family (also consisting of
four planets) to which Jupiter belongs. The whole of the inner family
the whole of the space within which its members travel could be
his next neighbor Saturn,
placed between the paths of Jupiter and
with a clear space many millions of miles wide on either side. The
actual area between the paths of Jupiter and Saturn exceeds nearly
the four lesser planets pursue
thirty times the whole area within which
dimensions of the four inner
the
consider
we
when
their paths.
And,

we find a like disproportion. Four circles representing these
orbs can be enclosed within a cii'cle representing Uranus, the smallest
of the four outer planets ; yet even this circumstance does not adequately represent the enormous disparity between the two families of
planets for, in fact, the volume of Uranus exceeds the combined volplanets,

;

ume
duce

of

all

We

the inner planets upward of thirty times.
might adother illustrations of the complete dissimilarity between

many

the inner and outer families of planets but what has been already
It will be evident that, in
stated will suffice for our present purpose.
;

considering the members of one or other family, we must be prepared
to meet with relations which differ not merely in degree, but in kind.
may thus, at the outset, dismiss from our thoughts the idea that

We

the planet Jupiter is necessarily to be regarded as an inhabited world
merely because the only planet we are actually acquainted with is
The latter circumstance may be an excellent reason for
inhabited.

regarding Mars or Venus as the abode of life but the analogy can no
more be extended to Jupiter than to the fixed stars, which certainly
;

We must, in fact, consider the physical
habitudes of Jupiter independently of all conceptions based upon terrestrial analogies. Studied thus, he will be found, as we conceive, to hold
are not inhabited worlds.

a position in the scheme of creation differing considerably from that
which has been assigned to him, until of late, in treatises on astronomy.
It is necessaiy briefly to state the dimensions, mass, and general
characteristics of the planet, before proceeding to discuss its probable
physical condition.

Jupiter has a diameter exceeding the earth's rather more than ten
It is not far from
times, and a volume exceeding hers 1,230 times.
the truth to say that Jupiter's dimensions exceed the earth's in very
his
nearly the same degree that those of the sun exceed Jupiter's. But

mass, though gigantic compared with the earth's, does not altogether
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exceeds the mass of the earth only three
astronomers see and measure
actually represents the true globe of the planet, his substance must be,
on the average, much less dense than that of the earth. In fact, while
the earth's density is nearly six times as great as that of water, the
density of Jupiter {thus judged) would exceed that of water by barely

correspond to his bulk, for

hundred times.

So

it

that, if the disk our

This vast globe rotates, in less than ten hours, on an axis
one-third.
nearly upright or square to the level in which the planet travels. This
rapidity of rotation so great that points on the planet's equator travel
twentyseven times as fast as points on the terrestrial equator results

insomuch that the
;
than the equatorial by about a twelfth part, or
And it may be remarked in passing, that this

in a considerable flattening of the planet's globe

polar diameter

is

less

fully 7,000 miles.

by

the fact, namely, that the poles of the planet are drawn
were, 3,500 miles as compared with the equatorial regions, or
miles
as compared with the mid-latitudes in either hemisphere
1,750
affords a striking illustration of the enormous amount of energy really

circumstance

in, as

it

represented by the rotation of Jupiter. It may also be added that the
velocity with which points on Jupiter's equatorial zone are carried
round, exceeds the corresponding velocity in the case of all the planets

and is nearly six times greater than the equatorial
It amounts, in fact, to about 7^ miles
of
the
sun
himself.
velocity
per second.

in the solar system,

We

do not propose to consider here at any length the system of
over which Jupiter bears sway but this preliminary sketch
would be incomplete without a few words on the subject. It is worthy
of notice that, although our earth in some sort resembles the outer
planets in being accompanied by a satellite, yet the relation which our
moon bears to the earth is altogether different from that which the
satellites

;

satellites of the outer planets

moon

bear to their respective primaries.

Our

by no means a minute body by comparison with the earth, and
compared with Mars or Mercury she may be regarded as having very
respectable dimensions. We may, indeed, look upon the moon as a
fifth

is

member

a
of the inner family of planets
but still not so far inferior to

rest, doubtless,

member

inferior to the

Mercury

as

Mercury

is

In the case of the outer planets, however, and
in
Jupiter's case, moons hold an utterly subordinate position.
especially
Taking the accepted measurements, we find the largest of Jupiter's
moons less than the 16,000th part of its primary as respects bulk,
1
while its mass or weight is less than the 11,000th part of Jupiter's.

inferior to the earth.

1

It is

Jupiter's

not uncommonly stated in our text-books of astronomy, that the density of
moons is far less than Jupiter's density and Lardner goes so far as to say that
;

"the density of the matter composing these satellites is much smaller than that of any
other body of the system whose density is known." But this is a mistake. All the satthat one the innermost ia
ellites, save one, are of greater density than Jupiter, and
denser than Saturn, Uranus, or Neptune.
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be regarded as bearing the same relation

to their primary that Jupiter himself bears to his primary the sun.
It will be seen presently that this consideration is an important one.

But the great

interest of the study of Jupiter resides in the fact

outer family of planets, the aspect of his
that, being the nearest of the

means of determining the condition
globe supplies the best available
of the giant orbs constituting that family.
The first feature which strikes us in the telescopic aspect of the
of a series of belts, lying parallel to the planet's
planet is the presence
are occupied by a broad, bright
equator. Usually the equatorial regions
and bordered on the north and south by
belt, of a creamy-white color,
and
copper-colored belts. Beyond these, again, lie alternate bright
dark belts, the dark belts growing more and more bluish in hue as the

pole

is

approached

while the poles themselves are usually of a some-

what decided blue color in telescopes adapted to display such features
There are commonly two or three dark belts on each
to advantage.
hemisphere.
Now, before inquiring into the peculiarities presented by these
belts, and into the remarkable changes which have been noted lately
in their general aspect, it may be well for us to consider briefly what

such belts seem to imply. That they are due to peculiarities in the
on all hands. And it has been usual
planet's atmosphere is admitted
to compare them with the trade-wind zones and the great equatorial

The bright belts, according to this view, are
earth.
regarded as zones where for the time clouds are prevalent, the dark
belts being regions where the comparatively dark hues of the planet's
And then it has been deemed sufficient
surface are brougrht into view.
to point out that the parallelism of the zones is due to the extreme
calm zone on our

rapidity of the planet's rotation.
But, setting aside the fact that the trade-wind zones

and the great
equatorial calm zone on our earth are, in reality, little better than meteorological myths, it must be regarded as a remarkable fact that, in
the case of a planet so far away from the sun as Jupiter is, there
should be a supply of clouds so abundant as to form belts discernible

from the earth. Jupiter
the sun than the earth

more than five times farther from
and receives from him about one twentyand heat which falls upon the earth (equal

is

rather

is,

seventh part of the light
surface for equal surface).
Making every allowance for the possibility
pointed out by Prof. Tyndall, that some quality in Jupiter's atmos-

may prevent the solar heat from escaping, and so cause the climate of the planet to be not very different from the earth's, yet the direct heat falling on the planet's oceans cannot be increased in this way
nay, it must be rather diminished. It chances, indeed, that the very
quality by which the earth's atmosphere retains the solar heat is un-

phere

When

our air is full
by Jupiter's atmosphere.
of aqueous vapor (invisible to the eye), the escape of heat is prevented,

questionably possessed
19
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as Tyndall has shown, and thus the nights are warmer than where tha
air is dry.
Now, in Jupiter's atmosphere there is much water, for ob-

armed with that wonderful instrument, the spectroscope, have
recognized the very same dark bands upon the spectrum of the planet
which appear in the solar spectrum when the sun is low down, and
therefore shining through the lower and denser atmospheric strata.
Ths spectroscopist knows that these bands are due to the aqueous
vapor in the air, because Janssen saw the very same bands when heexamined the spectrum of a powerful light shining through tubes filled
with steam. So that there is the vapor of water and that, too, in
enormous quantities in the atmosphere of Jupiter. But though we
servers,

thus recognize the very quality necessary for an atmosphere which is
to retain the solar heat, our difficulty is not a whit lessened for it is
as difficult to understand how the invisible aqueous vapor finds its way
;

thus into the planet's atmosphere, as to understand
cloud-masses are formed.

Aqueous vapor

in the atmosphere,

whether

its

how

the great

is rendered
Other things

presence

sensible to the sight or not, implies the action of heat.

being equal, the greater the heat the greater the quantity of watery
vapor in the air. In the summer, for instance though many imagine
the contrary there is much more of such vapor in the air than there
is in winter, the greater heat of the air enabling it to keep a greater
quantity of the vapor in the invisible form. In winter, clouds are
more common, and the air seems moister ; yet, in reality, the quantity
of aqueous, vapor is reduced. Now, it cannot but be regarded as a
remarkable circumstance that, though the sun supplies Jupiter with
only one twenty-seventh part of the heat which we receive, there should
yet be raised from the oceans of Jupiter such masses of clouds as
and that, moreover, above these clouds there
to form veritable zones
should be so large a quantity of invisible aqueous vapor that the
spectroscopist can recognize the bands of this vapor in the planet's
;

spectrum.

Even more perplexing is the circumstance that the cloud-masses
cannot get rid of this diffishould form themselves into zones.

We

by a mere reference to the planet's rapid rotation, unless we are
prepared to show how this rotation is to act in forcing the cloud-masses
to become true belts. The whole substance of Jupiter and his whole
atmosphere must take part in his rotation, and to suppose that aqueous
vapor raised from his oceans would be left behind in the upper air, like
culty

the steam from a railway-engine,

is

to

make

a mistake resembling that

which caused Tycho Brahe to deny the rotation of the earth, because
bodies projected into the air are not left behind by the rotating earth.
Nor is it conceivable that belts which vary remarkably, from time to
time, in position and extent, should be formed by sun-raised clouds in
the Jovian atmosphere,
nent lands and seas.

if

the planet's surface

is

divided into perma-
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But we are thus led to consider a circumstance which, as it appears to us, disposes finally of the idea that in the cloud-rings of Jupiter we have to deal with phenomena resembling those presented by our

own

earth.

"We are too apt, in studying the celestial objects, to forget that
where all seems at nearly perfect rest, there may be processes of the
utmost activity nay, rather, of the utmost violence taking place as
it were under our very eyes, and yet not perceptible save to the eye
of reason. Looking at Jupiter, under his ordinary aspect, even in the
finest telescope, one would feel certain that a general calm prevailed
over his mighty globe. The steadfast equatorial ring, and the straight
and sharply-defined bands over either hemisphere, suggest certainly no
idea of violent action. And when some feature in a belt is seen to
change slowly in figure or, rather, when at the end of a certain time
it is found to have so changed, for no eye can follow such changes as
they proceed we are not prepared to recognize in the process the evidence of disturbances compared with which the fiercest hurricanes that
have ever raged on earth are as mere summer zephyrs.
Indeed, the planet Jupiter has been selected even by astronomers
of repute as an abode of pleasantness, a sort of paradise among the
There exists, we are told, in that distant world, a perplanet-worlds.
ennial spring

"

a striking display of the beneficence of the Creator,"
" for the Jovian
;
year contains twelve mundane
there were a proportionate length of winter, that cold

says Admiral Smyth

years ; and, if
season would be three of the earthly years in length and tend to the
destruction of vegetable life."

Even those who have denied that Jupiter can be the abode of life,
and have formed altogether unfavorable ideas of his condition, have
pictured him nevertheless as the scene of continual calm, though the
calm is, according to their view, the calm of gloom and desolation.
in Jupiter an eternal winter rather than a
perpetual
"
Whewell, for example, in that once famous work the Plu-

They recognize
spring.
rality of

Worlds," maintained that, if living creatures exist at all in
must be wretched gelatinous monsters, languidly floating
about in icy seas. According to him, Jupiter is but a great globe of
ice and water, with perhaps a cindery nucleus
a glacial planet, with
no more vitality in it than an iceberg.
But when we begin to examine the records of observers, and to
consider them with due reference to the vast proportions of the planet,
we recognize the fact that, whatever may be Jupiter's unfitness to be
the abode of life, it is not of an excess of stillness that his inhabitants
he have any) can justly make complaint. Setting aside the enor(if
mous activity of which the mere existence of the belts affords evidence, and even regarding such phenomena as the formation or a disJupiter, they

appearance of a new belt in two or three hours as merely indicative of
heavy rainfalls or of the condensation of large masses of invisible
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aqueous vapor into clouds there have been signs, on more occasions
than one, of Jovian hurricanes blowing persistently for several weeks
together at a rate compared with which the velocity of our fiercest
tornadoes seems utterly insignificant. During the year 1860, a rift in
one of the Jovian cloud-belts behaved in such a way as to demonstrate
the startling fact that a hurricane was raging over an extent of Jovian
territory equalling the whole surface of our earth, at a rate of fully 150
miles per hour. It is not too much to say that a hurricane of like velocity on our earth would destroy every building in the territory over
which it raged, would uproot the mightiest forest-trees, and would

At sea no ship that man ever
could withstand the fury of such a storm for a single minute.
And yet this tremendous Jovian hurricane continued to rage with unabated fury for at least six weeks, or for fully one hundred Jovian
cause in fact universal desolation.

made

days.

But during the last two or three years a change of so remarkable a
nature has passed over Jupiter as to imply the existence of forces even
more energetic than those at work in producing atmospheric changes.
In the autumn of 18V0, Mr. Browning (the eminent optician and
observer) called the attention of astronomers to the fact that the great
equatorial zone, usually, as we have said, of a creamy-white color, had
assumed a decidedly orange-tint. At the same time it had become

much

less uniform in outline, and sundry peculiarities in its appearance
could be recognized, which have been severally compared to port-holes,
pipe-bowls, and stems, oval mouldings, and other objects of an unceles-

Without entering into descriptions which could only be
rendered intelligible by means of a series of elaborate illustrations, let
it suffice to say that the bright edges of the belts bordering on this
ruddy equatorial zone seemed to be frayed and torn like the edges of
storm-clouds, and that the knots and projections thus formed often extended so far upon the great orange zone from both sides as almost to
tial nature.

break

it

up into separate

parts.

inquiring into the particular form of action to which
these remarkable changes were due, we can see at once that they

Now, without

implied processes of extreme energy. For, every one of the projections and knots, the seeming frayed edges of narrow cloud-streaks,
had, in reality, an extent exceeding the largest of our terrestrial countries.

belt,

Yet their aspect, and indeed the whole aspect of the ruddy
whose extent far exceeded the whole surface of our earth, changed

obviously from night to night.
Strangely enough, these interesting observations, though they were
presently confirmed by several well-known students of the heavens, did
not attract that full attention, from the senior astronomers of the day,

which they appeared to merit. Several, indeed, of our leading astronomers were disposed to deny that any thing unusual was in progress,
though none asserted definitely that they based this opinion on a care-
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quite recently one of the

Mr. Lassell, lately president
(having been led to observe the

most eminent of our modern observers

of the Royal Astronomical Society
certain phenomena of interest in connection
planet by the fact that
with the satellite-system are now in progress), found his attention attracted by the marvellous beauty of the colors presented by Jupiter's
belts. After describing the appearances he had intended to observe in
" But this was not the
the first instance, he proceeds
phenomenon
in
rare
and exquisite view of Jupiter. I
this
which struck me most
must acknowledge that I have hitherto been inclined to think that
:

there might be some exaggeration in the colored views I have lately
seen of the planet ; but this property of the disk, in the view I am deis at last beginning
scribing, was so unmistakable that my skepticism
to yield." Nor will this statement be thought to express more than
the truth, when we add that, in the picture accompanying his paper,

Mr. Lassell presented the equatorial zone as brown-orange, and three
neighboring dark zones as purple one of the intermediate light belts
being pictured as of a light olive-green.
Let us compare these observations made in our brumous latitudes
with those effected by Father Secchi with the fine equatorial of the
Roman Observatory. "During the fine evenings of this month," he
wrote last February, " Jupiter has presented a wonderful aspect. The
equatorial band, of a very pronounced rose-color, was strewn with a
;

Above and below this band,
large number of yellowish clouds.
there were many very fine zones, with others strongly marked and narThe blue and yellow colors
row, which resembled stretched threads.
formed a remarkable contrast with the red zone, a contrast doubtless
increased
different

by

a

little illusion.

from that which

I

The

surface of the planet

is

have formerly seen, that there

actually so
room for

is

the study of the planet's meteorology."
It appears to us that, when these remarkable changes are considered
in combination with the circumstance that on a priori grounds we

should expect the sun to have very little influence on the condition of
the planet's atmosphere, the idea cannot but be suggested that the
chief source of all this energy resides in the planet itself.
The idea

may seem

startling at a first view, but,

when once

entertained,

many

arguments will be found to present themselves in its favor.
For instance, it does not seem to have been noticed, heretofore, as
a very remarkable circumstance, if the Jovian belts are sun-raised, that
they pass round to the nocturnal half of Jupiter and reappear again,
with the same general features as before, and this often for weeks at a
Even that remarkable feature whose changes led to the constretch.
elusion that mighty hurricanes were in progress, yet changed continuously and regularly during the Jovian nights as well as during the Jovian days, for one hundred such days in succession.
This is perfectly
intelligible if the seat of disturbance is in the planet itself,

but

it is

per-
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to us) if the sun occasions all these mefectly inexplicable (as it seems
in
which
Jupiter, as he occasions all the
teorological changes

changes

take place in our earth's atmosphere. The alternation of day and night,
which is one of the most potent of all the circumstances affecting the
earth's meteorological condition, appears to have no effect whatever on
the condition of Jupiter's atmosphere
!

Now, as respects the alternation of summer and winter, we can
form no satisfactory opinion in Jupiter's case, because he has no seasons
For instance, in latitudes on Jupiter correspondworth mentioning.
ing to our own, the difference between extreme winter and extreme
summer corresponds to the difference between the warmth on March
12th and March 28th, or between the warmth on September 15th and on
September 30th. Yet we are not without evidence as to seasonal meteorological effects in the case of the sun's outer family of planets..
Saturn, a belted planet like Jupiter, and in all other respects resembling
him, so far as a telescopic study can be trusted, has seasons even more
see now one
markedly contrasted than those on our own earth.

We

pole now another bowed toward us, and his equatorial zone is curved
now downward now upward, so as to form two half ovals (at these opposite seasons), which, taken together, would make an ellipse about
half as broad as it is long.
As no less than fourteen years and a half
the
Saturnian
summer
and winter, we might fairly expect that separate
the sun's action would have time to exert itself. In particular, we

might fairly expect the great equatorial zone to be displaced ; for our
" doldrums " travels north and south of the
terrestrial zone of calms or
equator as the sun shifts northward and southward of the celestial
equator, accomplishing in this way a range of no less than three thou-

But the Saturnian equatorial zone is not displaced at all
It remains always persistently equaduring the long Saturnian year.
torial
Nothing could be more easy than the detection of its change
of place if it followed the sun ; yet no observer has ever suspected the
sand miles.

!

slightest degree of systematic change corresponding with the changes
of the Saturnian seasons.
Or, rather, it is absolutely certain that no

such change takes place.
night and day, and summer and winter, are
on the Jovian and Saturnian cloud-zones. Can

It appears, then, that

alike without influence

reasonably be questioned that, this being the case, we must look for
the origin of the cloud-zones in these planets themselves, and not in the
solar orb, whose action must needs be largely influenced by the alterit

nation of night and day and of the seasons ?
But further, we find that a circumstance which had seemed perplexing, w hen we compared the Jovian belts with terrestrial trade-wind
T

zones, finds an explanation at once when we regard the belts as due to
some form of action exerted by the planet itself. For, let us suppose

that streams of vapor are poured upward to vast heights and with
great velocity from the true surface of the planet. Then such streams,
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with the rational movement there prevailing,
starting from the surface
would be carried to regions where (owing to increase of distance from
the centre) the movement due to the planet's rotation would be greater.
They would thus be caught by the more swiftly-moving upper air
and carried forward, the modus operandi being the reverse of that observed when an engine leaves a trail of condensed steam behind it
to what would take place if a steam-enor, rather, it may be compared
direction as the wind, but less swiftly,
same
in
the
were
moving
gine
so that steam-clouds would be carried in front instead of behind.
Now, heat is the only form of force which could account for the
formation of the enormous masses of cloud suspended in the atmos;

difficult to conceive that the clouds
phere of Jupiter. And it seems
could be maintained at a great height above the real surface of the
were intensely hot as hot perhaps as redplanet, unless that surface
hot iron. If we supposed this to be the case, we should find at once an

Nor would the
of the dark belts.
explanation of the ruddy aspect
white
to red imply more than
from
belt
of
the
equatorial
great
change
had not formed during the
that, owing to some unknown cause, clouds
two years over the planet's equatorial zone, or, having formed, had
in some way. We need not even imagine a complete disthe
best telescopes, and notably Mr. Buckingham's fine
since
persion,
have shown always a multitude of minute
refractor,
twenty-one-inch
last

been dispersed

cloud-like objects over the ruddy equatorial zone.
But the idea of a red-hot planet, or of a planet partially red-hot,
will appear at first view too bizarre to be entertained even for a mo-

We

have been so accustomed to regard Jupiter and Saturn as
ment.
other worlds, that the mind is disposed to reject the conception that
they can be so intensely heated as to be utterly unfit to be the abode
of living creatures.
This unwillingness to accept startling ideas is not to be altogether
reprehended, since it prevents the mind from forming rash and baseless

Yet we must not

suffer this mental habitude, excellent
proper place, to interfere with the admission
of conclusions which seem based on trustworthy evidence. Let us, then,
inquire whether the startling hypothesis to which we have been led

speculations.

though

it

may

be in

its

the study or observed facts may not be found to be in agreement
with other facts not yet considered.
It will be obvious that, if the real globe of Jupiter is thus intensely
heated, a portion of the planet's light must be inherent. Therefore we
might expect that the planet would shine somewhat more brightly than

by

a globe of equal size and similarly placed, shining merely by reflecting
the sun's light. Now, two series of good observations have been made

One was made by the late Prof.
upon the luminosity of Jupiter.
of
the
other
Dr.
According
Bond,
America,
Zollner, of Germany.
by
to the former, Jupiter shines more brightly than he would if he reflected the whole of the light falling upon him
According to the
!
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latter, and more trustworthy series, Jupiter does not indeed shine quite
so brightly as Prof. Bond supposed, but the planet yet shines three
times as brightly as a globe of equal size would shine, if similarly

placed, but constituted like Mars, and four times as brightly as such
a globe would shine if constituted like our moon. Jupiter shines, in
fact, very nearly as brightly as though he were constituted like one of

our terrestrial clouds
If Jupiter showed no belts and
This result is highly significant.
shone with a pure white color, we could explain it at once by simply
regarding Jupiter as wholly cloud-covered or snow-covered (for snow
!

and cloud shine with nearly equal lustre when similarly illuminated).
But the great dark belts which occupy so large a proportion of the
planet's disk altogether negative this supposition. We seem compelled
to believe that some considerable portion of the planet's lustre is inherent.

We

have to inquire first
however, proceed carefully here.
be trusted and, secondly, whether they
are corroborated by any independent evidence. Now, Zollner carefully
estimated the weight of his observations we may say he jealously estimated their weight, for it must be remembered that he was in no way
interested in securing a greater or less result, while he was greatly interLet

how

ested

him
But

us,

far Zullner's results can

in so

;

stating the value of his results that those

who might succeed

in the inquiry should not detect any serious error in his estimate.
his opinion of the probable degree of error in his observations was

such as scarcely to aflect to an appreciable extent the statements we have
above. Taking Zollner's lowest estimate of Jupiter's brightness,
that statement remains appreciably correct.

made

And

next as to corroborative evidence.

happens that we have a very delicate means of measuring the
degree of Jupiter's luminosity, as compared with that of other orbs
For his satellites pass across his face, and nothing
similarly placed.
can be easier than to observe whether they appear darker or brighter
than his surface.
It was an observation such as this which Mr. Lassell had made on
the night when he noticed the ruddiness of Jupiter's great medial belt.
By a singular chance Father Secchi made a similar observation during
It

his researches, and the reader will see, when we have quoted the narratives of both these observers, that the comparative darkness of all
" The fourth
four satellites will have been established.
satellite," says

" has
begun again for a season to cross the planet's disk, and
looked
out for opportunities of observing its passages, and was
have
I
favored on the night of the 30th December last by witnessing a part
On
of its passage under circumstances more than usually propitious.
its first entrance it was scarcely to be distinguished from the edge, not
As it adappearing at all as the others do, as a round bright spot.
surface
of the
the
darker
than
it
vanced,
grew gradually manifestly
Lassell,
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planet, and, by the time it had advanced a fourth of the way across, it
had become a very dark if not a black spot so dark, indeed, that, if 1
had looked at Jupiter without knowing any thing of the positions of
his satellites, I should have said that a shadow (of a satellite) was passI remember having seen the like phenomenon many years ago
ing.
but my impression is that I had never seen the disk of the satellite so
near to absolute blackness before. Of course, it is only by contrast that
and we have in this fact a striking proof of
it can possibly so appear
the exceeding brilliancy of the surface of the planet. In the same way,
;

;

the solar spots,
sun's surface,

if

not surrounded

by the marvellous splendor

would doubtless appear

of the

as brilliant objects."

" On the
let us hear Secchi's account.
evening of February
" I observed the transit of the third satellite and that of
he
3d,"
says,
The satellite seemed almost- black when it was upon the
its shadow.
middle of the planet's disk, and notably smaller than its shadow, which
was visible at the same time ; one would have estimated it at only oneIn approaching the edge the satellite disappeared, and reappeared
half.

Next

by the edge, but as a bright point. This fact is not a
for the other satellites, but for the third it is unique.
This result shows also the great difference of luminosity at the centre and near
soon

after, close

new one

the edge of the planet, a difference already confirmed by photography."
It is hardly necessary to point out how strikingly these facts illustrate and confirm Dr. Zollner's observations.
But they also supply
fresh evidence of a very interesting nature.
Although a part of the difference dwelt on in Secchi's closing words
may be ascribed to the oblique incidence of the light near the planet's
it

edge, yet

does not appear to us that the whole difference can be thus

A difference

so great that a satellite appears as a bright
the
by
planet's edge, and almost black near the middle of
the disk, suggests that the light near the edge is not reenforced
by the
inherent luminosity of our theory, that
adding
luminosity
only to the
would not insist too
brightness of the central parts of the disk.

explained.
point close

We

strongly on this inference, because the darkening due to oblique incidence is, under certain circumstances, very obvious to direct observation.
But it seems to us that a portion of the difference should be referred to the inherent luminosity of the central
parts of the disk.

This being admitted,

it would follow that the real solid
globe of the
smaller
than the globe measured by astronomers and
planet
that, therefore, instead of that amazingly small density which is so
perplexing a feature of the planet's physical condition, Jupiter's globe

is

much

;

may have

a density equalling or exceeding that of the earth.
And,
ail, let us remember that the theory that Jupiter is an
heated
intensely
globe a theory to which we have been led by the
consideration of many observed facts, and which in its turn suggests
after

very satisfactory explanations of other observed facts

would merely
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that, as Jupiter and Saturn hold an intermediate position between the sun and the minor planets in respect to size, so those giant

show

orbs hold a corresponding position in respect of inherent heat. Roughly speaking, the earth is 8,000 miles, the sun 840,000 miles, in diameter, and Jupiter, with his diameter of 82,000 miles, comes midway be-

tween these orbs. Now, the sun is a white heat, and the eai'th gives
out only what is called obscure heat and, if Jupiter's globe is at a red
heat, he again comes midway between the sun and the earth.
We should be led by the theory here maintained to regard the major planets which travel outside the zone of asteroids as in a sense
secondary suns. So -viewed, they could not be regarded as orbs fit for
the support of living creatures. Yet, as each of them is the centre of
a scheme of dependent worlds, of dimensions large enough to supply
;

room

for

many

millions of living creatures,

we

should not merely find

a raison (T^tre for the outer planet's, but we should be far better able
to explain their purpose in the scheme of creation than on any theory
hitherto put forward respecting them.
Jupiter as an abode of life is a
source of wonder and perplexity, and his satellites seem scarcely to
serve any useful purpose. He appears as a bleak and desolate dwell-

and they together supply him with scarcely a tweutieth part
of the light which we receive from our moon at full.
But, regarding
Jupiter as a miniature sun, not indeed possessing any large degree of
inherent lustre, but emitting a considerable quantity of heat, we recing-place,

ognize in him the fitting ruler of a scheme of subordinate orbs, whose
would require the heat which he affords to eke out the

inhabitants

The Sasmall supply which they receive directly from the sun.
is no longer mysterious when thus viewed.

turnian system, again,

The strange problem presented by the rings, which naturally conceal
the sun from immense regions of the planet for years together in the
very heart of the winter of those regions, is satisfactorily solved when
the Saturnian satellites are regarded as the abodes of life, and Saturn
himself as the source of a considerable proportion of their heat-supply.
do not say that, in thus exhibiting the Jovian and Saturnian sys-

We

tems in a manner which accords with our ideas respecting the laws of
life in the universe, we have given irrefragable testimony in favor of
our theory. The theory must stand or fall according to the evidence
in its favor or against it. But, so long as men believe that there is design in the scheme of the universe, they will be readier to accept conclusions which exhibit at once the major planets and their satellites
as occupying an intelligible position in that scheme, than views which
leave the satellites unaccounted for, and present the giant planets themselves as very questionable abodes for
Cornhill Magazine,
creatures.

any known orders of living
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then, in our country, in France, in the vicinity of Abbeville, or
Aurignac, that man first appeared ? Now, he is found everywhere did he arise everywhere ? or was his original abode at some
particular point of the globe, and did he afterward disperse in all directions ? If this be so, where is the privileged spot which gave him
birth ? Such are the questions that arise after that of the antiquity
it,

IS of

:

of man.

There has been much discussion on these questions. It has been
said, and some still say, that men have originated wherever we find
them. But a more careful study, a more profound knowledge of the
laws that regulate organic and living beings, leads to the opposite
conclusion.

Observe that here we can no longer appeal to the sciences which
hitherto have served as our guide.
Anatomy and physiology teach
us nothing concerning the place of man's origin, his first dispersion,
or his original home.
It is all the same with regard to physiology,

whether

man appeared

several points at the

at a single point, or whether he appeared at
time. To study these questions we must

same

interrogate another order of ideas and facts, but without changing
the method on that account. "We must always recur to other organized and living beings.
It is to botanical and zoological geography
that

we now

appeal.

Plants and animals are not distributed by chance upon the earth.
Their distribution is subject to precise laws and, because living and
organic beings in general obey the same laws, man ought to follow
the laws of geography as well as animals and plants.
;

Now, these laws of botanical and zoological geography teach us
that in certain parts the flora and fauna are chai-acterized
by certain
species that the globe is partitioned off into a certain number of
These
provinces, that have their particular vegetables and animals.
;

are the kind of provinces that have been called centres
of creation.
It is natural enough to ask if each centre of creation has not had

own

particular man, as it has had its peculiar vegetables and its
Led astray by certain coincidences, more apparent
animals.
peculiar
than real, some naturalists have replied in the affirmative. But, whoits

ever will examine the question closely, will find that this
this mode of reasoning makes man a single
exception

ganic and living beings.
bility of this.

Man

is

an error

among

Now, you know we do not admit

;

all

for
or-

the possi-

ought to obey the laws of geography as he obeys

the laws of physiology.
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I cannot enter into

all

the details required for the complete demonI limit myself to two facts that I hope

stration of this statement.

will suffice to convince you.

The

first is:

of animal,

is

not a single species of vegetable, not a single species
all over the globe.

found at the same time

The most wide-spread species occupied at first only a small part of
the globe, and man must have carried with him not only certain vegetables but also certain annuals, to have
find

them

in our day.

them

Notwithstanding

as widely diffused as

this intelligent

we

and voluntary

you well know that there are certain parts of the globe
occupied by man in which neither the vegetables that have accompanied us almost everywhere, nor the animals which we habitually

intervention,

transport, can suiwive.
sense of the word; that

Man, on the contrary, is cosmopolitan in every
is to
say, we find him everywhere, under the

under the equator.
he had originated wherever we find him, he would constitute a single exception among all organic and living beings, whether

ice of the poles, as

Hence,

if

vegetable or animal.
This reason, by itself, ought to make us accept at least this much :
that man has, at all events, peopled a part of the globe by emigration.
But we may go much further ; and always, by virtue of the law

which I have just stated, we may say that he had
spot, and that a narrow one.
In

by

fact,

when we study animals, we find that
we call its habitat, is as much

a species, what

species

is

more

Not only

his origin in

one

the extent occupied
less extended as the

perfected, more elevated, in the zoological series.
true of species, but of types themselves.

is this

Thus, below man, the animal form which most reminds us of the

human form is, you know, that of the monkey. Are monkeys among
the number of the most widely-distributed animals ? No. The monkey-type is found neither in very cold countries nor in the greater part
of the temperate regions, but only in the warmest parts of the globe.
Besides, a great part of Oceanica contains not a single monkey.

now, we no longer consider the type, the entire gi*oup of monbut
keys,
only the species which approaches nearest to us, we see it occupying an area more and more limited. America has not a single species of monkey in common with Africa and Asia. And, when we come
If,

to the

most perfect monkeys

resemblance to man, have been
form we see the area of their
comes extremely narrow. So
of monkeys which some have

to those which, by reason of their great
called anthropoid, that is, with a human

habitat

is

restricted

still

more and

be-

the orang-outang, one of those species
wished to make our ancestor, is found

only in the isle of Borneo, or at most, perhaps, in the isle of Suthe gorilla, still another of the species which comes nearest
;
man in his general proportions, occupies only a small part of the western regions of Africa.

matra
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Now, man is everywhere, and still he is incontestably, even from
the point of view of his body, very superior to the monkeys. He alone
has true hands, those marvellous instruments which you know so well
how

to use

;

he alone possesses a brain of which the

size of the skull

Without speaking of other characters, man
attests the development.
all
is
to
species of monkeys by his hand and his
evidently superior
brain.

Well, then, the monkey, which, although so distant from man, still
comes nearest to him, occupies but a restricted habitat while man,
the superior being par excellence, has originated, you say, simultaEvidently, gentlemen, to accept this interpreneously everywhere
tation of facts, will be to make him a single exception among all organized beings and so, I repeat, we can never accept this conclusion.
So you see, we are led to admit, not only that man originated
;

!

;

one single place upon the globe, but farther, that this was a limited
region of very small extent. It was probably not greater than the
habitat now allowed either to the gorillas or the orangs.
Can we go still further ? Can we determine the particular spot
in

of the globe where arose this privileged species which was to go forth
and conquer the whole earth ? We cannot answer this question with
the same confidence as the others.
But we may answer it with great
probability.
According to all appearances, the point where man originated, and whence he emigrated to all parts of the globe, was situated
somewhere in the centre of Asia.
The reasons which lead us to this conclusion are of many kinds. I
can only indicate the two following
:

Around the elevated

central region that you see pictured upon the
chart in the heart of Asia, we find the three fundamental types of
humanity the black man, the yellow man, and the white man. Black
:

men
still,

We

are at the present time widely enough dispersed.
see them
in
the
of
in
Malacca
and
the
isles
Andaof
however,
peninsula

Again, we find traces of these blacks in the east of Asia, at the
of Formosa, at the south of Japan, and in the Philippines the
Melanesia belong to them. The yellow race occupies almost all the
southeast part and even the centre of Asia
and finally we know that

man.
isle

:

;

from

region came the great white race which today rules everywhere the Aryan race, that to which we belong. The
groups, more or less pure, are besides related to each other by a multitude of intermediates which may be regarded as transitional.
this elevated central

It is not

the

only by the features, by fundamental physical

men found around

this

immense table-land

seem to blend into one another.

We

ai*e

traits, that

interrelated,

and

furthermore, on the sides
of this vast table-land, the three essential types of language of the
most striking intellectual manifestation of man.

We

shall

come

see,

to this question by-and-by, but to-day I

may

say to

you that we distinguish three fundamental forms of human language:
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monosyllabic languages, in which each word has but one syllable
agglutinated languages, in which the words are welded together and,
finally, flexible languages, which resemble the languages now generally
;

;

spoken in Europe.
Now, we find around

Asia the monosyllabic
over the Chinese Empire ; on the north an
assemblage of peoples speaking agglutinative languages, and extending
even to Europe. Then, again, we have the portion occupied by the
Aryan race, speaking the flexible languages. So the three linguistic
types are represented around this table-land of Asia, the same as the
three fundamental physical types. It seems that, almost from his cradle,
man has presented all the essential modifications that he could undergo.
language, par

this central plateau of

excellence, all

I pass to another question. Man, starting from a single and limited
spot, has spread all over the globe.
Consequently, he has peopled the
globe by way of emigration and colonization. Such is the conclusion

drawn from

actual facts interpreted

by

science alone.

But,

is it

pos-

sible to people the earth by human migration ?
Some say no ; and
make this assertion an objection to the ideas that I have just indi-

cated.
I

own

my part, this objection has always surprised me.
colonizations
why, they occur everywhere in his

that, for

Migrations

!

tory, and particularly in our own history.
Go back as far as we may, we see populations in movement from
one end of continents to the other so that, to say a priori that man
has always lived where we find him, is to contradict all historical
;

documents.

However, some have

human power and

insisted that certain migrations were beyond
I will give you two examples to show
intelligence.

that migrations are always possible, even when the conditions in the
midst of which they take place seem made expressly to arrest them.
must distinguish, in migrations, those over land from those

We

across seas.

As to migrations by land, it is very evident that, when men have
war only against brute Nature, nothing can prevent their passage,
But I add that men
especially when they can choose their moment.
will emigrate, even when they have to combat all difficulties united,
to

not only the rigors of physical Nature, but also the action of man,

who

alone absolutely arrests man.
For example, I will cite a fact borrowed from the history of a people of whom I here show you some drawings
:

Toward
for

some

1616, according to Chinese dates, a horde of Calmucks,
reason which we do not know, left the country bordering

upon China, crossed the whole of Asia, and established themselves
on the banks of the Yolga. There they accepted the sovereignty of
Russia, and for more than a century rendered good service to the emBut there came a time when the Calmucks found that the Ruspire.
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To throw

it off,

to the country of their anthey decided to emigrate, and return
The tribe had settled on either bank of the Volga, and, in
cestors.
order to come together at a determined place, it had been arranged to
start in the dead of winter, at a time when the ice would be strong

bank of
enough to allow the people on the right bank to gain the left
On a given day, all the people of the left bank came to-

the river.

but some unknown cause hindered the people of the right
The number of emigrants was, however, very
from
bank
crossing.
considerable, for, including women and children, there were 250,000.
The rear-guard was composed of a select body of horsemen, which
counted 80,000 men. You see, here was an emigration of an entire
gether

;

people.

From

the beginning of the journey, the leaders understood that
must
hasten for, at the first news of their departure, the Russians
they
A regular army was soon organorders
to pursue the fugitives.
gave
ized and advancing upon them, preceded by a host of Cossacks. These
sworn enemies of the Calmucks massacred all those that strayed away
any distance from the main body. Although it was the 5th of January,
;

1771,

when they

started, this entire people traversed the regions here infrontiers of

dicated, and arrived on the following September on the

China.

In this long journey of more than 700 leagues, this wandering
horde was constantly pursued by the Russian army, obliged to advance always by forced marches, to open a passage through hostile
countries, harassed not only by the Cossacks but also by the Kirgheez, and the Bashkeers, the most savage and warlike inhabitants
of these countries, who gave them not a single moment's peace.
I forgot to say that the winter, always very severe in these regions,

was exceptionally so at this time that in the first eight days all the
beasts of burden perished, and that they had to burn their tents to
obtain a moment's warmth. The women, the children, the aged, and
men in their vigor, perished by thousands from the cold. This journey
;

was, in reality, for these people, what the retreat from Russia was for
the French army ; but with this difference, that the Calmucks emigrated in families, with women and children, so that the disaster
would be much more terrible. Winter was followed by summer and,
;

much

had suffered from cold, they suffered equally from heat,
above
There was even a time when the
and,
all, from want of water.
entire body of Calmucks, at the sight of water, disbanded to quench
the thirst that devoured them. The rear-guard itself yielded to the
temptation. The Bashkeers and the Kirgheez, taking advantage of this
disorder, fell upon the multitude and put them to great slaughter.
Happily, Kien-Long was engaged in the chase in these parts, and, as is
usual with the Emperors of China, he was accompanied by a real army,
in which were several batteries oi
He fired some pieces of
artillery.
as they
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cannon on the Kirgheez and the Bashkeers.

The Calinucks recovered

their coolness, defended themselves, and all that remained of these
people were saved. The emperor immediately gave them some food

and clothing

;

then he gave them the country which

is

occupied

by

their descendants at the present time.
I will add that Kien-Long caused a

column to be erected on the
On this column we read
an inscription, in very simple words, recording how Kien-Long saved
an entire nation. The inscription ends with these words " Let this
place ever be regarded as holy." Gentlemen, I cannot be deceived in
saying that you will join in this prayer of one of the greatest soverThe place where a nation has been saved merits coneigns of China.
secration much more than that where the most brilliant victory has
been gained at the price of thousands of human lives.
The hour passes, and I cannot enlarge upon this interesting question of migration as much as I intended.
I will content myself with
It is still more
citing one example of migration by sea.
striking, as it
bears upon a race constantly referred to when it is wished to prove
that men were born where we find them. At the present time,
the part of the globe of which I am about to speak is one of those
where the peopling by migration is most completely demonstrated.
spot where the encounter had taken place.

:

I

mean

Polynesia.

Here

is

Polynesia.

great Pacific Ocean,

You

see that

and that

it is

it
occupies a good part of the
included in a triangle whose sides,

from the Sandwich Islands to New Zealand and to the isle of Paques,
measure, in round numbers, 1,800 leagues. The islands dispersed in
this immense space are scarcely as much as a grain of sand in the
Place de la Concorde. Several among them are smaller than Paris.
The isle of Paques in particular, which forms one of the extremities
of the triangle, has precisely the extent of the city-wall of ancient
Paris before the annexation of the suburbs that is to say, 25 kilo-

metres

(1 5-J

You

miles) in circumference.

understand Avhat in this vast sea an

isle

of these dimensions

and there are others much smaller, which are likewise
The
argument drawn from this situation would seem, then,
peopled.
to have great force. How do you suppose, says one, that savages,
having no improved means of navigation, have been able to cross such
spaces ? Why were they not lost in this vast ocean before finding

amounts to

;

these small isles

?

Unfortunately, I cannot go into the detail of facts to show you
inexact is this a priori reasoning. I will only say that at the
present time we know not only that the people of Polynesia came
from some other place, but that they came from the Indian Archipel-

how

We know, besides, what

has been the general course of their
and
can
trace
them
on the map. Further, we have been
migrations,
able to determine the epoch when they took place, relying on precise
ago.
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documents, as positive as the charts on which we rely in writing the
history of our middle ages.
These people came from Asia, from a point of the Indian Archipelago that we can determine approximately. They reached the Marquesas Isles in the beginning of our era, or in the years immediately

We

know with still greater certainty that the emigraZealand, that is to say, to the most distant portion of
Polynesia, took place in the beginning of the fifteenth century, and
that the emigration from New Zealand to people the Isles of Chatham
occurred scarcely a century ago.
preceding.

tion to

New

Here we meet with a

significant fact.

When

established themselves in the islands of which

are speaking, they
This circumstance singularly facilitated their

found them deserted.

new

settlement.

tory, suffered so

In our day,

these emigrants

we

Calmucks, of whom I just sketched the hisbecause they found men on their route.
difficult to traverse Africa
if the
journey from

If the

much,

if it is still

it is

Timbuctoo has cost the

lives of so many courageous travellers
it is
because the Tuaregs close the passage to us.
The more we study, the better we know that all over the surface

of the globe

man surmounts

every

against Nature. If he is arrested,
a word, man alone can arrest man.
I

difficulty, so
it is

wish to say a few words also on the

gested by

long as he wars only
In

when he encounters man.

last of the questions sug-

this subject.

Man, we have
the globe, and

seen, took his departure

now he

from a particular place on

everywhere. Consequently, in his long and
multiplied journeyings, he has encountered climates the most extreme,
and conditions of existence the most opposite. He has adapted himis

Does it follow that a new-comer, that a European for
can
establish himself anywhere on the globe and immediately
example,
prosper there ? You know he cannot. He must become acclimated;
and you can easily understand that it ought to be so. The human
body, whioh has developed under certain conditions of existence, is in
harmony with them. If they change, and above all if they change
self to all.

suddenly, it is evident that the entire organism receives a shock; and
shock brings with it suffering, that you know often ends in death.

this

Experience has shown that these sufferings have been more grave
and frequent when the course of emigration has been from cold toward warm countries whence a certain number of physicians and anthropologists have drawn the conclusion that there are some countries
on the globe that the European cannot inhabit in which he can never
Some have even gone further. They have
prosper and multiply
maintained that men could only propagate where they were born so
;

that, in reality, the Frenchman can only live in France, the Englishman in England, the Dutch in Holland, etc.

This exaggeration needs no refutation.
20

It is already refuted

by
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the existence of our colonies.

We know very well that

there are somft

parts of the globe where the European is acclimated almost immediately not that he can escape all sacrifices, but they are relatively few.
I refer you to the case of Acadia, that country in Canada peopled by
;

sixty French families, and which, in a very short time, counted its inhabitants by thousands. I may cite you also to what is passing every

Cape, in Australia,- at Buenos Ayres.
both worlds, and under the most diverse climates,
Europeans prosper, multiply, and work, as they do in Europe. Still
there are places where the question is much more diffcult of solution,
and which have been considered fatal to Europeans. I will name in

day

at the

You

see, then, in

on the western coast of Africa, our colony of Senegal, and
Gaboon I will point out, in America, the Antilles
generally, and consequently Guadeloupe and Martinique then French
Guiana. Algeria itself has been a subject of lively debate from this
point of view. It will seem natural to you that I should dwell a little
more upon this last place, because of its special interest for all of us.
From the day of our conquest the question has been, whether the
French could be acclimated on the soil of- Algeria and, curiously
enough, friends and enemies, Englishmen and Frenchmen, military
commanders and physicians, were almost unanimously agreed that it
cpuld not be done.
They relied on the tables of mortality, which
showed an excess of deaths over births. It is easy to see that a country, where the number of those who die gains on that of those who
particular,

above

that of

all

;

;

;

are born, is fated to become depopulated, unless new immigrants repair
the annual losses. This is what was said of Algeria, and it is one of
the points that I have had to discuss in my lectures.
in spite of documents so often quoted, I do not hesitate to
that
Frenchmen
have beep acclimated in Algeria, and have lived
say
there very well. To ai-rive at this conclusion I have not denied the

Now,

figures

the facts cited

by

those

who

reached the opposite one on
But I have interpreted them,
never abandon, namely, that, as re;

the contrary, I have accepted them.
resting on this principle, which

man

we

an animal and nothing else. Consequently, if
the laws that govern animality bear heavily on him in certain circumstances, he profits, in return, by advantages that these same laws
gards his body,

is

bring to animals.

Now, before studying the acclimation of man, I began by studying
the acclimation of plants and animals. This study taught me that,
from the moment when an organized species changes its environment,
make two kinds of
and sacrifices bearing upon the race. In Algeria, the former were shown by the figures
of mortality of the army, which were much more considerable than in
France. The latter were made apparent by the figures of mortality
of children, which, in Algeria, were double those of France.
it plant, animal, or man, it must be resigned to
sacrifices
sacrifices bearing upon the individual,

be

:
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But I was aware that, when we Europeans tried to transplant to
America certain species of domestic animals, the figures of mortality
at first were much more considerable than those of the mortality of
that the figures of the sacrifices bearing on the race were
our

army
much higher than
;

those of the mortality of children in Algiers. Howanimals are acclimated in America, and prosper so
those
ever, to-day,
well that certain species have run wild, and are, so to speak, become
indigenous.

Relying upon these
turing

The time

will

facts, I said,

almost from the first of my lecwill be acclimated in Al-

come when Frenchmen

geria.

The event has justified me sooner than

I

hoped.

Public documents

this year, containing the quinquennial census, show, relatively to the
more than 25,000 souls. But, what is
period, an increase of

preceding
more important, they establish that this increase is almost entirely due
to the excess of births over deaths.
So that the sacrifices of the French in peopling Algeria already become when that country,
gin to bear fruit and certainly the time will
descendants
for
the
of our first colowill
our
be,
armies,
conquered by
;

Then Algeria will truly
is for ourselves.
nists, as salubrious as France
be the France of the South.
But the sacrifices which accompany colonization are none the less
sad, and it is often asked if there are no means of diminishing them.
Unhappily, this

is

always

difficult,

often impossible.

However, here are two facts that I ask you to reflect upon
Some of our colonies have the reputation of being particularly unhealthy, and it is said that in them manual labor is impossible for
Europeans. The worst of these are on the western coast of Africa.
:

Now, listen to the statement of Captain Bolot, commanding a company employed in the construction of a pier at Great Bassam, made to
"A
Captain Vallon, from whom I drew the fact
single Sunday put
men
in
the
more
infirmary than three days of work under the hot sun."
:

because the Sunday was given, not to work, but to debauchery.
Captain Vallon profited by the experience thus acquired. In his
cruises to Gaboon he maintained on board his ship severe discipline and
regular work. When not at sea, he made the sailors of the Dialinate

This

is

work

regularly in the full sun, but he forbade all excess, and in this
he
preserved his own health and that of his crew.
way
I will give you another and much more important example, as it
constitutes a true comparative experience.
It is another of the colonies I referred to as devouring Europeans.
I mean the Isle of Bourbon, at the east of Madagascar, almost under

on one of the. warmest points of the globe.
tables of mortality of this island show a frightful excess of
deaths over births. Judged alone by these tables, we must admit that

the tropics

The

the inferences

drawn

are perfectly justified.

But these tables are true
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when we take the population en masse. Now, the people comOne includes the great proprieit form naturally two parties.
the great planters, the leading merchants, and all those who be-

posing
tors,

long to them, who, so to speak, lead the life of colonists. It is to such,
and to such alone, that the desolating figures referred to apply.
The other part of the population is composed of people who till the
ground with their hands, and who are disdainfully called by the name
of poor whites.
These are the descendants of the first colonists, who

were

too poor to buy slaves, too proud to enter into the service of
and
who accepted for themselves and their posterity the life of
others,
small farmers. This last population keeps very mucli by itself; it has
multiplied, and not only become prosperous, but its physical type has
all

improved so much that travellers all speak of the personal beauty,
both of the men and the women, of this race.
So, in this same Island of Bourbon, the rich planter and the working-men in cities, perish from the life of excess and debauchery, for
which they are too much inclined in the colonies. The poor whites,
who devote themselves to the cultivation of the earth, which is said to
be impossible for the European under the tropics, have continued to
develop, and have gained in all respects, because they have joined to
moderate labor a sober life and pure manners.
Gentlemen, there is in this fact a practical lesson. Perhaps some
among you will leave France perhaps you will go to the colonies or
to Algeria to seek your fortune
Let me impress upon you the hisof
the
whites
of
the
Isle
of Bourbon they have found that,
tory
poor
to maintain health of the body, one of the best means, undoubtedly,
;

!

is

to preserve the health of the soul.

-*-

ON THE DIGESTIBILITY OF VEGETABLE AND ANIMAL
FOODS.
By PEOFESSOE VOIT,
OF THE UNIVEBSITT OF MUNICH.
(Abstract

AT

the session of the

by M. Andre Sanson )

Munich Academy of

Science,

December

4,

1869,Voit detailed the chief results of investigations made in his
laboratory by Drs. Bischoff, Forster, Hoffmann, and Meyer, students
of medicine, as to the differences which exist between animal and vegetable substances in point of digestibility, both in the carnivora and

human beings and also as to the importance of nutritive salts and
These results have such a bearing upon alimentary
condiments.
;

hygiene that

we have thought

it

desirable to give an extended analysis
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As the subject
of this essay of the learned Bavarian physiologist.
is important, we give a verbatim statement of the results.
Vegetable food, it is well known, contains, as its essential nutritive elements, albuminates, or nitrogenous materials, fatty matter, and
hydrates of carbon, with water and nutritive salts. Such food, therebut in point of digestifore, has the same elements as animal food ;

two differ widely.
Thus, while the carnivorous animal,
fed with sufficient flesh-meat, passes but little excrementitious
matter, while it traverses the entire intestinal tract within eighteen hours
bility the

when

meal the herbivorous animal, on the contrary, when fed abundantly with vegetable substances, often retains the food in the intesand a considerable portion of this food remains untine a whole week
The proportion which the solid excretions bear to the weight
used.
after a

;

;

of the animal is, for a dog fed on meat, as 3 to 10,000; for man with
mixed food, 5 to 10,000 and for the ox, as 60 to 10,000.
"We must observe that this difference is not due solely to the vary;

These substances, as
ing digestibility of the substances compared.
found in the excreta of herbivorous animals, are not such as resist the
action of the digestive fluids.
Henneberg and Stohmann have shown
that the proportion of such substances digested depends upon their
This is one
respective proportions in the sum of the food consumed.
of the most important recent contributions to the physiology of digestion.
What renders vegetable food harder to digest is the fact that
the albuminoid substances, fatty matters, starch, etc., are there incased
in a coating of cellulose, to break up which requires some time.
On
this account, the intestine of the herbivora is longer and more comThe latter digest but a small proplicated than that of the carnivora.
portion of cellulose. The same holds good for man, except when he
consumes young cellulose but little consolidated, as tender pulse, roots,
or fruits. The cellulose of hay and grass is of such quality that the
human digestive apparatus cannot extract any of their nutritive elements. In order that we may utilize them, they must first be transformed by herbivora into their own substance.
Albuminates, whether derived from the animal or from the vegetable kingdom, leave but little alimentary residue.
If fat be added to
the albuminates, this residue is increased in proportion to the amount
of fatty matter, especially when the latter is in excess. The addition
of sugar, no matter in what quantity, has not the same result,
provided
it does not cause a diarrhoea.
Of sugar, but faint traces are to be

With starch it is quite different, even when
made pulp by boiling.
Adolph Meyer has made some interesting experiments in this

found in the residuum.
it is

A dog was given 1,000 parts of bread per day (536 dry matand with such food his excreta amounted to 70 parts of dry subThe equivalent of the albumen in the bread was then given,
stance.

matter.
ter)

in the shape of flesh-meat, its starch

being replaced by the respiratory

3

io
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equivalent in the shape of fat (2, 4 1) consequently the sum must
have been 377 meat, 184 fat. The dry excrement was then only 20,
with five of fat. More albumen was, therefore, digested in the latter
case than in the former, for in the excretory residue from the bread
there was found of nitrogen 2.45, while in that from meat and fat it
was only 0.97. To show that it is really the starch which yields ex:

;

cessive residue, and not some other constitutent part of the bread,
Mr. Meyer gave the albumen of 1,000 parts of bread under the form
of pure flesh-meat, and also starch in the form of fecula reduced to a
The sum was 377 parts of meat and 522 of starch. This ration
pulp.
yielded 68 parts of excrementitious matter per day, as when the
equivalent food was given in the shape of bread. Still these excreta
contained less nitrogen than that from bread.
According to the
investigations made by Dr. Bischoff, more nitrogen was assimilated
out of 302 parts of meat and 354 of starch, than out of 800 of bread,

although in each case the quantity of albumen was equal. It is hence
seen that it is the starch which gives the greater part of the rejected
It follows that carnivora and man living on vegetable food
residue.
the bowels twice a day ; whereas, on an exclusive
to
evacuate
ought
meat-diet, they

might retain the

intestinal contents for at least four

days.
Bischoff thinks that, as the starch must first be transformed into
sugar before it can be absorbed, there is not sufficient time for this

change to be thoroughly brought about, before the starch is carried
along by the general action of the intestine. At first, excrementary
matter has a very strong acid reaction, which, as Bischoff supposes,

owing to the presence of a great quantity of organic acids, especially
butyric acid. Pettenkofer and Voit have found in the gases exhaled
by animals consuming starchy food, chiefly hydrogen and carburetted
hydrogen. These same gases are also found, in the intestine of the
The expulsion of the starch is probably due to the generherbivora.
ation of these gases, which excites the peristaltic movement of the
If the chyme were permitted to remain longer in the intesintestine.
tine, the starch would be completely transformed into sugar and enThe obstinate diarrhoeas of infants are doubtless often
tirely absorbed.
occasioned by this same phenomenon.
Voit shows that there are many other agencies which may exert
His assistant, Dr. Hoffsimilar influence upon intestinal movement.
mann, has observed that when cellulose is added to human food, for instance to flesh-meat, such meat then gives a largely-increased proportion of excrementitious matter.
Purgatives, or sudden refrigeration of
Bread containing all
the abdominal region, may have the same effect.
the constitutents of wheat causes, according to Meyer's experiments,

is

prompt evacuation, by reason of the indigestible

cellulose

it

contains.

widely disproportionate quantity of excreta, as has been
demonstrated by Panuni in the case of dogs fed on bread, wheD,

It yields a

OJY
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though evacuation increased, the amount of urea was diminished.
White wheaten bread gives least excreta. The proportion of water
contained in this matter affords the means of judging how long it had
remained in the intestine, and how far the process of extracting the
The substance evacuated in small
nutritive properties had gone.
quantity after a meal of flesh-meat contains hardly any remains of
meat and 50 per cent, of solid matter, while the excreta from breadfood, evacuated in greater quantity, with much of the bread not transformed, has only 23 per cent, solid matter.
It might be supposed that the yeast in the bread is the cause of
but Meyer has shown that a ration of starch-pudding and unthis
leavened bread gives residuum in equal proportion with leavened bread.
;

He

has also

shown that bread,

into the composition of

which enter

nutritive salts, according to the Horsford process, gives a residuum
equal to that of common bread. The result, therefore, is not due to

the absence of these salts from bread.

Dr. Bischoff has shown, in the

course of some experiments he made at the instance of Liebig, that
the addition of extract of meat, with or without salt, to the bread

given to a dog, does not affect the intestinal absorption, nor does it
lessen the amount of excrementitious matter.
The objection might
perhaps be urged that, as the dog is purely carnivorous, experiments
made on him will not warrant a universal conclusion. Therefore, Dr.

Hoffmann made the same experiment with a man. The man was fed
on potatoes, pulse, and bread, and there were then 116 parts of dry
excreta when extract of meat was added, there were still 109.
According to Haubner, the addition of a little peas to potatoes
notably diminishes or even entirely dissipates the starch, which else
is found in great
quantity in the excreta of sheep. This result he at;

tributes to the influence of the albumen in the peas.
Dr. Bischoff
gave a dog 800 parts of bread and 100 of meat. The amount of residuum was not lessened, nor the assimilation of the bread increased.
Dr. Meyer found a dog, on 1,000 parts of bread, to give TO of excreta
on 1,000 of bread and 100 of meat, 66 parts and on 1,000 of bread
and 300 of meat, 75 of solid residue. There is, then, no means of promoting the digestion of bread or potatoes, or other vegetable food, in
the intestine whether of man or of dog, nor of
preventing the loss of
;

;

the starch.

From

the persevering observations of Dr. Hoffmann,

it

follows that

this imperfect digestion and this voluminous excretion are unavoidable
a fact which, on a vegetable diet, necessitates

larger consumpeven though each of the elements were in itself
capable of absorpIf a man consumes in a
tion.
day 1,000 parts potatoes, 207 lentils, 40
bread and beer, he takes in 14.7 of nitrogen. Of the latter he gives
tion,

out 7 by the kidneys, and 6.9 in 116 of
dry excreta. The latter contain 24 per cent, of the dry food, and 47
per cent, of the nitrogen.
But, when he takes in animal food, the same amount of azote and oi

3
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its respiratory equivalent of fat, i. e., 390 parts meat and 126
he eliminates daily only 28.3 parts solid matter, with 2.6 of nitrogen; while on the contrary, the liquid excretion holds 14.2 'if nitrogen.

starch in

fat,

Consequently, though the amount of albumen in the two cases was the
same, still twice as much of it was absorbed by the intestine from the
The 800 parts of meat
ration of meat as from that of vegetables.
yielded only 27 of dry residuum.

This difference in absorption makes the essential difference between vegetable and animal food. Consequently, we are not jussaying that 2.4 of starch is the equivalent of one part fat.
part fat and 2.4 albumen, both absorbed by the same organism, have not the same action on the transformation of albumen or
Great caution must therefore be observed,
the admission of oxygen.
tified in

1

Further,

in treating of such equivalencies,

even where the elements of nutrition

Their mutually differare analogous, but come from diverse sources.
ent behavior in digestion has not been always taken into account.
Dr. Hoffmann has studied this subject for the human economy, as
regards various alimentary substances or nutritive elements. Bread,
potatoes, rice, maize, etc., taken in any quantity whatsoever, can
scarcely support the life of man or of carnivorous animals, communi-

cating to

Too large a proportion of their
strength.
eliminated in the excretion. Still, with the addi-

them no bodily

nutritive elements

is

tion of a small quantity of albumen, whether animal or vegetable, they
may suffice. They are poor in albuminates, but rich in starch. Even

herbivorous animals often take in an excess of food, so as to get the
requisite amount of albumen.

The same occurs with man, and therefore he will waste non-azotized
The quality of the food he takes may be told from the exIt is Liebig who said that you might make out the boundarycreta.
lines of those countries where the coarse brown bread of Westjmalia

material.

used, from certain indications found along the hedge-rows. An Irish
lbs. of potatoes, a
laborer, according to Buckle, consumes daily 9
weight too great for all the intestines to carry. These potatoes would
is

contain of water 3,200 parts, dry albumen 70, and of non-nitrogenous
substances 725. The latter quantity is far in excess of what is necessary to nourish a strong man ; but there is a deficiency of albumen, to
say nothing of the amount lost in the excreta. As a consequence, the

body

is

capable of but

of potatoes taken

in,

little

and

work, notwithstanding the great quantity
but ill provided with the means of resist-

it is

ing disease, owing to the excess of water in the organs. The same is
to be said of rice, which is poor in nitrogen.
According to Salvator
Thomassi, the farmers of the rice-fields in Italy, who enjoy liberal fare,
reach an advanced age, while the day-laborers who live on rice succumb prematurely to diseases caused by exhaustion. In Western
India,
feonie

where

rice is the

chief food of the natives, they always add
is richer in azote.
Those Italian laborers

element of food which
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who come into Germany to work upon the railways always eat cheese
with their staple food, maize. Other populations derive all their nutriment from 800 parts of bread and 100 of meat, besides potatoes and
All these facts are in full accord with the experiment made
hei-rings.
on the dog, which lost weight on 800 parts of bread, or on the same
with extract of meat, and finally died in convulsions.
On this subject we have the valuable researches of William Stark,
He tried experiments upon himself as to the
datino- from 3 789.
For 42 consecutive days he
relative value of different kinds of food.
lived on 556 to 849 parts of bread and 900 to 1,800 water per day.
Meanwhile he lost 17 lbs. weight. Then he took 736 to 962 of bread,
113 to 226 sugar and 900 to 1,300 water, and in 28 days
But he gained with 849 bread, 1,800 milk and 1,300 water.

lost 3 lbs.

Hence

it

will be seen that prison-fare of bread-and-water is justly to be regarded as a punishment. In fact, the sentence condemning a man to
live four

weeks on such

of death, and in

fare

Denmark no

in Danish law equivalent to sentence
case has ever occurred of a culprit sur-

is

viving his punishment.

Of

is far from condemning the use of vegetable
but he insists upon it that they must be combined
with proper nutritive elements in assimilable form, in order to keep the
body vigorous. These vegetable substances are deficient in albumen,
and nothing can supply it better than flesh-meat. It is also advisable
to substitute, for a part of the mass of starchy material, animal or
vegetable fat. It is not denied but that one may sustain life on purely

course, Prof. Voit

substances for food

vegetable

fare.

;

The only conclusion the author

insists

man

upon

in this

always best
is
azotic
and
when
the
latter
as
got from
secured,
regards
fatty food,
animal matter, and oftentimes the elements in question cannot be derived from any other source.
Chemistry alone will not account for
this disparity.
The principles of which we speak do not differ from
first

portion of his essay

is,

that the alimentation of

is

one another chemically in their origin. It is only physiological experimentation, with the living being as the reactive agent, that can
show these differing properties, as we have seen. This is a point of
great importance. The question of nutritive salts, which we are next
to consider,

is

no

Revue

less important.

Scientijique.

-*-
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with the leading criticisms that have been
" more
set forth in "

propriety
dealing
THE
made on the general doctrine

First Principles

especially criticisms on the metaphysical aspects of that doctrine has
been from time to time pressed upon me. Having recently been led to
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undertake a subject outside of, though ancillary to, the work with which
I am chiefly occupied, a contemplated reply to these criticisms has beer
put aside for a while. The article by Mr. Martineau, in the April number of the Contemporary Review, on " The Place of Mind in Nature, and

Man," while it reminded me of this postponed essay, because containing further criticisms to be met, did not lead to any change
of intention. I learn, however, that Mr. Martineau's arguments, which,
though not avowedly directed against propositions asserted or implied
in " First Principles," tell against them by implication, are supposed by
some to be conclusive, and that, in the absence of replies, it will be asIntuition in

sumed that no replies can be made. It seems desirable, therefore, to
notice these arguments at once
especially as the essential ones may, I
think, be effectually dealt with in comparatively small space.
The first definite objection which Mr. Martineau raises is, that the
hypothesis of general evolution is powerless to account even for the
simpler orders of facts in the absence of numerous different substances.

He

argues that, were matter all of one kind, no such phenomena as
chemical changes would be possible, and that, " in order to start the
world on its chemical career, you must enlarge its capital, and present
it with an outfit of heterogeneous constituents.
Try, therefore, the
effect of such a gift
fling into the preexisting caldron the whole list
;

of recognized elementary substances, and give leave to their affinities
to work." The intended implication obviously is, that there must exist

the separately-created elements before evolution can begin.
Here,
however, Mr. Martineau makes an assumption which few, if any, chemists will commit themselves to, and which many will distinctly deny.
There are no " recognized elementary substances," if the expression
means substances known to be elementary. What chemists, for convenience' sake, call elementary substances, are merely substances which
they have thus far failed to decompose ; but, bearing in mind past experiences, they do not dare to say that they are absolutely undecom-

Water was taken to be an element for more than 2,000 years,
and then was proved to be a compound and, until Davy brought a
galvanic current to bear upon them, the alkalies and the earths were sup"
posed to be elements. So little true is it that the recognized elementposable.

;

"
ary substances are supposed to be absolutely elementary, that there
has been much speculation among chemists respecting the process of
compounding and recompounding by wdiich they have been formed out
of some ultimate substance some chemists having supposed the atom
hydrogen to be the unit of composition, but others having contended
that the atomic weights of so-called elements are not thus interpretaIf I remember rightly, Sir John Herschel was one, among others,
who, some five-and-twenty years ago, threw out suggestions respecting
the composition of them. What was at that time a suspicion has now
ble.

become

practically a certainty. Spectrum analysis yields results wholly
irreconcilable with the assumption that the conventionally-named sim-
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Each yields a spectrum having lines
pie substances are really simple.
to
lines every one of which implies
two
from
in
number
eighty
varying
the intercepting of ethereal undulations of a certain order by something
Were iron absolutely
oscillating in unison or in harmony with them.
that
its atom could intercept ethereal
conceivable
is
not
it
elementary,

undulations of eighty different orders though it does not follow that
molecule contains as many separate atoms as there are lines in its
The evidence thus
spectrum, it must clearly be a complex molecule.
:

its

gained points to the conclusion that, out of some primordial unit, the

by compounding and recompouuding just as
the compounding and recompounding of elements there arise oxides,

so-called elements arise

by

;

and acids, and salts. And this hypothesis is entirely in harmony with
the phenomena of allotropy. Various so-called elementary substances
have several forms under which they present quite different properties.

The semitransparent,

colorless,

extremely active substance commonly

changed as to become opaque, dark red,
and inert. Like changes are known to occur in some gaseous, non-metallic elements, as oxygen
and also in metallic elements, as antimony.
These total changes of properties, brought about without any changes
to be called chemical, are interpretable only as due to molecular arcalled phosphorus

may be

so

;

rangements

;

and,

by showing

that difference of property

is

produced

difference of arrangement, they support the inference otherwise to
be drawn, that the properties of different elements result from differ-

by

ences of arrangement produced by the compounding and recompoundThus Mr. Martineau's objection,
ing of ultimate homogeneous units.
at best would imply a turning of our ignorance of the nature of
elements into positive knowledge that they are simple, is, in fact, to be
met by two sets of evidences, which distinctly imply that they are com-

which

pound.
Mr. Martineau next alleges that a fatal difficulty is put in the way of
the General Doctrine of Evolution by the existence of a chasm between
the living and the not-living.
He says " But with
of data, turn them as you will, at the end of

all your enlargeevery passage which
they explore, the door of life is closed against them still." Here again
our ignorance is employed to play the part of
knowledge the fact that
we do not know distinctly how an
transition
has taken place is
alleged
transformed into the fact that no transition has taken
have
place.
over again the mode of argument which until
lately was thought conclusive
because the genesis of each species of creature had not been
explained, therefore each species must be specially created.
Merely
noting this, however, I go on to remark that scientific discovery is day
:

ment

:

We

by day narrowing the chasm,

or, to use Mr. Martineau's metaphor,
the
door."
Not
opening
many years since, it was held as certain
that the chemical compounds distinguished as
organic could not be
formed artificially. Now, more than a thousand organic compounds

"

have been formed

artificially.

Chemists have discovered the art of
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building them up, from the simpler to the more complex, and do not
doubt that they will eventually produce the most complex. Moreover,
the phenomena attending isomeric change give a clew to those move-

ments which are the only indications we have of life in its lowest forms.
In various colloidal substances, including the albuminoid, isomeric
change is accompanied by contraction or expansion, and consequent
motion ; and, in such primordial types as the Protogenes of Haeckel,
which do not differ in appearance from minute portions of albumen,
the observed motions are comprehensible as accompanying isomeric
changes caused by variations in surrounding physical actions. The
probability of this interpretation will be seen on remembering the evi-

dence

we have that, in the higher organisms, the functions are essenby isomeric changes from one to another of the multitu-

tially effected

dinous forms which protein assumes. Thus the reply to this objection
that there is going on from both sides a rapid narrowing of the
chasm supposed to be impassable ; and, second, that, even were the

is, first,

being filled up, we should no more be justified
a
assuming supernatural commencement of life than Kepjustified in assuming that there were guiding-spirits to keep

chasm not

in course of

in therefore
ler

was

the planets in their orbits, because he did not see
to be kept in their orbits.

how

else

they were

third definite objection made by Mr. Martineau is of kindred
The Hypothesis of Evolution is, he thinks, met by the insurmountable difficulty that plant-life and animal life are absolutely dis-

The

nature.

tinct.

He

says:

"You cannot take a single step toward the deduction of sensation and
thought neither at the upper limit do the highest plants (the exogens) transcend themselves and overbalance into animal existence; nor at the lower,
grope as you may among the sea-weeds and sponges, can you persuade the
sporules of the one to develop into the other."
:

This is an extremely unfortunate objection to raise. For, though
there are no transitions from vegetal to animal at the places Mr.
Martineau names, where, indeed, no biologist would dream of looking

between the two great kingdoms of living
things is so complete that separation is now regarded as impossible.
For a long time naturalists endeavored to frame definitions such as
would, the one include all plants and exclude all animals, and the
for them, yet the connection

But they have been
all animals and exclude all plants.
There
so repeatedly foiled in the attempt that they have given it up.
is no chemical distinction that holds ; there is no structural distinction
other include

that holds

;

there

distinction as to

is

no functional distinction that holds

mode

;

there

is

no

Large groups of the
decompose carbonic acid

of existence that holds.

simpler animals contain chlorophyll, and
under the influence of light as plants do. Large groups of the simpler
plants, as you may observe from the diatoms from any stagnant pool,
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are as actively locomotive as the minute creatures classed as animals
seen along with them and among these lowest types of living things
it is common for the life to be now predominantly animal and
presently
;

become predominantly vegetal. The very name zoospores, given to
germs of algce, which for a while swim about actively by means of cilia,
and presently settling down grow into plant-forms, is given because of
this conspicuous community of nature. So complete is this community
of nature that for some time past many naturalists have wished to
establish for these lowest types a sub-kingdom intermediate between
the animal and the vegetal the reason against this course being, however, that the difficulty crops up afresh at any assumed places where
to

:

this intermediate sub-kingdom may be supposed to join the other two.
Thus the assumption on which Mr. Martineau proceeds is diametrically

opposed to the conviction of naturalists in general.
Though I do not perceive that it is specifically stated, there appears
to be tacitly implied a fourth difficulty of an allied kind the difficulty
that there is no possibility of transition from life of the simplest kind to
mind. Mr. Martineau says, indeed, that there can be " with only vital
"
resources, as in the vegetal world, no beginning of mind
apparently leaving it to be inferred that in the animal world the resources
are such as to make the "beginning of mind" comprehensible.
"Whether any consciousness of an incongruity between the conception
;

of "

germs of mind as well as the

inferior elements,"

and

his hypoth-

mind

as the cause of evolution, prevented Mr. Martineau from pressing this objection, I do not know.
But, had he
asserted a chasm between mind and bodily life, for which there is ceresis of universal

much reason as for asserting a chasm between animal
and vegetal life, the difficulties in his way would have been no less
For those lowest forms of irritability in the animal kinginsuperable.
"
dom, which, I suppose, Mr. Martineau refers to as the beginning of
are
not
from
the
which
mind,"
distinguishable
irritability
plants display they in no greater degree imply consciousness. If the sudden
tainly quite as
life

:

folding of a sensitive-plant's leaf
the stamens in a cistus-fiower

when touched, or the spreading out of
when you brush them, is to be con-

sidered as a vital action of a purely physical kind, then so too must be
considered the equally slow retraction of a polype's tentacles. And
yet, from this simple motion of an animal having no nervous system,

we may

pass

by

insensible stages through ever-complicating forms of

actions, with their accompanying signs of feeling and intelligence,
until we reach the highest.
Even apart from the evidence derived
from the ascending grades of animals up from zoophytes, as they are
significantly named, it needs only to observe the evolution of a single
animal to see how baseless is the assumption that there exists any

break or chasm between the life that shows no mind and the life that
shows mind. The yolk of an egg which the cook has just broken not
only yields no sign of mind,"but yields no sign of life. It does not re-

3
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spond to a stimulus as much even as many plants do. Had the egg,
instead of being broken by the cook, been left under the hen for a
certain time, the yolk would have passed by infinitesimal gradations
through a

series of

forms ending in the chick, and by similarly

infini-

tesimal gradations would have arisen those functions which end in the
chick breaking its shell; and which, when it gets out, show themselves
in

running about, distinguishing and picking up food, and squeaking if
When did the feeling begin, and how did there come into ex-

hurt.

istence that

Should

power of perception which the

chick's actions

show

?

be objected that the chick's actions are mainly automatic,
I will not dwell on the fact that, though they are largely so, the chick
manifestly has feeling and therefore consciousness, but I will accept
the objection, and propose that instead we take the human being.
The course of development before birth is just of the same general kind
and similarly, at a certain stage, begins to be accompanied by reflex
movements. At birth there is displayed an amount of mind certainly
not greater than that of the chick there is no power of running from
danger, no power of distinguishing and picking up food. If we say
it

;

we must certainly say the infant is unintellifrom
the
gent.
yet
unintelligence of the infant to the intelliof
the
is
there
an advance by steps so small that on no
adult,
gence
day is the amount of mind shown appreciably different from that
shown on preceding and succeeding days. Thus the tacit assumption,
that there exists a break, is not simply gratuitous, but one that is negatived by the most obvious facts.
the chick

is

unintelligent,

And

And now, having dealt with the essential objections raised by Mr.
Martineau to the Hypothesis of Evolution as it is presented under that
purely scientific form which generalizes the process of things, firstly as
observed, and secondly as inferred from certain ultimate principles,
let me go on to examine that form of the Hypothesis which he
propounds Evolution as determined by Mind and Will Evolution as
prearranged by a Divine Actor. For Mr. Martineau apparently abandons the primitive theory of creation by " fiat of Almighty Will " and
also the theory of creation by manufacture
by "a contriving and
and
seems
to
believe
in
Evolution
adapting power,"
requiring only that
"
" an
originating mind shall be taken as its antecedent. Let us ask,
"
"
first, in what relation Mr. Martineau conceives the
originating mind
;

to stand to the evolving universe.
that he considers the " presence of

He

says
"It

tom.

is

From some
mind "

passages

it is

inferable

to be everywhere needful.

:

impossible to

If all force

is

work the theory

of Evolution, upward from the bot-

to be conceived as one, its type

must be looked

for in the

highest and all-comprehending term; and Mind must be conceived as there,
and as divesting itself of some specialty at each step of its descent to a lower

stratum of law,

till

represented at the base under the guise of simple Dynamics."
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This seems to be an unmistakable assertion that, whenever evolution
there behind it. At the close of the argugoing on, mind is then and

ment, however, a quite different conception
says

is

implied.

Mr. Martineau

:

" If the Divine Idea will not retire at the bidding of our speculative science,

but retain its place, it is natural to ask, What is its relation to the series of soto be
called Forces in the world? But the question is too large and deep
answered here. Let it suffice to say, that there need not be any overruling of
these forces by the Will of God, so that the supernatural should disturb the
natural or any supplementing of them, so that He should fill up their deficienRather is His thought related to them as, in Man, the mental force is
cies.
;

related to

all

below

it."

would take too much space to deal fully with the various queswhich this passage raises. There is the question, Whence come
" Will of God " did
"
these
Forces," spoken of as separate from the
divine
power ? Do they exist
they preexist ? Then what becomes of the
is
that by which they
kind
of
nature
what
Then
by the divine Will?
act on the divine Will ? Again, there is the question, how do these
It

tions

if the presiddeputy-forces cooperate in each particular phenomenon,
an
Either
is not there present to control them ?
Will
organ which
ing
of
develops into fitness for its function, develops by the cooperation
these forces only under the direction of Mind there present, or they do
it

in the absence of

Mind ?

is

given up
hypothesis
be then and there present,
;

do it in the absence of Mind, the
" is
the " originating mind
required to

If they

and

if

it must be regarded as universally present.
"
the question, If " His thought is related to them
is
to all below it,
related
in
the
mental
force
Man,
[these forces] as,
how can " His thought " be regarded as the cause of evolution ? In

Once more there

man

is

the mental force

is

related to the forces below

it

neither as a creator

of them, nor as a regulator of them, save in a very limited way the
greater part of the forces present in man, both structural and function:

defy the mental force absolutely. Not dwelling on these questions,
however, it will suffice to point out the entire incongruity of this
conception with the previous conception which I have quoted. Assumal,

ing that, when the choice is pressed on him, Mr. Martineau will choose
the first, which alone has any thing like defensibility, let us go on to ask
how far Evolution is made comprehensible by postulating Mind, universally immanent, as

its

cause.

In metaphysical controversy, many of the propositions propounded
and accepted as quite believable are absolutely inconceivable. There
is a perpetual confusing of actual ideas with what are nothing but

No distinction is made between propositions that contain
pseud-ideas.
real thoughts, and propositions that are only the forms of thoughts.
thinkable proposition is one of which the two terms can be brought

A

together in consciousness under the relation said to exist between
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But very often, when the subject of a proposition has been
thought of as something known, and when the predicate has been
thought of as something known, and when the relation alleged between
them has been thought of as a known relation, it is supposed that the
The thinking separately of the
proposition itself has been thought.
elements of a proposition is mistaken for the thinking of them in the
combination which the proposition affirms. And hence it continually
happens that propositions which cannot in truth be rendered into
thought at all are supposed to be not only thought but believed. The
proposition that Evolution is caused by Mind is one of this nature.
The two terms are separately intelligible but they can be regarded in
the relation of effect and cause only so long as no attempt is made to
them.

;

put them together in the relation.
The only thing which any one knows as mind

own

states of consciousness.

The mind

so

known

is

the series of his

to each person, and

by each to be present in others, has the essential characters,
components are limited by one another, and that it is itself
If I am asked to frame a notion of
localized both in time and space.
mind, divested of all those structural traits under which alone I am conscious of mind in myself, I cannot do it.
I know nothing of thought
save as carried on in terms originally derived from the effects wrought
by objects on me. A mental act is an unintelligible phrase if I am not
to regard it as an act in which states of consciousness are severally
assimilated to other states in the series that has gone by, and in which
the relations between them are severally assimilated to past relations
inferred

that

its

in this series.

am

to think of

I cannot give
in terms of

it

any meaning to the word Will, unless I
contemplated ends, of which some one

is

preferred.

"
then, I have to conceive Evolution as caused by an
originating
Mind," I must conceive this mind as having attributes akin to those
If,

of the only
at

all.

asking

I know, and without which I cannot conceive mind
not dwell on the many incongruities hence resulting, by
the " originating Mind " is to be thought of as having

mind

I will

how

produced by things objective to it ; as discriminating among
these states, and classing them as like and unlike and as preferring
one objective result to another. I will simply ask, What happens if we
"
" the character
ascribe to the
absolutely essential
originating Mind
to the conception of mind, that it consists of a series of states of constates

;

sciousness?

Put a

cause, and the
and then endeavor to see the last as flowpossible to imagine in some dim kind of way

series of states of consciousness as

evolving universe as

effect,

ing from the first. It is
a series of states of consciousness serving as antecedent to any one of
the movements I see going on for my own states of consciousness are
;

But how if I atoften indirectly the antecedents to such movements.
tempt to think of such a series as antecedent to all actions throughout
the universe

to the motions of the multitudinous stars through space
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to the revolutions of all their planets round thern, to the gyrations of
all these planets on their axes, to the infinitely-multiplied physical processes
on in each of these suns and planets ? I cannot even think

going

of a series of states of consciousness as causing the relatively small group
of actions ffoinsr on over the earth's surface I cannot even think of it
;

winds and the dissolving clouds they
the rivei-s, and the guiding actions of all

as antecedent to all the various

bear, to the currents of all
still less can I think of
;

the glaciers

it

as antecedent to the infinity of

that cover the
processes simultaneously going on in all the plants
in all the aniand
down
to
polar lichens,
globe, from tropical palms
mals that roam among them, and the insects that buzz about them.

Even

to a single small set of these multitudinous terrestrial changes, I
cannot conceive as antecedent a series of states of consciousness
cannot, for instance, think of it as causing the hundred thousand breakers that are at this instant curling over the shores of England.
How,
"
originating Mind," which I'
then, is it possible for me to conceive an

to myself as a series of states of consciousness, being
antecedent to the infinity of changes simultaneously going on in worlds
too numerous to count, dispersed throughout a space that baffles imagination ? If, to account for this infinitude of physical changes everywhere going on, " Mind must be conceived as there under the guise

must represent

of simple Dynamics," then the reply is that, to be conceived as there,
Mind must be divested of all attributes by which it Is distinguished
and that when thus divested of its distinguishing attributes, the concep;

tion disappears
the word Mind stands for a blank. If Mr. Martineau
takes refuge in the entirely different and, as it seems to me, incongruous
of something like a plurality of minds if he accepts, as

hypothesis

"
he seems to do, the doctrine that you cannot explain Evolution unless among your primordial elements you scatter already -the germs of
Mind as well as the inferior elements " if the insuperable difficulties I
have just pointed out are to be met by assuming a local series of states
of consciousness for each phenomenon, then we are obviously carried
back to something like the old fetichistic notion, with the difference
only, that the

assumed

as no attempt

is

spiritual agencies are indefinitely multiplied.
"
"
is the
the
proposition that an originating Mind
Clearly, therefore,
cause of Evolution is a proposition that can be entertained so long only
relation.

made

to unite in thought its two terms in the alleged
to unite them is made, the proposi-

But when the attempt

tion turns out to be not simply unprovable, but unthinkable.

Here let me guard myself against a misinterpretation very likely to
be put upon the foregoing arguments especially by those who have
read the Essay to which they reply. The statements of that Essay
it combats
carry the implication that all who adhere to the hypothesis
solved
the
when
have
of
they have
things
mystery
imagine they
the processes of Evolution as naturally caused. Mr. Marexplained
tineau tacitly represents them as believing that,
21

when every thing has
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been interpreted in terms of Matter and Motion, nothing remains to be
The Doctrine
This, however, is by no means the fact.
explained.
of Evolution, under its purely scientific form, does not involve Maits opponents persistently represent it as
doing so.
of
it
are
who
friends
of
adherents
there
are those
among
mine,
speak of the Materialism of Buchner and his school, with a con-

though

terialism,

Indeed,

who

tempt certainly not

how

less

than that

entirely anti-materialistic

impropriety, quote passages which I

"Hence, though of the two

it

by Mr. Martineau. To show
view is, I may, perhaps, without
have written elsewhere

felt

my own

:

seems easier to translate so-called Matter into

so-called Spirit, than to translate so-called Spirit into so-called Matter (which
latter is, indeed, wholly impossible), yet no translation can carry us beyond our

symbols."

And

'

again

:

"

See, then, our predicament. "We can think of Matter only in terms of Mind.
"We can think of Mind only in terms of Matter. When we have pushed our explorations of the first to the uttermost limit, we are referred to the second for

a final answer; and, when we have got the final answer of the second, we are
"We find the value of a; in
referred back to the first for an interpretation of it.

terms of y ; then we find the value of y in terms of x; and so on we may continue forever, without coming nearer to a solution. The antithesis of subject
and object, never to be transcended while consciousness lasts, renders impossible all knowledge of that Ultimate Reality in which subject and object are
united."

a

between Mr. Marview and the view he opposes is by no means so. wide as he
makes it appear and further, it seems to me that such difference as
exists is, in truth, rather the reverse of that which his exposition imBriefly expressed, the difference is this, that, when he thinks
plies.
there is no mystery, the doctrine he combats recognizes a mystery.
Speaking for myself only, I may say that, agreeing entirely with Mr.
Martineau in repudiating the materialistic interpretation as utterly
futile, I differ from him simply in this, that while he says he has found
It is thus, I think, manifest that the difference

tineau's

;

another interpretation, I confess that I cannot find any interpretation ;
while he holds that he can understand the Power which is manifested in
things, I feel obliged to admit, after many failures, that I cannot under-

This contrast does not appear of the kind which bis Essay
I fail to perceive humility in the belief that human
thought is capable of comprehending that which is behind appearances and I do not see how piety is especially exemplified in the asstand,

it.

tacitly implies.

;

no mode of existence higher in Napresent to us in consciousness. On the conis better
trary, I think it quite a defensible proposition that humility
shown by a confession of incompetence to grasp in thought the Cause
sertion that the Universe contains

ture than that which

1

"

is

Principles of Psychology," second edition, vol.

i.,

63.

s

Ibid.,

2Y2.
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all things ; and that the religious sentiment may find a higher
sphere in the belief that the Ultimate Power is no more representable
in terms of human consciousness than human consciousness is repre-

of

sentable in terms of a plant's functions.
Other parts of Mr. Martineau's argument I pass over as being met
by implication in the above replies. I will now add only that, should

any further explanation be required,
from present special engagements.

I

must postpone

it

until I

am

free

-**-

MUSICAL MICE.
By

THEingstudy
the

Eev.

SAMUEL LOCKWOOD,

Ph. D.

of geographical range is of extreme interest as affectIn this way has
life, forms, and functions of animals.

come about that convenient

division of the

Monkey order

two

into

great sections the Simiadae, or Old-World monkeys and the Cebidre,
or New-World monkeys. And this distinction is based on differences

easy to be understood.

The monkeys

of the Old

World have

their

nostrils so nearly terminal, and so near to each other, and their teeth
in sort and number so much like those of man, as to give them traits

more human-like than those of the New World. They have also
The Newcheek-pouches, but none of them have prehensile tails.
World monkeys have their nostrils wide, lateral, and sprawling they
have more teeth than man has they have no cheek-pouches and
with many the tail is prehensile. But does this law of geographical
"
"
distribution, whatever it may be, affect
mice, and such small deer ?
;

;

;

A

very large order is that known as the Rodents, or
well
Gnawers,
represented by the squirrels and rabbits. These animals are all characterized by two chisel-shaped teeth in the front of

It

does.

The order contains several well-marked families, and some
hundred species. Of these families, one is known as the Muridoe,
which embraces the rats and the mice, and their allies. Now, it is interesting to know that the Muridse, namely, the true rats and mice, as
well as the monkeys, naturally divide into two geographical
groups the
one called the Mures, or Old-World rats and the other known as the
Sigmadontes, or New- World rats. Each of these divisions includes the
true rats and mice, indigenous to the New and the Old World, reAnd these distinctions are founded on a real difference in
spectively.
anatomical structure. Let it suffice to mention the most striking;, that
of the teeth.
The Mures, or Old- World rats and mice, have compar"
large, broad molars, and those of the upper jaw have three
atively
tubercles the Sigmadontes, or New-World rats and mice, have narrow
each jaw.
six

:

;

:
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jaw have two tubercles." The word
means
sigma-toothed, from a marking on the enamel, resigmadont
Greek
letter sigma, which really would be like our own
the
sembling
letter S, if the latter were made by uniting two angles, instead of two
molars, and those in the upper

curves.

The writer has elsewhere expressed his belief that among the RoThe
is a good deal of latent or undeveloped musical capacity.

dents

squeal of the frightened rabbit

is

musical

;

while the whistle of the

woodchuck enlivens its burrow with its homely, merry little sound.
That our little cosmopolite, the Old- World mouse, whom Linnaeus,
its smallness among its fellows, named Mus museulus,
has achieved some distinction in the musical line, almost everybody
knows. Indeed, these musical house-mice are almost ceasing to be

on account of

uncommon.
hand at the

Even

little erratics,

ical

his less graceful,

big relative, the

rat,

has tried his

and not wholly without success. And, among these
some have been known that might be called more com-

pipes,

than entertaining

certain

eccentrics,

known

as hiccoughing-

But these and the above are all, wherever found, directly or
That any New-World species had
indirectly, of the Old-World race.
done auQ-lit of this sort was to naturalists unknown. A late friend of
" a
ours had a domestic mouse
singer, that is," as the old man said
" not
a little chirrup, you know."
but
it
would
whistle
much,
Now, it happened that, one day, our friend caught two wood-mice, real
mice.

delicate, white-footed things, that looked too innocent to do
else than step mincingly around in their delicate white-satin

natives

any thing

So they were put into the cage with the singing-mouse.
some other folks, they had no appreciation of foreign
Whether,
but alas in spite of their silken
airs, we have no means of answering
ways, they at once set upon and murdered the little musical mouse.
These wood-mice are often called white-footed mice. They belong
slippers.

like

;

!

to a genus of the Sigmadontes, known as the Ilesperomys, or VesperThere is a
mico, and are indigenous to this our Western Continent.

of species in the genus ; but those best known are diminutive
things, not so large as the house-mouse, their sides are yellowish-brown,
the back considerably darker, the abdomen and feet almost snowy-

number

white.

Their home

is

the woods.

With but

little

sympathy

for

man,

they
occasionally intrude for a time into his dwelling, when,
friend Philip J.
as I believe, the domestic mouse withdraws.
will

My

Ryall, Esq., in the spring of 1871, when at his Florida home, near St.
Augustine, was disturbed, at night, by what he supposed to be the
chirping of birds in the chimney. The mystery was cleared up in an

unexpected way. A very small mouse came up from a crevice in the
hearth, and, with singular boldness, took position in the middle of the
sitting-room floor. Here it sat up on its hind-feet, and looked around
with the utmost confidence, all the time singing in a low, soft, yet
This visit became a daily business, until it
really warbling style.
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About a month
its temerity by being captured.
Of
intrusted to the custody of the writer.
was
prodigy
"
came introduced as a singing house-mouse." What was

paid the penalty of
after, this

course,

it

our astonishment at recognizing, in the little stranger, a true HesperIt was one of the wood-mice, and
at all
omys, and no house-mouse
It is a female, and fully grown,
the
of
smallest
the
species.
among
mouse.
domestic
a
as
so
not
Every pains was taken to selarge
yet
cure the comfort and well-being of my little guest.
And what an ample reward I reaped For a considerable time she
carolled almost incessantly, except when she slept. Day and night she
!

!

rollicked in tiny song, her best performances being usually at night.
it was often a strange delight, when, having wrought into the
late hours, and the weary brain had become so needful and yet so reand gave myself up to listening to this
pellant of sleep, I lay clown,
bedside.
wee songster, whose little cage I had set on a chair by
To be sure, it was a low, very low, sweet voice. But there was, with a

To me

my

that I would listen on,
singular weirdness, something so sweetly merry,
and
on, until I would fall asleep in the lullaby of my wingless

and

quadrupedal bob-o'-link. The cage had a revolving cylinder or wheel,
such as tame squirrels have. In this it would run for many minutes at a
This revolving cage, although
time, singing at its utmost strength.
and a half inches long, and
over
three
was
not
as
room,
regards
ample
two and a half inches wide. Although I have now been entertained
by these pretty little melodies for a year, yet I would not dare redeIn the American Naturalist, for December, 1871, the
with
that elaboration which was possible under impresgiven
She had two especially notable persions so novel and delightful.
formances. I called these roles one the wheel-song, because it was

scribe them.

music

is

usually sung while in the revolving cylinder, and the other the grand
remarkable fact in the latter is the scope of the little creature's
role.

A

musical powers.
cision possible

;

Her

soft, clear

voice

then, at its wind-up,

falls

it

an octave with

rises

all

the pre-

again into a very quick

on C sharp and D.
must quote from the above a paragi-aph entire. Let me simply
premise that in our household this little creature goes by the pet name
"Hespie."

trill

I

"

Though it be at the risk of taxing belief, yet I must in duty record one of
Hespie's most remarkable performances. She was gambolling in the large compartment of ber cage, in intense animal enjoyment. She had just woke from a
long sleep, and had eaten of some favorite food, when she burst into a fulness
of song very rich in its variety. While running and jumping, she carolled off,
what I have called her grand role ; then, sitting, she went over it again, ringing
out the strangest diversity of changes, by an almost whimsical transposition of
the bars of the melody then, without, for even an instant, stopping the music,
;

she leaped into the wheel, sent it revolving at its highest speed, and, while thus
running in the wheel, she went through the wheel-song in exquisite style, giving
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several repetitions of it. After this, without at all arresting the singing, she returned to the large compartment, sat upright, resumed again the grand role, and
put into it some variations of execution which astonished me. One measure, I
rememher, was so silvery and soft that I said, to a lady who was listening, that a
canary able to execute that would be worth a hundred dollars. I occasionally
detected what I am utterly unable to explain a literal dual sound (a rollicking
chuckling), very like a boy, whistling as he runs, drawing a stick along the pickSo the music went on, as I listened, watch in hand, until actu-

ets of a fence.

minutes had elapsed ! Now, the wonderful fact is, that the rest beroles was never much more than for a second of time
and, during all
this singing, the muscles could be seen in vigorous action, through the entire
length of the abdomen. This feat would be impossible to a professional singer ;
ally nine

tween the

;

and the nearest to

it

that I have heard

was the singing of

a wild mocking-bird

in a grove."

The point which

I think I have demonstrated elsewhere in this

the invalidity of the position taken by some, that the singing
faculty of these little creatures is due to a diseased condition. The
specimen above dwelt on has been for a whole year at least in perfect

matter

is,

It now appears, from a late number of the Naturalist, that a
gentleman in Maryland amused himself in breeding white mice, in the
hope of raising a singer. After raising several hundred, he procured
It sang in six months
one that manifested a little musical ability.
He says that it is in perfect health, and
about half a dozen times.
that its offspring are the largest and the finest, and that it is an
This was a domestic mouse, and at best
amiable, playful little pet.
but a very moderate singer.
But Hespie differs in all respects. She
is the wild wood-mouse, and an incessant
singer, and one of very
She has also many interesting
remarkable parts in musical ability.
differences pertaining to habits and food.
Cheese is not relished by
her but insects and grass are choice morsels.
Her greatest luxuries
are worms, and maggots out of nuts and fruit. She will take an earthworm into her little hands, and, holding it up to her mouth at one end,
will cause it to gradually shorten and disappear, as some bipeds from
Faderland might dispatch a favorite sausage. Her agility in catching
flies is wonderful
she leaps at the object, and rarely misses a catch.

health.

;

;

A

singular fact is this she is subject to occasional attacks of nostalgia.
They are brought about in this way For her health, as well
:

:

as for our comfort, the cage must be regularly cleansed.
This is at all
times annoying to her. But occasionally the little bed of cotton-wool,

box

in her large compartment, is taken out, and burnt, and
This occurs about once a month, and invariasupplied.
this
of
is
followed by a day or two of homesickness.
bed
change
bly
She is unhappy, seems not to like the situation, tears her bed up, pulls

in a small

a

it

new one

is

out, then pulls

it in,

in part,

and goes

off

somewhere, and

lies

down,

a habit she does not like to indulge in outside of the privacy of her
The tiny being is undoubtedly sick, and has not much aplittle box.
at most two days, she becomes reconciled, and is as
After
petite.
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men*y and rollicking as ever, proving that to animals and men contentment is a continual feast.
She is not without imitation, for she has appeared to listen to, and
Of course, imitations are seldom
to aim to imitate, the canary's song.
to be admired, and perhaps, even in music, mimicry may be set down
I have known her to be excited into song by the
as in the main base.
if the playing was in the natural key.
playing of the piano, especially
that
There are many things
might be said, but the proverb on brevity
so we will add only one thing more, and we regret that
is sno-o-estive
;

this last say is not in keeping with the Christian moral of speaking the
She repels every gentle apAlas for little Hespie
last word kindly.
!

that lovingly minister to her comforts and,
proach, even the hands
her
great accomplishments, she is a capricious and
notwithstanding
unamiable little vixen.
;

THE STUDY OF HUMAN NATURE.
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Rev. H. W.

BEECHEE.

impression is, that preachers are quite as well acquainted with
nature as the average of well-informed citizens, but far
less than lawyers, or merchants, or teachers, or, especially, politicians.
I mean that, taking our American clergy generally, in their practical

MY

human

relations with society, while on the one hand they have shown themand if their separate
selves to be shrewd, discreet, and sagacious
:

functions had lain in the conduct of affairs, socially, there would be
but little to be criticised on the whole yet, as preachers, they stand
off toward the bottom of the list among students of human nature.

The school
satisfied in

of the future

my own mind

(if I

that I

am a prophet, and I am, of
am !) is what may be called

course,

a Life

School, with a style of preaching that is to proceed, not so much upon
the theory of the sanctity of the Church and its ordinances, or upon
a preexisting system of truth which is in the Church somewhere or

somehow, as upon the necessity for all teachers, first, to study the
strengths and the weaknesses of human nature minutely and then to
;

make use

of such portions of the truth as are required by the special
needs of man, and for the development of the spiritual side of human
nature over the animal or lower side the preparation of man in his

higher nature for a nobler existence hereafter. It is a life-school in
this respect, that it deals not with the facts of the past, except in so
far as they can be made food for the present and factors of the life
that now is ; but rather studies to understand men, and to deal with

them

face to face

artist

moulds

and heart to heart

yea, even to

his clay or carves his statue.

And,

mould them

as

an

in regard to such a
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school as that, while there has been a good deal done incidentally? the
revised procedure of education yet awaits development and accomplishment ; and I think that our profession is in danger, and in great
danger, of going under, and of working effectively only among the
relatively less informed and intelligent of the community ; of being
borne with, in a kind of contemptuous charity, or altogether neglected,

of culture who have been strongly developed on their
moral side not their moral side as connected with revealed religion,
but as connected rather with human knowledge and worldly wisdom.
The question, then, comes up, Do men need this intimately practical
instruction and, if so, must there be to meet it this life-school of

by the men

;

preachers

?

"

Has not Christianity been preached by plain
men, who did not understand so very much about human nature, in
"
It has
and what has eighteen hundred
every age of the world ?
It is said,

by some,

;

years to show for it
or but semi-civilized.

To-day, three-fourths of the globe is heathen,
After eighteen hundred years of preaching of
the faith under the inspiration of the living Spirit of God, how far has
Christianity gone in the amelioration of the condition of the race ? I
?

think that one of the most humiliatinsr things that can be conteniplated, and one of the things most savory to the skeptical, and which
seems the most likely to infuse a skeptical spirit into men, is to look
at the pretensions of the men who boast of the progress of their

work, and then to look at their performances. I concede that there
has been a great deal done, and there has been a great deal of preparation for more but I say that the torpors, the vast retrocessions,
;

the long lethargic periods, and the wide degeneration of Christianity
into 'a kind of ritualistic mummery and conventional usage, show very
plainly that the past history of preaching Christianity is not to be our

We must find a better mode of

model.

administration.

We

need to study human nature, in the first place, because it is
the Divine nature which we are to interpret to men. Divine attribute
corresponds to our idea of human faculty. The terms are analogous.
You cannot interpret the Divine nature except through some knowledge of human nature. There are those who believe that God transcends men, not simply in quality and magnitude, but in kind. Without undertaking to confirm or deny
the Divine nature that

this, I

we can understand

say that the only part of
is

that part which corre-

sponds to ourselves, and that all which lies outside of what we can
recognize is something that never can be interpreted by us. It is not
within our reach. Whatever it may be, therefore, of God that, by
searching we can find out, all that we interpret, and all that we can
bring, in its moral influence, to bear upon men, is in its study but a
higher form of mental philosophy.

Now,
ao-ins:

let

men.

us see

What

what government is.
moral government ?

is

It

is

It is

the science of

man-

moral science, or the
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is the management of
theory upon which God manages men. What
men, again, but a thing founded upon human nattjre ? so that, to understand moral government, you are run right back to the same necesYou must comprehend that on which God's moral government
sity.

itself stands,

which

is

human

nature.

But, a^ain, the fundamental doctrine on which our labors stand is
the need of the transformation of man's nature by the Divine Spirit.
This is altogether a question of pyschology. The old theological way
" Total
of stating man's sinfulness, namely,
Depravity," was so gross
and so ^discriminating, and was so full of endless misapprehensions,

has largely dropped out of use. Men no longer are accustomed,
term as once they did. That all men are sinful, is
'"
" What is meant
'
is the question which
taught ; but
by sinful ?
schools
the
comes
back.
Instantly,
begin to discuss it.
immediately
that

it

I think, to use that

Is

it

a state of the fibre of the substance or the soul ?

Is it

any aber-

Wherein
The moment you discuss this, you
It is the mind you are discussing.
In
are discussing human nature.
order to know what is an aberration, you must know what is normal.
In order to know what is in excess, you must know what is the true
measure. Who can tell whether a man is selfish, unless he knows
any

excess,
does the fault lie ?
ration,

what

is

benevolent

any disproportion of natural elements

What

?

Who

?

is it ?

can

tell

whether a

man

has departed from

the correct idea unless he has some conception of that idea ? The
very foundation on which you stand to-day necessitates knowledge of

man

as its chief basis.

Consider, too, how a minister, teaching the moral government of
God, the nature of God, and the condition of man and his necessities,

obliged to approach the human soul. Men are sluggish, or are so
occupied and filled with what are to them important interests, that,
is

when a preacher comes into a community, he finds it either
slumbering, or averse to his message, or indifferent to it and, in either
But how shall he
case, his business is to stimulate their moral nature.

ordinarily,

;

know the art of stimulating man's moral nature, who has never studied
it ?
You must arouse men and prepare them to be moulded. How can
you do it, if you know nothing about them ?
A man who would minister to a diseased body must have an accurate knowledge of the organs, and of the whole structure of the
body, in a sanitary condition.
oblige our physicians to know
and
them
to study morbid anatomy,
anatomy
physiology.
oblige

We

We

as well as

normal conditions.

We

say that no

man

is

prepared to

practise without this knowledge, and the law interferes, or does as far
as it can, to compel it.
Now, shall a man know how to administer to
is a thousand times more subtle and
important than the
is the exquisite blossom of the
which
and
body,
highest development
and perfection of the human system, namely, the mind in its modern
develojmient shall a man assume to deal with that, and raise and

that which
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of its nature ? A man may know the
it, being ignorant
he may know every theological
Revelation
to
from
Genesis
;
Bible,
treatise from the day of Augustine to the day of Dr. Taylor
and, if
he does not understand human nature, he is not fit to preach.
Suppose a man should undertake to cut off your leg because he had
been a tool-maker ? He had made lancets, probes, saws, and that sort
of thing all his life but he had never seen a man's leg amputated,
and did not know exactly where the arteries or veins lie. Suppose he
should think that making surgeons' tools fitted him to be a surgeon
would it ? The surgeon must know his tools and how to handle them,
but he must know, too, the system on which he is going to use them.
And shall a man, charged with the care of the soul, sharpen up his
understanding with moral distinctions and learned arguments, and
know all about the theories of theology, from Adam down to our day,
and yet know nothing of the organism upon which all these instrumentalities are to be used ? Shall he know nothing about man himThe student who goes out to his work with a wide knowledge
self?

stimulate

;

;

of theology, and no knowledge of human nature, is not half fitted for
One reason why so many succeed is, that, although they
instruction in human nature, they have learned much
no
formal
have
his duty.

in the family and in the school and by other indirect methods, and so
have a certain stock I might say an illegitimate stock of knowl-

of their studies.
edge, but which was not provided in the system
If I might be allowed to criticise the general theological course, or
to recommend any thing in relation to it, I should say that one of the

prime constituents of the training should be a study of the human
We must arouse and stimulate
soul and body from beginning to end.
men, and seek to bring them into new relations with truth, with ourselves, and with the community.
There is another consideration that we cannot blink, and that is,
that

we

us.

The study of human nature

are in danger of having the intelligent part of society go past
is not going to be left in the hands

of the church or the ministry. It is going to be a part of every sysof liberal education, and. will be pursued on a scientific basis.
There is being now applied among scientists a greater amount of real,
to the
searching, discriminating thought, tentative and experimental,
whole structure and functions of man and the method of the development of mental force, than ever has been expended upon it in the

tem

whole history of the world put together. More men are studying it,
and they are coming to results, and these results are starting, directly
or indirectly, a certain kind of public thought and feeling. In reliare not going to
gion, the psychological school of mental philosophers
run in the old grooves of Christian doctrine. They are not going to
hold the same generic ideas respecting men; and if ministers do not
make their theological systems conform to facts as they are if they
do not recognize what men are studying, the time will not be far dis-
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the pulpit will be like the voice crying in the wilderness.

"
will not be,
Prepare the way of the Lord," either. This work
The providence of God is rolling forward a
is going to be done.

And

it

must meet and join.
no class of people upon earth who can less afford to let
You cannot wrap
truth run ahead of them than Christian ministers.
for
the
of
the Lord is such
in
yourselves
glory
professional mystery,
that it is preached with power throughout all the length and breadth
of the world, by these investigators of His wondrous creation. You
cannot go back and become an apostle of the dead past, drivelling
after ceremonies, and letting the world do the thinking and studying.
There must be a new spirit infused into the ministry. Some men are
so afraid that, in breaking away from the old systems and original
forms and usages, Christianity will get the go-by
Christianity is too
spirit of investigation that Christain ministers

There

is

!

too really divine in its innermost self, to fear any such results.
There is no trouble about Christianity. You take care of yourselves
and of men, and learn the truth as God shows it to you all the time,
vital,

and you need not be afraid of Christianity that will take care of itself.
You might as well be afraid that battles would rend the sky, or
that something would stop the rising and setting of the sun.
The
of
Divine
love
and
is
not
and
to
be
will
power
mercy
going
stopped,
certainly not be stopped, by the things that are true.
You cannot afford to shut your eyes to the truths of

human

nature.

Every Christian minister is bound to fairly look at these things.
Every scientific man who is studying human nature is bound to open
his eyes and ears, and to study all its phenomena. I read that Huxley
refused to attend a seance of spiritualists. He said, contemptuously,
that it was a waste of time, and gave expression to other sentiments

am

not an adherent of the spiritual doctrines ; I have
clear to accept them.
But phenomena which are
millions
of
and
wrapping up
men,
vitally affecting their condition, are
not to be disdained by scientific men, whose business it is to study
phenomenology of all kinds. No scientific man can excuse himself
of disdain.

never seen

I

my way

from examining them. He may say that he has no time to do it, and
that some other man must investigate them.
That would be right.
All men cannot do all things. But to speak of any thing of this kind
with contempt is not wise. I am not afraid to look at .this thing, or

any thing. I am not afraid that we are going to have the New Testament taken away from us. We must be more industrious in investigation, more honest in deduction, and more willing to take the truth
in its new fulness ; and we must be imbued with that
simplicity in
faith and truth which we inculcate in our
people.

With this general statement of the necessity of the study of the
human nature and mind in its structure and functions, I will pass on
to the next point, which is, the way in
cuted.
How are we going about it ?

which

this study is to be prose-
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In the first place, you must study facts,
such works as Bain's, while criticisable in
are works of very

less

scientifically.

I think that

many directions, neverthegreat interest, as showing a wise tendency in

of man the founding of mental phido not commend the system in all its
its
tendency, which is in the right direction.
I would say the same, also, of Herbert Spencer's works.
There is
much in him that I believe will be found sovereign and noble in the
final account of truth, when our knowledge of it is rounded up.
There
was never a field of wheat that ripened which did not have a good
deal of straw and husk with it.
I doubt not but Herbert Spencer will
have much straw and husk that will need to be burned. Nevertheless,
the direction he is moving in is a wise one, which is the study of
human nature of the totality of man.
the investigation of the

mind

losophy upon physiology.
particulars, but I speak of

It

I

was believed once that man did not think by the

that notion has gone by. Most men
organ of the mind. It is held that

now admit
it

brain.

I believe

is the
cannot be partitioned off into

that the brain

provinces, and that there are no external indications of its various functions. I shall not dispute that question with you. It is now generally

an organization which we call the nervous systo which belong the functions of emotion,
intelligence, and sensation, and that that is connected intimately with
the whole circulation of the blood, with the condition of the blood as
affected by the liver, and by aeration in the lungs that the manufacso a man is what he
ture of the blood is dependent upon the stomach
one part is intimately conis, not in one part or another, but all over
nected with the other, from the animal stomach to the throbbing
brain and when a man thinks, he thinks the whole trunk through.
Man's power comes from the generating forces that are in him, namely, the digestion of nutritious food into vitalized blood, made fine by
oxygenation an organization by which that blood has free course to
flow and be glorified a neck that will allow the blood to run up and
down easily a brain properly organized and balanced the whole sys-

conceded that there

tem

in the

is

human body,

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

tem so compounded as to have susceptibilities and recuperative force
immense energy to generate resources and facility to give them out
all these elements go to determine what a man's working power is.

;

And

shall a man undertake to study human nature, every thing depending upon his knowledge of it, and he not study the prime conditions under which human nature must exist ?
I have often seen young ministers sit at the table, and even those

of sixty years of age, eating out of

and

all

proportion,

beyond the

necessi-

have seen, on the other hand, ministers
who ate below the necessities of their systems, under a vague impression that sanctifying grace wrought better on an empty stomach than
on a full one. It seems to me that all Divine grace and Divine instruments honor God's laws everywhere and that the best condition foi

ties of their

systems

;

I

;
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grace in the mental system is that in which the human body is in a
That is a question which every man can best
perfect state of health.

Some men

settle for himself.

eat too much,

and some too

not need them, while others
better for their use.

There

under-sleep

and some

over-sleep

some

;

Some men use stimulants who do
avoid them who need them and would be
little.

is

a vast

amount

of truth relative to the

not studied by the minister, though it ought to be,
as to the incoming and the outflow of force. Some clergymen prepare
individual that

is

themselves to preach on Sunday by sitting up very late on Saturday
their vitality, thus compelling themselves to
nio-ht, and exhausting
force their overtasked powers to extraordinary exertion to perform
which entails upon them the horrors of Blue
their Sabbath duties
;

spasmodic and drastic excitement. It is, and it
ought to be, a purgatory to them. You must study yourselves as men.
Is there no self-knowledge that can be acquired, so that a man shall
know how to be merciful to his beast ?
You see that whatever relates to the whole organization of the

Monday, the

result of a

relations to health and to perfect symmetry must
these relations are intimate, and concern both j-our
working powers and the material among men that you will have

human body and
be studied, for

own
to work

its

all

on.

In studying mental philosophy after this fashion, I would not have
you ignore metaphysics. The perceptions of those subtle relations,

near and remote, specific and generic, that obtain

among

spiritual facts

of different kinds, I understand to be metaphysics ; and that, I suppose,
must be studied. I think it sharpens men and renders them familiar

with the operations of the human mind, if not carried too far, and gives
a grasp and penetration that they would not get otherwise.
It
is favorable to moral insight, when developed in connection with the

them

human nature. While I say that you ought to study
mental philosophy with a strong physiological side to it, I do not wish
it to be understood that I decry mental philosophy with a strong metaother sides of

physical side to

it.

While studying mental philosophy for the sake of religious education, and studying both sides of
it, you are doing one thing ; but when the question comes up how to
study mental philosophy, I do not know any thing that can compare
There

is

one question beyond that.

in facility of usableness
there.

with Phrenology.

I

do not suppose that
It hits here and

a perfect system of mental philosophy.
It needs revising, as in its present shape

phrenology

is

it

is

crude

;

but,

nevertheless, when it becomes necessary to talk to people about themselves, I know of no other nomenclature which so nearly expresses

what we need, and which is so facile in its use, as phrenology. Nothing can give you the formulated analysis of mind, as that can. Now
let me say, particularly, a few things about this, and personally, too.
I suppose I inherited from my father a tendency or intuition to read
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The very aptitude

that I recognize in myself for the exercise of
In my junior colvisit of Spurzheim, enamoured of phrethe
I
became,
during
lege year
nology. For twenty years, although I have not made it a special study,

man.
this

power would indicate a preexisting tendency.

has been the foundation on which I have worked. Admit, if you
and admit, if you will, that
please, it is not exactly the true thing ;
there is little form or system in it ; yet I have worked with it the same
it

worked with the Linnsean system of botany, the
which is very convenient, although an artificial one.

as botanists
tion of

classifica-

There

is

no natural system that seems' to correspond to human nature so nearly
as phrenology does.
For example, you assume that a man's brain is the general organ
of the spiritual and intellectual functions.
I see a man with a small brow and big in the lower part of his
head, like a bull, and I know that that man is not likely to be a saint.
All the reasoning in the world would not convince me of the contrary,
but I would say of such a man, that he has very intense ideas, and will
bellow and push like a bull of Bashan. Now, practically, do you suppose I would commence to treat with such a man by flaunting a rag in
his face ? My first instinct in regard to him is what a man would have
if he found himself in a field with a wild-bull, which would be to put
himself on good manners, and use means of conciliation, if possible.
On the other hand, if I see a man whose forehead is very high and
large, but who is thin in the back of the head, and with a small neck
and trunk, I say to myself, " That is a man, probably, whose friends are
always talking about how much there is in him, but who never does
any thing. He is a man who has great organs, but nothing to drive
them with. He is like a splendid locomotive without a boiler."
Again, you will see a man with a little bullet-head, having accomplished more than that big-headed man, who ought to have been a
strong giant and a great genius. The bullet-headed man has outand
stripped the broad-browed man in every thing he undertook
;

" In
" Look
"
at
reply, I say,
people say, Where is your phrenology ?
he
has
to
drive
his
and
see
what
that bullet-headed man,
bullet-head
with " His stomach gives evidence that he has natural forces to
carry forward his purposes. Then look at the big-headed man. He
!

can't

make

make

a spoonful of blood in twenty-four hours,

aud what he does

poor and thin. Phrenology classifies the brain-regions well
enough, but you must understand its relations to physiology, and the
dependence of brain-work upon the quantity and quality of blood that
is

the man's body makes.
" What
You

"

All
knowing these things ?
the use in the world. If a person comes to me, with dark, coarse hair,
I know he is tough and enduring, and I know, if it is necessary, that I
can hit him a rap to arouse him but, if I see a person who has fine,
an excitable
silky hair, and a light complexion, I know that he is of

may

ask,

is

the use of

;
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if I see one
temperament, and must be dealt with soothingly. Agiin,
its
and
with a large blue, watery eye,
accompanying complexion, I say
to myself that all Mount Sinai could not wake that man up. I have
seen men of that stamp, whom you could no more stimulate to action,

than you could a lump of dough by blowing a resurrection-trump
over it.
Men are like open books, if looked at properly. Suppose I attempt
to analyze a man's deeds I can do it with comparative facility, because I have in my eye the general outline of the man's disposition
deed is like a letter stamped from a die.
and mental tendencies.
deed is like the matrix that moulds the
the
directs
that
The motive
;

A

You may know the mould from the impression made by the
You must know what men are in order to reach them, and

stamp.

stamp.

a part of the science of preaching. If there is any profession in
the world that can afford to be without this practical knowledge of
human nature, it certainly is not the profession of a preacher.
that

is

Abridged from

the Christian Union.

ASTRO- ME TEOEOLOGY.
By

Prof.

DANIEL KIRK WOOD,

LL. D.

theory that shooting-stars, meteoric stones, and even comets,
consist of matter, which has been expelled with enormous force
from the solar surface, was proposed by Prof. Hackley, as long since as

THE
1

A

similar hypothesis in regard to comets has also been adI860.
2
In the present paper, it is
vanced by Prof. William A. Norton.
from recent discoverevidence
derived
the
to
consider, first,
proposed
ies in

favor of this theory

8
;

and, secondly, the indications afforded

by

observed phenomena in regard to the history of certain meteoric
streams
1. The observations of Zollner, Respighi, and others, have indi:

cated the operation of stupendous eruptive forces beneath the solar
surface.
The rose-colored prominences, which Janssen and Lockyer
have shown to be masses of incandescent hydrogen, are regarded by
Prof. Respighi as phenomena of eruption.
"They are the seat of
movements of which no terrestrial phenomenon can afford any idea ;
masses of matter, the volume of which is many hundred times greater
than that of the earth, completely changing their position and form
Proc. Am. Assoc, for the Advancement of Science, Fourteenth Meeting, 1860.
Treatise on Astronomy, fourth edition. Appendix, p. 437.
3
The view that the fixed stars, as well as the sun, expel meteoric matter to the interBtellar spaces, may be regarded as merely an extension of the theory here stated.
1

8
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few minutes."

in the space of a

The nature of

this eruptive force is

If caused, as we may reasonably assume, by chemical
combinations among the solar elements, it was probably in active

not understood.

operation long before the sun had contracted to

its

present dimen-

sions.

With an

initial velocity of projection equal to 380 miles per
the
matter
thrown off from the sun would' be carried beyond
second,
the limits of the solar system, never to return. With velocities somewhat less, it would be transported to distances corresponding to those
2.

of the aphelia of the periodic comets.
the explosion witnessed by Prof. Young on the 7th of
3. In
September, 1871, the mean velocity between the altitudes of 100,000
and 200,000 miles was 166 miles per second. This indicates a velocity
1

of about 200 miles per second at the lower elevation, and hence a conAn equal force when the sun had
siderably greater initial velocity.

but

little

more than twice

its

present diameter would have been
beyond the orbit of Neptune.

suffi-

cient to carry the projected matter

4. This eruptive force, whatever be its nature, is probably common
to the sun and the so-called fixed stars. If so, the dispersed fragments
of ejected matter ought to be found in the spaces intervening between

sidereal systems.
Accordingly, the phenomena of comets and meteors
have demonstrated the existence, in immense numbers, of extremely
small cosmical bodies in the portions of space through which the solar
is
moving. The origin of such masses, their collocations in
groups, and their various physical characteristics, would seem to be
satisfactorily accounted for by the theory under consideration.

system

2

According to Mr. Sorby, the microscopic structure of the aerolites he has examined points evidently to the fact that they have been
a fact in striking
at one time in a state of fusion from intense heat
5.

harmony with this theory of their origin.
6. The velocity with which some meteoric bodies have entered the
atmosphere has been greater than that which would have been acquired by simply falling toward the sun from any distance, however

On the theory of their sidereal origin, this excess of velocity
has been dependent on the primitive force of expulsion.
7.
striking argument in favor of this theory may be derived
from the researches of the late Prof. Graham, considered in congreat.

A

nection with those of Dr. Huggins and other eminent spectroscopists.
Prof. Graham found large quantities of hydrogen confined in the

pores or cavities of certain meteoric masses. Now, the spectroscope
has shown that the sun's rose-colored prominences consist of immense
volumes of incandescent hydrogen; that the same element exists in
great abundance in many of the fixed stars, and even in certain nebulae

;

and that the
1

8

star in the

Northern Crown, whose sudden outburst

Boston Journal of Chemistry, November, 1871.
Proceedings of Royal Society, January, 1864.
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world, afforded decided indica-

tions of its presence.

Dr. Weiss, of Vienna, regards comets as the original bodies

by

1
In
whose disintegration meteor - streams are gradually formed.
2
this respect his views differ somewhat from those of Schiaparelli.

"
" Cosmical
undoubtedly appear in the universe,
clouds," he remarks,
but only of such density that in most cases they possess sufficient
coherence to withstand the destructive operation of the sun's attraction,

in

it.

not only up to the boundaries of our solar system, but even withSuch cosmical clouds will always appear to us as comets when

they pass near enough to the earth to become visible. Approaching
the sun, the comet undergoes great physical changes, which finally
it can no
affect the stability of its structure
longer hold together
around
the
of
it take independent orbits
sun, having great
parts
:

:

resemblance to the orbit of the parent comet. With periodical comprocess is repeated at each successive approach to the sun.
Gradually the products of disintegration are distributed along the
comet's orbit, and if the earth's orbit cuts this,' the phenomenon of
ets, this

shooting-stars is produced."
The characteristics of the different meteor-streams afford interest-

ing indications in regard to their relative age, the composition and
magnitude of their corpuscles, etc. etc. Thus, if we compare the

streams of August 10th and November 14th, we shall find that the
probably entered our system at a comparatively recent epoch.
have seen that at each return to perihelion the meteoric cluster is

latter

We

extended over a greater arc of its orbit. Now, Tuttle's comet and the
August meteors undoubtedly constituted a single cluster previous to
It is evident, however, from the
their entering the solar domain.
annual return of the shower during the last 90 years, that the ring is
at present nearly if not quite continuous. That the meteoric mass had

completed many revolutions before the ninth century of our era is
manifest from the frequent showers observed between the years 811
and 841. At the same time, the long interval of 83 years between
the last observed display in the ninth century, and the first in the
tenth, indicates the existence of a wide chasm in the ring no more than
1,000 years since.
The fact that the meteors of the November stream are diffused
around only a small portion of their path, seems to justify the conclusion that the transformation of their orbit occurred at a date comparatively recent.

Leverrier has calculated that the meteoric cloud passed

very near Uranus about a. d. 126. He regards it, therefore, as highly
3
probable that this was its first approach to the centre of our system.
1

Astronomische JVachrichten, Nos. 1710, 1711.
For a condensed statement of SehiapareuYa theory, see an interesting article by
3
Prof. Newton, in Sillimaii's Journal for May, 1867.
Comptes Bendus, lxiv., p. 94.
5

22
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proper to remark, however, that Newton's period of the meteora
exceeds Oppolzer's period of the comet by twenty-seven days, and
that each is liable to some uncertainty. But for the authority of thi
It is

distinguished French astronomer, the writer would have fixed upon the
b. c. as the probable epoch at which the cometary mass was

year 43

Be this as it may, it undoubtedly sufits present orbit.
fered considerable perturbation about a. d. 126.
The question of the planetary disturbance of the meteor-streams is
thrown into

one of great

The November group has

interest.

its

perihelion at the

aphelion at that of Uranus. Both planets,
therefore, at each encounter with the current not only appropriate a
portion of the meteoric matter, but entirely change the orbits of a
orbit of the earth

;

its

large number of meteors. In regard to the devastation produced
by the earth in passing through the cluster, it is sufficient to state

according to Weiss, the meteor orbits resulting from the
disturbance will have all possible periods from 21 months to 390
It may be regarded, therefore, as an additional evidence
years.
that,

of the recent introduction of this meteor-stream into the solar system

that the comet of 1866, which constitutes a part of the cluster, has not
been deflected from the meteoric orbit by either the earth or Uranus.
to remark that the comet and Uranus will
is, moreover, interesting
be in close proximity about the year 1983 perhaps so close as to
throw the former into a new orbit.
As the comets 1862, III., and 1866, 1., were doubtless more brilliant
in ancient than in modern times, and as the former was conspicuously
visible to the naked eye, it seems not improbable that they may have
It

;

been formerly observed. The epochs of their ancient returns agree in
several instances with those of comets of which the recorded observations are insufficient to determine their elements.

The

writer as long since as 1861 suggested the probable disintegraand the distribution of its matter around the

tion of Biela's comet

1
The earth crosses the path of these cometary fragments about
orbit.
the 29th or 30th of November a well-known aerolitic epoch. It is
also worthy of notice that an extraordinary number of shooting-stars
was observed by M. Heis, at Aix-la-Chapelle, on the 29th of Novem-

ber, 1850.

From the fact that the earth, about the 20th of April, very nearly
crosses the orbit of the comet 1861, I., a connection between the latter
and the meteors of that epoch has been suggested by some astronoto Oppolzer, 415 years.
is, according
recorded shower of the April meteors occurred in the year
687 b. c. ; the last great display in 1803 a. d. The interval is equal
It is evident, however, that, if these meteto six periods of 415 years.
ors and the first comet of 1861 originally constituted a single group,

mers.

The

1

The period of the comet

first

Danville Quarterly JReview, December, 1861.

64, 55, 126-128.

See also "Meteoric Astronomy,"

pp
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they must have entered the solar system at a very remote epoch. The
writer has elsewhere given reasons for regarding 28 years as nearly
the true meteoric period.
In its descending node, the orbit of Halley's comet is but 3,000,000
Our planet passes, this point of nearest
miles from that of the earth.
approach a little before the middle of May. Is it not probable that
a
some of the meteoric stones of May 8th to 14th have been moving in
1

nearly the same cometary orbit ?
It has been pointed out by Dr. Weiss that the height at which the
meteors of different rings appear and disappear depends, to some exThe meteors of November 14th,
tent, on their respective velocities.
for instance, move much more rapidly than those of August 10th, and
Further observations of this
are also observed at a greater altitude.

interesting cluster can scarcely be expected

till

near the close of the

present century.

IKON AND CIVILIZATION.
By

ABEAM

S.

HEWITT,

3

Esq.

PRESIDENT AND GENTLEMEN To me is assigned the
of bidding you welcome to the city of New York, on this,
:

MR.honor

the occasion of our

first

annual meeting, and I

find yourselves made welcome
For
perity of the city at heart.

home

cherished

am

sure that you will

who have

the honor and prosNew York, although far from being the
of science and art, comprehends that its growth and

by

all

future greatness depend upon the development of the natural resources of the country of which it is the commercial metropolis ; and
its

it

sufficiently enlightened to

is

understand the necessity of

scientific

knowledge and trained experience for the attainment of the most useful and profitable results from industrial enterprises.
No body of men
can understand better than you that capital is essential to the development of natural resources on the scale demanded by modern civilization but capital does not always comprehend as fully that science and
;

experience are essential for the profitable use of money in the vast
industrial undertakings of our day, and hence result great waste of

A few considerations may serve
some light on this subject, of such material consequence to
science and capital and, at the risk of overstepping the conventional
limits of a formal welcome, I venture briefly to
suggest them as the
means of establishing a common ground of sympathy and fellowship
resources and disastrous failures.
to shed

;

1

2

*

Proceedings of American Philosophical Society, March
" Meteoric
Astronomy," p. 72.

An

4,

18Y0.

address before the American Institute of Mining Engineers.
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between the men of science and the men of business, and I am sure
you will pardon me if I draw my illustrations from that subject
with which I am most familiar the production of iron.
In 1856 I had occasion to trace the history of the manufacture
of iron, and established what may be termed its law of development,
rather rude indeed, but plainly dependent upon the growth of population and the spread of civilization throughout the world.
At that
time the annual production of iron had reached about 7,000,000 tons,
of which Great Britain produced 3,500,000 tons, and the United
The consumption of Great Britain was
States about 1,000,000 tons.
144 pounds, and of the United States 84 pounds, while the average
consumption of the world was only 17 pounds, per head, of population.
It was shown that the consumption per head was steadily on the
increase, and that consequently the annual production was enlarging
so rapidly as to double once in 14 years; and it was predicted, after
making due allowances for all the drawbacks, such as the wars which
have unhappily taken place in the interval, beyond any possible expectathat

1875 the production of iron would surely reach 14,000,000
The actual returns show that in 1871 the production amounted
to 13,500,000 tuns, and in 1872 the limit 14,000,000 will undoubtedly
be passed, so that the estimate made in 1856 is more than realized.
tion, that in

tons.

Meanwhile the consumption has risen
the United States to 150 pounds, and

in

England to 200 pounds,

in the

in

whole world to 30 pounds,

It is not possible to convey a more striking idea of the
progress of the world, during the last 17 years, than this statement
affords.
The consumption of iron measures the progress of c ivilization,

per head.

and

it is

impossible not to believe that the whole world will ultimately

require as much iron per head as we now use in the United States,
a total annual production of over 70,000,000 tons will be required.

when
But,

these figures seem to be at all wild, no one can for a moment doubt
that the next 17 years will double the present annual production of
iron, bringing it up to 28,000,000 tons per annum; and I feel quite
if

safe in asserting that the beginning of the twentieth century, which
some among you may hope to see, will witness an annual production of

over 40,000,000 tons.
You need not be told that iron is produced at less money-cost in
Great Britain than in any other quarter of the globe. This has enabled her to produce about one-half of the total annual make. Of the
7,000,000 tons made in 1855, Great Britain produced 3,585,906 tons,
and, of the 13,500,000 tons produced last year, she turned out nearly
7,000,000 tons. It it is evident, however, that there are limits in the

way

of

While

raw material and labor beyond which Great Britain cannot

go.

no reason to doubt that there will be a steady increase in
it
is evident that she will not be able to
production,
supply hereafter, as
heretofore, so much as half the annual wants of the world for iron.
But, allowing this proportion to Great Britain, there will still remain
I see
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The hist*, ry of the
rest of the world.
4,000,000 tons to be made by the
several
the
of
resources
natural
nationalities,
prove
trade, as well as the
that the bulk of this additional product can only be made in the
who have kept pace
United States.
are, in fact, the only people
1

We

with Great Britain in the ratio of increase.

In 1855,

when Great

In 1872,
Britain produced 3,500,000 tons, we produced 1,000,000 tons.
tons
we
will
2,000,000
when Great Britain
produce
produce 7,000,000
in Great Britian in 1847, showing that we
the
produced

quantity

At the
of her magnificent production.
years in arrear
in
1897.
tons
But, as
same rate, therefore, we could make 7,000,000
there
does
of
her
rate
maintain
increase,
Great Britain cannot possibly
reach
at
will
annual
that
our
a
doubt
for
room
seem
not
production
are only 25

probably amount to 15,000,000 tons before
This means that 25,000,000 to
century.
shall be annually extracted from our mines,
40,000,000, tons of iron ore
and that our coal-production will exceed 100,000,000 tons per annum, reIt means that an
for iron and other branches of industry.

least 10,000,000 and will
the close of the present

quired
investment of capital to the amount of $500,000,000 at least, and
probably $1,000,000,000, shall be made in opening mines, erecting works,

New

York is
requisite machinery of production.
destined
is
and
American
of
centre
the
financial
Continent,
already the
This vast sum of
to be the main distributor of capital for the world.
and supplying the

money

will therefore

be drawn from the accumulations of capital con-

New

York, and its productive results will depend mainly upon
the judgment and skill displayed in its expenditure. Here, then, is the
common ground on which Capital and Science must meet and shake
hands, and be henceforth inseparable friends. But, if it be the mission
of science thus to reconcile capital with industry, it is the still higher
and nobler mission of science to reconcile industry with capital. The
trolled in

Where there
is full of the conflict between capital and labor.
should be peace, there is war. Where Nature intended an absolute
harmony, there is utter discord. For one, I am free to say, after the
world

most careful investigation, and very extensive observation, that iron
has heretofore been made at too low a cost in foreign countries to

workmen engaged in its production a fair share of the necesand comforts of life. This is due to the fact that the possession
of virgin resources in coal and iron made it easy to increase producThe resulting competition
tion beyond the present wants of society.
has had the effect to reduce prices to so low a point that proper wages
could not be paid, and mankind has been enabled to get cheap goods
allow the
saries

at the expense of humanity itself.
I thank God, reverently and with gratitude unspeakable, that this
day has passed, I trust, forever. These virgin resources are mainly
it is no longer possible in Europe, at least, to produce
iron than the world requires ; prices have risen ; the workmen
are demanding and receiving a more reasonable reward for their labor,

exhausted, and

more
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now

only remains for them to fit themselves and their families
and enjoyment of the fruits of their toil. In looking
back over the sad and gloomy fields of suffering among the European

and

it

for a rational use

mines and works which

I

have traversed so often, and in looking

for-

cheerful prospect now spread out before the sons of
"
toil, I am tempted to exclaim with the patriarch
Lord, now lettest
Thou Thy servant depart in peace, for mine eyes have seen Thy sal-

ward

more

to the

:

vation."

But cheap iron

is a blessing to mankind, and to deprive the world
a calamity so serious that no one can contemplate it without
a feeling of reluctance. Here, again, science steps in to reconcile high

of

it is

wages with cheap iron. It is the mission of science to cheapen
cesses, which enables wages to be raised without enhancing the

procost

of the product of the world. The history of industry is full of examples of the truth of this proposition, but for our purpose the Bessemer process affords its best illustration. By the genius of one man

the whole world

moted, and new

is

enriched, its comforts enlarged, its progress proand industry opened to its enterprise and

fields of art

energy. The annual saving in carrying on the business and transportation of the world can only be measured by millions ; and when equal

genius is applied to the proper distribution of the savings produced by
the Bessemer process, by the Danks puddler, and other economical
processes that have been and will be invented, the laboring classes all
over the world will be lifted out of the depths, and this earth become
it was intended to be, when the Great Giver of all endowed it with so much beauty and such boundless sources of wealth,
and made the forces of Nature to be the servants of man, whenever he

the paradise

learns

how

to use

and govern them.

You, gentlemen, have limited

yourselves to the study of physical laws and their application to industry, but I hope to see the day when all over this land, and throughout
the world, there will be similar associations devoting themselves with

equal zeal and intelligence to the discovery of the laws upon which
society should be organized, and to the application of these laws to the
proper distribution of the fruits of industry among those who labor for
their production ; so that nowhere in the world, and least of all in this
land of boundless resources, shall it be said that there are idle hands
because there is no work to be done, or that there are want and misery

because there is not a just division of the proceeds of industry. If
then, my views in regard to the dignity and importance of your mission be correct, you have not associated yourselves together one day
too soon. You can derive encouragement from the magnificent results
Steel
already achieved by your sister association, the British Iron and

two years your senior, which has already given to the
world several volumes of papers of inestimable value, and among them
" the Chemical Phethat admirable treatise of J. Lowthian Bell, on
nomena of Iron Smelting," wherein the laws covering the operation of

Institute, only
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settled foundations, and two contia debt which you will gladly join
with me in recognizing on the first suitable public occasion which has
occurred since the completion of his great work.

the blast-furnace are placed

nents have been

made

upon

his debtor

Having thus briefly traced out the mission of science in our day to
bring capital into productive relations with labor, and to remove the
just grievances of labor, not against capital, but against its ignorant
administration, and to make commodities cheap for the benefit and not
at the expense of humanity, let me, in conclusion, sketch the picture
which will be presented at the beginning of the next century, when
our mining interests will be developed on a scale somewhat commensurate with the area of the country and the extent of its resources.

As New York

will

be the centre of

capital, so will

it

be the

initial

On the shores of the Hudson
point of our iron and steel industry.
River, the ores of Lake Champlain, of the valleys of Connecticut, and
York and New Jersey, will meet the
of the highland ranges of

New

upon conditions so favorable that
must
become
a great metallurgical centre.
vicinity
Thence the chain of fire, extending across New Jersey and following
the banks of the Lehigh and Schuylkill to the Susquehanna, will lead
anthracite coals of Pennsylvania

New York

and

its

us by the margin of the coal-fields, along the outcrop of the magnetic,
hematite, and fossiliferous ores which extend through Pennsylvania,

Maryland, Virginia, North and South Carolina, Tennessee, Georgia,
and Alabama, nearly to the Gulf, so that the light of furnace answering to furnace will irever be lost sio-ht of in the long- line of over 1,000
Hence, turning to the West, Missouri, Kentucky, Western
Tennessee, Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois, will be all aglow with furnaces,
forges, and mills, fed by the admirable fuel of the inexhaustible coalfields of the West, and the superb ores of Missouri and Lake Superior.
miles

!

The waters of the great lakes will reflect the flames which will light
up their margin, while to the west, along the lines of the various Pacific Railways, the newly-found coal and iron of that hitherto trackless
region will form an enduring basis for the growth of industrious communities, busy cities, and teeming fai'ins. The West coast will not be
behind in the race, but an iron industry, more valuable than its mines
of gold and silver, will yet supply its growing millions with the funda-

mental basis upon which modern civilization rests. The growth of
this vast industry will be accompanied by the school-master, the
Homes of which human nature may
preacher, and the physician.
be proud will be established in its wake, labor and Christianity will
march hand in hand, binding all interests and all classes so harmoniously and so indissolubly together, that peace and good-will between
capital and labor shall prevail throughout the land forever.
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NERVOUS CONTKOL OF ANIMAL MOVEMENTS.
THE FEENCH OF

FBOaI

(.JINCE

KJ

that

M. ONIMUS.*

the celebrated experiments of Flourens, we know for certain
the acts of the vegetative life in animals are completely in-

all

dependent of the cerebral lobes, and that an animal deprived of these
continues to live as well as before, with only this difference, that it loses
With superior as well as inferior animals the
all will and instinct.
cutting

away

of the cerebral lobes does not put an end to the move;
only these movements take on par-

ments which were possible before

In the first place, they are more regular, and may
ticular characters.
be regarded as the true normal type, for mental influences do not
modify them. The locomotive apparatus acts without restraint, and
we may, therefore, say that the movements are more normal than in
the normal state. In the second place, when the cerebrum is removed

movements only commence after excitations they cannot start
The frog must be put in the water to swim, and the pigeon thrown in the air to fly. In animals without a cerebrum the physithe

;

themselves.

ologist can determine such or such an act, limit it, arrest it ; he can
foresee movements, and tell in advance what will take place in such

conditions, as absolutely as the chemist knows in advance the reactions
he will get on mixing certain bodies.

Another peculiarity of movements that take place when the cerebral lobes are removed is, their continuation when once commenced.

On

the earth a frog without a cerebrum, when irritated, makes two,
more leaps he rarely stops with one. Placed in the water he

three, or

;

continues to
to fly, the
is,

swim till he encounters an

obstacle.

duck and the goose to swim.

The

the continuation of the state determined at

The pigeon continues
striking thing about

first

it

by an impulse from

and we cannot help associating these facts, about animals
of
their cerebral lobes, with the characteristic properties of
deprived
inorganic matter. Put agoing, the animal without a cerebrum continues to move till the exhaustion of the conditions of movement, or till
without

it

;

encounters resistance.

terior cause sets

it

The phenomena we
1

Put

in motion.

in repose, it remains inert till
It is inert living matter.

some

are about to consider are caused either

ex-

by im-

The importance of understanding the springs of animal movement and the condiis the reason for including the present article in The Popular

tions of their control

Science Monthly.

It

has been translated and abridged, from the Revue Scientifique,
who wish for more detail in the presentation are re-

for the general reader, but those

Hammond's Quarterly Journal of Psychological Medicine, for July, where the
discussion will be given complete, and where kindred questions are elaborately discussed.
Fig. 1 has been inserted to give a general notion of the parts of ^he brain referred to in

ferred to Dr.

the article.

Ed.
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or excitements from
pressions from without (excito-motor stimulation),
the sensorial centres (sensori-motor stimulation). In the frog, for exthe earth makes him take his
ample, the contact of the body with
in
is
the water, says Vulpian, " the
it
and
when
normal attitude,
put

stimulation of all the surface of the body
liquid produces a particular
in contact with it; this stimulus calls into play the mechanism of
swimmino\ and this mechanism ceases to move when the stimulus is
-

withdrawn by taking the frog from the water."
The explanation of Vulpian is exact only within certain
the froo- remains motionless in the water when
stimulus of the water on its
cle, even when the

it

limits, for

encounters an obsta-

body is kept up and,
on the other hand, the surface of the pigeon's body is stimulated in
the same way by the air, whether the wings are open or shut, and
There are,
it is obliged to fly when it loses its point of support.
;

yet

4

The Eight Half of the Httman Encephalon.
the term applied to the entire nervous mass within the head the brain with all its parts.
Encepkalon
In man, this part is large; in lower animals, much
1,1, 1, cerebrum, cerebral lobes, or hemispheres.
in
the lowest, it is extremely small, or rudimentary. 2. cerebellum, or lesser brain, connectsmaller;
ed with the other parts by fibres called peduncles; 3, medulla oblongata, or bulb, which is continuous downward, as (4) the spinal cord ; 5, the pons Varolii (bridge of Varoli), a mass of crossfibres which connect the two lobes of the cerebellum
C, 6, 6, represent the great commissure, a body
of cross-fibres which connects the two hemispheres and unifies the action of the brain. The lower
portion of the brain consists of ganglia or centres of influence, connected with sensation, motion, and
the vital processes. In man. these parts are relatively small, and are all covered in by the hemispheres in inferior animals, like fishes and reptiles, they form the chief portion of the brain. The
reader will remember, in the following experiments, that 'the nervous fibres, going from the head to
the body, decussate or cross each other at the medulla oblongata, so that the right side of the encephalon is in relation with the left side of the body, while the right side of the body is controlled by
the left side of the brain.
is

;

;

then, other causes of stimulation besides the impression upon cutaneous nerves. These are first, the combination or solidarity of the

movements which

exist among animals deprived of the cerebral lobes ;
the
and, second,
necessity of maintaining an equilibrium.
What do we mean by solidarity of movement ? When a brainless
is swimming, and we apply a solid body to one of his fore-feet,
immediately the corresponding hind-foot bends and touches the body
It is the same if we stop the motion of
in contact with the fore-foot.
the fore-foot. Reciprocally, if the frog is motionless on the surface of

frog
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the water, and if we set the fore-foot in motion the hind-foot immediIn a word, to speak
ately begins to move, and the animal swims.
is deprived of its cerebral lobes, if one limb
animal
when
an
generally,

begins to move the others immediately follow ; if one comes to rest,
the others tend to cease moving. Very seldom in these animals is

movement limited to a single member. This solidarity in the
movements distinguishes animals deprived of the cerebral lobes, not
only from animals with a brain, but also from those in which the spinal
the

cord

is severed at top.
In a frog with the cord cut near the cranial bulb, if we move a
member, it produces no eifect on the movements of the animal. If we

excite one foot, only the subjacent muscles contract.
If the impulse is
but
the
rest
foot
of
the
entire
the
recedes,
stronger,
body is motionless.

A lively excitation

is needed to put the other feet in motion.
In a
word, each excitation, according to its energy, produces more or less
extensive movement which may be limited to a single group of musIt is not so with a frog in which the spinal cord is unsevered ;
cles.
the movements which succeed a stimulus, whether it be strong or
feeble, are always movements of the whole body.
If we put a drop of vinegar on the foot of a frog in which the cord
is separated from the brain, the foot retires at first, then the other foot

makes coordinated movements to get rid of the cause of irritation.
The frog which has lost only its cerebral lobes commences, on the contrary, to make many leaps afterward it moves only one or other of its
In the frog where the cord is severed, to each excitation succeed
feet.
;

muscular contractions

these are always in proportion to the energy of
;
In the frog with the cord joined to the cerebellum
alone, the excitation can take place without producing movement ;
but, be it feeble or strong, from the moment reflex action begins the

the excitation.

result

is

the same

a

movement

of the

body which produces

a leap.

According to the excitation, to the kind of impression produced on
the sensitive nerves of the skin, and on the nerves of muscular sense,
formed among the different regions of the nervous centres a
purpose, which has for its regulator the pons Varolii (bridge
of Varoli) and the cerebellum.

there

is

common

Another interesting

effect

now

claims our notice.

Among

animals

deprived of the cerebral lobes there is another curious and constant
phenomenon, the forced and continual tendency to maintain an equilibrium.

goose,

We have

mammals,

seen in the frog, the carp, the eel, the pigeon, the
etc., that every time we disturbed their centre of

gravity, immediately there took place a series of coordinated movedements which have the single aim of restoring the equilibrium.

A

capitated insect remains always firmly posed on his feet and can take
no other position. If a frog is motionless on a piece of board, and you
slowly lower the board in the water so that he is immersed, in most
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the integuments,
cases, notwithstanding the stimulus of the water on
the frog will remain immovable. If, now, you slowly withdraw the
board below the frog without disturbing his position, he will remain
motionless but, if you tip it one side, the frog at once wakes from his
;

The loss of equilibrium acts
quietude.
stimulus of the water on the skin.

more

energetically than the

Tip a carp to the right or left, at once it recovers its normal attiIf you place a duck on one of its sides, either on the ground or
The cerein the water, it at once corrects itself and comes upright.
bellum alone controls equilibrium, as is easily proved by experiment.
When it is wounded or destroyed, the animals He indifferently on one
side or the other, and make no movements to recover the lost equiIn certain cases, even, they cannot maintain an equilibrium,
librium.
but tend to fall on one side.
tude.

Fig.

2.

A Frog in which the Cerebrum has been removed.

We

may conclude that the movements of animals, whether superior
or inferior, are produced by certain special mechanisms, or by locomotive centres, situated at the base of the brain. These centres are essentially passive

when

;

they have no spontaneous action, and come into activity

excited

by peripheral stimulus or by the brain.
ought, then, no longer to admit, in the habitual movements which
appear perfectly voluntary, a direct action of the brain on each muscle.
must remember that there exist at the base of the brain motor cen-

only

We

We

tres

which serve to intermediate between the will and external

acts.

The

will calls into action such or such centres, and these immediately determine the action of certain muscular groups.
know besides, that,

We
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according to the habits and education of the muscles, particular muscles can enter only with gx-eat difficulty upon isolated movements, and
that the contraction of one muscle sometimes forces the contraction of
others, even against the will.
are, then, among the encephalic centres at the base of the
centres
of coordination and direction of movement, which, so to
brain,
speak, preside over the details of external acts (walking, swimming,

There

flying, etc.),

and which receive from the cerebrum only general orders

to execute such or such bodily movements.
The motions of the body produced by the locomotive centres, under
the influence of the brain, are of two orders : those of instinct or he-

Both are inevitable, but they differ in this,
take place in all animals, whether young or old ; while
the second occur only in the old. To employ the usual expression,
one is nature / the other, second nature. If you remove the cerebral
redity,

and those of habit.

that the

first

lobes of a duck that has never been in the water, and then place it in
water, it will swim regularly ; but it will not, like an old duck deprived

The
of its cerebrum, make certain habitual movements of the neck.
old pigeon, although without its cerebrum, when asleep places the head
under the wing and he often even dresses his feathers. Young pigeons
;

have never been observed to perform these acts, while they execute
other movements normally like old pigeons ; their flight is very regular, even when they undergo the operation before leaving the nest.
It is, then, probable that by habit there are formed in the nervous
centres certain connections between cellular groups, which give rise to
bodily movements that become as imperative as those which are due to
instinct.

In animals deprived of the cerebrum, then, the locomotive centres are
complete, and, as we have already said, they differ from the unmutilated only by the impossibility of spontaneously beginning movement.
To act, they must receive an impulse either from without or within.
still

Exterior excitement

we can produce

artificially,

by acting on the

pe-

produced by the cerebrum, and
we may say that, from the point of view of physiology, the cerebrum
has no other function than to put in action the different motor centres.
that external
It is a simple excitant, with this important difference
impressions can determine only a certain number of movements, while
the brain provokes an immense variety.
ripheral nerves

;

interior excitation is

Let us now consider the movements of rotation, which follow from
the encephalon.
They are of two distinct
types the one is a rotary movement round a circle, the other a motion
of rolling or spinning. In the first case, the animal remains in his normal attitude, but tends always to go to one side, and describe an orbit
more or less extended. In the second case, the animal can progress

wounds of portions of
:

but

little in

moving

himself.

When

he attempts to move, he

is

forced
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and turns on himself

are chiefly produced

like a ball.

The former

lesions of the encephalon,

by
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and were

obtained very neatly in a frog from which were removed the cerebral
lobes of the left side. The movements were made from the left side

toward the

right.

What

fixed attention at first in the attitude of this frog was, that
of a frog
the
all
right part of the body had the carriage and aspect
without a cerebrum (Fig. 2). The hind-foot of this side approached

body more, and was gathered in a heap, as shown in Fig.
the fore-foot was equally drawn up, and had the position that
the

Fig.

3,

while

we have

3.

A Frog that has lost the Left

Half of the Cerebrum.

seen to be constant in frogs in which the cerebrum had been removed.
At the same time, the entire animal leaned a little to the right side.

This inclination of the body is neither constant nor inevitable with
animals which have only the movements in a circle ; it is, on the contrary, constant and forced with those that have the turning motion.

The

attitude of this frog changed, and

was even reversed, when

it
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was chloroformed

;

the

left side,

which was more drawn up, where the

muscles experienced a tonic contraction predominating over those of
the right side, became then more feeble. This effect became more
and more pronounced in proportion as the chloroform took effect, up
to the time when the two sides were completely affected ; then the frog
would no longer rest on his fore-feet, and the hind-feet remained exIn proportion as the anaesthesia disappeared,
tended and motionless.
the feet of the healthy side folded themselves and approached the
body those of the opposite side remained still extended. Then these
folded themselves similarly. The attitude of the two sides was then
identical, but, when the normal state was recovered, the limbs on the
side affected by the cerebral lesion again became more drawn up, and
;

the body leaned on that side.
In this frog we have again on one side the influence of the cerebral
lobes, but, on the other side, the locomotive centres are completely in-

dependent, and they act alone on the movements which take place on
the corresponding side of the body. What happens, then, when the
From the healthy side the movements are
animal attempts to move ?

made according to the
wished by the animal

and the will, they are limited to the end
on
the other side, they are made en masse,
but,
automatically, invariably they drag the animal from their side at
the same time, the mathematical regularity of their contractions bedesire

;

;

;

comes, so to say, a dynamic centre for the movements of the opposite
In this way we explain the movement in
side, which are less regular.
a

circle,

the side in relation with the

of the circle

made by

the animal.

wounded part being
This also

is

in the interior

the reason

why

such

movements, particularly when the circumference is small, occur only
when the animal can change his place, and very often commence only

moments of locomotion.
In case the cerebral influence is abolished, the locomotive centres

after the first

become absolutely independent, as is shown by the forced automatic
movements. Again these centres may be excited by a tumor, or a
prick, and then their dependence upon the cerebral lobes ceases at
once, notwithstanding the anatomical communications which still exist.
It is in these cases that the compulsion, from the instant of the lesion,
becomes invincible, and forces the animal into movement. The locomotive centres become active, and, as long as the excitement lasts, the
animal is completely under their influence. Neither the will, nor emotion, nor physical obstacles, can prevent the limbs from moving.
hunter gave us the following account From a considerable distance he had shot at some wild-ducks that were on the water ; one of

A

:

was not able to fly, and remained on the water, turning in
This duck had received a superficial wound from a grain of
lead in the side of its head ; it had absolutely no other wound on its
these ducks

a

circle.

body.

Now,

the curious fact, and

that this duck could not

fly,

what astonished the hunter, was,
and yet neither the will nor the means
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were lacking, nor could it even plunge, which wild-ducks usually do
when wounded, if they cannot fly. Notwithstanding the approach of
the dog, and the evident very energetic action which its brain sought
to exert at this moment on its movements, it could only swim on the
surface of the water with a forced movement of rotation.
When the lesion is made on the two sides, some of the same phenomena are seen only, as the stimulus to activity on both sides is the
same, the animal moves in a right line. We have injected mercury in
an opening made with a trepan into the upper part of the cranium of
;

In a little while, the mercury, by its weight, having
a young cat.
reached the base of the brain, the animal lifted himself up, and plunged
forward against the wall, making vain efforts to go straight on deviating to one side, he continued his course till he encountered a new ob;

and so on. He stopped only when exhausted, and yet until his
death from compression of the bulb, his limbs moved without interstacle,

ruption.
In a man

who had all the symptoms of a cranial tumor, we have
observed phenomena almost identical with these presented by this
young cat. When he had a crisis, he would raise his haggard eyes,
and walk straight in his chamber, being guided only by the reflex action of locomotion and by habit. After his crises, he could not remember having walked.
It is evident that, in these cases, it cannot be a question of paralysis,
and that the phenomena are the result of excitation of the locomotive
If the influence of the cerebrum, on one side, is obliterated,
centres.

and the locomotive centres are not

irritated,

they act only when they

are solicited to activity by. movements impressed by the opposite side,
and then these movements are forced and automatic, but regular and

without exaggeration. The result is, a movement in a circle, which
occurs when the animal can change his place. If, on the contrary, the
centres are directly excited, the impulse is forced, and the animal is
obliged to move in the way impressed by the centres.
Better to comprehend the rolling movements, we must explain
some facts which have not been dwelt upon, and which we observe in

animals in repose.

In lesions of the cranial centres,

when we wound

the pons Varolii, the animal has no longer the same exterior carriage ;
he leans to one side or the other, according to the side where the lesion
is

made.

All the muscles of this side are then in a state of permanent

contraction.

moved only

The frog represented in Fig. 2, from which have been rethe cerebral lobes of the two sides, is remarkable for the

Placed in
regularity and the symmetry of the position of his limbs.
the water, he rests on its surface, and the right side is at the same level
as the left side. But, if we wound the cerebellum on one side, whether
the cerebral lobes are intact or removed, at once the exterior carriage

becomes that which is represented in Fig. 4. In this frog, the cerebellum has been destroyed on the left side, and instantly the entire right
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side experiences a permanent contraction. This attitude is so regular in
these lesions that, from simple sight, we can indicate the direction of the
movement of rotation. The opposite side has also a constant and

of the fore-leg from the thorax is
typical attitude the throwing out
always as is shown Fig. 4.
When this frog is placed in water it turns on itself, the right side
it is at rest in the water, it
serving as the axis of movement. When
takes the attitude represented in the figure. The right half of the body
sinks in the water; the-limbs of this side can never be on a level with
;

those of the opposite side. These last, on the contrary, especially
when the cerebral lobes are removed from the two sides, float on the
surface and counterbalance the influence of the opposite side

;

the hind-

foot of the uninjured side remains extended, and rests always at a
higher level than that of the opposite side ; the fore-foot comes out of

the water, as well as the anterior part of the body. The limbs of the
affected side are not really paralyzed, but, nevertheless, their movements are more limited, they are not so extended nor so various, and
their action

no longer coincides with that of the healthy
Fig.

A Frog,

in

side.

5.

which the Pons Varolii has been mutilated on both Sides.

in place of pricking or deeply

wounding one side of the pons
prick or wound these nervous centres on each side, a little
above the bulb, we obtain a tonic contraction of both sides of the body,
and the frog takes the attitude represented in Fig. 5, an attitude due,
If,

Varolii,

we

without doubt, to a tonic contraction of all the muscles of the body.
Put in the water, this frog falls to the bottom and remains motionless.

Considering successively the attitudes taken by the frogs from Fig.
we see perfectly that, when we get beyond the cerebral
lobes, all lesion of the other parts of the encephalon leads to a sort of
2 to Fig. 5,

23
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tonic contraction of the muscular groups corresponding to the wounded
The nearer the lesion is situated to the bulb, the more proside.

nounced are the phenomena, and the more the frog leans to one side.
In geese and ducks, on pricking or cutting the peduncles of th
cerebellum,

we can

When we

frogs.

well observe phenomena analogous to these seen in
remove the cerebellum of the two sides, there is no

movement

of rotation, but the animal plunges deeply into the water.
In the uninjured duck, for example, the thorax penetrates the water
but a little way ; the duck, deprived of its cerebellum, penetrates it

twice as

far.

The duck, represented at Fig. 6, is wounded in the right
and the animal has a movement of rotation

side of the cerebellum,

toward the

left. side.

We

think these phenomena are due to an irritation of the locomotive centx*es, and, with Brown-Sequard, we believe that the lesions of
certain points of the encephalon engender a state of irritation, whence
arises, whether directly or by reflex action, a tonic contraction of certain muscular groups, and chiefly of muscles of the thorax.
It is very easy to account for this influence of the muscles of the

This easy experithorax in producing the movements of swimming.
ment shows us, at the same time, that simple paralysis, or the loss of
function of one side, does not occasion the movements of rotation. If
one arm and one leg of the same side, we do not deviate,
but advance in a right line but, if we contract the muscles of the thorax
of one side, at once we lean in the water on that side. If we increase
this contraction, we draw over a little more in the same direction, until
we come to lie completely on one side, and at this moment there supervenes a movement of rotation, almost instinctive, which makes us spasmodically take the normal position. It is something like this which
occurs in animals that have movements of rolling.
By encephalic lesion, animals are led to lean strongly to one side,
an attitude which they take even in repose. At the least movement,
they are drawn over upon the back at once, spasmodically, all the
limbs concur in the effort to regain the former state but, as soon as

we swim with

;

;

;

reproduced, and, as the animal has already acquired motion, this carries it beyond the normal
taken, the compulsion of the injured side
attitude,

and leads

it

on to

its

side

is

and back

;

immediately

it

seeks to

get on its feet, rises, is again drawn over on one side, and so on. When
the cerebral lobes are removed, animals cannot remain lying on the
back. They always seek to recover their normal attitude, and, conse-

when they have deviated from it, all their efforts go to recover
It is at this moment that the four limbs concur to execute
the gyratory movement. There are two factors in the motion of rotaquently,

equilibrium.

tion

:

the

first is

the contraction of the muscles of the injured side
the

which makes the animal lean over and bear down on that side

;

the cooperation of all the members, as soon as the animal is
reversed, to produce a half-revolution and recover the normal forced

second

is

NERVOUS CONTROL OF ANIMAL MOVEMENTS.
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The first turn, particularly when the lesion is old, is slower
regular ; the second is rapid and spasmodic. The first is the
consequence of the lesion, the second is the consequence of the regular
attitude.

and

less

action of

all

the nervous centres

;

and, the better to express this thought,

2

s
a
o
3
ft

we may

say that, in an animal from which have been taken only the

cerebral lobes, we might obtain a movement of rotation if, as soon as
the animal is on his fore-feet, we turn him on his back ; external interference

pons

would replace

Varolii.

in this case the action

produced by lesion of the
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We think we have demonstrated that, in

an animal deprived of th

cerebral lobes, the integrity of the movements of the whole body is
perfect ; that it is due to the action of the locomotive centres of activity,

which

is

inevitable

and always the same

after certain excitations

;

moreover, that in these conditions there are a complete solidarity and
compulsion of the movements, and a necessity for the members all t<\
concur in maintaining an equilibrium ; finally, that the movements of
rotation are due to a disturbance in the equilibrium between the different locomotive centres.
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VENTILATION,

AND THE REASONS FOR

By EOBEET ANGUS SMITH, Ph.
is

often asked

how much

XTroom in order to

fresh air

IT.

D., F. E. S.

we must

allow to come into a

keep it wholesome. The amounts vary so much
that we shall never be able to answer the question as it arises in all its
changes, unless we consider our reasons for ventilating.

The

first

is

certainly the dislike to organic-smelling

substances

evaporated from living beings. As some of them are very volatile, a
very little rise of temperature increases their amount and, in warm
weather, we require a change of air so frequently, that we cannot
make any use of the carbonic-acid test. The amount of change is inwe require it for every breath, and we do not consider whether
finite
a door is sufficiently open we open all doors and windows, or leave
the house entirely.
Let us take the other extreme a very cold room an Esquimaux
The amount of air wanted is wonderfully small we do not
ice-hut.
know how much the carbonic acid may rise, but it must be very high.
The organic matter is frozen, and is probably condensed on the ice it
may be inhaled as a solid, and in a form not to affect the smell. For a
similar reason we require less ventilation in cold weather it is not
foolish, as some will endeavor to persuade us, to take less, but it is a
natural instinct. We object to the cold, and we learn that heat is a
more pressing want than even pure air, whether the organic matter
;

;

;

;

;

:

affects

our senses or not.

we say it is to
;
This means that, although all the air of the room
be quite new, it has received a something from the surfaces in the
room which must be cleared out. This is the reason that housewives
The next reason

for ventilating is allied to the first

produce freshness.

like to keep the doors and windows open, and allow the air for a time
to blow through the house. This process removes the last particles
from the furniture, and is that finish which polishing cannot give. If
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the undefined impurity exists in large quantities, only rubbing can remove it rapidly, and this is done when we clean thoroughly walls and
If very bad, and time presses, while elegance is not a decover the whole, and find whitewashing to be a ready mode.
The other reasons for ventilating have arisen from scientific inquiries.
wish to remove the carbonic acid ; we might be able to find

furniture.

mand, we

We

gas by the senses, if it were very abundant ; but it, is not so as a
rule, until after our senses have informed us of the organic accompaniments. It furnishes, however, one of the most important and probably the most important of the reasons in every-day life, because carbonic acid is the most rapidly hurtful to animal life of all the emana
It lowers the vitality rapidly, and kills with
tions from the person.
this

The best warning is the organic matter, which
warning by carbonic acid is called indefinite, because people lose vitality, but do not observe that the cause is in the
atmosphere, there being no smell connected with that gas. At night,
when lights are burning, the carbonic acid warns better than the other
This seldom occurs in
impurities, by simply putting out the candles.
but
dim
is common enough.
Mr. James Nahouses,
burning
private
indefinite warning.
The
acts for both.

pier, F. C. S., tells

me

that he has seen the candles beginning to go out

in a small meeting-room in the country, which had a low ceiling and
was crowded. It was needful to keep the door open.
blunt, then,
is our perception of carbonic acid

How

!

Another reason for ventilating

is

to

remove

solid floatino- bodies,

including infectious matter, fungi, and peculiar emanations arising from
disease or other anomalous conditions.
These floating bodies can

sometimes be distinguished by the sense of smell

in the case of mould,

for example.
If it were possible to describe a smell
completely, this
class would be largely subdivided, since experience has made

many

persons very learned on this subject. It is, however, a knowledge
which we have not yet been able to receive from or communicate to

This whole question requires careful examination. The knowledge of the smell cannot be taught, but it may guide us to much that
can be taught. Ventilation for this class of bodies will be probably

others.

much more attended

to in future care must be taken to drive them to
the nearest opening, and not to allow them to diffuse themselves
through the room in which they may be produced. In some cases resort

must probably be had

;

and heated currents.
smoke and ordinary dust these are easily

to rapid artificial

We ventilate to remove

;

and we use ventilation to procure dryness. Moisture rises constantly from the skin, and, if an inhabited apartment is not ventilated,
that moisture accumulates. By opening the windows we cause floors
to dry sooner, and we remove moisture from all the apartments, and
seen

;

that moisture has generally organic matter with

it.

If

we

ventilate

with very moist air, we shall dry nothing if we have very dry air, we
may dry too thoroughly. It is, however, better for us to have what is
;
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called practically dry air that
it has.
The

is,

air

capable of containing

much

amount of drying work done is acand
to
the
speed of the air; with little of
cording
dryness, warmth,
these qualities, a great bulk of air is required, where otherwise a small
bulk might have sufficed. By warmth and dryness we have an advanmore moisture than

tage in requiring less rapid currents. I have said elsewhere that a
climate has a certain advantage from being very rainy. To call dryness an advantage is not a contradiction. When rain falls and washes

when the substances floating in the
air, we can feel the benefit
atmosphere are dried up, we can imagine the advantage but when the
air is kept loaded with moisture which does not fall as rain, and is not
carried off by wind, we can easily understand why the results should
be hurtful. That it is not the watery vapor itself that injures may be
learned from dye-houses, where men spend their lives in all conditions
of dampness, sometimes in steam dense enough to make it difficult to
There they have not the heavily-laden
see to the distance of a yard.
moisture of hot, damp climates with rich vegetation, and they have
abundant warmth, so that the moisture is not used for absorbing heat
and producing colds.
The demands of ventilation would best be explained if we could
the

;

;

reply to these questions What
acid wdiich may be call injurious

is

:

the smallest

and what

?

is

amount of carbonic
amount of

the smallest

organic matter?

The amount of carbonic acid

in the air is

under .04 per

cent, in

places that are healthy, but not above .032 in the most open and
healthy places. About five times that amount affects a candle sensibly, a

photometer being used, and

affects it also.

it

is

Are human beings

extremely probable that less
I rather avoid

affected as readily ?
have not facts enough.

this question at present
we
of the gas in conjunction
;

We

will

now

with organic matter.
take, the two together, and we then find that much depends
on the temperature also.
If the day be warm, we may pass from a
room having .06 in a hundred of carbonic acid to the air with .03, and
feel refreshed. If the day is not warm, we do not feel the difference at
The conclusion is that,
least, such persons as I have examined do not.
speak
Let us

;

in the early stages of the
are the most injurious.

while the acid does not.

want of

ventilation, the organic exhalations

Now, these increase with the temperature }
For this reason we ventilate in warm weather

more than for the sake of the acid. As the
former has not hitherto been estimated by weight, we may view the
subject only in relation to the carbonic acid. I think it probable that
we shall be able to view it also in relation to other substances. For ex-

for the organic matter far

ample, so much temperature w ill represent so much organic exhalation,
and the volume of air will differ accordingly.
When the ventilation is desired to be very good, the amount reT

quired when pure air

is

supplied

is

much

less

than with imperfect

air.

VENTILATION,
As

the

demand becomes

AND THE REASONS FOR
less,

the difference diminishes.
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were

consideration, the difference would probably be much
I do not know what allowance to make for that body,
but
greater
and leave it out of consideration. In the smoky towns there is none

taken

into
;

at

all.

The conclusion has been drawn by some scientific men that in all
same amount of air must be
spaces, and under every circumstance, the
be actually
it is true that the same amount is to
Now,
supplied.
breathed, and, if tbis breath is thoroughly mixed with all the air of the
room, the same amount must be supplied for ventilation, whatever the
But let us suppose the most common case that the
size of the room.
does
not take place, and we have at once a different
mixing

thorough

amount of

air required.

As

we

to the imperfect mixing, it is so various and characteristic that
cannot reduce it to rules ; we may hold a smoking substance in the

midst of an apartment, and find the smoke go directly to an opening
without mixing with the air of the room. It goes, too, with a velocity
greater than that of the air of the room, otherwise an opening must be
supposed sufficient to change the whole air of the room in a few seconds, that being the time required for the smoke to reach the opening.

we could drive the impure air in a similar way in a narrow current
toward its exit, we might manage ventilation with a very small
amount of air. To do this is a matter of great importance, because
the expense of building is becoming so great, that very few men can
If

pay for a large enough house, and, while rents are rising, the
rooms of the middle classes have actually diminished in some places,
and within these few years. Yet the evil of small rooms is great, beafford to

cause rapid currents are required for ventilation

;

cold currents are

hurtful, and the warm difficult to obtain.
If, however, we could obtain warm-air currents, it would not be important for us to have the

rooms so large. It is a question of price. I believe the warmth must
be obtained as the first demand of Nature, and without it civilization
will go back.
When men are cold, they give themselves to physical
exercise, and, if that is impossible, to discomfort, in which the mind
refuses to do more than to complain, if it cannot forget.
Which is
for
us
Is
it
to
?
build
rooms
and
to
have
less
warmth
cheapest
large
with slow currents, or to build small rooms and to have more warmth
with rapid currents ? It is to be wished that the former should be
the rule for private houses more comfort and convenience are promif it were, it could not be obised, and mechanism is not required
For hospitals, the use of mechanism is more within possibility.
tained.
;

;

The expense of large rooms, when the architecture is of a kind intended to ornament a capital city, is very great. Should we not gain
by a judicious system of warming ? Our methods of warming are
very cumbrous, and we seem to be behind ancient Rome and modern
in a moment when a door
Russia. We warm the air which changes
D
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or window is opened, and we do not warm the house itself. Builders
make the walls thinner in these days, and we sit at a fire very much
as savages do over a blaze in the open air.
This is less the case with large rooms, where we require slowe)
currents.
may next ask, Is there any advantage in rapid currents at any time ? There is in the case of infectious diseases, it

We

;

would seem

patient should be in

The

sician.

be of the greatest importance that the
a current, speaking as a chemist, and not a phy-

in the abstract to

first

reason

is

for his

own

sake.

Even

in health

we

poi-

son ourselves, and in disease we tend more rapidly in the same direcInfectious emanations may be collecting round a patient, and,
tion.
the still air will keep them more carefully near him. I speak
only generally, and do not enter on the hospital controversy.
Perhaps we cannot have rapid currents in large rooms very easily,

if so,

much

It
required but we can have frequent changes of air.
of
air
the
removal
the
around
that
however,
rapid
collecting
patients with infectious diseases, and probably also non-infectious, is
most likely to promote health, both in the patients and in the attend-

so

air is

;

is clear,

ants.

Few

people can stand the rapid motion of cold

air,

and,

if

we

must have rapid currents, they must be heated.
The source of the air with which we ventilate ought probably to
be high in all cases, but even here we must move slowly. We are
not quite sure that any infectious disease ever sends its emanations
high into the air. Disease seems to creep along the ground the
causes may be at a considerable height, but we are compelled to suppose them very thinly disseminated there and the action seems to be
;

;

according to quantity as well as intensity toward the surface they
congregate and are active. This we see from the evening air, espe;

marshy places it is only after a certain repetition of the
more thinly diffused wandering substances falling down
from the atmosphere and accumulating, that men yield to the influAs a rule, it would be unnecessary to purify the air of the dayence.
and in most places
time, if in an open place, even in average towns
it would be unnecessary to purify the air of the night in this country.
It would, however, be better to warm it in northern and damp climates, and even in temperate climates, in order to produce a difference
of temperature between the air entering the room and that within it,
even if the necessity arising from the cold of rapid ventilation did not
In inhabited rooms the moisture increases as much as the oroccur.
ganic matter, and the condition of the air is similar to that of the evenings of summer: whenever the temperature goes down a little, there is
cially in

;

attack of the

;

a deposit of dew ; but, when the warmth increases, the air is laden with
moisture, and the condition resembles that near a warm close vegetaIn both cases ventilation is wanted. Our walls become satution.
rated with moisture if they are porous, if not porous they are covered

with streams of water.

The moisture has organic matter

in it

which
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not removed by mere drying, and the effects are very long in leaving.
may know this from breathing the air of any bedroom in a
London hotel, or in most private houses in towns. People are afraid
is

We

to keep their

windows open, because of the smoke without, and

so they
can readily smell this, even if arising
from healthy persons, and it has ceased to be a matter of surprise. If
unhealthy persons are present, unhealthy matter may be expected to

retain the organic matter.

We

diffuse.
If, then, any disease is propagated by organic germs living on the
organic matter of the atmosphere, or associated with it, it is not at all
wonderful that the disease should lurk in corners of houses, in clothes,

or other porous matters, simply because
to its lodgment in such places.

we can

trace floating matter

remarkable how readily porous bodies absorb the moisture of
and substances with it. I find that the leather on the bookcases in my study, where gas has been used, is made rotten, and in
exact proportion to the height, the highest being so frail that it can
scarcely be handled, while the lowest is still pretty firm, although much
It is

the

air,

less so

than at

The amount of sulphuric acid in the pieces is
The intermediate are affected in an intermediate

first.

also in proportion.

No

better proof can be had of the absorptive action of these
porous substances, and of the unequal state of the atmosphere in various
parts of a room.

way.

When

rooms which have absorbed organic matter have been shut
musty one takes its place
we recognize something which instantaneously brings that of mould to
our minds. We cannot doubt that the air in such cases is full of the
spores of such plants ; the plants themselves grow in abundance, and
we know well that when they grow they readily send out colonies. The
leather of the bookcase was said to show the inorganic bodies; the
books themselves are covered with the organisms when care is not
taken, so that one small room gives an epitome of the whole subject.
We have here, therefore, no mysterious agent, but one that is perfectly
Why should the agent be mysterious in the case of the infecplain.
tious disease ? It is only so far a mystery we do not know the different plants or organisms, and so cannot tell whether we have health or
up, the original peculiar smell ceases, and a

disease in

;

them by merely examining them through a microscope.

have the characteristics alluded to, why use
There are some difficulties here. If a wall is to be cleaned
frequently, and rubbed when wet, it is better that it should not be
porous. That seems quite clear but when these processes cannot be
undertaken, it really seems as if it were better to have it porous. Such
substances absorb moisture in some seasons, and give it out slowly at
Our clothes are of this kind. It is not possible to have warm
others.
coverings not porous. Porous bodies hold also a good deal of air, and
they cause oxidation more readily. Nature has employed them for
If porous substances

them?

;

Z 6z
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disinfection

more than any

The whole

others.

soil

of the earth

is

a

great disinfectant, kept in constant activity, being constantly required,
holding; in itself the most nauseous and unwholesome things, and still

having healthy people living over it. However, the soil may be too
full, and at times it becomes so, and therefore we run to places which
cannot contain much impurity, such as bare rocks and in such places
we obtain pure air. If in houses we have too much organic matter for
;

the porous substances to oxidize, we must resort to non-porous surfaces ; but then they must, like the rocks, be often washed, or excessively exposed to the air or the warm sun.

To purify rooms the air must blow long into them, or every part
must have the organic matter rubbed off by the hand. This is a suffiGood rubbing will
cient rule for both hospitals and private houses.
our
and
this
housewives
know
furniture,
purify
long-continued currents of air are also known to be good, but better as a supplement to
;

rubbing.

The

are difficult.

rules are very easy chemically, but mechanically they
is merely a repetition of that which has been said

This

elsewhere, and long ago, although

The world must be

it

is

here stated in other words.

told every thing in ten thousand different ways
it is wearisome to repeat the lesson.
I am only

and
what every clean house-keeper carries out and yet there
is an apparent novelty in it when we compare it with the sayings and
doings of many persons, intelligent and observing although they be.
Air and Rain.
before

it

learns,

saying, also,

;

-*~-+-

PROF. JAMES D. DANA.
science, in

rise to

giving
MODERN
fundamentally contrasted with

numerous influences cannot

fail

a

new

order of knowledge,

the older eruditions, among its
to give us a more satisfactory basis for

the estimation of mental character and attainment.

In proportion as
the later knowledge is definite, positive, and universally accepted, does
it become a better standard by which the intellectual greatness of men

may be judged. In no sphere of mental performance can a man's work
Each department has
be brought to such decisive tests as in science.
its special and authoritative cultivators who subject all new ideas to
an inexorable ordeal of verification. While, in the various fields of literature and art, reputations may be made with little regard to substantive merit, because their appeal is to taste and feeling, and the canons
of criticism are uncertain, in science, on the other hand, the rules of
judgment are unmistakable, and men are measured by the quality and
extent of what they have really accomplished.
course, imperfect,

and

Human

nature

in science, as elsewhere, its imperfections

is,

of

may

JAMES D WIGHT DANA.
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often interfere with the awards of justice ; but here, more than anywhere else, errors of personality are eliminated by the impersonal tribunal to which all questions are at last referred.
pretty definite idea
" mastered a
is conveyed, when it is said that a man has
science." He

A

must have made himself familiar with a certain body of facts and prinand their degree of development.
ciples, with their historic growth
But the familiarity here implied is not that which is current in the
walks of

literature.

It is

not to be gained merely by reading. It imthemselves knowledge at

knowledge of the phenomena
first hand
and the exactions in this sphere
A man cannot be said to have mastered a
oughly possessed himself of its method of
plies a direct

of thought go further still.
science until he has thorresearch,

and proved

this

thoroughness by successful, original work. He must have contributed
to its advancement, to its original stock of observations and inductions,
and done it so effectually that those who stand highest shall recognize
This condition being complied
the validity and value of his work.
been successfully pursued, and
of
that
have
number
sciences
the
with,
the degree of their complexity, become fair measures of the mental
breadth, grasp, and power of the minds engaged upon them. Hum-

boldt was preeminent because of his conquest of many sciences. Helmholtz has a high place in European science because he is confessedly

strong in mathematics, physics, and physiology, and has combined the
researches of these sciences in carrying on his original investigations.
this standard, the subject of the present sketch must be assigned an eminent position in American science, as he is an acknowledged master in the three extensive departments of mineralogy, geolo-

Judged by

gy, and zoology, having
all these fields of study.

made

original investigations of great value in

Dana was

born, in 1813, in Utica, New York, where he passed
He seems to have had an early inclination
years of his life.
to the sciences, as at seventeen years of age he entered Yale
College,
Prof.

the

first

attracted

by the fame of

neer in American science.

Prof. Silliman (Sr.), the distinguished pioDuring the regular course of study at

New

Haven, Mr. Dana evinced an especial love for the natural sciences,
without neglecting philological and mathematical pursuits, in the latter of which he was distinguished.
He was graduated with honor,
Bachelor of Arts, in 1833, and about the same time received the appointment of teacher of mathematics to midshipmen in the Navy of the
United States. In that capacity, he sailed to the Mediterranean, in
the United States ship-of-the-line Delaware,
returning in 1835. During
the two years following, he acted at Yale College as assistant to
the distinguished professor whose successor in office he afterward
became.
In December, 1836, he was appointed
mineralogist and geologist of
the Exploring Expedition then about to be sent by the Government
of the United States to the Southern and Pacific Oceans. The five
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vessels of the squadron, under the command of Commodore Wilkes,
After extensive explosailed in 1838, on a voyage around the world.

and suffering shipwreck, moreover, at the mouth of the Colum
The rare opbia River, in Oregon, Mr. Dana returned home in 1842.
for
scientific observation had
which
this
afforded
voyage
portunities

rations,

been well improved.
During the thirteen years after its termination,
he was engaged in preparing for publication the various reports of this
expedition committed to his charge.
Mr. Dana resided at Washington from 1842 to 1844, and then returned to New Haven, Connecticut, where he, soon after, married Henrietta Frances, third daughter of Prof. Benjamin Silliman, and where
he has since resided. Before going to the Pacific, he published, in
1837, the first edition of his "Mineralogy," of which the fifth and last
edition appeared in 1868. This is a work of high repute, both in America

and Europe.
His

first

publication connected with his observations in the Explor-

ing Expedition was a "Report on Zoophytes," which appeared in 1846,
a quarto volume of 740 pages, with an atlas of 61 folio plates. In this
work Mr. Dana reviewed the whole department of Polypes, combining
his own observations with those of earlier authors, and proposed a new
the first time, the Actiniae and the Alcyonoid Polypes into their true relations to the Astrseoid Polypes. The
number of new species which he describes is 230.
The second work in the same series was a " Report on the Geology
classification, bringing, for

of the Pacific," published in 1849, a quarto volume of 756 pages, with
an atlas of 21 plates. This work presents a view not only of the geology of parts of Australia, Western America, and the islands of the

but also treats at length, and with original views, of Volcanic
Phenomena, Coral Reefs and Islands, and the General Features of the
Pacific,

Globe.

The third work pertaining to this Government Exploring Expediwas a "Report on Crustacea," which appeared in 1852-'54 the

tion

text, 1,620 pages quarto; the atlas, 96 plates in folio: 680 species are
described in this work, of which 658 are new. The subjects of Clas-

and Geographical Distribution receive in it special attenThese reports were published by the Government of the United
With
States, and only 200 copies of each have thus far been issued.
few exceptions, the drawings in these atlases were made by Mr. Dana
sification

tion.

himself.

While engaged

in preparing the last

two of these

reports, Mr.

Dana has been the active editor of the American Journal of Science
and Arts, founded in 1819, by Prof. Silliman, Sr., and well known as
the gi*eat repository of the scientific labors of their countrymen. To
this journal, which has now in 1872 reached its 103d volume, as well as
to the Proceedings of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, in
Boston, the Lyceum of Natural History, of New York, and the Acade-
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of Natural Sciences, of Philadelphia, Mr. Dana has contributed
various important memoirs.
Soon after the resignation by Prof. Silliman of the chair of Chem-

my

and Geology in Yale College, Mr. Dana entered, in 1835, on the
duties of the office of Silliman Professor of Natural History and Ge-

istry

ology in that institution, to which place he had been elected in 1850 ;
his brother-in-law, Prof. Benjamin Silliman, Jr., having been appointed
Prof. Dana is now engaged in discharging
to the chair of Chemistry.
the duties of his professorship, and in editing the American Journal
Science.

of

In 1854 he was elected president of the American Association for
Advancement of Science, having been for many years one of the
Standing Committee of that body; and in August, 1855, he delivered

the

the annual address before that Association at

its

Besides the works already referred to, Prof.

meeting

Dana

is

in

Providence.

the author of

the following publications: "Manual of Mineralogy," 432 pp., 12mo.
New Haven, 1851. 2d ed., 1857. "Manual of Geology," 1862. Rev.
" On Coral Reefs and Islands." 8
vo, 144 pp. New
ed., 1869. 800 pp.
1853.
York,

Mr. Dana's more important papers, in the American Journal of
Science

and

Arts, are

:

xxx., 275, "On the Formation of Twin Crys"
xxxiv., 225,
Anatomy of the Caligus Americanus." xlv., 131,
310, "Areas of Subsidence in the Pacific indicated by the Distribu"
tion of Coral Reefs and Islands."
xlix., 49,
Origin of the Constituent and Adventitious Minerals of Trap-rocks."
Second Series, ii., 335, " On the Volcanoes of the Moon." iii.,
94, 176, 381 ; iv., 88, "On the Geological Effects of the Earth's Con-

First Series,

vol.

tals."

and Origin of Continents." iv., 364; v., 100, "On Cohesive
" On
Attraction." ix., 220, 407,
Isomorphism and Atomic Volume in
some Mfnerals." xvi., 153, 314, "Isothermal Chart of the Ocean."
"
xvii., 35, 210, 430,
Homceomorphism among Minerals." xviii., 85,
"
131,
Homoeomorphism of Minerals of the Trimetric System." xviii.,
traction

"

Geographical Distribution of Crustacea."
in American Geological Hisxxii., 305, 335,
" On
Continued
in vols, xxxv., xxxvi.,
xxv.,
Cephalization."
tory."
" Connection between
xxxvii., and xli. xliv., 89, 252,398,
Crystalline
Form and Chemical Constitution."
314;

xix., 6; xx., 168, 349,

"Plan of Development

Third Series, i., 1 ii., 233, 305, 324, " On Glacial Phenomena
England, and the Source of the New England Glacier."
;

in

New

In 1856-57 Prof. Dana published, in the Bibliotheca Sacra, a series
" Science and the
of four articles, entitled
Bible," called forth by a
work of Prof. Tayler Lewis, on the " Six Days of Creation."
Prof. Dana's last work, "Corals

279 cuts,

is

just published (1872).

and Coral Islands," 398 pages, with
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EDITOR'S TABLE.
MAN AS AN

OBJECT OF SCIEN-

'

TIFIG STUDY.

IT

which he works

rial in

now

scarcely be questioned
that the law of progress in educawill

sequences that ignorance of the matethe artisan

;

that

is,

entails

failure.

upon
But this

a tendency toward limitation of
mental pursuits. Under the theory of

necessity is a thousand times greatei
in the case of the teacher than in that
of the preacher. For the teacher takes

education as a discipline, knowledge

the

tion

is

is

held subordinate, but it is obviously
rising in educational value, while it is be-

ginning also to be understood that mendiscipline may be acquired in any
field of study by the vigorous and metal

thodical exercise of the mental powers
upon its subject-matter. But, with the

increasing importance of knowledge,
there comes a difficulty from its vast

Every thing cannot be learned;
some subjects are chosen, others
must be passed by; indeed, but few
can be taken, while many are left, and
extent.

if

so study is inevitably specialized. This
raises the further question of the rule

of choice, or the relative value of the
knowledges. What are the most necessary things to be generally studied, and
which shall have the first place in any

system of mental cultivation that goes
beyond the barest rudiments? This we
take to be now the urgent and fundamental problem of education.
Among the articles of our present
number, we publish an abstract of an
address before the theological students
of Yale College, by Mr. Beecher, on
the "
of Human Nature."

He

Study

presents, with his usual force, the
claims of this subject upon students of
his profession, but the reader will

hardly

fail

to

remark that

his

argu-

is much broader than its profesIt is certainly nesional application.
cessary for clergymen, who aim to

human material directly in hand
in its plastic period, to shape and inform, and he works at it day by day
and

all

longed,
teacher

That the study of
and proincumbent upon the faithful

day long.

human

systematic

nature,
is
is

self-evident, but what, then,

we say of its necessity to the
parents who give their life to the new
being, and make those deep initial imshall

pressions that affect the unfolding nature more profoundly than all that is

done afterward by teachers and preachers combined ?
But it is not as fitting preachers,
teachers, or parents, for their special
functions, that we are now impelled to

demand that the scientific study of
human nature shall take a high and
universal place in education.

It should
be done because this knowledge is of
first and fundamental importance to all.

Living in complex social relations, incessantly in contact with others, acting

upon them and acted upon by them in
innumerable ways that vitally involve
the mutual welfare, it is certainly of
the highest importance that each person
shall

comprehend the

qualities of the

natures that are thus brought into reacBut it is needless to enforce the
tion.
old injunction "know thyself," or to
upon the correlative duty of

insist

The want

ment

knowing others

instruct

be freely admitted the question is how
it may be supplied.
Mr. Beecher maintains that "one

and elevate

their hearers, to

understand

their

would work

effectually.

if

natures,

they

It is, in fact,

a simple business necessity
and, if
it will entail the same con;

neglected,

also.

will

:

of the prime constituents of clerical
training should be a study of the

human

soul and

to end,"

and he

body from beginning

insists

furthermore that

EDITOR'S TABLE.
he pursued by the
The importance of
requirement cannot be over-

this study should

method of
this last

science.

The study of man should

estimated.

be

first

of

all scientific,

because that

is

the only method which aims solely and
supremely to arrive at the truth. It is
well to study human nature for the

sake of professional utility; but it is
better to study it for the intrinsic and
exalted character of the knowledge
itself.

upon

more important to insist
because on no subject is the

It is
this,

bias of prejudice and prepossession so
Human beings
all-disturbing as here.
should be studied exactly as minerals
studied, with the simple
purpose of tracing out the laws and relations of the phenomena they present.
Men should be analyzed to their last
constituents, physiological and mental.

and plants are

They should be observed
acters

and

actions,

in

in their char-

their

general

and peculiar traits; they
should be apprehended in their growth,
in their normal and abnormal manifesattributes

tations, in
life,

their relations to inferior

in their social

and sexual

attri-

and in their relations to vocaand institutions, and the whole
inquiry should be pursued in that unbutes,
tions

impassioned

spirit

which cares

little

of

true

science

what the facts may
know what they

be, but every thing to
are.

Human nature is certainly a very
comprehensive and complicated subject, and as a science it is, of course,
profoundly

means

imperfect.

It

is

by no

up as one of the
ordinary sciences, and pursued separately, like mathematics or electricity.
Those branches of science upon which
to be taken

depends are to be acquired
first as a foundation, and then they
are to be combined in the direct and
it

chiefly

practical study o" man himself, in his
totality, and as a subject of systematic

observation.
ogy,

is

for its

Human

nature, like geol-

dependent upon other sciences
data, and then it offers large ad-
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questions of its own, which
require a scientific training to deal
with them.
When the geologist has
ditional

mastered the laws of physics, chemistry, mineralogy, meteorology, zoology,
and botany, he then goes out to com-

mence the practical study of the rocky
masses which compose the earth's
In the same way the scientific
crust.
student of

human

nature will

first

get

acquaintance with the priuciples

an

of biology, which throw lig^t upon
physical constitution and re-

man's

or

psychology,

he

then

and

lations,

must master

science

the

of

feel-

ing and intellect, as manifested in
the grades of life, and these will prepare

him

to

form a right conception of the
man in his bodily and men-

individual

All

tal unity.
tle

account in

this,
itself,

however, is of litand is but a prep-

aration for the direct study of human
beings, their characters and actions, as

matters of habitual and methodical ob-

What

servation.

is

lightened educators

required of our enis, to arrange the

curriculum with a view to
and then to pursue the

scientific

this great end,

study into

know

its

If

cations.

it

higher and practical applibe said that we can never

the truth about people, as half

them give their lives to the art of
keeping up false appearances, the reof

ply is, then study that fact first, and get
a cool scientific expression of the extent, limits,

and value of

this source of

error; a long stride will thus be taken

toward the end we propose.
This study is undoubtedly
complex, and difficult, but

great,
it

is,

nevertheless, intrinsically practicable.
Thanks to science, the knowledge

An immense

exists.

body of truth of

the character here indicated has been

wrought

out,

but education as yet ig-

Between the vast system of
facts and principles which science has
established, and the state of the general
nores

it.

mind, there
Pacific, and
for,

is

a gulf wider than the

it

is

while there

is

still

daily widening;

greater activity

now
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than ever before in the world of scieninquiry, the masses of the people

in the

tific

ically.

are doing little or nothing to avail
themselves of it.

ified

Complex and
tific

study of

but

it

tive

the scien-

difficult

human

nature

may

he,

demanded by the impera-

is

exigencies of the age. "What is
is a better knowledge of human

wanted

relations in the social state

;

and that

resolves itself immediately into a better knowledge of the beings which exist in

that state, for society

human

make

is

what

its

mood of contemplating it chemAs the symposium is ever qual-

by the libations, it will be asked
what they had to drink. As befitted
the exaltation of the hour, they drank
the invisible ether that

veyed in goblets

is

never con-

a solar distilment of

the beautiful foliage of the park, and to
this they owed all the inspiration of
the occasion.

The

afflatus

was an im-

oxygen gas. It was
through it and by it that the entire
concourse lived, and moved, and had

mediate

effect of

As

the

condition

Ignorance of
men, of the nature of their weaknesses
and vices, and the springs and laws of

its

their action, is at the root of the
chief impostures by which society is

the brain, the broad current of thought
and feeling in the assembled multitude

units

it.

scourged. The quackeries of the platform, the bar, the state-house, and the
pulpit, the gigantic swindles of speculators, and the frauds of petty traders,

omnipresent over-reachings and
deceptions by which people are victimized in the intercourse of life, are but
the

legitimate consequences of the gross
and wide-spread ignorance of human

We

nature.

are deafened with the dis-

cordant cries of political and social
reformers; but here is where they must
if

begin,

manent

way

any thing valuable and perto be accomplished in the

is

poetic being.
of cerebral action

was sustained by
vital

Several thousand people assembled

the other day in the Central
Park to unveil the statue of ShakeThe ceremonies were impresspeare.
sive. The illustrious English poet, newly
done in bronze, was celebrated prosaically by the most illustrious of American
poets, and then he was glorified poetically by another distinguished American
poet, while this effect was heightened

by the

fine vocalization of

our eminent

interpreter of the great dramatist, and
altogether it was a most poetic and

Shakespearian affair.
Such an event will suggest different
reflections in different minds; we are

this element of the

That withdrawn, the

stream.

prose of Bryant, the poetry of Stoddard, and the elocution of Booth, with
the appreciative applause of the audience, would have suddenly and simul-

taneously ceased. For, whatever may
be the case in other spheres of being, in
this sphere the spiritual world of
thought and feeling is created, instant
by instant, by the chemical energy of
oxygen. Let none accuse us of materialism, for this doctrine has high and
sacred authority. In its account of

creation, the
"

declares that

THE DISCOVERER OF OXYGEN.

first

a constant stream

of oxygenated blood driven through

human

of reform.

is

God

oldest scripture

breathed into his

life, and man heand the breath of
we now know to be oxygen gas.

nostrils the breath of

came a
life

living soul ;

But, for

"

many thousands

wr as not known.

of years,

it

Humanity had run

through a vast career before this truth
was reached.
Mighty empires had
come and gone; great cities had been
civilizations
built and had perished
had risen and passed away; arts, literatures, philosophies, and religions, had
become ascendant and had declined be;

fore

men found

out the constitution of

what and why they breathe.
We ow e this most brilliant and important of modern discoveries to Dr.
Joseph Priestley, of England. He was
the air

r
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a clergyman and a chemist, and in 1768
he went to Leeds, and was settled as

He
pastor over a large congregation.
and
a
reside
near
to
brewery,
happened
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around
forming three-fourths the weight
of all living things, half the weight of

tion of all the natural objects
us,

"

the rocky strata, and eight-ninths of
the oceans; and, moreover, that it is an
element of great chemical energy, and

gave forth a remarkable aerial sub-

is

The flame of a lighted stick
immersed in it was at once extinon the
guished, and the smoke floating
it was
top of the stratum showed that
very heavy, a result which was perfect-

tion of matter in the laboratory of

ly confirmed by the observation that,
invisible and intangible as it was, it
could be poured from vessel to vessel

new

accidentally observed that the beer,
during its fermentation in the vats,
stance.

like

water

;

and

in the vats, in

which

it

originally occurred, it would overflow
their edges, and descend to the floor,
along which it would run like a stream,
its

course being readily tracked by the

expedient of putting a lighted stick into
the extinction of the
it, and observing

Moreover, he

flame.

would

found that

it

dissolve in water, for, if dishes

of that liquid were placed where it
had access, an agreeably acidulous and

involved in nearly every transforma-

Na-

and in the processes of the arts,
shall be prepared to comprehend

ture,

we

It
the significance of its discovery.
has given us a new chemistry and a

physiology, and it probably carries
the mind of man deeper into the order
of Nature than any other single scienrevelation ever made.

tific

But the great discoverer had
troubles.

his

He

carried his independence
of thought into theology

and power
and politics, and
came a turbulent

his life of course be-

battle with sects

and

In relation to this part of
Priestley's career, Dr. J. W. Draper has

parties.

well remarked

"
:

We

must not impute

to mental weakness, but rather to a
pursuit of the truth, that in succession

it

sparkling fluid, soda-water, was formed
and, that the agent which brought all

ligious belief,

these results about possessed a physiowas proved by the fatal

the Presbyterian, Arminian, Arian, and
Unitarian, received him as a votary.

;

logical potency,
fact,

too often

factories,

known

that, if

in such

by accident

manuwas

it

breathed, death at once took place."
This substance was then called

"fixed air," and is familiarly known as
carbonic-acid gas. It is now exactly a

hundred years since Priestley published
a pamphlet " On impregnating "Water
with Fixed Air," and a year later he
received the Copley medal from the
"
Royal Society for his Observations on
the Different Kinds of Air." In the year
1774, he made the splendid discovery
of oxygen, and, in allusion to its power
as the sustainer of life, he applied to it
the epithet " vital air." When it is remembered that this wonderful sub-

stance

is

the active element of the at-

mosphere, and essential to the existence
and activity of the entire living world;
that

it

enters largely into the composi-

24

he passed through

many

and four

phases of re-

different sects,

is not the occasion nor the place
to explain the causes which led him to
It is only for us to judge
this course.

This

man with charity. But,
he was with a deep religious
sentiment, and feeling that even the
most exalted objects of this life are not
of so great a

imbued

as

compared with the importance

to be

of another world, he regarded his philosophical pursuits as a very secondary
affair,

and gave much of his time and

He
talent to controversial theology.
seems to have come to the conclusion
that

was incumbent on him

it

a religious war.

As

his

to

make

biographer

'

Atheists, Deists, Jews, Arians,
Quakers, Methodists, Calvinists, Catho-

says,

Episcopalians, had alike to combat
him.'
In more than a hundred vollics,

umes which he

printed, each of these
found an adversary of such force and

;
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vigor (and it
a man that
that

was impossible with such
could be

it

othenvise),
their ablest theological writers

were overmatched. By the established
Church of England, he came to be regarded with such feelings, that instances occurred in which those who
had successfully answered him were

rewarded with the highest dignities a
circumstance which gave origin to his
remark, that he appointed the bishops
;

Priestley forgot that the
experience of all nations and of thousands of years has proved the utter im-

of England.

possibility of

any one man convincing
race, and converting

the whole

human

them

to his views.

all

He

shut his

eyes to that anarchy of opinion infesting the world, brought on in no small
degree by such polemics as those in

which he delighted.

In an exact scihe could describe
some new discovery, and every man in
Europe at once admitted its truth. He
never realized how different it is in
The library of
politics and theology.
volumes he wrote on these topics has
ence, like chemistry,

already dropped into that gulf of oblivion which has received all the works
of the authors of the early and middle
ages, and no man cares to learn what

he wrote or what he thought of the
But not so with his philomatter.
sophical labors

:

they stand out clear

and distinct, monuments of the advance of the human mind in knowledge and power during the eighteenth
century.

His discovery of oxygen gas
world endures."

will last as long as the

But, if Priestley erred by meddling
with men's political and religious opinions, he paid the full penalty of it.

While living in Birmingham, the mob
broke open and sacked his house. His
philosophical instruments, most of
them made by himself, were broken
up his library and original papers, the
fruits of a frugal life, were destroyed,
;

scraps of rrlanuscript covered the floor
several inches deep, and his books were

strewn over the high-road for half a

His

mile.

life

was endangered

;

he

to flee from the place with
his family, and for three days one of
the chief cities of the nation was the

was obliged

scene of

The blow was crushing.

riot.

His society was avoided even by his
philosophical associates, and, finding
that further tranquillity in England was

he resolved to

impossible,

He

America.

arrived in

come

New York

to
in

January, 1794, and took up his residence in Northumberland, Pa., where

he died in February, 1804.
Such was the career of the discover.

er of

oxygen

;

but, as Dr.

Draper

inti-

mates, while oblivion has swallowed

and politics, his scientific
fame grows brighter with the advance
of knowledge. The rancorous feelings
which drove him from his native country have subsided, and a more just
his theology

generation is preparing to grant his
memory the honor that is over-due.
Subscriptions are being raised to erect
a statue to Priestley in Birmingham.

Would

not be well for the coun-

it

which gave him refuge to do the
same? And apart from the question
of doing justice to a great man's memory, which has been obscured for a

try

century, what could be more fitting
than to celebrate the centennial of a
mighty discovery on August 1, 1874,
by unveiling a monument to the illustrious discoverer

?

LITERARY NOTICES.
By Maxwell

Botany for Beginners.

T.

Masters, M. D., F. R. S., late Lecturer
on Botany at St. George's Hospital.

London

Bradbury

:

&

Evans.

In form, typographical execution, and
in its
illustrations, this is a beautiful book
;

scientific

statements

worthy book
cated in

its

Dr. Masters

;

it is

a sound and trust-

but, for the purposes indi-

title,

it

is

a worthless book.

knows much about

plants, but

of the minds of children he seems to

know

How long will it take these edunothing.
cational book-makers to find out that there
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are two factors in the case, a subject to be

name

presented and a mental organism to be affected, and that the latter, instead of being
of small account comparatively, is in reality

Although professedly writing for beginners, Dr. Masters tacitly assumes
them to be adults, and capable of grasping at

the first and principal thing ?
Botany, like
the other sciences, can be so presented as
to stupefy the mind instead of awakening it.

Book-science and scientific books, as generused in schools, are as often baneful as

ally

they are merely new resources
for loading down the memory with verbal
beneficial

;

The overshadowing influence,
which is learned
from books, and is mainly an exer-

acquisitions.

in education, of language

entirely

cise of pure

memory upon

and empirical

rules,

arbitrary signs

has so determined the

habits of education that the sciences have

been forced into the same method of acquisition, and the absurd practice still prevails
of acquiring them by memorizing the contents of books.
Even in botany, where the

flowers and

show

off his botanical ac-

complishments.

first

the generalized results of the science.

That he begins with the simplest flowers is
but little mitigation of his bad method. To
attack the most complex part of plantstructure at the outset, using microscopes
and making dissections, however possible it
may be for matured minds, is neither possi-

nor is it the true order in
which the science should be considered.
There is a wide range of observation of the
ble for children,

simpler parts of plants which are open to
easy inspection, and it is to these that the
beginner's attention should first be directed.

The

earliest thing to be done is to cultivate
the art and the habit of observation, and

then the pupil will pass naturally to the

over-

comparison of these simpler characters, and
thus advance imperceptibly to the higher

head, underfoot, by the way-side, in the gardens, fields, yards, and even in the house,

This
complexities of form and structure.
course is equally necessitated by the order

soliciting the attention and kindling the admiration continually we have still the preposterous habit of studying the subject by
committing book-lessons in the school-room.

of unfolding of the child's faculties, and by
the order of facts in the science itself.

objects treated

of are everywhere

To
is

begin botany in this way with children
worse than an absurdity, it is an educa-

tional

crime.

It

violates the

an attractive and natural way

;

and,

by in-

ducing indifference or actual repulsion, it
defeats rather than promotes the true objects
of education.

Nor

is

all

helped where the

author begins with a general injunction to
study the objects themselves, and then leaves

make

his

own way without

guid-

ance, or, in attempting to guide him, puts
him on a false track. This is the sin of Dr.

Masters.

He

first

thing.

It

the old story of commencing to pick flow" to
ascertain of what parts
are
constituted, their number, their
they

is

ers to pieces,

manner they are pieced together, whether they are separate or joined
together, what is their relative size and position in regard to one another, and so forth."
shape, in what

liest

tried very

D. Appleton
little

&

Co.

volumes the authors have

hard to adapt the treatment of

their respective subjects to the juvenile ca-

and with very fair success.
We
think them by no means perfect, but they
are probably better than any thing else of
pacity,

They were prepared for the English schools, and are the
result of the recent commendable effort to
infuse

to reach classification at the ear-

moment, so that the

child can begin to

more of the

scientific

element into

The Rev. W.
general primary instruction.
Tuckwell, an able advocate of this reform,
thus speaks of them in Nature :

puts the beginner at the most

complex work of botany the

The object is

In these

the kind that can be got.

the case at

the pupil to

Stewart.

law of the

mind, by making them learn in a forced and
unnatural way that which should be acquired
in

Science Primers. " Chemistry," by Prof.
"
Roscoe.
Physics," by Prof. Balfour

These

little

books

illustrate

an imper-

fectly-accepted truth, that systematic elementary teaching is a late and not an early

product of educational energy. The best
head-masters of our schools have discovered
the fallacy latent in our ancient belief that
men are required to teach the
oldest boys, and have, in one or two famous
the ablest

on their discovery. It is easy
young man fresh from university honto pour his knowledge into minds which

cases, acted
for a

ors
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proach more or less to the level of his own
but to teach a class of little boys, to realize

been owing to. the want,
not of zealous champions, but of united
The labors of its advocates are now
action.

their difficulties and to appreciate their ignorance, to understand the perplexity which
oppresses them in the presence of state-

beginning to converge. The leaders of science and the leaders of education are drawon the one side eager
ing close together

ments long since axiomatic to ourselves, require a mature and versatile intelligence, a
mind which can communicate childish knowl-

to hnpart, on the other ready to receive, ad
vice and guidance.
By the publication of
these books the most serious of the obsta-

have been well prepared, and which ap;

edge as readily and as joyously as it solves
a combination of rare
recondite problems

ress hitherto has

which have kept them separate

cles

is

re-

moved.

;

long and conscientious training.
thus it is that the zeal for scien-

gifts with

And

teaching and the gathered scietnific experience of the last fifteen years have only
issued now in the books which form the

MISCELLANY.

tific

I

subject of our notice. Scientific class-books
hitherto have been either too difficult or too
easy.

They have been unavailable

for be-

ginners without the intervention of a practical teacher
or, in their effort to be popu;

and simple, they have abdicated half their
value as instruments of educational discilar

Length of Guns. General Morin, in a
discourse delivered before the Paris Acadeof Science, noted this curious circumstance, that, though different kinds of powder may give equal speed to a projectile,

my

they may differ very much from one another
in the pressure they exert upon the walls
of the cannon.

He

further remarked that

the grades of powder that have been
tested undergo entire combustion, and conall

pline.

In these books both extremes are

Every stage of their teaching is
based upon experiment no law is enunciFrom first to
ated till it has been proved.

avoided.

;

last

the student finds himself in immediate

contact with Nature.
external

of

His empirical knowl-

is systematized
simple every-day phenomena reveal to him

edge

things

;

principles and rationale ; he walks
forth with a new eye to discern the meaning and the beauty of familiar sights and

sequently produce all their effect in pieces
But
is 12 times their calibre.

whose length

yet the greater part of the field-pieces in

use have a length equal to 30 times their
calibre. They might be cut down, therefore,
without prejudice to their efficiency, and
thus their portability would be increased.

their

Late Researches on the Gastric Jnice.

The

gastric juice of the

human stomach

mind upon the stretch for
And, on the other hand,

has lately been made a subject of special
study by Dr. Leube, of Erlangen, who gives

no previous training is essential to the
teacher who adopts them as his guide.
Any

the fruits of his work in an elaborate paper
He
read at the recent Rostock Congress.

man, ignorant even of the first principles of
chemistry and physics, yet fairly dexterous

obtained the juice for his experiments by
means of a tube introduced into the gullet.

sounds, and with a
fresh discoveries.

and

intelligent,

who

will

patiently master

books, and try each experiment for
himself, is in a position to transmit their
The ofcontents successfully and clearly.
the

lecture to the soldiers of his regiment, the clergyman to the artisans of his
parish, the national school-master to the
ficer

may

from the stom-

The

gastric juice obtained

ach,

empty and cleansed by an

water,

is

injection of
owing to

slightly acid, doubtless

the irritation caused by the injection and
Its digesthe contact of the instrument.
tive

power

is

weak.

In the course of his

Managers of schools,

experiments with this fluid, Leube found
that cheese is digested more rapidly than

deterred as yet from including science in
their course through lack of teachers and

the albumen of a boiled egg, and the latter
more rapidly than the albumen of a raw

of text-books, will find their difficulty re.We tender them our hearty thanks
moved.
for work which marks a stage in the advance

pcrcr
c

children of his school.

.

.

of scientific education.

Its lingering prog-

oo-

Experiments made with quassia demonstrate that this substance does not exert

any special exciting action upon the

seore-

MISCELLANY.
It excites it only
tion of the gastric juice.
as any other body might, which is brought

into direct contact with the

The

the stomach.

the gastric secretion

mucous coat of

when

states that its use is

unattended with any of those unpleasant

Seyler observed that in
fevered, the gastric juice suffers

but not of

its acid,

its

pep-

The white of the egg, in order to be
into
dissolved, must first be transformed
syntonine, which process requires a gastric
sin.

This fact accounts
juice of great acidity.
for the difficulty with which albumen is retained

He

than chloroform.

upon
beyond doubt, a re-

Hoppe

a diminution of

Aethelid Chlorid. Dr. Langenbeck has
employed it in six operations, and found
that it produced amesthesia more rapidly

is,

In the course of the discussion which

dogs,

name

action of bitters

flex action, having its point of departure in
the mucous membrane of the mouth.

ensued, Dr.
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upon a disordered

stomach.

As

concerns the digestibility of cheese, that
substance is composed of different ingredients, and notably it contains one phosphoric
substance, utterly indigestible, nuclein.

effects

which commonly attend the exhibiAlso a new method of

tion of chloroform.

producing anaesthesia with morphine has
been discovered. In this method hypodermic injections of the chlorhydrate of morphine are given, followed up with light inThree cases were
halations of .chloroform.

method had been employed
The anaesthesia, in this case,
is not attended by sleep, and it leaves the
action of the mind, the senses, and the volcited

where

this

satisfactorily.

untary muscles intact.
Liebig's proLiebig's Extract of Meat.
cess of obtaining meat extract is found to
solid
yield only 14 per cent, of the dry,

The remaining 86

material of the meat.

Sanitary Reform in India. Lord Mark
Kerr sends a communication to the (East)

parts are the really nutritive constituents
of meat, and the 14 contained in the Lie-

which be relates
the cause and

big extract are merely stimulative, not nuThis is, with ingenuous candor,
tritive.

Indian Medical

Gazette, in

how he came

to discover

Delhi Boil, formerly the scourge of the denFrom
izens of Delhi, native and foreign.

admitted by Liebig himself. An English
pharmaceutist, Mr. Darby, claims to have
invented a process of obtaining, in con-

means of prevention of what

is

called the

a comparison of the situation and surround-

centrated, soluble form, all the constituents

ings of Delhi with those of other Oriental
cities similarly noted for the prevalence of

of the meat.

he was led to conclude that
the cause of the disorder was to be found

is

boils

and

in the

sores,

existence, within

the walls of the

town, of a barren strip of land, two miles
in length, by 500 yards in breadth, covered
with foul weeds and ruined buildings, with
the wells and water-courses choked up. He
proposed to clear the water-courses and

His process, which has been

Lean meat, finely sliced,
digested with pepsin, in water previously
acidulated with hydrochloric acid, at a
temperature of from 96 to 100 Fahr., until
patented,

is

this

:

the whole of the fibrine of the meat has dis-

appeared.

The liquor is then filtered, separating
small portions of fat, cartilage, or other insoluble matters, and neutralized by means

This was done in
plant trees and grass.
1864, and now the Delhi Boil has entirely

of carbonate of soda

Lord Mark
from the city.
Kerr desires to have his experience tested
throughout India, for he believes that pure

namely, that of a soft extract.

and draining, with judicious planting and gardening, would greatly tend, not
only to remove sores and such-like evils,

but with the fibrine, albumen, and gelatine,

disappeared

irrigation

prevent the approach of more serious
and even fatal scourges.

but

to

A New

Anaesthetic.

The Medico- Chirur-

(German) calls attention to
a new anesthetic, which has received the

gical Circular

evaporated

to

the

;

and

finally carefully

consistence

required,

The
its

resulting extract represents, in all
constituents, the lean meat employed,

changed into their respective peptones, or
soluble forms.
ly

This change

is

effected sole-

by the pepsin and hydrochloric

artificial gastric juice,

acid, or

without the evolution

or absorption of any secondary products.
But this process, whatever care be taken, leaves the fluid
taste,

meat with a strong

bitter

which always attaches to meat digest-
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"

ed with pepsin.

In order to remove this

have made," says the patentee,
"
very many experimental researches, and at
length have discovered that the purpose is

bitter taste, I

completely and, satisfactorily effected by the
addition, in a certain part of the process, of
a small portion of fresh pancreas."

meat so prepared is entirely
from any bitter flavor. One ounce is

The
free

fluid

the equivalent of 20 ounces of meat.

Do

Planets vary in Color

In a note

1

Royal Astronomical Society, Lieu-

to the

tenant-Colonel Strange, F. R. S., suggests
that the changes of color which have been

observed at distant intervals in some of
the planets, may after all be an affair of the
optical instruments through which the light
is

made

to pass, rather than

any

tion in the aspect of the planet

real altera-

itself.

That

do sometimes give the
impression of a color different from that
belonging to the object from which the light
optical instruments

proceeds, appears from the following, which
we quote from Colonel Strange's communication
:

"

was, within the last few days, at a
theatre with two young ladies.
They drew
I

'

the lady opposite in pink.'
'
You
glass to her, I replied,
Turning
mean the lady in yellow.' 'No,' replied
her dress is pink.' Having ascerboth,

my

attention to

my

'

tained that
I

es.

we

all

spoke of the same person,

companions to use their glassOn doing so they both at once admit-

begged

my

ted the color to be yellow, as I had said.
But they assured me that to their naked eye
it

was pink as before.

ladies,

my own

One of the young

fine

is

The

other,

likewise an excellent

judge of color, and a born
all

colored.

form, size, cole*
Colonel Strange believes that color il
the least permanently fixed in the " senso"
rial memory ;
so that, even if the light

reached the eye of the observer unchanged,
the comparison of a recent color-impression
with one that was received a long time before must at best give but a doubtful result.

A New Writing-Machine.

The Median.
Magazine figures and describes a new
form of writing-machine, the invention of

ics

1

the Rev. Mailing Hansen, superintendent of
the Royal Deaf and Dumb Institution of

Copenhagen.

The machine

rapid writing, and
used by the blind.

is

is

designed for

also capable of being

The work is done by
moved by the
fingers something in the same way as the
keys of a concertina, each key leaving the
impress of its proper letter or character on
the paper below when it is struck by the
The keys are so disposed that the
finger.
imprint of each type, when struck, is directed to, and received upon, a central spot,
over which the blank paper is made to
travel by means of suitable machinery.

means of a

series of keys,

Besides offering great facilities for copying purposes, the machine- is said to rival
stenography as a means for reporting

speeches or taking
tion.

down

Rapid writing

dictated composiexceeds four

rarely

ing from nine to ten, and in rapid speech
from fifteen to twenty, letters are uttered

artist.

The

dress about which the above doubt arose

was not

mical changes."
Of the three elements

letters per second, while in ordinary speak-

very strongly developed.

also a near relative,

in pressing observa-

considered to

is

the faculty of matching and remembering
tints

sity of great caution

tions on the color of heavenly bodies into
the service of speculations regarding cos-

eye for color, with

daughter,

have a remarkably

namely, the influence of optical

eration

power on color impressions, and the neces-

It

was white, with

a great deal of the doubtfully-colored trimming, and the tint (whatever it really may

There was
been) was very pale.
strong light upon it, and the distance was
that of the whole greatest diameter of a
small theatre. Such are the facts, on which

per second. Thjs machine, with a
practice, enables the operator to take

little

down

an average of twelve

letters per second, and
an expert manipulator can considerably exceed this. The instrument is in use in Lon-

don, .and

its

performances are said to be

very satisfactory.

have

do not propose to theorize. But they certainly point at least to one practical considI

Weather- Waste of
states

Coal.

The Engineer
made the
subject of an

that Dr. Varrentrapp has

weather-waste of coal the
investigation,

and as a

result

asserts that

the amount of loss suffered by coal from

MISCELLANY.
exposure to weather
greater, indeed, than

is

considerable,

far
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used in their cementation.

It indicate!!, too,

known.
analyses show in some

the imperative necessity of keeping coals
amply protected from the deteriorating ac-

cases a total loss in weight of a specimen,
from this cause, amounting to 33.08 per

tion of the air and moisture, by keeping
them constantly dry and under cover.

The

results of his

is

generally

in quality, for
cent,, while its deterioration

reached a
purposes of fuel or gas-making,
This change consists
still higher figure.
in a slow combustion, in which the volatile

which are most valuable

constituents

combustible elements

are gradually elimi-

the relative proportions of
carbon-ash and sulphur are comparative-

A

Anecdotes of RatSi

has

who

gentleman,

many years of his life at St.
me lately several stories about

passed

Helena, told
rats, so curious that

He

thy of record.

common brown
mon all over the

I

thought them wor-

said that at one time
rat

was extremely com-

nated, while

the

might be expected, now
ly augmented.
that the nature of this change is indicated,
that anthracite (which has already gone

fact, a perand, to avoid its attacks, his
father had constructed a large store, ratproof; i. e., a rat once in could not get
out again.
number, however, came in

It

in becoming
through a very similar process
what it is by the loss of its bituminous matter)

should suffer least of

all

coals from this

and the result of analysis shows this
The density and compactto be the case.
ness of this variety, aside from its chemical
action,

no inconsiderable
rank next in their
degree. The cannel coals
power to resist deterioration from this

character, protect

in

it

fect pest;

A

with produce and goods from the ships,
and bred there. Around this store were
Venetian blinds to the windows, and one
day one of his men, when it was raining, watched a rat sitting on the Venetian,
and putting out his tail to collect on it the
he then
drippings of wa'ter at the edge
withdrew it and licked it. The servant told
;

master, who immediately understood
that the rats could get no water inside the

source, while the bituminous varieties are

his

the most susceptible. The experiments of
Dr. Yarrentrapp are of such direct and

store,

practical importance that all

who

are en-

island, in

and therefore directed that a butter

firkin should

and

be cut down to four or

five

gaged in the mining, transportation, storage,
or consumption of coal, can study them with
It appears from accurate tests of a
profit.

top a large circular wire
rat-cage trap should be fixed. Several small
planks were placed for the rats to get up to

number of samples before and

the entrance to the

after expos-

ure, that all the valuable properties of the

coal had deteriorated.

The coking

quality

of the weathered coal diminishes with

its

gas-yielding quality, the author informing
us that a sample of coal, yielding when

mined a

coherent coke, after
eleven days' exposure yielded a coke of no
coherence, and in all the samples tested the

freshly

firm,

rule was absolute that the longer the coal
had been exposed the greater was the inferiority in the quality

of the coke

it

proThe gas-yielding quality decreased
duced.
in one instance 45 per cent., and the heating

while the same sample
same time but 24

power 47 per

cent.

under cover

lost in the

;

per cent, for gas purposes, and 1 2 per cent,
These experiments go far to explain the almost universal inferiority of the

for fuel.

when
burning, even though some

Black or waste coals in heating power

prepared for
combustible material like pitch or tar

is

inches,

fitted

in the

the firkin.

which exactly

cage,

No

food would have

in-

duced the rats to enter the trap, but water
When
did, and many were thus captured.
caught they were given to the dogs; but
there was one rat which would not leave the
trap for

many

He was

days.

well identified

day by day, till, becoming incautious, he
leaped down, and was immediately killed.
There is one peculiarity with these rats, viz.,
their very often building or

nests in the trees.

I

have

making

their

in India several

times found rats'-nests in trees; but then
they have always been stolen nests, such as

deserted abodes of the squirrel or sparrow ;
but here my friend, who is no naturalist,
tells

me

that they construct them principalon the ends of the boughs,

ly of fir spines,

some twelve or fifteen
in the

commoTi

feet

from the ground,

The

spots selected
are just where the overlapping bough nearHe said that all
ly meets the lower one.
fir-trees.

3
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the rats'-nests, and that he had seen

know

in every

experiment without explosion. The
summed up " Gun-cotton

them fired at, when many rats were killed,
and fell out to the ground. He could tell
me no more, and I think that, if original
nests, as he held them to be, some grass
must be woven in during their construction,

results are thus

as fir-spines have but little power of coheThe situation of these nests was
sion.

cotton packed in light

notice, although there is scarcely
a situation where a rat's-nest has not been

worthy of
found.

Rome, F.

C.

Z. S., in Science Gossip.

:

in service-boxes,

in a close brick

packed

magazine, when ignited exploded; gun-cotton in service-boxes tightly screwed down,

wooden

in a

packed

hut, exploded
|-in.

;

boxes, with

gunlids

only partly screwed on and left partly loose,
packed in a wood hut, burnt without explo-

The same experiment, differing
only in the cotton being damped, caused no
The inference therefore is, that
explosion."
sion twice.

Spontaneous Explosions of Gun-cotton.
Fired in the open air, gun-cotton burns
with great rapidity, but does not explode.

confinement of the

It has accordingly been the practice to store
the manufactured article in more or less

not so confined, the burning went on as in
"
the open air.
Apparently, the tendency
of the experiments is to recommend, as the

open sheds, in boxes containing twenty-five
In this condition,
or thirty pounds each.
however, several explosions have taken
place the most serious being one that occurred at Stowmarket, in England, something less than a year ago. In this case the
;

ignition of the gun-cotton

was shown

to

be

to the presence of a large quantity of
sulphuric acid in the stored material but
why it should explode when ignited, instead

due

;

of burning up in the ordinary way, was not
To clear up this
so readily explained.
point, a set of experiments has lately been
carried out, the results of which are given
in a recent number of the Engineer.
The " service-boxes " in which the gun-

cotton
and,

is

when

on.

kept are made of inch boards,
the cover is tightly screwed

filled,

Twenty-four such boxes were piled in

gases generated by
burning, in tight, strong, wooden boxes,
was the cause of the explosions, as, when

condition likely to be safest against explosion, that boxes should not be tightly closed
or packed in high piles."

Cnlture of Wild-Plants.

A daughter of

Dr. Lockwood, of Freehold, N. J., planted
last year in the garden a root of the wildviolet,
It

known

to botanists as Viola sagittata.

first ten days of May of
borne over three hundred flowers,

had, during the

this year,

and was at that date a mass of cerulean
bloom, with prospect of producing as many
flowers. The great advan-

hundred more of

tage of this violet is, that its .leaves do not
grow so high in generous culture as do
those of the species V. cuculata, or its va-

Hence the luxuriant mas8

riety V. palmata.

of flowers

always uppermost, and the
This
thus kept conspicuous.

is

a light wooden hut, similar in construction
to the sheds in which gun-cotton is ordi-

rich blue

narily stored, and twenty-four others were
placed in a close-built brick magazine. Two

Fair last year, exhibited a case of living
and growing wild-plants under the name

boxes

in

each building were

left partially

open to facilitate ignition of the cotton. The
wood hut was ignited by a bonfire of shavand petroleum. It smouldered
for about seven and a half minutes, and

ings, cotton,

then broke into the

full

cotton flame, when
plosion took place.

The cotton

characteristic gunin nine seconds more exin the brick

smouldering
magazine was next ignited
followed for one minute, fierce gun-cotton
;

flame for ten seconds, then an explosion.
Experiments with the wood hut were after-

ward

tried,

with the cotton in light wooden
It burnt

boxes, and the lids partially open.

is

same young

"A

lady, at the

Monmouth County

Cryptogam Garden," which elicited
It was composed of rare

great admiration.

indigenous ferns,
of the county.

all

gathered in the wilds
these was that

Among

graceful rarity, the climbing fern,

Lygodium

palmatum. There were mosses and lichens,
and fungi of recherche forms and brilliant
The effect was very fine, and
colors.
showed how rich are the resources a't hand

where there

is

a

little

taste to turn

them

to

account.

Chameleon ization

We

in Frogs

and Reptiles.

published, in a previous number, a

MISCELLANY.
curious and interesting article by a German
showing how the colors of paintings
are affected by changes in the eye of the
oculist,

M. Pouchet matches this discov-

painter.

ery with the curious fact that the lower
animals change their own colors through
the action of the eye. In a recent work on

change of color in Crustacea, this author
shows that in fishes, especially the turbot,
notable changes of color take place, due to
the quantity of luminous rays which fall
upon the eyes of these animals. The eye
is

the point of departure for a nervous

shock which is transmitted to the skin, and
which finally results in a change, more or
complete, of the color of the animal.
This shock, starting from the eyes, is trans-
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bonic acid, or some other of the various
oxides, there are also certain other phenom-

ena that

differ

with different substances,

when known, often become an important means of distinguishing these sub-

and

that,

Thus, burning sodium gives a yelburning potassium, a flame of a

stances.

low flame

;

purple color burning arsenic, a strong odor
of garlic
burning sulphur, suffocating
fumes of sulphurous acid, and so on. Burn;

;

ing hydrogen also has
ena,

which have

its

peculiar

phenom-

been made the sub-

lately

ject of further investigation by Mr. W. F.
who contributes an interesting ac-

Barrett,

count of his researches to a recent number

less

of Nature.

mitted by nerves to the skin ; so that, if
certain of these nerves be severed, the ani-

To study these phenomena to the best
advantage, three things, he says, are requisite: 1. That the gas be purified and

mal

will

become striped with

clearly-defined

bands, the shock being intercepted by the
severed nerves, and transmitted by the

stored in the ordinary

way

2.

;

That

to a platinum, or, better, a steatite jet

That

or on a white ground.
In the course of his
researches at Concarneau, M. Pouchet con-

color, invisible in bright daylight.

If the animal

is

firmed these results in the case of Crustacea.

The skin of the frog becomes

when

the

clearer

cutaneous nerves are severed.

Prof. Goltz, of Halle,

shows that primarily

the action of the nerves affects the vessels,
and that the change in the pigment-cells is
a secondary result, and due to a modificaIn the active state,

tion of the circulation.

these cells are star-shaped, or branching;
in repose, they are round. Having removed

the spinal cord and brain, if then you sever
the nerves leading out to one portion of the
skin, that portion will

become

clearer, the

pigment-cells then first assuming the condition of repose.
Dr. Witlich thinks this

change of color

is

owing to the decay of the

;

3.

be burnt in a perfectly dark room,
and amid calm and dustless air. In this

deprived of sight,
it ceases to change color, and
preserves the
same tint, whether it be placed on a black
others.

be

it

led through red or black India-rubber tubing

it

way, the flame gives a

faint,

reddish-brown
Issuing

dark room, a stream
of luminosity more than six times the length
of the flame is seen to stretch upward from
from a narrow jet

in a

the burning hydrogen.
This weird appearance is probably caused by the swifter flow

of the particles of gas in the centre of the
The central particles, as they shoot

tube.

upward, are protected awhile by their neighbors
metaphorically, they are hindered
from entering the fiery ordeal which dooms
;

them

finally to

in

Brought

a watery grave.
contact with certain solid

bodies, the flame gives rise to phosphores-

cent effects.

Thus, allowing it to play for
sand-paper, and then promptly extinguishing the gas, a vivid-green phosphorescence remains for some seconds.
a

moment on

A

color-bearing cellules, and says it would take
place equally in shreds of skin separated

similar appearance follows

from the body.

Dr. Mendel, of Berlin, has
observed one-sided pigmentation frequently

ble, chalk, granite, or

in the insane.

the production of a magnificent blue image of the flame, that starts

Observations on the Hydrogen-Flame.

Besides the phenomena common to ordinary
burning, such as luminosity, the disappearof oxygen, and of the substance
burned, the production of water and car-

ance

is

directed

the flame

upon white writing-paper, margypsum.

A much more general
last

when

mentioned

effect

than the one

is,

up on almost every substance with which
the flame

is

brought into contact.

When

directed either vertically or sideways, say
upon a white plate, or block of marble,

there instantly appears

a deep-blue

and
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glowing impression of the exact size and
shape of the hollow flame. The moment
the gas

moved

is

extinguished, or the flame re-

to the slightest distance from the

the effect ceases.

solid,

and the blue tinge which

This appearance,
said to be pecul-

is

iar to the hydrogen-flame, are really due,
according to Mr. Barrett, to the presence
of sulphur, and so delicate is the reaction

with this substance, that, without the greatest care in purifying the gas, and
cleansing
the surfaces with which, when burning, it is

brought in contact, sufficient sulphur will
be present to perceptibly color the flame.

The

phosphorus is also made
by the hydrogen-flame, by the
When
production of a vivid-green light.
least trace of

apparent

made
or

upon the surface of clean

to play

some

tin,

alloy of tin, a fine scarlet color

is

The

figures often cannot be recogon the bones are seen some
designs of considerable finish. M. Piette
mentions, among other carvings, some that
represent flocks of wild-goats, and herds of
reindeer, the head of a rhinoceros, a wolf,
These
horses, a lion's head with mane, etc.

found.

nized

;

still

valuable remains are buried in a black

with ashes.

tain minuteness of observation, the

man bones, especially the bones of the skull,
are reduced to small fragments, and all have
notches and incisions more or

phur or phosphorus.

nibalism.

gases also impart color to the hy-

Many

drogen-flame hydrochloric-acid gas giving
a reddish-brown flame ammonia gas a yel-

upper

ones are fantastical and not after Nature, aa
well as ruder than the others.
All the hu-

almost instantly produced, though the apis less vivid than with either sul-

pearance

soil,

Near the surface of this
layer the fauna is the same as it is below,
but the carvings are very different from
those underneath, and show a very marked
While the lower ones reproduce
decadence.
Nature exactly, with extreme care and a cerfilled

less

deep.

This, M. Piette takes as an evidence of can-

The topmost

layer

hard and

is

compact.

;

;

low flame,

Carbonic-acid gas, even in
the smallest proportions, gives the flame a
etc.

pale lilac tinge, the color being most
at the base of the flame.

marked

named.

When, for example, the air of a room has
become vitiated by the accumulation of an
undue amount of carbonic acid gas, the
hydrogen - flame, by means of suitable apwill

paratus,

known.
is

now

readily

make

the

field (England), Mr. J. Leeson Prince has the
following concerning the influence of temperature on the death-rate
" The mean annual
temperature varies
:

Mr. Barrett suggests that the delicacy
of these various reactions makes it possible
to turn them to valuable practical account,
in the detection of the substances

Relation of Death-rate to Temperature.
little work on the climate of Uck-

In a

condition

This practical side of the subject
engaging Mr. Barrett's attention.

5.3,

viz.

:

from 51.93

1845, and although at

ence

may

in 1857, to
first

46.62

in

sight this differ-

not appear considerable, yet it is
exert an enormous influence

sufficient to

upon the general character of the seasons,
the produce of the soil, and the health of
The registrar - general's
the population.
interesting returns have fully established
the important fact that there is a very in-

timate connection between temperature and
Whenever the mean tempera-

mortality.

or thereabouts, the number
of deaths from diseases of the respiratory

Recent Cave Explorations. Some highlyimportant discoveries have lately been made
in a cave near Luchon, France, by M. Piette,

ture falls to 45

The
of the Geological Society.
casern consists of several layers

40, the

soil

of the

the lower-

most ones being characterized by the bones
of the reindeer, and by dressed flints like
those

of

the

of

Laugerie-basse.
These layers enclose, in addition to human
bones, a large fauna, and particularly a
considerable quantity of carved bones and
grotto

has so great an accumulation of prehistoric works of art been
stones.

Nowhere

else

;
and, should it fall below
death-rate from such diseases is still

organs increases

When a period of intense cold prehigher.
vails, so that the temperature scarcely rises
above the freezing-point for two or three
weeks, the number of deaths will be found
to exceed what takes place during an epi-

demic of cholera or scarlet

when

the

mean temperature

fever.

But,

rises to

there will be an increase in the

55,
number of

deaths from diseases of the abdominal via-

MISCELLANY.
cera,

and

this

number

will fluctuate as the

temperature fluctuates between 55 and 65.
Hence we are informed that the mortality

from

causes

all

least

is

when

the tempera-

ture is about 50, which is very
our mean annual temperature."

little

above

379

not smile at the homeliness of the comparison, for it is the only one which really represents

its

form.

Its

thousand involutions,

round and swelling, are well imaged by the
sections of the plant, and as they emerged
from the volcano they grew in height and
magnitude, and intermingled and rolled one

The Late Eruption. A correspondent
of the London Athenceum, writing, May 2d,
from Naples, graphically describes the late

over the other until they ascended to the
zenith, and then toppled over, section after

He says A tempest of fine ashes
poured down upon us, covering the streets

I
section, and fell by their own weight.
could see the showers of dust on either side,
and in the midst, burning stones like stars ;

our lungs, and almost
from necessity, car-

yet the height of this marvellous form was
never lessened, for underneath curled up

ried umbrellas, a slight protection, however,

continually fresh supplies, while the thunder, which rolled fearfully, gave a never-

eruption.

:

and houses,
blinding us.

filling

We

all,

except to break the brunt of the driving
shower as we met it. I have seen cabmen
with handkerchiefs hanging in front of their
caps, and some men with fine handkerchiefs

Last Friday and Sat-

tied over their faces.

was, as it were, one continuous roll
of artillery, so loud that it could be heard
it

urday

20 miles distant

full

;

but after the sand-

in, if not so sharp and violent, it
Vesuvius
was, I think, more appalling.
roared night and day it rendered sleep impossible its reverberations shook our win-

storm set

;

;

dows and our houses, and great has been
the exodus from Naples of the foreigners

who came

to admire, and

now have

fled in

fright.
It is impossible adequately to describe
the beauty and grandeur of the spectacle.
In its totality it met the eye one could
watch the swelling growth of the eruption,
its

every movement, and

mark

all

the ex-

quisite proportions of that wonderful creation,

mountain

whereas close under the

On

there was a terrific confusion of forms.

the afternoon of

was a grand
sufficient

Wednesday week

display,

for

which would have been

one season, and

might have dispersed to
lighted that they had at
brilliant

eruption

there

homes, de-

their
last

foreigners

witnessed a

On

of Vesuvius.

the

Thursday it was less active, but in the night
there was a cannonade, a loud continuous
roar, which never ceased a moment for 48
At the distance of 20 miles it shook
hours.
the windows and murdered sleep and one
;

failing

A

impulse to their ascent.

slight

wind from the northwest detached portions
of the column on one side, and sent them

down

the coast for miles, in one long cloud

as the

wind

varied,

it

And

across the sea.

exquisite they were!

with

me who

was swept

then the colors,

There were

positively raved.

;

iuland, or

We

how

artists

had the

pure white of the homely plant on the summit, while each section was divided from
the other by a shade of black.
tiug sun cast its light upon it,

As the setwe had all

colors of the rainbow, and
then night fell, and the entire mountain,
the heavens above and the sea beneath,
were on fire.

the prismatic

According to Dr. Campfrom whose papers on Eastern ThibNature gives an interesting abstract, the
Eastern Thibet.

bell,

et

doitg or wild-yak

of

fiercest

all

of that country

known ruminants,

is

the

rarely al-

lowing a man to escape if it can come lip
with him. Like the American buffalo, this

animal

The

is

generally hunted on horseback.
yak and the sheep

domesticated

are used for the

which

is

districts,
feet,

of

transportation

salt,

brought from all but inaccessible
having an elevation of some 22,000

and where

it

is

so cold that salt can

only be obtained from April to November.
The sheep carries a load varying in weight

from eight to twenty-four pounds, according to the character of the route the salt
;

thought only of the havoc which was then
being committed on fair lands and populous

thus conveyed to places accessible by
yaks, which are capable of bearing a load of

Like a gigantic cauliflower rose
mass of fire and smoke. Do

160 pounds.
There are no leeches or mosquitoes in

villages.

up

that vast

is
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Thibet, nor are maggots or fleas ever seen
there ; and in Dingcham, or Thibet proper,

stated that wheat, barley, and buckwheat,
sown in April or May, and irrigated, are

there are no bees or wasps.
Of the mineral productions of the coun-

reaped in September, barley in Thibet tak-

try,

a form of carbonate of soda called pen,

borax,

common

saltpetre,

salt,

and

gold,

spoken of by Dr. Campbell.
There are no mines of iron, silver, copper,
arsenic, are

quicksilver, lead, or

stance

;

the latter sub-

however, imported from China.

is,

The

coal

turquoise, real or artificial,

is

univer-

necklaces, etc., and
large amber-like beads are a favorite ornament, but it is uncertain whether they are
sally

worn

in

rings,

The latter are
natural products of Thibet.
apparently composed of turpentine, mixed
with some hardening material.

Numerous

imitations of turquoise are imported from
China and real but not valuable stones are
;

sent, via

Cashmere (but from what

locality

The only test of a real
not stated).
stone that is resorted to by the Thibetans is

is

to

make a

fowl swallow

it

;

if real,

will

it

pass through unchanged.
Dr. Campbell gives some very interesting
information regarding the food of the Thibe-

During the summer months they use
very little fresh meat. They do not like it
boiled, and are not partial to it raw, unless
tans.

it

In

has been dried.

November there

is

a

great slaughter, and a wealthy man, who
has perhaps 7,000 sheep, will kill 200 at
The
this time for his year's consumption.

animal after being killed
gutted, and then placed on
current of

is

skinned and

its feet

in a free

In a couple of days

air.

comes quite hard, and

is

it

be-

then ready for

kept in this way for more
than a year without spoiling, even during
When long exposed to
the rainy periods.
eating.

It is

In this state

becomes so dry that
powder between the
it is mixed with water

and drunk, and used

in various other ways.

the wind of Thibet
it

may be

hands.

it

rolled into

The Thibetans

eat

animal food in endless

forms, and a large portion of the people
The livers of sheep
live on nothing else.

and other animals are similarly dried or
and are much prized, but to stran-

frozen,

gers they are very distasteful for their bitThe fat is dried,
terness and hardness.

packed in the stomachs, and then sent to
market or kept for home use.

With regard

to edible vegetables,

it

is

ing the place of potatoes in Ireland, fourof the population living on it. Besides

fifths

composed of peas,
The grain is
The bread is all un-

these, the other crops are

and a

turnips,

mustard.

little

in water-mills.

ground

leavened, and cooked on heated stoves or
The sweet, pure farinaceous
gridirons.

Ameri-

taste of the fine flour equals the best

can produce.
try

is

The

staple food of the coun-

champa, called suttoo

in

India

finely-ground flour of toasted barley.
much eaten without further cooking

;

it

is

It is

mixed
and when
;

up with hot

tea

it is

called paak,

prepared with tepid water it is known as
If any of our readers wish to enter
"
new " in the breakfast de-

seu.

upon

pastures

may try tookpa, which, to
be properly appreciated, should be taken at
partment, they

daybreak before any matutinal ablutions. It
a sort of broth made with mutton, champa,

is

dry curds, butter, salt, and turnips.
Goats are also reared in considerable
flocks,
flesh.

goats,

but for their milk rather than their

The milk of yaks, cows, sheep, and
used alike for making dried curds

is

and the various preparations of milk used
Mares' milk is not used

by these people.

in Eastern Thibet.

Among

the afflictions of the Thibetans

mentions groomtook, or the
laughing disease, which consists of violent fits of laughter, with excruciating pain
in the throat. It equally attacks men and
Dr.

Campbell

women, and often proves

fatal

in

a few

days.

Flying Reptiles of the Chalk Formations
Prof. E. D. Cope, whose indus-

in Kansas.

try

and genius have done great service

making us

in

familiar with the strange animal

forms of the reptilian age in this country,
describes two species of flying saurians
found by himself in the chalk-deposits of
Kansas.

One of these had probably been
previously by Prof. Marsh, of

discovered

New Haven, and

described under a

name

from that given by Prof. Cope.
These belong to a genus which com-

different

prises the largest of the pterodactyles or flying saurians, a class of reptiles long since

found in Europe, but not until recently discovered in this country.

MISCELLANY
One of the Kansas
feet

between the

species measures 18

tips of its wings, while the

expanded wings of the other would cover
an expanse of 25 feet.
These animals had strong, claw-bearing
with slender heads,
digits, and a short tail,
and teeth indicating carnivorous habits.
"We may imagine them," says Prof.
"
Cope,
napping their leathery wings over
the waves, and plunging, often seizing many

soaring at a safe
distance, viewing the sports and combats of
At
the more powerful saurians of the sea.

an unsuspecting

nightfall they

selves from

fish

;

or,

may have suspended them-

cliffs

by the claw-bearing

fingers

33i

these streams, or in their possible, but not
actual, extension.

Leaving this part of the subject, he next
discusses the origin of the disease, declaring
that " cholera is intimately connected with
auroral displays and with solar disturbInstancing the observed periodicity
of the sun-spots, of the diurnal variation in
the amount of declination of the magnetic
ances."

and of the

needle, of the earth-currents,

he traces a curious coincidence in

aurora?,

periodicity of cholera epidemics, expressing the belief that they have a period
equal to a period and a half of sun-spots.
He adds " My own opinion, derived from

the

:

of their wing-limbs."

an investigation of the subject, is that each
planet, in coming to, and in going from, peri-

According to a reOrigin of Cholera.
cent paper by Mr. B. G. Jenkins, on the
origin and distribution of cholera epidemics,

helion

of which Nature gives an interesting abstract, the ancients were not so far wrong,

action

after

in their belief that the

all,

heavenly

bodies were intimately connected with the
Instead of
origin and course of disease.
"
one " home of the cholera in the delta of

more

especially about the time of

the equinoxes
produces a violent action
upon the sun, and has a violent sympathetic

produced within

itself

internally

manifested by earthquakes, and externally

by auroral displays and volcanic eruptions,
such as that of Vesuvius at the present
in fact, just such an action as de-

moment

;

tail of a comet when it is coming
and going from, perihelion and, when
two or more planets happen to be coming

velops the

the Ganges, this writer holds that there are
seven, all situated on or near the Tropic of
These are equally distant from
Cancer.

to,

each other, and, while that at the mouth of

time,

to,

;

the Ganges is the most important, the others,
which are to the east of China, to the north

or going from, perihelion at the same
and are in, or nearly in, the same line
with the sun being, of course, nearly in
the same plane the combined violent ac-

of Mecca, on the west coast of Africa, to
West India Islands, to the

in connection with

west of Lower California, and among the

on the earth.

the north of the

Sandwich
have

all

Islands,

are well

marked, and

"
been the starting-point of cholerain breadth, which took

streams" 1,400 miles

either a northwesterly or southwesterly di-

or both.

rection,

After pointing out the

and progress of the disease within the
limits of these several streams, the author
rise

mentions the curious cases of ships at sea
being suddenly attacked by cholera; and
again, the instances of ships sailing along
the coast of India being struck by the dis-

tion produces a

maximum of sun-spots, and
it a maximum of cholera

The number of deaths from

cholera in any year for example, the deaths
in Calcutta during the six years 1865-70
increased as the earth passed from periheespecially after March 21st, came to

lion,

a

minimum when it was in aphelion, and inwhen it passed to perihelion,

creased again

and notably

after equinoctial day
fording a fair test of my theory."

;

The Yellowstone National Park.

thus

af-

Inter-

when at the same place, explaining
them on the supposition that the ships had

esting details of the Yellowstone National
Park reservation are given by F. V. Hayden,
United States Geologist, in his fifth annual

sailing within the limits of the cholera-

report on the Geology of the Territories,

ease

been

streams

when they got

outside the

suddenly ceased. He
called attention also to the fact that all the

just published.
By act of Congress, approved March 1,
1872, a tract of land in the Territories of

places recorded by Dr. Gavin Milroy as unby cholera, lie outside

served for a national park.

limits,

;

for,'

the

disease

affected hitherto

Montana and Wyoming

is

set apart

and

re-

It is situated
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between 44

and 45

of north latitude

nearly the same as are the

deed, each

White Mountains

and the Adirondacks is 65 by 55 miles
area, and comprises 3,575 square miles.

in

Washington. In it is a beautiful sheet of
water, the Yellowstone Lake, 330 square
miles in area, and 7,42*7 feet above the sea.
Tremendous gorges, chasms, canons, waterfalls,

make

forest,

passingly wild.

It is

this

whole tract sur-

walled on every side

by mountain-ridges, from 10,000
feet high.

On

to 12,000
these elevated summits lie

perpetual snows, which feed

three of the

warm glow

of the emotions, the refined ex-

and to be
and parcel of human nature
complete we must be capable of enjoying
them all. Trust me that we, whose light on
earth is for the most part that dry light to
;

which

have

I

referred, often seek,

and some-

'
times have,
glimpses that make us less
of those aspects of Nature which
forlorn
'

reveal themselves in

all

their fulness to the

We

need such glimpses as a
compensation for much that the times have
taken away from us. There are some of us
eyes of art.

workers in science who largely share the
hear old Triton blow
poet's yearning to
'

largest rivers in North America.

The sources of the Yellowstone and Missouri,

necessary to the completion of
light of the intellect, the

The dry

altation of the aesthetic faculty, are all part

Every portion of this area is more than
6,000 feet above the level of the ocean, or
nearly as high as the summit of Mount

and

is

the other.

which empty into the Mississippi, and

thence into the Gulf of Mexico

of

the

his
in

wreathed horn,' and who, nevertheless,
opposition to natural bias, have been

compelled to give up, not only Triton, but
later forms of the power which for a

Snake River, which flows westward to the
Columbia and the Pacific of the Green

many

River, which discharges its waters through
the Colorado into the Gulf of California are

hopes and pleasures flowing from such conceptions, we stand in more special need of

among

these mountains.

all

This whole region was in recent time
volcanic.
The mountains are of volcanic

A vast number

origin.

time assumed his shape.

of hot springs, mud-

Emptied of the

that Nature has to offer in the

way

of

grandeur and beauty, of all that history has
to offer in the way of strength and inspiration,

and of such interpretations, by men of

volcanoes and geysers of a temperature
from 100 to 195 Fahrenheit, indicate the

genius, of Nature, history, and contemporary life, as at this moment adorn these

close proximity of the unextinguished fires.

walls.

On account

of

If I

might employ,

qualified as to render

in a sense so

me

is

sincere in using
it, a form of language familiar to you all, I
would say that we interpret these works of

and invigorating. The reservation of
wild and magnificent tract, so abound-

genius, these achievements in which our
best men embody their highest efforts, as

ing in the most wonderful phenomena of
Nature, was a wise foresight, and a tribute

the outcome of the cultivated, but at the

great elevation, frost
in the year. In summer

its

forms every month
the thermometer falls to 26, but the air
clear
this

to Science in the highest degree honorable
to our government.

At

a recent dinner of the London Acad-

of Art, Prof. Tyndall thus happily expressed himself touching the relations of

emy

and science " There is no reason why
art and science should not dwell together in
for, though they are both suitors of
amity
art

:

;

the same mistress, Nature, they are so in a
sense and fashion which preclude the thought
of jealousy on either side.

You

same time inborn and unpurchasable gift
of God. For, though the laborer be worthy
of his hire, and though the leaders both in
arts and science may now by good right

make

pleasant terms with the world, they
reached the position which enables them to

do

;

hearted as to entirely exclude from himself
the feelings which belong to the other. In-

through periods of labor and resowhich their arts and

their science

were to them

all in all

;

and

reward was the necessary incident and not
the motive power of their lives."

love her for

her beauty, we for her order and her truth
but I trust that neither of us is so narrow-

this

lute self-denial, during

"

Mr. James Geikie, in a fourth paper on
Changes of Climate during the Glacial

Epoch," thus states his views as to the sequence of climates in England during this
time

:

Fir3t, a succession of alternate gla-

NOTES.
and temperate conditions, but associated with the great continental ice-sheets
second, a temperate climate with removal
cial

;

of the ice-sheets from low grounds

;

third, a

period of subsidence, with temperate climate, and much denudation of moraines ;
fourth, a period of emergence, with arctic

conditions, floating ice dispersing erratics,

and deposition of clays with arctic mollusca

;

and, fifth, a period of local glaciers in Britain and Ireland, with gradual amelioration

of climate.
Db. Cobhold says that, when once the
trichina has gained admission to our musit are at an
cles, all hopes of dislodging

end

but, if a person suspects that

;

he has

eaten diseased or trichinized meat, he should
lose

seeking assistance. Immefollowed by suitable remedy,
the means of saving his life,

no time

in

diate advice,

might be
whereas a few days' delay would perhaps
prove fatal. While the worms are in the in-

when once

we can get rid of them but,
the trichinal brood migrates into

the

no means are known by which

testinal canal,

flesh,

;

their expulsion can be effected.

A
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Catoptric lamps, or lamps provided
with reflectors, are being introduced in Lonfor lighting the streets.
The reflectors
are so placed in the top of the lamp that
those portions of the light ordinarily passing skyward are made to illuminate the

don

foot-ways.

The

is

light

and from the same

jet,

evenly distributed
as shown by the
;

photometer, three times as much illuminating power is obtained as by the old-fashioned lamp.
Prof. Pepper, of ghostly fame,

is

giving

London a popular scientific entertainment, followed by a lecture on "spiritualism."
The professor announces himself as

in

ready to give

all

" manifestations " usual
He "tips" the tables,
the same, with all the airy
" hand

the
1

at "spirit seances.'
"
"

and

''

scratches
The
grace of a disembodied sprite.
of glory" is to be seen at his entertainments,
in
float
the
and a violin is made to
air.
Mr.
Pepper has not yet perfected his arrangements for " floating " himself d la Home, but
" on the
that feat is
bills," and will be performed in a few days. The means by which
he performs these marvels he keeps secret
at present, but promises to publish them
after a

few months.

The use of rubber plates and rings, for
making connections between steam and
other pipes, is often attended with much
annoyance, owing to the leakage of the joints.
This may be prevented by employing a ce-

Berlin lithographer, after years of
6tudy, is said to have at last succeeded in
producing a paper for printing money which

ment prepared by dissolving shellac in ammonia.
The pulverized gum-shellac is

The color of
impossible to imitate.
the paper is the only secret on which the

ammonia, when a slimy mass
which in three or four weeks

it

is

invention

rests.

The inventor says the

colors cannot be chemically analyzed

;

with

the magnifying-glass they can be distinguished from all other colors, and in their
quality as colors they cannot be imitated
photography, nor in any other way.

by

fish-eggs to hatch varies greatly with different seasons. He states that in 1869 ova
from the trout hatched in 55 days, in 1870

they were 92 days hatching, in 1871 95
days, and in 1872 they hatched in 82 days.

With

the exception of temperature, the conwere identical in the different years.
first year there was no frost, and the

ditions

The

house with a glass roof, and
consequently at a high temperature. The
second and third years there were long
frosts after the eggs were placed in the boxes,

and

its

weight of strong
is

obtained,

will

become

This
liquid without the use of hot water.
fastens well both to the rubber and to the

metal or wood, and becomes, by volatilization
of the ammonia, hard and impermeable to
either gases or fluids.

Coloring Matter in Fungi. Mr. H. C.
Sorby has determined the existence of at
least 30 distinct coloring substances in funThe majority contain at least two, and
gi.

many of fhem

NOTES.
According to the observations of a writer in Land and Water, the time required for

ova were

soaked in ten times

several,

different

kinds.

Twenty of these have such well-marked opthey could be recognized
without difficulty in other plants, but only
one of them, a fine orange-color, is known
to exist in any plant not a fungus.
As far
as Mr. Sorby's observations extend, there is
little or no specific agreement between the
substances found in fungi and those met
with in algae and lichens, though the two
latter orders are closely related in this retical qualities that

spect.

Science Gossip.

in a

this

year there was also some

frost.

Prof. Herman, in a paper published in
Pfluger's Archiv, states that living muscle
very much greater resistance to an
electric current passing in a direction across

offers
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the fibres, than to one transmitted along
them, the average difference being as seven
to one.
In muscles that have passed into
the condition of rigor mortis (stiffening of
death), this difference almost entirely disA similar difference in the amount
appears.
of resistance offered to the passage of an
electric current is observed in the case of
the nerves, though the ratio is somewhat
less,

being about five to one.

New

Sir Philip Egerton
Fossil Fish.
has just described a new genus of fossil fish
from the lias of Lyme Regis, to which he
has given the name Prognathodus.
Dr.
Giinther is of opinion that in its dentition it
of
an
additional
evidence
establishes
piece
in favor of the connection between the Ganoid and Chimaeroid forms.

The liability of glued articles to come to
pieces when exposed to the action of water,
especially hot water, is familiar to every one.
By adding to the water, with which the glue
is mixed when required for use, a small
quantity of bichromate of potash, and afterward exposing the part to which it is applied to light, the glue is rendered insoluble, and articles fastened with it resist the
action of water.
The proportion of bichromate of potash to be taken must be determined by experiment, but for most purposes one-fiftieth of the amount of glue
employed

will

be

sufficient.

The subcutaneous injection of morphia
cholera has been satisfactorily tried by
Dr. Augustus Werry, of Constantinople. In
from 15 to 20 minutes after the injection,
the patients fell into a calm sleep, and
awoke in two or three hours bathed in a
warm perspiration, and saying that they
were " well again." Dr. Werry treated in this
way 22 cases of cholera, presenting almost
every phase of the disease, violent vomiting
in

and cramps, dyspncea, reduced temperature
of the body, diarrhoea, weakened circulation, etc., and always with beneficial results.
The dose of morphia injected varied from
one-twelfth to one-half of a grain.

According to a correspondent

mother's

The Emperor William, who, during the
became noted for his disinter-

ested generosity in ascribing the

numerous

German successes to the favoring hand of
Providence, is now furnishing more substantial, and if possible more high-sounding tokens of his regard, in the shape of
church-bells, which the Builder tells us are
being cast in great numbers from the cannon captured from the French, for use in
German churches.

Certain minerals, such as rose-colored
native arsenic, and red arsenic, undera
go
change when the solar ray falls upon
them. The last-named mineral is reduced
to a powder, and its red crystals change to
M. Jannetay, of the French
orange-color.
Geological Society, has studied the action
of the various luminous rays in this regard,
and finds that the red rays alone do not
alter the minerals in question.
silex,

Har-

body, the young being brought

forth alive.
He states that, while crossing
the plains some years ago, he carried with

him several of these animals, and, on examining them one night, found that 24
young ones had suddenly made their appearance, each one about the size of a dime, and
all

very

lively.

A

certain M. Donac has recently laid
before the French Academy of Sciences a
project for liquefying dead bodies and transforming them into a syrup without color or
smell.
tles.

his calculations, a modcould be got into six botsize of each bottle is not stated,

According to

erate-sized

late war,

in

per's Weekly, the horned frog of our Western plains is ovoviviparous, that is, producing eggs that are hatched before leaving the

The

man

but the Paris Journal appears charmed
with the idea, and exclaims, " What an open"
Laning for the exercise of filial piety
!

cet.

One of the ostriches in the Zoological
Gardens, London, recently dying, an examination of the stomach showed the cause of
death to be copper-poisoning, that organ
containing a number of copper coins, and
pieces of coins in a much-worn state.
The death is announced of Professor
von Mohl, the eminent botanist, who expired on the 1st of April last, at Tubingen,
At thirty years of age
aged sixty-seven.
he was appointed Professor of Botany and
Director of the Botanic Garden, at Tubin-

M. Louvel proposes to store grain in
from which the air may
be partially exhausted by means of a powHe claims that in this way
erful air-pump.

gen, retaining the position until his death.
Since 1843 he has been editor of the Botanische Zeitwig, and for the last thirty-five
years was one of the foreign members of the
Linna?an Society. Giving special attention
to the study of vegetable anatomy and physiology, he has written extensively on these
subjects his works contain the result of
much original observation.

would

Nature records the occurrence of seven
earthquakes in January last. Two were in
Central and one in South America, three
in India, and one in Asia Minor.

air-tight granaries

grain may be much better preserved from
decay, and the ravages of insects are effectThe cost of such a granary
ually stopped.
capable of holding 300 bushels of wheat
be, in France,

about 150

dollars.

;
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THE AUGUST AND NOVEMBER METEORS.
By Db.

H.

SCHELLEN.

has observed the heavens on a clear night with some
fail to have noticed the

WHOEVER
amount of attention and patience, cannot

falling star, one of those well-known fiery meteors
which suddenly blaze forth in any quarter of the heavens, descend
toward the earth, generally with great rapidity, in either a vertical or
slanting direction, and disappear after a few seconds at a higher or
lower altitude. As a rule, falling stars can only be seen of an evening,
or at night, owing to the great brightness of daylight ; but many
instances have occurred in which their brilliancy has been so great as
to render them visible in the daytime, as well when the sky was overcast as when it was perfectly cloudless.
It has been calculated that

phenomenon of a

the average

and

number of these meteors passing through the earth's atmos-

be seen at night with the naked eye,
not less than 7,500,000 during the space of twenty-four hours, and
this number must be increased to 400,000,000 if those be included which
phere,

sufficiently bright to

is

a telescope would reveal. In many nights, however, the number of
these meteors is so great that they pass over the heavens like flakes of
snow, and for several hours are too numerous to be counted. Early in
the morning of the 12th of November, 1799, Humboldt and Bonpland
saw before sunrise, when on the coast of Mexico, thousands of meteors during the space of four hours, most of which left a track behind

them

of from 5 to 10 in length ; they mostly
disappeared without any
display of sparks, but some seemed to burst, and others, again, had a
nucleus as bright as Jupiter, which emitted sparks. On the 12th of
November, 1833, there fell another shower of meteors, in which, according to Arago's estimation, 240,000 passed over the heavens, as
seen from the place of observation, in three hours.

Only

in very rare instances

25

do these

fiery substances fall

upon the
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surface of the earth

;

when they

do, they are called balls of fire

;

and

occasionally they reach the earth before they are completely burnt out
or evaporated ; they are then termed meteoric stones, aerolites, or
meteoric iron.
They are also divided into accidental meteors and

meteoric showers, according as to whether they traverse the heavens
in every direction at random, or appear in great numbers following a
common path, thus indicating that they are parts of a great whole.
It is now generally received, and placed almost beyond doubt by
the recent observations of Schiaparelli, Le Verrier, Weiss, and others,

that these meteors, for the most part small, but weighing occasionally
many tons, are fragmentary masses, revolving, like the planets, round

the sun, which in their course approach the earth, and, drawn by its
attraction into our atmosphere, are set on fire by the heat generated

through the resistance offered by the compressed air.
The chemical analysis of those meteors which have fallen to the
earth in a half-burnt condition in the form of meteoric stones proves
that they are composed only of terrestrial elements, which present a
form and combination commonly met with in our planet. Their chief
constitutent is metallic iron, mixed with various silicious compounds ;
in combination with iron, nickel is always found, and sometimes also
cobalt, copper, tin, and chromium
among the silicates, olivine is
especially worthy of remark as a mineral very abundant in volcanic
There have also been found, in the meteoric
rocks, as also augite.
;

stones hitherto examined, oxygen, hydrogen,

sulphur, phosphorus,

carbon, aluminium, magnesium, calcium, sodium, potassium, manganese,
titanium, lead, lithium, and strontium.

The height at which meteors appear is very various, and ranges
chiefly between the limits of 46 and 92 miles ; the mean may be taken
at 66 miles.
The speed at which they travel is also various, generally
about half as fast again as that of the earth's motion round the sun, or
about 26 miles in a second the maximum and minimum differ greatly
from this amount, the velocity of some meteors being estimated at 14
miles, and that of others at 107 miles in a second.
When a dark meteorite of this kind, having a velocity of 1,660
miles per minute, encounters the earth, flying through space at a mean
:

rate of 1,140 miles per minute, and when through the earth's attraction
velocity is further increased 2.30 miles per minute, this body meets

its

with such a degree of resistance, even in the highest and most rarefied
state of our atmosphere, that it is impeded in its course, and loses in a
By this
very short time a considerable part of its momentum.
encounter there follows a result common to all bodies which, while in
When a wheel revolves very
motion, suddenly experience a check
the
axletree
or
is placed under the wheel is
the
which
rapidly,
drag
red-hot by the friction.
When a cannon-ball strikes suddenly
with great velocity against a plate of iron, which constantly happens
at target-practice, a spark is seen to flash from the ball even in day-

made
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under similar circumstances a lead bullet becomes partially
The heat of a body consists in the vibratory motion of its
smallest particles ; an increase of this molecular motion is synonymous
with a higher temperature; a lessening of this vibration is termed delight;

melted.

creasing heat, or the process of cooling. Now, if a body in motion, as
for instance a cannon-ball, strike against an iron plate, or a meteorite
against the earth's atmosphere, in proportion as the motion of the body

diminishes and the external action of the moving mass becomes annihiby the pressure of the opposing medium upon the foremost mole-

lated

cules, the vibration of these particles increases ; this motion is immediately communicated to the rest of the mass, and by the acceleration of
this vibration

through all the particles the temperature of the body is
This phenomenon, which always takes place when the motion
of a body is interrupted, is designated by the expression the conversion
of the motion of the mass into molecular action or heat / it is a law
raised.

without exception that, where the external motion of the mass is diminished, an inner action among its particles, or heat, is set up in its place
as an equivalent, and it may be easily supposed that, even in the highand most rarefied strata of the earth's atmosphere, the velocity of
the meteorite would be rapidly diminished by its opposing action, so
est

that shortly after entering our atmosphere the vibration of the inner
particles would become accelerated to such a degree as to raise them to

a white heat, when they would either become partially fused,

or, if

the

meteorite were sufficiently small, it would be dissipated into vapor, and
leave a luminous track behind it of glowing vapors.

Haidinger, in a theory embracing all the phenomena of meteorites,
explains the formation of a ball of fire round the meteor, by supposing
that the meteorite, in consequence of its rapid motion through the
atmosphere, presses the air before it till it becomes luminous. The

compressed air in which the solid particles of the surface of the meteorite glow then rushes on all sides, but especially over the surface of the
meteor behind it, where it encloses a pear-shaped vacuum which has
been left by the meteorite, and so appears to the observer as a ball of
fire.

If several bodies enter the earth's

same

time, the largest among
offers the least resistance to

atmosphere in this way at the
others, because the air

them precedes the
its

proportionately smallest surface

;

the

rest follow in the track of the first meteor, which is the only one surrounded by a ball of fire.
by the resistance of the air the mo-

When

tion of the meteor

is

arrested,

it

remains for a

moment

perfectly

still

;

the ball of fire is extinguished, the surrounding air rushes suddenly
into the vacuum behind the meteor, which, left solely to the action of
gravitation, falls vertically to the earth.

The

loud, detonating noiso

usually accompanying this phenomenon finds an easy explanation in
the violent concussion of the air behind the meteor, while the generally-

received theory, that the detonating noise is the result of an explosion
or bursting of the meteorite, does not meet with any confirmation.
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The circumstance

that most meteors are extinguished before reachthe
earth
to
seems
show that their mass is but small. If the dising
tance of a meteor from the earth be ascertained, as well as its apparent

brightness as compared with that of a planet, it is possible, by comparing its luminosity with that of a known quantity of ignited gas, to es-

timate the degree of heat evolved in the meteor's combustion. As this
heat originates from the motion of the meteor being impeded or interrupted by the resistance of the air, and as this motion or momentum is
exclusively dependent on the speed of the meteor as well as upon its
it is possible, when the rate of motion has been ascertained
by

mass,

direct observation, to determine the mass.
Prof. Alexander Herschel
has calculated by this means that those meteors of the 9th and 10th
of August, 1863, which equalled the brilliancy of Venus and Jupiter,
must have possessed a mass of from five to eight pounds, while those
which were only as bright as stars of the second or third magnitude
would not be more than about ninety grains in weight. As the greater number of meteors are less bright than stars of the second magni-

tude, the faint meteors must weigh only a few grains, for, according to
Prof. Herschel's computation, the five meteors observed on the 12th of

some of which surpassed in brilliancy stars of the
had
not an average weight of more than five grains.;
magnitude,
and Schiaparelli estimated the weight of a meteor from other phe-

November,

1865,

first

nomena

to be about fifteen grains.
which fall to the earth

The mass, however,

of the mete-

considerably greater, whether
they consist of one single piece, such as the celebrated iron-stone discovered by Pallas in Siberia, which weighed about 2,000 pounds, or of
oric stones

is

composed of many small bodies which penetrate the earth's
atmosphere in parallel paths, as shown in Fig. 1, and which, from a
simultaneous ignition and descent upon the earth, present the appearance of a large meteor bursting into several smaller pieces. Such a
shower of stones, accompanied by a bright light and loud explosion,
occurred at L'Aigle, in Normandy, on the 26th of April, 1803, when
the number of stones found in a space of 14 square miles exceeded
In the meteoric shower that fell at Kuyahinga, in Hungary, on
2,000.
the 9th of June, 1866, the principal stone weighed about 800 pounds,
and was accompanied by about a thousand smaller stones, which were
strewed over an area of 9 miles in length by Z\ broad.
It must not be supposed, however, that the density of such a cosa cloud

mical cloud is as great when out of the reach of the attraction of the
sun and the earth as when its constituents fall upon the earth's surface.
Schiaparelli calculates, from the number of meteors observed
yearly in the month of August, that the distance between any two

must amount, on the average, to 460 miles.
which produce the meteors approach the sun

As

the cosmical clouds

in their

wanderings from

the far-off regions of space, they increase in density some million times,
therefore the distance between any two meteors, only a few grains in
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weight, before the cloud begins to be condensed, may be upward of
40,000 miles.
The most striking example of such a cosmical cloud composed of
small bodies loosely hung together, and existing with hardly any connection one with another, is exhibited in the meteoric showers occurring periodically in August and November. It is an ascertained fact
that on certain nights in the year the
Fig.

number of meteors

is

extraordi-

1.

Balls of i'ire seen through the Telescope.

and that

narily great,

at these times they shoot out

from certain fixed

The shower of meteors which happens every
points in the heavens.
year on the night of the 10th of August, proceeding from the constellation of Perseus,

is

mentioned

the 12th and 13th of

in

November

many

old writings.

The shower of

occurs periodically every 33 years,

numbers it was this
shower that Alexander von Humboldt and Bonpland observed on the
It recurred on the
12th of November, 1799, as a real rain of fire.
12th of November, 1833, in such force that Arago compared it to a fall
of snow, and was lately observed again in its customary splendor in
North America, on the 14th of November, 1867. Besides these two
principal showers, there are almost a hundred others recurring at regular intervals each of these is a cosmical cloud composed of small dark
for three years in succession, with diminishing

;

;

bodies very loosely held together, like the particles of a sand-cloud,
which circulate round the sun in one common orbit. The orbits of
these meteor streams are very diverse ; they do not lie approximately
in one plane like those of the planets, but cross the plane of the earth's

The motion of the individual meteors
orbit at widely different angles.
ensues in the same direction in one and the same orbit ; but this direcis in some orbits in conformity with that of the earth and
planets,
while in others it is in the reverse order.
The earth in its revolution round the sun occupies every day a different place in the universe; if, therefore, a meteoric shower pass

tion

through our atmosphere at regular intervals, there must be at the place
where the earth is at that time an accumulation of these small cosmical
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bodies, which, attracted by the earth, penetrate its atmosphere, are
ignited by the resistance of the air, and become visible as falling stars.

A cosmical

cloud, however, cannot remain at a fixed spot in our solar
must circulate round the sun as planets and comets do ;
but
system,
whence it follows that the path of a periodic shower intersects the
earth's orbit, and the earth must either be passing through the cloud,
or else very near to it, when the meteors are visible to us.
The meteor-shower of the 10th of August, the radiant point of
which is situated in the constellation of Perseus, takes place nearly
every year, with varying splendor; we may therefore conclude that
the small meteors composing this group form a ring round the sun, and

the earth every 10th of August is at the spot where this ring intersects
our orbit; also that the ring of meteors is not equally dense in all
parts here and there these small bodies must be very thinly scat:

and in some places even altogether wanting.
Fig. 2 shows a very small part of the elliptic orbit which this meThe earth encounters this orbit
teoric mass describes round the sun S.

tered,

on the 10th of August, and goes straight through the ring of meteors.
The dots along the ring indicate the small dark meteors which ignite
The line m is the
in our atmosphere, and are visible as shooting-stars.
line of intersection of the earth's orbit and that of the meteors; the
This axis
line P S shows the direction of the major axis of their orbit.
is fifty times greater than the mean diameter of the earth's orbit ; the
orbit of the meteors

is

inclined to that of the earth at an angle of 64

and their motion is retrograde, or contrary to that of the earth.
The November shower is not observed to take place every year on
the 12th or 13th of that month, but it is found that every 33 years an
extraordinary shower occurs on those days, proceeding from a point
3',

in the constellation of Leo.

The meteors composing

this

shower,

one, are not distributed along the whole course of
their orbit, so as to form a ring entirely filled with meteoric particles,
but constitute a dense cloud, of an elongated form, which completes

unlike the

its

August

revolution round the sun in 33 years, and crosses the earth's path
where the earth is every 13th of November.

at that point

When the November shower reappears after the lapse of 33 years,
the phenomenon is repeated during the two following years on the 13th
of that month, but with diminished splendor; the meteors, therefore,
extend so far along the orbit as to require three years before they have
crossed the earth's path at the place of intersection ; they are, beunequally distributed, the preceding part being much the most
dense.
all

sides,

A very small part of the elliptic orbit, and the distribution of the
meteors during the November shower, is represented in Fig. 3. As
shown in the drawing, this orbit intersects that of the earth at the
place where the earth is about the 14th of November, and the motion
of the meteors, which occupy only a small part of their orbit, and are
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retrograde, or contrary to that of the
inclination of this orbit to that of the earth is only 17
axis is about 10 times greater than the diameter of the

very unequally distributed,
earth.

The
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is

44'; its major
of the
earth's orbit, and the period of revolution for the densest part
meteorites round the sun S is 33 years 3 months.
Fra.

2.

Orbit of the Meteor-Shower of the 10th of

From

all

we have now

August

learned concerning the nature and constituand meteoric swarms, an un-

tion of comets, nebulae, cosmical clouds,

mistakable resemblance will be remarked among these different forms
The affinity between comets and meteors had been already
in space.
take
recognized by Chladni, but Schiaparelli, of Milan, was the first to
account of all the phenomena exhibited by these mysterious heavenly
of
bodies, and with wonderful acuteness to treat successfully the mass
observations and calculations which had been contributed during the
course of the last few years

by Oppolzer,

Peters, Bruhns, Heis,

Le
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He not only shows that the orbits of
Verrier, and other observers.
meteors are quite coincident with those of comets, and that the same
object may appear to us at one time as a comet, and at another as a
shower of meteors, but he proves also by a highly-elegant mathematical calculation that the scattered cosmical masses known to us by the
name

of nebula would, if in their journey through the universe they
come within the powerful attraction of our sun, be formed into
these again into meteoric showers.
and
comets,

were

to

We

should be carried away too far from our subject were we to
enter fully into the consideration of this bold and ingenious theory of
the Milan astronomer, supported though it be by a series of facts ; but
while we refer the reader to vol. xx. of " Naturwissenschaftlichen
" die Rathsel
Volksbticher," by A. Bernstein, in which this subject,
der Sternschnuppen und der Kometen." is fully treated of in a very
clear

and attractive manner, we

shall confine ourselves to the following

short statement of Schiaparelli's theory
Nebulae are composed of cosmical matter in
:

which as yet there is
no central point of concentration, and which has not become sufficiently
dense to form a celestial body in the ordinary sense of the term. The
diffuse substance of these cosmical clouds is

very loosely hung toare widely separated, thus constituting masses of
enormous extent, some of which have taken a regular form, and some
As these nebulous clouds may be supposed to have, like our sun,
not.

gether ;

its particles

a motion in space, it will sometimes happen that such a cloud comes
within reach of the power of attraction of our sun. The attraction
acts more powerfully on the preceding part of the nebulae than on the
farther and following portion ; and the nebula, while still at a great
distance, begins to lose its original spherical form, and becomes considerably elongated. Other portions of the nebulous mass follow con-

tinuously the preceding part, until the sphere is converted into a long
cylinder, the foremost part of which, that toward the sun, is denser
and more pointed than the following part, which retains a portion of

As it nears the sun, this transformation of the
original breadth.
nebulous cloud becomes more complete illuminated by the sun, the
preceding part appears to us as a dense nucleus, and the following
part, turned away from the sun, as a long tail, curved in consequence
of the lateral motion preserved by the nebula during its progress. Out
its

:

.

of the original spherical nebula, quite unconnected with our solar system, a comet has been formed, which in its altered condition will either
pass through our system to wander again in space, or else remain as a
permanent member of our planetary system. The form of the orbit in

which it moves depends on the original speed of the cloud, its distance
from the sun, and the direction of its motion, and thus its path may be
in the last two cases, the comet
elliptical, hyperbolical, or parabolical
appears only once in our system, and then returns to wander in the
realms of space in the former case, it abides with us, and accomplishes
;

;
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course round the sun, like the planets, in a certain fixed period of
From this it is evident that the orbits of comets may occur at
years.
its

motion will be
every possible angle to that of the earth, and that their
sometimes progressive and sometimes retrograde.
The history of the cosmical cloud does not, however, end with its
transformation into a comet. Schiaparelli shows in a striking manner
of particles, each posthat, as a comet is not a solid mass, but consists
nearer the sun
or
nucleus
head
the
an
motion,
independent
sessing

must necessarily complete
portions of the

tail.

The

its orbit in less

tail will

Fig.

Orbit of the

time than the more distant

therefore lag behind the nucleus in
3.

November Meteor-Shower.

the course of the comet's revolution, and the comet, being more and
will at last be either partially or entirely resolved into

more elongated,

a ring of meteors. In this way the whole path of the comet becomes
strewed with portions of its mass, with those small, dark meteoric
bodies which, when penetrating the earth's atmosphere, become luminous, and appear as falling stars. Instead of the comet, there now revolves round the sun a broad ring of meteoric stones, which occasion

phenomena we every year observe as the August meteors.
"Whether this ring be continuous, and the meteoric masses strewed
along the whole course of the path of the original comet, or whether

the

the individual meteors, as in the
entirely the whole orbit, but are

November shower, have not
still

partially in the

filled up
form of a comet,
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cloud through the influence of
is, in the transformation of a cosmical
the sun, only a question of time in course of years the matter composing a comet which describes an orbit round the sun must be dispersed
;

over its whole path if the original orbit be elliptical, an elliptic ring
of meteors will gradually be formed from the substance of the comet, of
;

the

same

size

and form

as the original orbit.

Schiaparelli has, in fact, discovered so close a resemblance
the
of the August meteors and that of the comet of 1862,

path

between
No. III.,

that there cannot be any doubt as to their complete identity. The
meteors to which we owe the annual display of falling stars on the 10th
of August are not distributed equally along the whole course of their
possible to distinguish the agglomeration of meteoric
formed the cometary nucleus from the other
which
originally
particles
less dense parts of the comet; thus, in the year 1862 the denser portion
of this ring of meteors through which the earth passes annually on the
10th of August, and which causes the display of falling stars, was seen
in the form of a comet, with head and tail as the densest parts, approached the sun and earth in the course of that month. Oppolzer, of
Vienna, calculated with great accuracy the orbit of this comet, which
was visible to the naked eye. Schiaparelli had previously calculated
the orbit of the meteoric ring to which the shooting-stars on the 10th
orbit

;

it is still

of August belong before they are drawn into the earth's atmosphere.
The almost perfect identity of the two orbits justifies Schiaparelli in

the bold assertion that the comtt of 1862, No. III., is no other than the
remains of the comet out of which the meteoric ring of the 10th of
August has been formed in the course of time. The difference between
the comet's nucleus and its tail that has now been formed into a ring,
consists in that, while the denser meteoric mass forming the head ap-

be visible in
proaches so near the earth once in every 120 years as to
the reflected light of the sun, the more widely-scattered portion of the
tail composing the ring remains invisible, even though the earth passes
through it annually on the 10th of August. Only fragments of this
become visible as shootingring, composed of dark meteoric particles,
stars when they penetrate our atmosphere by the attraction of the
earth,

and ignite by the compression of the

air.

A cloud of

meteors of such a character can naturally only be observed as a meteor-shower when in the nodes of its orbit that is to
and then only
in those points where it crosses the earth's orbit
say,

when

the earth

is

also there at the

same time,

so that the meteors pass

through our atmosphere. The nebula coming within the sphere of
attraction of our solar system would, at its nearest approach to the sun
and in the neighboring portions of its orbit, appear as a
(perihelion),
it grazed the earth's atmosphere would be seen as a
when
and
comet,
shower of meteors.
Calculation shows that this ring of meteors is about 10,948 millions
of miles in its greatest diameter. As the meteoric shower of the 10th
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of August lasts about six hours, and the earth travels at the rate of
eighteen miles in a second, it follows that the breadth of this ring at
B
the place where the earth crosses it is 4,043,520 miles. In Fig. 4,
which
No.
of
comet
of
the
the
orbit
of
III.,
1862,
represents a portion
is identical with that (Fig. 2) of the August shower.

A

The calculations of Schiaparelli, Oppolzer, Peters, and Le Verrier,
have also discovered the comet producing the meteors of the NovemFlG.

Orbits of the

4

August and November Meteor-Showers.
Comets III., 1862, and I., 1S66.)

(Orbits of

ber shower, and have found it in the small comet of 1866, No. I., first
observed by Tempel, of Marseilles. Its transformation into a ring of
meteors has not proceeded nearly so far as that of the comet of 1862,
No. III. Its existence is of a much more recent date ; and, therefore,
the dispersion of the meteoric particles along the orbit, and the consequent formation of the ring, is but slightly developed.
According to Le Verrier, a cosmical nebulous cloud entered our
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system in January, a. d. 126, and passed so near the planet Uranus as to
be brought by its attraction into an elliptic orbit round the sun. This
orbit is the same as that of the comet discovered by Tempel, and calculated by Oppolzer, and is identical with that in which the November group of meteors make their revolution.
Since that time, this cosmical cloud, in the form of a comet, has
completed fifty-two revolutions round the sun, without its existence being otherwise made known than by the loss of an immense number of
its components, in the form of
shooting-stars, as it crossed the earth's
path in each revolution, or in the month of November in every 33
It was only in its last revolution, in the
years.
this meteoric cloud, now forming part of our solar

year 1866, that
system, was first

Been as a comet.

The

orbit of this

comet

is

much

smaller than that of the August

meteors, extending at the aphelion as far as the orbit of Uranus, while
the perihelion is nearly as far from the sun as our earth. The comet

completes its revolution in about 33 years and three months, and
encounters the earth's orbit as it is approaching the sun toward
the end of September. It is followed by a large group of small mete-

which form a very broad and long tail, through which the
earth passes on the 1 3th of November. Those particles which come in
contact with the earth, or approach so near as to be attracted into its
oric bodies,

atmosphere, become ignited, and appear as falling stars. As the earth
encounters the comet's tail, or meteoric shower, for three successive
years at the same place, we must conclude the comet's track to have
the enormous length of 1,772,000,000 of miles. In Fig. 4, C D represents a portion of the orbit of this comet which is identical with the
orbit (Fig. 3) of the

November

meteors.

Spectrum Analysis.

---
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MOZLEY,

PROFESSOR OF DIVINITY, AND CANON OF CHRIST CHURCH, OXFORD
is

no one who, coming for the first time to a knowledge of
system of education, would not be very much sur-

THERE
our English
prised

fact that, while we take the greatest trouble to instruct
in the language, history, and institutions of nations that
thousand years ago, and whose whole being belongs to a past

by the

young men
lived

two

we take no trouble at all to instruct
who now live, with whom we have an
on whom we depend for so many benefits, as well

stage in the world's existence,
them concerning the nations

every-day intercourse,

material as spiritual, whose temper, character, and friendly or inimical
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toward us are of the very highest importance. If we can
imagine such a person giving free expression to his feelings at the first
sight of such a phenomenon (a phenomenon observable in all other
European states equally with our own), what he would say would
" These nations of
Europe
probably be something after this manner
of whatever
present some very singular anomalies. Their newspapers,
feelings

'

:

country, are full of complaints of the absolute inability of all foreigners
to gain the least comprehension of the institutions of that particular
country. The English and Germans alike speak of the French as a

nation wholly swallowed up in themselves, and ludicrously ignorant of
every thing outside themselves. The French retaliate by calling the

Germans barbarians and the English shopkeepers. The Americans say
that no foreigner, except a certain De Tocqueville, has ever gained the
smallest glimpse of their character while the English affirm that the
;

Americans themselves are blinded to every thing except what they
think their national grandeur. And what is more," the observer might
"
go on to remark, these complaints are, for the most part, not only
Witness
true, but obvious, and obviously disastrous in their results.
the fact that the leading English newspaper, not many years ago,
inserted a leading article on what turned out to be an absurd mistake

own

respecting one of the chief institutions of Germany the
a mistake which it had to acknowledge the day after. Or,
again, witness the fact that one of the chief French authors can hardly
employ an English word in his books without a ludicrous misspelling.

of

its

Zollverein

Or, again, the more serious fact that the French enter upon a war in
the firm belief that they will find allies in the States of South Germany ;
instead of which, they find them enthusiastic enemies. This being the
case," he

might conclude by saying, "I naturally looked to those
office it is to attain and diffuse knowl-

bodies in these countries whose

enge to the widest degree possible the universities assuming that
the means of remedying so great a defect in knowledge, and one so
universally complained of, would at any rate be under their consideraTo my surprise, I find that they had hardly even noticed the
tion.
Every one of these nations seemed to me to be in the
subject at all.
of
a
man
whose whole time was occupied in investigating the
position

biography of his great-grandfather, while with his relations, connections, friends, and acquaintances, he only transacted the most barely
necessary business for the shortest possible space of time."
An observer who spoke in this way would, it may be granted, be
speaking in ignorance of many of the causes of the phenomenon he
wondered at, and of the practical necessities that might be held to

But he would surely not have in the least exaggerated the
justify it.
strangeness of the phenomenon. Every conceivable branch of knowledge physical science, mathematics, philosophy, theology all ancient
is thought in England worth
systematic study, except this. It
material
and
the
of the nations with whom
condition,
spiritual,
only

culture,
is
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we come
elicits

into immediate contact, whose disposition toward us constantly
from us the greatest interest and anxiety, that we do not think

worthy of systematic study.

It is of this alone that

we are

notoriously

ignorant.
The best way, perhaps, of appreciating

how wide the extent of this
be
how
ignorance is,
by considering
great is the variety of knowledge which an Oxford or Cambridge first-class man will often possess
respecting the whole national being of Greece and Rome. To begin
with, he will know the whole political development of those countries;
he will trace with accuracy the consistent progress of Athens to an
will

equal liberty among her citizens, through Solon, Cleisthenes, Aristides,
Pericles he will know by what causes she finally fell from her strength
;

From Demosthenes, he will know a good deal of the
nature of her laws, in their application to the manifold interests of men
to the injuries which one man may suffer from another, in person or
property, by fraud or violence. He will know something from the same
and supremacy.

which the rich Athenians managed their propertheir slaves, of their commerce, of their loans.
He will know how the Athenian navy was provided and kept up, what
was the pay of the sailors, how they manoeuvred against the enemy.
source of the

ties,

of the

way

in

number of

He

will be intimately acquainted with every incident in the external
history of Athens ; and in the geography of Greece he will know the
situation of the minutest villages, the least important islands.
All the

varied history of the Greek colonies, and their relations to their respective mother-cities, will be familiar to him.
Besides this, he will know

how

the Greeks themselves felt, thought, and theorized, on all these
matters of their national existence he will have read the " Repub" of Plato and of Aristotle he will be no
lics
stranger to their religious
;

;

feelings, or to their deepest speculations in philosophy.
Finally, in
their poetry
he will have felt the flow of
epic, tragedy, or comedy

their fancy and imagination.
All this, and much more, our first-class
man will be in a position to know about Greece ; and in Rome he will

have no

a field of information ; for, if the philosophy and poetry
not possess an equal interest with those of Greece, the law,
politics, and military system of Rome possess much more.
Such and so great a thing is it to know the whole being of a nation.
And this knowledge is actually held by no inconsiderable number of

of

less rich

Rome do

people in England

have

;

and there are many more who, though they do not
would yet be readily able, by means of

at their fingers' ends,
excellent text-books and their
it

own previous knowledge, to test in half
an hour any random assertions respecting the ancients made by an

incompetent authority.
Now, let it be considered that there are
land, France,

Germany, Raly, and Spain

five

modern nations

who have

Eng-

each a history of

equal length with the authentic history of Greece or Rome, a literature
(at least in the first four cases) not greatly inferior, institutions and a
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of life far more complex, and it will be admitted that here we
have a snbject well worthy of systematic and regnlar treatment.
These are not topics that can be handled satisfactorily in the idle lei-

manner

sure of a

summer

tour, in a long vacation.

They deserve

that a far

more steady attention should be devoted to them. Let this first be
cannot be exaggerated, of a
recognized fully the importance, which
kind of study in which no man in England has had a regular training
and then we may proceed to consider the method by which this
study

may

be raised to the prominence which

are difficulties in the

way

of

its

assuming

it

deserves.

That there

this position is not to

be de-

be the endeavor of the present essay to remove, not the
nied.
whole of these difficulties, but so many of them as bar the way to any
It will

of the subject in its entirety.
practical consideration
First, however, it is necessary to consider what is actually done at
our schools and universities toward giving students a knowledge of

modern languages and literatures. It is a little curious that the question excites more attention in relation to schools than in relation to
Already, there is hardly any (if any) school of high
rank in the country in which French, at least, does not form a regular
are only inpart of the instruction. Whereas at the universities there
the
which
the
with
to
cidental exceptions
subject is
general neglect
And this very fact shows that the whole significance of the
treated.
question is misunderstood. As languages, French and German (espefor the
cially the former) are less powerful instruments of training,
abler boys, than Latin and Greek. As literatures that is, as sumthe universities.

ming up the whole thought and history of a nation they would, if properly managed, be much more powerful instruments (in proportion to
the much greater variety of modern life as compared with ancients),
and are, besides, much more important for us to know. Now, schoolboys have more need to apply themselves to languages as languages
than to the wide

field of

information comprised in a literature

;

for lin-

guistic study gives a constant yet not too fatiguing exercise to the intellect, an exercise quite indispensable in the first formation of the

mind, without demanding on the part of the student any experience of
actual realities. And this is the principal benefit gained at present in
schools by the study of French and German, that the slower boys have
something more within the range of their capacity than they had formerly a benefit which, though it may in time receive augmentation,
is in itself no inconsiderable gain.
At the universities, however, the
importance of linguistic study, as compared with material study, is
much less.
youth of twenty will have the fibre of his mind, his
actual mental grasp and capacity, in a great measure, determined it
is not so important, though it is not unimportant, that he should be
subjected to an incessant intellectual stimulus. On the other hand, he
;

A

;

will no;v begin for the first time to take an interest in a variety of
topics ; knowledge will seem to him worth acquiring for its own sake ;
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and it is very important that his researches should be rightly directed.
In a word, he is now ripe for understanding, or beginning to understand, more than a language a literature, or the records of a nation.
That he is ripe for so much as this is obvious from the fact that the
students at our universities do learn more than the mere Latin and

Greek of the

they learn the subject-matter of the books; and
Cambridge, is taking place more and more. When,
then, we see that modern languages are studied at schools, and not at
the universities, it is obvious that the question respecting them has been
very incompletely apprehended it has been quite forgotten that they
are connected with a very wide and important field of knowledge.
It is, therefore, the study of modern literatures rather than the
study of modern languages that is here discussed ; and for this reason
the question relates rather to universities than to schools. Let us,
then, consider what is the value of those incidental exceptions to which
classics

this, especially at

;

was made just now what, in short, is the actual amount of
modern periods given at the universities. In such examinations as the law and modern history examination at Oxford, the
law tripos and the moral science tripos at Cambridge, a good deal of
acquaintance with certain aspects of modern times is required. And

allusion

;

instruction in

there have been at Cambridge, at different times, proposals for a history tripos, to comprise all history, ancient and modern ; proposals
which, however, did not obtain any large acceptance, and were, perhaps, rather made by those who wished to see the historical element

eliminated from the classical tripos than by those who wished to see it
introduced anywhere else.
Those, however, who think that any or all of the examinations
above-mentioned will give those who prepare for them an adequate
acquaintance with the nations of the modern world, take a very mechanical view of that which is meant by a nation.
Nations, like indi-

much more than individuals, extend far beyond any
The most accurate student of the law
particular line of their action.
and philosophy of modern times will not thereby know any thing
viduals, or rather

about military, commercial, and educational systems.
Nor is it reasonable to think that there can be a separate course of study for each
separate branch of national existence. The branches are much too
numerous ; it is necessary that all but the few that are of most extreme
importance should be combined in a general system, having its centre

which is the voice of the nation, in that which comes nearest
to the very heart and being of the nation, namely, the literature. It
is quite possible in such a mode of
study to go far beyond the mere
in that

litterateur, the

dabbler

in criticism

and

politics.

However much

it

be

true that the literature must be the centre, yet that the researches of
the student should stop with the literature need not and ought not to

be the
full is

take a single instance from English authors. How
in his prose works and in his poetry, of allusions to
both
Milton,
case.

To
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the persons, circumstances, and problems of his time! how far less
how much more vividly must they
likely are these to be forgotten,
come before us, if connected with the thoughts of a great man, than if

learned in the bare lines of a history
Or, to come to a still more
"
"
the
Areopagitica opens out into a world of inquispecial example,
ries respecting the growth of freedom of speech in England, to enter
upon which is certainly no superficial thing. Milton is, no doubt, examong authors for the closeness of his connection with the
!

ceptional

total life of his country.
would not come far behind

But
him

from his ardent patriotism,
and even in the more artistic Goethe

Schiller,
;

many links of the kind could be found.
By nothing which is said here is there

intended to be implied the
disparagement of the examinations in law and philosophy at
Oxford and Cambridge, or the least idea that it is possible to supply
Law
their place by a more general examination in modern literatures.
and philosophy, like science, are subjects that cannot be studied otherwise than on their own basis ; they demand a stringent rigidity of
consecutive reasoning that is wholly alien from the wide knowledge
and free play of the mind that deals with literatures, whether ancient
or modern
moreover, the treatment of them cannot be limited to
modern times, deriving, as they do, their origin, the one from Greece,
But history stands on a different ground and
the other from Rome.
that it is felt so to stand may be seen by the difficulty which has lately
slightest

;

;

been experienced at Cambridge in assigning a place to modern history
few years ago it was united in an inconamong the other studies.
tie
with
metaphysics, political economy, and jurisprudence ;
gruous
decision
which certainly cannot be thought unwise, it has
a
now, by

A

this connection ; but, though it has sought admission
quarters, it is up to this day excluded from the honor examinations of the university. And the reason is clear. Pure historical

dropped out of

in

many

study does not try the intellect very deeply; the subjects with which
deals are so various that it cannot bestow on any of them more than
a somewhat superficial glance. There are, of course, special kinds of

it

may go deeply into special subjects, of which Hallam's
an example ; but these, by the very fact of their being special,
are narrow nor is it possible to make of any of them a backbone
whereto the immense number of topics comprised in an ordinary his-

history that

work

is

;

tory, geography, military service, the personal character of statesmen,

theological disputes, artistic progress, etc., would naturally attach
themselves. The authors of a nation are the natural centre of the his-

tory of the nation. To know a man it is necessary to hear what he
says with his own mouth, as well as what others have to record about

him and in the same way the history of a nation is an insufficient
means of getting acquainted with that nation, unless it be supplemented by that more intimate acquaintance implied in a knowledge of
;

its

authors.

26
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lines of argument which meet in the same conThere is a kind of study namely, the study of modern literatures which is neglected at the universities, because it is not seen
that there is substance enough in it to give matter for an examination.
There is a kind of study namely, modern history which it has been
eagerly sought to introduce at the universities, which has an even too
great abundance of matter, but which is cast out because it wants
some thread of unity to run through the whole. Is it nojt clear that
the two belong to each other ? that they ought to be studied side by
side ?
And, indeed, this is what is actually done by the student of
Latin and Greek.
In fact, what is here proposed, is an examination to run precisely

Thus there are two

clusion.

Cambridge, or the final classical exno great depth in an ordinary firstclass man's knowledge of Plato and Aristotle neither would there be
any great depth in the knowledge of Descartes and Machiavelli posBut the
sessed by the first-class man in this proposed examination.
miles
and
it would
attained
would
be
utter
above
ignorance,
knowledge
form a public opinion, which, though not deep itself, would be capable
of judging of depth, and distinguishing true merit from pretentious
Let the
Is not this very sadly wanted at the present day ?
talk.
reader think what is the average knowledge of modern authors, modern history, and the institutions of foreign countries, possessed by his
personal friends. It is pretty safe to say that it will be found very
small indeed. The German or French works, which it is politely assumed that " every one " has read, will turn out perhaps to have been
read by one out of every ten well-educated men. There are many
who lament their ignorance, but yet, owing to the press of work in
active life, cannot remove it.
Is it not a hardship that they should
not have had an opportunity of removing it in the course of their
education ? Very few people, when they have settled into a sphere of
work, are able, even when they go abroad for their holidays, to do
much beyond walking and seeing celebrated sights.
No doubt, an examination in modern literatures would differ in
some material respects from an examination in ancient literatures.
The languages being less hard, there would be less in them of a stringent intellectual test. Yet this is a difference too often exaggerated
as to its extent.
The difficulties which lie at the threshold of French
and German are considerably less than those which lie at the threshold
of Latin and Greek.
But the idiosyncrasies of authors furnish a spe-

parallel to the classical tripos at
amination at Oxford. There is

;

cies of difficulty

by

independent of the structure of the language.

This

indeed, in the case of French authors, reduced to a minimum
the admirable lucidity of their style. But in German authors diffi-

species

is,

kind are even considerably above what they are in Latin
The thoughts of Richter lie less on the surface than those
And, in such works as political or legal orations, no easi-

culties of this

and Greek.
of Tacitus.
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away the inherent complexity of the
even granted that for the best men Latin

ness of the language can take
subject.

However, were

it

and Greek, as being harder in their grammar, are better instruments
of training, does it follow that French, German, and Italian, should be
neglected altogether ? In point of the variety of the knowledge connected with them, they stand above Latin and Greek ; and it may be
suspected that even their comparative easiness as languages would
benefit

some men, who, though possibly of very

sufficient ability,

have

not the linguistic faculty very strong. Mathematics are even a more
severe intellectual gymnastic than Latin and Greek; but the superior
variety of knowledge connected with the classical languages is conThe same
sidered to make them not inferior as means of education.
literatures
to
defend
modern
serves
a
taken
step further,
argument,

from the charge brought against them in this point of view. But, at
the worst, let them, in the distribution of the prizes of the university,
be considered inferior not, therefore, as of no account whatever.
;

A frequent objection to the

proposal here

made

is

the advantage

it

would give to those who had happened to have been educated abroad.

The
stress sometimes laid on this objection is quite ludicrous.
advantage is one analogous to that which richer men have over pooi-er,
It would,
in being able to command the services of better instructors.
in
such
an exdiminished
the
fact
be
that,
by
however,
considerably
be
substance
than
to
must
to
more
amination,
necessarily
paid
regard
And
if the effect were that of inducing parents to
or
language.
style
take all possible means of giving their children an early acquaintance
with foreign languages, could this be said to be a bad result ?

The

It is probable that modern literatures would require a greater
judgment in the examiner than Latin and Greek. They

exercise of

verge more on controversial questions it is more easy in them to win
credit for a petty sharpness, a flimsy mode of dealing with great subBut this is merely a danger which it is needful to point out,
jects.
not a solid and final objection.
This is not the place to discuss what should be the precise form of
an examination in modern literatures. Of course, definite authors would
have to be selected by the university it would be impossible to leave
the student to wander at his own sweet will over George Sand, Alfred
de Musset, and Heinrich Heine the kind of authors which, it is to be
guessed, are more read than any other by the present students of
;

;

Of these definite authors, some might be permanent, others changed every year. Then, as to the composition in
modern languages this, it is probable, would take the form as much
of essays on special points connected with the authors read, as of
direct translation into those languages.
English literature and comcome
in
for
itself
a
would
share
in the curriculum
and it is
position
possible some modern Latin works might be admitted, as those of
Erasmus or Reuchlin. Experience would guide toward the right mode
French and German.

;

;
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to be expected that every thing would drop
It is not unnecessary to say this, for
every one connected with our universities knows the severe criticism
which new schemes have to undergo, when they do not do what it is

of treatment

;

nor

is

it

into its place neatly at once.

absolutely impossible that they should do namely, start at once in
as full perfection as systems that have been matured for many generations.

has been assumed, throughout this essay, that the best way of
introducing the study of modern literatures into the universities is to
establish them as a subject wholly distinct from the ancient literatures.
It

Some might think

two courses might

beneficially be amalgaseems an unnecessary risk to endanger old
and well-established systems by an extensive a.nd violent intrusion of

mated

;

that the

but on the whole

it

unproved and untried material.
In conclusion, as the course of instruction here advocated involves
a smaller amount of intellectual sharpening, and a larger and more
various acquisition of positive knowledge, than the generality of the
systems in use at the present day, it will not be beside the point to
observe that the tendency of modern education has for four centuries
been in this direction that is, rather to encourage wealth and variety
of mental possessions, than extreme acuteness in their employment.
Not that mental acuteness is not cultivated at the present day as
much as ever it was ; for putting a point on the mind, nothing can
But the value assigned
excel the mathematical course at Cambridge.

knowledge has increased in a much greater ratio, as will
be plain by looking back a little in European history. The Schoolmen were in modern times the earliest educationalists of Europe.
Their educational system was like their philosophy the most simply,
They
purely, and nakedly intellectual that the world has ever seen.
paid no regard to the storing of the mind with material, to the preparation of it for efforts to which it was at present unequal, to the laying broad foundations of fact and experience, not for the sake of
immediate argument, but as food to be gradually appropriated and
assimilated in the insensible silent workings of the growing man.
They made men discuss. They were like a person who should expect
a plant to grow by its own intrinsic power, without the nutriment of
earth and water. They put the greatest strain on the intellect but
It was the revival of the clasthey did not bid the student to know.
sical literatures, and especially of Greek literature, that produced the
first step in advance from this state of things.
With them a flood of
experience, novel, exciting, and illuminating, was poured upon the
world. Nor was it long afterward that the great discoveries in mathematics and astronomy opened out a vast sphere of fresh knowledge in
another direction. So vigorous an outburst could not be gainsaid.
The intellect of the student was no longer left isolated it was brought
in contact with human action, the material world, and substantial
to width of

;

;
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Educated men were no longer disputative machines; they
were invigorated by the records of noble actions, they caught again the
fire of orators long since dead, they felt what it must have been to live
in the Athens of Pericles and Plato, or in the Rome that withstood
reality.

army of Hannibal; or, turning to modern times, they
new-born science of the age that which excited the highest
That complete severance and sharp-dividing line
curiosity and hope.
which lay between the men of speculation and the men of action in the
Middle Ages was annulled in the sixteenth century, to the immense
advantage of both, and has never since been revived. But, since the
sixteenth century, there has been a fresh development of science, a
fresh creation of noble literature.
Science is sure to have its advoBut shall we make no syscates, and to them it may safely be left.
the victorious

saw

in the

tematized effort to reap the

full benefit

of the writings of those great

authors, the lives of those transcendent statesmen, soldiers, and discoverers by land and sea, that have adorned the annals of Europe since

the birth of

And

its

present order

?

It is incredible that

we should

not.

must they be who have not reason to lament that
they have not been furnished with better means for acquainting themselves with that whole family of nations among whom our lives are
cast.
We walk in the dark at present, and, as any one may know who
considers our recent political history, with tottering feet and uncertain
steps.
Surely no further argument can be necessary to prove that all
knowledge which tends to throw light on our national relations is a
most important acquisition.
few, indeed,

And

our schools,

all our educational
bodies, except the old unitheir
best
to
doing
remedy these our present defects.
the universities are the keystone of the whole system ; all
all

versities, are

But

training
to which they do not give the final touch is defective and aimless
and,
governed as they are by men of the highest ability and experience, it
stands to reason that they have advantages for organizing a scheme of
instruction which no ordinary school-master can have.
are the
;

Heavy

which oppose the cultivation of modern languages, even in
schools which take them up most
Is it not the inevitable
zealously.
difficulties

conclusion that the universities are
imperatively bound to supply some
central system of instruction in modern literatures ?

Contemporary

Meview.
*

THE NUTRITIVE SALTS OF FOOD.
By

Pbof. VOIT.

[ABSTRACT OF VOIT's BEPOBT,

I

BT

M.

ANDRE SANSON.]

N" order to understand the
importance of'the nutritive salts in food,
we must first ascertain how far its mineral elements are nutritious,

how

far they are
indispensable,

in excess.

and when they may be considered as
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The investigations of Liebig, who first studied this question, and
those of his school, demonstrate that certain salts are closely combined
with the other elements of living bodies, forming integral parts of
them. In all the tissues of the organism is found potash in combinaIn the. blood the salts of soda pretion usually with phosphoric acid.
dominate. When we reduce the organs to ashes, these vary but very

dular cellules.

It is unquestionable that without these
developed, and that there is no secretion by the glanAll the secretions contain certain salts, most of them

characteristic.

These

little in

salts

quality or in quantity.

no organ

is

animal economy.

salts

Still,

have

we do

definite functions to discharge in the
know the quantity of these salts

not

which must enter into the food, to support the body, though this is a
Direct
highly-important question in the hygiene of alimentation.
experiments alone could decide, for Voit shows that those made by
Magendie, and which are so frequently referred to, do not establish the
points they are supposed to establish. Recent studies upon the nutritive value of gelatine have shown that Magendie failed to take into
account some of the principal points of the question he was considering.
"
" For a
long time," says Voit, it had been my purpose to ascer-

by thorough experimentation the value of salts in nutrition, with
a view to examining how long an animal could live without them, and
For this purpose I had accuwhat symptoms it would manifest.
mulated a quantity of the residuum of meat-extract. In the mean time

tain

appeared a remarkable work by Kemmerich, in which were proposed
other questions, having a bearing, in many respects, upon those I had
Kemmerich starts out with the supposition,
proposed to myself.
which Liebig, too, admits, that the residuum of the meat, without the
extract, has no value as nutriment.
According to his investigations,
the action of meat-extract is attributable to the potash it contains,
whence he concludes that the residuum is of no value for nutrition,

owing to the absence of the potash.

He therefore attempted to utilize it

To this moist residuum,
adds an artificial mixture of the
salts of meat and common table-salt; and on this food exclusively he
fed two dogs six weeks old, they devouring it ravenously. The experiment was continued for three months, and at the end of that period

by

adding to

it

the salts contained in meat.

three times exhausted

by

boiling, he

the dogs had gained considerably in weight."

Kemmerich repeated his experiments on the same animals, giving
them now the residuum without the mixture of salts. He now observed that the animals consumed less and less from day to day, even
when suffering from hunger. Again, experimenting on two dogs six
weeks old, he fed to the one the residuum mixed with the salts to the
After twentyother the residuum mixed only with common table-salt.
one days a wide difference was observable between the two animals.
The first one weighed much more than the second, was stronger and
more intelligent. The second one had gained a little in weight, it ia
;
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He could hardly walk his eyes
true, but his condition was pitiable.
were dull and expressionless; his body appeared emaciated, and he
took his food reluctantly and without relish.
Voit here makes an objection to the conclusions drawn by Kemmerich but his objection is not valid, because he does not advert to
the fact that the dogs in question, owing to their age, must necessarily
gain considerably in weight. His objection would hold good only in
the case of full-grown animals. However, to remove all doubt as to the
increase of weight when the salts of meat are added to the residuum,
Kemmerich gave the second dog the residuum with these salts and
to the first dog the same, with table-salt only the quantity of residuum being in both cases equal. The result was, that the dog which had
before got only common salt, now gained much faster than the other,
;

;

;

;

which latter, however, gained 530 grammes in thirty-two days.
There is no need to give in full Voit's argument on the results of
Kemmerich's experiments. It is enough for us to state, with Voit,
that these experiments demonstrate the fact that a carnivorous animal
can live on meat-residuum, provided that there be added to it the salts
of meat and common salt. Still, these experiments do not answer the
principal questions we have put, viz., How long can an adult organism
live without salts ? and, What are the symptoms they manifest, when
thus deprived ? So the attempt was made to study, in adult animals,
the changes that occur in albuminoid substances, when the salts are

extracted.

Dr. J. Zorster made the experiments. The purpose was to sustain
animal life as long as it was possible, on food very poor in salts. The
animals experimented upon were never given albuminous substances
alone, but always mixed with a sufficient quantity of non-nitrogenous
elements, such as fat, starch, or sugar. The albuminate employed was
the residuum of meat dried in the oven, pulverized, and then boiled
Cheese, also, deprived of the salts, was given.
this food, in small morsels, for some time.
Dogs also took it for a short time, but then refused it. Then they
were compelled to take it. The mice lived from twenty-one to thirty
three times in water.

Pigeons and mice took

days

;

the pigeons from thirteen to twenty-nine days

;

the dogs from

twenty-six to thirty-six days.

Digestion went on regularly for the greater part of the time. The
Conseexcreta, whether in quantity or in quality, were as usual.
quently neither the process of digestion, nor the absorption of the
materials digested, is influenced by the absence of salts from the food.
In the case of a dog with a gastric fistula, fed on food deprived of the
salts, direct

evidence was obtained of the fact that the secretion of
After having been kept for a consider-

acids in the stomach goes on.
able period on this diet, the

What was

dog commenced

to reject

it

from his

thus rejected, though it had been in the stomach
It
several hours, was not soured, nor had it the least unpleasant odor.

stomach.
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looked like food that had suffered no change. It is, therefore, only at
a late period in such dieting that the absence of the salts makes itself
felt.

This was altogether unexpected

;

but the examination of the ex

creta, more especially of the urine, led to a conclusion of still greater
moment. This urine contains traces only of the chloride of sodium,
but little phosphoric acid, etc., although in amount the urine was the
same as before the experiment. The residuum of meat which was
given was not entirely deprived of its salts. There will always remain
a small amount of phosphates. When, therefore, the organism is stinted in these salts, it daily parts with a small quantity of them through the
excrement and the urine, but retains the greater part. The organs are
tenacious of these salts. When we add salt to the food, it goes first
into the blood, but it is not then immediately thrown off by the kidIt is distributed through the system, and each one of the
neys, etc.

organs 'takes according to its wants. In the blood are also to be found
the salts evolved in the destruction of the animal's substance, under
the influence of abstinence. All these salts are then distributed, as we
have already said, and thus that portion of them which is not thrown
On this account
off serves again and again for the needs of the tissues.

We

will not follow
their quantity varies but little in the system.
our author in his attempt to account theoretically for these phenomena,

inasmuch as it belongs to the province of pure reasoning. We must
be content to continue in the domain of experiment.
After a period of complete abstinence from salts, certain remarkable phenomena are to be observed in dogs. Though they may not
decrease in weight, nor lose flesh or fat, they still become weak, dull,
and lie down in a corner, languid and indifferent. On one occasion,
even, as in the case of a dog of Dr. Bischoff 's that was for a long time

went .mad. He fell into a
and
round, heeding neither the voice nor the
rage, and ran round
did
not
The
attack
return, but the nervous system became
whip.
more and more unstrung paralytic symptoms were manifested in the
hinder extremities the animal's hind-legs failed him at every step, and
he fell on his side in the head were observable oscillatory movements,
fed on bread alone, the animal apparently

;

;

:

On pushing the experiment still
particularly when he ate or drank.
of
animals
succumbed.
the
If, however, instead
further,
invariably
mixed
the
the
the
we
food,
ordinary
dog
experiment,
give
continuing
he will commence gradually to recover his strength, and finally will
be quite restored to health. During the period of recovery he will
consume an unusual amount of food.
Thus is it demonstrated, in accordance with the views which Liebig

was tne first to maintain, that the salts are absolutely necessary.
Without them the organism fails, even though it were to receive all
the other elements. It will not, however, succumb instantaneously,
but only after the lapse of a certain period of time. The salts differ
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many respects from organic substances. When the latter are decomposed, the residuum cannot be utilized by animals, and must consequently be evacuated. Not so with the salts, which, according to
Voit, are not transformed. This view will not pass unchallenged,
when we call to mind the later researches of W. Marcet with regard to

in

the constitution of muscular tissue, wherein the English physiologist
has found that the phosphates enter into the nutritive process in the
colloid state, but quit

it

in the crystalloid state.

Klein and Verson, according to Prof. Yoit, have claimed that
common salt is not a nutritive salt, but a mere condiment, and that it
may be altogether wanting in the body without inconvenience. These
two gentlemen lived for eight days, consuming the while only 1.4
of salt per

gramme

day,

without experiencing any indisposition.

They, in fact, threw off, in the eight days, 46.9 grammes of chloride of
sodium in the liquid and solid excreta but we have to observe that
they had been in the habit of consuming salt very freely (about 27
;

grammes per

day).

Still

the

common

salt in the

system was not ex-

hausted.

Voit states, in a note, that in the case of dogs which have the
normal supply of nitrogen, the addition of common salt to their food
increases the amount of urine, as also the proportion of water in the
same. Klein and Verson thought that, when they are deprived of this
whereas they found, on the contrary,
salt, the urine must decrease
;

The

only excites indirectly the increase of
of the albumen ; and it may
the
transformation
urine, by promoting
well be that, when the supply of salt is deficient, this transformation
Klein and Verson have
is similarly accelerated by other influences.
not determined what are the necessary conditions for recognizing the
cannot tell whether or
action of any substance in this respect.
that

it

increased.

salt

We

not the nitrogenous elements of the food, during their experiments,
"
were a constant quantity, for they say taking about 420 grammes
Nor could they say whether the nitrogen in their
of beef, etc."
system was in normal quantity. But, aside from this, I do not find
that an increased quantity of urine
the privation of salt.

is

by

their figures

shown

to follow

After reciting- the facts which are ascertained with regard to the
by domestic animals, the author adds that the constituent
salts of the organs, of which we spoke above, are as necessary for the

use of salt

support of the organism as albumen, water, or the organic non-nitrogenous elements ; but that, notwithstanding, no symptoms of scurvy
or of disease in the bones is observable, even where animals are for a

long period deprived of salt. He calls particular attention to this
fact
Kemmerich, on one occasion, gave a dog during seventeen days
the residuum of meat, with the salts of potash only, that is, the phosphate of potash and the chloride of potassium. He had deprived the
food of its salts of soda. And yet the serum of the blood was found
:
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to contain these soda-salts almost exclusively, while in the urine were
found only the salts of potash. The salts of soda thus were altogether
retained, as in the case where the salts were withheld.
It is not the functions of the nutritive salts that have been exaggerated hitherto, but rather the proportion in which they must enter
into the food.
They might he withheld for as many as forty days, for

they are found in sufficient quantity in all substances which contain
the other elements of nutrition. Haubner has stated that pigeons fed
on grain, without lime, quickly die but Voit has kept them on such
food for a whole year. On food deprived of salts a pigeon can live for
about thirty days.
When it is said that, without the nutritive salts, the residuum of
meat, or any other kind of food, possesses no nutritive value whatsoever,
the statement is true only in a certain sense, and as far as the duration
of complete nutrition is concerned. Within a certain period of time,
in the absence of the salts, the albuminates will cease to be assimiIt is the salts that
lated, as also the fats and the hydrates of carbon.
render the organic elements nutritive. The author hence concludes
that none of these elements, whether organic or mineral, have any
absolute nutritive value, and that they cannot be considered apart by
;

They cooperate mutually in nutrition, and so are all
equally indispensable to constitute proper food, such as may support
This is the most important datum of the numerous
life and strength.
and varied physiological experiments made in Germany during the

themselves.

past few years, and

it

is

a

new

discovery for us.

and hygienists had no suspicion of such

As we consume, with

Our

physiologists

facts.

our food, considerably more of these salts

needed to support the body, the question arises, Is this simjoly
surplus, or are we benefited by it, as being a flavoring for the food ?
Much has been said about the extractive elements of meat, and it has
been supposed that these elements form the true distinction between
animal and vegetable food. According to this view they constitute
the peculiar action of meat and of meat-extract. Here we must make
a distinction between the nutritive element and the condiment.
than

is

The

extractive elements of flesh-meat are the products of regresand are not necessary for the constitution and formation

sive change,

nor can they, when taken with food, add to the subof the organs
stance of those organs. The elements of this extract have been got in
isolated forms, as creatine, sarkine, taurine, urea, uric acid, tyrosine,
;

lactic acid, acetic acid, etc.

;

each organ has

its

own

characteristic

extractive principles, or its own products of decomposition, the conditions of this decomposition varying for the various organs.
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E. S.

defines
twinkling of oblivion," as Wordsworth exquisitely
JL the phenomenon of sleep, has, from the time of Hippocrates to
the present hour, engaged the attention of thoughtful minds. Poets
have found in the phenomenon subject-matter for some of the most
Menander exalts sleep as the remedy for every
perfect of their works.
"
cure
of
admits
that
disease
Shakespeare defines it, The birth of each
" The
day's life, sore labor's bath;" Sir Philip Sidney designates it,
"
and wearied Dryden sings
poor man's wealth, the prisoner's release

rpHE

;

;

of

it

" Of

Oh peace of mind,
Whose balms renew
!

all

the powers the best.

repairer of decay,
the limbs to labors of the day."

As to the philosophers and the physicians who have said and written on sleep, I dare hardly think of them, lest I should commit myself
to an historical volume instead of a short physiological essay ; so I
leave them, except such as are simply physiological, and proceed on

my

way.

The
is the possession, as a rule, of childhood only.
healthy child, worn out with its day of active life, suddenly sinks to
that
rest, sleeps its ten or twelve hours, and wakes, believing, feeling,
Perfect sleep

eyes and opened them again so deep is its
sleep in this case is the nearest of approaches
to actual death, and at the same time presents a natural paradox, for
it is the evidence of strongest life.
During this condition of perfect sleep, what are the physiological

it

has merely closed

twinkle of oblivion.

its

;

The

conditions of the sleeper ? Firstly, all the senses are shut up, yet are
they so lightly sealed that the communication of motion by sound, by

mechanical vibration, by communication of painful impression, is sufficient to unseal the senses, to arouse the body, to renew all the proofs
of existing active life. Secondly, during this period of natural sleep
the most important changes of nutrition are in progress the body is
renovating, and, if young, is actually growing ; if the body be properly
covered, the animal heat is being conserved and laid up for expenditure
during the waking hours that are to follow the respiration is reduced,
the inspirations being lessened in the proportion of six to seven as
;

;

compared with the number made when the body
reduced

is

awake

;

the action

the voluntary muscles, relieved of all fatigue
and with the extensors more relaxed than the flexors, are undergoing
and the voluntary
repair of structure and recruiting their excitability
nervous system, dead for the time to the external vibration, or as the
of the heart

is

;

;
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" stimulus " from
without, is also undergoing rest
and repair, so that when it comes again into work it may receive better the impressions it may have to gather up, and influence more effec-

men

older

called

it

tively the muscles

it

may be
in the

upon to animate, direct, control.
organism during sleep there is suspension
called

Thirdly, although
of muscular and neiwous power, there is not universal suspension ; a
narrow, but at the same time safe, line of distinction separates the
The heart is a muscle, but it
sleep of life from the sleep of death.

does not sleep, and the lungs are worked by muscles, and these do not
sleep and the viscera which triturate and digest food are moved by
;

muscles, and these do not sleep ; and the glands have an arrangement
for the constant separation of fluids, and the glands do not sleep ; and

These all rest,
all these parts have certain nerves which do not sleep.
but they do not cease their functions. Why is it so ?
The reason is, that the body is divided into two systems as regards
motion. For every act of the body we have a system of organs under
the influence of the will, the voluntary, and another system independent of the will, the involuntary. The muscles which propel the body,
and are concerned in all acts we essay to perform, are voluntary the
muscles, such as the heart and the stomach, which we cannot control,
are involuntary. Added to these are muscles which, though commonly
acting involuntarily, are capable of being moved by the will the muscles which move the lungs are of this order, for we can if we wish
suspend their action for a short time or quicken it; these muscles we
call semi-voluntary.
In sleep, then, the voluntary muscles sleep, and
the nervous organs which stimulate the voluntary muscles sleep but
the involuntary and the semi-voluntary muscles and their nerves merely
rest they do not veritably sleep.
This arrangement will be seen, at once, to be a necessity, for upon
the involuntary acts the body relies for the continuance of life. In
disease the voluntary muscles may be paralyzed, the brain may be
paralyzed, but, if the involuntary organs retain their power, the animal
is not dead.
Sir Astley Cooper had under his care a man who had received an injury of the skull causing compression of the brain, and the
man lay for weeks in a state of persistent unconsciousness and repose ;
He did not die, because the involuntary system
practically he slept.
remained true to its duty and, when the great surgeon removed the
compression from the brain of the man, the sleeper woke from his long
;

:

;

:

;

Dr. Wilson Philip had a young dog that had
no brain, and the animal lay in profound insensibility for months, practically asleep but the involuntary parts continued uninfluenced, and
the animal lived and, under mechanical feeding, grew fat. Flourens
had a brainless fowl that lived in the same condition. It neither saw
nor heard, he says, nor smelled nor tasted nor felt; it lost even its instincts; for however long it was left to fast, it never voluntarily ate;
it never shrunk when it was touched, and, -when attacked by its fellows,
trance and recovered.

;
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made no attempt

In
at self-defence, neither resisting nor escaping.
every trace of intelligence, for it neither willed, remembered, felt, nor judged yet it swallowed food when the food was put
In these cases, as in that of the injured
into its mouth, and fattened.
sustained
the animal life. It is the same
the
man,
involuntary systems
it

fine, it lost

:

in sleep.
Fig.

1.

Organic Nervous System which controls the Heart and the Organic Processes, and never sleeps.

When we

look at these phenomena, as anatomists, we find a reason
and character of parts. The involuntary muscles have a special anatomical structure
and the nervous organism
that keeps the involuntary muscles in action is a distinct organism.

for

them

in structure

;

There

are, briefly,

two nervous systems

:

one locked up

in

the

bony

cavity of the skull and in the bony canal of the spine, with nerves
issuing therefrom to the muscles and another lying within the cavi;

ties of the

body, with nerves issuing from

it

to supply

all

the involun-
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tary muscles.
spinal cord,

The

first

of these systems, consisting of the brain, the
sense, sensation, and motion, is called

and the nerves of

the cerebro-spinal or voluntary system of nerves ; the second, consisting of a series of nervous ganglia with nerves which communicate with

the involuntary muscles and with nerves of the voluntary kind, is called,
after Harvey the vegetative, after Bichat tbe organic system
a sketch
of this organic system is depicted in the accompanying diagram.
:

In sleep, the cerebro-spinal system sleeps ; the organic system retains its activity.
Thus in sleep the voluntary muscles and parts fail
to receive their nervous stimulation ; but the involuntary receive theirs
while the semi-voluntary
still, and under it move in steady motion
organs also receive sufficient stimulation to keep them in motion.
Of all the involuntary organs, the heart, which is the citadel of
motion, is most protected. To itself belongs a special nervous centre,
that which feeds it steadily with stimulus for motion ; from the cervical ganglia of the organic nervous system it receives a second or
sup;

plementary supply; and from the brain it receives a third supply,
which, passive under ordinary circumstances, can under extraordinary
circumstances become active and exert a certain controlling power.

Then the

which supply the heart with blood are the first vesfrom
the great feeding arterial trunk, and the veins of
given
the heart winding independently round it empty their contents direct
again into it. Thus is the heart the most perfect of independencies
thus during sleep and during wakefulness it works its own course, and,
arteries
off

sels

:

taking first care of itself in every particular, feeds the rest of the body
afterward ; thus, even when sleep passes into death, the heart in almost
every case continues its action for some time after all the other parts
of the organism are in absolute quiescence ; thus, in hibernating animals, the heart continues in play during their long somnolence ; and,
thus, under the insensibility produced by the inhalation of narcotic

gases and vapors, the heart sustains its function when every other part
is temporarily dead.
Next the heart in independent action is the

muscle called the midriff or diaphragm and, as the diaphragm
muscle of inspiration, the respiratory function plays second to the
;

is

a

cir-

and the two great functions of life are, in sleep, faithfully perIn sleep of illness bordering on sleep of death, how intently
we watch for the merest trace of breath, and augur that, if but a
culatory,

formed.

moved by it or a mirror dimmed by it, there is yet life
In natural sleep, then, sleep perfect and deep, that half of our nature which is volitional is in the condition of inertia. To say, as Blumenbach has said, that in this state all intercourse between mind and
feather be

!

suspended, is more perhaps than should be said, the precise
and connections of mind and body being unknown. But certainly the brain and spinal cord, ceasing themselves to receive impressions, cease to communicate to the muscles they supply stimulus for
motion, and the muscles under their control, with their nerves, therefore

body

limits

is
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the extent that the acts of the brain and cord

so, to

and

their nerves are mental, and the acts or motions of the voluntary muscles are bodily acts, to that extent, in sleep, the intercourse between

the mind and the body is suspended.
In sleep the condition of the involuntary muscles aud of the volun-

tary nervous system is, we must assume, in some manner modified,
since these organs are transformed from the active into the passive

Respecting the condition of the muscles in sleep, no study
of a systematic sort has been carried out, but in relation to the brain
there has been much thoughtful study, upon which many theories have
been founded.
The older physiologists regarded sleep as due to the exhaustion of
state.

the nervous fluid
the brain

;

and,

;

during sleep, they held, this fluid accumulates in
centres and nerves of

when the brain and the other

the cerebro-spinal system are, to employ a
charged, the muscles are stimulated and the

common

expression, re-

body awakes the brain
to
receive
and
external
to animate the muscles,
prepared
impressions
and the muscles renovated and ready to be recalled into activity.
This theory held its ground for many years, and, perhaps, still there
are more believers in it than in any other.
It fails to convince the
;

skeptical because of its incompleteness, for it tells nothing about the
nature of the presumed nervous fluid, and we know nothing as yet
about this fluid. The primary step of the speculation is consequently
itself

purely hypothetical.

Another theory, that has been promulgated,

is that sleep depends
on the sinking or collapse of the laminae of the cerebellum or little
This theory is based on the experiment that compression of
brain.
the cerebellum induces sleep but the argument is fallacious, because
pressure on the larger brain, or cerebrum, is followed by the same
result.
The theory of pressure has been proposed again in a different
it has been affirmed that the
way
phenomenon of sleep is caused by
the accumulation of fluids in the cavity of the cranium, and by press"We
ure, resulting from this accumulation, on the brain as a whole.
know well that pressure upon the brain does lead to an insensible condition resembling sleep, and in some instances, in which the skull has
been injured and an artificial opening through it to the brain has been
formed, pressure upon the exposed surface has led to a comatose conI once myself saw a case of this nature.
dition.
But the evidence
against this explanation is strong, because the sleeping brain has been
observed to be pale and too free of blood to convey any idea of press;

;

ure.

In opposition to the pressure theory, Blumenbach contended that
sleep is due to a diminished flow and impulse of blood upon the brain,

argued the phenomenon of sleep is induced by exhaustion, and
by exhaustion following upon direct loss of blood. Recently
Mr. Arthur Durham, in a very able communication, has adduced a

for he

particularly
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similar view,

and the general conclusion now

is, that during sleep the
in
than
with
less
blood
really supplied
waking hours.
To account for the reason why the brain is less freely fed with
blood in sleep, it has been surmised that the vessels, the arteries, which

brain

is

feed the brain, and which for contractile purposes are supplied with
nerves from the organic nervous system, are, under their nervous in-

made to close so that a portion at least of the blood which
enters through them is cut off on going to sleep.
This view, however,
presupposes that the organic nervous centres, instead of sharing in the
exhaustion incident to labor, put forth increased power after fatigue,

fluence,

an idea incompatible with all we know of the natural functions.
Carmichael, an excellent physiologist, thought that sleep was
brought on by a change in the assimilation of the brain, and by what
he called the deposition of new matter in the organ, but he offered no
evidence in proof: while Metcalfe, one of the most learned physicists
and physicians of our time, maintained that the proximate cause of
sleep is an expenditure of the substance and vital energy of the brain,
nerves, and voluntary muscles, beyond what they receive when awake,
and that the specific office of sleep is the restoration of what has been
wasted by exercise the most remarkable difference between exercise
:

and sleep being, that during exercise the expenditure exceeds the
income whereas during sleep the income exceeds the expenditure.
This idea of Metcalfe's expresses, probably, a broad truth, but it is too
general to indicate the proximate cause of sleep, to explain which is
;

the object of his proposition.
My own researches on the proximate cause of sleep researches
which of late years have been steadily pursued lead me to the conclusion that none of the theories as yet offered account correctly for the

phenomenon of sleep although I must express that some of
them are based on well-defined facts. It is perfectly true that exhausnatural

;

tion of the brain will induce

phenomena so closely allied to the pheof natural sleep, that no one could tell the artificially-induced
from the natural sleep and it is equally true that pressure upon the

nomena

;

brain will also lead to a state of sleep simulating the natural. For
example, in a young animal, a pigeon, I can induce the deepest sleep
by exposing the brain to the influence of extreme cold. I have had a
bird sleeping calmly for ten hours under the local influence of cold.
During this time the state of the brain is one of extreme blood lessness,
and, when the cold is cautiously withdrawn and the brain is allowed to
refill

gently with blood, the sleep passes away.

This

is

clear enough,

and the cold, it may be urged, produces contraction of the brain-substance and of the vessels, with diminution of blood, and with sleep as
the result. But if, when the animal is awaking from this sleep induced

by

cold, I apply

that

warmth, for the unsealing of the parts, a
to say, I restore the natural

warmth

little

too

too quickly, then
the animal falls asleep again under an opposite condition ; for now into
freely,

if,

is
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the relaxed vessels of the brain the heart injects blood so freely, that
manner as when the frozen hand is held near the

the vessels, in like

become engorged with blood, there is congestion, there is pressure,
and there is sleep.
The same series of phenomena from opposite conditions can be
induced by narcotic vapors. There is a fluid called chloride of aonyl,
fire,

which, by inhalation, causes the deepest sleep ;
induced, the brain is as bloodless as if it were
ether called methylic, which, by inhalation, can
the deepest sleep ; during this sleep the vessels

during the sleep so
There is an
be made to produce
frozen.

of the brain are en-

goi-ged with blood.
are therefore correct in supposing that artificial sleep may be
induced both by removal of blood from the brain, and by pressure of

We

blood upon the brain and in the facts there is, when we consider them,
nothing extraordinary. In both conditions, the natural state of the
brain is altered it cannot, under either state, properly receive or
;

;

The experimental proof
so it is quiescent, it sleeps.
of this can be performed on any part of the body where there are nervefibre and blood-vessel ; if I freeze a portion of my skin, by ether-spray,
transmit motion

;

make it insensible to all impression I make it sleep ; if I place over
a portion of skin a cupping-tube, and forcibly induce intense congestion
of vessels, by exhausting the air of the tube, I make the part also insensible I make it sleep.

I

The two most plausible theories of sleep the plenum and the
vacuum theories I had nearly called them are, then, based on facts
but still I think them fallacious. The theory that natural sleep depends

;

on pressure of the brain from blood is disproved by the observations
that have been made of the brain during sleep, while the mechanism
of the circulation through the brain furnishes no thought of this theory
as being possibly correct.
The theory that sleep is caused by withdrawal of blood from the brain, by contraction of its arterial vessels, is

disproved by many considerations. It presupposes that at the time
the cerebro-spmal nervous system is most wearied the organic
system is most active ; and it assumes that the great volume of blood
which circulates through the brain can be cut off without evidence of

when

increased volume of blood and tension of vessel in other parts of the
body, a supposition directly negatived by the actual experiment of
cutting: off the

blood from the brain.

another potent objection applicable to both theories. When
sleep is artificially induced, either by subjecting the brain to pressure
of blood, or to exhaustion of blood, the sleep is of such a kind that the

There

is

sleeper cannot be roused until the influence at work to produce the
But, in natural sleep, the sleeper can always be
sleep is removed.
call to a person supposed to be
roused by motion or vibration.

We

sleeping naturally, or we shake him, and if we cannot rouse him
we know there is danger; but how could these simple acts remove

27
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pressure from the brain, or relax the contracted vessels feeding the
brain ?

These two theories set aside, the others I have named need not
they are mere generalizations, interesting to read, worthless to pursue.
Know we then nothing leading toward a solution of
trouble us

;

the question of the proximate cause of sleep ? I cannot say that, for I
think we see our way to something which will unravel the phenomenon ; but we must work slowly and patiently, and as men assured that,
in the

problem we are endeavoring to

solve, we are dealing with a subI will try to point out the di-

ject of more than ordinary importance.
rection of research.

I find that to induce sleep it is not necessary to produce extreme
changes of brain-matter. In applying cold, for example, it is not ne-

cessary to make the brain-substance solid in order to induce stupor,
but simply to bring down its temperature ten or twelve degrees. I
find also that very slight direct vibrations, concussions, will induce
stupor ; and I find that, in animals of different kinds, the profoundness
of sleep is greater in proportion as the size of the brain is larger.

From
sleep

these and other facts, I infer that the phenomenon of natural
due to a molecular change in the nervous structure itself of the

is

cerebro-spinal system, and that in perfect sleep the whole of the nervous structure is involved in the change the brain, the cord, the

while in imperfect sleep only parts of this nervous matter are
This is in accord with facts, for I can by cold put to sleep
special parts of the nervous mass without putting other parts to sleep.
In bad sleep we have the representation of the same thing in the rest-

nerves

;

influenced.

lessness of the muscles, the half-conscious wakings, the dreams.
Suppose this idea of the change of nervous matter to be true, is
there any clew to the nature of the change itself? I think there is.

The change

is

solidification of

one very closely resembling that which occurs in the
water surcharged with a saline substance, or in water

holding a hydrated colloid, like dialyzed silica, in trembling suspenWhat is, indeed, the brain and nervous matter ? It is a mass
sion.
of water made sufficiently solid to be reduced into shape and form, by
rather less than twenty per cent, of solid matter, consisting of albuThe mechanism
minous substance, saline substance, fatty substance.
for the supply of blood is most delicate, membranous ; the mechanism
for dialysis or separation of crystalloidal from colloidal substance is

and the conversion of the compound substance of brain from
one condition of matter to another is, if we may judge from some
changes of water charged with colloidal or fatty substances, extremely
I do not now venture on details respecting this peculiarly insimple.
teresting question, but I venture so far as to express what I feel will
one day be the accepted fact, that the matter of the wakeful brain is,
perfect,

on going to
ity

;

that

its

changed, temporarily, into a state of greater solidmolecular parts cease to be moved by external ordinarv

sleep,
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influences, by chemical influences ; that they, in turn, cease to communicate impressions, or, in other words, to stimulate the
voluntary muscles
and that then there is sleep which lasts until there is re-solution
of structure, whereupon there is wakefulness, from renewed motion in
;

brain-matter, and renewed stimulation of voluntary muscle, through
nerve.

The change of structure of the brain which I assume to be the
proximate cause of sleep is possibly the same change as occurs in a
more extreme degree when the brain and its subordinate parts actually
die.
The effects of a concussion of the brain from a blow, the effects
of a simple puncture of nervous matter in centres essential to life as
the point in the medulla oblongata which Flourens has designated the
vital point
have never been explained, and admit, I imagine, of no
explanation except the change of structure I have

now ventured

to

suggest.

Here, for the moment, my task must end. My object has been to
the reader conversant with what has been said by philosophers
upon the subject of sleep and its proximate cause, and to indicate

make

briefly a

new

Line of scientific
inquiry.

I shall

hope on some future

occasion to be able to announce further and more fruitful labor.

***

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CALMUCKS.
AN ETHNOLOGICAL STUDY.

Bt
Calmucks

J.

KOPERNICKI.

inhabited the countries northeast of the

primitively
THEChinese Empire.
At the commencement of the seventeenth
tury, they arrived on the shores of the Caspian Sea
camped there to the present day.

;

cen-

and they have

The first glance at a Calmuck suffices to recognize in him the model
representative of the true Mongol type. They are of middle stature,
Their skin is swarthy, face flat,
robust, and broad in the shoulders.
narrow and oblique, nose depressed, nostrils wide,
teeth
white
and regular, ears long and prominent, hair black,
lips thick,
fissure of the eyelids

and beard

thin.

The

principal trait in the character of the Calmucks, after their
simplicity, want of cleanliness, and laziness, is that, after the manner
all nomad
The Calmuck
people, they are extremely superstitious.
never undertakes any serious matter without having previously consulted a sorcerer.
He never dares to kill a fly, for fear of assailing the
soul of one of his ancestors, which
may perhaps animate this insect.
When, on a journey, a Calmuck perceives a certain bird which he esteems

of
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to be a good augury, he rejoices in this conjuncture, does not fail to
manifest his satisfaction, and bows himself three times. As soon as he
perceives a hare, on the contrary, he utters a cry, pursues it, and strikes
a blow in the air with his stick, in order to exorcise the misfortune

which might happen. For the world, he would not pick up a steel for
To seat himself upon the threshstriking a light found upon the way.
old of the door, or

impiety

;

and

if it

warm

his feet before the fire, he holds for a great
happens to any one to light his pipe with paper, it is

certain that he will soon die.

Notwithstanding these superstitions of the Calmucks, they are said

good deal of intelligence. Their imagination,
developed, and they are ingenious, as is proved by

to possess a
is

much

especially,
their tales

and proverbs. Some of their tales are so long that they require many
The Calmucks recite them in a
evenings to be recited to the end.
sinking tone.

Being exclusively occupied in raising cattle, the life of the Calmuck
nomad. A khoton, which is a commune, more or less numerous,
composed of many families united by bonds of relationship, never remains
more than two or three weeks in the same place. Transmigration
All their
from one place to another is a real feast to the Calmucks.
goods, including their tent, are loaded upon the back of a camel, and
is

covered over with a piece of drapery

if

the family

is

in easy circum-

The women and girls, in holiday dress, as well as the young
drive
the flocks. The little infants are placed in panniers, which
boys,
are attached to the sides of the loaded camels, and the mother who is
suckling is mounted on the top with her infant. The men on horseback
take the lead, and conduct the caravan. The march, which sometimes
and they often divert
lasts many days, does not tire the Calmucks
themselves with songs and stories.
Behold them at last arrived at a spot which affords more abundant
pasturage. They make a halt, unload the camels, and set to work to
stances.

;

At the end of
erect the tents, which does not require much time.
half an hour, the framework of the tent is put up. It has the form of
a truncated tunnel reversed, resting by its base upon a cylindrical supIt is covered outside by a
port, which has the same circumference.
and inside with reed mats.
is fitted a wooden frame
all
day, allows the air and light
open
also receives a little light
which
tent,
felt cloth,

into which

At one

is an opening,
This door, being
to enter into the interior of the

side there

for the door.

from above by an opening in the
covered with a carpet and felts in sumThe arrangemer, and with the skins of different animals in winter.
ment of the interior does not require much pains or time. Opposite
the door they put up against the side of the tent a low couch. On the
left of this is raised the grand baran, the most sacred place in the
habitation of a Calmuck.
It is upon this that the objects of his
centre of the roof.

The

floor is

religious adoration are deposited, as well as all the treasures of his
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Upon the spot in which this great baran is to be raised, they
spread the coverings and caparisons of the horse-equipage and
these being
saddles
upon these are placed coffers with clothes
covered over with a drapery, they deposit last of all the trunks in
which are kept the Calmuck's idols. These being withdrawn from the
family.
first

:

;

trunks and placed upon the draperies, a sort of altar

is

It is a

raised.

wooden table, upon which they arrange many little dishes of silver and copper, intended to receive offerings, cheese, gruel, and different
little

kinds of incense.

Lastly, before this

little

table they plant in the soil

a piece of wood surmounted with a small silver cup. It is in this that
the head of the family deposits the first morsel of every dish that is
eaten during the

common

repast.
Fig.

1.

Feodor Ivanovitsch, a Calmuck Painter of some Celebrity at Eome.

The

entire arrangement of the tent, both outside

affair of the

woman.

and

inside, is the

The husband only charges himself with

struction of the framework, and with

some

the con-

definite corrections

which

may be necessary. He passes his time in the chase, in pasturing his
All the charge and cares of the houseflocks, or simply doing nothing.
hold belong to the woman.
In the family life of the Calmucks, the marriage of a son or daughter
a principal occasion of rejoicing and of feasts. The choice among
the Calmucks belongs entirely to the parents. Still, there is no conis
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Btraint upon this point, and, if the son declares that the selection of
his parents displeases him, there is no further question about the matIn considering marriage as the most serious and grave act of life,
ter.

the Calmucks never undertake

it

without the benediction of their

priest.

As soon

as he, after having consulted the constellations under which
the affianced were born, declares that there are no obstacles to theh

marriage, one of the elder relatives, on the part of the boy, repairs to
the parents of the girl, and, after having regaled them with eau-de-vie^
It is rare that a refusal takes place
announces the object of his visit.
in these cases.
The parents, having given their consent, may expect
the formal demand in marriage. Some days afterward, the father of
the affianced youth, having taken with him a provision of wine, a
sheep, a block of tea in the form of a brick, and a roll of paper containing a strap and a piece of fish-glue, accompanied with many friends,
to be absolutely married, repairs to the khoton of the be-

who ought

Having arrived in the tent, he begins by serving out the
girl.
wine to all present then he brings up the sheep, which his friends kill,
The little
and immediately put it into the caldron to be boiled.
is
and
the
the
the
tea,
glue,
presented to the
strap,
packet, containing
The tea is consumed at once, and the two
father of the affianced girl.
other objects, which represent the jewels of betrothal, are deposited on
trothed

;

the

little

table before the idols.

The demand

in marriage is shortly followed by betrothal, which
consists in the youth repairing to the khoton of his intended bride, and
This, which takes place
offering her presents of dresses and stuffs.
without any thing in particular being said, gives occasion to a fresh

banquet. Between the betrothal and the marriage, there sometimes
During this long interval, someelapses a whole year, or even more.
times the youth, sometimes his parents, come from time to time to see

When she has completed her sixteenth year, the parents
of the youth address the priest, beseeching him to fix the propitious
and happy month and the day for the celebration of the marriage.
Afterward, some days before the date fixed, the whole family of the
young man go to the tent of the betrothed. The first day of their
the affianced.

arrival passes in doing the honors of reception ; the next day the
parents of the youth declare to those of the affianced girl their desire
that the ceremonies of the marriage should be accomplished, and at

the same time they endeavor to learn, in an indirect manner, to what
sum the expenses on the part of the young man would amount, and

what

feasts

ought to be offered to the most notable guests, to the ac-

quaintances and the parents of the girl. They never speak of dowry,
since the woman ordinarily receives every thing necessary for housekeeping.

The day of the marriage, the young man, with his assistants, well
provided with wine and viands, repairs to his future father-in-law's,
where they make a great feast. When the feast is concluded, he is
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invited into the tent of his betrothed, where is exposed her entire dowSometimes the entrance is
to his khoton.
ry, which they shortly send

guarded by the companions of the betrothed, armed with sticks, so
that the youth often has great difficulty in gaining an entrance. In
order to avoid the blows which threaten him, he offers sweetmeats to
the guard.

When

this

guard

is satisfied,

his betrothed, places her behind
the khoton of his parents.

the

him upon

young man carries away
and repairs to

his saddle,

Here there has been early prepared a tent to receive the newly-marand it is before this that the following marriage ceremony
Before the entrance they spread a carpet, and upon this
is performed
Behind the carpet is found the table with
is put a quilt of white felt.
the idols, before which is placed, in an offering-dish, a shoulder of mutThe affianced, surrounded with acton, as an emblem of riches.
before the sacred table the
themselves
and
relatives, place
quaintances
he
seats himself upon the carafter
which
recites
many prayers,
priest
veils the face of the girl, envelops in it the
which
the
fold
takes
pet,
shoulder of mutton, and presents it to her. The young man takes it
Then the priest, after
in his left hand and his betrothed in the right.
two affianced up,
the
raises
more
prayers,
having pronounced many
and recommends them to bow three times to the earth. They execute
these motions without relinquishing the shoulder of mutton, which they
ried people,

:

;

continue to hold in their hands, and, in making each reverence, they
pronounce the following words
" I incline
myself this first time to adore my Lord God, who is my
:

father and my mother.
" I incline
myself this second time to adore
light of

my

beloved day

;

and

my

Moon, which

Sun, which is the
the light of my be-

my
is

loved night.
"

and

We swear

to love one another, to respect one another mutually,
common of all the trials and all the joys of our life."

to partake in

After which, the priest having taken an idol from the table and
touched the heads of the couple, the principal and essential portion of
the ceremony

The

is

rest is

finished.

accomplished in the interior of the tent.

Having

en-

tered, the affianced incline themselves three times before the idols, and
seat themselves in their places, the youth on the bolster of the bed,
and his affianced at the other end. After which, all the acquaintances

enter and occupy their places. The priest takes the shoulder of mutton, cuts the flesh in pieces, and distributes them to the betrothed and
their parents : the viand is consumed instantly ; and the bone is preserved as a sacred thing, as a pledge of the future happiness of the

new

family.

all this, the priest retires, and the party devote themselves to the rejoicings they have been so long expecting,
which are prolonged two or three days. Among these entertainments

Having accomplished
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during the marriage-feast, an indispensable part is assigned to wrestwhich is an exercise much esteemed among the Calmucks.

ling,

The marriage ceremonies among notable Calmucks

are conducted

rather differently; yet the difference only consists in this
Ordinarily,
it is not the youth in person, but one of his nearest relations, who is
:

charged with conducting his betrothed. The young man meets her
on the way, and it is at this place that the principal ceremony of the
Arrived at the tent of her husband, the
marriage is accomplished.
girl does not descend from the horse until she is taken off in his arms.
Afterward her horse is set free, and passes into the possession of him

who

first

catches

it.

In that which concerns the position of the woman in the Calmuck
family, it is much superior in comparison with that which occurs among
other people who are on the same level of civilization as the Calmucks.
The law, consecrated by usage, in making the Calmuck woman full
mistress of the household, determines strictly what ought to be the
conduct of the man. The man has not only no right to raise his hand
against a woman, but he is obliged, on the contrary, to treat her with

Thus, for example, in inviting a woman to dance, he ought
respect.
to kneel, and carry his hand to his forehead, and afterward to the knee
of his wife. She, on the other hand, in inviting one to dance, has only
to incline herself gently, and to touch his shoulder.
mitted to refuse a dish or a drink which is offered to

A man

is

not per-

him by a woman.

Also, upon a journey, if he perceives that a woman intends to descend
from her horse, he is expected to get off immediately to assist her to

descend.

Such are the laws and usages of the Calmucks with respect to their
but, at the same time, these laws are not observed very
The Calmuck treats his wife with consideration only in the
strictly.

women

;

presence of other persons. When alone, it often happens that he beats
her; not only for some omission or negligence on her part, but, for example, for having carelessly trodden upon the foot, the gun, or the stick
of her husband.

Divorce is equally forbidden by law, but usage gives the husband
the right to send his wife back as soon as she displeases him, and that
without assuring her the means of subsistence. In case a Calmuck

abandons his wife in an honorable manner, he gives an especial entertainment, to which all her relations are invited. When the repast- is
ended, he orders a horse out, ready saddled, to carry back his wife to
the khoton of her parents.
Besides the cares of the household, the Calmuck woman is charged
with the education of her children. The birth of a child among the

Calmucks does not give occasion to any particular ceremonies. Scarcely has the new-born child come into the world, when it is carried out
of the tent, and the first object which then presents itself to the eyes
Somedog, sheep, serpent, or other yields its name to the infant.
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times the priest is invited to give it the name which he finds in hia
Besides which, each Calmuck bears a certain sobriquet / fb:

book.

example, badma, flower, narbo, jewel, etc.
The Calmucks do not reckon their age from the time of their birth,
but by a peculiar calculation. Thus, the day of the new year (November 24th December 6th) being the general birthday, they reckon that
if only a few days before that
day of the year, is two
years old. The Calmucks trouble themselves very little with the education of their children.
As soon as a child begins to walk, he is

a child born,

himself, and he habituates himself gradually, by his own
experience, to all the privations of a Calmuck existence. When arrived at the age of eight years, the boy is sent to some priest to commence his studies. These consist in learning to read and write and

abandoned to

endure for two or three years. The master is paid by means of presents received from the parents at the commencement and at the termination of the course. The girls of the Calmucks, as well of the poor

A

as of the rich, do not learn to read or to write.
girl having finished
her thirteenth, and the boy his fifteenth year, they convoke the near
After a short prayer before the
relatives, and invite the priests.

having attained majority is introduced, and
on the temples. From this moment they are
considered marriageable, and they shortly become betrothed.

idols, the

boy or girl
his or her hair clipped

The

religion of the

Calmucks

is

Lamaic, or Buddhist.

trine of

The doc-

the Calmucks from

Buddha, undergoing corruption among
generation to generation, consists at the present day of a most absurd
mixture of credences.
According to their ideas, before the creation of the universe, there
existed an enormous abyss, which was 20,000,000 miles in
depth, and
60,000,000 in breadth. From the bottom of this abyss there came out
golden clouds, which afterward condensed into a cloud charged with
lightning, and then melted into abundant rain, which formed the ocean.
This ocean was nearly 6,000,000 miles in length and 7,000,000 in
breadth. In time the winds gradually formed a great
quantity of froth
on the surface of the ocean, and of this froth the continent was formed.
In the

first
place, there appeared the mountain Summer, which is more
than 200,000 miles in height. Upon the top of this
gigantic mountain,
of which we only see the half, is found a vast
The mountain
plain.
itself has the form of a rock with four flanks.
Each side of the moun-

tain has a different color

silvered on the side of the east, red on the
west, blue on the side of the south, and golden on that of the north.
Around the Summer are found four great islands, which form the four
The isle of the south is that which we inhabit
parts of the world.
:

;

peopled with men who live 150 years ; the isle of the
west, which abounds with cattle, is inhabited by giants lastly, the isle
of the north is peopled by peculiar
beings they each live 1,000 years,
and the end of their lives is announced to them
an unknown voice.
that of the east

is

;

by
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The first inhabitants of this world were divine beings. They primarily inhabited the seventh heaven, but at one time they lapsed into
war one against the other. The good conquered; and the wicked
were forced to quit heaven, and they installed themselves upon the
summit of Summer. Nevertheless, the contest begun in heaven al-

ways continued, and the number of

fugitives increased so that they
the islands which surrounded the mountain Summer. At
the commencement of their terrestrial life, they preserved their divine

occupied

all

Thus, for instance, they each lived 80,000 years, their faces
were luminous, they possessed wings wherewith to fly, they went without food, etc. But one day there appeared upon the earth a certain
fruit named shime, which was as sweet and as white as sugar.
As
qualities.

soon as

men

tasted it, they lost all their qualities of perfection the
of
their
faces disappeared, their wings fell off, they felt the
brilliancy
need of nourishment, and the duration of their lives sank to 10,000
;

years only.

As

long as men had luminous faces, there was no reason or necesBut, as soon as the shinsity for the existence of the sun and moon.
of
their
faces
was
ing
extinguished, obscurity spread over all the earth.

Then four benevolent persons having taken pity on the human race,
and having seized the Mount Summer in their arms, shook it so violently that the ocean of the universe was agitated, in consequence of
which there appeared the sun, the moon, and the stars.
The sun, according to the doctrine of the Buddhists, is a globe of
In its interior
crystal, being more than 700 miles in circumference.
lodged a luminous being, whose radiant face spreads light and
all the earth.
The sun is placed in an enormous plain, all
covered with the most splendid flowers.
Every twenty-four hours
seven aerial horses draw it round Mount Summer. In the morninfif the
rays of the sun fall upon the silver side of Summer, before noon upon
the blue side, at noon upon the golden side, and lastly, in the evening,
Afterward the sun hides himself entirely beits red side is illumined.
hind the mountain, in consequence of which darkness and night ensue.
there

is

heat over

The moon, according
of crystal, but

filled

to the ideas of the Buddhists, is also a globe
it also is inhabited by a luminous

with water, and

The phases of the moon depend on its more or less remotebeing.
ness from the sun and the spots which are perceived on its surface
are the shadows of the different marine animals which live in the uni;

versal ocean.

After having created the sun and the moon, the creative

gods held a council, during which the wicked spirit glided in unperceived and drank up all the sacred water of the vase which stood before the gods.
Indignant at this audacity, they decided to punish
him; but for a long time they could not discover where he was. They
then interrogated the sun, and the sun gave them an unsatisfactory
They then addressed themselves to the moon, and she indireply.
which he was hidden. In revenge for this
cated to them the place

m
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he had frequent quarrels both with the sun and the moon, and sometimes he fought with them. During these duels there was an eclipse

upon the

The

by

earth.

globes of crystal, inhabited
the stars the pole-star, called the

stars, likewise, are equally great

spirits.

One only among

all

"
All the others, to the number of 225,000,000,
fixed.
pile of gold
are transposed by aerial horses from one place to another. The fall
of a star signifies the death of its inhabiting spirit, whose soul then
descends into the abyss to animate another body.

"is

The change of seasons

produced by a winged dragon. During
upon the seven seas. In summer it rises up with the vapors, and ascends toward the upper strata
of the atmosphere. The creature which rides this dragon excites it
from time to time to thunder and to vomit flames. From time to time
also he shoots from heaven fiery and deadly arrows.
As to the past destinies of the human race, the Buddhists teach
thus.
Men, having tasted the fruit shime, could not any longer do
without nutriment; and, since the shime could not suffice for them
all, they began to feed upon terrestrial honey and some vegetables.
The fear of the want of food has forced every one to think only of himthe whole of winter

it is

is

in repose, lying

and

to seek to provide for the future.
Indigent people began to
those
who were richer. The discord which arose among men
envy
forced them to choose chiefs charged with their well-being.
These
self,

abused the confidence placed in them, and, supporting themtheir power, changed into despots.
In proportion as iniquities multiplied among men, their longevity
decreased more and more, and at length arrived at its present degree.
chiefs

selves

upon

this period of continual calamities, many deities, clothed in
form, descended from time to time upon the earth, and preached
penitence and correction. There were four of them ; and the last is

During

human

recognized as the founder of Buddhism. He taught his doctrine to
sixty nations, each one of which understood it differently, which has
occasioned the origin of so many different religions that prevail upon
the earth.

As to what concerns the future destinies of the human race, they
teach that the stature and the age of men will sink by degrees, and
that there will come a time at which human stature will not exceed
twenty-eight inches and a half. Then each child will speak immediately after its birth, and the next day it will be capable of undertaking its own management. They will marry at five years of age, and
will not live longer than ten years.
The human race having arrived
at such a state will be the sign that the moment of universal destruction is at hand.
Seven years before this cataclysm, the earth will be-

come completely

sterile, and the greater part of mankind will die.
Afterward a great number of swords will be cast down from heaven,
which will put to death the rest of the survivors, excepting a single
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After which the earth
be covered with dead bodies and gorged with blood. It will rain
a purifying rain, afterward a fecundating rain lastly, a third rain will
bring all that is indispensable to man. The family which was hidden
will then come out from its refuge, and many other virtuous men will
be resuscitated to recommence their new life, which will endure 80,000
just family, which will be hidden in a ravine.

will

;

and to enjoy all the blessings of the earth.
But shortly men, forgetting past misfortunes, will begin again to
do evil, and consequently their longevity will be gradually decreased.
When human life will not endure more than 2,000 years, there
years,

will

appear upon the earth the being Maidari.

He

will

be of high

and of dazzling beauty. Men, surprised with his exterior,
him by what means he had arrived at such perfection. To
which Maidari will reply that all this came to him in consequence of
his good works, by which they also are capable of gaining the same
The example and the instruction of God reacting upon
perfection.
will
be corrected, and they will live anew 80,000 years.
men, they
This second change will be followed by fifty-four new ones and
stature,
will ask

;

each eighth change will be accompanied by a deluge,

by

a

all

the others

fire.

The Buddhist

doctrines of the soul, of punishments and rewards
for every one after death, are equally very strange.
souls of all creatures pass after death into new beings.
Each

which are prepared

The

soul prepares itself for this transmigration during its terrestrial life.
in the human body, the soul never seats itself in one single

Dwelling

definite place, but every day changes its seat.
Thus, on the first of
each month the soul finds itself in the forefinger ; the second day it

resides in the foot

the knee.
it

In this

;

the third day in the calf of the leg the fourth in
it ascends
everyday higher at the eighth day
;

way

;

finds itself in the loins; the twelfth it passes into the palm of the
the fifteenth it spreads through the whole body ; the sixteenth
;

hand
it

and on the last day of the month it appears
;
Afterward its migration recommences in the same

seats itself in the nose

in the

thumb.

The injury of a part, when the soul is seated in it, is always
by an inevitable death. After death the soul passes into one
of the six reigns, and animates some other body.
The choice of a reign does not depend upon the soul itself, but it is
order.

followed

fixed

by the judge

of the lower regions,

who

takes into consideration

the good works accomplished upon earth. The habitation of the judge
of the infernal regions is situated in a subterranean palace, surrounded

with sixteen walls of iron. It is there that all the souls of dead men
present themselves before him, except those of lamas, which ascend at
once toward the happier dwelling-place. Each soul is escorted by two
spirits, the good and the wicked, who, presenting it to Erlik-Khan,
place before him white and black stones. If the white stones, which
signify good works, exceed the black, then the soul, placed upon a gold-
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en throne, ascends to the kingdom of the good. In a contrary case,
descends to be purified in another kingdom, which is divided into
The inhabitants of this kingdom remain there five
thirty-six sections.
hundred years at least, and every day of these years is equal to one of
it

our months. The souls here undergo pains more or less severe, according to the nature and the degree of their crimes. Thus, cruel chiefs
and homicides are condemned to swim without rest in a sea of blood ;
misers, transfigured into monsters, having a mouth as small as the eye
of a needle and a throat as fine as a thread, have nothing but flames

These poor damned contindrink.
desert
over
a
plain, seeking in vain some nourishment.
ually rove
full of delicious fruits, but scarcely do
trees
sometimes
perceive
They

upon which to feed and blood to

they happen to approach them than the trees disappear, and the unfortunates behold themselves again abandoned to their punishment in the

midst of the desert.

The punishments practised in the kingdom of eternal pains are still
Situated at 200,000 miles below the earth, it is
more terrible.
divided into sixteen sections. In the first, the damned, half dead, are
continually cast from knives to knives ; and this punishment endures for 500 years, of which each day further equals 9,000,000
In the second section, the condemned are continually sawn.
years.
In the third, they break them in an iron press, and every time they
revive they are bruised again.
condemned are roasted by the

In the fourth and

fifth sections,

the

In the sixth, they are boiled. In
the following, they are frozen to the degree that their skin is covered
with blisters, their lips split into shreds, etc. Not only men, but ani-

mals

to undergo different pains.
Thus, some are
others to run without rest, and
ferocious animals.

condemned

also, are

condemned

fire.

to bear different burdens

;

to be torn in pieces by
Just as the punishments of hell are terrible, so also the enjoyments
of paradise, prepared for the just, are delicious. The paradise of the
Buddhists is divided into five regions, each of which bears the name

of one of the principal idols. The first kingdom is full of trees of silver, with branches of gold, which bear, in the place of fruit, stones the

Streams of living water irrigate this miraculous counmidst of which is found a delightful forest, in which the
surrounded by the just, reposes upon a throne, which is sup-

most precious.
try, in the
spirit,

ported by a peacock and a lion.
The chiefs of the Buddhist clergy are the Dalai-Lama and the
JBogdobatsin. They both reside in Thibet. Formerly Dalai-Lama exer-

and spiritual power in the whole of Thibet. But since
since that country has passed under the power of China,

cised the civil

1703, that

is,

Dalai-Lama has not only lost his civil power, but he has been obliged
Notwithstandto divide with Bogdobatsin his spiritual power also.
exercises
an
He inhabits
enormous
Dalai-Lama
always
authority.
ing,
the palace which is constructed of stones proceeding from a sacred
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mountain of Thibet, and contains 999 chambers. At a mile from this
aspalace stands the celebrated temple Dshu. Every new year there
sembles in this temple the clergy of the whole of Thibet, to the number of 1 7,000 men. They celebrate there day and night divine service
for twenty-one days.
All the rest of the clergy

is

composed of lamas.

To become

a

not an easy thing. For this, besides the three principal books,
is
it
necessary to read a multitude of others, which embrace many
hundred volumes. It is also necessary to be instructed in astronomy,

lama

is

in medicine,

and

in other sciences

;

and

which

lastly,

is

the most

diffi-

necessary to perform the vote to think upon God every moment, and strictly to execute all the commandments, the number of
cult, it is

which surpasses two hundred.

The social organization of the Calmucks at the commencement of
the seventeenth century, that is to say, at the epoch of their arrival in
Russia, was purely patriarchal. Many families united by the bonds
of relationship formed a khoton, of which the most aged was the head.
khotons composed an a'bnaJc, governed by the za'isangh

Many

the power of

many

whom was

hereditary from father to son. Afterward
formed a commune, and many communes

aiimaks in their turn

Lastly,
composed an oidouss, governed by a nohyon, or chief.
a certain number of oulouss, united under the command of a
The ta'isha, who had the rank of a prince,
ta'isha, formed a tribe.
in
the
principal oulouss and all the others he
governed personally
ceded to his sons and brothers, who governed there by turns. All the
;

tribes united constituted the entire people, commanded by the khan.
The actual rule over the Calmucks belongs to the Court of Do-

Formerly there were three kinds of punishment
the criminal in the
corporal punishment, fine, and the degradation of

mains, at Astrakhan.
face of the

entire tribe.

Thus, for example, for disobedience to

to elders or chiefs, they
parents, as well as for rudeness or insolence
of blows with a stick,
number
a
certain
the
to
offender,
first,
applied
after having daubed his face with soot, and tied a pan round
they promenaded him through the whole khoton. This chastisement is called degradation by means of the hand, because, to apply
is charged with its execution takes a handful of soot from
it, he who
the bottom of the pan, and spreads the whole handful over the face of

and then,
his neck,

the offender.

For a

theft they punished the thief by promenading him
by a cord round his neck. Those who

equally through the khoton

met him gave him blows with a rod on

naked body, and some

his

deride him.

The first, which was
exercise of justice has three degrees
The second consisted
in the khoton, had a family character.
practised
was
named
and
in a veritable tribunal,
composed of the
zargo,
the
of
a
under
Lastly, the supreme
presidency
nohyon.
za'isanghs

The

tribunal, after the

:

number of

its

members, called Judgment of

the
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Eight, was composed of the noliyons, under the presidency of the
Khan. In this supreme tribunal were judged all criminal affairs of
every nature. Murder was considered as the gravest of crimes. In
it was a frightful sin, and absolutely unpardonable. For murder committed for the first time, the offender
paid a fine, judicially decreed to the parents of the person killed, in
the manner of a retribution. Besides which, he was obliged to renounce every kind of enjoyment during a certain time, to carry a red

the eyes of the Calmucks

scarf round his shoulders, and to do penance during some time near a
For a second murder, the fine and the penitence were heavier,

temple.

and, further, the criminal was marked on the face. Lastly, he who had
committed a homicide for the third time was marked on both sides of
the face, and expelled forever from the midst of the people. In case
the condemned had not the means of paying the fine, he was surren-

dered in person to the disposal of the relations of his victim, who had
full power to employ him in any kind of labor, as well as to sell

the

him, or to exchange him for a flock of sheep.
In the case in which there was no confession on the part of the accused, or of failure of sufficient proof to establish the crime, the tri-

bunal had recourse to the oath of justification. To accomplish this
appeal, the accused might choose an adversary, who was generally
reckoned an honest man. For the accomplishment of this act, they
prepared a tent, in which, upon an elevation, an idol was exposed, be-

which they lit a perfumed taper. On the two sides of the idol
they raised the images of punishing beings, under which were arranged the priests with their musical instruments, employed in divine
service.
Upon the floor of the tent they spread the skin of a cow,
fore

quite black, recently skinned, and moistened with the blood of the immolated beast. Above, and to the right of the door, inside the tent,
they suspended the head of the same cow. Its eyes were opened wide,

the tongcue

drawn out and turned

to one side.

On

the

left

of the door

they suspended a human skull, and below this last they placed a
loaded gun with its lock tied up. Outside the tent, on the two sides
of the door, were placed the judges, the accusers, and the accused.
All these preparations being made, the person chosen by the accused for an adversary was first obliged to persuade the parties to be
reconciled, in order to avoid the necessity of so great and solemn an
If this exhortation had no success, then they proceeded to acoath.
complish the shakhan, which took place in the following manner:
The accused who has to swear, being undressed to his shirt, placing

himself upon the bloody skin of the cow, after making three profound
bows, ought to jump over the threshold of the tent. Scarcely has he
made the first movement to advance, than the priests begin to sound

and metallic plates, to blow into shells, etc.
These solemn sounds accompany the oath at the table upon which the
idol rests, and this music is only interrupted by the slow recitation of

their trumpets, little bells,
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Naturally, all this ceremony must react strongly upon the
imagination of the accused ; but when the accusation is unjust he is
not in the least confused, and comes without fear to the idol ; he exprayers.

tinguishes the lighted taper before the idol, after which, inclining himself toward the table, he seizes the heart of the cow with his teeth

which was exposed there upon a dish, and carries it out of the tent.
Here one of the priests receives this revealing object from him, and
passes it to the judges to be inspected. If, on inspection, there are no
injuries observed upon the heart, then the accused is acquitted, and
the accuser is condemned to a fine fixed upon beforehand.
All this mysterious ceremony would impress the Calmucks deeply
its
by
solemnity, and inspire them with sentiments of terror. And
this so much the more easily, as each detail of this shakhan had a
certain symbolical signification.
Thus, the black cow was the symbol
of death, which ought to recall to the person taking the oath the
enormous responsibility to which he exposed himself, if he had taken
a false oath. The charged gun, with the lock bound up, signified
that the perjured ran the risk of being immediately struck by divine
And the head of the cow, monstrously disfigured, ought to
justice.
recall to him that his soul would be excommunicated from the midst

of men, and driven into some frightful and monstrous being. The
idol spoke to him of the presence of the supreme judge, who listened
to his oath.
The illuminated taper signified the divine light spread
abroad by the Creator, and its perfume signified the grace of God,

both of which the perjured renounced and deprived himself of volunLastly, the heart of the immolated
tarily in extinguishing the taper.
cow signified the innocence of the person swearing, and the purity of
his intentions.

Of

all this terrible

small portion in use.

oath there remains at the present day but a very
In doubtful and very grave cases, the Cal-

muck, who has to justify himself by means of the oath, only approaches
to the table of the idol, before which he prostrates himself three times to

"
"
the earth, and, after pronouncing with a loud voice, I am innocent
he extinguishes the taper, to express that he renounces the favors of
!

the Creator if he has lied. Such an oath is very serious, and appears
to be the only relic which testifies to the ancient regime proper to the
Calmucks. At the present day their ancient judgment, as well as
the punishments of former times, is abolished, and the Calmucks are
judged according to the common laws of the empire.
As to their actual chiefs, these have preserved to the present day

the same authority in the eyes of the Calmucks which they formerly
chief is respected not only by his subordinates, but by
possessed.
all the other Calmucks.
They dare not enter into his tent without

A

sign of reverence, which consists in him who is
and
entering touching with the palm of his hand the door of entrance,
afterward his own forehead. In withdrawing from the tent they march

having

first

made a
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backward, in order not to turn the back upon the
his subordinate to sit in his presence, this
ing his hand to his forehead; afterward

If he permits
cbiet.
thanks
bim
person
by carryhe places himself upon his

knees, and, resting his two hands there, seats himself lastly upon the
soles of his feet.

The clergy enjoy among the Calmucks a
perior, to that
of their clergy

is

a lama.

by the Dalai-Lama
ment which names him.
tuted

Up

to

respect equal,

if

not su-

The supreme chief
the year 1800 he was always insti-

which they manifest to their

chiefs.

of Thibet, but now it is the Russian GovernThe fixed residence of the lama is at the

distance of a league from Astrakhan, at Bazar Kalmouke,

by

the shore

of the Volga. Every summer the lama quits his residence to make
the tour of the steppes.
All the priests are exempt from taxes, and subsist upon offerings,

which consist of

cattle, different objects,

and money.

They

exercise

medicine among the Calmucks, and, notwithstanding their ignorance
in this science, they nevertheless enjoy a much greater confidence
among the population than any physician appointed by government.

A

priest being called to a sick person, begins by giving him soup
to drink, pure water, or he prepares the most ordinary medicaments
and for nothing but this he frequently deprives the poor Calfor him
;

muck

all that he has, under the pretext of the offerings demanded
for the idols, the intervention of which is indispensable to procure the
cure of the sick. If it is a rich man who becomes ill, then there are

of

many who take charge of his treatment. They do not
away all that their client possesses his treasures, flocks,
and

all

Notwithstanding

all

all, his

sick

tent

man

fail

to take

and, last of
this under the pretext of offerings for the deities.
these sacrifices, it ordinarily happens that the

dies, leaving all his family in

complete poverty.
principal duty of the priests is limited to the religious pracTheir divine service, held in the tents, consists
tices of their idolatry.

The

in the united priests reciting

to the sounds of little bells, metallic

fragments of prayers, which
plates, tambours, and gigantic trumpets
they read from their sacred books, for the most part incomprehensible
A priest never voluntarily speaks upon matters relatto themselves.
ing to his religion, and, if any one of his people questions him upon
this subject, he never replies, giving for his reason that it is a sin to
speak about religion.
The chronology of the Calmucks does not consist in reckoning the
years setting out from a certain memorable date but they count by
cycles each of twelve years, to which they give a particular name of
such and such an animal. The year is composed of 13 months, each
of which also bears the name of an animal. Thus the first month
in the year, which corresponds to our December, is called the tiger
;

the months which follow are those of the hare, the dragon, the
;
serpent, the horse, the goat, the ape, the fowl, the dog, the pig, the

month

28
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mouse, and the cow.

One of the months returns twice, and that is the
Each month has thirty days, and the week

thirteenth of the year.
has seven.

The

priests are greatly respected on account of their spiritual funo
and
tions,
they exercise a great influence upon the whole population.
It is these who are specially addressed to fix the day propitious to
celebrate marriage, or to point out the kind of funeral proper for a
person dead. In this last circumstance they conform to the rank, more

or less important, of the deceased, or, to speak more correctly, to the
greater or smaller number of sheep which the relations offer for the

hhouroul.
The more liberal the offering, the more distinguished is
the sepulture. But, since the rich have more means for making offerings, their bodies are ordinarily destined to be burned, while the corpse
of a poor man is simply interred, or even abandoned in the midst of
the steppe, to become the prey of wild animals.

The principal evil arising from this great influence of the priests
over the Calmuck population is, that it is opposed to every civilizing
effort
this is why all the attempts of the government to convert the
Calmucks to Christianity, and to induce them to abandon their nomad life, have hitherto almost entirely failed. Moreover, the nature
of the country occupied by the Calmucks is greatly opposed to their
being able to establish themselves in colonies. Anthropological Re'
;

view.

THE BALANCE OF LIFE IN THE AQTTAKIUM.
By SHIELEY HIBBAED.

WHEN

man

of death's

The

looks upon Nature, he sees everywhere the records
work among the representatives of creative energy.

but the tombstones in the great graveyard of
they cover the bones of a million generations, and their in" The
dust we tread upon was once alive." If the infusion
scription is,
of life into countless forms, each in itself perfect, needed nothing less
than Almighty power, it needed Almighty power too to complete the
scheme in the institution of dissolution and the grim king of terrors,
before whom the bee and the sparrow tremble, perhaps, not less than
man, became co-worker with God by a wise and beneficent appointment and so the orders of being began, and have to this hour continued, as a series of dissolving views, in which there is no hiatus, but
only change ; no shifting of the focus or the screen, no aberration or
intermission of the source of light, but an unending variety in the
know not how other worlds may fare, but this we know,
pictures.
that here death supplies from every extinguished picture the colors
stratified rocks are

the world

;

;

;

We
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with which the next are painted, and
debris of the past.
I see all this and

more

in the

we

man and

live

aquarium

;

it

teaches

brute

me

43 5

on the

lessons in

me

that the moral and spiritual truths
of the universe may be illustrated, sometimes explained, by a patient
study of the commonest things. The aquarium is a world in little it
physics, and, I trust, also teaches

;

For the moment, I put aside the law of gravity as a
universal law, and the presence of the atmosphere as a universal thing,
and I call it a world, needing no aid, for its continuance and the perI take
fect adjustment of its balance of power, from external things.
a vessel of glass, a few pebbles, a few pieces of sandstone-rock, and a
fishes and insects, and
sufficiency of water, and to that I commit my
" There is
is such that you may
of
Nature
the
order
world
your
say,
henceforth live and die without human interference." I say nothing
sustains

itself.

;

here of the details of management
laws of life and death.

I

;

am

looking for instruction in the

The two requisites of animal life, food and air, must be generated
in this world, or it ceases to instruct me ; yet the water contains but
God has ordained
little of each, and whence is its supply to come ?
such a wealth of organic forms that, wherever the conditions of life are
found, life takes possession of the spot, whether it be the bottom of the
ocean, the dripping roof of a cave, the expanse of the viewless air, or
the mimic lake I call an aquarium. Forthwith the dead stones become
alive with greenness, the glass walls assume the semblance of a

meadow, the milky hue

of the water disappears as the earthy particles
held in solution subside, and the light that streams through it takes
a tint of greenness. There is an order of vegetation appointed to occupy such sites, and almost every non-metallic, and some metallic sub-

it

stances too, become speedily coated with conferva?, when their surfaces
are kept moist a sufficient length of time. Were it not so, the inhabitants of my world must perish ; and to prove the fact I try an experi-

ment. I place some fishes in a clean vessel of water, without pebbles
and without rock the moment the first dim bronzy speck appears, I
rub it off the glass, and so thwart the course of Nature. The fishes
soon exhaust the water of its oxygen, and though the water attempts
to renew its supplies by absorption from the atmosphere, the compensation is too slow, the fishes come gasping to the surface, and in a
;

short while perish.
Even then I learn something from their death if I leave the vessel
Death has no sooner spread his black banner
in the hands of Nature.

over

my

household gods than

life

of another kind arises to confound

him, and the microscope reveals to me myriads of animals and plants,
and organisms that seemingly occupy an intermediate place between
the two great kingdoms, rioting upon the wreck that death has made.

My

half-dozen dead fishes have given birth to existences numerous aa
upon the sea-shore, innumerable.

the stars in heaven, or as the sand
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While these devour the banquet death has spread

for them, while

forests of confervoid threads rise in silken tufts like microscopic savannas, Nature is passing portions of the ichthyic debris through her

and the very source of life for which they pined and
perished oxygen is poured in in large measure, and the corruption
Of the once sportive fishes some
is quickly changed to sweetness.
portions have become air, other portions have become water, but the
chief of their bulk lives already in the vegetation which hides their
grave, and the moving throng with which that vegetation is peopled.
God's purpose, in the working of the laws in obedience to which these
laboratory,

changes have taken place, is manifestly to keep ever true that balance
of life and death of which He holds the beam in His own hands.
But my aquarium which has not thus been interfered with presents
already a similar scene of life and bustle. When first supplied, the
milky-looking water was abundantly full of gaseous matters, and every
part of the rough rockwork was, for a time studded with silvery
The fishes consumed all that in the process of breathing.
globules.

As

the water passed through their

gills,

the oxygen

was absorbed

;

that oxygen, by a process of refined chemistry, and perhaps by the
help of iron also, gave their gills a bright-red color, gave their blood
its

red color too, and, by other processes not less refined, sustained he
life's functions within them, for without it they must perish.
believe that not the airiest particle of earth, atmosphere, or water,

balance of

We

nor the most minute globule of condensed moisture, nor the most infinitesimal point of meteoric dust, can ever be lost, at least during

Time, from the fabric of the universe. My fishes tell me that the
oxygen they absorb from the water they again return to it, but in
another form. They Aspire oxygen and empire carbonic acid, just as
a man does, and every other living creature that moveth upon the
face of all the earth. Is it within the reach of human power, even
when reason, imagination, and fancy combine together as a bold triad
to look direct upon a fact, to appreciate that principle of terrestrial
life by which animal and vegetable organisms reciprocally labor to

maintain the balance of atmospheric purity ? The carbonic acid given
off by the animal is poison to it, if it accumulate while the supply of
oxygen is cut short. It was carbonic acid as much as absence of oxygen that killed our fishes just now, for, though inhabitants of water,

they were not the less suffocated. Therefoi*e I see tohy, in the tank
that has been left alone, plants have cast anchor on the glass walls,
the brown pebbles, and the gray blocks of sandstone-rock.
My fishes
breathe and breathe.

If their numbers are properly proportioned to
the area they occupy, they will never exhaust the water of oxygen,
never render it fetid with carbonic acid, so long as one necessity of

vegetable life light is allowed to use its active influence to paint
the plants green, even as oxygen gives a sanguine hue to the gills or
lungs of the fishes. To those plants, the carbonic acid, which the fishes
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expire day and night,

is

as essential as

oxygen

is

to the
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animal

economy, and

thus, without introducing a single scrap of any living
is sustained, and death seems to be kept at a disthe
halance
plant,
If at first I threw in a tuft of callitriche or anacharis, or
tance.
any other true aquatic vegetable, oxygen would be supplied abundantly ; and in practice it might be well to begin so, because some

time elapses ere the seeds of the microscopic forest, the tops
of whose trees present to the eye but a felt-like coating of superficial greenness, are developed into true plants ; though with a fair
amount of indirect daylight, and at certain seasons of the year, a few
little

hours

suffice to set

the vegetative process, with all its proper conseMany of the readers of this paper will call to

quences, in full action.

It contains
mind the aquarium that stands in my entrance-hall.
fishes, large and small, and not a single scrap of vegetation except what has been developed in situ by spontaneous generation. It
is three years since that was fitted and stocked, and committed to the

twenty

management of Nature, with the sole exception of the external aid
afforded by regular supplies of food for its inmates, which need not be
taken account

of,

the balance of

life

now

that

we

and death

is

are considering it as a world in which
sustained by the operation of principles

ordained by the Creator.
It is when we leave the principles and attempt to classify the details
of the scheme that we become bewildered. The smooth revolution of

the fly-wheel and the noiseless oscillation of the piston convince the
unprofessional observer of a great engine that mechanical motions are

possessed of poetry ; but, if he would analyze the relations of the cog"
"
wheels, the indications of the
governor," the gauge," and the pressure-valve, he must descend to hard facts, and forget for a while the

sublime suggestions of a system of mechanism that throbs like a living
Admit a full glare of summer sun to the aquarium, and forthwith the water loses its pellucid fluidity, and becomes deeply tinged
creature.

if some pigment had been dissolved in
Instead of plants attached to stones and glass only, and animals
that float unseen, the whole of the water is occupied by visible masses
of animal and vegetable life and, if the fishes suffer, it will be from
undue heat, not from the addition to the element in which they live of

throughout of a dull green, as
it.

;

new mass of being. Shut out the sunshine, let the fresh air play
over the surface of the water, let moderate daylight stream through it
as before, and speedily the green fog clears away, the water again
becomes transparent, and the balance is restored. Monas, euglena,
this

uvella,

cryptomonas, gonium, and other wondrous infusoria,

may be

detected as constituents of the cloudy mass while it lasts, called into
being because the conditions of the tank were such as they required,
as if life in embryo were everywhere locked up until the moment came
for its liberation, and some particular circumstance was the talisman to
set it free
or, if we consider created forms to be marshalled in grand
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may we

not expect that every tribe will hurry to its apthe
instant
that a door is opened?*
pointed place
Microscopists have long been at war, but without bloodshed, as tc
the place to be assigned to certain organic forms which are hidden
procession,

from our common eyesight. While the war goes on as to whether
desmidiacse and diatomacese be animal or vegetable, or both, let facts
Does an animal exhale
suffice us here in the study of the aquarium.
carbonic acid ? Yes. Well, here are plants or animals, concerned in
keeping up the balance, which exhale oxygen, and their name is legion.
Volvox globator and the bacillariae labor as hard to supply the fishes
with the life-sustaining gas as do the silken threads of verdure that
Is the possession of starch a distinctive
feature of the vegetable? Perhaps so.
Truly here are desmidiacaa
that contain starch, and, if I make the possession of cilia the test for
assigning certain forms to the animal kingdom, I find in the aquarium

line the glass like a carpet.

Motion I know to be no test,
spores of algse furnished with them.
because alga3-spores dance through the water gayly till they find a
resting-place, and, when the aquarium was first filled, it was by dancing
they at last found where to pitch their tents, and cease their nomad
wanderings. But they all work together to sustain the balance, and
"
"
the law of
give and take
prevails among them the stentor devours the oscillatorise, rotatoria, and monads, and the hydras swallow
is a tomb wherein some smaller speck of life
; every darting speck
to be buried, and life thus prospers on the decay it is itself under-

all
is

going.

But all this while a fine deposit slowly settles among the pebbles,
which form the lower stratum of this watery world. Between the
stones a fine alluvial silt collects and thickens.
The first frost, sufficiently severe to touch the tank, causes the whole green coating to peel
off from the glass and rock, and, while this subsides, to add to the
thickness of the alluvium how slightly, and yet how sufficiently for
an example of Nature's working
a new growth commences, and
!

that balance

Do you

not see that the chief teaching of
geology the piling of stratum upon stratum, the conversion of disrupted rock and decayed plant and animal into rock again is here
exemplified in the history of a domestic toy, which contains already
is

restored.

one example of stratification in the silence of watery submergence ?
A tank which has been fitted with loam, pebbles, and plants of the
brook and river, will, if left undisturbed for three years, be in this
Those plants will all have decayed, but there will be an abunstate.
dant spontaneous vegetation. The accumulations of that short period
and if
will have settled into a close mass, almost as hard as stone
fishes have died in the mean time, and have not been removed, their
bones will be found overlaid with hardened mud, just as we find them
;

in the old red sandstone, or the chalk, or the carboniferous rocks, and
shall we not call them our own fossils ?
See again in this case in which
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death has been very busy (for plants of large growth soon perish in
the absence of sunshine, and occasional attendant accidents will carry
off some of the finny pets), how life has been ^dually active on the
other side, for such an aquarium will be a hundred times richer in
those spontaneous growths we have already spoken of, and visible
forms of infusoria and true zoophytes will abound, and every class will
be more fully represented, down even to the twilight monad.

paper must have an end, there is no end to the teachIt is a watery microcosm of living and dead
wonders, and we need not marvel that the balance of life and death
may be observed in its succession of changes, because all the physical

Though

this

ing of the aquarium.

forces of the universe are locked

up within a single bead of dew, and

the functions of organic creation are comprised in the economy of a
monas termo. If God so ordains that life shall be constantly soaring
all

from the tomb, if the story of the Phoenix ceases to be a fable, need
man, the victim of doubts and fears, ever fail in his trust of that blessed
"
promise, that this mortal shall put on immortality, and this corrupti"
Science may fix his mind on the apble shall put on incorruption ?
of
God's
wisdom
and
power as he reads the handwriting of
preciation
the Almighty in Nature, but through faith in another revelation must
we hope to exclaim, triumphantly, "O death, where is thy sting?
O gi'ave, where is thy victory ? " Or, to pass from divine to human
consolations, we may take up the apostrophe of the great Raleigh, and
"O
eloquent, just, and mighty Death what none have dared, thou
say
hast done; what none have attempted, thou hast accomplished; thou
hast gathered all the might, majesty, and meanness of mankind, and
" Nature's chilhast covered them with these two words, hicjacet.'
dren have a dread of death, but Nature herself is in friendly compact
with the master of silence. If the types which are the ideas of God
have survived from the oldest rocks to this present hour, will not the
spirit which lives on ideas, and evolves them as the aquarium evolves
It is not hard to believe with
its throng of animalcules, live forever ?
!

:

l

Tennyson

" That
nothing walks with aimless feet,
That not one life shall be destroyed,
Or cast as rubbish to the void,

When God
" The

>

hath made the pile complete."

" will be
complete
pile

when God's purpose is fulfilled in man,
given to hope after eternal life, and with eyes of faith to
pierce through the veil, and behold the wondrous things of eternity.
Hecreative Science.
to

whom

it is
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JUKIES, JUDGES,

AND

INSANITY.

By Db. HENKY MAUDSLEY.
recent trials for murder, in which insanity has "been alleged
whatever differences of opinion they may have

THE

for the defence,

given rise to, have clearly shown how entirely unfitted a common
jury is to decide the delicate and difficult question of a prisoner's
mental state. Had the wit of man been employed to devise a tribunal
more unfitted for such a purpose, it might have exhausted itself in the
vain attempt. It is one of the anomalies of British jurisprudence that
while in an action for libel or any civil injury a special jury may be
claimed, and the services of men who are above the lowest levels of
ignorance and prejudice be thus obtained, it is quite otherwise when a
person

is

on

trial for his life.

In this most momentous

issue,

however

he must
complicated the circumstances, however obscure the facts,
stand the verdict of twelve common jurymen. In ordinary cases of
murder, when the facts are such as any person of average sense and

may judge of, the system works sufficiently well, or at any
no
rate
great harm ensues but, in any case in which it is necessary to
form a judgment upon scientific data, a common jury is assuredly a
are
singulary incompetent tribunal. The very terms of science they
the
on
the
data
either
and
authority
blindly
accept
of,
they
ignorant
of a skilled witness, or reject them blindly from the prejudice of
experience

;

in regard to
ignorance. The former result is commonly what happens
the latter is commonly what happens
scientific evidence of poisoning
There are few persons who,
in regard to scientific evidence of insanity.
;

without having had a special chemical training, would venture to give
an opinion on the value of the chemical evidence given in a case of
to say when a man
poisoning, but everybody thinks himself competent
insane
as
an
common
to
as
the
is mad
person is that he
and,
opinion
;

wonder that juries are
propounded to them by
medical men acquainted with its manifold varieties. It would seem
to be an elementary principle of justice that a prisoner on trial for his
life should have the right to claim a jury of men specially competent,
or at any rate not absolutely incompetent, to judge of the facts on
which his defence is to be based.
It is an additional evil of the present system that judges too often
share the ignorance of juries, and surpass them in the arrogant presumption which springs from ignorance. Instead of urging them to
throw off all prejudice, and aiding them with right information, they
sometimes strengthen their prejudices by sneers at the medical evidence, and directly mislead them by laying down false doctrines.
They may even go so far as to flatter them in the opinion that they, as

either a raging maniac or an idiot, it is no
prone to reject the theory of insanity which is
is
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of common-sense, are quite as well able as medical men to say
whether a person is insane or not. In the last number of this Journal
we gave a report of a trial which took place in Scotland for the reduction of a will, in which the judge directed the jury, with the greatest
assurance, that the symptoms which preceded insanity and indicated
its approach, in an ordinary case, went on increasing as the disease
advanced, and implied that, as they had not done so in the case in

men

question,

it

was preposterous to

allege insanity.

of insanity in that case was conclusive,
but at any rate the statement of the judge was utterly untrue, as
a very little knowledge of insanity would have taught him ; and we

To our mind, the evidence

cannot help thinking that the authoritative enunciation of such false
One
doctrine to a jury is nothing less than a judicial misdemeanor.
cannot justly complain that judges should be ignorant of insanity,
seeing that only by long experience and study is a true knowledge of
to be acquired; but it is a fair ground of complaint that, being
ignorant, they should speak as confidently and as foolishly as they
sometimes do. Here, as in other scientific matters, it is not intuition,
it

but experience, which giveth understanding.
Not only is it the fact that judges are ignorant, but they are too
often hostile.
Governed by the old and barbarous dictum that knowl-

edge of right and wrong is the proper criterion of responsibility when
insanity is alleged, they resent angrily the allegation of insanity in
any case in which the person has not lost all knowledge of right and
wrong. Believing that medical men are striving to snatch the accused person from their jurisdiction, they are jealous of interference,
are eager to secure a conviction, and sometimes lose the impartiality

becoming the judge in the zeal proper to the partisan. The reporters
are happily good to them, in forbearing to report all they say and do,
or we fear that the dignity of the bench w ould have suffered more in
r

public estimation even than it has done of late years.
It is useless to say smooth things when things are not smooth.
There is a direct conflict between medical knowledge and judge-made
1

law, which must go on until

bad law

is

superseded by just principles

" If
the principle that

Dr. Landor says :
it is essential to institute a
thorough examination of the individual's past and present condition before determining his state of
mind is the right one, then the proceedings of lawyers are in complete antagonism to
1

truth.

There can be no

between propositions more complete. Medicine deand corporeal disease Law, that it is not. Medicine

conflict

clares that insanity is a physical

;

says that imbecility and insanity are different conditions ; Law, that they are identical.
Medicine asserts that a theoretical study of mental diseases and defects is necessary to a
proper understanding of such diseases and defects Law denies this, and says that insanity is a fact to be determined by any dozen of ordinary men, in consultation, on the case,
selected at random from any class of the population.
Medicine says that a man may be
;

insane and irresponsible, and yet know right from wrong Law says that a knowledge of
wrong is the test both of soundness of mind and responsibility to the law.
Medicine says restrain and cure the insane and imbecile sufferer. The object of the ac;

right and
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For many years, by all auand out of season, the truth has been vr
vain proclaimed: many times have futile attempts been made to arouse
attention to the iniquity of the law as laid down by the judges but it
is still
necessary for us to go on protesting, as our forefathers did, and
as our children's children may have to do.
We may, at any rate, take
leave to characterize the administration of the law on every occasion
in the plain terms which it deserves.
Under the name of justice,
been
has
sometimes
done, and it would be easy to
grievous injustice
in
murder has been avenged by
instance
which
to
more
than
one
point
the judicial murder of an insane and irresponsible person. The saddest
and most humiliating disease with which mankind is afflicted, and
which should rightly make the sufferer an object of the deepest compasin

harmony with the teachings of science.

thorities

on insanity,

in season

;

sion, only avails in England in the nineteenth century to bring him, in
the event of his doing violence, to the edge of the scaffold or over it. To
this point have eighteen hundred and seventy-two years of Christianity

Without laying claim to
And Science protests in vain
one
venture
to predict that the
of
may, perhaps,
gift
prophecy,
time will come when the inhabitants of the earth will look back upon
brought us

!

!

much

us with astonishment and horror, not otherwise than as we now look
back upon the execution of old women for witchcraft in past times a
barbarity which the judges were the last to be willing to abandon,

which they clung

to long after

it

had been condemned by enlightened

Indeed, there has not been, as Mr. Bright once said in the
opinion.
House of Commons, a single modification of the law in the direction
of mercy and justice which has not been opposed by the judges
The ground which medical men should firmly and consistently take
!

in regard to insanity is, that it is a physical disease ; that they alone
are competent to decide upon its presence or absence ; and that it is
quite as absurd for lawyers or the general public to give their opinion on
the subject in a doubtful case, as it would be for them to do so in a case

of

fevei*.

For what can they know of

its

predisposing and exciting

is punishment, and, if its severity is mitigated, it is not by the law, but by
the suspension of the law, by authority above the law. The Law is thus entirely antagonistic to Medicine on all those questions of mental science which involve the freedom

tion of the law

and well-being of the imbecile and the insane, and which often determine whether they
shall be put to an ignominious death or not, whether they shall be deprived of their property
or suffered to retain it. This antagonism is, therefore, a most serious matter to the insane, their friends and families, not less serious to judges and legislators, and of the
deepest interest to both medical and legal professions. For with such opinions inculcated
by the law, existing ignorances are more deeply rooted in the public mind, so that the
difficulty in treating the insane by medical men, and in giving testimony in courts, is
greatly increased, especially when great judges remark (influenced, no doubt, by the degrading exhibition of opposing bitterness of medical men in courts), that the introduction
of medical opinions and theories on this subject has proceeded from the vicious principle of
considering insanity a disease, whereas it is a fact to be ascertained by evidence, in like
'

as any other fact, and no more is necessary than to try the question by proof of
"
the habits, the demeanor, conversation, and acts of the alleged lunatic.'

manner
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causes, its premonitory

symptoms,
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occasional sudden accession, its

various phases of depression, exciteremissions and intermissions,
different
its
or
symptoms and its probable termination ?
violence,
ment,
careful observation of the disease can its real character be
its

Only by
known, and

its symptoms be rightly interpreted
Medicine should refuse to be moved.

:

from

this firm base

It is said sometimes, however, in vindication of the law, that it does
not and cannot attempt to apportion exactly the individual responsilooks to the great interests of society, and inflicts
bility, but that it
The well-known
to deter others from crime.
in
order
punishment
writer, W. R. G., in a letter to the Pall Mall Gazette, has recently

men
given forcible expression to this principle, and maintains that, if
occur
would
now
conflicts
which
the
it,

would get a firm grasp of

He

quotes with approbation the saying of the judge who, in
" I do not sena
prisoner to death for sheep-stealing, said
sentencing
tence you to be hanged for stealing sheep, but I sentence you to be
cease.

:

Here we see how
in order that sheep may not be stolen."
of insanity as a
nature
real
has
failed
to
the
writer
the
grasp
entirely
hanged

sufferer is not responsible, and which renders
he does. "Were one-half the lunatic popufor
what
irresponsible
lation of the country hanged, the spectacle would have no effect upon
the insane person who cannot help doing what he does. If a boy in

disease, for

which the

him

school were wilfully to pull faces and make strange antics, the master
might justly punish him, and the punishment would probably deter

other boys from following his example, but it would have no deterrent
effect upon the unfortunate boy whose grimaces and antics were pro-

duced against his will by chorea. The one is a proper object of punishment the other is a sad object of compassion, whom it would be a
barbarous and cruel thing to punish. To execute a madman is no
punishment to him, and no warning to other madmen, but a punishment to those who see in it, to use the words of Sir E. Coke, " a miserable spectacle, both against law, and of extreme inhumanity and
cruelty, and which can be no example to others."
Moreover, it is not necessary to hang a lunatic in order to protect
society, or in order to punish him, for it can protect itself sufficiently
well by shutting him up in an asylum and the prospect of being confined in a lunatic asylum is not one which is likely to encourage a
man to do a murder on the contrary, it is one which excites as much
horror and antipathy in the minds of both sane and insane persons as
can well be imagined.
And, finally, as the law did not prevent sheep-stealing by hanging
sheep-stealers, but brought itself into discredit by offending the moral
;

;

;

sense of

mankind

;

so, likewise, it will not,

by hanging madmen,

pre-

vent insane persons from doing murder, but must inevitably bring
itself into contempt by offending the moral sense of mankind.
Is not
Has Mr. Baron Martin added any thing
this result happening now ?
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to the strength and dignity of the Bench by his conduct in the recent
trial of Christiana Edmunds ?
That conduct has elicited such com-

ments from

all

country to find

quarters as it has not often before happened in this
the administration of justice and, if the law

made on

;

has not been brought into contempt, it has received a rude shock
among a law-abiding people. The uncertainty which now exists,
whether a person shall be convicted as a criminal or acquitted as
insane, and the accidental character of the result, cannot fail to be
injurious to the welfare of society.
subsides, as former agitations have

And

if

the present agitation

subsided, without any step in
advance being made, the bad law is none the less certainly doomed.
As we have said on a former occasion, " men will go mad, and madmen will commit crimes, and in spite of prejudice, and in spite of
clamor, Science will declare the truth. Juries, too, will now and then
be found enlightened enough to appreciate it and if the voice of Justice be unsuccessfully raised, it will be but a doubtful triumph for
"
'
prejudice when Science shall say, You have hanged a madman.'
It will not be of much use to point out once more, what has been
pointed out over and over again, that the manner in which scientific
evidence is procured and taken in courts of justice is very ill-fitted to
One side procures its
elicit the truth and to further the ends of justice.
scientific witness, and the other side procures its scientific witness,
each of whom is necessarily, though it may be involuntarily, biassed in
favor of the side on which he is called to give evidence biassed by
:

It is not in human
his wishes, or interests, or passions, or pretensions.
nature entirely to escape some bias under such circumstances. In due
is called into the witness-box and examined by those who
only wish to elicit just as much as will serve their purpose ; he is then
cross-examined by those whose aim is to elicit something that will
serve their purpose; and the end of the matter seldom is "the truth,
the whole truth, and nothing but the truth." Having regard to the

course he

entire ignorance of scientific matters which counsel, jury, and judge
show, it may be truly said that the present system of taking scientific

evidence

is

should be

as

its

bad

as

object

well can be, and that it completely fails in what
" The
to elicit truth and to administer justice.

it

incompetency of a court, as ordinarily constituted, is," as we have for"
merly said, practically recognized in a class of cases known as Admiralty cases, where the judge is assisted by assessors of competent
skill and knowledge in the technical matters under consideration.
Moreover, by the 15th and 16th Vict., c. 80, s. 42, the Court of Chancery, or any judge thereof, is empowered, in such way as he may think
fit,

to obtain the assistance of accountants, merchants, engineers, actuor other scientific persons, the better to enable such court or

aries,

judge to determine any matter at issue in any cause or proceeding,
and to act upon the certificate of such persons." The Lords Justices
seldom, if ever, decide on a question of insanity without calling for a
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report upon the case from one of the Medical Visitors in Lunacy. If
the English law were not more careful about property than about life,
it would long ago have acted upon this principle in criminal trials.
However, he who advocates a reform in the legal proceedings of

country is assuredly a voice crying in the wilderness, and with
It is
result than the Baptist had when he cried aloud there.
not likely that any thing we can say will induce those who have the
the
privilege or pain of constituting our government to leave for a time
ambitious struggles of politics, and to devote their energies to a reform
of the law.
And yet a government could not be better employed
than in laboring to effect such a reform.
system of just laws and
this

less

A

a simple and expeditious administration of justice would assuredly
conduce more to the welfare of the community than years of parliamentary squabbles about politics.
Many parliamentary questions
which have occupied much time and made a great show in their day
will look very small, if they are ever heard of at all, in history, while the
reputations that grew out of them will have been lost in oblivion but
;

an effectual reform of the jurisprudence of the country, which is now
an urgent need, would be a lasting benefit to the community, and an
eternal honor to the statesman who initiated and carried it through.
Abstract from the Journal of Mental Science.

CONCERNING CORPULENCE.
By W.

MR.

BANTING had

J.

YOUMANS,

M. D.

defective hearing, and consulted a physician

The doctor was William Harvey, aural surgeon to the Royal Dispensary for Diseases of the Ear, and also for the
great Northern Hospital of London. Dr. Harvey told the patient that
his deafness was complicated with his corpulence, for Mr.
Banting was
very fat. He told him that, to improve his hearing, it would be necessary to reduce his obesity, and he prescribed a diet for the. purpose.
This was good news for Mr. Banting he had come to get his ears
syringed for deafness, and a way was pointed out by which he could
get back his hearing and get rid of .his burden of adipose at the same
He commenced the dietetic treatment, and so successful did it
time.
for his deafness.

;

prove in relieving his corpulence, that he rushed into print to convey
the glad tidings to all over-unctuous people. He thus became immortal as a philanthropist, and enriched our speech with a new term
Bantingism which wdl last as long as the literature of fatness
endures.
Banting was, however, only a layman, after all, and his ambition

was

satisfied to

produce a pamphlet

;

but

now comes

the doc*
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tor himself, with his regular treatise " On Corpulence in Relation to
Disease." Dr. Harvey's book is an excellent summary of the subject,

and has the weight of professional and scientific authority ; the present article is mainly condensed from his pages
The manner in which fat is distributed over the body is now generally
understood to be by the texture of the cellular membrane. Formerly it
was thought to adhere in clusters to the parts where it was found a
mistake that has been corrected by the study of minute anatomy. The
cellular tissue, as its name implies, is made up of great numbers of
minute cells, which communicate with each other, and which are
formed by the interlacings of fine, soft, colorless, elastic threads, intermixed with delicate films or laminae, the tissue presenting, when free
from fat, a white, fleecy aspect.
This tissue is found everywhere
undei-neath the skin the serous and mucous membranes are attached
by it to subjacent parts it lies between the muscles, and also among
their fibres, surrounds the blood-vessels, and is generally distributed
throughout the body. In certain situations, as around the large bloodvessels and nerves, in the omentum and mesentery, about the joints,
and especially under the skin, the cells enclose what are known as
adipose vesicles, minute spherical pouches, filled with fat or oil and,
:

;

;

;

when
name

these are present in notable quantity, the structure takes the
of adipose tissue.
As thus deposited, the fat appeai-s merely to

be held in

store, as it remains quite distinct in form and situation from
other parts of the animal frame. It, however, enters largely into the
composition of nerve-substance, where it becomes an essential part of a

highly-organized tissue.
The development of fatty tissue varies considerably at different
In children and in females, especially in
ages, and in the two sexes.
early age, the principal seat of the fatty deposit is in the cellular tissue, immediately under the skin.
During adolescence, the fat has a

tendency to disappear from this situation but, about middle age, frequently becomes again deposited, not only in the subcutaneous tissues,
but also in the neighborhood of certain internal viscera.
The quality
of the fat also varies, both with the age and with the part in which
it is deposited.
It is firmer and higher colored in old persons than
in young ones
and is more condensed and solid in parts liable to
compression, than in the omentum, or about the heart, stomach, and
;

;

intestines.

A moderate

amount of fat is a sign of good health, and physioloallow
that it ought to form about the twentieth part of
gists generally
the weight of a man, and the sixteenth of a woman. Independently
of its importance as a non-conducting substance in impeding the too
rapid escape of animal heat, fat may also be regarded as a store of
material to compensate for waste of tissue, under sickness, or other
circumstances, entailing temporary abstinence from food. But when fat
accumulates to the extent of interfering with important functions, and
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becomes a load aud a drag, impeding the respiratory movements,
making exercise painful, and dulling the sensibilities, it is then not
only a source of great discomfort, but the precursor of positive disease.
In a perfectly healthy individual, no abnormal deposition of fat

can be supposed to take place, at any age or in any locality, provided
the natural appetites and muscular powers be regulated as they ought.
Whenever, therefore, we see an individual unnaturally fat or lean, we
may safely conclude that an error exists somewhere, and that such an
individual either inherits a morbid

propensity, or is producing for
himself such a propensity.
The conditions which appear to favor an excessive deposit of fat
are the following First, an inherited tendency which predisposes to
:

corpulence, yet always requiring the influence of some exciting cause
No one can doubt that certain families have
to bring it into activity.

a natural tendency to corpulence, which can be often traced through sucIt is curious, also, to obseiwe how this tendency is
cessive generations.

varied in different families, and even in different individuals of the
same family. Thus, in one family, we see that the children and females
possess a striking tendency to embonpoint, while the male adults, particularly in

advanced age, are remarkable

for their leanness.

In an-

other family, directly the reverse may be observed, the children and
females are lean and squalid, while the middle-aged male adults are

conspicuous for their corpulence.
Climate and locality seem also to exert considerable influence on
the deposition of fat. The inhabitants of low, swampy situations, in

temperate climates, are usually remarkable for their bulky flabbiness,
and propensity to corpulence while the inhabitants of very hot and
of very cold climates, as well as the inhabitants of mountainous regions,
have, perhaps, less tendency to obesity. There is this remarkable dif;

ference, however, between the dwellers in hot, and in cold climates :
those living in hot climates rarely become fat, without becoming otherwise diseased ; while the people of cold climates seem not only to derive

protection against the influence of external cold by the layer of fat with
which their bodies may be enveloped, but the carbon of the fat, combining with oxygen during the process of secondary assimilation, has

with some reason been supposed to contribute to the production of
animal heat.
But, of all the agencies which influence the deposition of fat, probably diet and exercise are the most important. Foods have been
divided, according to their composition, into nitrogenous

and non-nitro-

genous. The former, including albumen, fibrine, and casein, consist of
only carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen, with some minor ingredients the latter, embracing starch, sugar, and the fats, are made up of
;

only carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen. It has been thought that the nitrogenous foods are consumed chiefly in the formation of the tissues,
while the non-nitrogenous are devoted mainly to the function of
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respiration, going principally to the maintenance of the animal temWhatever basis in fact this view may have, it is pretty
perature.

well established that the substances belonging to the latter class of
foods are especially favorable to the production of fat, when taken into

the system. This fat may exist ready formed in the food, as it is furnished abundantly by both the animal and vegetable kingdoms ; or,
as is held by many physiologists, it may be formed in the system by
the chemical transformation of starch and sugar.

Numerous

experi-

ments have been made on geese, ducks, pigs, bees, etc., which go to
prove that these animals accumulate much more fat than can be
accounted for by the quantity present in the food. M. Flourens had
the bears in the Jardin des Plantes fed exclusively on bread, and they
became excessively fat. Bees confined to a diet of purified sugar continue to produce wax, which strictly belongs to the group of fats.
But, whatever its source, the excessive use of non-nitrogenous food,
conjoined with inactivity, frequently leads to the deposit of an inordinate amount of oleaginous matter. This fact is illustrated by numerous instances both among the lower animals and among men. At
Strasbourg, the geese are fattened by shutting them up in darkened
coops within a heated room, and stuffing them constantly with food.
The high temperature lessens the escape of heat, and thus favors the
Here all the conditions for insuring obesity are resorted to
process.
of the aniviz., external heat, obscurity, inactivity, and the cramming
mals with fattening food. A still greater refinement for pandering to
the appetite

is

resorted to

by the

Italians

who

relish the fat of the

To procure

ortolan.

were watched,

this in perfection the natural habits of the bird
and, it having been found that it only takes food at the

rising of the sun, they cheat the birds

by producing an

artificial sun-

the ortolans are placed in a dark, warm chamber
one
has
but
which
aperture in the wall. Food being scattered over
the floor, a lantern is placed at a certain hour in the opening, when

rise.

To

effect this,

The
light, at once commence feeding.
withdrawn, and more food scattered about,
when the ortolans sleep. Two or three hours having elapsed, and diits light
gestion being completed, the lantern is again made to throw
The rising sun recalls the birds to the habit
into the apartment.
and they again sleep with returning darkness.
of again feeding
This process is repeated several times in the twenty-four hours, and

the birds, misled by the
meal finished, the lantern

dim

is

;

in a very short time the ortolan becomes literally a ball of fat, wdiich,
strung on a wick, is said to make an excellent lamp.
It is

known

that farinaceous and vegetable foods are fattening, and
The instance of laborers in Italy,

saccharine matters are especially so.
who get fat during the grape and

been frequently
fig season, has
quoted. In sugar-growing countries, the negroes and cattle employed
on the plantations grow remarkably stout while the cane is being
saccharine
gathered and the sugar extracted. During this harvest the
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juices are freely consumed, but, when the season is over, the superabundant adipose tissue is gradually lost. It is said that, among the
Asiatics, there are Bramins who pride themselves on their extreme

Their diet consists of farinaceous vegetables, milk, sugar,
sweetmeats, and ghee, a species of Indian butter. Dr. Fothergill remarks, that a strictly vegetable diet produces excess of fat more certainly than other means.
The use of a large amount of liquid in the diet also favors the decorpulency.

Alcoholic drinks are especially objectionable in this re*
spect, for, according to Dr. Harvey, the elements which are chemically
convertible into fat are rendered more fattening if alcoholic liquids be
posit of fat.

added to them

stomach

in the

;

perhaps, because of the power which

alcoholic liquids possess of lessening or delaying destructive

metamor-

phosis.

by decreasing waste in the system, acts in a negative
the
toward
production of obesity. In order to fatten animals,
way
are
habitually confined, and, if the process is to be a rapid one,
they
they are kept in the dark as a means of securing the utmost quiet.
Now, indolence on the part of the human animal, associated, as it generally is, with excessive eating and drinking, and much sleep, constitutes a similar set of conditions, and is likely to lead to a similar
Inactivity,

result.

The consequences of obesity are often more serious than is generTo put aside the many minor inconveniences, which,
be
however, may
sufficiently annoying to make the sufferer desirous
ally believed.

of reducing his weight, it may be taken as a general rule that
obesity does not conduce to longevity. Usually it is accompanied
with diminished vital power there are disturbances of the organs of
;

The blood is proportionately
respiration, circulation, and digestion.
deficient in quantity or quality, and the muscles are weak and have
but

little firmness.
And, although the disposition is often sanguine,
so that the sufferer continues lively and cheerful, and has the happy
habit of looking at the best side of every thing, yet physical and menThere are several notable
tal occupations are generally uncongenial.

exceptions to this, however, and many can call to mind cases where
both the bodily and mental habits are quite as active in the obese as in
Maccaz gives the case of an enormously fat man, whom he
others.
met at Pavia, that was celebrated as a dancer, and whose movements

were exceedingly agile and graceful. David Hume and Napoleon
be instanced as examples where corpulence was associated with
great mental powers and Raggi, an Italian physician, who was an
eminent authority on corpulence, relates numerous cases of extreme
obesity in which the intellect remained quite alert to the last. Nevertheless, the rule holds good that extreme fatness is very much in the
way of either bodily or mental work.
By an over-development of adipose tissue the capillary system of

may

;

29
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is
vastly increased in aggregate bulk, while at the same
time no corresponding increase takes place in the forces which supply
the means of action to those capillaries. Hence there is a comparative
weakness in the conservative vital processes, and any injury to a part,

blood-vessels

especially if remotely situated, is less easily repaired.
The senses of hearing, taste, and smell, are frequently much impaired in corpulent people, a condition due in the majority of cases,

according to Dr. Harvey, to deposits of fat in the organs concerned.
The nasal passages, mouth, and throat, are, as all know, lined with mucous membrane, which continues through the Eustachian tubes into the

middle

ear.

This mucous membrane

may become

the seat of a fatty

The sense of smell
deposit, and thus impair the function of the part.
depends upon the contact of odorous emanations with the sensitive
olfactory membrane, and such contact can only take place when there
is a free passage for them through the nose.
If the nasal membranes
become thickened from any cause, thus partially or wholly preventing

the passage of air, the capacity of smell is correspondingly affected.
The sense of taste, which, to according many physiologists, is properly limited to the perception of the acid, bitter, sweet, or saline properties of food, does not

and enjoy

flavors,

which

appear to
is

but the power to recognize
;
associated with taste, but which
sometimes lost along with the sense
suffer

commonly

in reality belongs to the nose, is
of smell. Access of air to the middle ear

through the Eustachian tubes
an essential to the sense of hearing, and this, too, is greatly interfered with oftentimes by the fatty thickening of the mucous membrane of the nose and throat. At all events, whatever the nature of
the cause, it has resulted, in great numbers of cases where corpulence
was attended by these defects of sense, that removal of the deposit by
a proj:>er dietary has been immediately followed by recovery, after all
sorts of local remedies had failed to afford relief.
Dr. Harvey thinks that both gout and rheumatism are aggravated
by corpulence. Another troublesome attendant is. a tendency to the
formation of gravel and calculus. In regard to this, Dr. Harvey states
that, after the usual remedies prescribed for its relief have completely
failed, he has seen a well-directed dietary, designed with a view to reis

straining the formation of adipose, completely successful in finally preventing these distressing formations.

Although obesity may be ranked among the diseases arising from
some of the organs, it is also,
without doubt, most intimately connected with our habits of life. The
inconveniences arising from it are, therefore, to be removed by correcting those habits, especially such as relate to diet and regimen. Drugs
without number have been tried, both for the removal of corpulence
but they have
itself, and for the many troubles to which it gives rise
almost uniformly failed when diet and exercise have been neglected.
original imperfection in the functions of

;

On

the other hand, attention to these points, persistently carried out,
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has been as uniformly followed by improvement without the aid of
medicine. It is a true maxim in physic that diseases which are long
in their advancement are, as a rule, only to be remedied by long-continued curative attention. Common-sense proves the fallacy of expecting to eradicate old-established errors of the body by any sudden
remedies the diet and medical regimen of such persons should there;

be undeviatingly suited to their disordered tendencies, and resolutely maintained as long as they afford any hope of relief.
We have seen that certain foods, such as the fats themselves, and
fore

others that consist principally of starch or sugar, favor the development of corpulence ; and it will be observed that in the following dietary designed by Dr. Harvey, and prescribed by him in the famous

case of Banting, foods of this class are reduced to a minimum, though
not altogether interdicted, the nitrogenous foods being correspondingly
increased.

Breakfast. Four to six ounces of meat, two ounces of biscuit or
toast, and a large cup of tea, but without milk or sugar.
Dinner. Ten to twelve ounces of any fish except salmon; any
vegetable except potatoes and vegetable roots ; any kind of poultry or
With it drink two or three
venison, and two ounces of toasted bread.
glasses of good red wine, sherry or madeira, avoiding
port, or beer.

champagne,

In the afternoon, four to six ounces of fruit, one or two biscuits,
and again a large cup of tea without milk or sugar.
Supper. Six to eight ounces of meat or fish, and one or two
glasses of red wine.

"

When once the body has reached its full
the
manhood,
development
quantity and quality of the food should
be regulated by the demand made by the wear and tear of the system.
Dr. Harvey remarks

:

in

for instance, a person, already sufficiently stout, is
growing fatter
and fatter, he is taking more fattening food than is necessary or safe,
and must restrict himself if he would restore the balance of the func-

If,

tions."
*

*

THE STUDY OF PHYSICAL SCIENCE.
A LEOTUKE TO YOUNG MEN".
By
of

you may

ask,

SOME
a clergyman, have
I wish to teach

Ekv.

CHAELES KINGSLEY.

and you have a perfect right to

chosen this subject for

young men physical

science ?

my

ask,
lecture ?

why

Why

What good

I,

do

will the

right understanding of astronomy or of chemistry, or of the stones
under their feet, or of the plants or animals which
meet What

they

good, I say, will that do them ?

-
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In the first place, they need, I presume, occupation after their hours
of work; and to give that this class was established.
If any of them
"
do not want occupation, we want amusement. Work is
answer,
very dull, and we want something which will excite our fancy, imagi-

We

We

want poetry, fiction, even a good laugh
most fully agree with them. There is
often no better medicine for a hard-worked body and mind than a good
laugh and the man that can play most heartily when he has a chance
is generally the man who can work most heartily when he must work.
But there is certainly nothing in the study of physical science to interfere with genial hilarity.
Indeed, some solemn persons have been
wont to reprove the members of the British Association, and specially
that Red Lion Club, where all the philosophers are expected to lash
their tails and roar, of being somewhat too fond of mere and sheer
And
fun, after the abstruse papers of the day are read and discussed.
as for harmless amusement, and still more for the free exercise of the
fancy arid the imagination, I know few studies to compare with Natural History
with the search for the most beautiful and curious productions of Nature amid her loveliest scenery, and in her freshest atmosphere. I have known again and again working-men who in the
midst of smoky cities have kept their bodies, their minds, and their
hearts healthy and pure by going out into the country at odd hours,
and making collections of plants, insects, birds, or some other objects
of natural history and I doubt not that such will be the case with
some of you.
Another argument, and a very strong one, in favor of studying
some branch of physical science just now is this that without it you
can hardly keep pace with the thought of the world around you.
Over and above the solid gain of a scientific habit of mind, of which
I shall speak presently, the gain of mere facts, the increased knowledge
valuable
of this planet on which we live, is very valuable just now
certainly to all who do not wish their children and their younger

nation, sense of humor.
or a game of play " I shall

;

;

;

;

brothers to

know more about the universe than they do.
is now occupying a more and more important

Natural science

place
Oxford, Cambridge, the London University, the public
schools one after another, are taking up the subject in earnest ; so are
the middle-class schools ; so, I trust, will all primary schools throughin education.

out the country ; and I hope that
children, at least, if not I myself,
will see the day, when ignorance of the primary laws and facts of science will be looked on as a defect, only second to ignorance of the

my

primary laws of religion and morality.
I speak strongly, but deliberately.
It does seem to me strange, to
use the mildest word, that people whose destiny it is to live, even for
a few short years, on this planet which we call the earth, and who do
not at all intend to live on it as hermits, shutting themseves up in cells,
and looking on death as an escape and a deliverance, but intend to live
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and wholesomely as they can, they aud their children
seems strange, I say, that such people should in general
be so careless about the constitution of this same planet, and of the
laws and facts on which depend, not merely their comfort and their
wealth, but their health and their very lives, and the health and the
as comfortably

after

them

it

lives of their children

and descendants.
"

What need for us to
study science ? There are plenty to do that already and we shall be
sure sooner or later to profit by their discoveries and meanwhile it is
not science which is needed to make mankind thrive, but simple comI

know some

will say, at least to themselves,

;

;

mon-sense."
I should reply that, to expect to profit by other men's discoveries
for them
to let others labor in the hope of en-

when you do not pay

tering into their labors, is not a very noble or generous state of mind
comparable somewhat, I should say, to that of the fatting ox, who willingly allows the farmer to house him, till for him, feed for him, provided only he himself may lounge in his stall, and eat, and not be
There is one difference in the two cases, but only one that
thankful.
while the farmer can repay himself by eating the ox, the scientific man
cannot repay himself by eating you and so never gets paid, in most
;

cases, at

all.

But

as for mankind thriving by common-sense
they have not
by common-sense, because they have not used their commonsense according to that regulated method which is called science.
In
no age, in no country, as yet, have the majority of mankind been
:

thriven

guided, I will not say by the love of God,
even by sense and reason.
Not sense
unreason prejudice and fancy greed
such results as were to be expected

and by the fear of God, but not
and reason, but nonsense and
and haste have led them to

to superstitions, persecutions,
wars, famines, pestilence, hereditary disease, poverty, waste waste inwaste of life, of labor, of
calculable, and now too often irremediable
of
raw
of
of
of
material,
soil,
manure,
capital,
every bounty which God

has bestowed on man,
tries,

some of the

till,

as in the eastern Mediterranean,

finest in the world,

seem ruined forever

:

whole counand all be-

cause men will not learn nor obey those physical laws of the universe
which (whether we be conscious of them or not) are all around us, like
walls of iron and of adamant say rather, like some vast machine, ruth-

though beneficent, among the wheels of which, if we entangle ourselves in our rash ignorance, they will not stop to set us free, but crush

less

they have crushed whole nations and whole races ere
powder. Very terrible, though very'calm, is outraged Nature

now

us, as

"

Though the

mills of

to

:

God grind

Slowly, yet they grind exceeding small.

Though He sit, and wait with patience,
With exactness grinds He all."
It

is,

I believe, one of the most hopeful

among

the

many

hopeful
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signs of the times, that the civilized nations of Europe and America
are awakening, slowly but surely, to this truth.
The civilized world

more of the importance of physical
learning to live more and more
to
the
which are, as the great Lord
laws
of
science,
according
physical
Bacon said of old, none other than " Vox Dei in rebus revelata " the
voice of God vevealed in facts and it is gaining, by so doing, year by
year, more and more of health and wealth of peaceful and comfortable,
even of graceful and elevating, means of life for fresh millions.
If you want to know what the study of physical science has done
learning, thank God, more and
science ; year by year, thank God,

is

it is

;

;

man, look, as a single instance, at the science of sanitary reform ; the
science which does not merely go to cure disease, and shut the stabledoor after the horse is stolen, but tries to prevent disease ; and, thank
for

Or look at
God, is succeeding beyond our highest expectations.
the actual fresh amount of employment, of subsistence, which science
men, and judge for yourselves
be not one worthy of those who wish to
Let me
help themselves, and, in so doing, to help their fellow-men.
quote to you a passage from an essay urging the institution of schools
of physical science for artisans, which says all which I wish to say

has, during the last century, given to

whether the study of

and more
"

it

:

The discoveries of

voltaic electricity, electro-magnetism, and magby Volta, Oersted, and Faraday, led to the invention
telegraphy by Wheatstone and others, and to the great

netic electricity,

of electric
manufacturers of telegraph-cables and telegraph-wire, and of the maThe value of the cargo of the Great Eastern
terials required for them.
alone in the present Bombay telegraph expedition is calculated at three
It also led to the employment of thousands
million pounds sterling.

of operators to transmit the telegraphic messages, and to a great increase of our commerce in nearly all its branches by the more rapid

means of communication.

The discovery

of voltaic electricity further

led to the invention of electro-plating, and to the employment of a
The numerous experimental
large number of persons in that business.

researches on specific heat, latent heat, the tension of vapors, the properties of water, the mechanical effect of heat, etc., resulted in the de-

velopment of steam-engines and railways, and the almost endless employments depending upon their construction and use. About a quarter of a million of persons are employed on railways alone in Great
The various original investigations on the chemical effects
Britain.
of light led to the invention of photography, and have given employment to thousands of persons who practise that process, or manufacture
and prepare the various material and articles required in it.
The discovery of chlorine by Scheele led to the invention of the modern processes of bleaching, and to various improvements in the dyeing of the
textile fabrics, and has given employment to a very large number of
our Lancashire operatives. The discovery of chlorine has also contrib*
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uted to the employment of thousands of printers, by enabling Esparto
for the use of our daily
grass to be bleached and formed into paper

The numerous experimental investigations in relation to coalhave
been the means of extending the use of that substance,
gas
the employment of workmen and others connected
and of
press.

increasing

with

its

manufacture.

The discovery

of the alkaline metals

by Davy,

of cyanide of potassium, of nickel, phosphorus, the common acids, and
a multitude of other substances, has led to the employment of a whole
of workmen in the conversion of those substances into articles of

army

utility.

The foregoing examples might be greatly enlarged upon, and

selected from the sciences of physics and
There is not a force of
will suffice.
mentioned
but
those
chemistry
that
we employ, which has
substance
a
material
nor
Nature,
scarcely
not been the subject of several, and in some cases of numerous, original
in a greater or
experimental researches, many of which have resulted,

a great

many others might be
:

employment for workmen and others."
No.
25.)
(Nature,
Suppose that any one of you, learning a little sound natural history,
should observe nothing but the hedgerow-plants, he would find that
there is much more to be seen in those mere hedgerow-plants than he
The microscope will reveal to him in the tissues of any
fancies now.
of
wood,
any seed, wonders which will first amuse him, then puzzle
at
last (I hope) awe him, as he perceives that smallness of size
and
him,
" Nainterferes in no way with perfection of development, and that
"
And
is
least."
is greatest in that which
ture," as has been well said,
more. Suppose that he went further still. Suppose that he extended
his researches somewhat to those minuter vegetable forms, the mosses,
Suppose that he went a little further still, and tried
fungi, lichens.
what the microscope would show him in any stagnant pool, whether
fresh water or salt, of Desmidise, Diatoms, and all those wondrous
atomies which seem as yet to defy our classification into plants or aniless degree, in increasing the

Suppose he learned something of this, but nothing of aught else.
"Would he have gained no solid wisdom ? He would be a stupider man
than I have a right to believe any of you to be, if he had not gained
thereby somewhat of the most valuable of treasures, namely, that
scientific habit of mind which (as has been well said) is only commonsense well regulated, the art of seeing ; the art of knowing what he
the art of comparing, of perceiving true likenesses aud true differsees
ences, and so of classifying and arranging what he sees ; the art of
connecting facts together in his own mind, in chains of cause and
and that accurately, patiently, calmly, without prejudice, vanieffect
or
temper.
Accuracy, patience, freedom from prejudice, carelessty,
ness for all except the truth, whatever the truth maybe are not these
virtues which it is worth any trouble to gain ? Virtues, not merely of
the intellect, but of the character which, once gained, a man can apply to all subjects, and employ for the acquisition of all solid knowlmals.

;

;

;
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I know no study whatsoever more able to help a man to
habit of mind than natural history.
that
inductive
acquire
The study of languages, for
be
it
acquired otherwise.
True,
may
to form it, because
when
specially
helps
instance,
properly pursued,

edge.

And

and the modern science of philology, which deals with
now a thoroughly inductive, and therefore a trustBut without that scientific temper of
and
a
teaching science.
worthy
mind which judges calmly of facts, no good or lasting work will be
done, whether in physical science, in social science, in politics, in philoswords are

facts,

them, has become

ophy, in philology, or in history.
Now, if this scientific habit of mind can be gained by other studies,
why should I, as a clergyman, interest myself specially in the spread
I not going out of my proper sphere to medof physical science ?
I not, indeed, going into a sphere out
dle with secular matters ?

Am

Am

of which I had better keep myself, and all over whom I may have influence ? For is not science antagonistic to religion ? and, if so, what
to do, save to warn the young against it, instead of
has a

clergyman

attracting;

them toward

it ?

I grudge that epithet
do more I deny it to
any thing which God has made, even to the tiniest of insects, the most
To those who believe in God, and try to
insignificant atom of dust.
see all things in God, the most minute natural phenomenon cannot be
and I can use
I say, deliberately, divine
It must be divine
secular.
The grain of dust is a thought of God God's
no less lofty word.
God's wisdom gave it whatsoever properties or qualipower made it
God's providence has put it in the place where it
ties it may possess.
is now, and has ordained that it should be in that place at that moment,
by a train of causes and effects which reaches back to the very creation
of the universe. The grain of dust can no more go from God's presIf it go up to
ence, or flee from God's Spirit, than you or I can do.
often
float
it
and
the physical heaven,
actually
does) far above the
(as
the aeronaut has
which
the
strata
of
in
those
atmosphere
clouds,
higher
never visited, whither the Alpine snow-peaks do not rise, even there
it will be obeying physical laws which we hastily term laws of Naand if it go down into
of God
ture, but which are really the laws
if
buried
it
be
the physical abyss
fathoms, miles, below the surface,
First, as to meddling with secular matters.
But I
of secular to any matter whatsoever.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

and become an atom of some rock still in the process of consolidation,
Is it not
it escaped from God, even in the bowels of the earth ?
there still obeying physical laws, of pressure, heat, crystallization, and
so forth, which are laws of God the will and mind of God concerning
has

of matter ?
Only look at all created things in this light look
particles
at them as what they are, the expressions of God's mind and will con" the voice of
this universe in which we live
God," as Bacon

cerning
" revealed in facts "
says,

for

you

will

be sure

and then you will not fear physical science,
more you know of physical science, the

that, the
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At least,
more you will know of the works and of the will of God.
" The
of
the
Psalmist.
will
in
be
the
with
you
teaching
harmony
" declare the
and
the
of
firmament
God;
heavens," says he,
glory
showeth his handiwork.
There is neither speech nor language where
their voices are not heard anions: them."

So held the Psalmist con-

cerning astronomy, the knowledge of the heavenly bodies ; and what
ne says of sun and stars is true likewise of the flowers around our feet,
of which the greatest Christian poet of
"

modern times has

said

To me the meanest flower
Thoughts that do

lie

that grows may give
too deep for tears."

Abstract from

Good Words.

-++-

SIGHT

AND THE VISUAL OKGAN,
By Dr.

A.

VON GEAEFE,

LATE PROFESSOR OF THE UNIVERSITY OF BERLIN.

what it may, that we form to ourselves of the mysterithat links our perception to the life of the soul, so much is
undoubted, that the material supplied by the impressions of the senses
constitutes the basis on which the soul unfolds ; further, that they fur-

BE

the idea

ous

tie

nish the nutriment on which our thoughts and conceptions live and
grow, and that through them alone is preserved the connection between the invisible " I " and the external world the soil in which all

conscious intellectual activity strikes root.
The child does not come into the world fitted out with elementary
notions, as the idealists have taught, but endowed with the capacity
These impressions, coming to it through th.e
for acquiring these ideas.
" for
" intellectual
fuel
the first psychical processes.
senses, furnish the
for
this
of
mental
And, obviously
embryo stage
life, the association of
the senses of seeing and feeling is of peculiar importance. The richer

and the more manifold the relamore numerous and varied are
our inductions from them. By means of a process of collecting and
comparing, compound ideas are evolved out of simple ones, and the
normal, logically organized mental life attains an ever-higher develop-

the world of sensuous impressions

is,

tions of sense to sense are, so all the

ment, while, by the inexhaustible activity of the senses, it receives a
never-failing supply of fresh material for the perfecting of its psychical structure.

The

senses are indeed the gates to the mind,
through which aliment
but equally, they are the portals through
;

passes for its sustenance

which science must endeavor to penetrate into the mental world.
This has often been attempted, though in another manner, as by lay-

'
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soul.
But, since tbe begining down postulates on the nature of the
our
of
manner
thoughts to the
committing
ning of the world, this
our knowlincreased
has
never
of
metaphysical hypotheses
guidance
a
hair's
breadth.
even
by
edge
struck into the
Fortunately, the majority of thinkers have now

more promising paths of observation and analysis. Essential and
most important progress has been made in the knowledge of the huinto
body, since men have ceased to indulge in subtle speculation
the nature of the principle of life, and turned with an undivided spirit
of inquiry into the laws of organic appearances. And since men have
manifestations of
applied themselves to trace with care the psychical

man

utmost in their power
perception into the world of ideas, and to do the
to discover the laws which there govern, there has arisen another scias it daily proves
ence, forcing itself more and more on our notice

be possessed of an inherent vitality. I refer to the science of
psychology.
Such being our starting-point, the operations of the perceptions
acquire a wider significance. Resting on this increased significance, I

itself to

to bring before you the structure and functions of that organ which, from the enormous amount of material it is the means of

now venture

bringing to the mind, takes a prominent place in the part assigned to the operation of the senses. If I succeed in heightening a
little your interest in this organ, or even only in reanimating in some
of you the sentiment of happiness which must fill every grateful child
of the Creator, when, on awaking in the morning, he joyfully greets the
for a trifling exertion.
light of day, I shall have earned a rich reward
brain
the
which reposes in the
in
that
as
shown
Fig. 1,
Suppose,
of
is
and
the
the
of
consciousness, runs
cranium,
bodily organ
cavity
at one spot of its complicated structure, into a cord-like process,
which lengthens till it reaches the surface of our body, when it then
spreads out again in an umbellar form. Imagine, further, this whole
off,

process, including its roots, endowed with a specific sensitiveness, by
virtue of which it responds with a luminous sensation to every irrita-

tion applied, and
the visual organ.

you have a fundamental idea of the nervous part of

Before proceeding further, let us first become better acquainted
with these parts. A, indicates the brain B, the aforesaid process, or
in other words the optic nerve, which, passing through an aperture in
the cranium, stretches on till it reaches into the orbit, where it spreads
out into that expanse C, which, under the well-known term of retina,
;

turns

its

surface to the outer world.

X is the point where the
X meaning to indicate the

Lastly,
inserted in the brain, the letter
process
still unknown extent of its connections.
is

When

I said, above, that every point of the whole mechanism, on
being irritated, produced a luminous sensation, I meant that the irritation was conducted to the brain, and called forth this sensation in that
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It is the same irritation coming in
sole source of conscious impressions.
contact with the organ of consciousness, which we observe in the
nerves of touch, with this difference that, in the above case, the quality

The mere producing of
luminous or colored.
luminous does not in any way depend on the nature of the irritation.
Squeezing, pinching, pulling, chemical or electric irritations which give rise to the sensations of warmth or pain in a
nerve of touch, call forth in the optic apparatus, by virtue of its specific
sensitiveness, only a feeling of light, accompanied by neither pain nor
of feeling differs

;

it is

this sensation of the

heat.
Fro.

A, Brain

You

ask

;

B, Visual Nerve

;

how men have

C, Retina

X, Boot of the Optic or Visual Nerve.

arrived at the knowledge of these things,

seeing the mechanism in question
direct investigation.

;

1.

is

almost entirely removed from any
umbellar expansion of the optic

First, then, the

nerve, the retina, enables us to make experiments this retina being in
such close contact with the eye, the optical part of the visual organ,
;

accessible to every sort of mechanical irritation.
You have
or
often
made
such
yourselves, consciously
unconsciously,
experiments,

that

it is

when you watched the circles and sparks of fire and

light, which become
on rubbing or pressing your eyes through their lids, or striking
them with a hard substance. Here the eye, as an optical apparatus,
remains passive. Just as a man, who sees, is aware of the phenomena
even in the deepest darkness, so is also a blind man, as long as the
retina is endowed with its specific sensitiveness or sensory power, by
which it responds to every irritation with a luminous sensation. Even
after blindness, this dancing of sparks of fire and light may be kept

visible

irritation in the eye to such a
tormenting extent, that, in
order to prevent it, we usually cut the optic nerve just behind the eye,
when the sparkling and scintillating cease.

up by continual
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Although less directly, the optic nerve, as well as the retina, is accessible to our observation.
Hence we ascribe certain scintillations,
motion of the eye, to a twist of the nerve surgical operations, dating from a period when narcotics were not employed, have likewise shown that contact with this nervous cord provisible to us in a rapid

;

duces only sensations of light, not those of pain.
Lastly, we can point out the seat of the root, or the central termination of the optic nerve, by anatomically tracing the fibrils of the visual

nerve into this tract ; and partly, too, by an analysis of the phenomena
observable in healthy and diseased states. When the brain has been

by a narcotic, and the irritation is transmitted to the aforesaid tract, there arise sensations of light, which, combining with ideas
of luminous objects, simultaneously excited, are transformed into what
excited

phantasms. The same thing takes place when the blood, as in
heats
the brain ; or when that part of the organ is excited from
fever,
And thus it is with our visual impressions during
other causes.

we

call

dreams, or even in a half-waking condition.
.*
But all this does not constitute any relation between sensation and
the objects of the external world; that is, proper sensory action,
whether it be the gay visions that surround us in the intoxication
caused by opium; the comic phantasmagoria that hashish conjures up;
.

the compact shapes that belladonna brings so near us ; the airy forms
seen in our dreams, or the scintillations produced by pressure, they all

proceed from irritation of the special sensory power, and it is indifferent to the brain whether it receives its impressions from direct vision,
or only from internal influences. All those operations, therefore, which
proceed from direct irritation of the nervous part of the visual organ,

medium of the eye and of light, under the term subjective
opposed to those phenomena produced by the media of
eye and light, and known as objective vision.
Great as are the influences of this subjective sight for the refreshment of our brain during sleep, and powerfully as they affect the temperament of the blind, they cannot connect us with the outer world.
The yellow light which floods our field of vision, on rubbing the retina,
is of no use to light up external objects.
Hence, when, some years ago,
without the

vision, are

pretended to recognize a delinquent who had attacked him in
by the sparks of fire produced by a blow on his eye, and
founded an accusation thereon, it was, of course, unjustifiable, although
the authorities consulted did not declare against the impossibility of

a

man

the night,

the

fact.

Baron Munchausen went

still

further in the use to which he

put those visual sparks ; for, when attacked by bears in the night, he
not only struck out light enough by which to prosecute the chase, but
fire,

too, for his

We cannot

guns with the same blow.

entirely overlook the question whether sensations of
be
can
produced with the assistance of any other mechanism in
light
As only the part where sensa
the body but that of the visual nerve.
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tion originates is endowed with specific sensory action, so the irritation
of that part can alone produce impressions of vision ; hut this irritation

he imparted to it by other parts of the brain, or by other nerves.
been already stated that irritations of the brain produced by
narcotics are transmitted only by proximity to the terminal extremity
of the optic nerve.
At the same time, it may be that the irritation
from
another
nerve, from a nerve of touch or of hearing, and,
proceeds
penetrating to the brain, affects it so strongly as to send on the con-

may

It has

cussion to the optic centre.
It is this that takes place when, after
having listened to disagreeable sounds, you are seized with certain sensations in the nerves of touch, for instance, in those of the teeth ; or,
heving gazed into the bright light, you become aware of a tickling
In a word, it is here a
sensation in the nose, causing you to sneeze.

question of so-called sympathy, to be explained
from one nerve to the other.

by transmission

of the

irritation

The

disposition to such sympathetic sensation is increased by a
general irritability of the nervous system; while, in a calmer state of
the nerves, the excitations run more regularly in the paths directly

In this manner, those indirectlyaffected by the originating causes.
provoked visual impressions which preponderate in circumstances of
sickness and disease are augmented.

In these indirect visual sensations, as in the direct excitation of
the mechanism of the visual nerve, only subjective sight has been
treated of, cut off from from every relation with the outer world.

We

are quite ready to attach credit to the fact that, at exhibitions of somnambulism, when the natural irritability of nervously-disposed individis heightened, subjective visual impressions are produced in an
unusual degree.
Should, however, any connection with surrounding
objects be founded on these results, or any transmission of the specific

uals

sensory action into other parts, as, for instance, transmitting to the
skin of the abdomen the power of producing objective visual percep-

such as are necessary for reading, these assurances are to be
ranged in the same category of physiological blunders as the Munchau-

tions,

sen hunting-story.

By what means, then,

does the mechanism of the visualnerve, which

we have hitherto regarded merely as the instrument of subjective sight,
become a practical bridge between our ideas and the outer world, and a
medium of the true and accredited operation of the senses f I answer,
a normal relation to a definite irritation proceeding from an object.
This, which we might call the adequate sensory irritation, is light.

by

Let us consider the general relation between light and the organ
Unable to discover with certainty the nature of light, it is
explained in physics as being the undulating motion of an elastic body
of sight.

called ether, diffused throughout the universe.
According to this, the
shock
undulations
of ether on
the
of
the
by light represents

irritation
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the irritable nervous matter, and at once takes its place among the
mechanical excitations mentioned above when speaking of subjective
sight.

optic nerve is insensible to the undulations of the
the peripheral expansion of the retina is alone susceptible of
This peculiarity has to do with the arrangement
irritation by light.
called the terminal apparatus, with which it is now proved every nerve

The cord of the

ether

is

;

The nervous cords themselves are preeminently conducwhen it does take place, necessarily produces imwhich come under the head of qualitative, for the eye, there-

furnished.

tors

;

their irritation,

pressions
do not,
fore, of the quality of luminous sensations ; those impressions
however, stand in any closer relation to the adequate sensory irritation,
ness.

and may

be, as far as

we

are concerned, quite devoid of sensitive-

According to physics, light is the same species of motion in the
ether as warmth; only, in order to affect the retina, the undulations
must take place within certain limits of rapidity. Relatively they
possess the greatest velocity in the violet-colored part of the spectrum,
and the least in the red. In the same proportion as the velocity of the
undulations diminishes, does light become invisible, and only dark rays
of warmth are emitted, while on its being more highly heated, from
the increased rapidity of the undulations, it reaches the glowing-point,
that is, it emits rays of red light.
From this we see that the idea of light depends essentially on the

organization of the retina.

Were

it

different

from what

it is,

did

it

possess any susceptibility for ethereal vibrations of a less degree of vethen we should call
locity than those at the red end of the spectrum,
that light which we now term a dark warmth.
In certain cases of natural color-blindness, the susceptibility of irritation in the retina is quite undeveloped for the extremest red of the

spectrum.

Now, while the light coming from external objects irritates the
retina variously according to its color and power, the impressions made
by luminous objects are also very various, and herein lies the first link
of connection with the outer world.

only the visual organs of the lower animals which lose themand vague relation to the surrounding ocean
of light and color. The organ which now occupies our attention has a
far higher design to serve, viz., to awaken a perception of separate obWere the retina as you
jects, and of their peculiar forms and colors.
see it in Fig. 1, a surface curving outward, then such a design could
It is

selves in such a general

would receive

from

the points
individual
condition, every
point of the retina must enter into a separate and individual relation
with the light proceeding from a point beyond it ; nor till this takes

not be

fulfilled

;

for every part

of the outside world.

In order to

fulfil this

light

all
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place can the irritation of each separate spot of the retina produce a
peculiar impression corresponding to the presence of the object-point;
in short, according to the optical expression for such a relation, a picture of the outside world must be painted on the retina.
And this is indeed what takes place. As, on the one hand, the
retina stands as the terminal apparatus of the optic nerve; on the
other hand, it acts as a shade subservient to optical purposes ; a screen,

on which a perspective picture of the outside world is projected. If
you compare it with the dull glass on which the picture in the cameraobscura falls, or the prepared plate in the photographer's camera, you
have a correct notion of what I mean. As, in the photographer's camera, the picture falls on the sensitive plate, and is impressed on it by

means of chemical changes produced by

light, so in the

eye

it

falls

on

the sensitive plate of the retina, whose irritations are telegraphed to
the brain in due form.

"We henceforth have to consider

this

image painted on

as the real object of the operations of the senses.
But how does the picture imprint itself on the retina ?

the retina

This

is

done

by an
it

;

optical apparatus close behind the retina and in connection with
and, in short, by means of that mechanism known to us as the eye.

If

we compare the retina with the
we shall perceive that the eye

sensitive plate in a camera-obhas indeed an undeniable resemblance with this well-known optical instrument, the camera-obscura.

scura,

Fig.

2.

A
/
/

3,

Sclerotic; C,

Cornea; L, Crystalline Lens; K, Aqueous Humor; K', Vitreous
N, Optic Nerve and Retina.

Humor; A, Choroid;

This is essentially a box painted black in the inside, with an opening fitted with a collective lens, turned on the objects of the outside
world, and which receives the images produced by this lens on the
wall behind. In order to show us the image, the one side of the box
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Now cast a glance at Fig. 2 and
plate of glass.
be
the
box
to
round
next, instead of the wooden wall,
;
suppose
an organic tissue ; and the window glazed with a transparent organic
coat or tunic, instead of with a crystal lens, and which fulfills the same

is

replaced

by a dim

;

first

purpose as a collective lens, and strengthened by one or more lenses
placed one behind the other. Farther, suppose, instead of the blackened inside of the walls of the box, the organic sclerotic coat overlaid
from the inside by a second dark-colored tissue and, lastly, the retina
at the farther end as sensitive plate, and you have certainly an imper;

a good general idea of the chief
fect, but still, as far as an outline goes,
parts of the eye.
To the clearer understanding of these parts, the figure is provided

with

letters.

tissue marked at the different sections with an S, is the enveloping tissue called the sclerotic or sclerotic coat.
To the front, overlapped by the above, lies the transparent tissue,
the cornea, C, which represents the window, and at the same time

The

contributes essentially to collecting the rays of light. At the back
enters the optic nerve, which, spreading out to right and left within

the sclerotic, receives the name retina, likewise marked with an N.
The chief business of the lens, L, lying well back, and rendered perfect by the humors (K, aqueous, K', vitreous), which fill the spaces or

chambers, is the refraction of the rays, whose admission has already
been prepared by the cornea.

And,

lastly, overlying the interior surface of the sclerotic, is

the

pigment, being the substitute for the black paint in
You find it marked with an A.
Now, if this eye with its cornea, like a camera-obscura with its window, is turned on the objects of the outer world, we shall behold what
The light proceeding from a point A, beyond the
Fig. 3 shows us
choroid with
the camera.

its

:

eye, throws a pencil of rays on the cornea ; this
here and there on the surface of the lens, but in a

is

already refracted

manner

so as to col-

one point a of the retina. This a, then,
In the same manner, b beis the image-point of the object-point A.
comes the image-point of the object-point B, and all the object- j>oints
and B will find their image-points on the retina between a
between
lect all its rays again in the

A

and

In a word, an inverted perspective image of all the objects
B will be found reflected on the retina.
comprehended in the space
b.

A

Let us now examine a little more closely the structure of the eye,
together with the object it is designed to serve, taking the separate
parts in the direction from without inward.
The sclerotic, a stout and not very elastic coat, wants no further

On the other hand, however, the cornea, as the transparent window, deserves your whole attention. In the construction of
the cornea Nature has had to overcome exceptional difficulties. If you
remember how apt every organic body exposed to the air is to fall a
description.
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prey to desiccation, under the influence of which the optical homogeneousness, on which transparency depends, is lost, you will readily
acknowledge the amount of resistance the cornea is enabled to offer.
But further, consider that the cornea does not possess a homogeneous
structure, but consists of five different, partly compound layers ; that
hides in its interior numerous cellular bodies, canals for the passage
of the humors, and a net-work of nerves and then assuredly you will

it

not refuse your admiration to the optical excellence of this most indispensable of all windows.
Fig.

A B, Object of Sight;

However, the

a

3.

5,

Image on the

Ketina.

task implied in the structure of the cornea
without the aid of some extraneous appliances.
Thus, two movable covers lie over the eye, namely, the eyelids, whose

could not be

inner surface

difficult

fulfilled

a

compound humorous

1

matter, a brackish, mucilaginous, fatty solution. After having used our eye for a while, there arises
a certain sensation of dryness on the cornea, from exposure to the air ;
is

the ever-recurring necessity of renewing the moistness causes us to
close the lids, or, as we say, to wink.
This is at least the chief design
of the dropping of the lids, which besides lend their aid to the periodical exclusion of the irritation of the sight, as in sleep, for defence
against the dazzling light, and for protection against the impurities
in the atmosphere.

by

The cornea

the posterior humors.

is

likewise being continually moistened
all the expedients and
appliances

But, with

used by Nature, perfect transparency cannot be always preserved:
dull spots are formed on the window of the cornea, often
causing derangement of vision. Unimportant irritations, which on the surface
of the body are not noticed, seriously affect the cornea.
Let us now notice the second coat, the choroid. This we
compared
to the black coating of paint in the camera-obscura.
Thinking of the
dazzling and delusive visions which are a consequence of the gradual
consuming away of the pigment in the choroid, or which accompany
the entire want of it, as with the albinos, we cannot doubt that one
1

This matter receives the

mechanic

name of mixed

irritation or during weeping, flow

30

tears,

contrary to the briny

from the eye.

tears,

which, by
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essential design of this tissue is to intercept the scattered rays.

But,
apart from its office of conducting nourishment to the eye, and secreting the humors by means of its numerous blood-vessels, the choroid
has a second optical design to

fulfil,

which now brings us to the char-

acteristic signs of the eye.
As you will perceive from Fig. 4, which gives a section of an eye
from life, the choroid, after having accompanied the sclerotic to the

edge of the cornea, goes on expanding anteriorly, and from henceforth
bears another name, that of the iris, or, as we might say, the rainbow

As this process, which likewise contains a quantity of pigment,
behind the transparent cornea, it can be observed in all its minutiae ; and, on account of the rayed arrangement adopted by its fibres,
it is frequently called the eyeball, or star.
The iris is broken in the
centre by an opening to which we apply the term pupil, being the
visual aperture. It usually seems to be black.
tissue.

lies

The presence of the iris greatly diminishes the extent of surface
designed for the reception of light ; the whole pencil of rays that falls
on the cornea, as supposed, in Fig. 3, not reaching the retina, but only
as shown in Fig. 4, on that section of it which enters the pupil.
Though much of the volume of light is thereby lost, the restriction is
highly beneficial, by sharpening the image on the retina ; for the refraction of the rays is much more equal in the centre than toward the
margin.
still more important function to perform.
of the light, being furnished with a muscular
apparatus (ciliary muscle), which provides that in strong light the
Thus the iris plays the
pupil contracts, and in duller light expands.
a
common
of
a
so-called
movable
appliance in optical
diaphragm,
part

The

iris,

however, has a

It regulates the entrance

instruments, used to dull the light for the purpose of seeing better.
You cannot but have observed this play of the pupil, and how it ac-

commodates
that the
is

iris

the volume of light ; nor can you be ignorant
varied coloring from light blue to deepest brown
as the color of the eye. It is perhaps less well known

itself to

with

what we know

its

to you, however, that the peculiar pigment required for the darker
colors of the iris comes only as we advance in life, and that, therefore,

we all commence our earthly
known to Aristotle.
The crystalline lens, which

course with blue eyes
is

held fast in

its

;

place

a fact already

by a very

fine

tissue, as shown in Fig. 4, from the curve of its surface, and its strong
power of refraction, plays an important part by conducting the colIt has, however, another and
lected light to the picture on the retina.
extremely important design, which must here be carefully considered.
The requirements made on an optical instrument depending on
lenticular effect, are different according as it is expected to project
images of nearer or more distant objects. The light with very divergent rays, and proceeding from near objects, is collected to a picture

SI GET
behind the
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lens, while that of the

distant objects falls with almost
return to the caraera-obscura, you must draw out
the tube with the lens, in other words, remove the latter farther from
the intercepting plate if nearer objects are to be impressed, and on the
parallel lines.

To

The same effects
other, push it in, if more distant ones are wanted.
might be produced at equally the same distance by simply substituting

Now, the human eye has to fulfil the reof
quirement
projecting clearly-defined images on the retina, whether
they are but a few inches off, or at an immeasurable distance. The
lenses of different power.

eye being strictly subject to lenticular laws, either the space between
the lens and the retina must have the
power of varying, or the lens
itself, by a change of form, must exercise now a stronger now a weaker
power of refraction.
Fig. 4,

The same

parts as in Fig.

2,

besides:

I,

;
K, Ciliary Muscle; L, Suspensory
lens (zonula).

Iris

Ligament of the

The conclusion has now been arrived at, that this power of accommodation depends on a varying curve of the lens. 1
In order to effect this, a great degree of elasticity, chiefly of the
outer capsule, was obviously necessary, and we find this requisite complied with by an admirably delicate structure of concentric lavers, ac-

cording to which its density reaches the minimum at the periphery of
the lens, while its aggregate power of refraction is increased, as if it

were composed entirely of the strong refracting substance of which
the centre consists.

As

its focus rests on this quality of
innecessarily accompanied by a loss of elasticity with
creasing age. The eye of a man of sixty, that sees distinctly at a dis-

the power of accommodating

the lens,

it is

1
The mode of procedure is now known down to the last and most minute detail. The
surfaces of the lens give back extremely delicate reflections, which with the proper aids
may be measured in the living eye, and from the size of which the curve may be calcu-

lated as in convex and concave mirrors.

peculiar agent

a muscle embedded

As

auxiliary of this change of form, there

in the choroid (K, Fig.

4)

of contracting and expanding the suspensory ligament of the lens.

is

a

which has the power
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tance,

is

unable to distinguish an object five inches

off; and, if, against
see sharply at five inches off, this benefit is counteracted by
the inconvenience of seeing distant objects with great indistinctness,
The gradual hardening of the lens is accompanied by a decrease of
all rule, it

its focus, and is even subject to such small individ1
ual fluctuations that, by an exact calculation of its play, we may sometimes arrive at the most indiscreet conclusions respecting the age.
Should the lenticular elasticity no longer admit of a sufficient scope

power of adjusting

for refraction, we must then either adjust the distance of the objects,
as we see a far-sighted individual do, by holding the book proportionably farther off, or we must afford the eye assistance by accommodat-

ing it with movable auxiliary lenses, spectacles, which replace the lost
power of adjusting forms to the natural eye. This power of accommodating the focus disappears beyond recall if the lens has sustained an
injury, or if we remove it entirely, from its having grown turbid. This
takes place in the operation for cataract, which is a dimming of the
sight from a thickening of the lens.
as
in

The lens, however, is not altogether free from optical irregularities,
when the focus of the eye has not been perfectly adjusted for seeing
the distance. Those of you who are short-sighted, on looking at a

distant street-lamp, perceive, instead of the clearly-defined image, an
irregular circle of light, and you will at the same time observe within

that circle a number of peculiar rays and dots, which are nothing but
irregularities in the lens, i. e., the reaction of those irregularities on the
retina.
Even an eye whose sight is quite normal, makes an analogous
observation if it directs its gaze to a very fine point of light, as, for

example, to a star. Both the star and the atmosphere are equally innocent of the small beams that radiate from it ; they are the rays of
our own lens which we transplant to heaven. So little aware are we of

what takes place

in the depth of our sensory organs, or in the immeasurable distances of the universe.
The spaces between the lens and the cornea, as also between the
lens and the retina, are filled with a liquid medium, called humors ;
the latter, which constitutes by far the largest chamber of the eye, is
filled with a gelatinous substance called the vitreous humor.
This

medium

likewise contributes essentially to the concentration of the
of
rays
light, as, lying between two curved partitions, they exercise
a similar influence as the lens.

The vitreous humor, optically speaking, is, however, not pure ;
small granular or wavy forms, which all of you at times have seen
hovering within your field of view, and which pursues so many hypochondriacal persons on their

summer

trip to a watering-place, arfi occa-

by shadows thrown on the retina by a partial, delicate opaqueness in the vitreous humor. Those bodies are so light as only to be
sioned

1

The diminution of the play does not commence in the second period of our lives,
manner from childhood onward.

as Donders has proved, in a regular

but,
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effects of light, or on a peculiar exertion in
-perceptible, either in certain
the straining of the attention. By a simple experiment it is possible to

make every person acquainted with these guests of his field of view,
the so-called muscce volitantes ; only, one must be prepared for those
never again
formerly overlooked, but once honored with attention,

from their

stirring

post.

In order, likewise, to preserve space for the play of these variations
in the form of the lens, in the act of adjustment, it was necessary to
That the aqueous
surround the lens with a liquid or elastic medium.
humor bears a part in moistening the cornea, has already been stated,

but in the voluminous vitreous humor we behold the regulator of the
shape and tension of the eye. Such an auxiliary medium is of urgent
the quality of tension
necessity to keep up the regularity of refraction,
in the retina as a sensitive surface, and the action of the optic nerve.
Some
ago, I was happy in being able to demonstrate that a com-

years
prehensive range of diseased conditions and also blindness, the causes
of which had been successively sought for in different parts of the eye,
simply arose from too great a tension being exercised by the vitreous
humor a discovery which imparted so much the more pleasure, as
a suitable

remedy was likewise

at hand.

Let us imprint on our memories, from the model of a magnified eye,
the positions and dimensions of the different parts. For the present, I
begin with the cord of the optic nerve, which, as you perceive, does not
This part, as well
enter the sclerotica exactly opposite to the cornea.
as the larger posterior chamber of the eye, is embedded in the orbit,

and is therefore not visible externally while, on the other hand, between the lids, you remark the white of the eye, which is the anterior
next the transparent cornea and away
chamber of the choroid
;

;

;

with the pupil in the centre.
The black appearance of the latter used to be ascribed solely to the
dark layer formed by the choroid for the interior of the eye, absorbing
More patient and minute investigations have, however,
all the light.
proved that the pupil derives its blackness only partially from the
above circumstance, and mostly from the refraction of the light.
Helmholtz has succeeded in banishing that darkness from the pupil of

through

it

the colored

iris,

the human eye. By a simple arrangement, called the speculum oculi,
he uses the light which is reflected from the deeper parts of the eye to
illuminate the whole of the interior, as also the image itself projected

This invention exercises an influence not only on the
of the oculist, but likewise on the broad field of medibranch
peculiar
cal investigation, seeing it affords an insight into the optic nerve, a

on the

retina.

direct process of the brain, and other structures, which, along with
their analogies, were hidden from observation in the body.

The dimensions of the eyeball among strong-sighted individuals is
more equal than you perhaps imagine. The apparent differences of
size lie

almost exclusively in the shape of the

slit

of the

lid.

If

it

has
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view over a greater part of the eyeball, and we
bigger, simply because we see more of it. In the same manour judgment is deluded by the different degrees of prominence

a wide
think
ner,

slit, it

affords a

it

A staring or protruding eye impresses

us as being larger,
only pressed forward ; while in advanced age, or in consuming sickness, the sunken eye is thought smaller.
If the eye really is larger, then the distance between the cornea
and the lens will be greater; and if the effects of the refracted light reof the eye.

although

it is

main the same

in the latter, the

the cornea, but in front of it.

image

will no longer

be projected on

And this is what really takes

place in that

wide-spread malady called short-sight dness. Here we have especially
to note that the mean axis of the eye is too long.
There are others

whose visual axis is too short, the image for
such eyes falling behind the retina. In order to reestablish the conditions of keen vision in both cases, the effects of refraction must be dicalled far-sighted eyes,

minished for the short-sighted, by diverging or concave glasses ; for
the far-sighted, by collective or convex glasses. Those conditions have
nothing to do with the want of the power of adjustment of focus.
If you correct the defective construction of the short-sighted eye with
a concave glass, and that of a far-sighted with a convex one, the lens
can with their aid accommodate itits mobility being preserved
self to near and distant objects, which neither an old man, deprived
altogether of the power of adjustment, nor an individual who has been
operated on for the cataract, is capable of doing.
Let us now pursue the analysis of the model in the same order as
at the outset.
First, then, fold back the cornea with the anterior section of the sclerotica

rupted by

;

the margin of the eye to the front is now interis for the rest formed by the tissue of the iris,

the pupil, and

and the anterior section of the choroid.

The space

(at present

want-

ing) in front of the iris-curtain was filled with aqueous humor, which
you are to suppose has escaped. Let us now remove the posterior

half of the tissue of the visual nerve

;

the whole eye will then be closed

up by the passage of the choroid and iris, which now meets with no
break, except anteriorly from the pupil, and posteriorly from the entrance of the optic nerve. If, now, as with the sclerotica, we fold back
the anterior division of the choroid along with the iris, in doing which
we have an opportunity of convincing ourselves of the true nature of

the pupil, and that it
hard lens lying behind.
reous humor,

we

left

indeed an opening,

we

then come upon the

away, as also the gelatinous vitthe posterior section of the choroid,

this

Taking
remove
but the optic nerve and the

at length

and have nothing
have again arrived

now

is

retina.

at the starting-point of our reflections
remains for me to bring before you the retina.

;

Thus we
and it only

Before, however, entering on this division of my subject, let me
your attention to a few fundamental processes in the act of seeing.
at one
First, the picture or image on the retina is perfectly sharp only
call
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the optic nerve and exactly
particular spot, situated somewhat beyond
The
cornea.
the
light which falls along the
opposite the centre of
This spot in the
at
this
main axis of the
point.
converges

eye

marked by a small hollow. For the rest, it is filled up with a
structure of its own and we have reason for assuming that it furnishes the most exact perceptions, not only on account of the greater
retina

is

;

but also on account of the higher energy
optical sharpness of the image,
or activity with which it is endowed. It is this spot we make use of
when we desire to go into details ; for, if we wish to examine closely
into the nature of an object, either we approach it to the eye, or bring
the eye to bear on the object ; but, in both cases, in such a manner as
to cause the image to fall exactly on the hollow of the retina, or on
the spot of direct vision. This arranging of a position for an object is

what we mean when we speak of adjusting the eye.
The images which are not projected on the spot of direct vision are
not sharp for the necessary light falls on the refracting media more
the sight
or less obliquely.
This, and the decrease in the activity of
;

from the hollow to the sides, explain how the objects, the farther they
are removed from the fixed point, appear with so much less clearness
and sharpness of outline. Indirect or eccentric vision, as it is termed,
makes us aware simply of the presence of objects, by giving us some
notion of their shapes but we are unable to distinguish even the bigfall only one hair's breadth
gest letters, if the image of them should
In reading, the eye must constantly
off that one spot in the retina.
;

move onward

to the end of the line, the single letters thus gradually
imprinting themselves on the direct point of vision. On the other
hand, indirect vision offers hints for fixing the object in our eye ; it
wai-ns us of, and prepares us for, the object previous to our devoting
our whole attention to it, and it is further of use in procuring a wide

survey, by enabling us to see and examine what lies before us. There
are some who only possess direct vision.
Any one can put himself in
so
individual
an
the place of
afflicted, by holding a long tube of small

You naturally distinguish the most minute objects
enclosed within the restricted range of vision ; but, deprived of th&
In
lateral impressions, you could not guide your steps in the street.
calibre to his eye.

short,

you must fancy the image of the external world that

is

imprinted

on the retina, like a picture highly finished in the middle,
roughly sketched out at the sides.

and only

distance from the spot of direct vision, at which the objects
be
perceived by eccentric vision, has its limits. When looking
may
straight before you, you can just perceive a hand which stretches down

The

the whole length of the face, in the direction of the temples. This is
the extremest point from which it is possible for light to fall on the
its
retina; but, if you attempt to go beyond it, the hand disappears,
not being projected on the retina. The combination of all the

image
extreme points from which, with a

set eye, impressions

may be received,
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forms the frame of the
is itself

field of view,

and what

is

within this frame

the field of view.

This space, immovable as regards the head, becomes the arena to
which both those excitations produced by the senses, and those belonging to subjective sight, are transposed; and this transposition always takes place in the same direction as that in which a regular act
of sight would in any case lie. Although long experience has taught
it is a delusion, still we
always place the image projected by a mirror behind it, because the reflected light falls into our eye just as if
the object were behind it. But the sparks produced by pressing the

us

eye from the side of the temples, we seem to see in the opposite side
of the field of view ; but we do so because, in the normal act of sight,
the retina is irritated (from the side of the temples) by light falling
from the opposite side. By the action of projection, the reversed

image naturally regains

A general

its

upright position in the

field

of view.

unaccompanied by a perception
of objects will give us a light field of view, and, on the other hand, a
The
perfect repose of those parts will give us a dark field of view.
former represents the sense of the repose of a mechanism endowed
irritation of the retina

with the power of action

;

the latter corresponds to the absence of

The feeling of darkness,

mechanism whatever.

therefore,

all

results

merely from the expansion of your field of view as opposed to your
while behind your back you have the feeling
retina, if I may so say
;

neither of light nor of darkness you simply miss all sensation of light.
Touching the size of the images on the retina, as compared with
;

the objects themselves, I need merely remind you of the rules of perThe images on the retina stand in reversed proportion to
spective.
the distance of the objects. The image of a pencil, held a foot from

your eye, covers the trunk of the tree before your window
pea, at a like distance, covers the

moon

in the sky.

If,

;

that of a

notwithstand-

think the moon bigger than the pea, and the tree than the
reason is that, apart from our being well acquainted with
the
pencil,
the tree, our judgment is a combination of the size of the image on the
retina and the distance of the object.
Now, as consciousness is for
ing,

we

the most part founded on experience, so just and correct perspective
child will assuredly not
sight is in the main something we acquire.
and
the trunk of the tree
the
difference
between
the
pencil
appreciate
in the same degree as an individual who by experience has learned to
know the value of his impressions. What the child first knows of the
moon is, that he cannot reach it with his hand ; " But," as I once heard
Other inferences have
a child say, "mother can reach it down."

A

We

are so accustomed to merely play
helped him to this conclusion.
with children, that we are easily blinded to the full seriousness of such
requests.

We

cannot break off these reflections on the image of the retina
without making mention of a remarkable spot in the background of
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the eye the yellow spot marking the entrance of the optic nerve. All
perception whatever is arrested within the hounds of this spot it is a
blind point in our field of view.

The blind spot is by no means so excessively small. At the distance of four paces, it would cover a man's head in the centre of your
field of view; and almost a hundred moons in the
sky would find room
within its bounds. When Mariotte made this important discovery, it
caused so

much commotion

before the

King

of

that the experiment had to be repeated
In the endless variations of the

in 1688.

England

experiment, the remarkable fact only received a new confirmation.
rest, this discovery had almost proved fatal to the doctrine of

For the

perception ; for, as at that time the optic nerve and the retina being
considered as essentially the same, one might deduce, a priori, the inference that, just at that point of entrance at which all the
conducting
converged, a heightened sensibility might be argued. But, now
proving to be insensitive, the retina itself could no longer be regarded
fibrils

as the regular conductor of the sensation of light.
And this was the
conclusion to which Mariotte did arrive, transferring the sensibility
to the choroid behind the retina,
again restored it to its rights.

This apparent enigma

is

till

at length Bernoulli

and Haller

explained by what I told you of the genThe part the optic nerve

eral relation of light to the visual organ.

plays is only that of a conductor, while the sensations of the vibrations
of the ether, as also of the specific sensory irritation, is committed to
the retina, or, more correctly speaking, to its external layer.

Another question

Why

does the existence of the blind spot
chief reason is that, as the gap is
regularly situated in the same spot in the field of view, the idea has
learned to fill it up in the most natural manner, and as is suitable for
is,

usually escape our attention ?

The

the connection of objects. For instance, I draw the figure of a cross
on the board, and fix my eye on it, so as to cause the centre of this
figure enclosing the point of intersection to fall on the blind spot ; in

manner I believe indeed that I see a cross, while in reality I only
what lies beyond fancy supplementing the rest. The cross is a
commonly-known figure, and when any two lines take a perpendicular
direction toward each other, they as a rule really do intersect each
The best proof of this being the case is that, when you obliterother.
this

see

;

ate all that lies within the district, you still continue to see the cross;
and, to make the experiment more elegant, if you place some photostill continue to
graph in the empty space, you do not perceive it,

you

see only the cross.

You have

here, then, a conjunction of objective

sensory action and subjective influence, apparently with the help of
the central extremity of the optic nerve, which is highly significant
for the whole doctrine, and which to a certain
degree combines what I

have been endeavoring to explain to you on both of those branches
of the subject.
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ON THE DISCOVEEY OF THE ELEMENTS.
By WILLIAM ODLING,

Esq.,

M.

B.,

1

F. K. S.,

FULLERIAN PBOFESSOB OF OHE1USTBY AT THE EOYAL INSTITUTION.

word " element "

is used by chemists in a peculiar and very
In calling certain bodies elements, there is no intention on the part of chemists to assert the undecomposable nature or
essence of the bodies so called. There is not even an intention on

THE
limited

sense.

their part to assert that these bodies may not suffer decomposition in
certain of the processes to which they are occasionally subjected, but

only to assert that they have not hitherto been proved to suffer decomposition or, in other words, to assert that their observed behavior,
under all the different modes of treatment to which they have been ex;

posed,

is

consistent with the hypothesis of their not having undergone

decomposition.
The entire matter of the earth, then, so far as chemists are yet acquainted with it, is composed of some 63 different sorts of matter
that are spoken of as elementary ; not because they are conceived to

be

in their essence primitive or elementary, but because, neither in the
course of Nature nor in the processes of art, have they been observed

to suffer decomposition.
No one of them has ever been observed to
suffer the loss of any substance different from the substance of its en-

Thus chemists are incapable of taking away from iron, for examjue, a something that is not iron; or of taking away from it any
thing whatever, so as to leave a residue that is not iron ; whereas they
are capable of taking away from iron-pyrites a something which is not
iron-pyrites but is sulphur, so as to leave a residue which is not ironpyrites but is metallic iron.
The notion of all other material bodies being constituted of, and
tirety.

decomposable into, a limited number of elementary bodies, which could
not themselves be proved to suffer decomposition or mutual transformation under any circumstances whatever, but could, on the contrary,
be traced respectively through entire series of combinations, and be
extracted at will from each member of the series, is a notion which,

undergoing

ward

in course of time a

in a definite

gradual development, was

form by Lavoisier

;

until

first

put

for-

whose time, some residue

of the great alchemical doctrine of the essential transmutability of all
things that the substance of all things was the same, while the form
different
still prevailed.
To Lavoisier is due the enunciation of the principle departed from, however, in a few instances by
himself that all bodies which cannot be proved to be compounded,

above was

are in practical effect, if not in absolute fact, elementary,
dealt with accordingly.
1

Lecture before the Royal Institution.

and are

to

be
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Of the many

definite substances

known

to chemists before
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dis-

covery of hydrogen gas, the following were afterward recognized by
Lavoisier and his colleagues as elementary
First, the seven metals
:

known
and

to the ancients, namely, gold, silver, mercury, copper, iron, tin,
lead, distinguished respectively by the signs of the sun, moon, and

each- conceived to have some mystic connection with the
orb
or planet of which it bore the sign, and not unfrequently
particular
the name.
Then three metals which became known at the latter end

planets;

and

of the fifteenth or beginning of the sixteenth century, namely, anti-

mony, discovered by Basil Valentine in 1490; bismuth, mentioned by
Agricola, 1530; and zinc, mentioned by Paracelsus, obiit 1541. An
elementary character was also assigned to the non-metals carbon and
sulphur, which had been known from the earliest times to phosphoand to boracic acid,
rus, discovered by Brandt, of Hamburg, in 1669
;

;

now known

to be a hydrated oxide of boron, first discovered by Homand still occasionally spoken of as Homberg's sedative

berg in 1702,
salt.

The

list

was further swollen by four metals which,

in Lavoisier's

time, had been but recently discovered, namely, cobalt and arsenic,
identified simultaneously in 1733 by George Brandt, of Stockholm;

platinum, discovered in 1741 by Woods, assay-master at Jamaica; and
nickel, discovered in 1751 by Cronstedt.

The only other bodies known before 1766,
in the class of elements, namely, the alkalies

and afterward included
and earths, had during

the quarter of a century immediately preceding been made the subThe differentiation of potash from soda, both
jects of especial study.
previously known by the common name of alkali, was indicated by
Duhamel in 1736, and more completely established by Marggraf in
The differentiation from one another of lime or calcareous
1758.
earth, silex or vitrefiable earth, alumina or argillaceous earth,
magnesia or bitter earth, was accomplished by the labor of

and

many

chemists, more particularly Marggraf, Bergmann, and Scheele
prior
to whose researches, silex, alumina, and magnesia, together with their
;

different combinations

and commixtures with each other and with

The nature of the
lime, were held to be but impure varieties of lime.
difference between the caustic alkalies and earths and their
respective

made known by Black

carbonates was

in 1756; while the real consti-

and earths, as metallic oxides, though suspected
was not established until the beginning of the present
century, by Davy and his contemporaries and followers.
The successive recognition of the elementary gases, quickly follow-

tution of the alkalies

by

Lavoisier,

ing Black's remarkable discovery of carbonic-acid gas, began with the
hydrogen by Cavendish in 1766. This was succeeded
by the discovery of nitrogen by Rutherford in 1772 ; of chlorine and

identification of

acid, the latter

now

held to be a fluoride of hydrogen, by
in the same year.
Thus prior to the discovery of the first of the elementary gases, 23

fluoric

Scheele in 1774

;

and of oxygen by Priestley
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kinds of solid matter, and one liquid body, mercury, were known,
which afterward became recognized as elements. Between then and
the present time, 33 kinds of solid matter, and one liquid body, bromine, have been added to the list the discovery of the earliest of them
occurring almost simultaneously with, or even just preceding, that of
the last discovered of the elementary gases.

Among the number of bodies discovered prior to 1803, when Davy
effected the decomposition of the alkalies, several, at first thought to
be elementary, are now known to be compounds of oxygen with other
regarded as elements and conversely, two bodies, namely,
fluorine, at one time thought to be oxides, have since become regarded as elementary but in none of these cases did the discovery of what is now considered to be the real constitution of the
bodies add or subtract an element to or from the list.
bodies

still

chlorine

;

and

;

From

the period of the

modern

or Lavoiserian conception of ele-

ments and compounds down to the beginnnig of the nineteenth century, the recognition of new elements occurred with much frequency
After then, the discoveries became
frequent ; but, even within the last 50 years, no fewer
elements have been added to the list, being at the rate of

at short but varied intervals.

somewhat

less

than 12 new
one new element every four years. Throughout, the periods of discovery have been somewhat irregular in their occurrence. Thus, in
the years 1802 and 1803, six new elements were discovered, namely,
tantalum, cerium, palladium, rhodium, iridium, and osmium; within
the succeeding 14 years only one new element, but that a very important one, namely, iodine and in the fifteenth and sixteenth years, three
;

elements, namely, lithium, selenium, and cadmium. The longest
barren interval, one of 13 years' duration, took place between the dis-

new

covery of niobium, by Rose, in 1846, and that of csesium and rubidium,
in 1859*.
The last discovered of the elements, namely,
indium, being fully seven years old, and there being no reason to consider our present list as any thing like complete, or to apprehend any
cessation of additions thereto, it is now quite time for some other new
element to be made known.
For we may reasonably anticipate the
discovery of new elements to take place at irregular intervals possibly
for centuries to come, and our list of the elements to be increased at

by Bunsen,

least as

much

in the future as in the past.

The

fresh discovery, however, of any abundant elementary constituent of the earth's crust would seem scarcely now to be expected,

seeing that of the 32 elements which have become known since the
year 17*74 the year of the discovery of chlorine and oxygen and manganese and baryta the great majority belong to the class of chemical
curiosities
while even the four or five most abundant of the since discovered elements are found to enjoy but a sparing, although wide distribution in Nature, as is the case, for example, with bromine and
iodine ; or else to be concentrated but in a few specially-localized
;
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is the case, for example, with strontium and chromium,
and tungsten. Of course it is difficult to appraise the relative abundance in Nature of different elements more especially from the circumstance of those -which are put to commercial uses being everywhere sought for, and those not put to commercial uses being habitually

minerals, as

;

save indeed by the man of science, to whom the peculiar
some of the less familiarly known elements, as palladium,
of
properties
osmium, erbium, didymium, uranium, and thallium, render them objects of the highest interest.

neglected

A

very notable point with regard to the last-discovered four elements, namely, rubidium, ccesium, thallium, and indium, is their successive discovery within a few years of each other, by one and the
same process, namely, that of spectrum analysis. This process, invented and made available as a means of chemical research by Bunsen

and Kirchhoff in 1859,

consists simply in allowing the light given off

by

and vapors, limited by means of a fine slit, to
succession of prisms and in observing the soor
a
prism
pass through
It has
of the slit.
produced, brightly-colored, widely-extended image
been known from the days of Newton, that, by the passage of heteroits differgeneous light through a prismatic, highly-dispersive medium,
each
from
become
constituents
widely separated
ently refrangible
different ignited gases

;

But, whereas
other, so as to furnish an elongated, colored spectrum.
the spectra of incandescent solid and liquid bodies are continuous, and
not distinctive of the particular luminous bodies yielding them, the
are found to be
spectra of incandescent, gaseous, or vaporized bodies,
lines
of different
of
one
or
more
consist
to
and
bright
discontinuous,
of the particular
color, thickness, and position, according to the nature
incandescent gases or vapors from which the light through the slit is
the different
proceeding. In this way it is found that the spectra of

when free and in combination, are perfectly
of the particular elements vaporized and
characteristic
and
definite,
made incandescent. And, in many cases, the spectra, or portions of
the spectra of particular elements, even when present in the most
minute proportion, are so extremely well marked and distinctive, that
chemical elements, alike
1

the presence or absence of these elements is determinable with the
a mere inspection of the emission specgreatest ease and certainty, by

by the incandescent gases or vapors under examination.
Moreover, gases and vapors are further capable of affecting heterogeneous light which is passed through them and of thus yielding abtra yielded

;

sorption spectra, in which the characteristic lines of the above-described
emission spectra are reversed, so as to appear, unaltered in position, as
black lines or intervals in an otherwise continuous band of color.

Now,
1

the salts of the alkali-metals, lithium, sodium, and potassium,

For some

qualifications of this statement, vide Eoscoe's

"

Spectrum Analysis."
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and certain of the salts of the alkaline-earth metals, calcium, strontium,
and barium, being very readily volatile, upon heating these salts, in
the non-luminous flame of a Bunsen gas-burner for example, they undergo vaporization, and their vapors become incandescent and capable
of yielding the characteristic emission spectra of the pai'ticular metals.
way the alkali-salt residue of a mineral water

In examining in this

from Durkheim, Bunsen observed in the spectrum before him certain
colored lines not belonging to any one of the then known alkalies,
potash, soda, or lithia and yet necessarily belonging to some substance having the general characters of an alkali, since all other bodies
than alkalies had been previously removed from the residue under examination. In full reliance upon the certainty of this conclusion, Bunsen evaporated some forty tons of the water in question and from the
alkali-salt residue succeeded in extracting and separating salts of two
;

;

new alkali-metals, each characterized by a well-marked pair of lines in
the blue or indigo, and one of them having in addition a pair of wellmarked lines of extremely small refrangibility in the red of the spec-

From

its yielding those red lines, the one metal was named
the other, of which the bright-blue lines were especially
characteristic, being called caesium.

trum.

rubidium

;

The very general distribution in Nature of these two elements was
speedily established, and salts of each of them were, with much labor,
eventually prepared in a state of purity and in reasonable quantity.

From
tained

certain of their respective salts the metals themselves
by the usual processes, and, together with their salts,

were obwere sub-

mitted to detailed chemical examination. And no sooner was this examination made, than the position of the newly-discovered elements, as
members of the alkali-metal family, at once became apparent. Rubidium and caesium were found in all their properties to present the most
striking analogy to potassium, and evidently to stand to this metal in
the same relation that strontium and barium respectively stand to calcium ; while they differed from sodium, much as strontium and barium
respectively differ from magnesium. This relationship in obvious
properties was further borne out by the relationship of their atomic

weights, thus

:

Mg 24
Ca 40
Sr
87
Ba 137

..

..

.

.

.

.

. .

.

.

\

.

.

.

{

.
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O

Na

F

19

K

....

CI

35.5

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

\

..

I

23
39
Rb 85
Cs 133

Br 80
I

127

..

(

S
Se

16
32
79

Tel29

It is observable that the sequence of atomic weight in the thus completed alkali-metal family is strictly parallel to the previously wellknown sequences in the alkali-earth metal family, and in the halogen

and oxygen families respectively. Moreover, just as the basylity of
the alkaline-earth metals increases in the order of their several atomic
weights calcium being less basylous than strontium, and far less basylous than barium so also is the basylity of potassium inferior to that
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of rubidium, and the basylity of rubidium inferior to that of caesium,
is indeed the most powerfully basylous, or oxidizable, or elec-

which

tro-positive element

known.

Since 1860, both rubidium and caesium have been recognized as
minute constituents of a considerable number of minerals and mineral
waters, rubidium having been met with for the most part in a larger

proportion by weight than caesium. Unlike potash, originally known
as vegetable alkali, caesium has not been recognized in the vegetable
kingdom but rubidium has been found as a very common, minute
;

constituent of vegetable ashes, as those of beet-root, oak-wood, tobacco,
On the other hand, caesium, free from rubidgrapes, coffee, tea, etc.

ium, has been found in a tolerably well-known, though rare, mineral
from the island of Elba, to the extent of 32 per cent, by weight of the
mineral.

The history of this mineral

is

curious

:

from the circumstance

always occurring in association with another mineral, a variety
of petalite, the two were called Castor and Pollux. Castor was found
to be substantially a silicate of alumina and lithia pollux a silicate of
of

its

;

was thought, of potash. The constituents of pollux,
namely, silica, alumina, and potash, with small proportions of ferric
oxide, lime, soda, and water, were duly estimated but the quantities
alumina, and, as

it

;

of these constituents, found in 100 parts of the mineral, instead of
amounting to 100 parts or thereabouts, amounted only to 88 parts,
there being somehow a loss of 12 per cent, in the analysis. After

Bunsen's discovery of the new alkali-metals, pollux was analyzed
afresh by Pisani, who soon perceived that what had formerly been
taken for potash, and estimated as potash, was not potash at all, but
Then calculating out his own analysis with caesia instead of
caesia.
potash, substituting the one for the other in the proportion of 133 + 8,
or 141 parts of caesia, for 39 + 8, or 47 parts of potash, he found that
the quantities of the different constituents furnished by 100 parts of
the mineral yielded by their addition the full sum of 100 parts required.

In submitting to spectroscopic examination a certain residue left
distillation of some impure selenium, Mr. Crookes, early in 1861,

by the

recognized in the spectrum before him a brilliant-green line, from
which he inferred the presence in the above residue of a new element ;

and by the end of the same year he had succeeded in establishing the
tolerably wide distribution of this element, to which he gave the name
of thallium

in procuring it, though but in small
quantity, in a sepaand in satisfying himself of its metallic character. Soon
afterward, and without knowledge of Mr. Crookes's later results, the
metal was obtained by M. Lamy, on a comparatively large scale, and
was exhibited by him in the form of small ingots at the London Exhibition of 1862. He procured it from the fine dust met with in some oilof-vitriol factories, as a deposit in the flues
leading from the pyrites

rate state

;

;
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burners to the leaden chambers. In these deposits, the minute proportion of thallium contained originally in the pyrites becomes concen-

form in some instances as much as eight per cent, by
of
the
dust.
weight
Independently, moreover, of its occurrence in
iron pyrites, thallium, though never forming more than a minute constituent of the different minerals and mineral waters in which it
trated, so as to

occurs, is now known to be capable of extraction from a great number and variety of sources. But from no other source is it so advantageously procurable as from the above-mentioned flue-deposit and so
early as the autumn of 1863, at the meeting of the British Association
in Newcastle, the then mayor, Mr. J. Lowthian Bell, exhibited several
pounds, and Mr. Crookes no less than a quarter of a hundred-weight of
thallium obtained from this comparatively prolific source.
In one
the
of
thallium
even
a
respect,
discovery
presented
greater degree of
interest than attached to the discovery of caesium and rubidium.
For
whereas these two elements were at once recognized as analogues of
the well-known metal potassium, thallium can hardly be said, even at
the present time, to be definitely and generally recognized by chemists
;

as the analogue of any particular metal, or as a member of any particular family of elements.
With each of such differently characterized

elements as potassium, lead, aluminum, silver, and gold, it is associated
certain marked points of resemblance ; while from each of them it

by

Hence
distinguished by equally well-marked points of difference.
the necessity for subjecting thallium and its salts to a thorough chemical examination, so as to accumulate a well-ascertained store of facts
is

with regard to

And, thanks to the careful labors of many chemists,
of Mr. Crookes, in London, and of Messrs. Lamy and
Willm, in Paris, our knowledge of the properties of thallium and of its
salts may compare not unfavorably with our similar knowledge in reit.

more particularly

lation to even the longest known of the metallic elements.
Still, it
was not until our knowledge of indium had culminated in the deter-

mination of its specific heat, only last year, that the position of thallium,
as an analogue of indium and a member of the aluminum family of
elements, became unmistakably evident.

Indium was first recognized in 1863, by Drs. Reich and Richter, in
the zinc blende of Freiberg, in Saxony, and by reason of the very characteristic spectrum afforded
consisting of two bright-blue or indigo
bands the brightest of them somewhat more refrangible than the blue
;

line of strontium, and the other of them somewhat less refrangible
the indigo line of potassium. Since its first discovery, indium has

than
been

recognized in one or two varieties of wolfram, and as a not unfrequent
constituent of zinc-ores, and of the metal obtained therefrom, but always
in a very

minute proportion.

Indeed, indium would appear to be an
its immediate predecesthat of
is metallic zinc

exceedingly rare element, far more rare than
sors in period of discovery.
Its chief source
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Freiberg, smelted from the ore in which indium was first discovered,
containing very nearly one-half part of indium, per one thousand parts
of zinc.
considerable quantity of indium extracted from this zinc,

A

and an ingot from the
two
hundred
grammes, or over seven
Freiberg Museum, weighing
ounces, has within the last few days been kindly forwarded by Dr.

was shown

in the Paris Exhibition of 1867;

To Dr. SchuRichter himself, for inspection on the present occasion.
chardt, of Goerlitz, also, the members of the Institution are indebted for
his loau of nearly sixty grammes of metallic indium ; and of fine specimens of other rare chemical products, prepared with his well-known

a state of great purity and beauty.
zinc containing indium is dissolved not quite completely in
dilute sulphuric or muriatic acid, the whole of the indium originally
skill, in

When

present in the zinc is left in the black spongy or flocculent residue of
undissolved metal, with which every one who has prepared hydrogen
gas by means of zinc and acid is so well acquainted. Besides some
zinc, this black residue is found to contain lead,
arsenic, less frequently copper and thallium, and in

cadmium, iron, and
some cases, as that

From the solution
of the Freiberg zinc, a small proportion of indium.
of this residue in nitric acid, the indium is separated by ordinary analytical processes, based chiefly on the precipitability of its sulphide by
sulphuretted hydrogen from solutions acidulated only with acetic acid,
and on the precipitability of its hydrate both by ammonia and carbon-

From its

soluble salts, metallic indium

is
readily thrown
means
of
The
zinc.
washed
spongy
by
sponge of
metal is then pressed together between filtering-paper, by aid of a
screw press, and finally melted under a flux of cyanide of potas-

ate of barium.

down

in the

state

sium.

Thus obtained, indium is a metal of an almost silver-white color,
apt to become faintly bismuth-tinted. It tarnishes slowly on exposure
to air, and thereby acquires very much the appearance of ordinary lead.
Like lead, it is compact and seemingly devoid of crystalline structure.
Moreover, like lead and thallium, it is exceedingly soft, and readily

"
" or
capable of furnishing wire, by the process of
squirting
forcing.
of
or
is
close
to
of tin, or
that
indium,
7.4,
specific gravity
very

The

and much above that of aluminum, 2.6, and below that of lead,
and that of thallium, 11.9. In the lowness of its melting-point,
namely, 176 C, indium occupies an extreme position among the metals
permanent in air the next most fusible of these metals, namely, tin
and cadmium, melting at 228; bismuth at 264; thallium at 294;
and lead at 235. Though so readily fusible, indium is not an especially
It is appreciably less volatile than the zinc in which it
volatile metal.
Heated as far as practioccurs, and far less volatile than cadmium.
7.2

;

11.4,

;

cable in a glass tube, it is incapable of being raised to a temperature
sufficiently high to allow of its being vaporized, even in a current of

hydrogen.
31
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Indium

resists oxidation

up to a temperature somewhat beyond

its

melting-point, but at much higher temperature it oxidizes freely ; and at
a red heat it takes fire in the air, burning with a characteristic blue

flame and abundant brownish smoke. It is readily attacked by nitric
In diluted sulphuric
acid, and by strong sulphuric and muriatic acids.

and muriatic acids, however, it dissolves but slowly, with evolution of
hydrogen. Oxide of indium is a pale-yellow powder, becoming darker
when heated, and dissolving in acids with evolution of heat. The
hydrated oxide is thrown down from indium-solutions by ammonia, as
a white, gelatinous, alumina-like precipitate, drying up into a horny
mass. The sulphide is thrown down by sulphuretted hydrogen as an
orange-yellow precipitate, insoluble in acetic but soluble in mineral
acids.

The hydrate and sulphide of indium, in their relations to fixed
more particularly, seem to manifest a feebly-marked

alkali solutions

Chloride of indium, obtained by combustion of
acidulous character.
the metal in chlorine gas, occurs as a white micaceous sublimate, and
The chloride itself
is volatile at a red heat, without previous fusion.
in
and
heated
free
the solution of
when
air,
undergoes decomposition
the chloride upon brisk evaporation, with formation in both cases of

an oxichloride.
*

THE CAUSES OF PHYSICAL DEGENEKACY.
By

A. K.

GAKDNEE, M.D.

"TTTTIETHER

the human race is degenerating, and, if so, by what
are
causes,
questions of much speculative interest to scientific
of
much
and
thinkers,
practical interest to each father and mother in

VV

The subject is complicated by many conditions.
the community.
Physical health and vigor, and mental strength and power, are to a
over which the indigreat degree a matter of hereditary transmission,
vidual has no control. Yet, taking our natures as they are, we can renovate, reinvigorate,
formity to the laws

and advance them by attentive study of and conI proupon which health and vigor are based.

the chief physical
pose in the present article briefly to glance at
and
at some of the
rest
and
agencies air, exercise, clothing, food,

mental and moral influences, by the bad or good employment of which
the physical stock is deteriorated or improved.
Air. Probably the inhabitants of the globe generally were never
The house keeps off rain, dew,
so thoroughly sheltered as at present.
and the moistures from evaporation certainly very desirable but it
also to a greater or less degree modifies the temperature
ity of the air that we breathe.

Theoretically, air

is

and the qual-

admitted to be an agent conducive to

life

;

prac-
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almost utterly disregarded. The necessity of breathing ia
that to
recognized, and we have various formulated sayings implying
is
the
world
is
to
trying
stop living. But, practically,
stop breathing
fcically, it is

to see how little air can be actually used
and, with some, this is
almost their only economy and next, to see how poor a quality of air
can sustain their life.
One-half of the civilized race i. e., all the women, and some men
so dress themselves that by no possibility can they take a full breath.
As the lungs are never fully inflated, their capability of expansion is
The result is, a contraction and diminution in
gradually lessened.
the size of the chest, a want of roundness and fulness, and both men

and women are "flat-chested," round-shouldered, and "sunken in."
will recognize this, and measurement will add certainty to

The eye

judgment.

Take the men of New York

make a

to-day, and not one in five hundred can
difference in the dimensions of the chest, from a full inspiration

Nor
to a complete expiration, of five inches, measured at the nipple.
will the majority show an expansive capacity of even three inches.
With the women it is still less; probably never since extreme
have they been capable
for romping days end early now
of taking a full breath in the daytime, the nearest approach to it
being effected, not by the expansion of the chest, but by the action
childhood

of the abdominal muscles and the

downward withdrawal

of the dia-

phragm.

Nor

is

this stated as a

matter of simple curiosity

;

it

has a prac-

and most important bearing on the subject under consideration.
Supposing that the blood is sufficiently aerated without the use of the
full capacity of the lungs, say by an increased number of respirations
are not the necessities of Nature thus adequately supplied, and consequently no injury done ?
By no means, as every housewife's experience will abundantly
In the quiet and secluded angles and nooks gather the
illustrate.
lint and dust of the whole apartment.
In the corners and recesses of
a hospital-ward gather the miasm and the pestilence. In the unused
portions of machinery do we find the rust and tarnish, and the mildew
blasts the quiet and the still parts of all Nature.
In the same way, in
those portions of the lungs, every minute extremity and division of
which is a reticulated net-work of fibres, and vessels, and tubes,
through which, at every expiration and subsequent inspiration, there
should be an unceasing ebb and flow, with new elements constantly
adding, and effete material perpetually renovating, yet, by reason of
tical

mechanical impossibility, there gather the results of this stagnation, the
crassness of the blood, and those discordant elements which, had they
not been allowed to accumulate in these undusted retreats, would have
continued in the circuit of the blood,
course, at

some of the great glandular

till

they had arrived, in due
and purifying alembics

strainers
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where they would have been duly eliminated and dis*
These
localities are the nuclei of disease, and here are decharged.
the
tubercle
and the germs of death.
posited
of the system,

This

the result of disuse

is

the farmer's neglected spot, the recep-

odds and ends, never ploughed nor cared for, where weeds run
riot, and whence every light-winged breeze wafts the myriad progeny
of evil all over the adjoining fields.
tacle of

How
full of

aggravated

miasm and

is this

condition

pestilence

!

when

the

air, too, is

deteriorated,

See the air of the swampy, undrained

country, laden with agues and typhus, or the city atmosphere, shut in
from sun and breeze, respired over and over again by the healthy and

by animals

of every description, full of the dust of every
of
the
with the fumes of every volatile liquid and
world,
production
deleterious gas

the sickly,

!

When we
life

contrast this single vital element as it enters into the
of the modern man, compared with its free use by the men of the

who

are reported to have lived to a great age in health and comparative vigor, does there not seem to be almost reason enough for it
in this fact alone ?
past,

The Greeks, like all Eastern nations, lived in the open air.
triarchs of the Bible lived in tents.
Even those of later date,

The

pa-

who lived

in the small cities of former days, occupied no tightly-glazed, winslept a great part of the time on the unbedewed

dowed apartments, but
roofs

their houses, covered only

by the radiance of the gentle
the twinkling stars.
In those days the heat came from the vigor of the system, and exercise at some useful employment, while wide-mouthed, gaping chimof

moon and

neys, consuming huge logs of timber, carried away, on their upward
draught (with most of the heat indeed), the air wasted by respiration.
Nor was pure air a royal prerogative ; for, down to quite recent

immense chimneys were the gates to health to our own anand we ourselves learned somewhat of our early astronomy by
gazing at the stars through these huge telescopes, thickly hung around
with the flitches of bacon and fat hams quietly absorbing the pyroligneous acids from the consuming logs of oak and walnut burning below.
Contrast those long winter nights in rooms through whose open
cracks the wintry blast not unfrequently blew out the candle by whose
dim light we groped our shivering way to bed ; contrast them with
times, these
cestors,

we

breathe, heated

by the unceasing furnace, poisoned by everand
at the best loaded with the impurities of a
present tobacco-smoke,
on
and
its
course
from house to house, constantly becompassing
city,
ing more and more impure.
This portion of the subject cannot be honestly left
Sunlight.
without some allusion to the marked influence which the sun has upon
all Nature, both animate and inanimate.
Hygienic writers have genermost
the
astonishingly ignored
ally
powerful effects of this luminary,
the air
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mal

life

and without which vegetable life would be
therefore, doubt its energizing potency upon ani-

and

Can we,

a nullity.
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heat,

life ?

not only poets and sentimentalists that have acknowledged
the importance of the moon and the stars as hygienic mental and spiritual influences upon man, but grave doctors and learned searchers
It is

after truth

have been ready to add the weight of their judgment to

the superficial imaginings of the common thought. The moon has
been deemed almost the arbiter of man's destiny, for every thing was
supposed to be attached to the mystery of its quarterings, and its com-

supposed to have a gravity utterly untenable
and yet to the great orb of day, of which
upon any
the moon and stars are but reflections, and to which we are compelled
to directly ascribe life and vigor, so little attention has been paid
perhaps from the comparative absence of mystery that its importance
has been, till lately, unrecognized by hygienic writers.
The long-lived generations of the past did better than worship the
gun they lived in its light, bathed in its warmth, and had their spirits
and material substance imbued with its life-giving potency. Instead
of sun-penetrated tents, men now live in thick- walled dwellings, through
whose stony externals the solar warmth cannot strike to dry up the
ing or going was (and

is)

scientific principle

;

:

dank humidity, and the sparse and infrequent rays, that might perchance enter through the narrow windows, are carefully shut out by
the voluminous folds of ornamental silks, lest the rich carpets be
faded thereby. And the dwellers within live in darkness of vision

and intellect, ignorant that they are excluding the royal visitor to
whose gracious coming every avenue should be thrown wide open, to

admit the king possessing a true " royal touch," potent to the cure of
more ills than was ever ascribed to earthly sovereign.
There is a prospect of some return to a renewal of the beneficent
influences of the sun, from the sheepish followers of fashion. This fickle
goddess has recently started the doctrine that, as a reaction from the
tanning effects of a summer's out-of-door exposure, the winter's change
adds new brilliancy and transparence to the complexion. Fashionable
butterflies now seek for the most complete tanning that the summer's solstice can effect, in order to secure a corresponding reaction,
and insensibly gather health and invigoration.
Contrast the myopic and weak-eyed men of the day with the eagleeyed men of the plain and forest, whose sight needs no screening from
the sunlight, by broad visor and head-apparel or dainty parasols. To
their unshrinking eyes light has no perils or disagreeableness.
Have we not here another great contrast between the past and the
present ? Where picturesqueness may have gained from the embowered
cottage and the shaded dwelling, has not health suffered. The city,
thronged with high residences and warehouses, has shut out the potent rays of the sun, and humanity has grown pallid in its shade, like
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the inhumed celery-plant or the wide-spreading, spindling sprout of a
cellared potato.
Here in New York, and in London, Paris, and Ber-

the typhus sick are removed from the hospitals and placed in tents
open to air, and purified by the radiance of the health-giving sunbeams. If thus potent for cure, how irresistible for prevention
Exercise.
The Greeks made exercise a part of education, and the
if
not
also a philosopher and a poet, or a tragedian and oraathlete,
esteemed as highly by the community. Exercise was
at
least
was
tor,
a part of every one's life, a business, a pleasure, and a necessity.
Till quite recent days, there were no lazy people, no gentlemen,
none inactive. War and its martial exercises, labor and its attendant
fatigues of the body, the chase and its toils, housewifery, the fabrication
by hand of all the necessities of life these healthy exercises have been
done away with by excessive wealth, the fashion of indolence, and
steam appliances. Work being now denounced by fashion, and delegated to servants, the women of the country have no severer toil than
playing the piano and dancing, with an occasional saunter in the
street on a very fine day.
Consequently, the languid blood flows
lin,

!

through unstimulated veins, resembling the stagnant, slime-covered
waters of an undisturbed canal.
The city man, if very vigorous, priding himself upon his powers,
walks down to his business from 8 to 10 a. m., and occasionally back
again, in a gentlemanly manner, which means not fast enough to be
ungraceful, or to moisten his shirt-collar.
During the interval between
these periods, he sits or stands at a desk or behind a counter. If there
is a box to be opened, a bale of goods to be sent aloft, or put into a cart,
calls the porter.
Possibly he takes a half-hour turn with some
Indian clubs or dumb-bells, in the house, and, of course, where fresh
If he has means, he gets a trotter in a motionless
air is tabooed.
buggy, and over a level road he walks six miles, and then trots fast two

he

miles in great excitement, using his arms and possibly his lungs with
some vigor. This is the exercise of the modern athlete, philosopher,

and business-man.
Clothing.

The anti-imaginative character of the nineteenth century

sets aside the fanciful ideas of the origin of clothing being due to a sudden outburst of modesty. It undoubtedly originated from the exigenit was a shelter from the burning sun and a protection
cies of climate
from cold and wet. By degrees, this original design became forgotten,
and fashion, driving out both original necessity and created modesty,
usurped the control of dress, and, like most conquerors, has endeavored
to eradicate every possible trace of its original design. Health and
The young
comfort and life are disregarded as much as possible.
child is so dressed as to expose its dimpled arms and its sweet amplitude of neck, and sent to walk, no matter how chill and blustering the
weather, with its plump legs unstockinged and bare.
But the improvement in manufactures and the general adoption of
;
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machinery into the making of cloths, and especially the general use of
the sewing-machine in the fabrication of garments, have made such a
difference in the comparative cost of clothing, that it may be believed
that never before was the world so comfortably dressed as at present ;
and the future has still further assistance for the poor, for even now
the great labor of cutting is so far modified by mechanical appliances
that by the same operation of a single shears a dozen garments are
simultaneously struck out, and the final cost is thus materially diminished.

The tendency of

daily dress throughout the world, imperfect as it
yet an improvement upon the past, and life is rather prolonged
than curtailed by the change. The corset, allowing all the objections
is, is

and they are not entirely correct that may be urged against its
use and abuse, is yet far in advance of the steel bars, like animal cages,
of former days. So far, then, as clothing is concerned, no physical degeneration can be ascribed to modern changes, but, on the contrary,
the slight alteration has been for the better
equal,

its

beneficial effects

Food.

If

we

;

and, other things being

would be markedly evident.

look at the entire population of the inhabitable
we can, with each succeeding age, note

globe, in the different centuries,

We

see now few famines bearing widespread destruction in their path. The intercourse of nations, the sympathy of a recognized common humanity, the spirit of trade and commerce, the rapid communication by telegraph, and the power of applied
steam, have united to prevent the possibility of a great national famine in the future.
The world now feeds the world, and a dearth in

an alimentary improvement.

one locality

is supplied by the affluence of another.
continual opening of new territories of immense extent, and
seemingly inexhaustible richness, and most of all the frequent discovery

The

new grains, roots, and fruits, and the development and improvement
of the old, seem to insure the world for the future against local
destitution and suffering of this nature.
More than any one thing
of

the discovery of the potato has effected this end ; while the introduction of Indian corn and the utilization of the animal life that roam
over the immense prairies of America, in both a wild and domesticated
else,

state, add a large quota to the alimentation of the world, and have
raised the physical stamina of humanity.
But while it is acknowledged that the race down to its lowest strata

of humanity

is

improved and improving, the same statement

is

not

true respecting the higher classes. While the average stamina is
greater, theirs is unquestionably deteriorated.
have already shown the injurious results which wealth brings,

We

in depriving the rich of exercise, by taking away its mainspring, in
substituting fashion for necessity; it exerts a far more deleterious

influence

There

when
is

it

ministers to the appetites.
wisdom in the remark of Abernethy to the rich

a wealth of
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dyspeptic, the extent of which he probably never dreamed of himself
when he uttered it " Live on a shilling a day, and earn it"
:

This sentence, translated into the language of the present, in New
" Earn a dollar
a day and feed
York, would be to each individual,
yourself with that alone." This would approximate to living healthily
as did our forefathers
though it is impossible for a man of ordinary

New

means

to feed himself healthily in
York, because bread is a prime
The
the
of
flour
which comes to the market is
greater part
necessity.

but

from pure starch, so thoroughly is it bolted by the
thorough-bred (no play on the words) is the grain itself. The
wheat itself has suffered in its nutritious qualities by the extreme care
taken in its cultivation. The canary-bird fancier, in his zeal to raise
little different

miller, so

high-colored birds by interbreeding, obtains his buttercup-yellow, but
at the cost of a very scanty plumage.
The stock-raiser gets his thor-

ough-bred horse with his thin neck, small head, diminutive ears, greylegs, and peculiar barrel, but with them a high nervous organization and uncertain temper, that make the animal impracticable for

hound

the ordinary pursuits of life. The same state of things is seen in the
wheat of the country, which, having first nearly exhausted the unfertilized soil, finishes by being itself exhausted of the nutritious
phosphates and nitrogenous elements so necessary for the bone and nervous

human frame. This is very important, especially for the
a
young,
great portion of whose alimentation comes from bread. Add
to this deprivation of essential elements, the substitution of starchy
substances capable of but imperfect assimilation by any stomach,
tissues of the

especially that of a

young

child,

and we have an important source of

animal imperfection and debility.
find like cause of degeneration

We

source of the

life

of children

milk.

if we look at another
leading
Dr. Nathan Allen, in his recent

elaborate article (" Physical Degeneration," Journal of Psychological Medicine, October, 1870), says that American women are to a great

extent incapable of nursing their children, and that they necessarily resort to the bottle and cow's milk.
How bad is this substitute, very few
have even surmised.
know there is no exaggeration of the ill re-

We

from the use of the so-called swill-milk, which, in greater or less
quantities, furnishes the chief supply of all our large cities and towns.
The present writer made the initial observations on swill-milk, in New
Tork, and his report to the Academy of Medicine was the basis of the
subsequent general interest in the subject. This milk is deleterious,
because new principles are introduced into the milk, and the normal
ones distorted and rendered almost nugatory.
But, setting this matter aside, let us look at the healthy milk of the
whole country, and perhaps of the world. What is it ?
sults

When a woman, in the vigor of health, while nursing her own child
the breast, becomes again pregnant, her first knowledge of and attention to this fact frequently arise from the effects of her milk upon
at
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her nursing babe. Sometimes the child grows meagre, pallid, is evidently not thriving occasionally has spasms from apparent indigestion
at others, it is often nauseated, and ejects the curdled milk,
The child is withdrawn
with or without accompanying diarrhoea.
from the breast, proper food is substituted, and a manifest improve;

;

ment commences immediately.
There

is

a similar cause for a depraved condition in all the milk of

the country. No sooner is the calf taken from the dam say, when six
weeks old than she is again impregnated. In the ordinary course of
" on the occurrence of this event
her milk would "

;
Nature,
dry up
but she is regularly milked twice a day, and thus it happens that all
the milk upon which our children are raised has been first deprived
of its essential ingredients to nourish the next year's calf.
If any one questions the effect of this double attempt at nutrition,
" farrow "
let him compare the milk in ordinary use with that of a
cow.

The

latter is small in quantity, thick, redundant in cream, dark in color,
of a very high flavor, so as to render it quite unpalatable. This is the
milk destined to strengthen the bones and invigorate the energies of

the young offspring. It is such milk as this, undrained of its essential
elements, that the child demands from his mother. It asks for bread,
it starch.
It asks for milk, and you give it
what ?
In the lack of the natural maternal nutriment, as alleged by Nathan
Allen and other eminent writers on this and kindred topics, does not

and you give

the general use of this deteriorated cows' milk for so many years, as a
substitute or as a supplement to supply this general deficiency, point
to one among the many causes of physical deterioration ?
If

any evidence

is

wanted to show the imperfect nutrition of the

may be found in the frequency of dyspepsia, scrofulous
diseases, and deaths from diseases of exhaustion and debility, as
contrasted with the general vigor, capacity for prolonged exertion,
digestion of immense dinners, excessive drinking, and general deaths
from inflammations, plethora, apoplexies, congestions, gout, and the like,
which were the main causes of the death of our forefathers.
better classes,

it

If it is also noticeable that the

merly

as

we

think

it is

then

mean

it is

of

life is

now shorter than foramong other causes,

deducible that,

imperfect nutrition holds a prominent place.
Now, when we compare the diet of the past with the present, we
find to-day evidences of a delicate and finical appetite, and an enfeebled
The name of " the roast-beef of old England " lives almost
digestion.
in
name
for the degenerate Britons and allies seek for the kickbut
;

shaws, spiced entremets, and flavorous nothings, of still more degenThe vigorous appetites are wanting, and, possibly,
erate nationalities.
the debile gastric juice, arising from a lack of physical exertion and
an excess of mental stimulus, may be the active cause of the general
physical deterioration so markedly present throughout the civilized
world.
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There are certain enthusiasts who ascribe

all

the

ills

of flesh to cer-

tain special causes of comparative trivial importance, but their crude
theories are based upon such imperfect data as necessarily to render

The most cadavei-ous-looking of them
are the ultra-Grahamites, whose appearance alone is generally sufficient to contradict the assertions that human decadence is due to an
their deductions of little value.
all

animal

diet.

The ultra-temperance

partisans have a far stronger

argument

for

stimulating beverages, upon moral rather than
upon physical grounds ; as it is undoubtedly the fact that the character of the diseases of the world has been more modified by the disuse

the entire disuse of

of liquors,

etc.,

all

than from any one other cause

;

and to

this is ascribed the

substitution of the present diseases of inanition for the former inflammatory and congestive affections resulting from over-stimulation.
Still

a third class ascribe the deterioration of the race to the

increasing use of narcotics, and mainly of opium and tobacco. Every
instance of present disease and the use of either of these drugs, in
large or small quantities, are considered to be cause and effect.
Unquestionably the excessive use of all these powerful nervines

and narcotics has a deleterious

effect

upon the animal economy, but

the extravagant accusations of these ultraists prevent the truth from
being acknowledged, and perhaps any consideration of the subject

from being entertained.

One

writer's assertion

may be mentioned

in

He

says that one using tobacco freely
is so permeated by its deleterious properties, that the ordinary mosquitoes, flies, and household vermin, flee from his presence, a stateillustration of this remark.

ment

so at variance with generally-recognized facts, that the entire
theory of the perhaps otherwise correct writer is discredited thereby.
Unquestionably, the excessive use of tobacco and spirits as some

under their influence must have a
the
nervous
upon
energies, thereby interfering with the
powers of assimilation and reproduction. It may be, as alleged, that
this loss of vigor is entailed upon succeeding generations, and that to
sensualists constantly continue

marked

effect

may be in truth ascribed some considerable portion of
the physical decadence which so characterizes the present epoch.
Rest. Perhaps it may be true that all Nature requires rest. This

these influences

remarkably evident in most, if not all, forms of vegetable and anilife.
Plants have their alternate periods of growth and apparent
Animals have their periods of activity and repose. The muscle
rest.
cannot keep up its continued contraction and the body, wearied
by persistent toil or action, however light or pleasing, sooner or later
demands rest, and the entire muscular system gives itself up to repose,
with the exception of the continuous breathing and the persistent beating of the heart. So far as we can judge, the action of the brain
must also have its period of quiescence, with complete abnegation of
itfc wondrous
voluntary and involuntary activities.
is

mal

;

ASA GRAY,
President of the American Association for the
Advancement of Science.
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by the wearisome hod, takes his noonhis inactive brain requires not sleep
but
;
spot
ing
any sequestered
to refresh it, for no task has been imposed upon it, and he needs but to
The laboring-man,

fatigued

in

A

too prolonged exertion is folirregularities, cramps, exhaustion, and rheumatic
effects
disagreeable enough, but generally of temporary
incapacities,
duration, and with little or no permanent effect on the general constirest his limbs in the pleasant shade.

lowed by muscular

tution or on succeeding generations.

SKETCH OF PEOF. GKAY
we enumerate the few great living botanists, the list must
Asa Gray, Fisher Professor of Natural History at
Harvard University. To the average reader, this may not imply any
great distinction, as a botanist is too commonly looked upon as merely
one who can call plants by name. Making specimens and naming plants
no more make a botanist than taking an altitude makes an astronomer.

WHEN

include Dr.

It is not

our purpose to show here the scope of botany, nor to con-

sider its claims to an equal rank with other departments of science.
Suffice it to say that it affords exercise for the keenest observation

that the closest reasoning, the most
the acutest application of the logic
of
evidence,
thoughtful weighing
of facts, in short, those qualities of mind that are required in any other

and the most

skilful diagnosis

;

of one who would take a high rank as
be understood as speaking disparagingly of
the humbler laborers in botany, for each one in his way does something
In all sciences the units are accumulated by pafor the general good.
tient workers whose isolated facts seem to have but little importance of
themselves, but, when brought by some master-mind into relation with
other facts, they often prove to be the missing links to a heretofore in-

demanded

scientific pursuit, are

a botanist.

We would not

complete chain.
Prof. Gray was born at Paris, Oneida County, New York, November 18, 1810, and took the degree of M. D. at Fairfield College in 1831,
but relinquished the medical profession for the purpose of prosecuting

the study of botany.

He was

appointed botanist to the United States

Exploring Expedition, in 1834, but, in consequence of the delay of that
enterprise, resigned his post in 1837. He was elected Professor of Botany in the University of Michigan, but, before that institution went
into operation, he took the position of Fisher Professor of Natural History in Harvard University, in 1842, where he now is.

One

of the earliest

botanical literature

Two

not the very

first contribution of Dr. Gray to
North American Graminese and Cyperaceae."
were published in 1834-35, each containing a
if

is his

"

volumes of this
hundred species, illustrated by dried specimens.

Several

new

species
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in these volumes, and much was done toward revising
the characters and synonymes of the older ones. The work was published by subscription, and, from the labor involved in its preparation,

were described

It is now a very rare work,
only a limited edition could be sent out.
but one which must be quoted by whoever would write upon the
grasses or sedges of North America.
A paper was read before the New York Lyceum of Natural History,
in December, 1834, entitled "A Notice of Some New, Rare, or Otherwise Interesting Plants from the Northern and Western Portions of
This first brought its
the State of New York, by Asa Gray, M. D."
It was a matter
author prominently before the botanists of the day.
of no little surprise that a young man, working in a field heretofore
thought to be well explored, should not only bring to light several
new species, but clear up the confusion that surrounded many which
had long been kept in a state of uncertainty by the older botanists.
In 1838, the first part of the "Flora of North America" appeared
under the joint authorship of John Torrey, M. D. and Asa Gray, M. D.

"

It proposed to give
abridged descriptions of all the known indigenous and naturalized plants growing north of Mexico." This was published in numbers from time to time, and was suspended at the end

The value and thoroughness of this work, the faithfulit embodied all that was known of our plants up to
the time of publication, can only be appreciated by those who have had
of Compositce.
ness with which

"
quoted as Torrey and
Gray," that had these two eminent coworkers made no other contributions to the science, they would still be accorded the title of our first
The union of these botanists upon the Flora was most
botanists.
each had special fondness for certain parts of the work,
as
fortunate,
and thus, the labor being divided, the whole became more complete
than if either had undertaken the entire task. If we mistake not, the.
Composites of the Flora was mainly the work of Dr. Gray a task the
difficulties of which can only be appreciated by working botanists.
The relations between the authors of the Flora have been charming to
those whose pleasure it has been to know of them, and are most touchingly expressed by Dr. Gray in the dedication of his Manual in 1867,
" To
John Torrey, LL. D. Almost twenty years
in which he writes
occasion to use the work.

It is so frequently

:

have passed since the first edition of this work was dedicated to you
more than thirty since, as your pupil, I began to enjoy the advantage of being associated with you in botanical pursuits and in a lasting

The flow of time has only deepened the sense of gratitude
from your attached friend." We have said thus much
about Torrey and Gray, for it is not possible to speak of the botanical

friendship.
due to you

career of one without reference to the other.
It was stated that the "Flora of North America" was suspended with
the completion of the Composite Family. When the work had reached
"
"
this point the phrase
growing north of Mexico had a widely-different
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meaning from that expressed by the same term when the work was
commenced. The annexation of Texas, the acquisition of California and
other territory by the Mexican War and, later, the Gadsden Purchase,
changed not only our geographical but our phytographical boundaries.
Individual and government explorations were pushed not only into
the newly-acquired Territories, but our older possessions were more
conthoroughly examined, and materials came in at such a rate that to
tinue the Flora as then commenced would require an appendix larger
than itself. Each of its authors then occupied himself with studying
the new materials as they came to hand, and in giving their results to
the scientific world. This interruption of the Flora was followed by
the publication, by both Dr. Gray and Dr. Torrey, of a series of most
valuable botanical memoirs, sometimes conjointly, but oftener sepa-

These may be found in the various Government Reports, and
rately.
in the transactions of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, of
the Smithsonian Institution, and other learned bodies.
The most conspicuous of these contributions to our North American Botany by Dr. Gray are, " Plantoe Lindheimeriance" giving an account of the plants collected in "Western Texas, by F. Lindheimer ; in this
" Plantce Fendleriaided
Dr.

memoir he was

by

George Engelmann

;

ance Nbvi-Mexicance" a description of the plants collected in New Mex" Plantoe
Wrightiance Texano-Neo-Mexicanai"
ico, by Aug. Fendler ;

This
describing the extensive collections of Charles "Wright, A. M.
"
paper is in two parts, and illustrated. Another memoir, Plantoe, Nbvce

Thurberiance" though shorter than those already named,

is

important

These
as describing an unusual number of new genera and species.
contributions are not confined to the working up of the materials of
the particular collections of which they treat, but in many cases whole
genera are elucidated and rearranged in a masterly manner.

These memoirs are mentioned out of their chronological sequence,
as they may be considered, as well as those published by Dr. Torrey,
as material accumulated for the use of whoever may undertake that
Flora of North America for which botanists are hopefully looking.
In 1848 appeared the first volume of " Genera Floral America}
Boreali - Orientalis Illustrata" or, as it is best known, under its shorter
"
title,
Gray's Genera." The object of this work was to give a typical
specimen of one or more species of each genus of North American
plants, with accurate analyses. The drawings for this work were made
by Isaac Sprague, and for accuracy of detail and neatness of execution

have not been excelled. Two volumes, containing one hundred plates
each, were published, when, to the regret of all American botanists, the
publication was suspended for the same reasons that we have given for
the discontinuance of the " Flora."

The most voluminous and in some respects the most important of
Dr. Gray's contributions to science relate to extra-American botany ;

we

refer to the

"

Botany of the United States Exploring Expedition."
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All the various collections made by the expedition of Commodore
Charles Wilkes, during the years 1838-1842, save those collected upon
our own Pacific coast, were placed in Dr. Gray's hands for elabora-

The collection comprised plants from widely-separated, insular,
and continental floras, and the work was one which a less able botanist would have hesitated to undertake. How well the task was performed, two elegant volumes, which are better known in Europe than
they are with us, stand as abundant evidence.
tion.

In this brief r'esum'e of his labors, in systematic botany, we can but
merely allude to a host of opuscula, or minor contributions minor only
in reference to their size, but of the highest value in their relations to

These exist in the form of contributions to scientific journals,
Some are devoted
to the proceedings of societies or academies.
to the clearing up a knotty point in physiology or in classification ;
some contain the revision of a whole family or genus ; while others
science.

and

are devoted to the working up of smaller collections than those comNor must we overlook the
prised in the memoirs already referred to.

contributions which for years have appeared in almost every number of
the American Journal of Science and Arts, of which Dr. Gray has long
been one of the editors. In these notes the American reader has been

au courant with all the best work of European botanists.
Such is an imperfect enumeration of our first botanist's contribubut there remains a greater than these to mentions to the science
kej)t

;

tion

his elementary works.

However we value

his labors in the

higher departments of science, we render him our gratitude when we
look upon what he has done to open a welcome door, through which

not only the student, but the reader of average intelligence, and even
the child, can enter the heretofore exclusive domain of Botany. Those
who now take up the study of botany can have little idea of the diffiWhere we groped and
culties that beset us of a generation or so ago.
doubtful
whether
we
on
the
were
right path or the wrong one,
guessed,
the way is now made clear. The old rubbish is brushed aside, and the

now can walk in pleasant paths, guided by the clearest light
of modern science. It is his untiring efforts to popularize science (in
the true sense of the word) that has given Dr. Gray a lasting claim
student

As early as
all who are interested in education and culture.
" Elements of
1836, he published the
Botany," which grew into the
"Structural and Systematic Botany," or " Botanical Text-Book," of the

upon

work that, through its various editions, has kept pace
with discovery, and at each issue has stood as the best exponent of the
state of vegetable physiology in any language.
In 1848 appeared the "Manual of the Botany of the Northern
United States," in which our Flora was presented in a compact volThis admirable work has passed
ume, with concise descriptions.
each
several
one
an
editions,
improvement upon its predecesthrough
stands
and
as
a
local Flora.
it
now
unequalled
sor,
present day, a
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appeared, distinguished botanists

abroad

either a waste of time or beneath their dignity to be enworks ; but of late years we find that the most

it

gaged upon popular
eminent of them are putting out

their "

Hand-books " and " Popular

Floras."

As highly

as

the " Text-Book," we think that in books of
" First Lessons " is not
only a superior work, but the

we value

this character his

science of any kind that we are acquainted
indeed a wonderful attempt at popularizing science. What
are considered abstruse points in physiology are told with such a matterof-fact simplicity, that the reader is ch armed as with a tale, and, after
reading it, is in possession of more of the philosophy of botany than
can only
he could obtain from a dozen more pretentious volumes.
Plants
"How
works
for
his
allude
to
people,
charming
young
just

best

with.

work upon elementary
It is

We

Grow" and "How

Plants Behave," works which, though written for

children, will be found to contain bits of wisdom for older heads.
The work that we have indicated implies a great amount of labor,
No mechanic goes to his daily
is essentially a worker.
and Dr.

Gray

task more faithfully or continues at it with more assiduity than he.
Very few, who are not familiar with the laboratories and studios of scientific men, have any idea of the amount of labor performed in them.

Their work

compared,

is

by the many looked upon as a sort of half play, not to be
demand upon the physical and mental resources, with

in its

the daily task of the book-keeper or cashier. There are not many who
work harder than Dr. Gray, but, when work is over, few more keenly
One of of our pleasantest recollections of him is
enjoy the relaxation.
seeing him, after a hard day's work, engaged in a rough-and-tumble
with an enormous Newfoundlander.

frolic

supposed by many that a student's life diminishes bodily vigor.
can name several striking illustrations to the contrary, and
have not tried
eminent among them is the subject of our sketch.
a walk with him for several years, but we venture to say that few
young men of twenty could take an afternoon's tramp with him and
It is

We

We

when the excursion was ended.
Outside of the domain of botany, Prof. Gray's contributions to
literature are not a few, but, as these were contributed to the North
not feel a sense of relief

American Review and other magazines anonymously, their authorship is
not known outside of a small circle. Some of his reviews are remarkable specimens of acute criticism, in which the subject could forget the
sharpness with which he was flayed, in admiration at the dexterity of
the operator. The estimation in which Dr. Gray is held by his scientific
compeers is attested by the fact that he has for several years been
the president of that distinguished body of scientists, The American

Academy of Arts and

Sciences, and is for the current year the president of the American Association for the Advancement of Science.
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EDITOR'S TABLE.
MODERN STUDIES IN ED UCA T10N.

TTTE
VV
all

hold educational reform to be

and most important of
There are many things in
world that need amendment, and,
the

first

reforms.

this

happfly, there are plenty of people will-

give effect to philanthropic aspiration,
is to know what to do and how to do
it, and the great means to this end must
be found in comprehensive scientific
education. But there is much misapprehension and some misrepresentation

what

properly meant by scienIts advocates urge the

ing to help on the work. By diverstiy
of tastes and division of labor, the busi-

as to

is taken up piecemeal,
but natural that each party
should clamor for the precedence of its
own projects over all others. Some
think the world is only to be regener-

increasing study of science, and it is
charged that they would make educa-

ness of reform

and

it

is

ated by reforming

drinks, others its

its

meats, others its recreations, and others
Some are sure that
its times of labor.

what

society

most needs

laws, others that
regulations,

it

is

is

better land-

better revenue

and others, again, wider

suffrage or free-trade, or a closer sortAdmitting that

ing of office-holders.

much good is yet to be attained in all
these directions, there still remains a
more radical and comprehensive task
of reform.

Our notion

is.

that the

tific

is

education.

tion consist in the bare acquisition of

physical facts. They protest against
the excess of traditional studies, and
are reproached with the desire to sever

our mental connection with the past.
object to the time given to Greek
and Latin, and are accused of being

They

the enemies of language in education.
In short, they ask the introduction of

new

studies into an old system

which

already covers the whole ground and
occupies all the time and, as this can
;

only be done by abandoning

much

that

established and venerated, the advocates of this change are characterized

is

narrow-minded

great agency which undertakes to prepare human beings for their work in

as the

by awakening and directing their
and by furnishing them with
ideas and knowledge, is in extreme
Beneed of thorough amendment.
cause, as men feel and think, so will

These imputations are, however, erroneous and unjust. What the advocates of scientific reform in education

life

feelings,

they act as are its constituents, so will
be society and, until people are better
instructed in the things which pertain
to their true welfare, all other reforma;

;

tory schemes will yield but partial and
unsatisfactory results.

But the phrase " educational reform " is vague and capable of various
That phase of it which is
meanings.
destined to work out the most extensive

we
eral

foes of

all liberal

culture.

demand
become

is,

not that everybody shall

chemists, or astronomers, or
geologists, or that the past shall be ignored, or language neglected; but they
that the unfolding mind of the
age shall be put into more direct relation with the present realities of the
world than our traditional culture al-

demand

They ask but the thorough
modernization of educational systems ;
and, as the characteristic and control-

lows.

ling element of

modern thought

is sci-

believe, in reconstituting the genmethods of study upon a scientific

ence, they maintain that this should be
the characteristic and controlling element of culture. They are the enemies

"What the world wants now, to

of neither literature, language, nor his-

and salutary

basis.

effects will consist,
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tory, but they insist upon a better opportunity for modern literatures, mod-

and
by which all these
subjects are more and more interpreted,
and which is itself the transcendent intellectual interest of the age, shall have
ern languages, and modern history

modern

that

;

science,

the leading place in schools of all grades.
Holding to the practical value of posi-

knowledge for use and guidance in
both private and public life, and seeing
that it is as true now, as it was in the

of modern science, modern literature,
modern language, and modern history,
at

as shall

most

effectually secure this end.

The reform now required

is,

to

make

available for society the stores of valuable applicable truth which is the latest

and highest

And

human thought.
work that remains yet

result of

this is a

If it be said that changes
have already been made and institutions modified so that modern knowl-

to be done.

is

edge

practically attainable,

we

reply

has been nothing more than attempted. Notwithstanding the endless
that

it

the tide of influence

talk,

is

powerfully

The question
not what special arrangements may

against the reformers.
is

have been made to meet special cases,
but what is the ascendant ideal which
governs the general practice. When a
mother is ambitious that her son shall
have a liberal education, and commits

him

to

the

question

him

"
?

is,

accredited agencies,
" What
will

the

become of

It is notorious that a pupil

go through a course of so-called
study, and graduate with honor

can

liberal

at the

and it is equally certain
scheme of higher education in

every point

that this

;

the ancient seats of learning reacts with

power upon inferior institutions,
making them also unsympathetic with
modern ideas as means and objects of
great

culture.

compelled to take sufficiently attests
the vigor and vitality of the traditional

Where allowed

system.

which, having grudgingly made this
concession to "popular clamor," cling
resolutely to their inherited methods.

The new

schools, in fact,

32

became an

excuse for resisting all modifications in
the policy of the old, for it is said that

new wants are abundantly supplied
by the new arrangements. Meantime

the

is assiduously maintained that the
technical schools are only fitted to

it

make chemists and engineers, and cannot educate in any broad or liberal
the
sense, while thorough culture
complete training of men

can only be
accomplished by the old classical colleges.

It

is,

therefore, as far as pos-

from true that the public have as
yet realized the advantages of modern
knowledge in education.
In an able article in our present
number, Canon Mozely has shown not
sible

only the

educational

English universities

from which modern knowledge is almost entirely barred out, and which
oppose its intrusion with all their pow"
"
er.
They fight the encroachments

all,

appendages to the older colleges

side

which has arisen in modern
times under the name of science, and
the object of which is to explain the
There
existing order of the world.
establishments

to exist at

they generally take the form of separate
and supplementary institutions
out-

modern

are great educational

scientifio

schools, and that they are doing an excellent work ; but the shape they are

highest institutions, in complete ignorance of that vast body of facts and
principles

we have

It is true that

tive

days of the prophets, that the people
perish for lack of it, they demand such
a reorganization of educational work
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also

is

literature,

how

grossly

importance of
but he has shown

it is

neglected in the

and this testimony
the more valuable, as coming from a
;

doctor of divinity, trained in the classical system, and holding a distinguished place in the University of Oxford.
How desperate has been the

struggle for the past generation to get
even the nominal recognition of the
sciences in these establishments

is

well
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known and how they have languished,
when introduced, is equally notorious.
The modern languages have fared no

second meeting, the student who desires to go out in an 'honors' examination henceforth need not at his Little

better, although, after a long contest, a
point has at last been gained in their
favor at Cambridge, which is thus de-

bad
examiner that
he possesses a real knowledge of French

;

scribed in Nature of June 6th
" An event occurred on

Go

he

if

satisfies his

German.
workers

or

:

scratch up a smattering of

Greek,

We

trust that the scien-

this long while

Cambridge will take
heart at this happy issue of the struggle, and gird up their loins for the
heavy task of introducing order and
system into the chaos in which the

making Greek no longer absolutely

natural-science studies at Cambridge
are now lost.
It is not a little to the

Thursday

Cambridge, not in itself, perhaps,
of imposing magnitude, but yet fraught
last at

with very important consequences. For
back an agitation has
been going on with the purpose of

Examination

essential to the Previous
1

Go, as it is popularly
called), but of allowing French or German, or both, to be substituted for it
(or

'Little

As any

at the option of the candidate.

long-headed man might have foreseen,
the genuine scholarship and liberal intelligence of the university are in favor

of such a change but the opposition
has been neither feeble nor silent. Dis;

more and more,

cussion has abounded

and 'fly-sheets' have

fallen like the

The advocates of the
change seem to have been more or
rain.

latter

less

governed by a

dislike

to

many

words, and to have had large faith in
the merits of their cause their oppo-

tific

at

credit of this university that she should
have been actually the first to remove
one more of the old-fashioned swaddling-clothes which have been check-

ing the development of youthful science,and we trust it is an earnest of still

greater changes which she means to
take in hand. Science has been too

long at that old university a sort of

bound with many cords,
and serving chiefly to make sport for
mocking Philistines of the classical and
mathematical tribes.
It is time his
cords were loosed, and his strength
blind Samson,

made use of for the general advancement of the university."

;

nents, on the other hand, appear to
have believed in the efficacy of much

ANTHROPOLOGY AND ETH-

speaking, and in the effects of argu-

These are hard words, and will be
ranked by many among those pestilent
"
"
of which so much is said
ologies
by the learned, and which are supposed

ments drawn from
looking

all

ways

;

all quarters,
their papers

and
and

speeches, all put together, form as
pretty a piece of incoherence as may
be found in a literary day's march, and
would have been a perfect godsend to

when he wrote his
famous tract 'An hominibus mens abthe great Skepsius
sitS

The

reasons, indeed, for

making

the change were so clear and cogent,
that there seemed hardly any hope of
its being accomplished.
Yet, by one
of those freaks of fortune which are

met with even

dom

NOLOGY.

to be of so little use or importance to

ordinary people. Yet they are significant and indispensable terms, and stand

weighty things and, morethey represent subjects which
are forcing themselves more and more
for very

upon the attention of
ple.

Senate on Thursday last, which will, in
all probability, be speedily ratified at a

It

distinct

is,

intelligent peotherefore, desirable to have

conceptions

of

what they

mean.

in the universities, wis-

prevailed; and by the vote of the

;

over,

Anthropology

is

the term

now

plied to the general science of

ap-

man.

therefore, comprehends many things,
and has, perhaps, not yet reached its
It,
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embraces
and moral

full and final definition.
men's physical, mental,

characteristics

It

their religious concep-

;

mythology, and traditions; their
mental traits and development; their
civil and political organizations and intions,

stitutions

their language, literature,
their customs
;

;

and monuments

arts,
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which determines the

science

distinc-

tive characters of the persistent modifications of mankind, which ascertains

the distribution of those modifications

and past times, and seeks to
discover the causes or conditions of exin present

both of the modifications and

istence,

of their distribution.
'

'

I say

persist-

This statement
and modes of life.
may seem sufficiently comprehensive,

cidentally, ethnology has nothing to

really incomplete, and, in fact,
yet
hardly touches a whole tract of inquiry, which Prof. Huxley regards as

speak of

it is

According to his
anthropology is the great
definition,
science which unravels the complexi-

the principal thing.
'

of

ties

human

structure

;

traces

out

man to other animals
that is human in the mode in

the relations of
studies all

;

which man's complex functions are
and searches after the conditions which have determined his
performed

;

presence in the world. And anthropology is a section of Zoology, which
again is the animal half of Biology
the science of

is

Ethnology
pology, and

is

and living things."
a branch of anthro-

life

defined as the science of

The family of mankind is divided up into great groups, which are
characterized by numerous and impor-

races.

it is the business of
ethnology to trace these differential

tant differences

characters,

and, if
source.
into

two

to

;

estimate

possible,

to

their

value,
ascertain their

The

ethnologists are divided
schools one school holds to
:

the theory of monogenesis, or that the
human race has had a single origin, or

sprung from a single ancestral pair

;

and the other school holds to the theory

of polygenesis,

origins.
different

or

plurality

of

These schools, of course, take
views of the nature and char-

acter of the differences

among

races.

Those who maintain that racial differences have been brought about by nat" modiural causes, speak of races as
fied men," and it is with reference to
this idea that Prof.

science.

He

says:

Huxley defines the
"
Ethnology is the

ent

modifications, because, unless in-

do
with chance and transitory peculiar-

human

of

ities

'

'stocks,'

or

And

structure.

I

persistent modifications,' or
rather than of 'varieties,'

'

races,'

or

'

species,'

because each

of these last well-known terms implies,
on the part of its employer, a precon-

ceived opinion touching one of these
problems, the solution of which is the
ultimate object of the science and, in
;

regard to which, therefore, ethnologists are especially bound to keep their
minds open, and their judgments freely

balanced."
It is

obvious that ethnology covers

a large field in the domain of anthropology, and it in fact involves so much

of the larger

subject that there has
difficulty in

been found great practical

pursuing them separately. The larger
subject is the later in the order of culEthnological societies were

tivation.

the

and

first

New

in their distinctive forms,

peared
are

formed in Paris, London,
York, but they have disap-

to be

now merged

and

in organizations for

the

promotion of
anthropological
knowledge.
This, however, is but a
matter of practical convenience, for

the spirit and methods of investigation
in both are essentially the same.
It is

the aim of this science, to study man
as all other parts of Nature are stud-

with the simple aim of ascertaining and classifying the facts. Putting
aside all preconceived views that might

ied,

vitiate the strict scientific character

of

the inquiry, the anthropologist asks
simply: What are the phenomena presented by the different groups of men?

What

are their aspects,

modes of

life,
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traditions,

beliefs,

short,

institutions?

In

what are the data which, when

means to convert
and sterile deserts,

to point out the best

those enormous

authentically presented, will serve as

which are completely

the basis for generalizations respecting
the attributes and nature of man ?

ture,

We publish, in the present number
of the Monthly, an interesting ethnological sketch of tbe Calmucks of the

more practical

lost for agricul-

and productive
would with difficulty find a

into

habitable

lands, they

solution of this problem,
than that actually put in operation by

Calmucks

the

In

themselves.

fact,

at Astrakhan, at the

resided for a long time
mouth of the Vol-

with these poor herbs, so thin and so
arid, which they find in these enornous wastes burnt up by the sun, the
Calmucks nourish millions of horses,

on the Caspian Sea, and he was em"
ployed at the Court of Domains," by

cows, goats, sheep, and camels, and
transform these sterile districts into a

which these singular people are govAt this place he had opportuerned.
nity to study them carefully and in-

true and rich source of wealth to Eus-

sian,

translated from the Eus-

It is

Volga.

and

is

Nebalsine,

derived from the work of

who

ga,

No Mongol

a great trade of wool,
pelts, the Calmucks

By making

sia.

and

hair, fat, skins,

or Turkish race

contribute to furnish illumination and

presents such characteristic traits as
the Calmucks. They display the persistence of race character in a remark-

defence against cold to a great portion
of the northern provinces of the em-

able degree; answering exactly to tbe
description given of them by Jornan-

part played by the Calmucks

timately.

dez thirteen centuries ago, when, under
the name of Huns, they devastated
Southern Europe. Chambers describes
the Calmuck as short in stature, with

broad shoulders, a large head, small
black eyes, always appearing to be
half shut, and slanting downward toward the nose, which is flat with wide nostrils, hair black, coarse, and straight,
complexion deeply swarthy, while his

In this particular, the economic

pire.

is

very

important."

LITERARY NOTICES.
Theory of Heat.
M. A., F. R.

lie

By J. Clerk Maxwell,
D. Appleton & Co.

S.

It is only recently that the general pubhas been admitted to a knowledge of the

researches which are carried on by the leading physicists of the world.
Perhaps an

educator would consider the desire of the

ugliness is the index of the purity of
The beliefs of the Calhis descent.

public to be so admitted one of the most encouraging signs of the times, and he un-

mucks, as represented in the article,
form an instructive comment on the

doubtedly would hail the fellowship of the
scientists and their audiences as a good omen.

"wisdom of the East."
not to be supposed, however,
that the wisdom of the West would at
all approve the life of these restless

It

dogma

of the

It is

nomadic vagrants.
told to settle

They would be

down somewhere, change

their religion, go to work, build school-

houses, and make money, like good
It is, however, probable
Christians.

that the Calmucks would not be with-

A

traveller, who had
studied their customs, made this signifi-

out a reply.

" If it could be
cant statement
proposed to all the academies of Europe
:

we

is

a very interesting phenomenon which
now called upon, almost daily, to

are

this affiliation of the

witness

the public
as well as

;

and

has

it

some bad

student and

many good

ones.

Among

features,

the

good

there are the obvious ones of the acquisition of mere knowledge, of the acquaintance

with the rigid and exacting logic of the
physicists, of the perception of the real beauty in the order and harmony of Nature,

and the familiarity with daring thought
which stops short of wild speculation, and
displays that poise of intellect which is a
of the modern
characteristic
striking
school.

And, so

far,

we have noticed only

LITERARY NOTICES.
the good points of this intimacy, which indeed is a novel one.

The

scientific

man

and attentive audience

of to-day has a large
and, except he be a
;
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And it \s
keep his mind clear and busy.
we may speak of the admirable manner of the book which is rigorous

here, too, that

It is an excellent preparation,
memoirs of Clausius, whose mathe-

throughout.

devotee to the more abstract of the sciences,

too, to the

he is sure of immediate praise. This, too, is
a good result from the close connection.

matical essays are the acknowledged classics
on the subject of heat, and who still leads us

But the

effect

scientist

has been, partly, to

make the

speak in a manner almost too

ele-

mentary in endeavoring to make all things
plain, he has been obliged to hide the very
highest of his researches, because their dem;

in

the most startling

way and

differential equations, as if

at once to

they were our

daily bread.

We

are sure that there

is

no one who

onstration has required too great a stretch
of iutellect from his hearers.

not read Clausius " On the Steam"
Engine with much greater ease for having
previously read this little book of 312

This has been, partly, inseparate from
the form of instruction by lectures, in which

The foundations of thermodynamics
pages.
are laid in a simple way ; and the chapters

form

it

much

of course, impossible to obtain

is,

close attention to the

more complex

of his truths, which only allow themselves
to be stated in mathematical symbols.
may assume the public of a scientist like

We

will

on

intrinsic

viscosity, are
It

.

indeed, to Prof. Maxwell that

is,

owe a

energy, on radiation, and on
models of their kind.

we

beautiful essay on this last subject,

mathematical in form, which

who

is printed in
the proceedings of the Royal Society. There
is also in this volume a discussion of the

can and must consult their original memoirs,
and who have besides the power to supply

molecular constitution of bodies, which contains much that is valuable, particularly a3

Of the general

an introduction to the various advanced

Tyndall or Huxley to be composed of three
classes

Of

1.

:

any lacunae

scientists

in reasoning

;

themselves,

2.

public; and, 3. Of a large and important
class of young men, students, to whom sci-

ence

is

a cultivator, and

who

desire didactic

which shall give concisely and rigorously the essence of a subject, and which
shall not require them to consult publica-

treatises

tions of scientific societies,

which works are

essays on the same interesting topic.
The volume is of a handy size, and
fairly well

blemishes in
kind.

183

is, therefore, with real gratitude that
must look to Prof. Maxwell for his es-

It

we

say on the Theory of Heat.
It fills, exactly, a place before vacant.

By

it

we

than in any other

are led in a logical order, which

is

of

its

notice on pages 139, 152, and
(second edition), a looseness which a
care might have avoided.
139, the author, in speaking of

On page

Carnot's reversible engine, says, " It

but few would go.

rate,

it

is

and there are fewer

We

more

little

often beyond their reach, and to which, at

any

printed,

is

of a

species entirely imaginary, one which it i3
impossible to construct, but very easy to understand " thus putting it as a theoretical
;

device solely, as he ought.
Again, on page
152 our author proves, or intends to prove,

very beautiful, from the simple idea of temperature, through the registration of this

that this engine has a greater efficiency
than any other engine, which he attempts

temperature, and finally to the complex idea
of the measure of heat. From this point an

to

analysis of the book would be almost a history of the development of the science. The

subjects of isothermals and adiabatics are
fully treated, and the elementary principles
of heat engines are stated and proved.

While

all

this is done, so that a

young

student, with due attention, may follow the
argument, we warn him that the book is no
child's play.

There are no useless words

spent on explanations, but enough

iz left

to

do by an appeal to ordinary experience,
which he cites to show that no real workengine

ing

of

"

can convert the entire heat

parts into work," even if this engine
consists in part of the theoretical Carnot
reversible engine.
Now, he has not proved
its

this of

in use,

any engine, except of those actually
and he has expressly declared, as

above, that the

made

:

Carnot engine cannot be

so that his proof falls to the ground.

And, to make matters worse, on page 183 he
says

:

" If

we

possessed a perfect reversible
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engine and a refrigerator at the absolute
.zero of temperature, we might convert the
whole of the heat which escapes from the

has now arrived in which

I may make the
may ask young people to cononly, 'How Plants grow,' but

attempt, and
sider

not

body into mechanical work." On pages 99
and 100 we have a similar carelessness, in the
use of the term strain : this is defined on

how

plants

" the alteration of form of
page 99 to mean
"
while on page 100 he speaks of
any body
the " product of the strain into the average

things and common doings) very seldom
seen or attended to. This little treatise,
designed to open the way for the young

value of the stress," i. e., of the product of
a force into a change in shape, which of

field,

;

is a misnomer, and could be corrected by interpolating the phrase in any di-

act in certain important reeasy to be observed everywhere
open to observation, but (like other common
spects,

student into this new, and, I trust, attractive
may be regarded as a supplement to

now well-known book,

course

the

rection after

cited at the beginning of this
prefatory
If
note.
it
expectations are

" strain."

the

title

my

There are but few of even such errors
as these, and we must welcome the book as

of which

is

will

fulfilled,

add some very interesting chapters to

the popular history of plant-life.
"
Although written with a view to ele-

a most valuable one, in which the golden
mean between too great simplicity and too

mentary instruction, and therefore with

great difficulty is admirably kept ; and in
the name of the ordinary student we are
thankful to Prof. Maxwell for his most

subjects here
presented are likely to be as novel, and
perhaps as interesting, to older as to young

admirable essay.

readers."

E. S. H.

practicable

Plants behave. By Asa Gray.
York Ivison, Blakeman & Taylor.

New

:

Fourteen years ago, Prof. Gray published a

Plants
first

little

school-book, entitled

"How

grow," which was designed as a

step, for

young people and common

schools, of his excellent series of botanical

The present volume of

text-books.

II.,

"

forty-

How

Plants behave," is Part
"
or a continuation of How Plants grow,"

six pages,

and is devoted to a description of certain
remarkable actions and effects in the vegetable kingdom which are open to familiar

all

the

Gray has well succeeded

Prof.

How

plainness,

in his

purpose, and the pages of his little book are
full of interest to all who care for the curiosities of the vegetable world.

His volume

divided into three chapters.
The first
shows how plants move and climb and take

is

positions

the second

;

ploy insects to
third describes
insects.

work

how

Among

all

tells

for

how plants emthem; and the

certain plants capture
the surprising effects

presented by natural objects, none are more
curiously interesting than the habits and
of

thus

vegetable structures, and
the story in his own clear
and graphic way. The pages of his little
book are full of pleasant information, and

" That
young people, that all students,
indeed, should be taught to observe, and

cannot fail to be instructive and, if the
pupils are attracted to go beyond its pages
to examine for themselves the structures

should study Nature at sight,

and actions described, the experience

inspection.

The author's

preparation of these
stated in his preface

little

object

works

in
is

the

:

adaptations

Prof.

Gray

tells

;

is

a trite re-

mark

of the day.
But it is only when they
are using the mind's eye as well, and raising

conceptions to the relations and
adaptations of things, that they are either
learning science or "receiving the full educa-

will

be invaluable as a cultivation of the observing powers.

their

tional benefit of such a study as

Botany or

any other department of Natural History.
"
There is a study of plants and flowers
admirably adapted, while exciting a lively
curiosity, to stimulate both observation and
thought, to which I have long wished to
introduce pupils of an early age.
The time

MISCELLANY.
Death of Dr. Stimpson. In the recent
death of Dr. William Stimpson, secretary of
the Chicago Academy of Sciences, American
science has suffered an irreparable loss. He

was born near Boston, February 14, 1832,
and was drawn by a strong impulse to the
study of science in his

boyhood.

Hia
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chosen field was natural history, and before
he was nineteen, at which age he published
his first scientific paper on conchology, he
In his
had made extensive collections.

over the melancholy catalogue of losses prepared by the secretary, and dated the 30th
of October last, and then call to mind that,

search for specimens at the bottom of the
and
sea, he pushed out into deep water
claimed to be the first to enter upon the

ranged and classified, his own collections
had been involved in the general calamity

work of deep-sea dredging.

He

studied

in addition to the total destruction of the
Academy's collections, which he had ar-

;

rare books, obtained with difficulty, or presentation copies bearing the autographs of
shells which he had dredged
the authors
from the ocean all the way from Nova
Scotia to the Japanese Sea and manuscripts
in which were embodied the results of
;

with Agassiz, and in 1852 accompanied
him to Norfolk to investigate the marine
He was appointed
fauna of that region.
naturalist

the North-Pacific Exploring

to

Expedition, and spent three and a half years
(1852-1856) in observations and collections.
For nine years after his return, he remained

most part in the Smithsonian Institution, working up the results of his worldwide explorations. He became curator of
for the

the Chicago

Academy

and was soon

;

twenty years of almost unremitting scientific labor, and whose publication he fondly
hoped would form the solid basis of his
fame.
Dr. Stimpson had long suffered from
weakness of the lungs, and died of hemor-

rhage

of Sciences in 1864,

after elected secretary.

In an able obituary address before the
Chicago Academy, President Foster has
enumerated his chief contributions to sci-

May

26, 18*72,

aged 41.
In the ordi-

of Coal-Gas.

Purification

nary process of manufacturing coal-gas it is
found necessary to put the product through
a course of purification before

it

is

fit

for

ence, and thus speaks of his labors in the

The sulphur comilluminating purposes.
pounds are the most deleterious of its im-

institution

purities,

:

He

maintained a correspondence with
not less than fourteen kindred societies at
home and over one hundred abroad. He
organized a system of exchanges by which
our library was supplied with the scientific
journals and Transactions, and our museum
enriched with natural-history specimens

from every quarter of the globe: He edited,
with an accuracy of proof-reading rarely
surpassed, the two parts of our Transactions,
and prepared our annual reports with an almost commercial exactness. So thoroughly
classified were the collections, that he could
instantly refer the scientific inquirer to the
Under his
particular specimen required.
directorship, the collections in certain departments of natural history had grown to
and
be the most complete in the country
learned foreigners, in pursuit of information,
as
of
the
here
to
one
chosen
seats
resorted
This vast collection had been
of science.
accumulated within the short space of five
for, on the 7th of June, 1866, our
years
;

;

previous accumulations were almost wholly
Under this calamity
destroyed by fire.
Stimpson bore up manfully, but when the
tremendous catastrophe of the 8th of October occurred he was, as it were, crushed to
From that time, I think, his spirit
earth.
lost its buoyancy
and, while he assumed
an air of cheerfulness, in his quivering lip
and tremulous voice it was easy to detect

and how these may be best removed

forms the subject of an instructive lecture,
recently delivered by Mr. Vernon Harcourt
the Koyal Institution, from which we
condense the following Sulphur being an
almost constant constituent of the coal from
at

:

which gas is made, it is volatilized in the
retorts and passes over with the gas in
combination with its two principal elements,
carbon and hydrogen. Unpurified coal-gas
thus contains sulphuretted hydrogen the
gas of rotten eggs aud bisulphide of car-

A

bon.
considerable part of the sulphuretted hydrogen is removed in the " condens"
"
"
ers and scrubbers
by the action of water

and ammonia.
that, if

It has,

coal-gas

is

however, been found

washed too much,

its

power is greatly impaired, and
indeed all washing does some injury to it in
this respect.
To complete the removal of
sulphuretted hydrogen, the washed coal-gas
illuminating

is

passed through large boxes, containing

either lime or oxide of iron,

termed

purifiers.

and which are

Either of these substances

acts very effectually in depriving coal-gas of

iron had

Lime is the
sulphuretted hydrogen.
cheaper material, but has the serious drawback that when saturated with sulphuretted

Let him who would acentered his soul.
cuse our friend of undue weakness, read

hydrogen its smell is very offensive, so that
when taken out of the purifiers it becomes

;

what he would

fain conceal.

The

its
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a nuisance of a very obnoxious character.
Oxide of iron absorbs sulphuretted hydrogen
equally well, and has the great superiority
that, when taken out of the purifiers and
not only creates no
nuisance, but becomes in a short time fit to
The same oxide may thus
be used again.

exposed to the air,

it

power between the
had passed through an iron
with nails and heated to redness,

difference in illuminating

coal-gas which

tube

filled

and that of ordinary cannel-coal
also demonstrated the truth of

after being thus treated, but onethe quantity of sulphur remained that

fifth

found

common

is

account of the quantity of sulphur

observations

con-

his state-

ment that,

be used over and over again for twenty
times or more, and when it becomes unfit
for the purifiers it is still more valuable on
it

He

gas.

in

Facts in

illuminating gas.

relation
at

to

it

From

Rainfall.

near

Fulwell,

Twicken-

appears that the rainfall

tains.

ham, England,

But neither lime nor oxide of iron exerts
any action on the other sulphur impurity,
the compound of sulphur and carbon, and

for that locality during the year 1871

at the present time this bisulphide of

carbon

remains in the gas without any attempt
being made to remove

it.

The bisulphide of carbon, when burnt,
forms for the most part sulphurous acid,
which, being a gas, is removed with the carBut a
bonic acid by efficient ventilation.

This

22.42 inches.

which

falls at

nearly the

was
amount

Paris and at San Francisco,

A

California.

is

calculation

made by John

which was published in Nain a subture, April 18th, and corrected
sequent number, gives some interesting

James

Hall,

statistics

He

of the rainfall at Fulwell

:

compound

one inch upon an acre of
Now, 640
ground gives 22,623 gallons.
times this amount, multiplied by the depth

converted into sulphuric acid, which, with
the aqueous vapor formed, condenses on the

of rainfall, 22.42 inches, gives the quantity
on a square mile as 324,612,902 gallons.

walls of the apartments, and has been proved
to destroy the leather bindings of books, and

If this amount be multiplied by
number of pounds of water to the

the canvas of pictures.

small part of the sulphur in this
is

states that

10, the

gallon,

as

and the result divided by 2,000 for tons, we
shall have, for the quantity of rainfall on the

absolutely esof sulphur it con-

square mile, nearly 1,623,064 tons.
The coal-carriages used on railways in

should be reduced to the smallest

If coal-gas

is

to

be burnt

freely as oil or candles,

sential that the

amount

in

rooms

is

it

One means by which the elimination of

England and in the United States carry
from 8 to 10 tons of coal each. We will assume the former number, and find that

sulphur may be achieved, a process by which
the amount of sulphur may be brought down

202,883 such carriages would be required to
convey the weight of the rainfall above

to one-fifth of the present legal maximum,
namely, 30 grains in 100 cubic feet, is the

given, and,

following

long.

tains

possible quantity.

:

The coal-gas
tubes which are

is

made

filled

to pass through

with fragments of

When dry hydrogen, contaminated with the vapor of bisulphide of carbon, is passed through a
iron and heated to redness.

heated glass tube, carbon

is

deposited, and

The
sulphuretted hydrogen is produced.
action is precisely the same when coal-gas
containing bisulphide of carbon is made to

in length,

if

each carriage measures 20 feet

they would form a train 768 miles

The quantity of rain which falls at Flatbush, Long Island, in the immediate vicinity
of New York City, is 43 inches yearly. This
is based upon observations made during 26
years.

It will

be seen that this amount

is

nearly twice as great as that which falls in
a year at Fulwell, and is not far from the

annual average that

falls

on our coast from

Maine to Florida.

The computation which gives the

results

the bipass over strongly-heated surfaces
and sulphuretted
sulphide is decomposed,

for Fulwell will give the quantity for

hydrogen formed, which is speedily removed
by the ordinary purifying apparatus.
Mr. Harcourt showed, by means of a jet-

square mile of our own coast. For Flatbush,
with an annual rainfall of 43 inches, we have
the enormous quantity of 622,594,960 gal-

there was no appreciable
photometer, that

lons

;

nearly,

or 3,112,974 tons of

each

2,000

MISCELLANY.
This is just about one-half
the estimated weight of the largest of the

pounds each.
pyramids.

To convey

carriages, of 8

way

amount by

this

each

tons

rail-

capacity,

would require 389,121 carriages, and,
20 feet length, they would make a

if

of

train

1,4 7 3 miles long.

When we

consider that for each year
and upon each square mile of surface along
our ocean border, and many miles inland, so
vast a volume of water

we

falls,

are aston-

ished at the grandeur and vastness of some
of the most common of the operations of

5S

number of specimens with the living
animal, which I have preserved in alcohol.
The most common were ferns, myrtilus, bucered a

cinum, fissurella, putella, voluta, etc., all
found in apparently the same numeric relation as that in which they now exist in the
The presence of this
sea below the clifi".
pool, with its living inhabitants, shows a

The
very recent upheaval of the coast.
period at which it may have taken place it
is hardly possible to determine without a
more extensive survey.
But these and other evidences of upheaval do not disturb his profound convicbeen the grand agency by

tion that ice has

which the southern continent has been
moulded, as appears from the following

Nature.

:

Prof. Agassiz's Sonth -American ObserProf. Agassiz and his scientific
vations*

party are continuing their explorations of
the South-American coast, in the steamer
Hassler, and the professor has just made a
second report to the Superintendent of the

Coast Survey on the progress of his observations.

As

is

well known, Prof. Agassiz

expedition to accumulate
evidence in regard to the extent of glacial

undertook

this

He
action in producing geological effects.
has been a student of glaciers for forty
years, grew up in a glacial region, and is
familiar with the

phenomena

;

early framed

a theory upon the subject, and

feit

so cer-

It

was not

till

we rounded Cape Fro-

ward that

I felt confident that the range of
immediately in sight along the channel
we followed had assumed their present appearance in consequence of abrasion by ice.
Now, however, that I have seen the whole

hills

length of the Straits of Magellan, have passed
through Smyth's Channel, and visited Chiloe, I am prepared to maintain that the
whole southern extremity of the American
Continent has been uniformly moulded by a
continuous sheet of ice. Everywhere we
saw the rounded, undulating forms so well
known to the students of glacial phenomena
as roches moutonnees, combined with the
polished surfaces scored by grooves and furrows, running in one and the same direcwhile rocks of unequal hardness, dikes
tion
traversing other rocks, slates on edges,
were all cut to one level. In short, the
surface features of the Straits of Magellan
have much the same aspect as the glaciated
of the Northern Hemisphere.
surfaces
Whenever the furrows and scratches were
well preserved, their trend was northern.
;

tain of the truth of his views, that he pre-

dicted with great confidence the results of
the explorations now undertaken. He says
"As soon as geologists have learned to ap:

preciate the extent to which our globe has
been covered and fashioned by ice, they
may be less inclined to advocate changes of

between land and sea, wherever they
meet with the evidence of the action of water,
especially where no marine remains of any

August, 1871, Nicholas Pike, Esq., U. S. consul at Mauritius, visited the Seychelles Isl-

kind mark the presence of the sea." He
many of Darwin's observations

ands, a group lying 900 miles northeast of
Mauritius, in the Indian Ocean. They are 29

level

confirms

made

in the

same region

thirty years ago,
much to the

but thinks he ascribed too

agency of upheavals. Nevertheless, he discovered a salt-pool with marine animals, in
the interior, near Possession Bay, which were
undoubtedly due to upheaval.

He

About a mile from the shore

says

on

the

Seychelles Islands.

number, some of them mountainous,
comprising about 50,000 acres of land, and
lie between 3
33' and 5 45' south latitude.

Most of them are covered with tropical vegetation.

The shores are fringed with
I

In

in

:

bluff,

found, nearly 150 feet above the sea-level,
a salt-pool, in which, to my great surprise,
marine shells, identical with those now livThey
ing along the shore, were abundant.
were in a perfect state of preservation, and
so
that
I gathwere
alive
them
of
many
;

Notes

in

all

places favorable

to

coral-reefa

their

growth.

Gigantic astrseas, brain-corals, madrepores,
and coral shrubbery of many hues, cover the
of which they form a part.
Consul Pike visited many of the islands

'reefs

and made an interesting sketch of their nat-
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ural history, which has been published in
pamphlet form at Port Louis.
Landing at

Mahe, he penetrated inland, and found upon

count of the wonderful palm-tree, the coca

the slopes of the hills groves of the jamrosa
and the guava-tree.
The jamrosa is the favorite food of the

florins.

curious leaf-fly [Pliyllium siccifolium).
The peculiar dress of this insect enables

some

it

to elude the pursuit of the uninitiated.

In

A

century ago it was abundant on
these islands, now it has nearly disappeared.
For one of the nuts of this tree, it is said
de mer.

that the

offered

Emperor Rudolph

4,000

These nuts resemble the cocoa-nut in
respects, but are two-lobed, and four

or five times larger.

form they imitate various leaves, and the
resemblance is the more striking from the

A fine specimen forwarded by Consul
Pike to the Long Island Historical Society

peculiar veining of their wings.
They are
sometimes over three inches in length, and
their legs have curious leaf-like expansions.

of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
of Natural History.

They hide on the under surface of leaves,
and, when disturbed, double themselves up,

The

is

now

in its

Museum

grows sometimes a hundred
with a slender stem and a ragged
head of green and withered leaves. When
tree

feet high,

so as to closely resemble crumpled leaflets.
Probably no more perfect illustration of
protective resemblance and mimicry is afforded by the animal kingdom, than by this

the young plant attains the age of 20 or 25
years, and before fructification commences,

little insect.

rise.

Scorpions abound on the islands, but
are less dangerous and dreaded than a large

It is nine months after planting before
the germ begins to shoot then, instead of
rising directly, it shoots away like a root 15

The female
spider of the genus Phyrrms.
of the species, so plenty on the islands, is
one-third larger than the male, being about
fourteen lines long.

The many-jointed forelegs are of exceeding tenuity, and measure five inches in
length.

These spiders attack by springing on
and their bite causes inflammation, sometimes cramp, vomiting and

the leaves have attained their greatest size
The stem then begins to

and luxuriance.

;

when

above the surface.

or 20

feet,

Each

leaf requires a year's

rises

it

elaboration in

The
Dutch and Portuguese explorers found
the immense nuts of this palm floating in
the sea, and supposed it to be an ocean
sun and

the next appears.

air before

early

product, hence

its

name

coco de mer.

their victim,

Ammonia is
swelling of the whole body.
used by the natives as an antidote for their

ety of London, held May 8th, Mr. D. Forbes
"
reported to have said that, when in 1859

is

poison.

A

Elevation of Lagoon Islands in the PaAt a meeting of the Geological Soci-

cific.

mason wasp swarms on the
and intrudes everywhere. It builds
in houses upon suspended strings, in caves,
and in every accessible nook.

he spent some months in the Pacific, he had
been requested by Mr. Darwin to examine

a bright-brown color and about
one and a quarter inch long.
Their cells

ed cases of the existence of masses of coral

are about half an inch in length, and built
of red mud. Like many species of their class

merely arose from blocks having been transported inland by the natives."

in other parts of the world, they have a
curious instinct for preparing food for their

He, however, thought it possible that elevations had taken place in some instances.

After the
young, when in the larva state.
egg is deposited in the cell, it is carefully
filled with small spiders, and closed.
The

May

species of

islands,

It is of

spiders
stung.

are

probably paralyzed by being

They continue fresh

for several weeks,

even retaining their natural

colors,

and

af-

ford the necessary food for the young larva.
The author gives a most interesting ac-

into the evidence as to the origin of atolls

by

elevation,

and had found that the

at a considerable elevation

assert-

above the sea

The report, which

is given in Nature for
23d, undoubtedly fails, on account of
its brevity, to express clearly the remarks
and meaning of that eminent naturalist.

It

is,

we

believe,

servations of Prof.

conceded that the ob-

Dana among the

coral-

islands of the Pacific are thorough and accurate.

On pages 345 and 346

of his re-

MISCELLANY.
" Corals and Coral
cently-published work on
Islands " is given a catalogue of about
forty islands in the Pacific which have been

more or

less elevated since the formation of

their reefs.

Of

these, several are lagoon

islands.

sea.

Tongatabu and Hapaii are elevated atolls
both have lagoons the one on Hais

paii

Of

two or three days by swelling, and a pain
striking up the whole arm, which afterward
He thought it was rheubecame numb.
These symptoms increased, and
matism.
he began to decline in health. His appetite
failed
he had chills and heats, with an occafelt confused, anxious, and
sional headache
irritable; was easily startled and alarmed.
When walking along the streets he would
suddenly stop or turn round, and did not
;

Penrhyn's Island has an extensive lagoon
and a total elevation of 50 feet above the

of coral
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;

;

now

a salt lake 1^ mile long.
the elevated islands as given by Prof.

Dana, the amount of elevation is from one
or two feet to 600 feet in two instances.

;

know

the

If a

reason why.

bird

flew

out of a hedge, or any unusual noise oc-

When at chapel
curred, he felt agitated.
the Sunday previous to his being laid up, he
experienced a sudden impulse to spring

and

forward and jump over the frorlt of the
pew, and he restrained himself from the
attempt by laying hold of the seat with

These reefs were formed as reefs are now
being formed, near the surface of the ocean,

both hands. The attack was characterized
by the usual hydrophobic symptoms, great
difficulty of breathing and of swallowing,

The

island of

Mengaia

is

girted

by a

coral-reef 300 feet high.

Others have 25

300

feet,

60

feet,

90

feet,

feet of elevation.

their great thickness is accounted for by
But
long but slow subsidence of the land.

distress at the pit of the stomach, convul-

equally certain that important elevations must have followed in the instances

expression of countenance, frothy discharge
from the mouth, and on one occasion a

given of elevated atolls and reefs. It is not
contended that the elevation is as general

The paroxysms
strong propensity to bite.
succeeded each other at intervals of about

as the subsidence was.

Nevertheless, instances of elevation occur in various parts
of the Pacific, but the amount is not uniform

ten minutes, and perceptibly grew worse as
they continued. Shortly after being called
in, the attending physician, who relates the

even with islands not very distant from each

case,

and
it

is

other.

The

fact appears to be, that in

some

cases single islands, in others groups

of

sions, frightful struggling

and howling, wild

began the administration of chloral-

After the
hydrate in twenty-grain doses.
third dose, the violence of the symptoms

Group and part of
the Tonga Islands, have risen after an indefinite period of subsidence, and this seems

began to moderate the fourth dose was followed by still greater improvement, and the

so well established as to be scarcely open

soporific effect

islands, as the Gilbert

;

fifth

dose put the sufferer to sleep.

This

was kept up by giving the

same dose of the chloral at longer interFor the next twenty -four hours noth-

for discussion.

vals.

The
Chloral-Hydrate iii Hydrophobia.
Lancet for April 20th contains an interesting
account of a case of hydrophobia, where the
disease

was

controlled,

and terminated

in

ing of any consequence occurred, with the
exception of slight twitchings of the face

and jerkings of the arms and legs during
These were allayed at any time
sleep.

recovery, under the use of hydrate of chloral.
The patient was an active business-man,

by an extra dose of the

old, who bad been' bitten
on the hand by his own dog some four or
The
five months previous to the attack.
wound was cauterized at the time, and little

was given him occasionally, which he swal-

about forty years

more thought of

it,

until

about a fortnight

Defore the disease developed.
The patient states that he

first felt

a

pricking sensation about that part of the
hand which had been bitten, followed in

mutton-broth,

common

chloral.
tea,

Beef-tea,

or water-gruel,

lowed without much objection when fairly
roused up. During the next three days the

somnolency was kept up by the medicine,
with only a few twitchings showing themselves.
On the morning of the fifth day he

awoke out of a gentle slumber, and said to
his wife, " I feel as if I should like to bite
somebody."

This was the last

symptom
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noticed of a hydrophobic character.
After
the fifth day the chloral-hydrate was discontinued, and the quantity taken altogether

amounted

to

360 grains.
When fit to
went into the country,

travel, the patient

being provisioned for a period of three
years, the first winter is to be spent on Cape
Tschelinskin, the most northern promontory
during the second

of Asia;

summer the

exploration of the Central Polar Ocean

is

to

business.

be continued, and an effort made to reach
the second winter will be spent
the pole
on the new Siberian Island, and the third

Northern Exploring Expeditions. According to a correspondent of the London
Daily Ntws, four expeditions are now on

ring's Straits

attend

subsequently returning able to

their

way

to

;

or about to start from different

summer

will

be employed in reaching Bekand an Asiatic or American

A

third expedition, which is to act
as a sort of tender to the last mentioned, is

haven.

The
ports in Europe for the north-pole.
Swedish Government sends out one of these

being

under the control of Prof. Nordenskiold,
an experienced arctic explorer, who will

northern exploration.

attempt to reach the pole from high latitudes,
by means of sleighs drawn by reindeer.

the

The expedition takes with

it

a portable

house, which is to be put up on the Seven
Islands in latitude 80 30', the most north-

ern point at which an expedition has ever
wintered in these regions.
Fifty reindeer
are also to be taken along, together with the
necessary fodder, and a number of Lapps to
attend them. The scientific mission of the
expedition is as follows
During the autumn
the expedition will take soundings eastward
the eastern part of Spitzof Spitzbergen
:

;

bergen is to be thoroughly surveyed a series
of continuous meteorological and magnetic
;

observations for the space of an entire year
are to be made ; pendulum observations for

life

found

regions.

in the

The

abundant animal

Polar Ocean in these high

scientific gain,

it is

expected,

be exceedingly valuable.
The chief
object will, however, be to attempt in the

will

spring of 1873, after pushing as far as possible

northward by

drawn by
of the pole, and
sleighs

vessel, to proceed,

by

reindeer, in the direction
if

possible to reach that

point.

An Austrian expedition, which has the
enthusiastic support of Dr. Petermann, is
to set out about the end of June.
The object of this expedition is the further exploration of the ice-free ocean, which they
met with last summer, to the east and

Two Norwegian fishing-steamers, under
command of able captains, are also, at

the end of the fishing-season, intending to
proceed in the direction taken by the Aus-

and make explorations in
the Siberian ice-sea, largely with an eye to
future business.
trian expedition,

A French expedition is also reported,
which goes out under the direction of Gustave Ambert, who likewise proposes to follow the track of the Austrian vessel, with
"
a view to " practical as well as scientific
results. Another French explorer, it is said,
intends to get at the north-pole by way of
balloon
but, how he is to obtain in that
;

locality the

able

him

covery,

determining the oblate form of the earth,
refraction observations, besides a series of
careful observations of the

out by a certain Count Wilczek,
already given largely in aid of

fitted

who has

is

supply of gas necessary to enand announce the dis-

to return

not stated.

Preservation of Wood.

Since the tele-

graph system of England came into the
hands of the Government, active preparations have been going on for the very considerable extension of

some of the

lines

An

important part of the work is the treat
ment of the poles for the purpose of preventing decay.

Boucherie's process

is

the

This was invented and
one employed.
largely used in France for the preservation
of railroad ties and telegraph-poles, and is
said to be both cheap

and

thus applied by the English

effective.
:

It is

The manufac-

may be termed, is situated in the
middle of an extensive field, and consists, in
tory, as it

north, and the exploration of the Arctic
Ocean to the north of Siberia.
The plan

first place, of a quadrangular structure,
four strong poles, some 60 feet in height,
Within 6 feet
forming the angular points
of the top is a platform, on which are two

The expedition

or three vats, each capable of containing

of the voyage

is

as follows

:

the

MISCELLANY.
200 gallons.
structure are

In the bottom portion of this
pumps for the purpose of

forcing a liquid, chemically prepared, into
the vessels above.
The principal ingredient,
besides water, is sulphate of copper. From

these vessels two systems of tubing are carried downward to the ground, and con-

tinued along the surface forward to a distance of a couple of hundred yards, in a
direction at right angles to the front of the

already mentioned.
Raised at slight elevation from the ground,
and placed at right angles to these tubes, he
rectangular

structure

the trees to be operated upon, with their
thicker ends inward
at intervals of 12 or
;

15 inches, in this horizontal tubing, is placed
a series of taps, each connected by a short

India-rubber tube to the end of a tree, to
which it is secured by means of cramps and
screws, and rendered water-tight by a sort
of nozzle. By means of cocks at the upper

end of the horizontal piping, the solution
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a reservoir, receives the diseased emanations

from one house, only to send them back
through improperly - trapped drains into
other houses.
Proof of this being a pos-

mode of spreading disease was furnished by a case, where, in one of the streets
of a town suffering from an epidemic of
sible

small-pox, several houses on one side of the
were visited by the disease, while on

street

the other side every house escaped.
This
circumstance was all the more remarkable

from the fact that, on the side affected, the
yards and spaces about the houses were
"
clean and dry, while on the other side the
privies and slops overflowed the yards and
lanes, and the stench was almost unbear-

On

able."

the clean side, the houses were

connected with the sewer, sewage-gas was
within them, and so was the epidemic. On
the dirty side, none of the houses communicated with the sewer, and all were free from
the disease. " Thus untrapped or badly-

in the vats is permitted to descend.
The
pressure exerted from above forces it into
the pipes through the India-rubber tubing
and into the trees, traversing them in the

trapped drains, terminating in sewers,
be worse than no drains at all."

In a short time, the
sap and a portion of the chemical solution
are seen to ooze slowly from the smaller end

who wishes

direction of their fibre.

when

of the

tree,

wooden

gutter, inclined at such

it

falls

into a sort of

an angle as

back to a cistern near to
had been originally prepared.
After undergoing some filtration here, it is
causes

it

where

it

to run

placed along with the yet unused liquid, and
again performs the circuit of the vats above

Detection of

AInm

in Bread.

may

Anybody

to test his bread or flour, for

alum, may do so by the
following process, which we find described
the presence of

and vouched
recent

for

by Mr. John Horsley

number of the

Cliemical News,

make a tincture of logwood, by
eight hours, two

in

a

First,

digesting, for

drams of freshly-cut

log-

wood-chips, in five ounces of methylated
spirit, in a wide-mouthed phial, and filter.

for the

Second, make a saturated solution of carbonate of ammonia in distilled water.

complete saturation of the trees varies from
ten days to three weeks, according to their

teaspoonful of each solution mixed with a
wineglassful of water, in a white-ware ves-

and

trees below.

The time necessary

In this way an application
quality and age.
of the principles of hydrodynamics, com-

bined with what

is

little

more than a me-

chemical knowledge, enables the
manufacturer to provide poles for tele-

A

sel,

forms a pink-colored liquid.

Bread con-

alum, immersed in this liquid for
five minutes or so, and then placed upon a
taining

an hour or two become

chanical

plate to drain, will in

graphic purposes which will resist the action
of the atmosphere for at least five times as

blue on drying, but, if no alum is present,
the pink color fades away.
If, on drying, a
greenish tinge appears, that is an indica-

long as the telegraph-poles formerly in use.

tion of copper, as

carbonate of ammonia

produces that color, but never a blue.

Propagation of Disease.

At a late meet-

ing of the Manchester Philosophical Society,
the president, in some remarks on the prop-

agation of

disease,

pointed out

how

this

might occur through house - drains that
emptied into sewers. The sewer, acting as

A Singing Marmot.
Dr. Lockwood's
theory of the latent singing capacity of the
Rodents has received an interesting item of
confirmation from an article in the June

number of

the

American

Naturalist,

by Dr.
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R. A. Kellogg, librarian of the

Academy of

Natural Sciences, San Francisco.

He

says
that Dr. Lockwood's recent articles call out

again a statement of his having a young
Maryland marmot or woodchuck, when a
"
boy, that
sung like a canary-bird, but in a
His impression was,
softer, sweeter note."
"I
that it was a female.
used to watch the

pet very closely to see how it sang, as
children are apt to do.
There was a slight

motion of the

nostrils

and

lips,

and conse-

quently of the whiskers, with an air of unmistakably happy or serene enjoyment."

America, Mr. Darwin found that
" the land from the Rio Plata
to Terra del

South

Fuego, a distance of 1,200 miles, has been
mass (and in Patagonia to a height

raised in

of between 300 and

400

feet) within

the

Unmistakperiod of now-existing shells."
able evidences of upheaval are met with at
Parana, on the banks of the Uruguay, and
below Buenos Ayres. On the west coast in
Central and Northern Chili, Mr. Darwin also

found the indications of rising land.
Speaking of Southern Africa, Griesback
"

There cannot be the slightest doubt

says,

Mice IaM;il or

that the upheaval of the country is still going on; for, along the whole coast of South

In answer to this question, which
has been prompted by the reading of the

Africa from the Cape to Durham Bluff, and
still farther
north, even as far as Zanzibar,

on musical mice in the last number of
The Popular Science Monthly, Dr. Lock"
wood says
The sound is undoubtedly

modern- raised

Is the Singing of Magical

gnttnral

?

article

:

in the

upper part of the throat,
although, while singing, the lips and nostrils
keep up that movement noticeable in the

produced

upper

lip,

so to speak, of the rabbit.

point

where the

;

ccral-reefs,

rising

and

be seen.
such a

is

of the

coast

is

plainly visible, recent oyster-shells are now
12 feet and more above high-water mark.

The same can be observed on the whole
line of the

The Rising of

beaches,

oyster-banks, may everywhere
At the Gzinhluzabalungu Caves

Natal Coast."

Of Tasmania Mr. Wintle remarks " Until

Circnmpolar Land.
Mr. H. H. Howorth, in a letter to Nature,
summarizes the evidence in favor of the
view that the lands about the north and

a very recent period in the geological annals
of this island, a great portion of what now

south

water.

poles

heaval.

are

undergoing general upConcerning the northern polar

:

was under
proved by the extensive de-

constitutes the site of this city

This

posits

is

of comminuted shells, all of recent
which are met with for miles along

lands, he quotes Captain

species,

that

the banks of the Derwent.

Melville

Parry to the effect
Island shows unmistakable

Some of

these

signs of elevation, in the presence of bones

deposits are at an

of whales and drift-wood buried in the

100 feet above high-water mark, and from
50 to 100 yards from the water's edge,

sand, in some cases 15 or 20 feet above
the present level of the sea. Franklin gives
similar testimony concerning the coast extending from the Mackenzie River to the

Rocky Mountains

while Dr.

;

Richardson

found a like state of things to the east.
The narratives of Maclune and Belcher contain evidence of similar purport.
Though
generally spoken of as subsiding, the islands
in the vicinity of Behring's Straits bear all

the traces of having recently been under
water.
The eastern coast of Asia, including

China and Japan,

is

also beiDg upheaved.

The

rise of Spitzbergen was observed to be
goiDg on as long ago as 1646, and is again
affirmed by Parry, in the account of his

journey toward the pole.
Evidence of upheaval of lands adjacent
In
to the southern pole is also abundant.

elevation of

upward of

plainly showing thereby that a very recent
elevation of the land has taken place."

In

New

Zealand the

evidence

is

the

M. Reclus says the port of Lyttelton
has risen three feet since it was occupied by
same.

Mr. Forbes says that proofs
of upheaving of the land are even now obvious to any intelligent traveller. Some of

the settlers.

these changes have been witnessed by the
present generation.
Again, in the Middle
Island upheaval of the land is observable in
a marked manner through the entire length
of the western coast from Cape Farewell to
Some of the most extraordi-

Dusky Bay.

in these regions have taken
place within the last few years.
In Australia, the proofs that elevation is
now taking place are equally clear and

nary changes

NOTES.
"

abundant.

The whole coast round,

distance of several miles inland,

with

recent

drainage of the

the

shells;

to a

covered

is

Lakes
apparently altering.
known to have been formerly filled with
salt water are now filling up with fresh or
becoming dry. The lagoons near the coast
is

country

are filled with salt and brackish water, and
their

banks are

with marine shells with

filled

Reefs
preserved.
of rocks are constantly appearing in places
where there were none formerly. At Rivoli

their colors in

many cases

the soundings have altered so

Bay

much

to make a new survey requisite.
has lately almost closed this harbor.
reefs

have appeared

at

A

as

either in the same or contrary directions, is
almost certain to be followed by an increased number of fits among the epileptics,

Jaffa, etc.

It

Mr. Howorth concludes that the
is

rising

about both poles,

a general thrusting out of
the earth's periphery, in the direction of its

and that there
shorter

is

He

axis.

also believes

that

an

equally general subsidence is at the same
time going on in the intervening region, ex-

tending both north and south of the equator,
until it reaches the line of upheaval.

remarks that the

or-

dinary definition of the solid, liquid, and gaseous states, given in many text-books, is

hardly correct.

predominant

in

Cohesion
the

first

is

liquid,

is

expelled

thought to be

from water,

but the cohesion of

comes very

its

it

is

still

molecules be-

great.

A whiter

Chemical News states
that iodine is set free in sea-water wherwith
offal and sewage
ever rivers charged
meet the sea. Thus liberated, it passes into
the atmosphere, and may sometimes be detected long distances away during the prevalence of favoring winds.
in the

The following are the regulations adopted by the Prussian Chamber of Deputies
to guard against the occurrence of steamboiler explosions : 1. The
sentatives are responsible

owners or reprefor the observ-

ance of the laws and decrees laid

down by

moreover, not
exonerated from culpability in case of accidents on account of ignorance of such
technical laws and rules as are acknowl-

the government.

They

are,

The owners of steam-boilers must
be made by competent
engineers.
They must bear the expense of
the investigation, and furnish the examiners
ment.
allow

with

state of matter,

absent in the second, and negative that
is to say, absolute repulsion exists among
the molecules in the third. But liquids
may be strongly cohesive, and indeed the
researches of many physicists have shown
that there is not an absence of cohesion
among, but sliding powers possessed by,
the molecules of matter in the liquid state.
If air

or by a development of mania or melanSometimes all three forms of discholia.
ease are augmented at once, sometimes only
one ; and it is deserving of notice that very
often the maniacal and melancholic patients
seem to be affected in opposite ways, the
latter being well when the former are excited, and the reverse.

edged by the profession. 2. The fine is
fixed at a maximum of 200 thalers (30), or,
in case of default, three months' imprison-

NOTES.
Prof. Tyndall

weather, which directly affects epileptic paSo far as his observation goes, he
tients.
concludes that any marked change of at-

mospheric pressure, solar radiation, or both,

these and multitudes of other sim-

circumpolar land

;

reef

confirm this remarkable fact."

From

A

clergyman, acting in the capacity of
chaplain to a lunatic asylum in England,
last four years been engaged in
the attempt to trace the relations that may
exist between meteorological states and the
mental and physical conditions of the insane.
He states, as the results of his observations,
that the accessions of epileptic fits have, as
a very general rule, been preceded or accompanied by considerable alteration in atmospheric pressure, or solar radiation, or
both and he is led to the inference that it
is not the moon, but the change in the
has for the

Other

Cape
would appear that a vast movement is taking place in the whole of the south of AusIn Melbourne the observations of
tralia.
surveyors and engineers have all tended to

ilar facts,

ai

3.

official tests to

all requisites.

Drs. Euxenberg and Wohl have been
trying the effects of animal charcoal as an
for phosphorus poisoning, and
superior to any thing else heretofore
It is given in the form of pills
employed.

antidote
find

-

it

made with gum - tragacanth

;

and

is

re-

garded as preferable to the oil of turpentine, which, though an effectual antidote
against phosphorus, causes in many instances very severe headaches when taken
internally.

TnE temperance question, now much
agitated in France, brings to the surface
one ingenious reformer, Dr. Prosper Despine, whose zeal for the cause is at least
He proposes to
equal to his discretion.
outlaw the growth of the grape, and to make
the French abstemious by encouraging the
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propagation of worms which destroy the
roots of the vine. He would thus do away not
alone with the vines, but also with the vanity of the French, for, says the Saturday
" it is
Hevieio,
impossible to conceive that
vanity could remain in a nation whose salvation had been effected by so humble and
earthy an instrument."

In

many

places in England they have

for several years been using a safety-valve
for steam-boilers that appears to be an ab-

solute safeguard against explosions from
low water. The valve is entirely within
the boiler, and so rigged that when the water
falls to a certain point the valve opens and
a jet of steam is discharged upon the fires,
the valve closing again when the water in

the boiler

is restored to its
proper level.
Being beyond reach, the valve cannot be
tampered with, and, having its working-parts
above high-water level in the boiler, it is
not liable to get out of order from corrosion.
Where these valves have been used, they
have proved to be perfectly efiScacious as a
complete safeguard against explosion and
collapse and they are most highly spoken
;

not only by steam-users, but also by
of boiler-insurance
inspecting engineers
of,

associations.

The Annual Meeting of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science,
which it was expected would be held in San
Francisco, is to take place at Dubuque, Iowa,
commencing on Wednesday, August

A

21st.

remarkable instance of tolerance by

human system of the excessive use of
tobacco is afforded in the case of M. Klaes,
of Rotterdam.
This gentleman, who was
known as the "King of Smokers," has just
the

died, in his eightieth year, and is said to
have consumed during his long life more
than four tons of tobacco. The ruling passion was apparent in the will of the deceased,
and in his eccentric request that his oak
coffin might be lined with the cedar of his
old cigar-boxes, and that a box of French
caporal and a packet of old Dutch tobacco
might be placed at his foot, and by the side
of his body his favorite pipe, together with
matches, flint and steel, and tinder. Lancet.

Dip the hand into a finger-glass until
the water in it is warmed one degree.
An
amount of energy is withdrawn from that
hand sufficient to project that water to a
height of 772, or, if the degree be centigrade, to a height of 1,390 feet above the
earth's surface
three times the height
of St. Paul's.
Tyndall.

The

greater the specific gravity of a
oil, the greater will be the amount
of light obtainable from it; or, in other
words, a gallon of heavy oil, burning with a

gallon of

flame of given size and luminosity, will last
longer than a gallon of lighter oil, burning
in the same manner.
The light oil is more
volatile, passes off into vapor, and is consumed more rapidly; thus the most dangerous oils are the least economical.

In the Jardin d' Acclimatation at Strasis a machine contrived for the fattenThe fowls are placed in a
ing of fowls.
kind of dove-cot ranged in five different
stages, each stage holding forty-two birds,
which are separated from each other by
vertical partitions, and which are so secured
that their head and wings alone remain free.
The " feeder " stands in front, and, taking
the head of the bird in his left hand, forcibly
introduces down its neck a quill which is in
communication, by means of a hose of India-rubber, with a kind of reservoir full of
The operator presses
the food beneath.
with his food upon this novel species of

bourg

bellows, and a dial placed opposite to him
registers the exact amount of food to a
The amount of
fraction of a cubic inch.
this singular dose differs according to the
age and species of the patient, as well as to
the degree in which it is desired he should

Caoutchouc is easily joined and made
as strong as an original fabric, by softening
it before a fire and
laying the edges carefully together, without dust, dirt, or moisture
The edges so joined must be
between.
freshly cut.

Tubing can be made by

join-

ing the edges of a sheet of India-rubber
round a glass cylinder, which has previously
been covered with paper.
After the glass
is withdrawn the paper is easily removed.
Sift flour or ashes through the tube to prevent the sides from adhering from accidental
contact.

In a note to the Paris Academy of Scion the influence which changes in
barometric pressure exert upon the pheences,

nomena of life, M. Bent

describes the effects

produced by exposing small animals to various degrees of atmospheric pressure. He
has found that, up to a pressure of two atmospheres, sparrows die when the air in the
receiver contains 25 per cent, of carbonic
acid, but that, above this limit, and below a
pressure of ten inches, this law does not apply-

At the recent meeting of the French
Departmental Learned Societies, held at the
Sorbonne, gold medals were awarded to M.

be fattened. In eighteen days a fowl can be
brought to the point of fatness desired, and

Grandidier, for his geographical, geological,
meteorological, and botanical works, in parand to
ticular of the island of Madagascar
M. Houzeau for his discoveries respecting

in certain very favorable cases the weight
has actually been doubled in that time.

ozone, which he
large quantities.

;

is

enabled to produce in
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THE STtTDY OF SOCIOLOGY.
By EEEBEET SPENCEE.
III.

Nature of

the Social Science.

of bricks, well burnt, hard, and sharp-angled, lying in heaps
his side, the bricklayer builds, even without mortar, a wall of
height that has considerable stability. With bricks made of bad

OUT
by
some

materials, irregularly burnt, warped, cracked, and
ken, he cannot build a dry wall of the same height

many
and

of

them

stability.

bro-

The

dock-yard laborer, piling cannon-shot, is totally unable to make these
There are, indeed,
spherical masses stand at all as the bricks stand.
certain quite definite shapes into which they may be piled that of a
tetrahedron, or that of a pyramid having a square base, or that of an

elongated wedge allied to the pyramid. In any of these forms they
may be put together symmetrically and stably ; but not in forms with
Once more, if, instead of equal
vertical sides or highly-inclined sides.
spherical shot, the masses to be piled are bowlders, partially but irregularly rounded,

and of various

A comparatively-loose heap,
the laborer can

make

and asking what
this

sizes,

no

definite stable

indefinite in its surfaces

of them.

form is possible.
and angles, is all

Putting which several facts together,
we see it to be

the most general truth they imply,
that the character of the aggregate is determined
is

by the

charac-

ters of the units.

If

we

pass from units of these visible, tangible kinds, to the units

contemplated by chemists and physicists as making up masses of matEach so-called element, each combinater, the same truth meets us.
tion of elements, each recombination of the compounds, has a form of
crystallization.
to be modified

33

Though its crystals differ in their sizes, and are liable
by truncations of angles and apices, and by partially

b
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merging

into one another, yet the type of structure, as

shown by

cleav-

molecules severally have particular shapes into which they settle themselves as they aggregate.
And
in
some
cases
a
or
it
that
substance, simple
though
compound,
happens
has two or even more forms of aggregation, yet the recognized interage,

constant

is

pretation
cules

is,

made

:

particular kinds

of,

that these different forms are the forms assumed
different

in

their

structures

by

allotropic

by mole-

or isomeric

So constant is the relation between the nature of any moleand their mode of crystallizing, that, given two kinds of molecules which are known, from their chemical actions, to be closely allied
in their natures, and it is inferred with certainty that their crystals
will be closely allied.
In brief, it may be unhesitatingly affirmed, as
an outcome of physics and chemistry, that throughout all phenomena
presented by dead matter the natures of the units necessitate certain
changes.
cules

traits in the aggregates.

This truth is again exemplified by aggregates of organic matter.
In the substance of each species of plant or animal, there is a proclivity
toward the structure which that plant or animal presents a proclivity
conclusively proved in cases where the conditions to the maintenance
of life are sufficiently simple, and where the tissue has not assumed a
structure too finished to permit rearrangement.
case of the polype, each part of which, when

The
it

is

perpetually-cited
cut into several,

presently puts on the polype-shape, and gains structures and powers
like those of the original whole, illustrates this truth among animals.

Here a complants it is well exemplified by the Begonias.
plete plant grows from a fragment of a leaf stuck into the ground ; and,
in Begonia phyllomaniaca, complete plants grow even out of scales

Among

fall from the leaves and the stem
a fact showing, like the fact
which the polype furnishes, that the units everywhere present have for

that

their type of aggregation the type of the organism they belong to ;
and reminding us of the universal fact that the units composing every

germ, animal or vegetal, have a proclivity toward the parental type
of aggregation.

Thus, given the natures of the units, and the nature of the aggreI say the nature, meaning, of
gate they form is predetermined.
course, the essential traits, and not including the incidental.
By the
characters of the units are necessitated certain limits within which the
characters of the aggregate must fall. The circumstances attending
aggregation greatly modify the results but the truth here to be recognized is, that these circumstances, in some cases perhaps preventing
aggregation altogether, in other cases impeding it, in other cases facilitating it more or less, can never give, to the aggregate, characters that
do not consist with the characters of the units. No favoring conditions
;

will give the laborer power to pile cannon-shot into a vertical wall ; no
favoring conditions will make it possible for common salt, which crystallizes

on the regular system, to

crystallize, like sulphate of soda,

on
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the oblique prismatic system; no favoring conditions will enable the
fragment of a polype to take on the structure of a mollusk.
Amoncr such social ao-Qrre^ates as inferior creatures fall into, more
or less definitely, the same truth holds. Whether they live in a mere
assemblage, or whether they live in something like an organized union,

with division of labor among its members, as happens in many cases,
Given
is unquestionably determined by the properties of the units.
the structures and consequent instincts of the individuals as we find
them, and the community they form will inevitably present certain
and no community having such traits can be formed out of intraits
;

dividuals having
o other structures and instincts.

Those who have been brought up in the belief that there is one law
and another law for mankind, will doubtless

for the rest of the universe

be astonished by the proposal to include aggregates of

men

in this

And

generalization.
yet that the ju'operties of the units determine
the properties of the whole they make up, evidently holds of societies

A

as of other things.
general survey of tribes and nations, past and
present, shows cleai-ly enough that it is so ; and a brief consideration
of the conditions shows, with no less clearness, that it must be so.

Ignoring for the moment the special traits of races and individuals,
observe the traits common to members of the species at large ; and

how these must affect their relations when associated.
They have all needs for food, and have corresponding desires. To
of them exertion is a physiological expense must bring a certain

consider

all

;

return in nutriment,

if it is

not to be detrimental ; and

is

accompanied

by repugnance when pushed beyond this limit, or even before reaching
it.
They are all of them liable to bodily injury, with accompanying
from various extreme physical actions ; and they are liable to
emotional pains, of positive and negative kinds, from one another's acAs says Shylock, insisting on that human nature which Jews
tions.
have in common with Christians
pain,

:

"Hath not

a

Jew

affections, passions

?

eyes? hath not a Jew hands, organs, dimensions, senses,
fed with the same food, hurt with the same weapons, sub-

ject to the same diseases, healed by the same means, warmed and cooled by
the same winter and summer, as a Christian is ? If you prick us, do we not
bleed? if you tickle us, do we not laugh? if you poison us, do we not die? and
if you wrong us. shall we not revenge ?
If we are like you in the rest, we will

resemble you in that."
is this possession of certain fundamental
individuals, there is no adequate recognition of the
these individual qualities must result certain qualities

Conspicuous, however, as
qualities

by

all

truth that from

an assemblage of individuals that in proportion as the individuals
forming one assemblage are like in their qualities to the individuals
forming another assemblage, the two assemblages will have likenesses;
in

;

5
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and that the assemblages will differ in their characters in proportion
component individuals of the one differ from those of the other.
Yet when this, which is almost a truism, has been admitted, it cannot

as the

be denied that in every community there is a group of phenomena
growing naturally out of the phenomena presented by its members
a set of properties in the aggregate determined by the sets of properties in the units
and that the relations of the two sets form the subIt needs but to ask what would happen if
a
of
science.
ject-matter
;

men avoided one

another, as various inferior creatures do, to see that
the very possibility of a society depends on a certain emotional property in the individual. It needs but to ask what would happen if each

man

liked best the

cial relations,

men who gave him most

supposing them to be

pain, to perceive that sowould be utterly unlike

possible,

the social relations resulting from the greater liking which men individually have for others who give them pleasure. It needs but to ask
what would happen if, instead of ordinarily preferring the easiest ways
of achieving their ends, men preferred to achieve their ends in the most
troublesome ways, to infer that, then, a society, if one could exist,
would be a widely-different society from any we know. And if, as

these extreme cases

show

us, cardinal traits in societies are

determined

by cardinal traits in men, it cannot be questioned that less-marked
traits in societies are determined by less-marked traits in men ; and
that there must everywhere be a consensus between the special structuies and actions of the one and the special structures and actions of

the other.
Setting out, then, with this general principle, that the properties of
the units determine the properties of the aggregate, we conclude that
there must be a Social Science expressing the relations between the
two with as much definiteness as the natures of the phenomena permit.

Beginning with types of men w ho form but small and incoherent
T

social

aggregates, such a science has to show in what ways the individual
It
qualities, intellectual and emotional, negative further aggregation.
has to explain how slight modifications of individual nature, arising
under modified conditions of life, make somewhat larger aggregates
It has to trace out, in aggregates of some size, the genesis
possible.
of the social relations, regulative and operative, into which the memIt has to exhibit the stronger and more prolonged social infall.

bers

fluences which, by further modifying the characters of the units, facilitate further aggregation with consequent further complexity of social
structure.
Among societies of all orders and sizes, from the smallest
and rudest up to the largest and most civilized, it has to ascertain what
traits there are in common, determined by the common traits of human
beings what less-general traits, distinguishing certain groups of soand what
cieties, result from traits distinguishing certain races of men
;

;

peculiarities in each society are traceable to the peculiarities of its
members. In every case it has for its subject-matter the growth, de-
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velopment, structure, and functions of the social aggregate, as brought
about by the mutual actions of individuals whose natures are partly
like those of all men, partly like those of kindred races, partly distinctive.

These phenomena of social evolution have, of course, to be explained
with due reference to the conditions each society is exposed to the
conditions furnished

by

and by

its locality

its

relations to neighboring

merely to prevent possible misapprehensions,
Noting
the fact which here concerns us is, not that the Social Science has these
or those special characters, but that, given men having certain properthis

societies.

and an aggregate of such men must have certain derivative propwhich form the subject-matter of a science.

ties,

erties

"

But were we not told some pages back that, in societies, causes
ways so involved that prevision is often immeasures for
possible ? Were we not warned against rashly taking
and

effects are related in

achieving this or that desideratum, regardless of the proofs, so abundantly supplied by the past, that agencies set in action habitually work
out results never foreseen ? And were not instances given of all-important changes that were due to influences from which no one would
have anticipated them ? If so, how can there be a Social Science ? If

Louis Napoleon could not have expected that the war he began to prevent the consolidation of Germany would be the very means of consoliif to M. Thiers, live-and-twenty years ago, it would have
dating it
seemed a dream, exceeding all ordinary dreams in absurdity, that he
would be fired at from his own fortifications, how in the name of won;

der

is it

possible to formulate social

ins: scientific

The

phenomena

in

any thing approach-

order?"

difficulty,

thus put in as strong a form as I can find for

it,

is

that which, clearly or vaguely, rises in the minds of most to whom
Sociology is proposed as a subject to be studied after scientific methods, with the expectation of reaching results having scientific certainty.
Before giving to the question its special answer, let me give it a general answer.

The science of Mechanics has reached a development higher than
has been reached by any but the purely abstract sciences. Though
we may not call it perfect, yet the great accuracy of the predictions
which its ascertained principles enable astronomers to make, shows
how near to perfection it has come and the achievements of the skil;

ful artillery-officer

prove that, in their applications to terrestrial mo-

But
tions, these principles yield previsions of considerable exactness.
now, taking Mechanics as the type of a highly-developed science, let
us note what

it

enables us to predict, and what it does not enable us
some concrete phenomenon. Say that there is a

to predict, respecting
mine to be exploded.
ter sent into the air.

Ask what will happen to the fragments of matThen observe how much we can infer from estab-
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bhed

dynamical laws.

By

common
science, we

that

the more exact observations of

observation -which precedes
are taught tbat all the frag-

ments, having risen to heights more or less various, will fall ; that they
ground at scattered places within a circumscribed area

will reach the

Science enables us to say more than
different times.
those same principles whence are inferable the path of a
planet or a projectile, it deduces the truth that each fragment will describe a curve ; that all the curves, though individually different, will

and

at

'his.

somewhat

From

he specifically alike that (ignoring deviations caused by atmospheric
so eccentric as to
resistance) they will severally he portions of ellipses
be indistinguishable from parabolas such parts of them, at least, as
;

are described after the rush of gases ceases further to accelerate the
cerfragments. But, while the principles of Mechanics help us to these

cannot learn from them any thing more definite respecting
by particular fragments. Whether, of
the mass overlying the powder to he exploded, the part on the left will
be propelled upward in one fragment or several ? whether this piece
will be shot higher than that ? whether any, and, if so, which of the
tainties,

we

the courses that will be taken

projected masses will be stopped in their courses by adjacent objects
Not that there will be
they strike ? are questions it cannot answer.

of conformity to law in these results, but that the data, on
which predictions of them are to be based, cannot be obtained.
Observe, then, that, respecting a concrete phenomenon of some com.

any

icant

most exact science enables us to make predictions that are
mainly general, or only partially special. Seeing that this is so, even
where the causes and effects are not greatly involved, and where the
science of them is well developed, much more may we expect it to be
so among the most involved causes and effects, the science of which is
but rudimentary. This contrast, between the generalities that admit
of prevision and the specialties that do not admit of prevision, will be
still more clearly seen on passing from this preliminary illustration to
an illustration in which the analogy is closer.

plexity, the

What

can we say about the future of this newly-born child

?

Will

some disorder during infancy ? Will it survive awhile, and
Will it have
be carried off by scarlet fever or whooping-cough ?
measles or small-pox, and succumb to one or the other ? None of
Will it some day fall down-stairs,
these questions can be answered.
or be run over, or set fire to its clothes and be killed or maimed by
one or other of these accidents ? These questions also have no anNone can tell whether in boyhood there may come epilepsy,
swers.
it

die of

;

or St. Vitus's dance, or other formidable affection. Looking at the
child now in the nurse's arms, none can foresee with certainty that it
will be stupid or intelligent, tractable or perverse.
Equally beyond
are those events which, if it survives, will
possibility of prediction
occur to it in maturity partly caused by its own nature, and partly
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"Whether there will come the success due
whether the circumstances will be such as
to give these scope or not
whether accidents will thwart or favor
That is to say, the facts
efforts
are wholly unanswerable inquiries.
we ordinarily class as biographical do not admit of prevision.
If, from quite special facts, we turn to facts of a somewhat less
special kind which the life of this infant will present, we find, among
conditions.

by surrounding

and perseverance

to skill

;

;

a certain degree of prevision posfaculties is variable within limits,
the
of
the
Though
unfolding
going on here precociously and there with unusual slowness, yet there
is such order in the
unfolding as enables us to say that the child will
those that are

^as /-biographical,

sible.

not be a mathematician or a dramatist at three years old, will not be
a psychologist by the time he is ten, will not reach extended political
conceptions while his voice is still unbroken. Moreover, of the emotional nature we may make certain predictions of a kindred order.

Whether he

no one can say but it is possible to
much probability, that after a cerwith
say,
tain age an inclination to marry will arise and though none can tell
whether he will have children, yet that, if he has, some amount of the
paternal feeling will be manifested, may be concluded as very likely.
if

will

marry or

not with certainty

not,

;

still

;

But now,

looking at the entire assemblage of facts that will be
presented during the life of this infant as it becomes mature, decays,
and dies, we pass over the biographical and quas /-biographical, as adif

mitting of either no prevision or but imperfect jDrevision ;
maining classes of facts that may be asserted beforehand

we
:

find re-

some with
some with

a high degree of probability, and some with certainty
great definiteness and some within moderate limits of variation.

I

refer to the facts of growth, development, structure, and function.
Along with that love of personalities which exalts every thing in-

constant in

human

life

of regarding whatever

into a matter of interest, there goes the habit
is constant in human life as a matter of no in-

terest ; and so, when contemplating the future of the infant, there is a
tacit ignoring of all the vital phenomena it will exhibit
phenomena
that are alike knowable and important to be known. The

anatomy
and physiology of Man, comprehending under these names not only
the structures and functions of the adult, but the progressive establishment of these structures and functions during individual evolution,
form the subject-matter of what every one recognizes as a science.

Though

there

is

imperfect exactness in the generalized coexistences

and sequences making up this science though general truths respecting structures are met by occasional exceptions in the way of malformations though anomalies of function also occur to negative absolute
prediction; though there are considerable variations of the limits
within which growth and structure may range, and considerable differences between the rates of functions and between the times at which
;

;

functions are established

;

yet no one doubts that the biological phe-

5
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human body may be organized into a knowl
edge having the definiteness which constitutes it scientific, in the understood sense of that word.
If, now, any one, insisting on the incalculableness of a child's
noniena presented by the

future, biographically considered, asserted that the child, therefore,
presented no subject-matter for science, ignoring altogether what we
will for the moment call its anthropology (though the meaning now

given to the word scarcely permits this use of it), he would fall into a
conspicuous error an error in this case made conspicuous because we
are able daily to observe the difference between an account of the
living body, and an account of its conduct and the events that occur
to

it.

The reader doubtless anticipates the analogy. What Biography is
to Anthropology, History is to Sociology History, I mean, as commonly conceived. The kind of relation which the sayings and doings,
that

make up the ordinary account

of a man's

life,

bear to an account

of his bodily and mental evolution, structural and functional, is like
the kind of relation borne by that narrative of a nation's actions and
fortunes

its

historian gives us, to a description of its institutions, reg-

and operative, and the ways in which their structures and
functions have gradually established themselves.
And if it is an
error to say that there is no Science of Man, because the events of a
man's life cannot be foreseen, it is equally an error to say that there is
no Science of Society, because there can be no prevision of the occurrences which make up ordinary history.
Of course, I do not say that the parallel between an individual organism and a social organism is so close that the distinction to be
clearly drawn in the one case may be drawn with like clearness in the
The structures and functions of the social organism are obother.
viously far less specific, far more modifiable, far more dependent on
conditions that are variable and never twice alike. All I mean is that,
ulative

as in the one case so in the other, there lie underneath the phenomena
of conduct, not forming subject-matter for science, certain vital phe-

nomena, which do form subject-matter for science. Just as in the man
there are structures and functions which make possible the doings his
tells of, so in the nation there are structures and functions
which make possible the doings its historian tells of; and in both cases
it is with these structures and
functions, in their origin, development,
and decline, that science is concerned.
To make better the parallel, and further to explain the nature of
the Social Science, we must say that the morphology and physiology
of Society, instead of corresponding to the morphology and physiology
of Man, correspond rather to morphology and physiology in general.
Social organisms, like individual organisms, are to be arranged into
classes and sub-classes
not, indeed, into classes and sub-classes having

biographer
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any thing like the same definiteness or the same constancy, but nevertheless having likenesses and differences which justify the putting of
them into major groups most markedly contrasted, and, within these,
And just
arranging them in minor groups less markedly contrasted.
as Biology discovers certain general traits of development, structure,
all organisms, others holding throughout certain great groups, others throughout certain sub-groups these
contain ; so Sociology has to recognize truths of social develojoment,
structure, and function, that are some of them universal, some of them

and function, holding throughout

general,

some of them

special.

For, recalling the conclusion previously reached, it is manifest that,
in so far as human beings, considered as social units, have properties
in common, the social aggregates they form will have properties in
common that likenesses of nature holding throughout certain of the
;

human

races, will originate likenesses of nature, in the nations arising
out of them ; and that such peculiar traits as are possessed by the

highest varieties of men must result in distinctive characters possessed in common by the communities into which they organize themselves.

whether we look at the matter in the abstract or in the
We need but to glance, on
reach the same conclusion.
concrete,
the one hand, at the varieties of uncivilized men and the structures
of their tribes, and, on the other hand, at the varieties of civilized
men and the structures of their nations, to see inference verified by
And thus recognizing, both a priori and a posteriori, these
fact.
relations between the phenomena of individual human nature and the
phenomena of incorporated human nature, we cannot fail to see that
the phenomena of incorporated human nature form the subject-matter

So

that,

we

of a science.

And now to make more definite the conception of a Social Science
thus shadowed forth in a general way, let me set down a few truths
Some that I propose to name are very familiar ;
of the kind indicated.
and others I add, not because of their interest or importance, but because they are easy of exposition. The aim is simply to convey a clear
idea of the nature of sociological truths.
Take, first, the general fact that along with social aggregation
there always goes some kind of organization.
In the very lowest

where the assemblages are very small and very incoherent,
no established subordination no centre of control.
Chieftainships of settled kinds come only along with larger and more costages,

there

is

herent aggregates.

The evolution

of a governmental structure, having

some strength and permanence, is the condition under which alone any
considerable growth of a society can take place. A differentiation of
the originally homogeneous mass of units, into a coordinating part and
coordinated part,

is

the indispensable initial step.

5
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Along with evolution of
their coordinating centres

ently

become more or

less

;

societies in size there goes evolution of

which, having hecoine permanent, presIn small tribes, chieftainship,

complex.

as tribes become
generally wanting in stability, is quite simple but,
to
of
other
tribes
reduction
or
subjection, the coby
larger by growth,
the
addition
of subordinate
to
develop by
ordinating apparatus begins
;

governing agencies.
Simple and familiar as are these facts, we are not, therefore, to
overlook their significance. That men rise into the state of social aggregation only on condition that they lapse into relations of inequality
in respect of power, and are made to cooperate as a whole only by the
agency of a structure securing obedience, is none the less a fact in sciThis is a primary common trait in soa trite fact.
common trait in their units. It is a
from
a
derived
cial ao-orre<iates
truth in Sociology, comparable to the biological truth, that the first
ence because

it is

any living organism, high or low, is a certain
whereby a peripheral portion becomes distinguished

step in the production of
differentiation,

from a central portion. And such exceptions to this biological truth
as we find in those minute non-nucleated portions of protoplasm that
are the very lowest living things, are paralleled by those exceptions to
the sociological truth, seen in the small incoherent assemblages formed
by the very lowest types of men.
The differentiation of the regulating part and the regulated part
in
small primitive societies, not only imperfectly established but
is,

vague.

The

chief does not at first

become unlike

his fellow-savages in

He hunts,
his functions, otherwise than by exercising greater sway.
makes his weapons, works, and manages his private affairs, in just the
same ways as the rest while in war he differs from other warriors only
by his predominant influence, not by ceasing to be a private soldier.
And, along with this slight separation from the rest of the tribe in military functions and industrial functions, there is only a slight separation
;

politically judicial action is but very feebly represented
of his personal authority in keeping order.
:

by

exercise

At a higher stage, the power of the chief being well established, he
no longer supports himself. Still he remains undistinguished industriwhich has grown up
ally from other members of the dominant class,
while chieftainship has been getting settled ; for he simply gets productive work done by deputy, as they do. Nor is a further extension
of his power accompanied by complete separation of the political from
the industrial functions for he habitually remains a regulator of pro;

duction, and in

cases a regulator of trade, presiding over acts of
his several controlling functions, this last is, however,

many

exchange. Of
the one which he

first ceases personally to carry on.
Industry early
toward
a
shows tendency
self-control, apart from the control which the
The
chief exercises more and more as political and military head.
social differentiation which we have noted between the regu-

primary
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and the operative part is presently followed by a distincwhich eventually becomes very marked, between the internal arrangements of the two parts the operative part slowly developing
within itself agencies by which processes of production, distribution,
and exchange are coordinated, while coordination of the non-operative
part continues on its original footing.
Along with a development which renders conspicuous the separation of the operative and regulative structures, there goes a developlative part

tion,

:

The chief, at first
structures themselves.
and
often
of
characters
the
priest, has his
king, judge, captain,
uniting
functions more and more specialized as the evolution of the society in
ment within the regulative

and complexity advances. While remaining supreme judge, he
does most of his judging by deputy while remaining nominally head
of his army, the actual leading of it falls more and more into the hands
size

;

of subordinate officers

;

while

still

retaining ecclesiastical supremacy,
while in theory the
;

his priestly functions practically almost cease

maker and administrator of the law, the actual making and administramore and more into other hands. So that, stating the facts

tion lapse

undivided funcbroadly, out of the original coordinating agent having
which
several
there
agencies
coordinating
develop
tions,
eventually
divide these functions among them.

Each of these

Originally
agencies, too, follows the same law.
step subdivides into many parts, and becomes an

step by
organization, administrative, judicial, ecclesiastical, or military, having
graduated classes within itself, and a more or less distinct form of
simple,

it

government within

itself.

not complicate this statement by doing more than recognizing
the variations that occur in cases where supreme power does not lapse
into the hands of one man (which, however, in early stages of social
I will

And I must explain that the
is an unstable modification).
above general statements are to be taken with the qualification that
differences of detail are passed over to gain brevity and clearness.
Add to which that it is beside the purpose of the argument to carry
evolution

the description beyond these first stages. But duly bearing in mind
that, without here elaborating a Science of Sociology, nothing more

than a rude outline of cardinal facts can be given, enough has been
said to show that, in the development of social structures, there may
be recognized certain most general facts, certain less general facts, and
certain facts successively more special just as there may be recog;

nized general and special facts of evolution in individual organisms.
extend, as well as to make clearer, this conception of the Social
Science, let me here set down a question which comes within its sphere.
What is the relation in a society between structure and growth ? Up

To

to
it

what point is structure necessary to growth ? after what point does
retard growth ? at what point does it arrest growth ?
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There exists in the individual organism a duplex relation between growth and structure which it is difficult adequately to express.
Excluding the cases of a few low organisms living under special
conditions, we may properly say that great growth is not possible
without high structure. The whole animal kingdom, throughout its
invertebrate and vertebrate types, may be cited in evidence. On the
other hand, among the superior organisms, and especially among
those leading active lives, there is a marked tendency for completion
While an animal
of structure to go along with the arrest of growth.
of elevated type is growing rapidly, its organs continue imperfectly
developed the bones remain partially cartilaginous, the muscles are
soft, the brain lacks definiteness ; and the details of structure through-

out

all

Why

parts are finished only after growth has ceased.
we find them, it is not difficult to see. That a

relations are as

these

young

animal may grow, it must digest, circulate blood, breathe, excrete
waste products, and so forth to do which it must have tolerably-com;

That it may eventually become
plete viscera, vascular system, etc.
able to get its own food, it has to develop gradually the needful appliances and aptitudes; to which end it must begin with limbs, and
and nervous system, that have considerable degrees of effiBut, along with every increment of growth achieved by the
ciency.
of
these
help
partially-developed structures, there has to go an alteration of the structures themselves.
If they were rightly adjusted to the
senses,

preceding smaller size, they are wrongly adjusted to the succeeding
size.
Hence, they must be remoulded unbuilt and rebuilt.
Manifestly, therefore, in proportion as the previous building has been
greater

complete, there arises a great obstacle in the shape of unbuilding and

The case of the bones shows us how this difficulty is met
rebuilding.
by a compromise. In the thigh-bone of a boy, for instance, there exbetween the condyle, or head, and the cylindrical part of the bone,
a place where the original cartilaginous state continues ; and where,
by the addition of new cartilage and new osseous matter, the shaft of
the bone is lengthened the like going on in an answering place at the
ists,

:

other end of the shaft. Complete osssification at these two places occurs only when the bone has ceased to increase in length ; and, on considering what would have happened had the bone been ossified from

end to end before its growth was complete,
an obstacle to growth is thus escaped.

it

how great
holds here, holds

will be seen

What

throughout the organism though structure up to a certain point is requisite for further growth, structure beyond that point impedes growth.
How necessary is this relation we shall equally perceive in a more complex case say, the growth of an entire limb. There is a certain size
and proportion of parts, which a limb ordinarily has in relation to the
Throw upon that limb extra function, and within
rest of the body.
:

moderate limits

it

and bulk. If the extra
may be raised considerably

will increase in strength

function begins early in

life,

the limb
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;
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the extra function begins after maturity,
however, being great. If we con-

less: in either case,

increase of the limb

is

effected,

we

shall see

why

this is so.

active function brings a greater local supply of blood ; and, for a
time, new tissue is formed in excess of waste. But the local supply of
blood is limited by the sizes of the arteries which bring it ; and though,

More

point, increase of flow is gained by temporary dilatation of them, yet beyond that point increase can be gained only by unbuilding and rebuilding the arteries. Such alterations of arteries slowly

up to a certain

take place less slowly with the smaller peripheral ones, more slowly
with the larger ones out of which these branch since these have to be
altered all the way back to their points of divergence from the great cen;

In like manner, the channels for carrying off waste
The nerveproducts must be remodelled, both locally and centrally.
trunks, too, and also the centres from which they come, must be adjusted to the greater demands upon them. Nay, more ; with a given
tral blood-vessels.

visceral system, a large extra quantity of blood cannot be

permanently
given to one part of the body, without decreasing the quantities given
to other parts ; and, therefore, structural changes have to be made by
which the drafting-off of blood to these other parts is diminished.
Hence, the great resistance to increase in the size of a limb beyond a
Such increase cannot be effected without uncertain moderate limit.
building and rebuilding not only the parts that directly minister to
the limb, but, eventually, all the remoter parts. So that the bringing
of structures into perfect fitness for certain requirements, immensely
hinders the adaptation of them to other requirements readjustments

become

difficult in

How far does

proportion as adjustments are made complete.
law hold in the social organism ? To what ex-

this

happen here, too, that the multiplying and elaborating of
institutions, and the perfecting of arrangements for gaining immediate
ends, raise impediments to the development of better institutions and
tent does

it

to the fnture gaining of higher ends ?
Socially, as well as individuorganization is indispensable to growth : beyond a certain point

ally,

Yet
there cannot be further growth without further organization.
is not a little reason for suspecting that beyond this point organi-

there

indirectly repressive increases the obstacles to those readjustments required for larger growth and more perfect structure.

zation

is

Doubtless the aggregate

we

call

a society

an individual living aggregate to which

is

much more

plastic than

here compared its type
is far less fixed.
Nevertheless, there is evidence that its type tends
continually to become fixed, and that each addition to its structures is
it

is

A

few instances will show how this is true
a step toward the fixation.
alike of the material structures a society develops and of its institutions, political or other.

Cases, quite insignificant, perhaps, but quite to the point, are furnished by our appliances for locomotion. Not to dwell on the minor
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ones within cities, which, however, show us that existing arrangements are impediments to better arrangements, let us pass to railways.
Observe how the inconveniently-narrow gauge (which, taken from that
of stage-coach wheels, was itself inherited from an antecedent system
of locomotion) has become an insuperable obstacle to a better gauge.
Observe, also, how the type of carriage, which was derived from the

body of a stage-coach (some of the early first-class carriages bearing
the words " trio, juncta in uno"), having become established, it is immensely difficult now to introduce the more convenient type later
established in America; where they profited by our experience, but
were not hampered by our adopted plans. The enormous capital invested in our stock of carriages cannot be sacrificed. Gradually to in-

troduce carriages of the American type, by running them along with
those of our own type, would be very difficult, because of our many
partings and joinings of trains. And thus we are obliged to go on
with a type that is inferior.

Take, again, our system of drainage.
Urged on as it was some
30 years ago as a panacea for sundry sanitary evils, and spread as it
has been by force of law through all our great towns, this system can

now be

not

immense difficulty.
Though, by securing decomposition where oxygen cannot get, and so
generating chemical compounds that are unstable and poisonous, it
has in many cases produced the very diseases it was to have prevented
yet it has become almost out of the question now to adopt those methods by which the excreta of towns may be got rid of at once innocuously and usefully. Nay, worse one part of our sanitary administration having insisted on a sewage-system by which Oxford, Reading,
Maidenhead, "Windsor, etc., pollute the water London has to drink,
another part of our sanitary administration makes loud protests
against the impurity of the water, which it charges with causing disease (not remarking, however, that law-enforced arrangements have
And now there must be a reorganization
produced the impurity).
replaced

by a

better system without

;

that will be immensely impeded by the existing premature organization, before we can have either pure air or pure water.

Our mercantile arrangements,

again, furnish abundant illustrations

teaching the same lesson.

In each trade there is an established course
of business ; and, however obvious may be some better course, the
difficulties of altering the settled routine are, if not insurmountable,

very considerable. Take, for instance, the commerce of literaIn days when a letter cost a shilling and no book-post existed,
there grew up an organization of wholesalers and retailers to convey
books from publishers to readers a profit being reaped by each disNow that a book may be
tributing agent, primary and secondary.
ordered for a half-penny and sent for a few pence, the old system of
distribution might be replaced by one that would diminish the cost of
But the interests of distributransfer, and lower the prices of books.
still

ture.

:
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An advertised proposal to suptors practically negative the change.
at
a
reduced
a
book
direct
rate, offends the trade ; and by
by post,
ply
'gnoring the book they check its sale more than its sale is otherwise
And so an old organization once very serviceable now
stands in the way of a better organization. The commerce of litera-

furthered.

ture furnishes yet another illustration. At a time when the reading
public was small and books were dear, there grew up circulating libraread books without buying them.
At first,
ries, enabling people to
few, local,

and unorganized, these circulating

libraries

have greatly

multiplied, and have become organized throughout the kingdom: the
result being that the demand for library-circulation is in many cases

This arrangement being one which makes few

the chief demand.

copies supply many readers, the price per copy must be high, to obtain
an adequate return on the edition. And now reading people in gen-

having been brought up in the habit of getting books through
libraries, they usually do not think of buying the books themselves
would still get most of them through libraries even were they considerably cheapened. We are, therefore, except with works of very popueral,

by the existing system of book-distribution in
England, from adopting the American system a system which, not
adjusting itself to few libraries but to many private purchasers, issues
large editions at low prices.
lar authors, prevented,

Instances of another class are supplied

by our educational

institu-

Richly endowed, strengthened by their prestige, and by the
bias given to those they have brought up, our colleges, public schools,
and other kindred schools early founded, useful as they once were,
have long been enormous impediments to a higher education. By
tions.

subsidizing the old, they have starved the new. Even
retarding a culture better in matter and manner ; both

now they

are

by occupying
who pass through them

field, and by partially incapacitating those
for seeing what a better culture is.
More evidence of a kindred kind
is offered by the educational organization
developed for dealing with

the

the masses. The struggle going on between Secularism and Denominationalism in teaching might alone show to any one, who looks for

the wider meanings of facts, that a structure which has ramified
throughout a society, acquired an army of salaried officials looking for
personal welfare and promotion, backed by classes, ecclesiastical and
political,
if

whose ideas and

not unalterable,

is

interests they further, is a structure which,
proportion as it is highly de-

difficult to alter in

veloped.

These few examples, which might be supported by others from the
military organization, the ecclesiastical organization, the legal organization, will make comprehensible the analogy I have indicated ; while
they make clearer the nature of the Social Science, by bringing into
its questions.
That with social organisms, as with individual organisms, structure up to a certain point is needful for growth

view one of
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is

obvious.

That

in the one case, as in the other, continued

growth

which therefore beimplies unbuilding and rebuilding of. structure,
comes in so far an impediment, seems also obvious. Whether it is
true in the one case, as in the other, that completion of structure involves arrest of growth, and fixes the society to the type it has then
reached, is a question to be considered. "Without saying any thing
more
way of answer, it is, I think, manifest enough that this is one

by

belonging to an order of questions entirely overlooked by those who
contemplate societies from the ordinary historical point of view and
one pertaining to that Social Science which they say does not exist.
;

Are there any who

utter the cui bono criticism ?
Probably not a
from some, whose mental attitude is familiar to
me, the doubt whether it is worth while to ask what happens among
savage tribes in what way chiefs and medicine-men arise hoAV the
industrial functions become separated from the political ; what are the
classes to one another ; how far the
original relations of the regulative
social structure is determined by the emotional natures of individBusied as
uals, how far by their ideas, how far by their environment.

few.

I think I hear

;

;

men

of this stamp are with

what they

call

"

"

(by
practical legislation
legislation that recognizes proximate

which they seemingly mean
causes and effects, while ignoring remote

ones), they doubt whether
Social
Science
kind
of
the
proposes to draw, are good for
conclusions,

much when drawn.
Something may, however, be said in defence of this study which
same level
they thus estimate. Of course, it is not to be put on the
The suto
them.
so
with those historical studies
deeply interesting
and
the
of
the
of
value
kings,
genealogies
knowledge respecting
preme
fates of dynasties, and the quarrels of courts, is beyond question.
Whether or not the plot for the murder of Amy Robsart was contrived by Leicester himself, with Queen Elizabeth as an accomplice ;
and whether or not the account of the Gowrie Conspiracy, as given by
King James, was true are obviously doubts to be decided before there
can be formed any rational conclusions respecting the development of
our political institutions. That Friedrich I. of Prussia quarrelled with
;

his step-mother, suspected her of trying to poison him, fled to his aunt,
and when he succeeded to the electorate intrigued and bribed to obtain
his kingship ; that, half an hour after his death, his son Friedrich Wilhelm gave his courtiers notice to quit, commenced forthwith to economize his revenues, made it his great object to recruit and drill his army,

and presently began to hate and bully

his son

these,

and

facts like

these about all royal families in all ages, are facts without which the
can one disprogress of civilization would be incomprehensible. Nor

pense with

full

knowledge of events

like those of

Napoleon's wars

his Italian conquests and exactions, and perfidious treatment of Venice ;
his expedition to Egypt, successes and massacres there, failure at Acre,

CLEVER FISHES.
and eventual retreat his various negotiations,
peace and breaches of them and so on with
;

;

in

campaigns

Germany, Spain, Russia,

etc.,
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alliances, treaties of
details of his various

including accounts of his
for how, in the
;

strategy, tactics, victories, defeats, slaughters, etc., etc.

absence of such information, is it possible to judge what institutions
should be advocated and what legislative changes should be opposed ?
to these indispensable matStill, after due attention has been paid
with
time
a
little
advantage be devoted to the
ters,
might, perhaps,
natural history of societies. Some guidance for political conduct would

by asking, What is the normal course of social
evolution, and how it will be affected by this or that policy ? It may
turn out that legislative action of no kind can be taken that is not
possibly be reached

either in

harmony

with, or at variance with, the processes of national

growth and development as naturally going on; and that its desirableness is to be judged by this ultimate standard rather than by proximate standards. Without claiming too much, we may at any rate
expect that, if there does exist an order among those structural and
functional changes which societies pass through, knowledge of that
order can scarcely
sive,
is

fail

to affect our

and what retrograde

what

is

judgments as to what is progreswhat is practicable, what

desirable,

Utopian.

To those who think such an inquiry worthy to be pursued, will be
addressed the chapters that are to follow. There are sundry considerTo
ations important to be dwelt upon, before commencing Sociology.
a clear idea of the nature of the science have to be added clear ideas
of the conditions to successful study of

cupy

it.

These will henceforth oc-

us.

*

CLEYER FISHES.
Bt feancis feancis.

WHETHER
to

we owe many

of the matters

we

are about to glance

them long
and though man may be said to have invented them,
yet in his savage state he must have taken more or less of hints from
Nature, and have adopted the methods which Nature pointed out to
him as the most effective in hunting or war (which were his principal
occupations) whenever they could be adapted to his needs and applifishes or no, it is certain that the fishes
possessed

at

before

we

did,

However

this may be, it is certainly singular that we should
existing similarities of a peculiar kind between the habits
and attributes of men and fishes. For example, there is scarcely a
sport we practise or a weapon of offence that we use which has not a

ances.

find so

many

34
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among fishes. As to weapons daggers, spears, swords, are
possessed by fish in a very high state of natural perfection, and even
Shooting-Fish
guns have a representative institution among fishes.
would no doubt be looked upon almost as a lusus naturae by the averparallel
all

A

age Englishman, who rarely includes ichthyology among his studies
a fact which is very much to be lamented, for we have large national
interests

bound up in that science in fact, we owe a great deal more
any other nation, not even excluding the Dutch, some of
;

to fishes than

whose cities were formerly figuratively described as built on fish-bones,
and a professorial chair of Ichthyology at the universities would be by
no means an unwise institution. It is not many years since, that a
review which was published in an influential paper, dealing, among
other things, with this special point, contemptuously dismissed the fact
such a thing as a shooting-fish. The
(as a traveller's tale) of there being

ignorance among the general public on every thing relating to fish is
I have seen small, worthless bass passed
at times perfectly surprising.
off as gray mullet; I have seen even nasty, gravid pond-roach hawked
about as gray mullet ; I have seen large bass actually sold for salmon
After this, if the Londoner
at one of our fashionable watering-places.
constantly buys coarse, dry, tasteless bull-trout as fine Tay salmon, it
not to be wondered at.
The Eton boy hastening home for the holidays provides himself

is

We

with a tin tube and a pocketful of peas.
beg the present Etonian's
to do so formerly, when there
used
said
he
have
should
we
pardon
were boys at Eton, and, backed by some skill as a marksman, therewith constituted himself an intolerable nuisance to every village and
The Macoushee Indian makes a
vehicle he passed on his road home.
better use of his blow-tube he puffs small arrows and hardened balls
of clay through it with unerring aim, doing great execution among
birds and other small game.
Now, the Chcetodon (C/mtodon rosis more or less a native of the Eastern seas from
which
tratus),
Ceylon to Japan, rather perhaps resembles the Macoushee Indian
;

;

than the Eton boy, though his gun, shooting-tube, or blow-pipe, or
whatever it may be termed, is a natural one. His nose is really a
kind of " beak," through which he has the power of propelling a small
drop of water with some force and considerable accuracy of aim.
Near the edge of the water is perhaps a spray of weed, a twig, or a
on it sits a fly, making its toilet in the watery mirror
tuft of grass
below. Rostratus advances cautiously under the fly then he stealthily
as though he were
projects his tube from the water, takes a deadly aim,
;

;

contesting for some piscatory Elcho shield, and pop goes the watery
bullet.

" Poor
insect,

what a

little

day of sunny

bliss is thine

"
!

missile, drenched, stunned, half
from
her
into
the waters below, to be sucked
she
drops
perch
drowned,
in by the Chretodon.

Knocked over by the treacherous

CLEVER FISHES.
if we have fishes who can shoot
who can fish for it ay, and fish for
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game, we have also
line, and
oait, as deftly as ever angler coaxed gudgeons from the ooze of the
New River or salmon from the flashing torrent of the Spey. Witness this clumsy-looking monster the Fishing-Frog (Lophius piscatorhcs).
Frightful and hideous is he, according to our vulgar notions
of loveliness, which the Lophius possibly might disagree with.
The
beast is sometimes five or six feet in length, with an enormous head
in proportion to the rest of its body, and with huge sacs like bag-nets
attached to its gill-covers, in which it stows its victims and what a
cavernous mouth
Surely a fish so repulsive, and with a capacity so
vast and apparently omnivorous, would frighten from its neighborhood
all other fish, and would, if its powers of locomotion were in accordance with its size, be the terror of the seas to fish smaller than itself;
but Providence knoweth how to temper its gifts, and the Lophius is
but an indifferent swimmer, and is too clumsy to support a predatory

But

fishes

;

their
it

with rod and

;

!

existence

by the

fleetness of its motions.

How,

then,

is

this

huge

ca-

pacity satisfied ? Mark those two elongated tentacles which spring from
the creature's nose, and how they taper away like veritable fishing-rods.

To

the end of them

is attached, by a line or a slender filament, a small
of
morsel
membrane. This is the bait. The hooks are set
glittering
in the mouth of the fisherman down below.
But how is the animal to
induce the fish to venture within reach of those formidable hooks ?

Now mark this
man

attract the

How

perfect feat of angling.
gudgeons ? They are shy

;

does the Thames fisherhe must not let them see

him, yet he must draw them to him, and he does it by stirring up the
mud upon the bottom. "In that cloud of mud is food," say the gud-

Then the angler plies his rod and bait. Just so the Lophius
proceeds, and he too stirs up the mud with his fins and tail. This
serves not only to hide him, but to attract the fish.
Then he plies

geons.

and the glittering bait waves to and fro like a living insect
glancing through the turbid water. The gudgeons, or rather gobies,
"
rush toward it. " Beware beware
But when did gudgeon attend
his rod,

!

!

warning yet ? Suddenly, up rises the cavernous Nemesis from the
" the
cloud below, and " snap
gobies are entombed in the bag-net,
thence to be transferred to the Lophius's stomach, when there are
enough of them collected to form a satisfactory mouthful.
But we have still other sportsmen-fish we have fish who hunt their
prey singly, or in pairs, or even in packs, like hounds. The reader,
to

!

;

It is a species of
possibly, has never witnessed a skall in Scandinavia.
hunt in which a number of sportsmen take in a wide space of ground,
where game exists, drawing a cordon around it, and narrowing their

and driving the game together into a flock, when
There was some years ago a capital description of porpoises making a skall upon sand-eels, written by the late Mr.
James Lowe, sometime editor of the Critic and "Chronicler" of the
circle little

by

little,

they shoot them down.
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Field,

Peter

who saw
le

the sight while fishing near the Channel Islands with
Having searched for this passage several
pilot.

Nowry, the

times, without being able to find

quote from memory.

it,

I

am

They were fishing

reluctantly compelled to
off"

Guernsey, when Mr.

Lowe

called Peter's attention to several porpoises, which seemed to he
"
engaged in a water-frolic, swimming after one another in a circle. That

no frolic, but very sober earnest for the sand-eels," said Peter. " Now,"
he continued, "I will show you a sight which I have only chancec
to see two or three times in my life, and you therefore are very lucky to
is

1

have the opportunity of seeing it at all. There is a great shoal of sandeels yonder, and the porpoises are driving them into a mass
for, you
see, the sand-eel is only a very small morsel for a porpoise, and to pick
them up one by one would not suit Mr. Porpoise, who would get hungry
again by the time he had done feeding on them singly; so they drive
them into a thick crowd, in order that when they make a dash at them
they may get a dozen or two at a mouthful. But, as we want some for
;

in the hunt."
And they edged down to the spot till
The
the
circle.
were
within
porpoises, following one another
they
were
swimming round, now rising to the surface, now
pretty closely,
and
below,
diving
gradually contracting the circle. The terrified sandeels were driven closer and closer, and in their fear came to the surface
all about the boat; and, just as two or three porpoises made a dash into
the crowd, snapping right and left, the fishermen plunged their nets
Of
into the water, and brought them up quite full of these little fish.
course the shoal soon broke up and dispersed, but the skill with which
the skall was conducted and the beauty of the sight were much dilated
on by Mr. Lowe, and it must have been a very interesting one.
There are many fish which hunt their prey singly, as the pike and
trout, and the way in which a large pike or trout will course and run
bait,

we will join

down

a smaller fish resembles nothing so much as a greyhound coursNow the unhappy little fish turns from side to side in its

ing a hare.

efforts to escape, while its pursuer bends and turns to every motion,
following close upon his track, and cutting him off exactly as a greyhound does a hare. Now he rushes among a shoal of his fellows,

hoping to be

lost sight of in the

crowd and confusion

;

but the grim

not to baffled or deceived, and, singling him out and
scattering the small fry, which fly in all directions, ruffling the surface
of the water like a sudden squall of wind in their fright, follows up his

foe behind

is

victim with unerring instinct.

In an agony of terror the poor little
and
quarry springs again
again frantically from the water, only to fall
at last exhausted into the gaping jaws of his ravenous fpe, who, gripping his body crosswise in his mouth, sails steadily away to his lair,
there to devour his prey at leisure.
Other fish hunt their food like
in
as
or
wolves
does
chase the flying-fish, and
the
bonito
packs,
dogs
one perhaps of the fiercest, most savage, and resolute of these is the
So fierce and savage are these little pirates,
Pirai, of South America.
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when their size and apparent capability are taken into consideration, that
Stand
their feats of destructiveness are little short of the marvellous.
"
"
" of the
black, saw-bellied salmon
Carib,
(Serra
salmo niger) of Schomburgk ; so called, doubtless, from the possession
of the peculiar adipose fin, common only to the salmon tribe, though in
"

lorth, then,

pirai

no other respect does it resemble a salmon, there being positive structural differences between the species. Let us take the portrait of this
" a lean and
Doubtless the reader figures to himself a fish of
fish.
hungry look," a very Cassius of a fish, with the lantern-jaws of a
But, in fact, the pirai is somewhat aldermanic and like a bream
pike.
in figure, with a fighting-looking kind of nose, and a wondrously excold, cruel, and insatiable, and like to that of an old Jew
pressive eye
There is 70 or 80
bill-discounter when scrutinizing doubtful paper.
and orphans
ruin
to
and
widows
the
in
that
at
cent,
very least,
per
eye

unnumbered if they come in its way. If it were a human eye, the
owner would be bound sooner or later to figure at Execution Dock.
The jaw is square, powerful, and locked into a very large head for the
size of the fish
and that is a fat, plump head too, but radiated over
with strong bone and gristle.
The teeth ah they would condemn
him anywhere, for here is a fish 16 inches long, with the teeth almost
of a shark.
Schomburgk speaks thus of its destructive power
;

!

:

This voracious fish is found plentifully in all the rivers in Guiana, and is
dreaded by every other inhabitant or visitant of the river.
Their jaws are so
strong that they are able to bite off" a man's finger or toe.
Tbey attack fisb of
ten times their own weight, and devour all but the bead. They begin with the
tail, and the fisb, being left without the chief organ of motion, is devoured with
ease, several going to participate of the meal.
Indeed, there is scarcely any
animal which it will not attack, man not excepted.
Large alligators which
have been wounded on the tail afford a fair chance of satisfying tbeir hunger,

and even

animal are not free from their attacks.
ducks and geese, where they are kept, are almost invariably cut off,
and young ones devoured altogether. In these places it is not safe to lathe, or
even to wash clothes, many cases having occurred of fingers and toes being cut
off by them.

The

the toes of this formidable

feet of

Schomburgk then

relates astonishing instances of their voracity,

which the toes of the river Cavia are eaten off: a larsxe sun-fish devoured alive ducks and geese deprived of their feet, and walking on
the stumps. Of course, the lines which are used to capture them have
to be armed with metal, to prevent their being cut through.
Their
voracity is marvellous, and any bait will attract them the instant it is
thrown into the water. Precaution is necessary, however, when the

in

;

the water, or it will inflict serious wounds in its
The fisherman, therefore, has a small bludgeon ready, with

fish is lifted-out of

struggles.

which he breaks their skulls as soon as they are caught.
Thus there are fish which shoot their prey, which fish for it, which
course it and hunt it, in various ways. There are others which employ
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up for them, as we use pointers and setters, such
which leads the huge shark to his prey though
has been disputed, because the pilot-fish has been known to follow

other tishes to hunt

it

as the little Pilot-fish,
this

;

and play about a vessel just as it does usually about the body of a
The probability is, that the pilot-fish is a species of parasite or
shark.
diner-out, who will make particular friends with any big person who
will feed him, and no doubt would find food in the refuse cast from the

even as he would from the fragments torn off by the shark when
Doubtless, too, there is a certain amount
feeding on any large body.
of protection obtained from consorting with monsters against other
predacious fish. The fact of the pilot-fish conducting the shark to his
prey has been disputed, but veritable instances related by eye-witnesses leave no doubt that at times it does fulfil this office for the shark.
Nor is there any thing singular in the fact. The pilot-fish is on the
lookout for his own dinner probably, but will not venture on it until
his protector has helped himself.
have numerous instances of this
both in human and beast life.
vessel,

We

In weapons of offence, besides the shooting apparatus already menThis is represented by the blade
tioned, fish have, first, the sword.
This fish possesses a tremendousof the sword-fish [Xiphias gladius).
ly powerful weapon, backed as it is by the great weight and impetus

which it can bring to bear upon its thrusts.
Many instances have
been known in which the bottoms of ships have been pierced through
by the sword of the Xiphias. Ships sailing quietly along have received a shock as if they had touched a rock, and, when they have been
examined after the voyage, the broken blade of the fish has been found
In the United Service Museum there is, or
sticking in the ship's side.
was formerly, a specimen of the sword-fish's handiwork in this respect.
A portion of the weapon is shown sticking into the timbers of a ship,
having pierced the sheathing and planking, and buried itself deeply in
the stout oak knee-timber of the vessel. Xiphias would, however, be
terribly bothered with the change in naval architecture; and we are
inclined to wonder what he would make of an iron-clad. Perhaps a
rough experience in this direction may make him more chary
of indulging naughty tempers, and he may be taught qua Dr. Watts
" should not let his
that, like little children, he
angry passions rise."
If so, the cause of humanity will be strongly pleaded by the iron-clads,
and the poor, clumsy, harmless whale will be the gainer.
The xiphias

little

The rapidity with which
frequently weighs 500 or 600 pounds.
it can cut through the water is
very great. It is a great enemy to
the whale, and it is generally surmised that it mistakes a ship sailing through the water for a whale, and dashes at it with indiscrimi-

nating rage, often breaking and losing its sword by its blind fury.
Persons bathing have not always been entirely safe from this fish, but
One instance of this ochave been stabbed to death by the xiphias.
curred in the Bristol Channel, near the mouth of the Severn, in which
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a small fish of some 70 or 80 pounds weight was the malefactor.
They
abound in the Mediterranean, and a hunt after, with the harpooning
and slaying of the xiphias, is usually a work of time and much exciteAkin to the sword-fish in their offensive capabilities are the
ment.

though their weapons resemble rather such as are used by
Nor does the word " saw "
certain savage tribes than civilized saws.
and the
correctly describe them. They are terrible weapons, however,

saw-fishes,

Indians

who edge

their spears with shark's teeth almost reproduce

The largest of them, JPristls
weapon of the saw-fish.
antlquorum, is commonly found to grow to the length of 15 or 16 feet.
The elongated snout is set upon either side with sharp spikes, thickly
of the shark.
It forms
dispersed, and somewhat resembling the teeth
a most fearful weapon, as the poor whale has good reason to know, to
whom it is also a deadly enemy. There are several members of the
one of the most peculiar is the JPristls clrratus, or cirsaw-fish tribe
rated saw-fish, of New South Wales. In the saw of this fish the teeth
are irregular, one long and three short ones being placed alternately.
The weapon of the Narwhal which, by-the-by, is not strictly a
artificially

the

;

but a member of the Cetacea, found chiefly in the Arctic seas is
the most perfect specimen of a very complete and efficient spear, being
composed of the hardest ivory, and tapering gradually to a point. But,
fish,

special purpose of this spear is, is not known whether it is
used as a means of attack upon its enemies, or to secure its prey, or
whether it is a mere implement for digging a passage through opposing
It is a very sinice-floes, as is often supposed, we can but conjecture.
of
the
is
situated
on one side
that
the
narwhal
fact
always
spear
gular
of the nose, chiefly the left it does not project from the middle of the
head it is no long snout or horn, but an elongated tooth or tusk.
The narwhal, when young, has the germs of but three teeth. Some-

what the

;

;

1

;

times two of these become developed and

grow out spiked tusks, pointdirections
in
;
oftener, however, but one is the mature
divergent
ing
Whatever the use of this formidable spear may be, we know
result.
that it is very excellent and valuable ivory but, for any minute information as to the natural history of the animal itself, we should have to
rely chiefly upon the knowledge of the Kamtchatkans, which amounts
to little more than that it is good eating, produces much oil, and is
;

possessed of a valuable tooth.
Of daggers various we have

many specimens, more particularly
a
the family of the Raiidse
and fearful weapons they are,
some of them being serrated or barbed, and capable of inflicting terIn most of these fish the dagger, or spine, is
rible lacerated wounds.
situated on and some way down the elongated tail ; and, as the animal
among

;

1
These spears were brought home formerly and imposed upon the credulous as the
horn of the unicorn.
3
There are three species of rays in this country which have these weapons the Sting
Ray, the Eagle Ray, and the Horned Ray.
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has great muscular power in the tail, and is able to whirl it about in
any direction it may desire, it not unfrequently deals forth most savits captors.
It knows full well, too, how to direct
aim, and it is told of some of the members of this family that, if a
hand, or even a finger, be laid upon the fish, it can, by a single turn of
the tail, transfix with its spine the offending member. So dangerous

age retribution to

its

are the consequences of these wounds, that

it is
customary (and in
France and Italy it is made compulsory by law on the fishermen) to
cut off the tails above the spines of the fish thus armed before
they are
brought to market and in this way almost the only specimen of the
;

was mutilated
fish
fin.

*

{JStyliobatis aquila) ever

captured alive in this country
was useless. The Picked Dogis also provided with two short,
sharp spines one on each dorsal
Many other fish are furnished with spines, either upon the fins or

Ray

Eagle

;

so that the specimen

as horns, or in sharp projections from the gill-covers.
The spines of
the Greater and Lesser Weaver inflict most painful wounds, and cause
such agony that it is commonly reported they are in some way venomous.

seems
esis.

This has been denied, and demonstrated to be impossible ; yet it
difficult to account for the
following facts upon any other hypothSir

It is

W.

Jardine, in speaking of the greater weaver, says

much dreaded by

the fishermen on account of

its

:

sharp spines, which

are usually considered as venomous, but without any sufficient reason, as they
are quite devoid of all poisonous secretion.
Mr. Couch states that he has known

men wounded successively in the hand by the same fish, and the consequences have in a few minutes teen felt as high as the shoulder.

three

"
Again, in treating of the lesser weaver, If trodden on by bathers,
as frequently happens, it inflicts," says Dr. Parnell, " a severe and
painful wound, causing the part to swell and almost immediately to as-

sume a dark-brown appearance, which remains

for five or six hours."
In the teeth of the confident assertion of great authorities it would
be rash to say that any poisonous secretion exists. But, if the above
facts be quoted as proofs or instances of the absence of venom,
they
would appear to be singularly infelicitous ones.
Perhaps one of the most formidable weapons possessed by any fish
is the natural and terrible pair of shears formed
by the jaws of the
Shark. The only parallel weapon of offence that can be cited as used

by man would,

perhaps, be the spiked portcullis, but the future

may

This fish was captured at Ramsgate some years ago and sent to me ; it was 18
inches long, exclusive of the tail, which was missing, and about 2|- feet broad.
Previous
to this the tail of one was examined by Pennant, and a small one was found dead off Ber1

wick by Dr. Johnson, but no living specimen had been captured. Since this was penned,
however, but a few months ago, another was caught and attracted a good deal of noThis fish was taken off the Devonshire coast, and was about the same size as, or a
tice.
It was preserved in the Exeter Museum, where it now is.
trifle larger than, mine.
Mr.

Buckland very kindly sent me an excellent photograph of the
have been most brilliant.

fish.

The

colors appear to
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present us with steam shears with blades ten feet long, and intended
to receive cavalry who knows ? There is no telling where the ingenuity of modern inventors in the destructive line may lead us. But
there are not

many

instruments so

tooth of a shark.

It is

for their purpose as the
handle one freelv without cut-

efficient

difficult to

ting one's fingers ; and when we consider the tremendous leverage of
a shark's jaws employed against each other like scissors, armed with

rows of lancets,

it is

evident that nothing in the shape of flesh, gristle,

Their capacity, too, is equal to their
or bone, could withstand them.
powers, for a pair of jaws taken from a shark of not more than nine
feet

long has been known to be passed down over the shoulders and body
man six feet high without inconvenience. It was thought to be

of a

an act of very unusual strength and dexterity on the part of the Emperor Commodus to cut a man in two at one blow, but the jaws of the
white shark find no difficulty whatever in executing that feat. The
vast number of teeth contained within the shark's jaw has been accounted for by some writers on the hypothesis that they are erected
when the shark seizes its prey, at all other times lying fiat on their
It is now, however, more generally admitted that the shark
sides.
only employs the outer row of teeth, and that the inner ones are a provision of Nature against an accident which is, and must be, a very common one when the implements are considered, and the force with which

they are employed viz., the breaking of a tooth. In this case the
corresponding tooth on the inside becomes erect, and is by degrees
pushed forward into the place of the broken one a wondrous and

very necessary provision to keep so delicate and powerful an apparatus
as the shark's jaw always in order.
The voracity of the shark forms
an endless resource for the writers on the marvellous whose bent lies
toward natural history. Whole ships' crews have been devoured by
sharks ere now, while their omnivorousness is extraordinary. This is
well exemplified by the observation once made to me by an old tar,
who was dilating on the variety of objects he had found at one time or
another inside the bellies of sundry sharks. " Lord love ye, sir," quo'
" there bain't nothin' as

you mightn't expec' to find in the insides
a shirk, from a street pianny to a milestone " 1
Continuing the description of the variety of weapons exemplified in
fishes, we have a rival of that terrible scourge the knout in the tail of
the Thresher, or Fox-shark {Alopias vulpes). The upper lobe is treBen,
o'

!

mendously elongated, being nearly as long as the body of the fish, and
amazingly muscular. It is curved like the blade of a scythe in shape,
and the blows which it can and does inflict with this living flail can be
1
Witness the story of the Magpie schooner, very well told in the " Shipwreck " series
"
of the Percy Anecdotes." This vessel was capsized in a squall, and most of the crew took
refuge in a boat, which was upset by overcrowding.
They were surrounded by sharks

at the time, and every man, save two,

voured by the sharks.

who managed

to right the boat

and escape, was de-
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heard at a great distance a herd of dolphins are scattered as though
they were mere sprats, by one stroke of the thresher's tail, and stories
of the combats between the whale on the one side and a combination
of threshers and sword-fish on the other are too common to need more
than a reference here.
The form of battle usually consists in the
sword-fish stabbing the whale from beneath, and so driving him up to
the surface, when the fox-sharks spring ujjon him, and with resonant
blows from their fearful knouts drive him below again upon the weapons of their allies.
;

The

lasso is a

weapon of some

efficacy

among

various people

;

a

form of lasso was even used by the Hungarians, and with great effect,
in the War of Independence. It consisted of a kind of long-lashed
whip,
with a bullet slung at the end of the lash. And we have a sort of living lasso in the foot of the Cephalopod. The cephalopods are the
polypes of Aristotle, and belong to the mollusks. They are of the first
order of invertebrate, or spineless animals. Mollusca cephalopoda is
the style and titles of the family Cephalopoda, in English meaning
" foot-headed "
that is, its organs of locomotion, or the greater part
of them, are attached to its head, whence they radiate for the most
part in long, tough, and pliant tentacles or arms, of great muscular
On these tentacles are placed rows of suckers of very singu-

powers.

Avhich singly or simultaneously adhere with great
tenacity to any object they come in contact with. The arms are extended in all directions when seeking prey. In the centre of them, in
lar construction,

the middle of the stomach as

which

it

were,

is

the

mouth

of the creature,

anatomy, and consists of a
A fish
large and strong-hooked beak, similar to a hawk's or parrot's.
or other creature comes within reach, and is instantly lassoed by one
of the tentacles, the others winding around it also, to secure it in their
It is compressed tightly and drawn down to the beak, which
folds.
rends and devours it at leisure, escape from these terrible folds being
is

fully as curious as the rest of its

almost impossible.

The arms are also the means of propulsion, and are used as oars, by
the aid of which the Octopus manages to progress through the water
w ith considerable rapidity. Mr. Wood, in his popular natural history,
" All the
treats on this point as follows
Squids are very active, and
T

:

some

flying squids
by sailors, and ommastrephes by
naturalists, are able to dash out of the sea and to dart to considerable
distances ; " and he quotes Mr. Beale to show that they sometimes
species, called

'

'

to propel themselves through the air for a distance of 80 or
100 yards, the action being likened to a something which might be
achieved by a live corkscrew with eight prongs. In the account given
m Bennett's " Whaling Voyage " they are often spoken of as leaping
on board the ship, and even clear over it into the water on the other

manage

side.

Nature has

weapon of

also furnished the

cephalopod with another curious
bag of black

offence, or defence rather, in the shape of a
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fluid, or sepia, commonly termed by fishermen the ink-bag ; and what
a dreadful weapon of offence or defence ink may be, in many cases,
there are few of us unaware. The cuttle when closely pursued sends
it to hide him from view, and escapes under cover of it.
of the cephalopods possess extraordinary powers of muscular
contraction, as the common squid, for example, which is spread out at

out a cloud of

Some

one moment in a body and volume larger round than a large man's
contract itself so that it can easily pass
fist, and the next moment will
through the cork-hole in a boat or the neck of a wine-bottle. Great
sensational attraction has been directed to the octopus by the tremendous description of the combat in Victor Hugo's " Toilers of the Sea."
No doubt a large octopus, such as are found in the Pacific and elsewhere, and which sometimes have arms of eight or nine feet in length,
could drown a man with the greatest ease, if he had no weapon, and
were caught by one under water. From remote ages the deeds of the
polypus have been chronicled by poets and writers of strong imaginapowers and thus we have, probably, the partially fabulous story
of the Lernaean hydra, which, if it ever existed at all, had its origin no
doubt in the impossible deeds of some improbable octopus. Then there
is the story of the king's daughter and the noble diver, who dived for
a gold cup and the love of his princess, but profited by neither, since
he never came up again, being supposed to have been lassoed by some
tive

;

monster octopus at the bottom of the whirlpool, and many other wellThe beast forms a very great attraction at the Crystal
stories.
Palace aquarium, where the ladies, of course, insist on calling him

known

" the Devil-Fish "
(but that distinguished title belongs to another fish) ;
and where he is poked up daily for their inspection, it being one of his
diabolical tendencies to dwell

and

What

"under ebon shades and low-browed

a poor devil who wants nothing but solitude
retirement, to be a show-devil and at the beck and call of the

rocks."

ladies

a

life for

.

!

Among

other offensive powers

commanded by

fish

and men

alike

the very remarkable one of electricity ; it is slightly used in warlike
But the possible uses to which we may put
as well as useful purposes.
electricity ourselves hereafter as an offensive weapon we cannot at pres-

is

ent even guess

at.

It is

a powerful agent to several kinds of

fish,

and

yet ichthyologists are greatly at fault to settle the exact purpose for
which it is given to them whether it be for the purpose of killing the

animals they prey on, or of facilitating their capture, or whether
intended to render them more easy of digestion.

it

be

Mr. Couch, in speaking of the properties of electricity and the digestive capability of the Torpedo, has the following : " One well-known
effect of the electric shock is to deprive animals killed by it of their
organic irritability, and consequently to render them more easily disposed to pass into a state of decomposition, in which condition the digestive powers

more speedily and

effectively act

upon them.

If

any
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creature
its

food,

more than others might seem to require such preparation of
it is the cramp ray, the whole canal of whose intestine is not

This is certainly very curias long as the stomach."
should be found that the same deficiency in point of digestive accommodation exists in the gymnotus and the other fishes of
electric powers, the hypothesis would be converted almost into a cer-

more than half
ous, and, if

it

In hunting up authorities to verify this curious fact, we find,
tainty.
" all
in the article on the gymnotus in Chambers's Encyclopaedia, that

the gymnotidie are remarkable for the position of the anus, which is
so very far forward as, in the electrical eel, to be before the gill-openings"
which would certainly seem to confirm Mr. Couch's supposition.

Of the tremendous powers which can be given off in one shock, it
be stated that Faraday, having made experiments with the specimen which was shown several years ago at the Adelaide Gallery, estimated that an average shock emitted as great a force as the highest

may

force of a

Leyden battery of

fifteen jars,

exposing 3,500 inches of

coated surface.

There are

five different fish

endued with

electrical powers.

Of the

torpedo there are two species the old and new British torpedo ; one
of the Gymnotus electricus, or electric eel, as it is called ; and two of
the Malapterurus

viz.,

M.

electricus of the Nile, called

Raash, or

the
thunder-fish, by the Arabs, and the Malapterurus Beninensis
smallest of the electrical fishes, found in the Old Calabar River, which

the Bight of Benin, on the coast of Africa. The latter fish is
a comparatively recent discovery, having been known to us only some
have no very good account of either of
fifteen or sixteen years.
falls into

We

A

specimen of the

these latter

fish.

years ago.

It is a curious little fish,

last

was sent to me three or four

about

five or six inches in length,

and very much resembles the Siluridce in general appearance, about the
head especially. It has long barbules, three on each side of the mouth,
and has a very bloated, puffy appearance, caused, it is to be presumed,
by the electric apparatus which is deposited between the skin and the
frame of the fish. In the torpedo the electric battery is placed in two
Here a number of prismatic cells
holes, one on either side of the eyes.
are arranged in the fashion of a honey-comb, the number being reguThese represent the jars in the battery,
lated by the age of the fish.
and they are capable of giving out a terrible shock, as many an incau-

We

tious fisherman has experienced to his cost.
may trust also that
the torpedoes with which our coasts and harbors are likely to be
thronged will be capable of giving off even a severer shock; and

though gunpowder and gun-cotton will be the shocking agents in
these cases, yet electricity will play no unimportant part in their process.
Formerly quacks galvanized their patients by the application

the natural torpedo, applying it to the joints and limbs for gout,
That the electricity is true electricity has been
rheumatism, etc.
f

proved by a host of experiments.

The electrometer has shown

it,
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and needles have been magnetized just as

if
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a battery had been em-

ployed.

There are many other points of similarity which might be enlarged
upon but, if one were to attempt to set down all the strange and various considerations which come under cognizance in this subject, they
would soon swell the matter much beyond the limits of a magazine
;

article.

Fraser's Magazine.

-*-

MOTIONS OF THE STAES.
the last meeting of the Royal Astronomical Society, Dr. Huggins, the eminent spectroscopist, made an extraordinary stateThe rement respecting the motions taking place among the stars.
sults be announces are so wonderful that it will be well briefly to explain

AT

how they have been obtained, as well
formerly been known upon the subject.

as their relation to

what had

readers are doubtless aware that the stars are not really fixed,
known to be travelling swiftly through space. To ordinary
observation the stars seem unmoving ; nor indeed can the astronomer

Our

but are

recognize any signs of motion save by prolonged observation. But, if
the exact place of a star be carefully determined at any time, and again
many years later, a measurable displacement can be recognized ; year
after year, and century after century, the motion thus determined proceeds, until at length the star may be removed by a considerable arc
(or what is so regarded by astronomers accustomed to deal with the

minutest displacements) from the position it had formerly occupied.
But, in general, these movements afford no means of estimating the
In the first
real rate at which the stars are travelling through space.
or from
toward
a
be
with
enormous
star
moving
rapidity
might
place,
the earth, and yet seem to be quite fixed on the star-vault just as the
light of a rapidly approaching or receding train seems to occupy an un-

changing position

if

the train's course

is

at the

moment in the

direction

It is only what may be called the thwart-motion
of the line of sight.
of the star that the astronomer can recognize by noting stellar disBut even this motion he cannot estimate in miles per
placements.

second, say

unless he

know in truth very
Now, it seems,

knows how

little

about

far off the sun is;

and astronomers

stellar distances.

at first sight, altogether hopeless to attempt to
No
measure the rate at which a star is approaching or receding.
could
be
looked
could
of
nor
indeed
any obbrightness
for,
change
served change be trusted as an evidence of changed distance, since
stars are liable to real changes of brilliancy, much as our own sun
But the distances of the
is liable to be more or less spot-marked.

^2
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stars are so

enormous that no conceivable rate of approach or recession

could affect their brilliancy discernibly.
Only the most rapid thwartmotions yet recognized would carry a star over a space equal to the

moon's seeming diameter in 500 years, so that a corresponding motion
of recess or approach would only change a star's distance to about the
same relative extent, and it is obvious that such a change could not
make a star, even in that long period, change appreciably in brightness.
It will seem, then, utterly incredible that astronomers have learned
not merely whether certain stars are receding or approaching, but
have actually been enabled to determine respecting this kind of motion what they cannot determine respecting the more obvious thwartmotion, viz., the rate at which the motion takes place.
This is rendered possible by what is known of the nature of light.

Light travels through space in waves, not as a direct emanation. Now,
us compare a star's action in emitting such waves with some known
kind of wave-action, and we shall at once recognize the effects of very
Conceive a fixed paddle-wheel turnrapid motion on the star's part.
ing at a uniform rate in water, and that every blade as it reaches the
water raises one wave, that wave being transmitted in a given direcThen there would be a succession of waves separated from each
tion.
let

other by a constant distance.
But, suppose the paddle-wheel itself to
be carried in the given direction.
It is clear that, after one blade has
raised its wave, the next blade, descending in the same time as before,
will reach the water closer to the preceding wave than if the paddlewheel had been at rest
for the moving wheel will have carried the
blade closer, so that now a succession of waves will result as before,
but they will have their crests closer together.
And obviously, if the
wheel were carried in the contrary direction, the wave-crests would be
farther apart than if the wheel had been at rest.
;

Thus, reverting to the stars, we infer that if a star is approaching,
the light which comes to us from it will have its waves closer together
than if the star were at rest, and vice versa. Now, the distance be-

tween the wave-crests of light signifies a difference of color, the longer
waves producing red and orange light waves of medium length, yellow and green light; and the shorter waves producing blue, indigo,
and violet light. So that, if a star were shining with pure red light, it
;

might by approaching very rapidly be caused to appear yellow, or even
blue or indigo, according to the rate of approach while, if a star were
shining with pure indigo light, it might by receding very rapidly be
caused to appear green or yellow, or even orange or red.
But stars do not shine with pure-colored light, but with a mixture
of all the colors of the rainbow ; so that the attempt to estimate a
star's rate of approach or recession by its color would fail, even though
we knew the star's real color, and even though stars moved fast enough
;

to

produce color-changes.

The

spectroscopist has, however, a

much
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The rainbow-tinted
delicate means of dealing with the matter.
streak forming a star's spectrum is crossed by known dark lines ; and
If one of
these serve as veritable mile-marks for the spectroscopist.
these lines in the spectrum of any star is seen to be shifted toward the
more

red end, the observer knows that the star is receding, and that swiftly ;
if the shift is toward the violet end, he knows that the star is swiftly

approaching
Now, Dr. Huggins had been able nearly four years ago to apply
this method to the case of the bright star Sirius, though his instrumental means were not then sufficient to render him quite certain as to
Still he was able to announce with some degree of conthe result.
fidence that Sirius is receding at a rate exceeding 20 miles per second.
In order that he might extend the method to other stars, the Royal
in aperture, and
Society placed at his disposal a fine telescope, 15 inches

much light as possible with that aperture.
Suitable spectroscopic appliances were also provided for the delicate
work Dr. Huggins was to undertake. It was but last winter that the
specially adapted to gather as

instrument was ready for work ; but already Dr. Huggins has obtained
He finds that
the most wonderful news from the stars with its aid.
many of the stars are travelling far more swiftly than had been supArcturus, for example, is travelling toward us at the rate of
posed.
as his thwart-motion is fully as great
has been estimated), the actual velocity with
which he is speeding through space cannot be less than 70 miles per
Other stars are moving with corresponding velocities.
second.
the motions thus detected, Dr. Huggins has traced the
amid
But,
he can trace a tendency among the stars in one part
First
of
law.
signs

some 50 miles per second, and,
star's distance
(for this

of the heavens to approach the earth, while the stars in the opposite
part of the heavens are receding from us ; and the stars which are ap-

proaching lie on that side of the heavens toward which Herschel long
But there are stars not
since taught us that the sun is travelling.
these
and
Dr. Huggins recognizes
this
law;
among
simple
obeying
instances of that community of motion to which a modern student of
the stars has given the name of star-drift. It happens, indeed, that one
of the most remarkable of these instances relates to five well-known
stars, which had been particularly pointed to as forming a drifting set. It

had been asserted more than two years ago that certain five stars of the
Plough or Charles's Wain the stars known to astronomers as Beta,
Gamma, Delta, Epsilon, and Zeta, of the Great Bear are drifting bodThe announcement seemed to many very daring,
ily through space.
author (trusting in the mathematical analysis of the evidence)
expressed unquestioning confidence ; he asserted, moreover, that when-

yet

its

ever Dr. Huggins applied the new method of research, he would find
that those five stars are either all approaching or all receding, and at the
same rate, from the earth. The result has justified his confidence as well
in his theory as in Dr.

Huggins's mastery of the new method.

Those
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found to be all receding from the earth at the rate of ahout
30 miles per second.
This result at once illustrates the interesting nature of Dr. Huggins's
discoveries, and affords promise of future relevations even more interThe theories hitherto accepted respecting the constitution of
esting.

five stars are

the stellar universe have been tried against the views recently promay feel
pounded, with a result decidedly in favor of the latter.

assured that the matter will not rest here.

We
A simple and decisive piece

of evidence, such as that we have described, will invite many to examine afresh the theories respecting the stellar heavens which have
The theory of star-drift is asso long been received unquestioningly.
sociated with others equally novel, and which admit equally well of
venture to predict that, before many years have
being put to test.
there
be
will
recognized in the star-depths a variety of constipassed,

We

and a complexity of arrangement startlingly contrasted with the
general uniformity of structure recognized in the teachings at present

tution

accepted.

Spectator.

THE UNCONSCIOUS ACTION OF THE
Br WM.

B.

CAEPENTEE, M. D., LL.

BPwALN.

D., F. E. S.

of you, I doubt not, will remember that I had the pleasure
of addressing you in this hall some months ago, with reference
to researches which I had a share in carrying on into the Depths of

MANY

the Ocean, when I endeavored to give you some insight into the conditions of the sea-bottom as regards temperature, pressure, animal life,

and the deposits now in process of formation upon it.
Now, I am going this evening to carry you into quite a different
an inquiry which I venture to think I have had some
field of inquiry
share in myself promoting, into what goes on in the Depths of our
own Minds. And I think I shall be able to show you that some practical results of great value in our own mental culture, as training and
I shall begin with
as discipline, may be deduced from this inquiry.
an anecdote that was related to me after a lecture which I gave upon
this subject about five years ago, at the Royal Institution, in London.
As I was coming out from the lecture-room, a gentleman stopped me
and said, " A circumstance occurred recently in the north of England,
which I think will interest you, from its affording an exact illustration
of the doctrine which you have been setting forth to-night." The illus-

was so apposite, and leads us so directly into the very heart of
the inquiry, that I shall make it, as it were, the text for the commencement of this evening's lecture. The manager of a bank in a certain
tration

1

A lecture,

delivered in the

Hulme Town

Hall, Manchester.
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large town in Yorkshire could not find a key which gave access to ail
This key was a duplicate key, and
the safes and desks in the bank.
in
a
to
have
been
found
place accessible only to himself and to
ought
the assistant-manager. The assistant-manager was absent on a holiday
Wales, and the manager's first impression was, that the key had prob-

in

He wrote to him,
ably been taken away by this assistant in mistake.
and learned to his own great surprise and distress that he had not got
Of course, the idea that the key,
the key, and knew nothing of it.
which gave access to every valuable in the bank, wr as in the hands of
any wrong pei'son, having been taken with a felonious intention, was
He made search everywhere, thought of
to him most distressing.
the
in
which
key might possibly be, and could not find it.
every place
The assistant-manager was recalled, both he and every person in the
bank were questioned, but no one could give any idea of where the key
could be. Of course, although no robbery had taken place up this
point, there was the apprehension that a robbery might be committed
after the storm, so to speak, had blown over, when a better opportunity would be afforded by the absence of the same degree of watchfulA first-class detective was then brought down from London,
ness.
and this man had every opportunity given him of making inquiries
every person in the bank was brought up before him he applied all
those means of investigation which a very able man of this class knows
how to employ and at last he came to the manager and said " I am
perfectly satisfied that no one in the bank knows any thing about this
lost key.
You may rest assured that you have put it somewhere yourself, and you have been worrying yourself so much about it that you
As long as you worry yourhave forgotten where you put it away.
but go to bed to-night
self in this manner, you will not remember it
with the assurance that it will be all right get a good night's sleep
and in the morning I think it is very likely you will remember where
you have put the key." This turned out exactly as it was predicted.
The key was found the next morning in some extraordinarily secure
place which the manager had not previously thought of, but in which
he then felt sure he must have put it himself.
Now, then, ladies and gentlemen, this you may say is merely a remarkable case of that which we all of us are continually experiencing
and so I say it is. Who is there among you who has not had occasion
;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

some time or other to try to recall something to his (or her) mind
He has seen some one in
which he has not been able to bring to it?
the street, for instance, whose face he recognizes, and says, " I ought to
know that person " and thinks who it can be, going over (it may be)
his whole list of friends and acquaintances in his mind, without being
and yet, some hours afterward, or it may be
able to recall who it is
the next day, it flashes into his mind who this unknown person is. Or
you may want to remember some particular and recent event or it
;

;

;

may

be, as I

have heard

35

classical scholars say, to recall the source of a
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classical quotation.

They

"

cudgel their brains," to use a

common ex

pression, and are unsuccessful; they give their minds to something enand some hours afterward, when their thoughts are
tirely different
far away from the subject on which they had been concentrating them
;

with the idea of recovering this lost clew, the thing flashes into the
mind. Now, this is so common an occurrence, that we pass it by without taking particular note of it and yet I believe that the inquiry into
the real nature of this occurrence may lead us to understand something
of the inner mechanism of our own minds which we shall find to be
;

very useful to us.
There is another point, however, arising out of the story which I
have just told you, upon which again I would fix your attention Why
and how did the detective arrive at this assurance from the result of
his inquiries?
It was a matter of judgment based upon long practice
and experience, which had given him that kind of insight into the
characters, dispositions, and nature of the persons who were brought
before him, which only those who have got this faculty as an original
gift, or have acquired it by very long experience, can possess with
any thing like that degree of assurance which he was able to entertain.
I believe that this particular power of the detective is, so to speak, an
exaltation in a particular direction of what we call " common-sense."
We are continually bringing to the test of this common-sense a great
number of matters which we cannot decide by reason
a number of
matters as to which, if we were to begin to argue, there may be so
much to be said on both sides, that we may be unable to come to a
And yet, with regard to a great many of these subjects
conclusion.
some of which I shall have to discuss in my next lecture we consider
that common-sense gives us a much better result than any elaborate
discussion.
Now, I will give you an illustration of this which you will
all readily comprehend
Why do we believe in an external world ?
I
do
believe
that
I
have
at present before me many hundreds of
Why
:

;

:

up and listening to every word that I
do you believe that you are hearing me lecture ? You
I see you ; you
will say at once that your common-sense tells you.
But if once
see and hear me and I know that I am addressing you.
this subject is logically discussed, if once we go into it on the basis of
a pure reasoning process, it is found really impossible to construct such
intelligent auditors, looking

say

?

Why

;

a proof as shall satisfy every logician. As far as my knowledge exis able to pick a hole in every other logician's
here
we
Now,
proof.
have, then, a case obvious to you all, in which

tends, every logician

common-sense decides for us without any doubt or hesitation at all.
I venture to use an
expression upon this point which has been
quoted with approval by one of the best logicians and metaphysicians
of our time, Archbishop Manning, who cited the words that I have
" in
regard to the
used, and entirely concurred in them, namely, that
existence of the external world the common-sense decision of mankind

And
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practically

worth more than

all

the arguments of

all
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the logicians

discussed the basis of our belief in it." And so, again, with retouches our subject to-night
another
to
point which more nearly
gard
the fact that we have a Will which dominates over our actions ; that
we are not merely the slaves of automatic impulse which some phi" the decision of mankind "
(as Archbishop
losophers would make us
"
Manning, applying my words, has most truly said), derived from consciousness of the existence of our living self or personality, whereby we

who have

all the arguments of
think, will, or act, is practically worth more than
our
basis
of
belief in it."
the
discussed
have
who
all the logicians
is the nature of this
are
these
What
two
points
Now, then,

my

:

result unconsciously to ourselves,
process which evolves, as it were, this
when we have been either asleep, as in the case of the banker, or, as in
the other familiar case I have cited, when we have been giving our

train of thought in the interval ?
spontaneously to our consciousness a fact

minds to some other
brings up

deavored to recall with

all

What is it that
which we en-

the force of our will, and yet could not

succeed ?

And
we

then a^ain

:

What is the nature

defer so implicitly

of our lives

of this common-sense, to

and immediately in

all

which

the ordinary judgments

?

we may have a really scientific conception of
Now,
the doctrine I would present to you, I must take you into an inquiry with regard to some of the simpler functions of our bodies,
You
from which we shall rise to the simpler actions of our minds.
in order that

know

that the Brain, using the term in its general sense, is the
shall not go
That every one will admit.
our Mind.
of
organ
into any of the disputed questions as to the relations of Mind and
all

We

is, that these are now coming to take quite a
from
Physical philosophers dwelling so much more
aspect,
than
Force
they do upon Matter, and on the relations of
upon
Mind and Force, which every one is coming to recognize. Thus, when
we speak of nerve-force and mind as having a most intimate relation,
no one is found to dispute it; whereas, when we talk about Brain and
Mind having this intimate relation, and Mind being the function of the
brain, there are a great many who will rise up against us and charge
us with materialism, and atheism, and all the other deadly sins of that

Matter

;

for the fact

new

I merely speak of the relation of the brain to the mind, as the
instrument through which the mind operates and expresses itself.
all know that it is in virtue of the impressions carried to the brain,
through the nerves proceeding from the different sensory organs in

kind.

We

we become conscious of what is taking
place around us. And, again, that it is through the nerves proceeding
from the brain that we are able to execute those movements which the

various parts of the body, that

Will prompts and
But I have
tions.

dictates, or
first

which

arise

from the play of the Emowhich

to speak of a set of lower centres, those
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the Will can to a certain extent control, but which are not in such immediate relation to it as is the brain. You all know that there passes
down our backbone a cord which is commonly called the " Spinal Marrow." Now, this spinal marrow gives off a pair of nerves at every
division of the backbone ; and these nerves are double in function
one

conveying impressions from the surface to the spinal cord,
the other motor impulses from the spinal cord to the muscles. Now, it
used to be considered that this Spinal Cord (I use the term spinal cord,
set of fibres

which is the same as spinal marrow, because it is just as intelligible
and more correct) was a mere bundle of nerves proceeding from the
brain but we have long known that this is not the case, that the spinal
cord is really a nervous centre in itself, and that if there were no brain
at all the spinal cord would still do a great deal.
For example, there
have been infants born without a brain, yet these infants have breathed,
have cried, have sucked, and this in virtue of the separate existence and
the independent action of this spinal cord. Let us analyze one or two
;

We

of these actions.
will take the act of Sucking as the best example,
because experiments have been made upon young puppies, by taking
out the brain, and then trying whether they would suck ; and it was
found that putting between the lips the finger moistened with milk or
with sugar and water, produced a distinct act of suction, just as when
an infant is nursed. Now, how is this ? It is what we call a " reflex
action." I shall have a good deal to say of reflex action higher up in
the nervous system, and therefore I must explain precisely what we
mean by that term. It is just this There is a certain part of the spi:

nal cord, at the top of the neck, which is what we call a ganglion, that
in fact, the whole of the spinal cord is a
is, a centre of nervous power
:

but this ganglion at the top of the neck is the
the centre of the actions which are concerned in the act

series of such ganglia

one which

is

;

of sucking. Now, this act of sucking is rather a complicated one, it involves the action of a great many muscles put into conjoint and harmonious contraction.
will say, then, that here is a nervous centre.

We

[Dr. Carpenter made a sketch upon the black-board.] These are nerves
coming to it, branches from the lips ; and these another set going to
the muscles concerned in the movement of sucking from it. Thus, by

the conveyance to the ganglionic centre of the impression made on the
lips, a complicated action is excited, requiring the combination of a

We

number

of separate muscular movements.
will take another exthe
act
of
feel
a
You
ample
Coughing.
tickling in your throat, and
you feel an impulse to cough which you cannot resist ; and this may

take place not only

when you

you are asleep and do not

feel

are

awake and

feel the impulse,

but when

You will often find

persons coughing
violently in sleep, without waking or showing any sign of consciousness.
Here, again, the stimulus, as we call it, produced by some irritation in
it.

the throat, gives rise to a change in the nerves going toward the ganglionic centre, which produces the excitement of an action in that
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centre that issues the mandate, so to speak, through the motor nerves
to the muscles concerned in coughing, which actions have to be united
in a very remarkable manner, which I cannot stop to analyze but the
has for its effect the driving out a violent
whole action of
;

coughing
blast of air, which tends to expel the offending substance.
Thus, when
"
any thing goes the wrong way," as Ave term it a crumb of bread, or
a drop of water finding its way into the windpipe, then this sudden and
violent blast of air tends to expel it.
Now, these are examples of what
is

the character of most of the

we

call

" reflex action " and this
;

movements that

are immediately conI might analyze

cerned with the maintenance of the vital functions.

The act of 'breathing 'is a purely reflex action, and goes
on when we are perfectly unconscious of exerting any effort, and when
our attention is entirely given up to some act or thought and even
when asleep the act of breathing goes on with perfect regularity, and,
if it were to stop, of course the stoppage would have a fatal eflect upon
other cases.

;

But most of these reflex actions are to a certain degree
under
the control of our Will. If it were not for this controlling
placed
I am
of
will, I could not be addressing you at this moment.
power
our

lives.

able so to regulate my breath as to make it subservient to the act of
on
speech ; but that is the case only to a certain point. I could not go

through a long sentence without taking my breath. I am obliged to
renew the breath frequently, in order to be able to sustain the circulaBut still I have that degree of control
tion and other functions of life.
over the act of respiration, that I can regulate this drawing in and expulsion of the breath for the purposes of speech. This may give you
an idea of the way in which Mental operations may be independent of
the Will, and yet be under its direction. To this we shall presently
come.

Now, those reflex actions of the spinal cord, which are immediately
and essentially necessary to the maintenance of our lives, take place
from the commencement without any training, without any education
" the
"
tendency to them is
they are what we call instinctive actions
;

;

part of our nature it is born with us. But, on the other hand, there
are a great many actions which we learn, to which we are trained in
;

the process of bodily education, so to speak, and which, when we have
learned them, come to be performed as frequently, regularly, methodias those of which I have spoken.
This is the
cally, and unconsciously,

You all know with how
case particularly with the act of walking.
It has to be learned
difficulty a child is trained to that action.

much
by

a long

and painful experience,

for the child usually gets a

in the course of that part of its education ; but,
many
once acquired, it is as natural as the act of breathing, only it is

tumbles

good
when
more

directly under the control of the will; yet so completely automatic
does it become, that we frequently execute a long series of these move-

ments without any consciousness whatever.

You

start in the

morning,

S
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go from yoivr home to your place of employment ; your
occupied by a train of thought, something has happened which
has interested you, or you are walking with a friend, and in earnest
conversation with him and your legs carry you on without any conYou stop at a
sciousness on your part that you are moving them.
for instance, to

mind

is

;

certain point, the point at which you are accustomed to stop, and very
often you will be surprised to find that you are there. While your

mind has been

intent upon something else, either the train of thought
which you were following out in your own mind, or upon what your
friend has been saying, your legs move on of themselves, just as your
heart beats, or as your muscles of breathing continue to act. But this
"
"
is an acquired habit
this is what we call a
secondarily automatic
difficult
not
when
is
action.
that
understand
it.
Now,
very
you
phrase
By automatic we mean an action taking place of itself. I dare say
most of you have seen automata of one kind or another, such as children's toys and more elaborate pieces of mechanism, which, being
wound up with a spring, and containing a complicated series of wheels
and levers, execute a variety of movements. In each of the Great
Exhibitions there have been very curious automata of this kind. We
;

"
automatic," when we mean that they
speak, then, of the actions being
take place of themselves, without any direction on our own parts ; such
as the act of sucking in the infant, the acts of respiration and swallowing, and others which are entirely involuntary, and are of this purely
"
reflex character.
Now, those are primarily automatic," that is, origi-

nally automatic ; we are born with a tendency to execute them ; but
the actions of the class I am now speaking of are executed by the same
"
portion of the nervous system the spinal cord and are secondarily
learn
have
to
that
is
to
we
them, but, when once
automatic,"
say,
learned, they come very much into the condition of the others, only we
have some power of will over them. We start ourselves in the morning by an act of the will we are determined to go to a particular place ;
and it may be that we are conscious of these movements over the whole
of our walk but, on the other hand, we may be utterly unconscious of
them, and continue to be so until either we have arrived at our journey's end or begin to feel fatigued. Now, when we begin to feel
fatigued, we are obliged to maintain the action by an effort of the will
we are no longer unconscious, and we are obliged to struggle against
the feeling of fatigue, to exert our muscles in order to continue the
;

;

;

action.

Now, having

set before

you

this reflex action of the Spinal Cord,

me

perhaps what is the exciting cause of this succession of
you
I believe it is the contact of the ground with the
actions hi walking.
foot at each movement.
put down the foot, that suggests as it
were to the spinal cord the next movement of the leg in advance, and
that foot comes down in its turn and so we follow with this regular
will ask

We

;

rhythmical succession of movements.
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l

We

next pass to a set of centres somewhat higher, those which form
the summit, as it were, of this spinal cord, which are really embedded
in the brain, but which do not form a part of that higher organ, which
in fact the organ of the higher part of our mental nature, yet which
commonly included in that which we designate the brain. In fact,
the anatomist who only studies the human brain is very liable to be
is

are

misled in regard to the character of these different parts, by the fact
that the higher part that which we call the Cerebrum is so immensely
developed in Man, in proportion to the rest of the animal creation, that
it were, the portion of which I am about to speak, conand
reducing it apparently to the condition of a very suborcealing it,
dinate part; and yet that subordinate part is, as I shall show you, the
foundation or basis of the higher portion the Cerebrum itself. The

it

envelops, as

brain of a Fish consists of very little else than a series of these ganglia,
"
"
these little knots the word " ganglion means knot," and the ganglia in many instances, when separated, are little knots, as it were, upon
the nerves. The brain of a fish consists of a series of these ganglia,

one pair belonging to each principal organ of sense. Thus we have in
front the ganglia of smell, then the ganglia of sight, the ganglia of
These constitute almost
hearing, and ganglia of genei*al sensation.

There is scarcely any thing in the brain
entirely the brain of the fish.
of the fish which answers to the Cerebrum or higher part of the brain
of man.

I will give

you an idea of the

relative

development of these

[Dr. Carpenter made other sketches on the black-board, to represent these ganglia of sense in man and the lower animals.]
Now, the
parts.

Cerebrum in most fishes is a mere little film, overlying the sensory tract,
but in the higher fish we have it larger in the reptiles we have it
larger still and in birds we have it still larger in the lower mammalia
and then as we ascend to man this part becomes
it is larger still
This Cereso large in proportion that my board will not take it in.
;

;

;

;

brum, this great mass of the brain, at the bottom of which these
Ganglia of Sense are buried, as it were, so overlies and conceals them
that their essential functions for a long time remained unknown.
Now, in the Cerebrum, the position of the active portion, what we call
the ganglionic matter, that which gives activity and power to these
nervous centres, is peculiar. In all ganglia this " gray " matter, as it
is called, is distinct from the white matter.
In ordinary ganglia, this
gray matter lies in the interior as a sort of little kernel but in the
Cerebrum it is spread out over the surface, and forms a film or layer.
If any of you have the curiosity to see what it is like,
you have only to
get a sheep's brain and examine it, and you will see this film of a reddish substance covering the surface of the Cerebrum.
In the higher
animals, and in man, this film is deeply folded upon itself, with the
effect of giving it a very much more extended surface, and in this manner the blood-vessels come into relation with it and it is by the changes
which take place between this nervous matter and the blood that all
;

;
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our nervous power is produced. You might liken it roughly to the
galvanic battery by which the electric telegraph acts, the white or
fibrous portion of the brain and nerves being like the conducting wires
of the telegraph.
Just as the fibres of the nerves establish a communication between the organs of sensation and the ganglionic centres,
and again between the ganglionic centres and the muscles, so do the
fibres, which form a great part of the brain, establish a communication between the gray matter of the convoluted or folded surface
of the Cerebrum and the Sensory Ganglia at its base. Now, I believe

white

that this sensory tract which lies at the base of the skull is the real
Sensorium, that is, the centre of sensation that the brain at large, the
;

cerebrum, the great mass of which I have been speakiug, is not in itself
the centre of sensation that, in fact, the changes which take place in
this gray matter only rise to our consciousness
only call forth our
conscious mental activity when the effect of those changes is trans;

downward to this Sensorium. Now, this Sensorium receives the
nerves from the organs of sense. Here, for instance, is the nerve from
the organ of smell, here from the eye, and here from the body generally
(the nerves of touch), and here the nerves of hearing
every one of
these has its own particular function. Now, these Sensory ganglia
mitted

have in

matter reflex actions. I will give you a very curious
one of these reflex actions You all know the start we
make at a loud sound or a flash of light the stimulus conveyed through
our eyes from the optic nerve to the central ganglion causing it to send
through the motor nerves a mandate that calls our muscles into action.
Now, this may act sometimes in a very important manner for our protection, or for the protection of some of our delicate organs.
very
eminent chemist a few years ago was making an experiment upon some
extremely explosive compound which he had discovered. He had a
like

illustration of

:

;

A

small quantity of this compound in a bottle, and was holding it up to
the light, looking at it intently ; and whether it was a shake of the
bottle or the warmth of his hand, I do not know, but it exploded in his

hand, the bottle was shivered into a million of minute fragments, and
those fragments were driven in every direction. His first impression
was, that they had penetrated his eyes, but to his intense relief he found
presently that they had only penetrated the outside of his eyelids.
You may conceive how infinitesimally short the interval was between
the explosion of the bottle and the particles reaching his eyes

;

and yet

in that interval the impression had been made upon his sight, the mandate of the reflex action, so to speak, had gone forth, the muscles of his
eyelids had been called into action, and he had closed his eyelids before

the particles reached them, and in this manner his eyes were saved.
You see what a wonderful proof this is of the way in which the auto-

matic action of our nervous apparatus enters into the sustenance of
our lives, and the protection of our most important organs from injury.
Now I have to speak of the way in which this Automatic action of
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the Sensory nerves, and of the motor nerves which answer to them,
as it were, in ourselves.
will take this illustration
Certain things are originally" instinctive, the tendency to them is born

We

grows up,

:

but in a very large number of things we educate ourselves,
Take, for instance, the guidance of the class of
movements I was speaking of just now our movements of locomotion.

with us
or

we

"We

;

are educated.

when we

morning with the intention of
going
employment, not only do our legs move without
our consciousness, if we are attending to something entirely different,
but we guide ourselves in our walk through the streets we do not run
up against anybody we meet we do not strike ourselves against the
lamp-posts and we take the appropriate turns which are habitual to
us.
It has often happened to myself, and I dare say it has happened
to every one of you, that you have intended, to go somewhere else
find that

set off in the

to our place of

;

;

;

when you started you intended instead of going in the direct line
which you were daily accustomed, to go a little out of your way to
perform some little commission; but you have got into a train of
thought and forgotten yourself, and you find that you are half-way
along your accustomed track before you become aware of it. Now,
there, you see, is the same automatic action of these sensory ganglia
we see, we hear for instance, we hear the rumbling of the carriages,
and we avoid them without thinking of it our muscles act in respondence to these sights and sounds and yet all this is done without our
intentional direction they do it for us.
Here again, then, we have
the " secondarily automatic " action of this power, that of a higher
nervous apparatus which has grown, so to speak, to the mode in which
it is habitually exercised.
Now, that is a most important consideration.
It has grown to the mode in which it is
habitually exercised ;
and that principle, as we shall see, we shall carry into the higher class
of Mental operations.
But there is one particular kind of this action of the Sensory nerves
to which I would direct your attention, because it leads us to another
that
to

You are all, I suppose, acquainted with
the action of the stereoscope; though you may not all know that
its peculiar action, the perception of
solidity it conveys to us, depends
very important principle.

upon the combination of two

dissimilar pictures
the two dissimilar
should receive by our two eyes of an object if it
were actually placed before us. If I hold up this jug, for instance, before my eyes, straight before the centre of my face,
my two eyes re-

pictures which

we

ceive pictures which are really dissimilar. If I made two drawings of
first as I see it with one eye, and then with the
other, I should

the jug,

represent this object differently. For instance, as seen with the right
eye, I see no space between the handle and the body of the jug; as I
see it with the left eye, I see a space there.
If I were to make two
I
of
that
as
now
see
it
with
two eyes, and put them
jug
drawings

my

into a stereoscope, they

would bring

out,

even

if

only in outline, the
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conception of the solid figure of that jug in a way that no single drawing could do. Now, that conception is the result of our early-acquired
habit of combining with that which we see that which we feel.
That
habit is acquired during the first twelve or eighteen months of infancy.
When your little children are lying in their cradles and are handling
a solid object, a block of wood, or a simple toy, and are holding it at a
distance from their eyes, bringing it to their mouth and then carrying
to arm's length, they are going through a most important part
of their education that part of their education which consists in the
harmonization of the mental impressions derived from sight and those
it

derived from the touch

;

and

it is

by

we get
we have once

that harmonization that

that conception of solidity or projection which, when
acquired it, we receive from the combination of these

two

dissimilar

pictures alone, or even, in the case of objects familiar to us, without
two dissimilar pictures at all the sight of the object suggesting to us

the conception of its solidity and of its projection.
Now, this is a thing so familiar to you, that few of you have probably ever thought of reasoning it out ; and in fact it has only been
of cases in which persons have grown to adult age
without having acquired this j)ower, from having been born blind and
having only received sight by a surgical operation at a comparatively
late period, when they could describe things as they saw them I say
it is
only by such cases that we have come to know how completely

by the occurrence

dissimilar

and separate these two

how important
have spoken.

is

A

classes of impressions really are, and
this process of early infantile education of which I
case occurred a few years ago in London where a

performed an operation upon a young woman who
blind, and, though an attempt had been made in early
to
cure
She was able just to disher, that attempt had failed.
years
tinguish large objects, the general shadow, as it were, of large objects
without any distinct perception of form, and to distinguish light from
She could work well with her needle by the touch, and
darkness.
could use her scissors and bodkin and other implements by the trainfriend of

my own

had been born

ing of her hand, so to speak, alone. Well, my friend happened to see
and he examined her eyes, and told her that he thought he could

her,

The operaget her sight restored ; at any rate, it was worth a trial.
tion succeeded ; and, being a man of intelligence and quite aware of
the interest of such a case, he carefully studied and observed it ; and
all that had been previously laid down by the
of
similar
cases.
There was one little incident which will
experience
give you an idea of the education which is required for what you would

he completely confirmed

suppose

is

a thing perfectly simple

and obvious.

She could not

dis-

tinguish by sight the things that she was perfectly familiar with by
She
the touch, at least when they were first presented to her eyes.

could not recognize even a pair of scissors.
supposed that a pair of scissors, of all things

Now, you would have
in

the world, having been
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by her, and their form having become perfectly familwould have been most readily recognized by her
and
did not know what they were she had not an idea
she
sight
yet
until she was told, and then she laughed, as she said, at her own stuNo stupidity at all she had never learned it, and it was one
pidity.
One of
of those things which she could not know without learning.
the earliest cases of this kind was related by the celebrated Cheselden,
continually used

iar to her hands,

;

;

;

Cheselden relates how a
a surgeon of the early part of last century.
to play with a cat and
been
accustomed
had
in
condition
this
youth just
but for some time after he attained his sight he never could tell
One
which was which, and used to be continually making mistakes.
called
the
cat
himself
for
the
of
rather
ashamed
having
dog,
day being
he took up the cat in his arms and looked at her very attentively for
some time, stroking her all the while and in this way he associated
the impression derived from the sight of the cat with the impression
derived from the touch, and made himself master (so to speak) of the
whole idea of the animal. He then put the cat down, saying, " Now,
a dog

;

;

puss, I shall

Now,

know you another time."
why I have specially

the reason

directed your attention to

leads to one of the most important principles that I
desire to expound to you this evening what I call in Mental Physi-

this is

because

it

ology the doctrine of resultants. All of
" resultant "
ics know very well what a
a body is acted on by two forces at the
it in this direction, and another force

know
at this

in

what direction

it

will go,

we simply complete what

is

you who have studied mechanmeans.

You know

when

that

same time, one force carrying
in that direction, we want to
far it will go.
To arrive

and how

called the parallelogram of forces.

fact,
just as if a body were acted on at two different times, by a
force driving it in one direction, and then by a force driving it in the
other direction.
[Dr. Carpenter illustrated this point by the aid of

In

it is

We

the black-board.]
draw two lines parallel to this, and we draw a
diagonal that diagonal is what is called the resultant ; that is, it expresses the direction, and it expresses the distance the length of the
motion which that body will go when acted upon by these two forces.

Now, I use this term as a very convenient one to express this
when we have once got the conception that is derived from the

that
har-

monization of these two distinct sets of impressions on our nerves of
sense, we do not fall back on the original impressions, but we fall back

on the resultant, so to speak.
The thing has been done for us it is
settled for us; we have got the resultant; and the combination giving
that resultant is that which governs the impression made upon our
minds by all similar and future operations of the same kind.
We do
not need to go over the processes of judgment by which the two sets
of impressions are combined in every individual case but we fall back,
;

;

were, upon the resultant. Now, what is the case in the harmonization of the two classes of impressions of sight and touch, I believe to

as

it
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be true of the far more complicated operations of the mind of which
the higher portion of the brain, the Cerebrum, is the instrument.
Now, this Cerebrum we regard as furnishing, so to speak, the mechanI do not say that the Cerebrum is that which
ism of our thoughts.
does the whole work of thinking, but it furnishes the mechanism of our
thought.

engine

is

It is not the steam-engine that does the work ; the steamthe work is done, as my friend Prof.
the mere mechanism
;

and if we go back to
supplied
the source of that heat, we find it originally in the heat and light of
the sun that made the trees grow by which the coal was produced, in
Roscoe would

tell

you,

by the heat

;

is stored up, as it were, and which we are
The steam-enusing, I am afraid, in rather wasteful profusion.
Now,
gine furnishes the mechanism ; the work is done by the force.
in the same manner the brain serves as the mechanism of our thought;

which the heat of the sun

now

and it is only in that sense that I speak of the work of the brain. But
there can be no question at all that it works of itself, as it were, that
it lias an automatic power, just in the same manner as the sensory
And
centres and the spinal cord have automatic power of their own.
that a very large part of our mental activity consists of this automatic
action of the brain, according to the mode in which we have trained
it

to action, I think there can be

no doubt whatever.

And

the

illus-

tration with which I started in this lecture gives you, I believe, a
However, there are other examples which
very good example of it.

some respects still better illustrations of the automatic work that
done by the brain, in the state which is sometimes called Second
Consciousness or Somnambulism to which some persons are peculiarly subject. I heard only a few weeks ago of an extremely remarkable
example of a young man who had overworked himself in studying for
an examination, and who had two distinct lives, as it were, in each of
which his mind worked quite separately and distinct from the other.
One of these states, however the ordinary one is under the control
of the will to a much greater extent than the other while the second'
There are a great many inary state is purely, I suppose, automatic.
stances on record on very curious mental work, so to speak, done in this
are in

is

;

automatic condition a state of active dreaming, in fact. For instance,
Dr. Abercrombie mentions, in his very useful work on " The Intellectual
Powers," an example of a lawyer who had been excessively perplexed
about a very complicated question. An opinion was required from him,

but the question was one of such difficulty that he felt very uncertain
how his opinion should be given. The opinion had to be given on a
certain day, and he awoke in the morning of that day with a feeling of
He said to his wife, " I had a dream, and the whole
great distress.
thing in that dream has been clear before my mind, and I would give
any thing to recover that train of thought." His wife said to him,
u Go and look on
She had seen him get up in the night
your table."

and go to

his table

and

sit

down and

write.

He went

to his table,
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and found there the very opinion which he had been most earnestly
There was no
endeavoring to recover, lying in his own handwriting.
doubt about it whatever, and this opinion he at once saw was the very
case was put
thing which he had been anxious to be able to give.
on record of a very similar kind only a few years ago by a gentleman

A

known in London, the Rev. John De Liefde, a Dutch clergyman.
This gentleman mentioned it on the authority of a fellow-student who
had been at the college at which he studied in early life. He had been
attending a class in mathematics, and the professor said to his class
one day "
question of great difficulty has been referred to me by a
well

A

:

banker, a very complicated question of accounts, which they have not
themselves been able to bring to a satisfactory issue, and they have
asked my assistance.
I have been trying, and I cannot resolve it.
I

have covered whole sheets of paper with calculations, and have not
He gave it as a sort of
been able to make it out.
Will you try ? "
problem to his class, and said he should be extremely obliged to any
one who would bring him the solution by a certain day.
This gentleman tried it over and over again he covered many slates w ith figures,
but could not succeed in resolving it. He was a little put on his mettle,
and very much desired to attain the solution ; but he went to bed on
the night before the solution, if attained, was to be given in, without
having succeeded. In the morning, when he went to his desk, he found
the whole problem worked out in his own hand.
He was perfectly
satisfied that it was his own hand
and this was a very curious part
T

;

;

was correctly obtained by a process very much
shorter than any he had tried.
He had covered three or four sheets of
paper in his attempts, and this was all worked out upon one page, and
of

it

that the result

He inquired of his " hospita," as
correctly worked, as the result proved.
she was called I believe our English equivalent is bedmaker, the woman who attended to his rooms and she said she was certain that no
one had entered his room during the night.
that this had been worked out by himself.

Now,
viously

there are

many

worked more

It

was perfectly

cases of this kind, in which the

clearly

and more successfully

in

clear

mind has

ob-

this automatic

when left entirely to itself, than when we have been cudgelour
so to speak, to get the solution.
I have paid a good
brains,
ling
deal of attention to this subject, in this way: I have taken every opportunity that occurred to me of asking inventors and artists creators
in various departments of art
musicians, poets, and painters, what
their experience has been in regard to difficulties which they have felt,
and which they have after a time overcome. And the experience has
been almost always the same, that they have set the result which they
condition,

have wished to obtain strongly before their minds, just as we do when
we try to recollect something we have forgotten ; they think of every
thing that can lead to it but, if they do not succeed, they put it by for
a time, and give their minds to something else, and endeavor to ob;
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tain as complete a repose or refreshment of the mind upon some other
occupation as they can ; and they find that either after sleep, or after

some period of recreation by a variety of employment, just what they
want comes into their heads.
A very curious example of this w as
mentioned to me a few years ago by Mr. Wenham, a gentleman who
has devoted a great deal of time and attention to the improvement of
the microscope, and who is the inventor of that form of binocular microscope (by which we look with two eyes and obtain a stereoscopic
The original binocupicture) which is in general use in this country.
lar microscope was made upon a plan which would suggest itself to
r

I shall not attempt to describe it to you, but it involved
optician.
the use of three prisms, giving a number of reflections and every one
of these reflections was attended with a certain loss of light and a cer-

any

;

tain liability to error.
And, besides that, the instrument could only be
used as a binocular microscope. Now, Mr. Wenham thought it might
be possible to construct an instrument which would work with only

one prism, and that this prism could be withdrawn, and then we could
use the microscope for purposes to which the binocular microscope
could not be applied. He thought of this a great deal, but he could not
think of the form of prism which would do w hat was required. He was
going into business as an engineer, and he put his microscopic studies
T

r
fortnight, attending only to his other w ork, and
thinking nothing of his microscope. One evening after his day's work
w7 as done, and while he was reading a stupid novel, as he assured me,

aside for

more than a

and was thinking nothing whatever of his microscope, the form of the
He fetched his
prism that should do this work flashed into his mind.
mathematical instruments, drew a diagram of it, worked out the angles
which would be required, and the next morning he made his prism,
and found it answered perfectly well and upon that invention nearly
all the binocular microscopes made in this country have since been
;

constructed.
I could tell you a number of anecdotes of this kind which would
show you how very important is this automatic working of our minds
this work which goes on without any more control or direction of the
Will, than when w e are walking and engaged in a train of thought
which makes us unconscious of the movements of our legs. And I bey

lieve that in all these instances

such as those I have named, and a

long series of others the result is owing to the mind being left to itself without the disturbance of any emotion.
It was the w orry which
the bank-manager had been going through, that really prevented the
mind from working with the steadiness and evenness that produced the
So in the case of the lawyer so in the case of the mathemaresult.
tician they were all worrying themselves, and did not let their minds
have fair play. You have heard, I dare say, and those of you who are
horsemen may have had experience, that it is a very good thing sometimes, if you lose your way on horseback, to drop the reins on the
T

;

;
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You have been guiding

way home.

the horse into one path and into another, and following this and
that path, and you find that it does not lead you in the right direction ;
just let the horse go by himself, and he will find his way better than

In the same manner, I believe that our minds, under the
can.
circumstances I have mentioned, really do the work better than our
The will gives the impulse in the first instance, just
wills can direct.
as when you start on your walk; and not only this, but the will keeps

you

mind all the thoughts which it can immediately lay hold of,
But then
or which association suggests, that bear upon the subject.
these thoughts do not conduct immediately to an issue, they require to
before the

work themselves out

and

;

I believe that they

work themselves out

very often a great deal better by being left to themselves. But then
we must recollect that such results as these are only produced in the
trained and disciplined ; and that training and
discipline are the result of the control of the Will over the mental processes, just as in the early part of the lecture I spoke to you of the act

mind which has been

of speech as made possible
muscles of breathing.

control which the will has over the
cannot stop these movements we must
breathe but we can regulate them, and modify them, and intensify
them, or we can check them for a moment, in accordance with the necessities of speech.
Well, so it is, I think, with regard to the action
of our will upon our mental processes. I believe that this conti'ol, this
and I will give to
discipline of the will, should be learned very early
the mothers among you, especially, one hint in regard to a most
valuable mode of training it even in early childhood. I learned this, I
may say, from a nurse whom I was fortunate enough to have, and
whose training of my own sons in early childhood I regard as one of
the most valuable parts of their education.
She was a sensible country girl, who could not have told her reasons, but whose instincts guided
her in the ricrht direction.
I studied her mode of dealing: with the
children, and learned from that the principle.
Now, the principle is

by the

We

;

this

:

A child falls down and hurts itself.

(I

take the most

common

of

You know

that Sir Robert Peel used to say that
of looking at this question ; and there are three

nursery incidents.
there were three

ways
modes of dealing with

this commonest of nursery incidents.)
One
nurse will scold the child for crying.
The child feels the injustice of
this ; it feels the hurt, and it feels the injustice of
being scolded. I
believe that is the most pernicious of all the modes of dealing with it.

Another coddles the

child, takes

chair, for hurting
one of the royal children

naughty

and the nurse
said

was

"
said,

O

my

it

dear child "
!

its

against a table in the queen's presence,
naughty table," when the queen very sensibly
fell

" I will not have
that expression used ;
it
was
the
child's fault that he
naughty;
:

believe that this

"
head, and says, O
I remember learning that

up and rubs

method

is

it

was not the table that

fell

extremely injurious

;

against the table." I
the result of it being
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that

it

fixes

the child's attention upon

that habit of self-consciousness which

Now, what

pernicious effects.

do

She distracts the

?

hurt, and causes it to attain
in after-life found to have most

its

is

does the sensible and judicious nurse
holding it up to the window

child's attention,

to look at the pretty horses, or gets it a toy to look at.
This excites
the child's attention, and the child forgets its hurt, and in a few mois itself again, unless the hurt has been severe.
When I speak
of coddling, I mean about a trifling hurt such as is forgotten in a few
moments; a severe injury is a different matter. But I believe that the

ments

is only next in its evil results (when followed out as a
systo
the
evil effects of the system of scolding ; the distraction of the
tem)
attention is the object to be aimed at.
Well, after a time the child

coddling

comes to be able to distract its own attention.
It feels that it can
withdraw its own mind from the sense of its pain, and can give its
mind to some other object, to a picture-book or to some toy, or whatever the child feels an interest in
and that is the great secret of self;

government in later life. We should not say, I won't think of this
some temptation, for instance that simply fixes the attention upon the
but the true method is,
very thought that we wish to escape from
"

"

;

;

"
" I will think of
that, I believe, is the great secret of
something else ;
of
the
which is laid in the earliest periods
knowledge
self-government,
of nursery-life.

Now, just direct your
mary of the whole

attention to this diagram, as a sort of sum-

:

[diagram.]
-THE WLLLIntellectual Operations

J-Cebebettm

Emotions

centre of emotional and ideo-motor reflection.

Ideas

Sensations-

!

centre of sensori -motor reflection.

Motor Impulse
Impressions-

}-

Spinal Coed

y

centre of excito-motor reflection.

You
else.

see I put at the top the Will.
The will dominates every thing
I do not pretend to explain it, but I simply say, as Archbishop

my own

language to this case, that our
a will, that we have the power
have
we
of self-government and self-direction, and that we have the power of

Manning

said, in

applying

common-sense teaches us that
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these lower tendencies to a certain excannot prevent those thoughts

We

tent, not to an unlimited extent.
and feelings rising in our minds that

we know to be undesirable but
can
we
we
repress them but, as I said, the effort
to escape from them is much more effectual than the effort to repress
have
them, excepting when they arise with great power, and then we
but when they tend to
immediately, as it were, to crush them out
return over and over again, the real mode of subduing them is to determine to give our attention to something else. It is by this exercise
;

can escape from them,

;

;

of the

training and disciplining the mind, that it
method by which it will work of itself. The mathemacould never have worked out that difficult problem, nor the
will, therefore, in

acquires that
tician

have developed those conlawyer have given his opinion, nor the artist
to
endeavors
he
of
which
shape either in music, or
beauty
ceptions
and
the
for
but
or
disciplining which his
training
painting,
poetry,

mind has undergone. The most wonderfully creative of all musicians,
that no
Mozart, whose music flowed from him with a spontaneousness
in
Mozart
went
has
ever equalled
early
through,
musician, I think,
a most elaborate course of study, imposed upon him, in the first

life,

When

himself.
instance, by his father, and afterward maintained by
his contemporaries remarked how easily his compositions flowed

from

"I
gained the power by nothing but hard work."
him, he replied,
most
Mozart had the
extraordinary combination of this intuitive musical power, with a knowledge derived from patient and careful study,
that probably any man ever attained. Now, in the same manner we

have persons of extraordinary natural gifts, and see these gifts frequenthave not received this
ly running to waste, as it were, because they
And
it
is
this
culture and discipline.
discipline which gives us the
to
of
ourselves, these elaborate mental
performing, unconsciously
power
a
that
because
I
hold
very large part of our mental life
operations
thus goes on, not only automatically, but even below the sphere of our
;

And you may

easily understand this if you refer to the
on the black-board. You saw that the
drew
now
just
diagram which
does
the
that
the
work, what is called the convoluted
Cerebrum,
part

consciousness.

I

surface of the brain, lies just immediately under the skull-cap ; that it
connected with the sensorium at the base of the brain by a series of

is

which are merely, I believe, conducting fibres. Now, I think that
the
just as possible that the Cerebrum should work by itself when
sensorium is otherwise engaged or in a state of unconsciousness, as that

fibres
it is

impressions should be made on the eye of which we are unconscious.
person may be sleeping profoundly, and you may go and raise the
lid and bring a candle near, and you will see the pupil contract ; and
unyet that individual shall see nothing, for he is in a state of perfect
and
not
does
so
to
mind
His
sees
but
his
consciousness.
;
it,
speak,
eye

A

you know that
a reflex action

36

his eye sees it by the contraction of the pupil, which is
but his mind does not see it, because the sensorium is
;
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in a state of inaction.

In the same manner during sleep the Cerebrum

may be awake and working, and yet the Sensorium shall be asleep, and
we may know nothing of what the cerebrum is doing except by the
And it is in this manner, I believe, that, having been once set
results.
going, and the cerebrum having been shaped, so to speak, in accordance with our ordinary processes of mental activity, having grown to

the kind of work

we

can go on and do

its

tain, is so

are accustomed to set

work

for itself.

it

to execute, the cerebrum

The work of invention,

mainly produced, from concurrent testimony

I

I

am

cer-

have received

from a great number of inventors, or what the old English called
" makers " what the Greeks called
poets, because the word poet means
a maker. Every inventor must have a certain amount of imagination,
which may be exercised in mechanical contrivance or in the creations
they are made, they are produced, we
the conception comes into the mind we cannot tell
whence; but these inventions are the result of the original capacity for
that particular kind of work, trained and disciplined by the culture
of art
don't

;

these are inventions

know how;

we have gone

through. It is not given to every one of us to be an inlove art thoroughly, and yet we may never be able
to evolve it for ourselves.
So in regard to humor. For instance, there
are some men who throw out flashes of wit and humor in their converventor.

We

may

who cannot help it it flows from them spontaneously. There
men who enjoy this amazingly, whose nature it is to relish
such expressions keenly, but who cannot make them themselves. The

sation,

are other

is something quite distinct from the intellectual caor
the
emotional
pacity
capacity for enjoying and appreciating but
although we may not have these powers of invention, we can all train

power

of invention

;

and discipline our minds to utilize that which we do possess to its
utmost extent. And here is the conclusion to which I would lead you
in regard to Common-Sense.
We fall back upon this, that commonsense is, so to speak, the general resultant of the whole previous action
of our minds. We submit to common-sense any questions such
questions as I shall have to bring before you in my next lecture and
the judgment of that common-sense is the judgment elaborated as it
were by the whole of our mental life. It is just according as our mental life has been good and true and pure, that the value of this acquired
and this higher common-sense is reached. We may in proportion I
;

believe to our honesty in the search for truth in proportion as we discard all selfish considerations and look merely at this grand image of
truth, so to speak, set before us, with the purpose of steadily pursuing
our way toward it in proportion as we discard all low and sensual

feelings in our love of beauty, and especially in proportion to the
earnestness of the desire by which our minds are pervaded always to

keep the right before us in

minds be cleared
considerations.

all

our judgments

what

so I believe will our

are merely prudential
It has on several occasions occurred to me to form a
in their perception of
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some important change either in my own life, or in the
my family, which involved a great many of what we
are accustomed to calicos and cons that is, there was a great deal to
be said on both sides. I heard the expression once used by a naturalist,
decision as to

life

of members of

"

It is very easy to deal
with regard to difficulties in classification
with the white and the black but the difficulty is to deal with the
gray." And so it is in life. It is perfectly easy to deal with the white
and the black there are things which are clearly right, and things
;

there are things which are clearly prudent,
;
are clearly imprudent ; but a great many cases arise
in which even right and wrong may seem balanced, or the motives may

which are clearly wrong

and things which

be so balanced that it is difficult to say what is right and again, there
are cases in which it is difficult to say what is prudent ; and I believe,
in these cases where we are not hurried and pressed for a decision, the
best plan is to do exactly that which I spoke of in the earlier part of the
to set before us as much as possible every thing that is to be
lecture
Let us consider this well let us go to our friends
said on both sides.
let us ask what they think about it.
They will suggest considerations
;

;

;

It has happened to me within the
months to have to make a very important decision
of this kind for myself; and I took this method I heard every thing
that was to be said on both sides, I considered it well, and then I de-

which

may

not occur to ourselves.

last three or four

termined to put it aside as completely as possible for a month, or longer,
if time should be given, and then to take it up again, and simply just
And
to see how my mind gravitated how the balance then turned.
I assure you that I believe that in those who have disciplined their
minds in the manner I have mentioned, that act of "Unconscious
Cerebration," for so I call it, this unconscious operation of the brain in
balancing for

itself all

these considerations, in putting

all in order,

so

working out the result I believe that that process is far
more likely to lead us to good and true results than any continual discussion and argumentation, in which one thing is pressed with undue
force, and then that leads us to bring up something on the other side,
so that we are just driven into antagonism, so to speak, by the undue
pressure of the force which we think is being exerted. I believe that
to hear every thing that is to be said, and then not to ruminate upon
it too long, not to be continually thinking about it, but to
put it aside
entirely from our minds as far as we possibly can, is the very best mode
to speak, in

And this conclusion will be the
of arriving at a correct conclusion.
resultant of the whole previous training and discipline of our minds.
If that training and discipline has all been in the direction of the true
and the good, I believe that we are more likelv to obtain a valuable

from such a process than from any conscious discussion of it in
our minds, any thing like continually bringing it up and thinking of it,
and going over the whole subject again in our thought. The unconscious settling down, as it were, of all these respective motives will,

result
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I think, incline the
decision.

There

is

mind ultimately

to that

which

is

the just and true

just one other point I could mention in connection with
manner in which the conscious direction and discipline

this subject: the
of the mind will

tend to remove those unconscious prejudices that we
have more or less from education, from the circumstances in which
we were brought up and from which it is excessively difficult for us
I have known a great many instances, in
to free ourselves entirely.
public and in private life, in which the most right-minded men have
every now and then shown the trammelling, as it were, of their early
education and early associations, and were not able to think clearly
upon the subject in consequence of this. These early prejudices and
associations dinar around us and influence the thoughts and feelings of
the honestest men in the world unconsciously and it is sometimes surprising, to those who do not know the force of these early associations,
to see how differently matters which are to them perfectly plain and
obvious are viewed by men whom we feel we must respect and esteem.
Now, I believe that it is the earnest habit of looking at a subject from
first principles, and, as I have said over and over again, looking honestly and steadily at the true and the right, which gives the mind that
direction that ultimately overcomes the force of these early prejudices
and these early associations, and brings us into that condition which
approaches the nearest of any thing that I think we have the opportunity of witnessing in our earthly life, to that direct insight, which many
of us believe will be the condition of our minds in that future state in
which they are released from all the trammels of our corporeal exall

;

;

istence.

THE PAST AND FUTURE OF NIAGARA.
Br

Prof.

the Falls of

W.

D.

GUNNING.
were made the subject of care-

1842,
Niagara
IN October,
study by the New York State Geologists.
ful

Under their direction

a trigonometrical survey was made, and the river-banks ancient and
recent the contours of Goat and Luna and Bath Islands, and the periphery of the Falls, were mapped with the utmost precision. The map
preserved in the archives of the State, at Albany, and the copper
bolts and little stone monuments, which were placed to mark the trigois

nometrical points, remain all, except those which fell with Table
The American Association for the Advancement of Science, at

Rock.
its

session last

summer, petitioned the New York Legislature to provide
The expense would have been a mere trifle, but
Reform Legislature " would not even consider the

for another survey.
of " the

gentlemen
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It is to be lamented, for another survey would give data
translate into time nearly half a mile of the chancould
which
we
by
Until the Falls shall be examined again by instrumentation, in
nel.
on the eye alone.
estimating the rate of recession we must depend
In 1840 old citizens told Lyell that the Falls recede about a yard
in a year.
I hear the same estimate from citizens now.
They see a
not
there
was
which
Horseshoe
notch in the
thirty years ago, and they
see it growing deeper year by year ; they see the American Fall more
indented than it was when they used to observe it, and from such
it to the entire periphery.
changes they construct a scale and apply
careful study of the Falls from the
A
themselves.
deceive
They
and a comparison
trigonometrical points, even without instruments,
convince
would
of
the
of what you see, with
1842,
you that the
map
recession during the past 30 years would fall inside of 15 feet.
Let us take six inches a year as an approximation to the rate at which
the Falls are eating back through the ledges of shale and limestone.

proposition.

which answers to the last 30 years will apply to the
channel from the Horseshoe to Ferry Landing, nearly half a mile.
Through this part of the channel the Falls have cut through the same
rocks they are cutting now. "When they were at the site of Ferry
4 of our
Landing, a hard limestone, a member of the Clinton group, No.
section (Fig. 1), lay at their base, and the recession must have been arrested.
Again, when they were at the site of the Whirlpool, a very

The

scale

marked 2 in the section, a member of the
Medina system, lay at their base and checked their recession. Here
the great cataract must have stood for ages almost stationary. With
these two exceptions, the Falls, in every stage of their retreat, have
cut through shale below, and the Niagara limestone above.

hard, quartzose sandstone,

Fig.

1.

6
tc wis ton

3

I. ONTARIO

Section of Strata axono the Eiveb feom Lake to Lake.
belong to the Medina group ; 4, to the Clinton group ; 5, 6, 7, to the Niagara group ;
and S and 9 to the Onondaga group. Numbers 1 and 3 are red shaly sandstone 2 is quartzose limestone; 4 green shale and limestone; 5 dark shale; and 6 gray limestone. W. site of the "Whirlpool,
where the Falls were 120 feet higher than now, and where their recession was checked by
the quartzose sandstone, No. 2. The dotted line t, t, represents the highest terrace (or oldest riverbank) from the Whirlpool to the head of the "Rapids, II. F represents the present site of the Falls,
and B, E, the surface of the river from lake talake.

Numbers

1, 2, 3,

;

Another element in the problem of Niagara's age is the flow of
To construct a scale from the present and apply it to the past,
we should know that the amount of water in past ages has been essentially the same as now.
About 9,800 cubic miles of water nearly half the fresh water on
the globe are in the upper lakes, and 18,000,000 cubic feet of this
water.

5
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plunge over Niagara Falls every minute, all the water of the lakes
making the circuit of the Falls, the St. Lawrence, the ocean, vapor,
rain, and lakes again, in 152 years.
Through the Illinois Canal
about 8,000 cubic feet of water are taken every minute from Lake
Michigan to the Illinois River; through the Welland Canal 14,000
cubic feet flow every minute from Lake Erie into Lake Ontario,
and through the Erie Canal 30,000 cubic feet pass every minute
from the same lake into the Hudson. Thus, 52,000 cubic feet of water,
which Nature would give to Niagara, are diverted every minute by
artificial channels, some into the Mexican Gulf and some into the Bay of
New York. Add this to 18,000,000, it is as a drop in the bucket, and
would make no appreciable difference in the character of the Falls or
Was there ever a time when the Niagara was
their rate of recession.
a
river
than now ?
greater
appreciably
Below the Falls, on the Canada side, is a terrace, extending along
It contains
the river-bank, and attaining a height of 46 feet.
river-shells, and is an old river-bank.
corresponding bank is found
on the New York side, although much broken and eroded. If a tourist will stand on the New Suspension Bridge and cast his eye along

A

first impression will be that the Niagara which
flowed against them was vastly greater than the river which flows
now nearly 200 feet below him. But, if his eye will follow the Canadian terrace above the Horseshoe, he will see it falling lower and lower,
head of the Rapids, it merges into the present bank. From
till, at the

these ancient banks, his

point upward the river is contained within low banks, and
bounded by a plain whose monotony is not broken by a hill or terrace.
this

A glance at the
reader.

The

section (Fig. 1) will make this clear to the eye of the
surface of the river from Buffalo to Lake Ontario is

R

the banks, from Buffalo to the Rapids, by
;
represented by the line R,
the dotted line t, t and the old banks, from the Rapids to the WhirlIt will be seen that this line
pool, by a continuation of the same line.
rises as the surface of the river falls.

Rapids to the Falls is nearly 50 feet,
Falls attains a height of 46 feet.

The slope from the head of the
and the terrace opposite the

We turn now to Goat Island. A walk around the island, by the
margin of the river, will show us what immense denudation its limestones have suffered. The extent of this denudation can be seen in our
section of the island (Fig. 2). To wear away such beds of limestone, the
And as the
river, for many ages, must have flowed over the island.
beds
of
fluviatile
d
in
our
a little bemarked,
are
drift,
section,
upper
low the level of the highest terrace, we must infer that the river, when
contained in these ancient banks, covered the island, and was eroding
its beds of limestone.
By
and

all this

that, as

it

we

Niagara itself has made the Rapids,
way downward, its forsaken banks have assumed
And we see, by the low banks and absence
terraces.

cut

the character of

see that the

its
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of old banks above the Rapids, that even the highest of these ancient
banks did not contain a greater river than this which flows through
the narrow gorge to-day.
We assume, then, from all the monuments the river has left of its
own history, that the present rate of recession would be a fair measure
of the past, except at the Whirlpool and Ferry Landing. Six inches a
year, measured on the channel, would place the Falls at Lewiston
74,000 years ago. We have no means of knowing how long the quartzose sandstone, which forms the lowest part of the bank at the WhirlThis stratum is 25 feet
pool, would have arrested the cataract.
thick, and, as its southward dip is 20 feet a mile, and the slope of
the river-channel 15 feet a mile, the Falls would have to cut back
through this rock more than half a mile. The halt may have been
many thousand years. Add another period for the halt at the landing,
Fig.

2.

North.

South.

Section or Goat Island.

No.

the Niagara limestone (6 also of Fig. 1); No. 7, the shaly limestone (marked 7 in Fig. 1). The
Eapids have been formed by the erosion of this limestone. D, alluvial drift covering the eroded limeThe section will show how great had been the denudation of the limestone by the river before
stone.
the drift
accumulated, and before the river had found its present level.
6,

D

and the age of the channel, from Lewiston to the Horseshoe, may not
fall below 200,000 years.
Unquestionably the channel has been excavated since the close of the glacial epoch, which science has wellnigh demonstrated occurred about 200,000 years ago. But this chanis only the last chapter in the history of Niagara.
Standing by the Whirlpool on the east, and looking over the river,
we see a break in the ledges of rock which everywhere else form the
On the western side, around the bend of the Whirlpool, for a
bank.
distance of 500 feet, bowlders and gravel take the place of ledges
of rock. Many of these bowlders are granite and greenstone and
gneiss, which have travelled hundreds of miles from the northeast.
This mass of northern drift fills an old river-channel, which we can
trace from the Whirlpool to the foot of the escarpment at St. David's

nel

half. The reader will see by the map (Fig. 4) that
marked 13 lies in a line with the present channel
The opening at St. David's is two miles wide.
above the Whirlpool.
Here the Falls stood " in the beginning," wide, but not deep. They
had cut back two miles and a half when the glacial period came, and
lakes and rivers, and the great cataract, were buried under a colossal

about two miles and a

this old channel
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sheet of ice. If we can trust astronomical data (Stone's Tables of
the Eccentricity of the Earth's Orbit), the glacial epoch lasted about
50,000 years. Add this to the age of the present channel, and 25,000
years for the preglacial channel, and we have 275,000 years as an
approximation to the age of Niagara River.

Of course these figures are given merely as an approximation to
To the general reader the time seems immense. But to the

the truth.

geologist it seems short, and his concern is to account for the seons in
which the lakes and their water-shed must have stood above the

ocean, but which the Niagara has not registered. Let us attend for
a little while to the earlier history of this Niagara region.
From the Old Suspension Bridge three geologic systems can be seen

The lowest is a red, mottled, shaly sandstone, the
marked 3 on the section (Fig. 1). Above this,
and having the same dip, is a thin group of green shale and gray limeon the river-banks.

Medina

sandstone.

It is

No. 4 of the section. Overlying the Clinton is
and over the shale a thick band of gray limestone, the

stone, the Clinton group,

dark

shale,

two forming the Niagara group, designated on the section by Nos. 5
and 6.
Below the escarpment at Lewiston, as the diagram will show, the
lowest member of the Medina sandstone (No. 1, Fig. 1) appears as the

We

find it ripple-marked and carrying the Lingida
surface rock.
cuneata and Fucoides Harlani, its characteristic shell and sea- weed. It
underlies a good part of Western New York and Canada, and extends

southward into Pennsylvania and Virginia, with everywhere the same
characters, indicating a quiet, shallow sea, fed by rivers which for
It is eighth in the series of
ages brought down the same sediments.
form
the
first
rocks
which
volume
of the world's history after
palaeozoic
the beginnings of life, and is the oldest rock which shows itself about
the Falls.

Up the river, about two miles from Lewiston, the railroad, which
descends the river-bank, takes us to the junction of the Medina sandstone with the Clinton group. The green shale is barren here, but at
Lockport we have found it full of Agnostics lotus, a little ill-defined
crustacean.

Atrypa

The overlying limestone

is

exceedingly rich in

neglecta being the characteristic shell.

The

sea

fossils,

had changed

both its life and the rock material on its bottom.
Another change, and to the Clinton succeeded the Niagara period.
The change was not abrupt, for many species, common in the Clinton
sea, lived in the Niagara as well.
In the Niagara shale we have found Conularia Niagarensis, a shell
which must be referred toaPteropod mollusk. Pteropods of the living
world are seen only on mid-ocean.
They flap themselves over the
water by wing-like appendages from the side to the head. Their shells
do not drift ashore, but the dredge has brought them up from the ooze
of the deep-sea bottom.
Now, this Niagara shale is only the hardened
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ooze of an ancient sea-bottom, and the Conularia tells us that here the

was open and deep.
came when mud-sediments were no longer brought down,
and the bottom of an ocean, clear, warm, placid, over an area which extended from the Hudson- far beyond the Mississippi, was a vast grove
In sheltered nooks of the coral-grove were gardens of waving
of corah
and
three-lobed, many-jointed, many-eyed trilobites were
crinoids,
crawlino- over the coral sand, and mollusks in richly-sculptured shells
The Niagara limestone is a
on sand and coral.
were
sea

A time

everywhere

monument

of that ancient

life.

With

the formation of this rock and

its uplift from the sea, the geologic record here about Niagara closed,
until the coming of the Ice.
The area of
turn now to the geology of the lake-region.

We

is estimated at 90,000 square miles ; and the area whose
This immense
streams flow into the lakes, at 400,000 square miles.
On the north shore of Lake
area is one of the oldest on the globe.
Huron and Lake Superior we find the azoic rocks, and on the borders

the lakes

of Lake Erie and Lake Michigan we find no rock newer than the lowest
members of the Devonian. The whole water-shed of the St. Lawrence
was reclaimed from the ocean before the close of the Devonian epoch.

always been through the gulf of St. Lawrence, the
Niagara should be one of the oldest rivers on the globe. And yet, as
we have seen, in the geological calendar it is very young. How shall
we account for this gap between ocean-history and river-history ? A
little more of geology and something of topography will help us to
understand why the Niagara has recorded such a small segment of the
time which lies between us and the Devonian seas.
If the drainage has

Fig.
*

^

u
.2

.

3.
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Lake Erie, as everybody knows, and as we have indicated in the ideal
section of the St. Lawrence and its lakes (Fig. 3), fills a shallow basin
eroded in a plateau 333 feet above the level of Lake Ontario, and 565

The

Lake Michigan is 600 feet above
bottom is 400 feet below the level of tide-water. Lake Superior is 900 feet deep, and its
surface about 20 feet above that of Lake Michigan. The Niagara,
from Buffalo to the head of the Rapids, has a fall of 15 feet. The fall
from Lake Michigan to Goat Island is 50 feet just equal to the slope
feet

above the ocean.

surface of

tide-level, and, as the lake is 1,000 feet deep, its

A

of the Rapids.
barrier 15 feet high, stretching across the plateau
head of the Rapids, would throw the river back on Lake Erie,
and such a barrier, 50 feet high, would hold back the waters of Lake
at the

Michigan.
We can see the significance, now, of a few features of topography
about the Falls.
The reader will turn to the map of Niagara River, which we have
drawn, with some modifications, from the official maps of the Boundary
Commission. He will see that, from the foot of Grand Island to the
Falls, the course of the river is almost due west. At the Falls it makes

an elbow, and extends thence, with no abrupt winding except at the
Whirlpool, northward to Lake Ontario. At Schlosser Landing, about
a mile above the Rapids, a stream called Gill Creek empties into the
It is not more than six miles long, and its course is parallel to
river.
that of Niagara below the Falls. Its source is a swamp about two
miles east of the river, and nearly the same distance north of Old Fort

We

have the anomaly of two streams flowing side by side,
within two miles of each other, in opposite directions, and through an
apparently level country. Gill Creek, flowing southward, has a fall in
Gray.

six miles, of 60 feet.

Its source

is

60 feet higher than the surface

of Niagara at Schlosser Landing. This high land is not a hill, but a
an anticlinal axis extending from northeast to southwest across
ridire

the Niagara channels. Before it was broken through and eroded, it
formed a barrier a few feet higher than the surface of Lake Michigan.
Then Niagara was not, and the upper lakes sought the ocean through
a great river, sections of whose channel, as we have seen, can still be
traced from Chicago to the Illinois.
We have lingered long in the past. What of the future ? The

who stands by the great cataract cannot allow the
beauty, the grandeur, the vast magnificence of the scene, to bear down
He looks
his imagination and bind up all his powers in the present.
intelligent tourist

and, while he stands overpowered by the falling torrent
rising spray, and thunderous pounding of torrent on fallen torrent,
his imagination breaks the spell, and his thoughts wander away into
the past and the yet to be. Are future ages to see this wonder, and

and
and

find

listens,

it

as great as our eyes see it ?
in his report on the

Mr. Hall,

Fourth

District,

and

Sir Charles
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Figs. 4.

15

Map
1.

of the Region or Niagara Falls.

Beaver Island 3. Tonawanda Island 4. Cayusra Island 5. Brockton Island 6.
Navy Island; 7. Goat Island 8. American Fall 9. Horseshoe Fall; 10. Gas Spring 11. Oldest Terrace;
12. Whirlpool 13. Preglacial Channel; 15, 15. Line of the Escarpment; N. New Suspension Bridge;
O. Old Suspension Bridge; F. Fast Ground; 16, 17. Position of the Falls when the shale shall dip
below the river-bed, and the limestone shall form the entire precipice. After receding so fur, the Falls
will then wear away into cascades and rapids. IS. The Old Barrier.

Strawberry Island

;

2.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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" First Travels in the
United States," have told us
Lyell, in his
the
Falls
are
to.
they thought
coming

The reader

will

remember that the dip of the

feet a mile southward.

the Falls

is

He

will

remember,

15 feet a mile northward.

what

strata here

too, that the current

is

20

below

If he will turn to the section

it

help him to see that a stratum which, a mile below the Falls,
crops out along the bank 35 feet above the river, would be brought
down, at the Falls, to the level of the river ; and he will see that, for

may

every mile the Falls have cut their way southward, they have lost 35 feet
the dip of the strata and slope of the channel. Let them cut
back two miles farther (this is the reasoning of Hall and Lyell), and
they will have passed the head of the Rapids. The shale which now
lies at their base and forms the lower part of the precipice will have
disappeared beneath the river-bed, and the limestone which has always
been at the top of the precipice will have reached the bottom. As the
in height

Falls have receded by the action of the spray on the shale below, and
the breaking and falling down of the undermined limestone above, now
that the entire precipice is limestone, the features of the cataract will

begin to change. The rock will wear away faster at the top than at
the bottom, and the great Niagara only a hundred feet high now
will dwindle away into a succession of cascades and rapids.
This is
the future as shaped in the minds of Hall and Lyell. They have overlooked an important fact the change in the course of the river.
reference to the map will show that the American Fall (8)

A

is

cut-

ting eastward, and the Horseshoe (9) southward. But, after a few
hundred feet have been cut away, the direction of the Horseshoe will

change, and both Falls will move eastward. Above Goat Island they
and move on, one Fall, of immense width, till Navy Island

will unite

The greater Fall

will then be on the American side,
be eastward.
little. Fall on the Canada
Bide will retreat southward around Navy Island and then Grand Island.
About a mile above the northern point of Grand Island this Fall will
have moved southward far enough to leave the shale and have the
The water will then wear away the rim
precipice all of limestone.
faster than the base, and the Fall will become a series of cascades and

cuts

it

and

its

in two.

recession will

still

A

rapids.

But the main Fall will have to cut back to within a mile of Tonawanda Island by the course of the river, nearly eight miles from the
Horseshoe before it makes the same southing. The Fall will have cut
back, not with the dip, but nearly at right angles across it. And by the
present rate of recession it must continue its work of excavation for
80,000 years before the shale will disappear under the bed of the river

Then the same fate will
entire precipice.
overtake this greater Fall which, ages before, awaited the other. All
this on the assumption that Nature is to go on selecting her own channels and seeking her own ends.
and the limestone form the
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as a mere dynamic than any other force
is, here, greater
on
the
Already Niagara has felt his power. Fifty-two
globe.
acting
thousand cubic feet of water which belong to her, every summer minute
be diverts to his own uses. Another century will see him on every
the borders of the upper lakes.
acre
Every forest he fells,

But man

along
every acre he ploughs, will
water over the Falls. Time

though inappreciably, the flow of
come
when his hand, laid on the
may

affect,

earth in gigantic enterprise, will cause the Falls to shrink into inHe will make these lakes furnish him highways to the
sionificance.
canal from Lake Michigan to the Illinois,
ocean, east and south.
another
float
to
ships laden for the marts of Europe, and
great enough
from Lake Erie to Lake Ontario, are achievements in the near future.

A

YEAST.
By THOMAS

II.

HUXLEY,

LL.D., F.E.S.

has been known, from time immemorial, that the sweet liquids

IT which may be obtained by expressing the juices of the fruits and

stems of various plants, or by steeping malted barley in hot water,
by mixing honey with water, are liable to undergo a series of very
air and left to themselves, in
singular changes, if freely exposed to the
and
clear
However
weather.
warm
pellucid the liquid may have been,
when first prepared, however carefully it may have been freed from even
the finest visible impurities, by straining and filtration, it will not
or

After a time it will become cloudy and turbid ; little
remain clear.
bubbles will be seen rising to the surface, and their abundance will
increase until the liquid hisses as if it were simmering on the fire.
By degrees, some of the solid particles which produce the turbidity
of the liquid collect at its surface into a scum, which is blown up by
the emerging air-bubbles into a thick, foamy froth. Another moior
ety sinks to the bottom, and accumulates as a muddy sediment,
" lees."

with more or
The evolution of bubbles
gradually moderates.
slackens, and finally comes to an end scum and lees alike settle at
But it
the bottom, and the fluid is once more clear and transparent.

"When

less

this action has continued for a certain time,

violence,

it

;

has acquired properties of which no trace existed in the original
Instead of being a mere sweet fluid, mainly composed of
liquid.
and
watei*, the sugar has more or less completely disappeared,
sugar
has acquired that peculiar smell and taste which we call
Instead of being devoid of any obvious effect upon
"spirituous."
the animal economy, it has become possessed of a very wonderful in-

and

it
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fluence on the nervous system ; so that in small doses
while in larger it stupefies, and may even destroy life.

it

exhilarates,

is put into a still, and heated for a
product of its distillation is simple water
while, when the altered fluid is subjected to the same process, the
matter which is first condensed in the receiver is found to be a clear,
volatile substance, which is lighter than water, has a pungent taste and

Moreover,

if

while, the first

the original fluid

and

last

;

smell, possesses the intoxicating

powers of the

an eminent

fluid in

degree, and takes fire the moment it is brought in contact with a flame.
The alchemists called this volatile liquid, which they obtained from
"
"
wine,
spirits
spirits of wine," just as they called hydrochloric acid
"
of salt," and as we, to this day, call refined turpentine
spirits of
"
spiritus," or breath, of a man was thought to
turpentine." As the
be the most refined and subtle part of him, the intelligent essence of

man was also conceived as a sort of breath, or spirit ; and, by analogy,
And
the most refined essence of any thing was called its " spirit."
then it has come about that we use the same word for the soul of

man and for a glass of gin.
At the present day, however, we even more commonly
name
not

for this peculiar liquid

less

the latter

namely,

"

alcohol,"

and

use another

its

origin is

The Dutch physician, Van Helmont, lived in
singular.
of
the
sixteenth and the beginning of the seventeenth
part

century in the transition period between alchemy and chemistry
and was rather more alchemist than chemist. Appended to his " Opera
"
Omnia," published in 1707, there is a very needful Clavis ad obscuriorum sensum referandum," in which the following passage occurs
:

In chemistry, a liquid or powder of extreme subtilty, from an Eastused familiarly chiefly atHabessus, to denote an

Alcohol
ern word,

coTiol (or, better, kohl),

Alcohol is now
impalpable powder of antimony for painting the eyebrows.
used, by analogy, to express any very fine powder, such as powder for the eyebrows higbly subtilized and well-rectified spirits are said to be alcoholized.
;

Robert Boyle similarly speaks of a fine powder as " alcohol ; " and
so late as the middle of the last century the English lexicographer,

" alcohol " as " the
pure substance of anything
Bailey, defines
from
the
more
a
fine
and impalpable powder,
gross,
very
separated

Nathan

or a very pure, well-rectified spirit."
But, by the time of the pub" Traite Elementaire de
Chimie," in 1789, the
" alkool "
term
alcohol,"
alkohol," or
(for it is spelt in all three
ways), which Van Helmont had applied primarily to a fine powder,
lication of Lavoisier's
"
"

and only secondarily to spirits of wine, had lost its primary meaning
and, from the end of the last century until now, it has, I
altogether
believe, been used exclusively as the denotation of spirits of wine, and
;

bodies chemically allied to that substance.
The process which gives rise to alcohol in a saccharine fluid is
known to us as " fermentation," a term based upon the apparent

YEAST.
boiling

"
"
up or effervescence of the fermenting

origin.

Our Teutonic
"

"

575
liquid,

and of Latin

"
"
cousins call the same process
gahren," gasen,"
"
do
not
seem to
we
but, oddly enough,
gischen ;

goschen," and
have retained their verb or substantive denoting the action itself,
though we do use names identical with, or plainly derived from,
These are called, in Low German,
theirs for the scum and lees.
"
" in
"
"
" and "
gest,"
gist," and
Anglo-Saxon,
gischt
gascht
"
"
German
and
in Angloin
Low
yeast." Again,
yst," whence our
the
form
for
name
is
another
there
"barm," or
yeast, having
Saxon,
" beorm " and in the midland counties " barm " is the name
by
which yeast is still best known. In High German, there is a third
name for yeast, " hefe," which is not represented in English, so far as
I know.
All tbese words are said by philologers to be derived from roots
Thus
expressive of the intestine motion of a fermenting substance.
" barm " from " beren " or
" hefe " is derived from "
heben," to raise ;
"
"
"
"
baren," to bear up
yeast,"
yst," and
gist," have all to do with
"
"
"
and
and
with
foam,
gusty breezes.
seething
yeasty waves,"
The same reference to the swelling up of the fermenting substance
" levure " and " leaven."
is seen in the Gallo-Latin terms
;

;

;

It is highly creditable to the ingenuity of our ancestors, that the
"
peculiar property of fermented liquids, in virtue of which they make
remotest
been
in
the
the
heart
of
to
have
seems
known
man,"
glad

we have any record. All savages take to alcoholic
Our Vedic forefathers into the manner born.
were
they
" soma "
toxicated themselves with the juice of the
Noah, by a not
unnatural reaction against a superfluity of water, appears to have taken
the earliest practicable opportunity of qualifying that which he was
obliged to drink and the ghosts of the ancient Egyptians were solaced
by pictures of banquets in which the wine-cup passes around, graven
on the walls of their tombs. A knowledge of the process of fermentaperiods of which

fluids as if

;

;

was in all probability possessed by the prehistoric populations of the globe ; and it must have become a matter of great interest even to primaeval wine-bibbers to study the methods by which
tion, therefore,

fermented liquids could be surely manufactured. No doubt, therefore,
it was soon discovered that the most certain, as well as the most expeditious, way of making a sweet juice ferment was to add to it a little
of the scum, or lees, of another fermenting juice. And it can hardly be
questioned that this singular excitation of fermentation in one fluid, by
a sort of infection, or inoculation, of a little ferment taken from some
other fluid, together with the strange swelling, foaming, and hissing
of the fermented substance, must have always attracted attention from
the more thoughtful. Nevertheless, the commencement of the scientific analysis of the phenomena dates from a
period not earlier than the
first

half of the seventeenth century.
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At this time, Van Helmont made a first step, by pointing out that the
peculiar hissing and bubbling of a fermented liquid are due, not to the
evolution of common air (which he, as the inventor of the term " gas,"
"
calls
gas ventosum"), but to that of a peculiar kind of air such as is
occasionally met with in caves, mines, and wells, and which he calls
"
gas sylvestre."
But a century elapsed before the nature of this " gas sylvestre," or,
as it was afterward called, " fixed air," was clearly determined, and it
was found to be identical with that deadly "choke-damp" by which

who descend into old wells, or mines, or brewers'
vats, are sometimes suddenly ended ; and with the poisonous aeriform
fluid which is produced by the combustion of charcoal, and now goes

the lives of those

by

the

name of carbonic-acid

gas.

During the same time it gradually became clear that the presence
of sugar was essential to the production of alcohol and the evolution
of carbonic-acid gas, which are the two great and conspicuous products

And finally, in 1*787, the Italian chemist, Fabroni,
the capital discovery that the yeast-ferment, the presence of which
"
"
necessary to fermentation, is what he termed a vegeto-animal sub-

of fermentation.

made
is

or is a body which gives off ammoniacal salts when it is burned,
and is, in other ways, similar to the gluten of plants and the albumen
and casein of animals.
These discoveries prepared the way for the illustrious Frenchman,

stance

who

approached the problem of fermentation with a
work to be done. The words
in which he expresses this conception, in the treatise on elementary
chemistry, to which reference has already been made, mark the year
1789 as the commencement of a revolution of not less moment in the
world of science than that which simultaneously burst over the political world, and soon engulfed Lavoisier himself in one of its mad eddies
Lavoisier,

first

complete conception of the nature of the

:

e may lay it down as an incontestable axiom that, in all the operations
of art and nature, nothing is created an equal quantity of matter exists both
before and after the experiment: the quality and quantity of the elements re;

main precisely the same, and nothing takes place beyond changes and modifications in the combinations of these elements.
Upon this principle, the whole art
of performing chemical experiments depends wo must always suppose an exact
equality between the elements of the body examined and those of the product
;

of

its

analyses.

Hence, since from must of grapes we procure alcohol and carbonic acid, I
have an undoubted right to suppose that must consists of carbonic acid and

From these premises we have two modes of ascertaining what passes
during vinous fermentation either by determining the nature of, and the elements which compose, the fermentable substances or by accurately examining
the products resulting from fermentation and it is evident that the knowledge
of either of these must lead to accurate conclusions concerning the nature and
alcohol.

:

;

;

composition of the other. From these considerations, it became necessary accurately to determine the constituent elements of the fermentable substances;

w7

YEAST.

and, for this purpose, I did not make use of the compound juices of fruits, the
rigorous analysis of which is perhaps, impossible, but made choice of sugar,
which is easily analyzed, and the nature of which I have already explained.
is a true vegetable oxide, with two bases, composed of hydrogen
and carbon, brought to the state of an oxide by means of a certain proportion
of oxygen and these three elements are combined in such a way that a very

This substance

;

of their connection.
slight force is sufficient to destroy the equilibrium

After giving the details of his analysis of sugar
of fermentation, Lavoisier continues

and of the products

:

The effect of the vinous fermentation upon sugar is thus reduced to the
mere separation of its elements into two portions one part is oxygenated at
the expense of the other, so as to form carbonic acid while the other part,
:

;

being disoxygenated in favor of the latter, is converted into the combustible
substance called alkohol therefore, if it were possible to reunite alkohol and
;

carbonic acid together,

we ought

to

form sugar.

1

Thus Lavoisier thought he had demonstrated that the carbonic acid
and the alcohol which are produced by the process of fermentation, are
equal in weight to the sugar which disappears but the application of
the more refined methods of modern chemistry to the investigation of
;

the products of fermentation by Pasteur, in 1SG0, proved that this is
not exactly true, and that there is a deficit of from 5 to 1 per cent, of
the sugar which is not covered by the alcohol and carbonic acid evolved.
is accounted for
by the discovery of two
of
the
existence of which Laand
succinic
acid,
substances, glycerine
But about 1^ per cent,
voisier was unaware, in the fermented liquid.
still remains to be made good.
According to Pasteur, it has been ap-

The greater part

of this deficit

propriated by the yeast, but the fact that such appropriation takes
place cannot be said to be actually proved.

However

this

may

be, there can be

no doubt that the constituent

elements of fully 98 per cent, of the sugar which has vanished during
fermentation have simply undergone rearrangement ; like the soldiers
of a brigade, who at the word of command divide themselves into the

independent regiments to which they belong. The brigade is sugar,
the regiments are carbonic acid, succinic acid, alcohol, and glycerine.
From the time of Fabroni, onward, it has been admitted that the
agent by which this surprising rearrangement of the particles of the
sugar is effected is the yeast. But the first thoroughly conclusive evidence of the necessity of yeast for the fermentation of sugar was furnished by Appert, whose method of preserving perishable articles of
food excited so
tury.

much

attention in France at the besnnnin^ of this cenMemoire sur la Fermentation," 2 alludes to

"
Gay-Lussac, in his

Appert's method of preserving beer-wort unfermented for an indefinite
1

" Elements of
Chemistry."

edition, 1*79.3 (pp. 186-196).
5

"Annales de Chimie," 1810.

37

By M.

Lavoisier.

Translated by Robert Kerr.

Second

<j
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boiling the wort and closing the vessel in which the
contained, in such a way as thoroughly to exclude air ;
and he shows that, if a little yeast be introduced into such wort, after
it is cooled, the wort at once begins to ferment, even though every pretime,

by simply

boiling fluid

is

caution be taken to exclude
full

air.

And this

statement has since received

confirmation from Pasteur.

On the other hand, Schwann, Schroeder and Dusch, and Pasteur,
have amply pi*oved that air may be allowed to have free access to
beer-wort, without exciting fermentation, if only efficient precautions
are taken to prevent the entry of particles of yeast along with the air.
in

Thus, the truth, that the fermentation of a simple solution of sugar
water depends upon the presence of yeast, rests upon an unassaila

and the inquiry into the exact nature of the substance
which possesses such a wonderful chemical influence becomes pro-

ble foundation

;

foundly interesting.

The first step toward the solution of this problem was made
two centuries ago by the patient and painstaking Dutch naturalist,
Leeuwenhoek, who in the year 1680 wrote thus
:

I have frequently examined the ferment of beer, and always observed
globules floating through the pellucid liquor; I also noticed very clearly that
each single globule of the ferment gave origin to six other distinct globules,
which, in size and form, I found, on careful observation, to correspond to the

globules of our blood. But I conceived these globules to be due to and formed
from the starchy particles of the wheat, barley, oats, etc., dissolved in and
mixed with hot water and in this water, which as it cools may be called beer,
numerous minute particles joined together, and formed a globule, the sixth part
of the compound globule, and thus the globules formed continuously in sixes." 1
;

Thus Leeuwenhoek discovered that yeast consists of globules floating in a fluid but he thought that they were merely the starchy parHe
ticles of the grain from which the wort was made, rearranged.
;

discovered the fact that yeast has a definite structure, but not the

meaning of the fact. A century and a half elapsed, and the investigation of yeast was recommenced almost simultaneously by Cagniard de
The
la Tour, in France, and by Schwann and Ktitzing, in Germany.
French observer was the first to publish his results and the subject
received at his hands and at those of his colleague, the botanist Turpin,
full and satisfactory investigation.
The main conclusions at which they arrived are these The globular, or oval, corpuscles which float so thickly in the yeast as to make it
muddy, though the largest are not more than ^oVo" f an U1CU m diamof an inch, are liveter, and the smallest may measure less than , ^
;

:

-

ing organisms. They multiply with great rapidity, by giving off
minute buds, which soon attain the size of their parent, and then
either become detached or remain united, forming the compound glob1

Leeuwenhoek, "Arcana Naturae Detecta."

Ed. Nov., 1721.
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ules of which Leeuwenhoek speaks, though the constancy of their arrangement in sixes existed only in the worthy Dutchman's imagination.
It was very soon made out that these yeast organisms, to which
Turpin gave the name of Torula cerevislce, were more nearly allied to
the lower Fungi than to any thing else. Indeed, Turpin, and subsequently Berkeley and Hoffmann, believed that they had traced the development of the Torula into the well-known and very common mould
Other observers have not succeeded in
the Penicillium glaucum.
and
statements
these
my own observations lead me to believe
verifying
Torula and the moulds is a very
between
connection
the
while
that,
close one, it is of a different nature from that which has been supposed.
I have never been able to trace the development of Torula into a true
;

but it is quite easy to prove that species of true mould, such
;
as Penicillium, when sown in an appropriate nidus, such as a solution
of tartrate of ammonia and yeast-ash, in water, with or without sugar,
give rise to Torulce, similar in all respects to T. cerevisice, except that

mould

Moreover, Bail has observed the
they are, on the average, smaller.
development of a Torula larger than T. cerevisim> from a 3fucor, a

mould

allied to Penicillium.

It follows, therefore, that the

Torulce, or organisms of yeast, are
veritable plants; and conclusive experiments have proved that the
power which causes the rearrangement of the molecules of the sugar is

intimately connected with the life and growth of the plant. In fact,
whatever arrests the vital activity of the plant also prevents it from
exciting fermentation.

Such being the facts with regard to the nature of yeast, and of the
changes which it effects on sugar, how are they to be accounted for ?
Before modern chemistry had come into existence, Stahl, stumbling,
with the stride of genius, upon the conception which lies at the bottom
of all modern views of the process, put forward the notion that the ferment, being in a state of internal motion, communicated that motion
to the sugar, and thus caused its resolution into new substances. And
But
Lavoisier, as we have seen, adopts substantially the same view.
Fabroiii, full of the then novel conception of acids and bases and
double decompositions, propounded the hypothesis that sugar is an
oxide with two bases and the ferment a carbonate with two bases ;
that the carbon of the ferment unites with the oxygen of the sugar, and
gives rise to carbonic acid
of the ferment, produces a

;

while the sugar, uniting with the nitrogen
substance analogous to opium. This is

new

decomposed by distillation, and gives rise to alcohol. Next, in 1803,
Thenard propounded an hypothesis which partakes somewhat of the
nature of both Stahl's and Fabroni's views. " I do not believe with
" that all the carbonic acid formed
Lavoisier," he says,
proceeds from
in that case, could we conceive the action of the ferI think that the first portions of the acid are due to a
combination of the carbon of the ferment with the oxygen of the sugar,

the sugar.

ment on

How,

it ?
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and that it is by carrying off a portion of oxygen from the last that
the equilibrium
the ferment causes the fermentation to commence
between the principles of the sugar being disturbed, they combine
afresh to form carbonic acid and alcohol."

The three views here before ns may be

familiarly exemplified

by

supposing the sugar to be a card-house. According to Stahl, the ferment is somebody who knocks the table, and shakes the card-house
down according to Fabroni, the ferment takes out some cards, but
;

puts others in their places ; according to Thenard, the ferment simply
takes a card out of the bottom story, the result of. which is that all the
others

fall.

As chemistry advanced,

facts came to light which put a new face
and gave it a safer foundation than it previously possessed. The general nature of these phenomena may be
A body, A, without giving to or taking from another
thus stated
material
particles, causes B to decompose into other subbody, B, any
sum
of the weights of which is equal to the weight
the
stances, C, D, E,

upon

Stahl's hypothesis,

:

of B, wdiich decomposes.

Thus, bitter almonds contain two substances, amygdaline and synaptase, which can be extracted in a separate state, from the bitter
almonds. The amygdaline thus obtained, if dissolved in water, underbut, if a little synaptase is added to the solution, the
amygdaline splits up into bitter-almond oil, prussic acid, and a kind of

goes no change

;

sugar.

A

short time after Cagniard de la Tour discovered the yeast-plaut,
Liebig, struck with the similarity between this and other such processes and the fermentation of sugar, put forward the hypothesis that

yeast contains a substance which acts upon sugar, as synaptase acts
upon amygdaline ; and as the synaptase is certainly neither organized

nor alive, but a mere chemical substance, Liebig treated Cagniard de
la Tour's discovery with no small contempt, and, from that time to the
present, has steadily repudiated the notion that the decomposition of
is in any sense the result of the vital activity of the Torula.
But, though the notion that the Torula is a creature which eats sugar
and excretes carbonic acid and alcohol, which is not unjustly ridiculed

the sugar

in the

most surprising paper that ever made its appearance in a grave
may be untenable, the fact that the Tondm are alive,

scientific journal,
1

"

Das

1

entriithselte Geheiinniss der Geistigsn

Gahrung

(Vorliiufige brieflichc Mitthei-

"
lung)" is the title of an anonymous contribution to Wohler and Liebig's Annalen der
Pharmacie," for 1839, in which a somewhat Eabelaisian imaginary description of the
"
organization of the
yeast animals," and of the manner in which their functions are per"
formed, is given with a circumstantiality worthy of the author of Gulliver's Travels." As
a specimen of the writer's humor, his account of what happens when fermentation comes
" When
the animals find no longer any sugar, they devour one
to an end may suffice
another and this they do in a peculiar manner. They digest the entire animal, except:

;

ing only the eggs, which pass through the intestinal canal unchanged, and so the residuis still a fermentable substance, viz., the sperm of the animals, which remains over."

um
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and that yeast does not excite fermentation unless

it contains
living
Moreover, of late years, the essential participaTorulce, stands fast.
tion of living organisms in fermentation other than the alcoholic, has

been clearly made out by Pasteur and other chemists.
However, it may be asked, Is there any necessary opposition between the so-called " vital " and the strictly physico-chemical views of
fermentation ? It is quite possible that the living Torula may excite
fermentation in sugar, because it constantly produces, as an essential
part of its vital manifestations, some substance which acts upon the
Or it may be
sugar, just as the synaptase acts upon the amygdaline.
such
the
formation
of
without
that,
special substance, the physical
any
condition of the living tissue of the yeast-plant is sufficient to effect
that small disturbance of the equilibrium of the particles of the sugar

which Lavoisier thought sufficient to effect its decomposition.
Platinum in a very fine state of division known as platinum black,
or noir de platine has the very singular property of causing alcohol
The vinegar-plant,
to change into acetic acid with great rapidity.
which is closely allied to the yeast-plant, has a similar effect upon
dilute alcohol, causing it to absorb the oxygen of the air, and become
converted into vinegar and Liebig's eminent opponent, Pasteur, who
has done so much for the theory and the practice of vinegar-making,
;

himself suggests that, in this case

The cause of the physical phenomenon which accompanies the

plant's life

be attributed to a peculiar physical state, analogous to that of platinum
It must, however, be observed that this physical state of the plant is
black.
1
closely connected with the plant's life.
is to

Now,

if

account of

the vinegar-plant gives rise to the oxidation of alcohol, on

merely physical constitution, it is, at any rate, possible
that the physical constitution of the yeast-plant may exert a decomposing influence on sugar.
But, without presuming to discuss a question which leads us into
its

the very arcana of chemistry, the present state of speculation upon the
modus operandi of the yeast-plant in producing fermentation is represented, on the one hand, by the Stahlian doctrine, supported by Liebig,
according to which the atoms of the sugar are shaken into new combi-

by the Torulce, or indirectly, by some substance
formed by them and, on the other hand, by the Thenardian doctrine,
supported by Pasteur, according to which the yeast-plant assimilates
part of the sugar, and, in so doing, disturbs the rest, and determines
nations, either directly,
;

resolution into the products of fermentation.
Perhaps the two
much opposed as they seem at first sight to be.
But the interest which attaches to the influence of the yeast-plants
upon the medium in which they live and grow does not arise solely

its

views are not so

from

its

bearing upon the theory of fermentation.
1

" Etudes sur les
Mycoderraes," Comptes Rendus,

So long ago as
liv.,

1862.
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1838, Turpin compared the Tondce to the ultimate elements of the
and plants. The elementary organs of their tissues,

tissues of animals

which might be compared to the minute vegetable growths found iii
common yeast, are likewise decomposers of those substances which environ them.

Almost at the same time, and, probably, equally guided by his
study of yeast, Schwann was engaged in those remarkable investigations into the form and development of the ultimate structural elements of the tissues of animals, which led him to recognize their fundamental identity with the ultimate structural elements of vegetable
organisms.
a mere sac, or " cell," containing a semifluid
matter, and Schwann's microscopic analysis resolved all living organisms, in the long-run, into an aggregation of such sacs or cells, vari-

The

yeast-plant

ously modified

;

is

and tended to show that

all,

whatever their ultimate

complication, begin their existence in the condition of such simple
cells.

In his famous " Mikroskopische Untersuchungen " Schwann speaks
of Torula as a " cell," and, in a remarkable note to the passage in

which he

refers to the yeast-plant,

Schwann says

:

have been unable to avoid mentioning fermentation, because it is the
most fully and exactly known operation of cells, and represents, in the simplest
fashion, the process which is repeated by every cell of the living body.
I

In other words, Schwann conceives that every cell of the living
body exerts an influence on the matter which surrounds and permeates
it, analogous to that which a Torula exerts on the saccharine solution

by which

a wonderfully suggestive thought, opening up
it is bathed
views of the nature of the chemical processes of the living body, which
have hardly yet received all the development of which they are
capable.

Kant

defined the special peculiarity of the living

body

to be that

the parts exist for the sake of the whole, and the whole for the sake of
the parts. But when Turpin and Schwann resolved the living body
into an aggregation of quasi-independent cells, each like a Torula,
leading its own life and having its own laws of growth and develop-

ment, the aggregation being dominated and kept working toward a
definite end only by certain harmony among these units, or by the
superaddition of a controlling apparatus, such as a nervous system,
The cell lives for its own sake,
this conception ceased to be tenable.

whole organism and the cells, which
and profoundly modify it, are
almost as much independent organisms as the Toruloe which float in
as well as for the sake of the
float in the blood, live

;

at its expense,

beer-wort.

Schwann burdened
false suppositions

:

"
his enunciation of the " cell-theory

with two

" nucleus "
the one, that the structures he called
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and " cell-wall" are essential to a cell ; the other, that cells are usually
formed independently of other cells; but, in 1839, it was a vast and
clear gain to arrive at the conception that the vital functions of all the
animals and plants are the resultant of the forces inherent in the

higher
innumerable minute cells of which they are composed, and that each of
them is, itself, an equivalent of one of the lowest and simplest of
independent living beings the Torula.
as

From purely morphological investigations, Turpin and Schwann,
we have seen, arrived at the notion of the fundamental unity of

structure of living beings.
And, before long, the researches of the
chemists gradually led up to the conception of the fundamental unity

of their composition.
So far back as 1803,

Thenard pointed out, in most distinct terms,
" animal " subfact
that
the important
yeast contains a nitrogenous
stance ; and that such substance is contained in all ferments. Before
"
"
matter of
him, Fabroni and Fourcroy speak of the vegeto-animal
In 1844, Mulder endeavored to demonstrate that a peculiar
"
proteine," was essentially characteristic
substance, which he called
of living matter.
yeast.

In 1846, Payen writes:
I recognize, in the numerous facts which have come under my observation,
a law which has no exception, and which will lead us to regard vegetal life
under a new aspect. If I am not mistaken, whatever we can discern under the
form of cellules and vessels represents nothing but protective envelopes, reservoirs, and conduits, wherein the animated bodies which secrete and construct
them find a home, food, and the means of transporting it, and where they
throw off and reject excretory matter.

And
To

awain

:

state fully the general fact, I repeat that bodies which discharge the funcby the tissues of plants, are formed of elements which, in slightly

tions performed

make up animal organisms.
a wonderful unity of elementary composition in

different proportion,

Hence we are
all

led to recognize

1
living bodies.

In the year (1846) in which these remarkable passages were pubeminent German botanist, Yon Mohl, invented the word
"
protoplasm," as a name for one portion of those nitrogenous contents
of the cells of living plants, the close chemical resemblance of which to
the essential constituents of living animals is so strongly indicated by
Payen. And through the twenty-five years that have passed, since the
lished, the

matter of

life

was

first

called protoplasm, a host of investigators,

among

Cohn, Max Schulze, and Kuhe, must be named as leaders, have
accumulated evidence, morphological, physiological, and chemical, in
favor of that " wonderful unity of elementary composition in all living

whom

bodies," into
1

"

1846.

Mem.

which Payen had,

so early, a clear insight.

sur les Developpements des Yegetaux," etc.

"

Mem.

Presentees,"

ix.,
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As far back as 1850, Colin wrote, apparently without any knowledge of what Payen had said before him
The protoplasm of the botanist, and the contractile substance and sarcodo
:

of the zoologist must be, if not identical, yet in a high degree analogous substances.
Hence, from this point of view, the difference between animals and
plants consists in this, that, in the latter, the contractile substance, as a primordial utricle, is enclosed within an inert cellulose membrane, which permits it

only to exhibit an internal motion, expressed by the phenomena of rotation and
The protoplasm in the
circulation, while in the former it is not so enclosed.

form of the primordial utricle is, as it were, the animal element in the plant, but
which is imprisoned and only becomes free in the animal or, to strip off the
;

metaphor which obscures the simple thought, the energy of organic vitality
which is manifested in movement is especially exhibited by a nitrogenous contractile substance, which in plants is limited and fettered by an inert membrane,
in animals not so. 1

In 1868, thinking that an untechnical statement of the views curamong the leaders of biological science might be interesting to

rent

the general public, I gave a lecture embodying them in Edinburgh.
Those who have not made the mistake of attempting to approach biology, either by the high a priori road of mere philosophical speculaby the mere low a posteriori lane offered by the tube of a mi-

tion, or

croscope, but have taken the trouble to become acquainted with wellascertained facts, and with their history, will not need to be told that
" as
"
in what I had to say
regards protoplasm," in my lecture On the

Physical Basis of Life," there was nothing new ; and, as I hope, nothing that the present state of knowledge does not justify us in believing
to be true.

when

Under these circumstances,

I found that the

my surprise may be

mere statement of

facts,

imagined,

and of views, long

me as part of the common scientific property of Continental
workers, raised a sort of storm in this country, not only by exciting the
wrath of unscientific persons whose pet prejudices they seemed to touch,
but by giving rise to quite superfluous explosions on the part of some
familiar to

who

should have been better informed.
Dr. Stirling, for example, made my essay the subject of a special
2
critical lecture, which I have read with much interest, though, I confess, the meaning of much of it remains as dark to me as does the
"
" Secret of
Hegel after Dr. Stirling's elaborate revelation of it. Dr.
"ProtoStirling's method of dealing with the subject is peculiar.
"
plasm is a question of history, so far as it is a name ; of fact, so far as
it is a thing.
Dr. Stirling has not taken the trouble to refer to the

which is consequently a travesty ;
has he concerned himself with looking at the facts, but
contents himself with taking them also at second-hand.
most
amusing example of this fashion of dealing with scientific statementa
is furnished by Dr. Stirling's remarks
upon my account of the protooriginal authorities for his history,

and

still

less

A

1

2

Cohn,

"

Ueber Protococcus

"Nova Acta " for 1850.
As regards Protoplasm."

pluvialis," in the

Subsequently published under the

title

of "
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plasm of the nettle-hair. That account was drawn up from careful and
Dr. Stirling thinks he is offeroften-repeated observation of the facts.
that
he
when
my valued friend Prof. Strieker
says
ing a valid criticism,
about
statement
different
a
somewhat
protoplasm. But why in
gives
the world did not this distinguished Hegelian look at a nettle-hair for
about the matter at all?
himself, before venturing to speak
or I say, when any tyro can
either
Strieker
trouble himself about what

Why

see the facts for himself, if he is provided with those not rare articles,
a nettle and a microscope? But I suppose this would have been
"

a recurrence to the base, common-sense philosophy of
the eighteenth century, which liked to see before it believed, and to
understand before it criticised. Dr. Stirling winds up his paper with
the following paragraph

"Avfkliirung

.

:

In short, the whole position of Mr. Huxley, (1) that all organisms consist
alike of the same life-matter, (2) which life-matter is, for its part, due only to
chemistry, must be pronounced untenable
ism he would found on it.

nor

less

untenable

(3)

the material-

The paragraph contains three distinct assertions concerning my
number of utter misrepresentations of them.
That which I have numbered (1) turns on the ambiguity of the word
"
same," for a discussion of which I would refer Dr. Stirling to a great
hero of "Aufklarung" Archbishop Whately; statement number (2)
absurd; and certainly I have never said any
is, in my judgment,
thing resembling it while, as to number (3), one great object of my
" materialism" has no sound
essay was to show that what is called
views, and just the same

;

philosophical basis

!

As we have

seen, the study of yeast has led investigators face to
face with problems of immense interest in pure chemistry, and in animal and vegetable morphology. Its physiology is not less rich in sub-

Take, for example, the singular fact that yeast will
increase indefinitely when grown in the dark, in water containing only
tartrate of ammonia, a small percentage of mineral salts, and sugar.

jects for inquiry.

Out of these materials the Torulce will manufacture nitrogenous protoplasm, cellulose, and fatty matters, in any quantity, although they are
wholly deprived of those rays of the sun, the influence of which is
There has been a great
essential to the growth of ordinary plants.
deal of speculation lately, as to how the living organisms buried beneath
two or three thousand fathoms of water, and therefore in all probability
almost deprived of light, live. If any of them possess the same powers
as yeast (and the same capacity for living without light is exhibited by
some other fungi), there would seem to be no difficulty about the
matter.

Of the pathological bearings of the study of yeast, and other such
organisms, I have spoken elsewhere. It is certain that, in some animals, devastating epidemics are caused by fungi of low order similar

.

5
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to those of which Torula

is

It is certain that such dis-

a sort of offshoot.

eases are propagated by contagion and infection, in just the same way
as ordinary contagious and infectious diseases are propagated.
Of
it
does
all
and
from
that
not
follow
infectious
this,
course,
contagious
diseases are caused

by organisms

of as definite and independent a char-

acter as the Torula y but, I think, it does follow that it is prudent and
"
wise to satisfy one's self in each particular case, that the " germ-theory

cannot and will not explain the facts, before having recourse to hypotheses which have no equal support from analogy.
Contemporary
Review.

-*-

MEASUREMENT OF EAKTHQUAKE -WAVES.
By GEOEGE FOEBES.
the scientific world and his

WHILE
doing honor to

own countrymen

are rivals in

Prof. Palmieri for his zeal in remaining at his
in
of
all
danger, it may be interesting to examine in some depost
spite
tail the work done at the Observatory of Mount Vesuvius.
know

We

wonderfully

about the origin and mutual dependence of volcanic
This is due to a want of accurate observations. For the

little

phenomena.
complete investigation we require first to know at what dates earthquakes and eruptions occur at different parts of the earth. Next we
must have observations of the direction and exact hour at which a
wave of disturbance passes different places whose positions are known.
This gives us the velocity of the wave, and helps to determine the
position, under the earth's surface, of the centre of disturbance
or, if
a wave be propagated over the sea, we obtain a means of estimating
the average depth of the intervening ocean for the velocity of a wave
increases with the depth of the sea.
This method gives one of the
;

;

we possess of the depth of the Pacific Ocean. But
we must have observations made systematically at some

best determinations

beyond

this

No place in
place subject to earthquakes and volcanic eruptions.
is
suitable
for
more
this
the
than
Europe
neighborhood of Mount
Vesuvius

;

and

it

was

for such observations that an observatory

was

established there.

Every one knows that Mount Vesuvius

consists of a vast cone of

lava and ashes, at the top of which is the great crater. On the northern side, separated from it by the deep valley called the Atrio del CaThis once
vallo, rises the precipitous and semicircular Monte Somma.

formed the crater of the volcano, and the present cone seems to have
been formed inside that great crater at the time when Pompeii was
overwhelmed. On a spur of rock, a mile or two in length, running
down from the Atrio del Cavallo, the Observatory is placed. It ia
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well-known " Hermitage," or half-way house, in the ascent
Being raised on this ridge above the surrounding
is comparatively safe from the molten lava that flows at

of the mountain.

country, it
times on either side of

it.

The building itself is handsome in fact, it is to be regretted that
much money should have been devoted to the masonry instead of
;

so

to additional instruments.

rooms,

all scantily

furnished

On
;

the ground-floor are the inhabited

but the pursuers of science cannot

al-

ways expect bodily comfort. On the first floor we find the Museum,
with a fine collection of minerals found on the mountain. Perhaps it
may be as well here to correct the common mistake as to the nature of
the yellow substance found about the craters, whose brilliant colors remind one so much of the Solfatara. This substance is not sulphur, but
The most interesting objects in the Museum are the "funiecopper.

Occasionally at the end of an eruption you
bottom
of
the crater a small cone of lava, with a hole
may
in its top, through which the steam pours with a hissing noise like a
wave breaking on a pebbly beach, or like a blast-furnace, or, as Pliny
has it, like the grinding of a saw the intensity of the sound varying
with your position. These small cones are the fumerolles they are a
foot or two high and Palmieri has actually had several of these natural chimneys cut off and transported to the Museum.
We now pass on to the Observing-Room. There are solid piers
carried up from the ground to support the instruments. First comes
rolles," or smoke-holes.

see at the

;

;

;

the elegant seismograph, an instrument for the automatic registration
The object of the instrument is twofold first,
of earthquake-shocks.
to measure the direction and intensity of a shock; and, second, to
:

write

down

a history of the earthquake.

The shock may be

either

For
vertical or horizontal, or partly vertical and partly horizontal.
the vertical shocks a fine metallic point is suspended by a coil of wire
over a cup of mercury. The coil of wire acts as a spring, and the
earth is sufficient to cause the point to
slightest upward motion of the
This
of
the
into
completes a galvanic circuit, which
mercury.
cup
dip
stops a clock at the exact half-second at which the shock occurred,
and rings a bell to call the observer, and also does other work which
we shall speak of again. There are three or four helices of wire of
different strengths, which support small magnets above a cup of iron
a vertical shock occurs, some of these magnets dip into
filings.

When

To one of these a light index is attached, for measurfilings.
ing the intensity of the shock.
For horizontal shocks there are four glass tubes. Each of them is
bent twice at right angles, so as to form a U-tube. One arm of this
tube has more than double the diameter of the other, and is shorter.

the iron

The four tubes point in the directions of the four cardinal points.
Each tube has a certain quantity of mercury poured into it, and on the
surface of the mercury, within the narrow arm of the tube, there rests

5
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a small weight attached to a silk fibre, which passes over a delicate
ivory pulley, and has a counterpoise attached at the other end. Each
pulley has an index and circular scale to mark the angle turned

through. The extremity of a wire is fixed at a small distance above
the surface of the mercury in each tube. If, then, a horizontal shock
occur, the mercury rises in the corresponding tube but it rises higher
in that one which has its long arm to the north.
The pulley is turned
;

through a certain angle, which is measured by the index, and at the
same time the mercury in rising comes in contact with the fixed wire,
and so completes a galvanic circuit which rings a bell, and stops the
clock at the exact half-second when the shock occurred. If the shock
comes from some intermediate point, two of the indices will be moved,
and the direction and intensity can be measured by observing both of
them. We have seen up to this point that the instrument will measure the direction and intensity of a shock, will mark the time at which
the shock occurred, and will ring a bell to attract the attention of the
observer on duty, who may register succeeding shocks, or, if the

may reset the apparatus. But this is not all.
which
is completed at the moment a shock occircuit,
curs, releases at the same instant the pendulum of a second clock,
which has been held out of the vertical by means of a detent.
This
clock allows a roll of paper to be unwound off a drum, as in any regisA pencil rests
tering telegraph, at the rate of three metres an hour.
in
contact
with
the
of
It
is
connected
with one arm
nearly
strip
paper.
of a lever, the other arm of which is slightly distant from an electromagnet. As often as the current passes, this end of the lever is attracted to the magnet, and the pencil in consequence is made to press
earthquake has ceased,

The galvanic

on the paper, to be released only when the current ceases. By this
means, then, a continuous history of the earth's trembling is registered,
a pencil-mark corresponding to a time of trembling, and a blank space
to a period of cessation.

This instrument

is

extremely delicate, and registers motions of the

earth which are too slight to be perceptible to the

When we

human

frame.

examined

it, some one happened accidentally to touch the
casing of the instrument. The alarm was immediately given by the
bell, and the two clocks were respectively checked and put in motion

by the galvanic

current.

In the same room there

is

apparatus for detecting and measuring

A gold-leaf

atmospheric electricity.
trometer are observed regularly.

electroscope and a bifilar elec-

These are successively put in connection with the conductor.
This consists of a disk of metal above the
roof of the house connected with an insulated metallic rod, supported
vertically, and capable of being rapidly raised by means of a cord
passing over a pulley. When not in use this rod is in connection with
the ground. In making an observation, the rod with the disk attached
The elecis quickly raised, thereby disconnecting it from the ground.
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tncity of the atmosphere at the point where the disk is fixed affects
Prof. Palmieri prefers the conthe electroscope and electrometer.
ductor above described, to a conducting point or a flame, because he
considers that these do not give comparable results, an objection which
not supported by all observers. He considers the same to be true

is

method of dropping water.
After having made careful observations on atmospheric electricity
for about a quarter of a century in a country where meteorological
changes are more regular and less capricious than in our own island,
of the

there is no one whose deductions are more deserving of our attention ;
the more so as he considers that he has combined his researches into a

His first fact is this If within a distance of about fifty
no shower of rain, hail, or snow, the electricity is always
The single exception is during the projection of ashes from
positive.
the crater of Vesuvius. During a shower he finds the following: law
universally to hold good At the place of the shower there is a strong
development of positive electricity; round this there is a zone of negaThe nature of the electricity
tive, and beyond this again positive.
definite law.

miles there

:

is

:

observed depends upon the position of the observer with respect to
the shower, and the phenomena will change according to the direction
in which the shower is moving.
Sometimes negative electricity may

be observed during a shower ; but this is always due to a more powerful shower farther off.
These conclusions have been supported by
means of telegraphic communication with neighboring' districts. It
appears, then, that except when the moisture of the air is being condensed, there is no unusual development of electricity. These, results
are in accordance with the experiments of Palmieri and others, which
show that aqueous vapor in condensing develops positive electricity.

No

unusual development of electricity has ever been detected by him

when no rain is falling.
The above results, though falling

in a cloud

short of what has to be done to
complete the theory, are yet definite, and hence valuable, the more so
if supported by other observers placed in
equally favorable situations.
But of the variations in intensity of positive or negative electricity
nothing has been said.
Besides the fixed instruments at the Observatory, others are used
on the mountain. Gases are collected from cracks in the earth's crust,
tubes being let down into them, and the gas sucked up by a kind of
bellows, to be examined at leisure.
portable spectroscope is also

A

used during eruptions, and there is a larger one by Hoffman in the
Observatory. From this Observatory we have received valuable information, and it is much to be regretted that equally efficient observatories have not been established in different parts of the world.
portable and cheap instruments have been invented, most of
which are described by Mr. Mallet, in the " Admiralty Manual of Sci" but there
entific Inquiry
ought to be three or four as delicate as

Many

;
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that on Mount Vesuvius.
It is a pity that no observatory has ever
replaced the ancient one of Empedocles, near the summit of Etna, or
even at Mcolosi, where the valuable services of Dr. Gemellaro might

have been obtained.

This would have been the more interesting, as

Palmieri can detect shocks caused by that volcano, though the distance
is enormous.
With a third observatory, say in the Philippine Islands,

we

could not

fail

to increase our

knowledge enormously.

From long practice Palmieri is able to predict eruptions. We remember well, when we were enjoying his hospitality at the beginning
of last year, how he said, " This is a small eruption, but there is going
to be a great one I do not say it will be soon, it may be a year, but
;

it

come." In almost exactly a year the great eruption did come.
Abstract from Nature.

will
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SCHOOL DIETARIES.
By M.

D.

the neighborhood of one of our midland cities is a school for some
fifty boys, varying in age from nine or ten to fourteen or fifteen

IN

years.
During some recent visits to this school, the singular healthiness and heartiness of the boys made me curious to learn exactly how
they were fed. The following I ascertained to be the dietary
:

Breakfast

(in

summer

at 8, in winter at 8.30) consists of tea or

good strong coffee, with abundance of milk, bread-and-butter, and cold
meat. By way of change, now and then, eggs for a few days together
take the place of meat. Before the foregoing, boys who like it have a
small basin of bread-and-milk, or of Scotch porridge made with milk.
The milk is new, and comes straight from a farm adjoining the schoolgrounds.

Lunch at 11. Each boy has a small fresh roll of biead, or a bun,
or a captain's biscuit, and, if weakly, a tumbler of milk or small glass
of wine or ale ; but, as a rule, nothing is drunk at lunch, dinner, or
supper, but pure water.
Dinner^ at 1.30, always consists of two courses 1. Two kinds of
meat, viz., beef and mutton, with not less than two kinds of vege:

2. Pudding, usually of fruit,
tables, and of these a liberal supply.
fresh or preserved according to the season, and always well sweetened.
On four days of the week the meat is hot roast ; on one day it is hot
boiled ; on one day steaks, cutlets, or made dishes, are substituted for

while the Sunday dinner always consists of cold beef, mashed
potatoes or salad, and plum-pudding. After dinner some ripe fruit, as
an orange or some kind of garden-fruit, according to the season.
joints

;

Tea

at 6 p. m.

Tea, bread-and-butter, varied almost daily either
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with home-made plum-cake, or marmalade or honey. Whenever procurable, some salad-herb, such as lettuce, radish, etc., is given at this
meal, and always eaten with much relish.

Supper at 8 p. m. (for senior boys only). Bread-and-butter, or
bread-and-cheese, or biscuit, or, where it may seem needed, a tumbler
of milk, or glass of beer and a meat sandwich.
No hampers of eatables are allowed to be sent to the boys from
their friends, and no shop for the sale of sweets, etc.,
cessible to the boys.

is

allowed or ac-

This dietary seems to me so exactly what growing boys or girls
ought to have, and so often what they do not get, even at their own
homes, that it may appropriately serve as the text for a few remarks
on the usual dietaries of public and private schools. I will begin by
at once stating my belief as one who was himself at a private and a
public school, and who still sees a good deal of school-boys that
either in quality, quantity, variety, or frequency of meals, the dietary
of nearly every school I have known is more or less defective.
The usually unvaried breakfast of tea or coffee (and these fluids too

often of a miserably thin description), with bread-and-butter,

is

a

meagre meal for a boy who has to break a twelve-hours' fast. It is
not enough for the robust, nor varied enough for the delicate. A good
basin of bread-and-milk, or milk-porridge, should always be allowed as
a substitute for tea or cofiee ; and the latter, when preferred, should

always be accompanied with some little extra, such as a bit of cold
meat, or bacon, or an egg sometimes one, sometimes the other, so as
to secure the utmost possible variety.
Cofiee, by-the-way, should be
of good quality, strong enough to require copious dilution with milk,
and not the sloppy decoction of brown paper which it too often re-

sembles in taste, appearance, and nutritive value.
Nearly all boys want something between breakfast and dinner,
about 1 1 o'clock. and if this something be not provided for them in a
wholesome form by the school-master, they will seek to get it, probably
;

wholesome form, at the school " shop," or in the conhamper from home." Concerning these two venerable
institutions more shall be said presently.
Meat or other food of bad quality is hardly ever put on the table

in a

much

less

"
tents of the

nowadays in any decent school. Equally rare is any stint in its allowThe fault of most school dinners is roughness in the cooking
ance.
and serving, insufficient variety in the form and kind of meat and
It will be seen
vegetables, and the too frequent absence of puddings.

by the above

dietary that, with very

little strain

of culinary arrange-

ments, meat may be served up in half a dozen different forms each
week, and, if two kinds of it always come to table, ample variety will
have been attained. Variety in food is no mere luxury or pampering
of appetite.

highly so

;

In all cases desirable, in the case of growing boys it is
while in the case of boys with delicate or capricious appe-
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A

certain percentage of such
becomes an absolute necessity.
boys will be found in every school boys "who, if denied considerable
range of choice in their food, will at least fail to thrive in the midst of
tites it

plenty.

A

boy's chief meal should always consist of two courses, meat and
1
pudding.
Many boys, being small meat-eaters, should at least have
the chance of " making up " with something further, and good reason
can be given why this something should be a well-sweetened pudding
or tart ; if containing fresh or preserved fruit, so much the better. All

boys as a rule dislike meat fat and leave it on their plates, and it is a
barbarous practice to try to make them eat it. 2 And yet the same fat
in a different guise, embodied with flour in a well-cooked pudding, they
All boys, again, love sugar and the juices of fresh
as universally like.
or
and
it is a grave mistake not to secure a fair
fruits,
vegetables
proportion of these elements in their daily food. Now, a well-made fruit-

pudding or tart combines these several elements in happy proportion
and palatable form and boys' universal liking for this article of diet
;

simply the practical expression of the physiological truth that fat
and its chemical allies, starch and sugar, together with certain organic
acids and salts, are indispensable to the healthy constitution of the
blood in other words, to the due building np and maintenance of the
is

;

fabric of the body.

A boy who

has dined at

1

or 1.30

is

ready by 6 o'clock for some-

thing more than the eternal tea and bread-and-butter. He keenly
relishes at this meal some little variety or addition, such as plain homemade cake, or some preserve, or a bit of whatever salad-herb may be
in season.
The dietetic value of salad-herbs (lettuce, water-cress, etc.)

growing boys is out of all proportion to their cost. Where there is
a kitchen-garden (which every school should have), they practically
cost nothing. Where they have to be bought, they need not cost

to

much

and, even if they do, they will be worth the price.
Should boys have supper? Up to about twelve years of age they
rarely need it, for boys of this age by 9 o'clock are ready for bed, and
should be in bed but from thirteen or fourteen onward boys much
dislike being sent to bed so early, and if they do, say, one and a half
;

;

after tea, they feel the want of, and ought to have,
meal between 8 and 9 o'clock.
In the dietary above quoted it will probably excite surprise that
no beer or other stimulant is allowed either at dinner or at any other
meal or time in the day, except in special cases where a boy's health is

or

two hours' work

a liirht

Boys seldom care for soup.
1 was myself at a private school
an average good one in its day where the rule
was enforced that on " pudding-days " no boy who had left any fat on his plate should
"
have any pudding. After a while meat rose in price, and, by way of choking us off," we
were made on these said days to eat the pudding before the meat. This was blundering
strategy on the master's part, for he had now no hold upon us, and the meat was of
1

2

course eaten without any fat at alL
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were needed that boys may
and
grow up
strength without any stimulants whatever, provided they are liberally fed, I might point to the
splendid physique of the little inmates of this particular school, and
Where the
invite any one to see how they work and how they play.
food is amply sufficient and varied, a boy does not want beer, nay, is
better without it where the food is not so, beer or wine will but imthought to require such

aid.

If proof

in the perfection of health

;

"With delicate or sickly boys,
perfectly supplement its shortcomings.
of course the case is different ; they have sj^ecial needs in respect of
it would be foolish to ignore.
Another noteworthy point in the arrangements of this school is the
veto on all "hampers from home," and the absence of any " shop" for
the sale of sweets, etc. These are far from harmless institutions; they
are time-honored abominations which cannot be too strongly condemned. The evil tendencies, at any rate of the latter, are so glaring

stimulants which

authorized existence is, in my opinion, a blot upon any school.
aside
the trash eaten, the sickness caused, the morbid appetite
Setting
and habit of selfish gluttony acquired, and the facilities afforded for

that

its

the introduction of contraband goods
these places is grievous to think of.

the

money boys often spend at
can vouch for many a boy,
whose parents were weak enough to supply him with almost unlimited
"
" a
pocket-money, having often spent at his school
shop
weekly sum
to
feed
a
sufficient
where
school-meals
are
family.
Now,
quite
poor
abundant enough, varied enough (especially in respect of sugar, starch,
and vegetable juices), and frequent enough, there the inmates will
have no further craving for cakes, sweets, fruits, etc. But if there be
a shortcoming in one or other of these respects, then instinct drives
the boys to seek elsewhere those elements of food in which their reguI

authorized " tuck-shop," therefore, in connection with a school, is prima-facie evidence to an outsider, and not
uncommonly a tacit admission on the pai*t of the school-proprietor,
that the diet of the inmates by no means satisfies all their legitimate
lar diet is deficient.

An

cravings.

That a scale of diet such as I have here advocated is just about
what boys ought to have if they are to develop into strong, healthy
men I am satisfied from personal experience and observation. That
likely to meet with the acceptance of school-masters generam
not
I
It is too violent an innosimple enough to suppose.
ally,
vation on old routine. Nay, even paterfamilias himself will probably
pooh-pooh such new-fangled notions of feeding boys like grown men

it is at all

(especially when he finds they cost more money), forgetting that boys
need more and more varied food than men.
So-and-so was good
for
his
it
But
won't
do
for his son's ?
enough
(pater's) boyhood, why

paterfamilias should speak only for himself. The diet of his schooldays sufficed for him, thanks probably to his sound constitution, but

was

it

enough
38

for

many

of his less robust schoolmates

?

Did any of
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to grow up strong and healthy men? and, if
sure
that their " simple," i. e., monotonous and
paterfamilias
meagre mode of feeding during their years of most active growth had

these in after-years

fail

so, is

naught to do with their failure ?
Just as any system of teaching

a real success in proportion as it
of those who are quick and
not
adapts
of
to learn
so any scale of
but
those
are
or
averse
who
slow
willing,
diet approaches perfection in exact proportion to the provision made,
not merely for the average standard of taste and appetite, but for all
reasonable deviations therefrom. The daily meals of a school may be
abundant and of good quality, still, if they be not more varied than to
is

needs

itself to the peculiar

knowledge they often are, many a boy and girl must fail
day
day to get those particular elements of nutrition which they
The result with such boys and girls is that even in
specially require.
the midst of plenty they remain permanently underfed and imperfectly
nourished, thus retarding, if not arresting, the due growth and development of their bodies, and strongly favoring the development of
any inherited or other constitutional unsoundness lurking within them.

my

certain
after

Food

Journal.

-*-

SCIENTIFIC DABBLERS.
By

F. "W.

CLARKE.

perhaps, no more amusing trait in human nature than
leads people to criticise subjects about which they
know nothing. And it seems to be a trait common to all minds, but
Education roots it out to a considerable
differing much in intensity.
is,

THERE
that which

extent, but never quite obliterates

it.

The more ignorant the

critic,

the more confident are his assertions.

Four departments of knowledge are especially infested by these
namely physical science, metaphysics, politics, and
theology. Persons wholly ignorant of political economy discuss taxation, capital, the rights of property, and similar questions, in the most
solemn and owl-like manner others, who know so little of natural hiscritical parasites,

:

;

tory as to be almost unable to tell a grasshopper from a gorilla, will
point out Darwin's errors most lucidly ; and men who have the vaguest
ideas as to the meanings of the polysyllables which they habitually
in.
use, expound, with wonderful clearness, the nature of infinity, and
in
the
week.
of
the
for
theories
universe
vent new
every day
At the present time, natural science is a favorite field for the gam-

And, strange as it would seem, at first sight,
their energies are usually directed to the highest and most difficult submatters. And
jects. The sciolist rarely wastes his thoughts upon simple
bols of these wiseacres.
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which he expounds,

it is

better for

things to common minds, and, by discussing the
loftier questions of the day, get greater credit for wisdom from those
who are equally ignorant with himself. He is safer from overthrow in

him

to leave

common

speculating upon unsettled theories than in attempting to explain that
which has been well demonstrated.
Probably the majority of Americans get their ideas upon scientific
questions from the newspaper and the pulpit. The meagre quantities
of scientific lore picked up in the common schools, and in most of the
colleges, are scarcely important enough to be worth noticing and the
knowledge doled out in the form of popular lectures is so often beaten
;

up

into froth, to suit the tastes of those who listen merely to kill time,
it may also be left out of
But, week after week, the
question.

that

clergy hurl forth their anathemas against the profanities of science,
and, day after day, the newspapers quote the sayings of the popular
reviews.
And but too frequently clergymen and journalists are both

Not always, but wofully often. Quite natof the information given is practically worthless.
The really important discoveries are rarely noticed until they are years
old, for these retailers of scientific gossip scarcely ever know what is
of value, and generally content themselves with giving remarkable
mere

scientific dabblers.

urally, then,

theories,

much

broached by intellectual quacks, or

brilliant illustrations of

principles, with the principles themselves left out.

The surface

is

given,

but the meanings lying beneath are neglected.
Now and then, however, a startling theory is put forward by some
eminent scientist, or, after lying comparatively unnoticed for years, is
lifted into sudden prominence.
And, presto down sweep the clergy
!

opposed to religion and the newspapers, roused by the
add
their
dubious ridicule to the forces of the Church. Only the
noise,
is
press
generally less conservative than the pulpit. Its attacks are

upon

it

as

;

not nearly so virulent as those of the theologian.
And unquestionably these assaults do some good.

They advertise
the theory, set people to thinking, and, in some measure, stimulate the
advance of the truth. Had it not been for Romish persecution, Galileo's
views might have been much slower in gaining ground and it is likely that, if the English pulpit had made less vigorous attack upon young
Geology, there might still have been educated men believing in the
;

literal six days' creation and the universal
And yet it is
deluge.
worth noticing, in this connection, that a book has been published in
England, within the past two years, which is meant to show that the
earth is not a globe, and that the sun revolves around it. The author's
" water is
chief arguments are that
level," and that his views are
He calls Newton a " lunatic " (these are the words of his
scriptural.
"
prospectus)., and the Astronomical Society a set of professional liars."
ridiculous
statements
scientific
matters
Equally
upon
may be heard
from popular lecturers and writers nearly every day.
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As I have

already stated, the scientific dabbler prefers to disport him-

self in the field of theory. And, at present, there are several great questions up for discussion before the scientific world. The most prominent

among them relate to the connection between vital and physical forces,
the origin oflife, the development of species, and the antiquity of man.
In genera], the pulpit has in the most Christian manner allied itself
with the weaker
the priesthood.

side.

In

And on

many

instances, the press follows the lead of

each question there seems to be popular mis-

understanding.

The

is practically settled.
Experiment has
and
the
leaders
in
now
science
are pretty
it,
well agreed that the ordinary forces of Nature are sufficient to produce
all the physical phenomena of life. And yet, when a well-known chemist, a year or two ago, stated, before a New York audience, the simple

first

of these questions

thrown much light upon

fact that the animal heat

is

the result of purely physical actions in the

"
system, an astute letter-writer took him roundly to task for his abThe
surdities," and actually found a newspaper to print the effusion.
lecturer stated an experimental fact, while the objector merely vented
ignorant prejudice. Ifamanwho had never learned to read should
attempt to instruct an experienced printer in the art of setting type,
he would hardly present a more ridiculous spectacle than this self-

appointed critic.
In discussing the origin of

life, we find the theory of sj)ontanecus
generation brought prominently forward. Certain experimenters have
enclosed various substances in hermetically-sealed tubes, heated them,

so as to apparently destroy all possibilities of life within, and, after allowing them to remain undisturbed for months, have found the contents

swarming with animalcules.

Other

scientists

have tried similar ex-

periments under varied circumstances, and have failed to obtain living
organisms. And no one but a man trained in scientific methods can

judge of the relative values of the experiments. Yet many clergymen
do not hesitate to decide at once in favor of the negative experiments,
in spite of the fact that no thorough scientist regards the questions involved as in any degree settled. The leading opponents of spontaneous
generation seem to oppose the doctrine only provisionally, on the ground
that the evidence accumulated is not sufficient to warrant a final deciThe weight of evidence, however, seems to lend probability to
sion.
the doctrine. The successes of Wyman, Bastian, and others, more
than counterbalance all failures. Yet more exact experiments are
needed. It is plain that the first life must have been developed from
non-living matter, whatever methods the Creator may have employed.
Why may not the same methods be acting to-day ? The clerical opponents of the theory here fall into an obvious error. They impute to
it tendencies which it cannot have. The question to-day is, not whether life arose by a Divine act, but, in what manner did it arise ? If it
should be proved that living beings may be produced by natural laws
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from non-living matter, it will merely be shown that they arose in accordance with the universal design. That is, looking from the standthat here, as
point of a belief in Deity, it would be demonstrated
done
His
was
work
of
domain
systematiNature,
throughout all the
of law, and not in an arbitrary, mechanical,
cally, through the medium
dust-moulding manner. And no one can find any thing atheistic, or
even materialistic, in such a view. The question is one of visible order versus seeming disorder, the probabilities being in favor of the
former.
Not long since, Darwin's " Descent of Man " was published. And
which was
shortly afterward, I stumbled upon a newspaper review,
made up of unreasoning ridicule. The writer was evidently no specialist in science, and yet he ventured to discuss a theory propounded by

one of the most thorough naturalists living, who is supported in his
views by probably a large majority of scientific men. And the most
the writer
astonishing portion of this astonishing review was, where
asserted that the book did not contain a single argument which would
As if any one but a scientific
convince any one but a scientific man
!

man was
Now,

able to judge fully of the merits of the arguments.
space forbids my entering into discussion of the development-

his being
theory (which, by-the-way, did not originate with Darwin,
merely one of several development-theories), and yet a word or two is
The naturalist, looking about him, sees many facts which
necessary.

He sees that all mammals rerequire to be classified and explained.
semble each other anatomically he finds evidences of development
from lower to higher stages in their embryos he is confronted by the
;

;

fact that species are modified by cultivation ; and he meets with hosts
of observations chiming in with these. The development-theory is

naturally suggested to his mind. Flinging prejudices to one side, he
finds that the theory classifies many of these facts, and renders them
To be sure, the doctrine is not absolutely
mutually intelligible.

proved, but then there are all these things in its favor, and little more
than negative evidence against it. He has learned to beware of nesrative evidence, however, as often leading to fallacies ; and, looking at
all the difficulties in the way, accepts the theory, provisionally at least,

any other which has been suggested. It may not be
at all events it classifies his knowledge for him, and
And he finds that, instead of giving him
is useful for the time being.
degraded views of man, it enables him to see both God and humanity

as superior to
true, or it may

;

The progress indicated in the past hints at greater
in clearer light.
in
the
future, and encourages him to stronger and better
progress
efforts.
Development is shown to be a part of man's duty, and the
hope of success

is

strengthened.
of the actual antiquity of man will probably never be
If man, as the development-theory holds, arose by the slow

The question
settled.

modification of lower species, then

it is

plain that no precise

moment
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can be pointed out

in which he ceased to he brute and became human.
some senses the question of antiquity may be answered. It may
be proved that man, as we now recognize him, has existed on earth
more than a certain number of years. That period may be of six, ten,
how much more we may never
twenty, or a hundred thousand years
know. And the quarrels upon the subject to-day are over the accuraThe question has been discy of the Mosaic estimate of 6,000 years.
cussed on both sides by clerical dabblers.
On the one hand, I have
heard an eminent " evangelical " divine assert most dogmatically that
there was absolutely no evidence to overthrow the Mosaic chronology,
and that all belief to the contrary was " utter delusion." On the other
" liberal "
side, I have listened to a prominent
preacher who claimed
that it was almost certain that man had dwelt on the earth for at least
And probably neither of those estimable men had a
4,000 centuries

But

in

;

!

Not
very clear conception of the subject they discussed so airily.
only does space forbid my entering at length into this subject, but, if
I should do so, I should lay myself open to the charge of being a sciSuffice it to say that the best scientific authorities apbe well agreed that man has existed for much more than 6,000
Human bones have been found under circumstances which
years.
make it highly probable that they were buried at least 20,000 years
There was not, perhaps, absolute proof, but probability.
And
ago.
entific dabbler.

pear to

this probability, supported as it is by some evidence, is far more worthy
of belief than the mere unfortified assertions of the Old Testament.

Whatever value the latter work may have in its relations to morality
and religion, it is an unsafe guide in matters of science. Geology and
astronomy have both contended with it, and have come off victorious.
its errors may exist only in the interpretations of theologians ;
the interpreters may be deceived even now.
I do not wish to be understood as attacking the clergy.
I wish

Perhaps
if so,

only to show that science will not bear to be used for partisan purThe truth must not be tampered with. And clergymen, in

poses.

dealing with science, are often mere special pleaders, who wilfully ignore much evidence. There are some preachers who are controversially inclined,

and batter away

at science

whenever

it

crosses their path.

And

For instance, they attack the
they often stultify themselves.
Darwinian theory, and reject it because it is not proved. But they accept the theory of individual creations, which is equally unproved. It
would be wiser for them to hold judgment in suspense, and wait for
But here some reverend
the decisions of competent investigators.
" What
shall we not defend our
gentleman may say indignantly
"
faith against the attacks of science ?
Certainly, my dear sir only do
First make sure that your faith is attacked then,
not be careless.
that you understand the nature of the attack, and then give your opponent credit for honesty equal with your own. Do not hesitate
to look squarely at all the evidence bearing upon the questions in
:

!

;

;
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volved defend yourself with arguments, not dogmatic assertions ; and
do not ask your adversaries for proofs stronger than those which you are
are but mortal,
ready to give. Above all, remember that you yourself
and liable to err; and therefore that it is always within the bounds of
;

possibility that

may

your antagonist

be in the right, and you in the

own handiwork; he apwrong.
truth
the
reverently, yet fearlessly, seeking it for its own
proaches
sake and his conclusions cannot be lightly disregarded. Science may
throw more light upon theology than theology can ever throw upon sciThe man of

science studies God's

;

And the theologian who sincerely wishes to know and to spread
ence.
the highest and clearest truths, will do well to take at least some lessons from the interpreters of Nature, and in all cases to treat the docUntrines of science with the respect which is always due to honesty.
der

circumstances, whatever may be his private views and his dehe will find it the part of wisdom not to commit himself publicly

all

sires,

to either side of an unsettled question.

Dogmatism on undecided

worse than foolish.
points
Ev ery now and then we meet with certain
is

scientific

dabblers

who

I refer to those unare silly through the medium of the newspapers.
fanciful statistics.
science
with
to
illustrate
fortunate people who try

Of

one of these

late,

statistical

paragraphs has been going the rounds

what the writer supposed to be physiological
some
estimates as to the number of pairs of
First
come
chemistry.
boots and the quantity of hats which might be made from the leather
and felt imagined by the author to be formed by some obscure chemiof the press.

It treats of

cal process in the stomach.

This

is utilitarian

science with a ven-

when

the brilliant popularizer of scieclipsed shortly
entific knowledge asserts that a man of average size contains clay
enough to make a dozen large bricks, and consumes carbonate of lime

geance, but

is

The
his food to form a marble mantel-piece in a year
estimates are really quite beautiful in their way, but are unfortunately
Certain French lexicographers
like the French definition of a crab.

enough with

!

were one day hard at work, and had just defined a crab as " a little red
fish which walks backward."
Cuvier, entering just then, was asked
what he thought of the definition. " Admirable " said he, " only the
I
crab is not a fish, it is not red, and it does not walk backward."
cannot vouch for the authenticity of this anecdote, yet it serves very
well to illustrate the case in point. The newspaper scientist was about
as accurate in his knowledge as were the lexicographers
especially
in the brick-making item for the two elements most characteristic of
clay, namely, silicon and aluminum, are wholly wanting in the human
system or, if present, they are in such small quantities as to be un!

;

;

discoverable

by

analysis.

This example

is sufficient

to illustrate this particular kind of dab-

man makes a discovery, which is briefin
some
to
alluded
foreign journal of popular science. The periodily

bling.

Some thorough

scientific
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cals on this side of the ocean, catching up the allusion, dilute it still
farther, and presently it becomes a sort of intellectual goose-pond for

these dabblers to disport themselves in. The clear fountains of knowledge from which it sprang are lost to sight, and only a mud-puddle re-

mains in view.
I
Let me now sum up briefly my object in writing these pages.
have not written them to attack either clergymen or journalists, for I
will not attempt to deny that much useful scientific knowledge finds
its way to the popular mind through the pulpits and the newspapers.
purpose is twofold : First, to call attention to the silly character

My
of

much

upon
more

of what

is

true scientific

"
called " popular science ;
and, secondly, to urge
men the importance of rendering real knowledge

There

accessible to the masses.

trash which

is

is

written would not be read.

a

demand
It

works

for science, or the
into nearly all de-

partments of common life, and is, in one way or another, of immediate
interest to almost every one.
Yet, as I have already said, the current
popular lectures upon scientific topics are frothy and worthless: the
and the
theologian often misrepresents science for partisan purposes
all
the
are
too
with
newspapers,
good they may do,
frequently conducted by those ignorant of all science.
The people seek for knowlIn some reedge, and unwittingly get much chaff with their wheat.
spects the popular mind is filled with absurd superstitions.
Strange
" animal
psychological phenomena are attributed to
magnetism," and
;

other natural wonders are apt to be fathered upon electricity.
The
made responsible for almost every thing unusual.

latter innocent force is

seems to be time that true students of science should seek
Faraday, Tyndall, Huxley, and others,
have done an admirable work abroad, and their example should be
more generally followed here. Our lyceums need more scientific lectures, and our best thinkers and observers should be ready to work in
that direction. Men of science constantly lament that the government
does not extend more aid to scientific research.
The government is a
popular one, and the people must be trained before its help can be exTherefore

it

to popularize their learning.

pected. Therefore, it is for the interest of the teachers as well as for
the good of the people, that scientific truths should be popularly put
forward in simple, untechnical language, and made accessible to all.
+

TOWN AND COUNTRY

AS PRODUCERS OF INTELLECT.
By

THE
an

last

G. M. B.

number of the Journal of

the

Statistical

interesting article, by Mr. Hyde Clarke, on the
cal Distribution of Intellectual Qualities in England."

The

writer proves,

by

Society
"

had

Geographi-

the use of a numerical test, that the towns
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contribute most of the intellectual laborers of note, and that the popular notion that genius is generally of low origin or derived from obSome " village Hampden," it is true,
scure districts is a mistake.

may adorn

the region of politics, but this is an exceptional distinction.
premise that Mr. Clarke has considered the influence

It is needless to

of population, and has not merely enumerated the clever men from
given places. He has taken 2,000 names of men of genius or high intellectual powers, and sorted them out into districts, and this forms

He

the basis of his calculations.

The more important matter

is

says

:

to ascertain

how

far the external influence of

the community has affected the hirth or production of men of ability, genius,
On the whole, such
or celebrity, exemplified in intellectual endowment. . .
men are rather born in towns than in the country, and examples to the con.

trary, as those of

Newton, Dryden,

etc.,

admit of explanations which neutral-

ize their apparent antagonism.

Speaking of the preeminence of London
men, he says

in the production of

such

:

If

we

test this for other countries,

find the

shall

position,

and

same

whether in ancient or modern times, we

Eome and Athens

will assert a metropolitan
of the geographical distribution of such
out the most famous cities of antiquity.
map of

thing.
so will Paris.

A

map

A

elements will safely mark
England, of France, of Germany, or Italy, will show the like modern results.
The town population being the smaller portion in each country, yet the larger
number of names will belong to the town population, and not to the rural population

Of

names which can be marked as first and second
belong in the larger proportion to the town population.

and, on the whole, the

;

class will

the 2,000 names, three-eighths belong to the country, and

eiarhths to the

town

The following
ysis

five-

districts.

extracts give the main points in the interesting anal-

:

In regarding the distribution among the town population, again, the unequal
pro rata proportion to the large towns
is, however, that of London (333), and,
as that is supported by the example of other metropolitan cities, ancient and
modern, it can be accepted as an authenticated fact that the larger the population the larger the proportion of distinguished men.
Edinburgh gives IS, and

distribution gives in most cases a larger
over the small. The most striking case

Dublin 53. The proportion of those metropolitan cities to the whole number
about 22 per cent. Still, on examining the smaller towns among themselves,
this by no means holds good.
Many small towns furnish more names than
those of larger population, and these will be found to be cathedral and univerWhat is to be marked is the low position of such great modern
sity towns.
centres of industry and population as Manchester, Liverpool, Birmingham,
is

Sheffield, Leeds, Hull, Bradford, etc. . . . The relation of names may, therefore, be considered to be, not to the population generally in gross, but rather
to the classes engaged in the pursuit of learning, to the educated classes, and

those in easy circumstances. This explains best the phenomena of London,
and the preponderant towns, and likewise what may be called the intellectual
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manufacturing cities in modern times. ... It does not appear to be
the case, on the whole, that men of distinction spring from the lowest classes,
as some assert.
It may be that such a man is the son of a poor man, or of one
rise of the

in an inferior trade, but the greater men are ascertained to spring
manly families or from families formerly in easy circumstances.
belief is the other

from gentle-

The popular
way, because we have books giving the names of those who

have risen from the lowest pursuits.

From

a table given,

it

appears that out of the 2,000 English writ-

ers of celebrity, only 58 exercised a mechanical trade, and only 40
were sons of such, thus giving a total of only 3 per cent, connected

with such occupations.
The conclusion
in the

lower

to be

drawn

is,

that intellectual exertion

classes, or in the children of such, to

where the means of

instruction are

more

is

not manifested

the same extent as in those

available.

This seems corroborated by a glance at the relative proportion of
The south
distinguished men in the several districts of England.
and south midland districts contributed 60 per cent., the north and
north midland 17, Wales 1, Scotland 12, and Ireland 4 per cent. The

Wales and Ireland are accounted for by the Celtic language prevailing, the influence of this being further shown by the fact
that Cornwall produced 21, and Devon 97 instances, though the two
low

figures for

counties join.

London has produced, not only

in

number, but

also in value, a larger por-

tion of the celebrities of the country

Milton, Spenser, Pope, Byron, Chaucer,
Cowley, Gray, Surrey, Herrick, Keats, Johnson, Fletcher, Gibbon, Mitford, C.

Camden, Bacon, Canning, Fox, Blackstone, De Foe, Arnold, etc.
appear to show that literary attainments are in relation to literary
culture, or the culture of the educated classes, and not of the uneducated
classes.
The development of intellectual improvement cannot be effected

Mill,

The

.

.

.

facts

.

.

.

nervous system, but by the proper application of all the
dependent on the physical condition of men. It is, in fact, a creation
of selection on the best principles. Journal of Mental Science.

by

sole exertion of the

faculties

-+-

CIVILIZATION AS ACCUMULATED FOKCE.
By

word

civilization

is

of

L.

DUMONT.i

somewhat

THEeasy to say which of the two

indefinite

meaning.

It

were

the more civilized, a European
or a New-Caledonian savage. But, when we have to assign their respective ranks to two civilized nations, the case is more difficult. Each
One will say that
philosopher has his own definition of civilization.
1

is

Translated from the Revue Scientifque, by J. Fitzgerald, A. M.

CIVILIZATION AS ACCUMULATED FORCE.
civilization is the social fact of the increase of wealth.

though we

take the word wealth in

its

widest sense,

it

603

But even

will not include

all the elements of civilization, and especially it will not include those
which have their seat in man himself, such as moral and physical deenrich a navelopment. Then an accident, such as conquest, might

without advancing it in civilization.
Guizot makes civilization depend chiefly on political institutions.
According to him, it is the perfectionment of civil life, the development
of society, and of the relations of man with man. But he admits that

tion,

we must
and

also take into account individual

life,

the inner

and morally.

his

life

of

man

In his His-

development intellectually, socially,
this element, so
tory, however, Guizot almost altogether disregards
that we may consider his work as merely an excellent history of political progress

under constitutional monarchy.

Buckle's History

is

the antithesis of Guizot's.

Here the individual
The state,

institutions nothing, or even hinderances.

is

every thing ;
according to Buckle,

Buckle also deis a resultant, not a principal.
nies that religion is a factor in working out the problem of civilizaThese views, at first warmly opposed, are now more favorably
tion.
received.

But

since he

deduced

civilization neither

from religion nor from

did he account for it ? He defined it to
political constitutions,
The
consist in the supremacy of intellectual laws over physical laws.
history of Europe, as he read it, is simply a series of victories gained by
man over Nature ; whereas, the domination of Nature over man causes

how

the irremedial decadence of Oriental nations.
"VVe will not deny the justice and truth of this line of observation.
The contest between man and the outer world, the conquests of science,
the subjection of all the forces of Nature to man's will these are truths
And yet we do not believe that they constitute the
as clear as day.

Men are brought face to face, not alone with
one
with
another. "We have to adapt ourselves, not
but
also
Nature,
alone to physical forces, but we have also to adapt ourselves to one
sum

total of civilization.

in a word, we find in civilization, in progress, a social as well
;
Side by side with the conquests of humanity
as a physical element.
over the remainder of the universe, there is a progress in morals, and
in the relations between man and man between one society and an-

another

Civilization is impossible without freedom and security, and
these can exist only in virtue of social institutions.
All the theories we have been considering contain an admixture of
other.

and they are all imperfect, being true in what they
We
in what they exclude from consideration.
but
erroneous
afrirm,
have, therefore, to discover a formula which, while it applies equally
truth and error

;

to all these facts, and sums them up in a more general notion, shall
show their intimate connection and their close association with one
another.
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I.

Civilization

is

the result

of previous progress.

Progress

It is

Civilization is a state,
so to speak, dynamical.
not the work of the present moment ; it is rather that

The

scientific researches of the past

merit

;

it is,

is

a move*

it is static.

which the
present inherits from the past, in the way of science, art, discovery,
wealth, customs. In a society which is in process of civilization, each
generation finds a certain store of the elements of civilization at hand.
have not to be commenced anew ;
and industrial processes we have but to learn and to
perpetuate. Agriculture has made progress, cities have been built,
roads constructed, and society organized. Finally, we have language
ready formed, and race instincts, and moral and intellectual qualities,
more or less developed. So that we may regard civilization as the
sum of human enjoyment at a given moment, which is at hand withits

discoveries

out the necessity of going in search of it. Or, in philosophical language, we say that civilization is an accumulation of force in the race,
or for the race.

We

have used the word force, and this calls for an explanation.
is inclined to see
nothing but forces in the universe.
Those things which we regard as material are but forces, or combina-

Modern philosophy
tions of force.

Light, heat, solidity, weight, and

movement

of every

kind, are forces: life is an organization of force, and society an organization of living forces. The same is to be said of will, ideas, sensations, truth, right, science.
may regard man as

We

an aggregation of forces, physiological, inThis
tellectual,
aggregation is susceptible of perfectionment, its component parts becoming mutually better adjusted, or the
combination becoming more complex. In either case the result will
be an enlargement of the faculties and an increase of the individual's

and moral.

power.

But

This system of forces which
surrouuded by forces which are unintelligent.
He
enters into competition with these, and turns them to his own advan-

we

call

let

us pursue this subject further.

man

is

tage, appropriates them, and thus, as it were, projects his own personality outward.
By the aid of science he makes Nature subject to him,

and renders the most sterile soil productive. Mountains are tunnelled,
and seas joined together. These and similar splendid achievements are
not accomplished by the native forces of man, yet they bear the marks
of man's handiwork and the forces which did bring them about were
;

in subjection to him.
Though these forces, then, cannot be properly
called human forces, still they are humanized, and it is the accumulation of both these kinds of force that makes up civilization.

were inexact to say that this accumulation is a creation of force.
does not create, he only transforms. Production implies only
adapting things to our use. Therefore, when we speak of production,
It

Man
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we imply only a new direction given to forces already active. But
man is also a consumer of the wealth he acquires and of his own powIn order, therefore, that he may accumulate, production must be
in excess of consumption.
Every act we perform involves an expenditure of muscular or intellectual energy ; and the same is true with
ers.

our work. If, however, by
regard to the implements we employ for
such expenditure we render available for human uses what before was
the outlay,
unserviceable, and if this acquisition is of greater value than
has
no
value as a
this
Yet
for
there is a clear
gain
humanity.
profit
far as
civilizing element, except in so

it

puts

man

in the

way

of

making

of his organs or
products, whether by augmenting the power
a new implement, by leading to some
faculties, by putting in his hands
useful discovery, or by affecting favorably political relations, which in

new

turn react upon production and upon progress in general.
This excess of production over consumption is not the only source
of power. There is another which is of equal importance, and that
is the perfecting of organization, whether among the forces which

Here, again, there is
individual, the society, or the race.
This
of
force.
utilization
but
no creation,
organic adaptation
only
diminishes friction, and permits the utilization of forces which else

make up the

would be wasted.
Organization, furthermore, brings together like
enables
them to combine their strength, and thus forces
and
capacities,
which separately would be weak, being united, produce gi-eat results.
In thus grouping together like forces, the first step is to detach them
from those which are dissimilar, and consequently a perfect organization leads to the separation of faculties, the localization of functions,
now proceed to confirm our inductions
and the division of labor.

We

by

particular applications of

them

to actual facts.

And,

first,

we

will

consider those elements of civilization which are extrinsic to man.

We

can more easily understand the world around us than the interior
phenomena of the mind, and the study of these external phenomena
will furnish us with many analogies to guide us in the study of the

more recondite

internal

phenomena.
II.

The word capital is employed to denote the sum of external forces
accumulated by man, and which he can use for new productions. We
do not, however, agree with certain contemporaneous economists who
only labor accumulated. This definition, though
and besides it involves a dangerous confusion of
ideas, and has supplied the socialists with a portion of their arguments

say that capital

is

plausible, is inexact,

against capital, civilization, and political economy itself.
No doubt capital is an accumulation, but not an accumulation of
labor ; it is not even the product of labor. Though Proudhon (" Ma-

nuel du Speculateur ") defines capital to be "labor accumulated," he
" The first

contradicts himself a few lines farther on,

when he

says,
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Most of the precious
capital is given gratis to man by Nature."
metals possess a value in excess of the cost of production ; the differ
ence represents a portion of capital which does not come from labor,
and the value of which
labor,

is

regulated simply

by

the law of

demand and

Capital, then, is not always the product of labor, nor does

supply.

even when accumulated, always produce

There

capital.

such

is

a thing as destructive labor, as, for instance, under the rule of the Commune in Paris. There is also such a thing as unproductive labor, as
when thousands of working-men are employed for weeks together in

preparations for fetes, illuminations, and the like. An author may
spend years in writing a work which no man will read or buy. He
surely does not produce capital.
Finally, if capital were in reality

only labor accumulated, would not the complaint of the socialists be
justified when they clamor against society for its iniquity in making
the workers non-capitalists, while the capitalists are not workers ?

regard capital as the condition of labor, and not its
for
the
product.
origin of capital, to fix it precisely, we need only
apply the general formula already given, according to which capital
It is better to

As

represents the excess of production over consumption.
ings, therefore, or, if

you wish, accumulated

savings.

It

means

sav-

One begins

to

acquire capital, not by labor, but rather by saving the products, whether
of labor or of Nature. Hence it follows that a just distribution of capi-

must be based, not on the amount of labor, but on the amount of
and this is about the state of things existing in the present
social order, allowance being made for some imperfections.
The spendand he alone produces it, or increases it, who
thrift wastes his capital
tal

saving

;

;

can save.
ing,

Many

and judge

it

persons, who are not at all socialists, discourage savbetter to expend capital than to consume it. It is

true that expenditure in some measure benefits our contemporaries ;
yet only at the expense of society in the future whereas, saving con;

tributes to the future

growth of

civilization,

though doing some

little

Now, shall we sacrifice the present
injury to the present generation.
for the future, or shall we compromise the future in order to alleviate
the misei-y and suffering of the present ? Let us put an hypothesis
which, though impracticable, still may be supposed. Suppose France
were to resolve to use up all her wealth in one day. During that one
day all Frenchmen might have all sorts of enjoyment. But the morrow !

We must remember that the race is in process of development,
moment what

The present

and

nothing. To
insure progress, the first requisite is that capital should increase. Here
is a quantity of grain which might subsist a family for one
day save
is

never at any

it

will be.

is

:

to account, and it will
the benefit of saving, and this
it,

turn

it

produce food for millions.

Such

is

the secret of material civilization,
which is itself the result of foresight and of past privations. The nations which are at the head of material civilization are those whose
institutions

is

have most favored saving, by their respect

for private
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property, and the safeguards they threw around capital. Unhappily,
in modern European legislation, there are still to be found enactments

which are nothing better than attacks upon the rights and

liberties

man

has to save not alone for himself, but also for
others, his economy will be more strict than if he had to save for
himself alone. If you do away with the right of freely disposing of
all his capital, rather than
property, a man will take care to consume
let it fall into the hands of those for whose benefit he has no mind to
of capital.

If a

accumulate.
The accumulation of capital

is often regarded with alarm, which,
must not forget that capital is only the
means of production, and that consequently it must always be profita-

however,

is

We

baseless.

Where capital is abundant,
else all its value is gone.
the capitalist is constrained to lend it at reasonable rates, and to go in
search of labor, in order to find an advantageous investment. On the
other hand, when there is but little capital, then labor must go -in search
bly employed,

of the capitalist, and pay him whatever interest he requires. Thus,
individual property and the liberty of disposal are upheld by the very
arguments that socialists bring to overturn them. The chief benefit
of these institutions is to make accumulation of capital possible this
the socialists regard as an injury, for their aim is absolute equality,
and they make small account of the interests of civilization. But we
who regard civilization as the great aim of humanity find no more
:

with inequality of capital than with inequality of wages.
or twenty times as much pay as others, and
some save ten or twenty times as much as others. If the capitalist has
to
only to preserve what others have accumulated, or what has come
in
like
manner
not
does
the
workman
him by gift or inheritance,
profit
by his capital of health and intellectual faculties, which he owes partly
difficulty

Some workmen get ten

to inheritance

and partly to

his education, in order to

demand higher

pay?
In no country

is

the habit of saving so general as in France, and

this is the securest basis of our prosperity

and

civilization.

The French

have been unjustly charged with prodigality but the reproach should
be confined to that quartler of Paris which lies between the Champs
all
Elysees and the Faubourg Montmartre. Without these bounds,
France is steady and industrious.
very moderate estimate puts the
;

A

annual increase of wealth in France at three milliards of francs.
a nation

which

by

we

Un-

much

of the benefit of this saving as
in
ruinous
The national debt,
adventures.
embarking

fortunately, however,
will soon be

lose

twenty milliards, has doubled within twenty years.

Though we make an annual increase of capital to the amount of three
milliard.
milliards, we annually burden posterity with a debt of a half
Another and more serious defect of the French nation is, that this
us to consider
saving tends to check population and this fact leads
;

another element of civilization,

viz.,

the value of the individual.
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III.

civilization, we may consider man from a threefold
of
the
numerical quantity of the population ; the duration
view
point
of human force, that is, longevity ; and the intensity of this force, that

As regards
:

is,

the development of the organs and faculties.
Man being a combination of forces, does

it

follow that an in-

crease of population is an accumulation of human forces, and so an
element of civilization ? As the increase of wealth favors the increase

of population, so the latter reacts on the former by increasing the
especially by favoring the division of labor.

number of producers, and

Consequently, a country's well-being requires a just equilibrium beAn incapital and the number of inhabitants.
crease of population ought not to lead to a loss in capital, nor ought

tween the sum of the

the increase of capital, by saving, lead to diminished population. In
the former case, the country would become impoverished ; in the latter
it would decay.
The latter is the case with France, where the popufar less than the immense resources of the
country would
While
justify.
Saxony doubles its population in 45 years, England in
49, Prussia in 54, Russia in 56, Wiirtemberg and Switzerland in 114,
France requires more than 198.
There is reason to suppose that

lation

is

Great Britain, which

now

has 26,000,000,

will,

in 50 years,

have

52,000,000 ; Germany, 60,000,000 ; and Russia, over 100,000,000 ; but
France, unless there occur a change, will have no more than 45,000,000.
At the beginning of this century, the annual increase of population in

France was 175,000, now it is only 132,000 souls. Far from peopling
our colonies, we find the very soil of France gradually encroached on
by an immigration of the neighboring nations.
The reasons for this are numerous. The restrictions laid on the
father of a family in France are greater than in most countries.
Then
the education Frenchwomen get has an influence.
Marriages are not
fewer than hitherto, but are contracted at a later period of life.
In Catholic countries there is less moral freedom but more licenIn the latter, marriage is
tiousness than in Protestant countries.
rendered easy and spontaneous by the greater freedom of social relations between the sexes
but in France marriage is a matter of
calculation, and marriages are generally contracted with the aid of gobetweens. Another cause is that habits of industry and especially individual enterprise are not at all in France in proportion with the na;

tional wealth.

While

in

England a man generally acquires

capital

with a view to better his condition as a producer, a Frenchman's study
is to retire from business, and leave to a very small family the means
of living without work. We have also in France a large proportion
of the poorer classes
lic

of our

soil,

We

who

flock into the great cities to live

by pub-

have by no means exhausted all the resources
and there are 20,000,000 acres of waste land. Though in

assistance.
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France the population increases more slowly than in other European
The higher the
nations, the average duration of life is greater.
of productive
accumulation
the
the
of
duration
life,
greater
average
The reason why war is so fatal to civilization, even among the
forces.
conquerors, is that it destroys those who are at the age most favorable
for production.
in

"We have now to consider the third element of civilization, as found
himself, and this is the most important of all, namely, the in-

man

Two equal quantities of individuals will not in the
tensity of force.
same space of time produce equally, for each may not possess the same
energy, the same intensity of

life

or force.

Individual values are de-

termined by the development of organs, functions, and faculties, which
come in part from exercise and culture, and in part from inheritance.
On the one hand, we have the habits acquired by the individual, which
are modified by his surroundings and, on the other hand, we have
habits rooted in the family, nation, or race, and which become herediThe latter is called an instinct, and embraces all those sentitary.
;

ments which men have in common, their intensity being in proportion
with the social progress which produced them. The influence of these
inherited sentiments is very great, though it is frequently overlooked.
If a man is what he is as distinct from all others in virtue of individual
development and personal character, we are men having our specific

We

are possessed of the apparaand race character from inheritance.
tus of vision, hearing, language, circulation, digestion, because these
functions are so many habits that have become essential to the human
race.

These habits and instincts are not all good, for vices too are habits.
This means only that the action of our organs and faculties sometimes
takes a direction unfavorable to society or humanity. The body has its
Entire
diseases, the understanding its errors, and the will its vices.
races have sometimes depraved instincts, which forbid their advancing
beyond a certain degree of civilization, while others fail to attain that
intellectual

development which

Now, what

is

is the condition of all ulterior progress.
the criterion for determining what habits are good and

favorable for civilization

and then we

?

We need

shall see that those habits

only apply our general formula,

have a

civilizing influence

which

tends to increase man's forces, the power of his faculties, his value as
an intellectual or material producer. On the contrary, those habits

which have a tendency to deprave the individual, weaken his faculties,
or efface his moral instincts, are vices which, when generalized and
transmitted, whether by education or by inheritance, lead a people toward decay, decrepitude, and extinction. The ideas, instincts, and moral
habits of the individual, are ever in competition, and, when this competition tends toward perfection, the element which wins in the struggle

always gains power by selection.
It was the fashion during the eighteenth century to regard the
39
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faculties of the civilized

man

as inferior to those of the savage. ExWhat certain organs have lost in one

perience has not confirmed this.
direction, they

have got back in another.

If our senses

have a narrow

range, they have gained in firmness of perception. The senses of touch
and of taste are in the civilized man extremely subtile. Our power of
vision has not a very great range, but we can peruse for many hours
together the printed page, a thing which the eye of the savage could

never do. If our ear cannot detect the stealthy approach of a wild
it can appreciate the nicest shades of difference in musical notes.
cannot climb trees, but a clerk seated at his desk does more work

beast,

We

with his hand in one day than a savage in a twelvemonth. Finally,
the muscular force of certain Indian tribes has been proved by the dynamometer to be very considerably less than that of English and French
sailors.

There are

when

faculties

civilization has

which appear to arise full grown, so to speak,
reached a certain stage, and Avhich do not exist,

even in germ, among savages. Such are the faculties of literary and
artistic taste. The savage has no leisure for the pleasures of the imagination. A Moliere, a Rembrandt, or a Mozart, would have to expend all
his energy under such circumstances in procuring the bare necessaries of life.
The fine arts are subordinated to the development of the
other elements of civilization, but they may also be regarded as the
best expression and the most exact measure of the state of a society.
A few examples will explain our meaning
How has architecture advanced ? Men at first dwelt in hollow
trees, in caves, or beneath any chance shelter.
Next, they constructed
rude houses of stones, branches, or sods. It was only at a later period
:

Then came all
that they could think of symmetry or regularity.
kinds of ornamentation. At last they came to erect structures without
direct utility, for aesthetic purposes merely, such as columns, porticoes,
and the like. And so each increase of wealth in a society is followed
by a corresponding progress in arts which are rather pleasing than

The same holds with respect to literature. At first, men
would interchange only thoughts of immediate utility. Next they
came imperceptibly to adorn their speech, and then arose history, religion, morality, philosophy, adorned with all the charms of versificaIt was only at a later period that poetry aption, music, and poesy.

useful.

peared in its own individual character, on the stage, or in the story, as
the form in which pure fiction was to be cast, having as its aim to
please the imagination, without reference to history, religion, or utility.
In a word, art and poetry spring from a superabundance of intellectual

energy, and from an exuberance of ideal force.
The culture of science, as viewed with reference to civilization, is
the same thing as the development of the understanding. At first
view, we might suppose that scientific truths, when once discovered,
constitute a sort of capital, which

may be

stored up.

But

this is

not
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the case, for science has no real value, except as it is present in the
consciousness of the thinker, and it is inseparable from the exercise of

Science in books

the faculties.

We

will not

is

of no importance for civilization.

immense importance of

speak of the

intellectual develop-

ment, which Buckle regarded as the very essence of civilization. The
mode of this development is a question for a theory of progress. It
consists principally of an enlarging adaptation of ideas to external facts,
and to one another ; and the most natural explanation will be given
when we apply Darwin's admirable inductions to the formation of
ideas.

The French have boasted that they were the leaders of civilization
But the Germans and EngFrench mind appears to hold

in virtue of their intellectual superiority.
lish make the same pretensions.
Yet the

preeminent rank in certain respects, as for instance in taste for the beauThe country which produced Moliere
tiful, for grace, and for elegance.
is now the only one that has a theatre worthy of the name
our painters
are the first in the world and in France alone are the refinements of
an exquisite taste exhibited in the minor details of every-day life.
;

;

We

owe all this to the {esthetic influence of the capital.
The French mind also excels in all the lively and brilliant qualities
of imagination.
Still, it must be admitted that these qualities are
blended with very grave defects. The philosophical faculties are in
some degree weakened by the development of taste, and the refinement

We

of the imagination often hinders the cultivation of the reason.
have, to be sure, some men of great distinction in all the sciences, but
it cannot be gainsaid that instruction is not as wide-spread in France
as in

Germany

England.

;

and moral science

is

far

more backward here than

We have no taste for consecutiveness, method, long

in

deduc-

tion, or patient analyses.

These defects expose us to grave dangers in political life especially,
and this brings us to the consideration of social relations and institutions as they have a bearing upon civilization.
IV.

There are two things to be considered in the social order, viz., the
of individuals, and the system of institutions guaranteeing them.
As the definition of these rights depends on the development of the
race in their ideas, morals, instincts, etc., we need but refer to what we
have already said on the development of organs and faculties, to show
how far these rights extend. But the case is different with governmental institutions which derive force not from the progress of individuals,
but from the evolution of society, and the historic development of the
In times of order and tranquillity we are disposed to reduce
nation.
i-ights

governmental functions to the minimum. For this reason, prosperity
sometimes leads to decadence. When the government is weakened, the
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nation compromises

its civilization,

and

lies

open either to anarchy

oi

Governmental progress is never made by radical
conquest, or both.
destruction or suppression of established order, with a view to evolve
a new organization, giving up historic advantages. Gradual modification

is

tion

is

the condition of true progress, for no constitution or organizaof any value, unless it is the work of ages.

In order to guarantee security and respect for individual rights, the
government derives a certain amount of force from the nation, and this
The value of a government is
force makes up the power of the state.
to be estimated by the difference between what it costs and the benefits
If we would know what is the value of French political init secures.
stitutions, for instance, we have only to estimate the value of our present capital, and compare it with what we should have were our institutions at an end.
Hence, we see that political institutions are a true

an excess of utility over expenditure.
an oi'ganism, and the individuals may be regarded as elementary cellules. Social progress consists in the increasing adaptation of individuals, which results from the separation of
functions and the division of labor.
Just as, in the lower grades of the
physiological scale, one organ will discharge many very diverse functions, so, in the more imperfect forms of society, the government discharges every kind of office, as that of the soldier, priest, school-master,
civilizing force, as yielding

A political society is

tutor, manufacturer, agriculturist, merchant, banker.

lem

is,

forces.

to determine

what

The government

is

to be done

will be

more

by the

The great probwhat by other

state,

effective in proportion as

it is

freed from the embarrassment of diverse functions.

From this point of view we should say that France has departed
from the path of progress in two directions First, her revolutions have
unduly weakened the government; second, public opinion has unduly
favored the extension of governmental interference. The result of the
first is, that no government in France is sufficiently strong
the result of the second, that government is entangled in affairs from
which it were better freed, and every schemer and visionary is clamor:

;

ing for government assistance to work out his plans.
Every ephemeral constitution we have had, has to-day a factious
party ready to do battle for it. Thus, every administration finds itself surrounded with a coalition of minorities.
Time alone can give
authority to any constitution.
Not less serious are the consequences of Utopianism which would
shape the state according to every fantastic notion. All forms of socialism strive to enlarge the action of society ; and communism, its
development, seeks to absorb the individual in the state. Gov-

latest

ernments have often unconsciously yielded to the influence of these
dreams, as we see where they favor protection, state interference in
religious matters, and in the direction of art and science, etc.

The

university, too,

is

to

blame

for our disasters.

Its

metaphysics
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and worship of forms give rise to dreams of Utopia and all manner of
We had little better than illusions to oppose to the sternly
illusions.
of Germany. It is Utopian ideas that have produced,
science
practical
after a disastrous war, another crisis more serious still.
Only solid,
disasters.
England has opposed to
positive education can avert such
fanciful dreams the serious study of political economy.
Germany has
studied the historical sciences, and has cultivated a search-

profoundly
ing criticism as well as the natural sciences. But France has followed
an ideal, without regard to facts, and the result is, that every thing is
in a state of disorder.
Present disaster may bring France to her senses, and induce her to

from

start

different principles.

-*--*-

POPULAB GEOLOGY.

1

By Eev. CHARLES KINGSLEY.
is

the science which explains to us the rind of the
It tells us
it is made ; how it has been made.

aEOLOGY
earth of what
;

That is, properly speaking, an asnothing of the mass of the earth.
tronomical question. If I may be allowed to liken this earth to a fruit,
then astronomy will tell us when it knows how the fruit grew, and
what is inside the fruit. Geology can only tell us at most how its rind,
outer covering, grew, and of what it is composed a very small
part, doubtless, of all that is to be known about this planet.

its

;

But, as

it

happens, the mere rind of this earth-fruit, which has,

countless ages since, dropped, as it were, from the Bosom of God, the
Eternal Fount of Life the mere rind of this earth-fruit, I say, is so
beautiful and so complex, that it is well worth our awful and reverent

has been well said, indeed, that the history of it, which we
geology, would be a magnificent epic poem, were there only any
human interest in it ; did it deal with creatures more like ourselves
than stones, and bones, and the dead relics of plants and beasts.
study.

It

call

"Whether there be no human interest in geology whether man did not
exist on the earth during ages which have seen enormous geological
changes, is becoming more and more an opan question.
But meanwhile all must agree that there is matter enough for in;

nay, room enough for the free use of the imagination, in a science which tells of the growth and decay of whole mountain-ranges,

terest

continents, oceans, whole tribes and worlds of plants and animals.
And yet it is not so much for the vastness and grandeur of those
1

From advance

Geology."

sheets of Prof. Kingsley's

excellent

little

book

entitled

"

Town
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scenes of the distant past, to which the science of geology introduces
it as a study, and wish earnestly to awaken you to its

us, that I value

beauty and importance. It is because it is the science from which you
I say most
will learn most easily a sound scientific habit of thought.
most
The
for
these
of
and
reasons.
facts
important
geology do
easily ;
not require, to discover them, any knowledge of mathematics or of
chemical analysis they may be studied in every bank, every grot,
every quarry, every railway-cutting, by any one who has eyes and
;

common-sense, and

who

chooses to copy the late illustrious

Hugh

Mil-

who made

ler,

Next,

its

himself a great geologist out of a poor stone-mason.
most important theories are not, or need not be, wrapped up

in obscure Latin

and Greek terms.

They may be expressed

in the

simplest English, because they are discovered by simple common-sense.
And thus geology is (or ought to be), in popular parlance, the people's
science the science by studying which, the man ignorant of Latin,

Greek, mathematics, scientific chemistry, can yet become
brain enables him a truly scientific man.

But how

shall

we

learn science

by mere common-sense

as far as his

?

always try to explain the unknown by the known. If you
meet something which you have not seen before, then think of the
thing most like it which you have seen before; and try if that which
you know explains the one will not explain the other also. Sometimes
sometimes it will not. But, if it will, no one has a right to ask
it will
First,

;

any other explanation.
Suppose, for instance, that you found a dead bird on the top of a
cathedral-tower, and were asked how you thought it had got there.
You would say, " Of course, it died up here." But if a friend said
"
" Not so it
;
dropped from a balloon, or from the clouds ; and told

you

to try

:

you the prettiest tale of how the bird came to so strange an end, you
would answer " No, no I must reason from what I know. I know
I know that birds die and
that birds haunt the cathedral-tower
therefore, let your story be as pretty as it may, my common-sense bids
me take the simplest explanation, and say it died here." In saying
You would have made a
that, you would be talking scientifically.
fair and sufficient induction (as it is called) from the facts about birds'
habits and birds' deaths which you knew.
But suppose that when you took the bird up you found that it was
:

;

;

;

you expected, but a
Then you would be adrift again. The fact of it being
a humming bird would be a new fact which you had not taken into
account, and for which your old explanation was not sufficient and
you would have to try a new induction to use your common-sense

neither a jackdaw, nor a sparrow, nor a swallow, as

humming-bird.

:

"
saying, I have not to explain merely how a dead bird got
here, but how a dead humming-bird."
And now, if your imaginative friend chimed in triumphantly with,
" Do
you not see that I was right after all ? Do you not see that it
afresh
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from the clouds ? That it was swept away hither, all the way from
South America, by some southwesterly storm, and, wearied out at last,
"
dropped here to find rest, as in a sacred place ? what would you answer ?
"
is
a
beautiful
that
imagination but I must treat it only
My friend,
as such, as long as I can explain the mystery more simply by facts which
I do know.
I do not know that humming-birds can be blown across
the Atlantic alive. I do know that they are actually brought across
the Atlantic dead are stuck in ladies' hats. I know that ladies visit
the cathedral and, odd as the accident is, I prefer to believe, till I get
fell

:

;

:

a better explanation, that the humming-bird has simply dropped out
of a lady's hat." There, again, you would be speaking common-sense ;

and using, too, sound inductive method trying to explain what you
do not know from what you do know already.
Now, I ask of you to employ the same common-sense when you
read and think of geology.
It is very necessary to do so.
For in past times men have tried to
explain the making of the world around them, its oceans, rivers, mountains, and continents, by I know not what of fancied cataclysms and
convulsions of Nature explaining the unknown by the still more unknown, till some of their geological theories were no more rational, because no more founded on known facts, than that of the New Zealand
Maories, who hold that some god, when fishing, fished up their islands
out of the bottom of the ocean. But a sounder and wiser school of
;

;

now reigns ; the father of whom, in England at least, is the
venerable Sir Charles Lyell. He was almost the first of Englishmen
who taught lis to see what common-sense tells us that the laws
which we see at work around us now have been most probably at work
since the creation of the world ; and that whatever changes may seem
geologists

and in ancient rocks, should be exthe
by
changes which are taking place now in the
most recent deposits in the soil of the field.
to have taken place in past ages,
jilained, if possible,

And

in the last 40 years
since that great and sound idea has bein the minds of students, and
specially of English stu-

come rooted

geology has thriven and developed, perhaps more than any
and has led men on to discoveries far more really asand
than all fancied convulsions and cataclysms.
awful
tonishing
I have planned this series of papers, therefore, on Sir Charles
LyI have begun by trying to teach a little about the
ell's method.
part
of the earth's crust which lies nearest us, which we see most often
dents

other science

;

namely, the soil intending, if my readers do me the honor to read
the papers which follow, to lead them downward, as it were, into the
earth deeper and deeper in each paper, to rocks and minerals which
are probably less known to them than the soil in the fields.
Thus you
;

;

will find I shall lead you, or try to lead you on,
throughout the series,
from the known to the unknown, and show
how to
the lat-

you

ter

by the

former.

Sir Charles Lyell has, I
see, in the

explain
new edition of

bib
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his " Student's

Elements of Geology," begun his book with the uppermost, that is, newest strata, or layers and has gone regularly downward in the course of the book to the lowest or earliest strata ; and I
;

shall follow his plan.
I must ask you meanwhile to

seems to

remember one law or

rule,

which

me founded on common-sense,

namely, that the uppermost
strata are really almost always the newest that when two or more
or indeed two stones in the street,
layers, whether of rock or earth
or two sheets on a bed, or two books on a table any two or more
lifeless things, in fact, lie one on the other, then the lower one was
most probably put there first, and the upper one laid down on the
Does that seem to you a truism ? Do I seem almost impertilower.
nent in asking you to remember it ? So much the better. I shall be
saved unnecessary trouble hereafter.
But some one may say, and will have a right to say, " Stop the
lower thing may have been thrust under the upper one." Quite true
and therefore I said only that the lower one was most probably put
there first. And I said " most probably," because it is most probable
that in Nature we should find things done by the method which costs
least force, just as you do them.
I will warrant that, when you want
to hide a thing, you lay something down on it ten times for once that
" What ? When
you thrust it under something else. You may say
I want to hide a paper, say, under the sofa-cover, do I not thrust it
under ? " No, you lift up the cover, and slip the paper in, and let the
cover fall on it again. And so, even in that case, the paper has got
;

:

:

into its first place.

Now, why is this ? Simply because in laying one thing on another
you only move weight. In thrusting one thing under another, you
have not only to move weight, but to overcome friction. That is why
you do it, though you are hardly aware of it simply because so you
employ less force, and take less trouble.
And so do clays and sands and stones. They are laid down on
each other, and not thrust under each other, because thus less force is
expended in getting them into place.
There are exceptions. There are cases in which Nature does try
But to do that she requires a force
to thrust one rock under another.
so enormous, compared with what is employed in laying one rock on
:

another, that (so to speak) she continually fails ; and, instead of producing a volcanic eruption, produces only an earthquake. Of that I

speak hereafter, and may tell you, in good time, how to distinguish rocks which have been thrust in from beneath, from rocks which
have been laid down from above, as every rock between London and
Birmingham or Exeter has been laid down. That I only assert now.
But I do not wish you to take it on trust from me. I wish to prove it
to you as I go on, or, to do what is far better for you, to put you in
the way of proving it for yourselves, by using your common-sense.

may
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seeming prolix, I must say a few more words on this
have special reasons for it. Until lean get you to "let
of
your thoughts play freely round this question of the superposition
soils and rocks, there will be no use in my going on with these papers.
that you
Suppose, then (to argue from the known to the unknown),
were watching men cleaning out a pond. Atop, perhaps, they would
come to a layer of soft mud, and under that to a layer of sand.
Would not common-sense tell you that the sand was there first, and
that the water had laid down the mud on the top of it ? Then, perWould not commonhaps, they might come to a layer of dead leaves.
sense tell you that the leaves were there before the sand above them ?
Would not common-sense
Then, perhaps, to a layer of mud again.
And so on down
tell you that the mud was there before the leaves ?
to the bottom of the pond, where, lastly, I think common-sense would

At the

matter.

risk of

I

:

'

you that the bottom of the pond was there already, before all the
Is not that simple common-sense ?
layers which were laid down on it.
Then apply that reasoning to the soils and rocks in any spot on
If you made a deep boring, and found, as you would in many
earth.
tell

after passing through the soil
parts of this kingdom, that the boring,
of the field, entered clays or loose sands, you would say the clays were
there before the soil. If it then went down into sandstone, you would

would you not ? that sandstone must have been here before the
and however thick even thousands of feet it might be, that
would make no difference to your judgment. If next the boring came
into quite different rocks, into a different sort of sandstone and shales,
"
and among them beds of coal, would you not say, These coal-beds
"
must have been here before the sandstones ?
And, if you found in
those coal-beds dead leaves and stems of plants, would you not say
" Those
plants must have been laid down here before the layers above
them, just as the dead leaves in the pond were?"
If you then came to a layer of limestone, would you not say the
same ? And if you found that limestone full of shells and corals,
dead, but many of them quite perfect, some of the corals plainly in the
"
very place in which they grew, would you not say, These creatures
"
must have lived down here before the coal was laid on top of them ?
And if, lastly, below the limestone, you came to a bottom-rock quite
" The bottom-rock must have been
different again, would you not say,
say

clay

;

:

"
here before the rocks on the top of it ?
And if that bottom-rock rose up a few miles off, 2,000 feet, or any
other height, into hills, what would you say then ? Would you say
"
Oh, but the rock is not bottom-rock is not under the limestone here,
:

;

but higher than it. So perhaps in this part it has made a shift, and
the highlands are younger than the lowlands for see, they rise so
much higher?" Would not that be about as wise as to say that the
bottom of the pond was not there before the pond-mud, because the
banks round the pond rose higher than the mud ?
;
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ON MOKAL CONTAGION".
By De. DESPINE.
pamphlet of twenty-four pages, the writer treats of a
observed by all who read the newspapers we mean the

his short

INmatter

fact that crimes, particularly those of a graver description, generally
occur in epidemics. To prove this point, Dr. Despine, in the first division of his paper, records a large number of murders, suicides, robberies, etc. ; on these
to his second division

not necessary to dwell, but we shall pass on
the law which regulates Moral Contagion. The

it is

is what is said on this matter
Moral contagion, being a natural phenomenon, is consequently one
of the laws to which God has subjected all created things.
We succeed in the discovery of this law by analyzing moral facts and by
studying the circumstances in which they occur, in the same manner
as we succeed in discovering the laws which preside over the phenomena
of the physical and organic worlds, by studying perseveringly the facts
appertaining thereto as well as the conditions in which they are produced. Now, the conclusion to be drawn from the facts which we
have related is forcibly this, which will represent the law that has
directed the commission of these acts Every manifestation of the in-

following

:

:

stincts
cites

of the mind, of

the sentiments

similar sentiments

and

passio7is

and fiassions of every kind, exin individuals who are capable
This law explains how a certain

offeeling them in a certain intensity.
One could not better compare man's
act infects some and not others.
moral nature than to a sounding-board {table d^harmonie). The sounding of one note causes vibrations in the same note in all the boards
which, being susceptible of emitting it, are influenced by the sound
In the same way, the manifestation of a sentiment, of a
emitted.
passion, excites the same instinctive element in every individual susceptible, by his moral constitution, of feeling more or less acutely this
same instinctive element.
If this law acts beneficially in affording ns the means of putting
into activity, of exciting and strengthening by good example, the
higher sentiments of man, it also becomes a source of evil in causing
moral perversion by the influence of bad example, by the recounting
of criminally immoral acts, which vivify, incite, strengthen the evil
instincts, sentiments, passions, of the man whose natural morale is
already below par. It is necessary, therefore, to take this law into
it may operate as much as possible
as far as possible those circumstances which tend
the source of evil.
And these latter circumstances occur

serious consideration in order that
for good,

to

make

and remove

it

too frequently in our day,

by the

relation of hideous crimes with

which
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the newspapers are filled, and particularly those which, by their low
the lower classes. If the recital of
price, are intended to be read by
for individuals of good parts,
is
not
acts
criminal
dangerous
immoral,
all

their mental constitution reprobate these acts with horror,
only an aversion to what is bad, it is incontestable that, for
those morally deformed, in whom the tendencies to evil are very powinherent acerful, easily excited, or already developed, either by their

who from
who have

by the corrupting influence of immoral surroundings, and in
the moral sentiments which are antagonistic to the depraved
tendencies are feeble or absent it is incontestable, I say, and I have
forward numerous facts in evidence thereof, that the publicativity, or

whom

brought

tion of criminal acts is very dangerous to public morality and security,
because it stimulates in these individuals the same depraved tendencies

which had occasioned these crimes, and awakens those sentiments,
those penchants, those passions and the desire to commit similar acts
then appears.
Now, in such morally-deformed individuals, who form
the unfortunate dregs of society, a class which is constantly renewed,
and of which the source is never exhausted, the recital of such acts becomes to them a cause of crime, and consequently a cause of danger to
These individuals, abnormally constructed in the moral part
society.
of their nature, real moral idiots, though perhaps very intelligent,
indiphysically well developed, and in good bodily condition these
;

;

whom the public describe as heartless, whom magistrates, before whom they appear on various charges, accuse of being destitute
of human feelings these individuals in whom criminal tendencies are
viduals

;

the sentiment of moral duty, by moral perception,
by religious feelings, and by other noble instincts of humanity ; these
individuals who consider their immoral and hideous desires without

not

commanded by

whom crime leaves unmoved and without remorse,
who, in way of regret, feel only what injures the success of their undertakings at being captured and punished these individuals, I say,
will be tempted to commit crime if an evil desire excited by example
becomes more powerful than their other better feelings which, while
they predominated, restrained any criminal tendencies which these perThis miserable scum of humanity so
sons might have experienced.
which
to
produces exclusively all the greatest crimsociety,
dangerous
directed too little attention up to the preshave
which
we
and
to
inals,
ent time, ought to be explored to the bottom. Journal of Mental
abhorrence, and

Science.
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THE ENEMIES WE IMPOKT.
By Prof.
would seem as

if

SAMUEL LOCKWOOD,

every grain brought

Ph. D.

its "bane.

ITDepartment at Washington has

The Agricultural

done a good deal for agriculture
in the importation and distribution of foreign seeds, slips, and plants.
In this way have been secured to the country many of the choicest improved plants from abroad, and many entirely new to our gardens.
But it is to be feared that, in some instances unavoidably, and in
others from want of care or skill, or both, the eggs and larvae of foreign insect-pests have been introduced, and are to-day troublesome to
the husbandman, and a source of mischief and loss to the interests of
the nation at large. If that man, or that art, is a public blessing that
makes a spear of wheat grow where the land was sterile before, or
little more than barely reprois
a
that
kind, surely, then,
pest and misfortune that appears
So far as size is conas a new destroyer of the anticipated harvest.

makes that bear twofold that before did
duce

its

sidered, the little fly introduced in the provender of the Hessian solcontemptible; yet it was destined to become an enemy

dier, in 177G, is

more formidable than the troops that brought it. So diminutive, indeed, is this pest, that many a husbandman has never seen it to know
on his honest
it, and, in fact, only knows it from its sad depredations
labor which are such that all the combined whirlwinds and destructive
;

storms that have ever swept over portions of our land have not robbed
the national wealth so much as this almost invisible, tiny creature, that

which science well names Cecidomyia deand which tradition calls the Hessian fly.
In Freehold, N. J., in the autumn of 18V0, 1 detected a new-comer
making terrible havoc with the cabbage. This esculent was entered
from without, and almost honey-combed by a small green caterpillar,
It was soon determined to be the Pieris
that I had never seen before.
rapae, or cabbage-caterpillar of Europe. The parent was a pretty butIt first appeared
terfly, mainly white, with black spots on the wings.
on this continent at Quebec, and made its noxious power felt in the destruction of the cabbages to the amount of many thousands of dollars
It soon came into Northern New England, and
in that neighborhood.
in 1869 was found in the gardens within a few miles of New York. At
Freehold, of course, it was stretching south. It soon reached PhilaLast summer it was at home at Baltimore, and this June it
delphia.
dances in the sunbeam

;

structor,

has appeared at Washington.
ing the land with a scourge.

Among

The

terrible little

the insect pests that have

beauty

is

thus belt-

become celebrated because of

fearful capacity of increase, the grasshopper deserves mention.

its

It is
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in such prodigious
crushingly through the
masses. Mr. Glover, the entomologist of the Department of AgriBesides several
culture, states that a new grasshopper has appeared.
larva? and part of an entire insect found when cleansing the pots in the

well

that in Russia this insect appears

numbers that the wheels of the vehicles

roll

greenhouse of the department, a pair of these strange creatures, a male
and a female, has been obtained. They went lustily to work on the

"
leaves of the coffee-plant, bananas, etc., in the greenhouse, much in
our
native
is
done
the same manner as
katydids, by eating holes in
by
the leaves and gnawing away the edges. Their jaws were remarkably

strong and sharp, and
bit so severely as to

when
draw

the insects were incautiously handled they
The male was about 1.75 inch in
blood.

length from the tip of the cone, or horn on its forehead, to the end of its
wing-covers when closed. The female measured 3.05 inches to the end
of the ovipositor, which itself was at least 1.25 inch in length. The general color of both male and female was a light pea-green, and the wings
were delicately veined with distinct nerves, resembling the venation
of leaves. A very marked feature in this insect, when alive, is that
the labrum and clypeus are bright yellow, contrasting strongly with
the jet-black of the mandibles, which, together with the cone or horn
on the top of its head, gives it a remarkable appearance. This cone
or horn, which is placed obliquely upward on the top of the forehead,
forming a line with the face, is yellow beneath, black at the tip, and
ends in an acute point, which is somewhat bent downward at its sumNo insect resembling it having hitherto been found in this neighmit.
borhood, there is but little doubt that it has lately been imported
with or on some foreign plants sent from South America, or the West
Indies and, as many exotic plants have been received from Balize,
;

it is probable that this
grasshopper came in the eggon
some
of
the
from
that
state,
plants
locality, and was hatched out
This fact alone admonishes us how
last summer in the greenhouse.
careful we should be when importing new and valuable plants from
abroad, for, if a large insect, nearly two inches in length, and fully the
size of a katydid, can be so easily introduced, how much more readily
the small and inconspicuous noxious insects hidden under the bark
would be likely to escape notice, until they had perpetuated their spe-

British Honduras,

to become partially naturalized and injurious to our plants
no danger, however, that this grasshopper will spread, and,
as it is apparently very tender and accustomed to a tropical climate,
most probably it would not be able to withstand the rigors of our winters in the open air, and as all were killed or caught as soon as seen in
the greenhouse, there is very little probability of any being left to perpetuate their race." Mr. Thomas has described this insect under the
name of Copiophora mucronata, in the " Canadian Entomologist."
More curious and perhaps more interesting to scientific consideracies, so as

There

tion

is

!

is

the appearance, in the hot-houses of the Agricultural Department,
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of a new earth-worm.

our

The

compared with
has multiplied in the

species is very large, and,

common

angle-Avorm, it is very curious.
hot-houses of the department so as to have

It

become a

real pest.

It is

believed to have been introduced from Japan in the earth with the
Mr.
plants imported in the expedition under Commodore Perry.

Glover seems to think

it

is

the same as the

worm now

doing

much

to pot-plants in the hot-house conservatories of England, and
quotes Mr. Fish in the English Gardener's Chronicle, who speaks of
" the eel-worm " as "
probably a tropical relation of the common earthas
it
cannot
live
out-of-doors in the climate of England, and
worm,

damage

scarcely subsists in a greenhouse, but revels in the temperature of a
It differs from the
plant-store or orchideous house.
its mode of locomotion, and in several of its habits.

night on walls, stone

floors, etc.,

movements when disturbed.

It

and

is

.common worm

in

comes out at
as quick as an adder in its
It

seems impossible to eradicate

it

;

it

appears to breed with extraordinary rapidity, and is endowed with
great muscular power, so much so that it is somewhat difficult to hold
a large specimen between the thumb and finger. Lime-water, which
is

a sovereign remedy against the common earth-worm, appears to have
influence on it, and the only effective mode of destruction is to

little

soil from the pot and catch and kill the intruder,
taking
however, not to knock or jar the plant, as this worm, instead of
coming to the surface on being disturbed, like the common worm, will

turn out the
care,

instantly recede to the centre of the ball of earth and remain there undisturbed.
Mr. W. Baird speaks of a worm under the name of Megascolex (Perichoeta) diffringens, found in three different gardens in
England, in hot-stove houses, which
worm referred to by Mr. Fish."
If,

lance

is

probably the same as the

eel-

in the blatant ethics of the pot-house politician, <: eternal
vigithe price of liberty," in a sense certainly of equal importance

is

behooves that, even in disseminating these matters for the common
good, science should dictate the method, and the economist practise
the care that shall conserve the good while it separates the bad. But
only of its best and noblest minds can the age exact the task of sepait

rating wisely and well

its

blessings and

its

bane.
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stantly proclaimed that capitalists are
the deadly enemies of the working-

TEE RECENT STRIKES.
epidemic

has

at

eight-hour
THE
length subsided, and the working-

men, having failed to accomplish their
object, have generally returned to their
Jabors under the old arrangements. The
infection spread through all the leading
industrial crafts : carpenters, bricklayers, cabinet-makers, upholsterers, car-

riage-makers, iron and metal workers,
piano-makers, plumbers, sugar-refiners,
gas-makers, car-drivers one after an-

classes

;

that capital, of right, belongs
who have created it;

to the producers

and the doctrine was avowed by some
that, if the strikers could

not get their

own, the torch should prevent their
robbers from enjoying it. Much of this
intemperate talk should, no doubt, be
credited to the excitement of the time,
but it shows both the danger of such
excitements and the sort of ideas that
are simmering in the minds of

many

other

were drawn into the movement.
Laborers have had a trial of strength
with capitalists, turning out some
80,000 strong, with much agitation and

working-people.
As a partial compensation for all
these mischiefs, it is hoped that some-

the best organization that could be rallied; yet the movement collapsed in
less than three months from its out-

this experien ce.

break.

The

details of the struggle

it is

unnecessary here to specify, as they
have been extensively published by the
newspaper press, but its leading results

The
lars

may be summed up

as follows

:

1.

loss of a couple of million of dol-

to the mechanics

concerned;

2,

The consequent privation and suffering
of many families; 3. The demoraliza-

thing valuable has been learned from
If it teaches laboring-

men

that this

is

not the

way

to pro-

mote their real interests, much will
have been gained.
The pathway to
success is ever through failure, and to
have tried a policy and proved its insufficiency is often the necessary preliminary to another and a better policy.
That the relations of labor to capital

are unsatisfactory, need not be denied
that the laboring - classes are often
;

idle-

scantily and unjustly paid, and do not
receive an equitable share of the profits

ness and exposure to vicious influences ;
4. Extensive loss to capitalists and the

resulting from the cooperation of operative and capitalist, is undoubtedly true.

tion of the

unemployed through

public through the closure of manufactories, non-production, and business detile

An

aggravation of hosfeeling between the employed and

rangement

;

5.

6. An organization of ememployers
ployers to resist future efforts of the
same kind 7 and lastly the disclosure
of the alarming prevalence of danger;

;

;

ous and destructive ideas

among

cer-

tain portions of the laboring-classes.
Of this last count it may be re-

marked that

in the inflammatory harangues at public meetings it was con-

And

the inequitable working of the

is, in many cases, very
hard to bear. There are evils to be
overcome, and wrongs to be righted,
but the great problem to be solved, in
securing the remedy, is far from easy,
and its solution is to be sought in quite
another direction from that which has
been lately taken. Laborers have a
right to demand an advance of wages,
to refuse to work if they do not get it,
and to combine for the attainment of
their end, but they have no right to re-

present system
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sort to violence or measures of intimi-

THE PLACE OF SCIENCE IN TEE
EIGHEB EDUCATION.

dation to carry their points. So long
as strikes are peaceable, they are legiti-

mate means of advancing the interests
of labor to what extent they are wise,
means, time, and experience, will demonstrate. Yet we do not believe that
it is by assuming and fostering enmities
and widening the gulf between these two
;

Wo

return to this subject because

extreme importance, and because
it is an essential part of our legitimate
work. It is not only inevitable that a
periodical devoted to the popular inof

its

terests of science

must

treat the ques-

great classes, that the interests of the
more numerous party are to be perma-

tion of its place in education

nently subserved. It is not by measures of coercion or by the fiat of law
that there is to be brought about a
more equitable distribution of the prod-

that place, but this duty

ucts of capital and labor than now
exists.
Only as the laboring-classes

become better informed

in regard to

the conditions of the question they
have undertaken to settle the princiit involves and the laws which
govern a healthy social advancement
will they be enabled to cope with capitalists and secure a fairer division of

ples

the profits of industry.
They must,
first of all, accept the spirit of civilization, which is pacific, constructive, controlled

by reason, and slowly amelioCoercive and

rating and progressive.
violent measures, which aim at great
and sudden advantages, are sure to

prove

industrial classes

organize

more

must learn to

perfectly, to rely

upon

moral considerations, to demand only
justice, and to wait patiently until
by these means their ends can be
accomplished. For these ends the resources of education must be invoked.
There is a stir throughout all civilization for increased technical education,

by which labor
telligent

and

shall

be made more

efficient.

This

is

in-

certain-

ly important, but it is not enough.
The elements of political economy and
of social science ought to be introduced

into general education,

and

until this

done we cannot hope to
be exempt from the consequences of
the present ignorance upon these sub-

is effectually

jects.

its

and the

admission to
is

made the

more imperative by the fact that the
newspaper press is predominantly in
the interest of existing usages, and gives
wide dissemination to crude and erroneous views upon the question.
The Christian Union takes ground
upon this subject which we cannot
think well considered, and which is
certainly out of harmony with its character as an able expositor of the prinIt says
ciples of sound reform.
:

the
By a singular confusion of ideas,
"
popular demand for "practical education in colleges often specifies scientific
studies as having peculiarly that char-

In reality, while the natural sciences supply to certain classes of workacter.

ers their main intellectual capital, to
professional and business men they have
no more of a " practical " value than

Latin and Greek.

illusory.

The

causes which hinder

We

do not impugn

their usefulness as part of a general education, but it does not lie in this direction. On the other hand, there is a class
of studies of the highest practical utility
to every American citizen, which have
been greatly neglected in our higher
education those, namely, which relate
noto political and social science.
tice with great satisfaction the steps
just taken in this direction at Yale.
That university has appointed to lectureships on these branches Mr. E. L.

We

Godkin of the Nation, and Mr. David
A. Wells both of them eminent examples of the application of thorough intellectual training to practical politics.
new professorship of political and

A

social science has been filled by the appointment of the Eev. W. G. Sumner,
one of the ablest among the younger

We trust
graduates of the college.
that these gentlemen will have a space
in the curriculum assigned to their de-

EDITOR'S TABLE.
partments proportionate to the importance of the subject.
"We

fail

to see the confusion alleged

There is a definite
by the writer.
proposition which he explicitly denies.
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in preparation for something and the
term "practical," as employed by the
;

friends of reform,

is

used to designate

what the general character of this preparation should be. They maintain that
should have reference to the circum-

Educational reformers complain that

it

the higher institutions in which the

and work of life. Will it
be claimed that the knowledge of two
languages spoken by nations that have
been extinct for many centuries, which
were dead long before modern knowledge came into existence, and which
have been emptied of their valuable
thought over and over again by translation, confers an equal preparation for

classical

languages predominate give

to our professional

an

education

that

and business men
not

is

"practi-

and they accordingly insist upon
the retrenchment of these studies and
cal,"

the substitution of the sciences, that
the higher education

may become more

This is certainly
truly "practical."
clear enough, and the antagonistic proposition of the writer is equally clear
that for the education of professional
and business men the natural sciences

more "practical" than Greek
and Latin. The issue is thus sharply
are no

presented. Yet the ground taken by the
writer has been long ago, and even ostentatiously, given up by the stanchest

defenders of the

classics.

To the popu-

indictment that classical studies are
"
not " practical they have pleaded guilty, but have claimed that this alleged vice
lar

in reality a virtue. The whole literature of that side of the question has
is

been pervaded by a scorn of utility,
and a contempt for the " practical."
The dead languages have been advocated, not for their ulterior uses, but as
mental gymnastics in which discipline
of the faculties is the object to be obIt has not been denied that
tained.
the sciences were "practical," but
practical ends have themselves been repudiated as low, sordid, and unworthy.

Perhaps, however, the writer in the
Union may not care what ground has

been formerly taken.

Is it true, then,
that for the higher education of professional and business men the natural

sciences are no

more

practical

than

Greek and Latin?
this

connection

By "practical" in
we understand that

which bear3 upon
is

which

fits

All are agreed that educaa calling out of human powers

for action.

tion

practice,

40

stances, duties,

the

responsibilities

of practical

life

with that living knowledge of present
things that acquaintance with the
forces and

laws of the surrounding

world which

it

is

the office of science

impart ? Even if the writer gives to
the term "practical" as applied to
education its narrowest meaning, that
to

of a bare and specific preparation for
and business pursuits

professional

(which is not the meaning given to it
by educational reformers), his proposiis baseless, for there is not a profession or a business which does not

tion

involve scientific principles that must
be known if they are to be "practised"
intelligently.
agriculturist,

Merchant, manufacturer,
and engineer; physician,

lawyer, and clergyman all deal with
phenomena that are regulated by natural laws, and are intimately dependent upon them and are we still to be
;

told that a

of

knowledge of these laws

no more practical benefit than

is

to be

able to read a couple of antiquated
languages ?
With such an estimate of the educational value of scientific knowledge,
not surprising that the writer in

it is

Union throws no light upon its
proper claim and place in the higher
education. He admits that there are
the

studies of the highest practical utility

which have been greatly neglected
those, namely, which relate to political
and social science and is pleased that
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Yale has taken steps to repair this de-

He

ficiency.

says, tliat university has
two gentlemen to lecture-

appointed
snips

upon these

subjects,

with the

fol-

lowing qualifications: they are "both
of them eminent examples of the application of thorough intellectual train" and the
hope
ing to practical politics
will
be allowed
is expressed that a space
in the curriculum proportionate to the
;

importance of the subjects. We cordially concur with him in this desire,
and cannot doubt that advantage will
arise from the teachings of the able

men

selected to take the professorships; but we hold that merely to make
a "place" for these studies or to en-

graft them on the classical stock, or to
intrust their exposition to gentlemen

clear views of its proper place in edu
have had centuries of that
cation.

We

"

thorough intellectual training," which
it has been the boast of universities
to give, applied to " practical politics "
without so much as even discovering the

existence of a social science.

A higher

education, which prides itself on the
perfection of its mental discipline, and

which

sacrifices every thing else to this
has thrown its graduates by thou-

idea,

sands, age after age, into political and
public life to very little purpose, so far
as the increase of our scientific knowl-

edge of society

is

concerned

and

;

for

the obvious reason that the vaunted

mental discipline has not been of a
entific character,

sci-

and is therefore value-

less for great scientific ends.

This in-

whose

qualifications are only the apintellectual
plication of "thorough

quiry is, however, being worked out
in a series of articles now appearing

to practical politics," is a
quite inadequate preparation for the
work to be done.

in

training

Social and political sciences are confessedly the
difficult

of

most complex, obscure, and

all

the sciences

;

so

much

so

hardly yet understood what is
meant by the terms, even by those who
use them most freely. We have looked
that

it is

through the reports of the Social-Science Associations English and American for something like a clear definiof

tion

what

social science

is.

This

question was formally attacked, not
long ago, at a convention in Boston, by

men whose names

are eminent in con-

nection with the subject, but there was
the most extraordinary disagreement,
and a tacit confession of the impossiof the task. The proceedings
of these bodies abundantly attest this
vagueness and conflict of opinion.

bility

They mainly
projects and

consist of philanthropic
reformatory schemes for

public improvement plans for repairing the defects of society which would

be better described as social art than
With such loose and
social science.
erroneous notions in regard to the subject

itself,

we

are hardly to expect any

Popular Science Monthly.

the

And

well here to note that this

it is

and important work is being
first thoroughly done by a thinker
whose intellectual training was not obdifficult

tained at the university, who knows
nothing of Greek and Latin, and has had

very little to do with practical politics.
His preparation, indeed, is such as the

would not have
and the chances are high that,

universities

afforded,
if

he had

submitted himself to their guidance,

and had his mind drilled in youth by
methods, and filled with their
ideas, the great work that he is now
doing would have been impossible for
him. His preparation has consisted in
their

the life-long study of science. He has
mastered its various departments, and
attested this mastery by original discoveries in its physical and biological

and, having given his whole
these studies and obtained a

branches
life

to

;

knowledge of them which Mr. Mill has
pronounced "encyclopaedic," he has
the indispensable preparation for the
work of extending science in its higher

and unexplored applications to

social

phenomena.
If there be a social science, it is be-

LITERARY NOTICES.
cause there are natural laws of society,
laws of social condition, social action,
and social change, and because human
societies are parts of the general order

of Nature

;

and that science must sim-

ply consist in the elucidation and exposition of these laws.
So far from being of an isolated nature, which can be
considered alone, social science is intimately and vitally dependent upon
other sciences, and the proper preparation for

it

must

consist in a

knowledge

of these, and a thorough discipline in
scientific methods of thinking.
The
student must be steeped in science, as he
now steeped in classics. To thrust

is

social science

curriculum

into the old traditional

charge the minds of

to

dall

as a

it

is,

there-

say the least, irrational. Agreeing with the writer in the Christian
Union as to the extreme importance
fore, to

of these studies, and the need of giving
them a larger place in the collegiate
scheme, we go yet further, and de-

mand

a reconstruction of the curricu-

lum

itself, and an adequate preliminary course of scientific study which
shall be tributary to the end proposed.

has given us a vivid portraiture of him
man of science and a discoverer Dr.
;

Bence Jones,

two elaborate volumes, has

in

displayed to us his inner life as illustrated
in his private
and now

correspondence

;

Dr. Gladstone, in the neat little volume before us, has again told the Avonderful
story
in a fresh and
Drawing
fascinating way.

upon the works of Professors Tyndall
and Jones, adding new information from
various sources, among which are his own
reminiscences, he ha3 make a book that
needed to be made and which is a model of
freely

its

kind

clear, simple, discriminating, and
It first gives us the "
appreciative.
Story of
his Life," next the " Study of his Charac-

ter," then the

finally the

We

"

Fruits of his Experience,"

"Method of Working," and

his

again,

students with Latin and Greek literature, as a preparation for

62-)

"Value of

his Discoveries."

have no space here to give a sketch

of Faraday's life his humble birth and the
education he got in early boyhood at

little

a

common

his first occupation

day-school

as an errand-boy

book-binder

his apprenticeship to a
his thirst for
knowledge and

how he commenced

his scientific education

by reading the books

that were given

him

to bind

his passion for
experimenting his
application to Sir Humphrey Davy for a

chance to devote himself to science

his

entrance to the Royal Institution, which was
to be the theatre of his career his
rapid
ascent to an eminent place
savants

among

LITERARY NOTICES.
Michael Faraday.

Bv I.

H. Gladstone, Ph.

New York:

D., F. R. S.

Macmillan

&

of

Co.

Whatever

is

truly great has an interest

that is inexhaustible.
Again and again we
return to the mountain, the cataract, the
cathedral, the picture, the poem, with an

ever-deepening appreciation of their influence over us. And so it is even in a more
eminent degree with the grand in human
character, for a human life of noble impulse
and heroic achievement has also its peren-

We

read the story as told by
the skilful and sympathetic biographer, and
then come back to it again fascinated by
nial interest.

and philosophers his rejection of wealth
and titles, and his brilliant career as a discoverer, which was crowned by honors
showered upon him by the learned societies

the majesty and the mystery of a powerful
Michael Faraday was a man
personality.

all

nations

for

the

bear quoting a few passages illustrative of
The author says:

Dr. Faraday's character.

As a source of success there stands
out also his enthusiasm.
new fact seemed
to charge him with an energy that
gleamed

A

from his eyes and quivered through his
limbs, and, as by induction, charged for
the time those in his presence with the same
vigor of interest. Pliicker, of Bonn, was
showing him one da}', in the laboratory at
Albermarle Street, his experiments on the
action of a magnet on the electric discharge
in vacuum-tubes.
Faraday danced round
them and, as he saw the moving arches of
" Oh
to live always in it "
light, he cried,
Mr. James Heywood once met him in the
thick of a tremendous storm at
Eastbourne,
;

!

of this heroic type, great

trymen, illustrious

in

among

humanity.

his coun-

Prof. Tyn-

account of these

things the reader is referred to the pages of
Dr. Gladstone's book.
But we cannot for-

!
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rubbing his hands with delight because he
had been fortunate enough to see the lightning strike the church-tower.
This perseverance in a noble strife was
another of the grand elements in his success.
His tenacity of purpose showed itself
Arequally in little and in great things.
ranging some apparatus one day with a
philosophical-instrument maker, he let fall
on the floor a small piece of glass: he

made

several

it

ineffectual attempts to pick
"Never mind," said his companion,

up.
"it is not worth the trouble."
"Well, but,
Murray, I don't like to be beaten by any
that
I
tried
to
have
once
do."
thing
This faithful discharge of duty, this almost intuitive insight into natural phenomena, and this persevering enthusiasm in the

pursuit of truth, might alone have secured
a great position in the scientific world, but
they alone could never have won for him
that large inheritance of respect and love.

His contemporaries might have gazed upon
him with an interest and admiration akin to
that with which he watched a thunder-storm
but who feels his affections drawn out toward a mere intellectual Jupiter ? We must
look deeper into his character to understand this. There is a law well recognized
in the science of light and heat, that a body
can absorb only the same sort of rays which
it is capable of
Just so it is in
emitting.
the moral world.
The respect and love of
his generation were given to Faraday because his own nature was full of love and
;

respect for others.
Each of these qualities his respect for
and love to others, or, more generally, his
reverence and kindliness deserves careful
examination.

Throughout his life, Michael Faraday
appeared as though standing in a reverentoward Nature, Man, and God
toward Nature, for he regarded the unias
vast
a
verse
congeries of facts which
would not bend to human theories. Speak" I was a
his
own
of
early life, he says
ing

tial attitude

:

very lively, imaginative person, and could
believe in the 'Arabian Nights' as easily as
in the 'Encyclopaedia;' but facts were important to me, and saved me. I could trust
a fact, and always cross-examined an asser-

He

was, indeed, a true disciple of
that philosophy which says " Man, who is
the servant and interpreter of Nature, can
act and understand no further than he has,
either in operation or contemplation, observed of the method and order of Nature."
And, verily, Nature admitted her servant
into her secret chambers, and showed him
marvels to interpret to his fellow-men more
wonderful and beautiful than the phantasmagoria of Eastern romance.
His reverence toward Man showed itself
in the respect he uniformly paid to others
tion."

:

Bad to

himself.

Thoroughly genuine and

simple-hearted himself, he was wont tc
credit his fellow-men with high motives and
good reasons. This was rather uncomfortable when one was conscious of no such
merit, and I, at least, have felt ashamed, in
his presence, of the poor, commonplace
grounds of my words and actions. To be
in his company was, in fact, a moral tonic.
As he had learned the difficult art of hon-

oring
those

all

men, he was not likely to run after
the world counted great. " We

whom

must get Garibaldi to come some Friday
evening," said a member of the Institution,
during the visit of the Italian hero to Lon"
don.
Well, if Garibaldi thinks he can
learn any thing from us, we shall be happy
to see him," was Faraday's reply.
This
nobility of regard not only preserved him
from envying the success of other explorers
in the same field, but led him heartily to
rejoice with them in their discoveries.

A Hand-Book of toe
History, Defects, and Remedies of
Drainage, Ventilation, and WarmWith upward of Three Hundred
ing.
Illustrations.
By William Eassie, C. E.

Healthy Houses:

This

is

an excellent

little

manual on

sanitary science, intended, as the author obof acquired
serves, to be a record of facts

experiences and published inventions in relation to house-construction.
It is both
scientific

universal,

and practical, the science being
and the practice English. But,

from an hygienic point of view, the subject
of house-construction is much the same in
given latitudes. Human life and its conditions being everywhere similar wherever
the largest number are " to be fed, housed,

educated, amused, enriched, and all in the
smallest possible space," which is Mr. Eassie's ideal of a dwelling, the same questions
must constantly arise, the same dangers are
to be avoided, and the same advantages seThe author has compressed an
cured.

enormous amount of valuable information
on the subject of sanitary construction
within very narrow limits, and his book is
written in an unusually compressed and
pithy style. He gives descriptions of the
best contrivances in use for attaining salubrity in all parts of the dwelling, and furnishes the reader with exact estimates of

His book, indeed, is a condensed report upon the present state of art
and science in England as applied to the
their cost.

utilities

of household arrangement and con-

struction.

The following passage,

describ-

LITERARY NOTICES.
a faulty

mg

the author'3

English residence, illustrates
appreciation of the practical

detail of his subject

water pipes, which only serves to stir up
the nuisances, not carry them resistlessly
#

away.
:

A

residence in which unhealthiness
reaches about its maximum may be said to
be one which is built on a damp site, with

higher ground behind, pouring down its
waters against walls without areas walls
innocent of a damp-proof course to arrest
the rising wet and walls, likely enough,
exposed, by insufficient thickness, to
It may be in the neighbordriving rains.
hood of low-lying fields, undug, unditched,
undrained, or with the tiles long since
choked up.
The rooms throughout are
low, with a haphazard ventilation, insuffialso

ciently furnished with windows, and with
perhaps too many doors. The main staircase is without a lantern-vent, or the wall

pierced by a window not sufficiently
high to empty the gasometer overhead. As
for the back-stairs, the basement-smells
climb them en route for the dormitories.
The chimney-flues are also badly constructed, and a smoky atmosphere is all but constant.
Overcrowding lends its quota of
there

6zg

A Quarterly Journal of
Microscopy and the Allied Natural

The Lens

:

Sciences.

Edited by

A.

S.

Briggs,

Chicago.

This elegant periodical, a creiit alike to
science and to Chicago, has now reached its
third number, which comes filled with inIt is pubteresting and valuable articles.
lished by the State Microscopical Society
of Illinois a significant fact, as indicating

an extending taste for nice and critical obThe use of the microscope comservation.
bines elegant and refined recreation with
serious and solid scientific work,

and we are

is

as press-beds in every available corner testify.
The drain-pipes are injudiciously laid inside instead of outside the
basement, with leaky joints, owing to indifferent luting, and with pipes broken
evils

where they pass through the

owing
soakage
of the soil around the unpuddled pipes
The lead-work is also despeedily follows.
fective, dishonestly executed with thinnest
to continuous settlement.

material, badly junctioned

to the drains

;

once properly performed, the maintenance of that state of things is neglected
from ignorance or parsimony. The waterpipes, too, are all built in the brick-work,
or buried deep in plaster, a burst pipe soon
causing the walls to resemble a huge sheet
of wet blotting-paper. As for the sinks,
they are far too numerous, and made to

The

;

Even so late as
little suspected.
1839, according to Mr. Lewes, Magendie
denied that it could be of any use in physiedge was

But, since then, it
it has given us a

ology.

said that

while
in

it

may
new

almost be
physiology,

has become perfectly indispensable

intelligent medical practice,

and

is

in

constant requisition in nearly every department of science. It is important, therefore,
that we should have a periodical especially

devoted to the interests of the instrument,
its results, and the numerous subjects which
The
are dependent upon its application.
Lens promises to supply this need. Its

papers are varied and able, and the illustrations excellent.
cordially wish it the

We

success

it

deserves.

scullery-

traps have long ago lost their gratings, and
are filled up with grease or other refuse.
Up-stairs the waste-pipe of the lavatory
and of the bath are connected direct with
the sewer.
There is, moreover, only one
cistern for the multitudinous necessities of
a family.
The closets, supplied from this
same cistern, stand directly in the passage,
and have only one door the apparatus is
faulty, and the hidden soil-pipe is somewhere imperfect. Ventilation of the drains
there was originally none, and none 'is contemplated the accumulated gases, therefore, take the water-trap by storm, and invade the atmosphere of the house. Even
the flushing of the too flatly laid housedrains is unattended to, or left to the periodical downfall of rain through the rain;

scope was but a plaything, and the share
was to take in the development of knowl-

it

walls,

A foul

or, if

perform improper services.

glad to see these evidences of its increasing
appreciation. For a long time the micro-

Dr. H. Charlton Bastian's long-expected
"
The Beginnings of Life," is now com-

work,

and

will be speedily published in two
"
Dr. Bastian is the leading representative of the doctrine " popularly known

pleted,

volumes.

as spontaneous generation, and this work will
contain the results of his extensive experi-

mental investigations concerning

it.

His

however, goes much further than
and is, in fact, a broad discussion of

treatise,
this,

philosophical biology
theories, processes,

a cyclopaedia of facts,

and conclusions respect-

ing the origin of the simpler forms of life.
He works the subject from the a priori and
rational point of view, as well as from that
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by those who are

of positive and rigorous experiment. He
claims to have establishecLjdirectly, by observations that may be verified, that matter

Scattered through the purely geologica.
portion of the report are many points of interest, which arrest attention as one glance3

passes from the non-living to the living
that
state, and he aims furthermore to show
this fact is

mat

interested in these

ters.

over the pages.

consonant with the whole scheme

told that " at

Thus we are

mining the Nelscnville coal, a
fine bowlder of gray quartzite was found

of Nature's working. His preliminary chapon the correlation of the vital and

Zaleski, in

physical forces, on the nature and theories
of life, on organized and organizable matter,

half

on the relations of the animal, vegetable,
and mineral kingdoms, and on cell-phenomena and cell-doctrines, form the clearest
and most readable exposition of these
subjects that we have yet seen, and they

is

ters

embedded

in the coal,

and the other

The quartzite

half in the overlying shale.

have a value quite independent of the special inquiry to which they are an introduc-

very hard, and the bowlder was rounded
and worn by friction before it came to the
It measured 17 in. by 12 in., and
coal."
had adhering to it in places bits of coal and
black slate which showed a slick en-sided
The stone appeared to have
surface.
settled into the coal when the latter was in

a soft

tion.

state.

Prof.

Newberry speculates

with diffidence on the possibility of the

Geological Survey of Ohio.

Report of

in

1870, by J. S. Newberry,
Progress
Chief Geologist, including Reports by
the Assistant Geologists, Chemists, and
Local Assistants. (Columbus Nevin &
Myers, State Printers, 1871, pp. 568.)
:

The

Newberry and

bowlder having been "brought down by
river-ice from some higher and colder part
of the old continent, which was skirted by
In connec-

the coal-producing lowlands."
tion with this,

it is

somewhat

interesting to

find that a local deposit of quartz

conglom-

his

erate occurs here and there underneath and

colleagues during the year 1870 have resulted in the accumulation of a great many

skirting the coal-strata, and is believed by
Dr. Newberry to represent an old beach>of

details relating chiefly to the structure of

the period.

that portion of the great Appalachian coalfield which extends over a considerable part

shingle deposit the bowlder

labors of Prof.

Without the aid of a good map it
is somewhat difficult to follow the descriptions given in this report, the numerous
local references and details having a ten;f Ohio.

dency to bewilder the reader. This, however, is unavoidable under the circumstances
and those who desire to obtain a full and
;

conception of the geological structure of Ohio will have to wait the completion
of the map and final report promised by Dr.
clear

Newberry, the present volume not pretending to be more than its title implies. Nevertheless, it contains a very large and varied

Another exceedingly interesting and
"
readable portion of the Report is the Agricultural Survey," by Mr. J. H. Klippart,
in

which the writer

among

other

State.

Those geologists who believe in the

former existence, during the Glacial epoch,
of mild interglacial periods, will find

much

here to support their opinion. We are told
that the succession of the drift-materials,

beginning with the oldest,
a.

Especially noteworthy
are the numerous illustrative sections of

is

as follows

:

Glacial drift.

b.

Erie clays.

c.

Forest-bed.

d. Iceberg-drift.

Carboniferous strata, and analyses of coals,
iron-stones, fire-clays,

discusses,

subjects (such as prairies, forests, etc.), the
origin of the soils in certain districts of the

has been prepared.

soils, as also

and

gravel

may have been

transported, but whether by means of ice,
water-plant, or land-plant, who shall tell ?

amount of information, which will, no doubt,
be duly appreciated by those for whom it

and

From some such

e.

two

Alluvium.

/. Peat, calcareous tufa, shell-marl.

"

On the Present
ably-written sketches,
State of the Manufacture of Iron in Great

The

and " On the State of the Steel
Industry," both of which will repay perusal

product of land-ice, and the presence of the
Erie clays betokens that, after the disap-

Britain,"

oldest deposit

is

believed to be the
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pearance of the great glaciers, wide sheets
of fresh water overspread some districts of
the State.
The forest-bed (consisting of
roots, trunks, branches,

and leaves of such
and red

trees as sycamore, beech, hickory,

cedar) shows that by-and-by the fresh-water basins

the

new

were
soil

in

filled

up,

and

will, no doubt, be fully treated
of in the final report, which is to consist of

four volumes, the first two being devoted to
the geology and paleontology of the State,

A

different portions of the

portant particulars, the views hitherto held

importance

gy.

on the heat of

After this came a period of
great deposits of gravel

and sand gathered over the surface of the
drowned laud, and large bowlders and erratics were floated by ice from the north.
These and other matters of interest and

its

economic geology, and the

agriculture, botany, and zoololarge collection of fossils has been

fourth to

sity,

solar spectrum, will change, in several im-

when

the third to

Experiments on the Solar Spcstvam.
recently published by Dr.
John \V. Draper, of the New York Univer-

Some experiments

covered with an abundant

forest-growth.

depression,

some places

MISCELLANY.

its

made, many species being new to science.
It is to be hoped that the good people of
Ohio will not grudge the money that will be

on that subject.
Until now, it has been supposed that the
heat of the spectrum is greatest below the red
and that

region,

it

gradually declines as the

thermometer passes through the orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, and violet, successively.

Dr. Draper shows that, while this

is

true

as a matter of observation, the general con-

drawn from it is altogether incorrect.
In the prismatic spectrum the red and less
clusion

refrangible colors are compressed together,
the violet and more refrangible are ex-

This distortion

panded.

to the action of the prism

is

necessarily due
But, in the

itself.

required for the adequate representation
and description of these remains, but that,
when published, the final report will be

difiractive spectrum, formed by lines drawn
with the point of a diamond on glass, the
arrangement of the colors is altogether dif-

found in every way as complete as those
admirable works which have been issued by
Prof. Newberry
other States of the Union.

ferent

little doubt that it will be so,
he thinks that the value and significance
of fossils are coming to be generally appre" There
ciated.
are, however," he says,

seems to have
for

"

;

they are placed according to their

wave-lengths.
Dr. Draper proves that, for the correct
solution of this problem of the distribution
of heat, the visible spectrum alone should be
employed, the ultra-red and ultra-violet invisible rays

being removed.

He

next finds

yet some intelligent men, even editors and
members of Legislatures, who cherish the

the centre of the visible spectrum, proving
that it is a little beyond the sodium-line D.

is nothing which has any
value in this world but that thing which has
1 dollar in it, and that so plainly visible as

lects all the less refrangible rays

notion that there

to

be seen by them.

Such men, to quote

He

then,

have objected strongly to the expense of
engraved portraits of extinct bugs and
beetles," as he irreverently styled certain
to

"

But the day of such wiseacres has gone past, and it may be confidently expected that Dr. Newberry and his
colleagues will have no difficulty in getting
Silurian fossils.

the necessary funds voted for the compleNature.
tion of their important survey.

silver mirror, col-

up

to thi3

centre into one focus, and all the more refrangible rays from this centre into another

'

the language of one of them, don't care a
row of pins for your clams and salamanders,
"
This
but want something practical.'
" man must
"
have
been
surely
practical
related to that colonial official who is said

by the aid of a

and measures the heat of each.

focus,

On

the received view, the former of these foci
should contain nearly all the heat, the latter

ments

in

made,

it

same

In several hundred experiwhich exact measures have been

or none.

little

turn3

out that the heat

is

the

in both.

From
follow.

this,

some very remarkable

results

Among them we may mention,

that

the rays of the spectrum, irrespective of
their color or wave-length, have equal heatall

and that, in fact, the heat
ing-power
manifested in any part of the spectrum ia
due to the stoppage of the motion Of the
;
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their extinction.

rays

It is

the transmuta-

Extensive Conglomerate Formation on
short distance northeast
Island.

A

Long

anthropophagi, and that the Italians of that

epoch were cannibals, like their contemporaries in Belgium, France, and Denmark."

tion of motion into heat.

of the village of Farmingdale, on Long
is an extensive formation of

Island, there

"

Among

human bones were found

the

those of women, and part of the jawbone
of a child some seven or eight years of age.
Some of these bones were entire, others were

ferruginous conglomerate, of much geological interest, and considerable economic

partially calcined.

It is found in the level sandy tract
which extends from near Farmingdale to
some fifty miles eastward. Over this tract
stones larger than good-sized pebbles are

place.

value.

exceedingly scarce.

In digging wells,

found that pebbles and sand occur

it

in

is

lay-

it

was possible

In the centre of the cave

to discern traces of a fire-

Prof. Capellini says

busied himself

'
:

Whoever has

in

prehistoric researches,
has read Spring's excellent work

whoever
on the Chauvaux cavern in Belgium, and
the writings of other authors on the subject
of the caverns in France, will not hesitate

depths yet penetrated. The conglomerate consists simply of these sandy

to admit that the discoveries in the island

and gravelly

I

ers, at all

layers,

hardened into a com-

brown-colored mass, which can be
blasted out in blocks, and which answer a
very good purpose for the foundations of
pact,

buildings. The thickness of the formation is
thought to be about 12 feet. The rock ap-

pears to grow harder on exposure, and some
specimens give out a clear, ringing sound
when struck with a hammer. The sand-

of Palmeria prove that the Italians were, as
have said, man-eaters. For the present
it will be sufficient for me to direct the attention of naturalists to the subject.
Cyclopians spoken of in the fable

"
probably these cannibals.'

Coal-Lands of the Rocky Mountains.

According to "Hayden's Eeports," which

abound with useful information concerning
new Territories of the West, the coaldeposits of the Rocky Mountains far exceed any thing that had been hitherto sus-

grains which enter into its composition are
of a brown color throughout, while the pebbles are only colored externally.
Com-

the

pounds of iron are associated with the mass,
and the waters of the district are also largely

pected.

ferruginous,

formation

whence

may

action exerted

suggested that the
be due to a kind of cementing

by the

it is

iron, left

by the waters

Were

the Ancient Italians Cannibals

and animal remains

is

Early travellers, as Lewis and
Colonel Fremont, in 1842

Clarke, in 1800

;

;

Captain Stansbury, in his

visit to Salt

Lake,
and others, had reported outcrops of coal
on the slopes of these mountains, but probably none were aware either of its abundance, or the extent of country over which

that have percolated through the sands.

A somewhat remarkable

The
were

?

discovery of human

announced by Prof.

Capellini, of Bologna, in

it is
Coal is found at different
spread.
points in the Rocky-Mountain region over
an area of some 250,000 square miles in

which

some places are

a grotto in the
island of Palmeria, the access to which is

from five to thirty-five

difficult

and dangerous. Here he caused
excavations to be made, and the result was

crops have been followed on the east flank
of the mountains for more than 500 miles

the discovery of numerous flint and stone
implements, the workmanship of which

north and south

showed that they belonged to the

broken only by mountain upheavals,
or covered by later deposits, then the distance from east to west may be as much as
"
500
or
the "

earliest

Besides these
period of the stone age.
wrought implements and various other objects

brought into the cavern by

its

human

occupants, he found a considerable quantity
of bones of animals mingled with bones of

human

beings.

The condition of these

lat-

he says, " would justify the inference that the grotto had been inhabited by
ter bones,

extent, in strata

gests,

in

feet in thickness. Out-

and if, as Hayden sug;
these are fragments of one great

basin,

miles,

"

from

Weber Canon."

Black

Hills

If the coal-strata

to

were

ever continuous over this vast area, the
subsequent formation of mountains and
valleys

would leave them broken and

connected, as they are

now found

dis-

to be.

MISCELLANY.
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Yet

the

as

for food

it is the opinion of explorers, that here,
elsewhere, the deposits are in minor
basins, united perhaps in places, but, as a

separata beds, over a vast
area of depression. Ilayden says there is
"
good reasou to suppose that this area exrule, constituting

northward

tended

far

into

Canada, and

" a
southward with the Cordilleras
supposition that, if true, would give an extent of

ish,

63

and

with

flax,

<

cultivated probably both
and the rad-

textile purposes,

many

others

known

to science.

There were also manufactured products,
such as fragments of tiles and pottery, and
even small pieces of string made of flax and
sheep's wool.

;

coal-lands, in this section of the continent,
much greater even than that just mentioned.

The Rocky-Mountain deposits are regarded as belonging to a much later geological age than those of Pennsylvania or of

Ehode

Island.

While the

latter

belong to

the Carboniferous age, the former are found
chiefly in the upper Cretaceous or Chalk
period, or in the so-called Tertiary ; which
brings the period of the Western coals nearly

down

to the latest geological ages.

The value of the Rocky-Mountain
is
it

coals

From various analyses,
unquestioned.
appears, that their volatile constituents

reach about 38 per cent., while the amount
of fixed carbon is estimated at about 50
per cent.

Pennsylvania anthracite is much
carbon, but the coals of

richer in fixed

Iowa, as well as some Scotch and English
considerably poorer in this
But, apart from their fixed value
as sources of heat, the coals of this region
derive an additional importance that can
varieties, are

respect.

hardly be over-estimated, from their geoIn a country without
graphical position.
timber, and far removed from other sources
they supply the first requirement
development of its resources, and
have already become the object of an extensive and thriving industry.
of

fuel,

for the

Lessons from a Brtekt

An

Austrian

savant has discovered, by means of a microscope, in a brick taken from the pyramid

of Dashour, many interesting particulars
connected with the life of the ancient Egyptians.

The brick

itself is

made of mud

of

the Nile, chopped straw, and sand, thus confirming what the Bible and Herodotus had

handed down to us as the Egyptian method
Besides these materials,
of brick-making.
the microscope has brought other things to
the debris of river-shells, of fish, and
light
of insects, seeds of wild and cultivated
flowers, corn and barley, the field-pea, and

A correZoology of the Galapagos.
spondent of the Tribune, accompanying the
Hassler expedition, gives an interesting account of the animals observed in the Gala-

He

pagos Islands.

says

:

Over 50 different kinds of fishes were
obtained, and of these over three-fourths

Of the Galaare peculiar to the Galapagos.
pos, from which the islands are named, and
in which they once so richly abounded, we
only got a few specimens, and those very
small compared with those of olden time.
They have been so eagerly hunted for their
flesh that they have been driven from the
more accessible places, and stand a good
chance of being altogether exterminated.
Their brethren in the sea, the tortuga or
sea-turtle,

we saw

some very

fine specimens.

in abundance,

and got

There

are, as is

tolerably well known,

which

two other reptiles
famous two

this archipelago is

for
liz-

ards, of a genus not found elsewhere, and
very peculiar in their habits. The Spaniards called them iguanas, from their resemblance to that reptile in the West Indies
and Central America.
But they differ so
much from their American cousin that they
ought to have a name of their own, and if

the scientific Amblyrhvnchus looks too formidable, let us translate it and call the
creature a Bluntnose.
On Charles Island
we found abundance of the crested Bluntnose climbing with great agility over the
rocks near Black Beach. The creature is
about 80 inches long, nearly black, the old
males having a deep-red hue on the sides.
It swims with great ease by its flat tail, and
uses its long fingers and long nails for
scrambling on the rocks, holding them,
while swimming, close to the body.
There
is not a trace of web-footedness about them,
and they make no use of the feet in swimming.
They live on sea-weeds from the
rocks in deep water, and their expression is
mild and herbivorous, with a little clear, in-

nocent eye.

I

was prepared

for

something

hideous, and was agreeably disappointed.
In another respect our experience differed
from Darwin's, for we sometimes had no
difficulty in frightening them into the water,

and they came

fearlessly

swimming about

the Hassler as she lay in Tagus Cove.
crested Bluntnoses we found upon
islands.

The

These
all

slightly-crested Bluntnose

the

we

found only on Albemarle and Indefatigable.
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name might mislead one, for its
just as much crested as its aquatic
brother's.
The only differences between
them, apparent at first sight, are these The
terrestrial animal is somewhat stouter, his
nose is longer, his eye brighter, his tail less
flattened and less crested, and his color is a
dusky orange, deepening into brown on the
His habits of life are very
hind-quarters.
different, as he does not go near the sea,
but lives upon land-plants, and makes a burrow for himself in the sand and among the
fragments of lava. He spreads his hind-legs
flat on the ground, raises his chest to the
height of his fore-legs, and then nods and
winks at you in a very odd way. It looked
to me very much like swallowing, and I
thought it possible that the creature, with
his head in that position, swallowed air like
a toad, as a means of breathing swallowing
into the lungs, not into the stomach.
One of our most interesting adventures
was landing in a little bay full of seals, so
tame, or rather so little afraid of men, that
we could tramp past groups of sleepers on
the beach without awakening half of them,
and without apparently frightening half of
those that we did awake.
They seemed to
be fond of crawling under bushes just above
high-water mark, and sleeping, two or three
in a place, huddled close together.
Under
one bush lay a mother and her two cubs, so
fearless that one of our officers held a piece
of cracker to the old one, and she smelled
it in his fingers as
fearlessly as if she had
been a pet dog. The cubs quarrelled with
each other as to which should cuddle nearest the mother, and they all three snarled
and snapped at the flies in the manner of
a sleepy dog, and all this while a party of
ladies and gentlemen, creatures as large as
the seals, and which the seals could scarce
Its scientific

head

is

:

have seen before, stood looking on within
touching distance. These seals had much
more length of arm, and used their arms

more in the manner of a quadruped, than I
had supposed any seal could do.
I saw
them walk on the beach with the whole chest
clear of the ground, and even jump upon
the sand.

Their favorite gymnastic exerhowever, was to lie upon their backs
and roll, in the mauner of a horse. The
tameness of these seals and of many of the
land-birds was very surprising the Bluntncses were more shy than we had expected.
I repeatedly put my fingers within half an
cise,

;

inch of little yellow-birds and phoebes, and
within six inches of mocking-birds.
On
James Island the birds were so numerous and so tame that, while I was trying the
experiment whether whistling to a yellowbird would divert his attention so much as
to make him allow me to touch him, six
other birds including two mocking-birds
came up and alighted on twigs within two
yards of the yellow-bird to see what was

going on between us. As for the flies, their
tameness and pertinacity of adhesion, at the
Galapagos, goes far beyond all travellers'
I knew a good house-keeper In
accounts.

New

England who affirmed that house-flies

could not be driven out of a room unless
you struck and killed one or two, in order
to show the others that you were in earnest.
You cannot drive the Galapagos flies from
you even with that expedient. The birds
and seals are not frightened by being stoned
or shot they don't know what stones and
guns mean, and the flies are not frightened
or discouraged by having any amount of
their comrades killed.
When a boat was
coming off-shore, the usual occupation, in
order to prevent carrying the nuisances on
ship, was for everybody to be picking the
flies off themselves (almost as they would
;

burrs), killing them,

and throwing them into

the water, from the time of leaving the beach
to the arrival on the deck of the ship
aud
the last fly slaughtered before you go into
the cabin is no more afraid of you than the
first one you slew at the beach.
They are
not all biting flies we have escaped trouble
from mosquitoes and biting flies during the
whole voyage, but they are crawling, tic;

;

kling, adhesive, tantalizing creatures. It was
pleasant to find here at the Galapagos a
species of penguin, smaller and more sober
in dress than our old friends of the Straits of
Magellan, but with the same winning, cunning manners that made the birds in the
Straits such favorites with our party.
And,
while speaking of the birds of these islands,
I would not forget the splendid flamingoes,
six feet high, of which we got many fine
specimens. They sailed about in parties of
12 or 20 birds together, making long lines
of scarlet flame floating through the air.
tried their flesh on the table, and found
it the most delicious game, fully equal to
The
the canvas-back, as it seemed to us.
archipelago offers at present a fine opportunity for a naturalist, who desires to make
a residence here for several years, and thor-

We

oughly explore their structure, and their
productions, to throw a strong light upon
the great modern question of the origin of
species, and the doctrines of evolution.

Younger than Juan Fernandez, purely volcanic, bringing no seeds with them from the
bottom of the sea, not having had time to
alter and. amend species introduced from
the main-land, how did these islands come
in possession of their peculiarly-organized
beings their Bluntnoses, for example?

This was the question constantly recurring
to me during my visit to the Galapagos, as
Prof. Agasit had been at Juan Fernandez.
siz gave us a little talk one day on our way
to Panama, and discussed the same point.
Expressing his warm admiration for Darwin's

moral and

and earlier
he said that he considered

intellectual character,

scientific labors,

MISCELLANY.
his present influence on science very per"
nicious as favoring the habit of
filling up

the wide gaps of knowledge by inaccurate
ind superficial hypotheses." What we need,
in order to extend our knowledge of the
and
origin of species, is not hypothesis
speculation, but a careful collation of facts,
and a careful extension of our observation
of facts. The hypothesis that the differences
of species were produced by variations taking place in unlimited, in indefinitely long
periods of time, is, at all events, strongly negatived by this occurrence of such marked
from the surpeculiarities of difference
rounding world, in an archipelago that belongs wholly to the present geological epoch,

and has not existed an

indefinite time.
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had a severe fall
and concussion of the brain, which was followed by loss of memory of written language, and the codicils in question were
fore his death, Mr. Lawler

made about a month after the accident.
His physician, who saw him first six months
the

after

definitely

that he

says

fall,

on his

first visit

ascertained

that Mr. Lawler

could see printed characters, but that they

conveyed no ideas to his mind. The large
head-lines of the newspaper, the Cincinnati

he could not read, though he saw
He could write his name,
and yet could not tell whether what he had
written was or was not his name.
He could
Gazette,

them

perfectly.

The Bore of cutting Leaves. A correspondent of the Scientific American thus
" You do not cut
complains to its managers

write

your paper ; you compel us, the 50,000,
You have this day
each to cut his own
robbed me of five minutes precious time in

ten or printed characters failed to be converted into ideas, while his power to make

:

!

and the 50,000 each of
This would make about 520

cutting your paper,
five

minutes

!

directions

is

Can
could cut the whole edition for $25.
you excuse yourself ? Can all the slovenly

without

publishers of books, periodicals, and newspapers furnish any sort of apology for this

wasting of priceless time, amounting to
some hundreds of times your own culpa-

Why, Harper's Monthly has just
cost me thirteen minutes, worth to me twice
What 100 years
the price of the magazine
or 500 years of human labor wasted weekly
bility?

!

!

in cutting the leaves of your paper, when a
few dollars' worth of work by machinery
would do it greatly better, and keep your
papers and books neat, genteel, and durable
!

Shame on your whole

"
fraternity

!

Effects

of

a

Bram-Injary.
The recent legal contest over the will of
Davis B. Lawler, of Cincinnati, involved

many

interesting medical

and psychological

Mr. Lawler died at eighty-two,
without issue, leaving an estate valued at

questions.

$500,000.

The question arose concerning

when

but

well

known

that

many

acts, at first ac-

quired with great labor, by endless repetition
come to be performed without will and even
consciousness.
Piano playing,
dressing, winding a watch, are acts of this
nature, and signing one'3 name may be
-

Herbert Spencer says :
classed with them.
" The actions we call rational
are, by longcontinued

and

repetition,

short,

many,

if

rendered

automatic

" In
further says
not most of our daily ac-

instinctive."

He

:

which was origiby a consciousness of consequences, and was therefore rational), have,
by perpetual repetition, been rendered more
or less automatic. The requisite impressions
being made on us, the appropriate movements follow without memory, reason, or
tions (actions every step of

nally preceded

volition

Carious

business,

them seemed to imply the possession of
such ideas. But such writing as he did was
shown to have been done automatically. It

days of the popular eight-hour kind. Suppose it reached a year or half a year of our
most inestimable time by machinery you
;

about his

could not read the writing though it was
The sight of writplain enough to others.

"
that,

coming into play."

when an

Maudsley holds

idea or mental state has

been completely organized, it is revived without consciousness and takes its part automatically in our mental operations, just as
an habitual movement does in our bodily

And

activity."

memory, so

it

is

"As it is with
again:
with volition, which is a

certain

physiological function of the supreme cen-

were added to his will, which gave
the bulk of his property to the German

tres, and which, like memory, becomes
more unconscious and automatic the more

his mental state at the time
codicils

relatives of his deceased wife.

In October, 1867, nearly two years be-

completely
tice."

it is

organized oy repeated prac-
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After his death, there was found in Che
brain of Mr. Lawler a globular calcareous

by what you might

mass half an inch in transverse diameter, so
wedged into its substance as to obstruct the
backward flow of the blood. There were
indications that this mass had occupied a
different position, and was dislodged at the

reef.

fish."

time of his

entific description

fall.

This case confirms the

which

made

it

its

call

way

hands, by means of

rapidly over the coral

When placed on the skylight of the
steamer, the fish stood up on its legs, a*
It was small, and somesight to behold.
thing like a lizard, but with the body of a
It is to be hoped that a full and sci-

of this latest marvel of

growing opinion that the faculty of language
is associated with the left hemisphere of the
brain, and demonstrates, as far as one case

deep-sea dredging may soon be published,
as the specimen appears to have been
Mr. White,
brought back to Melbourne.

can, that the posterior lobe takes part in
the operations of speech and written lan-

too,

guage.

This mountain

Mount Seward.

Aseent of

with the numerous lesser peaks connected with it, the most westerly of the Adiron-

is,

dack range

New

in

York.

The ascent

laid be-

Hough, of the Dudley Observathe computations, and gave
as the result an altitude of 4,462 feet.
Mr.
Colvin speaks of the wanton waste by fire
of the woods, and the consequent diminution of the rivers, and recommends to the
State government the creation of an Adironfore Prof.
tory,

who made

dack park, or timber preserve, suggesting
that the officers necessary for

its care might
supported by a per-capita tax upon
a tax
sportsmen, artists, and tourists

be

which he says they would

willingly

pay

if

game should be protected from unlaw-

the

of the same expedition, tells strange
about the rats. " The little island,"

he said, " upon which we pitched our tent
was overrun with them, and what was most
extraordinary, they were of every color,
from black to yellow, and some tortoiseNature.

shell."

in

company with a guide has recently been
made, and its barometrical measurement
taken by Yerplanck Colvin, Esq. The ascent took two days and a part of a third.
The barometric observations were

tales

and the grand primeval forest
be saved from ruthless desolation.

ful slaughter,

On

Fnngi in Cow's-Milk.

this

subject,

Law, of Cornell University, makes a
communication to The Lens for July. He
Prof.

says the presence of living organisms in
milk has been recognized by various observers.
In milk of an abnormally blue color,

cryptogams and swarms of infusoria have
been noticed, and kindred objects have been
seen in milk of a yellow and greenish 'int.
Dr. Percy's " Report to the

New York Acad-

emy of

Medicine, in 1858, 'On Swill Milk,'
shows the presence of spores in such milk
when drawn, and the growth of mycelium

within twenty-four hours thereafter, though
the liquid had stood in a well-corked bottle
in the

interval.

This

report shows, fur-

ther, the

tendency of such milk to induce
severe and even fatal disorders of the digestive organs of infants, fed upon it excluProf. Law
sively in its fresh condition."

some specimens of milk, two
of which, after twelve hours' exposure, be"
placed under the microscope, showed
ing
examined

A Fonr-legged

Fish.

The members of

the Australian Eclipse Expedition, if they
were unsuccessful in the primary object of
their voyage,

saw some strange things along

the shores to the north of the great ContiMr. Foord tells a won-

nent of Australia.
"
derful story,

A

amply attested by witnesses,"

a fish with four hands.

This extraordi-

an abnormal adhesiveness of the oil-globules, which had accumulated in dense masses instead of remaining apart as in healthy

milk.

Intermixed with the globules were

dark - colored, spherical bodies of a
larger size, 'spores,' and filaments.

much

Upon

nary creature was found crawling on a piece
of coral dredged up from the bottom of the

examination of the water drunk by the
cows, it was found to contain numerous

" The
body was that of a fish," says
Mr. Foord, before the Royal Society on
January 22d, "but, wonderful to relate, it

The
spores of low forms of vegetable life.
cows yielding the morbid milk appeared
in health so far as appetite, rumination,

sea.

had

in the place of fins four legs,

terminated

pulse, breathing,

and state of skin were con

MISCELLANY.
cerned, but the temperature was higher
than usual, and, on a microscopical examination of the blood, it was found to contain
certain ovoid bodies of at least double the
size of the ordinary blood-globules.

Upon

withholding the water, the impurity of the
Prof. Law
milk at once disappeared."
"

The chain of evidence now appeared
The water contained vegetable
a luxuriant
spores, which developed into
to stand,
allowed
when
of
mycelium
growth
or when added to milk of known purity.
The presence of similar germs in the blood
was demonstrated, by microscopical exami-

says

:

complete.

by the further development of the
to
cryptogam when the blood was allowed
of the same
stand, and by the appearance
a drop of this
product in milk to which
blood had been added. The constitutional
effect of its presence was slight, being mani-

nation,

fested by a rise of temperature not exceedin question were
ing 2 Fahr. The germs
and grew with great
present in the milk,

the disuse
rapidity in this medium. Lastly,
of the contaminated water and the administration of sulphites put

an end to the

affec-

tion."
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tionale of the process, we will proceed to the
results of the examination of samples.
No. 1 was a roasted sirloin of beef pre-

served entire. Before opening the package,
the tin was observed to have the battered
appearance produced by the external pressure of the air, which is always indicative
of a perfect vacuum in such tins, and without which no package of preserved meat
should ever find a purchaser. On opening,
the meat was found to be devoid of the usual
shrivelled appearance, and, in fact, presented the characteristics of a joint of meat
cooked the day before, and served cold in
any ordinary household. Upon cutting into

the joint there was no appearance of over-

cooking and stringiness it came off in good
in the
slices, and was even somewhat ruddy
It was remarked by our friends
centre.
that
the
the
who were present at
trial,
flavor was not at all like the common tinned
A portion from the inner part of the
beef.
with the foljoint was cut off for analysis,
;

lowing result
Water

:

69.337

fibre, coagulated albumen, etc. 17.653
2.790
Soluble organic salts

Muscular

6.710
3.510

Fat
Mineral matter

100.000

No. 2 was a partridge roasted whole,
which presented no trace of a shrivelled or
discolored appearance, and stood carving in

way without tearing into shreds.
was exceedingly fresh and agreeable the only objection made to it by some
of the party was, that it was not sufficiently

the ordinary

Of the vacuum-

Preservation of Meat.
of meats the
process for the preservation

Food Journal says

:

Taking the various methods as a whole,
there seems to be as yet nothing better than
the vacuum-proces3, and it is to the results
of our examination of a set of samples of
meat preserved by a new modification of
this plan to which we desire to direct attention. These specimens have been transmitted
to us by Mr. Richard Jones, and were preserved under his vacuum-method by Messrs.

& Co., of London and Aberdeen.
Mr. Jones's process, the meat is put into
tins and entirely soldered up, except a small
tube, which is about the size of a quill, and
This
is soldered into the top of the tin.
tube is placed in connection with a vacuumchamber, and the air exhausted. The cook-

Forbes

By

without entering is then commenced, and,
to say the
ing into details, we have simply
the production of a
principle involved is,
vacuum before beginning to cook, and the
maintaining of the same during the time that
the operation is in progress. The special
feature claimed for the system is, that
and whole joints of
"poultry, game, fish,
beef and mutton, can be as readily preserved
so obviating the
bone
with as without
hitherto unsatisfactory appearance of preserved meat." Having thus given the ra-

The

flavor
;

"

"
high for their palates.
No. 3 was a section of cod boiled in one
This was an exceedingly happy spepiece.
cimen of food preservation. It was so firm
in consistence, and so perfect in flavor, that
no one would have imagined that it had
not been cooked the same morning. It

possessed, as one of the company remarked,
that peculiar liveliness of flavor which cold
fish only retains for a limited period after

cooking.
It

was not thought necessary

either the

to

submit

or fish to analysis.
Looking to the results of our experiments, we cannot but think that the method

game

of preservation in tins has at last reached
perfection in this process, for the development of which we were informed that a

company has

recently been formed with

every prospect of success. When it gets
into working-order, there is little doubt but
that this meat will head the market until
such time as some happy inventors can produce a reliable plan of importing raw meat
from our colonies in a sound state.
Scientific Associations.

The

twenty-first

annual meeting of the American Association
for the Advancement of Science will be held
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Faculty, when a question arises as to the
value of any particular mode of treating disease. For example a new remedy has been
proposed, or is said, on high authority, to
be efficacious, and, as authority does not
suffice in medicine, further than to recom-

at Dubuque, Iowa, commencing Wednesday,
August 21st, at 10 o'clock a. m. On the
evening of the same day a formal reception

:

be extended to

the Association by
United States Senator Wm. B. Allison, of
will

mend

a given course, and never to prescribe
the remedy is carefully tested.
Usually
a hospital or a ward is assigned for the purAll the patients suffering from the
pose.
disease to be treated are, during a certain
period, divided into two classes, and all are
subjected, as far as possible, to the same
conditions, that single one of treatment
alone excepted. The ages, sexes, and many
other particulars of the patients, are taken
into account, and duly noted.
The one
class is treated by the old system, and the
other by the new remedy.
When a very

the reception committee after a response
from the Association, Prof. Asa Gray, re;

tiring

president, will deliver his

it,

address,

and give up the chair to his successor, Dr.
The British AssociaJ. Lawrence Smith.

Advancement of Science

tion for the

convene

year at Brighton

this

will

the

;

first

general meeting is appointed for August
14th, at 8 o'clock p. m., when Prof. Sir

William Thomson, F. R.

S., will

resign the

and Dr. W. B. Carpenter, F. R. S.,
assume the presidency, and deliver an

chair,
will

for in large numbers only is
large number
there truth has been thus dealt with, the
results are compared, and the value of the
remedy can be definitely expressed that is,
its influence above or below that of the old
treatment, as the case may be, will appear
in the percentage of recover}', or of other

The forty-fifth annual session of
the German Society of Naturalists and Phyaddress.

sicians will be held in Leipsic,

Monday, August
August 18th.
Providence

12th,

;

commencing

and ending Sunday,

results.

in

Physical

Archbishop of York

lately

stated,

Now, for the purpose of our inquiry, I
do not propose to ask that one single child
man should be deprived of his participa-

The

Affairs.

at

of

a

that belongs to him of this vast
But I ask that one single ward
or hospital, under the care of first-rate physicians and surgeons, containing certain
numbers of patients afflicted with those diseases which have been best studied, and of
which the mortality-rates are best known,
whether the diseases are those which are
treated by medical or by surgical remedies,
should be, during a period of not less, say,
than three or five years, made the object of
special prayer by the whole body of the
faithful, and that, at the end of that time,
the mortality-rates should be compared with
the past rates, and also with that of other
leading hospitals, similarly well managed,
during the same period.
Granting that
time is given, and numbers are sufficiently
large, so as to insure a minimum of error
from accidental disturbing causes, the experiment will be exhaustive and complete.
tion in

meeting of the supporters of the Palestine

human mind
cision.
it

is

from vagueness toward pre-

In conformity with this tendency,

has been proposed to arrive at more pre-

cise ideas in regard to the efficacy of prayer

An

in affecting the course of physical events.

anonymous

letter,

proposing a plan by which

may be done, was sent to Prof. Tyndall,
who approved the suggestion, and forward-

this

ed the communication to the editor of the

Contemporary Review,
been published.

The writer

in

which

it

has just

states that prayers are regu-

by the Church, designed to secure preservation from pestilence, famine,
and battles, the fertility of the soil, and
weather suitable for the growth and preserlarly offered

Alcoholic

vation of vegetable products, for the protection of all that are in danger, and for the

and to determine

by a grand experiment, and

its

degree,

Magnan

tain cases of prolonged alcoholic action.

had drugged certain

He

dogs for some
time with liberal doses, and from the fifteenth day to the end of the experiment

of "sick persons "as best suited for his
His plan is thu3 stated
purpose.
:

:

Dr.

lower animals, and has described the symptoms of hallucination that followed in cer-

selects the case

The following appears to me to indicate
the manner of conducting the inquiry it
should be pursued on a system somewhat
analogous to that which is pursued by the

Hallucinations.

has been investigating the psychical and
physiological effects of alcoholism upon the

preservation of travellers and of sick persons.
He proposes to test the efficacy of
this influence,

all

influence.

Exploration Fund, that the progress of the

'

the following

is

ill-fated

what he observed

:

One of the dogs remained almost unaf
fected by the protracted action of alcohol

;

MISCELLANY.

tempts to escape, sometimes even he meditates homicide or suicide he presents, in a
word, the aspect of a melancholic. Final-

he became intoxicated every day, but, once
the drunkenness had disappeared, he resumed his usual habits the other four, on
the contrary, exhibited a very remarkable

;

;

They became

nervous susceptibility.

;

ting

;

bit

;

one threatened to strike them, they utshort time aftertered piercing cries.
ward, hallucinations occurred in two of
if

A

As

;

The author gives the following

indica-

tions of the stages of hallucination in cases

of delirium tremens

among men: In

the

degree the patient believes he hears
abusive language, provocations; he sees
thieves, armed persons, animals, or else he
first

hears the voice of his parents, of his friends
who call him, who warn him of a danger,
appeal for his help,

etc.

Stimulated

by these incitements, the patient answers,
becomes
injures, quarrels, runs, rushes off,
furious, etc., all which acts tend to develop
in him a boisterous condition, a state of
mania.
In other circumstances he believes him-

be in prison, before a court of jushe
is accused of various crimes
he
believes that he has committed them
self to
tice

;

he

;

;

believes that his wife

that he

is

These appearances have astounded, appalled him, he remains motionless, in a complete state of
to be swallowed up, etc.

if

;

who

has before him the bleeding corpses of his
children, every thing is on fire, he is about

stupor.

pursued by an enemy, they
barked violently, they ran wildly in every
direction, the head turned back, and biting
Whenever one entered, they
in the air.
crowded against the wall, moaning, crying,
trembling in all their limbs. In the middle
of the night they began sometimes to howl
loudly, to utter doleful cries, and stopped
only when one went in with the light.
These attacks of delirium were trantoward the
sient, and occurred regularly
eud of the state of drunkenness. One of
the dogs had hallucinations of a cheerful
character, under the immediate influence of
alcohol he appeared affectionate whenever
he began to stumble later, on the contrary,
he was indifferent or, rather, he growled
and bit.
These hallucinations, of frequent occurrence during two months of the experiment, became afterward rarer, probably on
account of the ingestion of less alcohol.
them.

in the most intense form, he believes
himself chained at the foot of a scaffold, he
ly,

rest-

less
listened; the slightest noise caused
them to start, whenever the door opened they
hastened to cower in the most obscure cor-,
ner of the hall, leaving in their way a trail
of urine they paid no attention to pet-

when one came near them, they

is

unfaithful to him,

deceived by his friends

;

he

is

present at the funeral of his parents, etc.
Under the weight of these distressing impressions, he

is

dull,

restless,

he laments, he becomes

suspicious

terrified,

he

6 39

;

at-

of Lightning-Bods. In his
work on " Lightning-Eods,
to construct them," Prof. John

Tfoe OJSce

valuable

little

and how
Phin thus
should do

states

what the

lightning-rod

:

The function or

office of the lightningIn the first place, it acts as
the
accumulated electricity
a means whereby
existing in the atmosphere is silently drawn
off, and allowed to pass into the earth, and
thus prevent an explosion ; and in the second,
it acts as a path by which explosions, lightning-flashes, or disruptive discharges (as
they are more properly called), may find
their way to the earth freely, and thus be
carried off without any danger of their acting with mechanical violence, as they are
certain to do when made to pass through
what are called non-conductors. Experience
teaches us that, so long as a discharge of
electricity passes off through a wire that

rod

is

is

twofold.

large

enough to carry it
any damage, or

not cause

safely, it does
give rise to

A

the exhibition of mechanical violence.
spark from the prime conductor of an electrical machine, if passed through a moderately fine wire, does not injure it if passed
through a thick card, it will pierce it and,
if passed through a small block of wood, it
will rend it asunder.
On the occasion of
every thunder-storm, there is a large quantity
of electricity to be conveyed from the clouds
to the earth, through the air, which is in
This elecgeneral a very poor conductor.
tricity always tends to pass by the easiest
;

;

path, or, as electricians say, the line of least
resistance.
The resistance of any line may
be lessened by various circumstances, such
as the presence of hot vapors, as from chimneys, heated hay-stacks in the open field, or
heated hay-mows in the barn the existence
of a line of carbonaceous matter, such as
;

column of smoke the presence
of a tree with its leaves and sap, or of a
house with its chimneys or the fact that
the air has been rendered moist by the
passage of a shower of rain. So difficult is
exists in a

;

;

however, to detect the circumstances
which render any particular path more easy
than others, for the electricity to follow,
it,
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we are often unable to give a reason for
following a particular course, and the
action of this mighty force seems to us like
a mere freak. Such ideas, are, however,

that
its

and we

accept most
implicitly the statement that the flash will
always take the easiest path, and it must be
our duty to determine beforehand what this
entirely

wrong

;

may

shall be, and to make it so easy and so
perfect that the resistance will not cause
the electricity to produce the slightest mechanical violence.

path

NOTES.
Sciences in Bologna
has announced that a prize of 1,200 lire
"
Aldini Prize," will be
(about $240), the
awarded to the author of the best scientific
experimental essay on galvanism or dynamic
electricity.
Essays intended for the competition must be sent in between July 1, 1872,
and June 30, 1874, and must be written in
Italian, Latin, or French.
They must be
either written or printed
but, in the latter
;

must Dot have been published previously to the two years above mentioned.
Each essay is to bear a motto, and to be
accompanied with an envelope stating the
name of the author. They must be adcase,

dressed to the Perpetual Secretary of the
Academy of Sciences of the Bologna Institution.

circula-

tion of the blood, is at length to be honored by the erection of a national memorial.
The townsmen of his native place, Folkestone, have resolved not to allow the tercentenary of his birth to pass unnoticed, and
it has been decided that a bronze statue, if
possible, of a very superior class, shall be
erected to his memory.
committee is in
progress of formation in London to assist

A

the Folkestone committee, and public scientific bodies and individuals are being asked
for aid and cooperation.

Repeated

spectroscopic measurements
year by Profs. ZOllner and Vogel,
in Germany, show that the velocity of rotation of the sun on its own axis is at the rate
of G60 miles an hour.

made

to dram-drinking with evident delight, and
many an old cock consumed his bottle of
wine a day, so that it became necessary to

the allowance.

limit

They

all

lost

flesh

rapidly, more especially those which drank
absinthe.
Two months of absinthe-drink-

ing was found sufficient to kill the strongest
cock or hen. The fowls which indulged in
brandy alone, lasted, however, four months
and a half, while the wine-bibbers survived
for ten months.
Their crests also swelled
to four times the original size, and became

unnaturally red.

The Academy of

Harvey, the discoverer of the

A French doctor has recently been
making some curious experiments as to the
effect of alcohol on fowls.
The birds took

A
tion,

German naturalist answers the queshow many eggs a hen can possibly lay,

The ovary of a hen contains
about 600 embryo eggs, of which, in the
first year, not more than 20 are matured.
The second year produces 120; the third,
as follows

:

135; the fourth, 114; and in the following
four years the number decreases by 20
In the ninth year only 10 eggs can
yearly.
be expected, and thus it appears that, after
the first four years, hens cease to be profitable as layers.
It is proposed by the United States Signal Service to institute, during the present
season, a series of observations, in connection with balloon ascensions, upon temperature, barometric pressure, currents, etc., in
the higher atmosphere.
Sergeant Schaeffer,
one of the corps, has been designated for
the service, and is now preparing for the
work, which is to be begun in the neighborhood of Boston.

The experiment of introducing salmon
Delaware River, though a failure
through the death of the larger
portion of the young fish while on their way
from the hatching-houses to the river, has
this year been attended with success
owing, it is said, to the hatching being done
near the river, whereby transportation for
long distances was avoided.
into the

last year,

;

last

Dr. Angus Smith gives a good rule for
ascertaining the amount of carbonic acid in
" Let us
the air of houses
keep our rooms
so that the air does not give a precipitate

According

to Prof. Gould, electric

waves

travel through the Atlantic cables at the
rate of between 7,000 and 8,000 miles per
second ; or, about half as fast as they trav-

erse

the

wires

suspended

on telegraph-

poles.

:

bottle full is shaken with
half an ounce of clear lime-water," a sanatory regulation which can easily be carried

A hundred thousand young shad have
been put into Lake Champlain during the
present season, for the purpose of determining whether they will five and multiply

out.

when confined

when a 10 ounce

exclusively to fresh water.
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THE STUDY OF SOCIOLOGY.
By HERBERT SPENCER.

IV.

Difficulties

of the Social

Science.

its facts, from onr own natures as
and from the peculiar relation in which
to he observed, there arise impediments in

the intrinsic natures of

FROM
observers

of

its facts,

we

stand toward the facts

the

way

of Sociology greater than those standing in the

way

of any

other science.

The phenomena

to

be generalized are not of a directly-perceptible

cannot be noted by telescope and clock, like those of Astronobe measured by dynamometer and thermometer, like
cannot
my;
those of Physics ; cannot be elucidated by scales and test-papers, like
those of Chemistry ; are not to be got at by scalpel and microscope,
like the less-obvious biological phenomena ; nor are to be recognized
by introspection, like the phenomena Psychology deals with. They

kind

have severally to be established by the putting together of many deis simple, and which are dispersed both in
Space
tails, no one of which
and Time, in ways that make them difficult of access. Hence the
reason that some of its cardinal truths, such as the division of labor,
remain long unrecognized. That in advanced societies men follow
different occupations, was indeed a generalization easy to make ; but
that this form of social arrangement had neither been specially
created, nor enacted by a king, but had grown up without forethought

of any one, was a conclusion that could be reached only after many
transactions of many kinds between men had been noted, remembered,

and accounted for, and only after comparisons had been made between
those transactions and these taking place between men in simpler soAnd when it is remembered that the
earlier times.
cieties, and in
data from which only there can be drawn the inference that labor be41
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comes

specialized, are far
it

sociological inferences,

Sociology

The

is

more
"will

most other
he seen how greatly the advance of

accessible than the data for

hindered by the nature of

characters of

men

its

as observers,

subject-matter.
add to this first difficulty a

is perhaps equally great.
Necessarily men carry with
into sociological inquiries, the modes of observation and reasoning which they have been accustomed to in other inquiries those of
them, at least, who make any inquiries worthy to be so called. Pass-

second that

them

ing over the great majority of the educated, and limiting ourselves to
the very few who consciously collect data, compare them, and deliberately draw conclusions we may see that even these have to struggle
;

with the difficulty that the habits of thought generated by converse
with relatively simple phenomena, partially unfit them for converse
with these highly-complex phenomena. Faculty of eveiy kind tends
always to adjust itself to its work; special adjustment to one kind of
work involves more or less non-adjustment to other kinds and hence,
intellects disciplined in dealing with less-involved classes of facts, cannot successfully deal with this most-involved class of facts without partially unlearning the methods they have learned.
From the emotional nature, too, there arise great obstacles.
Scarcely any one can contemplate social arrangements and actions with
;

the unconcern
other kinds.

felt

For

when contemplating arrangements and
correct observation

actions of

and correct drawing of

infer-

ences, there needs the calmness that is ready to recognize or to infer
one truth as readily as another. But it is next to impossible thus to

deal with the truths of Sociology. In the search for them, each carries
with him feelings, more or less strong, which make him eager to find
this evidence, oblivious of that which is at variance with it, reluctant
to draw any conclusion but that already drawn. And though perhaps

one in ten among those who think, is conscious that his judgment is
being warped by prejudice, yet even in him the warp is not adequateIt is true that in nearly every field of inquiry emotion
ly allowed for.

some preconception, and
But the peculiarity of
Sociology is, that the emotions with which its facts and conclusions
The personal interests are
are regarded, have unusual strength.

is

a perturbing intruder: mostly there

some amour propre that

is

resists disproof of

it.

directly affected, or there is gratification or offence to sentiments that

have grown out of them or else other sentiments which have relation
to the existing form of society, are excited, agreeably or disagreeably.
And here we are introduced to the third kind of difficulty that
caused by the position occupied in respect to the phenomena to be
In no other case has the inquirer to investigate the
generalized.
of
an
aggregate in which he is himself included. His relaproperties
tion toward the facts he here studies, we may figure to ourselves by
comparing it to the relation between a single cell forming part of
a living body, and the facts which that living body presents as a
;
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indeed, nothing like so close a dependence of the
hut still there is a very decided dependence.
;

upon the aggregate
Speaking generally, the
unit

citizen's life is made possible only by due
in the place he fills ; and he cannot wholly
of
his
function
performance
free himself from the beliefs and sentiments generated by the vital
connections hence arising between himself and his society.
Here,

a difficulty to which no other science presents anything analocut himself off in thought from all his relationships of race,
country, and citizenship to get rid of all those interests, preju-

then,

is

To

gous.

and

dices, likings, superstitions, generated in him
wn time to look on all the
society and his

by

the

life

of his

own

changes societies have

undergone and are undergoing, without reference to nationality, or
creed, or personal welfare is what the average man cannot do at all,
and w hat the exceptional can do very imperfectly.
The difficulties of the Social Science, thus indicated in vague outline, have now to be described and illustrated in detail.
;

r

V.

Objective Difficulties.

Along with much that has of late years been done toward changing
primitive history into myth, and along with much that has been done
toward changing once-unquestioned estimates of persons and events
of past ages, much has been said about the untrustworthiness of hisHence there will be ready acceptance of the statetorical evidence.

ment that one of the impediments to

sociological generalization,

is

the uncertainty of our data. When we bear in mind that from early
stories such as those about the Amazons, their practices, the particular battles with them, and particular events in those battles, all of

which are recorded and sculptured as circumstantially as they might
be were the persons and events historic when we bear in mind, I say,
that from such early stories down to accounts of a well-known people
"
like the !New-Zealanders, who,
by some .... are said to be intelli'
and
brave
gent, cruel,
by others, weak, kindly, and cowardly," we
have to deal with an enormous accumulation of conflicting statements ;
we cannot but feel that the task of collecting facts from which to draw
conclusions, is in this case a more arduous one than in any other case.
Passing over remote illustrations, let us take an immediate one
Last year advertisements announced the "Two-headed Nightin" and the walls of London were
placarded with a figure in which
gale
one pair of shoulders was shown to bear two heads looking the same
way (I do not refer to the later placards, which partially differed from
the earlier). To some, this descriptive name and answering diagram
seemed sufficiently exact for in my hearing a lady, who had been to
see this compound being, referred to the placards and handbills as
giving a good representation. If we suppose this lady to have re;

:

;

;

1

Thomson's "

New

Zealand," vol.

i.,

p. 80.
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peated in a letter that which I heard her say, and if we ask what
would appear the character of the evidence to one who, some fifty
years hence, had "before him the advertisement, the representation, and
the letter, we shall see that the alleged fact would be thought by him
incontestable.

Only

if,

after

weary search through

all

the papers and

a certain number
periodicals of the time, he happened to come upon
of the Lancet, would he discover that this combination was not that
of two heads on one body, but that of two individuals united back to
back, with heads facing opposite ways, and severally complete in all
respects, except where the parts were so fused as to form a double
to the two.
pelvis, containing certain pelvic viscera common
a kind,
of
so
and
so
facts
easily-verifiable
simple
respecting

If,

then,

where no
we cannot count on true

obvious motive for misrepresentations exists,
how shall we count on true representations of social

representations,

which, being so diffused and so complex, are so difficult to observe, and in respect of which the perceptions are so much perverted

facts,

and prepossessions, and party feelings ?
In exemplifying this difficulty, let us limit ourselves to cases supin
plied by the life of our own time leaving it to be inferred that if,
a comparatively calm and critical age, sociological evidence is vitiated
by various influences, much more must there have been vitiation of
such evidence in the past, when passions ran higher and credulity was

by

interests,

;

greater.

Those who have

lately become conscious of certain facts are apt to
After a changed state of mind
facts
have
those
lately arisen.
suppose
has made us observant of occurrences we were before indifferent to,

there often results the belief that such occurrences have become more
common. It happens so even with accidents and diseases. Having

lamed himself, a man is surprised to find how many lame people there
are; and, becoming dyspeptic, he discovers that dyspepsia is much
more frequent than he supposed when he was young. For a kindred
reason he is prone to think that servants do not behave nearly so well
as they did during his boyhood not remembering that in Shakespeare's day the service obtainable was similarly reprobated in com"
parison with the constant service of the antique world." Similarly,
now that he has sons to establish in life, he fancies that the difficulty

of getting places is much greater than it used to be.
As witnesses to social phenomena, men thus impressed

by

facts

which did not before impress them, become perverters of evidence.
Things they have suddenly recognized, they mistake for things that
have suddenly come into existence; and so are led to regard as a
growing evil or good, that which is as likely as not a diminishing evil
or good. Take an example or two
:

In generations not long passed away, sobriety was the exception
rather than the rule a man who had never been drunk was a rarity.
:
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Condiments were used to stimulate drinking glasses were so shaped
that they would not stand, hut must he held till emptied and a man's
worth was in part measured hy the numher of hottles he could take
After a reaction had already greatly diminished the evil among
in.
the upper and middle ranks, there came an open recognition of the
which did their share toward
evil
resulting in Temperance Societies,
came
the
Teetotal Societies, more
Then
it.
further diminishing
thorouo-hcroinfr in their views and more energetic in their actions,
which have heen making the evil still less the accumulated effect of
;

;

;

;

these causes "being, that for a long time past among the upper classes,
the drinking which was once creditable has become a disgrace ; while
among the lower classes it has greatly decreased, and come to he
on the agitagenerally reprobated. Those, however, who, carrying
tions against it, have had their eyes more and more widely opened to
the vice, assert or imply in their speeches and petitions that the vice

not only great but growing. Having in the course of a generation
it by their voluntary efforts, they now make themselves believe, and make others believe, that it is too gigantic to be

is

much mitigated

dealt with otherwise than by repressive enactments Maine Laws and
Permissive-Prohibitory Bills. And, if we are to be guided by a Select
Committee which has just reported, fines and imprisonments for drunkenness must be made far more severe than now, and reformatories

must be established

in

which inebriates

shall

be dealt with much as

criminals are dealt with.

Take, again, the case of education. Go back far enough, and you
find nobles not only incapable of reading and writing, but treating
Go back not quite so far, and
these accomplishments with contempt.
a
with
slight encouragement by authority of such learnyou find, along
a positive discouragement of all other
to
referred
as
Theology,
ing
'
learning ; joined with the belief that only for the clergy is learning
Go back a much smaller distance, and you find
of any kind proper.
in the highest classes inability to spell tolerably, joined with more or

good spelling was a pedantry improper for
a feeling akin to that named by Shakespeare as shown by
" a meanness to write fair." Down even to
those who counted it
quite
modern times, well-to-do farmers and others of their rank were by no

less of the feeling that

ladies

means

all

of

them

slowly during so

able to read and write.

many

Education, spreading thus

centuries, has during the last century spread

with comparative rapidity. Since Raikes commenced Sunday-schools
since Lancaster, the Quaker, in 1796 set up the first of the
in 1771
that
afterward went by his name ; since 1811, when the Church
schools
;

to cease its opposition and become a competitor in educating poor
children; the strides have been enormous: a degree of ignorance

had

which had continued the ride during

so

many centuries was made in
And then in 1834, after

the course of half a century the exception.
1

Hallam's

"

Middle Ages," chap,

ix.,

part

ii.
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but speedy diffusion of knowledge, there came, along
with a growing consciousness of the still-remaining deficiency, the
20,000, grew, in
system of State-subsidies ; which, beginning with
Yet now, after this
less than thirty years, to more than a million.
vast progress at an ever-increasing rate, there has come the outcry
that the nation is perishing for lack of knowledge. Any one not
knowing the past, and judging from the statements of those who have
been urging on educational organizations, would suppose that strenuous
efforts are imperative to save the people from some gulf of demoralization and crime, into which ignorance is sweeping them.
this unobtrusive

How testimonies respecting objective facts are thus perverted by
the subjective states of the witnesses, and how we have to be ever on
our guard against this cause of vitiation in sociological evidence, may
indeed be inferred from, the illusions that daily mislead men in their
comparisons of past with present. Returning after many years to the
place of his boyhood, and finding how insignificant are the buildings
he remembered as so imposing, every one discovers that in this case it
was not that the past was so grand, but that his impressibility was so
great and his power of criticism so small. He does not perceive, however, that the like holds generally ; and that the apparent decline in
various things is really due to the widening of his experiences and the

growth of a judgment no longer so easily satisfied. Hence the mass of
witnesses may be under the impression that there is going on a change
just the reverse of that which is really going on as we see, for example, in the notion current in every age, that the size and strength
of the race have been decreasing, when, as proved by bones, by mummies, and by armor, and by the experiences of travellers in contact
with aboriginal races, they have been on the average increasing.
Most testimony, then, on which we have to form ideas of sociological states, past and present, has to be discounted to meet this cause of
error and the rate of discount has to be varied according to the
epoch, and the subject, and the witness.
;

;

Beyond this vitiation of sociological evidence by general subjective
states of the witnesses, there are vitiations due to more special subjective states. Of these, the first to be noted are those which foregone
conclusions produce.
Extreme cases are furnished

by

fanatical agitators, such as

mem-

bers of the Anti-Tobacco Society, in the account of whose late meeting
we read that " statistics of heart-disease, of insanity, of paralysis, and

the diminished bulk and stature of the population of both sexes proved,
according to the report, that these diseases were attributable to the

But without making much of instances so glaring as
find
abundant
we
proof that evidence is in most cases unconthis,
may
sciously distorted by the pet theories of those who give it.
use of tobacco."

Early in the history of our sanitary legislation, a leading

officer

of
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show the need for those measures he advocated,
between the rate of mortality in some most salubrious village (in Cumberland, I think it was), and the rate of morand then, pointing out the marked difference,
tality in London
"
"
to
preventible causes
alleged that this difference was due to
administration
would
exclude.
that
which
causes,
is,
good sanitary
health, wishing to
drew a comparison

;

Ignoring the fact that the carbonic acid exhaled by nearly three millions of people and by their fires, caused in the one case a vitiation of
the air which in the other case did not exist ignoring the fact that

most city-occupations are of necessity

in-door,

and many of them seden-

tary, while the occupations of village life are out-of-door and active
ignoring the fact that in many of the Londoners the activities are

cerebral in a degree

beyond that to which the constitution of the race

adapted, while in the villagers the activities are bodily, in a degree
appropriate to the constitution of the race ; he set down the whole
difference in the death-rate to causes of the kind which laws and offi-

is

cials

might get

rid of.

A still more marked

example of

this effect of a cherished hypothe-

in vitiating the evidence given by an inquirer, was once unconsciously yielded to me by another enthusiast for sanitary regulation.
sis

Producing his papers, he pointed out a statistical contrast he had been
drawing between the number of deaths per annum in the small town
near London where he lived, and the number of deaths per annum, in a
low district of London Bermondsey, or Lambeth, or some region on
the Surrey side. On this great contrast he triumphantly dilated as
proving how much could be done by good drainage, ventilation, etc.
On the one hand, he passed over the fact that this small suburban

town was,

in large measure, inhabited by a picked population
people
of means, well fed and clothed, able to secure all appliances of comfort,

leading regular and quiet lives, free from overwork and anxiety. On
the other hand, he passed over the fact that this low region of London
was, by virtue of its lowness, one out of which all citizens pecuniarily
able to take care of themselves escaped if they could, and into which
were thrust an unusual number of those whose poverty excluded them

from better regions the ill-fed, the drunken, the dissolute, and others
on the highway to death. Though, in the first case, the healthiness of
the locality obviously drew to it an excess of persons otherwise likely
to live long and though, in the second case, the unhealthiness of the
locality made it one in which an excess of those not likely to live long
were left to dwell or brought to die yet the whole difference was put
down to direct physical effects of pure air and impure air respectively.
Statements proceeding from witnesses whose judgments are thus
warped statements republished by careless sub-editors, and readily
;

;

accepted by the uncritical who believe all they see in print, diffuse
roneous prepossessions which, again, tend to justify themselves
;

drawing the attention to confirmatory

facts

and away from

er-

by

facts that
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Throughout all past time vitiation of evidence by influences
of this nature has been going on to a degree varying with each people
and each age and hence arises an additional obstacle to the obtainare adverse.

;

ment of

the

fit

data.

Yet another, and perhaps stronger, distorting influence existing in
medium through which facts reach us, results from the self-seeking,

We

who testify.
require constantly to bear
that personal interests affect most of the statements on which
sociological conclusions are based, and on which legislation proceeds.

pecuniary or other, of those
in

mind

Every one knows this to be so where the evidence concerns merThat railway enterprise, at first prompted by pressing
needs for communication, presently came to be prompted by speculaand that the estimates of cost, of
tors, professional and financial
traffic, of profits, etc., set forth in prospectuses, were grossly misleading many readers have been taught by bitter experience. That the
gains secured by schemers who float companies have fostered an organized system which has made the falsification of evidence a business,
and which, in the case of bubble insurance companies, has been worked
so methodically that it has become the function of a journal to expose
cantile affairs.

;

;

the frauds continually repeated, are also familiar facts ; reminding us
how in these directions it is needful to look very skeptically on the

But there is not so distinct a consciousness
allegations put before us.
that in other than business enterprises, self-seeking is an active cause
of misrepresentation.
Like the getting up of companies, the getting up of agitations and
of societies has become, to a considerable extent, a means of advancement. As in the United States politics has become a profession, into

which a man enters to get an income, so here there has grown up,
though happily to a smaller extent, a professional philanthropy, pursued with a view either to position, or to profit, or to both. Much as
the young clergyman in want of a benefice, feeling deeply the spiritual
destitution of a suburb that has grown beyond churches, busies himself in raising funds to build a church, and probably does not, during
so every here and
his canvass, understate the evils to be remedied
there an educated man with plenty of leisure and small income, greatly
impressed with some social evil to be remedied or benefit to be
achieved, becomes the nucleus to an institution, or the spur to a move;

ment. And since his success depends mainly on the strength of the
case he makes out, it is not to be expected that the evils to be dealt
with will be faintly pictured, or that he will insist very strongly upon
As I can personally testify, there are those
facts adverse to his plan.
who, having been active in getting up schemes for alleged beneficial
public ends, consider themselves aggrieved when not afterward appointed salaried

officials.

The

recent exposure of the "Free Dormimeeting of the Charity-Organi*

tory Association," which, as stated at a
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zation Society, was but one of a class, shows what this
process may
in.
And the vitiation of evidence is an inevitable concomitant.

end

One whom

I

have known during

his thirty years' experience of
for
various purposes, writes " Like
Leagues, Alliances, Unions, etc.,
:

religious bodies, they (Associations) form creeds, and every adherent
is expected to
All facts are discry up the shibboleth of his party.
torted to the aid of their own views, and such as cannot be distorted
are suppressed. ... In every association with which I have had
any
connection, this fraud has been practised."
.

.

.

The like holds in political agitations. Unfortunately, agencies established to get remedies for crying evils, are liable to become agencies maintained and worked in a considerable degree, and sometimes
chiefly, for the benefit of those who reap
amusing instance of this was furnished, not

incomes from them.

An

ago, to a Member of Parliament who took an active part in advocating a certain radical measure which had for some years been making way, and which

many years

then seemed not unlikely to be carried. Being a member of the Association that had pushed forward this measure, he happened to step
into its offices just before a debate which was expected to end in a
majority for the bill, and he found the secretary and his subs in a state
of consternation at the prospect of their success feeling, as they obvi:

ously did, that their occupation was in danger.
Clearly, then, where personal interests come into play, there must
be, even in men intending to be truthful, a great readiness to see the
facts which it is convenient to see, and such reluctance to see opposite

much

Hence a large
the evidence furnished by institutions and societies in justification of the policies they pursue or adAnd since much of the evidence respecting both past and
vocate.
social
phenomena comes to us through agencies calculated
present
facts as will prevent

discount has mostly to be

thus to pervert

it,

there

is

activity in seeking for them.

made from

here a further impediment to clear vision

of facts.

That the reader may

fully appreciate the difficulties which these
when
influences,
combined, put in the way of getting good
distorting
materials for generalization, let him contemplate a case
:

are acquainted with such matters know that, up to some
ten years since, it was habitually asserted by lecturers when addressing students, and by writers in medical journals, that, in our day, syph-

All

ilis is

who

a far less serious evil than

it

was

in

days gone by.

Until quite

recently this was a commonplace statement, called in question by no
one in the profession. But just as, while a gradual decrease of drunk-

enness has been going on, Temperance-fanatics have raised an increasing outcry for strenuous measures to put down drunkenness ; so, while
venereal disease has been diminishing in frequency and severity, certain instrumentalities and agencies have created a belief that rigorous
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measures are required to check its progress. This incongruity would
itself be a sufficient proof of the extent to which, on the one side ot
the other, evidence must have been vitiated. What, then, shall we
say of the incongruity on finding that the first of these statements has
recently been repeated by many of the highest medical authorities, as
one verified by their experience ? Here are some of their testimonies

by

:

The Chairman of the late Government Commission for inquiring
into the treatment and prevention of syphilis, Mr. Skey, ConsultingSurgeon to St. Bartholomew's Hospital, gave evidence before a House
of Lords Committee.

Referring to an article expressing the views of
the Association for promoting the extension of the Contagious Diseases Acts, he said it was

The disease is by no
"largely overcharged," and "colored too highly. . .
so common or universal, I may say, as is represented in that article,
.... and I have had an opportunity, since I had the suminons to appear here
to-day, of communicating with several leading members in the profession at the
.

means

College of Surgeons, and
large

by any means

as

we

it is

are

all

of the same opinion, that the evil

is

not so

represented by the Association.''

Mr. John Simon, F. R. S., for thirty-five years a hospital surgeon,
and now Medical Officer to the Privy Council, writes in his official
capacity

:

"I have not the

least disposition to deny that venereal affections constitute
a real and great evil for the community; though I suspect that very exaggerated opinions are current as to their diffusion and malignity/'

By the"It
lis)

is

late Prof.

now

does not

Syme

it

was asserted that

fully ascertained that the poison of the present day (true syphigive rise to the dreadful consequences which have been men-

tioned, when treated without mercury.
used to be so much dreaded ever appear,

.

.

.

None

of the serious effects tha

and even the

trivial

ones just noticed

comparatively seldom present themselves. We must, therefore, conclude either
that the virulence of the poison is worn out, or that the effects formerly attributed to it depended on treatment." 1

The British and Foreign Medico- Chirurgical Heview, which stands
far higher than any other medical journal, and is friendly to the
as applied to military and naval stations, writes thus

Acts

:

"The majority of those who have undergone the disease, thus far" (including secondary manifestations), "live as long as they could otherwise have expected to live, and die of diseases with which syphilis has no more to do than
"

man in the moon." . . . . "Surely 455 persons suffering from true syphiin one form or another, in a poor population of 1,500,000 " (less than one in
3,000) .... "cannot be held to be a proportion so large as to call for excep3
tional action on the part of any government."
the

lis

1

2

"Principles of Surgery." Fifth edition, p. 434.
British and Foreign Medico-Chirurgical Review, January, 1870, p. 103.
Ibid., p. 106.
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Mr. Holmes Coote, F. R. C. S., Surgeon and Lecturer on Surgery
Bartholomew's Hospital, says

at St.

:

" It

a lamentable truth that the troubles which respectable, hard-working
of the working-class undergo are more trying to the health,

is

married

women

and detrimental to the

looks, than

any of the

irregularities of the

harlot's

career."
it is stated by Mr. Byrne, Surgeon to the Dublin Lock
that
"there is not nearly so much syphilis as there used to
Hospital,
be ; " and, after describing some of the serious results that were once
" You will not see such a case for
years a fact
common, he adds
that no medical man can have failed to remark." Mr. "W". Burns
Thompson, F. R. C. S., for ten years head of the Edinburgh Dispen-

Again,

:

sary, testifies as follows

:

" I have had
good opportunities of knowing the prevailing diseases, and I
can only say that the representations given by the advocates of these Acts are
to me perfectly unintelligible they seem to me to be gross exaggeration."
;

Mr. Surgeon-Major Wyatt, of the Coldstream Guards, when examined by the Lords' Committee, stated that he quite concurred with
Mr. Skey. Answering question 700, he said
:

"

The

class of syphilitic diseases

which we see are of a very mild character

;

and, in fact, none of the ravages which used formerly to be committed on the
appearance and aspect of the men are now to be seen. ... It is an undoubted
fact that in this country and in France the character of the disease is much
diminished in intensity.
Question: 708. I understand you to say, that in your
opinion the venereal disease has generally, independent of the Act, become more
mitigated, and of a milder type? Answer: Yes; that is the experience of all

surgeons, both civil and military."

Dr. Druitt, President of the Association of the Medical Officers of

Health for London, affirmed at one of

its

meetings

"that speaking from thirty-nine years' experience, he was in a position to say
that cases of syphilis in London were rare among the middle and better classes,
and soon got over."

And even Mr. Acton, a specialist, to whom more than to any other
man the Acts are due, admitted before the Lords' Committee that
" the disease

is milder than it was formerly."
Like testimony is given by Continental surgeons, among whom it
was long ago said by Ambrose Pare, that the disease " is evidently
" and
"
becoming milder every day
by Auzias Turenne, that it is on
the wane all over Europe." Astruc and Diday concur in this statement. And the latest authority on syphilis, Lancereaux, whose work
is so valued that it has been translated by the Sydenham Society, as;

serts-that
" In these
cases, which are far from being rare, syphilis is but an abortive
slight and benignant, it does not leave behind any troublesome trace of

disease

;
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It is impossible to lay too much stress upon this point.
At th4
when syphilis still inspires exaggerated fears, it should
day
especially,
present
be known that this disease becomes dissipated completely in a great number of
cases after the cessation of the cutaneous eruptions, and perhaps sometimes
even with the primary lesion." *
its

passage.

It will, perhaps, be remarked that these testimonies of medical men
who, by their generally high position, or their lengthened experience,

or their special experience, are so well qualified to judge, are selected
and against them will be set the testimonies of Sir James

testimonies

;

Paget, Sir "W. Jenner, and Mr. Prescott Hewett, who regard the evil
To gather accurately the consensus of medical
as a very grave one.
opinion would be impracticable without polling the whole body of

but we have a means of judging which
;
view most truly meets with " the emphatic concurrence of numerous
"
that, namely, of taking a local group of medical men.
practitioners
Out of fifty-eight physicians and surgeons residing in Nottingham and
its suburbs, fifty-four have put their signatures to a public statement
"
that syphilis is
very much diminished in frequency, and so much
milder in form that we can scarcely recognize it as the disease dephysicians and surgeons
:

scribed

by our

forefathers."

And among

these are the medical

men

occupying nearly all the official medical positions in the town Senior
Physician to the General Hospital, Honorary Surgeon ditto, Surgeons
to the Jail, to the General Dispensary, to the Free Hospital, to the

Union Hospital, to the Lock Hospital (four in number), Medical Officers to the Board of Health, to the Union, to the County Asylum, etc.,
Even while I write there comes to me kindred evidence in the
etc.
shape of a letter published in the British 3Iedical Journal for July
20, 1872, by Dr. Carter, Honorary Physician to the Liverpool Southern Hospital, who states that, after several debates at the Liverpool
Medical Institution, " a form of petition strongly condemnatory of the
Acts was written out by myself, and .... in a few days one hundred
and eight signatures" (of medical men) "were obtained." Meanwhile,

he adds, " earnest efforts were being made by a number of gentlemen
to procure medical signatures to the petition in favor of the Acts
efforts which resulted in twentyknown as the London Memorial
'

'

nine signatures only."
this testimony great in quantity, and much
of the highest quality, it has been possible so to present the evidence as to produce in the public mind, and in the Legislature, the
impression that peremptory measures for dealing with a spreading

Yet notwithstanding

of

it

pest are indispensable.

As

lately whites a

Member

of Parliament

:

1
"A Treatise on Syphilis," by Dr. E. Lancereaux, vol ii., p. 120. This testimony I
quote from the work itself, and have similarly taken from the original sources the
statements of Skey, Simon, Wyatt, Acton, and the British and Foreign Mcdico-Chirurgical
The rest, with various others, will be found in the pamphlet of Dr. C. B. Taylor
Review.
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We

are assured, on what appeared unexceptionable testimony, that
a terrible constitutional disease was undermining the health and
vigor of the nation, and especially destroying innocent women and

children."

And

then note the startling circumstance that while so erroneous

a conception of the facts may be spread abroad, there may, by the
consequent alarm, be produced a blindness to facts of the most unquestionable kind, established by the ever-accumulating experiences
of successive generations. Until quite recently, our forms of judicial

procedure embodied the principle that some overt injury must be committed before legal instrumentalities can be brought into play ; and
conformity to this principle was in past times gradually brought about
by efforts to avoid the terrific evils that otherwise arose. As a Professor of Jurisprudence reminds us, " the object of the whole complicated system of checks and guards provided by English law, and
secured by a long train of constitutional conflicts, has been to prevent
an innocent man being even momentarily treated as a thief, a murderer, or other criminal, on the mere alleged or real suspicion of a policeman." Yet now, in the state of groundless fright that has been
"
got up, the concern hitherto exhibited by the Legislature for the
personal liberty of the meanest citizen has been needlessly and reckIt is an a priori inference from human nature that irresponsible power is sure, on the average of cases, to be
grossly abused. The histories of all nations, through all times, teem

lessly lost sight of."

'

with proofs that irresponsible power has been grossly abused. The
growth of representative governments is the growth of arrangements

made

to prevent the gross abuse of irresponsible power.
Each of our
in
a
further
of
free
institutions,
political struggles, ending
development
has been made to put an encl to some particular gross abuse of irre-

Yet the facts thrust upon us by our daily expesponsible power.
riences of men, verifying the experiences of the whole human race
throughout the past, are

now

tacitly denied

and

it is

tacitly asserted

that irresponsible power will not be grossly abused. And all because
of a manufactured panic about a decreasing disease, which kills not
one-fifteenth of the number killed by scarlet fever, and which takes ten

years to destroy as
See,

data

many

as diarrhoea destroys in one year.
to guard against in collecting sociological

then, what we have

even data concerning the present, and,

ing the past.

still

For testimonies that come down

more, data concern-

to us respecting by-

gone social states, political, religious, julicial, physical, moral, etc.,
and respecting the actions of particular causes on those social states,
have been liable to perversions not simply as great, but greater since,
while the regard for truth was less, there was more readiness to accept
;

unproved statements.
1

Prof. Sheldon Amos.
See also his late important work,
Science of Jurisprudence," pp. 119, 303, 512, 514.

"A

Systematic View of the
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Even where

deliberate measures are taken to obtain valid evidence

on any

political or social question raised, by summoning witnesses of
all classes and
interests, there is difficulty in getting at the truth ; be-

cause the circumstances of the inquiry tend of themselves to bring into
In
sight some kinds of evidence, and to keep out of sight other kinds.
illustration may be quoted the following statement of Lord Lincoln on

making

motion concerning the enclosures of commons

his

:

" Tins I
know, that in nineteen cases out of twenty, committees sitting in
this House on private bills neglected the rights of the poor.
I do not say that

they wilfully neglected those rights far from it hut this I affirm, that they
were neglected in consequence of the committees being permitted to remain
in ignorance of the rights of the poor man, because by reason of his very
poverty he is unable to come up to London to fee counsel, to procure wit;

nesses,

and to urge

May

1845.

1,

Many

his claims before a

committee of this House."

{Hansard,

1

)

influences of a different order, but similarly tending to ex-

clude particular classes of facts pertinent to an inquiry, come into play.
Given a question at issue, and it will very probably happen that witnesses on the one side may, by evidence of a certain nature, endanger

a system on which they depend for the whole or for part of their liveand by evidence of an opposite nature may preserve it. By
one kind of testimony they may offend their superiors and risk their

lihood

;

promotion doing the reverse by another kind. Moreover, witnesses
not thus directly interested are liable to be indirectly swayed by the
:

thought that to name certain facts they know will bring on them the
ill-will of important persons in their locality
a serious consideration
in a provincial town.
And while such influences strongly tend to
bring out evidence, say in support of some established organization,
there may very possibly, and, indeed, very probably, be no organized
adverse interest with abundant resources which busies itself to bring
out a contrary class of facts no occupation in danger, no promotion
to be had, no applause to be gained, no odium to be escaped.
Contrariwise, there may be positive sacrifices, serious in amount, to be

made

before such contrary class of facts can be brought to light. And
may happen that, perfectly open and fair as the inquiry seems,
the circumstances will insure a one-sided representation.

thus

it

A familiar optical illusion well

illustrates the nature of these illu-

which often deceive sociological inquirers When standing by a
lake-side in the moonlight, you see, stretching over the rippled surface
toward the moon, a bar of light which, as shown by its nearer part,
consists of flashes from the sides of separate wavelets.
You walk, and
the bar of light seems to go with you. There are, even among cultivated people, many who suppose that this bar of light has an objective
sions

:

*
1

Quoted by Nasse, "The Agricultural Community of the Middle Ages,"

translation, p. 94.

etc.,

English
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and who believe that it really moves as the observer moves
at the fact.
occasionally, indeed, as I can testify, expressing surprise
no
bar
of
exists
such
there
-the
from
observer,
light; nor
But,
existence,

when

apart
the observer moves

is

there any

movement

of this glittering line

All over the dark part of the surface the undulations are
he sees ; but the light reflected
just as bright with moonlight as those
his
from them does not reach
Thus, though there seems to be a
eyes.
of wavelets.

and though, as the oblighting of some wavelets and not of the rest,
server moves, other wavelets seem to become lighted that were not
The simple
lighted before, yet both these are utterly false seemiugs.
fact is, that his position in relation to certain wavelets brings into view
their reflections of the moon's light, while it keeps out of view the like

from

all other wavelets.
is largely vitiated by illusions thus caused.
evidence
Sociological
observers to the facts are such as make
relations
of
the
Habitually

reflections

and exceptional, and sensational, and leave invisible
the commonplace and iininteresting, which form the great body of the
And this, which is a general cause of deceptive appearances, is
facts.
visible the special,

variously aided by those more special causes above indicated ; which
conspire to make the media, through which the facts are seen, transparent in respect of some and opaque in respect of others.

A GLASS OF WATER.
By FEIEDKICn MOHR.

IN

1

tracing the history of the civilization and growth of humanity,
becomes noticeable that long periods of time often witness but

it

slow and gradual progress but that from time to time a few inventions
and discoveries of eminent men suddenly kindle a revolution in all the
;

spheres of

human

To

trace

to their source the

changes so
one of the most interIn nearly every place, the most ancient of such great
esting subjects.
events, the invention of language and of written characters, are wrapped
As history can be handed down to posterity by
in complete darkness.
means of language only, it is obvious that ages without language can
affairs.

wrought, presents to the historian

have no history.

It is

and

scientist

language which introduces nations into history.

As regards

written speech the case is somewhat different. The most
distinguished people of antiquity, the Greeks, emerged from obscurity
into history with a language wonderfully complete, but without written
characters.

Translated from the German, by
High School of Cleveland, Ohio.

1

the

During several centuries the Homeric songs had to wanC. L. Hotze,

Teacher of Physics and Chemistry in
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der from mouth to mouth before they were intrusted to the graphic
symbols ; from this moment they disappeared from memory. Written
language is the downfall of tradition.
The history of the rise of the two great races of antiquity, the
Greek and the Roman, is barren of important inventions. Their blue

shy made them wellnigh independent of Nature. Amid the cheerful
enjoyment of the natural, intellect in Greece flourished as never before
or afterward in any clime the age of Pericles
;

"The

age of godlike fantasy,

Is vanished,

never to return."

The palmy days soon passed away, however; the mountainous land of
small extent succumbed first to the Macedonian, then to the Roman
The descendants of the conquerors of Asia became private
victor.
teachers to the

Roman

grandees.

Rome

With the
herself developed into political greatness only.
exception of her historians, her scientific lustre was merely a faint image of Grecian culture, very much like German literature of the first
when compared with the times of Louis
remarkable invention, of lasting benefit
Even the weapons of war,
to humanity, sprang from the Romans.
down to the invention of gunpowder, remained the same as when
Glaucus and Dioniedes handled them. Shield, spear, and sword, had
changed shape and size, but none of their functions.

half of the eighteenth century

No

XIV. and Queen Anne.

gunpowder was the aspect of society
a nitre-crystal, and a few
grains of sulphur mixed together, made up a powder that rent moun-

Not

until the invention of

essentially changed.

A

bit of charcoal,

and crushed walls. At once all the then prevailing systems of
attack and defence were overthrown. The nation most advanced in
With a few thousand
technical matters became the most powerful.
blunderbusses, a handful of adventurers conquered a new continent.

tains

The history

gunpowder is as yet a myth. Very likemain
cause.
Science claims no reward. Then
was
ly, an accident
came a series of inventions and discoveries, each of which played an
important part in framing society anew. The compass emboldened the
mariner to leave the coast for the open sea, and helped to discover a
new continent and circumnavigate an old one the telescope revealed
of the invention of

the

;

celestial spaces hitherto

unknown; the laws of the pendulum,

discov-

ered at that epoch, the laws of compressed air, of the circulation of the
blood, of the motions of the planets, furnished important building-material

with which to rear culture and

civilization.

The newly-invented

art of printing rendered the sources of knowledge accessible to all.
Our purpose is not to unfold all this in detail ; but it was necessary to

distances of those stopping-points where history changes
horses in order to go forward with renewed vigor. With the invention of printing, history commenced making more rapid strides.

show the

A
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however, events occurred which were originated

and put upon the scene by means of the

and which

art of printing,

greatly diminished the blessings of the invention on account of the almost total destruction of national prosperity during the Thirty Years'
War. The art itself meanwhile had not improved. The prints of those
times are poor and wretched compared with the excellent works of

Guttenberg.

The importance

of the art

by

far exceeds its intellectual

Many inventions have since been made, which involve far
intellectual
endowments than the invention of printing. The
higher
Jacquard loom, the stocking-frame, the carding-machine, the watch, the
merit.

chronometer, and other inventions, unquestionably involve rarer gifts
of combination and executive force ; yet, as regards influence, none of

them can even remotely be compared with the printing-press none
would at that time have come to light without the press.
This vast capital handed down to us by former generations, modern
humanity has immeasurably increased, even doubled and trebled. The
inventions and discoveries mentioned thus far are fully known, as to
their immense bearing upon the direction of human life.
In addition to these, let us record two events of the second half of
the last century, which, more promptly and thoroughly than even any
;

of the preceding, changed the entire social conditions of humanity
one an invention, that of the steam-engine ; the other a discovery, that
of oxygen.
:

The importance of the steam-engine requires no comment. Man
power from the rays of the sun which were stored up as carbon
in the vegetable kingdom from time immemorial. The steam which today gushes from the locomotive is an equivalent of the rays that decomposed the carbonic acid of the huge marine plants of those early
periods, and accumulated the carbon as a source of power a sleeping
derives

a lifted weight. In combining this carbon again with oxygen,
produce precisely as much heat as disappeared during the growth
of those plants.
The steam generated by this heat we allow to push

affinity,

Ave

against a movable obstacle, and to this obstacle we attach the resistances to be overcome a train of cars, a number of looms or hammers,

The power is neither given us nor is it generated.
rolls.
with the wood or the coal.
discovery of oxygen has an altogether different importance.
confronted by an apparently insignificant fact which Destiny
for a time to have permanently assigned to the chemist's laboIt was on the 1st of August, in 1774, that
Priestley, an Eng-

grindstones or
It disappears

The

We are
seemed
ratory.

clergyman and a naturalist, for the first time performed the
celebrated experiment which up to the present day is repeated in
nearly every course of lectures on experimental chemistry. He heated
red oxide of mercury in a small glass retort, and obtained an invisible,
lish

colorless gas together with drops of liquid mercury.

gas he employed the same means which we
42

still

To

collect the

use to-day.

He

took
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a glass, filled and inverted it under water, and lifted it inverted
Then he made the
so that it remained full on the surface of the water.
new gas pass through a tube and rise under the glass the ascending
;

bubbles soon filled the vessel with the pure gas. Thus he had oxygen
collected in a glass of roater; he held the microcosm in his grasp, and
could investigate its properties. Almost at the same time the gas was

by the Swede Scheele, who prepared it by heatiug oxide of
This was but one step, however the substance that was
to initiate a. new era in the world was discovered but not yet recogAs yet an error SAvayed the mind of man.
nized.
The phenomenon of combustion which, at the present time, is ascribed to the chemical union of oxygen with combustible bodies, was
at that time explained as due to the escape of an unknown Jire-siibsta?ice
The products of combustion wer-3 said to be dephlocalled phlogiston.
That
substance
was thought to escape from the burning
gisticated.
of
and yet experience demonstrated
the
act
combustion
body during
discovered

manganese.

;

;

that the result of the combustion, such as, for example, the rusts of
In
lead, zinc, and copper, had more weight than the original metals.

was maintained that the phlogiston possessed negative
weight (that
buoyed up the substances on account of its levity).
Thus error begat error. At length the mystery was solved by LavoiHe distinctly recognized the nature of oxygen as that of a
sier.
simple body, and asserted that combustion was the combination of a
reply to this,

it

it

substance with oxygen. This introduced the element into chemistry,
a conception which formed at once the basis of an exact science.
Priestley

was the Copernicus

became

of Chemistry, Lavoisier

its

Kepler.

An immense number

of familiar facts now easily clustered around
fundamental conception and the so-called antiphlogistic system
sprang into life, a system which has prevailed up to this day, although
its name is no longer in use, there being no purpose in maintaining a
term that would perpetuate the memory of an error.
The system met with the fate of that of Copernicus after a prothis

;

;

tracted struggle

now

living.

it

came out

victorious, the tenet of every naturalist

Oxygen being the most

frequently-occurring substance,

entering into combinations with all bodies, forming eight-ninths of the
weight of water, and over one-half the mass of our globe, and being

the conspicuous element ever present in the phenomena of combustion
and respiration it was eminently the substance to establish the new

system everywhere.

More than

half the science of chemistry

is

taken

up by oxygen and its compounds. Priestley and Scheele, its discoverers, remained to the ends of their lives enemies to the new theory.
On the 16th of Floreal, in the year II. of the French Republic, Lavoisier was compelled to lay his head under the guillotine.
The composition of water was discovered by Cavendish. This
completed the antiphlogistic system. Water consists of two gases,
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oxygen and hydrogen, which, with the characteristics of combustion,
combine to form the well-known liquid. This fact was of such paramount importance, that at great expense a whole glass oficater was
produced by combustion, and the water was shown to possess the
identical properties of pure rain-water.

In the beginning, chemistry, being still a young science, had to
attend to domestic arrangements. It must first obtain the substances

and contrive the apparatus wherewith to explore the natures of the
various bodies composing our globe.

A

celebrated period soon followed, during which every number of a scientific journal would be
filled with important and most momentous discoveries.
So glorious
an epoch as this probably never before occurred in the history of man-

New

elements, new compounds, were discovered unknown
into their component elements.
The discovery
of the alkaline metals and earths was an event which astonished the
world. The natures of such bodies as would not yield to analysis
kind.

compounds separated

were divined, and subsequent experimentation has verified the specuThus the pi-esence of a metal in clay, lime, and quartz, was
lations.
distinctly foretold

;

fifty

The consequences

of

years later it was actually produced.
any discovery are incalculable. Davy inves-

tigated the nature of the flame, and communicated his discoveries in a
lecture before a large audience.
He demonstrated that it was within

our power to produce a flame which, at a state of extreme heat, contained either free oxygen or unburnt carbon that a large grate with
a limited supply of coal would generate the former, the oxidizing
flame, while a small grate with a larger amount of coal would yield
;

the other, the flame devoid of oxygen, but in which combustible substances might be melted without the danger of combustion. Among
the hearers sat a

mind

young man by the name of

to these remarks.

Up

Cort, who directed his
to that time cast-iron was converted into

with charcoal and exposing the melted
By this process only small quantities of
were
obtained
at a time, through the necessity of prowrought-iron
ducing but one bloom in a heat, which might easily be hammered out
and also on account of the cost of charcoal. In this process mineral
coal could not be placed in contact with the iron, because the neverfailing presence of sulphur in that kind of coal would render the iron
unfit for use.
From Davy's lecture on the flame, Cort struck upon the
idea of decarbonizing cast-iron without exposing it to the
danger of
the contact with coal, by allowing the flames only of the coal to
play
wrought-iron by heating
metal to a blast of air.

it

;

upon the cast-iron. Thus originated that wonderful operation called
the puddling process. Large quantities of cast-iron are melted on the
floor of a reverberatory furnace
(so named from having an arch which
throws the flame back on the iron), and a portion of the carbon in the
is burnt
up by the oxidizing flame as soon as the iron passes
from the liquid state to a pasty condition, the puddler rakes it by
iron

;
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means of a long iron bar called a paddle, and finally separates the
whole mass of iron into large lumps, each weighing from 60 pounds
upward. After this, the opening in the door of the furnace is closed,
and the hot oxidizing flame allowed to impinge upon the halls until
The balls are then
they are completely converted into bar-iron.
melted
hammer
the
under
a
and,
slag being forced out, they
placed
are rolled into bars between the puddling -rolls.
The ancient mode of refining iron needed no rolls, a hammer was
sufficient
nowadays, the huge quantities of refined iron turned out
the
by
puddling-furnace require more than a hammer. The invention
;

;

of the puddling-rolls was the natural sequence of the puddling-furThis furnace yields more than a hundred times the quantity of
nace.
bar-iron produced
or balls can be

by the bloomery of former times and the blooms
made of a size sufficient to be turned into iron rails
;

of from 16 to 24 feet in length.
At this point let us cast a glance

upon the

past.

We are

contem-

poraries of the great discovery which shortens the distances upon
the globe. About forty years have passed since the first locomotive

dashed over the track, and already our social and political conditions
Not many years ago, a
are mainly dependent on this invention.
whole army was conveyed from the southern part of Germany to the
north within a few days, and this without a straggler an operation
formerly requiring months. In 1866 we saw how an army, equal in
size to the one that perished in Russia in 1812, started from the farthermost limits of Germany, was moved in a very short period to
another field, and arrived there at the appointed time. Within a day
or so, Germany or France can be passed over in its longest extent.
The rapid supply of local wants by the importation of grain and cattle acts most powerfully upon the stability of prices. A famine, in the
proper sense of the word, can scarcely be thought of at the present
time, unless it be a universal famine. Fresh sea-produce, which for-

merly gladdened only the coast-land, penetrates now into the interior.
Districts far remote from the commerce of the earth, but crossed by
the iron track, can now take their produce to the great markets of the
world. Hence it cannot be denied that the form of modern society
depends upon the railroads. But where would our railroads be if we
could not roll rails? Where the rails, if we had no puddling-furWhere the puddling-furnace, without a knowledge of the
nace?

And this knowledge is simply the result of the study of
?
chemical science, which, in turn, may be traced back to the discovery
of oxygen. This whole series of wonderful effects and causes dates

flame

in which Priestley first collected oxygen.
of that series could have been passed by, not a link of
that chain been wanting, without rendering impossible the remaining
It can be asserted fearlessly, that the favorable condition of
links.

from that glass of water

Not

a

member

modern society has

its rise in

the discovery of oxygen.
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here allude to those stupendous processes, the manufactures
To sketch the influence of chemistry

of sulphuric acid and of soda.
upon life would carry us too

Glass and soap are better to-day,
far.
and, despite their hundred-fold increased consumption, no dearer than
in former times.
Chlorine, as a bleaching agent, in place of the sun,
has restored to agriculture thousands of acres of meadow-land.

But the powerful impulse carried

also the kindred sciences.

Italian physician Galvani accidentally noticed

The

the convulsions of a

frog recently killed, whenever he touched him with two metals in conThis observation became the starting-point of
tact with each other.
the electric telegraph. The experiments of Volta resulted in the pile
named after him. Two heterogeneous metals, such as zinc and copper,
are immersed in a glass of water, to which a few drops of sulphuric

both metals we connect by means of a long
find
the
wire possessed of a new force which can
and
then
we
wire,
transmit a motion through the distance of a hundred miles and over.
For a long time the voltaic pile had been the subject of unsuccessful
acid have been added

;

experiments for the purpose of finding its relation to the magnet, to
which, on account of its poles, it bears a certain resemblance. One
day, Oersted, at a lecture in Copenhagen in 1819, noticed that a magnetic needle on his table was disturbed by a communicating wire that

happened to pass over

sumed

He removed

it.

the wire, and the needle re-

he then replaced the wire, and the needle
turned
aside.
Electro-magnetism was discovered. At once he
again
immense
the
bearing of the phenomenon, repeated the exrecognized
its

polar direction

;

periment in presence of the magistrate, a notary public, and other witand made a Latin affidavit ; this places his name, for all time

nesses,

to come, among the benefactors of the
his invention is enjoyed by all of us

human race. The advantage of
who daily read telegrams from

distant parts of the world as if this rapid transmission of news were a
matter of course. The wonder has become a fact of daily occurrence
it rises with us and
accompanies us through the day. Do you ever
consider that, without this discovery of Oersted, the telegraph would
not exist ?
place thirty or forty glasses of water in adjacency, each containing a plate of zinc and one of copper, together with a small quan;

We

tity of sulphuric acid ; we join the vessels by means of metallic wires
soldered to the opposite plates, and connect the two extreme plates of

the series with the ground, the extreme zinc plate by a short wire, the
last copper by, say, a hundred-mile wire.
slight pressure of the finger
upon a knob supported by a spring, and a dash or dot is produced a
hundred miles away; thought is transmitted to that distance by the

A

electric current

read

off the

flashed

;

it

makes

marks.

by what

is

termed a relay, so that there is no greater difficulty
from New York to San Francisco than from

in forwarding a dispatch
York to Boston.

New

own

record, the recipient needs simply to
through still greater distances it may be

its

And
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The more securely chemistry had established its household, the
more willingly were its services offered to its neighbors. In investigating the composition of minerals, an exact science was created out of
our collections of specimens. What meaning had a mineral whose constituents were unknown, in which nothing was observable but what
every layman could perceive, viz., color, hardness, and form? Owing
to chemistry, mere knowledge about minerals ripened into the science
of mineralogy she induced basalt and granite to yield a glass of
water, and taught the process of their formation.
Casual observations had shown that certain substances changed
This was especially the case with
their color on exposure to light.
;

The attempt to utilize this property reseveral silver compounds.
film of albumen or collodion
sulted in the invention of photography.

A

on a glass plate contains a material which, together with silver, makes
up a substance sensitive to the action of light. Thus prepared, the
glass plate is immersed in a glass of water containing an argentic soWhen the plate is exposed in an optical apparatus to the aclution.
tion of the luminous rays of an object, the result of this action is an
In the
image produced on the plate, though invisible to the eye.
conconnection
between
the
the
the
acted
by
light-rays,
upon
places
stituents of the sensitive argentic substance is not dissolved entirely,
The additional action of an oxidizing
but rendered very unstable.

agent, such as a ferrous salt or pyro-gallic acid, causes opaque metallic
silver to be formed on the lighted parts of the image, and a reversed

The plate is now dipped
picture, the so-called negative, is produced.
again into a glass of water, containing a substance which removes the
last traces of the sensitive coating, leaving the darkened picture behind. In this way the negative is protected from any further influence

Of course, the picture is not recognizable, for the lights and
shadows are reversed, but by the same process they can be reversed a
second time. A sheet of paper is covered with albumen and thereby
sensitized, then laid under the negative and exposed to the action of
the sun. The parts of the paper under the darkened portions of the
negative remain unchanged; those under the lighted portions are
changed by the sunlight. On their withdrawing, by means of hypoa real
sulphite of soda, the sensitive substance remaining on the paper,
This
wonderis
obtained.
of
the
the
so-called
object,
positive,
picture
ful process of sun-drawing was also involved in the discovery of oxygen, albeit that accident and planless searching had much to do with
it.
Accident, however, was unthinkable, had not chemistry first deIn photography great use
fined the substances and their properties.
An eminent
is made of iodine, an element existing in the ocean.
this
described
and
body, without
chemist, Gay-Lussac, investigated
which no photograph can be made. Who would have thought at that
time that the violet vapors of iodine contained both an invaluabU
of light.

medicine and photography

?
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task for chemistry was the investigation of the
known in regard to this was, that the living

All that was

organisms of the animal and vegetable kingdoms consisted of a few
elements, say three or four, which were the same in both. The difference, then, in the manifold organisms of the kingdoms must needs be
quantitative; and here the first want was an accurate method of
This presented a difficult problem. The first successful exanalysis.
periments date back as far as 1809, but the method of determining
weight was as yet so complicated and wasteful of time, and required

much skill and practice, that only a few substances could be anaTo investigate the two organic kingdoms with greater hope
of success, an easier method of analysis must be found, and here we
meet the name of a man whom Germany proudly calls her own.
To Justus Liebig belongs the merit of having discovered a method
by which, without loss of accuracy, the whole process was greatly
As his great
simplified, and of which he himself made extensive use.
so

lyzed.

teacher, Gay-Lussac, had done before him, he burned the organic substance to be analyzed, in a dry glass tube with oxide of copper, condensed the resultant water in an apparatus containing a water- absorb-

ing salt, calcium chloride, and the resultant carbonic acid was absorbed in a glass of water. This last was a glass of a peculiar shape,
with a clear liquid consisting of an aqueous solution of pure caustic
This glass of water, which has rendered such great services to
potash.
"
humanity, bears the name of Liebig's potash apparatus," and appears

on his pictures as interwoven with the clouds of the higher regions,
thus enabling the chemist to recognize the portrait even without the
signature.
By that simplified method and by the aid of the labors of his many
talented students, who now adorn most of the chairs of chemistry in

Europe, as well as through the geniality of the master, the immense
material from which he reared the structure of organic chemistry
could be collected and properly used. Agricultural chemistry may be
considered a part of organic chemistry its province is to determine
;

the laws of the growth of plants. The year 1840 is of the same importance in the history of the world as the years 1436, 1492, and 1774,
which mark the invention of printing, the discovery of America, and
that of oxygen.

A report upon

the application of chemistry to agriculture, which
had
agreed to prepare for the British Association for the AdLiebig
vancement of Science, convinced him of the fact that the then exist-

ing views regarding this subject consisted mainly of errors. Instead,
therefore, of reporting upon agricultural chemistry, he must first create
the science. He demonstrated this in the ever-memorable repoi't which

be said to contain nearly three-fourths of the agricultural chemisthe present day. The immense materials collected by him and
of
try
his assistants were of excellent service in this work, for they had

may
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closely investigated almost all the familiar ingredients of animals and
vegetables, and, after comparing them, induced the great laws of nutri-

tion

and the mutual dependency of the two

orders.

He

found that plants

derived their nutriment solely from inorganic substances, taking their
carbon from carbonic acid, their nitrogen from ammonia, their hydrogen from water ; that animals drew their sustenance from organic substances only ; that vegetable albumen had the same composition as the
albumen in the egg and the blood, and that its admission was the re-

being dissolved by digestion. He then first announced the
the inorganic constituents, the so-called ashes, played an
that
theory
important part in the growth of vegetables, and that without their
presence no vegetable structure could subsist. Thousands of facts and
sult of its

had previously existed, but no one had found
After Liebig's announcement and demonstration, it became
the starting-point of a new science.
He has not been spared the struggles which Copernicus and Lavoiresults of experiments

the law.

sier had to encounter ; yet it may now be said that the warfare has
terminated in his favor. The ships searching for guano-islands on the
coast of Peru and in the Pacific Ocean do so upon the advice of Liebig ;

the agricultural colleges and similar institutions which sprang from his
He was the first to assert
breath, may now be counted by the dozen.

that the most important changes and revolutions in the history of the
world arose from the destruction of the wealth of the soil ; and that

the conquerors of the savage hordes of Central Asia were forced to
march on by the violation of a law of Nature. Now, since the change

an unavoidable, ever-occurring element in the world's
considered the greater conqueror is the man
who teaches humanity what to do in order not to fall again a prey to
Nature's law. Attila and Alaric were driven onward unconsciously,
because forced by a natural law far superior, far more powerful, is the
natural philosopher who unfolds the law and teaches how to obey it.
More enduring than the supremacy of the Roman Empire is the influence of that knowledge which teaches man how he may live on a soil
for an unlimited period of time and with ever-constant result.
All this the illustrious inquirer obtained from the accurate investigations of animal and vegetable bodies; but the results would not
have been possible without the improved method of analysis contained
of habitations

history, he

is

who must be

;

in that glass of water.

The causes of great inventions and

discoveries have always been

as incalculable as those of the
small, the results always incalculable
at
of
Anne's
The investigator of Nawater
court.
Queen
spilled
glass
must
value
ture, therefore,
every observation, every new fact, for they

may

result in

a glass of water.
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1

Esq.,

DIRECTOR OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATORY, CENTRAL PARK.

Does

the Clearing

of

Land

affect the

Fall of Main f

solicitude is publicly felt as regards the supposed diminished quantity of water which fell last year a point of the
There is a general impression that this alleged dehighest concern.
an amount as to endanger a due supply to New
such
to
was
ficiency
And not only this, it has also been asserted
York for the current

MUCH

year.
that for several years past there has been a steadily occurring diminuWhile the quantity of water has thus been betion in the rainfall.
been becoming greater. Not
and
less
less, the demand has
coming
but also that of the
of
the
has
the
increased,
city
population
only
from
the same watersuburban districts, which derive their supplies
do.
that
we
gathering grounds
I therefore, supposed, since the registering rain gauge furnishes
very reliable measures, that it would be useful to examine this subject
But, since we have had these gauges in operation only
critically.

about three years, and as the investigation proved to be

full of interest,

I was led to draw upon other additional sources of information, selectaid
ing such as seemed to be of the most trustworthy kind. By the
of these the examination has been extended as far back as 1836, and
with the following results
:

1.

may

respects the indications given by our own instruments, which
be thoroughly relied on, for the years 1S69, 1870, 1871.

As

For the

first

of these years, 1869, the total rainfall

distributed as follows

During tbe
"
"

quarter
second "
"
third

"

fourth

10.24
7.72

"

13.80

Total

"

total rainfall

fourth
Total

"
"
"

46.82 inches.

During the first quarter
" second "
"
"
"
" third
"

inches,

15. 0G inches.

first

"
"

For 1870 the

was 46.82

:

"

was

42.32 inches, distributed as follows

:

12.86 inches.
"
10.29
9.39

9.78

"
"

42.32 inches.

1
Abstract from the Meteorological Report of Daniel Draper, Director of Meteorological
Observatory, Central Park, to the Commissioners of Public Parks (1871).
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For 1871 the

total rainfall

was 52.06

inches, distributed as follows:

During the first quarter
"
" second 11
" third
"
"

"

fourth

10.33 inches.
"

14.12

"
Total

14.21

"

13.40

"

52.06 inches.

So far as these years are concerned, there does not appear any evidence of a decrease ; on the contrary, in the last there is a very considerable excess over either of the others.
Extending our examination to preceding years, as far bach as the
beginning of 1836, and grouping those years into three periods, each
of ten, and one of six years, the statement comes to this
:

First period

from 1835 to 1846

Second "

"

"
"

"

Third
Fourth

This would

"

make

years, 47.62 inches.

39.5 inches.

1845 to 1856
1855 to 1866
18G5 to 1872

"

47.0
52.0

"

52.0

"

the annual rainfall, throughout these thirty-six
That of the last three years is 47.06 inches.

These numbers being substantially the same, it may be concluded that,
though there are large variations from year to year, these on the
whole will neutralize one another, when very long periods of time are
considered.

In the foregoing table the numbers from 1836 to 1854 inclusive

made by the

are derived from the observations

military officers at

Fort Columbus, New York Harbor those for the next twelve years
are from the records of Prof. Morris in New York City and the remainder are from the registers of this observatory. It is, of course,
;

;

assumed that the rainfall at Fort Columbus, that in New York City,
and that in the Central Park, are the same an assumption which, I
suppose, is under the circumstances admissible.
The amount of rainfall not only influences in a predominant manner the growth of plants, and therefore agricultural pursuits, determining the profitable cultivation of many different crops, it also exerts
an influence on several manufacturing operations. If, therefore, the
aboAr e statement be correct, no apprehension need be entertained of a
permanent disturbance in these particulars.
Although in the last
38 years great changes have been made in all those portions of
the United States intervening between the Mississippi and the Atlantic
Ocean, large surfaces having been cleared of the primeval forest, and
brought under cultivation, their physical character and aspect having
therefore been essentially altered, no corresponding diminution can
nevertheless be traced in the mean amount of water that has fallen.
On the contrary, there has been an actual increase. It appears, therefore, that the

wide-spread public impression, that the clearing of Ian
diminishes the volume of rain, is not founded on fact, and in trutl
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no more than might have been expected from a correct conwhich rain is

sideration of the meteorological circumstances under

produced.
It is the belief of European meteorologists that the mean rainfall
on the western portions of that continent varies little, if at all, when

periods of many years are considered. In England there are rainfall
records reaching back to 1677. Since 1725 these records are unbroken ;
at present there are more than 1,500 rain-gauge stations in that country.

The Scotch observations extend

A discussion

of the observations

to 1731, the Irish to 1791.
at the Royal Observatory

made

at Greenwich, in 1859, led to the conclusion that the annual fall of rain,
as compared with that previous to 1815, was becoming smaller; but

more extended observations, taken from gauges

at stations widely

separated, led to the opposite conclusion, viz., that there was a perfect
compensation, the decrease at one place being compensated by the
increase at another.

This conclusion was strikingly illustrated by the Continental obThe rainfall at Paris was found not to have altered in
130 years, and, though the observations of 50 years at Marseilles gave

servatories.

a decrease, those for 54 years at Milan gave an increase.
Even in the same locality this principle of compensation may be
Thus the rainfall in England, in the ten years from 1850 to
noticed.
1S59, was found by Mr. Symons to be five per cent, less than during
the previous 40 years, but during the following six years it was five
per cent, above the mean of the preceding ten.
It may, however, be supposed, that conclusions which apply to the
old settled countries of Europe, in which but few important topographical changes through agricultural or other operations have taken

place for many years, will scarcely apply to America, wherein the
clearing of land and agricultural surface changes have been occurring

on a very extensive
us

how

The foregoing conclusions, however, show
the meteorological result which these varia-

scale.

insignificant

is

tions produce.

The Available Supply of Water.

The actual supply of water does not depend on rainfall alone. It
When the
diminished by evaporation and also by percolation.
condition of the atmosphere is such that, either by reason of the heat,
the prevalence of dry winds, and other such causes, the water that has
is

fallen is

becomes

exposed to rapid vaporization, the available supply necessarily
less.

percolation, much depends on the rate at which the rain
and the contemporaneous condition of the surface of the ground.

As regards
falls,

The supply may come

so rapidly that there is not time for it to soak
In this manner the quantity that properly belongs to
a whole month may fall in the course of a few hours, and, rushing over

into the earth.
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may be lost. Again, if the surface be frozen, it may be
for
the water to percolate into the ground, and, though it
impossible
may descend in a more moderate manner, it may, in this as in the
the surface,

preceding case, be lost. Obviously, there are many causes of the kind
which might be referred to these, however, are sufficient to indicate
;

the principle involved.
have shown that agricultural conditions do not perceptibly
affect the rainfall
they do, however, very powerfully influence what
may be designated as the rain-waste. Thus, a growing plant vaporizes from its leaves an immense amount of water which its roots

We

;

have abstracted from the ground.
A sunflower will thus remove
ounces
of
in
a
water
There is in this respect a
twenty
single day.
waste which varies in the different months, being greatest in those
during which general vegetation is most rapid, and less in those the
winter months when it is torpid. For these and other such reasons
the monthly distribution of rain influences the actual supply.
It is interesting to remark that the rainfall in New York
greatly
exceeds that of London. Here it is 47.62 inches, in London it is but
25 inches, and the mean for all England is estimated at 31.25 inches.
But these considerations of the amount of rainfall are only a portion of a far

more general and most important problem,

viz.

Is the Climate of New York changing, or, more generally,
the Atlantic States undergoing Modification ?

:

is

that

of

In this case, as in the preceding, there is a popular belief that
clearing of land, drainage, and other agricultural operations, tend to
produce such a result. Land that has been ploughed and exposes a

dark surface to the sun, absorbs more heat, that is, becomes hotter,
than land covered with forest-growth. It does not seem unreasonable,
then, to suppose that, where thousands of square miles of surface have
been submitted to such operations, the corresponding effect should be
traceable, at least in the temperature of certain seasons of the year.
Moreover, there are some interesting facts which are matters of
public observation and constant remark. Thus, as every one knows,

New York itself, there are no longer the deep snows
which characterized the winter seasons years ago. The large sleighs,
often drawn by very many horses, used in those times as the public
conveyances, have altogether disappeared from the streets. .It would
seem, therefore, that the winters have become milder. In like manner,
though in support of this conclusion we have less palpable evidence,
there is a very general opinion that the intolerable and long-continued
heats, which formerly made the summer months almost unbearable,
have greatly moderated, and, that, though the thermometer may ocin the city of

casionally rise as high as

weather

is

shorter.

it

formerly did, the continuance of the hot
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This popular opinion of change of climate through agricultural
operations is far from being restricted to America. In Western Europe there is a belief that a great amelioration has taken place in all
the Baltic countries since the time of the Roman domination.
In

many

instances these popular impressions are contradicted by
Thus, as respects the Baltic, there are records

well-ascertained facts.

of the time of the breaking of the ice in some of the great rivers, such
Dwina and Neva, for several centuries. These show that, dur-

as the

ing the last 300 years, the variation amounts but to a fraction of a
single day.

Such fragments as have been preserved of the observations of the
discoverers of North America the Icelandic voyagers have
been supposed to prove a change in the climate of New England durfirst

ing the last 800 years, it being affirmed that the vine formerly flourished
in regions where it cannot now exist.
One of the first papers communicated to the American Philosophical Society, in Philadelphia, was by
Dr. Williamson, offering proof that, during the previous 40 or 50 years,
a very great climate change had taken place ; he attributed it to culti-

Soon afterward, Dr. Williams, of Harvard University, offered
evidence that the climate of Boston had changed 10 or 12 in about
160 years.
close examination of the evidence by more recent auvation.

A

however, shaken these conclusions. Thus, as regards
the Icelandic voyages, it is shown that the description they give of
the forest-growth of New England is the same that might be given
now.
in his " Views of
comes to the conclusion
thorities has,

Humboldt,

Nature,"

that there has not been any change in the climate of the United States
since its first colonial settlement, and in this, Noah Webster, Forry,

and other American writers agree.
It is evident, however, that in a rapidly-growing city there are
several local causes which may be assigned as giving origin to an

increase of temperature.
The quantity of fuel burnt increases with
increased population and with the number of houses, and this must
exert a perceptible effect in ameliorating the rigor of winter.
Moreover, on

sunshiny days, the reflection and radiation of the sun's
the vertical sides of the houses must tend in no incon-

warmth from

siderable degree to raise the temperature locally, and aid in producing
a thaw. The facts observed in a city are hence not a complete guide
in the discussion of general climate changes.
If our climate be gradually changing, if the heat of

summer

is

be-

and the cold of winter more moderate, there are
coming
over
us
modifications
in our social habits, and in many of
impending
less excessive,

our business occupations. Not only is the settlement of this question
interesting in a meteorological or scientific point of view the sanitary, engineering, manufacturing, mercantile, and agricultural consequences are also of the utmost importance.
Impressed with these considerations, I was therefore led to extend

570
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from the rainfall question to this more general problem ;
and, with the intention of not being misled by local observations made
in the city itself, which, as we have just remarked, are not altogether to

my researches

be trusted, I have resorted to data of a more general topographical
kind, such, for instance, as the times of closing and opening of the
Hudson River. Also, with a view of extending the conclusions, whatever they might prove to be, to the Atlantic coast generally, I have
used such published records of the meteorology of Philadelphia, Bosand Charleston, as I could find access to.
These reach from
1738, with certain breaks, up to the present time.

ton,

TABLE SHOWING- THE NUMBER OF DATS TIIAT
CLOSED BY ICE.
FIRST PERIOD.

TIIE

HUDSON RIVER HAS BEEN
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which the observation is made. The former represents the
It is,
quantity of heat over a long line, including many localities.
more
results.
furnishes
and
better
trustworthy
form,
therefore, the
Turning now to the records of the city of New York, as obtained
from the sources above specified, we find they are continuous from
locality at

1821 to the present time. It would extend this report unduly were
to enter on an examination of each of these years respectively.
Making a selection, then, let us compare the following groups of five
years first, from 1821 to 1827; second, from 1831 to 1837; third,

we

from 1841 to 1847; fourth, from 18G6 to 1872. It will be understood
that the months selected are January, February, and March.

MEAN TEMPERATURE IN NEW YORK, FOR THE FIRST THREE
MONTHS OF THE YEAR, JANUARY, FEBRUARY, AND MARCH.

TABLE, SHOWING THE

FIRST PERIOD.
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The mean
35.56 degrees.

From

for January, February, and March, for fifty-six years, is
The mean for the above selection is 35.23 degrees.

this, it

would seem that the mean temperature of the

first

three months of the year at Philadelphia is 2.66 degrees above that
of New York, and that the same conclusion arrived at in the preceding instances reappears in this, viz., that there has been no change in

the winter climate.

The Boston records reach back

to 1780.

Taking the same periods

as in the preceding instances, as far as these records will permit, they
are first, 1797 to 1803; second, 1821 to 1827; third, 1831 to 1837;
fourth, 1850 to 1856.

not

all

from the same

It is to

be remarked that these observations are

station.

MEAN TEMPEEATTJEE OF BOSTON FOE THE FIEST THEEE
MONTnS OF THE TEAS, JANUAET, FEBBUAKY, AND MAECH.

TABLE, SHOWING THE

FIEST PERIOD.
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Thus
same as that of the
being 55.39 and 55.51 respectively, though there is between them

they strongly confirm the conclusion arrived at in those cases.
the

mean

of the

first

series is substantially the

third,
an interval of seventy-three years.
stantially the same as that of the

The mean

of the second

fourth, being

is

sub-

52.93 degrees and

respectively, their interval being seventy-six years; and it
be especially remarked that the mean of the fifth series is very
nearly the mean of all the other four, theirs being 54.07, and its 53.34

52.48

may

degrees.

Thus, again, we reach the same conclusion in the case of the city
of Charleston that we arrived at in the case of New York,
Philadelphia,

and Boston, that the winter climate has not undergone any change.
The general conclusion which this examination seems to warrant,
both as regards rainfall and winter climate, is this, that there has been
no change in the lapse of many years. None can be substantiated as
having occurred within a century. This proves that surface changes
through agriculture, drainage, etc., give rise to no appreciable meteorological effect, and that the public opinion which asserts such an influence

altogether erroneous.

is

Only recently have precise and correct views been entertained of
the progress of atmospheric changes. It is now known that cloudy
weather, or rains, or fluctuations of the barometer and of the thermometer, are not of restricted or local origin, but that they have a
progress in a determinate direction, often of thousands of miles. This
fact

is

at the basis of the duties in

which the Storm-Signal Corps

is

so

parts of the United States there are prairie
or treeless regions several hundreds of square miles in extent, yet these
are not rainless because they are treeless ; clouds drop water upon

ably engaged.

them

to the

regions.

In

many

same amount that they do on the neighboring wooded

Considerations such as these

may

satisfy us that the surface

modifications which the Atlantic States have undergone, since their
first settlement, have produced no meteorological effect, and that the
rainfall

and winter probably remain the same, that they were many

centuries ago.
I have restricted myself, in the foregoing climate examinations, to
the winter season, and have said nothing as regards the summer. Had
it would have extended this report to an inconvenPerhaps, however, what has here been substantiated, as
to the permanency in the cold of the winter, will be held as affording
strong presumptive evidence of a like permanency in the heats of sum-

I

done otherwise,

ient length.

mer, and that in these respects there

is

a

mean degree which

is

main-

tained through indefinitely long periods of time.
While such is our final conclusion, we must bear in

mind that these
or average results exhibit only one phase of the problem. They
do not show the fact that there are brief cvcles of heat and cold, of

mean

moisture and dryness, following each other under the operation of
43
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some unknown law, a law perhaps not of a meteorological but of an
astronomical origin.
should remember, however, the imperfections and probable
errors of the old tables. In former times due care was not taken in the

We

construction and verification of the thermometers.

allowance for

we have

this,

we may perhaps admit

Making every

that the conclusion at which

arrived cannot be very far from the truth.

-**--

AS REGARDS SPIDERS.
"

tnere ^ e interesting in that commonplace, repulsive
V V little creature, which infests our houses, annoys us
by its presin that cruel
ence, and shocks our sense of decency with its filthy webs
little monster, whose whole life is employed in weaving snares to entrap

"Y^T""^"^ can

unwary flies lying in wait for them in dark, damp corners of crevices,
murdering them remorselessly when they are caught in its toils, and
then sucking their life's-blood ? The house-spider, indeed
Why, we
;

!

from the very face of Nature wherever we find it, together
with its chamber of horrors and it must indeed be some strong temptation that would induce one to defile one's hands by contact with a
creature the very idea of which suffices to inspire terror and disgust."
It is true that spiders are not very lovable creatures, but this is a

sweep

it

;

prejudiced statement.
ignorant of them. If
structure

and

Spiders are only repulsive as long as we are
will but stop to observe their wonderful

we

their ingenious ways, we shall quickly get rid of these
and find that the creature will richly repay us for the

foolish notions,

time and pains of studying it. Spiders have a great deal of character,
and, although very savage, they have also much in common with the
vaunted heads of creation. Let us consider some of their peculiarities.
Spiders were formerly classed as insects, and they are commonly
so regarded still, but this is an error. Insects have but six legs, while
spiders have eight ; there is a division in insects between the head and

the trunk, but spiders have no separate head, the head and thorax
being fused together, under the name of cephalotlwrax. In many kinds,

body, thorax, and abdomen, are so closely merged together that
their parts cannot be traced.
Again, insects undergo metamorphoses
or transformations in their growth, while spiders do not.
They belong
to a group which includes mites and scorpions, and is named the
AracJmida. There are multitudes of different kinds, and they vary in

dimensions from the size of a grain of sand to several inches in diameSome spiders are met with in all parts of the world, and some are
some live in the fields, and others on the
limited to special localities
water; some dwell habitually in houses, and others are driven in by
ter.

;

AS REGARDS SPIDERS.
cold weather

;

some inhabit the

cellar,

in the corners of rooms, the angles of
work, or chinks in the walls, and each

modes of

1.

as seen -with a Magnifier.
Maxillary Palpi.

The Female House-Spider (Tegenaria domesiica),
bles

1

ing-glass

and others establish themselves
windows, openings in the woodhas its special adaptations and

life.
Fig.

Fig.

675

;

c

c,

a

,

Eyes

;

b b,

Mandi-

represents a small house-spider as seen under a magnifyIt has eight eyes, simple in structure, and incapable of mo-

but disposed in two rows on the top of the head, so that they
enable the creature to espy its prey, from whatever quarter it may approach. Fig. 2 is this part of the animal represented still more highly
magnified.

tion,

Fig.

2.

Enlarged View of Anterior Portion of Cephalothorax, bowing the Eight Eyes, and Hairs.
Hairs magnified.

,

one of the

Spiders, being carnivorous, must make other creatures their pre} ,
and they are very effectually provided with the means of doing so.
No other animal is so terribly armed. Below the eyes (Fig. 1, b b)
7-

you perceive the large basal joints of the jaws, or mandibles as they
are termed, with which they do their small work of butchery.
Fig. 3
shows the appearance of this deadly instrument greatly magnified.
"Picture to yourself a pair of huge, sharp-pointed jack-knives with exto one another,
tremely broad handles, the blades being so opposed
their
into
an
driven
pointed extreniobject,
that, when they are forcibly
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ities

encounter each other in the centre.

Then conceive

these knives

to have the edges of their blades serrated with a row of fine teeth commencing near the haft, and on the handle itself five large, pointed teeth,

shaped like the head of a lance, and upon which the saw-like blade can
be brought to work to and fro." The large claw or horn (Fig. 3) answers to the blade, a representing its fine teeth, while b shows the five
lance-like teeth in the handle against which the blade works.
But, besides these mandibles, the spider possesses a smaller pair of jaws, called
Fig. 3.

Termination of the Jaw, or Mandible. a, Eow of Teeth on the Claw &, Basal Joint of Mandible, showing'
the Five Large Teeth c, Commencement of Poison-sac ; d, Course of the Poison-duct. The last two
are only visible when the mandible has been carefully bleached with chlorine.
;

;

the " maxillae," which also have finely-toothed edges like deeply-cut
rasps that most probably operate one against the other, to enlarge the

wound made by

the mandibles. This looks formidable enough, but it
not the worst. Nature has equij>ped the spider for very thorough
work. This combination of dirks and saws is poisoned. At the basal
joints of the mandibles there is a receptacle filled with a subtle ven-

is

om which is conveyed through a tube (Fig. 3, d) to the pointed extremity of the blade. The moment this pierces the body of the prey,
the poison is emitted, and,
entering the wound, renders it fatal, probably at the same time benumbing the sensibility of the victim. The
injected poison is nearly colorless, and possesses most of the properthe venom of the rattlesnake or the viper. The bite
of a large spider on the back of the hand has been known to swell the
whole arm, so that it was hardly recognizable as belonging to the hu-

ties that exist in

man

figure.

There

is

Tarentum,

a famous spider called the tarantula, from the town of
where it is plentiful. It is believed by the people

in Italy,

of that region that the bite of the tarantula produces the most ex-
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traordinary effects a silent melancholy, and convulsive movements,
which can only be cured by music, while a certain tune is needful in
each particular case. No doubt an epidemic nervous disease spread
among persons of both sexes in this community, but it was a kind of
contagious hysteria, that had nothing to do with the tarantula. That
Fig. 4.

Edge of Maxilla,

greatly enlarged, showing Teeth and Hairs.

malady was cured by music, and consequent dancing, is very
The patient having indulged in long and continuous exercise, producing violent perspiration, became exhausted, fell asleep, and
awoke cured.
The legs of the spider are admirably adapted to its peculiar mode
this

probable.

Fig.

View of Under Surface of Male
Legs

;

5.

Spider, with the First Joints of the Legs.
c c, Maxillary Palpi d d, Spinnerets.

a

a,

Mandibles

;

b

b,

;

Its eight
Fig. 5 represents the under surface of its body.
are
legs
disposed in an oval upon the cephalothorax, and are long and
slender, each having seven joints.
They are suited for firmly grasping

of

life.
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stretched out, while the creature is watching or
the weight of the body to be distributed over a
cause
moving, they
All this preparation for war is not
the
of
surface
fragile web.
large
its

prey, and,

when

thrown away, as spiders are plucky and desperate fighters. Although
consummate strategists, and availing themselves to the utmost of cunan attack, and fight ferociously.
ning snares, they are ever ready for
and
some of them are so tenacious
is
Their muscular force
very great,
Fig.

Fig.

6.

Terminal Point of the Spider's Foot,
showing the Hooked Comb.

that

7.

it is difficult

has been seized.

One

of the Combs, highly magnified.

make them let go their hold
Of the great crab-spider it is said

to

of the

enemy

that

that the obstinacy

and bitterness which it exhibits in combat cease only with its life.
Some of them have been seen, which, though pierced twenty times
through and through, still continued to assail their adversaries without
showing the least desire of escaping them by flight.
But let us proceed with the animal's structure. The long, manya beautiful apparatus resembling a
jointed legs are terminated with
Fig.

8.

Fig. 9.

'jjflmillf/ww
Last Joint of one of the Maxillary
Palpi of Male Spider.

The same

in

theFemale.

instruments are
comb, with a pointed hook at the extremity. These
not only of service in its encounters with enemies, but they are skilor wind its threads with
fully constructed to grasp, card, disentangle,
to it for this purpose can be
the utmost

Nothing comparable
facility.
found among all the contrivances of our factories. Again, glancing
mistaken
at Fig. 5,we notice, on either side of the head, what might be
which
are
the
these
shorter
of
palpi,
maxillary
for a fifth pair
legs
:

or antennas of insects.

the feelers
probably correspond partially to
and the club-shaped palpi are said
and
male
in
the
differ
female,
They
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most remarkable physiological end in connection with generation.
palpi of the male are furnished with several hooks, and a
kind of cup (Fig. 8), while those of the female taper to a point, and
are armed at the extremity with a toothed comb, like those at the end
of the feet, and with several long, sword-shaped hairs.
But if, at the anterior extremity of the spider, we see in miniature
the most perfect enginery of destruction, at its posterior extremity
there is an equally marvellous device for the work of construction.
If you direct your lens to the abdominal segment, you will observe
to serve a

The

represented in Fig. 10. The projections there seen are called
One pair is
spinnerets, and are contrivances for producing the web.
prominent, the remaining two pairs having the appearance of circlets
and they are all studded over with rows of little micro10,
),

what

is

(Fig.

From these minute tubes there exudes a
b).
substance
prepared in the spider's body, which solidifies into
glutinous
scopic tubes (Fig. 10, b

Fig. 10.

:

-3*

.....

a.

,

-

~ wI
*

Posterior Portion of Spider's Body, showing the Sis Spinnerets. a. Shorter Spinnerets, with Circlets
of Tubes
bob, Spinning-tubes on Long Spinnerets ; b*, Single Tube
a*, the same magnified
;

;

magnified.

strong filament as soon as it is exposed to the air. The microscope
proved that every one of these almost invisible fibres is
composed of hundreds of finer ones, just as a ship's cable is formed of

a

fine,

lias

minute hempen fibres, while the main strand is spun far more rapidly
than the eye can follow the process. The strength thus secured is
very great, and the line is not only strong but elastic, like an Indiarubber thread. Leuwenhoek, the renowned microscopist, who studied
this subject carefully,

made some extraordinary statements in regard
Some spiders, he says, that are

to the minuteness of these threads.

not larger than a grain of sand, spin complex cords of which it would
take millions to equal in thickness one of the hairs of his beard. If
we ask why the mechanism was not simplified so that the animal
should pay out only a single line, the obvious reply is that the multi-

tude of finer filaments were necessary for quick drying and the firmest
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a remarkable fact that the spinnerets are under the
spider's will, so that, in dropping from a height
by the rapidly-forming hne, the descent can be instantaneously
cohesion.

It is

prompt control of the

stopped at any point. It is equally curious that, in ascending the line,
a spider winds up the superfluous cord into a ball, and has a special
claw or comb inserted between the others for the purpose.

Some kinds of spiders take to ballooning or migrating from place
to place through the air.
For this purpose they spin those long, loose
and amazingly attenuous threads called gossamer, which exert a buoyant influence

by which the animal

is

enabled to commit

pheric currents and move from place to place, and
the partial advantage of wings.

itself to

by which

atmos-

it

gains

In the construction of webs for the snaring of its prey, the resources of the spider are endless.
Dr. Samuelson, from whose admirable monograph our illustrations are taken, says " "With wonderful
rapidity and instinct, the spider employs these threads to weave its
:

web, or wanders from place to place, often constructing a perfect net,
upon accurate geometrical principles, in less than
an hour and, what is most remarkable of all, performing this task in
what to us would be total darkness. There are many other curious
and mysterious circumstances connected with these webs. The garto entrap its prey,
;

den-spider, for instance, covers all the concentric filaments of its net,
at regular intervals, with glutinous or adhesive globules, presenting

under the microscope the appearance of pearls strung upon a thread,

and destined to

facilitate the capture of its prey."
of the geometrical spiders may at almost any time in
the proper season be observed in the garden. As the flight of insects
is mainly in an horizontal direction, the net is usually fixed in a per-

The work

pendicular or somewhat oblique position to intercept them. The first
thing is to enclose a space with strong lines as a kind of frame, within
which the web is to be formed. It is immaterial what is the shape of
this enclosed area, as the spider is aware that she can as well inscribe
a circle in a triangle as in a square. But these outside lines must be

strong, and so they are formed of several threads glued together and
attached to various objects of support. Mr. Spence thus describes
"
the subsequent construction
Having completed the foundations of
:

her snare, she proceeds to fill up the outline. Attaching a thread to
one of the main lines, she walks along it, guiding it with one of her
hind-feet that it may not touch in any part, and be prematurely glued,
and crosses over to the opposite side, where, by applying her spinners,
she firmly fixes it. To the middle of this diagonal thread, which is to
form the centre of her net, she fixes a second, which, in like manner,
she conveys and fastens to another part of the lines encircling the

Her work now proceeds rapidly. During the preliirir/ary operations she sometimes rests, as though her plan required meditation.
But no sooner are the marginal lines of her net firmly stretched, and
area.
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two or three radii spun from its centre, than she continues her labor so
can scarcely follow her progquickly and unremittingly that the eye
The radii, to the number of about twenty, giving the net the
ress.
then proceeds to
appearance of a wheel, are speedily finished. She
the centre, quickly turns herself round, and pulls each thread with her
feet to ascertain its strength, breaking

any one that seems defective

Next, she glues immediately round the
by
centre five or six small, concentric circles, close to each other, and then
four or five larger ones, each separated by a space of half an inch or

and replacing

it

another.

These last serve as a sort of temporary scaffolding to walk
and
to keep the radii properly stretched while she glues to them
over,
the concentric circles that are to remain, which she now proceeds to
construct.
Placing herself at the circumference, and fastening her
thread to the end of one of the radii, she walks up that one toward
the centre, to such a distance as to draw the thread from her body of
a sufficient length to reach to the next then stepping across, and conit with her
ducting the thread with one of her hind-feet, she glues
to which it is to be fixed.
radius
in
the
to
the
adjoining
point
spinners
This process she repeats until she has filled up nearly the whole space
from the circumference to the centre with concentric circles, distant
from each other about the sixth of an inch. Besides the main web,
the spider sometimes carries up from its edges and surface a number
of single threads, often to the height of many feet, joining and crossing each other in various directions. Across these lines, which may
be compared to the tackling of a ship, flies seem unable to avoid
more.

;

The certain consequence is that, in striking
directing their flight.
in their enthese
ropes, they become slightly entangled, and,
against
deavors to disengage themselves, rarely escape being precipitated into
the net spread underneath for their reception, where their doom is
inevitable."

that is found in houses having selected a suitsame way forms first the margin or selvage of her
web. From these she draws other threads, the spaces between which
she fills up by running from one to the other, and connecting them by

The weaving-spider

able

site, in the

The spider seems to
is formed.
lines, until the gauze-like texture
be aware that she is no beauty, and had better conceal herself; so she
constructs a small silken apartment, completely hidden from view, in
which she lies in wait for her victims. But as this is often at a distance from the net, and entirely out of sight of it, how is she to know
when an insect is caught ? To meet this emergency, she spins several
threads from the edge of the net to that of her hole, which answers as

new

a telegraph
to secure it.

by its

vibrations,

and

is

a railroad over which she can pass

In their vital physiology spiders are quite as wonderful as in their
We have said that they do not undergo metamorhave
like
insects, but the common household spider, which we
phoses,

other characters.
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figured (Tegenaria domestica), changes its integument, or skin, nine
times before arriving at maturity, once in the cocoon and eight times
after quitting it. If they lose a leg it is quickly reproduced, and this may

take place half a dozen times in succession. Mr. Wood says, indeed,
that " the harvest-spider seems to set little store by its legs, and will
throw off one or two of them on the slightest provocation. Indeed, it
is not very easy to find a harvest-spider with all its limbs complete ;
and, if such a being should be captured, it is nearly certain to shed a
leg or two during the process. It appears to be totally indifferent to
legs, and will walk off quite briskly with only half its usual comple-

ment
its

of limbs.

I

have even known this arachnid to be deprived of

legs save one, and to edge itself along

by

this solitary

member,

all

in

The cast legs contain much irritabilsufficiently ludicrous.
been
even
after
have
severed from the body, continue to
and,
they
ity,
bend and straighten themselves for some little time." The household
a

manner

and the female, after one
spider above referred to lives four years
is capable of producing nine sets of prolific eggs in suc;

impregnation,

more than two years elapsing before all are deposited.
Morally, the spider has a bad reputation, and is the subject of many
vile epithets
but, when compared with its accusers, it presents by no
means a bad case. The Arachnidian ethics are in many respects
The spider pracstrikingly coincident with more ambitious systems.
tises the virtues of industry, patience, and perseverance, under diffiThe female is an affectionate parent, and very fond of her
culties.
young. About June the garden-spider makes up her little packet of
eggs, and encloses them in a snow-white silken envelope, and carries
cession,

;

about with her wherever she goes. If it is forcibly removed, she
remains on the spot, hunting in every direction, and evidently in great
and if the white ball be laid near her she soon spies it, darts
distress
" When the time comes for
at it almost fiercely, and carries it off.

it

;

little spiders to make their appearance in the world, the mother
As soon as
tears open the envelope, and so aids her young to escape.
of
the
to
the
out
themselves
are
transfer
egg, they
body of
fairly
they

the

their parent, where they cling in such numbers that she is hardly
visible under her swarming brood.
They remain with their mother

through the winter, and in the following spring the bonds of mutual
affection are loosened, and the young disperse to seek their own
If the spider is a skilful hunter and an ingenious trapper, so
living."
are the heroes of many novels ; but the animal has not yet been known
to indulge its predaceous practices in the

way

of mere wanton sport.

merciless and cruel, like inquisitors and tyrants, but does not perIt is
petrate its cruelties on the ground of difference of opinions.
It is

moved by
for

the alleged basis of all political economy. The
"
you know," and it is a maxim with it to look out
while it has a high appreciation of the advantages of

self-interest,

" must
live,
spider

number one

;"

" coimer
lots," but in

all this it is

by no means

singulai*.

Besides, the
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What would

this

world come to, if the flies could have their own way in it without let
or hindrance ? Killing flies is a necessary and righteous thing, and,
as it is jointly undertaken by men, women, and spiders, for purposes
of common beneficence, each should have an alicpiot share of the honor.
The spicier, as we have seen, is also courageous and soldierly. He is
"
fond of war, and, having taken a position, is very apt to
fight it out
on that line," or system of lines, till crowned with victory. But it in"
vests war with no sentiment of
glory," does not dress it up with gilt

and feathers, nor use its passions as political stock-in-trade. Sundry
misanthropes have claimed for the spicier a standard of virtue higher
than the human, as witness the following effusion
:

"

Ingenious insect, but of ruthless mould,
"Whose savage craft, as Nature taught, designs
mazy web of death the filmy lines

A

That form thy circling labyrinth enfold
Each thoughtless fly that wanders near thy hold,
Sad victim of thy guile; nor aught avail
His silken wings, nor coat of glossy mail,

For varying

lines of azure, jet, or gold

Yet though thus

;

the fluttering captive fares,
heedless of the fraud thy toils trepan
ill

"Whom
Thy tyrant

;

fang that slays the stranger, spares
The bloody brothers of thy cruel clan ;
While man against his fellows spreads his snares,

Then most delighted when
This

is

his prey

is

many

Truth compels us
tolerable poetry, but very poor science.
down to the human level it does kill its own kind.

to drag the spicier

it not been for this habit, men would have long ago enslaved the
It is again charged that the spider is a
spiders to the silk-business.
cannibal, and, having killed bis fellow-citizens, proceeds to devour

Had

But here, again, the spider can claim no originality, and is but
an humble imitator of the lords of creation. It has, moreover, been
accused of practising murder under very delicate circumstances, when
It is true that
its mind should only be occupied with tender feelings.
love and courtship in the Arachnidian world are apt to be tragical.

them.

These creatures are quite too literal in their construction of the phrases,
"
"
" You will kill me with
but, in a
your coldness," Love me or I die
become
a
business
of
suicide
often
love
not
does
bloody
higher sphere,
and murder ? Yet to the honor of humanity be it said, spiders do one
thinof which our sort do not
they kill their lovers, and then eat them
In
many species the male is much smaller than the
up on the spot.
;

:

and with these courtship is perilous. The female of the garto object to
den-spider is a perfect Amazon, and, when she happens
the attentions of her intended spouse, he has to fly for his life a feat
female,

;

which he generally performs by flinging himself

like lightning out
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of the web,

and lowering himself quickly

to the ea\*th

by

his silken

ladder.

"We here reach the perplexing question of " female rights," but
" The Poet at the Breakfast-Table " has
it.
just
bravely taken it up from this point of view, recommending the reformatory ladies to organize "Arachnoid Associations," with "Spinsters
and Spiders" for a motto, and we leave the subject trustingly in his
decline to pursue

hands.

MAN

AS THE INTEEPKETEK OF NATUKE.
Br WILLIAM

B.

CAEPENTEE,

LL. D., F. E.

S.

has been customary with successive occupants of this chair to

ITopen the proceedings of the meetings over which they respectively

presided with a discourse on some aspect of Nature in her relation to
man. But I am not aware that any one of them has taken up the
other side of the inquiry that which concerns man as the " Inter" and I have therefore
thought it not inappropriate
preter of Nature ;
to lead you to the consideration of the mental processes by which are
formed those fundamental conceptions of matter and force, of cause

and effect, of law and order, which furnish the basis of all scientific
reasoning, and constitute the PhilosopJiia prima of Bacon. There is
a great deal of what I cannot but regard as fallacious and misleading
" abroad in the
"
oppositions of science, falsely so called
philosophy
world at the present time. And I hope to satisfy you that those who

up their own conceptions of the orderly sequence which they discern in the phenomena of Nature as fixed and determinate laws, by
which those phenomena not only are, but always have been, and alset

ways must

be, invariably governed, are really guilty of the intellectual
arrogance they condemn in the systems of the ancients, and place
themselves in antagonism to those real philosophers by whose grasp

and insight that order has been so far disclosed. For what love of the
it is in Nature, was ever more conspicuous than that which
Kepler displayed in his abandonment of each of the conceptions of the
planetary system which his imagination had successively devised, so
soon as it proved to be inconsistent with the facts disclosed by observation ? In that almost admiring description of the way in which his
"
enemy Mars, whom he had left at home a despised captive," had
" burst all the chains of the
equations, and broke forth from the

truth, as

prisons of the tables,"
1

who

does not recognize the justice of Schiller's

Inaugural Address of Dr. Carpenter before the British Association for the AdvanceScience, at Brighton, England, August 14, 1872, upon assuming the chair as

ment of

president of that body.

MAN AS TEE INTERPRETER

OF NATURE.
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as one who always loves truth
definition of the real philosopher
better than his system ? And when at last he had gained the full assurance of a success so complete that (as he says) he thought he must
or that he had been reasoning in a circle, who does not
be

dreaming,
almost sublimity of the self-abnegation with which, after atwas in his own estimation such a glorious reward of his
what
taining
feel the

he abstains from claiming the applause of his contempo" The
in these noble words
raries, but leaves his fame to after-ages
book is written to be read either now or by posterity, I care not
which. It may well wait a century for a reader, as God has waited
life

of

toil,

:

;

6,000 years for an observer."

a yet greater than Kepler was bringing to its final issue
that grandest of all scientific conceptions, long pondered over by his
almost superhuman intellect which linked together the Heavens and
the Earth, in the nexus of a universal attraction, establishing the truth

And when

whose utterance Galileo had been condemned, and giving to Kepler's
a significance of which their author had never dreamed what
was the meaning of that agitation which prevented the philosoj^her
from completing his computation, and compelled him to hand it over
to his friend ? That it was not the thought of his own greatness, but
for

Laws

the glimpse of the grand universal order thus revealed to his mental
which shook the soul of Newton to its foundations, we have

vision,

the proof in that comparison in which he likened himself to a child
picking up shells on the shore of the vast ocean of truth a comparison

which
his

will

be evidence to

all

time at once of his true philosophy and of

profound humility.
it is with the intellectual representation of Nature which
call science that we are primarily concerned, it will not be without

Though

we

use to cast a glance in the first instance at the other two principal
characters under which man acts as her interpreter those, namely, of
the artist and of the poet.

its

The artist serves
mere copyist,

as the
eyes,

and which we

as the interpreter of Nature, not when he works
delineating that which he sees with his bodily
could see as well for ourselves, but when he en-

deavors to awaken within us the perception of those beauties and harmonies which his own trained sense has recognized, and thus impart
to us the pleasure he has himself derived from their contemplation.
As no two artists agree in the original constitution and acquired habits
of their minds, all look at Nature with different (mental) eyes ; so that,
to each, Nature is what he individually sees in her.
The poet, again, serves as the interpreter of Nature, not so much

when by skilful word-painting (whether in prose or verse) he calls up
before our mental vision the picture of some actual or ideal scene,
however beautiful, as when, by rendering into appropriate forms those
deeper impressions made by the Nature around him on the moral and
emotional part of his own nature, he transfers these impressions to the
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corresponding part of ours. For it is the attribute of the true poet to
penetrate the secret of those mysterious influences 'which we all unknowingly experience and, having discovered this to himself, to bring
others, by the power he thus wields, into the like sympathetic relation
with Nature, evoking with skilful touch the varied response of the
;

Soul's finest chords, heightening its joys, assuaging its griefs, and
its aspirations.
While, then, the artist aims to picture

elevating

what he
he

sees in Nature,

feels in

Nature

;

it is

the object of the poet to represent what

and to each true poet Nature

is

what he

individ-

ually finds in her.

The philosopher's interpretation of Nature seems less individual
than that of the artist or the poet, because it is based on facts which
any one may verify, and is elaborated by reasoning processes of which
all admit the validity.
He looks at the universe as a vast book lying
before
of
he has in the first place to learn the characwhich
him,
open
then
to
master
the
ters,
language, and finally to apprehend the ideas
which that language conveys. In that book there are many chapters,
treating of different subjects ; and, as life is too short for any one man
to grasp the whole, the scientific interpretation of this book comes to

be the work of many

intellects, differing

not merely in the range but

But while there are " diversiWhile each takes his special
ties of gifts," there is
spirit."
And it is
direction, the general method of study is the same for all.
a testimony alike to the truth of that method and to the unity of Nature that there is an ever-increasing tendency toward agreement among
also in the character

of their powers.
" the same

who use it aright temporary differences of interpretation being
removed, sometimes by a more complete mastery of her language,
sometimes by a better apprehension of her ideas and lines of pursuit
which had seemed entirely distinct or even widely divergent being
found to lead at last to one common goal. And it is this agreement
which gives rise to the general belief in many, to the confident assurance that the scientific interpretation of Nature represents her not
merely as she seems but as she really is.
When, however, we carefully examine the foundation of that assurance, we find reason to distrust its security for it can be shown to
be no less true of the scientific conception of Nature than it is of the
artistic or the poetic, that it is a representation framed
by the mind
itself out of the materials supplied
the
external
which
by
impressions
objects make upon the senses, so that, to each man of science, Nature
is what he individually believes her to be.
And that belief will rest
on very different bases, and will have very unequal values, in different
those

;

departments of science. Thus in what are commonly known as the
" exact "
sciences, of which astronomy may be taken as the type, the
data afforded by precise methods of observation can be made the
basis of reasoning, in every step of which the mathematician feels the
assurance of certainty ; and the final deduction is justified

fullest
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either

by

its

conformity to

Kepler determined the

known

elliptic orbit

or ascertainable facts

of Mars

;

or

by the

as
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when

fiulfilment of

the predictions it has sanctioned as in the occurrence of an eclipse or
an occultation at the precise moment specified many years previously ;
of phenomena till
or, still more emphatically, by the actual discovery
as when the perturbations of the planets, shown
then

unrecognized
to be the necessary results of their mutual attraction,

by Newton

were proved by observation to have a real existence or, as when the
unknown disturber of Uranus was found in the place assigned to him
by the computations of Adams and Le Verrier.
"We are accustomed, and I think most rightly, to speak of these
achievements as triumphs of the human intellect. But the very phrase
implies that the work is done by mental agency, and the coincidence
of its results with the facts of observation is far from proving the inFor we learn, from the contellectual process to have been correct.
fessions of Kepler, that he was led to the discovery of the elliptic orbit of Mars by a series of happy accidents, which turned his erroneous
guesses into the right direction and to that of the passage of the
radius vector over equal areas in equal times by the motion of a whirling force emanating from the sun, which we now regard as an entirely
;

;

It should always
of orbital revolution.
be remembered, moreover, that the Ptolemaic system of astronomy,
with all its cumbrous ideal mechanism, did intellectually represent all

wrong conception of the cause

that the astronomer, prior to the invention of the telescope, could see
from his stand-point the earth* with an accuracy which was proved by

the fulfilment of his anticipations. And in that last and most memorable prediction, which has given an imperishable fame to our two
illustrious contemporaries, the

inadequacy of the basis afforded by

of Uranus required that it
should be supplemented by an assumption of the probable distance of
the disturbing planet beyond, which has been shown by subsequent
observation to have been only an approximation to the truth.
Even in this most exact of sciences, therefore, we cannot proceed a

actual observation of the perturbations

step without translating the actual phenomena of Nature into intellectual representations of those phenomena, and it is because the New-

tonian conception is not only the most simple, but is also, up to the
extent of our present knowledge, universal in its conformity to the
facts of observation, that we accept it as the only scheme of the universe yet promulgated which satisfies our intellectual requirements.
When, under the reign of the Ptolemaic system, any new inequal-

was discovered in the motion of a planet, a new wheel had to be
added to the ideal mechanism as Ptolemy said, "to save appearances." If it should prove, a century hence, that the motion of Neptune himself is disturbed by some other attraction than that exerted
ity

the interior planets, we should confidently expect that not an ideal
but a real cause for that disturbance will be found in the existence of

by
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another planet beyond.

But

I trust that I

have now made

it

evident

this confident expectation is not justified by any absolute
necessity of N.ature, but arises entirely out of our belief in her uniformity ; and into the grounds of this and other primary beliefs, which

to

you that

serve as the foundation of

all

scientific reasoning,

we

shall presently

inquire.
is another class of cases, in which an equal certainty is genfor conclusions that seem to flow immediately from obclaimed
erally
served facts, though really evolved by intellectual processes; the

There

apparent simplicity and directness of those processes either causing
to be overlooked or veiling the assumptions on which they are
based. Thus Mr. Lockyer speaks as confidently of the sun's chromosphere of incandescent hydrogen, and of the local outbursts which
cause it to send forth projections tens of thousands of miles high, as
if he had been able to capture a flask of this gas, and had generated
water by causing it to unite with oxygen.
Yet this confidence is entirely based on the assumption that a cer-

them

tain line which

hydrogen

also

is

seen in the spectrum of a hydrogen-flame means
seen in the spectrum of the sun's chromosphere ;

when

and, high as is the probability of that assumption, it cannot be regarded as a demonstrated certainty, since it is by no means inconceivable that the same line might be produced by some other substance

And so, when Dr. Huggins deduces, from the
at present unknown.
different relative positions of certain lines in the spectra of different
moving from or toward us in space, his train
of reasoning is based on the assumption that these lines have the same
meaning that is, that they represent the same elements in every
stars, that these stars are

That assumption, like the preceding, may be regarded as
a
sufficiently high probability to justify the reasoning based
possessing
upon it ; more especially since, by the other researches of that excelluminary.

lent observer, the

same chemical elements have been detected as va-

those filmy cloudlets which seem to be stars in an early stage
of consolidation. But, when Frankland and Lockyer, seeing in the
spectrum of the yellow solar prominences a certain bright line not
pors in

with that of any known terrestrial flame, attribute this to
an hypothetical new substance which they propose to call Helium, it
is obvious that their assumption rests on a far less secure foundation,
until it shall have received that verification which, in the case of Mr.
Crooke's researches on Thallium, was afforded by the actual discovery
of the new metal, the presence of which had been indicated to him by
a line in the spectrum not attributable to any substance then known.
identifiable

In a large number of other cases, moreover, our scientific interpretations are clearly matters of judgment ; and this is eminently a personal act, the value of its results depending in each case upon the

The
decision.
qualifications of the individual for arriving at a correct
surest of such judgments are those dictated by what we term "com-
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inon-sense," as to matters on which there seems no room for difference
of opinion, because every sane person comes to the same
conclusion,
although he may he able to give no other reason for it than that it

"
appears to him self-evident." Thus, while philosophers have raised
a thick cloud of dust in the discussion of the basis of our belief in the
existence of a world external to ourselves of the Non-Esio, as distinct
from the Ego and while every logician claims to have found some
flaw in the proof advanced by every other, the common-sense of man-

kind has arrived at a decision that

is
practically worth all the arguthe philosophers who have fought again and again over
this battle-ground.
And I think it can be shown that the trustworthi-

ments of

all

ness of this common-sense decision arises from

its dependence, not
one
of
set
but
our
unconscious
coordination
any
experiences,
upon
the whole aof2:reo;ate of our experiences not on the conclusiveness
any one train of reasoning, but on the convergence of all our lines
thought toward this one centre.

on
of

of
of

"

common-sense," disciplined and enlarged by appropribecomes one of our most valuable instruments of scientific
inquiry affording in many instances the best, and sometimes the only,
basis for a rational conclusion.
Let us take as a typical case, in which
no special knowledge is required, what we are accustomed to call the
" of the
" flint
Abbeville and Amiens gravel-beds. No
implements
can
be
adduced
that the peculiar shapes of these flints
logical proof
were given to them by human hands; but does any unprejudiced person now doubt it? The evidence of design, to which, after an examination of one or two such specimens, we should only be justified in
attaching a probable value, derives an irresistible cogency from accu-

Now,

this

ate culture,
;

On the other hand, the improbability that these flints acquired their peculiar shape by accident becomes to our minds greater
and greater as more and more such specimens are found until at last

mulation.

;

although it cannot be directly disproved, is felt to be
almost inconceivable, except by minds previously " possessed " by the
" dominant idea " of the modern
And thus what was
origin of man.
in the first instance a matter of discussion has now become one of
"
those " self-evident
propositions which claim the unhesitating assent
of all whose opinion on the subject is entitled to the least weight.
proceed upward, however, from such questions as the common-

this hypothesis,

We

mankind generally is competent to decide, to those in which
knowledge is required to give value to the judgment and thus
the interpretation of Nature by the use of that facvdty comes to be
more and more individual things being perfectly " self-evident " to
men of special culture which ordinary men, or men whose training has
Of all departlain in a different direction, do not apprehend as such.
ments of science, geology seems to me to be the one that most depends
on this specially-trained " common-sense " which brings as it were
into one focus the light afforded by a great variety of studies physisense of

special

;

;

;

44
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and biological and throws it on the
of
Great
that
Stone
Book
on which the past history of our globe
pages
And while Astronomy is of all sciences that which may
is recorded.
cal .and chemical, geographical

be considered as most nearly representing Nature as she really is,
Geology is that which most completely represents her as seen through

medium

mind the meaning of the phenomena
data being in almost every instance open to question, and the judgments passed upon the same facts being often different according to the qualifications of the several judges. No one who
the

of the interpreting

that constitute

;

its

has even a general acquaintance with the history of this department
of science can fail to see that the geology of each epoch has been the

minds by which its study was then directed ; and
true progress dates from the time when that " common-sense "
of interpretation came to be generally adopted which consists

reflection of the

that

its

method

in seeking the explanation of past changes in the forces at present in
operation, instead of invoking the aid of extraordinary and mysterious

agencies, as the older geologists were wont to do whenever they
wanted like the Ptolemaic astronomers " to save appearances."
The whole tendency of the ever-widening range of modern geological
inquiry has been to show how little reliance can be placed upon the so"
called
laws " of stratigraphical and paleontological succession, and
how much allowance has to be made for local conditions. So that,

while the astronomer is constantly enabled to point to the fulfilment
of his predictions as an evidence of the correctness of his method, the
geologist is almost entirely destitute of any such means of verification.
For the value of any prediction that he may hazard as in regard to
the existence or non-existence of coal in any given area depends not

only upon the truth of the general doctrines of geology in regard to
the succession of stratified deposits, but still more upon the detailed

knowledge which he may have acquired of the distribution of those
deposits in the particular locality. Hence no reasonably-judging man
would discredit either the general doctrines or the methods of geology,
because the prediction proves untrue in such a case as that now about
to be brought in this neighborhood to the trial of experience.
have thus considered man's function as the scientific interpre-

We

Nature in two departments of natural knowledge, one of which
an example of the strictest and the other of the freest method
which man can employ in constructing his intellectual representation
of the universe. And, as it would be found that in the study of all
other departments the same methods are used either separately or in

ter of

affords

combination, we may pass at once to the other side of our inquiry
namely, the origin of those primary beliefs which constitute the

groundwork of all scientific reasoning.
The whole fabric of geometry rests upon certain axioms which
every one accepts as true, but of which it is necessary that the truth
should be assumed, because they are incapable of demonstration.

So,
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common-sense derive their trustworthiness
from what we consider the " self-evidence " of the propositions affirmed.
This inquiry brings us face to face with one of the great philosophical
problems of our day, which has been discussed by logicians and metatoo, the deliverances of our

physicians of the very highest ability as leaders of opposing schools,
with the one result of showing how much can be said on each side.
By the intuitionalists it is asserted that the tendency to form these
primary beliefs is inborn in man, an original part of his mental organization

;

so that they

grow up spontaneously

in his

mind

as its faculties

are gradually unfolded and developed, requiring no other experience
for their geneses than that which suffices to call these faculties into
exercise.

But, by the advocates of the doctrine which regards expeall our knowledge, it is maintained that the
pri-

rience as the basis of

beliefs of each individual are

mary

else

nothing

than generalizations

which he forms of such experiences as he has either himself acquired
or has consciously learned from others, and they deny that there is any
original or intuitive tendency to the formation of such beliefs, beyond
that which consists in the power of retaining and generalizing experiences.

have not introduced this subject with any idea of placing before
a summary of the ingenious arguments by which these opeven
you
posing doctrines have been respectively supported nor should I have
touched on the question at all, if I did not believe that a means of
reconcilement between them can be found in the idea that the intellectual intuitions of any one generation are the embodied experiences of
the previous race. For, as it appears to me, there has been a progresI

;

sive

improvement

in the thinking

power of man

;

every product of the

culture which has preceded serving to prepare the soil for yet
abundant harvests in the future.

more

can be no doubt of the hereditary transmission in
constitutional peculiarities, which manifest themselves alike in tendencies to bodily and to mental disease, so it seems
equally certain that acquired mental habitudes often impress them-

Now, as there
man of acquired

selves on his organization, with sufficient force and permanence to
occasion their transmission to the offspring as tendencies to similar

modes of thought. And thus, while all admit that knowledge cannot
thus descend from one generation to another, an increased aptitude for
the acquirement, either of knowledge generally or of some particular
kind of it, may be thus inherited. These tendencies and aptitudes will
acquire additional strength, expansion, and permanence, in each new
generation, from their habitual exercise upon the materials supplied
by a continually-enlarged experience ; and thus the acquired habitudes produced by the intellectual culture of ages will become " a secnature " to
one who inherits them.
1

ond
1

every

I

am

glad to be able to append the following extract from a letter which Mr. John
Master of the Experimental School, was good enough to write to me a few

Mill, the great
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We

have an illustration of this progress in the fact of continual
occurrence, that conceptions which prove inadmissible to the minds of
one generation in consequence either of their want of intellectual

power to apprehend them or of their preoccupation by other habits of
thought, subsequently find a universal acceptance, and even come to
be approved as " self-evident." Thus the first law of motion, divined

by the genius

of Newton, though opposed

by many philosophers

of

his time as contrary to all experience, is now accepted by common consent, not merely as a legitimate inference from experiment, but as the

expression of a necessary and universal truth ; and the same axiomatic
value is extended to the still more general doctrine that energy of any
" molar " motion of
masses, or conkind, whether manifested in the
" motion of
"
under some
must
continue
in
molecular
the
atoms,
sisting
form or other without abatement or decay what all admit in regard
;

to the indestructibility of matter being accepted as no less true of
1
force namely, that as ex nihilo nil fit, so nil fit ad nihilum.
But, it

be urged, the very conception of these and similar great truths is
example of intuition. The men who divined and
enunciated them stand out above their fellows, as possessed of a genius
which could not only combine but create, of an insight which could
Granting
clearly discern what reason could but dimly shadow forth.
this freely, I think it may be shown that the intuitions of individual
genius are but specially-exalted forms of endowments which are the
and which have come to be
general property of the race at the time,
so in virtue of its whole previous culture.
Who, for example, could

may

in itself a typical

refuse to the marvellous aptitude for perceiving the relations of numuntutored boyhood of George Bidbers, which displayed itself in the

der and Zerah Colburn, the title of an intuitive gift ? But who, on the
other hand, can believe that a Bidder or a Colburn could suddenly
arise in a race of savages who cannot count beyond five ?
Or, again,
in the history of the very earliest years of Mozart, who can fail to
recognize the

dawn

of that glorious genius, whose brilliant but brief
"

"

attempt I had made to place Common-Sense upon
{Contemporary Review, February, 18*72) "When states of mind in no respect
innate or instinctive have been frequently repeated, the mind acquires, as is proved by the
power of Habit, a greatly-increased facility of passing into those states and this increased

months

since, with reference to the

this basis

:

;

must be owing to some change of a physical character in the organic action of the
There is also considei'able evidence that such acquired facilities of passing into
Brain.
certain modes of cerebral action can in many cases be transmitted, more or less completeThe limits of this power of transmission, and the conditions on which
ly, by inheritance.
and we shall doubtless in
it depends, are a subject now fairly before the scientific world
time know much more about them than we do now. But so far as my imperfect knowledge of the subject qualifies me to have an opinion, I take much the same view of it that
facility

;

you
1

do, at least in principle."
This is the form in which the doctrine

"
Energy was enunciated
in 1845, entitled

now known

" Conservation of
as that of the

by Dr. Mayer, in the very remarkable Essay published by him
"Die organische Bewegung in ihrem Zus ammenhange mit dem Stoff-
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But who
its imperishable impress on the art it enriched?
would be bold enough to affirm that an infant Mozart could be born
among a tribe whose only musical instrument is a tom-tom, whose
only song is a monotonous chant ?
Again, by tracing the gradual genesis of some of those ideas which
career left

we now

accept as "self-evident" such, for example, as that of the
"
we are able to recognize them as the expresUniformity of Nature
sions of certain intellectual tendencies, which have progressively augmented in force in successive generations, and now manifest them"

as mental instincts that penetrate and direct our
Such instincts constitute a precious
course of thought.
which has been transmitted to us with ever-increasing value
the long succession of preceding generations ; and which it is
selves

transmit to those

who

shall

come

ordinary
heritage,

through
for us to

after us, with all that further in-

crease which our higher culture and wider range of knowledge can

impart.

And

now, having studied the working action of the human

intellect

in the scientific interpretation of Nature, we shall examine the general
character of its products ; and the first of these with which wT e shall

deal

is

our conception of matter and of

its relation

to force.

The psychologist of the present day views matter entirely through
the light of his own consciousness his idea of matter in the abstract
:

"
"
being that it is a something which has a permanent power of excit"
"
ing sensations, his idea of any property of matter being the mental
kind
of
of
some
sensory impression he has received from
representation
and his idea of any particular kind of matter being the representait
;

tion of the whole aggregate of the sense-perceptions which its presence
has called up in his mind. Thus, when I press
hand against this
table, I recognize its unyieldingness through the conjoint medium of

my

my
to

my muscular sense, and my mental sense of effort,
be convenient to give the general designation of the
and I attribute to that table a hardness which resists the

sense of toiich,

which

it

will

tactile sense

;

make

hand into its substance, while I also recogto press
nize the fact that the force I have employed is not sufficient to move
effort I

my

But I press my hand against a lump of dough, and, finding
substance yields under my pressure, I call it soft. Or, again,
I press my hand against this desk, and I find that, although I do not
thereby change its form, I change its place and so I get the tactile
idea of motion. Again, by the impressions received through the same
its

mass.

that

its

;

sensorial apparatus,

when

I

lift

this

book

in

my hand, I am

led to at-

the notion of weight or ponderosity ; and, by lifting different
solids of about the same size, I am enabled, by the different degrees of
exertion I find myself obliged to make in order to sustain them, to dis-

tach to

it

tinguish some of them as light, and others as heavy. Through the
medium of another set of sense-perceptions, which some regard as

belonging to a different category,

we

distinguish between bodies that
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feel

" hot " and those that feel " cold "
;

and

in this

And

manner we

arrive

through the medium of our tactile sense, without any aid from vision, that we first
gain the idea of solid form, or the three dimensions of space.
Again, hy the extension of our tactile exjjeriences, we acquire the
at the notion of differences of temperature.

it is

notion of liquids, as forms of matter yielding readily to pressure, but
possessing a sensible weight which may equal that of solids ; and of
air,

whose

small that

resisting
it

power

can only be

is much slighter, and whose weight is so
made sensible by artificial means. Thus,

we arrive at the notions of resistance and of weight as properties
common to all forms of matter; and, now that we have got rid of that

then,

"
idea of light and heat, electricity and magnetism, as
imponderable
fluids," which used to vex our souls in our scientific childhood, and of
"
which the popular term "electric fluid" is a survival," we accept
these properties as affording the practical distinction between the
" material " and the " immaterial."
Turning, now, to that other great portal of sensation, the sight,

through which

we receive most of the messages sent to us from the
we recognize the same truth. Thus it is agreed, alike

universe around,

by physicists and

physiologists, that color does not exist as such in the
object itself; which has merely the power of reflecting or transmitting
a certain number of millions of undulations in a second ; and these

only produce that affection of our consciousness, which
fall upon the retina of the living percipient.

when they

we

call color,

And

if

there

defect, either in the retina or in the apparatus behind it, which
" color-blindness " or
call
Daltonism, some particular hues cannot

be that

we

be distinguished, or there may even be no power of distinguishing any
If we were all like Dalton, we should see no differcolor whatever.
in
form, between ripe cherries hanging on a tree and the
ence, except
around
them ; if we were all affected with the severest
leaves
green
form of color-blindness, the fair face of Nature would be seen by us as
in the chiaroscuro of an engraving of one of Turner's landscapes, not
as in the glowing hues of the wondrous picture itself.
And, in
be
stated
with
our
visual
to
it
perfect cerconceptions,
may
regard
made
result
of
numerous
observations
as
the
persons
upon
very
tainty,
who have acquired sight for the first time, that these do not serve for
the recognition even pf those objects with which the individual had
become most familiar through the touch until the two sets of senseWhen once this
perceptions have been coordinated by experience.
coordination has been effected, however, the composite perception of
1

1

a
Thus, in a recently-recorded case in which sight was imparted by operation to
work
birth, but who had, nevertheless, learned to

young woman who had been blind from

well with her needle, when the pair of scissors she had been accustomed to use was
characplaced before her, though she described their shape, color, and glistening metallic
to recognize them as scissors until she put her finger on them
ter, she was utterly unable
when she at once named them, laughing at her own stupidity (as she called it) in not
;

having made them out before.
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we derive from the visual sense alone, is so complete that
require to fall back upon the touch for any further information respecting that
So, again, while it is from
quality of the object.
the coordination of the two dissimilar pictures formed by
any solid or
our
two
retinae
that
Sir
Charles
Wheatprojecting object upon
(as
form, which

we seldom

stone's admirable investigations have shown) we ordinarily derive
through the sight alone a correct notion of its solid form, there is
adequate evidence that this notion also is a mental judgment based on
the experience we have acquired in early infancy by the consentaneous
exercise of the visual and tactile senses.
Take, again, the case of those wonderful instruments by which
our visual range is extended almost into the infinity of space or into

the infinity of minuteness. It is the mental, not the bodily, eye that
takes cognizance of what the telescope and the microscope reveal
to us.
For, we should have no well-grounded confidence in their

unknown, if we had not first acquired experience
from the false by applying them to known
objects and every interpretation of what we see through their instrumentality is a mental judgment as to the probable form, size, and
movement of bodies removed by either their distance or their minuteness from being cognosced by our sense of touch.
The case is still stronger in regard to that last addition to our
scientific armamentum which promises to be not inferior in value
revelations as to the

in distinguishing the true
;

either to the telescope or the microscope ; for it may be truly said of
the spectroscope that it has not merely extended the range of our
vision, but has almost given us a new sense by enabling us to recog-

nize distinctive properties in the chemical elements which were
previously quite unknown. And who shall now say that we know all
that is to be known as to any form of matter, or that the science of
the fourth quarter of this century may not furnish us with as great

an enlargement of our knowledge of its properties, and of our power
of recognizing them, as that of its third has done ?
But, it may be said, Is not this view of the material universe open
to the imputation that it is " evolved out of the depths of our own
consciousness "
us

a projection of our

an ideal rather than a

own

world

intellect into

what surrounds

we know

of matter be
an " intellectual conception," how are we to distinguish this from such
as we form in our dreams, for these, as our Laureate no less happily
than philosophically expresses it, are " true while they last." Here
our " common-sense " comes to the rescue. We " awake, and behold it
was a dream." Every healthy mind is conscious of the difference
between his waking and his dreaming experiences, or, if he is now and
then puzzled to answer the question, " Did this really happen or did I
dream it ? " the perplexity arises from the consciousness that it might
And every healthy mind, finding its own experihave happened.
ences of its waking state not only self-consistent, but consistent with
real

?

If all
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the experiences of others, accepts them as the basis of his beliefs, in
preference to even the most vivid recollections of his dreams.
lunatic pauper, who regards himself as a king, the asylum in
is confined as a palace of regal splendor, and his keepers as
obsequious attendants, is so "possessed" by the conception framed by

The

which he

he does project it out of himself into his
admit
the corrective teaching of commonsurroundings
sense being the very essence of his malady. And there are not a few
persons abroad in the world who equally resist the teachings of educated common-sense whenever they run counter to their own preconin so far
affected with what
ceptions, and who may be regarded as
"
diluted insanity."
I once heard Mr. Carlyle pithily characterize as a
It has been asserted over and over again of late years, by a class
of men who claim to be the only true interpreters of Nature, that we
know nothing but matter and the laws of matter, and that force is
a mere fiction of the imagination. May it not be affirmed, on the
other hand, that, while our notion of matter is a conception of the
intellect, force is that of which we have the most direct
perhaps
even the only direct cognizance ? As I have already shown you, the
knowledge of resistance and of weight which we gain through our
tactile sense is derived from our own perception of exertion ; and in
vision, as in hearing, it is the force with which the undulations strike
the sensitive surface that affects our consciousness with sights or
sounds. True it is that in our visual and auditory sensations we do
not, as in our tactile, directly cognosce the force which produces
them but the Physicist has no difficulty in making sensible to us,
indirectly, the undulations by which sound is propagated, and in
proving to our intellect that the force concerned in the transmission
of light is really enormous.
It seems strange that those who make the loudest appeal to experience as the basis of all knowledge, should thus disregard the most conas to
stant, the most fundamental, the most direct of all experiences
which the common-sense of mankind affords a guiding light much
clearer than any that can be seen through the dust of philosophical
discussion.
For, as Sir John Herschel most truly remarked, the
universal consciousness of mankind is as much in accord in regard to
the existence of a real and intimate connection between cause and
effect as it is in regard to the existence of an external world
and that
consciousness arises to every one out of his own sense of personal
his disordered intellect that
;

his refusal to

;

;

;

exertion in the origination of changes by his individual agency.
Now, while fully accepting the logical definition of cause as the
" antecedent or concurrence of antecedents on
the
is in-

which

effect

variably and unconditionally consequent," we can always single out
one dynamical antecedent the power which does the work from the
aggregate of material conditions under which that power may be distributed and applied.

ISTo

doubt the term "cause"

is

very loosely
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in popular phraseology
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often (as Mr. Mill has shown) to

designate the occurrence that immediately preceded the effect as
when it is said that the spark which falls into a harrel of gunpowder
is the cause of its explosion, or that the slipping of a man's foot off the
the cause of his fall. But even a very slightlycan
trained intelligence
distinguish the power which acts in each case
from the conditions under which it acts. The force which produces
the explosion is locked up, as it were, in the powder ; and ignition
merely liberates it by bringing about new chemical combinations.
The fall of the man from the ladder is due to the gravity which was
loss of supequally pulling him down while he rested on it ; and the
of
the rung,
or
the
his
foot
of
either
the
breaking
by
slipping
port,
by
is merely that change in the material conditions which gives the power

rung of a ladder

a

new

is

action.

of you have doubtless viewed with admiring interest that
wonderful
work of human design, the Walter printing-machine.
truly
You first examine it at rest presently comes a man who simply pulls
a handle toward him, and the whole inert mechanism becomes instinct
with life the blank paper, continuously rolling off the cylinder at one
end, being delivered at the other, without any intermediate human
agency, as large sheets of print, at the rate of 15,000 in an hour. Now,

Many

;

the cause of this most marvellous effect ? Surely it lies essenpower or force which the pulling of the handle brings to
bear on the machine from some extraneous source of power, which we
in this instance know to be a steam-engine on the other side of the

what

is

tially in the

This force it is, which, distributed through the various parts of
the mechanism, really performs the action of which each is the instrument ; they only supply the vehicle for its transmission and applicawall.

The man comes

again, pushes the handle in the opposite direcand the whole comes
tion, detaches the machine from the steam-engine,
to a stand; and so it remains, like an inanimate corpse, until recalled
tion.

by the renewal

of its moving power.
reasoners
the
who
deny that force is any thing else than
But, say
a fiction of the imagination, the revolving shaft of the steam-engine is
" matter in motion "
and, when the connection is established between
;
that shaft and the one that drives the machine, the motion is communicated from the former to the latter, and thence distributed to the

to activity

several parts of the mechanism.

This account of the operation

is

just

what an observer might give who had looked on with entire ignorance
of every thing but what his eyes could see the moment he puts his
hand upon any part of the machinery and tries to stop its motion, he
;

takes as direct cognizance, through his sense of the effort required to
resist it, of the force which produces that motion as he does through
his eye of the

Now,

motion

since

ternal world

it

would

itself.

of the exuniversally admitted that our notion
be not only incomplete, but erroneous, if our visual

is

698
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perceptions were not supplemented by our tactile, so, as it seems to
me, our interpretation of the phenomena of the Universe must be very
inadequate if we do not mentally coordinate the idea of force with
"
"
that of motion, and recognize it as the efficient cause of those phe"
"
material conditions
nomena the
constituting (to use the old
" their formal cause." And I
scholastic term) only
lay the greater
because
the
mechanical
stress on this point,
philosophy of the present

day tends more and more to express itself in terms of motion rather
than in terms of force to become kinetics, instead of dynamics.
Thus, from whatever side we look at this question whether the
common-sense of mankind, the logical analysis of the relation between
cause and effect, or the study of the working of our own intellects in
the interpretation of Nature we seem led to the same conclusion
that the notion of force is one of those elementary forms of thought
with which we can no more dispense than we can with the notion of
space or of succession. And I shall now, in the last place, endeavor
to show you that it is the substitution of the dynamical for the mere

phenomenal idea which gives their highest value to our conceptions of
that order of Nature, which is worshipped as itself a god by the class
of interpreters whose doctrine I call in question.
The most illustrative, as well as the most illustrious example of the
difference between the mere generalization of phenomena and the dynamical conception that applies to them, is furnished by the contrast
between the so-called laws of planetary motion discovered by the persevering ingenuity of Kepler, and the interpretation of that motion
given us by the profound insight of Newton. Kepler's three laws

were nothing more than comprehensive statements of certain groups
The first, that of the revoof phenomena determined by observation.
lution of the planets in elliptical orbits, was based on the study of the
observed places of Mars alone it might or might not be true of the
other planets for, so far as Kepler knew, there was no reason why
the orbits of some of them might not be the eccentric circles which he
had first supposed that of Mars to be. So Kepler's second law of the
;

;

vector over equal areas in equal times, so long as
passage of the radius
it was simply a generalization of facts in the case of that one planet,
carried with it no reason for its applicability to other cases, except
that which it might derive from his erroneous conception of a whirling

And

his third law was in like manner simply an expression of
relation which he had discovered between the times
harmonic
a certain
and the distances of the planets, having no more rational value than
any other of his numerous hypotheses.
"
"
Now, the Newtonian laws are often spoken of as if they were
merely higher generalizations in which Kepler's are inchided to me
they seem to possess an altogether different character. For, starting
with the conception of two forces, one of them tending to produce continuous uniform motion in a straight line, the other tending to produce

force.

;
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a uniformly accelerated motion toward a fixed point, Newton's wonderful mastery of geometrical reasoning enabled him to show that, if
"
these dynamical assumptions be granted, Kepler's phenomenal laws,"
being a necessary consequence of them, must b'e universally true. And
while that demonstration would have been alone sufficient to give him

an imperishable renown, it was his still greater glory to divine that
the fall of the moon toward the earth that is, the deflection of her
path from a tangential line to an ellipse is a phenomenon of the
same order as the fall of a stone to the ground and thus to show
;

the applicability to the entire universe of those simple dynamical con"
ceptions which constitute the basis of the geometry of the Principia."
a
is
which
"law"
no
simply
generalization of
Thus, then, while

phenomena can be considered

as

having any coercive action, we

may

universal conditions
assign that value to laws which express the
of the action of a force, the existence of which we learn from the tesof our own consciousness. The assurance we feel, that the

timony

attraction of gravitation

must

act under all circumstances according

of a very different order from that which
we have in regard (for example) to the laws of chemical attraction,
which are as yet only generalizations of phenomena. And yet, even
to

its

one simple law,

is

in that strong assurance, we are required, by our examination of the
basis on which it rests, to admit a reserve of the possibility of somedifferent
a reserve which we may well believe that Newton

thing
himself must have entertained.
most valuable lesson as to the allowance we ought to make for
"
"
the unknown possibilities of Nature is taught us by an exceptional
it does not attract the notice it has a
that
so
familiar
phenomenon

A

Next to the law of the universal attraction of masses
of matter, there is none that has a wider range than that of the exor two other
pansion of bodies by heat. Excluding water and one

riobt to claim.

substances, the fact of such expansion might be said to be invariable,
and, as regards bodies whose gaseous condition is known, the law of

expansion can be stated in a form no less simple and definite than the
law of gravitation. Supposing those exceptions then to be unknown,
the law would be universal in its range. But it comes to be discovered that water, while conforming to it in its expansion from 39

upward

to

its

boiling-point, as also,

when

it

passes into steam, to the

of vapors, is exceptional in its expansion also
special law of expansion
from 39-J downward to its freezing-point and of this failure in the
Still more strange
universality of the law no rationale can be given.
is it that by dissolving a little salt in water we should remove this
continues to contract from 39
exceptional peculiarity, for sea-water
14 lower, just as it does with
12
or
its
to
downward
freezing-point
;

reduction of temperature at higher ranges.
Thus, from our study of the mode in which

we

arrive at those con-

observable in the
ceptions of the orderly sequence

phenomena of Na-
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ture which

we

cull " laws,"

we

are led to the conclusion that they are

conceptions subject to human fallibility, and that they may or
may not expiess the ideas of the Great Author of Nature. To set up
these laws as self-acting, and as either excluding or rendering un-

human

necessary the power which alone can give them effect, appears to me
To speak of any law as " reguas arrogant as it is unphilosophical.
lating" or "governing" phenomena is only permissible on the assumption that the law is the expression of the modus operandi of a governing power. I was once in a great city which for two days was in the

hands of a lawless mob.
Magisterial authority was suspended by
the
force
at its command was paralyzed by want
and
doubt
timidity
The " laws " were on the statute-book, but
of resolute direction.
there was no power to enforce them. And so the powers of evil did
their terrible work, and fire and rapine continued to destroy life and
property without check, until new power came in, when the reign of
law was restored.
And thus we are led to the culminating point of man's intellectual
interpretation of Nature his recognition of the unity of the power
of which her phenomena are the diversified manifestations. Toward
;

this point all scientific inquiry

now

tends.

of these
physical forces, the correlation

macy
plain

The

convertibility of the
vital, and the inti-

with the

of that nexus between mental and bodily activity which, exas we may, cannot be denied, all lead upward toward one and

it

the same conclusion ; and the pyramid of which the philosophical conclusion is the apex has its foundation in the primitive instincts of hu-

manity.
By our

own remote

progenitors, as
in

by the untutored savage

of the

which human agency was not apparent

present day, every change
was referred to a particular animating intelligence. And thus they
attributed not only the movements of the heavenly bodies, but all the

phenomena of Nature, each to its own deity. These deities were invested with more than human power but they were also supposed
human capriciousness. As
capable of human passions and subject to
the uniformities of Nature came to be more distinctly recognized,
some of these deities were invested with a dominant control, while
;

A

serene
others were supposed to be their subordinate ministers.
majesty was attributed to the greater gods who sit above the clouds
;

" come down to earth in the likeness of
while their inferiors might
men." With the growth of the scientific study of Nature, the conits harmony and unity gained ever-increasing strength.
among the most enlightened of the Greek and Roman philosoa distinct recognition of the idea of the unity of the
phers, we find
from which the order of Nature proceeds for they
mind
directing

ception of

And

so,

;

obviously believed that, as our modern poet has expressed
" All are but
parts of one stupendous whole,
"Whose body Nature is, and God the Soul."

it
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modern times, however, has taken a more special
direction.
Fixing its attention exclusively on the order of Nature, it
has separated itself wholly from theology, whose function it is to seek

The

science of

In

after its cause.

independence of

alike
this, science is fully justified,

its objects,

and by the

by

historical fact that

the entire

it

has been

hampered and impeded, in its search for the truth as it is
in Nature, by the restraints which theologians have attempted to imits own
pose upon its inquiries. But, when science, passing beyond
sets up its own conand
of
the
to
take
assumes
theology
place
limits,
account of its cause, it
ception of the order of Nature as a sufficient
is invading a province of thought to which it has no claim, and not
continually

unreasonably provokes the hostility of those

who ought

to be its best

friends.

For, while the deep-seated instincts of humanity and the profoundphilosophy alike point to mind as the one and only
source of power, it is the pi-erogative of science to demonstrate the
the limitless extent
unity of the power which is operating through
and variety of the universe, and to trace its continuity through the
vast series of ages that have been occupied in its evolution.
est researches of

PHYSIOLOGICAL INFLUENCE OF CONDIMENTS.
Bt

Prof. VOIT.

(abstract of voit's report, by andke sansok.;

the elements of nutrition which we consume at every
is also a number of other elements which serve to
the food savory and appetizing. These latter do not strictly

BESIDES
meal, there
make
come within the

definition of nutritive substances, and are properly denominated condiments. Though not in themselves nutritious, the condiments are nevertheless necessary to nutrition. Their importance, however, as constituents of food, has not hitherto been duly appreciated.
We must determine with exactitude the action both of the various
elements of nutrition and of the condiments, and employ, to express
this difference, well-defined terms, if we would avoid all confusion in
Before we state what is the action of the salts
treating the subject.

and of the extractive elements of nutrition, as condiments, we must
consider the action of condiments in general. It is commonly
supposed that they excite in the palate agreeable sensations, and so
produce simply an excitation which, however, serves no useful purpose and that, when once they enter into the blood, they bring about

first

;

in

it

abnormal states and unnatural excitation.

not regarded as hurtful.

However, they are
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Condiments act principally upon the nervous system. Some of
them, for instance, excite the nerve termini of the mucous membrane
of the digestive canal, whence the excitation or stimulus passes to cer
tain centres in the intestine, or to more remote centres in the spinal
Others of them, having been absorbed in the
cord, the brain, etc.

blood, reach the central organ of the nervous system, and act upon it.
Passing beyond all these nerve-centres, their influence may extend

and may, through the intestinal canal, affect portions of the
have no direct relation to digestion.
which
system
Bearing all this in mind, we perceive that the term condiment is
commonly used in too restrictive a sense, being applied to but a few
of the substances which act upon the system in the manner above inThere is no reason why we should give the name of condidicated.
ments only to those substances which produce agreeable and useful
farther,

stimulation in the nervous system, either by exciting the palate or by
The site of the excitation is immaterial, and
cannot determine whether a substance is or is not properly a condientering: into the blood.

ment.

The

effects

first

produced by sundry agents not commonly

regarded as condiments tea and coffee, for example are at bottom
the same as those produced by the condiments. As for those substances which produce their effects only when they have entered into
the blood, and which have nothing to do with digestion, these have
been regarded as condiments if they are absorbed by the intestinal
canal, as caffeine

of

snuff.

To be

;

or

by the

consistent,

nasal

mucous membrane, as the nicotine
give the same name of condiment

we must

to sundry substances which are not at all eaten.
admitted with regard to the sense of smell, since

This will readily be

many dishes, instead
their
agreeable odor.
by
by
The volatile elements of food, by gratifying the sense of smell, become
true condiments. The same is to be said of other volatile elements
of pleasing

their flavor, please rather

which are not derived from

articles of food,

such as the fragrance of

flowers, etc.
The excitation of the organs of taste or of smelling produces, in
certain determinate portions of the brain, corresponding agreeable sen-

The process is essentially the same in the case of sensations
Hence we might reckon among condiments
of hearing or of seeing.
However wide the
of
the
vibrations
the
ether, and those of sound.
sations.

difference

a

between the pleasure we experience

Madonna by

Raffaelle, the hearing of

nies, inhaling the fragrance of a rose,
these have all something in common.

in the contemplation of
one of Beethoven's sympho-

and tasting a savory

fruit, still

External causes will always produce a movement in the nerves, and this will be transmitted to certain

and
points of the central organ, where it will give rise to sensations ;
thence again there may be transmitted to still other centres other
nerve-influences, which will produce simultaneous action in other points.
The term condiment, as commonly used, is taken in too restricted
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a sense in another point of view. An agent acting upon the mucous
membrane of the mouth, stomach, or intestine, may produce in the

nervous system important effects as regards digestion, and yet we
may have no sensation of this either through taste or through smell,
its parts not entering into communication with the central organ of
sensation.

Having thus given a notion of what he understands by condiments,
the author lays some stress upon the foregoing considerations, in order
to show that a substance may be rigorously denominated a condiment,
without exercising any agreeable effect upon the organs of taste. Still

A

mixture
the chief condiments do undoubtedly produce this effect.
of pure albumen, fat, starch, salts, and water, would suffice for alimenration only in case of extreme
tation, and yet it would be a satisfactory
want. In any other case we should regard it as unpalatable, and
should refuse to partake of it. All alimentary substances, even those
which come from the vegetable kingdom, are combined with substances which, though not nutritious, still have a flavor, and the former
Substances
are not easily digested unless they first gratify the palate.

without flavor, or which are repulsive to the palate, are nauseating,

and cause vomiting. There exists, therefore, a functional relation between the central organ of taste and the stomach. If the former acts
upon the latter adversely, it may also act favorably upon it. In like
manner, too, the central organ of taste is influenced by the stomach.
to us, of its power of
Satiety deprives food, which once was agreeable
gratifying the palate.
Several condiments act

upon the stomach, or on the intestine, after
having first produced an agreeable sensation of taste. The excitation
to which they give rise does not extend to the central organ, there to
and to
produce the same sensation. They are limited to the stomach
the intestine, and serve to favor digestion and absorption. The gasnot secreted continually, but only when there is
When the mucous membrane of that organ
is excited by the contact of a quill, for instance, or of a glass rod, the
mucous membrane
gastric juice begins to flow, and the vessels of the
become charged with blood. The presence of food produces the same
tric juice,

something

we know,

is

in the stomach.

But there are other excitations which appear to act even more
effect.
powerfully on the stomach. If we introduce a drop of alcohol or ether,
or a solution of common salt, into the stomach of a living animal, the
juice will flow from the glands, just as the same effect is produced by
the thought of some savory dish.
may observe this when we offer

We

hungry dog a piece of meat. It is for this reason that we frequently
add to our food substances strongly salted or aromatized, as, for instance, a caviare, or a glass of some spirituous liquor, such as sherry.
The same effect may even be produced by the very sight of the label
a

borne by such articles. When meat is roasted at a hot
about this same result in the best and simplest manner

fire, it
;

brings

and most of
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the flavors and pleasing odors of food have the same effect.
we see their importance as means of promoting digestion.

The

Hence

meat belongs to the class of condiments. It first
and then produces important results in the stomach.
This is not due to the nutritive salts it contains, nor to any special
If an animal gets for
effect it produces on absorption or nutrition.
food only extract of meat, it 'will succumb more quickly than if no
food at all were given, as was demonstrated by Kemmerich in the
case of a dog.
"We may account for this either on the supposition
extract of

gratifies the palate,

that the salts accelerate the transformation of albumen, or that the
potash of the extract acts injuriously on the heart. Therefore, when

and hospitals, are supplied with this meatextract, they obtain what we must regard as an excellent condiment ;
but that will -not supply the place of a single grain of the nutritive
elements ; and in this regard it is analogous to table-salt, coffee, tovessels, fortresses, armies,

etc.
Nevertheless, we cannot question the beneficial effect of a
meat-broth
good
upon the stomach, whether in health or in sickness.
Especially does it produce a good effect in the case of convalescents
whose stomach is in a chronic state of debility. They cannot retain
common food, except it is given to them in the shape of broth. Just
as the excitation of the mucous membrane of the mouth has an effect
upon the stomach, so, probably, the stomach acts upon the intestine.
Thus, for instance, soon after the stomach is filled, we find the pan-

bacco,

creas addressing itself to its function.

There are some condiments the effects of which are not at first
They act only after having been absorbed, and their action is
then perceptible in the central nervous system. This is the case, for
instance, with coffee, tea, tobacco, alcoholic drinks, etc., the general
action of which is well known. It has been supposed that we have

local.

here an arrest of decomposition, an economy of nutritive material. In
fact, we have only another mode of arrangement or of change in the

inward phenomena. The amount of work of which a man is capable
With equal
depends very much upon his momentary disposition.
nutritive transformations, and with equal production of living force,
the man who undertakes a work under favorable moral conditions will
perform it more easily than another who happens to be oppressed

A

stroke of the whip causes a
and weighed down by some affliction.
horse to surmount an obstacle, before which he would have stood still
without that stimulus ; and yet the latter does not communicate to
him any force ; it only induces him to exert the force he already posIt is thus that condiments act upon certain determinate parts
of our nervous centre, and so enable us to attain our ends.
may regard as of similar nature to this the action of opium or of

sessed.

We

musk, under the influence of which a man, who before was perfectly
elemenpowerless, appears to get new life, without- any demonstrable
is to be said
tary change having taken place in his body. The same
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of the influence of alcohol, and of common salt, leaving out of the
account their local action in the mouth and stomach.
Does the same hold good for extract of meat ? None of the known
organic elements of this extract have an action analogous to that of
caffeine, nicotine, or alcohol.

Still it is

certain that the potash which

contains brings about results which are essentially general. It renders the nerves and the muscles more excitable, and produces an accelera-

it

Kemmerich was at first disposed
and quickening action of the extract to the
potash which it contains and he has shown that meat-extract, reduced
to ashes, produces a fatal effect when administered in the same quanHe has demonstrated that
tity which is fatal before it is so reduced.
a dose of chloride of potassium, containing the same quantity of potash
which is contained in a half-pound of meat, accelerates the beating of
tion of the contractions of the heart.
to attribute the exciting

;

the heart in a healthy subject. Yet, notwithstanding this, we are not
to overlook local action, and suppose with Kemmerich that the extract
of meat might give place to a small quantity of potash, and still leave
the food equally nutritious.

We

might accordingly attribute to 'the extract of meat the same
property which characterizes animal food, viz., the production of an
extraordinary degree of energy and vigor. Here Voit observes that
this property does not belong to the extractive elements, but rather to
the albuminoid materials, the proportion of which contained in animal
food exceeds that contained in vegetables, as compared with the nonnitrogenized elements. Indeed, if we feed a carnivorous animal on a
small quantity of meat, with a large amount of fat and meat-extract,
he loses his natural liveliness. The same theory holds good for man,
when fed on vegetable diet and the extract of meat. His vi^or is far
less than when meat forms the basis of his food.
But on the other

we

give to an herbivorous animal food rich in albuminoid
principles, if, for instance, we give to a horse an abundance of oats, the
result will be the same as when a carnivorous animal is given animal

band,

if

food.

The

action of meat-extract on the animal

economy

is,

therefore,

simply that of a condiment. Liebig attributes to it no other action,
though the matter has frequently been involved in confusion. This

however, very important and beneficial. It is also possessed
Thus soups of high flavor and very
by
made
with
the extract of the tomato, which has
be
may
strengthening
an acid reaction.
The foregoing remarks give only a partial view of the important
function of condiments in promoting nutrition. Neither man nor animals take their food without some condiment. The simplest food
always possesses some quality which serves as its condiment. It is
action

is,

certain vegetable extracts.

Thus in
Most of the con-

only in virtue of this that vegetables gratify the palate.
fruits for

example, there are acids, volatile
45

oils, etc.
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diluents are derived from the vegetable kingdom.
Every people has
own favorite condiment. Every one likes to find an agreeable

its

flavor in his food, and we have it prepared in such a
the peculiar flavor we like. For the same reason

way as
we like

to acquire
variety in

In time the persistent impression of one flavor produces disgust, and so what once was savory now becomes unpleasant.
Therefore, if one were to be confined for a considerable time to a fixed
articles of food.

diet,

he would not thrive upon

it,

no matter

how

rich

it

might be in

the elements of nutrition, for the reason that the influence of the con-

diment would be nullified.
There are, besides, many other influences which act upon digestion,
but of which we commonly think little. In taking food we strive to
combine various enjoyments, so that many organic manifestations may
conspire together to promote the action of the digestive apparatus.
oro-an of smell is situated near that of taste.
Those dishes which

The

"We give an
smell
to
some
articles
of
food
to
them
others
by adding
agreeable
which are fragrant. Dishes to which we are unaccustomed we partake
contain volatile elements are rather smelt than tasted.

of with repugnance, and generally they cannot be retained. "We also
give to dishes agreeable forms, and set them on the table with some
"
regard to their appearance, and this makes them
appetizing." If
without
to
such
are
served
up
any regard
considerations, they
they
excite only repugnance. The frame of mind in which one may happen
If our thoughts are preengaged,
is also a matter of importance.
or if we are in trouble, we have no desire for food. The presence of a

to be

sprightly child, or of friends, at the board, is a true condiment. How
different is the process of digestion when a meal is taken in full view
of a pleasing landscape, or behind the bars of a prison-cell
!

We

are continually exposed to a multitude of excitations or influences from without. These give us sensations which are not alone

Thus alone can we live.
agreeable, but also useful and necessary.
the
limits
of
moderation
are overstepped in
Though by many persons
seeking this kind of gratification, and they are made thus hurtful, it
does not thence follow that they are to be avoided. If some men
make an abusive use of food, we are not therefore to conclude that the

proper course is to abstain altogether from food, any more than we
should conclude, from the fact that the feasts of Lucullus are every day
repeated, that therefore, instead of palatable food, whether animal or
vegetable, one should eat only a tasteless mixture of albuminates, fat,

There is danger of excess in every action we perform, but
of sense will always respect the law which determines for him

starch, etc.

a

man

what

is

beneficial

and wnat

hurtful.

Mevue
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ENGLISH AGAINST THE CLASSICS.
BY A SCOTCH GRADUATED

""VTOT

long ago, the Lord Rector of the University of Aberdeen submitted to the University Court a scheme for reducing the value
of Latin composition. In a lecture recently given at Edinburgh upon
education, Prof. Jowett condemned the existing methods of classical
instruction, and asserted that Latin and Greek might be learned in

J-

^

now bestowed upon them. And the other day,
Mr. Fronde, addressing the students of St. Andrew's on the occasion
of his installation as their Lord Rector, in place of Greek recommended

two-thirds of the time

French, or German, or Chemistry, or Nbrnian-French, or Chinese, or
Russian, according to the wants of the individual. Such explosions of
discontent keep the question of classical education in a lively condition.

In fact, complaints against the classics have

grown

so

common

of

late that people begin to be weary of the question before any tiling has
been done to settle it. The cry that we have had enough of discussion

about

and the sneer that every scribbler must have his fling at
nowadays, are taken up with such heartiness by those interkeeping things just as they are, that it is difficult sometimes to

classics,

classics

ested in

get a hearing.
To vindicate the right of speech on a question that deserves every
ventilation, it may be sufficient to say that, if there were more doing,
there might be less talking. It is contrary to all experience to sujjpose
that, if there were a cessation of the talking, the authorities might in

course of time begin to act. The importunate widow in the parable
knew better than that. Believing:
o that it is wise to discuss such a
The present article is abridged from a pungent pamphlet reissued by D. Appleton &
and entitled " Classical Studies as Information or as Training." Should it be
thought that what it says of the neglect of English applies to the state of things abroad,
1

Co.,

not here,

we

suggest a recent testimony upon this point.

Dr. Manly, President of George-

commencement

address, delivered last June, on Collegiate Reform, speaking of the branches of study that should be added to the course, said

town

College, Ky., in a

:

" Of
The study of English
these, one of the most important is the English language.
grammar, commonly made a botch of in our schools, is usually entirely ignored in our
" to read and write comes
by
Dogberry's philosophy appears to prevail, that
colleges.
nature."

The student

is

presumed

to

be a "good English scholar" when he arrives at

a very violent presumption, by the way, whether we consider either the chance
he has had to learn, or the proofs he usually gives that he has learned. And even as to
college

;

graduates, male and female, I scarcely venture to tell, what I have had abundant opportunities of knowing, in other States besides this, of the blunders they make in spelling, in
pronunciation, in the plainest matters of propriety, and the simplest principles of gramAnd yet I do not hesitate to affirm that intrinsically and for its own merits, and

mar.

then certainly more especially for us, who are to use it all our lives, there is no language
the world ever saw more abnndantly deserving, or more amply repaying, careful study
than this same English tongue."
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question to the utmost, and that the public should be grateful for the
smallest contributions to the discussion, the writer of the present essay
ventures to add his mite.

most cases the services claimed for the anand that, if a knowledge of these
tongues could render one-tenth of the services alleged, it would be a
It will

be found that

in

cient languages are valuable services,

serious crime to utter a

education.

But what

word against

if,

their continuance as the staple of

under the present mode of teaching

classics,

of the alleged services are not rendered ? And what if it be the
case that, where certain services are rendered, or might be rendered, by
a knowledge of classics, they are rendered, or might be rendered, in so

many

more economically by other means ? I propose to consider some of the arguments offered in defence of the classics, and to show that it would be better to replace Latin and Greek
studies by the systematic study of English as the basis of a liberal
far as they are desirable,

education.

Among the arguments for the study of the classical languages, it is
frequently urged that without it we cannot understand our own language. The English Schools Inquiry Commissioners for 186S reported
that " Latin has entered so largely into English that the meaning of a
very large proportion of our words is first discovered to us on learning
Latin, and to a no less degree has it entered into English literature, so
that many of our classical writers are only half intelligible, unless some
Latin precede the reading."

This argument

is

unsubstantial.

Perhaps one

man

in a thousand

of our countrymen has some smattering of Latin, fresh or faded; say
one man in a hundred do the Commissioners mean to aver that ninetynine men in every hundred of us have not discovered the meaning of " a
"
very large proportion of what we say ?
It is useless to reason with men capable of putting on record, or of
:

accepting, such a proposition. It is useless to point out, what seems
obvious enough, that the meaning of a word is determined not by its
derivation, but by usage.
If anybody, after ten minutes' reflection, continues in such a belief,
he had better have recourse to practical experiment. Let him call a
"
"
servant a
slave," a sturdy rustic a
pagan," a Presbyterian father of
"
r
a family a pope." He w ill thus be delivered from his error very ef-

he might desire.
put on a somewhat grander

fectually, if not so agreeably as

The same argument

scale. Mr. Clark
contends that, " whatever the subject-matter may be, no man can expound it with scientific precision unless he is acquainted with the etymologies and mutual relations of the terms he employs."
Like other
English Philology is doubtless an interesting study.
artists, the verbal artist takes a pleasure in the makers and the mateis

And some time might not unprofitably be devoted to the sources of the lano-ua^e, and the leading rules of verbal

rials of his instruments.
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That is all that can be said for the study of philology, and
no small recommendation. To go Mr. Clark's length is a mistake.
The meaning of root words, and the history of their transformation
down to the present time, are no more essential to clear and effective
of tools is essential to good
composition than an historical knowledge
The
reason
is manifest.
the
and
meaning of a word is decarpentry
We can no more know
termined not by its derivation but by usage.
the meaning of a word from the meaning of its etymon than we can
know the size of a river at its mouth by going to its source.
a luxury, and
Philological knowledge, however delightful, being
change.

it is

;

therefore a secondary object, my space will not permit
upon it. I make a brief statement.

The enormous

and Greek

acquisition of Latin

and unnecessary.

is

me

both

to expatiate
insufficient

A thorough knowledge of Greek and Latin clear-

It is insufficient.

ly will not help us in such parts of our
from those sources.

vocabulary as are not derived

comunnecessary and even useless. The roots in English are
to
take
our
to
rational
philology is,
study
way
puted at 500. The only
these roots, and trace their ramifications, so far as these have been
It is

up

A collateral study would be the importation of words
ascertained.
from various sources for this purpose it would be ridiculous to master
the syntax and literature of the various original languages. The main
:

groups are determined by simple rules.
The philological argument assumes yet another form. The Latin
scholar is supposed to have a peculiar advantage in scientific terminology.

Mr. Torr, a Lincolnshire farmer, examined before the Commissioners,
" All
botany and all chemistry have a sort of Latin derivation.
There is a sort of knowledge of Latin in every thing. For instance, a
man could not go into chemistry or botany without knowing the derivation and finale of every word."
In this matter, many argue as if the meanings of the original words
says

:

were learned without an

effort.

The

real state of the case

is

obvious

meaning of the original is adopted without change in
enough.
the derivative, it can be learned as easily in English as in Latin. If the
meaning of the original is not retained in the derivative, a knowledge
If the

of the one will be no aid toward the knowledge of the other.
Where several words come from the same root, let the

common

element be explained. If philology were really taught in our schools,
as it might be were less time occupied with classics, the root-words
in scientific nomenclature would be no less familiar to the average boy
than they are at present to the best classical scholar.

We are

told, furthermore, that

without Latin grammar.

English grammar cannot be taught

"
" All
masters," say the Commissioners, ap-

no
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pear to be agreed that nothing teaches English grammar so easily, or
bo well, as Latin grammar ; and next to that they would place the
teaching of some other foreign grammar, such as French." Mr. Clark,
who carries all the favorite arguments for classics to such a height
that he may be suspected of a covert design to make them ridiculous,
"a
youth
alleges that

who

has mastered the Latin grammar, and

learned to apply its rules, speaks and writes English without a fault,
albeit innocent of Lindley Murray."
Is this

argument

verified

by experience ?

On

this point I

might ap-

We

have
peal to the individual reader. But we have definite testimony.
the evidence of Mr. Dasent, who " has had considerable experience as an
examiner " for military and civil service appointments. So far from cer"
tifying that Latin scholars
speak and write English without a fault,"
"
I have known young men who write very good
Mr. Dasent says
:

Latin prose, indeed, and very good Latin verse.
I know what good
Latin prose and Latin verse are, and I have known the same young men
utterly incapable of writing a letter in their own language, or a decent
" I think I
know good writing when I see it, and
essay." And again,
I must say that some, who had great classical reputation, have been the
I have observed this over and
worst English writers I have known.

over again. I have known men recommended solely in consequence of
their university reputation, and I have found that they have been signal
failures in English writing
splendid scholars, but utterly incaj^able
of expressing themselves in their own tongue.
They have no choice
of words, and very often have a heavy, cumbrous way of expressing

What could be stronger than this? Coming as it does
from one of the few men qualified by experience to pronounce an opinion, this evidence is not to be lightly set aside.
Does the argument in question stand the test of reason ? It is a
common rejoinder to whatever is said against the existing system of
themselves."

education, that educational results are impalpable. Now, this is not
one of the impalpable cases a certain definite acquisition, the command of the literary usages of our language, is said to be conferred
the alleged possessors are tried and found wanting. However, for fear
the evidence should not be considered wide enough, and the report of
the Commissioners be adduced as counter-evidence, let us take the only
other way of determining the point let us apply the test of reason.
We shall find that Latin grammar, so far from being the only means
of teaching English grammar thoroughly, teaches hardly any English
And not only so what little English grammar it does
grammar.
teach indirectly, had better be taught directly.
How much English grammar is acquired through Latin grammar ?
The names of the parts of speech, and nothing else. Latin agrees with
Latin sentence, like
English in employing similar parts of speech.
an English sentence, is made up of nouns, adjectives, verbs, conjunctions, etc.
Now, a boy that understands what a noun is, or an acljec:

;

:

A
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Latin sentence, will probably know what
to give to words performing similar functions in an English sen" cum " is called a
If he knows that
tence.
preposition, and that
" with " is
" cum " means "
with," he will probably be able to say that
a preposition.
tive, or a conjunction, in a

name

A pupil acquainted with English grammar, before commencing with

If
same advantage toward knowing Latin grammar.
"
"
he has been taught to call "with" a preposition, and that with
"
"
"
cum is a
stands for cum," he will probably be able to tell that

Latin, has the

preposition.

In the above I

make a very full

concession.

It is

extremely doubt-

ful whether an ordinary boy would recognize an inflected part of speech
How
in English, from knowing a similar part of speech in Latin.
" bona " is an
make
out that
would
that
if
told
adjective,
many boys,
" receives the same orrammatical name ?
"
a:ood
There is no further coincidence between English grammar and Latin
of inflection,
grammar. The two languages have very different modes
whether for noun or for pronoun, or for verb, or for adjective, or for ad-

verb

;

different concord, different

government, different order

;

and, of

In all these recourse, different derivation and different composition.
that is, in all the important or practical part of grammar
spects
cannot
of the two languages are wholly different.
the

We

usages

know English

declensions from Latin declensions, English conjugations

"Would
from Latin conjugations, English syntax from Latin syntax.
a boy know that the past participle of have is had, from knowing that
the supine of habeo is habitum; or, knowing the one, would he more
familiar with Latin decleneasily remeniber the other ? What boy,
sions and conjugations, would discover by his unaided reason that

there were such things as declensions and conjugations in English?
Mr. Dasent's evidence clinches this. He bears witness of good Latin
"
scholars that
they did not know even that there was any syntax or
construction of the English language."
are driven to conclude that this too

We

common argument

is

an

example of the error deplored by Mr. Mill an example of using words
without thinking of their meaning. Nobody, after remembering that
is an account of the usages of a language, would be guilty
the best way to get acquainted with the usage of one
that
of saying
is to study the usage of another.
language

Grammar

said that the knowledge of another grammar than our
our
acquaintance with our own grammar, by way of conhelps
trast.
True, but foreign usages may be illustrated well enough for
this pm-pose with our own vocables.
Take, for example, the inflections
of Latin and Greek what hinders the English teacher from showing
It

may be

own

:

that, in those ruder and less flexible tongues, relational particles
stuck on at the end of a word, instead of being placed before the

in

a separate

form?

That, instead of saying

"He

were

word

struck with a
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" Sword-with-struck-he " a
sword," a Roman would say
partial advance on the agglutination of more savage dialects, where, instead of
"
" He saw a
pig on the road," we should have one word, Road-pigsaw-he."

A classical education is also said to be the best training in English
composition. This argument, in so far as the end alleged is gained
through grammar, I have already shown to be groundless. I have still
to deal with the direct exercise in English composition obtained in
classical translation.

be observed that

this value is not special to Latin or Greek,
to all foreign languages.
Further, if the idea of Mr.
of some others were carried out, and we were able to read

It is to

but

common

is

Mill and

foreign tongues as we read our own, we should not translate at
and could have no conceivable exercise in English composition.

all,

If

we
it

are exercised at all in English composition by foreign translation,
must be under some such system as the present mode of classical in-

struction.

of classics

names

?

Is it impossible to write good English
I need only repeat the stock answer.

in our literature

without a knowledge

Some

of the greatest

have won their reputation without a knowledge

of classics.

Does the power of composing good English always follow upon a
good knowledge of classics ? Mr. Dasent's evidence, quoted before,
gives to this question as explicit a denial as could be desired.
How far, then, is translation an exercise in English composition

Let us consider translation in
struction, that

is,

to recall the

detail.

?

The

meaning

pupil has to master the conof the relational particles and

He

has to muster, partly from memory, partly from his dicendings.
tionary, the English equivalents for the foreign words, settling which
is

the

in the

word

for the occasion.

form of a sentence.

Finally, he has to range the English words
is the exercise in English compo-

This last

sition.

What

proportion of tbe whole time given to translation does this

exercise occupy ? Sometimes hardly any time at all.
pares the meanings of the words, and blurts them out

The

pupil pre-

anyhow. In the
most favorable cases, the time spent on this operation must be comparatively small. The other operations are much more arduous, and
must occupy at least five-sixths of the whole time.
What is the nature of the composition done in this sixth of the
translating time ? Is it calculated to train in good English composiOn the contrary, literal translation is often insisted upon ; that
tion ?

This is worse
is to say, the pupil is drilled in unidiomatic English.
than no English drill at all for purposes of English composition its
only effect in that direction must be to foster a habit of writing bad
:

English.

Where

the arrangement of the English words

is

made

in accordance
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with English usage, this sixth of the translating process becomes an
amendment of unidiornatic English. But the result is
little more profitable than in the other case, for two reasons
One is,
that the preliminary mustering of the main English words, and the
exercise in the

:

puzzling over the constructions, absorb so much of the pupil's attenThe other
tion that the finished English rendering is little thought of.

and principal reason is, that the English version, where attended to
as it must be in a good translation is remembered only in connection
with the Latin, and is not readily remembered when a natural object
has to be described. A good translator has no facility in original composition, unless he has practised the art of composition by itself: the
in translation do not occur as symbols for natural things,

words used

but only as equivalents for the Latin expressions. It was quite to be
"
expected that Mr. Dasent would find good Latin scholars utterly incapable of expressing themselves in their own language." The wonder would be if they found time to learn how to lay out felicitously

own thoughts and

sentiments, while they acquired the art of
more or less skilful expression of the
the
felicitously translating
of
others.
and
sentiments
thoughts
their

Does the

an abundance of words or skill
In translating, he must cast about over

classical scholar acquire

in selecting; the right

words?

various words of cognate meaning for the word that will suit the passage.
Does he thereby learn a wide command of synonymes, and a dexterity
He learns a comin seizing the aptest word to convey his meaning ?
mand of synonymes, undoubtedly. But where does he get them ? Not
in Latin but in his own remembered store, and in the pages of the
English lexicographer, his starting-point being some English equivaAs a learner of synonymes, he does no more, and
lent of a Latin word.
can make no more progress, than the non-classical pupil that ransacks
He does not
his memory and his dictionary with a similar object.
learn to seize the aptest words to convey his meaning. What he
learns is, to seize the aptest words to represent particular Latin words
;

an entirely different thing. Mr. Dasent's eviin particular contexts
dence on this matter is very pointed. It is his express complaint of

"
"
good Latin scholars, that they have no choice of words in English.
train
in
Does classical composition
English composition ? In translating English into Latin or Greek, the pupil must acquire a certain
If the English be
familiarity with a certain number of English words.
If
the
better
for
the
he
is
much
so
pupil.
taught to twist and
good,

turn
so

it

about, so as to make idiomatic Latin out of idiomatic English,
the better for him. But the advantage is no greater than he

much

would have by keeping passages of good English some time
memory for any purpose whatsoever.
Let us

now consider what can be made

of education.

in his

of English as an instrument

7
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Passages of English, more or less unsuited for children and often
This might
selected without method, are part of existing school-drill.
be supplemented by attention to elocution, and practice in committing

Such exerexercises that children are peculiarly apt for.
have the advantage of keeping the pupil occupied with the words
of his own language, and storing him with a fund of expression.
to

memory,

cises

Looking out the meanings

is

also a valuable exercise in greater or
skilful teacher this might lead

In the hands of a

less present practice.

The highest form of this exercise
to a wide command of synonymes.
would be the precise discrimination of synonymes. The want of some
such early training is very marked in current literature. It is strange
that

men should know,

or at least have spent

much

of their school-time

in learning, the conjectured shades of meaning in Latin or Greek words,
while they ride rough-shod over the delicacies of their own vocabulary.

Again, if Philology is to be studied, apart from Comparative Phiit
might be expected that boys should be taught the origin and
changes in form and meaning of words they use daily, rather than
crammed with the history of words they never use in after-life, and
never view with any thing but a pedantic interest at the best.
beginning might be made in philology at an early stage. The
sources of words are determined by simple rules it would be an easy

lology,

A

:

task for beginners to apply these rules in referring words to their
source, to decide whether words were taken from Latin, or Saxon, or
Norman-French.
good exercise would be to Saxonize a whole Lat-

A

inized paragraph,

and

inversely.

In discussing other studies in English I shall

make

a distinction

between analytical processes and synthetical processes. Both occur
the province of Grammar and
in dealing with what usage permits
also in dealing with what, within the compass of permissible usage,
best suited for its purpose the province of Rhetoric. Analysis is

is

known as construing, or parsing ; synthesis, as constructing,
or composing.
In the meagi*e share of our school-time now allotted to the teachotherwise

ing of English, very little is done toward the practice of these operaThis is all the more to be deplored, because the analysis of
tions.
sentences and the principles of composition are not taiight in connection with Latin or Greek.

It is a great waste of energy to learn
meanings and shades of meaning of so many vocables destined' to total
neglect as soon as they have been learned the evil is aggravated when
so much lumber is acquired without reference to principles applicable
:

to all verbal compositions.

The grammatical analysis of sentences has lately been introduced
But the complaint is made that boys, though they

into our schools.

soon learn to repeat glibly enough the hard terms used in that process,
fail to understand them.
Now, what is the cause of this ? It is
due to two causes, both arising from the consumption of so much time

often
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Too little time is left for this analysis : none but
the quantity of iteration and exemplification necessary
And there is no time at
to get an abstract notion into a boy's head.
all for an exercise without which analysis can never be vividly underBefore a boy can be fully
stood, the opposite process of synthesis.
awakened to the gist of the terms of analysis, he must have applied
them again and again to themes of his own composing, and there will
on Latin and Greek.

teachers

know

be no time for such an exercise until there

is

an end of the

classical

supremacy.

The

purification of the language

from blunders

is

an urgent neces-

A good way

sity.

be to keep him

of habituating the pupil to recognized usage
working at collections of grammatical blunders.

would

Were

has been, we should in
English made the systematic study that Latin
this way effect, in the course of a generation or two, a great purification
We have a good many collections of genuine idioms
of our language.
with examples of their violation but we want a great many books of
;

this kind

contributions from

many workers

much
might

in the

same

field.

Latin

One cannot help

regretting that so
way.
time has been thrown away upon settling pure Latin usage that
have been spent so much more profitably in the purification of

is well provided for in this

own tongue.

our

So much for familiarizing the pupil with the parts of a sentence and
Practical teachers will recognize in what
correct grammatical usage.
has been exhibited a wide field for school-study. Others will understand the amount of exercise involved, when they reflect upon the time
spent upon introductory exercises to Latin, of a much less extensive rano-e than those I have indicated.
knowledge of admissible forms of expression is more than Mr.
"
Dasent seems to have found in several good Latin scholars." But a

now

A

youth that is master of this accomplishment is but indifferently
equipped for recording and communicating his thoughts. Much imA thing may be put a hundred
perfect expression passes current.
to
conformable
all
grammar, yet one, and perhaps not many
ways,
more than one, accords with the laws of good composition.
Can the principles of good composition be taught ? Is rhetoric
the knowledge of good and bad in expression, viewed with reference to
a possible accomplishment for the school-boy ? Accordcertain ends

De

Quincey, the end of rhetoric, as conceived by the ancients,
ornament or fraud, figurative decoration or sophistry a
The one end was
rhetoric not so very rare in our day.
of
conception

ing to

was

either

served by the branches of rhetoric conversant with Tropes, Figures,
and Emotional Qualities of Style the other by the various maxims of
;

Persuasive Art, consisting for the most part of shrewd devices for
secm-ing plausibility. I believe something more might be made of
those branches of education than mere garnishing and trickery still
they are, perhaps, too advanced for the school-room. Be that as it
;
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may, there are other parts of rhetoric that have a prior claim, because
of more general value. De Quincey's account of ancient rhetoric is a
fair enough summary; hut of late years the canons of rhetoric have

taken a wider scope. In Prof. Bain's " Rhetoric " or English " Composition," written with the scientific exhaustiveness and originality characteristic of the author, we have a great advance upon Aristotle.
In
addition to the old material completed and methodized, we have a
body of rules hearing upon the order of words, the principles of the
construction of sentences and of paragraphs, the principles of descrip-

tion, narration,

and exposition.

Of

these subjects, the

first

four are

admirably suited for the school-boy, description more than narration or
exposition although these also might be valuable because it is regulated by a compact, complete, and easily-managed body of maxims.
What is there, then, to prevent this department of English composition from being practised in our schools, instead of composition in a
dead language, where the sole ambition is to be grammatical ?
variety of objections might be urged, which I proceed to discuss one by
one.
They will be found to disappear on consideration
1. It may be said that such studies are not ample enough to
keep
our school-boys busy, and so fail in the most fundamental requisite of
a school-study. How to arrange words, how to form sentences and
paragraphs, how to make an easily conceivable description why should
not that be learned in a few lessons ? If so, why are years spent in
teaching our boys to avoid a few stock pitfalls in Latin composition ?

A

:

The reason

is obvious.
The rules or principles you may learn in a few
you may not be perfect in the practice of these rules after
years of study. The same thing is seen in every art. The pugilist or

lessons

:

fencer soon learns the guards theoretically it is a long time before he
can promptly parry the hit or thrust of an adversary. The musician
knows all the notes, and where he should place his fingers to bring them
:

We can all of us remember
what we should have done the opportunity is often past before we
remember what we should do. In English composition, as in every
thing else, theory and practice are two very different things. Take,
for example, two points how to place qualifying clauses in the most
advantageous light for the words they qualify, and how to apportion
the emphatic places of a sentence. These are embodied in Prof. Bain's
work, and treated of in isolation, the one by Mr. Herbert Spencer, the
other by Mr. Matthew Arnold. The principles are within the compreout, long before he can play at sight.
:

:

hension of any boy of ordinary intelligence. And yet they may be
practised for years by a grown man without insuring infallibility in
rapid composition. Here is a wide field for educational exercises, a
field wide as the writings of the language, beginning with
easy ex-

amples and reaching on to the more difficult. No expensive apparatus
required; wherever you have sentences written in English, you may
And the principles I have mentioned are but sanroles.
fall to work.

is
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It

of

for us.

he said that studies of

may

much

not to get work to overtake, but to overtake

work that waits

Admitted that
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kind are mere elegant trifling.
no practical value except for dis-

this

classical studies are of

admitted that these English studies contain all the elements
the one is as useless subsequently as the other there is
no reason for substituting the one for the other. I say that English
studies have at least the advantage of keeping the pupil occupied with
cipline

:

of discipline

;

;

the words and correct usages of his own language, and that this, were
But I say, further,
there nothing else, is sufficient cause for change.
that these studies can be so directed as to cultivate clearness and force

you deny this you hold that clearness and
That clearness and force are natural gifts, and
that a teacher cannot communicate brains, nobody will care to dispute ;
but, that the devices and appliances for giving clearness and force to
what they say can be communicated to boys of natural aptitude by a
All would not learn to
skilled teacher, I hold to be beyond question.
more
all
learn
to
than
compose Latin well ;
compose English well, any
but some would learn and no more can be said for any system of inof expression. Perhaps
force are natural gifts.

:

;

struction.

may be

said that, granting careful tuition a help to acquiring
force of expression, a good style can be formed only by
I answer that this is no objection to
familiarity with the best writers.
made provision for the analytithe scheme we have considered.
3.

It

clearness

and

We

cal as well as the synthetical study of English, rhetorical parsing as
well as rhetorical practice. What I insist upon is, that we must have

principles of good and bad in expression drilled into our boys, principles to be borne in mind both in analysis and in synthesis, in reading
authors as well as in our own composition. Otherwise, how are we to

know what

and what to reject in an author, what to imitate
and how shall we escape the errors of Latinists that
worship the conceits of Cicero, and adore the Patavinities of Livy V
I quote from Dryden a striking confirmation " Thus difficult it is to
understand the purity of English, and critically to discern, not only
good writers from bad, and a proper style from a corrupt, but also to
distinguish that which is pure in a good author, from that which is
And for want of all these requisites, or
vicious and corrupt in him.
the greatest part of them, most of our ingenious young men take up
some cried-up English poet for their model adore him and imitate
him, as they think, without knowing wherein he is defective, where he
is boyish and trifling, wherein either his thoughts are improper to his
and what

to adopt

to avoid

;

:

;

subject, or his expressions

both

is

unworthy of

his thoughts, or the turn of

inharmonious."

4. It may be said that, granting the
necessity of reading admired
authors critically, that is, upon principles of good and bad, there are
no good authors in English, and that the pupil should go with his

7
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princq:>les to classical Greek and Latin.
Supposing there were no good
authors in our tongue, the amendment of the bad would be as valuable

an exercise as the recognition of the good. However, we should be
" It
may safely be said that the literaglad to think with Macaulay
ture now extant in the English language is of far greater value than
:

the literature which three hundred years ago was extant in
languages of the world put together."
all

all

the

may be

said that, if composition were managed according to
would be no scope for variety. That depends upon the
nature of the body of rules. If the rule is absurdly narrow, obedience
to it will result in a dead monotony.
For example, on the unity of the
5.

It

rule, there

" different
sentence, Irving lays down that
thoughts ought to be separated in the expression by being placed in different periods " a rale
that would reduce all composition to the movement of a jig.
On the

contrary, Prof. Bain recognizes that the matter of a sentence is determined by the rest of the composition, and gives the limitations

A

of the absolute rule of unity.
principle of this kind, so far from inducing monotony, tends to assist variety the writer is compelled to
think of the matter of his sentences, and, in all probability, will thereby
:

be prevented from the natural tendency to run them all together on
the same model. Even if the rule were absolute, it would still be
The dull pupil would be
valuable, provided its reasons were assigned.
dull all the same the eager pupil, if he found the restrictions irksome,
would either overthrow the reasons, or cast about for all variety withCut a root that intrudes into your garden,
in the letter of the law.
and the stump sends out twenty suckers for the one. You produce the
same effect when you stop short an inquiring boy with a rule the dull
boy, a dead root, is little affected for good or for evil, but the clever
boy is put upon his mettle, and becomes twice as active as before.
6. It may be said that icriting by rule, like walking on stilts, must
be a very cramped and constrained movement. The awkwardness in
both cases is removed by practice.
7. It might be said that we should have nobody to teach the new
Such an evil would rapidly disappear. Many teachers are
subject.
already competent, and all could without difficulty keep ahead of their
first batch of pupils.
8. It will be said that no material for school-exercises has been accumulated, and that taking up an author at random would be unprofitIt is not so
a good deal of such material has been accumulated.
able.
The reason why so little, comparatively, has been done, is plain enough.
Our school-rooms have been occupied by a foreign invader, and the
makers of school-books have been retained in alien service. For generations our boys have been condemned to anomalies in Greek and
Latin gender, declension, and conjugation, Greek accents, Latin
:

:

;

quantities, stiff constructions in Virgil, obscure allusions in Juvenal,

various readings in iEschylus, years of study at things of no

human use
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and generation after generation of school-masters and bookbeen tortured to supply the means of torture. If the
have
compilers
same amount of ingenuity had been expended upon English, our young
writers might have been saved many a throe of composition, and our
much the lanlanguage many an ugly blemish. No one can tell how
and characmodes
and
its
been
have
superior
improved,
guage might
teristics rendered habitual to the mass of our countrymen.
What I proposed to examine was whether classical studies should
cease to be the staple of a liberal education, should in public institutions for general instruction form the basis of all scholarly acquirements.
We seem to have reached the conclusion that Latin and Greek in that
reason why such
capacity should be replaced by English. There is no
or interest

;

a change should involve the entire cessation of Latin and Greek
It would simply make Latin and Greek as other foreign lanstudies.
It would make them optional, as Hebrew, Sanscrit, Gerare.
guages
French. It would prevent the distorted view that we take of

man,

It
their importance, from their anomalous place in our education.
an
as
two
true
in
their
would enable us to survey them
perhaps
light,

important two, but still only two of the great family of languages.
Our conclusion is not that the study of Latin and Greek should be discontinued, but that, whatever acquisitions be intended for the schoolof Latin
boy, the foundation of them all should be, not a knowledge
his
of
own
and Greek, but a competent knowledge
language.

-*->-

THE TBANSIT OF YEN US.
By HEZEKIAH

BUTTEKWOKTH

of the world's greatest benefactors have

,

Esq.

worked with young

SOME
minds, and one of the most remarkable discoveries of astronomical
science

was made by a company of English students

in the best

days

We

refer to the transit of Venus across the disk of the sun.
of youth.
1
Our readers have doubtless noticed that Congress has already made
The
in 1874.
of
the
transit
observation
provision for the scientific

for the phesubject will soon engage the attention of astronomers,
furnishes us with the most important elements of astronomical
By the visible movement of the planet across the

nomenon

knowledge.

sun's centre, we are enabled to determine the sun's horizontal paralreal and apparent position of the
lax, or the difference between the
2
calculate
the distance of the earth and
to
and
correctly
thereby
sun,

Congress has appropriated $150,000 to aid the observations, and has placed the
United States Navy at the disposal of Messrs. Pierce, Henry, and Sands, to be employed
for the purpose.
2

The parallax of the

sun,

moon, or any

planet,

is

the distance between

its

true and
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the planets from the sun, and the magnitude of the heavenly bodies.
No person now living ever saw the transit, nor will any of the
present inhabitants of the earth, who see the
1874 and 18S2, ever behold them again.

The

transits of

Venus occur

wonderful visions of

alternately at intervals of eight, one

and one hundred and twenty-one and a
2
half years. The last transit took place in 1769, before the American
Republic had an existence, the next will occur in 1874, and the last
that we shall ever see, in 18S2. Nearly a century and a quarter will
hundred and

five

and a

half,

then pass away, to that strange-looking date 2004, ere the beautiful
planet will impart her revelation to the astronomer on the sun's reflected imao-e.

About the year 1635 there might have been found, in an obscure
village near Liverpool, a young enthusiast of science, who, like Ferguson, turned away from the ordinary pastimes of youth to study the
sublimities of the celestial scenery.
He was beloved by all for his
amiable disposition and his stainless life. Before he reached the age
of eighteen he had mastered all the known problems of astronomical
knowledge.
His name was Jeremiah Horrox. His father was a man of moderate means, but sympathized with his son's studious turn of mind,
and, before the year 1633, placed him at Emanuel College, Cambridge.
The stormy times of the English Revolution were approaching.

During the period

in

which the court and Parliament were occupied

in the disputes that lost the first Charles his throne, four

them were youths, and

men

(three of

them intimately acquainted with each
other) were employed in advancing the theory and practice of astronomy. They were, William Wilbon, "William Gascoygne, James Crabtree, and Jeremiah Horrox, the subject of this sketch.
Possessing a sensitive, responsive nature, and always happier in
loving companionship, the boy-astronomer Horrox made of James
all

of

Crabtree, a youth in years but a sage in knowledge, a bosom-friend.
Horrox had but scarcely passed into his teens, before he became
interested in the fact that the tables of Kepler indicated the near
approach of the transit of Venus across the disk of the sun. It was a
sight that no

human eye had ever

seen,

and one which,

if

any human

apparent place in the heavens, the true place of any celestial object being that in which
would appear if seen from the centre of the earth.

it

2
The year 1769, the birth-year of Humboldt, Cuvier, and Napoleon, is marked in the
calendar of science by unusual achievements in the infant branches of experimental inChemistry had emerged from the mystical stage of alchemy, and was
vestigation.

planted upon its firm inductive basis. Bergmann had just made the first analysis ever
made of mineral waters. Black, Cavendish, and Priestley, had commenced investigations
into the nature of different kinds of air; and, in 1769, Scheele first discovered the exist-

ence of phosphate of lime in bones. The experiments of Bakewell in sheep-breeding,
first step in the art of improving stock, which has been carried to such perfection
during the last hundred years, also date their success from 1739. Ed.

the
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eye could

all

the deductions of the great
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German

Often at night, as the boy Horrox stood before moonrise, gazing
and saw Venus the Lucifer and Hesperus of the old
burning with a clear, steady flame, and casting a dim
shadow over the vernal and midsummer fields, the thought would
at the stars,
classic poets

come

to

him that perhaps

he, first

among

all

the dwellers on the face

of the earth, might see the planet, like a celestial messenger, darkening the solar centre.

The thought grew upon him, and haunted his waking dreams. In
the hours that others spent in relaxation from toil, he studied and
ciphered to see if the problems by which Kepler had fixed the date of
the event had been accurately solved. The marvellous boy found an
inaccuracy in the tables. Again and again he recast the figures of the
great astronomer, with the same result.

He

calculated and recalcu-

lated the problems, until he himself wrought out a table by which it
appeared that the next transit would take place on December 4, 1639.
read of student-heroes, but what a proposition was this for a

We

boy

Would
Would the

to demonstrate

the event itself?

!

the calculation indeed be verified

by

vision withheld from philosophers and
of time, be first revealed to the eye of a

from the gray dawn
an
humble boy ?
boy
Gassendi had noted the transit of Mercury a few years previously,
the first that had ever been seen, and men of learning were discussing
sages,

Horrox aspired to follow up the triumph of Gassenproved the deductions of Kepler to be inaccurate, and he
knew that he alone possessed the true knowledge of the phenomenon.
The imaginative years of youth flew by his college-days passed,
bringing him to the verge of manhood, and the looked-for time drew

the discovery.

He had

di.

;

near.

Horrox met

young companions in science at times, and comwith theirs, but to only one of
pared
his
chosen
friend
did
he
confide the discovery that he
them,
Crabtree,
had made of the near approach of the transit.
his

his astronomical observations

The memorable year arrived at length, and the memorable day
came round. It was the Sabbath, a bright, shining day, clear and
In a room nearly dark sat the young astronomer, now twenty
cool.
years of age. Engaged in devout thoughts, he awaited the fulfilment
of his sublime dream.
On a table before him lay a white sheet of

paper on which to receive the sun's reflected image, over which the
shadow of the planet would move like a dark spot, if indeed the boy's
calculation were correct.
The sun mounted the deep-blue sky. The paper lay spotless before
the expectant youth no shadow broke the rim of its circle, and the
hour for religious worship came.
The youth hears the call of the church-bells. Shall he heed it ?
46
;
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Before he shall return from the house of God, a cloud

may

overcast

the sky, and the celestial disclosure may "be lost for a century
He asks his conscience what he must do. The inward voice seems
!

to tell

him that the Creator himself

is

more worthy of worship than

the phenomena he has instituted of admiration. He resolved, if need
be, to lose the vision, and keep his eye single to the glory of God
alone.

When

he returned from the service, he went to the darkened room.
still shining
He approached the paper. It was
clearly.
the round shadow on the luminous image.
sat down, overcome with the fulness of his emotions.
The

The sun was
there

He

shadow crept slowly along the bright centre, like the finger of the
Then he knew that the great principles of astronomy were
Invisible.
and
he
saw that a new revelation of scientific truth awaited
true,
mankind.
There are moments in human experience that repay the toils and
Such were those of Galileo when he raised the
struggles of a lifetime.
newly-made telescope to the heavens such were those of Rittenbouse,
when, a century after the discovery of Horrox, he saw the shadow of
Venus again crossing the disk of the sun and such were those that the
boy-astronomer himself felt as he watched the dark spot the mighty
shadow of a planet in the far abyss of space almost imperceptibly
stealing across the circumference of the reflected circle on the paper.
The sublimity of the youth's vision was as grand as the moral great;

;

ness of his soul.

whom he had communicated the secret,
by the same means, in a different place of

His friend Crabtree, to

made

the same discovery,
observation.

The report of the discovery awakened a new interest in astroHorrox was censured by
nomical science throughout the world.
men of culture for suspending his observations during the Sabbath
He answered " I observed the sun from sunrise to nine
service.
o'clock again a little before ten, and lastly at noon, and from one to
two o'clock the rest of the day being devoted to higher duties!"
His work was ended. He fell a martyr to science, at the age of
twenty-two. His companions in astronomical study also perished at
an early age, two of them in the civil wars, and one of these at Mars:

;

ton Moor, fighting in defence of the crown.

The

twilight of his

young

life

was serene and

cloudless.

As

his

bodily strength decayed, he felt that his soul would soon rise in triumph over the glittering orbs on high, and join the pure in heart.
Nearly one hundred and thirty years passed before the transit of
Venus was again visible.
transit had indeed occurred in 1761, but
it did not fall within the observation of the astronomer.
The transit in 1709 was eagerly looked for because it was predicted.
Expeditions were fitted out by the British, French, and Rus-

A
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it might be observed from
widely-distant quarThese went to Cape Wardhus, Kola, Cajanebnrg,
Otaheite, Fort Prince of "Wales on the northwest of Hudson's Bay, St.
Joseph and Santa Anna in California. The ingress of the planet was
seen at almost all the observatories of Europe, the egress at Peters-

sian Governments, that

ters of the globe.

burg, Yakutsk, Uanilla, Batavia, Pekin, and Orenburg.
One of the principal observers, and perhaps the astronomer whose
published observations were most highly valued, was David Patten-

He, too, became an astronomer in boyhood, and
late eclipses on the fences and on his plough-beam, when
rest in the field.
house.

used to calcuhe stopped to

He, too, expectantly awaited the phenomenon, studying the theoand deductions that it involved by day and dreaming of them by
He was assigned by the American Philosophical Society to
night.
ries

Norriton, Pennsylvania, as his place of observation.
Bittenhouse possessed a highly-imaginative and sensitive nature

;

and when he saw, on the calm June day, the planet like a shadow,
creeping, as it were, slowly along the edge of the solar disk, he became
for some moments unconscious, overawed by the sublimity of the
vision.

The

transit of

dred and

five

Venus, in 1874, occurs
and a half years.

after

an interval of one hun-

TRANSITS.
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June 5th
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_
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,
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"

'

S

}

}

Q
8
years.
J

)

|

^

,

December 8th

?

AK1
10i

,

years.
J

S

Venus, being the second planet from the sun, and the larger of the
inferior planets having their orbits within that of the earth,
appears to the earth the most luminous of all the planetary stars, her

two

light at the period of her greatest splendor being so intense as to cast
a shadow.
She is seen in her full orbit beauty in regions under the

equator at the period of her greatest elongation. Her telescopic appearance is interesting, lofty mountains breaking her luminous circle.
During her transits her atmosphere is distinctly visible.

Extensive preparations are making, in England and on the Continent, for observing the transit in 1874 and 1882, which will afford the

means

of the

most careful and accurate

results.
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ON THE DERIVATION OF AMERICAN PLANTS.
Bt

Pkof.

ASA GEAY.i

now happily inaugurated, your presiding officer
year has only one duty to perform before he surrenders
the chair to his successors. If allowed to borrow a simile from the
language of my own profession, I might liken the President of this
Association to a biennial plant. He flourishes for the year in which
he comes into existence, and performs his ajrpropriate functions as
presiding officer. When the second year comes round he is expected
Each president, as he
to blossom out in an address and disappear.
session being

THE
of the

last

naturally expected to contribute something from his own
investigations, or his own line of study usually to discuss some particular scientific topic.
Now, although I have cultivated the field of
retires, is

;

North American botany with some assiduity for more than fifty years,
have reviewed our vegetable hosts, and assigned to no small number
of them their name and their place in the ranks, yet, so far as our own
wide country is concerned, I have been, to a great extent, a close bot-

summer I had not seen the Mississippi, nor set foot
To gratify a natural interest, and to gain some title
body of practical explorers, I have made a pilgrimage

anist.

Until this

upon a

prairie.

for addressing a

across the continent

;

I

have sought and viewed in their native haunts

many a plant and flower which, for me, had long bloomed unseen, or
only in the Hortus siccus. I have been able to see for myself what
and what form constitute the main features of the vegetation
of each successive region, and record as the vegetation unerringly
does the permanent characteristics of its climate. Passing on from
species

the eastern district, marked by its equally-distributed rainfall, and
therefore naturally forest-clad, I have seen the trees diminish in numbers, give place to

wide

prairies, restrict their

growth to the borders

of streams, and then disappear from the boundless drier plains have
seen grassy plains change into brown and sere desert desert in the
common sense, but hardly anywhere botanically so have seen a fair
;

growth of coniferous

trees

adorning the more favored slopes of a

mountain-range, high enough to compel summer showers ; have traversed that broad and bare elevated region shut off on both sides by

high mountains from the moisture supplied by either ocean, and longitudinally intersected by sierras which seemingly remain as naked as
they were born and have reached at length the westward slopes of
the high mountain-barrier, which, refreshed by the Pacific, bear the
noble forests of the Sierra Nevada and the Coast Range, and among
;

1
Retiring Address of Prof. Gray before the American Association for the Advancement of Science, upon resigning the presidency, at the late meeting in Dubuque, Iowa,

August

21, 1872.
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trees

which are the wonder of the world.

As
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I stood in their

shade, in the groves of Mariposa and Calaveras, and again, under the
canopy of the commoner redwood, raised on columns of such majestic

height and ample girth, it occurred to me that I could not do better
than to share with you, upon this occasion, some of the thoughts which
possessed my mind. In their development they may perhaps lead us

up to questions of considerable scientific interest.
I shall not detain you with my remarks (which would now be trite)
upon the rise or longevity of these far-famed Sequoia trees, or of the
sugar-pines, incense-cedar, and firs, associated with them, of which
even the prodigious bulk of the dominating Sequoia does not sensibly
diminish the grandeur. Although no account and no photographic
representation of either species of the far-famed Sequoia trees can give
an adequate idea of their singular majesty still less of their beauty
yet my interest in them did not culminate merely nor mainly in conOther trees in other parts of the world
sideration of their size and age.
Australian gum-trees {eucalypti) are
Certain
to
be
claim
older.
may
rise so high that they might even
are
we
said to be taller.
told,
Some,

shadow upon the summit of the Pyramid of Cheops.
them doubtless grew from seed which was shed long
names
of
the pyramid-builders had been forgotten. So far as
the

cast a flicker of

Yet the
after

oldest of

we

can judge from the actual counting of the layers of several trees, no
Sequoia now alive can much overdate the Christian era. Nor was I
much impressed with an attraction of man's adding. That the more
remarkable of these trees should bear distinguishing appellations seems

But the tablets of personal names which are affixed
most visited groves as if the memory of more
many
or less notable people of our day might be made more enduring by the
When we consider
juxtaposition does suggest some incongruity.

proper enough.
to

of

them

in the

that a hand's-breadth at the circumference of any one of the venerable
trunks so placarded has recorded in annual lines the lifetime of the init, one may question whether the next
the fame of some of the names thus
measure
not
may
ticketed for adventitious immortality. Whether it be the man or the
tree that is honored in the connection, probably either would live as

dividual thus associated with

hand's-breadth

long in fact and in memory without it.
One notable thing about these Sequoia trees is their isolation.
Most of the trees associated with them are of peculiar species, and

some of them are nearly as local. Yet every pine, fir, and cypress in
California is in some sort familiar, because it has near relations in
other parts of the world. But the redwoods have none. The red"
"
bewood including in that name the two species of big trees
Thus
isolated
but
is sui generis.
the
to
general cypress family,
longs
isolated geographically, and so wondersystematically, and extremely
ful in size and port, they, more than other trees, suggest questions.
Were they created, thus local and lonely, denizens of California only
;
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one in limited numbers in a few choice spots on the Sierra Nevada, the
other only along the Coast Range from the bay of Monterey to the

Oregon ? Are they veritable Melchisedeks, without pedior
gree
early relationship, and possibly fated to be without descent ?
Or are they now coming upon the stage (or rather were they coming
but for man's interference) to play a part in the future ? Or are they
frontiers of

remnants, sole and scanty survivors of a race that has played a grander
part in the past, but is now verging to extinction ? Have they had a
career, and can that career be ascertained or surmised, so that we may
at least guess whence they came and how and when ? Time was, and
not long ago, when such questions as these were regarded as useless
and vain when students of natural history, unmindful of what the

name

were content with a knowledge of things as they now
heed as to how they came to be so. Now such
questions are held to be legitimate, and perhaps not wholly unanswerIt cannot now be said that these trees inhabit their present reable.
stricted areas simply because they are there placed in the climate and
soil of all the world most congenial to them.
These must indeed be
congenial, or they would not survive. But when we see how Australian eucalyptus trees thrive upon the California coast, and how these
very redwoods flourish upon another continent how the so-called wildoat {Avena sterilis of the Old World) has taken full possession of California how that cattle and horses, introduced by the Spaniard, have
spread as widely and made themselves as much at home on the plains
of the La Plata as on those of Tartary, and that the cardoon thistleseeds, and others they brought with them, have multiplied there into
numbers probably much exceeding those extant in their native land
indeed, when we contemplate our own race, and our own particular
stock, taking such recent but dominating possession of this New
are,

denotes,

but gave

little

;

;

;

"World

;

when we

consider

how

the indigenous flora of islands gen-

succumbs to the foreigners which come in the train of man and
that most weeds (i. e., the prepotent plants in open soil) of all tem"
perate climates are not to the manor born," but are self-invited intruders, we must needs abandon the notion of any primordial and absolute adaptation of plants and animals to their habitat which may
stand in lieu of explanation, and so preclude our inquiring any further.
The harmony of Nature and its admirable perfection need not be regarded as inflexible and changeless. Nor need Nature be likened to a
statue, or a cast in rigid bronze, but rather to an organism, with play
and adaptability of parts, and life and even soul informing the whole.
Under the former view, Nature would be " the faultless monster which
the world ne'er saw," but inscrutable as the Sphinx, whom it was
erally

;

Under the
vain, or worse, to question of the whence and whither.
other, the perfection of Nature, if relative, is multifarious and ever renewed ; and much that is enigmatical now may find explanation in
some record of the

past.
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The larger part of the genera of our own region which I have enumerated as wanting in California are present in Japan or Mantchooria,
along with many other peculiar plants divided between the two.
There are plants enough of the one region which have no representaThere are types which appear to have reached the
tives in the other.
Atlantic States from the South, and there is a larger infusion of suband Japan among these
tropical Asiatic types into temperate China
there is no relationship "between the two countries to speak of. There
are also, as I have already said, no small number of genera and some
or partially round the northern
species, which, being common all round
no
have
special significance because of their occurrence
temperate zone,
in these two antipodal floras, although they have testimony to bear
;

upon the general question of geographical distribution. The point to
be remarked is that a very large proportion of the genera and species
which are peculiar to North America as compared with Europe, and
America as compared with the Calilargely peculiar to Atlantic North
fornia region, are also represented in Japan and Mantchooria, either by
The same rule holds on a more
identical or by closely-similar forms.
northward

line,

although not so strikingly.

If

we compare

the plants,

45 47'), with those
say of New England and Pennsylvania (latitude
of Oregon, and then with those of Northeast Asia, we shall find
many of our own curiously represented in the latter, while only a small

number

of

them can be traced along the route even

Rocky Mountains.

so far as the west-

And

these repositories of EasternAmerican types in Japan and neighboring districts are in all degrees
Sometimes the one is undistinguishable from the other ;
if likewise.

ern slope of the

sometimes there is a difference of as great but hardly of as tangible
character sometimes the two would be termed marked varieties if
they grew naturally in the same forest, or in the same region sometimes they are what the botanists call representative species, the one
answering closely to the other, but with some differences regarded as
;

;

sometimes the two are nearly of the same genus or not quite
but of a single or very few species in each country, when the
point which interests us is that this peculiar limited type should occur
It would be tedious, and,
in two antipodal places and nowhere else.
to
enumerate
to
instances, yet the w hole
botanists, abstruse,
except
the
of such instances. I
number
case
of
the
upon
depends
strength
propose, therefore, if the Association does me the honor to print this
But
discourse, to append in a note a list of the more remarkable ones.
Our Minis toxicoI would mention two or three cases as specimens.
dendron, or poison-ivy, is exactly repeated in Japan, but is found in
no other part of the world, although a species like it abounds in Calispecific

;

that,

T

fornia.

Our other

species of

Rhus

(R. venenata),

commonly

called

poison-dogwood, is in no way represented in Western America, but
has so close an alliance in Japan that the two were taken for the same
by Thunberg and Linnams, who called them both R, vernix. Our
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Northern fox-grape, Vltis labrosca, is wholly confined to the Atlantic
Wistaria
States, except that it reappears in Japan and that region.
was named for a woody leguminous climber, with showy blossoms
native of the Middle Atlantic States. The other species which we
prize so highly in cultivation, W. sinensis, is from China, as its name
indicates, or perhaps only from Japan, where it is certainly indigeOur yellow-wood (cladrastis) inhabits a very limited district on
nous.
the western slope of the Alleghanies. Its only and very near relative
(maacJcia) is in Mantchooria. The hydrangeas have some species in our
;

Alleghany region. All the rest belong to the Chino-Japanese region
and its continuation westward. The same may be said of the Syringas
(Philadelj)hus), except that there are one or two nearly the same in
California and Oregon.
Our blue choste (cantojihyllum) is confined to
the woods of the Atlantic States, but has lately been discovered in

A

peculiar relative of

it, diphyllce, confined to the higher
also repeated in Japan, with a slight difference, so that
may largely be distinguished as another species. Another relative
our twin-leaf (Jeffersonia) of the Alleghany region alone.
second

Japan.

Alleghanies,
it
is

is

A

A

relative of this ispodospecies has lately turned up in Mantchooria.
phyllum, our mandrake, a common inhabitant of the Atlantic United
There is one other species of it, and
States, but found nowhere else.

Here are four most peculiar genera of one
a
each
of
family,
single species in the Atlantic United States, which
are duplicated on the other side of the world, either in identical or
almost identical species, or in an analogous species, while nothing else
of the kind is known in any other part of the world. I ought not to
omit ginseng, the root so prized by the Chinese, and which they
obtained from their northern provinces and Mantchooria.
have it
also from Corea and Northern Japan.
The Jesuit fathers identified
the plant in Canada and the Atlantic States, brought it in the Chinese
that

is

in the Himalayas.

We

name by which we know

it,

and established the trade

in

it,

which was

years most profitable. The exportation of ginseng to China
probably has not yet entirely ceased. Whether the Northeastern
Asiatic and the Atlantic Amei'ican ginsengs are exactly of the same

for

many

species or not is somewhat uncertain, but they are hardly if at all disThere is a shrub ellittia which is so rare and local
tinguishable.
that it is known only at two stations on the Savannah River, in GeorIt is of peculiar structure, and was wdthout near relative until
one was lately discovered in Japan (in Triwitalavia) so like it as hardly to be distinguishable, except by having the parts of the blossom in
We suppose ellittia had happened to be colthrees instead of fours.
gia.

lected only once, a good while ago, and all knowledge of the limited
and secluded locality was lost and meanwhile the Japanese form
came to be known. Such a case would be paralled with an actual one.
A specimen of a peculiar plant was detected in the herbarium of the
;

elder Michaux,

who

collected

it

(as his

autograph ticket shows) some-
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where in the high Alleghany Mountains more than eighty years ago.
one has seen the living plant since, or knows where to find it, if
haply it still flourishes in some secluded spot. At length it is found
and I had the satisfaction of making the identification.
in Japan
One other relative is also shown in Japan and another has just been

No

;

;

Whether the Japanese and the Alleghanian

detected in Thibet.

plants are exactly the same or not, it needs complete specimens of the
two to settle. So far as we know, they are just alike. And even if
some difference came to be known between them, it would not appreciably alter the question as to how such a result came to pass.
Each and every one of the analogous cases I have been detailing
and cf which I could adduce very many more raises the same ques-

and would be

tion,

lations attracted

satisfied with the

same answer.

These singular

curiosity early in the course of

my

my

re-

botanical

when comparatively few of them were known, and my serious
attention in later years, when I had numerous and new Japanese plants
to study in the collections made (by Morris, Williams, and Morrow)
during Commodore Perry's visit in 1853, and especially, by Mr.
Charles Wright, in Commodore Rodgers's expedition in 1855. I then
studies,

discussed this subject somewhat fully, and translated the facts within
This was before I ever had developed the rich fossil
reach.
botany of the arctic zone, before the immense antiquity of existing

my

species of plants

win's

was recognized, and before the publication of Dar" had
introduced
the " Origin of Species

now famous volume on

and familiarized the

scientific

world with those now current ideas

re-

specting the history of species, with which I attempted to deal in a
moderate and feeble way.
speculation was based upon the former
northern
of
the
temperate zone, and the inference of a
glaciation

My

warmer period preceding

I considered that
(and, perhaps, following).
must
have
or
its
occupied the
proximate
ancestry,
vegetation,
arctic and sub-arctic regions in Pliocene times, and that it had been
gradually pushed southward as the temperature lowered and the

our

own

glaciation advanced even beyond its present habitation; that plants
of the same stock and kindred, probably ranging round the arctic zone

made their forced migration southward upon widely-different longitudes, and receded moi*e or less as the
climate grew warmer that the general difference of climate which
marks the eastern and the western sides of the continents the one
extreme, the other mean was doubtless even then established, so that
the same species and the same sort of species would be likely to secure
and retain foothold in the similar climates of Japan and the Atlantic

as the present arctic species do,

;

United States, but not in intermediate regions of different distribution
of heat and moisture so that different species of the same genus as in
torreya, or different genera of the same group, as Redwood, taxodium
and glyptostribus, or different associations of forest-trees, might estab;

lish

themselves each in the region best suited to their particular

re-
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quirements, while they would fail to do so in any other. These views*
implied that the sources of our actual vegetation and the explanation
of these peculiarities were to be sought in and presupposed an ancestry
in Pliocene or still earlier times, occupying the high northern regions.

And

it

was thought that the occurrence of peculiarly North American

genera in Europe, in the Tertiary period (such as taxodium, carya,
llquidamber, sassafras, negundo, etc.), might best be explained on the
assumption of early interchange and diffusion through Northern Asia,
rather than by that of the fabled Atlantis. The hypothesis supposed
a gradual modification of species in different directions under altering
conditions, at least to the extent of producing varieties, sub-species,
and representative species, as they may be variously regarded ; like-

wise the single and local origination of each type, which is now almost
universally taken for granted.
The remarkable facts in regard to the Northeast American and

Northeast Asiatic floras, which these speculations were to explain,
have since increased in number, more especially through the admirable
collections of Dr. Maximowits in Japan and adjacent countries, and
the critical comparisons he has made and is still engaged upon. I am

bound

to state that in a recent general

work by

a distinguished bota-

nist, Prof. Guisebach of Gottingen, these facts have been emptied of all
special significance,, and the relations between the Japanese and the

more intimate than
and present opportu-

said to be

Atlantic United States floras

may be

might be expected from the

situation, climate,

nity of interchange. This extraordinary conclusion is reached by regarding as distinct species all the plants common to both countries

between which any differences have been discerned, although such
differences would probably count for little if the two grew in the same
country, thus transferring many of my list of identical to that of representative species, and by simply eliminating from consideration the
whole array of representative species i. e., all cases in which the

Japanese and the American plant are not exactly alike. As if, by
pronouncing the cabalistic word species the question was settled, or
rather the greater part of it remanded out of the domain of science,
as if, while complete identity of forms implied community of region,
any thing short of it carried no presumption of the kind so leaving
all these singular duplicates to be wondered at, indeed, but wholly

beyond the reach of inquiry. Now, the only known cause of such likeis inheritance, and as all transmission of likeness is with some
difference in individuals, and as changed conditions have resulted, as

ness

is

well known, in very considerable differences,

it

seems to

me

that

the high antiquity of our actual vegetation could be rendered probable, not to say certain, and the former habitation of any of our species, or if very near relatives of them in high northern regions could

if

be ascertained,

my

The needful

whole case would be made out.
which I was ignorant when

facts, of

my

essay was
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published, have now been for some years made known, thanks mainly
to the researches of Heer upon ample collections of arctic fossil plants.
These are confirmed and extended by new investigations, the results

of which have been indicated to me by the latter. The taxodium,
which everywhere abounds in the Miocene formations in Europe, has
been specifically identified, first by Goeppert, then by Heer, with our
common cypress of the Southern States. It has been found, fossil in
Spitzbergen, Greenland, and Alaska, in the latter country along with
the remains of another form, distinguishable, but very like the common species and this has been identified by Lesquereux in the Miocene of the Rocky Mountains. So there is one species of tree which
has come down essentially unchanged from the Tertiary period, which
for a long while inhabited both Europe and North America, and also
at some part of the period the region which geographically connects
the two (once doubtless much more closely than now), but survives
only in the Atlantic United States and Mexico. The same Sequoia
which abound in the same Miocene formations in North Europe has
been now abundantly found in those of Iceland, Spitzbergen, GreenIt is named Sequoia langsdupii,
land, Mackenzie River, and Alaska.
but is pronounced to be very much like Sequoia sempervirens, our
ancient representaliving redwood of the Californian coast to be the
Fossil specimens of a similar, if not the same, species have
tive of it.
been recently detected in the Rocky Mountains by Hayden, and determined by our eminent paleontological botanist, Lesquereux, and he
assures me that he has the common redwood itself from Oregon, in a
disdeposit of Tertiary age. Another Sequoia {Sequoia stembergii),
covered in Miocene deposits in Greenland, is pronounced to be the
;

tree of Californian sierra.
representative of Sequoia giga?itea, the big
taxodium of the Tertiary time in Europe and throughout the
arctic regions is the ancestor of our present bald cypress, which is

If the

them as specifically identical, then I think we
our present light fairly assume that the two redwoods of
California are the probable descendants of the two ancient species
wrhich so closely resemble them. The forests of the arctic zone in
Tertiary times contained at least three other species of Sequoia, as
determined by their remains, one of which, from Spitzbergen, also
assumed

in regarding

may with

much

resembles the

common redwood

of California.

"

Another, which
on Disco," was
So the Sequoi-

appears to have been the commonest coniferous tree
common in England and some other parts of Europe.
as,

now remarkable

for their restricted station

and numbers,

as well

as for their extraordinary size, are of an ancient stock ; their ancestors
and kindred formed a large part of the forests which flourished

throughout the polar regions, now desolated and ice-clad, and which
extended into low latitudes in Europe. On this continent one species
at least had reached to the vicinity of its present habitat before the
Among the fossil specimens already found
glaciation of the region.
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in California, and which our trustworthy paleontological botanist has
not yet had time to examine, we may expect to find evidence of the
early arrival of these two redwoods upon the ground which they now,
after

much

Differences of climate, or

vicissitude, scantily occupy.

cir-

cumstances of migration, or both, must have determined the survival
of Sequoia upon the Pacific very similar would seem to have been the
fate of a more familiar gymnospermous tree, the ginko or salistiria.
It is now indigenous to Japan only.
Its ancestor, as we may fairly
" it
call it, since, according to Heer,
corresponds so entirely with the
living species that it can scarcely be separated from it," once inhabited Northern Europe and the whole arctic region round to Alaska,
and had even a representative farther south in our Rocky Mountain
For some reason, this and glystrophobes survived only on
district.
the shores of Eastern Asia. Libocearus, on the other hand, appears
to have cast in its lot with the Sequoias.
Two species, according to
were
the
with
ancient
ones
in
Heer,
Spitsbergen. Of the two now
the incense-cedar
is one of the noblest
living, one L. decurrens
associates of both the present redwoods the other is far south in the
Andes of Chili. The genealogy of the torreyas is more obscure yet
it is not unlikely that the yew-like trees, named taxides, which flourished with the Sequoias in the Tertiary arctic forests, are the remote
;

;

;

ancestors of the three species of torreya, now severally in Florida, in
As to the pines and firs, these were more
California, and in Japan.

numerously associated with the ancient Sequoias of the polar forests
than with their present representatives, but in different species, apparently more like those of Eastern than of Western North America.
They must have encircled the whole polar zone then as they encircle
the present temperate zone now.
I must refrain from all enumeration of the angiospermous or
ordinary deciduous trees and shrubs, which are now known by their
fossil remains to have flourished throughout the polar regions when
Greenland better deserved its name, and enjoyed the present climate
of New England and New Jersey. Then Greenland and the rest of
the north abounded with oaks, representing the several groups of
species which now inhabit both our eastern and western forest districts

;

several poplars are very like our balsam-poplar or balm-ofmore beeches than there are now, a hornbeam, and a hop-

Gilead-tree

;

hornbeam, some birches, a persimmon, and a plane-tree, near representatives of those of the Old World, at least of Asia, as well as of
Atlantic North America, but all wanting in California
one juglans,
like the walnut of the Old World
two or three grape-vines are near
our Southern fox-grape or muscadine, the other near our Northern
frost-grape; a tilia, very like our basswood of the Atlantic States,
only a liquidamber / a magnolia, which recalls our Magnolia grandiflora ; a liriodendron, sole representative of our tulip-tree and a sassafras very like the living tree.
Most of these, it will be noticed, have
;

;

;
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their nearest or their only living representatives in the Atlantic States,
Several of them, or of
and, when elsewhere, mainly in Eastern Asia.

species like them, have been detected in our Tertiary deposits west of
the Mississippi by Newberry and Lesquereux. Herbaceous plants, as
it happens, are rarely preserved in a fossil state, else they would probably supply additional testimony to the antiquity of our existing vegetation, its

and

wide

diffusion over the northern

and and more

frigid zone,

enforced migrations under changes of climate. Supposing,
then, that our existing vegetation, as a whole, is a continuation of that
of the Tertiary period, may we conclude that it absolutely originated
then ? Evidently not. The preceding Cretaceous period has furnished
its

Europe a fossil print like that of the Sequoia gigantea
of the famous groves, associated with pines of the same character as
has furnished to Heer, from
those that accompany the present tree
identical with a Tertiary
of
them
one
more
two
Sequoias,
Greenland,
to Caruthers in

;

in turn is
species, and one nearly allied to Sequoia languidrupii, which
a probable ancestor of the Californian redwood ; has furnished to Lesquereux, in North America, the remains of another ancient Sequoia, a
glyptotrobus ; a liquidamber, which well represents our sweet-gum-

oaks, analogous to living ones, leaves of a plane-tree, which are
;
also in the Tertiary, and are scarcely distinguishable from our own

tree

Platanus Occidentalis ; of a magnolia- and tulip-tree
safras undistinguishable from our living species."

;

and " of a

sas-

The facts will justify the
I need not continue the enumeration.
conclusion which Lesquereux a very scrupulous investigator has
" the essential
types of our actual flora are
already announced, that
in the Cretaceous period, and have come to us after passing,
without notable changes, through the Tertiary formations of our continent." According to these views, as regards the plants, at least, the
adaptation to successive times and changed conditions has been main-

marked

by absolute reversals, but by gradual modifications. I, for
one, cannot doubt that the present existing species are the lineal successors of those that garnished the earth in the old time before them,

tained, not

and that they were as well adapted to their surroundings then as
those which flourish and bloom around us are to their conditions now.
Order and exquisite adaptation did not wait for man's coming, nor
were they ever stereotyped. Organic Nature, by which I mean the
system and vitality of living things, their adaptation to each other
and to the world, with all its apparent and indeed real stability, should
be likened, not to the ocean, which varies only by tidal oscillations from
a fixed level to which it is always returning, but rather to a river
so vast that we can neither discern its shores nor reach its sources,
whose onward flow is no less actual because too slow to be observed
by the ephemera which hover near its surface or are borne upon its
bosom. Such ideas as these, though still repugnant to some, and not
the naturalists of
long since to many, have so possessed the minds of
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the present day that hardly a discourse can be pronounced or an
I suppose that
investigation prosecuted without reference to them.

the views here taken are

little, if

at

all,

in

advance of the average

I cannot regard them as less noble than
those which they are succeeding. An able philosophical writer, Miss
Frances Power Cobbe, has recently and truthfully said
scientific

mind of the day.

:

It is a singular fact that
first

when we can find out how any thing is done, our
God did not do it. No matter how wonderful,

conclusion seems to he that

how

beautiful, how intimately complex and delicate has been the machinery
which has worked, perhaps for centuries, perhaps for millions of ages, to bring
about some beneficent result, if we can but catch a glimpse of the wheels, its
divine character disappears.
(" Darwinism in Morals," in Theological Review,

April, 1871.)

I agree with the writer that this first conclusion is premature and
unworthy ; I will add deplorable. Through what faults or infirmities

of dogmatism on the one hand, and skepticism on the other, it came
Let us hope, and confito be so thought, we need not here consider.
dently expect, that it is not to last ; that the religious faith which

survived, without a shock, the notion of the fixity of the earth itself,
may equally outlast the notion of the absolute fixity of the species
which inhabit it ; that, in the future, even more than in the past, faith
in an order which

is

the basis of science will not (as

it

bly) be dissevered from faith in an Ordainer, which

cannot reasonais

the basis of

religion.
>

VISUAL IMAGES IN DAKKNESS.
a chapter in Sir John Herschel's volume of " Lectures
on Scientific Subjects " which treats of certain peculiar forms of
ocular spectra, under the above title.
is

THERE
The

spectra here alluded to

those which present themselves to us,

independently of the will, in darkness or when the eyes are closed are
familiar to us all but it appears to me that the subject has certain
bearings which have been hitherto overlooked, and which merit a pass;

ing notice.
In the first place, I must beg permission to quote Sir John's own
words respecting the most frequently-occurring forms those possessing perfect geometrical regularity
" I find
them," he says, "to be formed in darkness, and, if the darkness be complete, equally with open or closed eyes.
" The forms are not modified
by slight pressure on the retina, but
their degree of visibility is much and capriciously varied by that cause.
:

They

are very frequent

;

in the majority of instances, the pattern pre-
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that of lattice-work, the longer axis of the rhombs being verSometimes, however, the larger axes are horizontal. The lines
are sometimes dark on a light ground, and sometimes the reverse.

sented

is

tical.

Occasionally at their intersection appears a small, close, and apparently
complete piece of pattern work, but always too indistinct to be clearly

made

out.

"

Occasionally the latticed pattern is replaced by a rectangular
one, and within the rectangles occurs in some cases a filling-up of a
smaller lattice-pattern or of a lozenge of filigree-work, of which it is
impossible to seize the precise form, but which

is

evidently the same

in all the rectangles.

"

Occasionally, too, but much more rarely, complex and colored
patterns like those of a carpet appear, but not of any carpet distinctly
remembered or lately seen ; and in two or three instances in which

been the case the pattern has not remained constant, but has
kept changing from instant to instant, hardly giving time to apprehend its symmetry and regularity, before being replaced by another ;
that other, however, not being a sudden transition to something totally
different, but rather a variation on the former."
Thus far I have spoken of rectilinear forms with myself, however,
These so closecurvilinear forms more frequently present themselves.
ly resemble the spectra which Sir John describes as having presented
themselves to him when under anaesthetic influence, that I again quote
this has

;

his

words

:

The indication," he says, " by which I knew it " (the chloroform)
" had taken effect consisted of a kind of
dazzles, immediately followed
by the appearance of a very beautiful and perfectly symmetrical
"

Turk's-cap pattern formed by the intersection of a great many circles
outside and tangent to a central one. It lasted long enough for me to

contemplate
larity,

it

so as to seize the full impression of its perfect reguits consisting of exceedingly delicate lines,

and to be aware of

to be not single but close assemblages of colored lines not unlike the delicate fringes formed along the shadows of

which seemed, however,

The whole exhibition lasted, so far
objects by minute pencils of light.
as I could judge, hardly more than a few seconds."

On
val of

the

the administration of chloroform a second time, after an inter" the
Turk's-cap pattern again presented itself on

many months,

first

impression, which I watched with some curiosity ; but it was
In the
as, nor was it identical with the former.

not quite so complete

intersections of the circles with each other I could perceive small lozenge-shaped forms or minute patterns, but not clearly enough to make

them well

On both

out.

these occasions the colors were lively

and

Since that time circular forms have presented themOn one occaselves, spontaneously, of the shadowy and obscure class.
sion circular were combined with straight lines, forming a series of

conspicuous.

.

.

.

semicircular arches, supported by, or, rather, prolonged beneath into,
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vertical columns, while another series of arches and uprights, darker
than the general ground, appeared, intersecting the former, so as to
have the dark uprights just intermediate between the bright ones of
the first set. On the second occasion the pattern consisted of a veryslender and delicate hoop, surrounded with a set of circles of the same
On the third
size, as tangents to the centre circle and to one another.
occasion the whole visual area was covered with separate circles, each
All
having within it a four-sided pattern of concave circular arcs.
these phenomena were much fainter than in the chloroform exhibition."
The accuracy of these descriptions will be readily admitted, as far
I am, however,
as my own observations have enabled me to judge.
disposed to believe that the forms under which the spectra present
themselves vary persistently in different individuals to a considerable

extent.

A

question now naturally arises
are they formed ?

:

What

are these spectra, and

how

An eminent scientific authority has suggested to me that they are
possibly referable to that obscure mental process which Dr. Carpenter
has termed " unconscious cerebration.'''' (See "Human Physiology.")
But, allowing this to be the case, the questions put by Sir John Herschel still remain unanswered
" Where do the
patterns or their prototypes in the intellect origi:

nate ?
" If

be suggested that a kaleidoscopic power of forming regular
patterns, by the combination of casual elements, exists in the sensorium,
how is it that we are unconscious of the power unable to use it voluntarily only aware of its being exerted at times in a manner in
which we have actually no part but as spectators ? "
I cannot help thinking that more than one of the most ancient
types of symbolism upon which so much learning and ingenuity have
been expended in endeavors to invest them with mystical meanings, or
to trace their origin in the forms of the organic world, may have been
it

suggested by these hitherto-unnoticed spectra.
But besides these geometrical forms, there are
must again describe in Sir John Herschel's words
first

others,

which

I

:

"I
" that it is no
fancy," he writes,
very uncommon thing for persons in the dark, and with their eyes closed, to see, or seem to see,
faces and landscapes. I believe I am as little visionary as most people,
but the former case very frequently happens to myself. The faces

present themselves voluntarily, are always shadowy and indistinct in
outline, for the most part unpleasing, though not hideous, expressive
of no violent emotions, and succeeding one another at short intervals
if melting into each other.
Sometimes ten or a dozen appear in succession, and have always, on each separate occasion, something of a general resemblance of expression, or some peculiarity of

of time, as

feature

common

to

all,

though very various in individual aspect and
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Landscapes present themselves much more rarely, but
on the few occasions I rernember, have been highly picturesque and pleasing, "with a certain, but very limited power of
varying them by an effort of will, which is not the case with the

physiognomy.

more

distinctly, and,

other sort of impressions. Of course," he adds, " I am now speaking
of waking impressions, in perfect health, and under no sort of excite-

ment."
There

is, of course, as Sir John Herschel observes, one marJced disbetween these spectra and the abstract forms referred to at
the beginning of this paper " The human features have nothing abstract in their form, and they are so intimately connected with our
mental impressions that the associative principle may easily find, in
casual and irregular patches of darkness caused by slight local pressure on the retina, the physiognomic exponent of our mental state.
Even landscape scenery, to one habitually moved by the aspects of
Nature in association with feeling, may be considered in the same pre" how
dicament. We all know," he adds,
easy it is to imagine faces
in casual blots, and to fancy pictures in the fire."
However this may be, I am inclined to think that we have here an,

tinction

:

as yet,

unacknowledged source of many widely-prevailing conceptions

of the " world unseen."
If we are to believe with the eminent German mythologist, Dr.
"
Swartz, that there was a time, strange as it may now appear, when
men had not yet learned to suspect any collusion between their eyes
and their fancy ; " when fast-scudding clouds were flying horses or
fleeting swans when the rolling masses of vapor in the west, as the
day declined, were mountains in the far-off cloud-land not in the
;

sense of poetic figments, but in sober reality we can scarcely doubt
but that the shadowy resemblances of which we have just spoken
would be, in like manner, regarded as real existences.
Even stopping short of this extreme view of the case, I think it is
difficult to suggest a more probable origin for that universally-prevailing belief, which peoples the darkness with shadowy forms the thou-

sand fleeting shapes which
"

Make

night hideous

"
;

or of that equally wide-spread faith in the existence of hidden realms
of enchantment, of which we have types in the mystic caves of Eastern story, and the glimpses of fairy-land in our own folk-lore.
It will be observed that the phenomena above described present
themselves in health, and in the absence of all excitement.

Where

these

two conditions are wanting, both voluntary and

invol-

untary spectra present themselves with greater frequency and distinctMedical works abound in such cases, and Sir J. Herschel gives
ness.
several suggestive examples from his
space forbids my quoting here.

47

own

personal experience, which
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There is, however, one point to which he refers which should not
be overlooked. Whatever views we may be disposed to entertain respecting either the mental conditions in which these phenomena originate, or the external agencies by which these conditions are produced
or modified, there is reason to believe that the appearances themselves
are really formed upon the retina of the eye, and thus they may be
fairly placed in the

category of "things actually seen."

Science

Gossip.

-COAL AS A EESERYOIR OF POWER.
By EOBEET HUNT,

F. K. S.

to the philosophy of the day,

is the great storethe grand natural phenomena are directly
dependent upon the influence of energies which are poured forth without intermission from the central star of our system. Under the in-

according
THE
All
house of
sun,

Foi'ce.

of light, heat, actinism, and electricity, plants and animals
Those physare produced, live, and grow, in all their infinite variety.
ical powers, or, as they were formerly called, those imponderable elements, have their origin in one or other of those mysterious zones
fluences

which envelop the orb of day, and become evident to us only when
mighty cyclones break them up into dark spots. Is it possible to
account for the enormous amount of energy which is constantly being
developed in the sun ? This question may be answered by saying
that chemical changes of the most intense activity are discovered to
be forever progressing, and that to these changes we owe the development of all the physical powers with which we are acquainted. In
our laboratory we establish, by mechanical disturbance, some chemical phenomenon, which becomes evident to our senses by the heat and
light which are developed, and we find associated with them the principle which can set up chemical change and promote electrical manifestations.
We have produced combustion, say, of a metal, or of a
metallic compound, and we have a flame of a color which belongs
We examine a
especially to the substance which is being consumed.
ray of the light produced by that flame by passing it through a prism,
and this analysis informs us that colored bands, having a fixed angle
of refraction, are constant for that especial metal.
Beyond this, research acquaints us with the fact that, if the ray of light is made to
pass through the vapor of the substance which gives color to the
flame, the lines of the spectrum which were chromatic become dark

We

colorless.
trap a ray of sunlight and we refract it by means
of a spectroscope an instrument giving results which are already described in this journal
when we detect the same lines as those which

and

'

1
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in our artificial flame.
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pursue this very

in-

teresting discovery, and we find that several metals which give color
to flame, and produce certain lines, when subjected to spectrum analyTherefore our inference
in the rays of the sun.
sis, are to be detected
similar to the terrestrial bodies, with which
is, that some substances,

we

are familiar, are actually undergoing a change in the sun, analogous to those changes which we call combustion ; and, more than this,

we argue

that the high probability is, that all solar energies are deunder
those conditions of chemical change that, in fact, the
veloped
sun is burning, and while solar matter is changing its form, Force is
rendered active, and as ray-power passes off into space as light, heat,
etc., to do its work upon distant worlds, and these forms of Force are
in

expended

doing the work of development on those worlds.

This

what we may involves of necestheory hypothesis
in the sun, and we must concede the possisity the waste of energy
bility of the blazing sun's gigantic mass becoming eventually a globe
of dead ashes, unless we can comprehend some method by which
idea

call it

energy can be again restored to the inert matter. Certain it is that
the sun has been shining thousands of years, and its influence on this
eai-th we know to have been the production of organized masses, absorbing the radiant energies, in volumes capable of measurement.

On

this earth, for every equivalent of heat developed, a fixed equivalent
of matter has changed its form ; and so likewise is it with regard to

On the sun, in like manner, every cubic mile of sunshine represents the change of form of an equivalent of solar matter,
and that equivalent of matter is no longer capable of supplying Force,

the other forces.

by some

unless

again that which
place

is

certain.

conditions,
it

has

The sun

thousands of years

beyond our grasp at present, it takes up
That something of this kind must take

lost.

is

we have

not burning out.

After the lapse of

the most incontrovertible evidence that

the light of to-day is no less brilliant now than it was when man
walked amid the groves of Eden.
may venture farther back into

We

the arcana of time, and say that the sun of the past summer has shone
with splendor equal to the radiant power which, myriads of ages ere
yet man appeared on this planet, stimulated the growth of those luxu-

which perished to form those vast beds from which we
Not a ray the less is poured out in any hour of sunnot
a
shine;
grain-weight of matter is lost from the mass of the
If either the sunshine were weakened, or the weight of the vast
sun.
globe diminished, the planets would vary in their physical condiThere is no evidence that
tions, and their orbits would be changed.
Let us see if we can guess
either the one or the other has resulted.
at any process by which this stability of the solar system is mainriant forests

derive our coal.

tained.
It

was

first

gations which

shown by Faraday,

may be

in a series of experimental investiregarded as the most beautiful example of in-
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tluctive science

promulgated

with which the world has been favored since Bacon

his

new

philosophy, that the quantity of electricity con-

body was exactly the quantity which was necessary to
decompose that body. For example, in a voltaic battery of zinc and
copper plates a certain fixed quantity of electricity is eliminated by

tained in a

the oxidation of a portion of the zinc. If, to produce this effect, the
oxygen of a given measure of water say a drop is necessary, the
is required to separate
electricity developed will be exactly that which

the gaseous elements of a drop of water from each other. An equivalent of electricity is developed by the oxidation of an equivalent of
zinc, and that electricity is required for the decomposition of an equivalent of water, or the same quantity of electricity would be equal to
the power of effecting the recombination of oxygen and hydrogen,
The law which has been so perfectly
into an equivalent of water.

established for electricity is found to be true of the other physical
By the combustion which is a condition of oxidation of

forces.

an equivalent of carbon, or of any body susceptible of this change of
It is theoretistate, exact volumes of light and heat are liberated.
cally certain that these equivalents of light and heat are exactly the
quantities necessary for the formation of the substance from which
those energies have been derived. That which takes place in terresis highly probable, constantly taking place in
Chemical
changes, or disturbances analogous to
phenomena.
them, of vast energy, are constantly progressing in the sun, and thus
is maintained that unceasing outpour of sunshine which gladdens the
earth, and illumines all the planets of onr system.
Every solar ray is
a bundle of powerful forces light, the luminous life-maintaining
energy, giving color to all things heat, the calorific power which determines the conditions of all terrestrial matter actinism, peculiarly
the force which produces all photographic phenomena and electricity

trial

phenomena

is, it

solar

;

;

;

;

regulating the magnetic conditions of this globe. Combined in action,
these solar radiations carry out the conditions necessary to animal
and vegetable organization, in all their varieties, and create out of a

mass forms of beauty rejoicing in life.
confine our attention to the one subject before us.
son knows that, to grow a tree or a shrub healthfully,
chaotic

To

it

Every permust have

plenty of sunshine. In the dark we may force a plant to grow, but it
forms no Avoody matter, it acquires no color; even in shade it grows
slowly and weak. In sunshine it glows with color, and its frame is

strengthened by the deposition of woody matter eliminated from the
carbonic acid of the air in which it grows.
momentary digression

A

point here more clear. Men and animals live by conthe
suming
products of the vegetable world. The process of supportThe food is burnt
life
food
is essentially one of combustion.
ing
by
will

make one

which is necessary for life, and
the living animal rejects, with every expiration, the combinations,
in the system, developing that heat
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This
principally carbonic acid, which result from this combustion.
carbonic acid is inhaled by the plant and, by its vital power, excited
by sunshine, it is decomposed ; the carbon forms the ligneous structure
;

of the plant, and the oxygen is liberated to renew the healthful conHere we see a sequence of changes analodition of the atmosphere.
gous to those which have been shown to be a law of electricity.

Every equivalent of matter changing form in the sun sends forth
a measured volume of sunshine, charged with the organizing powers
as potential energies.
These meet with the terrestrial matter which
has the function of living, and they expend themselves in the labor of
producing a quantity of wood, which represents the equivalent of

matter which has changed form in the sun. The light, heat, chemical
and electrical power of the sunshine have produced a certain quantity
of wood, and these physical energies have been absorbed used up
in the production of that quantity.
Now, we learn that a cube of
wood is the result of a fixed measure of sunshine common experience
;

teaches us that, if
and heat while a

we

ignite that wood,

gives out, in burning, light
little examination proves the presence of actinism
and electricity in its flame. Philosophy teaches us that the powers
set free in the burning of that cube of wood are exactly those which
it

;

were required for

its

growth, and that, for the production of it, a
changed its form on a globe ninety mill-

definite equivalent of matter
ions of miles distant from us..

Myriads of ages before man appeared the monarch of this world
was doing its work. Vast forests grew, as they now grow,

the sun

especially in the wide-spread swamps of the tropics, and, decaying,
gathered into thick mats of humus-like substance. Those who have

studied

all

the conditions of a peat-morass, will remember

how

the

ligneous matter loses its woody structure in depth depth here representing time and how at the bottom a bituminous or coaly matter
Some such process as this, continued
is not unfrequently formed.
through long ages, at length produced those extensive beds of coal
coal-fields.

so distinguishingly a feature of the British and American
At a period in geological time, when an Old Red Sand-

stone land

was washed by ocean-waves highly charged with carbonic

which are

acid, in which existed multitudinous animals, whose work in Nature
was to aid in the building up masses of limestone-rock, there prevailed

a teeming vegetation from which have been derived all the coal-beds of
the British Isles. Our space will not allow of any inquiry into the
immensity of time required for the growth of the forests necessary for
the production of even a single seam of coal. Suffice it to say that,
within one coal-field, we may discover coal-beds to the depth of G,000
The section of such a coal-field will
feet from the present surface.

show us coal and sandstone, or shale, alternating again and again a
yard or two of coal and hundreds of feet of shale or sandstone until
we come to the present surface every one of those deeply-buried
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coal-beds having been at one time a forest, growing under the full

power of a brilliant sun, the result of solar
now, by chemical phenomena taking place

forces, produced then, as
in the sun itself.
Every

cubic yard of coal in every coal-bed is the result of a very slow, but
constant, change of a mass of vegetable matter; that change being
analogous to the process of rotting in a large heap of succulent plants.

The change has been

so slow,

and continued under a constantly-in-

creasing pressure, that but few of the gaseous constituents have escaped, and nearly all those physical forces which were used in the
task of producing the woody matter of the plant have been held
prisoners in the vegetable matter which constitutes coal. How vast,
then, must be the store of power which is preserved in the coal deposits of these islands
are now raising from our coal-pits nearly one hundred and ten
Of this quantity we are exporting
millions of tons of coal annually.
to our colonial possessions and foreign parts about ten million tons,
!

We

reserving nearly a hundred million tons of coal for our home consumpNot many less than one hundred thousand steam-boilers are in

tion.

constant use in these islands, producing steam to blow the blast for
smelting the iron-ore to urge the mills for rolling, crushing, and cutting with giant power to twirl the spindle and to urge the shuttle.
For every purpose, from rolling cyclopean masses of metal into form

most filmy fineness, steam is used, and
an exact representative of the coal employed, a large
allowance being made for the imperfections of human machinery. This
Coal is a compound of carbon, hydrogen,
requires a little explanation.
to

weaving
steam

this

silky textures of the
is

oxygen, and nitrogen, the last two elements existing in quantities so
small, as compared with the carbon, that they may be rejected from
our consideration. The heat which we obtain in burning the coal is
almost all derived from the carbon ; the hydrogen in burning produces

some heat, but

for our purpose

it is sufficient

to confine attention to the

carbon only.

One pound of pure

coal yields, in combining with

oxygen

in

com-

bustion, theoretically, an energy equal to the power of lifting 10,80S,000 pounds one foot high. The quantity of heat necessary to raise a

pound of water one degree

will raise 772

pounds one

foot.

A pound

of coal burning should yield 14,000 units of heat, or 772 x 14,000=10,S0S,000 pounds, as above. Such is the theoretical value of a pound of

coal-seams are about a yard in thickness sevseams are much thicker than this, and one well-known
seam, the thick coal of South Staffordshire, is ten yards in thickness.
This, however, concerns us no further than that it is useful in conveying to the mind some idea of the enormous reservoir of power which
One square yard of the coal from a
is buried in our coal formations.
about
yard-thick seam that is, in fact, a cubic yard of coal weighs
is
of
coal
in
cube
that
reserved
energy
2,240 pounds avoirdupois the

pure

coal.

Many of our

;

eral important

;
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equal to lifting 1,729,200 pounds one foot high. "We are raising every
year about 110,000,000 tons of coal from our coal-beds, each ton of
The beat of that coal is equal to a
coal being about a square yard.
mechanical lifting power which it is scarcely possible to convey to the

any thing approaching to its reality. If we say it is 190,212,we merely state an incomprehensible number. We may
do something more than this, if we can convey some idea of the magnitude of the mass of coal which is raised annually in these islands.
The diameter of this globe is 7,926 miles, or 13,880,760 yards;
therefore the coal raised in 1870 would make a solid bar more than
eight yards wide and one yard thick, which would pass from east to
west through the earth at the equator. Supposing such a mass to be

mind

in

000 millions

in a state of ignition,

we can perhaps imagine

the intensity of

its

heat,

employed in converting water into steam, of exerting the vast force which we have endeavored to indicate. It was
intimated last year in the House of Commons by a member of the coal
commission that the decision of that body, after a long and laborious
a supply for
inquiry, would be that there existed in our coal-fields

and

its capability, if

about one thousand years at our present rate of consumption. We
have therefore to multiply the above computation by 1,000 to arrive

any idea of the reserved power of our British coal-fields. What
At the
must it have been ei*e yet our coal deposits were disturbed
time of the Roman occupation coal was used in this country. In the
ruins of Roman Uriconium coal has been found.
Certainly up to the
at

!

three thousand million tons of
present time a quantity of not less than
coal has been dug oivt of our carboniferous deposits and consumed.
All this enormous mass of matter has been derived from vegetable or-

The sun-rays
ganizations which have been built up by sunshine.
which compelled the plants to grow were used by the plant, absorbed,
imprisoned in the cells, and held there as an essential ingredient of the
The heat, light, actinism, and electricity, which are
burn a lump of coal, represent exactly the quantity
we
when
developed

woody

matter.

of those forces Avhich were necessary to the growth of the vegetable
matter from which that coal was formed. The sunshine of infinitely

remote ages becomes the useful power of the present day.
Let it not, however, be supposed that we employ all the heat which
All our appliances, even the very best, are
is available in our coal.
so defective that we lose far more than we use.
pound of pure coal
should evaporate thirteen pounds of water in practice a pound of coal
does not evaporate four pounds, even in the most perfectly-constructed
steam-boilers, with the most complete steam-engines, such as have
been constructed for pumping water for the Chelsea and the other wa-

A

;

ter-works upon the Thames.

Numerous attempts have been made to burn our coal so as to secure a more effective result than this. There has been some advance,
the most satisfactory being in the regenerative furnace of Mr. Siemens.

744
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In this system the solid fuel is converted into crude gas ; this gas is
mixed with a regulated quantity of atmospheric air, and then burnt.
The arrangements are essentially the gas-producer, or apparatus for
converting the fuel bodily into the gaseous state ; then there are th&
These are sunk chambers filled with fire-bricks, piled in
regenerators.
such a manner that a current of air or gas, passing through tbem, is
broken into a great number of parts, and is checked at every step by
the interposition of an additional surface of fire-brick; four of these
chambers are placed below each furnace. The third essential is the
heated chamber, or furnace proper. This, the furnace-chamber, communicates at each extremity with two of the regenerative chambers,
and, in directing currents of gas and air upward through them, the
two gaseous streams meet on entering the heated chamber, where they
The current descends through the remaining two regenare ignited.
erators, and heats the same in such a manner that the uppermost
is heated to nearly the temperature of the furnace, whereas the lower portions are heated to a less and less degree, the products
In the
of combustion escaping into the chimney comparatively cool.

checkerwork

course of, say, one hour, the currents are reversed, and the cold air and
gas, ascending through the two chambers which have been previously
heated, take up the heat there deposited, and enter into combustion at

chamber, at nearly the temperature at
which the products of combustion left the chamber. It is not difficult
to conceive that by this arrangement, and with its power of accumulain the furnace-chamtion, any degree of temperature may be obtained
or
to an intensified
recourse
to
without
purified gas,
having
ber,

their entrance into the heated

Where the temperature of the melting-chamber has cerexceeded
4,000 degrees of Fahrenheit, the products of combustainly
tion escape into the chimney at a temperature of only 240 degrees.
draught.

The

practical result of this regenerative system is stated to be, that a
ton of steel requires by the ordinary method about three tons of Durham coke which, being estimated as coal, will be about four tons to
melt it, whereas, in Siemens's furnace, the melting is effected with
twelve hundred-weight of ordinary coal. This economy is produced

by reserving the

heat,

by means

of the regenerator, which

is

ordinarily

allowed to escape by the chimney.
Another plan for consuming coal with economy has been recently
introduced by Mr. T. R. Crampton, and is now in use at the Royal
Arsenal, Woolwich, and at the Bowling Iron Works, in Yorkshire.
Instead of converting coal into gas, as in the Siemens process, the coal
is reduced by Mr. Crampton to a very fine powder, and then blown
into the heated

chamber by means of a

fan-blast.

By

this arrange-

perfect combustion of the coal is produced, and a heat of the
highest intensity can be obtained. The utilization of this heat, without waste, when it is produced, is an important question still requiring
There are several other experiments being carried
careful attention.

ment the
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out with a view to the economical use of coal, but the two to which we
have alluded give up to the present time the best results. Still, with
these we allow more than one-half of the heat latent in the coal to esour charms are powcape us. The subtle element eludes our grasp
erless to chain the sprite ; he will not be bound to labor for us, but

human Prospero whose wand of
passes off into space, regardless of the
science he derides.
In conclusion, our philosophy has enabled us to determine the heatvalue of our coal-fields, and to prove that
Our science has shown us that, although

all this

we

heat has a solar origin.

can eliminate

all this heat,

There is an immense quantity constantly passing into
space as radiant heat which we cannot retain.
The circle of action between the vegetable and the animal world
The animal burns carbon
is a beautiful and a remarkable provision.
and sends into the air carbonic acid (a compound of carbon and oxyacid and decomposes it the
gen) the vegetable breathes that carbonic
carbon is retained and the oxygen liberated in purity, to maintain the
life and fire-supporting principle of the atmosphere.
Changes similar
to these may be constantly going forward in the sun, and producing

we

cannot use

it.

;

;

those radiations which are poured forth in volumes, far beyond the requirements of all the planets of our system. Although there is probably some circle of action analogous to that which exists upon this

permanency of the vegetable and animal world,
there must be a waste of energy, which must be resupplied to the

earth, maintaining the
still

sun.

May

it

not be that Sir Isaac Newton's idea

that the comets trav-

ersing space gather up the waste heat of the solar system, and eventis nearer the truth than
ually, falling into the sun, restore its power

the more modern hypothesis, that meteorites are incessantly raining an
iron shower upon the solar surface, and by their mechanical impact

reproducing the energy as constantly as
ence, Review.

it is

expended ?

Popular

Sci-

SKETCH OF DE. CARPENTER.
By DANIEL DUNCAN, A. 1L,
FEOFESSOE OF LOGIC IN THE TTNIVEESITY OF MADE AS.

YTT1LLIAM BENJAMIN CARPENTER

was born in Exeter,
His father, Dr. Lant Carpenter, was a dissenting minister, favorably known as a writer on theological subjects.
More widely known, however, as a zealous worker in the cause of juvenile reformation, is his sister, Miss Mary Carpenter.
Only his earliest

VV

October

29, 1813.

childhood was spent in Exeter, for in 1817 the family removed to Bris-

,
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Like several distinguished Englishmen of the present day, anions
to be named Mr. John Stuart Mill and Mr. Herbert Spencer,
Dr. Carpenter's subsequent achievements cannot be traced to the traintol.

whom are

ing received at any of the public schools

was carried on

;

since his early instruction

entirely under his father's roof.

Besides the ordinary
branches of an English lad's education, he devoted himself to physics
and chemistry, for which he already showed a sj>ecial taste and aptiHis wish was to become a civil engineer, but, no suitable opentude.
ing presenting itself at this time in that profession, he yielded to the
desire of his family that he should study medicine.
Mr. J. B. Estlin,
a general practitioner of high standing in Bristol, and brother-in-law
of Dr. Pritchard the ethnologist, having offered to take him as a pupil
and apprentice to the medical profession, an engagement to this effect

was entered

This was in 1828. Besides receiving private ininto.
Mr. Carpenter attended lectures at the Bristol Medical
School, and at the Bristol Philosophical and Literary Institution, and
had hospital practice at the Bristol Infirmary. In the winter of 1832,
the state of Mr. Estlin's health rendering it desirable that he should
make a voyage to the West Indies, Mr. Carpenter accompanied him
to St. Vincent, where he stayed several months, and also visited the
island of Grenada.
On his return to Bristol, Mr. Carpenter resumed his medical studies
and practice. In 1834 he went to London, where he prosecuted his
studies at TTtiiversity College and Middlesex Hospital.
It was at this
time, while attending the lectures of Dr. Grant on Comparative Anatomy, that he imbibed that special love for the subject which has resulted in the production of those volumes on Physiology by which he
is most generally known.
Having passed his examination at the College of Surgeons and the Apothecaries' Hall, he went in 1835 to Edinburgh, where he devoted himself to professional studies, under the
able guidance of the distinguished men who at that time upheld the
fame of Edinburgh University as one of the first medical schools in
Europe. While here, he was elected the first of the four annual presidents of the Royal Medical Society.
After having spent two sessions in Edinburgh, Mr. Carpenter accepted the lectureship on Medical Jurisprudence in the Bristol Medical
School, and at the same time commenced general practice in Bristol,
intending to devote what spare time he might have to scientific purAbout this time he became a frequent contributor to various
suits.
structions,

periodicals.
Among the first of these contributions was a paper, " On
the Voluntary and Instinctive Actions of Living Beings," published
in the Edinburgh Medical and Surgical Journal.
In the British and
Foreign Medical Bevieio, of which he eventually became the editor,

his papers are remarkable alike for number and for varied contents.
The first, which appeared in the July number of 1837, was on "Vege-

table Physiology."

This was succeeded in the following year by a
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"
critique on that portion of Whewcll's
History of the Inductive Sciences " which relates to physiology ; and by an article on his favorite

"

m

The Physiology of the Spinal Marrow," where the writer
subject,
discusses the doctrine of reflex action which Dr. Marshall Hall had reThese are tolei'ably
cently propounded as new.
a young man of twenty-four years.

good beginnings

for

An impulse and direction were given to Mr. Carpenter's studies
about this time, by his becoming possessed of a microscope, which a
prize of thirty pounds, gained at Edinburgh University in l&Z !, for
the best essay of that year, enabled him to purchase. He had already
formed, and begun to execute, his design to write the now famous
treatise entitled " General and Comparative Physiology," the first edition of which appeared in 1838.
The scientific reader will not need to
be told the general character of this work and any account of it, to
be of use to the non-scientific reader, would transgress the limits of
this biographical sketch.
Dr. Carpenter confesses that the course of
he
had
to
study
go through in bringing out the work was of immense
service to him, though it was rather detrimental than otherwise to suc1

;

cess in the practice of his profession.
to this time the subject of this

Up

memoir had not received the

degree of M. D. According to one of the regulations of the University of Edinburgh, a three-years' attendance was requisite for gradua-

and when Mr. Carpenter accepted the post of lecturer at the
had only completed his second year. Now,
however, a change in the rules enabled him to graduate in 1839 by an
additional residence of three months. His thesis on the occasion of
" On the
taking his degree
Physiological Inferences to be deduced
from the Structure of the Nervous System of Invertebrated Animals " gained for its author one of the gold medals annually disThe views advanced by the essayist, though meeting with
tributed.
some opposition for a time, were at once adopted by Prof. Owen and
others, and have since passed into general acceptance among scientific
men.
The scientific aspects of medicine having from the beginning postion

;

Bristol Medical School he

sessed attractions superior to the strictly practical, Dr. Carpenter resolved to devote himself wholly to the study of physiology, the deliv

On being appointed
ering of lectures, private tuition, and writing.
Fullerian Professor of Physiology in the Royal Institution, he resigned
his post in the Bristol

Medical School, and came, in 1844, to London,
since. Hitherto he had been engaged chiefly

where he has resided ever

in reducing to system the results of the investigations of others as in
"
"
his
Comparative Physiology," and Human Physiology," the latter
;

of which
to be

first

known

appeared during this year. But about this time he began
as an original investigator, in connection with his re-

searches into the microscopic structure of the shells of Echinodermata,
Mollusca, Crustacea, etc. He was elected a Fellow of the Royal So-
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ciety in 1844, and in the following year he obtained a lectureship at
the London Hospital.
lectureship in geology was bestowed on him,
by the trustees of the British Museum, in "1847, and in the same year

A

he became one of the examiners of the London University. He also
succeeded Dr. Forbes as editor of the British and Foreign Medical Heview, to which he had been a constant contributor for years, and which
was now amalgamated with the Medico- Chirurgical Review, under the
title British and Foreign Medico- Chirurgical Meview.
Besides editorial supervision, he continued to contribute articles to this periodiIn 1849 he was appointed Professor
cal, on a wide range of subjects.
of Medical Jurisprudence at University College, a post which he held
for ten years.
Some six or eight years

Mr. Grove

first

had already elapsed from the time when
his views on the now well-known doc-

promulgated

trine of the " Correlation of Physical Forces."
title of his treatise, Mr. Grove did not attempt to

As indicated by the
show the equivalence

of the so-called "vital force" with the physical forces ; but confined
himself to proving the mutual convertibility of the physical forces

motion, heat, electricity, light, magnetism, etc. In a memoir communicated to the Royal Society in 1850, Dr. Carpenter carried the argument further; he attempted to bring the "vital force" also within
the generalization, proving that it has its origin in solar light and
heat,

and

not, as is

commonly

believed, in a

power inherent

in the

germ.

The reader

will form an idea of the success of Dr. Carpenter's two
from the fact that, as early as in 1S51, a third edition
works
principal,
of the " Comparative Physiology," and a fourth of the " Human Physiology," were called for. Very high authorities have expressed their
appreciation of these works, and the debt which recent physiology
owes to them. Among these authorities may be mentioned Sir Benjamin Brodie, who, in his presidential address at the annual meeting of
the Royal Society in 1861, said that Dr. Carpenter's works "have
served, more perhaps than any others of their time, to spread the
knowledge of those sciences, and promote their study among a large
class of readers;" and that, "while they admirably fulfil their purpose as systematic expositions of the current state of knowledge on
the subjects which they comprehend, they afford evidence throughout
of much depth and extent of original thought on some of the great

questions of physiology." The field where, perhaps, Dr. Carpenter
has been most successful, is that border-land between the physical and
the psychical, between matter and mind the nervous system and its
functions.
He has also given his thoughts on another topic of present
interest, in

an

article

on the

tl

Varieties of the

Human Race

"

;

where

he argues strongly on physiological and psychological grounds for the
specific unity of mankind.
In 1852 Dr. Carpenter relinquished the editorship of the Medico-
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Chirurgical Review, on loeing appointed principal of University Hall
an institution for the reception of students at University College, similar to the halls at Oxford and Cambridge.
By this change he was enabled to devote more time to scientific pursuits.
Of these pursuits a very important one was the study of the Australian and Philippine Foraminifera ; the results of which were given
In these
in memoirs to the Royal Society, between 1S56 and 1860.
papers, says Sir B. Brodie in the address already referred to, Dr. Car"
penter described some remarkable types which were previously quite
unknown he gave a detailed account of the very complex organization existing alike in the foregoing and in types previously well known
by external configuration he demonstrated the entire fallacy of the
;

;

system of classification hitherto in vogue, the primary divisions of which are based on the plan of growth he laid the foundation
of a natural system, based on those characters, in the internal structure
and conformation of the shell, which are most closely related to the
physiological conditions of the animal ; and, finally, by the comparison
of very large numbers of individuals, he proved the existence of an
extremely wide range of variation among the leading types of Foraminifera, often reassembling under a single species varying forms,
which, for want of a sufficiently careful study, had not merely been
separated into distinct species, but had been arranged under different
genera, families, and even orders."
Another important series of subjects that engaged Dr. Carpenter's
attention about this time was the phenomena of mesmerism, hypnotism, electro-biology, etc. The result of his investigations will be
found in the Quarterly Review for October, 1853. In this paper he
endeavors to explain the phenomena by the automatic action of the
mind under the influence of suggestion, the will being in abeyance.
The same explanation he considers applicable to all the phenomena of
are referable either to
spiritualism, with the exception of those which
artificial

;

trickery or self-deception.
detailed account of Dr. Carpenter's contributions to the general
Let it suffice
of
scientific knowledge would be out of place here.
body
to say that he continued to prosecute with success his researches into

A

the microscopic structures of organisms. In 1856 he published "The
Microscope and its Revelations." New editions of his two great works
on physiology being again urgently demanded, there was entailed upon

him immense labor

in reorganizing

them and bringing them up

to the

highest level of that rapidly-advancing science. So great, indeed, has
" Human
been the toil required to keep the successive editions of the
is at present in its eighth edition) abreast of the
has of late years been compelled to hand over
that
the
author
times,
to others this important duty, while he himself has devoted all his

Physiology" (which

spare time and energy to original investigation in certain departments
of zoology.
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In this self-imposed task it would still have been impossible for Dr.
Carpenter to accomplish any thing very noteworthy, had he continued
to be distracted by the multifarious engagements which occupied so
much of his time during the first ten or twelve years of his stay ic
London. But, fortunately for him and for science, he was appointed,
in 1856, registrar of the University of London.
Though the duties
of this office have considerably increased since he entered upon them,

they still leave him many intervals of leisure for his favorite pursuits,
while the salary attached to it is such as enables him to forego other
engagements.

The Royal Medal awarded to Dr. Carpenter in 1861, by the Council
Royal Society, was a well-earned recognition of the important

of the

services he has rendered to the cause of truth.

And he has continued to

lay us under additional obligations. For to him, as to other devoted
students of Nature, the conquest of one field is but the prelude to yet
further conquests. He has latterly been much occupied with a subject

of special interest ; to wit, the investigations connected with the deepsea dredging expeditions, carried on in one of her Britannic Majesty's

and conducted by him, Mr. J. Gwyn Jeffreys, and Prof. Wyville
Though no final conclusions have as yet been arrived at,
it seems to be clearly indicated that there is a vast sheet of the lowest
type of animal life, which probably extends over the whole of the
warmer regions of the sea. And there can be little doubt that, conships,

Thompson.

ducted by such experienced naturalists, these expeditions will result
in correcting and enlarging our present knowledge regarding the distribution of life on the globe.
&'
Dr. Carpenter is a man of much versatility of scientific attainment,
of a philosophical cast of mind, inclining him to take broad views, with
a good capacity of original investigations (although this is seen more

and generalizing field than in special experimental
researches), and, withal, he is an unusually clear and able scientific
His election to the presidency of the British Association, at
writer.
its Edinburgh meeting last year, was one of the highest honors that
in the speculative

To guide the deliberations of the
body in the world, and to occupy the
men as Herschel, Whewell, Airy, Rosse,

British science has to bestow.
largest and ablest scientific
chair formerly filled by such

Stokes, Grove, Hooker, Huxley, and Thompson, is a tribute to Dr. Carpenter's worth and character which is doubtless as gratifying as it is
just

and deserved.
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EDITOR'S TABLE.
PROFESSOR TYNDALL.
distinguished scientific philos-

THIS
opher,

it is

expected, will soon ar-

tory, has he been of great service, but
also by his public lectures, in all parts
of the country, which have helped to

country to give several
courses of lectures in the chief Atlan-

increase the popular appreciation of
these subjects.

tic cities.
Many of our people have
read and admired his books, and become deeply interested in his themes,
and those who can will no doubt glad-

since Dr. Lardner lectured in the principal towns in the United States to

rive in this

ly avail themselves of this opportunity
to witness his beautiful experiments,

and

listen to his eloquent expositions.

Dealing as he does with the various
branches of physical science, and the
familiar

agencies

Nature in their

and operations of

latest philosophical in-

terpretations, his lectures will be of a
high order of interest, and arrest the

attention of our most thoughtful and
intelligent citizens.

The indebtedness of the people of
the United States to European thinkers
for works of genius and learning in all
departments of literature and science
is acknowledged, but we owe to Europe another debt for lending us now
and then the living use of her great
men. "We are thus enabled to know
not only what manner of books they
write, but what manner of men they
are, and to be brought immediately
under the vital magnetic influence of
their personalities.
It was a great
gain to American science

when Prof.

foreign home and took
His
up his abode in this country.
works would, of course, have produced

Agassiz

left his

A

now

generation has

passed

away

large and interested audiences, and the
impulse he gave to the public mind in

creating an interest

upon these

topics

will

produce its salutary effects for
years to come. His general field of
science

was the same

as that of Prof.

Tyndall, but physics has made a long
stride in the last thirty years.
New
departments of transcendent interest

have been wholly created within

this

Dr. Lardner died the same
period.
year that Kirchhoff and Bunsen startled

the world by the

announcement of

Spectrum Analysis. This was not only
a new and splendid revelation which
has thrown a flood of light upon many
obscurities of Nature that science had
never before dreamed of penetrating,
but it was a new and powerful instru-

ment of research of permanent value
the work of future discovery.

in

Moreover, since the time of Lardner,
new views of the energies of Nature
of a most fundamental character have
been arrived at. The doctrine of the
correlation and conservation of force
"the highest law in physical science,"
says Dr. Faraday, "which our facul" has
been
permit us to perceive

ties

an important influence, but that would
have been as nothing to what he has
been able to accomplish by his actual
presence with us. Not only in his extensive original investigations by which
our knowledge of Nature has been enlarged, and not only by the stimulus
which he has given to multitudes of

announced, elucidated, and established
within the last generation. Dr. Lardner was too early for this subject; he

young men

complete revolution in our views of

in the study o" natural his-

belonged to the preceding epoch. As
Dr. Whewell wrote the history of the
science of heat without referring to the
discoveries of

tury

Eumford in the last cenwhich involved a

discoveries
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the nature of that agent as well as of
dynamic philosophy so Dr. Lardner

went over the ground of physics

in his

in this country in
complete ohliviousness of the new point
of view that had even then heen assumed hy investigators of his own and

five-years' lectures

other countries.

But

belongs to the

Prof. Tyndall

he has done his share in
bringing it about, and is among its
era:

later

Besides his
representatives.
original contributions to the more recent phases of science, by his genius
ablest

and eloquent statement he
has done perhaps more than any other
man to put the new doctrines into
for lucid

popular and attractive form.
classical

Mode

volume

In his

"Heat

entitled

as a

of Motion," he takes the point

of view definitely assumed by Eumand has worked out the science

ford,

of thermotics on a

modern

harmony with the

later

basis and in
views of the

nature of force or energy. As all who
have read his works are aware, Tyndall
is

more than

a

mere

a broad thinker
ence.

JSTo

man

is

specialist

;

he

is

a philosopher of scimore painstaking or

scrupulous in elaborating isolated facts
with accuracy, but that does not con-

its

profoundest changes brought about.

or aspect of physics
that has mainly engaged the attention
of Prof. Tyndall. His first scientific
It is this division

reputation was made by researches in
the field of magnetism, and his origi-

upon this subject have recently appeared in an elaborate volume.
Glacial phenomena have also been fa-

nal papers

vorite objects of study with him.
Involving as they do the molecular mutations of water, through the vaporous,

and solid conditions, on a grand
and impressive scale, they afford a fine
exemplification of the play of molecular forces of which Prof. Tyndall has
availed himself, both to extend our
knowledge of the subject and to enlist
liquid,

the interest of the public in some of
the most beautiful and wonderful operations of Nature.

which

The

first

book by

Tyndall became widely
known was his "Glaciers of the Alps."
now long out of print and his latest
Prof.

;

work, to be immediately published, is
on the "Forms of "Water," in clouds,
Much
rain, rivers, ice, and glaciers.
of his time during the last dozen years
has been devoted to the revision and
extension of his early opinions upon
The courses of lectures

these subjects.

tent him, nor is he satisfied with the
narrow theories that have been applied to them; but he strives after
those wider and deeper explanations by
which diverse phenomena are brought
The variinto harmonized relations.

which he is to give in this country will
be eminently valuable as reflecting the
latest views that have been formed in
a field of science that has undergone

ous physical forces are interesting to

thentic teachings of a master in science, and one who is, moreover, a mas-

him

in their pure

phenomenal work-

a great change within a recent period.
We shall be able to listen to the au-

ings,

but they have a larger interest as
clews to the constitution of matter.
Physics has two great departments.

ter in the art of

Molar Physics treats of the movements
and mechanical properties of masses,
as the revolutions and attractions of
the celestial orbs, or the laws of motion

our present number will be
found the addresses of the presidents
of the two scientific associations held
in August, the one in Dubuque, Iowa,

Molecular Physon the other hand, deals with the

popular exposition.

THE PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESSES.
Ijt

in terrestrial bodies.

and the other in Brighton, England.

ics,

They

subtler forces of magnetism, heat, light,
electricity,

and

affinity,

inner nature of matter

by which the
affected and

is

are

entitled

to

consideration

from the positions of their respective
authors, the weight and dignity of the
bodies addressed, and the interest of

EDITOR'S TABLE.
the topics discussed. The presidency of
these bodies is held as an eminent honor

among men of science,

to be filled but
once in a lifetime, and then by gentlemen of the highest scientific ability.
These addresses are read with interest
throughout the scientific world, and
call forth

they naturally

the best exer-

tion that their authors are capable of
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much

that is instructive in regard to
the methods of science in interpreting
Nature; and in addition to this he

makes a vigorous attack on the new
philosophical school that has lately
grown up into strength within the
circles

His argument

of science.

is

generally regarded as a protest and a
reaction against recent and as many

the

think mischievous scientific tendencies.

taken up the subjects
to which their lives have been devoted,
and upon which they are prepared to discourse with authority. This, however,
is more especially the case with Prof.

It is curious to note the course of
thought for the past few years, in these

In

making.

the

present

case

speakers have

An

accomplished botanist, who
is, moreover, much of a philosopher, and
can work at causes and effects in Nature as well as at identifying and labelling specimens, he has grappled with
Gray.

two

"
Associations, dedicated to the adideas, as that course is

vancement " of

evinced by the leanings of the presidenThose of the American
speeches.

tial

have been cautious and
and they seem to have hesitated
about committing themselves to " advanced " views. Prof. Gray is the first

presidents
timid,

the profoundest question in his own
domain, the origin, descent, and modi-

who has ventured officially to avow
Darwinian doctrines.
On the other

vegetable forms on this
and has handled it with a
clearness, originality, and richness of
illustration, which cannot fail to in-

hand, the later presidents of the British

fications

of

continent,

crease

his

already high reputation.
Dr. Carpenter has won his best fame in
the field of physiology, although cultivating successfully various branches of

Association, Grove, Hooker, and Huxhave been representatives of these

ley,

doctrines.

This year, however, the

tendencies in both bodies would seem

the American president breaking away from the conservatism of his predecessors, and the Britto be reversed

natural history. As is shown in the
biographical notice which we publish,

ish president putting

he has paid special attention to the
physiology of the nervous system, and
has worked out a mental philosophy
on the basis of cerebral physiology.
One of the doctrines to winch he has
paid much attention, and which he
claims to have developed and extended

body.

make it his own, was set
by him in the lecture which

so as to
forth

on the breaks to
check the radical movement in his own

Yet Dr. Carpenter has neither arrayed himself against the doctrine of
"
Darwinism," nor is his scientific orthodoxy by any means above

He was among

the

first

suspicion.
to assert and

elaborate the great doctrine of the correlation of physical and vital forces,
and, in the fifth edition of his "Princi-

" Unpublished last month, on the
conscious Action of the Brain." But

ples of Physiology,"

while Dr. Carpenter has been an asstudent of mind from this

forces in the correlated group.
This
doctrine was denounced as heretical

point of view, and

and dangerous by Dr. Barnard, in his
address before the American Associa-

we

siduous

is entitled to speak
with authority upon the questions it
involves, in the present address he has
gone quite beyond this subject, and
plunged into the utmost intricacies of
His address contains
metaphysics.

48

argument

he carried out the

by including the mental

tion at Chicago, and, if we remember
rightly, so great was the scare in Eng-

land at the position taken by Carpenter,

which was reprobated

as

rank ma-
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paper had to be circuand eminent names obtained,
certifying that it was all right, and
that Dr. Carpenter was quite sound
and safe in his views. As regards the
present address, its main point involves
the explicit acceptance of the view
currently designated as "Darwinian."

it, and his position is theresubstantially the same as that
of Prof. Gray and the developmental

terialisru, that a

Adhesion to

lated,

fore

The metaphysical conflict into
which the doctor has thrown himself
has reference to the

One

our ideas.

mode

of origin of

school affirms that

they are not a part of the order of Nature, that is, they do not come into ex-

But, in

school.

or of a supreme cause by which Nature
controlled, and, like Dr. Gray, he
takes broad issue with the atheists.
is

His view

is

summed up

ever, has taken a

Creator in a supernatural or extraThe opposite school
natural sphere.
maintains that ideas are not a part of

whose function

Thus the intuitional hypothesis
and the experience hypothesis are an-

ture.

tagonist doctrines.

Dr. Carpenter here

proposes a compromise by calling in
the principle of hereditary influence,
or the power of habit to originate intuitive ideas in the course of genera-

But, strange to say, Dr. Car-

tions.

penter puts forth this view as his own,
without recognizing that it is an old
and fundamental doctrine of Herbert
It will surprise

Spencer.

upon

many

that,

so conspicuous and important an

occasion, a theory of such

moment

undoubted

philosophy could have been
put forth by Dr. Carpenter without
the scrupulous recognition of its true
Mr. Spencer's doctrine,
authorship.
in

long maintained, and fully elaborated
in his system of Synthetic Philosophy,

is

that

intuitions

slowly-organized

originate by
experiences in the

which are confirmed and accumulated through hereditary transmission as a part of the working of the

more

special direc-

Fixing its attention exclusively
on the order of Nature, it has sepa-

tion.

the preconstituted original furniture of
our minds, but grow and arise by experience in the regular order of Na-

in the follow-

closing passage of the address:
"The science of modern times, how-

ing

by natural processes of growth
and development. They are held to be
intuitive, and formed directly by the
istence

common with many

who hold

to this theory, he
strongly urges that it does not exclude
the conception of efficient causation

others

rated

itself

In

cause.

wholly

this,

it

is

from theology,
to seek after its

science

is

fully justified,

by the entire independence of its
objects, and by the historical fact that
it has been continually hampered and
impeded in its search for the truth as
it is in Nature, by the restraints which
alike

theologians have attempted to impose

upon

its inquiries.

But when

science,

passing beyond its own limits, assumes
to take the place of theology, and sets
up its own conception of the order of

Nature as a

sufficient

account of

its

invading a province of
thought to which it has no claim, and
not unreasonably provokes the hostilicause,

it

is

ty of those

who ought

to be its best

For, while the deep-seated
instincts of humanity and the profriends.

foundest researches of philosophy alike
point to mind as the one and only
source of power, it is the high prerogative of science to demonstrate the unity

of the power which is operating through
the limitless extent and variety of the

and to trace its continuity
through the vast series of ages that
have been occupied in its evolution."
universe,

race,

great principle of Evolution. Dr. Carpenter indorses this view, and cites
Mr. Mill as having recently given his

EERBEET SPENCER AND

DR. CAR-

PENTER.
Since the foregoing remarks were
put in type, we have heard again from
the other side, and find that Dr. Car-
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penters error lias received prompt and
thorough correction. The Daily Tele-

Whereupon the President is again
corrected by Mr. Spencer himself:

graph closed a long

To

editorial

on Dr.

Carpenter's address with a reference
to the doctrine of modification of mental

faculties

through

and

organized

transmitted experiences, and said : "It
certainly is a striking theory, and for
that reason the speaker might have

been expected to avoid the pretence
of treating it as if it were
originally
his own.
The honor of opening up
this

new

line of speculation
belongs to

Mr. Herbert Spencer more than to any
other man, and yet not a word of rec-

was paid

ognition
thinker.

If

trine, let us

to

that

eminent

we

are to accept the docbegin to practise justice

on all occasions, so that posterity may
have all the advantage, and that future
display an instinctive
equity in their addresses."
This called out the following from

presidents

may

Dr. Carpenter
To

Daily Telegraph.

Sir: Observing that, in the comments
Address -which are contained in your leading article this

on

:

Allow me

my Presidential

morning,
you impute it to me that I have adopted
and put forth as my own a doctrine which
really belongs to Mr. Herbert Spencer, I
think it due to myself to state that, as
you
will see

by the slip I enclose from the
Brighton Daily News 1 of yesterday, I had

Daily Telegraph.
to correct an error re-

which Dr. Carpenter
has naturally fallen from his
unacquaintance with writings of mine earlier than
"
those he names. It is true that
The Principles of Psychology," in which Mind is
dealt with as a product of
and in
specting date, into

evolution,

which the inheritance of accumulated
of experience

effects

recognized, not simply as
producing "acquired peculiarities," but as
originating the mental faculties themselves,
emotional and intellectual,
including the
"
forms of thought," was not
till
is

published

But the doctrine which in that work
took a developed and systematic form was
set forth in an
undeveloped form in works I
1855.

published long before. Throughout " Social
Statics," issued in December, 1850, it is
taken as a cardinal
principle
sundry leading ethical and political conclusions there
drawn depend on the postulate that
:

through

inheritance there

a cumulative effect
proactivities on the moral
the discipline of social life
gradis

duced by the moral
faculties

:

the Editor of ihe

the Editor of the

Sir

ually developing men into greater fitness for
the social state {see
pp. 33, 65, 413-441, first
edition).
traceable.

Further back

Through a

still

is

this idea

series of letters

on
Sphere of Government,"
which I first published in
1842, and republished as a pamphlet in 1843, there runs

"The Proper

a belief in

out

by

there

human

progression as wrought
and along with this

natural causes

is

shown, in

its

;

partial applications,

supplied before the delivery of my address a reference to him, -which had been
inadvertently omitted from the copies issued
by Messrs. Taylor and Francis to the Lon-

the belief that in all
creatures, man included, there goes on, through successive
generations, a continuous adjustment of
faculties, mental as well as bodily, to en-

don press, but which I at once transmitted
also to the Association printers, to be in-

vironing conditions.

cluded in all future copies.
I use the words "first
explicitly put
forth," because the germ of the doctrine is
contained in a paper by Mr. T. Andrew
"
Knight On the Transmission of Acquired
"
PhilosoPeculiarities," published in the
phical Transactions" for (I believe) 1837.
His views had been introduced into my own

you

"Physiological Treatises" long before
friend Mr. Herbert Spencer
began his valuable labors.

my

Your obedient

BEmsn Association,
1

B.

CAEPENTEE.

Brighton, August

" This doctrine
was

first explicitly

the mischance Dr.
Carpenter names, was
omitted from the reports of his address in
the daily papers. I am so much accustomed
to see views of mine ascribed to others
(as
in this week's
Saturday Review, p. 208, as
well as in this week's
Spectator, p. 1030),
and I am so little accustomed to see a recti-

made by any one on my behalf, that
the close of your article on
Friday produced
in me the effect of a
surprise.
fication

HEEBEET SPENCEE.

servant,

WILLIAM

"While I have pen in
hand, let me thank
for supplying the reference
which, by

Athen.eum Club, Aitgust

ISth.

16th.

put forth

by Mr. Herbert Spencer, in whose philosophies,
treatises it will be found most
ably developed."
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and functions of the cerebro-spinal

LITERARY NOTICES.
The Physiology

of

Flint, Jr., M. D.

Man.

By Austin

Vol. IV.

The Ner-

vous System.

The comprehensive work

ou

Human

Physiology, by Dr. Flint, approaches its completion 2,000 pages of it are done, and

ar.d

sympathetic nervous systems mainly from
this point of view; and has touched but

upon psychology, which has long
been considered a science by itself. The
special senses have been deferred, to be
taken up in the fifth and last volume of the
slightly

Dr. Flint's

series."

work

is

written in a

;

another volume of perhaps 500 more will
This is the most confinish the treatise.
siderable effort yet

made by an American

physiology, and the work, by

its

in

extent and

thoroughness, will prove an honor to AmeriAlthough covering extensive

can science.

ground, and dealing with a wide range of
topics, Dr. Flint's work is by no means a

mere compilation.
physiologist

;

a working
a careful and industrious exIts

author

is

perimenter, he has done much, both in the
way of original investigation, and in testing

and verifying the investigations of others.
The first volume of the series treats of Blood,
Circulation, and Respiration; the second of
Alimentation, Digestion, and Absorption

;

the third of Secretion, Excretion, Nutrition,

Animal Heat, Movements, Voice, and Speech
and the fourth of the interesting and complicated subject of Nervous Structure and
Nerve-actions.
This is the most obscure
and difficult of all the branches of physiology, and it is consequently that division
of the science in which clear and definite
knowledge being most wanting, its place is
supplied by speculation and hypothesis.
Dr. Flint has been very careful to guard
against the danger that here arises, and to
limit his exposition to those facts and conclusions which may be regarded as fairly
and decisively settled. In his preface, he
" The
present volume treats of the
says
physiological anatomy and the functions
;

:

remarkably clear and agreeable style and,
although he would probably not himself
claim that it is a popular treatise, as it must
needs deal with many things that are un;

familiar to the
in

scientific

all

intelligent

common

mind, and clothed

language, yet his pages are
nevertheless in a high degree attractive to

persons

who

are interested in

the higher problems and processes of life.
His work will be as valuable for reading

and reference in the

libraries of

physiological science that equals the present.
It is just the treatise for reference in

Our popular physiological
text-books are necessarily very meagre and

school libraries.

often unsatisfactory, and
sirable that some larger

hand
of

for consultation.

Man

therefore de-

it is

work should be

Flint's

" will
be well suited for this purpose,

not only from its fulness and authenticity,
but also from the convenience of its form,

which is in several handy volumes, instead
of an unwieldy single volume.

Niagara

its

:

History and Geology, with

New York

An

Sheldon

:

&

Co.

instructive description of Niagara

and its surroundings, not a mere traveller's
guide to its sights and curiosities, but an
account of it as a great natural phenome-

much

non, was

been well supplied by the neat

demonstration or well-sustained inference.

observes in his preface that, of

probably not undergo serious modification
as we advance in our knowledge of the subject,

ne

has considered the

properties

Il-

By George W. Holley.

lustrations.

practical physiologist, accustomed to accept nothing that is not capable of positive

tem which, though it will undoubtedly be
extended by future investigations, is made
up mainly of statements of facts that will

at

"Physiology

of the nervous system, as they appear to a

Adhering conscientiously to the positive
method of study, the author has endeavored
to present an account of the nervous sys-

laymen as

those of the professional student, and
for this purpose we know of no work upon
in

needed, and the want has
little hand-

The author

book just issued by Sheldon.

places so
extensively known, Niagara Falls is probably the least known ; the mass of people
being quite satisfied with it as a grand spectacular sensation.

To the

all

geologists,

how-

has ever been an interesting study,
while the number of those who share their
ever,

it

interest,

who

as to see

it,

to

care to understand

know something

and future as well as of

its

it

of

as well
its

present,

past

must

MISCELLANY
and

increase,

constantly

these

find

will

much to satisfy them in Mr. Holley's book.
He has collected a great deal of historical
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few inches to twenty feet in diameter, are
Indeed, north of
thickly scattered about.

aspects

hills they are found
everywhere, in some cases at an elevation
On Monof 300 feet above the sea-level.

and surroundings, makes a very clear statement of its geological character, and en-

tauk Point, and in the neighborhood of the
Hamptons, they are also abundant and

whole with anecdotes, accounts
of accidents, adventures, escapes, and per-

the immense deposits of sand along the
southwestern shores were largely formed

information in regard to

early observa-

its

tions, gives full descriptions

of

its

livens the

sonal sketches of

with

its

history.

men

variously associated

The

earliest printed de-

scription of the cataract

is

now

nearly two

hundred years old. It was made by Father
Hennepin in the winter of 1678 "79, and is
a curious mixture of sober truth and childish exaggeration.
He says: "Betwixt the
lakes Ontario and Erie, there is a vast and
prodigious cadence of water, which falls
down after a surprising and astonishing
manner, insomuch that the universe does
not afford

its parallel.

'Tis true that Italy

and Switzerland boast of some such things,
but we may well say they are sorry patterns

when compared with

this of

which we now
so rapid above

speak. ... It (the river) is
the descent, that it violently hurries

down

the wild beasts, while endeavoring to pass it,
they not being able to withstand the
.

.

.

force of

current, which inevitably casts

its

them headlong above

six

hundred

feet high.

composed of two
great cross-streams of water and two falls,
This wonderful downfall

is

sloping along the middle of it.
waters which fall from this horrible

with an

The

isle

precipice do foam and boil

after the

most

hideous manner imaginable, making an outrageous noise, more terrible than that of thun-

der

;

for

when the wind blows out of the

south their dismal roaring may be heard
more than fifteen leagues off."

MISCELLANY.
Bowlders of

tlie

Long Island

Drift.

In

the central ridge of

;

no doubt from bowlders and other materials
of the drift, that have been ground up and
This process is
going on, enormous quantities of bowlders and pebbles along the banks about

deposited by the waves.
still

daily undermined and reduced to sand by the action of the surf.
So far as observed, the bowlders are without sharp outlines, and many of them are

Montauk being

exceedingly smooth. Those on the surface
in the vicinity of Montauk have a blotched

appearance, due to the presence of feldspar, and show evident traces of disintegration and decay.

The excessive humidity

of the air in this region

thought to con-

is

tribute to this result.

Many of the bowlders are of large size,
Sevthe largest being varieties of gneiss.
have been carefully measured by Mr.
One en Strong's Neck, in Suffolk
County, measures above the ground 22 by
26 feet, and is 25 feet high, giving a solid
eral

Lewis.

contents of about 14,000 cubic feet.
least half of this rock is believed to

low the surface.

East of this are three

masses of gneiss, which
originally one.

At

be be-

may have been

If so, the

volume of the

mass could not have been less than 40,000
cubic feet and if but two were originally
united, of which there is reasonable certainty, the volume would have been about
27,000 cubic feet. Near Montauk are two
masses of dark gneiss, one of which is,
;

above the surface, 126 feet in circumference
and 27 feet high, being somewhat coneThe other is about half this size.
shaped.

a paper read before the Natural History
section of the Long Island Historical So-

Not

Mr. E. Lewis, Jr., gives an interesting
account of the bowlders of the Long Island

upon the

far

from these

is

the finest though

possibly not the largest specimen of gneiss

compared with those of New England. On
the north shore of the island, where the

It is somewhat irregular
island.
compact in structure, and has a
solid contents above the ground of 19,000
cubic feet. There are sections where bowlders, small and large, lie in masses that

banks and headlands are rapidly wasted by
the waves, bowlders, varying in size from a

form continuous ledges.
The bowlders of Long Island, like those

ciety,

drift,

treating especially of their size

as

in shape,
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of

New

England, indicate the enormous

transporting power that was concerned in
their removal.
Long Island lies between

40

and 40

34'

39th parallel

is

north latitude, and the
supposed to be nearly the

10'

and, as a rule,
southern limit the drift is com-

southern limit of the

toward

its

drift

;

posed of small masses of material, but the
dimensions of the Long Island bowlders
prove that there may be exceptions to this.

The bowlders of the island and of New
England appear to be similar in kind, dimensions, and distribution, and are believed
by Mr. Lewis to have the same general origin.

species with the Echinorhyncus gigas, long
known to the student of the Entozoa, Dr.

Lockwood
tions,

"
says

:

As

to their ordinal rela-

both are members of Owen's second

class of the Entozoa,

embracing the Stereland both evident-

Worms

mintha or Solid

ly belong to Duvaine's

;

Type

IV., Acantho-

cephala or Spiny Heads, and to Randolph's
Order IV., which bears the same name.

Now, in this order there is but one genus,
namely, Echinorhyncus, already mentioned ;
therefore we put in the order a new genus,
to which we give the name Koleops, mean-

diminution of

ing sheathed-head, and species anguilla, because found in the common eel." Besides

the transporting power which distributed
the bowlders of New England, and which so

an extended description, the Naturalist gives
good illusti'ative figures of the subject.

They

also indicate

but

thoroughly modified

little

its surface.

Insects

A New Entozoon from

the

Common

Eel.

In the American Naturalist Dr. Samuel

Lockwood

new

describes a

parasite

which

he discovered embedded in the fat, or adipose tissue, on the entrails of the common
It has a proboscis which it can proeel.

and Flowers. We are indebted
World for the synopsis

to the report in the

of a paper read by Prof. C. V. Riley at the
" On a New Gescientific meeting,
nus in the Lepidopterous Family Tincidae,

Dubuque

with Remarks on the Fructification of Yucca

"

one of the

lily

family.

trude from,
into,
entirely
worm-like body, as into a conical sheath.
This proboscis when extended is in the

Prof. Riley said that Dr. Engelmann, of
St. Louis, had this year discovered that our

form of a cone, and

for fertilization.

retract

or

is

surrounded by rings

At the extremity

of hooklets.

its

or point of

cone-like proboscis is a minute pore,
which probably serves the purpose of a

this

mouth.

this

spiny-armed organ
which the animal forces by a slow motion
It

is

into the fat, in and upon which it subsists.
When the cone-like proboscis is withdrawn
into the

body of the animal, the forward end

has a truncated appearance, and the entozoon is about one-eighth shorter than when
the proboscis is extended. At this time the
creature

is less

than a line in length.

Dr.

Lockwood has named the object Koleops
The first word, as denoting the
anguilla.
habits of

the

animal,

signifies

sheathed-

yuccas must rely on some

artificial

agency

The

flowers are peculiarly
constructed, so that it is impossible for the
pollen to reach the stigma, it being gluti-

nous and expelled from the anthers before
the blossoms open. Prof. Riley, in investigating this subject, discovered that there
was a small white moth that did the work,
and he demonstrated on the black-board

how

marvellously

the

little

insect

was

adapted to the purpose. This little moth,
which he calls Pronuba yuccasella (yucca's
go-between), was hitherto unknown to entomologists, and forms the type of a new genus.

It is

very anomalous from the fact

that the female only has the basal joint of
the maxillary palpus wonderfully modified

its habkead, and the second, as denoting
name for the eel.
itat, is the technical

into a long prehensile spined tentacle. With
this tentacle, she collects the pollen and

Aside from the fact that this discovery
has a general interest as an item of knowl-

thrusts

edge respecting the internal parasites of
animals, it has a special interest to the
helminthologist, as it makes the second
genus of an order until now limited to one

On this point it
genus.
the author's own words.

is

better to give

Comparing

this

it

into the stigmatic tube, and, after

having thus fertilized the flower, she consigns a few eggs to the young fruit, the
seeds of which her young larvas feed upon.
He stated that the yucca was the only entomophilous plant

depended for

known which

fertilization

cies of insect,

on a

absolutely
single spe-

and that insect so remark-

MISCELLANY.
ably modified for the purpose. There was
a beautiful adaptation of means to an end,
and a mutual interdependence between the
plant and the animal.

explained

Prof. Riley then

succinctly how,

on

Darwinian

grounds, even this perfect adaptation was
doubtless brought about by slow degrees.

He

alluded, in closing, to a practical phase

The plant and its fructifier
are inseparable under natural conditions,
and the fructifier is found in the native
of the subject.

home of the plant. In the more northerly
parts of the United States and in Europe,
where our yuccas have been introduced,
and are cultivated for their showy blossoms,
the insect does not exist, and consequently
the yuccas never produce seed in those
The larva of pronuba eats through
places.
the yucca-capsule in which it fed, enters
the ground, and hibernates there in an oval
In this state the insect
silken cocoon.

may

easily be sent

by mail from one part

of the world to another, and our

may, by introducing

it,

own

florists

soon have the

satis-

of seeing their American yuccas
produce seed, from which new plants can
be grown.

faction

This paper was extremely interesting to
every one present, and those who discussed
it pronounced it in every respect admirable.
Dr.

Asa Gray, than whom no one

country

is

better able to

in the

form a sound

opinion upon such a subject, complimented
Prof. Eiley on his discovery, and the lucid-
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But, while such a relation as that discovered by Mr. Wilson had not been previously suspected,
ly

its

existence was certain-

not altogether improbable.

in his

As

the sun

progressive motion througli space

compels such cometary matter as may come
within the sphere of

its

influence to

move

about him in parabolas or hyperbolas, so
two bodies of the same order of magnitude

may be brought by

proper motions

their

within such proximity that their mutual
attraction shall cause each to move about
the other in a hyperbolic orbit.

Such

in-

stances, however, would seem to be exceptions to the general rule, as the motion

of most binary stars is undoubtedly elliptic.
(This fact has been explained in 1864 by
the author on the basis of the nebular hypothesis.)

The components of Castor are of the
magnitudes three and three and a half reIf we suppose that each before
spectively.
the epoch of their physical connection was
the centre of a planetary system, the results of perturbation must have been ex-

tremely disastrous.

The two

stars

were at

their least distance in 1858.

This alleged discovery of a temporary
physical connection between two fixed stars
suggests a number of interesting inquiries.
In the infinitely varied and complicated
movements of the sidereal systems, different
bodies may be brought into such juxtaposition as to

change not only the direction of

ity of his explanation before the section.

their motions, but also the orbits of their
dependent planets. Some stars, at the rate

Binary Stars, The same journal gives
a sketch of a paper on this subject by

of motion indicated by the spectroscope,
would pass over an interval equal to that
which separates us from the nearest neighboring systems in 20,000 years. In view

Prof.

Daniel Kirkwood, of which the

lowing

is

a

summary

fol-

:

At the meeting of the Eoyal AstronomiLondon, on May 18, 1872, it
was announced by Mr. Wilson that a discal Society of

cussion of

all

the

observations

of the

double star Castor, from 1*719 to the present time, had led to the remarkable conclusion that the

hyperbolas,

components are moving

and, consequently,

in

that their

of these facts, the conjecture of Poisson,
that the temperature of the earth's surface
at different epochs has depended upon the

high or low temperature of the portions of
space through which the solar system has
passed,

may not be wholly

improbable.

A

possible origin of binary systems is
also indicated by Mr. Wilson's discovery.
The cometary eccentricity of the orbits of

mutual relations as members of a system
The fact, if confirmed,
are but temporary.
will be regarded with great interest, and

these bodies

discovery will doubtless be followed by a
minute and vigilant scrutiny of other binary

ponents at the time of their periastral pasradius of the
sage is less than half the

svstems.

earth's orbit.

its

is

well known.

In some cases

the estimated distance between the com-

Now,

if

at the

epoch of the
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nearest approach the radius of either

Decrease of acuteness of vision (ambly-

nebulous envelop was greater than
the distance between the centres of the two

opia) is a serious condition, generally the
result of positive disease of the eye, which

first

star's

bodies, the atmospheric

resistance

would

tend to transform the parabola or hyperbola, in

an

which the body was moving, into
Each subsequent return would

ellipse.

shorten the period, until, in the process of
cooling, the stellar atmosphere had so far
contracted as no longer to involve any part
of

its

companion's.

It
would be an interesting question
whether some of the double stars, whose
apparent distance apart has seemed too

great to justify the hypothesis of a physical
connection, may not afford other instances

of motion, either as parabolas or hyperbo-

may

be induced at school.

exceptionally

Amblyopia of one eye only, is, however,
often produced by unsuitable arrangements
for work, which disturb the common action
of the two eyes, and weaken the eye which
is

excluded from use.

Decrease of endurance (asthenopia) is a
frequent affection, that has destroyed many
a career, prevented the development of

many a fine intellect, and deprived many
of the fruits of their laborious exertions.
It arises principally

from two causes

:

the

a congenital condition, called hypermetropia, which can be corrected by con-

first is

vex glasses, and which cannot, therefore, be
laid at the door of school-life
the second is

las.

;

Shool-Life and Eyesight. In a communication to the Mechanics' Magazine, Prof.
Liebreich describes the injuries to the eye
incident to school-life, pointing out their

and the means to be adopted to
The changes in the functions
avoid them.
of the visual organ, developed under the incauses,

fluence of school-life, are three in number
secFirst, decrease of the range of vision
:

;

ond, decrease of the acuteness of vision
third, decrease of the endurance of vision.

;

the muscles of the eye

a defect which

and which

difficult

to

cure,

caused

by

unsuitable

is

is

generally

arrangements

for

work.

These three anomalies all arise from the
same circumstances, viz., insufficient or illarranged light, or from a wrong position
during work.

Where the fight is insufficient,

or badly arranged, we are obliged to lessen
the distance between the eye and the book

Decrease of the range, short-sightedness
is developed almost exclusively

while reading or writing and we must do
the same if the desks and seats are not of

and

the right shape and size, and suitably located.
When the eye looks at a very near

(myopia),

during school-life

rarely

afterward,

very rarely before that time. There is often an inherited predisposition to become
short-sighted,
school-life,

and

this is

more or

less,

tain external conditions.

developed during
according to cerIt is a common

notion that short-sighted eyes are the most
This is founded on the fact that
durable.

such eyes can see near objects distinctly
without the aid of glasses, at an age when
normal eyes require the assistance of con-

vex

a disturbance in the harmonious action of

lenses.

But

this is

no proof of their

;

object, the accommodating apparatus, and
the muscles which turn the eye, are brought
into a condition of extra tension, and this is

to be considered as the principal cause of

short-sightedness and

If the

its increase.

muscles of the eye are not strong enough to
resist such tension for any length of time,

one of the eyes

one

eye

is

is left

to itself; and, while

directed

being

ject, the other deviates

on

the ob-

outwardly, receives

On the contrary, a high degree
of short-sightedness is a diseased condition,
caused by anatomical changes in the mem-

false images,

branes of the eye, which involve a greater
tendency to serious complication than the

weary, and thus is induced the diminution
of endurance (asthenopia).

durability.

normal

Short-sightedness exerts an
on the general health by
inducing the habit of stooping and, from
a national point of view, its increase is to be
eye.

injurious influence

;

considered a serious

evil.

and

tinct (amblyopia).

its

vision

becomes

indis-

Or, perhaps, the muscles

resist these difficulties for a time,

In order to pi'event these

evils,

become

the light

must be sufficiently strong, and fall on the
table from the left-hand side, and, as far as
The children ought
possible, from above.
to sit straight, and not have the book

MISCELLANY.
nearer to the eye than ten inches at least.
this, the book ought to be raised

Besides

20

for writing,

Ordinarily,

and about 40 for reading.
minor considerations, such

the most

compact disposition of the
placing the pupils so that the
teacher may the most readily look into

as

seats, or

their faces,

detriment rather than the benefit of the

For example

:

one of the rules

laid

down by

the Educational Department in
London, for the guidance of architects, is,
that " the windows should be so placed
that a full light should fall upon the faces
both of the teachers and the children."

Light coming from the right hand is not so
good as that from the left, because the

shadow of the hand falls upon that part of
the paper at which we are looking. Light
from behind is still worse, because the head
and upper part of the body throw a shadow
on the book or paper; but the light that
comes from the front, and falls on the face,
is

far the

by

worst of

all

;

for

it

not only

defeats the object desired illuminating the
but is most hurtful
faces of the children
to the eye.

Instinctively desirous of avoid-

ing the unpleasantness of the full glare,
the children will assume all sorts of positions,

diffuse the light

which turn their faces from the mas-

In reading, they turn the head round
the vertical axis, generally toward the right,
ter.

in order to let the light fall

on the book,

windows, as the optical

effect

of such glass

in that position is decidedly hurtful.

It

makes

der to shade their eyes by the projection of
the forehead.
light for the

school-room

is

from

above but, when this cannot be obtained,
the desks should be so arranged, in connection with the windows, that the light shall
;

upon the book or paper from the left.
"Where light from gas or other artificial
source is used for evening work, it should
bo made as steady as possible, and the
lights so placed that they will not come opfall

posite the eye, as in this situation they are
dazzling and injurious. Ground-glass globes
ought not to be used, for, though valuable

an ordinary room, where they tend to

fibre,

which

a serviceable substitute for hair

and

in chignons,

"
as a

mix "

now used

is

in silk.

Owing

extensively

to its kindly

way

of taking the dye, and the gloss which it
sustains, a large quantity can be used in

and yet defy detection, except by an
It is, in consequence, highly desirexpert.
able that it should be produced in our
silk,

country,

if

possible.

Some experiments by

agriculturists are

under way, which seem to

promise success.

Mr. F. T. D. Lacroix, of

New

Iberia County, Louisiana, has, on his
plantation, several rows of the jute-plant,
the seed of which was sent to him by the

The plants
Department of Agriculture.
are very vigorous, and the indications are
It
that jute will thrive in that climate.
bears some resemblance to flax in appear-

ance, as

A

it is

City's

said to in fibre.

Waste.

Mr. Lepmann, direc-

tor of the Central Trial Station, in Bavaria,
speaks thus of the loss of fertilizers in

Munich, a

trogen, of

possible, in or-

remarkable

This

Jnte.

formerly was only used for the coarsest
purposes, has of late become invaluable.

bend their heads as low as

;

in

an

and thus put a

upon the eye. And, for the
same reason, ground or ribbed glass should
not be employed for the lower portions of

makes

The best

equally, they give

greater strain

straight before them, is
completely in shadow while, in writing or
reading (the book being on the table), they

when held

which,

more

indistinct light for work,

govern the arrangements of the

class-room, and, when any attention is paid
to the matter of light, it is often to the

class.
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wasted in
city for

city of

the

177,000 inhabitants.

He

sum of fertilizing elements
the human excrements of the

1, 857,714 pounds of niwhich the commercial value is

one year,

866,934 gulden; 611,054 pounds
phoric acid, value 122,210 gulden ;
pounds of potash, value 49,650
total value 1,038,794 gulden, equal

of phos-

372,375

gulden ;
to about

$500,000. This sum would be still further
increased by adding to it the value of the
humus-forming constituents of the excre-

To make up fcr that waste,
he states that the amount of guano furments wasted.

nished by Peru yearly for the
fields is about 1,000,000 cwt.
Mr.

Lepmann

states that

Germany now

possesses a system by which he
this

German

is

confident

enormous waste may be entirely pre-

vented, called

there

the Tonnen (barrel)
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The city of Gratz, containing
80,000 inhabitants, has this system in use
in every house, and has thus demonstrated
Bystem.

the practicability of using it in large cities.
As an illustration of the profit to be derived

from human excrement when fairly tested
as a fertilizer, Mr. Lepmann refers to the
fact that, between the years 1850 and 1864,
the price of that obtained from the barracks
increased forty-five fold.

y Law.

Mental Exertions governed

standing is determined by adding the numerical values of his credit for oral examination on the subject studied to the grade

expressing his daily recitation and his pracwork in the laboratory. Since these

tical

three quantities are determined independently of one another, and often by different per-

sons (the class being instructed by the professor and two assistants), we have some

guarantee against the accumulation of personal errors in this determination.
Thus,
in a class of sixty-seven students in the

Prof. Heinrichs read a paper at the Du" On
Law of

elements of physics, the following table
shows the observed number of students per

Probability as applied to the Determination
of Mental Exertions." The following is a

hundred who have obtained the standing

summary
All phenomena

dents who, according to the law of probability, should have obtained the same de-

buque

scientific

the

meeting,

:

in the physical world,
exhibited by individuals of a mass subject
to certain given influences, are regulated by
the so-called law of probability. This has

long been practically used by the various
insurance companies, which employ millions
of dollars a year however uncertain the
health of any given individual, the number
;

of individuals dying each year in a mass of
a hundred thousand individuals is percepSo also the height of the
tibly constant.
stature of the individual in a greatly-varybut the number of individu-

ing quantity
als

in an

;

army having a

certain definite

very nearly constant, and determined by the law of probability. The application of this law of probability to the

height

affairs

is

of

the

individual

studied in the works
several of our

of

man may be
By

Quetelet.

modern chemists the same

law has been applied to the various chemiIf the laws which regulate
cal processes.
mental work and mental phenomena are not
radically different from those which we
study in the physical world proper, then the
law of probability ought to be equally applicable to the mental stature of man, as
we long ago have found it to be applicable
the bodily stature of the same. By
very careful determination of the relative
grade of the individuals composing the

to

large classes

which have been instructed

in

the elements of physics at the State University of Iowa, the author has, during the
past three years, had abundant means to
test the applicability of the
bility to

mental exertions.

law of proba-

The

student's

given, also the

gree.

It will

calculated

number of

be seen that the two numbers

agree very closely

:

NUMBER OF STUDENTS IN
Standing.

stu-

100.
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and enjoyed by many thousands of
people each year, while they are of immense
value to students as a vast scientific treasvisited

ure-house of the vegetable kingdom. But
who has control of the Public

Ayrton,

Works,

in

Kew

which the

Gardens are

in-

cluded, a surly, grouty, ill-mannered, and
meddlesome old politician, seems to have

taken every occasion to

make himself

dis-

agreeable to Dr. Hooker by impertinent inhis management, and va-

terference with
rious

kinds

of insulting treatment.

Hooker endured

it

Dr.

as long as he could, but

his position at length became so uncomfortable that he felt himself compelled either to

resign or to appeal to the government to
keep its bully somewhere within the bounds

When

of decent behavior.

the facts be-

came known, a committee of the most eminent

scientific

men

of England, including

Busk, Huxley, Darwin, and
others, drew up an elaborate statement of
the case, and appealed to Mr. Gladstone to
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man in this country.
reports the whole number of
lines in the chromosphere seen from Sherto that of

Prof.

man

any other

Young

as 150, which is three times as great a
as have been observed before.

number

This fact alone shows that higher points
should be resorted to for astronomical ob-

Telescopes will hereafter be
placed at points higher than ever before
in Europe probably on the Alps.
The next
servations.

element of success depends upon the steadiness of the atmosphere. It can be said in
reference to this, that a star has been recog-

nized at these high altitudes as having a
companion, or being a double star, not previously known as such. An observer on
the Pacific coast reports to Prof. Peirce that
he can see the companion of the star Polaris

from a high point on the Sierra Nevada.

known that this is a test of great
requiring the utmost purity of atmosphere. As to the character of the obIt is well

Lyell, Tyndall,

nicety,

check the outrageous course of Ayrton, and

servations for precision, there are not yet
sufficient observations to determine it.
The

make

evidence

his

it

possible for Dr. Hooker to continue
to the establishment.
This

relations

who were not slow to
and the subject was at
The
length brought before Parliament.
effect has been that the crabbed Superwaked up the

press,

ventilate the case,

Works

intendent of

has received a sharp

public rebuke, which will
probably exert a salutary influence upon
his future behavior.

and

thorough

is already at hand to show that at
some of these elevated points an observatory should be established. The best work

astronomy is done in the few best nights
any place, and by these alone the value
of the position must be determined.
in

at

Prof.

J.

Lawrence Smith adverted to

the extreme brilliancy of stars in those reWest of Sherman the air is so dry
gions.
that even the lips of observers crack, and
health is otherwise affected.
He

their

The Work of the Coast Survey.

We

copy from the Tribune the following notices
of papers which were read at the late scientific

meeting

:

thought that more exact observations upon
the planets and satellites would be made

from those lofty points which would add as
much of interest to this department of as-

Prof. Benjamin Peirce, Superintendent
of the United States Coast Survey, gave an
exceedingly interesting account of the meas-

tronomy as did the recent discoveries in
It was resolved that Prof.
stellar analysis.
Peirce should be added to the committee to

ures taken by that Bureau with reference
to stations for astronomical observations at

press this matter of elevated astronomical
stations upon the Government of the United

great heights,

such as Sherman,

Rocky Mountains.
mouth College, was

on the

Young, of Dartselected by Prof. Peirce
Prof.

as the proper astronomer to determine the

best position for astronomical observations.
In a higher position you get rid of absorption of light by getting rid of half the at-

mosphere.
specially

This problem Prof.

adapted

to

know ledge of spectrum

Young was

investigate,

analysis

is

as

his

superior

States.

Prof. Peirce

showed that the

necessities

of the Coast Survey extended its operations
No scito all parts of the United States.

ence could be divided and separated so as
If one begins by measuring
to stand alone.

method involves geometry
and astronomy, geology and surveying, in-

his town-lots, the

cluding ultimately the

coast survey.

To

prove the paths by which vessels can best
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traverse the ocean, to test the best methods
by which $2,000,000,000 of values shall be
carried from the

West

to the East,

from the

pense of private individuals, principally of
Boston, and was not at the expense of the

Government.

Different States obtained the

East across the Atlantic, or from the shores
of China and Japan to the Pacific coast,

benefit of the coast survey by the determination of fixed points for their own interior

and thence across the country, was the

topographical and geological surveys.
general geodetic connection has been

States

is

busi-

All the United

ness of the Coast Survey.

deeply interested in every part of

this subject.

Every ship that

perfectly-surveyed harbors

whole country.

A

lost

is

by im-

a loss to the

is

few great harbors

New

York, Boston, Savannah, San Francisco
The merare vital points of commerce.
chants of those cities are ever ready, by ex-

tending wharves and pushing out piers, to
gain individual advantages while ruining the

The Coast Survey

the bulwark

A
ef-

fected in these observations, so that the
whole United States will benefit by them
;

and the points

be taken so as eventu-

will

ally to procure a complete survey of the
whole continent, passing through each State
and the large cities. It is a work that may

take a century. It is the hope of Prof.
Peirce that this survey will not only be the
best in the world, but that its details will be

be no neces-

such that before long there

will

This matter
against these encroachments.
should be in the hands of the General Gov-

sity for railroad surveys

the facts will be

ernment, and Congress should pass laws to

ations of the Coast Survey, their ultimate

If the coast survey

expression will be an accurate determination
of the figure of the earth. Its actual figure

harbors.

prevent these injuries.

is

were thorough, and maps were

fully repre-

sentative of ascertained facts, a pilot

would

spread everywhere.

As

to the higher oper-

as an ellipsoid of revolution

is

not yet actu-

number

scarcely be necessary, but yet never could

ally

be entirely dispensed with, especially in bad
The worst rocks have generally
weather.

of possible figures, each nearly an ellipsoid
This question may ultimateof revolution.

been discovered by the misfortune of strikUnder such circumstances
ing upon them.
the pilot becomes a more accurate observer
than the plummets of the Coast Survey.
This n as curiously illustrated by instances
pilots had taken out parties engaged

where

in coast survey,

and asked

to

have a plum-

met dropped

at a spot apparently out at sea
with nothing to guide it, and the surveying
parties have found this strange instinctive

knowledge of the pilot fixed the very spot
of a dangerous sunken rock which could
never have been found otherwise. The pilots discovered that,

by putting down every
of, they made maps

rock that they knew

that frightened the captains of vessels into
Hence these practical
employing them.
observers have added immensely to the

number of

facts

accumulated by the Coast

Survey.
Prof. Peirce explained

why he

consid-

unnecessary to carry out at present
so thorough a survey of the Pacific as has
ered

it

been made of the Atlantic coast. The needs
of the commerce of the coast

is

the stand-

ard by which the work of the survey is deHe took occasion to mention
termined.
that the Hassler Expedition

was

at the ex-

ly

known.

It is

one of an

infinite

be determined by observations on this
Observations here are more suc-

continent.
cessful

and

free

from local

irregularities

than in Asia or Europe. Yet there are
some such local irregularities here notably

one near Boston, where there is some
strange deviation of density from the surrounding country.

TOE FEMALE THE BETTER HALF.
If there

were able debaters among the

members of the Association

present, opportunity has certainly not been wanting in

which to develop their ability. Think, for
instance, of what a magnificent subject for
discussion was offered by Prof. Hartshorne,
of Pennsylvania, in a paper on the relation
between organic vigor and sex, in which he
espoused the theory that the births of females were an indication of excess of formative force, and of males of a deficiency,
on the part of the parents and that female
;

was an index of the highest vigor.
He began by alluding to certain papers
which Prof. Meehan, a botanist of celebrity,
had submitted to the Association, wherein
it was set forth that the highest types of
vegetation among the larch and coniferous
offspring

MISCELLANY
trees

He

were of the female kind.

that the larch, while in

its

specifies

highest luxuri-

ance, and during many years, produces only
female flowers ; but in its decline it at

length produces male flowers, and it shortProf. Hartshorne exly afterward dies.

tended this theory to animal life, and undertook to show that, whenever or wherever there was excess of formative power,
its tendency was to the production of fe-

male

offspring.

He

illustrated his belief

by

the development of bees, the birth of the
queen-bee being the highest, of the drone
the lowest result, and preceded by respectively high and low circumstances of nutri-

Sometimes a working-bee
which,
being an imperfect female, is of course incapable of impregnation will give birth to
tion.

parthenogenetic offspring.

Such offspring

always male. The eggs of the queen-bee
that hatch males have not been fertilized
is

;

and, should

she never have been impreg-

nated and lay eggs, they will hatch only
In respect to the aphides (plantdrones.
lice), it is noticeable that, while their food
is sufficient
is

offspring

and of nutritious

quality, their

exclusively females, propagated

tical

7^S

method of Milde

is

very

much im-

proved by using a large bar of iron and
perpetuating the motion by means of magnetic excitement, the vibration being thus
maintained for any length of time.
cord

A

20 or 30 feet in length is thus thrown into
When the first suspension
vibration.
bridge was building in England, a fiddler
offered to fiddle

it

away.

Striking one note

he eventually hit its vibrating note, or fundamental tone, and threw
it into such extraordinary vibrations that
after another,

the bridge-builders had to beg him to de-

Only recently a bridge went down
under the tread of infantry in France who
had not broken step, and 300 were drowned.
sist.

An

experiment is often referred to of a
tumbler or a small glass vessel being broken

by the frequent repetition of some particuby the human voice. It is said, and
may be true, that certain German tavernkeepers increase their custom by the occalar note

sional performance

In the

of this feat.

Talmud there is a curious question raised
as to what would be the damages if a domestic vessel were broken by a noise

made

by an animal, such

Prof.

as a barking dog.

parthenogenetically ; but soon after the
supply of food, owing to a change of sea-

Lovering here exhibited two pieces of
clock-work, each giving a button a circular

son or circumstances,

These are to turn a
velocity of rotation.
cord much as a skipping-rope is turned.

male aphides appear.

is

diminished, young
the higher

Among

order of animals Prof. Hartshorne found an

argument

in the sex of double

monsters.

Stating that the birth of double monsters
to fissure of the ovum and excess

The

rotation twists an ordinary cord
or
it, as the case
may be and to

untwists

avoid this twisting a tape

is

substituted,

was due

and a twisting or rotating machine

of formative power, he asserted that it is
well known that in the majority of instances

at

each end.

The

chief difficulty

is

placed

now

re-

He

maining is to have the machines twist in
unison, which is difficult, as the two pieces

brought forward the vital statistics of different nations and their varying proportion

of clock-work vary from each other, but
on the whole the experiment is usually sat-

these monsters were of the female sex.

of male

and female births

in support of

his position, attributing the differences to

increasing or diminishing vitality; and even
the continually lessening reproductive powers of American women formed one of the
illustrations of this theory.

The tape was stretched across
isfactory.
the stage, and the machines to rotate it
were placed at each end. If the string is
too slack for one segment of vibration, it
subsides into parts, each having a vibration
similar to the other.

The

tighter the string

drawn, the fewer the segments of harmonic vibration. The string started with
is

SYMPATHETIC VIBRATIONS.
Prof.

Joseph Lovering, of Cambridge,
Mass., gave an interesting address on vibra-

by an experiment. It was
presumed that the members were more or
tion, illustrated

less familiar

with Milde's experiment with a
This op-

tuning-fork and vibrating thread.

five

waves or segments of vibration. Drawn
were reduced to four, three,

tighter, these

and

finally two segments, the nodal point in
each instance between the waves remaining
With a shorter string
perfectly unmoved.

the

first

harmonic note was reached, and
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ultimately the fundamental note or a single
vibration was exhibited.
Very high harmonies were shown by means of a very
flexible string

plate,

with a high velocity dividing

tape into very numerous
equal segments of vibration, or, as the professor preferred to call them, harmonics.
the revolving

In a note

Petroleum In Santo Domingo.

and the picture

made

is

in the ordi

nary manner."
Chemical Influence

In a

f Light.

re-

cent lecture on the chemical action of light,
Prof.

Koscoe gives some interesting

facts

concerning the chemical effects of sunlight
at different times of the day, and in differ-

The number of chemi-

ent atmospheres.

to the Mechanics' Magazine, Mr. William M.
Gabb describes a petroleum-spring situated

cally-active rays vary throughout the day.

three miles north of the town of Azua, in
Santo Domingo. It is near a stream, the

The curve of the heating rays reaches

name

of which signifies "stinking water."
its appearance as a
stag-

The spring makes

nant, torpid pool, exuding slowly through
a heavy gravel-deposit.
very small area

A

in the vicinity is covered with deposits of
pitch, and, for half a mile

down

the dry bed

of a rain-water stream, the gravel and sand
are more or less cemented by an impure
pitch,

sometimes

hardened

plastic, oftener

The water

to asphaltum.

is

colored a dirty

brown by the presence of the oil. Jets of
gas bubble up at different points near the
The gas is not inflammable, and has
spring.
more of a fetid than kerosene odor. In appearance and mode of occurrence the spring
strikingly resembles those of Trinidad and
California.

It is

the only spot on the island

Their

maximum

is

always highest at noon.
its

highest point after noon, but this is not the
case with the chemically-active rays. The

chemical intensity appears to depend solely
on the height of the sun in the heavens, and
at the same distance from noon on either
side it appears to be equal.
The chemical
;

power of sunlight also varies with the place.
Eoscoe gives the results of measurements at Kew, Lisbon, and Para. At Kew
the intensity was 94.5, at Lisbon 110, and
at Para 313.
An opalescent atmosphere
Prof.

appears to cause the absorption of a large

number of the chemically-active rays.
Hence the important advantage, in point
of vegetation, which those countries have
where the atmosphere is clear.

The Leaf a Vicarious Organ.

Some

where bituminous products are found.

interesting

Photographing the Eye and Ear. Dr.
Vogel writes to the Philadelphia Photog-

precise action of plant-leaves in the absorption of water in the liquid form.
They

rapher as follows: "That the interior of
the human eye has been photographed is

have led him to the conclusion that leaves
do not absorb water while the roots are

well known.

The experiment

a

experiments have lately been
conducted by M. Calliet, to determine the

some-

But when the ground

lady,

is too dry
water be put in
contact with the leaves, they will absorb it
for the nourishment of the plant.
The ex-

a physician, who patiently
takes extract of belladonna until the pupil

perimenter thus educes the fact that the
action of the leaf .is a vicarious and not a

has become sufficiently enlarged
the interior of the eye is then illuminated with

natural function.

what

cruel one for a

there are victims

who

for instance, a very

whose brother

is

living subject;

stand

I

it.

handsome young

still

know,

is

;

magnesium-light, and photographed. In a
similar manner has the ear been photographed, that is to say, the tympanum only.

A

tube

is

inserted, in

which

is

a mirror

a certain angle.
The mirror
throws light into the interior of the ear.

inclined

at

The mirror

is

also provided with a central

hole through which the

panum can be
lenses

illuminated

inspected.
projects an image

A

tym-

system of

on the

sensitive

supplied.

for the roots to obtain

if

it,

Carbolic Acid from Plants.

M. Brougkgovernment chemist, attached to the
cinchona-plantations of Ootacamund, in
India, has obtained carbolic acid from the

ton,

Andromeda Leschmantii
grows there abundantly.
less deliquescent

,

plant which
The product is

a

than that obtained from

owing to the expense attendpreparation, is not likely to compete

coal-tar, and,

ing its
with the article at present in the market.
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A committee of astute reformers in
of devising
England, charged with the duty
some means for repressing drunkenness and
drunkards, recommend
reforming
drunkenness, and even the first offence, be
For the first conviction,
severely punished.
a month in jail ; for the third, a year's imWhether
prisonment in a reformatory.
with a breach
public or private, attended
of the peace or not, the drunkenness is to
be made a crime, and dealt with accordingfor the protection of socily; not so much
measure.
ety, but avowedly as a reformatory
If a man degrades himself by gettingdrunk,
that

degrade him

still

more by sending him

to

may

be

destroy his remaining
the end that his respect for himself
increased
jail

;

to

self- respect,

!

Donne and others have shown that
water without air will acquire a temperature far above 212 without boiling, and
that it is then liable to burst into steam with
that many
explosive violence. It is thought
steam-boiler explosions have
disastrous
and a firm in Notarisen from this cause
a process
tingham, England, have adopted
which is said to entirely remove the difficula
They inject heated air at temperature
ty.
of 650 Fahr., near the bottom of the water;

utilspace, into the boilers, waste-heat being
The incrustation of
ized for the purpose.
the boilers is thus prevented, the water is
constantly aerated, and an economy of

15 per

cent,

secured;

which

in

England

alone, if the process were generally applied,
would result in an annual saving of 16,500,000 tons of coal.

The Royal Astronomical Society are
an
urging the English Government to erect
astronomical observatory in the highlands
of India. A station in the region named,
besides being of great service to science as
affording an opportunity for observations
within the tropics, would be of immediate
transit of Venus, as
utility, in observing the
it is said that the egress of the planet could

be better watched in these highlands than
in any other part of the British dominions.

An inquiry into the foundering of the
Peruvian steamer Calderon, in the bay of
Biscay, has disclosed the fact that the leak
resulted from corrosion caused by mercury
spilled from the gauge-cocks into the bilge,
and bewhere, by lodging under the boilers,
coming oxidized with strong hot brine from
into
the boiler-leaks, it was converted
oxyIn the recent investichloride of mercury.
it was
gation into the loss of the Megara,
stated in evidence that the washing about
of a copper nail, in the bilge of the iron

6teamer Grappler, destroyed one of her
leak. Both
plates, and caused a dangerous

metals, when exposed to the action
water, become converted into oxychlorides,
which corrode iron rapidly when in contact with it.
salt-

If iron is withheld from animals, they
sooner or later show signs of disease, which
in man is attended with a peculiar greenish
and
pallor of countenance, great weakness,
It
general disturbance of the functions.
has been observed that plants grown in a
soil without iron are affected in a similar

wa y

that

is,

they are less thrifty, lose colof disorder.

or, and give other indications
It is therefore inferred that iron is

essential to the

quite as

growth of plants as to the

growth of animals.

An important discovery, which it is expected will ultimately reduce the cost of
steam-power 60 per cent., has recently been
made and put into practical operation in
Boston. The discovery consists of a process by which the great amount of heat that
now escapes into the air in the waste or exhaust steam from engines, is utilized by conducting it through the tubes of a boiler
a fluid
filled with bisulphide of carbon
which boils at 110 Fahr., and at the temperature of exhaust-steam gives a pressure of sixty-five pounds to the inch in
The vapor formed in this boiler
the boiler.
an engine, instead of
is used to drive
steam, and after being used is condensed by
the boiler again, and
into
cooling, pumped
number
used continuously without loss.
of carefully-made experiments are said to
prove beyond question that, by means of
this process, the same fuel now required to
produce 100 horse-power, with the best engines in use, will produce 250 horse-power,
showing a gain of 150 per cent, in the
amount of power obtained by the consumpThis is a very important distion cf coal.
covery, and, if further experiments shall
bear out the claim which is now made for
of immense advantage to the enit, will be
tire manufacturing interests of the country.

A

American Manufaclu rer.

The coloring-matter of the blood-corpuscles is known as hcematosm, and the red
color of this substance is generally attributed to the presence of iron. This, however,
appears to be a mistake, since Malder and
Van Gondoever have been able to abstract
the iron entirely, and yet the hscmatosin
was as red as ever.
M. Gaudain states that a mixture of
equal parts of cryolite and chloride of barium forms a flux superior to borax for soldering iron, or brazing copper, brass, or
bronze.
Cryolite is a mineral that occurs
It is a
in great abundance in Greenland.
double fluoride of sodium and aluminium,
and has been largely employed in the production of the metal aluminium.
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At the recent scientific meeting in Dubuque, Miss Swain read a paper entitled
"
Why we differ, or the Law of Variety."
In regard to the sexes, she took the ground
of Luke Owen Pike, that differences are
due to the different proportions of the same
qualities, men and women differing not in
elemental composition, but in excess or defect of

common

properties.

She

is

said to

lady who has ever addressed
this Association, but she is certainly not the
first who has contributed to its proceedings.
Mrs. Elisha Foote prepared a paper, the result of her experimental investigations on
heat, which was read at the meeting in Albany in 1856.

be the

first

stated by Jean that our ordinary
soaps are so adulterated, under pretence of
cheapness, that little of soap remains but
the name. The chief adulterant is resin,
which combines with the potash or soda in
place of the 50 or 60 per cent, of fatty
These alkaacid that should be present.
line resinates impart to the soap the power
of lathering copiously, and they even saponIt

is

These
in water containing gypsum.
good properties are, however, counterbalIf resinanced by serious disadvantages.
ify

ous soaps are used in fulling cloth, they
They also impart to
produce blemishes.
worsted stuffs a peculiar greasy lustre, and
wool scoured with these takes the mordants

and dyes unequally.

Woodman

Dubuque on anHe says that these and
cient mounds.
other old earthworks are far more abundant than is generally supposed. The city of
Dubuque, he states, is full of them, although
they have been extensively obliterated without being recoguized. They are almost invariably fifteen paces apart from centre to
centre, the smaller ones being from two to
two and a half feet high, and about twenty
feet in diameter, and are arranged in straight
or slightly-curved lines. Some mounds contain skeletons, and were probably designed
for tombs, while other and larger mounds
are supposed to have been residences of the
reported at

ancient inhabitants of the continent.

Dr. G. W. Hough has introduced a printing-chronograph into the Dudley Observatory, which has been in operation a year
and a half. Observations have been made
in that time on 10,000 stars, and the
number of records taken and printed

The chronograph is
to 150,000.
an instrument for noting precisely the astromical time at which the observation of a
heavenly body is made. The first chronoDr. Hough
graph was a Morse register.
has improved upon this, and says that he
can do twice as much work as formerly in
the laboratory, by the use of the invention.
amount

A

paper from Prof. E. W. Hilgard, State
Geologist of Mississippi, was contributed on
" Soil
and their
Prof.
Analyses

Utility."

Mapes a few years ago made a great deal of
noise about soil analysis, and was accused
of " running it into the ground." Prof.
Johnson, of Yale, showed that there was a
good deal of humbug about so-called soilanalyses, and pointed out the exaggerated
value that is commonly attributed to them.
But Prof. Hilgard has such

faith in

them

that he proposes to vary the usual routine
in State geological surveys by introducing
them, and he thus returns to the policy of
Emmons in conducting the New York State

Geological Survey.

A new process,

which has received the
of Helio-Autographic Printing, has reIt is
cently been brought out in Paris.
said to enable the artist to make his own

name

designs and drawings, to print from them
on photographic paper, and reproduce the
same upon lithographic stone, so as to obtain impressions of his own work in the
minutest detail, without the aid of the engraver, or lithographic draughtsman.

According to Schmidt, an excellent remedy against caterpillars consists in a dilute
solution (1 part in 500) of sulphide of potassium, the infested tree being sprinkled with
this substance by means of a small hand-

This method has been used on a
syringe.
large scale in France, and, it is said, without any injury to vegetation.

According

Times and.

to the Medical

Gazette, the cholera is gradually

making

its

recently entered
of a mild type,
however, and spreads slowly. In Berlin it
first appeared in one of the most fashionable streets in the city, three cases occurring
and the
nearly at the same time, in one
same house.

way westward, having but
The disease is
Prussia.

Prof. Peirce exhibited at the Dubuque

meeting some interesting astronomical phoProf.
tographs and engravings prepared by
Winlock, of Harvard College. It appears,
by these charts, that Jupiter changes his
The repcolor even on successive nights.
resentations of sun-spots were said to be
very instructive, showing their connection
the drawwith the solar protuberances
ings of the latter indicate an unmistakable
atmosphere at an altitude of 100,000
;

miles.

A

red color has sometimes been ob.

served in white lead, and has been formerly
Gerattributed to the presence of silver.

man

investigations have recently

shown that

this is incorrect, and that the red tinge is
due to defects in manufacture.
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PROSPECTUS
OF THE

INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC SERIES.
D. APPLETOX & CO. have the pleasure of announcing that they have made
arrangements for publishing, and will shortly commence the issue of, a Seeies of
Populae Monogbaphs, or small works, under the above title, which will embody the

most interesting departments of advancing science.
The character and scope of this series will be best indicated by a reference to the
names and subjects included in the subjoined list, from which it will be seen that the
cooperation of the most distinguished professors in England, Germany, Erance, and the
United States, has been secured, and negotiations are pending for contributions from
results of recent inquiry in the

other eminent scientific writers.

The works will be issued simultaneously in New York, London, Paris, and Leipsic.
That by Professor Tyndall, on the Forms of Water, is now in press, and will appear
soon

several others are nearly ready.

;

The International

Scientific Seeies is entirely an American project, and was
originated and organized by Dr. E. L. Youmans, who has spent the greater part of the
past year in Europe, arranging with authors and publishers.
Some of the following titles are provisional
:

Prof. T. H. Huxley, LL. D.,
tion and Consciousness.

F.R.

S.,

Bodily Mo-

W.

The
B. Carpenter, LL. D., F. R. S.,
S.,
Principles of Menial Physiology.
Sir John Lubbock, Bart., F. R. S., The Antiquity

Dr.

of Man.

Dr.

Esq., Physics

and

to

Charlton Bastian, M. D., F. R.
Brain as an Organ of Mind.

Herbert Spencer,

Esq.,

William Odling,

The Study of

F. R. S.,

S.,

The

W.

tem and

W.

Prof.

On

the

Nutrition of

its

Jr.,

M.

Relation

D., Tlie

Nervous Sys-

to the bodily

Functions.

D. Whitney, Modern Linguistic Science.
C.

Ramsay, LL.

D., F. R.

S.,

Earth

Sculpture.
Prof.

The New Chemis-

Dr.

John Tyndall, LL. D., F. R. S., The Forms
of Water, in Clouds, Rain, Rivers, Ice, and

Henry Maudsley,

Prof.

in

Form

Responsibility in Disease.

Michael Foster, M.

D., Protoplasm

Rev. M.

J. Berkeley, M. A., F. L. S.,
their Nature, Influences, and Uses.

Flowering Plants.

Smith, F. R.

S.,

Food and

Diets.

Prof.

W. Kingdon

Clifford, M. A., The First
Principles of the Exact Sciences explained to
the

Johnson, M. A.,

Glaciers.

Sociology.

Tiiiselton Dyer, B. A., B. Be.,

Edward

Prof.

Cephali-

and the

Cell Theory.

and Habit
Dr.

W.

Austin Flint,

Prof.

try.

Prof.

On

Plants.

Politics.

Dr. H.

D.,

Walking,

Head Domination in its relation
Structure, Grade, and Development.

Prof. A.

Conservation of Energy.

Walter Bagehot,

D., F. R. S.,

zaiion ; or,

Prof. S.

Rudolph Virchow (of the University of
Berlin), Morbid Physiological Action.
Prof. Alexander Bain, LL. D., Relations of Mind
and Body.
Prof. Balfour Stewart, LL. D., F. R. S., The

Pettigrew, M.

Swimming, and Flying.
Prof. James D. Dana, M. A., LL.

Prof.

Prof.

J. B.

Non- Mathematical.

Mr. J. N. Lockyer, F. R.

W. Lauder

S.,

Claude Bernard (ofthe CollegeofFrar,ce),
and Metaphysical Phenomena of

Life.

Quetelet (of the Brussels
Sciences), Social Physics.

Spectrum Analysis.
S. E.,

Mind in

;

Physical
Prof. A.

Lindsay, M. D., F. R.
the Lower Animals.

Fungi

Prof. A. de Quatrefages,
Prof.

Academy

of

The Negro Races.

Lacaze JJuthiers, Zoology

since Cuvier.

Professors H. Saint-Claiee Deyille, Beethelot, Wuetz, and Rosenthal, have
engaged to write, but have not yet announced their subjects. Other eminent authors,
as Wallace, Helmholtz, Paeks, Milne-Edwaeds, and Hackee, have given strong encouragement that they will also take part in the enterprise.

D.

APPLETON &

CO., Publishers,

519 & 551 Broadway, N. Y.

An

Important

Work

for

Manufacturers, Chemists, and Students.

A HAND-BOOK
OF

LOGY.
By RUDOLF WAGNER,

Ph. D.,

PROFESSOR OF CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY AT THE UNIVERSITY OF WURTZBURG.

Translated and edited, from the eighth German edition, with extensive
Additions,

By VI. CROOKES,
With 336

The

Illustrations.

1 vol., 8vo.

F. R. S.

761 pages.

(Nearly ready.)

Rudolf Wagner's " Handhuch der
Chemischen Technologie " have succeeded each other so
rapidly, that no apology is needed in offering

several editions of Professor

a translation to the public.

Under the head of Metallurgic Chemistry, the latest methods of preparing
Iron, Cobalt, Nickel, Copper, Copper Salts, Lead and Tin and their Salts, Bismuth, Zinc, Zinc Salts, Cadmium, Antimony, Arsenic, Mercury, Platinum, Silver,
Gold, Manganates, Aluminum, and Magnesium, are described. The various applications of the Voltaic Current to Electro-Metallurgy follow

under

this divis-

The Preparation of Potash and Soda Salts, the Manufacture of Sulphuric
Acid, and the Eecovery of Sulphur from Soda-Waste, of course occupy promiion.

nent places in the consideration of chemical manufactures. It is difficult to
over-estimate the mercantile value of Mond's process, as well as the many new
and important applications of Bisulphide of Carbon. The manufacture of Soap

The Technology of Glass, Stoneware,
will be found to include much detail.
Limes and Mortars, will present much of interest to the Builder and Engineer.
The Technology of Vegetable Fibres has been considered to include the preparation of Flax, Hemp, Cotton, as well as Paper-making; while the applications
of Vegetable Products will be found to include Sugar-boiling, "Wine and Beer
Brewing, the Distillation of Spirits, the Baking of Bread, the Preparation of
Vinegar, the Preservation of "Wood, etc.
Dr. "Wagner gives much information in reference to the production of Potash
from Sugar-residues. The use of Baryta Salts is also fully described, as well as
the preparation of Sugar from Beet-roots. Tanning, the Preservation of Meat,
Milk, etc., the Preparation of Phosphorus and Animal Charcoal, are considered
as belonging to the

Technology of Animal Products.

The Preparation

of tho

Materials for Dyeing has necessarily required much space ; while the final sections of the book have been devoted to the Technology of Heating and Illumination.

D.

APPLETQN &

CO.,

Publishers.

I

BELLEVUE HOSPITAL MEDICAL COLLEGE,
New

City of

York,

SESSIONS OF
THE PRELIMINARY AUTUMNAL TERM

1872-'73.

for 1872-"73 will

commence on Wednes-

day, September 18, 1872, and continue until the opening of the Regular Session. The
SESSION will commence on Wednesday, October 16th, and end about the
1st of March, 1813.

REGULAR

FACU LTY.

ISAAC

M.

TAYLOR,

E.

Emeritus Professor of Obstetrics and Diseases of

D.,

Women

and Children, and President of

the College.

JAMES

R. WOOD, M. D., LL. D.
Emeritus Prof, of Surgery.

FRANK H. HAMILTON, M. D., LL. D.,
Professor of Practice of Surgery with Operation and Clinical Surgery.
LEWIS

A.

SAYRE, M.

D.,

Professor of Orthopedic Surgery and Clinical Surgery.
I

ALEX. B. MOTT, M. D.,
Professor of Clinical and Operative Surgery.

W.

VAN BUREN,

H.

M.

D.,

Professor of Principles of Surgery with Diseases of the Genito-Urinary System, and Clinical Surgery.

AUSTIN FLINT, M. D.,
Professor of Principles and Practice of Medicine and Clinical Medicine.
R. OGDEN DOREMUS, M. D.,
Professor of Chemistry and Toxicology.

AUSTIN FLINT,

Jr.,

M.

D.,

Professor of Physiology and Physiological Anatomy, and Secretary of the Faculty.

FORDYCE BARKER,

M.

D.,

Professor of Clinical Midwifery and Diseases of

WM.

A.

HAMMOND,

M.

Women.

D.,

Professor of Materia Medica and Therapeutics, Diseases of the Mind and Nervous System,
and Clinical Medicine.

WILLIAM
Professor of Obstetrics, Diseases of

T.

Women,

LUSK, M.

D.,

Diseases of Infancy, and Clinical Midwifery.

A. B. CROSBY, M.D.,
Professor of General, Descriptive, and Surgical Anatomy.

HENRY
Professor
E. L.

Professor
E. G.

D.
of

NOYES, M.

KEYES, M.
of

D.,

Ophthalmology.
D.,

Dermatology.

JANEWAY,

M. D.,

Professor of Pathological and Practical Anatomy.

SPECIAL LECTUEES IN THE REGULAR TEEM.
Ophthalmology, by Prof. Henry D. Noyes, M. D. Diseases op the Skin, by Edward
Pathological Anatomy, by Prof. E. G. Janeway, M. D.
L. Keyes, M. D.
A distinctive feature of the method of instruction in this College is the union of clinical and didactic teaching. All the lectures are given within the Hospital grounds.
During
the Regular Winter Session, in addition to four didactic lectures on every week-day except Saturday, two or three hours are daily allotted to clinical instruction.

Fees for the Regular Session.
the Lectures during the Preliminary and Regular Term,
including Clinical Lectures
$140 00
Matriculation Fee
5 00
Demonstrator's Ticket (including material for dissection)
10 00

Fees for Tickets to

all

Graduation Fee
30 00
For the Annual Circular and Catalogue, giving regulations for graduation and other
information, address the Secretary of the College,
Prof. AUSTIN FLINT, Jr., Bellevue Hospital Medical College.

Mr. Evans's Work on Stone Implements.

THE ANCIENT

STONE IMPLEMENTS
WEAPONS, AND ORNAMENTS,
OF

GREAT BRITAIN.
By JOHN EVANS,

F. E. S.

With Two Plates and Four Hundred and

1 vol., Svo.

Seventy-six Woodcuts.

PRICE, 85.00.
"

A goodly volume

of more than six hundred pages, illustrated by nearly as

many

and streams, and findnovel interest. It might have been

excellent woodcuts, discoursing learnedly of nothing save stones

ing in them sermons of great and, to many readers,
supposed, when Mr. Evans had published his well-known
cient Britons,' that

work on the Coins of the An'

he had gone back as far as possible in the history of our land and

but in archaeological as in other sciences, there is in the lowest known depth
one lower still remaining to be fathomed every chamber opened to the light discloses

nation

;

;

others lying

beyond

From

it.

a people

who had no

literature, or

none of which they

any trace beyond the rude characters inscribed on their rude coins, we are now
carried back to tribes and races which possessed neither coins nor letters; people who
have

left

have

left

us neither their sepulchres nor their ashes, nor indeed any trace of their exist-

ence, save the rude triangular or sub-triangular fragments of

them
and

for tools or

;

and even these

worked stone which served

are usually found buried beneath the

wreck

of continents or islands which have long since been worn and wasted
The publication of this work is remarkable as an evidence of the quickened pace

ruin, it

away.

weapons

may be,

which characterizes

"The

scientific research in

subject-matter of the volume

our days."
is

Nature.

divided under the heads of Neolithic, Cave

Implements, and Implements of the River Drift, in each of which a classification is made
of the forms peculiar to these periods, and, what is of the utmost consequence in a work
of this character, it is illustrated by no less than 476 well-executed woodcuts.
" In
dealing with historic notices of stone and bronze weapons it might be thought
little could be added to the
knowledge we already have our author has, however,
contrived to bring forward such a mass of fresh evidence from ancient authors as would
alone have sufficed to shape the arguments of those who still deny the succession of the

that

;

stone and bronze ages."

D.

Athenaeum.

APPLETON &
549

<C

S51

CO., Publishers,

BROADWAV, SEW YORK.

Scientific Publications of

THE ORIGIN OF SPECIES

DARWIN

by Means of Natural

Selection, or the
Preservation of Favored Races in the

Struggle for Life. New and revised
edition, with Additions. With Copious
Index.

12mo.

1 vol.,

Cloth.

Price,

$2.00.

THE DESCENT OF MAN,
in

Selection

many

and

Relation to Sex,

With

2 vols.,

12mo.

Illustrations.

Familiar Essays on Scientific Subjects,
Natural Phenomena, etc. 1 vol., 12 mo.
Cloth.

An

Price, $1.75.

and entertaining volume to
the student of science, and of astronomy.
instructive

SPENCER (HERBERT).-educaTION,

Intellectual, Moral,

12mo.

JOURNAL OF RESEARCHES

ESSAYS

A

$2.50.

uniform with Origin cf
and " Descent of Man. 1 vol.,

edition,

12mo.

Cloth.

Price, $2.00.

An

interesting account of a voyage of scienresearch and discovery.

PLACE

HUXLEY. MAN'S
TURE.

12mo.

1 vol.,

1

12mo.

Cloth.

LAY SERMONS,
Reviews.

1 vol.,

:

Moral, Political, and ^Es-

12mo.

vol.,

best Papers.

Cloth.

Price,

12mo.

1 vol.,

Cloth.

Price, $2.50.

SOCIAL STATICS; or, the ConHuman Happiness

Price,

and the First of them DevelCloth.
Price,
vol., 12mo.

Specified,

ON THE ORIGIN OF

SCI-

Price, 25 cts.

ditions Essential to

$1.25.

1 vol.,

Paper.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF UNIVERSAL PROGRESS. A Selection of his

NA-

IN

Cloth.

8vo.

into

Beagle rouno. the World.
"

"

Cloth.

CLASSIFICATION OF THE

thetic.

S.

and Physi-

Price, $1.25.

FIRST PRINCIPLES. 12mo.

the Natural History and Geology of the
Countries visited during the Voyage of

Species

tific

Cloth.

Price, $2.50.

ENCES.

new

LIGHT SCIENCE

(R. A.)

FOR LEISURE HOURS. A Series of

profit in its perusal.

H. M.

Co.

Price, $4.00.

This work, in which the author expresses his
peculiar views boldly and forcibly, has been
widely read and criticised, and, whatever may
be the opinion arrived at in regard to his theories, the reader cannot fail to obtain pleasure

and

PROCTOR

cal.

Cloth.

&

D. Appleton

1

oped.

SPECIES.

$2.50.

Price, $1.00.

Addresses,

12mo.

Cloth.

THE PRINCIPLES OF BIOLOGY,

and

Price,

2 vols., 12mo.

Cloth.

Price, $5.00.

$1.75.

ELEMENTS OF PHYSIOLOGY,
and Hygiene. By
W. J. Youmans. 1

H. Huxley and
$1.75.
vol., 12mo.
T.

MORE CRITICISMS ON DARWIN,
and Administrative Nihilism.
12mo. Price, 50 cents.

1 vol.,

PROCTOR (R. A.) OTHER WORLDS
THAN OURS the Plurality of Worlds,
:

Studied under the Light of Recent Scientific Researches.
By Richard A.
Proctor, B. A., F. R. A. S., author of

" Saturn and its
"
System," Sun Views
of the Earth," " Half Hours with the

some
2.50.

etc.

colored.

With
12mo.

Illustrations,

Cloth.

Paper. Price, 75 cents ; Part
Inductions of Psychology.

1 vol.

The

II.

Price,

Paper. Price, 75 cents ;
General Synthesis ; Part IV.

1 vol., 8vo.

Part

III.

Special

Valuable to all who are interested in scientific
study or reading.

Telescope,"

THE PRINCIPLES OF PSYCHOLOGY: Part I. Data of Psychology.

Synthesis.

Paper.

$1.00;

Part V.

Paper.

Price, 75 cents.

Physical

Price,

Synthesis.

THE PRINCIPLES OF PSYCHOLOGY.

Vol.

I.,

WORKS.

8vo. Cloth. Price, $2.50.
7 vols., Svo.

Half

Calf.

Price, $28.00.

The works

of Herbert Spencer have attained

a prominence and a reputation in America
even greater than in England, and he stands the
acknowledged leader of a school of philosophy
which counts many students and thinker*

among his

followers.

New

and Cheaper Edition of the Figuier Books,

By LOUIS

FIG-TJIER.

The Geological portion newly revised by H. TV. Bristow,
Britain,

F. R. S., of the Geological Survey of Great
Hon. Fellow of King's College, London. With 235 Illustrations. Being the
first volume of the New and Cheaper Edition of Figuier's Works.
1 vol., small 8vo.

In the

new

Price, $3.50.

"The World

before the Deluge," the text has been again thoroughly revised
by Mr. Brir-tow, and many important additions made, the result of the recent investigations cf himself and his colleagues of the Geological Survey.

Tlie,

edition of

and cheaper

other volumes of the neio

of Figuier's Works

edition

following order

THE VEGETABLE W03LD.
F. G.S.

With 471

THE INSECT WORLD. A
Louis Figuier.

From the French

Illustrations.

Edited by E.

Cloth.

will be issued in the

:

of Louis Figuier.

Edited by C. 0. G. Napier,

Price, $3.50.

Popular Account of the Orders of Insects. From the French of
W. Jansen. With 570 Illustrations. Cloth. Price, $3.50.

THE OCEAN WORLD. A

Descriptive History of the Sea and its Inhabitants. From the
Edited by C. 0. G Napier, F. G. S. With 427 Illustrations. Cloth.

French of Louis Figuier.
Price, $3.50.

EEPTILES AND BIRDS.
With 307

From

Cloth.

Illustrations.

A

the French of Louis Figuier.

Edited by Parker Gilmore

Price, $3.50.

NEW

SERIES OF

sc
For the purpose of

facilitating the Introduction of Science

Teaching into Elementary Schools,

is

now

preparing, under the joint editorship of

Professor

HUXLEY,

Professor

ROSCOE, and

Professor

BALFOUR STEWART.

The

object of these Primers is' to convey information in such a manner as to make it both intelliand interesting to pupils in the most elementary classes. They will be clearly printed on good
paper, and illustrations will be given wherever they are necessary to the proper understanding of the
text.
The following volumes will be published shortly others will follow

gible

:

CHEMISTRY
PHYSICS
ISmo.

Flexible Cloth.

By

Professor

ROSCOE.

By

Professor

BALFOUR STEWART.

Trice, 50 cents each.

.,

549

&
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BROADWAY,

NEW

YORK.

PREPARATORY

SCIENTIFIC

SCHOOL,

FOR THE

Military

and

Naval

Academies,

Sheffield

Scientific

School, Stevens Institute of Technology,

School of Mines,

1212

etc.,

etc.,

BBOADWAY, between 29th <& 30th Streets,
DIRECTED BY

Professor

ALFRED COLIN,

M.

E.,

and Assistant Professor at the United
Late of the Engineer Corps United States Navy,
States Naval Academy.

RESIDENCE,

143

EAST

18th

STREET.

Send for Circulars.

1,500,000

ACRES

OF THE

For Sale to Actual

Settlers,

NEOSHO VALLEY, KANSAS.

MISSOURI, KANSAS,
CARS
The Lands now

offered

by

AND TEXAS RAILWAY

NOW RUNNING
this

Company

CO.

500 MILES.

are mainly within 20 miles of each side of
VALLEY, the richest, finest, and

the road, extending 1*70 miles along the NEOSHO
most inviting valley for settlement in the West.

One-third of the labor required at the East in the culture' of farms will insure here
double the amount of crops.

PRICE OF LAND.
TERMS OF SALE.

ment the second

year.

to $8 per acre ; credit often years' time.
One-tenth down at the time of purchase. No payOne-tenth every rear after until completion of payments, with

$2

annual interest.
For further information, address

ISAAC

T.

G-OODNOW,

LAND COMMISSIONER,
NEOSHO FALLS, KANSAS.

mm
SELTZER

SELTZER APERIENT.
This valuable and popular Medicine has universally received the most favorable
recommendations of the Medical Profession and the Public as the most efficient and

AGREEABLE

SA.LINE A-^EH IE N T.
It

Bilious

may be used

with the best effect in

and Febrile Diseases, Costiveness, Side Headache, Nausea,

Loss of Appetite, Indigestion, Acidity of the Stomach, Torpidity of the Liver, Gout, Rheumatic Affections,
AND ALL COMPLAINTS WHERE

A GENTLE AND COOLING APERIENT OR PURGATIVE

IS

REQUIRED.

It is particularly adapted to the wants of Travellers by Sea and Land, Residents in
Hot Climates, Persons of Sedentary Habits, Invalids, and Convalescents. Captains of
Vessels, and Planters, will find it a valuable addition to their Medicine-chests.

It is in the

form of a Powder, carefully put up in bottles to keep in any
and merely requires water poured upon it to produce a delightful Effervescent Beverage.

climate,

Numerous

testimonials,

from professional and other gentlemen of the highest standing

throughout the country, and

its steadily-increasing popularity for a series of years,
strongly guarantee its efficacy and valuable character, and commend it to the favorable
notice of an intelligent public.

Manufactured only by the Sole Proprietors,

SELmEl

278 Greenwich
Cor.

AI\

Warren

FOR SALE BY

St.,

N.

St.,

mm

SELTZER

F.,
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